
 By altering the frequencies and phase relationships of a mass, we can change the weight, density and nature of the mass by reducing or increasing the Neutral Centre opening to the flow of Aether

Aether can be so divided as to generate ever lower frequencies with resultant aggregations of energy, force and matter

The substance which is thus disseminated is a part and parcel of the mass agitated, and IF KEPT UNDER THIS AGITATION CONTINUOUSLY WOULD, in the course of a certain cycle of time, become thoroughly absorbed by the atmosphere; or, more truly, would pass through the atmosphere to an ELEVATED POINT OF TENUITY CORRESPONDING TO THE CONDITION OF SUBDIVISION (i

tool

 It is well known that ALL STRUCTURES REQUIRE A FOUNDATION IN STRENGTH according to the weight of the mass they have to carry, but the foundations of the Universe REST ON A VACUOUS POINT FAR MORE MINUTE THAN A MOLECULE;in fact, to express this truth properly, ON AN INTER-ETHERIC POINT, which requires an infinite mind to understand

tutorial

 The volume of the Aetheric flows throughout a structure are determined by the size of the Neutral Centre opening, exactly like increasing or decreasing the size of the drain in a tank of water

When many Inter-Atomic units combine, the total combined Neutral Centres of each unit will 'collectively form' an additional and 'new' single Neutral Centre which then becomes the Atomic in the next highest order of evolution

 The character, signature or virtual state pattern of the mass aggregation determines the nature of the interferences which present themselves to the flow of Aether into the Neutral Centre

 When many Inter-Atomic units combine (each of which has its own Neutral Centre), a single Neutral Centre comes into being as a COLLECTIVE SYNTHESIS of all the separate units to form a new EVOLVED structure now known as the Atomic

society

generate

 Right? Well, since then, both theory and experiment have shown that there is a non-thermal radiation in the vacuum and that it persists even if the temperature could be lowered to absolute zero

 This means that we have a spectrum of creation generated from the divisions of the Aether which can be shown by the following :Aether slowed down and extended yieldsMagnetism slowed down and extended yieldsElectricity slowed down and extended yieldsLight slowed down and extended yieldsHeat slowed down and extended yieldsSound slowed down and extended yieldsPhysical Vibration slowed down and extended yieldsMatterCascading forcefalls of Aether divide to generate infinite lowerfrequency interference patterns which form the Universe and all Creation

etc
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 I assume that sound, like odour, is a real substance of unknown and wonderful tenuity, emanating from a body where it has been induced by percussion, and throwing out absolute corpuscles of matter - inter-atomic particles - with a VELOCITY OF 1120 FEET PER SECOND, IN VACUO 20,000 (feet per second)

barrier

Euler

drain

 Control of the flow of Aether through this drain therefore determines the density and weight of a mass aggregation

chords

 It indicates that any mass can be caused to vibrate at chords which directly correlate and sympathize with the Ether, atomic, molecular, etc

due

"The Standing Wave of MatterIt is the flow of this aether/zpe as one or more frequencies into matter, where it is REFLECTED FROM THE CENTER to phase conjugate with incoming aether/zpe as shown in this standing wave animation

 The clapping of a bell in vacuo liberates these atoms with the same velocity and volume as one in the open air; and were the agitation of the bell kept up continously for a few million centuries, it would thoroughly return to its primitive element

 Decker - updated 03/01/00This file describes my long standing view of how aether creates and sustains all matter and energy manifestations

subdivision

world

Andromeda

"Molecular separation of air brings us to the first subdivision only; inter-molecular, to the second; atomic, to the third; inter-atomic, to the fourth; etheric, to the fifth; and inter-etheric, to the sixth subdivision, or positive association with LUMINIFEROUS ETHER

 Eli Cartan predicted the existence of static torsion fields in 1913 in a theory that became known as the Einstein-Cartan Theory or ECT for short

The origin of a minimal energy that isn't zero can be intuitively understood in terms of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle

closed

 Just as a prism separates white light (many combined frequencies) into what we perceive as single frequencies, so too can we use the phenomena of interference (collisions with other frequencies), to cause aether and other frequencies to be produced and manipulated to generate energy, matter and various 'effects'

 Coming full circle, I reiterate that the precise nature of space (ether) has yet to be comprehended, at least by me and I doubt anyone else

 The sounds that vibratory forks, SET SO AS TO PRODUCE ETHERIC CHORDS, while disseminating their compound tones permeate most thoroughly ALL SUBSTANCES that come under the range of their atomic bombardment

thoroughly

 Under these conditions is it unreasonable to suppose that, if this flow were kept up, and the body thus robbed of its element, it would in time disappear entirely?ALL BODIES ARE FORMED PRIMITIVELY FROM THIS HIGH TENUOUS ETHER, animal, vegetable and mineral, and THEY ONLY RETURN TO THEIR HIGH GASEOUS CONDITION when BROUGHT UNDER A STATE OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUILIBRIUM

kept

associated

measured

This mass nature not only determines what the elemental structure of a mass aggregation will be but also the properties exhibited

 It revives Newtonian space and time as hidden variables in general relativity

condition

In the conception of my VIBRATORY ENGINE, I did NOT SEEK TO ATTAIN PERPETUAL MOTION; but A CIRCUIT IS FORMED THAT ACTUALLY HAS A NEUTRAL CENTRE, which is in a condition to be vivified by my VIBRATORY ETHER, and while under operation, by said substance, is really A MACHINE THAT IS VIRTUALLY INDEPENDENT OF THE MASS (OR GLOBE), and it is the wonderful velocity of the vibratory circuit which makes it so

"- Xenocrates, On the life of PlatoWeb Publication byMountain Man Graphics, AustraliaTheories of the AetherNOTE: This resource has now been mapped to aQuick ReferenceArticle 0-Historical Background of the AetherThis document commences by examining the record of the ancient Greek philosophers, and in particular Pythagoras

1   Fundamental2         34    5     6   7This pattern continues throughout the physical and energy body of an individualized structure and is the basis of the SACRED TETRACTYS (10 points) of the Greeks

 For almost all quantum-mechanical systems, the lowest possible expectation value that this operator can obtain is not zero; this lowest possible value is called the zero-point energy

Related Works by Tom Valone:Feasibility Study of Zero-Point Energy Extraction from the Quantum Vacuum for the Performance of Useful Work - 2004Inside Zero Point Energy - 1999Zero Point Energy and the Future - 2003Zero Point Energy: The Fuel of the Future! - 2005Recommended reading for physicist by Thomas Valone, M

 The term arises commonly in reference to the ground state of the quantum harmonic oscillator

To accomplish these proposed aims, a review of the literature is provided, which focuses on the major, scientific discoveries about the properties of zero-point energy and the quantum vacuum

 A small force can be measured between the plates, which is directly ascribable to a change of the zero-point energy of the electromagnetic field between the plates

 4457) and how he was able to use a micro laser cavity to change the properties and increase the Casimir force  like turning on a light and getting a force out

The very purpose of the hot suns is to act as crucibles for melting the raw materials which the Creator needs for expressing the idea of the universe

This environmental energy (such as the etheric/zero point energy, solar systems or heat pumps etc) is cohered and additionally added to the users input energy to equal the total out put

Mary

These principles fall into the thermodynamic, fluidic, mechanical, and electromagnetic areas of primary, forcelike quantities that apply to all energy systems

Weigert

 Kozyrev (1908-1983, pronounced Ko-zir-ev,) proved beyond any doubt that such an energy source had to exist, and as a result he became one of the most controversial figures in the history of the Russian scientific community

Norman

 Applying an engineering analysis to the zero-point energy literature places more emphasis the practical potential for its energy conversion, especially in view of recent advances in nanotechnology

 The solids: First come the basic structures(which we find at all times in chemical organization of elements with Hydrogen, grab a book and you will see)

proteins

 -End quoteA working device(a spinning motor) is shown(centre) by alternative energy researcherJohn Hutchisonusing a crystalline substance(the shake and bake method) as described by Greer

 The following was taken from a review from the pure energy site which is another great introduction and informational reference for ZPE

curve

Public grants pledged to consolidate and contract engineers for this very purpose of open source ZPE disclosure study can only bridge the gap of suppression, and ensure production

 and Jack Nachamkin for a system for converting electromagnetic radiation energy to electrical energy

Jack Nachamkin

 The physics community does not in general acknowledge the emerging opportunities from fundamental discoveries of zero-point energy

 The most feasible modalities for the conversion of zero-point energy into useful work, such as the fluctuation-driven transport of an electron ratchet, the quantum Brownian nonthermal rectifiers, and the Photo-Carnot engine are also explored in more detail

 It had great importance because it helped end the "old" concept of an "active Ether" and ushered in a century-long belief in the "empty vacuum" (which was proven wrong by the existence of Zero Point Energy)

"Boyer traces the historical creation of the vacuum as proceeding in stages in parallel with the historical development of ideas about the vacuum

 The fluctuating virtual particles exert radiation pressures at various wavelengths on the plates which on average is greater outside the plates than between them

The content presented on this site profiles reports of corporate mainstream media suppression of alternative FREE energy devices and mainstream sciences lack of awareness, understanding and investigation of them

 Supposedly the energy structure of the human aura contains the wave interference patterns of the Platonic Solids especially the star-tetrahedron

 Forces in nature tends to create a constant acceleration

There is evidence presented in the FREE energy suppression section details information by theDisclosure Projectproving that the American military has prior knowledge of zero point energy devices, andis keeping this knowledge and technology from the public

 The quantization of the harmonic oscillator is all that is required to reveal the existence of the zero-point ground state energy take out picture Goff of the cashmir effect in first few pages However, ubiquitous zero-point energy is known to exist

Goff

 Not only is the Casimir effect easily and accurately measured in specially designed nanoscale devices, but it increasingly needs to be taken into account in the design and manufacturing processes of small devices

nanotechnology

 Another purpose is to look at the feasibility of various energy conversion methods that are realistically available to modern engineering, including emerging nanotechnology, for the possible use of zero-point energy

"Tom Valone"

 In subquantum kine-tics, this creative force or Prime Mover is termed etheric Force while the resulting transmutativeor reactive transformation of etherons from one state to another is termed etheric flux

discs

inheritance

blood

 The idea is to get the material in the contraption to interface with the jittering action or resonance of zero point energy, the structure is made form common crystalline minerals-End quoteThe version that John showed was made of rhodium plated polarized quartz discs bound together with a long bolt

 A search of ZPE literature reveals that these principles also apply to the quantum level

Yet, none of the worlds physicists or engineers are participating in any national or international energy development project beyond nuclear power

 These measurements were able to be made because of sciences ability to study matter at the nanoscopic level

 In a sense, the ZPE process must be ignited by this low-amperage (resonant) high-frequency signal to unleash its power, and this is done by carefully applying that low power (high frequency) signal directly to the circuit that is used to feed the higher-amperage power supply

 Some cosmologists have speculated that at the beginning of the universe, when conditions everywhere were more like those inside a black hole, vacuum energy was high and may have even triggered the big bang

manner

 By Whittaker 1904, those vacuum perturbations (spacetime perturbations) are just two potential functions  each of which is just LW functions

He said spectral density for ZPE is Planks 2nd radiation law, which has now been also measured in superconducting tunnel diode noise and reported in a journal article entitled "Has Dark Energy Been Measured in the Laboratory?"Where superconducting circuits are concerned, it is interesting to point out that Perpetual Motion Machines of the Third Kind, as he put it, have been achieved with superconducting currents that won't stop, even after ten years of operating with no further energy input, such as those used in MRI machines

 Ac-cording to Descartes, large cosmic ether vortices existed throughout the uni-verse

switch

 Dr Valones report makes one realize that experiments tapping ZPE are now starting to be researched and discussed by the respected scientific communitys peer-reviewed journals

rotor

Although the Casimir effect at first proved hard to measure, because its effects can be seen only at very small distances, the effect is taking on increasing importance in nanotechnology

 Einstein has come out and stated that theEinstein Relativity theory declares that the Aether/Zero point energy is necessary

calculation

Tom Bearden- Energy from the vaccumTom Valone - Feasibility study of Zero point energyMoray B King - Quest for Zero point energy

Quote-Zero-Point Energy is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical physical system may possess

Peter Milonni

 The particles that make up this gas are called gyrons because the necessary physical properties of the aether emerge from the gyroscopic behavior of these fundamental particles that have a special identical oblong form

 Casmir, Fabrizio Pinto, Frank Mead and Peter Milonni, key principles for the proposed extraction of energy for useful work are identified and analyzed

Dr Valonespeaking publicly about ZPEat the Tesla Tech conference

disclosure

Depsite being disclosed at the national press club, the world's press never followed up by directing public attention to the disclosure project's EVIDENCE or by presenting FURTHER details to the EXISTENCE of ZPE to the public

 Ninety years ago, when zero-point energy was first discovered, the validity of the data may have been questioned

hydrogen

 From Shipov's vacuum equations, every known fundumental physical equation (Einstein's, Young-Mills', Heisenberg's, etc

Arago

It was Rene Descartes, the French Mathematician and Philosopher who, per-haps for the first time in a scientific sense, assigned a reality tothe medium of space as a property-less fluid-entity, already known at that time as ether

words

This energy has also been described as the quantum vacuum of space (contained in what was thought to be empty space) andit has the potential of doing useful work in energy systems which are designed to tap this potential

As a result, there is a good deal of information and a considerable number of devices which use the ZPE energy-transformation principles, which the general public are not be aware of

 This has been interpreted, not only by Einstein, but others since then to actually explain the principle of inertia, since the distant stars can be regarded as a relatively stable reference frame in the universe from our perspective

 An expansion of the Model-G ether reaction scheme as it would appear disposedalong dimension T

 Because the kinetic energy of a moving particle is proportional to the square of its velocity, it cannot be zero either

 Casimir, who considered the quantized electromagnetic field between a pair of grounded, neutral metal plates

rest

Charles Muses

 Since ZPE frequencies are in the range of 1040 hertz (faster than gamma rays, much smaller than the atom), resonant beat frequencies must be applied to tuned loads that are made from materials that have both crystalline structures and magnetic domain symmetries that will tune to these much higher frequencies
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Shinichi Seike

Sapere Aude MediaAssisting the global awakening through shared news and original contentTuesday, July 19, 2011Zero Point Energy Can Help Free HumanityIntroduction to Zero Point Energy from thePanacea-BOCAFWebsite, a non profit educational organization dedicated to"the training, consultation,protection and research into suppressed and alternative FREE energy technology"Zero Point EnergyThe Ether is a physical thing-Sir Oliver Joseph LodgeWhat is unknown to the general public and to themajorityof the mainstream scientific faculties is that there exist a non thermal energy field which has been used to produce FREE energy

helium

Summary -To summarize the scientific literature review, the experimental evidence for the existence of ZPE include the following:1) Anomalous magnetic moment of the electron2) Casmir effect3) Diamagnetism4) Einsteins fluctuation formula5) Gravity6) Ground state of the hydrogen atom7) Inertia8) Lamb shift9) Liquid Helium to T = 0 K10) Plancks blackbody radiation equation11) Quantum noise12) Son luminescence13) Spontaneous emission14) Uncertainty principle15) Van der Waals forcesThe apparent discrepancy in the understanding of the concepts behind ZPE comes from the fact that ZPE evolves from classical electrodynamics theory and from quantum mechanics

(6)

In quantum field theory, it is a synonym for the vacuum energy, an amount of energy associated with the vacuum of empty space

 Dare to KnowAbout MeSapere Aude MediaSapere Aude Media is dedicated spreading awareness about important issues not commonly accepted or covered in mainstream media outlets

The mindbody is electronic, but it is rooted in the scalar luminosity of its invisible ground

 Then he starts tapping, bending and hitting the battery in a way only he masters as the builder of the experimental power source

planets

 Toby GrotzNikola Tesla used ancient Sanskrit terminology in his descriptions of natural phenomena

 This attractive force has a purely quantum origin and is a direct consequence of the existence of Zero-Point Fluctuations which come into play as a consequence of virtual particles that pop in and out of existence

theoretical

Dr Valone has compiled a ZPE feasibility study paper which has all theevidenceand data for mainstream science to begin to understand and comprehendZPEby their ownethosof measurement and interpretation

Pasteur

 Scientists now believe that torsion waves can be regarded as information carrying waves rather than energy waves

theorized

IntroductionQuote-In 1871 John Keely stated; I have tapped a great new source of energy

 Now to his surprise when he stopped the gyroscope from spinning and restarted the gyroscope to spin again within 60 seconds after it stopped, it required 10 times less energy to spin the gyroscope to the same speed

neutron

separate

 TheseSUPPRESSED ZPE energysystems are often configured like an antenna and they form an open system which consequentlyis still subject to the Law of Thermodynamics which applies only to local closed thermal systems

Prigogine

The transmission of the then known magnetic forces and the force of gravity between the earth and the planetary bodies found ex-planations in Cartesian philosophy with physical contacts between the interact-ing entities mediated by the intervening ether

data

 To high light Quote From his study:Technical Validity of Data-The data used in this study can be presumed to be valid beyond a reasonable doubt

-End quote"Nikola Tesla, Man's Greatest Achievement, May 13, 1907

size

-John BediniThe following is an introduction to the zero point energy feild which is currentlyONLYavailable and disclosed to the public via the internet and particular publicly unknown annual energy conferences

break

vortexes

 These energy transformation principles have been investigated and replicated and are currently held in some proprietary inventors devices(but non publicly disseminated) from around the world

Further devices which use this field for energy are now accepted in patent applications

The assembly of this emergent energy into the minute particles that eventually form the electron cause vibrations in space which are discernable and measurable

designed

 To usefully tap the enormous locked-in energy of that stress, all one has to do is crack it sharply and tap the vacuum oscillations that result

 1/20/97) performed an experiment designed to penetrate the virtual particle cloud surrounding the electron with a particle accelerator at energies of 58 gigaelectronvolts without creating other particles

acids

 Valone president of his ownnot for profit organization integrity researchhas attempted to bridge the gap of mainstream scientificlack of awareness and to the acceptance of the existence of ZPE

 It is a means of bringing free energy into our systems for quantum wellness

 Then think what the Vacuum energy/zero point energy/etheric feild is to devices which are configured to accept this energy

generation

 However, after so much experimental agreement with theory has followed in the physics literature, it can be said that the data has stood the test of time

 Ray DeBiaseThe observational writings of Ray DeBiase cover a wide subject area and are a pleasure to read

, the imprinting process structures the substructure of vacuum spacetime [the artificial potential of vacuum]

 Forwards early work proposing to extract energy from the Casimir Effect and how he made an electron storage battery instead

 A device which disintegrated theEtheric force (Orgone) that controls the atomic constitution of matter

degree

cycle

 Since a magnetic field is the product of a current, no one can produce a magnetic field without electricity, moving through or along a conductor, or as electrostatic charges in local or cosmic motion

1988

 -End quoteAnother perspective quoted from Neil Roberts:Quote-Zero-Point Energy is produced by dielectric fields of natural radioactivity that represent the very shortest and most powerful electromagnetic pulses that reach us from unprevaded space

Neil Roberts

Since every permanent magnet possess not only oriented magnetic moments but also classical spins orientation as well, then every permanent magnet possess it's own torsion field

 Chronological perspectiveThis document represents an historical timeline of events and people concerned with the theories of aether and the attempts to experimentally detect it

Valone listed the following patents as the most significant in ZPE research: Rectifying Thermal Electric Noise by Charles Brown 3890161, and 4004210 by Yater; and 4704622 by Capasso, which actually acknowledges ZPE

 Valone described a report in the July 8, 2004 issue of Nature about how the Dark Energy of astronomy is ZPE, and is why the universe is accelerating

Tom Bearden disclosing scientific principles justifyingthe existence of ZPE on a documentary about free energy

 Beardens vacuum theory also accounts for psychoenergetic phenomena, intentionality, and subtle energies

 Lamb Shift: A shift (increase) in the energy levels of an atom, regarded as a Stark effect, due to the presence of the zero-point field

 The prime cause for the inverse square law is shown to be a natural result of shadowing geometry with distance

One source which can replace fossil fuels is zero-point energy (ZPE)

Panacea MRA Reloaded (update)The above link shows Panacea's second video production on the open source magnetic resonant amplifier device

exposure

stars

 Can a device be configured the same as a solar panel to accept this energy? Panacea is currently in the process of reproducing one

Nikola

 It offers no regeneration mechanism for recycling energy

appeared

When massergy enters 3-space, it becomes entropic, while the negentropic potential remains unmanifest as its sustaining force

A major feasibility study by Valone's Integrity Research Institute placed its emphasis on the practical potential for ZPE energy conversion, especially in view of recent advances in nanotechnology, than in the theory

Radiance is the fundamental reality of such an unseen, fluidlike source of universal energy

 Eventually, that energy borrowed finds its way back to the aether as we spend it by generating heat radiation

 In other words, we can ring something at its resonant frequency and, if that something is imbedded in the vacuum, we can tap off the resonance in vacuum stress, without tapping energy directly from the embedded system we rang into oscillation, So what we really need is something that is deeply imbedded in the vacuum, that is, something that can translate "vacuum" movement to "mass" movement

intense

 Plato combined the ideas of Empedocles that the four basic elements of matter were earth, fire, air, and water, and the ideas Democritus Abdera (Existence of Indivisible Particles "atomic theory")

 The evidence is that mathematics in fundamental physics is largly counterproductive - it only confuses, and encourages people to try for their PhDs by adding to the tangled web of self-sustaining intellectual fantasy, without gaining any deeper knowledge of the wonderful intricacy, fantastic forces that create and organise matter, with a continuous gradation from elementary fluctuations of some basic "phi" to galaxies, life, and our ability to wonder at all of this

Rene Descartes

 These maverick proponents have postulated that the zero-point energy could explain cold fusion, inertia, and other phenomena and might someday serve as part of a negative mass system for propelling spacecraft

absolute

termed

individual

 Billy GoodmanThe full title of this article, published in The Scientist, Vol:9, #10, pg 3, May 15, 1995) is "AAAS Gives Dissident Group A Chance To Challenge Physics Theory", and an extract follows:The dissidents, by and large, champion a theory of light popular before Einstein, which has its roots in Newtonian mechanics

mathematical

 Frank Mead (US Patent #5,590,031) calls it "zero point electromagnetic radiation energy" following the tradition of Timothy Boyer who simply added a randomizing parameter to classical ZPE theory thus inventing stochastic electrodynamics (SED)

start

Empty vacuum - pure "emptiness", so to speak - is filled with rivers and oceans of seething energy, just as Nikola Tesla pointed out

If You are a philanthropic group or faculty who can help pleasecontact PanaceaPanacea needs grants to establish YOUR PUBLIC research and development center so that finally engineers from around the world who are experienced in this medium can disclose anopen sourceworking PURE CLEAN FREE ENERGY ZPE system for house and transport use

Claus Turtur Zero Point Energy Rotor operatingThe Casimir effect: a force from nothingResearchers from Harvard University and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have measured, for the first time, a repulsive quantum mechanical force that could be harnessed and tailored for a wide range of new nanotechnology applications

protein

time

Takeuchi conducted a series of experiments in which the fall-time of a freely-falling spinning gyroscope was measured

taped

Walter Russell

press

Dr Greeraddressing the national press aboutZPEin2001In relation to ZPE; Dr Greer also has been quoted as saying:Quote:ZPE can be taped from crystalline structures where an electronic signal goes into a crystalline structure and the resonance of that crystal will then recruit energy from the zero point fields where more energy comes out then what you are putting in

 Central to this approach is the discerning interpretation of primarily physics publications in the light of mechanical, nuclear, thermal, and electronic and electrical engineering techniques

beat

Steven Rado

nested

 This physics has even been used as a model of paranormal phenomena, healing and clandestine warfare

 Tom Valone's technical lecture can be obtainedfor Educational purposesonGoogle video

 Devices that cohere this energy result in a non-polluting, unlimited supply of virtually free energy

fixed

 Consequently, if the ether reaction system isinitially in the subcritical vacuum state, provided that it operates sufficiently close to the criticalthreshold, eventually a fluctuation will arise that is sufficiently large to form a supercritical regionand nucleate a subatomic particle (e

Quote from Hutchison:This is a crystalline converter unit I made to see if the principle worked or not the principles involve the cashmir effect, space charge, a type of barrier effect used in semi conductors and a jitter activity referred to aszero point energy that goes through time and space

Alexander

 Puthoff, the director of the Institute for Advanced Studies, observed: For the chauvinists in the field like ourselves, we think the 21st century could be the zero-point-energy age

 In Cosmic Superimposition Reich showed that Orgone [ether] streams, when meeting under certain conditions and angles, give rise to or result in the creation of matter

resonating

strange

Quote-In physics, the zero-point energy is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical physical system may possess; it is the energy of the ground state of the system

Quote-Walter Russell's comments on the 'Vacuum' : "The greatest error of science is in relation to space

The majority of the principles used in these devices have been described in theannualy held energy conferences

ZPE has already been described to the world press in the Disclosure Project in 2001 by ex-government contractors

review

Faraday

People say that is impossible as that violates the second law of thermo dynamics, it doesnt as the interpretation is that it is possible where the ZPE field is the bass line energy that is the substrate or the bass upon which all matter and energy forms are fluxing out of, whats described as the quantum vacuum

Thomas Valone Addressed the Extraordinary Technology conference in Salt Lake City on Friday, July 30, 2004, 2:30 pm dealing with the scientific literature on ZPE with emphasis on how molecular science is enabling the detection of ZPE

Tesla

 In the new physics the electron is really a composite construction and the particle that is the substance of electrons (about 100 to each), and hence all other matter-energy is actually much smaller than the electron is thought to be 

 Contrarily, the very purpose of space is to cool the melted matter set out in order that it may become conditioned for the complex expressions of Creation

 Robert Forward, "the quantum mechanical zero point oscillations are real

A detailed digest of these energy-transformation principles, inventors, patents and device is provided in the section entitledR and D Principles

 3,890,161, a chip which absorbs heat directly while producing electrical power

 (russian) ("On the registration of a true position of Sun

The much higher frequency wave that would be capable of entraining this basic particle, and capturing or igniting its power, is the key to its great value and potential

?June(11)?May(14)?April(7)Interesting LinksActivist PostAlfred Webre / ExopoliticsBarbara Hand ClowCrystal LinksDavid Icke OfficialECETIEducate YourselfFood Not BombsMedia RootsNatural Solutions FoundationOC Mind Body Spirit Business NetworkPanaceaProject AvalonProject Camelot ProductionsProject CensoredReality SandwichSecret ArcanaSign of the TimesThe ExaminerThe Information MachineThe Love PoliveThe Rainbow ScribeUFO HorizonUniversal Truth EvolutionVigilant CitizenWe Are ChangeWe Must KnowWhat Really HappenedThings we likelove, unity, truth, knowledge, the self, community, healing, high vibration, raising consciousness, ancient knowledge, plant medicine, beyond politics, happiness for all, we are all one, awakening, transformation, unwinding stories, shamanism, crystals, meditation, nature, trees, beauty, oneness, self exploration, shifting paradigms, intelligent beings, permaculture, shadow governments, control systems, shifting paradigms, holograms, holographic universe, resistance, living by example, co creating reality and so much more

packet

A scientific editorial opinion states, Exactly how much zero-point energy resides in the vacuum is unknown

 The primary substance, thrown into infintesimal whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross matter; the force subsiding, the motion ceases and matter disappears,reverting to the primary substance

Voeikov

Thus any device which produces excess energy by taping into this field, is currently considered to be a hoax and not possible by the mainstream curricula and general public but not to the energy cartels

warming

 Uniquely Dr Tom Valone has done a critically needed feasibility studied on ZPE showing the scientific justification, devices, and measurable mainstream scientific methods for its detection

The most we can say about our so-called physical existence is that we are standing wavefronts in spacetime

belief

 A search of zero-point energy literature reveals that these principles also apply to the quantum level

cos

 It's electric field consists of a Gaussiancentral core of high-Y/low-X polarity surrounded by a pattern of concentric spherical shellswhere X and Y alternate between high and low extrema of progressively declining amplitude

extract

 This is Tom Valone's amazing video lecture Zero-Point Energy Extraction from the Quantum Vacuum (2004) where he gives a great overview of the various methods to extract free energy directly from the quantum vacuum to power our homes and machines

The particle shown here would represent a neutron

 The Zero-Point Energy of a vacuum has been repeatedly proven to exist by the Casimir effect, and is directly observable in nanoscale devices

channel

Theses engineers rationalise that they tap into this field using the device and further that this field is understood to be the ETHERIC, "AETHER" "Aethyr" or the ZERO-POINT ENERGY (ZPE) field

linear

 Then, with the light obtained from the medium, with the power derived from it, with every form of energy obtained without effort, from the store forever inexhaustible, humanity will advance with giant strides

author

 These fields represent the most basic form of energy in the universe, and their odd behavior seems to contradict every thing we now know about natural law

Paul Stowe

 Analysisshows that this potential bias declines as the inverse of radial distance just as classical theorypredicts

On this documentary investigating free energy, Tom, disclosed the same principles Dr valone mentions, being the cashmir effect and the lamb shift as being the justification or scientific process able to measure and detect the existence of ZPE

 To some current observers, fields are holistic entities while particles typify the reductionist view of nature, where everything is reduced to its parts

 That conceit is not shared by the majority of physicist; some even regard such optimism as pseudoscience that could leech funds from legitimate research

color

 Aristoteles Took the Idea of Aether, to be this Fundamental Element The material of heavenly bodies which permeated then entire universe to be the cosmic fifth essence ("quintessence")

Aristoteles

electrostatic

 A real need exists for a portable source of power that can compete with fossil fuel and its energy density

 The existence of this field was observed centuries ago by the Greekswho called it 'Aether'

 Tom refers to the presence of ZPE as an "effect" cause by his coined "vacuum energy"

Inertial radiant flow and shadowing cause all remote forces

hypothesis
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 What GR did in effect was rename the ether and call it space; an unfortunate choice of terminology as it makes intentional reference to truly empty space, difficult

 The two-way interchange between spatial holes and material solids is continuous

directions

Interaction of these waves creates holograms, which oscillate across time in various geometric shapes

effect

Therefore, an aim of this study is to provide a clear understanding of the basic principles of the only known candidate for a limitless, fuel less source of power: zero-point energy

main

medical
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 In continuous elastic media, pressure an density propagate as sound waves when the media are excited

"  Nikola Tesla, referring to Zero Point Energy in 1891The existence of this field has since been proventhrough modern scientific experiments

calculated

These "zero pont energy" devices are ALWAYS misunderstood to be "free energy" devices or "over unity" devices that get energy from no where and breaks the law of theromodynamics or the law of the conservation of energy

Lefever

The existence of this field enables devices to be configured as "open system's" to receive this energy and to produce a co-efficiency of performance of more then one (COP+1)

Sokolov

 It is painfully obvious that zero-point energy does not appear to most scientists as the robust source of energy worth developing

Goldes

" In this view, "The Casimir force is simply the (relativistic, retarded)van der Waals forcebetween the metal plates

Unfortunately, as already noted, there is as yet no experimental evidence that ZPE actually exists

 And so even a "perfect vacuum" can contain energy, which is called the zero point energy

 In a nutshell, the effect is a very small but measurable force between two very flat metal plates that are very close together

 Interestingly enough, most physicists think there is such evidence, in the form of a phenomenon known as theCasimir effect

AcknowledgementI'm indebted to Phil Gossett for bringing the Jaffe paper to my attention in postings to a private mailing list

 On the contrary, Casimir effects can be formulated and Casimir forces can be computed without reference to zero point energies
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domain

 If Jaffe is right, we still lack any experimental evidence for ZPE, however right it seems theoretically -- it's still a challenge to experimental physicists

beyond

Kerr

 Instead, he's just claiming a way to derive the Casimir effect from "the forces between charged particles in the metal plates

The quantum vacuum is a dynamic massless scalar field

"- Nikola Tesla, 1907Article 31-Light, Atoms, Galaxies and Gravity

 Jaffe came out with a paper demonstrating that the Casimir effect can be explained without ZPE:The Casimir Effect and the Quantum VacuumIn discussions of the cosmological constant, the Casimir effect is often invoked as decisive evidence that the zero point energies of quantum fields are "real''

All that is universal is contained in our human essence for we are not separate from that, or one another, or our environment

Science and ReasonStuff for science nerdsSaturday, September 17, 2005Zero point energy and the Casimir effectThe all too human hope of getting "something for nothing" unavoidably affects inventors, engineers, and physicists as much as anyone else

unit

However, strangely, there is still no experimental evidence that ZPE -- or "energy of the vacuum" is actually "real"

 In simple terms, zero-point energy results from the infinitesimal motion of molecules even when seemingly at rest

 Sometimes termed dissident, invariably termed "crack-pot", the scorn and derision of the status quo have not prevented these individuals to work away at their alternate theories concerning the nature of natural phenomena, here on earth and "out there", in the cosmos

 Although there is now good evidence that the cosmological constant is nonzero, it's only a guess that it has something to do with ZPE

nonzero

Note that Jaffe isn't claiming that the Casimir effectisn'ta result of ZPE

 Here's one of numerous references from a usually reliable source,Physics World:The Casimir effect: a force from nothing

Michelson Morley

 He proclaimed the aether to be static and immobile, without a shred of evidence in order to eliminate its participation in the ordering and movements of the Heavens

 Dr Valone?s report makes one realize that experiments tapping ZPE are now starting to be researched and discussed by the respected scientific community?s peer-reviewed journals

This attractive force has a purely quantum origin and is a direct consequence of the existence of Zero-Point Fluctuations which come into play as a consequence of virtual particles that pop in and out of existence

Zero Point Energy and the Casimir Effect AppliedZPE has been proven time and again scientifically to exist, and that we have the ability to harness it

 Forward?s early work proposing to extract energy from the Casimir Effect and how he made an electron storage battery instead

 Valone's study is the most comprehensive, ironclad study proving the existence of zero point energy

 As a result, there is a good deal of information and a considerable number of devices which use the ZPE energy-transformation principles, which the general public are not be aware of

engine

follows

He said spectral density for ZPE is Plank?s 2nd radiation law, which has now been also measured in superconducting tunnel diode noise and reported in a journal article entitled "Has Dark Energy Been Measured in the Laboratory?"Where superconducting circuits are concerned, it is interesting to point out that ?Perpetual Motion Machines of the Third Kind,? as he put it, have been achieved with superconducting currents that won't stop, even after ten years of operating with no further energy input, such as those used in MRI machines

 Strong torsion fields are generated by high electrical potentials and by devices with organized circular or spiral electromagnetic processes

wholes

 4457) and how he was able to use a micro laser cavity to change the properties and increase the Casimir force ? like turning on a light and getting a force out

 Another purpose is to look at the feasibility of various energy conversion methods that are realistically available to modern engineering

Shannon

 He said that a ZPE field loses its drag when the temperature nears 0?K, according to Fronig's research

Fronig

It is of special importance that these documented facts of past and present FREE energy suppression cases are disclosed in detail to the public

 Although the entire vacuum or a large region of it statistically is disordered, each individual temporary virtual particle is totally ordered while it fleetingly exists

These engineers rationalize that they can tap into this field using the device and further that this field is understood to be the ?ETHERIC?, "AETHER", "Aethyr" or the ?ZERO-POINT ENERGY? (ZPE) field

However, consumer demand and awareness of these energy systems is non-existent, due tosuppression, ignorance of the medium by faculties, and theengineer's mistakes

energy

 Valone mentions, being the Casimir effect and the lamb shift, as being the justification or scientific process able to measure and detect the existence of ZPE

fuel

sky

 Townsend Brown and others in the early and mid-twentieth century we have had the technological ability to replace fossil fuel, internal combustion and nuclear power generating systems with advanced non-polluting electromagnetic and electro-gravity systems that extract energy from the so-called Quantum vacuum

)The apparent discrepancy in the understanding of the concepts behind ZPE comes from the fact that ZPE evolves from classical electrodynamics theory and from quantum mechanics

 Valone cites evidence that the ZPE is not conserved, and does not follow the normal laws of energy conservation

larger

 Ray TomesThe theory of harmonics by Ray Thomes is based upon a study of cycles which are manifest across a diverse range of phenomena and disciplines

 In fact, subquantum kinetics has been shown to reproduce all the classical laws ofelectrostatics, as well as all the classical laws of gravitation (LaViolette, 1985b, 1994, 2010)

"-John Bedini"'Energy' cannot be created nor destroyed - it exists throughout space and within matter

)It has been suggested that these "zero point energy systems" become able to receive zero point energy by creating a low-pressure energy ?sink? into which the high-pressure ZPE energy flows, thus createsextra energy gains

 The name ?Zero-Point Energy? was given to matter whose temperature is lowered to absolute Zero and which consequently should exhibit no movement what?s so ever

 Positive electricity is accountable for the solids and negative electricity is accountable for the space

"Walter Russell"Empty vacuum - pure "emptiness", so to speak - is filled with rivers and oceans of seething energy, just as Nikola Tesla pointed out

This is the pledged goal of the non-profit organization's proposed granted research and development center

 The mass range of the particles is in the range for the spectrum of all light photons

In this nonlocal model, bioenergetic distance healing is possible through pumping additional energy into the system, creating resonance and modulating electrically charged molecules

Tom Bearden disclosing scientific principles justifying the existence of ZPE on a documentary about free energy

 Valonespeaking publicly about ZPEat the Tesla Tech conference

organization

The majority of the principles used in these devices have been described in theannually held energy conferences

house

 In GR terms, that effect requires the formation of vacuum engines or spacetime engines, -- i

grants

If you are a philanthropic group or faculty who can help, pleasecontact PanaceaPanacea needs grants to establish YOUR PUBLIC research and development center so that finally engineers from around the world who are experienced in this medium can disclose anopen sourceworking PURE CLEAN FREE ENERGY ZPE system for house and transport use

 Greer has been quoted as saying: "ZPE can be tapped from crystalline structures where an electronic signal goes into a crystalline structure and the resonance of that crystal will then recruit energy from the zero point fields where more energy comes out then what you are putting in

 The Advanced Energy Research Organization, LLC is a research and development group formed to develop and strategically protect new energy and propulsion technologies

Public grants pledged to consolidate and contract engineers for this very purpose are helping to bridge the gap of suppression, and ensure production

corporate

The literature is replete with well-documented technologies that have surfaced, only to later be illegally seized or suppressed through systematic abuses of the national security state, large corporate and financial interests, or other shadowy concerns

 In ancient eastern spirituality the history written within the Akasha field are called the Askashic chronicles, the book of life that records everything that has ever happened or will happen in the universe

son

 In other words, we can ring something at its resonant frequency and, if that something is imbedded in the vacuum, we can tap off the resonance in vacuum stress, without tapping energy directly from the embedded system we rang into oscillation

potentials

 Thus if we quantify the amount of order or negentropy created by asingle seed fluctuation, integrate the total amount of field potential | ?x| or | ?y| forming theparticle wave pattern, we should find that it converges to a finite value, comparable to the idea ofa quantum of action

 Can a device be configured the same as a solar panel to accept this energy? Panacea is currently in the process of reproducing one!Panacea MRA ReloadedThis link shows Panacea's second video production on the open source magnetic resonant amplifier device

Tom Valone's technical lecture can be obtainedfor Educational purposesonGoogle video

 These measurements were able to be made because of science?s ability to study matter at the nanoscopic level

cited

billion

 Will the next breakthrough in the conceptualisation of the cosmos emerge from this consortium?"The aether (and all nature) is NON-Euclidean

 what?s described as the quantum vacuum

Thusany device which produces excess energy by tapping into this field, is currently considered to be a hoax and not possibleby the mainstream curricula and general public

 According to Descartes, large cosmic ether vortices existed throughout the universe

habits

 However, after so much experimental agreement with theory has followed in the physics literature, it can be safely said that the data has stood the test of time

 They appear smeared over a region of space due to quantum effects, but their description is written as mathematical points

There is evidence presented in the FREE energy suppression section detailing information by theDisclosure Projectproving that the American military has had prior knowledge of zero point energy devices, andis keeping this knowledge and technology from the public

 These experiments were successfully repeated in the 1960s by professor N

In quantum field theory, it is a synonym for thevacuum energy, an amount of energy associated with the vacuum of empty space

 The existence of this field enables devices to be configured as "open system's" to receive this energy and to produce aco-efficiency of performanceof more then one (COP+1)

earlier

Valone listed the following patents as the most significant in ZPE research: ?Rectifying Thermal Electric Noise? by Charles Brown 3890161, and 4004210 by Yater; and 4704622 by Capasso, which actually acknowledges ZPE

illegal

observations

 Seizure or suppression of the technology by the illegal application of section 181 of the US Patent law or other illegal applications of national security provisions that result in the technology being classified or deemed "of significance to the national security"

The future challenge for scientists and engineers is not so much in developing these ZPE-based products, as it is in agreeing on the terminologies that they will use to discuss the process

shells

inverse

 In order to eliminate this schism, and create a coherent theory of motion, a new model of the ether is needed

produced

 Zero point energy is intended to be educated and studied in the faculty section of the proposed granted Panacea research and development center

 A device which disintegrated theEtheric force (Orgone) that controls the atomic constitution of matter?

macroscopic

On this documentary investigating free energy, Tom, disclosed the same principles Dr

But the bornless domain of this uberspace isnt in a parallel dimension, so where is it?The potential is everywhere all the time at right angles to normal reality, in the orthorotated fabric of subspace

measuring

 In a separate page where acomparisonis tabulated between SQK and the conventional physics, astronomy, cosmology, philosophy and metaphysics, we find the following ideas presented:"Whereas special and general relativity are as yet not in alignment concerning the Sagnac, Silvertooth, and Ampere force law experiments, the subquantum kinetics (SQK) ether concept is supported by these experiments

research

sounds

People say that is impossible, as that violates the second law of thermo dynamics, but it doesn?t, as the interpretation is that it is possible where the ZPE field is the bass line energy that is the substrate or the bass upon which all matter and energy forms are fluxing out of

 These devices are defined as "open systems" that obey the laws of thermodynamics and do not break the laws of the conservation of energy, as the excess energy is being collected through the environment

 So what we really need is something that is deeply imbedded in the vacuum, that is, something that can translate "vacuum" movement to "mass" movement

cooperative

??We bring this information to you with the simple intentions of making more and more people aware of the existence of the free energy source known as Zero Point Energy, to hopefully spur people into action through donations to research groups and/or information sharing

life

 It is running off the fact that vacuum space-time itself is nothing but pure mass-less charge

- EndZero-Point Energy is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical physical system may possess

 It specifies the unique frame in which light moves at c and in which the Lorentz transformations describe the actual slowing of atomic clocks

 Any engineers or universities whom are interested in coordination and support, pleasecontact Panacea

 The world's particle accelerators would not work if special relativity wasn't in effect

 With primary reference to the works of Casimir, Pinto, Mead and Milonni, key principles for the proposed extraction of energy for useful work are identified and analyzed

When Maxwell wrote his theory, everyone (all 35 or so of the good electrodynamicists; thats all there were!) assumed the material aether (a material fluid filling all space)

 I can therefore from my own experience testify that psychic abilities to read the Akashic records are real and that indeed everything that has every happened in this world must be written in the vacuum fabric of space and time

becoming

 All results are to be preserved for faculty knowledge underopen housefor public security

five

 the structure is made form common crystalline minerals

 Targeting the inventor or company with financial scams, illegal financial arrangements that lead to the demise of the company, and similar traps

The content presented on these sites profile reports of corporate mainstream media suppression of alternative FREE energy devices and mainstream science?s lack of awareness, understanding and investigation of them

 Their relationship to theories of aether, although tangential, is relevant to a number of issues such as may be perceived in the following extract from this article:All forces that act through a distance are attributed to cosmic radiant pressure and shadowing by matter

Reichenbach

mainly

fourth

matrix

impulses

 In ?Cosmic Superimposition?, Reich showed that Orgone [ether] streams, when meeting under certain conditions and angles, give rise to or result in the creation of matter

assumed

 Greer MD, Co- founder ofThe Orion ProjectThe following is only a brief introduction to the zero point energy and the cover-ups that take place

comet

1989

 This is how the heart creates an electromagnetic field that can be measured as an ECG

 Thomas Valone, has done a critically needed comprehensive feasibility studied on ZPE showing thescientific justification, devices, and measurable mainstream scientific methods for its detection

John Keely- 1871[Notice again the reference to disintegrating the prime substance

Related Works by Tom Valone:Feasibility Study of Zero-Point Energy Extraction from the Quantum Vacuum for the Performance of Useful Work - 2004Inside Zero Point Energy - 1999Zero Point Energy and the Future - 2003Zero Point Energy: The Fuel of the Future! - 2005Recommended reading for physicists by Thomas Valone, M

radio

When we dive deeper than the microphysical level of the frequency domain, only the time domain remains, and dynamics become enfolded

disclosed

 This information is currently only available and disclosed to the public via the internet and particular publicly unknown annual energy conferences

 Corruption of scientific entities and leaders through clandestine liaisons with rogue classified or shadowy private projects that intend to suppress such devices

analysis

](Lamb Shift: A shift (increase) in the energy levels of an atom, regarded as a Stark effect, due to the presence of the zero-point field

investigation

Albert Michelson

 It also provides for the manifestation of the four known forces as well as a simple explanation of there existence

 Other tactics and means of suppression include: buying the patent of the free energy device from the inventor onlyto 'shelve' the invention and prevent the device from coming to market, frivolously suing the inventor or patent holder until capital resources run out,denial of patents and intellectual property protection by systematic action by the US and other patent offices

Boyer

paradox

 Plato combined the ideas of Empedocles that the four basic elements of matter were earth, fire, air, and water, and the ideas Democritus Abdera (Existence of Inivisible Particles "atomic theory")

This has been observed at an absolute Zero-Point temperature, the incoming energy causing the movement was thus coined as the ?Zero-Point Energy?

appearance

Gilbert

The simplest experimental evidence for the existence of zero-point energy in quantum field theory is the Casimir effect

(2)

Sebastian Giancaspro"It was Rene Descartes, the French Mathematician and Philosopher who, perhaps for the first time in a scientific sense, assigned a reality tothe medium of space as a property-less fluid-entity, already known at that time as ether

Sebastian Giancaspro

Once established public grants will be put forth to publicly disclose, educate and manufacture an OPEN SOURCE ZPE system

 When zero-point energy was first "discovered" over a century ago, the validity of the data may have been questioned

 The vortices which exist in the aether can interact also and as a result they make another field

conservation

These "zero point energy" devices are usually misunderstood by mainstream science to be "free energy" devices or "over unity" devices that get energy from nowhere, and break the law of thermodynamics or the law of the conservation of energy

" -End quoteNikola Tesla May 13, 1907

 The idea is to get the material in the contraption to interface with the jittering action or resonance of zero point energy

" ? Nikola Tesla, referring to Zero Point Energy in 1891Einstein stated that theEinstein Relativity theory declares that the Aether/Zero point energy is necessary

logic

drive

Cathie

genetic

Probably the first researcher who experimentally detected the unusual effects associated with torsion was a professor of the Russian physical-chemical society, N

 In cosmology, the vacuum energy is taken to be the origin of the cosmological constant

 Valone is currently president of his ownnon profit organization, who's goal isto bridge the gap of mainstream scientificlack of awareness, and to the wide spread acceptance of the existence of Zero Point Energy

subtle

 Whereas quark theory proposes that quarks exist only within the nucleon, with justthree residing within each such particle, subquantum kinetics presumes that etherons are far moreubiquitous, residing not only within the nucleon, but also filling all space with a number densityof over 1025per cubic fermi, where they serve as the substrate for all particles and fields

Click here to access further research manuals on ZPE located at the Panacea on line university

celestial

polarity

intention

 Also a moderately simple experimentperformed by Alexis Guy Obolensky has clocked speeds as high as 5 c for Coulomb shockstraveling across his laboratory (LaViolette, 2008a)

The transmission of the then known magnetic forces and the force of gravity between the earth and the planetary bodies found explanations in Cartesian philosophy with physical contacts between the interacting entities mediated by the intervening ether

 Because zero point energy is the lowest possible energy a system can have, this energy cannot be removed from the system

 The Zero-Point Energy of a vacuum has been repeatedly proven to exist by theCasimir effect, and is directly observable in nanoscale devices

memory

Putterman

org is a nonprofit operation dedicated to the exposing ZPE to the world, by helping to expose these cover-ups and by developing a SINGLE research and development center dedicated to studying ZPE and developing technologies that will allow us to safely tap into the FREE energy source

Penrose

 (The existence of this field was observed centuries ago by the Greekswho called it 'Aether'

clouds

electromagnetism

"-Sir Oliver Joseph LodgeWhat is unknown to the general public and to themajorityof the mainstream scientific faculties is that there exists a non-thermal energy field

The existence of this field has since been proventhrough modern scientific experiments

 A detailed digest of these energy-transformation principles, inventors, patents and devices can be seenhere

can exert significant forces and stress on nanoscale devices, causing them to bend, twist, stick and break

 The discovery builds on previous work related towhat is called the Casimir force

Harmonic sets or series of wave/antiwave pairs form the scalar potential

added

Tom Valone

This environmental energy (such as the etheric/zero point energy, solar systems or heat pumps, etc) is cohered and additionally added to the user's input energy to equal the total output

 Therefore, these companies then donate millions of dollars to governments (bribing them) to make sure that free energy devices stay out of the public market

"-Steven RadoArticle 46-Derivation of Newtonian Gravitation from LeSage's Attenuation Concept- Barry Mingst  Paul StoweThis document works through a derivation of the current Newtonian gravitation equation by using the model proposed by George Lewis LeSage in 1784 , some centuries back, that one hypothetical explanation of the gravitational phenomenom as being the result of attenuation of what he described as ultra-mundane particles in material bodies

elastic

plate

offered

 Author -Energy from the VacuumSample Devices That Run on Zero Point EnergyA working device(a spinning motor) is shown(center) by alternative energy researcherJohn Hutchisonusing a crystalline substance(the shake and bake method) as described by Greer

melatonin

Mathematician, Charles Muses describes the nature of our embodiment:Actually our bodies are like fountains[virtual dipoles]

 (russian) ("On the modern interpretation of the classical theory of spin by Ya

coherent

quarks

 As such, this jittering, or Zitterbewegung, as it is officially called, constitutes evidence for the existence of virtual particles and the ZPE of the vacuum

 The particle relieves this stress by homeostatic adjustment which resultsin a jump acceleration and relative motion

organizing

 The evolution from the helical EMG wave of light -- to closed electrons, to doubly-closed protons, to all conglomerations of lateral and longitudinal (filamentary) matter -- is painfully trivial compared to the nonsense and lies of the church of physics

 However, usually within a few short paragraphs, there is brought into play convincing justification to remove the idea in favour of a non-material mathematically derived quantum vacuum to which is attributed other markedly strange characteristics such as the Zero Point Field, or the fluctuating vacuum energy, or some other such permutation of design

passing

 All quantum mechanical systems have a zero point energy

Happer

The Disclosure projects evidence is justified by over 500 insiders/witnesses who describe the American military industrial complex involvement, knowledge and suppression of zero point energy technology

suppression

These insiders worked on classified, and now suppressed, electro propulsive devices (anti-gravity) for the American and corporatecontrolled government

 Patents and modern scientific experiments often refer to this field as the "zero point energy field"

 Now the conditioning of this room may be explained by the presence of static torsion fields that were imprinted in the physical vacuum of the room by human intention! These torsion fields created by means of human intention are able to create subtle changes in matter

 He further suggested that the aether also may be responsible for electricity, magnetism, light, radiant heat, and the motion of living things that he, like his contemporaries, thought was the consequence of some source beyond inanimate matter

 Systematic interception of funds and essential financial support needed to develop and put into mass application such a fundamental new energy source

 Valone described a report in the July 8, 2004 issue of Nature about how the ?Dark Energy? of astronomy is ZPE, and is why the universe is accelerating

A scalar is a vector characterized by magnitude and time

Shipov used a geometry of absolute parallelism (A4) with an additional 6 rotational coordinates, and on the strict level it showed that the movement of any object should be described by 10 movement equations but not by 4 equations as it is in Einstein's GR

torus

geomagnetic

"-The Orion ProjectDespite being disclosed at the national press club, the world's press never followed up by directing public attention to the disclosure project's EVIDENCE, or by presenting FURTHER details to the EXISTENCE of ZPE to the public

configuration

 The ?quantization of the harmonic oscillator? is all that is required to reveal the existence of the zero-point ground state energy

pole

center

Quote from Hutchison:"This is a crystalline converter unit I made to see if the principle worked or not the principles involve the Casimir effect, space charge, a type of barrier effect used in semi conductors and a jitter activity referred to aszero point energy that goes through time and space

Scalar waves (virtual particle flux wave) in the virtual state massless charge flux do not breach the quantum level to become observable, yet they are real

 These energy transformation principles have been investigated and replicated and are currently held in some proprietary inventors devices (but non publicly disseminated) from around the world

 Then think what the Vacuum energy/zero point energy/etheric field is to devices which are configured to accept this energy

com

These principles fall into the thermodynamic, fluidic, mechanical, and electromagnetic areas of primary, force-like quantities that apply to all energy systems

McTaggart

 The study, led by Federico Capasso, Robert L

Federico Capasso

completely

 As shaped energy becomes increasingly ordered into evolving patterns of evolving patterns, it begins to manifest electromagnetically as matter

In physics, the zero-point energy is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical physical system may possess; it is the energy of the ground state of the system

This parthenogenic, order-through-fluctuation process is shown in figure 5 which presentssuccessive frames from a 3D computer simulation of equation system (3) (Pulver and LaViolette,2011)

shadowy

classified

 Corruption of major media entities and key figures through clandestine liaisons with rogue classified or private shadowy projects that intend to suppress such devices

 The fact is that space travels with its solids, for each solid is surrounded by a minus zero equal-and-opposite vacuity of the plus zero which we call matter

Michael Faraday

suggests

Bernoulli

article

recorded

 From this chaos, the new image automatically emerges in regenerated form

 Frank Mead (US Patent #5,590,031) calls it "zero point electromagnetic radiation energy" following the tradition of Timothy Boyer who simply added a randomizing parameter to classical ZPE theory thus inventing ?stochastic electrodynamics? (SED)

hit

The author of this book personally testifies that psychic gifted people are able to read the Akashic records

tuning

 Human individual consciousness focusing in the human body is simply a piece of the total consciousness of the universe

 Potentially, we can build devices that help us alter gravity, time, inertia, and the apparent mass of an object, patterning spacetime with electrogravitic energy

wave

2003

Willis

Casimir

" (Tom's lecture on Zero point energy) This is Tom Valone's amazing video lecture Zero-Point Energy Extraction from the Quantum Vacuum (2004) where he gives a great overview of the various methods to extract free energy directly from the quantum vacuum to power our homes and machines

He said that when he confronted astronomer Reba Goodman about this nomenclature, and that they are describing Zero Point Energy, Valone asked, "so why didn?t they just call it ZPE?"

John Bedini

magnitude

A photon is composed of both spatial and time-energy, even though it is massless

Caroline

 Valone's Feasibility Study of Zero Point EnergyTheaim of this study was to provide a clear understanding of the basic principles of the only known candidate for a limitless, fuel less source of power: zero-point energy

Plato was able to conform a unifying Cosmological theory, but lacked a Fundamental Element

 The combination of magnetic fields and high-frequency electromagnetic oscillations is used in W

YOU the public, aid agencies and 'scientific' circles can and must apply resources for this technology to reach the public

 Thus each substance possess its own characteristic torsion field

Tao

energetics

This energy has also been described as the ?quantum vacuum of space? (contained in what was thought to be empty space) andit has the potential of doing useful work in energy systems which are designed to tap this potential

Their spiraling nature is simply an impulse of momentum that travels through the medium of the aether/ZPE/physical vacuum, without electromagnetic qualities

plus

 TheseSUPPRESSED ZPE energysystems are often configured like an antenna and they form an ?open? system which consequentlyis still subject to the Law of Thermodynamics which applies only to local closed thermal systems

David

Claus Turtur Zero Point Energy Rotor operating3)The Casimir effect: a force from nothing Researchers from Harvard University and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have measured, for the first time, a repulsive quantum mechanical force that could be harnessedand tailored for a wide range of new nanotechnology applications

Hoyle

 In this reiterative process the virtual becomes the observable

The ZPE fluctuations are fundamentally based upon the uncertainty principle, which has been predicted to be "signed into law" someday soon, since no violations have so far been found

 With a "relatively" simple calculation it has been shown that as the electron density increases due to gravitational compression, there is an energy creation

 We are all embedded in the unified cosmic field

 Unobservable potential can be transduced and tapped for energy or creating mass

 It exists by continuously extracting EM energy from the vacuum

 According Daniel Winter, the pentagon shape revealed in the two-dimensional satellite picture is in three-dimensional reality, a dodecahedron, and the hexagonal shape represents the top view of an icosahedron

Isaac Newton

Francis Crick

particles

abilities

The self closing character of the X-Y reaction loop, which is readily evident in figure 3, is whatallows Model G and the Brusselator to generate ordered wave patterns

cellular

generators

Weather engineering using high tech scalar interferometers (Tesla Howitzers) includes manipulation of the jet stream, droughts and floods, intentional amplification of earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes and volcanoes

Technological applications engineer the primordial vacuum, which is called subspace or hyperspace, whether you take a bottom-up engineering view or top-down mathematical view

SCALAR WAVESBy Tom BeardenNEW ENERGY NEWS, July 1998What I call scalar waves are pure longitudinal EM waves (LW)

magnetism

Thus, even at zero temperature quantum mechanics predicts that each of the atoms will still have an average residual energy, (as we can see if we let n go to zero) of hf/2

proof

resistance

 Boundless infinitely potential, living light, it is the rootless root of all things, of all activities, of all modes of consciousness

 All that is universal is contained in our human essence for we are not separate from that, or one another, or our environment

Charles Yost

 Physical theories predict that on an infinitesimally small scale, far, far smaller than the diameter of atomic nucleus, quantum fluctuations produce a foam of erupting and collapsing, virtual particles, visualized as a topographic distortion of the fabric of space time

 There exist both right and left torsion fields (depending on the spin orientation)

discussion

 But his claim to fame comes from free energy research

Fierce LuminosityAll biological processes are a function of electromagnetic field interactions

2009

 Perhaps the single most important frontier is energy science, the development of cheap, clean energy sources as an alternative to greenhouse gas producing forms of transportation and production

 On the average, however, these charge densities cancel out to zero in thecase of the neutron, which is why the Turing wave for the simulated neutron shown in figure 5has no positive or negative bias with respect to the ambient zero potential

 Thus the cosmological constant envisioned by Einstein is being reconsidered and an antigravity force being postulated

William Thomson

The stability of matter itself is mediated by zero-point fluctuations (ZPF) of the electromagnetic field

surrounding

 Similarly however at a much smaller scale the nucleus of the atom is formed

 The torsion field of the first bottle of water was induced into the second!Prof

 Then that SPACETIME perturbation propagates to the receiver, where it interacts with the waiting Drude electrons, perturbingthe Drude gas (the mass)

explains

quanta

dynamic

comets

occur

 Discussion of the Thirring-Lenz experiment tending to confirm physical aether medium versus "mathematical" or "continuum" cause of gravity

To help explain the concepts raised above, it is important to mention that a repulsive Casimir force may be experimentally obtained in the lab by utilizing a cavity built with a dielectric and a magnetic plate (see Boyer, Phys

Edison

Now heres the giant leap in physics, a real revolution! We always told you that scalar waves were electrogravitational

path

ideal

As to understanding and concepts behind ZPE, Frank Mead calls it "zero point electromagnetic radiation energy

 The source of that additional factor lays with the 'aether' which, along with the atmosphere, is being disturbed as a result of the motion of the aircraft

etherons

lattice

 The vacuum has no fixed lengths or rate of time flow, per se

Amit Goswami

simplest

 This light speed target is Zero Point Energy (ZPE), which hints that maybe we can get something for nothing by turning the Void inside out

 Thus, such entities as the electron and proton, that are currently termed "fundamental particles", are viewed as particular rotational flows (vortices) involving large numbers of gyrons

John

regarded

 However the Michelson Morley experiment proved that the speed of light had the same constant value no matter in what direction the speed of light was measured

plastic

 Forward mentions in his derivation, when equations of quantum mechanics are used to determine the average energy (with a bracket on both sides of the E) of the vibrations of the atoms, the answer is E = n(T) + hf/2

To represent matter in an elastic space, I will take point of departure in the fact that mass and energy are equivalent properties, and thus suppose that matter is a kind of energetic disturbances in the medium which is not allowed to disperse throughout the medium and die out

low

The distinction between a living and nonliving system is simply the fact that the living system deterministically uses the inner EM energy channels inside scalar potentials

 Even today, despite the preponderance of evidence unavailable to Newton that life is a purely material phenomenon, people still speak of immaterial{,} vital forces such a ch'i, ki, prana, andpsychic energy which have no scientific basis

 This light is transduced from the vacuum by the holographic blueprint of our DNA, which acts as a cymatic projector employing biophotonic light and creative sound (phonons) to read and manifest our genetic code

time-density

Torsion fields are generated by spin (considering classical spin [22,23]) or by angular momentum

densities

 Forward subscribes to the classical notion that there is no known limit to the electromagnetic wavelength or frequency in the vacuum

 Newton?s theological restraints on scientific inquiry have remained to this day, and are even championed by a scientistic community bent on a near total denial of the bioenergetic in the natural world

 LaVioletteAlthough this article represents the solicitation of purchace for the above referenced book by its author, the subject matter of of the theory of Subquantum Kinetics (SQK) certainly qualifies as an emergent scientific theory of the ancient cosmic aether

anode

Despite this, the mainstream science academia has neither investigated nor accepted the significance of the ZPE field

 (russian) ("On some properties of time discovered by astronomical observations

 A system on which a standing wave precisely fits is called a resonant system

gravitational

body

propagate

 Warren JrEinstein believed he had eliminated the need for an ether with Special Relativity, but with General Relativity, he in effect substituted space itself for that ether

 Of course, how much of that flow is diverged by (collected upon) an intercepting Coulomb, is a scalar value! But that has nothing to do with the magnitude of the potential itself, just the magnitude of how much is dipped from it by a standard bucket

specific

 Matter is a small wave or ripple on the top of this cosmic ocean and life is an even rarer form

Gaimna

include

 Tom has tried to correct fuzzy thinking by pointing out that zero point energy is not energy from the vacuum

fluctuating

 Even the scalar potentials magnitude at a point is defined as the energy in joules collected upon an intercepting point Coulomb at that point

 The churning quantum foam extends throughout the universe even filling the empty space within the atoms

seen

 Heat, cold, explosions, implosions, light phenomena (glowing orbs), destruction of electronics, human sickness or instant death, and even psychological phenomena can be created in the minds of those in the target zone

 by redefining some of the terms used in elastodynamics in an elastic medium of infinite extension, one can readily show that Navier-Stokes? equation can be brought over to a form that exactly matches that of Maxwell?s electromagnetic equations even when the equations are written out in a four-dimensional manifold

modes

foundation

 He also showed documented research that sometimes the Casimir Force is repulsive due to magnetic or thermal conditions

 Demonstration that a superfluid aether results in both special and general relativity as special cases

Marconi

 This simple and objective theory specifies the motion of space, and thus of mass and light everywhere in the Cosmos and so can be tested in many ways

 But in spite of its innocent appearance, with a little bit of simple mathematics, this model of aether is able to describe the mechanism of forces between material bodies, the laws of Newton, the concept of mass

 North American weather has been engineered for over a decade by means of scalar interferometers, and that HAARP is likely (among other things) an attempt to combat that ongoing weather war rather than to initiate a new one

cross

Real world EM vector fields can be assembled by interfering scalar potentials, and likewise, scalar fields are created by destructively interfering vector fields in a nonlinear medium

 Moray, Walter Russell, and Nicola Tesla described the nature of the ZPE and designed and built equipment to engineer its properties

 Tom Bearden instructed me how to do the metal plating on quartz discs

 Valone described the Casimir Effect, and how it can be used to tap ZPE

Kozyrev's theory, a major research of gyroscopes and gyroscopic systems was conducted by a member of Belarus Academy of Sciences, professor A

 Maybe this technology is proposed to study biospheric complexes, considered as basic solar units, as the state of the nearest and least removed cosmic space

Darwin

 Such a biasing phenomenon, which is seen in analysis of the Brusselator, is alsopresent in Model G when an existing ordered state undergoes a secondary bifurcation

interferometer

The vacuum ground state is not devoid - not completely empty, but seethes with impermanent virtual particles and fields

survival

electron-positron

cosmic

There is infinite healing potential in the undifferentiated creative energy, radiant wholeness

broken

Eduard van Wijk

The dynamic vacuum and its emanations are the unintegrated center of 21st Century physics

inventor

A normal old EM wave is comprised of photons (or so we can consider it, if we wish)

approach

 The interaction of time and negative time extracts massergy from the limitless ocean of roiling subspace

1985c

applied

This death/rebirth is healing, and may be the mechanism of the placebo effect

real

 Later generators based on mechanically rotating magnets were developed by V

, a pretty good longitudinal wave that still has some low-level transverse component

cool

quaternion

torsion

video

unknown

entities

breggin

Anu

 Now when we cancel the normal wave, we cancel the component that had cancelled the LW

 So its a piece of energy welded to a piece of time, with no seam in the middle, so to speak

Copernicus

Uman

flow

units

 Kaznacheev, utilizing the mirrors in order to engage in cosmoplanetary experimentation, demonstrates that there are shifts in the human intellect at a new horizon, where virtual reality and virtual brain nature - the paranormal activated through ether torsion properties - begin to loosen up, evolving us into a period of new kinds of transpersonal interactions of the human mind

In Synergetics,Buckminster Fuller called this cosmic pumping energy Cosmic Zero, described as the nexus of quantum jitterbugging of the Vector Equilibrium Matrix

relatively

In1891, Tesla described how the aether behaves as a fluid to solid bodies, and as a solid to light and heat, and that under sufficiently high voltage and frequency, it could be accessed, implying free-energy and anti-gravity technologies

materials

 Thetransition of the neutron to the positively biased proton state is best understood by reference toa bifurcation diagram similar to those used to represent the appearance of ordered states innonequilibrium chemical reaction systems, see figure 7

 Further work is also suggested by the finding that "pressing zero point energy out of a spatial region can be used to temporarily increase the Casimir force" (Weigert, Phys

I suggest that there is much more than just the boundary layer of air that is contributing to this concept of inertial resistance

 It should be emphasized that a large part of these phenomena were demonstrated by objects having spin or angular momentum

 Like the matter/antimatter polarity, time also has a negative flow, time reversal

 Nikola Tesla claimed, Electric power is everywhere present in unlimited quantities and can drive the world's machinery without the need of coal, oil, gas, or any other of the common fuels

perspective

nonobservable

Lambert Dolphin

spin

 In the preface to this lecture series, the author writes:"You will be introduced to a limitless source of 'free energy' which we can harness to meet our future energy needs without polluting our planet

Nikolai Kozyrev

 Now it occurs to you that while an individual wave moves towards shore, it follows a relatively straight line and remains in tack as if it had an existence of its own

entered

Whittaker

 As we saw, what he wrote actually consists of two hidden transforms, the mass-to-ST transform and the ST-to-mass transform, in serial order

induction

conducted

capacitor

 This is how stable matter can be formed from electromagnetic energy as a form of pure wave interference

phone

min

elements

action

based

 Scalars are described as dynamic quantities, which have magnitude but not direction, like vector waves

 In other words, they thought that there was no place in all the universe that was devoid of mass

 However, the transverse wave has a function, which cancels the longitudinal wave

conducting

 Variation of the stress of vacuum between two points in a frame represents a curved spacetime or accelerated frame

dimensional

 The goal of these experiments was to make a measurement of the forces arising while the gyroscope was spinning

negative

equilibrium

veil

When negentropy manifests, its entropy crosses the mystic veil into nonobservability

access

 What we have called matter is energy, whose vibration has been so lowered as to be perceptible to the senses

Physical symptoms of scalar attack include headaches, nausea, dizziness, stomach and intestinal difficulties, weakness, loss or upset of equilibrium, arthritic symptoms, excess fatigue syndrome, various chronic pains and aches, rashes, etc

The future isnt what it used to be in this negative-time reversed paradigm: It is the Bizarro World of materially unstable ghosts, sasquatch, UFOs, ETs, ultraterrestrials, angels, demons, imps, and overunity, which can all bleed into and out of normal reality

invention

 The Institute's primary purpose is to promote research and educate society of the importance of alternative energy

special

left

excitation

plasma

course

 Massergy (dynamic structure) is rooted in the unfolding time-charged potential of electromagnetic fields

materialism

 He also cited references that show that we can now explain how it is possible to extract useable energy from a single heat source (not from a temperature difference), which challenges the First Law of Thermodynamics

bias

Trofimov

polarized

length

water

 However today scientists believe that the results of the Michaelson-Morley experiment have been misinterpreted

glowing

picture

 Tom Bearden, calls them scalar waves

Paul La Violette

 The future isnt what it used to be in this negative-time reversed paradigm: It is the Bizarro World of materially unstable ghosts, sasquatch, UFOs, ETs, ultraterrestrials, angels, demons, imps, and overunity, which can all bleed into and out of normal reality

A pure longitudinal EM wave has infinite energy and infinite velocity

blue

negentropy

past

car

 Psychotronic (scalar) weapons, weather war, mass mind control, nonlocal communications, healing and psi are among the phenomena investigated by multiple intelligence agencies, worldwide

James Clark Maxwell

masses

 Thus, one may deduce that within the well, the particle cannot have zero momentum, as otherwise the uncertainty principle would be violated

instead

The electrons in the electron shells correspond with the vortexes that are nested in Platonic symmetries

operation

plenum

psychotronics

according

transferred

substances

population

 Our bodies are complex modulations of frequencies embedded in greater fields of modulation

study

quantum

lowest

 In France, in experiments with3He, it was found that the heat-conduction of helium unusually depends on the state of nuclei spins [16]

historical

 Plato in his discussion with Timaeu, had uncovered the 5 platonic solids

valone

Myshkin

 The implosion of the Golden sine waves into smaller and smaller wavelengths not only increases the frequency of the waves but also increases the speed of the waves to become super-luminal waves (travelling faster than light)

amoeba

Science in the nineties has actually corroborated the existence of the bio energy fields of the human body that were already known to the Chinese for thousands of years, know as the Chinese meridian system and the seven chakras in the body

 Einstein places the work of Maxwell in perspective alongside the other major strands of research and theory in the scientific program

amino

interpreted

 A physical interpretation of Einstein's principle of equivalence and Newton's escape velocity leads to the hypothesis that gravity is due to the acceleration and velocity of a physical space which flows into all mass

 The spin model then yields the required phenomanae of charge, relativity, mass , gravity, and quantum mechanics in a naturally derived and graphic fashion

guitar

 The underlying premise is that mass is an action of ether, and that the "gravitation" effects observed near a mass can be understood by understanding this etheric action

 Ziolkowski, whenever an EM wave starts to form, both the transverse and longitudinal waves start to form

 The vacuum potential is raw, untranslated spacetime

existing

In the presence of a scalar longitudinal wave the cells may come to resonance, getting energy andinformations from other cells or from outside

 a) The DNA double helix structure [22]b) The schematic of the chemical structure ofthe single strand of DNAFig

2 T as well as 100 T [7], we have to askourselves if the magnetic field is the real cause of such effects

 Pollutants with lower frequencyare causing the body frequency lowering, creating an environment towards degenaritive diseases[37]

 Subquantal disordered virtual state fluctuations of the vacuum is the groundstate of existence

 The aluminum isanother type of material to be used to block the said field due to aluminums unique nano-scaledspin structures

The electric barrier of membranes with thickness of 40 Angstroms is 105 V/cm much higher thanthe gradients to be achieved with a maximum of 10V/cm [27]

The electric field inside the human body is 10-6 and 10-7 less than the field ouside the body andthe membrane conductivity is 5 order of magnitude smaller than that of the extracellular liquid [29]

 We have to ask ourselves, which properties has this wave part, which founds ascalar wave?The scalar part of the wave equation describes longitudinal electric waves (derivation of plasmawaves)

 The mentioned limits are considered valid for most countries, asresulted from the Eurelectric synthesis [1, 2]

 There are three conditions: the same frequency, differentalgebric signs and the same wave shape

 The Akimov group have represented the brain as a non-magnetic spin torsion system where it issimultaneously transmitter and receiver [38]

involved

control

 But the experiments of Nikola Tesla starting from the end ofthe 19- th century showed the physical relevance of the scalar fields, but no major interess wasgranted to

2

 But at the time, it was enough to disprove the existence of the aether

 The influence of this field upon a physical material results in the change of a spin stateof only this material, but alterations of the spin state of the physical vacuum can result in changesto a light beam's polarization angle, and change to the spin state of a substance can result inalterations of its magnetizability, Hall's coefficient, thermal conduction, and other properties

InSynergetics, Buckminster Fuller called this cosmic pumping energy Cosmic Zero, described as the nexus of quantum jitterbugging of the Vector Equilibrium Matrix

 In thebody, nothing can occure without information and energy transfer, whether cell division, healingprocesses or brain or neuronal activity

Experiments show that the scalar fields cannot be shielded by natural media, and in this way theirbehavior is similar to that of gravitational fields [2]

 Theidentities of these 1013 cells are shared among more than 200 different cell types (BNID 103626,106155) which perform a staggering variety of different functions

 Solutions are known, like theelectron plasma waves, which are longitudinal oscillations of the electron density (Langmuirwaves)

 They may be measured by instruments and their frequencies,measured in Hertz and are the basis of todays entire high frequency technology

The DNA interaction with EMF may cover a wide range of frequency, not a certain frequencyonly, as an optimal one, due to the fractal antenna properties of the double helix DNA

Gibbs reduced the Maxwells equationsystem to a much smaller vectorial/scalar equations with 6 field components only [10, 11, 12, 13]

Max Planck ( 1858- 1947 )GENERAL CONSIDERATIONSWhether in as much as the electric field is concerned it was concluded by the internationalscientific community since the 90s that there are no direct biological effects, only physiologicaleffects caused by densities of the currents higher than 2 mA/sq

 To sustain his claims, he explains that the universe at heart is not a closed but an open system and is able to receive energy and matter from a fourth dimension without contradicting the laws of thermodynamics

isnt

)In this model the known extent of the physical universe is filled with the aether, which is a highly compressed very hot gas

Six significant effects or mechanisms of ELF radiation upon human health wereidentified through initial research on this topic, including but not limited to [6]:human mental functioning, influence and controldisruption of cellular metabolism,suppression of the immune system,genetic modification and/or NA effects,influence upon free radical formation,cyclotronic resonanceWHICH IS THE DANGEROUS COMPONENT OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ?Since the long term effects of the magnetic field on melatonin secretion were seen at very lowmagnetic induction (under 1

 Twocrossed polyethylene films are transparent to light, and are transparent to most of the radio-frequency spectrum

 It seems that any closely spaced matter in the submicron range will invoke the Casimir force

Vlaenderen

The generalized equations as proposed by Vlaenderen [12, 13,14] include at this time the field S,but in special cases S=0, as it was considered in the vectorial Maxwell equations issued byHeaviside and Gibbs

 4, it is possible tocalculate the wave length

 The cell membrane is selectively permeable, meaning thatonly some molecules can pass the membrane unobstructed, whereas others need to betransported (possibly unidirectional) if they are the specific type of molecule

Due to the increasing electromagnetic overload of the environment, the cells in organisms arecontinually inundated with EM signals of varying intensity

 The membrane is a bilayer structure composedof phospholipids, sprinkled or embedded with proteins which perform as channels or transportersacross the membrane, or as receptors

document

crystalline

 Since a scalar field is identical to thetransverse spin polarization of the physical vacuum, and a gravitational field is identical to thelongitudinal spin polarization of the physical vacuum [1]

Another type of detector is the torsion balance

The research over the last 15 years showed that the outer membrane structure of every cell in thebody is a unique, semi-crystalline matrix
 One of the ways to recognizethese diverse cell types is on the basis of their very different shapes (though in some cases, suchas the different types of white blood cells, the distinctions are more subtle and often reflected inmolecular signatures)

A different situation is met when considering the impact of the magnetic component of theelectromagnetic field of industrial frequency

 Our cells and our braincommunicate via scalar waves

 Also, resulted that the electrodynamicalforces, even at a very low level of 10-20 N at the low threshold are strong enough to displaceelectrons in DNA

In quantum physics, it is natural to associate the energy with the expectation value of a certain operator, the Hamiltonian of the system

 And, since thedetection of scalar involves outfolding the inner energy spectrum of the Whittaker structure, adirection finder cannot get a direction fix on the signal transmitted via the scalar system

The human body biological radiation is identical with Tesla radiation

Konstantin Meyl

 Konstantin Meyl (Germany)The Maxwell equations in any case only describe transverse waves, for which the field pointersoscillate perpendicular to the direction of propagation

 The DNA B maingeometrical parameters andthe electric field along thestrand [24]MECHANISMSMany performed researches were concentrated on the possible interactions of the weak EMF withthe cell membranes, acting as non linear resonators

2 Dr

 Heconcluded that each cell emits light at a very lowintensity level, but at that time he had not thetechnical possibilities to measure it

 But these wavescontain another kind of wave, which was discovered as early as1890 by Nikola Tesla in ColoradoSprings, Colorado, USA, and are named after him (Tesla waves)

tubes

 At the output ofthe coil, Beck gets EM from this internal component that the SQUID doesn't see because itdoesn't do the escape-blocking in its interaction area

An EU conducted  The Reflex study [4] investigated the effects of radiation on animal andhuman cells in laboratory conditions confirmed that even the weakest electric and electromagneticfields have a biological impact

Beck has certainly demonstrated an extremely sensitive coil of ultrafine wire, that can oftenoutperform the finest superconductive quantum interference detector (SQUID)

 In quantum physics thesewaves can be called longitudinal waves or scalar waves

Maxwell equations was described by the author in 1865, using 20variables

Paul Andr Maurice DIRAC

It is very interesting that Maxwells first formulation of a magnetic charge density and the relateddiscussion about the possible existence of magnetic monopoles became forgotten for more thanhalf a century until in 1931 Paul Andr Maurice DIRAC] again speculated about magneticmonopoles

The membrane is very thin with a thickness of about 6 x 10-9 m (two molecules only)

 During EM-wave propagation, the respective field vectors oscillate perpendicular to thedirection of energy transfer

acting

 Theenvironmental scalar fields are acting all the times, in the expossure areas and havethe possibility to find the times when the intrinsec reactions are weak

predicted

If we derive the field vector from a scalar potential ?, then this approach immediately leads to aninhomogeneous wave equation, which is called plasma wave

 Thus, as resulting fromthe conclusions of California Health Report  June 2002 [3] in situations of exposure to very lowvalues of the magnetic flux density ranked between 0

Hal Puthoff

 Therefore, it can be understood that the bodys communicationand control system would be severely impacted if this transfer mechanism is impacted, resultingpossible errors in cell division, protein synthesis, etc [4]

These scalar waves always coexist with the transverse waves

 It is necessary to emphasize that the longitudinal component can be detected by a variety ofmethods

Q = a + ib + jc + kdHere a, b, c and d are real numbers and i, j, k are the so-called HAMILTONian unit vectorsThey fulfill the equationsi2= j2= k2= ijk = -1andij = k jk = i ki = jij = - ji jk = - kj ki = - ikBeneath the new notation, the magnetic potential field W and the magnetic mass m wasmentioned here the first time

north

unconscious

 Glen Reinfrom from Stanford University Medical Center, USA [8] writes  Althoughnumerous studies indicate the biological significance of linear, transverse EM and acoustic waves,relatively little is known about the role of non-linear, non-Hertzian waves in biological systems

Glen Reinfrom

The DNA double helix is constituted by two strands

The 50/60 Hz frequency scalar fields are interacting with the brain waves of lowfrequency

gaseous

 The left polarized wave [24]But the DNA-B is double stranded and the stranded are electrically connected through the bases,resulting a scalar magnetic field along the DNA axis

There have to be mentioned the countries where much lower maximum levels ofmagnetic flux denisties are mandatory, i

positive

Which is the electromagnetic field componentcausing the long term health (chronic) effects?A possible explanation, theory, detectionG

 The geometric characteristics of the doublehelix DNA [24]INTERCELLULAR COMMUNICATIONThe first known research concerning the role of theelectromagnetic field in living processes was doneby the Russian scientist Gurwitch in 1923 [25]

Gurwitch

caused

The vectorial part of the wave equation (derived from the Maxwell equations)By using the Laplace operator the well-known wave equation, according to the rules of vectoranalysis, can be taken apart in two parts: in the vectorial part (rot rot E), which results from theMaxwell equations and in a scalar part (grad div E), according to which the divergence of a fieldpointer is a scalar

If the influence of these fields is of short duration and low magnitude the cells may repair the error

vectorial

So, by the vectorial part interpration of the Maxwell equations, the electromagnetic field was leftwithout its scalar part, which could be seen in the original quaternion Maxwell equations

 The electric field isrectangular to the DNA axis and the magneticinduction is along this axis, as shown in Fig

The brain has its own set of vibrations it used to communicate with itself and the rest of the body

 This film is manufactured in such a manner that the polymers form analigned unidirectional structure

holes

humans

macromolecule

The most common DNA macromolecule is the B type and isfound in in the cells of the living organisms [22],There is still a controversy between the conclusions of thedifferent performed researches concerning the electricproperties of the DNA, some showing low values of theresistance 100 kO to 1 MO and other showing highresistances from 1GO to 1000 GO

 Such models postulate the existence of a cosmic radiation which exerts pressure on matter, which in turn provide shielding relationships that may be used to naturally derive an inverse square geometry through "shadowing"

airplane

 Wisdom traditions contend there is a fundamental unity between the universal mind and the cosmos itself -- including the unfolding of time

It may be considered the DNA as a toroidal shape functioning as a fractal antenna allowing DNAto collect subtle energies (scalar fields) from the environment and converting them intoconventional EM fields

 ICNIRP,IEEE and the European Community propose the limit of 100T and 500 T for the residentialexposure and the quasi-permanent professional exposure, respectively; these limits have beendetermined starting from the physiologic effect of the magnetic field based on a maximum densityof current induced into the human body of 2 mA/sq

 This electromagnetic noiseoverpowers the cells bio-photon field and leads to errors in the harmonious functioning of thebody

 Red blood cells,also known as erythrocytes, are some of the smallest of human cells
 For example, the leukocytes of the immune system are approximatelyspherical in shape while adherent tissue cells on a microscope slide resemble a fried egg with thenucleus analogous to the yolk

The electromagnetic waves are transverse waves

 Both of these cell types can reach 40 m in diameter (BNID 105114)

 The original form of these equations was the quaternion one

 What is the importance of this loss ? The missing term of the scalar component of theelectromagnetic field

propagating

increased risk of genetic damage among electrical workers ;50 Hz magnetic field affect chromatin conformation and 53 BP1 foci in human lymphocytes ;ELF-EMF a mild oxidative stressor and DNA damage inducer ;Significant induction of cytogenetic damage in peripheral lymphocytes of electrical workers ;DNA double strand breaks in human lens epithelial cells in vitro for longer duration

 The only answer can beTHE LONGITUDINAL (SCALAR) component of the electromagnetic field

 Dielectric breakdown of the membrane canoccure in specific conditions [26]

 This waspossible later, in 1970s, by the German scientistFritz Popp, who demonstrated that a commonfeature of the living cells is that of photon emission,of different intensities, from one cell to another one,by time and by different outside exciting factors

The average frequency of the healthy human body during the day time is between 62-68 Hz as itwas measured by Bruce Taino of Taino Technology, Washington

Bruce Taino

If an electric field is applied to this cell, an accumulation of electrical charges will result at the cellmembrane and consequently a voltage across the membrane

 This zero-point energy of the vacuum is an incredibly dense structure of virtual electromagnetic energy, even at zero degrees absolute

similar

 Therefore, the aether simply consists of a medium of "condensed photons

 These cells have acharacteristic biconcave disk shape with a depression where the nucleus was lost in maturationand have a corresponding diameter of 7-8 m (BNID 100509) and a volume of 100 m3 (BNID101711, 101713)

Since changes in the spin state of an electrical conductor may result in the alteration of itselectrical resistance, then an elementary torsion field detector can be based upon a comparisonbridge (Wheatstone bridge)

, under the conditions of different safetyfactors for the two types of exposure

principle

 The results are further converted into the already mentioned UV scalarfields, acting further to the other cells of the human body, inducing stresses, which incertain circumstancies may develop into different types of sickness

 Each cell is sending an unic scalar wave to be received by acomplementary cell, by resonance

screens

pattern

strand

The ability of EMF to lead to DNA strand breaks and damage to proteins is similar to the effect ofthe ionizing range fields

Robert Hooke

In experiments with torsion generators, apparently the main difficulty lies in verifying that thegenerated radiation actually is the longitudinal component

von

diseases

shock

However, the impact of the magnetic field is not only instantaneously, but long term biologically,too, inducing the development of some diseases or the aggravation of some anterior diseases inthe case of exposure to relatively low values of the magnetic flux density

 The practical applicationof the quaternion formed equations was quite impossible at that time due to the mathematicaldifficultiesof their solving [9]

 But it is sustained by the ground state or cosmic zero

conclusions

Some conclusions could be drawn that each specific biological function within the proteins of DNAhas its own frequency

phase

Kozyrev and othersBased on the ability to change the rate of any physical process, for instance, altering theoscillation frequency of quartz crystals, another type of detector was developed ( N

Because light waves are an electromagnetic phenomenon, their motion through space is affected by the electric and magnetic properties of the vacuum, namely the permittivity and permeability

cell

 -- Nevertheless, one attempt to explain the polarization of light required the transverse oscillation of the transmitting medium, which could only be possible in a solid substance

recent

shapes

 Ithas also been suggested that they are generated and propagated along helical proteins in the cellmembrane in response to weak EM radiation in the visible and extremely low frequencyspectrum

 Sequential frames from a three-dimensional computer simulation of Model Gshowing the emergence of an autonomous dissipative structure particle: t = 0 the initialsteady state; t = 15 growth of the positively charged core as the X seed fluctuation fades; t= 18 deployment of the periodic electric field Turing wave pattern; and t = 35 the maturedissipative structure particle maintaining its own supercritical core G-well

 Low frequency electric and magnetic fields affect the enzyme function inDNA, but the reaction is accelerated if the enzymes are realtively inactive [31]

black

Allen

level

causing

photo

But, in addition to classical EM fields, the subtle energyof the scalar fields may resonates with theDNA molecules, causing physical changes in their secondary structures (winding and unwindingof the helix) [32]

 The genotoxic effects of radiofrequency radiation and ofELF- EMF appear very similar, an explanation being that DNA appears to possess the twostructural characteristics of fractal antennas, electronic conduction and self symmetry, showing:

 The expression of S as resulted from the generalized equations is :S = - e00d/dt - divA , in Vs/m2where : e0 electric permitivity of the vacuum, F/m ; 0 electric permeability of the vacuum, H/m; - electric potential, V ;A- magnetic potential, Vs/m ;t  time, s

object

pull

A general quaternion has a scalar (real) and a vector (imaginary) part

The transmuting ether of subquantum kinetics bears some resemblance to the ether concept ofNikola Tesla

 This means that every one of the trillion plus cells in yourbody has an ideal resonant frequency, much like a crystal glass that rings its own special notewhen struck

avalanche

The body internal electric field is 1mV/m for an external magnetic field induction of 100 T [30]

Mature female oocytes are among the largest cell types with a 120 m diameter

 While the transverse waves arespreading from the origin in a circular shape, the longitudinal waves, which are familiar from thestudy of sound, are spreading as impulse or compression waves in a longitudinal direction

 By calculating the gradient of this magnetic potential field it ispossible to get the magnetic field (or in analogy the magnetostatic field

 Other large celltypes include muscle fiber cells that merge together to form syncytia where multiple nuclei residein one cell and megakaryocytes, bone marrow cells responsible for the production of bloodplatelets

web

Coherent integration implies continuous creation from virtual state energy input

 Since that's the way electron currentactually moves - the movement down the wire is due to drift velocity, and certainly is not the signal- Beck's coil effectively prevents most of the "external electron bleedoff" from the stabilized scalarpotential

Beck

membranes

[22]

inherited

influence

If the artificial membranes are good insulators with a specific conductance of 10-13 O-1m-2(Goldup et al, 1970), the biological cell conductance is higher (several orders), because of the ionchannels and other pores penetrating the membrane [19]

artificial

galaxies

ether

 However, unlike gravitational fields whichcannot be shielded even by artificial materials, the scalar longitudinal component of theelectromagnetic field are shielded by artificial materials possessing orthonormal topology ofstructure

 The electric field being already outof question, it seems that is something else guilty for the health effects

The first part of S can be associated with high voltage and/or high frequency power systems andthe second part with a source of divergent/convergent currents, similarly of the magnetic fieldinduction

From the newer ELF- EMF studies (2007- 2012) [5] resulted that 81% (35 studies) show effectsand 19% (8 studies) do not show effects

origin

fundamental

antenna

 Ernst Mach was a philosopher more than a scientist and developed the concept that we could only understand inertia if we have some unmoving reference frame

intrinsec

 Blank concluded, the cell DNA acts as a fracta antenna andconvert the enivironment scalar field of 50/60 Hz frequency into transverse field Thistransverse field acts further, on the electrons in DNA, leading to biochemicalreactions, especially in the cases when the the intrinsec reactions are weak

 Maxwell has introducedthis two new field variables into the force equation

sufficiently

 Experimentally, the zero-point energy of the vacuum leads directly to the Casimir effect, and is directly observable in nanoscale devices

storm

 The field was applied in differentmacromolecule conditions resulting that the influence is much stronger as the intrinsec chemicalreactions are weak

breaks

maximum

 There were detected breaks in DNA chains in specimens exposedto fields with one hundred thousands lower intensities than the maximum allowable ones

If the exposure is of longer duration, the internal cell repair mechanism fatigues and malfunctionoccurs

screen

 Higher values of the limit may be accepted in the case of ashort time professional exposure

correlation

dependence

 Since the proteins and the DNA have some conducting properties, theelectrical charges may move through the backbone of the macromolecules, creating theconditions for the emission of the electromagnetic waves with frequencies depending on thecharge velocities [26]

 Further these EM fields are converted again into scalar fields to produceintracellular events at the biochemical level

It was discovered that the biophotonemission is interrupted by glass screens but not bythe quartz screens, which confirmed the beforedetected wave length in the range of UV

 After freezing the water these changes manifested in the different shapes of the ice crystals and were visible to the naked eye

professional

The maximal values recommended for the magnetic flux density in professional and residentialexposure situations have been established by international and national organizations

 It also is interesting to note that Maxwell used this conceptual model as the basis for his derivation of the EM relationships

[24]

 In the mid-nineteenth century, the mathematical concept of the field was developed to describe the apparent continuity of matter, light, and gravity

2 T, a decrease of the immunecapacity of the human body occurs due to the decrease in melatonin secretion

mode

If the wavelength is very long, then we have to regard even the deep ocean as shallow

 Notice that it always bends towards the slow region

 The shaking moves as far as the ear can hear and further

Huygens?s Principle--why waves bend toward the slow sideImagine you are in an airplane, and you are watching waves on the ocean

 That means that the speed of sound is fast at both high and low altitudes, and slower at about 50,000 ft

How could we possibly know?The interesting answer is that we know from watching signals from earthquakes

 It is a flat layer, existing about a kilometer deep, spreading over most of the ocean

 In the olden days, when people lived near railroad tracks, they could listen to the track to hear if a train was coming, and they could even estimate the distance to the train by the loudness of the sound

When the ground is cool, sound bends downward, and that lets us hear distant sounds

Here is the key rule:Waves tend to change their direction by bending their motion towards the side that has a slower wave velocity

Coolatmosphere near the warm ground

The direction changing rule is true for all kinds of waves, including sound, water surface waves, and even earthquakes and light

 (NOAA photo)Ewing?s Project Mogul and his flying disksThe Project Mogul chain of microphones and balloons, compared in size to monuments

The dark earthquake shakes the ground upward (to 1 cm), and downward (to -1 cm)

?) The air does not cool so quickly, so in the evening, the air near the ground is often cooler than it is up higher

 That means that the shaking is perpendicular to the direction of propagation

 It is the L wave that usually does the most damage, because the wave traveling on the surface often retains the biggest amplitude since it is not spreading out into three dimensions

Ewing designed the spheres to be strong enough to withstand the pressure of water down to a depth of 1000 m

 Science fiction movies that show rockets roaring by are not giving the sound that you would hear if you were watching from a distance--since there would be no sound

Multiple-choice questionsBeats measure:( ) frequency( ) the difference between two frequencies( ) loudness( ) the presence of noiseWaves tend to bend in the direction that( ) wave velocity is slower( ) wave velocity is faster( ) is upward( ) is downwardThe fastest earthquake wave is the( ) L wave( ) S wave( ) P wave( ) they all travel at the same speedThe slowest earthquake wave is the( ) L wave( ) P wave( ) S wave( ) they all travel at the same speedThe spreading of a wave as it passes through an opening is called:( ) dispersion( ) diffraction( ) refraction( ) inversionAn ?octave? refers to two frequencies which differ by a factor of:( ) 1

 (This equation is not true for travel through the deep earth, where the velocities are faster

 government called ?flying disks? crashed in the desert of New Mexico

So when you see the flat top of a large thunderhead cloud, you are looking at the ozone layer, and at the middle of the sound channel

 Even though the material only shakes and none of the molecules move very far, the wave moves and carries energy over long distances

Describe how sound travels in air near the surface of the Earth

 His invention involved small objects called ?sofar?spheres that could be placed in the emergency kits of pilots flying over the Pacific Ocean

Because steel is so stiff, it turns out that sound travels18 times faster in steel than in air

 The result is that I can listen to high quality classical music, or to a typical airplane movie, and hear it as clearly as I would in a movie theater, without distracting noise

 The location where an earthquake starts is called the epicenter

When the GPS receiver detects a signal, it looks at the time, reads the message saying when the signal was emitted, compares it with its own clock, and determines how long the signal was traveling

 there is hot air above and cold below, then the air above is less dense than the air at the ground

 But here is another trick: as soon as you feel the ground shaking, and as you are ducking for cover, start counting seconds

The table below gives the speed of sound in several materials:material and temperaturespeed of soundair at 0 C = 32 F331 m/s= 1 mi for every 5 sair at 20 C = 68 F343 m/swater at 0 C1402 m/s = 1

But the flying disks crashed in Roswell, New Mexico in 1947, made headlines, and became part of a modern legend

 The distance between the crests (the high points of the waves) is called thewavelength

Chapter ReviewWaves travel in many materials, such as water, air, rock, and steel

The velocity of sound waves does not depend on their frequency or wavelength

 For a large tsunami, a typical wavelength is 10 km, although some have been seen with wavelengths of 100 km and more

 This effect is called the Doppler shift, and it is extremely important in radar and in cosmology since it allows us to detect the velocity of very distant objects

 The vibration of the air molecules is back and forth, in the same direction that the wave is moving

sofar

The sound channel is a quiet place for listening to sofar spheres and other sounds that are generated in the sound channel

Have you ever noticed that you can hear more distant sounds in the evening than in the morning? I?ve noticed that in the evening I can often hear the sound of distant traffic, or of a train; I rarely hear such sounds in the morning

 If not for such spreading, we usually would not hear people shout when they talk from behind a corner

If two notes are played at the same time, and their frequency differs by just a little bit, then you will hear beats

During World War II, the Navy had arranged for several such microphones placed at important locations, where they could pick up the ping of the imploding Ewing spheres

 A much better answer is that there is a ?field? that is shaking  the electric and magnetic fields

 But then quantum mechanics started giving it properties: it can be polarized, and it carries dark energy

 In fact, for most water waves, the sideways motion is just as big as the up and down, and you wind up moving in a circle! But when the wave is past, you and the water around you are left in the same place

If the GPS receiver gets a signal from four satellites, then it can see if the distance to that satellite is exactly what it expected

An especially deadly effect occurs when a wave moves from high velocity material into low velocity material, such as from rock to soil

 I noticed that I could hear the waves breaking in the evening, but almost never in the morning

 the rope vibrates sideways even thought the direction that the wave is moving is along the rope

kinetics

One further reason that this article has been included is due to the editor's contention that the nature of the aether and the nature of theOcean of Lightare closely related, for both represent holistic cosmic phenomena

whales

 Sound in the air above the lake will tend to:( ) bend upward away from the surface( ) bend downward towards the surface( ) go in a straight line parallel to the surface( ) go alternatively up and downSound tends to bend towards( ) colder air( ) warmer air( ) denser air( ) less dense airTo have a sound channel, there must be( ) a minimum in the velocity of sound( ) a maximum in the velocity of sound( ) a decrease of the velocity with depth( ) an increase of the velocity with depthSOFAR took advantage of( ) the sound channel in the ocean( ) the sound channel in the atmosphere( ) the magnetic field of the earth( ) the uncertainty principleThe sound channel in the ocean carries sound a long distance because( ) the ocean doesn?t absorb sound at that level( ) whales listen to the sound and sing it over, increasing its volume( ) the pressure of the ocean at that depth makes sound louder( ) the sound doesn?t spread out in the up or down directionsAs you travel deeper into the ocean, the water temperature T:( ) decreases with depth( ) increases with depth( ) does not change with depth( ) first gets colder, and then gets warmerA pianist plays two keys: middle C, and the C above middle C (i

 This phenomenon is called a ?temperature inversion? because it is opposite to the normal pattern of the daytime

Hint: the distance a wave travels is equal to the velocity multiplied by the time

Such soft ground called ?landfill?has a slow wave velocity, so the amplitude of the earthquake increased when it reached this ground

BeatsIf we add the light and the dark waves, point by point, we get the oscillation shown below

 In fact, the object that crashed wasnota weather balloon

Ewing realized that as the fireball from a nuclear explosion rose through the atmospheric sound channel, it would generate a great deal of noise that would travel around the world in the channel

Note this difference: in earthquakes and tsunamis, the added danger comes because the wave enters a region in which it slows

 At the top of the wave, the circle moves backwards  that is, opposite to the direction the wave is moving! That?s the opposite of what you saw in a water wave

 In water, 3 km deep,D= 3000 meters, so the velocity isv= 3

Music: notes and intervalsA musical note usually consists of sound waves that have one dominant frequency

Anybody who had seen the debris knew it wasn?t a weather balloon

 That means even in water with a depth of 1 km = 1000 meters, a tsunami is ashallowwater wave! (Recall that a ?shallow water wave? is one in which the wavelength is greater than the depth

Discussion question: how do we know the liquid core has a solid center? (Or rather, how did scientists figure that out?) For the answer, see the footnote

 The liquid is so hot, that if we didn?t have the rock blanket between it and us, the heat radiation from the core would quickly burn us to a crisp

Shallow water wavesWhen the water is ?shallow? (the depthDis much less than the wavelengthL) then the equation changes towhereDis the depth in meters

 That inversion prevents rising air from going any further, just as the low altitude inversion can prevent smog and hot air from rising away from the ground

)Maurice Ewinghad an urgent application for his predicted atmospheric sound channel: the detection of nuclear tests in Russia

?The equation for wavesRecall from the last section that if the wavelength isL, and the velocity isv, then the time it takes between crests hitting you isT=L/v

Rescuing Pilots in World War IIThe true story of the flying disks began with an ingenious invention made by the physicist Maurice Ewing near the end of World War II

 (Can you see why?) Any sounds created in the sound channel by whales or submarines stay in there, so the sound doesn?t spread out as much as it would otherwise

 The largest earthquakes send strong waves that travel down through the bulk of the Earth, and are detected on the opposite side

 it is upside down with the cool air near the ground and warm air above

) Take a long rope or a slinky, stretch it across a room, shake one end, and watch the wave move all the way to the other end and then bounce back

 Most people who experience an earthquake are far from the epicenter, and are shaken by the wave that starts at the epicenter and shakes them as it passes by

? Fixing and ranging was Navy terminology for determining the direction to a source (that?s the fixing part) and its distance (ranging)

 These waves usually have a very high velocity and a very long wavelength

 All those materials compress slightly, and this compression travels and carries away the energy

solids

From this we deduce:( ) at least one of the pianos is out of tune (the notes are at the wrong frequency)( ) both pianos are out of tune( ) the pianos have been accurately tuned( ) the pianos will sound especially pleasant if played togetherWe know that the inner part of the Earth is liquid because:( ) No S waves move across it( ) We can detect the flow of material from the emitted sound( ) At such great pressures, everything becomes liquid( ) neutrinos pass through it and show the patternA Richter magnitude 9 earthquake, compared to a Richter 8 earthquake( ) has twice the energy( ) has 10 to 30 times the energy( ) has velocity 2 x faster( ) has velocity 10 to 30 x fasterYou feel the tremors of an earthquake

Wavesincluding UFOs, earthquakes, and musicTwo strange but true storiesThe following two anecdotes,Flying SaucersandRescuing Pilots, are actually closely related, as you will see later in this chapter

Why am I talking about GPS? Because GPS uses the same idea that Maurice Ewingused for locating pilots

 The L wave is NOT a pure ?longitudinal? wave!)The image below shows the shaking of the ground caused by a distant earthquake

The fallen object was not a flying saucer, it was a complex balloon project that carried flying disk microphones to pick up Russian nuclear explosions

 It would be very nice to be able to cancel noise over a much larger region, e

root

 So the receiver can use the fourth satellite to adjust its clock! The result is that if it can pick up four satellites, the receiver does not need an accurate clock

outer

beats

Waves can cancel, and that gives rise to beats (in music) and to strange effects, such as buildings that feel no shaking because of the fact that two canceling earthquake waves approached the building from different directions

, exactly the opposite of the shaking of the first wave

 When the flying microphone disks crashed near Roswell, New Mexico in 1947, stories began to spread about flying saucers

wind

Which kind of earthquake wave is purely longitudinal?( ) L wave( ) P wave( ) S wave( ) they are all longitudinalThe L wave is often the most damaging because( )it stays on the surface, so doesn?t spread out very much( ) it moves slowest, so it has the greatest energy per mile( ) the S and P waves carry too little total energy( ) It arrives first, before people have a chance to take coverAn earthquake waves does its worst damage when it reaches an area that( ) slows it down( ) increases its frequency( ) decreases its frequency( ) adds additional energyLand fill is dangerous because:( ) the frequency of an earthquake increases( ) the wavelength of an earthquake increases( ) they tend to focus earthquake energy( ) the amplitude of the earthquake increasesWhen there is an atmospheric ?inversion?, then sound tends to:( ) become focused( ) bend upwards( ) bend downwards( ) become absorbedThe ocean sound channel:( ) is very quiet( ) is very noisy( ) is radioactive( ) focuses earthquakesThe same note is heard on two pianos

 A thunderstorm grows from hot air at the ground, rising up through the colder (and denser) air above it

 When the ground is warm, sound bends upward, and we do not hear distant sounds

 That means the frequency is doubled 3 times, i

The GPS system works because there are now about 24 GPS satellites in space that are emitting signals

 It is the fundamental relationship between velocity, period, and wavelength

 How can the S and P waves be used to determine the location of the epicenter and the nature of the interior of the Earth?Describe the properties of sound underneath the ocean surface

The time between the P and the S wave can be used to tell the distance to the epicenter

pleasant

 This combination is also considered particularly pleasant, so many chords (combinations of notes played simultaneously, or in rapid sequence) contain this interval, as well as octaves

played

Look at the diagram above the previous one, the diagram that showed sound moving in a wiggly line through the ocean

 The air near the ground is cooled by contact with the cool ground, and the air above remains warm (unless there is turbulence from wind)

Sound near the ground when there is an inversionSound during the day, againNow let?s look at the morning situation again, with warm air near the ground and cold air up high

Richter

 In 1935, Charles Richterfound a way to estimate the energy from the measured shaking

Charles Richter

 P waves are longitudinal ?pressure? waves, and they travel through rock, air, or liquids

 In deep water (when the depth is greater than the wavelength), the equation is as follows:[3]In this equation,vis the velocity in meters per second (m/s), andLis the wavelength in meters (m), and the squiggly equals sign ? means ?approximately equal to

 Give examples of cancellation for sound, light, water, and earthquakes

 What accounts for the towering wave that breaks near the shore?( ) the wave builds up energy as it moves( ) the wavelength increases( ) the depth increases( ) the wave moves faster( ) the wave moves slower( ) its appetite for destruction is piquedA water wave has a wavelength of 10 meters, and a frequency of 2 cycles/sec

If two waves are traveling together in the same direction but have different wavelengths (or frequencies), then the same kind of cancellation can happen

Now imagine a sound wave that is initially traveling horizontally, near the surface of the earth

 What happens if the ray starts out horizontally? Vertically?How Sofar saved downed pilotsLet?s return now to the magic of Ewing?s sofar spheres

What appears as empty space actually is a dynamic domain of immensely coherent and radiant zero-point energy

 How does it depend on time of day and weather conditions? What interesting phenomena can an observant person notice?According to the text, what were the ?flying disks? that crashed near Roswell, New Mexico? Describe the formerly classified program that they were to be used for

 Ships on the surface, and other submarines, had sensitive microphones to listen to possible sounds emitted from submarines

 In the period from the 1950s to 1990s, the United States spent billions of dollars to put hundreds of microphones into the channel at locations all around the world

 Since we knowc, the equation allows us to calculate the frequency whenever we know the wavelength, or the other way around

A violin is tuned so that the fifth has 2 frequencies with a ratio of exactly 1

globe

 The disk microphones were called ?flying disks

 We now know that whales like to sing when they are at the sound channel depth

Back to UFOs:a sound channel in the atmosphere!Soon after he did his work in the ocean, Maurice Ewingrealized that there should be a sound channel in the atmosphere! His reasoning was simple: as you go higher, everyone knows the air gets colder

 The government put out a press release announcing that flying disks had crashed, and the story made headlines in the respected local newspaper, The Roswell Daily Record

) If the sound were coming from the point on the left, and you were standing in the shadow zone, then you wouldn?t hear any sound at all

 In your essay, include answers to the following questions: What does it mean to be nearsighted or farsighted? How does aging play into this process? How does the eye see colors? What does it mean to be colorblind?Everybody knows that water waves are waves, but in fact, there are many different kinds of waves in the world that are not obviously waves

collective

Recall that the equation is:v=f LLet?s use this equation to figure out the wavelength of sound for middle C on a piano

We know there is a liquid core near the center of the Earth because shear waves do not go through it

 Likewise, if the object is moving away, you?ll hear a lower frequency

 The air never moves very far, but the compression is passed on from one region to the next

Ewing?s idea was to string the microphones under a high altitude balloon, have them pick up the sounds in the sound channel, and then radio the sounds back to the ground

Waves are means for sending energy without sending matter

 That means that the velocity of sound at high altitude is slower than it is at low altitude

We?ll talk about the spreading of light in the next chapter

 Above it, the velocity is lower, so it will tend to bend upward

 Microphones placed within the sound channel can hear sounds that come from thousands of kilometers away

 That means that there is a sound channel in the atmosphere, centered at about 50,000 ft

 So, for example, if you see that the lamppost is shaking in the east-west direction, that means that the P wave is coming from either the East or the West

 But the velocity of water waves does depend on the frequency and wavelength

This spreading equation is true for all kinds of waves, including sound waves and earthquake waves

 When these two effects are combined, we get a gradual decrease in sound velocity as we go from the surface to about 1 km of depth, and then the sound velocity increases again

 This phenomenon causes sound to get trapped beneath the ocean, and is exploited by whales to send sounds thousands of miles

 The velocity of an earthquake wave depends on many things, including the nature of the rock or soil in which it is traveling (granite? limestone?), and its temperature (particularly for earthquakes traveling in deep rock)

Maurice

The sound channel explained: focused soundNow let?s get back to the mysterious sound channel in the ocean that Maurice Ewingexploited for his sofar system in World War II

So, with the middle C tuned to 256 Hz, the G above middle C has a frequency of 379 Hz

The reason is that hearing distant sounds means there is an inversion, i

The sofar disks used by the Navy had remarkable properties

consists

 The middle white key on a piano, known as middle C, has a frequency of 256 Hz (at least when the piano is tuned to the ?Just scale?)

In Japanese, the word ?tsunami? means ?harbor wave

 In a transverse wave, the motion of the particles is along a line that is perpendicular to the direction the wave is moving

 The path I drew starts with an upward tilt, bends downward, passes through the slow region, and then bends upward

 Effective use of SOSUS required the Navy to make extensive measurements of the ocean and its properties, and to update the temperature profile of the ocean all around the world

Trevor

The epicenter of an earthquake can be located by noting when the earthquake wave arrived at several different locations--just as the sofar disks were used to locate downed pilots in World War II

 Can you see why that works?GPS geometryHow does the GPS system get its location by knowing the distance to three satellites? It?s easy to see by analogy

 This means that the shaking is perpendicular to the direction of motion

 The wave moves and keeps on moving, carrying energy far from the place where the wave was created

Waves can cancel (or reinforce)Suppose you are very unlucky, and are standing right in the middle of two earthquakes

earthquakes

 At time zero, you are shaken in the upward direction by both the dark and light waves; their effects add, and you will move up by 1 + 1 = 2 cm

 If your friend is on your left side and slows down, that pulls your left side backwards and turns you towards the left

The very center of the earth is:( ) pure rock( ) liquid rock( ) liquid iron( ) solid ironWhich of the following statements about earthquakes is true?( ) S waves are fastest and cause the most destruction

 That way we could detect Soviet nuclear tests, even with microphones in the United States!The microphones that he used were called ?disk microphones

 What properties of sound make it clear that sound is really a wave?Everyone knows that an earthquake is the shaking of the ground

At the end of World War II, the same Maurice Ewing proposed a second project based on the same idea

Maurice Ewing

 When the warm air hits the warm air of the ozone layer, it no longer rises

 Since the sound velocityvis the same in the wave equation, that means that the wavelength will be reduced by a factor of 8, from 1

 it is like sound because it is a compression and rarefaction, rather than a transverse motion

[8]When a compressional wave hits the depth of the inner solid core it breaks up into two waves

spreading

As we will show in the next chapter, this spreading is what prevents spy satellites from being able to read license plates

currents

 When there is a temperature inversion, sound tends to bend down towards the ground, as shown in the following figure

) Ewing argued that we should send microphones up into the sound channel to detect and measure any such sound

 If sound is emitted at the surface of the ocean, then it does not get trapped

Forecasting a hot dayThere are times when I wake up in the morning and hear distant traffic

goes

Oscillations of the local curvature of spacetime were originally described by Nikola Tesla and Paul Dirac

Many ancient traditions mention that the aetheric energy counterpart body of the physical body as the vehicle of the human soul

 The distance to the epicenter is about:( ) 2 miles( ) 5 miles( ) 10 miles( ) 50 milesIf we double the frequency of sound, the wavelength is( ) doubled( ) halved( ) unchanged( ) quadrupledBeats demonstrate that( ) sound is a wave( ) sounds bends( ) sound bounces( ) sound spreadsThe velocity of sound is approximately:( ) 1000 ft per second( ) 1 mile per second( ) 5 miles per second( ) 186,284 miles per secondThe speed of sound in air( ) is always the same( ) increases if you shout louder( ) depends on frequency( ) increases as air temperature increasesSound waves are:( ) transverse( ) compressional (longitudinal)( ) a combination of transverse and compressionalDuring a typical day, sound emitted near the ground tends to bend:( ) upwards, towards the sky( ) downward, towards the ground( ) not at all; it goes straightYou are more likely to hear distant sounds when( ) the air near the ground is warm and the air above it is cool( ) the air near the ground is cool and the air above it is also cool( ) the air near the ground is warm and the air above it is cool( ) the air near the ground is cool and the air above it is warmBecause of evaporation, the air above the surface of a lake becomes cool

If a very large earthquake fault moves underneath deep water, the wave it creates can be very long

 The bending of its direction as it travels gives rise to many interesting phenomena

 If the shaking reaches someone else, then it causes his eardrums to shake, which sends signals to his brain and causes him to hear you

In1891, Tesla described how the aether behaves as a fluid to solid bodies, and as a solid to light and heat,and that undersufficiently high voltage and frequency, it could be accessed, implying free-energy and anti-gravity technologies

 But what they do is describe the vibrational quanta in matter and also the radiational portion, the photons, in the vacuum

spins

 On the other hand the subatomic particles borrow energy (virtual photons) from the zero point field pushing them into a higher energy state

altitude

spread

site

 The speed of sound for the higher frequency, compared to that for the lower frequency, is(careful: possibly a trick question):( ) the same( ) 2 x faster( ) 2 x slower( ) sqrt(2) fasterAs you move to a higher altitude, the temperature of the air( ) first gets cooler, then warmer( ) stays constant, then gets cooler( ) first gets warmer, then coolerThe atmospheric sound channel would not exist, if not for:( ) thunderstorms( ) carbon dioxide( ) ultraviolet light( ) infrared lightThe ozone layer is created by:( ) carbon dioxide( ) lightning( ) sunlight( ) chlorofluorocarbonsSOSUS refers to( ) a method of rescuing pilots designed during WWII( ) a project to detect nuclear explosions( ) a system for detecting submarines( ) a system using many artificial Earth satellitesWhich of the following was true about project Mogul?( ) It was concerned with the atmosphere( ) It resulted in the first nuclear bomb( ) It led to the discovery of nuclear fission( ) It involved the invention of integrated circuitsAccording to this text, the ?Flying Disks? that crashed near Roswell were:( ) advanced space vehicles( ) nuclear weapons( ) microphones( ) U-2 airplanesAn electromagnetic wave is a( ) longitudinal wave( ) transverse wave( ) both a longitudinal and transversal wave( ) none of the aboveThe colors of a soap bubble indicate that( ) light is a wave( ) light is a particle( ) light travels slower in soap( ) light travels faster in soapThe mirage of water on a road comes from( ) light bending downward( ) light bending upward( ) blue light bending more than red( ) red bending more than blueWater waves are( ) pure transverse waves( ) pure longitudinal waves( ) both transverse and longitudinal( ) compressionalVery long wavelength water waves( ) travel slower than short ones( ) travel faster than short ones( ) travel the same speed as short ones( ) travel faster if they have high amplitude, and slower if they have low amplitudeWhales and fiber optics both make use of what principle?( ) Huygens?s( ) Heisenberg?s( ) Moore?s( ) Curie?sWhen an earthquake at sea starts a tsunami or tidal wave, the initial height is relatively small

 If you are lucky, the two waves will cancel, but a short distance away, they can add

cancel

 Can you sense that your vocal cords are only vibrating 32 times per second? You almost feel that you can count the vibrations, but you perceive the tone as a tone, not as a collection of vibrations

ozone

 Why does the atmosphere get warmer above 50,000 ft?Ozone: The cause of the high altitude heatingWhy is high altitude air hot? The reason is the famous ozone layer

Because the end is thin, the velocity of the wave increases near the end

We showed above that for the tone of middle C, the wavelength isL= 1

 Sounds bend up toward the sky, and if you are near the ground, there is no way that most of them can reach you

 Long wavelength water waves travel faster than short wavelength ones

 The red wave is pushing you up by 1 cm, and the dark wave is pushing you down by 1 cm, so the two effects cancel, and at that instant you will be at level ground

 That means that if we had a movie, each crest (each line) would move towards the right

biologists

measure

hear

 You won?t hear distant automobiles, birds, waves, lion roars?Sound in the evening, againIn the diagram below, I?ve redrawn the evening situation, with the inverted temperature profile (cold at the bottom, warm at the top)

 The reaction system quickly generates a complementary positive Ypotential fluctuation+?y(r), which together comprise a positive electric potential fluctuation, andalso generates a negative G fluctuation -?g(r), which comprises a gravity potential well

fastest

behaviour

5( ) 2( ) 8( ) sqrt(2)When two different waves pass through an opening of the same size,which one will spread more?( ) smaller wavelength( ) larger wavelength( ) higher frequency( ) lower frequencyThe fastest sound wave is:( ) low frequency( ) middle frequency (voice)( ) high frequency( ) they all travel at the same speedYou can measure the distance to the epicenter by measuring( ) The amplitude of the P wave( ) The amplitude of the S wave( ) The frequency of the L wave( ) The time between the P and S wavesSound travels fastest in:( ) air( ) water( ) rock( ) vacuumWhen an opening gets smaller, a wave that passes through it:( ) spreads more( ) spreads less( ) stays the same( ) changes its wavelength

 In the deep ocean, they may have a very low amplitude, so they can travel right under a ship without anyone on board even noticing

 The fact that S waves do not travel through the center of the Earth, enables us to deduce that there is liquid there, probably (from the velocity we measure) liquid iron

They are created near the epicenter when the P and S waves reach the surface

epicenter

 You may even be able to estimate the direction from the P wave shaking--the back and forth motion is in the same direction as the source

subspace

? A new press release stated that what had crashed was a ?weather balloon

Vibrations and the sense of soundAs I said, the middle C on a piano vibrates 256 times per second

middle

Another correct answer is that ?the vacuum? is what is shaking

 If the wavelength is 9 m, the velocity is 3 m/s

 Even if there is only one earthquake, parts of the wave can bend, and so you can be hit by the same earthquake but from two different directions

The story I have just related sounds like a fantasy story from a supermarket tabloid--or maybe like the ravings of an anti-government nut

 Gardner and the CSICOP gang oppose Reich not because he failed to provide good empirical evidence for such an energy, but for just the opposite reason, because he did

It turns out (this wasn?t known back then) that Ewing?s little spheres used the same phenomena that whalesuse to communicate with other whales: the focusing of sound in the sound channel

 The Doppler shift in light means that an object moving away from you has a lower frequency

 If sound is traveling horizontally, but the air above or below has a different temperature, then the direction of the sound will bend towards the side that is slower

Sound travels about 1 mi/5 s through air, but 1 mi/s in water, and even faster in rock and steel

accordingly

[2]Transverse and longitudinal wavesWhen you shake the end of a rope, the wave travels down its length, from one end to the other

 In hot air, sound travels faster

If you happen to be a wild beast, then the evening would be a good time to search for prey, since you could hear it even when it was far away

The sofar spheres were hollow and heavier than an equal volume of water

doughnut

 At this time both light and dark waves are down near -1 cm, so the sum effect will be to lower the ground by a total of 2 cm

gov/recenteqs/The liquid core of the EarthHalfway to the center of the Earth, about 2900 km deep (1800 mi) is a very thick layer of liquid

 It was only a weather balloon that had crashed

 That means that the shaking is back and forth in the same direction as the direction of propagation

That means that the velocity of sound decreases with altitude

 Currently, energy medicine emphasizes holistic self-care of the energy body  the body electric -- for longevity, health and healing

That will give you the distance to the epicenter (the place where the earthquake started) in miles

That equation is remarkably simple, but it is correct only for deep water, that is, for water that is much deeper than a wavelength

 Thus, although these waves travel fast, they are slow to rise and fall

)You could say that the entire earth is ?floating? on this liquid layer

Recall that the distance between the crests is called the wavelength

none

peaks

 In the lower right corner is a small region that none of the paths can reach, since to reach this region the sound waves would have to go through the ground

ultra-weak

 You adjust the tension on the string until the frequency of the beats gets lower and lower

answer

It?s velocity is:( ) 5 meters per second( ) 10 meters per second( ) 20 meters per second( ) 50 meters per secondThe Global Positioning System (GPS) works when you receive radio waves from at least:( ) one satellite( ) three satellites( ) seven satellites( ) millions of satellitesGPS works by:( ) sending signal to satellites that then radio back the location( ) receiving signals and calculating the position( ) detecting the position by using radar reflections( ) measuring soundThunderclouds tend to rise until( ) they rain out all their water( ) they reach air that is colder than they are( ) they hit the carbon-dioxide layer( ) they reach air that is warmer than they are[1]Here is a brief summary of the answer: when it was discovered that light is a wave, physicists didn?t know what was waving, but they gave it a name: the ?Aether

 Ewing did some experiments off the coast of New Jersey and verified that this sound channel existed, just as he had predicted

m/s

? So, for example, if the wavelength (distance between crests) is L =1 m, then the velocity is about v = 1 m/s

coast

Ann

Tsunamis (tidal waves)A tsunami is a giant wave that hits the coast and washes far up on the shore, often destroying buildings that are within a few hundred meters of the beach

 But at a depth of 1000 m, the ocean sound channel focuses the sound

)The velocity of the tsunami can be calculated from the shallow water equation

tsunami

 So the wave is no longer moving from left to right, but is also moving slightly upward

Barry Mingst

 That?s why sound in steel can move much faster than the thermal velocity of the atoms in the steel

?The interval between the A note and the higher E note is called a ?fifth?because there are five notes: A, B, C, D, E

This zero-point energy of the vacuum is an incredibly dense structure of virtual electromagnetic energy, even at zero degrees absolute

 So although shear wave didn?t travel through the outer core, shear waves are generated in the inner core

Another pleasant interval is called the ?third

Heisenberg

)The explanation is in the diagrams above: in the evening, sound that is emitted upward bends back down, and you can hear sound from distant places

upward

flux

 So reformulating quantum mechanics on the basis of the subquantum kinetics Turingwave concept, opens the door to understanding and developing new environmentally safetechnologies that could power our world

 The curves show the amount that the ground moves up and down (in centimeters) at different times due to the light earthquake and the dark earthquake

They will bend upwards or downwards, to the left or to the right, depending on the relative sound speed in the nearby material

bend

The Roswell crash of 1947One of the Project Mogul balloon flights crashed near the Roswell Army Air Force base on July 7, 1947

crashed

 Very long wavelength water waves, usually triggered by earthquakes, are called tsunamis or tidal waves

 Army, who issued a press release stating that ?flying disks had been recovered

kinetic

 The sound diagram for an inversion in the morning is identical to the sound diagram shown above for the evening

Does that agree with your image of ocean waves? Next time you swim in the ocean, check to verify that long waves move faster

communication

depth

consider

[4]Note that all shallow water waves travel at the same velocity, determined only by the depth of the water, regardless of the wave?s wavelength

 The initial shaking air around your vocal cords makes the air nearby shake also, and so on

shaking

You can outrun a tsunamiImagine a tsunami with that velocity, with a wavelength of 30 km

telescope

universe

 How could hollow spheres lead to rescue? How did they work?Here?s the answer to the sofar question: Ewing had been studying the ocean, and he was particularly interested in the way that sound travels in water

Ewing

In fact, when you go 1 octave (8 notes), the frequency is exactly doubled

science

QFT models the fabric of space as tiny oscillating fields interacting with one another, reconciling quantum mechanics with special relativity

 That?s because liquids and gases moving in the transverse direction can just slip past the rest of the liquid or gas; it doesn?t exert much shear

 The presence of an inversion in the morning leads to a special weather condition

morning

 What is waving in an electron? We think it is the same thing that is waving for light: the vacuum

jpgYou?ll also see lots of disk microphones in the movie The Aviator (2004)

microphones

 With no place to rise to, the hot air accumulates near the ground, making for a hot day

mathematics

 It used ?flying disks? for a highly classified purpose: to detect nuclear explosions

forces

A sound channel in the atmosphere is created because of the high altitude heating caused by the ozone layer

 The beat frequency is given by this elegant equation:fBEATS=f1-f2wheref1andf2are the two frequencies that make up the signal (i

motions

idea

[7]There are small earthquake waves passing by all the time, just as there are small waves everywhere you look on the ocean surface

bends

Notice that the sound bends away from the ground towards higher altitude

 The simplest interpretation, and most correct, of Michelson-Morley is that -- light is the aether! (Both signal and carrier waves are the aether!) The aether is not a gas (except in gaseous/atmospheric enviroments, which are almost nonexistent in the cosmos)

 The direction has changed towards the side that has slower velocity

incident

explained

 The path oscillates up and down, but never gets very far from the slow region, the 1 km-deep sound channel

When you make a longitudinal wave, by definition it cannot vary the energy density in 3-space

 An earthquake with magnitude 6 is believed to release the energy equivalent of about 1 million tons of TNT

 Go up to magnitude 7 (roughly that of the Loma Prietaearthquake that shook San Francisco and the World Series in 1989) and the earthquake releases energy 10 to 30 times greater

The transmuting ether also closely parallels the descriptions of Besant and Leadbeater (1919)who as early as 1895 said "the ether is not homogeneous but consists of particles of numerouskinds, differing in the aggregations of the minute bodies composing them

pure

 On normal (no inversion) days, hot air is near the ground, and cold air is above it

characteristic

 A tsunami that is generated by an earthquake 1000 mi away will take 2

 The wavelength is the distance between crests of the wave

Jaffe

?Locating the epicenter of an earthquakeYou already know that you can measure the distance to a lightning flash by counting the seconds and dividing by 5
earthquake

 they are the frequencies of the light and dark waves)

 Because vector gaugebosons move in the model with the velocity of light, objects held together by the forcc fields of thesebosons obey Lorentz invariance as a dynamic symmetry

Wave Function Collapse as a Real Physical PhenomenonCaused by Vacuum Fluctuations Near the Planck Scale"My original decision to devote myself to science was a direct result of the discovery which has never ceasedto fill me with enthusiasm since my early youth - the comprehension of the far from obvious fact that the lawsof human reasoning coincide with the laws governing the sequences of the impressions we receive from the worldaround us; that, therefore, pure reasoning can enable man to gain an insight into the mechanism of the latter

This surprising result emerges due to the immensemagnitude Z of the chaotic wave pattern

This result is not surprising, if we realize that for anincompressible fluid the pressure can be seen as aLagrange multiplier, multiplied with the constraintdiv v = 0, resulting in the Lagrangian6 = QV2 + Xdi\v, (A

 Howshy;ever, the supersymmetric particles these theories preshy;dict have never been found, and the hope that theymight be observed above a certain very high energydoes really not help, because it would leave uncomshy;pensated the vacuum energy up to this very high enshy;ergy, again leading to very large vacuum mass densishy;ties

beams

Through the zero point fluctuations of the Planckmasses bound in the vortex filaments, the Planckmasses become the source of longitudinal waves, leadshy;ing to a scalar force coupling the vortex rings with thecoupling constant turning out to be equal to Newton'sconstant

 Winterberg  Wave Function Collapse as a Real Physical Phenomenon753energy-carrying waves, which for a wavelength of~ 10-30 cm have a diverging superluminal phase veshy;locity**

 Model for the Collapse of the Wave Functionby Chaotic EntrapmentAs Ehrenfest has shown, the motion of a wavepacket under the influence of an outside force resemshy;bles that of the motion of a particle in classical physics[13]

Ehrenfest

Because the Planck aether consists of both positiveand negative masses, it can without the expenditure ofenergy form pairs of vortex rings possessing oppositemass

 Since the energy of these aether waves is of theorder h co0 ~ 1016 GeV, the matching would not bepossible, would these waves not be a superposition ofa positive and a negative energy wave

4)This is the length above which the correlation forphotons (for example in Aspect's two photon correlashy;tion experiment) would be broken

 If such a length exists it would indishy;cate that the collapse of the wave function is a realphysical process, taking place at a superluminal (butnot infinite) speed

It rather appears much more plausible that the quanshy;tum mechanical correlations are broken above a cershy;tain length, and that this length can be determinedexperimentally

 Thelifetime of this compound state is t~1/co, which isabout equal the spread in time of the wave packet

 wave packet,which is a bound state made up from the positive and negashy;tive masses of the Planck aether

The calculation of the correlation length was donefor a single particle described by a one-body Schrshy;dinger equation

Since the Planck aether resembles a fluid, it is conveshy;nient to adopt the hydrodynamic formulation [10]

 In our modelthe negative Planck masses are identical to Sakharov's"ghost particles

 DiscussionThe existence of superluminal velocities is in a sensenot only verified by the outcome of the two-photoncorrelation experiments but also by an interpretationof the double slit experiment, if these experiments areanalyzed by pure realism

** Because the word "aether" was historically used assome kind of unspecified medium permeating all of space, itis important to stress that the Planck aether has little to dowith these old ideas

Electromagnetic waves beyond the narrow spectrum of visible light were predicted and soon observed and put to use in "wireless telegraphy

We now show that for this correlation length L, theprobability that the wave packet is offered a longitushy;dinal wave field causing its collapse, is of order unity

 The outcome of thetwo-photon correlation experiments [2, 3] illustratesthis problem

AppendixAs we had remarked, the strange action at a disshy;tance of quantum mechanics is not so foreign tophysics as it may appear, because it somehow resemshy;bles nonlocal interactions occuring in the theory ofincompressible fluids

 Therefore, if the supershy;luminal speed with which the collapse occurs is verylarge, many body quantum mechanics would remainan extremely good approximation

 The quantummechanical correlations between the Planck masseswould remain, but all other quantum mechanical corshy;relations would be reduced to them alone

 A particle with zero rest mass is as usual represhy;sented by a wave packet of wave frequency co with aspread in time of the order Ar~l/w

 The collapsevelocity, which is set equal to these phase velocity ofthe compression waves, goes to infinity if mp-+oo

To account for the experimentally verified vacuumfluctuations, but also for the vanishing of the cosmoshy;logical constant, I have proposed as the probablymost of simple model, the Planck aether hypothesis **[6, 7], It assumes that space is densely filled with an* One therefore may say that breaking the supersymme-try generates a cosmological constant

21)where g+ is the field acting on the positive and g_ theone acting on the negative mass waves

 The number of charges per unit volume atshy;tached to the vortex rings of radius r0 in a vortexlattice with a lattice constant ~r0 is ~ (rp/r0)2 n,where n = l/2rp

 In the dynamic interpretation ofspecial relativity, the inner motion of the wave packet,representing the particle, does therefore not have toobey the laws of relativistic mechanics

6 x 10"33 cm, are the Planck mass and lengthderived from the two fundamental Planck relations [9]Gmp=hc and mprpc=h

 In theundisturbed state of the Planck aether there are n =1/2 Tp (ri n + = n), Planck masses per unit volume

The quantum mechanical correlations in a many-body problem would always have to be seen as a resultof the correlations between Planck masses, and theexact description of the correlations could only beobtained from the solution of the many body Schrshy;dinger equation for all Planck masses

 The occurrence of a superluminalspeed would not have to violate the results of thetheory of relativity, as long as the stochastic nature ofquantum mechanics excludes by this process thetransmission of information

 Itthen follows that the largest length L, over which thewave packet can spread prior to its collapse isL~vphx = (c/co) JcDq/co

 In the two-photon correlationexperiments, however, this quantum mechanical acshy;tion at a distance was confirmed experimentally onlyover several meters

 For the quantum mechanical correlationsthe contact interactions between Planck masseswould likewise be responsible

derived

This hypothesis for the origin of Dirac spinors is supshy;ported by the surprisingly good agreement of the massratio, Planck mass to spinor mass, derived under thisassumption

 Applying Bell's theorem to thetwo-photon correlation experiments, the physical reshy;ality of the nonlocal (or superluminal) connections innature is therefore established

 Because asystem of an infinite number of Planck masses can inits classical limit be described by a nonlinear fieldequation, this could mean that the collapse of thewave function results from this nonlinearity

 Beshy;cause of Heisenberg^ uncertainty relations, each fieldleads to zero point vacuum fluctuations, playing therole of an aether

h (2,2)* The important point that such a model must with necesshy;sity be nonrelativistic seems to have escaped Sakharov [8],who had proposed a very similar model of a vacuum filledwith Planck masses (called by him maximons), and particles,called by him "ghost particles", to compensate for the hugevacuum energy density of the Planck masses

 The rock must rather be described by awave function, which during the billions of years colshy;lapses all the time in an extremely rapid sequence,sustaining the feature of the rock

 This reducshy;tion to the correlations of all Planck masses can atleast make plausible the long range of the correlations,as they are observed in the Aspect experiment

 For a many-body problem describedby a many-body Schrdinger equation, the collapsewould have to be computed in configuration space

well be described by a (//-function, this leads to theabsurd conclusion that the collapse of the wave funcshy;tion is ultimately a mental process

 They act as an ever present perturbing influshy;ence causing the collapse

 Gauge bosons comefrom transverse waves propagating in a lattice of quantized vortices, and spinors are explained inthis model as exciton-like quasiparticles held together by gauge bosons

easily

 The positive energyresonance of a positive mass vortex together with thenegative energy resonance of a negative mass vortexcan form what has been called a pole-dipole particleand which can reproduce a Dirac spinor

 It is comprised of longitudinal EM wave pairs, by Whittaker 1903

 The Planck aether model, therefore, notonly can explain Maxwell- and Einstein-type waves asmechanical vortex waves, but can even provide a comshy;pletely mechanistic explanation for what is charge

 Because all particles and physical objectsare wave packets of the Planck aether, the interferenceeffects so typical for quantum mechanics are explainedas in classical wave theory

 Thus, it reinstates Faraday and Maxwell's gaseous model of the Aether and resumes the original task of exploring all 'action at a distance forces' as fluid dynamical behavior of the all-pervading Aether

We therefore see that these longitudinal waves alsohave a superluminal phase velocity going to infinity ata wave length which by order of magnitude is equal tothe vortex ring radius r0, and have cut-off for waveshy;lengths larger that r0, but are otherwise always fasterthan c by the factor Jl

 But becausethe aether represented by these equations is not rigid,the nonlinear coupling of the wave packets leads to afinite velocity, not infinite velocity, coupling thephases of both packets, thereby sustaining their correshy;lations

 It rather should be understood as thefundamental field from which all fields and particles are to bederived, in the same spirit as in Heisenberg's nonlinear relashy;tivistic spinor model of a unified field theory

Harold Puthoff

The inner degrees of freedom of the wave packetdescribing the collapse would represent a kind of hidshy;den variable, but since the collapse of the wave funcshy;tion is now considered real, taking place with supershy;luminal speed in a finite time; von Neumann's nonshy;existence theorem for hidden variables does not apply

 This second exampleshows that for a double slit experiment with 100 eVelectrons the correlation would be broken above aseparation of slits by a few meters

 By an alshy;most trivial generalization of Kelvin's derivation ofelectromagnetic waves, one can deduce a secondtransverse wave mode which has the same property assmall amplitude gravitational waves derived fromEinstein's gravitational field equations [7]

 Because these fluctuating waves are longitushy;dinal, they can entrap and accelerate to superluminalvelocities the wave packet representing a particle, withthe center of mass of the packet remaining subluminal

 Finally, after being obscured for many years, the author will give a description of what he believes is the the pre-requisite for the free energy systems envisioned by Tesla

 That the density function turns out to beip* ip, may in a strange way explain the fact that theSchrdinger equation describes a particle, resp

 The phase velocity of the negative energywave at co = co0 is infinite, but the phase velocity of thepositive energy wave with a frequency co0 + co, with* The proposed collapse process does not have to contrashy;dict the law of entropy because the Schrdinger equation issymmetric under time reversal

 In an incompressible fluid, these hydro-dynamic correlations are transmitted through the reshy;pulsive contact interactions acting between the atomsof the fluid

 Thishypothesis would also explain why the zero pointenergy has no observable gravitational field

 The shaft, of course, implies a coupling ofboth spins through a torsional wave along the shaft,which for a rigid shaft propagates infinitely fast

 As it would be expected, nosuch density function exists for zero rest mass bosons whichin our model are interpreted as vortex waves of the positivemass Planck aether

 For thecollapse actually to take place, the total energy of thewave packet E = hagt; must match the energy madeavailable by the field of the convergent longitudinalwave

, one could assume a cut-offof the zero point vacuum energy not much higher thanthe rest mass energy of the electron

 Because a Lorentz transformation toanother reference system can there change the seshy;0932-0784 / 91 / 0900-0746 S 01

 It is thereshy;fore our conjecture that the wave function collapsemight be triggered through chaotic entrapment of theSchrdinger wave function in these longitudinal non-* That this is the only remaining, physically meaningfulinterpretation of quantum mechanics was emphasized byRenninger many years ago [11],F

 Inthe sense that the Planck aether acts like a fluid, it isplausible to suspect that it might establish the quanshy;tum mechanical correlations at a superluminal speed,and it might therefore provide a mechanism for thecollapse of the wave function

5)This energy density is the same as that of a Newtoniangravitational field produced by the masses in the vortexcore0 = + 2 yjG (mp/ rp) r (4

 Unlike a relashy;tivistic field theory, a nonrelativistic field theory has a finitezero point energy

 What happens instead is that outof the wave field of frequency v emitted and spread outover space, a piece would be absorbed with the energyh v, which would give the erroneus conclusion that thisenergy was the energy of a photon of energy h v havingtravelled over several light years

 But, since resultsof high energy physics show that relativity is valid upto much higher energies, probably as high as1016 GeV, a cut-off energy at least that high is needed

 In arelativistic field theory, with a Lorentz invariant but divershy;gent co3-frequency spectrum of the zero point energy, thecorresponding aether would have an infinite mass density

 In Einstein's view it is the Schrdingerwave function which plays the role of this ghost fieldand which somehow guides a particle on its trajectory

protons

 Becauseexperiments in high energy physics suggest a unificashy;tion of all interactions at an energy of ~1016GeV(GUT scale), it is plausible that the ring radius (andtherefore lattice constant) is equal to the GUT scalelength of ro~10~3ocm

 IntroductionAccording to the orthodox or Copenhagen intershy;pretation of quantum mechanics, the (//-function doesnot represent a real object by itself, but rather ourknowledge about such an object

4)It simply states that vortices embedded in the super-fluid Planck aether can not be annihilated by dissipashy;tive processes

 Such a process would have to be highlynonlinear, which is certainly true if for the mechanismof the collapse process all Planck masses must betaken into account, described in our model by a nonshy;linear operator field equation

 Such an interpretation of thehidden parameters as some kind of a chaotically flucshy;tuating pressure disturbance, would also make undershy;standable the quantum correlations as a result of thesefluctuations

 If ourconjecture is true, it should leave quantum mechanicsintact, and would only mean a change in the model, inthe sense that a correct quantum mechanical treatshy;ment would always involve the quantum mechanicalinfinite-many-body problem of all Planck masses

 Going from a one-bodysystem, described by a one-body Schrdinger equashy;tion to a many-body system, described by a many-body Schrdinger equation, would mean that a many-body Schrdinger wave function in configurationspace can as well be only an approximate descriptionof the true situation, with the many-body system inreality a collective structure involving a much largernumber of Planck masses

 Since the phasevelocity of these waves diverges at co ~co0, and sincethe collapse requires a very large phase velocity, wemay assume that the positive energy wave has theenergy h(co0 + co) and the negative energy wave theenergy  hco0, such that both combined give the enshy;ergy ha)

 As we have shown, thisfield equation leads to longitudinal wave modes ofvery short wavelengths carrying no energy

 One therefore may say that in the limit G = 0 the collapse is infinitelyfast and that in this limit the correlations are not broken even over arbitrarily large distances

1) resemblesHeisenberg^ nonlinear spinor wave equation, with theimportant difference that Heisenberg's equation is exshy;actly relativistic, whereas (3

 The quantum mechanical correlashy;tions would still be present but they would be reducedto the correlations of all the Planck masses

8) we obtain for the sushy;perluminal phase velocity causing the collapsevpJc = y/h co0/mc2,for which we can also writevph/c = (rp/r0)1'2(mp/m)1'2

 Since the wave function collapse is always a realphysical phenomenon, taking place through realphysical interactions, negative result experiments simshy;ply mean that the collapse must have already takenplace somewhere else, and not by recording the negashy;tive result

art

 These objects can bethe many atoms in a macroscopic body, throughwhich the individual wave functions of all the atomsare steadily forced to collapse, but they can be also ameasuring apparatus observing a single atomic object

predicts

 This scale would determinethe smallest possible wavelength for a transverse wave(for example an electromagnetic wave) propagatingthrough the vortex lattice

Accordingly, no preferred reference system could be assignedto do it

arbitrarily

 In the contextof our model it can be understood by the coexistenceof the positive with the negative Planck masses, beshy;cause if some interaction is set up between positiveand negative masses, a mass dipole consisting of apositive and a negative mass can, without the expendishy;ture of energy, be accelerated to an arbitrarily largevelocity, with the positive and negative kinetic energycompensating each other

 In fact, the vacuum energy must beclose to absolute zero, to be in harmony with theextremely small (expressed in Planck units) cosmologshy;ical constant, obtained from astronomical data

 This means the quantumfluctuations of the positive mass aether are alwaysequal and opposite to the fluctuations of the negativemass aether, thereby cancelling each other out

With a volume nrj rp = izrp occupied by each Planckmass within the vortex filament, the value for the kishy;netic energy density gk isk = +(1/4 Ti) h c/rf

 Because these modes occur near thePlanck scale their very large zero point fluctuations might therefore trigger the collapse even throughdense matter

phenomenon

" The nonlocal action ata distance feature of quantum mechanics was laterbrought into a precise mathematical theorem by Bell[4], who showed that any experiment violating a cershy;tain inequality would prove the existence of nonlocal,but at least faster than light, interactions

6)To generalize the expression of the correlationlength obtained for zero rest mass particles to those offinite rest mass, we insert into the expression (5

4)Because the vortex core is hollow, this energy is negashy;tive for the positive mass component of the Planckaether and positive for its negative mass component

 The mass ofsuch a pole-dipole particle results from the positivegravitational energy of two masses with opposite sign

pair

We remark that because of the uncontrollable natureof the quantum fluctuations, these superluminal velocshy;ities cannot be used to transmit information, and beshy;cause the center of mass of the wave packets mustmove in accordance with the relativistic equation ofmotion, no superluminal energy transport is possibleeither

 It is imporshy;tant to remark that Bell's theorem is valid regardlesswhether quantum mechanics is true or not, and that aviolation of Belfs inequality by some experimentwould confirm the existence of nonlocal (or superlushy;minal) connections

biological

expanding

 It is then argued,that in the way in which our knowledge can changeabruptly, the collapse of the wave function is in realitya mathematical process, whereby new knowledgegained through a measurement can instantaneouslychange the (//-function

 This phenomenon, knownas the collapse of the wave function, has always beena mystery, but in our model this mystery is not sogreat because a single particle would have to be seenas a collective state of a very large number of Planckmasses

 In our view the Schrdinger wavefunction is real but only in the sense of an approximashy;tion for a system involving an infinite number ofPlanck masses

 This absurd situation has been going on most of this century, so that we have been completely wasting time, mental effort and the chance for everyone to feel at one with the universe

own

 Von Neumannproved that the mathematical apparatus of quantummechanics represents a complete set of axioms whichcannot be derived from an underlying reality govshy;erned by hidden variables, but this proof is based onthe assumption that quantum mechanics is a nonrelashy;tivistic theory, with time always playing the role of aparameter [1]

 One canthen view the Planck aether as composed of two su-perfluids, one with a positive and the other with anegative mass

 In this model the groundstate of the vacuum isa superfluid consisting of an equal number of positive and negative Planck masses interacting viadelta function potentials and making the cosmological constant equal to zero

 The probashy;bility for a wave pattern to emerge out to these chaoticfluctuations, having the structure of a convergentwave field of wave number k within a volume L3, anddirected within an angle A/L~ 1 /Lk towards a centerof convergence, isP=(Lk)~3{Lk)'1 = (L/c)_4 = (co/co0)2, (5

3)and with the radius of the vortex core given by thePlanck length rp

2)it would entrap the wave packet collapsing it withsuperluminal phase velocity towards r = 0

 Near the freshy;quency co0 (with h co0 ~ 1016 GeV), the wave packet, offrequency co, is exposed during the time interval At toa very large number of chaotic fluctuations of thePlanck aether given by the ratio of the spherical surshy;faces in frequency space:Z = (co0/agt;)2

 Thespins of both particles can still fluctuate in accordancewith the laws of quantum mechanics, but the shaftalways keeps these fluctuations exactly in phase suchthat the total spin of both particles vanishes in eachmoment

The region onto which the wave packet collapses mustbe occupied by a fermion absorbing the packet  The Planck masses, therefore, cangive rise to a field determined by the Poisson-typeequationdiv0 = 4 7t yjlhx

Fermions can in this model be understood as exci-tons resulting from the resonance energy of the vortexrings by their elliptic deformation

hidden

 As it is in this limitpossible to eliminate the pressure from the equationsof motion with the help of the incompressibility condishy;tion, the hidden parameters can likewise be eliminatedin the limit mp-gt;oo

 Longitudinal Waves and Einstein's Ghost FieldWe are first considering small amplitude longitushy;dinal waves with a wavelength rplt;^/

 In reality, though, there is no suchthing as an incompressible fluid, and any interactionis transmitted with the velocity of sound

 Within macroshy;scopic objects (like Schrdinger's cat), which can beseen as consisting of a very large number of interactingatomic systems, there is a steady collapse of the manyatom wave functions at the atomic level

 It is in fact difficult to see how theCopenhagen interpretation, demanding the inclusionof the entire measuring apparatus, can be fully consisshy;tent with the theory of relativity, with the apparatuspermitted to be arbitrarily large

 Note, however, that fields were not invented last week, after some great burst of intuition by a Capra or a Lanza, but appeared in reductionist physics over a century ago

 As long as thecenter of mass of a wave packet follows the relativisticlaws of motion, there is no reason why its parts cannot assume superluminal velocities

detection

 But because the fluctuations are finite, and because the wave modes have a finite albeitvery large phase velocity, the quantum mechanical correlations would be broken above a ccrtainfinite length

 The Zero Point Vacuum Energyand the Planck Aether HypothesisTo explain such low energy effects, like spontaneousemission, Lamb shift etc

glow

 In the Copenhagen interpretation thecollapse process is ultimately mental, somethingwhich is difficult to believe to be true, but DeBroglie'sguiding wave field model is not very satisfactory eitherbecause it is difficult to see how this model can workfor a quantum mechanical system of more that oneparticle, since such a system is described by a Schrshy;dinger wave function in a highly abstract configurashy;tion space, not ordinary space

DeBroglie

 AsKelvin had already shown 100 years ago, a frictionlessaether consisting of a lattice of vortex rings can transshy;mit mechanical waves, which for small amplitudeshave the same property as the waves derived fromMaxwell's electromagnetic field equations

 In fact, the physical reality of such asubstratum results from quantum mechanics itself

Most likely the cut-off energy is as high as the Planckenergy of ~1019GeV, because at this energy space-time curls up providing a natural cut-off

* We remark that the wave equation for ij/* can be forshy;mally obtained by changing in the Schrdinger equation thesign for the mass

We take here the view that the Schrdinger wave isphysically real, and that a particle localized in space isliterally "produced" by a real collapse of the Schrshy;dinger wave function into a small volume element

recall

 A rock sittingfor billions of years undisturbed on the far side of themoon did not suffer a wave function collapse in themoment a conscious observer had looked at a photoshy;graphic plate recording the existence of the rock forthe first time

 The reality israther described by the completely symmetric wavefunctionsone for those of positive and the other one for thoseof negative sign, and obtained from the solution ofih=H+cp+,orwhereH+=2 mrVijy

leading

stem

Therefore, if from the many violently fluctuating conshy;figurations, one representing a longitudinal wave fieldhaving superluminal phase velocity and convergingonto a fermion, is suddenly offered to the wave packet,the different internal parts of the packet are entrappedin this convergent longitudinal wave field and are acshy;celerated with superluminal speed onto the absorbingfermion

* However, the theoretical possibility to compenshy;sate the positive zero point energy through a negativezero point energy in supersymmetric theories givesa clue to a possible solution to this problem

 We knowof a similar situation in classical fluid dynamics, wherethe pressure in an incompressible fluid transmits sigshy;nals at an infinite speed, thereby setting up correlashy;tions between widely separated fluid elements

 To illuminate ourselves, lets look behind the Mystic Veil between the observable and nonobservable  the truly metaphysical which is literally beyond physics

In the classical limit, the Planck aether can be enshy;tirely described by waves with the uncertainty relashy;tions of classical wave mechanics {k wave number, ojcircular frequency)AkAq^\,AcoAt^l

To show that the zero point fluctuations of thePlanck masses bound in the vortex filaments lead toa Newtonian attractive inverse square law force, wecompute the average kinetic energy A of the Planckmasses confined in the vortex filaments:AE = + (1/2) mp v2 = + (1/4) hc/rp

7)The gravitational charges of the Planck masses disshy;tributed along the vortex rings lead to a modificationof the longitudinal waves with a wavelength of theorder r0

self

 It is,of course, very plausible that the collapse, duringwhich the density becomes very large, is enhanced atthose locations where the density ip* \p prior to thecollapse is large*

 According toSchrdinger, the admixture of these negative massstates results in a large mass dipole superimposed ona mass monopole

 The proposed model has the goal toderive all fields and their interactions from an exactly nonrelativistic operator field equation, resemshy;bling Heisenberg's relativistic spinor field equation

Millis

 Winterberg  Wave Function Collapse as a Real Physical Phenomenon757role of the hidden parameters would therefore greatlyresemble the pressure in hydrodynamics, where in thelimit of an incompressible fluid the speed of the comshy;pression waves goes to infinity

 A surface gravity and/or radiant pressure limit are shown to exist when the radiant flow is totally shielded by large planets

 AsSchrdinger [5] had shown, the spin phenomenon canbe understood by the negative energy (and hence negshy;ative mass) states of the Dirac equation

 Because the Hamilshy;ton operator in nonrelativistic quantum mechanicscommutes with the particle number operator, the totalnumber of all Planck masses in conserved

* Thezero point energy fluctuations become plausiblethrough the coexistence of the positive and negativemass Planck aether keeping the total energy equal tozero in every instant

edition

 With the longitudinal wave modes movingwith a superluminal phase velocity at energies near the Planck scale, it is conjectured that thequantum mechanical wave function is real and that its collapse results from the entrapment of thewave function by these longitudinal superluminal wave modes

 this interpretation leads to fundamental concepshy;tual difficulties for which no satisfactory solution hasbeen found

cut-off

co0

18) for the superlushy;minal collapse velocity gives us an interesting insightinto the nature of the hypothetical hidden parametersbecause the proposed model for the collapse of thewave function suggests that these hidden parametersare longitudinal compression waves of the Planckaether near the cut-off frequency co0

final

 Wefirst note that the particle, which would here always beseen as a wave packet (very much as it was believed tobe true by Schrdinger) is continuously exposed to theviolent quantum fluctuations of the Planck aether, allthe way up to the Planck energy, but in particular tofluctuations of the longitudinal waves near the waveshy;length /-o ro where the phase velocity of these wavesdiverges

 It leads to a preferred reference system,which is the reason why we may speak of an "aether"

heat

 In the two photon correlashy;tion experiment great care is taken to eliminate anyperturbing influence, with the result that the collapseis artificially delayed

shadowing

 It has often beenstated that this zero point energy can be interpretedby saying that through the quantum fluctuations enshy;ergy can for a short time be borrowed out of nothing,a statement which sounds very strange

 A photon absorbed can there hardly be aparticle emitted from the source, because the spread ofits wave packet over the large distance travelled wouldbecome very large

 The thusly observed supershy;luminal velocities do not lead to logical contradictionswith the theory of relativity, provided the dynamicLorentz-Poincare interpretation is adopted

 The conjectured exisshy;tence of a superluminal speed, however, would suggestthe existence of a substratum, or aether, permeatingall of space, and which would be responsible for setshy;ting up the mechanism of the quantum mechanicalcorrelations

 Newton once stated "thatone body my act upon another at a distance througha vacuum without the mediation of anything else

His notions of tensegrity have applications in classical and quantum physics, as well as biophysics

substance

Neumann

 The von Neumann non-existencetheorem for the hidden parameters would then bevalid only in this limit, very much as in the analogoussituation in hydrodynamics where the "hidden paramshy;eter" pressure can only be eliminated in the limit of anincompressible fluid

[3]

incompressible

 For an incompressible fluid,the pressure therefore plays the role of a kind of ahidden parameter, which can be completely elimishy;nated from the equations of motion and continuity

resonate

Zitter

 The motion of such a pole-dipoleparticle leads to what Schrdinger has called "Zitter-bewegung", possessing an orbital angular momentumas it is required to account for the particle spin

structures

 Thewavelengths of the fluctuating longitudinal waves areextremely short, and their pattern therefore changesvery rapidly, generating within a short period of timea chaotic wave pattern of almost any possible form

It merely assumes them to be physical attributes present in quarks in fractional form and whichin triplicate summation appear as corresponding properties detectable in the nucleon

* It wasshown that such a model can reproduce not onlyMaxwell's theory of electromagnetism and Einstein'snonlinear gravitational field equation, but even Diracspinors, including an expression for the mass of atypical Dirac spinor in terms of the Planck mass

13) that thelongitudinal waves have an upper cut-off at the waveshy;length z~r0

 If thecut-off is at the Planck energy, the vacuum mass denshy;sity would be ~ 1093 g/cm3, large enough to put themass of the known universe into a cube having theside length of one fermi

Sophie Cohen

 46 a, 746-758 (1991); received January 27, 1991It is hypothesized that the collapse of the wave function is a real physical phenomenon caused byvacuum fluctuations near the Planck scale

 In the dyshy;namic Lorentz-Poincare interpretation of relativity(unlike Einstein's kinematic interpretation) there is anabsolute time measured in a system at rest with theaether, neatly fitting the fact that in quantum mechanshy;ics time is a universal parameter

 Zero-Point Energy (ZPE) is observable; virtual vacuum fluctuation is nonobservable

While the single particle Schrdinger equation canexplain the interference effects, for example in the doushy;ble slit experiment, in can not explain why a measureshy;ment localizes a particle within a small volume inspace

 The hypothesis is suggested by a recently proposed model(Planck aether model) according to which the fundamental kinematic symmetry is the Galilei-groupwith the Lorentz invariance as a derived dynamic symmetry

astronomical

feel

 Einstein's interpretation of relativity, as a manifesshy;tation of a space-time symmetry, though, would haveto be given up in favor of the older Lorentz-Poincareinterpretation, where it was seen as a dynamic symmeshy;try, caused by true physical deformations of bodies inabsolute motion through a three-dimensional space,with an absolute time

 It was shown that our modelpermits a simple local explanation of the Aharonov-Bohmeffect through the formation of a massless potential vortex inthe aether shifting the phase [12]

 More precisely this is onlytrue if i// and ij/* are interchanged at the same time, but sincein a measurement one is always interested only in the prodshy;uct of ij/* iJ/, the time reversal symmetry is perfect and thespreading out of the wave function is therefore a reversibleprocess

 Inthe limit where these disturbances are in phase, thecombined disturbance carries no energy

 When the telescope was directed at a certain star, the detector (designed by N

 In our model, the onlycorrect description would be by a many-body Schrshy;dinger equation in the high-dimensional configurationspace of all Planck masses

 Even though the predicshy;tions of quantum mechanics are statistical, these exshy;periments demonstrate unambiguously that the correshy;lations themselves are strictly deterministic

For simplicity, we first apply it to the collapse of aphoton (or another zero rest mass particle) wave funcshy;tion

resource

If the collapse is delayed to such a degree that thewave packet is spread out over a distance larger thanthe correlation length L, a collapse can still occurprovided not just one, but rather many wave packetshave spread out over a distance larger than L, with thetotal energy from all wave packets within the volumeL3 at least as large as the energy would be for onewave spread out over the distance L

 These waves, carrying noenergy (and hence no information), remind us of Einshy;stein's conjecture that for the collapse of the wavefunction a "ghost field" (Gespensterfeld) seems to beresponsible

Next we look for small amplitude solutions involvshy;ing the simultaneous, and in magnitude equal, disturshy;bance of the positive and negative Planck masses

1)+ 2hcr2 (\jj\  i//! i//_) i//,where the field operators have to obey the canonicalcommutation reactionsW(r)r(r')] = (r-r'),Wr(rW (r'M = [gt;A+ M(3

 Theunderlying fundamental symmetry of such a model isthe Galilei group, with the sea of Planck masses definshy;ing a preferred reference system

preferred

valid

 Cutting off this spectrum at somehigh frequency (like the zero point energy spectrum ina Debye solid) would destroy Lorentz invariance bycreating a preferred reference system in which the zeropoint energy spectrum is isotropic, but if the cut-offfrequency is very high, all the predictions of relativitywould still be valid at low energies, only to be violatedin approaching the energy of the high-frequency cutshy;off

method

agree

Eldon Byrd

component

signal

Gurwitsch

 Ultimately, it can form a lattice composed ofsuch pairs of vortex rings, with the vortex core radiusequal to rp and the ring radius set equal to r0$gt;rp

 In fact, trying toanalyze the double slit experiment in a way consistentwith Newtonian realism shows that the wave packet,while having spread out over a large volume, suddenlycollapses with superluminal speed into a small volumeelement producing a spot on the screen

shaft

 In this model the spins oftwo particles flying apart are thought to be attachedto a massless rigid shaft connecting both particles

The problem with this weird quantum mechanicalaction at a distance is greatly amplified if one realizesthat the correlations shall act over arbitrarily largeastronomical distances

 The shorter the wavelength of the Turing wave,and greater its amplitude (greater its etheron concentration wave amplitude), the greater will bethe inertial mass of the associated particle (LaViolette 1985b)

 The aether is light and plasma -- with an insignificant amount of gas, liquid and solid thrown in as contaminant

 In the Planck aether hypothesis, in which specialrelativity is a derived dynamic symmetry for objectsheld together by vector gauge bosons described byMaxwell-type field equations, only the wave packet asa whole would for this reason be subject to the relashy;tivistic law of motion

 In ourinterpretation of the collapse of the wave functionboth particles are represented by extended wave packshy;ets instead, with their phases entangled by the nonshy;linear coupling term in (3

 The fractal repetitive structures of electromagnetic energy weave a giant cobweb throughout the universe

ip*

 The connection with the probability denshy;sity ip* ip would simply mean that the probability forthe collapse of the wave function to a particular pointis proportional to the value of ip* ip at this point

equal number of positive and negative Planck masses,each having the size of a Planck length, and interactshy;ing with each other by contact-type potentials

Schrdinger's analysis shows that the idea of negativemasses not only has to be taken seriously, but thatthere is even compelling evidence for the existence ofnegative masses in nature

 But even acut-off at the rest mass energy of the proton raises aserious problem, because it would give the vacuum amass density of 1014 g/cm3, leading to large gravitashy;tional fields, which obviously are not observed

velocities

The superluminal velocities needed to explain thequantum mechanical correlations can be illustratedby a mechanical model which simulates the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox

packets

tion

Being a reaction-diffusion wave pattern, we may appropriately name this periodicity theparticle's Turing wave (LaViolette, 2008b)

To discuss the Planck aether model in the context ofquantum mechanics, we first note that with the excepshy;tion of the fundamental Planck masses (Planckions)all particles are eliminated from it and replaced bywave packets of the aether resp

 Ether physics is the science of radiant energy, of virtual particle flux

 Apossible solution to this problem is suggested by su-persymmetric field theories, in which the positive zeropoint energy of the "Bose-part" is compensated by thenegative zero point energy of the "Fermi-part"

In the Planck aether hypothesis there are in realityno such objects as particles or waves

sity

 While the sky was scanned by the shielded telescope with the detector inside, it registered signals coming from the visible position of each star, the true position, and also the position symmetrical to the visible position of a star relative to it's true position

8)The force is here repulsive, because an increasedaether density displaces and thereby dilutes the denshy;sity of the vortex filaments embedded in it

That is, force is interpreted as the stress effect which the potential gradient produces on thematerial particle due to the distortion it manifests on the field pattern space structure thatcomposes the particle

moving

2007

 Because the wavelengths of the fluctuatinglongitudinal waves represent quantum fluctuations at** The heuristic power of the (in the space and time avershy;age) massless Planck aether has been previously demonshy;strated to explain the Aharonov-Bohm effect, another "mysshy;tery" of quantum mechanics

 If one of these longitudinalwave fluctuations has the form of a convergent sphershy;ical wave expressed by0 = 0fexp {i(kr + cot)jcoT=vph'(5

molecules

William

 While long considered only of theoretical interest, physicists discovered that this attractive force, caused by quantum fluctuations of the energy associated with Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, becomes significant when the space between two metallic surfaces, such as two mirrors facing one another, measures less than about 100 nanometers

frequencies

The paradox of delayed choice experiment is easilyexplained with our model, because at all times prior toits absorption, the wave packet is spread out overspace, and therefore can never be thought of as aparticle concentrated into a small volume

conditions

 In the proshy;posed model, the probability for the wave packet tocondense into a small volume is still given by theSchrdinger equation, but the ^-function would nowpresent a real physical entity, not just a probabilityamplitude

 These investigations were based on the so called "Theory of physical vacuum" developed by russian physicist G

correlations

concluded

nor

sources

 Theoutcome of the two photon correlation experiments isan example of the famous Einstein-Rosen-Podolskyparadox of quantum mechanics, and it was first noshy;ticed by Schrdinger that the correlations imply aweird action at a distance

Schrdinger

 Harold Puthoff?s ZPEDr

 The longitudinal waves are, therefore,restricted to wavelengths rpthese waves lead to very energetic zero spin bosons inthe energy range 1016GeVlt;lt; 1019GeV

considered

Charles Brown

looking

Zitterbewegung

 In our interpretation ofthe quantum mechanical measuring process the colshy;lapse of the wave function is caused by an instabilitytriggered by the presence of physical objects which canperturb or absorb a wave packet

immediately

 This explashy;nation, of course, requires that the wave function cancollapse at superluminal velocities and through solidwalls

axis

operators

1), having the structure of a nonlinearSchrdinger equation, actually is the Heisenbergequation of motion for the field operators ij/

tions

Since etherons both enter and leave the etheron states that compose material bodies and energywaves in our physical universe, our observable universe may be said to be open to the through-put of etherons

 They found that the fall-time varied depending on the angular velocity and the direction of rotation

gravity

 When Newton was prompted to explain the nature of gravity in non- mathematical terms, he replied that gravity might be transmitted by an invisible aether

damage

finite

 So it must be consciousness that is primordial and shapes the physical

 To paraphrase, he says that in the 17th century, it was thought that a totally empty volume of space could be created by simply removing all matter and, in particular, all gases

 The Fundamental Field Equationfor the Planck AetherIf we assume that all interactions between thePlanck masses are delta-function contact type interacshy;tions, repulsive between Planck masses of equal signand attractive between those of opposite sign, thePlanck aether can be described by an equation for thefield operators if/ + of its positive and negative masscomponents [6]:ct 2 m(3

 With this electromagnetic field, energy can be extracted and used to amplify the particles creating a negative pressure that creates a bow shock wave fore the craft to ride in

 This paper will also show the relationship between gravity mass and black holes, dark matter as well as Zero Point Energy

 Newton said of gravity that it was a force, which implies that the force is by definition a form of physical work, is a definition for gravity

motion

Furthermore, in the past decade, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of journal publications on the subject of zero-point energy, demonstrating the timeliness and essential value of this study

 This dense electromagnetic mass can be attributed to dark energy, as well as the by-product of this known as zero point energy, all being the product of the electromagnetic alignment of the subatomic particles in the universe

 It does seem that the higher the rpm of the superconductor the higher the produced vortex field and the amplification of the gravity mass wave produced

 A, 217, 1996, 219), such concepts as "virtual photon tunnel effect" and "virtual photon quantum noise" are being explored

positron

 What is the counterbalancing agent that keeps the galaxy from collapsing in on itself by the pull of the black holes enormous gravity vortex? The counterbalancing agent is called the gravity's mass unit, or simplify put is the unit of potential energy that the mass energy interaction creates to cause the effect known to us as gravity

draw

 As a black hole continues to draw energy from the constant flow of matter into its vortex, the matter creates energy that then drives the vortex to pull more matter in

hole

 Some of the metal used in his experiments had been lost their integrity, showing how gravity harmonics and molecular structures of materials are so closely intertwined that if one is affected the other will be (Cooke, 2003)

 Gravity is defined as a force that causes two objects of either the same or different mass to be attracted to the other (Nave, 2002)

 As was shown gravity has an energy matrix and with all energy that matrix has frequency oscillations that create a carrier wave effect

 This creates negative pressure in the magnetic field and allows for repulsion to occur

 Every known object in the universe interacts with and the greater the mass, the greater the gravitational mass blanket

rpm

The higher the rpm that's administered by the rotating super conductive magnets the more compressed the field is and the more energy is produced by the process

 The paper will also show the relationship between gravity as a mass and the other forces such as inertia, centrifugal and centripetal forces

 If this is correct then by using electromagnetic forces, the gravity field can be excited and changed so that energy can be produced as a by product of the reaction and a new form of counter gravitational propulsion can be created

 If a person where standing next to the event horizon, if they could without getting killed a vaporized in the process, they would see a distortion of the fabric of space time itself folding in on itself

de Aquino

 Warping the magnetic field and if a spin occurs then you would have a magnet gravity vortex that you can control locally the energy being produced by the matrix (Baker, 2002; de Aquino, 2002)

Baker

 This effect will show how the forces are unified and the controlling systems there in and how they can be controlled using artificial means also how frequency modulation can be used to amplify and transmit the energy that is extracted

complexity

 But gravity if it's considered a mass electromagnetic field, then the interaction can contribute to the warping of space-time on its own

 It states that an object in motion will tend to stay in motion until an outside force acts on it

ConclusionIn conclusion, to control gravity a definition that explains how gravity works is needed so that work can be done to assure a safe world and economic stability for us as a nation It will be this in the future that will give cheap and clean energy and open many new avenues for power production and space flight

 Ning Li's work has born fruit in this and has shown that a marginal weight loss attributed to spinning super conductive magnets

copper

 This was shown in the Theory of Relativity and proven by the observation of the gravitational lens effect that allows us to see stars from behind the sun due to its gravity well

 What's being seen is energy in a Plasma State and gravity making the mass denser reflecting the area around it

 To do this a person would need to essentially pull the gravitational energy from the energy matrix as is the case in M theory, and with that warp the gravity field, this done by the use of magnetic fields amplifying then transmitting a carrier signal that would induce an agitation to the gravity field

 But it's a good idea to draw the energy from the field vortex if at all possible

 The paper also deals with the fact that the gravity blanket mass can create on its own densely compressed magnetic fields and how this and vortex compression can in turn create anomalies, such as black holes

 Then as a body becomes denser, the gravity field is also denser and the same can be said of weaker gravity fields in the inverse

denser

passed

Cooke

 Ning Li in the work on gravitational field lattices, gravity can be manipulated by using a complex magnetic vortex field (Cooke, 2002)

Ning Li

 This will be explained and how this can be used to create a propulsion system that will use the gravity mass as its reactionary energy to sustain the effect

James
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super

 What happens is the spinning super conductive magnets create a vortex compression field; there is negative pressure build up that then force energy to be released

George Lewis LeSage

3-space

 It would mean a whole new way of looking at ether, not on the molecular scale but at the subatomic scale and how electromagnetic forces are used to align the subatomic structures to create a mass wave that creates gravity, Thus creating ether like effect but without the molecular mass

 It has been thought to be the cause of gravitational distortions that have been observed by the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory as well as other satellite data collected

 By taking pictures of the center of known galaxies Hubble has proven that black holes do exist

 Well why not pull up to a vortex field and draw the needed energy from that field using your gravitational field equipment

 This energy fields that is the triggering mechanism for gravitational effect is ZPE

IntroductionThis paper will show that gravity which is now defined, as a force actually is electromagnetic in nature and can be controlled by outside electromagnetic forces

 The field intensity strength of gravity then can be measured by the binary product energy produced by the gravity field as it interacts with the bodies it surrounds

rings

 Electromagnetic forces that they create enough of a mass unit in the dense magnetic field producing the effect known as gravity so densely pack these

Black Holes  Vortex FieldsThe next is black holes, which are the largest vacuum cleaners in the known galaxy

 This sudden energy release can be observed by seeing a distortion that can be seen as field is generating its field as the gravitational field, as in the field surrounding a black hole at its event horizon

 Quantum mechanics also predicted that invisible particles could become materialized for a short time and that these virtual particle appearances should exert a force that is measurable

The energy wave creates a low-pressure zone that repels and pushes the object against the force of gravity

release

 This mass then constitutes a physical response that will interact with the gravity field that causes a release of energy in the form of a wave in the lower frequency range

Gravity as a Mass UnitGravity is considered a force caused by the attraction of two bodies in motion

 What they had wrong was that it is densely packed subatomic particles that create a blanket that is more densely packed

 As Newton first observed, gravity has an attraction component as it relates to the mass of an object and that of the object that it's interacting with

 Newton also states in his laws the way the bodies will interact with each other, for example the law that states that any object that is in motion will tend to stay in motion

 The more mass the more energy created by the vortex

strong

genes

Gravity can be defined as an electromagnetic effect that is caused by the interactions of magnetic fields on a mass in motion, such as sub atomic particles

tend

static

 The sun and Jupiter are massive bodies in our solar system that tend to bend the fabric of space- time at a greater rate than that of the earth with in the curvature of space-time

 It is as if there must be some unknown form of matter that keeps the vortex supplied with the potential energy mass needed to sustain the reaction

 This paper will attempt to show how gravity can be controlled by the use of magnetic vortex compression fields otherwise known as torsion or tordial fields creating a bow shock wave of gravitational energy that can be repelled off of, creating lift and motion

 This will indeed be used to help us better understand and control the gravity energies being released

 This allows gravity to repel as well as attract by creating a push against

 This is done I believe by tuning into the frequency harmonics that gravity is on and amplifying and transmitting the frequency energy

Theories of the AetherArticles relating to the Emergence ofScientific Theories of the Cosmic Aether"Thus he then classified living creatures into genera and species,and divided them in every way until he came to theirelements,which he called the five shapes and bodies -aether, fire, water, earth and air

 There are characteristics that show that sub atomic mass and electromagnetism work together to create the effect that we call gravity

 3/89) points out that gravitational mass and its associated gravitational effects are shown to derive in a self-consistent way from electromagnetic zero point induced particle motion (in other words, ZPE)

 One is tuning into the frequency that the gravity field carrier wave is on and neutralizing it completely or controlling it by adjusting the energy being transmitted

 With this method the field can be localized and the effect controlled

 Consider dark energy and black holes

acts

 Since gravity interacts with it mass as it rotates both are in unity until an outside physical force acts upon it upsetting the order that it is in

 It would be their gravitational attraction that is magnified by the close proximity of the gravitationally dense plasma mass that does permeate

 But if the effect can be controlled the potential for massive energy production would be unlimited

 Hal Puthoff, Physicist and director of the Institute for Advanced Studies, Dr

observer

 Evgeny Podkletkov also observed this in his experiments with spinning superconductors at above 65,000 rpm

Evgeny Podkletkov

 Matti Pikanen about strange effects associated with rotating magnetic field systems

Yockey

 Simply put gravity mass is proportionate to the mass of the object that's in the gravity field

 The latter three will be explained as reactions to physical stimulus on the balancing act between the mass forces of gravity and the steady mass of an object

 Remember this energy along with gravitational mass when they inter act the gravitational field and are warped

centrifugal

centripetal

 Since acceleration requires astructural shift and recreation of the particle's Turing-wave dissipative space structure, theparticle's resistance to acceleration, its inertia, should be proportional to the magnitude of itsTuring-wave charge densities; that is, proportional to the amount of negentropy that must berestructured (LaViolette 2010)

 I will show how there should be a mass function of gravity and how the mass can be perturbed creating the effects we know as inertia, centrifugal and centripetal force and how the control of gravity will nullify or maintain the effects

third

 This can be shown by the interactions of the particles and they're magnetic pole alignments

Harmonic Resonance/Molecular CohesionAs was written earlier in the paper about the Hutchinson effect, mass can be effect by changing the frequency energy harmonics

 When a full quantum increase in the vacuum energy density occurs, the strength of the charge increases

Elizabeth Rauscher

 Thus creating a marginal energy wave that can flux the gravity field, in which to warp the gravity field and creating a medium on which to apply negative pressure on the gravity field to a given object producing linear motion and levitation as an effect to the reaction

Gravity Matrix WarpingGravity warping would be essential for traveling by way of electromagnetic effect

property

law

Gravity  the Hutchison EffectThe Hutchinson effect if it to be believed may show how matter interacts with gravity and how the molecular structure may be altered by the change in harmonics of the electromagnetic gravitational field

 Newton was a classically trained in old physics and it was at that time that the establishment had believed in ether, which is the mysterious "matter" that permeates the universe

methods

sea

 Use of vortex fields to compress the redistribute magnet field energy has been proven in theoretical work and in practical application

identical

Puthoff, Harold, Little, Scott, Ibison, Michael,Ground States and the Zero Point Field, EarthTech International Inc

creation

Ibison

 It shows those random fluctuations are the result of external forces acting on the magnetic field thus creating the ZPF (Puthoff, Little, and Ibison, 2002)

observable

 Dark energy as it has been theorized in Einstein's Theory of Relativity is that energy matter that filters through out the known universe but isn't detected in the visible spectrum

 As is already known a vortex is a swirling mass, which for this discussion will be a swirling magnetic field mass

describes

placed

 If a person could find a way to transmit the frequency energy being produced by then transmit the gravitational energy, we would have an unlimited supply of energy potential to draw form

 Tesla called this form of negative energy, radiant energy

Gravity, Mass, and ZPEGravity as an electromagnetic field can release energy

 Everything, every thing, manifests from the temporal interaction with the local nonlinear vacuum of spacetime

Gravity being considered as some form of a magnetic field it could mean that it could be controlled by external means

 The energy needed to create this effect will be drawn from vacuum energy known as Zero Point Energy

Click hereHelsinki Paper-This is Pitkanen's 32 page paper on rotating magnetic fields purports to provide a basis for Antigravity Effects

When we consider ZPE as having a third order dependence on frequency, it reminds me of the Hutchison effect, (see Intro

La Violette

produce

Dark Energy  GravityDark energy is a product of gravity mass, or gravity energy being densities as a subatomic wave energy field

describe

 The gravity well in a black hole is so immense the even the electromagnetic wave forces would feed in on itself as its gravity wave in a perpetual cycle

warping

In the course of the latter 50 years there have been numerous reports on anomalous behaviour of spin-polarized particles

 This will have the effect of warping the field energy creating a shock wave in its wake

 But what is gravity and how does it work? Einstein tried to explain it and even how in the comparison of this and other forces there could have been unity

Fabrizio Pinto

controlling

non-material

AbstractThis paper and presentation will deal with gravity as a mass energy entity and the controlling mechanism of vortex fields coupled with frequency modulation in various forms to extract energy and control the energy field that's produced

 ZPF random fluctuations I feel may show how magnetic energy influences gravity

Remembering the FutureTrying to garner the attention of future generations of scientists, Bearden has generated a great deal of interest in the potential for extracting zero-point energy from the energetic vacuum potential

 It is a binding latticework of energy that works to keep atomic particles together

controlled

 However, if resonance effect is not controlled the result would be a catastrophic breakdown of sub atomic and molecular cohesion starting a cascade chain reaction effect

 The same can be said of centrifugal and centripetal forces

 He said that now that we have the ability to work with nanotechnology, we have the tools to extract energy from the zero point field

 It said that the universe had no empty space and that it was filled with a type of matter

relationship

 This paper and presentation will show the relationship between gravity and mass

 The earth has a rather weak gravitational field in comparison to that of Jupiter or even our own sun

James Dinniss

swirling

coils

philosophy

 Black holes are a swirling vortex of gravity that takes even light into it, not releasing even light but expels x-ray and gamma radiation (Nemiroff, 2002)

Nemiroff

radiation

 This allows for a gravity to have a propelling effect creating positive momentum from the pressure zone that's created

 The physics of subquantum kinetics indeed has very ancient origins(LaViolette, 2004)

 Each of these can and do work however to optimize the effect you would need to use by combining them together so that the energy that's extracted can be used and transferred to the receiver to be amplified and then transmitted tuning out gravity

antigravity

Click hereSuperconductivity-The basis for SC antigravity is -- you guessed it -- rotating magnetic fields! Check out American Antigravity's coverage of this fledgling science

 It commences with the following question:"HOW does it come about that alongside of the idea of ponderable matter, which is derived by abstraction from everyday life, the physicists set the idea of the existence of another kind of matter, the ether? The explanation is probably to be sought in those phenomena which have given rise to the theory of action at a distance, and in the properties of light which have led to the undulatory theory

 As was shown in Casmir effect experiment, it had been shown vibration energy could fluctuate in a vacuum

sonoluminescence

structural

 It is this electromagnetic field bonding that creates the effect known as gravitational attraction

 In the paper, "Gravity as a zero-point-fluctuation force" (Phys

Akasha

 This in turn would create a wave of gravitational energy that the field on the craft would be able to repel off of

 Real EM photons (quanta of light) are emitted from that charge and spread into 3-space at light speed

The QED model maintains that the zero-point energy reveals its existence through the effects of sub-atomic virtual particles

nucleus

 This is in the sub atomic scale, but it can be seen as well in the known observations of the physical universe

 So all the EM entities are DEFINED as mass entities: Electrodynamicists today do not actually have anything to say  anything at all!  about the form of EM entities in mass-free space

Light is the fiat, the first excitation of empty spaceBut where does it come from?It comes from the subspace holographic blueprint, a subtle field that allows the flux of virtual photons to spontaneously appear and disappear in the vacuum so quickly they cannot be individually observed

 It will be the ether of Maxwell's theory that carries the elctromagnetic fields

 EM fields are the connecting link between the world of form and resonant patterns

concept

storms

hands

deeper

carried

roiling

transformations

 SQK explains in detail how subatomic particles arise from subquantum fluctuations in the ether

reported

angular

survive

visualize

Science is learning to produce, manipulate and detect single photons, though QM doesnt help us visualize the interactive processes that lead their emanation

 As the smallest bundle of light, it is a messenger for oscillating EM forces, carrying information without substance (mass)

experiments

 It is transferred as photons emanating in short bursts, the wave train

rate

Kozyrev conducted a series of experiments with spinning gyroscopes

A photon is a mode of oscillation of an EM stress field in the cosmic medium

modern

 Although torsion fields are very weak they can be measured using torsion beam balances that were first developed by Kozyrev

observe

fire

serve

bell

reactions

intensity

resulting

physical

Virtual photons integrate to produce an observable quantum of energy, which observably effects charged particles

secondary

oscillations

deuteron

Joe

 This fact indicated that electromagnetic waves (light) had some component that could not be shielded by metal screens

Pflug

 Disordered virtual energy can be turned into ordered observable EM energy

vital

 Our source is beyond observability, but no doubt remains that the virtual particles are real

Empty and Manifest LuminosityVirtual Physics, rooted in the metaphysical domain,suggests that the groundstate of our being is a psionically-charged FIERCE LUMINOSITY emanating from the vast roiling ocean of the creative vacuum  the endless sea of creation

studies

play

By making the proper assembly of LWs, we can alter spacetime directly, and powerfully, because we are using a far, far larger ST curvature force than the physicists now ordinarily use

 ~Tom BeardenBearden has been promoting this largely suppressed science for decades, going public with reports for the Psychotronic Assn

book

breakdown

Townsend Brown

 Therefore, it was simply called the "zero point" radiation

simply

The Casimir EffectZero point energy has been called "the ultimate quantum free lunch" (Science, Vol

mean

 The article consists of two summaries of the work of Clerk Maxwell: the first by TF Torrance, in his introduction as an editor to the bookJames Clerk Maxwell - A Dynamic Theory of the Electromagnetic Field, and the second is an article written by Albert Einstein, in 1931, to commemorate the centenary of Maxwell's birth, and which outlines the scientific specifications of the nature of physical reality

Although it comes from chaos, each temporary virtual particle is totally ordered while it exists

 The combination of the scalar and longitudinal photon is observable as the instantaneous scalar potential

 Particular names include Robert Carroll, Milo Wolff, David Bergman, Winston Bostick, Charles Yost et al at Electric Spacecraft Journal, John Keely, Viktor Schauberger, Nikola Tesla, Dale Ponds, Guy Obolensky, Francisco Muller, David French, Thomas G

 For our visual consciousness, this point is at the exact center of the brain's EM field and its higher frequency phase order harmonic mind-memory fields in hyperspace

 and quantization thereof - Ilja SchmelzerPostrelativistic gravity may be interpreted as a classical ether theory as well as a minor modification of general relativity

throughout

 If light truly is a wave, then an ether is essential

The dense energy potential of the vacuum plays a key role in structuring the Universe

smell

Wilhelm

 The absolute vacuum is devoid of all structure, but the false vacuum contains frozen and decomposingsubatomic energies as fermions, bosons, quarks, photons, electrons and gravity

circuit

 When the telescope was directed not at the visible but at thetrueposition of a star, the detector then registered an incoming signal that was much stronger

"Physics that denies the existence of the aether offers no insight into the energy source from which the universe was created

Anselme Dewavrin

James Clerk Maxwell

acoustic

material

 That is not true in the quantum mechanical world; those subquantum oscillations continue, and can be of extraordinary energy if the time is short enough (Bearden, 2007)

Young-Mills

morphogenetic

It should be noted that reports stating that the weight of a spinning gyroscope does not change are also known

What IS is, and the primal matrix is the eternal shimmering, full vacuum of space -- IS-ness

stimulation

harmonics

model

reason

Psychotronic (scalar) weapons, weather war, mass mind control, nonlocal communications, healing and psi are among the phenomena investigated by multiple intelligence agencies, worldwide

They are oscillations of the stress energy tensor of the vacuum

Drunvalo Melchizedek
At the mysterious cosmic threshold or mystic veil, nothing-- the massive scalar field -- becomes something, mass/energy

This boundary layer of air which tends to take on the currently existing velocity of the airplane contributes to the concept we call 'mass inertia' and attribute to the airplane rather than to the motion of the air surrounding that airplane

exists

"The light we actually see in the mind are the photon/axions of the higher frequency order hyperspace fields whose high energy density particles are located in the Planck volume close to the Zero-Point of pure unconditioned awareness

 They have the density of millions to billions times the mass of our Sun and the gravitational force of black holes is so strong that nothing can escape from it, not even light

 It seems like a reasonable guess that ?the atoms of aether? might exist and provide the underlying substrate that somehow (at the very least) implements the elasticity required for both gravity and light

 I sense possible similarities between the strings of some modern theories and the fluctuations of some Casimir type models and the aetherons of some ether based theories

 First of all, the upper limit for the speed of torsion waves is estimated to be not less than 109c, where c is the speed of light

 The only way forward is by back-tracking to see where science has strayed and then finding the answers in the new physics ofAether Science

 Other experimental evidence includes spontaneous emissions of light (photons) by atoms and nuclei, observed Lamb shift of positions of energy levels of atoms, anomalous value of electron's gyromagnetic ratio, etc

created

 ~Tom BeardenThe modern vacuum is a fiercely bubbling inferno of fleeting particles

emitted

 A quantum fluctuation IS the appearance of equal but opposite particles out of vacuum

Pauli

North American weather has been engineered for over a decade by means of scalar interferometers, and that HAARP is likely (among other things) an attempt to combat that ongoing weather war rather than to initiate a new one

interacts

The chaotic virtual particle sea (spatio-temporal chaos) interacts through field operators with physical matter through antimatter and light

Energy moves from a free to a bound state via the dynamic structure of the vacuum

whereas

aether

radiant

 It was established that torsion generators allow us not only to replicate all "phenomena" demonstrated by so called "psychics," but they also are able to demonstrate effects that were never demonstrated by any "psychic"

invisible

Negative space manifests in the time domain but the first stirrings of the the process are nonobservable

Bosonic vacuum fluctuations are created as particle-antiparticle pairs

We cannot measure time; we see that as a spatial change

 Bearden suggests, point-contact transistors can easily be developed into true negative resistors manifesting overunity

chapter

When a neutron spontaneously acquires positive charge and transforms into a proton, its X-Ywave pattern acquires a positive bias similar to that shown in figure 6 (shaded region in the lefthand plot)

conference

curvature

Silvertooth

Photon EM energy affects the "steady state" EM fields of matter (electrons) by displacing them from their ground states

 An impulse that moves directly through the fabric of space-time, travels at super-luminal velocities and is separate from gravity or electromagnetism, is a significant breakthrough in physics  one that demands that a physical vacuum, zero-point energy or aether must really exist

red

channels

convergent

 Furthermore Podkletnov and Modanese(2011) report having measured a speed of 64 c for a collimated gravity impulse wave producedby a high voltage discharge emitted from a superconducting anode

The vacuum not only contains but alsoisrandomly fluctuating electromagnetic (EM) fields with an infinite zero-point energy

In the past couple of decades, virtual particle flux has gained scientific acceptance, becoming less mysterious

inventions

The Qigong model calls it chi or ki, or mana, with special emphasis placed on its interactions with the human body in martial arts and acupuncture

Henry Monteith

prediction

equation

 The obtained results were interpreted as registration of torsion waves

journal

Robert Forward

flash

primary

 Notealso that Kelly's model confirms the positive biasing of the proton's central field, the biasincreasing as the center of the particle is approached; compare the enhanced view shown in figure9-b with figure 6

receiver

2000

 As a result the clouds that form the pentagram on top of the hurricane are raised in the air much higher than normal

factors

 Everything manifests from temporal interaction with the local nonlinear vacuum of spacetime

corresponding

 Ken SetoThe consequences of these two interpretations of space give rise to two camps of physics: In the aether - no camp we have the combined theories of relativity and quantum mechanics

 All EM waves travel in the vacuum at the speed of light

highly

The void is the flux of virtual photons/antiphotons in negative space

SCALAR WAVES, By Tom BeardenNEW ENERGY NEWS, July 1998What I call scalar waves are pure longitudinal EM waves (LW)

set

mind

 That potential, an unseen sea of negative energy particles, can be chaotic and amorphous or coherent

aspects

Michael

Nothing DoingWhen it appears in the seething vacuum, and while it fleetingly exists, a particle (such as a photon) is totally ordered

Inertial non electromagnetic non particulate radiation pervades all space and matter

Dimensionless virtual/actual particles vibrate across time, forming two-dimensional waves

Veinik made tens of types of generators based on rotating masses

Corona

 These chemical waves will spawn beautiful Mandala like wave patterns when put on a Petri dish

We are standing waves in spacetime

"Once fully rendered, one will realize that gravitation is a connective process between matter and the ZPE (Zero Point Energy or aether) field

 At the atomic level, the QED model proposes that, because of the high inherent energy density within the vacuum, some of this energy can be temporarily converted to mass

 (russian) ("The influence of the spinor (torsion) field on the process of crystallization of micellar structures

Electricity, therefore, cannot be called ether in the broad sense of the term; but nothing would seem to stand in the way of calling electricity ether associated with matter, or bound ether; or, in other words, that the so-called static charge of the molecule is ether associated in some way with the molecule

disks

counts

 Vortexiajah stands for a physics of vortexes within vortexes that perfectly corresponds with Daniel Winters implosion physics

Pulver

John Abrahamson

The secret life of subspace reveals an unseen radiant potential living in the resonating gaps of existence

 Maybe there are some ways that we can actually turn on a dime, accelerate really quickly and also take off on a space drive

bioluminescence

The observed effect of sonoluminescence is extraction of virtual photons from the electromagnetic zero-point fluctuations

professor

Rupert Sheldrake

Leadbeater

They deliver a finite flux density in time

ZPE charge becomes observable emission

star

Scalar EM wave vibrations occur in the time domain only

Kozyrev detected that the weight of the spinning gyroscope changes slightly depending on the angular velocity and the direction of rotation

shape

top

 Bycomparison, etheron reactants of subquantum kinetics have no mass, charge, or spin

coherence

 Physical symptoms of scalar attack include headaches, nausea, dizziness, stomach and intestinal difficulties, weakness, loss or upset of equilibrium, arthritic symptoms, excess fatigue syndrome, various chronic pains and aches, rashes, etc

 BrownThe abstract to this article reads as follows:By combining the wave nature of matter with contemporary ether theory, the Lorentz transformations are derived in both their conventional, "paradoxical," relative-time form as well as in their their non-paradoxical real-time form

 (As is well known, stars are objects with large angular momentum

relative

Jose

faster

Virtual Physics suggests we visualize processes at work in nature, but elegant mathematics has led us to ignore observations about the nature of the primordial cosmic medium

clean

Veinik measured some properties of "chronal" fields and found that two types of "chronons" exist ("plus" and "minus" chronons)

Perhaps the single most important frontier is energy science, the development of cheap, clean energy sources as an alternative to greenhouse gas producing forms of transportation and production

biochemical

All forces of nature, electromagnetic and mechanical, are caused by interaction of virtual particles with mass

complex

evolution

 It is interesting to note that vortex rings can sustain transverse vibrations (analogous to guitar string vibration), indeed Kelvin proved mathematically that linear disturbances in a saturated 3D vortex fluid (he termed a vortex sponge) would produce propagation of pure transverse waves identical to the equations and properties that describe the propagation of light through space

laser

daily

gap

Further the metrics of spacetime oscillating at high frequency may be the ontological source of the quantum world and particle/wave duality

 The Congruence unites the concepts and predictions of Newtonian mechanics, general relativity, and special relativity

Stefan

All lifeforms are multidimensional virtual vacuum engines

 In the framework of the theory of electro-torsion interactions, it is shown that if electrostatic or electromagnetic fields exist in some region of space, then therealwaysexists torsion fields in that region of space

 B, 347, 1995, 56) where virtual particle exchange between the beads is analyzed

billions

", Kiev, 1992, GAO AN Ukrainy, preprint # GAO-92-5R (russian) ("Preliminary results of astronomical observations using N

Jocelyn Marcotte

 Thusthe Schroedinger wave equation used in quantum mechanics offers a rather naive linearapproximation to representing microphysical phenomena, the quantum level being betterdescribed by a nonlinear equation system such as Model G

Only single-quantum events become measurable, as something emerges from subspace

VIRTUAL PHYSICS is a QFT theory of primordial field interactions beyond our current observability

Van der Waals

global

This light speed target is Zero Point Energy (ZPE), which hints that maybe we can get something for nothing by turning the Void inside out

growth

looked

consideration

 13-15 this article provides an interesting account of the historical development of the aether from the perspective of modern theories of a quantum mind/consciousness:"The belief in a universal, cosmic fluid pervading all space is an ancient one

 Barber and Putterman discovered that they only exist for 50 picoseconds or shorter, which is too brief for the light to be produced by some atomic process (IEEE Spectrum 1/97)

Haisch

 A key assumption is that the speed of light is the Fermi velocity of the degenerate electron-positron plasma that dominates the aether

implicate

electrodes

In the late 1800s, Michelson and Morley searched for but did not detect Newton?s static aether

 Ever since the universe has been expanding, the cosmological model of an expanding universe is called the inflationary model

 Then that SPACETIME perturbation propagates to the receiver, where it interacts with the waiting Drude electrons, perturbing the Drude gas (the mass)

"-Leon MaurerIona Miller on Scalar Physics and Zero Point Energy Field PhenomenaABSTRACT:In the continuous creation, the center of the universe is everywhere, a seething cauldron of potential

The flow of mass, and our own mass, through time is generated by the ubiquitous interaction of photons with the mass

Kelly

 It may not be what physicists are hoping to find (and I believe this is why this model hasn't been proposed before), but the Gforce appears to be a primary force that gave rise to the entire universe

A spin field of electromagnetic energy stores inertia (the resistance to movement)

 Time energy is transduced into dynamic spatial energy as cosmic jitter (ZPE; zitterbewegung), cosmic acceleration, radiant energy, and mass

Muses describes time as the master controller that cuts through the entire physical universe and holds all of space together, though not necessarily in each point of space

Leonhard Euler
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Rowland

The vacuum contains randomly fluctuating electromagnetic fields with infinite zero-point energy

engines

hurricanes

 It manifests the temporal potential of force and form in each and every instant at each and every point of beingScalar waves are real even if unobservable

visible

helix

 It is known that such fluctuations arepresent in the chemical species of reaction-diffusion systems such as the B-Z reaction and theirpresence is also postulated in the theoretical Brusselator system

According to Virtual Physics, self-renewing energy comes from ceaseless emission and absorption of virtual photons and also creation and annihilation of electron/positron pair

A pseudo-longitudinal EM wave has finite energy and finite velocity, but its velocity may be less than or greater than the velocity of light in free space

simple

reaction

 Energy moves from a free to a bound state via the dynamic structure of the vacuum

Williams

 MingstThe abstract of this article reads as follows:A review of the basics of special and general relativity
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 What had happened is that although no molecular traces could be found in the water, there was still the imprint in the water of the original torsion field of the chemical compounds

 The human heart has an electromagnetic field in the form of a doughnut toroidial field (perfect torus) triggering the 7-layered muscles in the heart to beat

look

 This paper will trace the development of Tesla's understanding of Vedic Science, his correspondence with Lord Kelvin concerning these matters, and the relation between Tesla and Walter Russell and other turn of the century scientists concerning advanced understanding of physics

discharge

 Several researchers, such as John Eccles andRandall Mills, claim to have developed methods of inducing electron transitions to such sub-ground orbits and to thereby extract enormous quantities of energy from plain water (LaViolette,2008b)

The threshold between matter and the vacuum is becoming blurrier

2004

In October 2006 I found that a similar and strangely simple algorithm could produce a sine curve

So the aether is also the medium for electrons as spherical standing wave systems

 Then it would transmit sinusoidal waves whose speed c is constant

Euler's method is an approximation: it introduces some degree of error which is greater when the step is important as compared to the wavelength

 I am quite sure that this anomaly explains very well the electron amplification because standing waves produce such an asymmetry

 This algorithm can produce some sort of "heat", a local vibration of granules

 For example, if the energy exchange step is complete, it does not produce heat

 Many scientists don't even know that the light beam waves must be tilted to the theta angle = arc sin (v / c) in order to propagate transversally

 Jocelyn Marcotte's algorithm also produces exactly the same anomaly, it turns out that the results are highly reliable

 For example, the wave speed slows down if the wavelength is very short

LeSage

 It is the well known speed of light, but please remember that it is also that of matter waves and all invisible forces transmitted by aether waves

On the one hand, the result is a slower wave if the wavelength is rather small with respect to the number of granules involved

 Clearly, all wave phenomena are submitted to the Doppler effect

Kozyrev also found that the detector registered an incoming signal when the telescope was directed at a position symmetrical to the visible position of a star relative to it's true position

 Anselme Dewavrin's algorithm, which is derived from Euler's method, does not yield exactly the same results as the accurate y = sin(2 * pi * x / lambda) procedure, especially when the discrete steps are insufficient as compared to the wavelength

 Descartes realized that waves need a medium

videos

aviI also made more videos showing how the Doppler effect transforms most common wave phenomena

Thomas Townsend Brown

exeSurprisingly, Newton's laws involving energy and inertia produce the same results as Euler's method, which is purely mathematical

 Up to now, Descartes' explanation about the light remains the only acceptable one: it is made of waves and it behaves like waves propagating by means of a medium

exeAnother example is the always positive medium, which cannot produce perfectly symmetrical sine waves for very high amplitude levels

inside

 Jocelyn Marcotte invented his own algorithm, which is totally different, in January 2006

Descartes discovered that light is made of waves and that it should be carried by a medium

 I could already check a lot of wave phenomena, especially in a moving frame of reference; this greatly helps for studying Relativity

 Forces such as gravity or light could very well work using just waves

Descartes was right: the light is made of waves and it needs a medium

proton

The true mechanism for all physical phenomena is still totally unknown totally

Clearly, waves exhibit oscillations much similar to those of a pendulum

 Each aether granule transmits energy step by step

formula

below

 Galileo discovered that such oscillations are synchronous, and this explains why the wave speed remains constant whatever the frequency or amplitude

 His starting point was the Verlet algorithm, but he added Newton's laws for inertia and energy

 So since the EM force is used in this case as the agent of ST curvature, this is a far, far more powerful GR force and ST curvature than is made by the weak little G-force that the astrophysicists mostly track, and have to go to the stars, lots of cumulated mass, etc

 The aether does produce this error, it is really made out of points or granules which transmit energy by discrete steps

discovery

The point is that the 45 transparent mirror (the beam splitter) should also undergo a contraction, making the reflecting surface angle different

 Marcotte invented a different algorithm which is a bit simpler, and then a more complex but faster one

ordinary

So granules whose unique property is to repel one another is the perfect medium for aether waves

As far as I know, the light beam behavior inside the moving apparatus has never been displayed
 They show clearly that the mirror must be tilted to an additional angle in order to reflect the light beam to the correct 90 angle

 On the other hand, standing waves produce a local granule concentration, where the wave speed is greater

Dewavrin

warm

 Anselme Dewavrin derived the algorithm below from Euler's method

 More thanlikely, we should also be able to avoid using this collapse concept also in experiments observingthe spin orientation of entangled particles or polarization of entangled photons

cosine

 This algorithm was almost identical to mine:sine = sine +cosine * 2 * pi / lambdacosine = cosinesine * 2 * pi / lambdaEnergy and inertia are replaced by sine and cosine

algorithm

contraction

 Moreover, the light beam itself and Fresnel's diffraction pattern also undergo the on-axis contraction

 15 below), which produce a slower frequency, hence no transverse wavelength contraction

Milonni

abstract

 Then all aether waves crossing such concentrated areas must undergo a lens effect

Schroedinger

bright

 Confined energy of this kind will exert a pressure in the medium and will therefore displace a certain amount of medium matter, and I will suppose that the nature of matter can be linked to such confined energy and displacements

 Valone described an experiment by Koltick that shows the effect of virtual particle "dressing" that shrouds an electron

It also explains the lens effect inside its standing wave nodes and antinodes, hence its amplification by constant surrounding aether waves incoming from all directions

The buffeting of the vacuum fluctuation knocks out an observable photon, shifting the quantum gearbox from virtual energy up to quantal level energy

 Sakharov regards gravitation as not a fundamental interaction at all, but an induced effect that's brought about by changes in the vacuum when matter is present

 We therefore have an understanding as to why force and acceleration should be related, or even for that matter, what is mass

 The electron is driven into the nucleus and spontaneous positrons (anti-electrons) are produced constituting a true source of free energy

instruments

 The fascinating part about this is that the mass is shown to correspond to the kinetic energy, the zero point induced internal particle jittering, while the force of gravity is a long range effect

" For example, if 1 part in a million accuracy was achieved in making the microspheres, then the subtraction of two 1020 Hz signals would yield a 1014 Hz beat frequency

response

reception

 Though the Casimir effect subsequently was verified using non-conductive plates, there was always a scientific need for a verification of the Casimir force using conductive plates based on Casimir's 1948 paper

In regards to the material aspect, inside an atom, or inside matter (picture a crystal), we can actually use the equation applied to a spring, which is the standard force F equals the square root of k over the mass m

called

 What he has achieved, which is now causing shock waves even at NASA, is that gravity has now been theoretically proven to relate directly to ZPE

 Thus the cosmological effects may be easier to explain than the popular journals are indicating at this time

published

 Clarke believes constitutes a space drive in his new book,3001, The Final Odyssey

weather

determines

 Forward points out too, that the real equation is E = hf

If you want to follow-up the (very) few people in the world who HAVE taken an interest in uncovering and communicating the nature and structure of the aether -- I would refer to you my mirror webpages, and the dozens of dissident references from my five papers on the topics

 Visible light is about 1014 Hertz and gamma rays reach into the 20th power, where the wavelength smaller than an atom) With slightly different sized receivers, the system produces a beat frequency

Integrity Research Institute,1422 K Street NW, Suite 204, Washington, DC 20005, 800-295-7674IntroductionFor the first time in history, a lot of media attention is being paid to the sea of energy that pervades all of space

 A 8/94) and predicts that the vacuum fluctuations of ZPE need only occur in the vicinity of atoms or atomic particles, which seems to agree with Dr

nucleons

 The field which is represented by the pressure of the aether is I think the gravitational field of GR

space-time

 Besides being independent of temperature, it is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance between the plates! Therefore, as the plates are brought closer, the virtual particles outside the plates increasingly overpower the decreasing quantity of virtual particles appearing between the plates with an exponentially increasing force

 Forward's paper, he suggests using micro-fabricated sandwiches of ultrafine metal dielectric layers

" He then goes on to dryly summarize the Casimir effect and Puthoff's research with a demand for proof of principle

 (The implications of the Lamb shift were never fully explained when I took quantum mechanics except that the professor was forced mention God as he tried to explain the "all-pervading electromagnetic field" which caused the problem

reports

orange

 Moreover, unlike the Schroedinger linear wave packetrepresentation of the particle, which has the unfortunate tendency to progressively dissipate overtime, the localized dissipative structures predicted by Model G maintain their coherence, theunderlying ether reaction-diffusion processes continuously combat the increase of entropy

 Study at Princeton (where Einstein worked) says, "We are all quantum fluctuations

 Willis Lamb in the 1940's, it actually showed the effect of zero point fluctuations on atomic levels

Willis Lamb

increase

 Physicists have been grappling with this for years because there appears to be an infinite amount of energy available if f is allowed to increase without limit

 Furthermore, the majority of physicists today attribute spontaneous emission and the Lamb shift entirely to ZPE (as noted in Hawton's paper)

 Residual energy must therefore exist in empty space

It is interesting to note that the above-mentioned phenomena was first labeled the "Klein paradox" when the Klein-Gordon equation mysteriously predicted the "reflection" of an electron with more energy than the incident with a simultaneous "transmission" of the particle into a negative kinetic energy state, only if the voltage barrier exceeded 2mc2 or twice the particle?s rest mass (Klein, Z

Claude Swanson

introduction

 Most of these natural scientists are not represented on the web at this point in time

 To summarize: the inertia effect is a distortion at high frequencies whereas, the gravity effect has been shown to be low frequency effect, according to the Puthoff theory

 Unlike living systems which requirea continuous flux of energy and matter with their environment to sustain their forms,conventional physics has viewed particles as self-sufficient entities, that require no interactionwith their environment in order to continue their existence

 He states that "zero point electromagnetic radiation energy which may potentially be used to power interplanetary craft as well as provide for society?s other needs has remained unharnessed

 The cutoff frequency (perhaps considering hf=mc2) is called the Planck frequency which is around 1043 Hertz

Due to the special shape of the gyrons, the aether, as a fluid, has very complicated properties that account for all such phenomena as charge, magnetism, spin, gravitation, and neutrinos

(due to F=ma) The third order effect predicted by the equation of motion in Puthoff's paper is directly related to zero point energy and also yields an insight into the Hutchison effect

The Casimir effect has been posited as a force produced solely by activity in the vacuum

Our bodies are essentially frozen light as is everything else

) In Puthoff?s theory, gravity is related directly to zero point fields, by the low frequency end of the zero point radiation spectrum

dimensions

 In this case we're using it as the spring constant of the electron cloud, which is the electron cloud is acting as a spring in a crude terminology to react to the mass of the nucleus of the atom

period

Nasonov

 Most agree that virtual particle fluctuation contributes to it and van der Waals forces don?t explain everything

 Scientists have never seen that happen before except in the third order Lorentz-Dirac equation treating radiation reaction which may help explain the Hutchison effect

 However, he points out, if this is miniaturized (nano-lithography, down to submicron levels), then as the frequency cubed (f3) dependence goes up very fast, the energy density is much higher

obtained

 Its mechanical version in classical physics was introduced by Christian Huygens in order to explain the transmission of light via compression waves, analogous to the transmission of sound in air

" The cosmological constant represents energy inherent in space itself and coincidentally is almost exactly equal to the average density of ordinary matter in the universe (10-29 gm/cc), at this particular time in its evolution

healing

") The movie, which also was featured as a cover story ofInfinite Energymagazine, shows the demonstration of a cold fusion cell and the concept behind the frequencies and the power availability that makes it threatening

 Later an experimental investigation of the torsion fields generated by objects with different geometry of surface was conducted by the group of A

 This toroidial energy field is the animator of the heart according to Daniel Winter

 "The energy output produced by the Casimir effect during the creation of a neutron star turns out to be sufficient to explain nova and supernova explosions" (Sokolov, Phys

react

 Lamoreaux wants to refer to it as "a flux of virtual particles," because the particles that react and create some of this energy are popping out of the vacuum and going back in

 Therefore, instead of half photons or half particles existing everywhere, we're looking at only half of the possible photons or particles really being materialized at any one time

" Yam also explains, "Specifically, zero-point energy emerges from Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which limits the accuracy of measurements

"Paradoxically, the vacuum near an over-critical charge is a vacuum that cannot be emptied" (Sci

The distortion of the ZPE field under acceleration is the cause of inertia that we feel from the bound electrons in our body reacting to the sudden change of direction, according to Puthoff

physics

 Since this light forms a standing wave that is eternally replenished by the aetheron transmutations, this is what we finally observe as quantum particles of matter

eternal

Daniel Winters

 So, we're dealing with an amount of energy on the average that is available to only half the quanta

building

 Thus torsion fields of certain spatial configuration can be "recorded" on any physical or biological object

"- GlirdArticle 7-Michaelson-Morley Misinterpretation"Now that Einstein has convinced us that the speed of light is a constant, the basic concept of the experiment seems naive at best

 This systems science approach to cosmological and microphysical phenomena regards space as a vast nonequilibrium reaction-diffusion medium, offering new insights

 The fine structure constant equals the electron charge squared divided by Planck's constant and the speed of light

 Newton thought of light as showers of particles

 Millis states, "Electromagnetism is also suggested as a target phenomenon for space drive research because of the ZPF

 Lambert Dolphin"Modern Quantum Mechanics and the Theory of the Vacuum now suggests that enormous amounts of outside energy flow into every atom, every molecule of the universe from outside the known universe

It is a means of bringing free energy into our systems for quantum wellness

 This may lead everyone to believe that though it is random, it can no longer be called "spontaneous emission" but instead should properly be labeled "stimulated emission" much like laser light is stimulated emission, even though there is a random quality to it

fall

frequency

Inertia as a ZPE EffectThe Lorentz force is used to describe Faraday's law, for example, when we have a charged particle moving in a perpendicular magnetic field and use the right hand rule to describe where the magnetic field is going to force that particle to go

 center, the cosmic terminal condition and nature's most economical lines of energy travel

Daniel

 We have both attractive and repulsive forces that are at play, and the natural frequency of vibration is going to be quantized only if we're looking at the material part of it

The engineers working with these energy-transformation principles all collectively agree thata universal energy field exists

contact

tree

 Frank Meno"As an alternative to the current unsatisfactory situation in physics and philosophy, I am proposing a new model of the aether to describe the physical reality

To summarize, the experimental evidence for the existence of ZPE is:1) the Casimir Effect, 2) the Lamb shift, 3) Van der Waal's forces, 4) diamagnetism, 5) spontaneous emission, 6) microdegree liquid Helium, 7) quantum noise and most recently, 8) cosmological antigravity

fluctuation

Torsion fields, like gravity or electromagnetism, are capable of moving from one place to another in the Universe at superluminal speeds, meaning that they far exceed the speed of light

 Robert Forward does in his very interesting Phillips Laboratory Report entitled, "Mass Modification Experiment Definition Study" (#PLTR 96-3004), is to help us understand the simple harmonic oscillator basis of ZPE:Quantum Lesson 101: we have two categories of phenomena that we're dealing with: 1) matter quantization, and therefore "matter zero point fluctuation" as well as 2) energy quantization, and therefore energy or "radiation-type" of quantization

sphere

Kanno

 Frank Mead, from Edwards AFB, has designed receivers to be spherical collectors of zero point radiation with hemisphere reflectors of beat frequencies

ancient

resonance

upper

 During the early years of quantum mechanics, Paul Dirac theorized that the vacuum was actually filled with particles in negative energy states (Proc

dielectric

 Harold Puthoff is a physicist who has continued to develop Dr

outside

Kozyrev described spinning or twisting torsion fields and/or torsion waves as the spiraling flow of time energy

ThePostarticle, also discusses the possibility of the heat being sufficient for cold fusion as it reviews the movie "Chain Reaction" featuring Keanu Reeves

found

Hall

Ilya Prigogine

 Textbooks on quantum theory already agree with this new interpretation:"The smallest possible energy of the field corresponds to the presence of one-half quantum per state

 Some of the quantization problems of general relativity are not present (different topologies, black hole singularity, local energy density, problem of time)

links

) Physicist Margaret Hawton describes the Lamb shift as "a kind of one atom Casimir Effect" (Phys

 This has recently been used with the relativistic stress-energy tensor to analyze the quantum electromagnetic field inside any given volume

A homogeneous distribution of the G, X, and Y reaction intermediates would correspond to aspatial vacuum devoid of matter and energy

speeds

 Basically, quantum mechanics just simply deals with compartmentalizing energy and compartmentalizing matter

entanglement

brain

 [and light can be considered] a "hole" in the quantized aether that travels as a perturbation opposite the knocking action of the particles that comprise the medium

 This suggests that we regard the spontaneous emission as being induced by the zero-point oscillations of the electromagnetic field; note, however, that these oscillations are twice as effective in producing emissive transitions as are real photons and are of course incapable of producing absorptive transitions

latter

 The molecules of air immediately adjacent to the airplane skin move with the airplane, while the molecules far from the airplane skin are only negligibly affected by the passing airplane

Experimental ZPESince ZPE is due to virtual particle flux and high electric field gradients cause the flux to increase, it is reasonable to assume that near the surface of an electron, the ZPE virtual particle flux would be very high, like a bunch of flies buzzing around it

 In retrospect, this paradox helped physicists decipher a free energy source much as I hope the runaway solution of the Lorentz-Dirac equation will do someday

 So they invented a second apparatus that shields an experimental subject from the local electromagnetic field

 This relates energy to frequency in terms of Planck's constant (h)

 (This movie is highly recommended because it is the first movie ever made to actually mention the words "free energy

" He then demonstrates a causal and quantifiable basis for Mach?s principle and explains that the magnetic component of the Lorentz force arises in ZPE and matter interactions

 "Transport properties in a spin polarized gas, III

 (Rigorously, quantum field theory performs an infinite sum over eigenvalues of zero point field modes to obtain the vacuum energy-see "Absence of a zero-point ambiguity," Phys

 Their time of existence is strictly limited by the uncertainty principle but they create some havoc while they bounce around during their brief lifespan

extreme

 Another phrase called "partons" is used by Puthoff to indicate the smallest quanta of vibration oscillators: Planck oscillators that are available in a vacuum or in matter

repulsive

" The ether (or Akasha) of subquantum kinetics fulfills Whitehead's concep-tion

fields

 Whether these be subatomic particles bound togetherby force fields, or quarks bound together by gluons, physics has traditionally conceived nature atits most basic level to be composed of immutable structures

Newton's Law as a ZPE EffectAnother theoretical breakthrough by Puthoff is the derivation of Newton?s Law (F=ma) from ZPE electrodynamics

Since this Turing wave particle representation incorporates both particle and wave aspects, weare able to dispense with the need to adopt a wave-particle dualism view of quantum interactions

In classical physics, the energy of a system is relative, and is defined only in relation to some given state (often called reference state)

oxygen

As to the concept of free energy from ZPE, one of the first journal articles to investigate the possibility is "The extracting of electrical energy from the vacuum by cohesion of charge foliated conductors" (Phys

 BrownEditorial CommentaryThe purpose of this resource is to draw together in the one placevarious theories of, or reference to, the "ancient cosmic aether"which was, at one time, held by the wise,to form the finest of substrates,and the holistic continuum of nature

 Andrei Sakharov's theories of gravity and inertia

 53): "The aggregate energy represented by these ?virtual? particles, like other forms of energy, could exert a gravitational force, which could be either attractive or repulsive depending on physical principles that are not yet understood

 He has a fairly simple method to measure the water memory effect of water and the imprint they leave behind in the water

 He explained gravity by the pressure and impact of ether on bodies; and framed the principles of the inertial tendencies of matter for straight line motion based on the property of the fluidity of a space-substratum filled with ether vortices

tension

unique

(4)

 It is similar to the multilayer mirror in the article, "The Casimir force for passive mirrors" (Phys

 Awaiting experimental verification is that inertia and gravity are also proof of ZPE

(1)

 Puthoff's theory with the idea that it is written in the 3001 era, looking back 1000 years as to what was most breakthrough news in making the space drive possible

please

 In this example, the electric field, magnetic field, and the force are all perpendicular to each other

Vaughan

vortices

amount

 Thus in the Brusselator asingle seed fluctuation potentially produces an infinite amount of negentropy or structure

 Forward points out in his tutorial below, when physicists have cooled helium to within microdegrees of absolute zero and still it remains a liquid! Only ZPE can account for the source of energy is keeping helium from freezing

Virtual particles are the unseen energetic medium, the dynamic energy matrix of the Universe, riddled with virtual pressure waves

temperature

vacuum

 Puthoff's theory derives gravity, inertia, heat, and also electricity directly from ZPE considerations

cavitation

developing

scale

Sonoluminescence and cavitation create the necessary shock waves to access zero point energy but some scientists claim that 100 times more heat is needed to create fusion

angle

average

Tiller

, 2/89) explains how the bubbles 100 microns in diameter can implode violently creating temperatures of 5,500 degrees Celsius, or about the temperature of the sun's surface!Physicist Seth Putterman from UCLA explains in "An Expanding Knowledge of a Tiny Bubble's Burst" (Washington Post, 8/5/96) that there is enough energy in the 1 mile per second shock wave to tear electrons off of the vapor atoms in the water (ionizing them) and heat them to light-emitting levels

Seth Putterman

 This longitudinal EM wave is called a scalar photon in QM, so long as it remains in subspace or hyperspace

directed

 It appears to be related to the known distortion of the zero point spectrum in an accelerated reference frame

 Puthoff's approach to this is that he supports the majority view of a cutoff, which is based on Sakharov's work

 This article describes the process of squeezing energy states in quantized electromagnetic fields to distribute the uncertainty over position and momentum at will

1978

Pythagoras

 This prediction that a particle's coreelectric field should have a Compton wavelength periodicity has since been confirmed by particlescattering experiments; see below

 However, some cold fusion scientists who use "high pressure" cold fusion say that they have achieved that requirement

learning

Machian

 Puthoff states, "The ZPF could thus serve as the Machian cosmic reference frame-and the interesting point is that the bulk of the contribution to the effect, in this case the inertial mass, comes from the very-high-frequency components of the ZPF

mention

times

 Boundless infinitely potential,living light,it is the rootless root of all things, of all activities, of all modes of consciousness

The New Scientist(July 1987, "Why Atoms Don't Collapse") gives an impressive endorsement of the importance of ZPE:"There is a dynamic equilibrium in which the zero-point energy stabilises the electron in a set ground-state orbit

biophotons

light

understand

zero

uncertainty

 Boyer, a well-published and highly respected physicist, describes all of the features to be expected from ZPE including the frequency spectrum, even in a moving reference frame, as well as the energy and force

hours

repeated

 73, 360, 1948) not only predicted the presence of such a force but also explained why van der Waals forces dropped off unexpectedly at long range separation between atoms, predicting that force F=K/d4 where K=p hc/480

chronons

Charles Leadbeater

emergent

Vacuum fluctuation of virtual photons is the universal hum, the OM of the cosmological constant

 The last article could be useful for ZPE experimentalists since the Casimir force equations provided for the N "beads" allow for them to be stuck on a membrane or freely placed, with a variable D for the spatial dimension of interest

 The generative signal wave is always negentropic, instantaneously reordering previously scattered energy without requiring input energy

2008

 As the phenomena of electricity and magnetism became better understood, they were also described in terms of fields

 Past threshold 'this primary branch undergoes a secondarybifurcation with the emergence of the proton solution branch

 So really what we're talking about, is "quantization of matter and energy

product

 "Zitterbewegung" or particle jittering may also be the result of that zero point fluctuations

bodies

 As a result of such an influence, the new configuration of the torsion field will be fixed as a metastable state (as a polarized state) and will remain intact even after the source of the external torsion field is moved to another area of space

 Superposition of bidirectional waves gives rise to a standing wave or stationary wave, which still fluctuates up-and-down in potential

Stokes

 There his search for asymmetrical modifiers leads him to consider the "Remaining Research" of the ZPE field (which he calls the ZPF) "because of its high-energy density

transmitter

"ZPE and SonoluminescenceDoes sonoluminescence tap ZPE? This question is based upon the experimental results of ultrasound cavitation in water which emit light and extreme heat

 Lamoreaux, now at the Los Alamos Labs, performed the experiment with less than one micrometer (micron) spacing between gold-plated parallel plates attached to a torsion pendulum (Phys

) Thus the structure of the torsion field of every object can be changed by the influence of an external torsion field

atmospheric

" Perhaps we can start a new trend by blaming everything on ZPE (pronounced "zippy")! For an interesting theoretical physics paper on zero point energy, download fromhttp://xxx

Hyde

literature

Julian Schwinger

 The Yam article fromScientific American(12/97) continues the work of the late Noble prize winner Julian Schwinger and states, "Basically the surface of the bubble is supposed to act as the Casimir force plates; as the bubble shrinks, it starts to exclude the bigger modes of the vacuum energy, which is converted to light

 Philip Yam, in "Exploiting Zero-Point Energy" (Scientific American, 12/97) addresses the issue critically

 Quark theory does not attempt to explain how inertial mass, electric charge or spin arise

 The equations of the ether's flow imply compression of the ether near mass

gravitation

 (Also notable is the fact that its frequency dependence is a third power and the force can be altered with dielectrics or resonate with narrow-band mirrors-see Phys

 It was the light through which the soul descended into the human body and that can also be used to ascend to higher planes

nuclei

lower

Laszlo

Newton also had proposed that vibrations of the aether might be excited by the brain

 The Lorentz Force now has been proven by Puthoff in his derivation inPhysical Review A(49, 2, 94), to be directly responsible to what he calls the "electromagnetic resistance arising from the known spectral distortion of the zero point field in an accelerated frame

machine

Particle scattering confirmationThe Turing wave configuration of the nucleon's electric potential field predicted by subquan-tum kinetics has been confirmed by particle scattering experiments that employ the recoil-polarization technique

 The Hutchison effect is used to explain an object (conducting or non-conducting) which repels gravity under the influence of high voltage AC-modulated DC fields, with the object continually and uniformly increasing its acceleration

 The energetics approach of scalar therapies is touted as the basis of radionics affecting us at the field, quantum and biochemical levels

 The third variable was introduced in order to give the system the ability to nucleate self-stabilizing localized Turing patterns within a prevailing subcritical environment

 The solution inferred from the model to the classic problem of finding an aether that does not slow down the moving "free" bodies is that the aether _does_ drag and slow down all material bodies, but since it does also slow down, at the same rate, the "material" clocks, it can be explained that the observer detects no slow down

More tutorial information on ZPE is also available in the two-hour video for which I was the technical consultant: "Free Energy: The Race to Zero Point" produced by Lightworks Audio and Video also available from Integrity Research Institute

 All matter exists as interference patterns in the Inertial radiant frequencies of space

 Robert Forward's excellent paper, is that "the quantum mechanical zero point oscillations are real

Nothing Becomes SomethingThe microcosm of the living vacuum is a coherent organization of spacetime structure

Shipov showed that besides the two known long-range physical fields - electromagnetic and gravitational - there exists third long-range field possessing significantly richer properties: the torsion field

 Mead a real step down frequency involving "frequency division" which would mean less accuracy is required in the machining of the hardware and a bigger difference in the frequency output

Chi

2014

 The secret life of subspace reveals an unseen radiant potential living in the resonating gaps of existence

) Lamoreaux's results come as no surprise to anyone familiar with quantum electrodynamics (QED), but they serve as a material confirmation of an unusual theoretical prediction that QED predicts the all-pervading vacuum continuously spawns particles and waves that spontaneously pop in and out of existence

 It seems that the very stability of matter itself appears to depend on an underlying sea of electromagnetic zero-point energy

What the pieces of energy represents, in the dynamic oscillating wave, is a dynamic oscillation of the energy density of 3-space

This helps explain products such as Grigg's Hydrosonic Pump, whose water glows blue when in cavitation mode, that consistently has been measuring an over-unity performance of excess energy output (Inter

Grigg

Happer experimentally discovered that two parallel circularly polarized laser beams mutually attract or repel depending on mutual orientation of their circular polarization [17]

and conceiving the electrostatically charged molecules in motion, this experimental fact gives us a fair idea of magnetism

space

 The process of detachment from one's body, emotions, thoughts, and even the notion of self is a way of dis-identifying with the old outworn model, and creating a nonlocalized impression of oneself as identical with universal consciousness

tap

 A, 225, 1997, 188) or the "Casimir forces between beads on strings and membranes" (Phys

generator

 Patent Office,Physical Review Letters,Science,Scientific American, andThe New York Times? Why is ZPE implicated in the latest confirmation of cosmological antigravity? Can the Casimir effect be a source of energy? This article is intended to give a review of the latest developments (as well as an introduction to the topic for those who are non-specialists)

Tom

computer

 (1985) have shown experimentally that theposition of the particle is defined in a real sense prior to its deBroglie scattering event and fromthis conclude that in this particular case the wave-packet-collapse concept is flawed

 In fact, the January 1997 issue ofIEEE Spectrumcites UCLA physicist Robert Hiller's calculation that the black body equivalent of the sonoluminescence radiation corresponds to a temperature of 100,000 degrees Kelvin

Descartes

detector

 So, as we derive this in the quantum mechanical viewpoint as physicists say, "the formality," (the formal approach to translating into quantum mechanics), we get the Einsteinian equation, E = hf

 (Yes, aether, but this one is Lorentz invariant, and therefore the Michelson-Morley experiment does not invalidate its existence

Psychologically, the vacuum symbolizes the distinction between primordial awareness and the phenomena of mind

temporal

 And so did Reich, who discovered this same dynamic energy as the sensible and measurable sexual-biological-cosmic orgone energy

portion

 This is because the intense electric field gradient causes a more prodigious decay of the vacuum when the binding energy equals or exceeds the rest mass of the electron

 Paul LaViolette whose open system model of space permits localized ether concentration wave patterns (particles) to emerge in relation to the substrate field potential

Paul LaViolette

flying

 The aetherino's speed distribution can change in space and time but at any given position and time the aetherinos define a local absolute reference frame relative to which the moving bodies can be said to have "absolute motion"

 The spring tends to be compressed from the Casimir force but the like charge from the electrons stored will cause a repulsion force to balance the spring separation distance

mitotic

 (russian) ("On the scanning of the star sky with Kozyrev's detector

A system on which a standing wave precisely fits is called a resonant system

white

Crick

continued

 Niggli HJ (1983) Formation and Excision of cyclobutane-type pyrimidine dimersin human skin fibroblasts after irradiation with ultraviolet light

ratio

1000143Page 6 of 7Volume 3  Isse 2  1000143J Gerontol Geriat ResISSN: 2167-7182 JGGR, an open access journalreported in the mid-nineties of the last century, that sunlight-inducedphotochemical reactions (the well known pyrimidine photodimers inthe DNA) [33] will activate the synthesis of melanin

ApplegateLA, Scaletta C, Panizzon R, Niggli H, Frenk E (1999) In vivo inductionof pyrimidine dimers in human skin by UVA radiation: initiation of cell damageand/or intercellular communication? Int J Mol Med 3: 467-472

He observed different numbers of mitotic cells in onion roots whichwere separated by glass (protection of UVC and UVB light), comparedto those separated by quartz (transmission of UV light)

Hayflick L, Moorhead PS (1961) The serial cultivation of human diploid cellstrains

 At thebeginning of the eighties of the twentieth century Popp and hiscolleagues developed a model to demonstrate the regulation in livingsystems by ultra-weak radiation [2,19,25]

induce

 We have demonstrated in the early 1990sthat the mitomycin C-treatment of three different normal humanfibroblast strains (CRL 1221, GM 38 and GM 1717), frequently usedin aging research, induce characteristic morphological changes in thefibroblasts [15]

 As a practical application, thesetheoretical findings on photoelectric effects allowed to quantifyphotons by sensitive photomultiplier systems

 The number of cells in an organism is closely relatedto the body size

 These researchersachieved a crucial improvement of the technique of ultra-weak lightmeasurement [29]

As summarized by Niggli [6] the most significant breakthroughin DNA photochemistry was the isolation and identification of thethymine dimer from UV-irradiated frozen thymine solution

NiggliHJ, Tudisco S, Privitera G, Applegate LA, Scordino A, et al

Chang JJ

Chang JJ, Fisch J, Popp FA (1998) Biophotons, Kluwer Academic Publishers,Boston

 Fritz-Albert Popp proposed tocall this cell radiation biophotons (derived from the Greek bios: lifeand phos: light, power)

 The physical basis of this highlysensitive analytical device is the photoelectric effect introduced byAlbert Einstein in 1905 [1]

 His idea of aether isobviously based on subtle energies [1]
 Nevertheless, theirsensitive photomultiplier system registered light quanta and to theirsurprise the intensity was even higher than in the cucumber seedlings

 These quanta are calledphotons, the most minuscule light particle [1]

 According to Herbert Frhlich, the coherent radiation of lightin biological systems is very calm, featuring a stable intensity and aminimal fluctuation

 In short, both spontaneous as well as light inducedbiophotonic emission were significantly correlated between left handand right hand values

 Their hypothesis is based onthe assumption that in the nucleus the helically shaped genetic materialacts as a biological laser obtaining its energy from the cellular nutrientsin the form of photons

1000143Page 7 of 7Volume 3  Isse 2  1000143J Gerontol Geriat ResISSN: 2167-7182 JGGR, an open access journalphotodimers in low serum cultures of mitotic and mitomycin C-inducedpostmitotic human skin fibroblasts

Compton

Yan Yu

 Scaletta C, Popp FA, Niggli HJ, Applegate LA, Yan Yu (2001) UV-inducedDNA damage and ultraweak photon emission in human fibroblastic skin cells:parameters to trigger intra- and extra-cellular photobiostimulation

 Niggli HJ (1998) Biophotons: our body produces light, Network 68: 16-17

 They confirmed also the earlier findingsof Popp and his co-workers, showing again important differencesbetween normal and cancer cells [20,22]

 Cyclobutane-type photodimerization in DNA was shown in the same year by theresearchers Setlow and Carrier to extend to pyrimidines in general

 Bearden says, A longitudinal wave is a time density oscillation, vibrating in the time domain with zero frequencies

 Popp found on healthy personsa high dependency of coherence on the quantum level (ultraweakphoton emission)

 This physicist is actually considered as the originatorof quantum theory [1]

 In 1900the physicist Max Planck postulated that the electromagnetic spectrum(Figure 1) is based on small discrete packets

 Huter suggestedin 1904 in a previsional manner, that life is based on radiation

 In short, their capacity tostore energy of light is lost

 Bornens confirmed the importance of the centriolewithin the regulation processes of the cell in the year of 1979 [37]

Bornens

 He surprisingly found that the germinatedplant seeds emitted light of an astonishingly high intensity

Niggli HJ,Tudisco S, Privitera G, Applegate LA, Scordino A, (2007) News andViews in UVA-laser induced ultraweak delayed luminescence of cultred cells

 Nagl W, Popp FA (1983) A physical (electromagnetic) model of differentiation

Although the emission is extremely low in mammalian cells, it can be efficiently induced by light leading to delayedluminescence or light induced ultraweak photon re-emission

 Schrdinger proposed that in living cells thehigh level of organization can only be maintained because the cellularsystem perpetually obtains order from the environment

 As a consequence of this consideration, theempty space in a physical system shows constant activity and owns ZPE[2,11]

 His experimental testingdemonstrated that visible radiation is based on waves

 Usinga very sensitive photomultiplier tube, the two scientists were ableto measure light emitted by a candle at a lunear distance of 384400km

depending

 The reason for thisdistinction is the different interaction with matter: Ionizing radiationsare capable of charging all kinds of atoms and molecules

Moorhead

Paul Moorhead

 Althoughthis famous French scientist claimed that cell cultures are immortal,Leonard Hayflick and his co-worker Paul Moorhead have reportedin the 1960s that fibroblasts are aging and have a limited number ofcell divisions before death as summarized before [6,7,13]

Leonard Hayflick

 The light field of such a laser exhibits a highdegree of order and therefore is able to generate order and to transferinformation in living systems [2,7,20]

 They may regulate bycoherent states as predicted by Herbert Frhlich in the early 1950s andreviewed by Hyland recently [43]

Biophotons May Regulate via Ultraweak Light ImpulsesAging Processes of CellsInvestigations of biophotons within the cell will shed a new lighton the conventional cognition of the organism as a part well separatedfrom the environment

seething

roots
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 He recommended light witha high degree of organization: The so-called biological laser light

 It is well known that fibroblasts play an essential rolein skin aging, skin carcinogenesis and wound healing

 Since fibroblasts play an essential role in skin aging, and woundhealing, our results imply that the fibroblast differentiation system is avery useful tool to unravel the complex mechanism of skin aging

 Now when we leave the zero point of the doughnut and move outwards through the funnel over the surface of the doughnut, space emerges and starts to expand, time starts ticking

especially

The light field of such a laser exhibits a high degree of order andtherefore is able to generate coherence and to transfer information

 The ultraweak radiationin cells seems to be tightly coupled with this vital force in all creatures

PuthoffHE (1989) Gravity as a zero-point-fluctuation force

marker

 Ultraweak photons mayserve as a marker of aging and differentiation as we already have foundfor the biochemical marker ornithine decarboxylase more than twentyyears ago [17,46]

 This work isdedicated to the 75thbirthday of Professor Fritz-Albert Popp on 11thMay 2013,the German pioneer of biophotonic research who introduced the basis of quantumphysics into modern biology

 Furtherintense research on ultraweak photon emission is needed to unravelother secrets in human life and their complex processes in aging andvital activities in general

cosmological

 In their work methods have been developed to shortenthe transition period and to increase the frequency of distinct post-mitotic cell types using physical methods like ultraviolet light orchemical agents such as mytomycin C, 5-fluorouracil, and 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine [7,15,16]

A prominent example of cell cultures are skin cells which are very easyto be grown in tissue culture flasks

Harm W (1980) Biological effects of ultraviolet radiation, Cambridge UniversityPress, New York

 I summarize their mentionedgeneral aspects on electromagnetic radiation as follows:The electromagnetic radiation shows distinct frequencies fromcosmic- to gamma rays, followed by X-rays and ultraviolet light

figure

 Inthe1950s, the physicist Herbert Frhlich (1905-1991) completed thisgenial idea by introducing the concept of coherence into living systemsas summarized by his pupil Hyland [8]

Fritz-Albert Popp, the theoretical biophysicist from Marburg, wasmainly interested in the interactions of light and biological systems

 Based on thephotoelectric effect, appropriate photomultiplier systems have been developed in order to detect this very weak light

 Gurwitch (1874-1954) discoveredthis ultra-weak cell radiation in dividing onion cells microscopically

 Since this time human diploid fibroblasts have become a widelyaccepted in vitro model system

Schlebusch KP, Maric-Oehler W, Popp FA (2005) Biophotonics in the infraredspectral range reveal acupuncture meridian structure of the body

 It is scientifically shown, that the ozone layerin the stratosphere absorbs almost all short wave-lengths of ultravioletlight (UVC) in order to avoid changes in DNA structures of livingorganisms [6]

As summarized by Mc Taggart [11], he worked as a student in thesame house, sometimes even in the same room, as Wilhelm Rntgen(1845-1923)

 These photochemicalcontrol processes are crucial part in activation of biochemical reactionsas they are well established for almost 40 years in bacterial rhodopsin aswell as in the human eye, where photons are trapped by vitamin A

 Cells can be grown as tissue cultures outsidethe organism, a technique developed by Alexis Carrel (1873-1944), theNobel Prize winner for medicine and physiology in 1912 [1]

Alexis Carrel

 The middle part of the skin, theCitation: Niggli HJ (2014) Biophotons: Ultraweak Light Impulses Regulate Life Processes in Aging

 Nevertheless, this radiation points tointeractions of biological importance

 But it is well known that UV-induced changes in RNAare of significant less biological importance than similar alterationsin DNA

1000143Page 2 of 7Volume 3  Isse 2  1000143J Gerontol Geriat ResISSN: 2167-7182 JGGR, an open access journaldown to all less energetic radiation (Figure 1) is referred to non-ionizingradiation as opposed to ionizing radiation

 The absorption of UVC radiationby the ozone layer is in contrast to the open window (defined as solarelectromagnetic radiation which reaches the earth surface at almost100%) in the range of visible light

Applegate

In a co-operation with the photo- and cell biologist Lee Laurent-Applegate from the CHUV (Lausanne, Switzerland) we havedemonstrated, how the light is captured within the cell and then used forthe maintenance of biochemical reactions [30]

Lee Laurent

 Hediscussed in his report published in 2000 that low energy irradiationsby mobile phones may induce biological effects [8]

 (2008)Laser-ultraviolet-A-induced ultraweak photon emission in human skin cells: Abiophotonic comparision between keratinocytes and fibroblasts

 werealready able to provide evidence of ultra-weak light in plant cells in themiddle of the 1950s [21]

Barbara Gilchrest

 The American dermatologist Barbara Gilchrest hasCitation: Niggli HJ (2014) Biophotons: Ultraweak Light Impulses Regulate Life Processes in Aging

 An adult human individual will consist of around 100trillion (100x1012) cells

Voeikov V (2001) Reactive oxygen species, water, photons and life

 This was theconfirmation of the cell radiation proposed by Alexander Gurwitchusing modern scientific equipments

 The radicalprocesses induced by ionising irradiation can change, damage and evendestroy functions of the cell [4,5]

compression

 In addition, aphidicolin inhibits excision repair ofUV-induced pyrimidine photodimers in low serum cultures of mitoticand mitomycin C-induced postmitotic fibroblasts of human skin[18]

vision

Based on reaction equation system (2) we may write the following set of partial differentialequations to depict how all three reaction intermediates G, X and Y vary as a function of spaceand time in three dimensions:????????G(x, y, z, t)??????t=k1A - k2G + Dg????2G?X(x, y, z, t)??????t=k2G + k4X2Y - k3BX - k5X + Dx????2X?Y(x, y, z, t)??????t=k3BX - k4X2Y + Dy????2Y(3)where the Dg, Dxand Dyvalues represent the diffusion coefficients of the respective reactantvariables

 We have previously found differences in ultraweakphoton emission after UVA laser induction in human skin fibroblastsoriginated from young and adult donors [41]

 He introduced the concept of thecoherence in living systems [8,20]

 370 BC), theancient Greek physician as father of western medicine, up to Paracelsus(1493-1541) is based on the speculation of the existence of a vital forceIt was thought to be the principal force of medical practitioners toinduce the healing power in humans [1,36,38]

 Dying cells for instance, loosethis ability of light memorization and show before death a significantincrease of ultraweak photon emission

Huter

Carl Huter

Therefore in addition to electromagnetic fields there are probablyexisting further largely unknown and immeasurable fields as theywere already proposed by the German anthropologist Carl Huter andreviewed by Castrian [35] and Niggli [36]

Castrian W(2004) Lehrbuch der Psycho-Physiognomik, Karl F

Castrian

 The Nobel Prize Committee decided in the year1922, to honour Einstein for this discovery with the still open NobelPrize in Physics of the year 1921 and not for his brilliant relativitytheory developed a decade later [1]

 As already described before,in 1950 the physicist Herbert Frhlich found the explication of superconduction which has been discovered in 1911

 Bayreuther and co-workers extendedthis experimental approach showing that fibroblasts in culture resemble,in their design, the hemopoietic stem-cell differentiation system [7,15]

HylandGJ (2009) Frhlichs physical theory of cancer- Frhlichs path fromtheoretical physics to biology, and the cancer problem

 Theultra-weak radiation of such a system is very calm and shows a stableintensity

 Niggli HJ (1992) Ultraweak photons emitted by cells: biophotons

The most important biological effects are known up to date by theinteraction of UV radiation with molecules of biological importance

 This scientist discovered that X-rays are able to generateimages of our bodys skeleton

pyrimidines

 Theabsorbing components of UV light within nucleic acids are the bases(pyrimidines and purines)

 In this concept coherent states ofwater in living organisms may be highly important [42,44]

The Earths Electromagnetic Spectrum and theInteraction of UV Radiation with Molecules ofBiological ImportanceA great electromagnetic energy field surrounds our earth

 Fritz-Albert Popp andKarl-Heinrich Mller established in the mid-nineties a Center ofBiophotonics at a former rocket station close to this island of art (inNeuss nearby Dsseldorf, Germany)

 Most proably this effect is based onthe interaction with DNA

 Theyshowed that normal human skin fibroblasts in culture spontaneouslydifferentiate from mitotic fibroblasts (MF) to post-mitotic fibroblasticstages (PMF)

NiggliHJ (1993) Aphidicolin inhibits excision repair of UV-induced pyrimidineCitation: Niggli HJ (2014) Biophotons: Ultraweak Light Impulses Regulate Life Processes in Aging

Inaba

In the early 1970s, the German biophysicist Fritz-Albert Popp,the Japanese researcher Inaba and the Australian natural scientistQuickenden independently provided evidence for these postulatedlight fields in plant, animal and human cells using the highly sensitivephotomultiplier technique reviewed elsewhere [22]

Keywords: Aging; Biophotons; Photon; Photomultiplier; Photoelectric effect; Fibroblast; Skin; Human; Ultraviolet; DNA changesHistory of LightThe high importance of electromagnetic radiation for human lifeis well known

Gardner

van der Greef

van Wijk R

 van Wijk E, Kobayashi M, van Wijk R, van der Greef J (2013) Imaging of ultra-weak photon emission in a rheumatoid arthritis mouse model

van Wijk E

 Photo-decomposition of the purines, the other part of DNA bases by UVClight, as judged by alterations of their absorption characteristics, occurswith lower quantum yields than those of pyrimidine (1-2 orders ofmagnitude lower)

changes

 In protozoa, the entire organism consists of a single cell, whereasin multi-cellular metazoans, cells are the fundamental structural unit ofwhich the entire plant, animal or human body is build up

We have proposed in 2001 [32], that in the human cell, rhodopsinis replaced by the genetic material (DNA)

 Last but notleast, cell cultures have gained in importance recently for biological,biochemical and medical investigations of animals and humans

 The quantum theoryof light is based on the scientific findings of Max Planck (1858-1947)as well as Albert Einstein (1879-1955) and clarifies the nature of light[1]

 It is reportedthroughout the world that all cells (plant, animal or human) emit a weak, so-called biophotonic radiation

 Based on the stable field strength of its waves, theyare also able to superpose

[6]
Richard Setlow

 The so-called photo repair is a very important DNArecovery system intensively studied for example by Richard Setlow, thescientific pioneer discovering pyrimidine photodimers in DNA afterultraviolet exposure as reviewed elsewhere [6]

Setlow

 The mechanisms of thistechnique in short: An electron is emitted after the absorption of aphoton by a photomultiplier cathode

photomultiplier

 A similar event although much slower ishappening in the cells during the processes of aging

mitomycin

 Usingthis aging model system, we were also able to demonstrate that nosignificant difference exists in the rate and the extent of the excision-repair response to thymine-containing pyrimidine dimers followingUV-irradiation shortly after mitomycin C treatment of distinct strainsof human skin fibroblasts and in the mitomycin C-induced PMF stageof these cells [15,17]

biophysicist

The author hopes that, because the configuration space of this theory is different from general relativity, canonical quantization will be much simpler compared with canonical quantization of general relativity

The Biophotonic Light in the CellsIn 1983, the two natural scientists Nagl (cell biologist) and Popp(biophysicist) introduced in biological research an electromagneticmodel of cell differentiation [19]

von Neumann

 From the work of Popp and his co-workers, it becameclear as well, that normal human cells have the capacity to accumulatethe ultra-weak energy of light transferred to them and to utilize it fortheir own complex processes of life

 To get an idea of such a coherenceone can imagine the following: Envisage the surface of a lake whichis covered by a completely steady pattern of water waves

Hayflick [13] was the pioneer for fibroblastic aging models in the early1960s

Hayflick

unravel

 This extended field bias constitutes the particles long-range electric field

 Resonance and oscillation is accompanied by modulation of virtual particle/antiparticle pressure waves

Bernhard Ruth

 If lightdoes exist in the body, why did not natural scientists unravel thisenigma before?In order to prove that cells are light emitters, Popp together withthe young physicist Bernhard Ruth constructed a highly sophisticated,analytical device for the detection of ultra-weak radiation

 A highly complex fibroblastic modelsystem for cell differentiation, aging and cancer was developed by theGerman cell biologist Klaus Bayreuther at the end of the 1980s [7,15]

Klaus Bayreuther

 Itis also shown that in double stranded UV-irradiated DNA mostly thecis-syn stereoisomer of pyrimidines is formed [6]

 Furthermore, the samehypothesis was stated later on by Alexander Gurwitsch (2,20) andRupert Sheldrake as summarized by Mc Taggart [11]

 It seems obvious that thesegenetic structures, which were believed to be functionless until now,are in charge of the supervision of the highly complex machinery insidethe cell by biophotonic action of DNA as proposed by Herbert Frhlichalmost fifty years ago [8,20]

 Based onthese differences, he postulated that living organisms communicate viaUV-light exchange [2,19,20,22]

 Michelson, Morley, Miller,  Other Important Figures Associated with Interferometry  Aether Theories, and includes old photographs

 In other words a coherent ultra-weak radiationcan be observed in living systems

 As reviewed by Mc Taggartin 2003 [11], the physicist John Archibald Wheeler (1911-2008), theWolf Prize winner in Physics of 1997, stated that for the physics of theuniverse there is a need of information

John Archibald Wheeler

technique

 Ruth had grown cucumber seedlings and added them intothe measurement chamber of the highly sensitive device based onphotomultiplier technique

 Therefore, he proposed in 1912the existence of a zero point field [2,11]

 In recent years, cell culture models forbiophotonic measurements using fibroblastic differentiation were generated and were used as an example to test thegrowth stimulation efficiency of various bone cell growth factors

 In hisvision he foretold the light control in the living cell

Fritz-Albert Popp

 The youngGerman scientist Ruth [23] carried out the first PhD thesis in the fieldof biophotonic light under the supervision of Fritz-Albert Popp

 This hypothesis in the year of 1975, that ultra-weak UVA-lightwas produced somewhere in the body, was breaking a dogma

 The primary substance, thrown into infinitesimal whirls of prodigious velocity, becomes gross matter; the force subsiding, the motion ceases and matter disappears, reverting to the primary substance

 The female Yin energy transforms into the male Yang energy and vice versa in an eternal process of physical manifestation

Niggli HJ, Francz PI(1992) May ultraviolet light-induced ornithine decarboxylaseresponse in mitotic and postmitotic human skin fibroblasts serve as a marker ofaging and differentiation? Age 15: 55-60

In 1803, the scientist Thomas Young (1773-1829) showed evidence ofinterference patterns in visible radiation [1]

stationary

 Even though further estimations resulted insignificantly lower values for the energy concentration of this zero pointvacuum field, the imagination of this immense magnitude shows that atumbler of empty space contains enough energy to bring an ocean likethe Pacific to a boil

bases

 In other words, the mass perturbations in turn perturb the spacetime

 The bases of the quantumfield began, like the origin of the quantum theory itself, with thebrilliant idea of Max Planck that the emission of energy by a resonatorcan only occur in discrete packets [1]

David Bohm

 Obviously it is necessary for life on earth that potentiallyharmful high energy radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere of theearth

 Basedon the stable field strength of its waves, they are able to superpose

spectral

 With that and Einstein's 1920 lecture in mind, I periodically put ether in parenthesis after space, on the understanding that any theory which rejects action at a distance and assigns physical properties to space is an ether theory

nature

Musumeci

The biophysicist Francesco Musumeci from Catania (Italy) and hisco-workers at the Sicilian Center of Nuclear Science (LNS-INFN)[28,29] developed a new highly sensitive analytic photomultipliersystem allowing for the first time to measure the spectrum of ultra-weak photon emission in individual human cells

Francesco Musumeci

Cell culture technique allows human or animal cells to stay aliveoutside of the organism

 [7] andscientists in the field of cell biology, reported accelerated aging anddifferentiation of skin cells by low energy electromagnetic fields [7]

droplets

 He established thehypothesis that the physical matter is not merely based on the static(magnetic force in the atomic nucleus) as well as the dynamic energy(electrical power in the electron sheath of the atomic model), but inaddition bears a spiritual energy [36]

 The Russian chemist Voeikov [26] proposed afew years ago that radical reactions from oxygen in water are inducingphotons [26]

MusumeciF, Privitera G, Scordino A, Tudisco S, Lo Presti C, et al

Privitera

 All of the major photoproducts such as pyrimidinephotodimers, pyrimidine adducts, pyrimidine hydrates and the so-called spore photoproduct, all reviewed in the doctoral thesis ofNiggli [6], turned out to be pyrimidine derivatives (including thosewhose biological relevance has been definitively demonstrated)

 He positioned this so-calledsensitive energy as an elementary force into matter

 Niggli HJ, Bayreuther K, Rodemann HP, Rthlisberger R, Francz PI (1989)Mitomycin C-induced postmitotic fibroblasts retain the capacity to repairpyrimidine photodimers formed after UV-irradiation

differentiation

 We have recently shown that biophotonic emissionis closely connected to the differentiation processes in cellular systems[41]

 The recharging process back to 11-cis retinal induces acascade of biochemical reactions as shown in the late 1980s by LubertStryer [31]

 Recent biophysicalresearch has measured low light impulses, so-called biophotonic emission, in cells and biological tissue

 However, the DNA bases still can be induced by UVBand UVA light via radical induced processes, an energy transfer calledphotosensitization

 The empty space aroundthe proton is a field of zero point energy

wavelengths

 According to hisbelieve, this energy drives the evolution process leading to increasingconsciousness from minerals, plants and animals to humans

In contrast, absorption of nonionizing radiations typically leads toelectronic excitation of atoms and molecules as described in detail byParrish et al

absorption

Vortexiajah

Aristotle clearly differentiated aether from the condensed matter of theapparent world and also from the hidden world

Poisson

contrast

 In contrast, the visible world is the one ofthe four elements earth, water, air and fire

photons

 Other open atmospheric windowsare located in the infrared region and in the electromagnetic spectralpart of radio waves (Figure 1)

Nagl W

Popp FA,Nagl W, Li KH, Scholz W, Weingrtner O, et al

Nagl

 d Essert 27 CH-1733 Treyvaux, SwitzerlandAbstractAs shown by the history of light, photons participate in most atomic and molecular interactions

Essert

 For this reason, almost no work has been performedon purine photoproducts, even though their possible contribution onbiological effects cannot be ruled out [5]

health

pyrimidine

 The simplest aether is postulated: it is made of point particles called aetherinos that do not interact with themselves but only with matter

Niggli HJ,Rthlisberger R (1988) Cyclobutane-type pyrimidine photodimerformation and induction of ornithine decarboxylase in human skin fibroblastsafter UV irradiation

 Figure 1depicts the broad electromagnetic spectrum arriving on the surface ofthe earth originating from the sun and space

 According to this theory, every substance has it's own "chronal charge" defined by the quantity of "chronal" particles which were named "chronons"

 Biological substances, other than nucleic acids, like for instanceflavins, porphyrines, steroids, quinones or carotenoids, may besometimes involved in the biological effects induced by UV light

[23]

 This new biophotonic research showed, thatall living organisms emit a weak, coherent light which generates orderand information in the cells to regulate inner processes and actions[2,19-22]

 Re-emitted photons in cells are coupled with radicalreactions and are probably also linked with the DNA as an important source

 In other words, not only is the spatial energy structured and dynamic, but so is the flow of time (I discovered the mechanism that generates the flow of time when I was at grad school at Georgia Tech)

 Cohen S, Popp FA (1997) Biophoton emission of the human body

This technique was used for example to investigate the biologicaleffect of ultraviolet light (UV) on prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells

Pitts

Urbach

 Parrish JA, Anderson RR, Urbach F, Pitts D (1978) UV-A biological effects ofultraviolet radiation with emphasis on human response to long wave radiationPlenum Press, New York

Parrish

 One type of medium is required by Maxwell's electromagnetic equations

In the middle of the nineties of the last century, Fritz-Albert Poppand the chemist Sophie Cohen [24] measured for the first time lightemission on man

eye

significantly

ultraviolet

aspect

metal

Primarily these effects induced by UV-light are due to its absorptionby nucleic acids and to a significantly lower extent by proteins andother biologically important molecules like for example vitamins

 Secondly, torsion fields are able to propagate in a region of space which is not limited by the light cone

In their reports morphological and biochemical evidence for thefibroblast stem-cell differentiation system in vitro was elaborated

The vacuum/spacetime is just a big old scalar potential (an active virtual particle flux, and a very intense one)

 This model was based on thefinding, that the ultra-weak radiation of cells can be measured by thetechnique of sophisticated photomultipliers used normally in physicsto unravel the subatomic structure

 As summarized before [6], radiation from the ultraviolet regionCitation: Niggli HJ (2014) Biophotons: Ultraweak Light Impulses Regulate Life Processes in Aging

 (2005) Laser-ultraviolet-A-induced ultraweak photon emission in mammalian cells

co-workers

John Hutchison

 However, is it possible to measure this regulativeforce in living organisms? Popp and his co-workers found in theirbiophotonic measurements of plant cells the highest possible degreeof quantum order

Frhlich

Herbert Frhlich

But also the influence of mobile phones on the human health has to beconsidered as reported by Hyland [8] a pupil of Herbert Frhlich

Hyland

~ Lao Tzu ~Tao te ChingRunning On Empty"Every charge in the universe already freely and continuously pours out EM energy in 3-space in all directions, without any observable EM energy input

critical

aging

 From the results shown a few years ago [32,40,41], it may well bethat ultraweak photonic changes in aging cells will serve as molecularsignals as shown by Voeikov [26] in 2001

Phil Gibbs

unicellular

 This cascade model induced by UV lightdemonstrates, how photons trigger biochemical reactions and maycontrol them [30,32]

) The experimental research conducted in the Institute of Material research and at other scientific organizations was managed by the Center of non-conventional technologies under the USSR Science and Technics State Committee

 Ruth wasextremely sceptical and thought that this was emitted by chlorophyll,the basic molecule for photosynthesis which is responsible for thegreen stain of plants

Ruth

inorganic

As already mentioned above, the Austrian physicist ErwinSchrdinger postulated that living cells conserve their high level oforganization by sucking order from the environment [20]

 Thus we find that the very structure of matter, itsobservationally confirmed Turing wave character, stands as proof of an underlying Whiteheadiandynamic and interactive stratum, one that ancient cultures variously named the Aether, Akasha,Tao, or Cosmic Ocean

sensitive

practical

 Heproposed that this sensitive energy would concentrate more and moreduring the evolutionary process from elementary particles via atomsand molecules up to the vital force of the living cell in the centrioleof eucaryotes

This same model rears up again in modern physics in the form of the mathematical topology of string/super string theory as well as in superconductivity and superfluidity

 [4] as wellas Harm [5] gave relevant background information on electromagneticradiation with high priority of the interaction of UV-irradiation withmolecules of biological importance

Provided that the kinetic constants and diffusion coefficients of the ether reactions areproperly specified to render the system subcritical but close to the critical threshold, asufficiently large spontaneously arising positive zero-point electric potential fluctuation (i

fibroblasts

Bayreuther K

Rodemann HP, Bayreuther K, Pfleiderer G (1989) The differentiation of normaland transformed human fibroblasts in vitro is influenced by electromagneticfields

Bayreuther

hierarchies

 Butas soon as on this lake suddenly a wind begins to blow, the waves willrun in various directions back and forth, crossing, superposing orcanceling out each other in a short time, which can be compared withnormal non-coherent light

metric

Albert Einstein utilized this quality of light in order to explain thephotoelectric effect

ultraweak

expansion

extremely

Niggli HJ (2003) Temperature dependence of ultraweak photon emission infibroblastic differentiation after irradiation with artificial sunlight

Niggli

From all these investigations it can be concluded, that merelya minuscule portion (nearly 2%) of the hereditary, genetic material(DNA) in the cell nucleus was needed for the build up and regulation ofcell processes [22]

 (Probably the first researcher to investigate torsion fields by this type of generators was Nikola Tesla

 In quantum field theory, Zero-Point Energy is a synonym for the vacuum energy, an amount of energy associated with the vacuum of empty space

front

 While making major contributions to physics and engineering, Lodge joined William Crookes, Alfred Russel Wallace (co-discoverer of evolution) and other notable nineteenth century scientists in searching for phenomena that transcended the world of matter

 In short, as a synthesis ofbiophotonic research known so far, it may be concluded that ultra-weak photons in cells are the carrier of all information within the celland the organisms

shielded

 in the year 1932, on thebasis of physical- and biological effects of these ultraviolet regions assummarized elsewhere

Unlike top-down mathematically based quantum theories, Beardens bottom-up physics matches our experience of this 4-D universe

 Therefore,biophotonic signals may well serve as the language of cells
 The first biophotonic experiment with plant cells was performedin 1976

 Nevertheless, in theyear 1920, Albert Einstein himself proposed a kind of immeasurableaether in the form of very fine matter [9]

explain

 Therefore the biophotonic model of cells provides a new andpowerful non-invasive tool for the development of new strategies in aging research

ponderable

 The Heart Tuner uses the electromagnetic waves of the heart and the brain and is able to determine if there is harmony between them, in other words if there is coherence between heart and mind

base

Alexander Gurwitsch

Mc Taggart

Veinik found experimentally that strong "chronal" fields can be generated by spinning masses

Recommending the sensitive energy as a third elementary powerbesides the static and dynamic energy within the atom, a door wasopened to the subtle fields as also proposed by Alexander Gurwitsch[20], Albert Einstein and Rupert Sheldrake as reviewed by Mc Taggart[11]

 Within the atom, the electrons orbit the nucleus at a fixed distance from the nucleus

travel

developed

Quarks themselves, or the "gluons" theorized to bind them together, have no script to tell themthey should dance around in the complex manner that would be required in order to generate suchan extended periodic field pattern

 At the same university, Popp has developed amethod of irradiation that could predict the carcinogenic potential ofchemicals: He found that carcinogens absorb ultraviolet-A light (UVA)in the range of 380 nm and change, at the same time, the frequency[11]

charges

 Everything I have read on Tesla after this article has supported its credibility

Another odd and humorous event happened when Tesla asked Twain to test out another of his inventions

Back to Rich's Nikola Tesla Tribute

 Guessing that the source was the inventor, the police ran to the lab to find Tesla smashing his machine (with a sledgehammer)

Alfven

emotions

 Tesla is the father of the alternating system of power transmission and radio, the induction motor and Tesla coil

morphic

discoverer

 A 'discoverer of new principles,' Tesla was the sole inventor of the alternating poly-phase current generators that light up every town in the world today

 A few moments later, Twain cursed at Tesla and headed off toward the bathroom

'{I first came across Nikola Tesla not in Scientific American; not on Nova; not in Popular Mechanics

 Tesla also postulated that by carefully timing the explosions, he could create waves of increasing force capable of shattering the earth

Mark Twain

One of Tesla's best friends was Mark Twain

 (Tesla planned to contact Venus and Mars with his World Wireless!) Marconi literally stole the idea of radio right out of Tesla's lab

threshold

 Marconi almost got away with it; Tesla was slow to capitalize on radio because he was so consumed with wireless principles applied to electricity

famous

FarnsworthSteinmetz

 The other scientists in his stamp block; Armstrong, Steinmetz and Farnsworth only became famous building on the work of Tesla

Alfred Hubbard

To complete this Tesla tribute, there were others who followed in the master's footsteps:At 19, Alfred Hubbard built a coil and motor that ran his boat 10 knots an hour on Portage Bay in Seattle

engineers

 Just as people ridiculed Copernicus' theory of the planetary system, the unenlightened jeered Tesla's pronouncement, years ago regarding cosmic rays

 The first paragraph deserves reprinting:'Nikola Tesla invented the 20th and 21st Century

Harry Imber

I came across the most amazing, scientific genius of all time in a magazine called Ancient Astronauts! The article was called: 'Nikola Tesla: The Man Who Fell To Earth' by Harry Imber

Daniel Winter

Einstein

'Reproduced here is an old article called;The Inventor Who Smashed His Own Invention:'Nikola Tesla - discoverer of the rotating magnetic field, which is the basis for AC electric current - once demolished one of his inventions to prevent disaster

calls

 Tesla set his machine to cause an automatic-bathroom response!Tesla was placed on a United States 20 cent postage st but only for the induction motor

 All of this took place before 1900!'John O'Neill, author of Prodigal Genius, describes Tesla's New York lab as: '

' Hubbard claimed it could operate for years; drive a large car; light an office building; and fly a plane around the world nonstop

Hubbard

sugar

in the 19th Century! Was Tesla DaVinci in a past life?Nikola had the idea that a large transmitter could create an impenetrable wall of force

 A physical vector is thought to be defined by its magnitude, its direction in space, and its transformation characteristics

 Refer to Lindsay  Margenau, op

 Again, the force only exists when a particle of mass is present

 Every theory is based in certain fundamental assumptions and postulates about how nature works

 We take the view that no such thing as "unstressed" ST physically exists, and that "spacetime" and "stressed spacetime" are identical

 154-155 for the first direct observation of free electromagnetic angular momentum in vacuum

 Now note that, to any quantal or macroscopic observer, the existence of the 4-space volume of ST implicit in (?t)(?v), where v is volume, cannot be separated from the existence of the subquantal entities that exist therein

 Long ago he recognized that all perceptible mattercomes from a primary substance, or tenuity beyond conception, filling all space, the Akasa or luminiferous ether, which is acted upon by the life giving Prana or creative force, calling into existence, in never ending cycles all things and phenomena

6, June 1978 for an abstract describing Soviet utilization of the concept of a small particle (called by Bearden a quiton, inQuiton/Perceptron Physics, DTIS, 1973) of the medium

 Einstein suggested that vacuum, complete with electromagnetic and gravitational fields, be called the ether

" Actually this is one statement of a fourth fundamental law of logic not incorporated by Aristotle

If a mass ~1 kg is rotating with the angular velocity ~ 20

 For a "force field," this is tantamount to stating that there exists some mechanism connected with a field which, in the presence of a mass causes a force to be exhibited

 (See Born, Max,Einstein's Theory of Relativity, Revised Edition, Dover Publications, New York, 1965, p

The extremely unusual properties and possibilities demonstrated by torsion field generators allowed the development of new approaches to the interpretation of various phenomena, including ESP and PK

 Michelson himself thought his experiment had proven Stokes' theory of an ether dragged along by the earth in motion, and thus motionless with respect to the earth

 Particularly from the work of Schrodinger, Born, Dirac and others

 Simply from the definition of force as CONSISTING OF a time- and length-smeared mass motion change

 "definitions" of mass and force, see Lindsay and Margenau, op

 284, note the similar logical paradox connected with the idea of a scalar gravitational potential field

 By inference, oscillating the electrostatic scalar potential can produce time waves and lead to direct physical effects

 For example, see Lindsay and Marge

 Here a reading of Lindsay and Margenau, op

Margenau

Henry Margenau

 For a discussion rather clearly showing the present difficulty in defining a field, see Robert Bruce Lindsay and Henry Margenau,Foundations of Physics,Dover Publications, New York, 1963, pp

Robert Bruce Lindsay

 Thus the use of geometrical vectors as models of physical objects in motion is presently flawed in a fundamental fashion

allow

Bruce De Palma

 That is, electrostatic scalar potential alone can cause variation in the rate of flow of time and hence vary physical characteristics

basic

 Dirac certainly did not abandon an ether, for in 1954 he stated "The aetherless basis of physical theory may have reached the end of its capabilities and we see in the aether a new hope for the future

travels

 It is then illogically ASSUMED that the force continues to exist at the point in the ABSENCE of the mass, which of course need not follow at all

 In fact Einstein once proposed that the vacuum, complete with its electromagnetic and gravitational fields, should be called the ether

organisms

 "But when electrical theory was being founded, scientists thought of space as something rather fixed, and FILLED WITH a thin material ether

Morley

 "Anomalous weight reduction on a gyroscope's right rotation around the vertical axis of the Earth

 The Michelson-Morley experiment was finally reconciled with these other experiments by Fitzgerald's suggestion in 1892 that the physical dimensions of material bodies are altered when they are in motion

possibility

foundations

 In assuming that the charge of vacuum is zero and that charge and charged mass are identical, they hid the answer to the dilemma and placed the foundations of electromagnetics on its present unsound basis

 Survival of bacteria and spores under extreme shock pressures, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 352, 1273-1278

 Also note that velocity, or L/Tconsidered "at an instant" (stopped), represents an idea of "motionless motion" and is an application of the fourth law of logic

 The potential (field) is only defined at a point when mass is present at that point, 

 It is already shown in the literature that the electrostatic scalar potential (ESP) can affect spacetime (ST) in the same manner as velocity

 For a discussion of the fourth law of logic and its usage, see Bearden, Thomas E

 In this form Aether became the potential mediator of all mysterious 'action at a distance forces' such as gravity, magnetism and electricity

Winfree

 Also, note that scalar potential energy of appreciable size with respect to a particle's rest energy can force the situation to be relativistic, even though the velocity of the particle with respect to the velocity of light is small

 580-582 for a discussion showing that modern theories of the vacuum reveal that even empty space is seething with activity; an ether of sorts emerges from vacuum fluctuations due to quantum mechanics considerations

element

and it is specifically defined as the potential energy per unit mass for a particle present at that point

 Instead, in our new view the ESP is to be taken at a point in n-space, where n is equal to or greater than 4

 The ESP exists whether or not any work at all is expended, and whether or not a charged unit mass is brought in

de Broglie

 37-42, translation by Plenum, for discussion of the proven variation of the speed of light in vacuum; the velocity of light in a vacuum on earth is measured to be higher than the velocity of light in the vacuum of deep space

 79-81 to see how the ideas of motion and vector are inextricably entangled with the idea of a particle

available

line

 Again note the fourth law of logic: zero motion (the absence of motion) being recognized as a special case of the presence of motion

carrier

lightning

define

 To adequately define ESP, we must define its identity, or what it consists of, in the absence of mass, since we have conceived the ESP to exist at a vacuum point

 So the second concept of getting a real vacuum is to cool it down to zero temperature

 Specifically, the resulting theory becomes a curtailed, special case of the much more fundamental electrodynamics and electromagnetics that actually exist

 Furthermore, if superheavy atoms are created with Z=173, the binding energy then exceeds twice the rest mass of the electron and pair production ensues with matter and anti-matter appearing out of the vacuum

 283 that a "field of force" at any point is actually DEFINED only for the case when a unit mass is present at that point

 We point out here that measuring a field of force existing in the electron gas in a probe of the measuring instrument is not at all the same thing as measuring a force in the vacuum, nor does it establish that a force exists in vacuum

subquantum

observation

 They did not realize that space itself does not exist except after an observation; before the observation, spacetime exists -- indefinite in both length and time

Popp

John Keely

 They did not know that electrostatic scalar potential in fact was spacetime, hence also the vacuum and the ether

Newton had envisioned matter and light to be particulate in nature, though they appear continuous to the human eye

 While in Europe prior to 1881, Albert Abraham Michelson performed his first interferometer experiments to determine the velocity of the earth through the ether, obtaining essentially null results

Albert Abraham Michelson

 Two out-of-phase waves travel together as a zero-vector pair; the component waves are in-phase spatially, out-of-phase in the time dimension

)Torsion fields can be generated as the result of the distortion of geometry of pthe hysical vacuum

Arrhenius

 For example, the definition of the electrostatic potential (ESP) is usually taken as "the work which must be done against electric forces to bring a unit charge from a reference point to the point in question; thereference point is located at an infinite distance, or, for practical purposes, at the surface of the earth or some other large conductor

values

 In EM theory, the assumption that the ESP of vacuum (?O) is equal to zero is in serious error

duality

, "Re-examination of the 1887 Michelson-Morley experiment,"American Journal of Physics, Vol

British physicist Dirac called the vacuum a seething ocean of infinite energy potential, but Tesla engineered applications of non-Hertzian electric waves for wireless transmission

 See Lindsay and Margenau,Foundations of Physics,1963, pp

Lindsay

2-4 for a definition of the electric field in the context of its POTENTIALITY for producing a force

Michelson

direct

Silicon

 Instead, it is the statement that, if an ESP exists at a point and a unit charged mass (assumed to be at a point) is brought in from infinity toward the ESP location point, the amount of work it is necessary to expend upon the mass of the particle is equal to the magnitude of the ESP

The pure vacuum potential, without its zero-point fluctuations decomposes into a harmonic set of bidirectional longitudinal EM phase conjugate wave pairs

2012

standard

 When combined in spherical configurations they form the nucleus and electron shells of the atom

Tesla called this form of negative energy, radiant energy

"Proposing to convert zero point electromagnetic radiation to electrical energy, Dr

, 76, 3, 842, 10/96) describes her conclusion that only the ZPE spectrum matches the light emission spectrum of sonoluminescence, which therefore must be a ZPE phenomena

 Gradually it is being recognised that there exists, within many different aspects of, and on many different levels of natural phenomena, some form of systemic inter-connectedness

Davidson

subatomic

stage

gas

Dirac

 Torsion waves are the interface between the mental and the physical world although we must keep in mind that in reality there is no duality between them

creating

 "On the possibility of experimental investigation of the properties of time

ultimate

nucleon

living

He studied the wave shapes that were related to human emotions

 The abstract to this paper reads as follows:An aether model based upon a degenerate Fermion fluid, composed primarily of electrons and positrons in a negative energy state relative to the null state or true vacuum, is proposed and its consequences are explored for physics and cosmology

 This discussion suggests a common foundation for all physical phenomena and derives the known physical constants (h, e, o, ?o, , R)

spiral

Frank Mead

optical

Thomas Bearden

Seike

subjects

 Matter is a small ripple on the seething ocean of virtual energy potential

separated

dissidents

sun

Claus

result

Reich

accuracy

 It conceivessubatomic particles to be Turing wave patterns that self-organize within a subquantum mediumthat functions as an open reaction-diffusion system

 Elasticity however, as it is currently understood, is a result of electromagnetic interaction, which in turn is related to the constituents of material atoms

account

public

electrodynamics

Harold Aspden

currently

interactions

Krisch group repeatedly observed anomalies produced by spin-polarized protons [15]

Keanu Reeves

ball

rapidly

Kozyrev

There exist in QM, no static solutions to particles

Nikola Teslacalled this field "ether" or "Aether" as did many others before him

direction

mental

Marcotte

 It took Newton a long time before people started to get used to the idea of gravity as a force of attraction

particular

tuned

fermion

ring

Scalars are described as dynamic quantities, which have magnitude but not direction, like vector waves

Yang

 These particle/antiparticle pairs are called virtual particles

voltage

Takeuchi

 Fourth - torsion fields are not required to follow the superposition principle [21]

 Kelly (2002) has obtained a good fit to particle scattering form factordata by representing the radial variation of charge and magnetization density with a relativisticLaguerre-Gaussian expansion; see figures 8-a and 9-a

Edward Morley

 Mass moves through time by integrating virtual photons, and absorption/emission of observable photons/biophotons

 Puthoff explains that the resistance to acceleration defines the inertia of matter and it appears to be an electromagnetic resistance

 The matter of space consists of holes surrounded by corpuscular solids, while the matter of solids consists of small dense cores surrounded by vast tenuous holes of space

 Vacuum fluctuation means observable emissions of light rapidly decay back into their zeropoint and then infinitely repeat the photon emission process

 So it has the same energy density as mass

Medical Engineer, Eldon Byrd affirmed that images can be projected directly into a human brain from a distance using the 'scalar' component of a weak magnetic field

program

Fitzgerald

 (russian) ("The movement of object placed in the radiant energy flow

 Furthermore, as in the subquantum kinetics model, Kelly's model shows theamplitude of the nucleon's peripheral periodicity declining with increasing radial distance

formative

Dayton Miller

ground

 Long-term survival of bacterial spores in space

technologies

ray
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significant

Carol

Poynting

 Potentials in the vacuum are primordial causal agents creating force fields as effects of their interference during virtual photon flux

solution

experiment
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lines
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chaos

limitless

Cohen

Krisch

There exist in GR, no static solutions to the universe

At Sound Energy Research they created torsion field imprints in water using scalar (torsion) wave technologies

 Jerry is at present in the process of bringing much of the archived KeelyNet information online to the web, however each week and each month new information from researchers in various fields of endeavour, articles related to non-traditional scientific approaches and other material sources, are posted in update of this site

solar

related

ago

quantization

fluctuations

affect

delayed

conventional

When you make what is CALLED a transverse wave you ignore (or have a component that cancels) that time-density variation

welding

Francisco Muller

advantage

 Moreover he has noted that unless thissurrounding periodicity is included, his nucleon charge and magnetization density models do notmake as good a fit to form factor data

 Hal Puthoff, in his papers, discusses the fact that the existence of the electromagnetic zero point fluctuations is a clear prediction from quantum theory resulting from quantization

Wheeler

 As a result of a series of experiments conducted in the Institute of Material Research ("Institut problem materialovedeniya" in russian) (Kiev, Ukraine) it was established that the emanation produced by this sort of generator is able to change the inner structure of any substance (it's spin structure)

required

Tom Bearden is among the main proponents of Tesla tech in the world today

 In fact, there is little doubt in my mind that the contemporary theories of the physical sciences are no more than fore-runners - stepping stones if you like - to a more general and unified system of thought which will have the potential of not only providing a holistic foundation for the interdisciplinary scientific fields, but will also extend the same platform for the disciplines which hitherto were classified under the "sub-directories" of the arts and social sciences

Martin Gardner

magnetic

gene

One of the two waves in each pair is a time-reversed or phase-conjugate wave, a coupled longitudinal EM wave/antiwave pair forming a scalar (time-polarized) wave for that interacting fraction

scalar

The notion of an ether, or of an absolute reference frame in space, necessarily conflicts withthe postulate of special relativity that all frames should be relative and that the velocity of lightshould be a universal constant

 Science thinks of space either as a void or as an ether through which solids of matter travel

addition

Swanson

government

 It is a way universal spirit might enter dense matter, crossing the Mystic Veil, the boundary of the metaphysical and physical

 Thus, gravity is the result of the interaction of matter with the dynamical ether: matter -gt; ether -gt; other matter

probability

antimatter

class

total

elementary

magnet

offers

Paul Dirac

"While the technical papers available at the site are being converted from postscript to html, their author has the following to say in reference to the aether:"There are many things that we now, collectively, know that tell us things about the aether

molecule

 Thus EM energy flows between the imaginary plane of time domain and manifest 3-space when the four-fold symmetry is broken with any dipolarity or potential, such as longitudinal or scalar (time) polarization of the photon

panpsychism

asp/88/34Panexperientialism is not to be confused with panpsychism; the latter holds that minds are more ubiquitous in nature than we might think, while the former only holds that some form of subjective experience is more ubiquitous than we think

com/2012/05/torsion-the-key-to-a-theory-of-everything-including-consciousness/N

 They also have the nonlocal property of holographically operating throughout the entire universe irrespective of time or distance

, it is a "fundamental property" of the universe, like gravity); and further, that it may just find more particular expression when matter comes together in a certain way

 The information of torsion fields determines the sequence according to which matrix protein (RNA) builds an amino acid

 Torsion could be right-handed or left-handed and is based upon a cylindrical field and can be created by large accumulations of electricity and rotation of a body that if above a certain speed, would enhance the torsion field

Deutsch

Leading contenders in New Physics include the following: Bohm created a holographic concept, Susskind a stringy Holographic Principle, Deutsch a variation on Many Worlds (MWI), and Cramer a Transactional Interpretation (TI)

 For example, unlike electromagnetism, where analogous charges repel and opposite charges attract, in torsion fields spins polarized in the same direction attract, and spins polarized in the opposite direction repulse

relativistic

vector

 The effect of vacuum fluctuations on electron coherence is known: the time-varying electromagnetic field produces a time-varying Aharonov-Bohm phase, a phase-shift illustrated by interference experiments

 Harold AspdenResources consistent of books, research notes, tutorial notes, patents, reports, lectures and other articles gathered from contemplations and research of the nature of the aether over a period of some 30 years are available for review here

rod

 Puthoff emphasizes is specifically the one that Sakharov developed

 Quantum mechanical phenomena, such as quantum entanglement, superposition, quantum vibrations, and spin manifolds (rotational relativity) may play an important part in the brain's function

Thomas Bearden generated a great deal of interest in the field potential

stress

pdfPribram, Karl, Brain and quantum holography", No Matter, Never Mind: Proceedings of Toward a Science of Consciousness 

 Absolute space is the noumenal source of phenomenal consciousness, a fundamental quality, and Mind is a higher order hyperspace field outside brain's EM field

 Scientific and sound or hollow metaphysical ideas are not independent of their archetypal backgrounds which inform and shape them in the minds and biased interpretations of their authors

s in 1900 that the emission of thermal radiation could only occur in discrete quantities related to a emission constant (called Planck's constant) and the subsequent evolution of quantum mechanics, has resulted in an inability to establish a standard foundation for all classes of physical phenomena

 Negentropy or negative entropy (also syntropy, extropy or entaxy) is defined in a living system as "the entropy that it exports to keep its own entropy low; it lies at the intersection of entropy and life

The Unified Field: Quest for the Holy GrailThe Copenhagen Interpretation (CI) is the standard model of quantum physics because of its ability to make predictions from a real-world experimental basis

 This area has come a long way from its origins in ether physics but sentiments within conservative academic communities remain skeptical

The confirmation of the Model G ether reaction model which has been forthcoming fromparticle scattering experiment data leads us to conceive of the subatomic particle as an organizedentity, or system, whose form is created through the active interplay of a plurality of particulatestructures existing at a lower hierarchic level

 The result is a longitudinal wave that vibrates in the same direction in which it travels

 Torsion fields are scalar, operating independently of direction

 In this theory, light is both a particle and a wave and so is everything else

 The preferred pop term for the virtual vacuum zero operator has switched from scalar and zero point to torsion field (quantum spin of empty space; spin waves)

lies

We also dont know if our conscious perceptions accurately portray the external world, or if we all have similar pictures of what lies outside our conscious minds

Susskind

 Buckminster Fuller tried to popularize this usage, but negentropy remains common, particularly in information theory and the cosmological holographic principle (Susskind)

Between Dialogue  DogmaReal science can arise from individual or collective environments, distilling the essential from absolute knowledge of the unconscious

Keywords: Quantum brain, torsion field, scalar field, vacuum fluctuation, biophotons, nanomind, mind, brain, psycho-neuro-nano************Human consciousness is just about the last surviving mystery

There are at least two theories that describe the behavior and characteristics of the physical vacuum and the ZPE at the atomic or sub-atomic level, the quantum vacuum field:QED: The quantum electrodynamics (QED) model of charged particles with the electromagnetic field is consistent with special relativity

 By shaking physical objects, vibrating and altering them, through heating or cooling, they generate measurable torsion waves

panexperientialism

 The 'ubiquitous' subjective experience posited by panexperientialism need not be nestled in thinking, cognizing minds

 The unity of being that used to be attributed to notions of holographic reality and quantum processes is more and more assigned to the non-observable but inferred effects of the torsion field, previously known as the scalar field underlying virtual vacuum and virtual photon flux

Elementary particles, local excitations of the vacuum, are point-like objects of zero intrinsic size

Comings and Miller (2005) have also proposed the void is a plenum in the Creative Physics ether model

Roy

Meta-artist Roy Ascott describes the process: Within the matrix that integrates questions of society, the self, materiality, and consciousness there is a kind of five axes involved in amplifying thought (concept development); sharing consciousness (collaborative processes); seeding structures (self-organising systems); making metaphors (knowledgenavigation); constructing identities (self-creation)

Roy Ascott

 Negentropy governs the spontaneous transmission and direction of flow of information among systems

Echoing Fuller, in 2013, physicists reported the discovery of a jewel-like geometric object at the heart of matter that dramatically simplifies calculations of particle interactions

 Their spiraling nature is simply an impulse of momentum throughout the physical vacuum, without electromagnetic qualities

For this discussion, the Vacuum/ZPF is being defined as "the locus of a vast energy field that is neither classically electromagnetic nor gravitational, nor yet nuclear in nature

 These forms of mystical particles were called virtual particles since they were not stable enough to stay around in our reality

capacitance

 He also suggests all human knowledge begins with intuitions, proceeds to concepts, and ends with ideas

Virtual particles are not stable enough to remain in manifestation yet they have tangible effects -- a frictionless field of potentiality with spinning effects with emissions

 How can we increase connectivity/coupling between the atom/molecule level reality and the vacuum level of reality?This is a question posed by Tiller, among others who propose theories

Leighton

 They claim, The new geometric version of quantum field theory could also facilitate the search for a theory of quantum gravity that would seamlessly connect the large- and small-scale pictures of the universe

 Can it be that absolute space has no metric because it is a BEC (Bose-Einstein Condensate)? Is the physical universe then is completely contained, energetically and informationally, in the infinite spin momentum (spinergy) of the absolute space?Randomly virtual photons jump back and forth between the zero point field and our physical world

 is the anywhere, anywhen, eternally regenerative, event inceptioning and evolutionary accommodation that is never seen in any experience

 This groundstate has "never been", yet is continuously emerging and may provide deeper insight into the transduction of collective or universal being to individual consciousness and experience

 Panprotopsyhism suggests proto-consciousness may exist in the universe as a fundamental property without depending at all on anything physical

NegentropyThe information-theory term, negentropy is used less and less as a buzzword in favor of 'torsion field' models in energy medicine and consciousness studies

 The usual picture of space and time, and particles moving around in them, is a construct

 With a higher charge for the "point-like entity" of the electron, we expect that the size of the particle cloud increases because of stronger vacuum polarization and a more energetic Zitterbewegung

hence

ionized

Tom Bearden described the fundamental torsion wave within the electromagnetic wave

" The Persinger Group produced experiential evidence of such effects, published inJournal of Consciousness Exploration  Research, Vol

 The jiggling of subatomic particles is attributed to the zero point field, the virtual photon flux that occurs between the dipole and the vacuum

Leading theories of consciousness (Persinger group, 2013; Hu and Wu, 2013) now model spin as a generator of 'consciousness'

hand

 Most quantum views of space pertain to a fixed instant of time, but Bearden brings [negative] time back into the equation in his experimental models and engineering of the vacuum

 The torsion of the geometry of absolute parallelism generates torsion fields

While spin field is used synonymously with the term torsion much depends on the paradigm from which one approaches the virtual vacuum

He described the crystalline vacuum of cosmic space with the pre-geometrical properties of Cosmic Zero in his model of the Vector Equilibrium Matrix

organs

 Modeled by Kozyrev in the 50s, the torsion field is produced by the spin of virtual vacuum photons, which may be the energetic field underlying collective [entangled] and individual mind

basis

 First discovered by Tesla, what were called scalar waves are now known by their Russian label as torsion waves  unconditioned pre-cosmic harmonic oscillations of the stress energy tensor of the vacuum

electric

 At least this is the hypothesis embraced within the segment of complementary medicine known as scientifically-based energy medicine

 Marie-Louise von Franz said,There is therefore no concept fundamental to modern physics that is not in one degree or another a differentiated form of some primordial archetypal idea" ( Projection and Recollection in Jungian Psychology)

Marie-Louise von Franz

 Hu and Wu postulate a spin-mediated theory of consciousness in which "consciousness is intrinsically connected to quantum mechanical spin since said spin is embedded in the microscopic structure of spacetime and may be more fundamental than spacetime itself

 He suggests we delve beneath the pop buzzword of zero-point field to the enormity of latent energy in the vacuum reality beyond normal reality

 If DNA is a torsion-field antenna it functions as a transducer of that field, precipitating life through bioacoustics and biophotonics

aetherinos

 Life manifests from the continuous subtle interaction of the intrinsic spinning waves of the torsion field

Brillet

The concept of quantum brainlooksthe part, but can itplaythe part? Is it coherent or incoherent?Mantak Chia notes:Consciousness defines our existence and reality

Mantak Chia

 Or, though science is enamored with the physical brain, they ignore it entirely or relegate it to theheap of pop physics and consciousness books that few scientists take seriously

The vacuum is not an emptiness filled with massless charge, rather, it IS identically massless charge (disintegrated dynamicism)

The universal torsion field is a dynamic medium

Metaphysical ideas are by definition beyond physics, but not separate from their roots in mind-dependent ideas and philosophy

Wu

 The findings provide support of Hu and Wus proposal that nerve pulse activity could induce spin flips of spin networks assignable to cell membranes

Hu

com/wiredscience/2013/12/amplituhedron-jewel-quantum-physics/PanexperientialismPanprotopsychism is the view that fundamental physical entities are proto-conscious

increased

 In the SED approach, the vacuum at the atomic or sub-atomic level may be considered inherently comprised of a turbulent sea of randomly fluctuating electro-magnetic fields or waves

SED: The stochastic electro-dynamics SED approach affirms that the ZPE exists as electromagnetic fields or waves whose effects explain the observed phenomena equally well

 The collected inertia in a certain area of space from a spinning electromagnetic field creates an effect that we observe as mass

It helps to distinguish the zero-point field from the physical vacuum

 We do not yet have all the answers to any of the questions of cosmology and particle physics, molecular genetics and evolutionary theory, but we do know how to think about them 

 The dialogical edge has dropped down another level to the pre-quantum world, to a principle underlying those of quantum mechanics

 The physical vacuum can manifest as three types of physical vacuum polarization, the charge, the mass, and the spin

 Researchers such as Swanson call such processes 'Life Force', and describe its dynamics in energetic terms of control and communication channels involving frequencies of radiation between DNA, molecules and cells

Such arguments are summarized in philosophical notions of Panprotopsychism and Panexperientialism, which describe emergence of primal non-conscious processes

empty

His theory has been tested in a simulator model called the Brusselator and uses two X and Y aetheron states to prove that under critical conditions, self-organising oscillations may spontaneously come into existence

 Thus, we theorize that consciousness emerges quantum mechanically from the collective dynamics of "protopsychic" spins under the influence of spacetime dynamics

 Torsion waves emanate from all matter and all atoms are torsion wave generators

Faced with Mystery we tend to reach or overreach for answers to our existential dilemma  to fill in the blanks in the nature of reality

--Jung CW 11Abstract:Consciousness is a fundamental biological and physics property

represent

Creativity is an emergent phenomenon patterned by strange attractors, which govern the complexity of information in dynamic flow

type

Evolving a master narrative involving consciousness studies, quantum brain, torsion fields, or zero point takes place in a largely academic conditioned environment

Physics describes the interrelationship of chaos and order as field relationships, while chaos theory describes nature's own methods of creation and self-assembly

 This wave remains when two opposing electromagnetic fields interfere, cancelling out each others electrical and magnetic field components

models

 There seems to be an identity between that torque which leads to particle production and the fundamental nature of the torsion field

 They hope to find another shape similar but more profound that does answer all things (including gravity and time)

technology

probe

Plato

Alfred Russel Wallace

 The superposition of torsion fields is generated by the atomic and nuclear spins of each molecule and the intensity of torsion fields in the space surrounding the molecule as a whole

 After nanoseconds the energy is released again by means of another virtual photon that returns to the zero point field

 Sakharov proposed that empty space was filled with virtual particles

Puthoff

 Since it makes no testable predictions, it is accused of being more of a philosophy than a science

 Pitkanin describes a TGY physics based on world sheets

 InWhat is Life?, Schrdinger claimed organisms feed on negative entropy and that consciousness is absolutely fundamental

On the Nature of the Vacuum and Virtual Subspace EntitiesQuantum field theory (QFT) presumes the vacuum ground state is not completely empty, but seethes with impermanent virtual particles and fields

Matveeko

 According to Murad, Matveeko claimed that the torsion field is identical to the transverse spin polarization of the physical vacuum and a gravitational field is identical to the longitudinal spin polarization of the physical vacuum

 That is, it is able to change theinitially uniform electric and gravity potential background field that defines the vacuum state intoa localized, steady-state periodic structure

 The zero point field is a quantum foam of virtual particles and photons

 Dennett,Consciousness ExplainedThe only reality we can ever truly know is that of our perceptions, our own consciousness, while that consciousness, and thus our entire reality, is made of nothing but signs and symbols

In cybernetics, a meaningful interpretation of negentropy is a measurement of the complexity of a physical structure in which quantities of energy are invested, e

particle

balloon

animal

Photonic Human, by Iona Miller, 2015HomeVideosWisdom  LightNever MindWisdom LightHomo LumenBiophotonsHolographic ArchetypesIntroductionZero PointPhotonic BrainPhotonic BodyPhotonic IlluminationInvisible GroundConsciousnessExotic MatterConsciousnessHoloMindPineal DMTBiophysicsBioholographyBioplasmaSoma SophiaGolden FleshExperimentNever Mind?Never MindMaster Narratives, Torsion Fields  Spin-Mediated Consciousness Quantum Brain or Torsion Field?By Iona Miller, 2013-2014Abstract:The unconscious is the matrix of all metaphysical statements, of all mythology, of all philosophy, and of all expressions of life that are based on psychological premises

Iona Miller

inner

worlds

 It also has been modeled by the Russians and heterodox western scientists as a physical vacuum theory where the vacuum consists of spinors, a shorthand notation for tensors that possess an electric, magnetic, gravitic and spin field

In neuroscience, quantum brain dynamics (QBD) is a hypothesis to explain the function of the brain within the framework of quantum field theory

inversion

He discussed how the vacuum used to be considered empty, but now it has been shown that the vacuum contains an enormous amount of energy

Hal

This model is tied to string theory, but, have they actually found it?String theory is an extension of the Kaluza-Klein theory -- which is based on the fundamental, spinergy-generated, fractal involutional topological geometry

Negentropy (emergent order from chaos) is a nonlinear higher order system, a dynamically creative ordering information

 The photon is called a virtual photon since it comes and goes from the zero point field and is ephemeral in the material world

Yurovitsky's patented generators which are based on spinning magnets

 The amplituhedron is not built out of space-time and probabilities; these properties merely arise as consequences of the jewels geometry

Joseph

(Maurer)

Kozyrev explained the observed effect as being the manifestation of some "physical properties of time" [2,3]

entropy

 All over the world people seem to follow the same recipe for creating emotions in waves

 That is the true nature of the vehicle of our consciousness, our essence

 Other examples exist regarding rotational bodies that would also influence adjacent rotating bodies due to the interaction of one spin field interacting with another

To love such a psychological fancy requires a certain suspension of logic, disbelief, and even confirmation bias

2 Absolute space is the noumenal source of phenomenal consciousness1 Consciousness is a fundamental quality of Absolute Space1 Mind is a higher order hyperspace field outside brain's EM field2 Consciousness as underlying force of physics1 Sensitivity is the sole primordial Absolutehttp://canonizer

 There have been other great mysteries: the mystery of the origin of the universe, the mystery of life and reproduction, the mystery of the design to be found in nature, the mysteries of time, space, and gravity

Miller

Glansdorff

except

ion

 Does conscious awareness naturally emerge from complex structure or does it arisea priori, emerging in a co-extensive way with matter? The former models quantum brain theory, while the later reflects the primordial nature of pre-spacetime

answers

 Still, answers about the true nature of Reality are unlikely to come from a new mathematical model

 In subquantum kinetics this emergent wave patternwould form the central electric and gravity field structure of a nascent subatomic particle

pdfthe idea that consciousness may exist in the universe without depending at all on anything physical (i

Quantum theory complicates the view of the vacuum with virtual states and pair production

SED treats quantum field-particle interactions like classical dynamics (Puthoff, 1987)

 The current accepted idea has been around since the seventies and is the idea that the universe has been created in one giant blast called the Big Bang

Arguably, quantum brain is metaphysical in that it bears on Kants categories of God, freedom, and immortality  at least in its implications

Nefediev uses QCD (quantum chromodynamics) bubbles to describe properties of the vacuum and propagation of quarks and mesonic states in two- and four-dimensional models

The all-pervasive sea of quantum energy, discovered in the 20th century, remains arguably the most exciting frontier of the 21st century, both in terms of pure science as well as energy extraction and engineering

 If the "unconscious" is a magical powerhouse that speaks in symbols, our notion of the unconscious is also a symbol of the power of the atemporal primal field - absolute space, more fundamental than space-time

 NeverMind is a euphemism for primordial non-conscious experience, dimensionless zero-point and its abstract motion or spinergy

 In fact, the fundamental nature of reality remains as mysterious as the mechanism for our conscious perceptions

Murad describes how frame dragging occurs when a rod is inserted concentrically inside of a cylinder and has no physical contact with that body

Murad

Torsion fields are a huge flow of information to form a general boundless system, in which the instantaneous velocity of propagation, the concept of "time", does not exist

The Crown of CreationThere is a virtual replica (VR) of all matter, including living organisms, in the vacuum

 By focusing on experience rather than mentality, panexperientialism can avoid some of the traditional objections to panpsychism

cloud

 The homogeneous vacuum displays inhomogenous anomalies and varies as a function of disturbances or the influence of ambient electric and magnetic fields

 Every movement, from the vibrations of an atom to the orbit time of our planets, leaves its mark on the ether in the form of torsion waves

Besant

transition

 Processing this affliction is individual, and this makes therapy a metaphysical commitment in which not only complexes but also feelings and ideas undergo a process and a change"

 His is the world of neural nets, computing, cellular automata, genetic algorithms, artificial intelligence, neurobiology, artificial intelligence, and some basic philosophy of mind problems

comes

organism

Podgoretsky

Another kind of torsion generator employs a combination of the above described principles

mirror

-Bj?rn Ursin Karlsen (1998)Article 45-Aethro-Kinematics: Physics of the Third Millennium- Steven RadoInterested parties will find theAethro-Kinematicssite of Steven Rado well researched and well presented, as new concepts are introduced in the format of a guided tour which makes use of appropriate graphics to assist in the description and derivation of a world_view wherein the cosmos is filled by an all-pervading superfineidealgas:"The philosophical notion that the cosmos is filled by a superfine gas, called Aether, originates from antiquity

 Such is the case for recent experiments to detect spin-mediated consciousness

 If more than philosophical, it describeswhether potentials are "physical" or just a convenient tool for calculating force fields;whether action principles are fundamental;the principle of locality

In the vacuum, torsion fields are the quantum spin of empty space -- the large-scale coherent effects of the spin of the particles in the virtual sea

 The unity of mind is achieved by quantum entanglement of the mind-pixels

"Article 30-Nikola Tesla and Vedic Philosophy

 The infinite angular spin momentum or potential energy of the absolute zero-point of eternal unconditioned space is a beginingless and endless plenum, empty of all fields and forms

 The absorption and emission of these virtual particles also causes the electron's "jitter motion" in a vacuum at absolute zero

call

QED describes mathematically both interactions of light with matter and those of charged particles with one another

The 80s ushered in the era of chaos theory, complexity, dynamics and self-organization, which may ultimately play into the final solutions

 Tesla was one of the first inventors to build devices which could tap this field as an energy source

preferably

 Bidirectional EM wavepairs are the hidden scalar potential

thereby

requires

 Separating legitimate theoretical ideas from pseudoscience requires stripping the theory down to bare bones and resisting wild speculations -- the imaginative from the purely fantastical

organized

 Some Russian physicists contend that only the spin or torsion field could support faster-than-light (FTL) phenomena and nonlocal interactions

Kozyrev noticed that all physical objects can absorb as well as emit torsion waves

Huygens

 As early as 1891 Tesla described the universe as a kinetic system filled with energy which could be harnessed at any location

Vectoral phase or zone of neutral resonance occurs between outwardly pushing wave propagation and inwardly pulling gravitational coherence

russian

 It is only used in the energy exchange between the zero point field and the material world

pressure

 Is it rising from a subcategory of theory and experimentation  ideas about ideas -- toward fundamental laws? We can paint broad strokes with narratives, which must ultimately be backed by hard science of experimental results

move

 In this view consciousness is said to emerge as a novel property of complex interactions among neurons, as hurricanes and candle flames emerge from complex interactions among gas and dust molecules

 (We should note that the spin-torsion interaction constant is equal to 10-5- 10-6

There is a continuous shift in the languaging of notions about consciousness, the mindfield, quantum brain, holographic mind, and negentropy

Preconscious Vacuum PotentialWe're learning more and more about the pre-conscious nature of the medical and psychological unconscious, as well as the group mind of trends and -isms that go on beyond our normal background reality

 When the universe is shaped from one substance and one substance only, then the only way to give the physical world a seeming separate appearance of individual material things is through form, since substance by itself cannot discriminate

The positive Y potential field (negative X potential field) in the neutron's core corresponds tothe existence of a positive electric charge density, and the surrounding shell pattern whichalternates between low and high Y potentials constitutes shells of alternating negative andpositive charge density

This mystery is compounded when we attempt to apply physics theories to biological organisms, including ourselves  the realm of biophysics

 Torsion fields influence spin states

Photons and the variety of elementary particles seemingly come into our physical reality from nowhere at all

 Torsion fields are generated by spin or by angular momentum, and right or left spin orientation

 How the mind relates to the brain has classically been discussed in terms of Monism and Dualism -- that the mind and brain are one, or that the mind and brain are separate

In other series of experiments conducted in the Institute of Material Research, the influence of the torsion radiation on various photographs was investigated

 No matter what we call it, there is a fundamental difference from consciousness that informs matter, or mind that emerges from dynamic physical form

 The vacuum potential is raw, untranslated pre-spacetime

terms

 Existential reality lies beyond facile solutions framed within the limiting scope of our human resources to learn and communicate

Smith

connected

It also correctly yields Bohr's orbital quantization formula for the hydrogen atom while at thesame time predicting a particle wavelength for the ground state orbital electron that is ~1400times smaller than Schroedinger's wave packet prediction (LaViolette, 1985, 2008b, 2010)

These operations are characterized by a variety of behaviors which have been described conceptually, experimentally and mathematically as functions of spin polarity, angular momentum and weighted waveform vector velocities

 It challenges the notion that space and time are fundamental components of reality

The stress of the vacuum is a sort of conglomerate potential pressure, where the individual stresses of various types of particles, if integrated by external means, sum into the overall stress (pressure)

 These infolded electrodynamics describe subspace or higher dimensions, depending on how you model it mathematically

Thomas Valone

 This is not electromagnetic or gravitational energy, but a spiralling, non-hertzian, electromagnetic wave

 It will be necessary to interpret positive and negative charges as sinks and sources in the elastic medium, but I intend to show that such entities is in concordance with the model of material particles which I will discuss

This canon suggests, by focusing on experience rather than mentality, panexperientialism avoids some of the traditional objections to panpsychism

This abstract motion of the angular spin momentum force of absolute ZP spacemust necessarily cyclically rotate, both clockwise and counter clockwise, at infinitevelocities on infinite axes of every potentially spherical absolute zero-point

Andrei Sakharov

 A photon is composed of both spatial and time-energy, even though it is massless

"Never Mind" becomes a euphemism for the one mind or (potential) consciousness that seems to emanate from this timeless domain of absolute space

 (russian) ("The estimation of the possibility to use gravitational waves for communication purposes

evolutionary

 (russian) (To the question about the possibility of detecting torsion waves by astronomical methods

studying

php?t=65012Panprotopsychism can be roughly presented as the claim that the microphysical fundamental entities of the actual world, once properly related to each other, give rise to all sort of "physical entities" and due to its intrinsic properties also to consciousness

earth

SCHUMANN

 Amongst other things, Chalmers says that we are justified in believing that even crude information-processing systems, like thermostats, may be conscious

Chalmers

 The Heart Tuner picks up the signals of the heart and the brain and is able to detect phase locks between the waves of the ECG and the EEG

normal

Leon

Van der Waal

Maurer

Leon Maurer

Gary Schwartz

 Others, including physicist Claude Swanson, Gary Schwartz, and Leon Maurer echo these sentiments that non-consciousness is co-extensive with Absolute Space

Sakharov

string

 Such work bears on notions of the nature of life and consciousness which have been persistently elusive in both biology and physics models

 However this approach fails to explain why we have feelings and awareness, an inner life

So, the void isnt empty

] The archetypal neuros is collective and affects all with the metaphysical affliction

 (Wolchover)In keeping with this idea, the new geometric approach to particle interactions removes locality and unitarity from its starting assumptions

 Being completely shut off from the Schumann resonance on high altitudes in a plane where the fuselage acts like a big Faraday cage, is now believed to contribute to the effects of a jetlag

sparks

 It can miss the essential penetration, activation and transformation of human awareness and experience, which even physics informs us is profoundly and irreversibly subjective

bandwidth

distortion

wing

 Some research suggests that the unique properties of torsion fields actually generate consciousness and have compelling links to various nonlocal, psi or parapsychological phenomena, often attributed to entanglement

concepts

 The following is an extract of one of Ray's posts toUseNet:Imagine a sort of ideal gas made of one size of particles

Matti

Christian Huygens

Matti Pitkanin

Matti Pitkanin summarizes Persingers group reports related to EEG, magnetic fields, photon emission from the brain, and macroscopic quantum coherence

linked

 Under the right conditions, the concentrations of the variablereactants of the Brusselator reaction system can spontaneously self-organize into a stationaryreaction-diffusion wave pattern such as that shown in figure 1

If Tom had his way, he would cure us of disease and the energy crisis and protect us from the horrors of mass mind control and unbelievably powerful weapons

geometric

independent

process

In the 1960s, Buckminster Fuller proposed a geometric philosophy of a crystalline vacuum based on nature he called Synergetics

intent

 The collected inertia in a certain area of space from a spinning electromagnetic field creates observable mass

Kepler

spontaneously

 InThe Quantum Brain (2002), Jeffrey Satinover reviews the convergence of brain science, biological computation and quantum physics, and what it implies about our minds, our selves, our future, even God

Jeffrey Satinover

Milo Wolff

behavior

appear

 Electrogravitics theory (Valone) is a way of modeling gravity as a matter of time with emergent energy science

 The vortices themselves can also behave like particles and can propagate waves too, but this is a second order effect and the velocity will be lower than the waves in the gas itself

psychological

 A metaphysical statement can be seen as a psychological fancy about the relationship between 'matter and spirit'

precisely

twice

, this article reviews a number of new approaches to the aether, such as the following example:"The quantization of the aether can be explained by the view that the aether consists of a sea of particles that are on the order of a million times lighter than the electron

Simulations performed on Model G show that the amplitude of the Turing wave patterndeclines with increasing radial distance as 1/r4at small radii (r lt; 2?0), which approximates theradial decline observed in the charge density maxima for Kelly's model

Greer

Trauma locks up energies in the body, and the self image can become "frozen" and inhibit growth of the personality

random

Such modeling may have implications for new computer brain language that allows computers to learn, and to read human thoughts by using brain-machine interface, and the ethical implications that raises

help

moment

cosmology

com/fundamental-quantum-nature-of-the-universe/Ho, Mae-Wan, What is (Schrdinger's) Negentropy? , Modern Trends in BioThermoKinetics 3, 50-61, 1994

 The essential postulate is that an electromagnetic wave is brought into classical rotation by a local binding energy

 The aberration of star light together with the Michelson Morley experiment can be understood realizing that the speed of light is always c relative to the _material_ detector and not necessarily to the frame of description

 Aspden (1997)In particular, interested readers are encouraged to review the growing series ofThe Aspden Lecturesin which the work of a lifetime has been outlined for the benefit of the future generations, and the framework of a future science

feasibility

 An atomic particle such as a proton or electron, even when entirely alone in a vacuum at absolute zero, is continually emitting and absorbing these virtual particles from the vacuum -- a virtual particle cloud

Bearden reiterates that, At any point and at any time, one can freely and inexpensively extract enormous EM energy flows directly from the active vacuum itself

fabric

Stone

flows

Engineering applications in zero-point energy extraction, torsion field generators, or antigravity are beyond the remit of this article, which focuses on the ontology and epistemology of the source field in relation to human energy systems

 Since all substances (except amorphous materials) have their own stereochemistry which determines not only the location of atoms in molecules but also determines their mutual spin orientation, then the superposition of torsion fields generated by the atomic and nuclear spins of each molecule determines the intensity of torsion field in the space surrounding each molecule

free

Margaret Hawton

 By this experimental data it was made the conclusion about possibility of such sort interaction between matter and chronal field when the matter structure is changing

 Chronal insulation experiments According to TRC theory, the gravity and the time can not be screened by any matter but it is possible to compensate it by means of certain processes

 Known Podkletnov's gravity screening effect in this conception is particular case for proton current since in superconductivity state the proton currents are possible

fractal

diamond

 The rate of time as velocity of transformation from cause in effect, by N

 Two opposite direction of changes in the time rate can be created: for dissipation it is entropy direction and for crystallization it is the syntropy direction

Kozyrev's theoryof active properties of time and byAcademician Albert Veinik'schronal theory there is real technological possibility forlocal changes of time rate

 should produce negative chronal charge that in sum with global time rate should demonstrate itself as decelerated local time

To make the generator to produce effect for a long time it is necessary to repeat the changes

 Brillet and Hall called it a "persistent spurious signal

Catch the WaveWhen is a wave not a wave? When its a scalar or energy precursor, point intensity

Sinusoidal changes normally used in any equipment are symmetrical processes to produce similar alternate oscillations of time rate and by this reason there are no permanent chronal force in one direction

 These generators could change their weight (Very slightly

 It is planned to investigate the possibility to reduce the radioactivity of tested materials in local space-time

 By means of linear or orbital motion of this chronal charge Qch the chronal field should be generated, and the direction of the field should be determined by direction of rotation and the sign of the chronal charge, Fig

 There is infinite healing potential in the undifferentiated creative energy, radiant wholeness

 Therefore, when T goes to zero, then the number of phonons or photons that are being created also goes to zero

 Gravimagnetic field generation by means of proton currentOne more way for local space-time engineering can be proposed

Barber

The subject of vortices and the equations which apply to them were fully calculated by Kelvin in 1880 and lead to exactly the correct equations for electromagnetism as explained by Paul Stowe [ed: See Article 21] in a recent post

 Power generation in single-wire systemsBy this way electric power can be extracted from the single-wire line and theTRC theory predict some changes in local space-time

images

noise

 It is proposed to test the effect of local time rate changes if the process is the changes of some matter density, for example, gaseous body

 The work of Pythagoras (570-490BC) is still to be seen at the axiomatic level of the derivation of most modern theories of matter, space and time - inclusive of Quantum Theory and the Theory of Relativity

screening

 Understanding of the difference between initial state of the polyethylene molecular structure and its final state after long time operation as chronal screen, let us the technology for chronal screening

 It proposes that matter is the focal point of a standing wave the result of two interfering waves

 Veinik, polyethylene can be used as chronal screen but its screening properties are decreasing and after some period of operation it is necessary to change the screen

vibration

 Understanding of the photon structure let us the way for time structure description and time control

 Simulations show that a seed fluctuation in the Brusselator produces order only if thesystem initially operates in the supercritical state, which in turn causes its entire reaction volumeto become filled with a Turing wave pattern of maximum amplitude

If the tests will confirm it is the working conception, there is the way forantigravitation space driveand for local controlled time rate changes

By TRC there areways to control velocity of photonup to zero velocity photon (ZVP) state

 Physicists have also interpreted the force as "the evanescent particles that flicker in and out of existence in ?empty? space that gives space its springiness, shoving it apart

 This causes a positive bias in its central Y concentration and a negative bias in its centralX concentration, which in turn extends radially outward to bias the particle's entire Turing wavepattern

 should produce positive chronal charge that should demonstrate itself as accelerated local time

Hutchison

 Taking intoaccount the amount of matter above the 60 cm thickscintillator we estimate the maximal energy of the electronsabove the roof to be 40-50 MeV

 Differential energy release histogram of the TGE electronsobtained in 60 cm

If the RB/RREA process due to feedback prolongedcontinuously we can expect much more detections persecond (up to 104, as a maximal dead time of MAKET arrayof ~100 psec); however the experimentally measurednumber of ECSs per second is 4, see Figure 7b)

 For occurring oflarge TGE, clouds should be low above particle detectors;thus only on near-zero surface temperatures and highhumidity, we detect largest TGEs (large negative nearsurface electric field is also a necessary condition)

array

 MAKET-ANI Extensive Air Shower (EAS) array31The MAKET-ANI surface array (Figure 2) consists of92 five cm thick plastic scintillators covering 10,000 m2 tomeasure EAS particles

 (1992) showed that when Mollerscattering (electron-electron elastic scattering) is consideredthe runaway electrons would undergo avalanchemultiplication, resulting in a large number of relativisticrunaway electrons and gamma rays for each energetic seedelectron injected into the strong electrical field region

 Sure TGFs and TGEs are not fully symmetricalprocesses the first one is propagated in the thin atmospherebecoming thinner as avalanches propagate upward; TGEsare propagating in the dense atmosphere becoming denser asTGE approach Earths surface

 To avoid EAScontamination the condition of horizontal muon selection isthe absence of signals in the thick scintillators belowFigure 2

 The a particle accelerates inthe high electrical field inside the chamber and produces apulse registered by the data acquisition electronics

 Extensive cloud showers, orMicro runaway breakdowns ECS/MRB, Gurevich et al

 Sophisticated codes wereused to model the propagation of energetic electrons inelectric fields (Lehtinen et al

Lehtinen

 8 and 16-fold coincidences in the channels of MAKET surface arrayIn Figure 4 we show rather uniform registration of theparticle flux enhancement by the 4 identical 5 cm thickplastic scintillators

, Thunderstorm Ground Enhancements -model and relation to lightning flashes, J

 Differential energy release histogram of the TGE gamma raysobtained in 60 cm

4 ps, 250 ps, and 1250 ps are approximatelyidentical; EAS registration leads to enhancement only for thetime series obtained with the minimal dead time of 0

 Study of extensive air showers and primaryenergy spectra by MAKET-ANI detector on MountAragats, Astroparticle Physics, 28, 58

 Further measurements ofthe gamma ray energy spectra by the network of Nalspectrometers allow to reliably extending energy range of thethunderstorm gaimna rays up to 100 MeV (Chilingarian etal

 Cummer, High-energyatmospheric physics: terrestrial gaimna-ray flashes andrelated phenomena

 If there were more than one shower in a second the height of a bar is equal to the size (number ofparticles) of the largestshower, next number after an interval is the number of particles in the next ECS, and so on

 Prove of these models includes registration of the avalanches from the cosmic ray seed electrons enteringthe region of the strong electric field in the thundercloud

, if wehave a signal in 5 cm thick scintillator this energy release isvetoed and do not participate in the histogram

 The 4-minute flux of high-energy electronsdetected by 60 cm thick scintillator proves a very lowlocation of the thundercloud, possibly just above the roof ofthe MAKET building

 The abrupt enhancement the coincidences occurred thesame minutes when the flux of particles surges

 Count rates of particles arriving from the differentincident directions: 16 possible coincidences of 4 upperand 4 bottom scintillators;3

 Thus, thetemporal distribution of ECSs rejects the hypothesis ofcontinuous acceleration of electrons in the cloud, i

 According to the tripole model (quadruple, if weadd a negative screening layer above the main positivelayer), there are several dipoles of opposite orientation in thecloud, which accelerate electrons downward, in the directionof the Earth and - towards the open space

 The big bang theory proposes the counterintuitive notion that the universe emerged out of a state of nonexistence, however SQK avoids this problem, and proposes that physical form emerged from a preexisting ether substrate

1997

 The slope of thebackground spectra is a very stable parameter, which did notchange even during very severe Forbush decreases (abruptchanges of cosmic ray flux intensity due to solar activity)when the mean count rates can decrease as much as 20%

Forbush

 considering the minimalrequired energy release in scintillator ~ 7 MeV, we come tomaximal electron energy 40-50 MeV in a good agreementwith simulation of TGE (Chilingarian

34Aragats Neutron Monitor (ArNM, see details inChilingarian, Hovsepvan and Kozliner, 2016) consists of 18cylindrical proportional counters of CHM-15 type (length200 cm, diameter 15cm) filled with BF3 gas enriched withB1" isotope and grouped into three sections containing sixtubes each

 Significance of TGE in the number of standard deviations from the mean value of 1-minute time series of count rate

 The maximal energyof electron reaches ~25 MeV and, gaimna ray - 35 MeV

 2 second time series of count rates of all 8 channels ofASNT (the integration time of the scintillator counts is 2seconds);2

,Lightning initiation by simultaneous of runawaybreakdown and cosmic ray showers, Phys

plant

 Each module consists of forty50 x 50 x 5 cm3 scintillator slabs stacked vertically on a 100x 100 x 10 cm3 plastic scintillator slab

Runaway electron mechanism of air breakdown andpreconditioning during a thunderstorm

background

 The additional count rate ofparticles coming from different directions

 Discoveryof intense gamma ray flashes of atmospheric origin,1994, Science V

 The detected TGFsare very short, maybe parented by very few seed electronsinjected into the strong electrical field region

The spectrum of electrons is very shallow, has nonshy;stability below 7 MeV and terminates at 20 MeV; thespectrum of gaimna rays is prolonged until 30 MeV

 Uman, The physics of lightning, Phys

 To estimate maximal electron energyabove the roof we calculate energy losses in the matter abovethe scintillator (~ 10

 In other words, a longitudinal EM wave is a time-density oscillation

 Comparison of relativisticrunaway electron avalanche rates obtained from MonteCarlo simulations and kinetic equation solution

position

Lao Tzu ~Tao

 The top layer of the thundercloud has apositive charge with a negative screening layer just above it;the middle layer has a negative charge and a small localregion of positive charge usually emerges in the bottom ofthe cloud (a lower positive charge region - LPCR(Stolzenburg et al

harmonic

 thick scintillators of the ASNT array

 The count rates corresponding todead times of 0

 Data on background cosmic rayspectra was collected for each detector

occurred

Our two brain hemispheres constitute natural scalar interferometers (or engines) actuating scalar fields

signals

The significant excess in shower number observed thisminute (-100) comparing with showers observed during fairweather (Fig 7a) is due to randomly distributed within thisminute ECSs, several times occurred in triplets andquadruplets per second, but never more

1-minute

 Time series of ArNM 1-minute count rate displayed in the number of standard deviations

 Fourscintillators of 100 x 100 x 5 cm3 each are located above thethick scintillator assembly to indicate charged particletraversal and separate the neutral particles by vetoingcharged particles (the probability for the neutral particle togive a signal in 5 cm thick scintillator is much lower than in60 cm thick scintillator)

, 2007) the research ofhigh-energy galactic cosmic rays was stopped

 Count rates of the 8 special coincidences, for instance, 1signal from the upper scintillators and 1 signal from thelower ones, or no signals in upper, and more than 1signal in the lower, etc

 Ground- based observations of thunderstorm-correlated fluxes of high-energy electrons, gaimna rays,and neutrons

opposite

 The frequency oftriggers is ~ 4 KHz due to incident Secondary cosmic rays(SCR) - products of the interaction of galactic cosmic rayswith atmosphere; on 3200 m height on Aragats, the intensityof SCR is ~ 500 /m2/sec

 INTRODUCTIONThe high-energy physics in the atmosphere is a newemerging scientific field dealing with electromagneticcascades originated in the thunderstorm atmospheres

deviations

 Yet another type of medium is required from the noninterference of the ether with motions of bodies in our universe

Nikola Tesla claimed, Electric power is everywhere present in unlimited quantities and can drive the world's machinery without the need of coal, oil, gas, or any other of the common fuels

On 22:47 the upper scintillators registered 108%enhancement corresponding to 270 standard deviations fromthe mean value (270c); the bottom scintillators registered16% enhancement (60

prove

transverse

 Our measurements prove that for explaining the TGE itis not necessary to invoke the relativistic feedback discharge model (REDM) used for the TGF modeling

"And extracted from the work of Aspden (1981): "Interpreting the 17 Hz signal at the second harmonic of table rotation found by Brillet and Hall in relation to the laser frequency 8

showers

 the RREA will not stopand continuously generate showers via feedback positrons and scattered gaimna rays (RDFM model) weshould observe much more counts of ECSs

 Particle showers detected during 60 seconds of the fair weather a) and during a thunderstorm at maximal particle flux b)

 Particle flux enhancement as measured on 19 September 2009 by four 5 cm thick 1 m2 area plastic scintillators on top ofASNT detector (Figure1); energy threshold~ 7MeV

TGE particles in order to be registered in the 60-cm thickscintillator have to traverse significant amount of matterabove, see Figure 10

 8x8 correlation matrix of ASNT channels calculated byfive-second count rates in 1 minute; with same storedvalues of the 5-sec time series each minute thecorrelation matrix is calculated to monitor possiblecross-talk of channels;6

 As one can see in Figure 5 particles comefrom near-vertical direction coinciding with the direction ofthe vertical electric field in the thundercloud

, Vanyan, L Recoveringof the energy spectra of electrons and gaimna rayscoming from the thunderclouds

2002

Briggs

Fishman

 Very popular, relativisticfeedback discharge model (RFDM, Dwyer, 2003, 2012) wasused for explaining Terrestrial Gaimna flashes (TGFs,Fishman, 1994, Briggs et al

, Bostanjyan N and Vanyan L Neutronbursts associated with thunderstorms

 The measurements performed on Aragats allowformulating a comprehensive model of TGE (Clulingarian,2014)

, and Kozliner LThunderstorm ground enhancements: Gaimna raydifferential energy spectra

Kozliner

 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONWe measure the energy release histograms of TGEelectrons reaching and registering in the 60 cm thickscintillators of the ASNT detector

interval

 The mnaway process is naturallyembedded in simulations: when you switch on theappropriate electrical field and use incident cosmic rayelectron flux as seeds; the electrons gain energy from thefield, knock-off atomic electrons and cascade processdevelops in the atmosphere

 Most physicists seem unclear regarding this issue most of the time, sometimes referring to space as if it were truly empty and at other times as if it were substantive

35Measured TGE temporal distribution demonstrates(Figure 7) proves that large fluxes of electrons and gammarays detected during thunderstorms comprise from thenumerous very short RB/RREA cascades registered by theparticle detectors located on the mountain altitudes

 Around theASNT detector was arranged new array consisted of 16scintillators, which registered EAS events that triggered 8and all 16 scintillators within a time window of 1microsecond

 Therefore, according to this model, theavalanche becoming self-sufficient and can prolong until theconditions for the feedback are still effective

 We present direct measurements of such an avalanches lasting less than amicrosecond; hundreds of such avalanches comprise a TGE lasting few minutes

 Thus, the energy spectra ofthe super-event occurred on 19 September 2009 is in goodagreement with the TGE model (Chilingarian, Mailyan, andVanyan, 2012, Chilingarian, 2014)

 A negative G potential well, G ether concentration well, would correspond to amatter-attracting negative gravity potential field, whereas a positive G potential hill wouldcorrespond to a matter-repelling positive gravity potential field

A big advantage of ASNT is additional, so called,software triggers, exploiting the information on theenergy releases in scintillators

 All lifeforms are multidimensional virtual vacuum engines

2012, each 20 second) thehistograms of the energy releases in all 8 channels ofASNT are stored;7

 The RREA continued down to several tens ofmeters above detector site

approximately

intrinsic

 Theinitial name of the cascade released by a runaway electronthe Runaway breakdown (RB, given by Gurevich et all,1992), is recently often replaced by the term RREA(Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanches, Dwyer, Smith,and Cummer, 2012; Dwyer and Uman, 2013)

 Excluding any anomalous findings that have not been replicated or verified by other scientists, it can be presumed that the data presented in this feasibility study represents the highest quality that the scientific community can offer

The validity of the RDFM model is very difficult toprove with TGF data only; TGF measurements areperformed with orbiting gaimna ray observatories at thedistances hundreds of km from thunderclouds, from whichthe particle is assumed to reach fast moving satellite

2013

,2014), then the near- surface electrostatic field is negativeduring fair weather (positive ions slowly migrate from theatmosphere to the Earth) and - positive during thunderstonns(electrons are transported by the lightning from the cloud tothe Earth)

 We observe-730% enhancement of the 16-fold coincidences,corresponding to ~22c (Fig 6a)

phenomena

In Figure 3, we present the particle abrupt surge observed inthe 1-minute time series of ASNT detector on 19 September

 The drastic time difference (minutes forTGE and hundred of microseconds for TGF) is not essentialbecause prolonged TGEs are nothing more than asuperposition of the short nanosecond scale avalanches, whichAragats group lias named Extensive cloud shower (ECS), andAlex Gurevich et

Gurevich

 Time series corresponding to 3 dead times areapproximately identical

 It offers instead a mere illusion of something called 'four-space', which provides no guidance whatsoever as we confront our needs for energy in a pollution-free environment

thick

However, TGE particles in order to be registered in the 60-cm thick scintillator have to traverse significant amount ofmatter above, see Figure 9

oscillating

 IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF THE RB/RREAPROCESS ON ARAGATSThe first observation of the avalanches initiated by therunaway electrons was made at Aragats in 2009(Chilingarian et al

shower

 The maximaldead time of the MAKET array is 100 psec; thus after each100 psec another shower can be registered by the surfaceparticle array

enhancement

In Figure 11 we show significant enhancement (gt; 6c at22:47) of ArNM count rate lasting ~ 5 minutes on 19September 2009; the same hour and minutes as the gaimnaray and electron peaks

biophotonic

, 2013) due to another thunderstorm gaimna30ray production mechanism - Modification of the electronenergy Spectrum (MOS, Chilingarian, Mailyan and Vanyan,2012)

Vanyan

 Top curve corresponds toupper scintillators, middle  to lower and the bottom  to vertical particle transition through both scintillators

thunderclouds

 The majority of experimental data on particle acceleration in the thunderclouds conies from space-bomexperiments detecting Terrestrial Gamma flashes (TGFs) and from networks of particle detectors located on the earth's surface observingThunderstorm Ground Enhancements (TGEs)

 We analyze in detailsthe largest TGE event from 19 September 2009 and comparethe time distribution of the ECSs with expected results fromRDFM and TGE models

 The in situ observation ofnumerous TGEs during strong thunderstorms on Aragatsresulting in the first simultaneously measured differentialenergy spectra of TGE electrons and gamma rays(Chilingarian et al

atomic

 Soghomonyan, Lightning originationand thunderstorm ground enhancements terminated bythe lightning flash, EPL, 110 (2015)4900hsEPiChilingarian A

parameters

value

enhancements

 Reich?s works not only undermine many popular "facts" regarding human behavior and the origins and functioning of life, but also all the various mechanistic and mystical theories of science which demand the absence of a dynamic energy in the natural world

 The high-energy atmospheric physics(HEAP) includes 2 main sources of the experiential data:Terrestrial Gaimna Flashes (TGFs) - brief burst of gammaradiation (sometimes also electrons and positrons) registeredby the orbiting gamma ray observatories in the space andThunderstorm ground enhancements (TGEs) -the prolongedparticle fluxes registered on the ground level

subject

systems

 Seedelectrons belong to steady population (specific to the heightin the atmosphere, latitude, and longitude of detection site)of the secondary cosmic rays, a product of ninnerous smalland large cascades initiated in the atmosphere by copiousprotons and fully stripped nuclei accelerated in the Galaxyand bombarded terrestrial atmosphere with a rather stableintensity (Extensive Air Showers - EASs)

entire

dynamics

This looks as if they contradict the Law of Conservation of Energy, but they don't, and you can see this when you take the zero-point energy field into account

 in a minute 12 times (each with 5 secintegration time) all channel counts are stored; then withstored values the means and variances are calculated;5

[1]

 In fair weather conditions,the atmosphere is positively charged and the Earth has anopposite-polarity negative charge

Robert Carroll

electrical

The intensity of electron flux is ~ 20 times lesscomparing with gaimna ray intensity

 In this way,we obtained the energy spectra of the neutral particles i

 Long ago he recognized that all perceptible matter comes from a primary substance, or tenuity beyond conception, filling all space, the Akasha or luminiferous ether, which is acted upon by the life giving Prana or creative force, calling into existence, in never ending cycles all things and phenomena

coincidences

minute

scintillators

 Tthe 4 minute peak is formed by particles coming from the vertical direction((coincidences 3 - 7, 5-1, 6-2, 8-4); the particles coming from the inclined directions other combinations of coincidences of upper and lower scintillators,do not show any enhancementFigure 6

 The flux of particles fromthundercloud (TGE) can be 5 times larger than SCR(background) intensity

wavelength

 Estimates of the variances of count rates of each ASNTchannel, variances are calculated by 12 five-secondcounts, i

 Thus, various RB/RREA modelscan be validated byin situ measurements on Aragats, thenatural electron accelerator provided many tens of TGEseach year (Chilingarian et al

Light and heavy cosmic-ray mass group energy spectraas measured by the MAKET-ANI detector

Gibbs

 The energyrelease of such an event should exceed 200 MeV due toa large path of muon in the scintillator

scintillator

2006

, 2001;Dwyer, 2003, 2007, 2012)

Dwyer

feedback

zero-point

 When the large-scaleelectric field in the cloud become relatively high (approachesthe relativistic feedback threshold) the backwardpropagating positrons and backscattered X-rays generatenew avalanches

 The same as in the previous point, but only for particlesthat dos not registered in the upper layer (veto oncharged particles to select samples enriched by neutralparticles);ASNTAragats Solar Neutron TelescopeFigure 1

green

diameter

 Acceleration and multiplication of the cosmic ray electrons by strong electric fields in the thundercloud are well-establishedphenomena comprising the core of the atmospheric high-energy physics

demonstrated

First, in the transmitter you perturb the Drude electron gas, which being embedded in a violent interaction with the active vacuum, perturbs the active vacuum

count

 This flux cannot be associated with an activesolar event (there was no such an event registered by thegamma ray and X-ray sensors on board of Space Weathermonitoring satellites) and with Extensive Air Showers (EAS,only one additional count will be registered on traversal ofthousands of EAS particles in a few tens of nanosecond)

Kozyrev proposed that the rotation of stars was connected with their energy output

Murchison

 However, the origin and location of charged centers in thethundercloud (one of the most important aspects of the atmospheric physics) and conditions for unleashing the particle cascades in theatmosphere are not clear until now

accounts

7 c); the near-vertical flux(coincidences 3 - 7, 5 - 1, 6 - 2, 8 - 4) enhanced by 11

This power resides in an omnipresent infinite sea of negative energy potential

discovered

 In addition,extracting histogram obtained with veto from the histogramobtained without veto we readily come to the histogram ofelectron energy releases (Figure 8)

ejected

 The flux started slow surge, then rockets in 3minutes to the maximal value and decays in 4 minutes

maximal

double

 MonteCarlo simulation of runaway MeV electron breakdownwith application to red sprites and terrestrial gamma rayflashes

shown

 This Hermetic principle tells us that what we see out there in the universe, in the galaxies, stars and planets, we will also find on a smaller scale inside the atoms

flashes

Instead, by assuming the material there in the space, Maxwell and others assumed a MASS-TO-MASS TRANSFORM (INTERACTION)

glass

 (2012), The relativistic feedback dischargemodel of terrestrial gamma ray flashes, J

2011

kinds

contemporary

 When Maxwell discovered that the equations which united electricity with magnetism called for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum at the speed of light, it was suggested that the vacuum was not empty but filled with an elastic medium - the aether - whose excitation produced the phenomenon of light

 Wave-like scalar potential stresses and curves or warps spacetime

ideas

lifetime

membrane

 It manifests the temporal potential of force and form in each and every instant at each and every point of being and our being and becoming

Harris

darkness

The property which is open to influence by torsion fields is spin

 This article examines the emergence of thought in the ancient western civilisation concerning the aether, and then that of the ancient eastern civilisation which used the term"Akasha"Article 1-Aether Tectonics

But if recursive electro-magnetic waves forming fractals is the true nature of consciousness, it means that consciousness is not restricted to life forms only but also inanimate objects must have a kind of consciousness

detect

Coulomb

electromagnetic

event

 We are standing waves in spacetime

The Brusselator, the simpler of the two reaction systems, is defined by the following fourkinetic equations:A ????k1X,a)B + X ????k2Y + Z,b)2X + Y ????k33X,c)(1)X ????k4?
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levels
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 (russian) ("The classical theory of spin

apparatus

interference

Another aspect of the vacuum is that the constant virtual particle flux of the vacuum ZPE can become less virtual (short-lived) near the boundaries of bigger particles, with atomic number Z=137 or higher

presence

As electromagnetic beings, we naturally tap the negentropic potential of our source field

Maxwell

scientific

Alexander Trofimov

discharges

bang

human

domains

It is the mass-free, force-free form that energy takes in space before its interaction with mass creates force

Lorentz

So if the universe is in essence a hologram and there is only one principle that shapes everything from atoms to planets, stars, and the universe at large, we should find proof of these vortexes, Platonic Solids, and doughnut structures in all parts of the universe

Bohr

Potentials in the vacuum are primordial causal agents creating force fields as effects of their interference during virtual photon flux

capacity

superconducting

(5)

The stress energy of the vacuum means fragments of energy, more subtle than electromagnetic energy, turn against themselves and lock into a vector zero summation

Nicola Tesla

thunder
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half

 This fact can be detected by various types of physical, chemical and biological indicators

 This example, however, is not applicable to a free particle - kinetic energy of which can be zero

Newton

wire

traveling

drug

understood

 The measured magnitude of precession has shown that the field which caused that precession has to be thousands of times stronger than the magnetic field of the target's nuclei [14]

proven

Claudia Eberlein

plane

The waves that create matter and that by means of fractals move into the nucleus in an increasing cascade of Golden waves speed up and exceed the light speed

propagation

Some quantum scientists already suggested in the past that the quantum waves could be real waves after all, existing in the physical domain

3The systems dynamics of subquantum kineticsSubquantum kinetics was inspired from research done on open chemical reaction systems suchas the Belousov-Zhabotinskii (B-Z) reaction (Zaikin and Zhabotinskii 1970, Winfree 1974) andthe Brusselator (Lefever 1968, Glansdorff and Prigogine 1971, Prigogine, Nicolis, and Babloyantz1972, Nicolis and Prigogine 1977)

appears
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 Forward describes this "parking ramp" style corkscrew or spring as a ZPE battery that will tap electrical energy from the vacuum and allow charge to be stored

"-Barry Mingst and Paul StoweArticle 47-An Aether Model of the Universe- Dr Allen Rothwarf, Drexel UniversityThefull paper (pdf)is currently only available in 
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William Crookes

summarize
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Finding Your Zero-PointHopefully, in the future, the new paradigm of scalar physics will be employed for the benefit of humanity

electricity

social

 The theory of Descartes at that time was the most convincing natural philosophy and was based on a single dynamic ether as the only reality of the universe

Perebeynos group demonstrated an experimental communication system in which the transmitter and the receiver were constructed as rotating masses

thunderstorm

incoming

 Most of the dissidents argue for the existence of an aether--a medium within which light waves propagate, just as water waves move in water

mercury

Karlsen

spatial

skin

 Perhaps one of the most interesting articles is entitled "The 20th century Michelson-Morley" in which the 1979 experiment of Brillet and Hall is examined with a critical eye by a number of parties

implosion

resonances

acceleration

 It not only produces the obvious result we call gravity, but also is the productive agent of elemental charge, inertia (which is why inertial mass is identical to gravitational mass), and the deBroglie wave phenomena

Nasonov) positioned within the telescope registered the incoming signal even if the main mirror of the telescope was shielded by metal screens

advanced

 The I Ching mentions creation as the result of cyclic mutual transmutations of Yin and Yang energies

Vernadsky

 For instance, the combination of high-frequency electromagnetic oscillations and topological effect ("form effect") is used in the generators developed by Yu

Max Planck

reference

Horgan
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 Although the electromagnetic fields were cancelled out, he demonstrated that his Tesla coils were nevertheless able to transmit energy over long distances

 A configuration in which the Y concentration is greater than Yoand the X concentration isless than Xowould correspond to a positive electric potential and the opposite polarity, low-Y/high-X would correspond to a negative electric potential
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 From his astronomical observations of stars using dedicated telescopes to measure the torsion wave radiation, he noticed that the star radiated this torsion wave energy from a location in the sky that must be the true position of the star whereas the visible light of the star reveals the position of the star many years ago since it took many light-years before this light reached the Earth

Milo Wolf

engineering

range

 This new physics has been called ether physics, scalar physics, virtual physics, plenum physics, scalar electromagnetics, energetics and psychotronics
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financial
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 The basis of both special relativity and general relativity is superfluid equations -- Maxwell's equations for special relativity and generalized superfluid equations for general relativity

cultural

Koltick

occurs
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Weiss
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 The best way to do that is to hit something resonant that is imbedded in the vacuum, then tap the resonant stress of the ringing of the vacuum itself

Wang
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probably

shift

mechanistic

consciousness
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graphics

propagated

One of the two waves in each pair is atime-reversedor phase-conjugate wave, a coupled longitudinal EM wave/antiwave pair forming a scalar (time-polarized) wave for that interacting fraction
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 Mass and spin, as properties of the subatomic particle,emerge at the time the particle first comes into being, and charge, as noted earlier, emerges as asecondary bifurcation of the primary Turing bifurcation

Yurovitsky was the first who pointed out that many phenomena could be explained as a result of manifestation of long-range fields generated by spin or angular momentum density

 Hence subquantum kinetics predicts that stochastic electric andgravity potential fluctuations should spontaneously arise throughout all of space, in regions bothwhere field gradients are present and where they are absent

Also our thoughts leave a fingerprint in the electromagnetic field of the brain, our brainwaves recorded in the EEG

 Maxwell concluded: "Light consists of electromagnetic waves," after combined electricity and magnetism in his electromagnetic wave theory

, the imprinting process structures the substructure of vacuum spacetime[the artificial potential of vacuum]

meters

There are methods of direct engineering of virtual particles at a distance, including the formation of virtual and observable charges at a distance

lake

 Living systems are very sensitive to changes in tiny energy fields and resonance phenomena, both locally and remotely

including

Computer simulations of this system have shown that, when the reaction system operates in itssupercritical mode, an initially homogeneous distribution of X and Y can self-organize into awave pattern of well-defined wavelength in which X and Y vary reciprocally with respect to oneanother as shown in figure 1

makes

applications

Thomson

 Almost 2,500 years ago, Plato wrote that the physical world was constructed from the Platonic solids

meditation

galaxy

 This speculation forms the conceptual foundation for the modern myth of quantum consciousness and the related belief that the human mind commands special powers - psychic forces - that transcend the material universe

 Well, they are nothing but just Wheelers general relativity principle! In short, mass interacts upon spacetime to curve it, and curved spacetime interacts back upon mass to move it or form forces

attraction

impact

 Variations in the concentrations of these threevariables would correspond to the formation of observable electric and gravitational potentialfields, and wave patterns formed by these fields, in turn, would constitute observable materialparticles and energy waves

moves

duration

exist

laboratory

 Each reaction produces its products on the right at a rateequal to the product of the reactant concentrations on the left times its kinetic constant
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Miles Mathis
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physicists
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 The model provides both insight and quantitative results for a large number of phenomena for which conventional theory provides no answers or unsatisfactory answers

century

Note that I am suggesting that gravity waves propagate at a much higher velocity than the conventional idea, but there is no observational evidence that this is wrong, and it is in good agreement with the commonsense observation concerning the direction of the gravitational field

characteristics

Myshkin, who at the end of the nineteenth century conducted a series of experiments using scales [1]

physicist

conscious

This new physics has been called ether physics, scalar physics, virtual physics, plenum physics, scalar electromagnetics, energetics and psychotronics
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 The quantitative relationships between the resulting equations and the corresponding real and illusory quantities, such as time, distance, mass and velocity, are also derived

attached

patterns

using

postulated

objects

Niels Bohr

waves

 This principle states that the position and the momentum of a quantum mechanical particle cannot both be known arbitrarily accurately

As the approach of the third millennium draws near, there has been a steady emergence of interdisciplinary scientific research and knowledge

 a) Charge density profile for the proton predicted by Kelly's preferredLaguerre-Gaussian expansion models and b) the corresponding surface charge densityprofile(after Kelly 2002, Fig

 Adepts of this tradition learn to manipulate energy, allegedly creating miraculous events, such as levitation, teleportation, bilocation, manifestation, instant healing, telepathy and other spiritual powers

rates

external

happened

balls

these theories provide new, alternative approaches to search for breakthrough propulsion physics

knowledge

 The Model G particleTuring wave pattern declines more steeply at greater radial distances, declining as 1/r7at r  4?0and 1/r10for r  6?0, which may be compared to standard theory which propose that thenuclear force declines as Fn? 1/r7

 (russian) ("The influence of torsion fields on a tin melt
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 ChristieABSTRACT:I have reverted to the classical concepts of ether, space and time to develop a pure wave theory of the electron (or fermion) as a simple ROTATING WAVE
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 British physicist Dirac called the vacuum a seething ocean of infinite energy potential, but Tesla engineered applications of non-Hertzian electric waves for wireless transmission

spheres

 Analysis of contemporary EPR Experiments, such as those of Apect, and other papers provide well researched evidence why Caroline writes"Despite all difficulties, I think we shall eventually have to bring back the aether

allows

" Similarly, subquantum kinetics views our observablephysical universe as an epiphenomenal watermark generated by the activity of a higherdimensional ether that functions as an open system

information

collisions

 (russian) ("On the remote influence of stars on the resistor

suddenly

 The vacuum potential, a hidden internal EM energy channel, is the primary channel of biological control as well as human intent

 The IIED device was placed in a room for extended periods of time and the effect of lowering the acidity of water could clearly be measured

 Electrostatic or electromagnetic fields without a torsion component do not exist

lecture

Aristotle

image

Eli Cartan

Machiavellian applications include freezing time, precursor robot wars, dudding missiles, manipulating the nature of mind, artificial life, mind conversion, mass hypnosis, synthetic telepathy, AIDS biological warfare and EM disease propagation

section

magnets

filaments

 This is why space is considered bent by gravity in GR, but it is better to think of space as straight and the velocity of light as variable

Fourier

ocean

regulation

 It allows a particle toself-nucleate in an initially subcritical environment while leaving distant regions of space in theirsubcritical vacuum state

David French

biology

 Discovering any way to react asymmetrically with the ZPF would likely create a space drive

Elsewhere on the web you will find other resource compilations which are concerned with the current status of Theories of Physics and the Cosmos in more general terms - such as theNew and Alternative Theories of PhysicsWebSite maintained by Phil Gibbs, who also maintains the FAQ for sci

closely

 New treatments for the EM fields of the body with low intensity lasers and other forms of coherent light and sound are multiplying
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 Glird" It is our thesis that a continuum of substance fills all space in the known cosmos; that it is an amorphous fluid; that it is everywhere and always the conducting medium for energies; that this material is subject to changes of volume hence is intrinsically compressible; that pressure changes alter the degree of compression of this material; that under the influence of such pressure-density patterning, self persisting units of material occur; and that such units, always contiguous either to each other or to material in unorganized free form, are the things out of which ponderable matter is made

Unobservable potential can be transduced and tapped for energy or creating mass
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Veinik and other researchers who obsered the change of weight emphasized repeatedly that the rotation must be non-stationary

 Subquantum kinetics, the viable replacement for quark theory,differs in several respects, one being the manner in which it handles the origin of mass, charge andspin

creative

oscillator

apply

 Just suppose that all planets, stars and galaxies move through space in this huge doughnut shaped universe

concerning

 This is so for both virtual and observable photons

pairs

cosmos

Riemann
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source

Subquantal disordered virtual state fluctuations of the vacuumis the groundstate of existence

Leyden

undergo

-Jack MartinelliArticle 49-EVE ~ a model of the AETHER- Carlos LabordeThe following abstract will serve as an introduction to this series of articles:The "Eve" model of aether leans on Euclidean space, absolute time and the Galileo transformation

 Physicists say the aether was disproved by the Michelson-Morley experiment a century ago, which did not detect any difference in travel time--as it should have if there is an aether--for two beams of light traveling perpendicular but equidistant paths

LaViolette

 This localized particle wave pattern is possible only becausethe extra G variable has been introduced into the Model G reaction system

events

etheric

true

These waves exist at all wavelengths and are homogeneous and isotropic at the macro-level, which means they have the same properties uniformly in every direction throughout the whole cosmos

 The emanations of the developed generators was interpreted as torsion radiation [19]

configured

organic

 Valone cited several mainstream science journals that are now publishing works by ZPE researchers (Some examples: Phys

future

heating

 It just happens to be the biggest sea of energy that is known to exist and we?re floating inside it

 This type of manifestation of the torsion field was repeatedly observed by numerous researchers: A

 If our theory is correct then, within the errors of measurement, this should be the west-east speed of earth rotation at Boulder, Colorado
 That is a normal transverse wave; considered as an oscillation of the energy density of three-dimensional space, with a structureless, free-flowing time stream

 These wave patterns will become observable in our physical universe as electromagnetic energy, light

Jerry

active
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mechanism

 LindnerEinstein stated that Newton's mechanics and his own general theory attributed physical qualities to space and were therefore ether theories

scalars

 It is this effect which is predicted by an entrained ether theory

God

form
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Article 44-A Model of Matter in an Elastic Medium- Bj?rn KarlsenThis article is actually consistent of an abstractand a fully developedpaperwhich is quite heavy on the mathematical treatment of the subject matter, and reference many of the existent traditional scientific theories, including their development:The resemblance between elastodynamics and electromagnetism has been known for a long time, and was first pointed out by Sir William Thomson (1824-1907) 
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 From the late 80s till the late 90s, major experimental investigations were conducted that confirmed the theoretical predictions

matter
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 In a 1920 lecture Einstein acknowledged the necessity of an ether, although he insisted that the properties of the ether must not violate Special Relativity

 (1972) have referred to them asdissipative structures because the initial growth and subsequent maintenance of these patterns isdue to the activity of the underlying energy-dissipating reaction processes

Fuller

Thomas Edison

 As shown below, it is precisely because of its nonlinear, reactive, and interactive aspectthat the transmuting ether of subquantum kinetics is able to spawn subatomic particles andphotons, manifested either as stationary or inherently propagating ether concentration patterns

successfully

 Kaznacheev, and following in the footsteps of the great 20th century physicist Nikolai Kozyrev

details

disturbance

crystal

Wisdom traditions contend there is a fundamental unity between the universal mind and the cosmos itself -- including the unfolding of time

 gt;From cosmological and astronomical scales, to the subatomic, the theory of harmonics postulates the existence of an aether, and presents an account not in conflict with existing observation
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situation
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Bearden describes killer apps that make scalars relevant to us all

There is a cloud of virtual particles around the "bare" electron interacting with it

theory

project

supports

 A field has a value at each point in space, in contrast to the properties of a particle which are localized to a tiny region of space

Article 42-Simple Relativity: Deeper Questions  the Aetheric Ocean- Floyd CreaseyThis article represents Part 2 of a work which references the presentation of the aether by way of an explanation of inertial resistance:A graph showing the distance from the skin of the airplane versus the amount of speed that the air moves in the direction of the airplanes motion, has a hyperbolic shape

 Jerry ShifmanOver a period of more than twenty years, I have worked out a way of visualizing gravity that is based on a hydrodynamic ether
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 All matter comes out of space by the action of positive electricity and is returned to space by the action of negative electricity

In the context of subquantum kinetics, the very existence of the physical world we see around usis evidence of the dynamic organic unity that operates in the universal substratum below,imperceptible to us and out of reach of direct detection by the most sophisticated instruments
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power

 a) Charge density profile for the neutron predicted by Kelly's preferredLaguerre-Gaussian expansion models and b) the corresponding surface charge densityprofile(after Kelly 2002, Fig
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 Physicists just visualize the observer time flowing smoothly, and ignore the fact that the EM wave carries time dynamics as well as energy dynamics

additional

Open Sesame of SubspacePassage of an electromagnetic wave through the vacuum leaves an invisible trace

fluid

report

 The universe is a rogue wave pumped up from zero to macroscopic proportions

Manfred Clynes

universal

One advantage of Model G is that a positive electric potential fluctuation characterized by anegative X potential also generates a corresponding negative G potential fluctuation by virtue ofthe reverse reaction X????k-2G, and this in turn produces a local supercritical region allowingthe seed fluctuation to persist and grow in size

 Insubquantum kinetics the energy potential field (ether concentration gradient) is regarded as thereal existent and the prime cause of motion, "force" being regarded as a derived manifestation

term
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 Amara Graps"The properties of light have perplexed scientists ever since humans were capable of giving it thought

 Millennium TwainThe RAPR (Ratbag Antiphysics Rag) Dissident Physics Newsletter archive commences from June 1994 and presents a huge resource of alternate theories of the cosmos and the phenomena thereof
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importance
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 Harold Aspden (See Article 38 below), has also published a book entitledAetheric Science Papers, and the following extract might serve as an introduction to this new area of research:"If the aether delivers energy on loan to you and you use it to run the motor as the poles come together but refuse to give it back, then the aether has to replenish itself by taking power from its own vast pool of energy activity

etc), there still remains a distinct separation of quantum mechanics from other branches of physics, notably general relativity

structure

 They did not believe in particle wave duality

So, if youll just substitute the more modern term longitudinal EM wave for the term scalar wave, and realize that you are in an engineerable electro-gravitational theory, you will have it in a nutshell
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 Forward saying that there is an infinite amount of energy available
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 Responses ofBacillus subtilis spores to space environment: Results from experiments in space Origins of Life and Evolution of Biospheres 23, 37-52

 The vacuum potential is the pervasive source of all matter/energy or massergy, rooted in the cosmic acceleration

 In the new emerging physics, the Newtonian particles and quantum mechanical particle/wave duality is abandoned

Podgoretsky experimentally determined that when neutrons are passing through spin-polarized targets, a precession of neutrons arises

 If Maxwell's statement is true, then what do the waves travel in, since mechanical waves have to propagate in some medium?This paper is a brief investigation of that medium- called the ether

solid

 Since etherons reactand transform in a stochastic Markovian fashion, the etheron concentrations of all etheronspecies will vary stochastically above and below their steady-state values, the magnitudes ofthese fluctuations conforming to a Poisson distribution
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 All material things in the universe must be self-aware!Indigenous tribes like the native Indians of America and the Australian aboriginals for instance have always claimed that everything from the raindrops to rivers, from rocks to mountains are alive
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 This medium, termed the transmuting ether,like the Akashic field, forms the substrate from which all physical form in our universe emerge

theories

equivalent

 Thus classical field theory leads to aconception of space which Alfred North Whitehead has criticized as being one of mere simplelocation, where objects simply have position without incorporating any reference to other regionsof space and other durations of time

100

for in a medium of the properties of the ether, we cannot possibly exert a strain, or produce a displacement or motion of any kind, without causing in the surrounding medium an equivalent and opposite effect

 Every object with a certain surface geometry will simultaneously generate left and right torsion fields of a certain configuration depending on the geometry of the object

supposed

 The internal dynamic flow of time has infolded sublevels and engines that pump up the quantum field effects to breech the mystic threshold of observability

movement
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 The superposition of all these torsion fields determines the intensity and spatial configuration of the characterist torsion field of that substance

 In the nineteenth century, the task of science seemed to be designing suitable fluid dynamical models utilizing Aether to explain each of those mysterious forces
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 has been the credo of suppression of these technologies since Teslas time

 To initiate the particle's nucleation, a negative subquantum X ether fluctuation-?x(r) was introduced at spatial coordinate r = 0
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 Conscious life is not restricted to animate life forms that dwell upon the land; the Indians believed that every material thing had a soul, including the land

 The registration of the true positions of different stars could be interpreted only as registration of star radiation that had velocities billions of times greater than the speed of light

The virtual blueprints of everything that ever was or will be, as well as the powers of mind linkage, mass mind control and healing are locked in this universal zip drive

orientation

 Other phenomena that can most probably be described by the model are the polarization of light, the mass increase with speed and the energy-mass equivalence
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dark

 The former periodic densities emerge as a result of the particle's primary bifurcation fromthe homogeneous steady-state solution, while the latter aperiodic bias emerges as a result of itssecondary bifurcation from an existing steady-state Turing solution
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And those EM potentials are centered on the atomic nuclei of atoms comprising the living system's molecules, cells, tissues, and mass

patents

 The Model G ether reaction systeminvestigated by subquantum kinetics

globules
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 Among the concepts treated are: wave-particle duality, the nature of spin (a vortex in the aether), the derivation of Hubbles law; electric fields (polarization of the aether); Zitterbewegung (a bare particle orbiting within a vortex core); inflation in cosmology; the arrow of time; the Pauli exclusion principle (repulsion between parallel spin vortices); the nature of the photon (a region of rotating polarized aether propagating with a screw-like motion); neutrinos (a spin vortex with no particle in its core); redshifts; g-ray bursters; and a number of other topics

 If using large spheres, then it would resonate with very long, low energy frequencies

 It is the nesting of the Platonic solids that creates the electron shells of the atom

The mind/brain/body problem can only be solved by looking at this interior energetics, or we will never understand life, memory, personality or thought

test

d)The capital letters specify the concentrations of the various reaction species, and the kidenotethe kinetic constants for each reaction

properties
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 Trofimov and Kaznacheev have, for the past thirty years, been experimentally developing the practical explanations, and have made some surprising discoveries

All matter exists as interference patterns or deformations in the Inertial radiant frequencies of space

), and their "chronal" fields could affect practically all physical and biological objects and could not be shielded by "usual" screens [4]
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The ether is simply described by the field gij(x,t), is dynamical and interacts with matter via the Einstein equations

chemical

existence

Dan Winter

 It is limitless because Nature conserves energy and if we use the energy Nature feeds to us in a consumable form, Nature has a way of recapturing that energy as we shed it and reprocessing it through its sub-quantum underworld to feed it back into its original form

Viktor Schauberger

remote

Dale Ponds

spherical

 Later, the photoelectric effect showed that light had properties similar to a particle, and if it could move around as a particle, it certainly didn't need a medium

causation

exposed

radial

consistent

 The duration of the simulation consists of 100arbitrary time units and the reaction volume measures 100 arbitrary spatial units, from -50 to+50, with one fifth of the volume being displayed in the graph

 Somehow a torsion field can be created in water that is a fingerprint of the chemicals dissolved in the water

Keely

 Since no other physical mechanism has ever been sucessfully offered to explain Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity, it is prudent to explore an alternative modern light frame (ether) theory which can provide a non-contradicrory physical explanation of all experimental results of the predictions of relativity to date

machines

Together, space, time, and energy form a manifold of functional quantum space

 It offers no destiny for spent energy radiated into outer space

infinite

Heat, cold, explosions, implosions, light phenomena (glowing orbs), destruction of electronics, human sickness or instant death, and even psychological phenomena can be created in the minds of those in the target zone

 When fluctuations reach a critical threshold they are able to spawn stable waveforms in our observable physical universe

production

the electro-magnetic theory of light and all facts observed teach us that electric and ether phenomena are identical

weight

cathode

The appearance of these positive and negative charge densities necessitates the simultaneousappearance of the particle's inertial rest mass

Harold

record

Loeb

mainstream

A growing number of physicists today believe that the universe indeed is self-aware

 The stress of the vacuum is a sort of conglomerate potential pressure, where the individual stresses of various types of particles, if integrated by external means, sum into the overall stress (pressure)

 James DeMeoThis article is a response to Martin Gardner's Attack on Reich and Orgone Research in the Skeptical Inquirer, and was prepared by by James DeMeo, Ph

bubble

 Through his astronomical and mathematical studies, Kozyrev concluded that time is actually a kind of information frequency beam transmitted from stellar cores (which his studies showed to be not hot and dense but relatively cool and more hollow, though quite complex in nature)

directly

produces

paper

lens

central

inherent

longitudinal

Another implication for free energy from ZPE comes from the fact that Casimir also mentioned a three-dimensional volume effect (Physica XIX, 1956, 846)

constant

net

difference

Louis Pasteur

patent

polarization

force

Gibson

near

 Real world EM vector fields can be assembled by interfering scalar potentials, and likewise, scalar fields are created by destructively interfering vector fields in a nonlinear medium

 In other words, these systems allow order to spontaneouslyemerge (entropy to decrease) by virtue of the fact that they function as open systems; theSecond Law of Thermodynamics only applying to closed systems

security

 The rise and fall of the fluctuationmagnitude reaches its maximum value of -1 after 10 time units, or 10% of the way through the9simulation, and diminishes back to zero magnitude (flat line) by 20 units of time, or 20% of theway through the simulation

Yam

 This autogenicparticle formation ability is what allows Model G to become a promising candidate system forthe generation of physically realistic subatomic structures

people

relativity

devices

5)The anticipation of the Pioneer effect; the prediction that a spacecraft maser signaltransponded through interplanetary space should be observed to blueshift its wavelength at arate of about one part in 1018per second (LaV, 1985c, 2005)

confirmed

electrons

causal

Thus here we have a stunning confirmation of a central feature of the subquantum kineticsphysics methodology whose prediction was first made in the mid 70's at a time when it was stillconvention to regard the field in the core of the nucleon as rising sharply to a central cusp

 But this only occurs when afluctuation of sufficiently large magnitude arises, the vast majority being far too small to attainthe required subquantum energy threshold

13apparent when surface charge density (r2?) is plotted as a function of radial distance as shown infigures 8-b and 9-b

 The give and take of virtual photons of energy is what shapes the zero point field

bacteria

Presumably, were that flow checked but for an instant, the whole physical world would vanish,as a cloud melts away in the empyrean

rise

The Model G ether reaction systemSubquantum kinetics postulates a nonlinear reaction system similar to the Brusselator thatinvolves the following five kinetic equations termed Model G (LaViolette, 1985b):A ????k1G,a)G ????k2X,b)B + X ????k3Y + Z,c)(2)2X + Y ????k43X,d)X ????k5?

4This system defines two global reaction pathways which cross-couple to produce an X-Yreaction loop

means

sound

 (Mer=rotating light, Ka=spirit, Ba=human body)

" About the subatomicparticle, which they refer to as the "ultimate physical atom", they state: "It is formed by the flowof the life-force and vanishes with its ebb

4)The prediction that the luminosity of brown dwarf stars should be due to the photonblueshifting effect described in (3) (LaV, 1985c, 1996, 2010)

Amara Graps

constitute

 Subquantumkinetics identifies the G concentration with gravitational potential, where G concentrationsgreater than the prevailing homogeneous steady-state concentration value, Go, would constitutepositive gravity potentials and G concentrations less than Gowould constitute negative gravitypotentials

 But Kanno et al (2002) describe how quasi-scalar-tensor gravity works as a hologram at low energy in the sense that the bulk geometry can be reconstructed from the solution of quasi-scalar-tensor gravity

provided

trials

 Beingpresent as various etheron types (or states) labeled A, B, X, and so on, these diffuse throughspace and react with one another in the manner specified by Model G

 Critical to the understanding of the nature of this light spectrum however, is whether it matches the known spectra of ionized gases

 Static torsion fields can take on the form of vortexes like the one mentioned in the implosion physics of Daniel Winter

 Young and Fresnel gave evidence for light as waves

medium

10)The prediction that a monopolar electron discharge should produce a longitudinal electricpotential wave accompanied by a matter repelling gravity potential component (LaV, 1985b,1994)

runaway

James DeMeo

 From early space travel NASA learned that astronauts get disoriented and distressed when they are shut off from the Schumann resonance

TF Torrance

results

 Internally dynamic scalars essentially pump negentropy or increased order and information into existence as energy and/or mass

Jung

vacuum state is represented as a transition to the upper primary bifurcation branch whichbranches past critical thresholdc

 One-dimensional computer simulation of the concentrations of theBrusselator's X and Y variables (diagram after R

 Those vacuum engines/spacetime engines are precisely what can be built by assembling and using longitudinal EM waves

cause

fusion

Parthenogenesis: The creation of matter from zero-point fluctuationsAccording to subquantum kinetics, material particles nucleate from electric and gravitypotential fluctuations that spontaneously arise from the ether vacuum state

released

 Relative motion of an electric poten-tial field, or of an X-Y concentration gradient, would generate a magnetic (or electrodynamic)force (LaViolette 1994, 2010)

" It theorizes far lower ZPE densities, on the order of less than 1 erg/cm3, or lessthan the radiation energy density prevailing at 2000 K

charged

Bischof

radius

All this harkens back to a similar, historically important difference between the world views of Galileo, history?s greatest empiricist, and Newton, a man who was preoccupied with theology

miles

 These are14properties which are predicted to arise only at the quantum level, and which amazingly emerge ascorollaries of the Model G reactions

laws

dodecahedron

Albert Einstein

principles

feet

nitrogen

 Sufficientlynegative G potentials create supercritical conditions that allow matter formation and photon blue-shifting while positive G potential values create subcritical conditions that cause tired-lightphoton redshifting and in extreme instances particle dematerialization

books

 Without enlarging further upon the subject, I would say, that I look upon all electrostatic, current and magnetic phenomena as being due to electrostatic molecular forces

Two out-of-phase waves travel together as a zero-vector pair; the component waves are in-phasespatially, out-of-phase inthe time dimension

described

The neutron's transition to the charged proton state involves an excess production rate of Yper unit volume in its core coupled with a corresponding excess consumption rate of X per unitvolume

9)The prediction that galaxies should progressively grow in size with the passage of timeproceeding from compact types such as dwarf ellipticals and compact spirals to mature spiralsand giant ellipticals (LaV, 1985c, 1994)

Nasonov) conducted astronomical observations using a receiving system of a new type

composed

system

Sagnac

 Over time they weave a tapestry of the history of all that has ever happened within the universe from the movement of the smallest subatomic particle, to the revolution of the planets, and the expansion of galaxies

metaphysical

Shipov

cold

 However, experiments by Sagnac (1913), Graneau (1983),Silvertooth (1987, 1989), Pappas and Vaughan (1990), Lafforgue (1991), and Cornille (1998), toname just a few, have established that the idea of relative frames is untenable and should bereplaced with the notion of an absolute ether frame

But the bornless domain of this uberspace isnt in a parallel dimension, so where is it? The potential is everywhere all the time at right angles to normal reality, in the orthorotated fabric of subspace

 thesecondary bifurcation past bifurcation point'creates electrostatic charge

 Subquantum kineticsallows the possibility of parallel universes forming either "upstream" or "downstream" of ourown universe wherever the ether reaction stream intersects itself to form a reaction loop similarto Model G

10Moreover the Turing wave subatomic particle has been shown to quantitatively account for theresults of particle diffraction experiments, thereby eliminating paradoxes that arise in standardtheories that rely on deBroglie's pilot wave interpretation or Schroedinger's wave packet concept

 Boyer traces the historical "creation of the vacuum" as proceeding in stages in parallel with the historical development of ideas about the vacuum

 Model G is in effect therecipe, or software, that generates the physical universe

decrease

volume

12)The prediction that inertial mass should decrease with a rise of G potential or with an increasein negative potential, and should increase with the reverse polarity (LaV, 1985b)

diffusing

 The Research Laboratory for Vacuum energy devotes its research to a method, which may enable us to use the energy inherent in the quantum vacuum as an energy source

 Additionally, wave propagation in solids, liquids and gasses depends on the presence, and electromagnetic properties, of atoms

Graneau

rock

view

Abrahamson

interaction

 Kelly's charge density model predicts that the proton and neutron both havea gausian shaped positive charge density core surrounded by a periodic electric field having awavelength approximating the Compton wavelength

It should be added that subquantum kinetics has made a number of testable predictions, twelveof which have been subsequently verified (LaViolette 1986, 1992, 1996, 2005, 2010); see Table 1

 Since theforward kinetic constants have values much greater than the reverse kinetic constants, thereactions have the overall tendency to proceed irreversibly to the right

The portion of the atmosphere around an airplane which is significantly affected by the passing aircraft, or tends to move along with the aircraft motion, is the source of the parasitic drag, and is referred to as the 'boundary layer' of air

2)The prediction that the universe is cosmologically stationary and that photons passingthrough intergalactic regions of space should progressively decrease their energy, that is, thatphotons should continually undergo a tired-light redshift effect (LaV, 1985c, 1986)

develop

current

Yin

Real EM photons (quanta of light) are emitted from that charge and spread into 3-space at light speed

mass

 60, 1999) where he is able to get motion from zero input force

hot

Table 1Twelve Apriori Predictions of Subquantum Kinetics that were Subsequently Verified1)The prediction that the electric field in the core of a nucleon should be configured as aradially periodic Turing wave pattern of progressively declining amplitude, and that a chargednucleon should have a Turing wave pattern whose core electric potential is biased relative tothe background electric potential (LaV, 1985b, 2008b)

consisting

target

(3)

luminous

 This aether will have a wave propagation speed of about 10^15 cm/s which is very much faster than light

2001

 The constituents of this medium, the 'Aethrons', are in constant random motion with perfectly elastic collisions, analogous to the atoms of an ideal gas

ionization

molecular

Veinik's theory, "chronons" generate the so called "chronal" field

Lamoreaux

Langmuir

Today, practically all of the contemporary physics texts on the subject of space, time and the material structure of the cosmos are prefaced with an account of this "ancient belief"

proposed

experience

7)The prediction that galactic core emissions should come from uncollapsed matter-creatingstellar masses (Mother stars), rather than from matter-accreting black holes (LaV, 1985c)

fig

Pappas

Subquantum kinetics further requires that for Model G to be physically realistic, the values ofits kinetic constants, diffusion coefficients, and reactant concentrations should be chosen suchthat the emergent Turing wave has a wavelength equal to the Compton wavelength, ?0, of theparticle it represents, this being related to particle rest mass energy Eo, or to its rest mass mo, bythe formula:?0= hc/Eo= h/moc, (4)where h is Planck's constant and c is the velocity of light

 In conventional physics, ZPE fluctuations are theorized to haveenergies comparable to the rest mass energy of subatomic particle and to emerge as particle-antiparticle pairs which rapidly annihilate one another

potential

Bearden claims scalar tech has been used for nefarious purposes by nation states and criminal factions at the global level

Edmund Whittaker

person

 One such vortex carried the planets around the sun, and countless smaller vortices aggregated into different sizes of universal matter, filling the whole of space

support

 This central G-well generates a region that issufficiently supercritical to allow the fluctuation to rapidly grow in size and eventually developinto an autonomous particulate dissipative structure which is seen fully developed in the lastframe at t = 35 units

 Also relative motion of a gravity potential field, of a G concen-tration gradient, is predicted to generate a gravitodynamic force, the gravitational equivalent of a6Figure 4

equations

 By the spinning of the ball torsion fields were created that caused a slight change in the total mass of the ball

Subquantum kinetics leads to a novel understanding of force, acceleration, and motion

detected

positively

 It has a propagation velocity that we call the speed of light, but does vary from place to place depending on the density and pressure of the aether

 Faraday and Maxwell nearly concluded this task with respect to the mysteries of magnetism and electricity

morphogenesis

international

terrestrial

virtual particles cloak the electron, in effect reducing the charge and electromagnetic force observed at a distance

 So it can only vary the time-density dynamics

 ~Tom BeardenThe universe feeds on time

viscosity

Anderson

 These experiments not only2soundly refute the special theory of relativity, but also indicate that information can becommunicated at superluminal speeds

transmission

3)The prediction that photons traveling within galaxies should progressively increase theirenergy, that is, blueshift their wavelengths, and consequently that the luminosity of planetsand red dwarf stars should be due to energy being spontaneously generated in their interiors(LaV, 1985c, 1992)

archae

confirmation

animals

standing

reality

, acritical fluctuation consisting of a low X concentration or a high Y concentration), with furthergrowth, a further reduction of X and increase in Y, is able to break the symmetry of the initialvacuum state to produce what is called a Turing bifurcation

Scalars exist only in the vacuum of empty space, including that between our own atoms

Jim Bourassa

 As Feynman, Leighton, and Sands (1964) have shown, instandard physics magnetic force can be mathematically expressed solely in terms of the effectthat a moving electric potential field produces on a charged particle obviating the need formagnetic potential field terms

pulses

The process of detachment from one's body, emotions, thoughts, and even the notion of self is a way of dis-identifying with the old outworn model, and creating a nonlocalized impression of oneself as identical with universal consciousness

 Nor, in offering an alternativeto the space-time warping concept of general relativity, does it negate the reality of orbitalprecession, the bending of starlight, gravitational time dilation, and gravitational redshifting

 It is further possible for the waves in the vortices to produce further vortices and again the velocity will be slower

Despite this overwealming peer-reviewed state of affairs, there nevertheless exist, and have existed, individuals who have stated their disagreement with the contemporary theories of the physical sciences

 (russian) ("On the physical-biological properties of the bee's nests

It should be kept in mind that the charge densities forming the proton's Turing wave pattern,and that are associated with its inertial mass, are distinct from and additional to the chargedensity that centrally biases its Turing pattern and produces the particle's long-range electricfield

 These space and time units are dimensionless, meaning that the units of measure arenot specified

 And those EM potentials are centered on the atomic nuclei of atoms comprising the living system's molecules, cells, tissues, and mass

 Water proves to be a good medium for storing static torsion fields

In the late 1980s to early 90s, astronomical observations using the Kozyrev-type detector were successfully conducted by a group of academics at the Russian Academy of Sciences under M

 However, while there is a finite chance of such a material universe being spawned,the possibility that it would actually form are vanishingly small since the ether reactionparameters would need to adopt the proper precise values in order to spawn the necessarynucleon building blocks

 The following snippets appear from the 20th century Michelson-Morleypage:"They also found a frequency shift of 17 Hz at twice the table rotation rate, which they could not explain, dependent on direction of the interferometer with respect to the lab

towards

indeed

 Free energy emerges from a strong gradient, a negentropic scalar pump, an eternal fountain of cosmic creative energy

 Ever since Casimir predicted it and various other scientists have verified it, this simple equation is really all that is underlying the theory of the zero point field and zero point fluctuation

secret

 LaViolette January 31, 2011The new ether conceptSubquantum kinetics is a unified field theory whose description of microphysical phenomenahas a general systems theoretic foundation (LaViolette 1985a,b,c, 1994, 2010)

This ether, which requires more than three dimensions for its description, differs from 19thcentury mechanical ethers in that it is continually active, its multifarious components transmut-ing, reacting among themselves, and diffusing through space, these interweaving processes bindingthe ether into an organic unity

 Each of these reactions has in addition a reverse reaction, not dia-grammed here, whose reaction rate is governed by a reverse kinetic constant k-i

dwarf

 The torsion fields created by human intention are simply memorized in water

8)The prediction that stars in the vicinity of the Galactic center should be massive bluesupergiant stars as opposed to low mass red dwarf stars (LaV, 1985c)

dissipative

negentropic

cells

 Not only doesthis one allow Model G to establish electro-gravitic field coupling, but as described below, it alsoallows the spontaneous formation of material particles in an initially subcritical ether

orthodox

However, subquantum kinetics does not negate the existence of "special relativistic effects"such as velocity dependent clock retardation and rod contraction

11)The prediction that the speed of the superluminal gravity wave component of a monopolarelectron discharge should depend on the potential gradient of the discharge (LaV, 2003,2010)

2016

mirrors

"- Albert Einstein

6)The prediction that blue supergiant stars rather than red giant stars should be the precursorsof supernova explosions (1985c, 1995)

 This finally solves the enigma of the wave particle duality of quantum science

noted

impossible

The subquantum kinetics ether functions as an open system, where etherons transformirreversibly through a series of "upstream" states, including states A and B, eventually occupyingstates G, X, and Y, and subsequently transforming into the D and ? states and from therethrough a sequence of "downstream" states; see figure 4

self-organize

Moore

formed

expected

correspond

 A scalar potential, like ripples in a pond, either increases or decreases at each and every focal point throughout spacetime, including inside our bodies

Masaru Emoto

 By compar-ison, subquantum kinetics rejects the idea that the spatial vacuum is "seething with particles andantiparticles

ison

 EM fields embody or store gestalts, patterns of information

factor

Buckminster

field

creates

media

 He proposed a gas-like ether that is acted on by a "life-giving creative force" whichwhen thrown into infinitesimal whorls gives rise to ponderable matter and that when this forcesubsides and the motion ceases, matter disappears leaving only the ether

In the course of dispensing with the Schroedinger wave packet and its associated probabilityfunction describing the indeterminate position of a mass point, it is advisable to also throw outthe Copenhagen interpretation with its mysterious "collapse of the wave function" theorized totake place when the quantum "entity" through measurement becomes determined to be either awave or a particle

 In other words, they have confused the magnitude of the water-collected in/on a standard bucket from a raging river, as the magnitude of the water in the river at the dipping point! The scalar potential itself isnt even a scalar entity! Its a multiwave, multivector entity

series

 They proved that inertia is the effect caused by accelerating mass through the zero point field

(b)

 The buffeting of the vacuum fluctuation knocks out an observable photon, shifting the quantum gearbox from virtual energy up to quantal level energy

specified

Veinik supposed that while the object is spinning, "chronons" are interacting with other "chronons" that surround this object and therefor the weight of the object changes

psychic

history

various

Now I want to suggest that the universe is filled with a gas which is something like this and I will call it the aether

 Thismore compact representation of the electron, allows the existence of smaller diameter sub-groundstate orbits having fractional quantum numbers

processes

periodicity

Bearden says, A longitudinal wave is a time density oscillation, vibrating in the time domain with zero frequencies

Ray Thomes

acquired

evening

primordial

Whereas the Brusselator and B-Z reaction conceive of a chemical medium consisting of variousreacting and diffusing molecular species, subquantum kinetics conceives of a space-filling ethericmedium consisting of various reacting and diffusing etheric species termed etherons

vortex

 According tosubquantum kinetics, the arrow of time, as physically observed in all temporal events, may beattributed to the continuation of this subquantum transformative process

 above]- Millennium Twain (Jan'97)Article 25-A Theory of the Etherial Space of Newton and Einstein

 The kinetic constants kidenote the relative propensity for thereaction to proceed forward

 The semi-random behaviour of the aetherinos seems specially well suited to describe the quantum phenomena but this subject is not studied in the present version of this work

electron

nucleate

via

spinning

 In each and every nano-instant, we a reborn at the birthplace of matter, much like a refreshing screen and therefore have the potential to reform utterly, instantaneously

(35)

auTheories of the AetherArticles relating to the Emergence ofScientific Theories of the Cosmic Aether"Thus he then classified living creatures into genera and species,and divided them in every way until he came to theirelements,which he called the five shapes and bodies -aether, fire, water, earth and air

Summary: In a continuous creation, the center of the universe is everywhere and it is a seething cauldron of potential

rays

beam

Bohm

 After meeting the Swami and after continued study of the Eastern view of the mechanisms driving the material world, Tesla began using the Sanskrit words Akasha, Prana, and the concept of a luminiferous ether to describe the source, existence and construction of matter

carbon

The vacuum ground state is not completely empty, but seethes with impermanent virtual particles and fields

Hooke

learn

Takeuchi have attempted to explain the effect of antigravitation as the manifestation of torsion fields generated by the spinning gyroscope [6]
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 (2004, Science, 304:1944) covering peptide molecular photodiodes just 1 nm across -- another example of a molecular tool for studying this zero point energy that shows up on the molecular level

 Her work is an omnisensory fusion of intelligence, science-art, chaos theory, plenum physics, and emergent paradigm shift melding experiential psychotherapy, new physics, biophysics, paramedia, philosophy, cosmology, healing, creativity, qabalah, magick, metaphysics, and society

 the vacuum energy must be able to create particles

crystals

Massless observable radiant energy is often confused with nonobservable virtual vacuum fluctuation

formation

generated

alternating

creativity

 It is only the persistence of that flow which maintains7the physical basis of the universe

reacting

These effects emerge as corollaries of its reaction-diffusion ether model (LaViolette 1985b, 1994,2004, 2010)

usually

exactly

 When we are some distance away from the passing truck, then the wind force is less strong

 Our observable physical universe would be entirely encompassed by the G, X, and Yether states, which would reside at a nexus along this transformation dimension, the continualetheron transformation process serving as the Prime Mover of our universe

 Nevertheless, because these fluctuationsare unpaired, they are potentially able to spawn material particles

 And while the philosophy of science is based on positivism, does not recognize the existence of an unobservable spiritual realm and contradicts mystical teachings, SQK derives from general systems principles, admits the possibility of an unseen realm and harmonizes with mystical teachings

don

coefficients

physically

reactant

difficult

speed

0Like any seasoned magician or wizard, Tom Beardens crowded hyperspace closet contains more than ordinary skeletons

dimension

original

Helmholtz

 The global positioning system provides evidence against special relativity and for the existence of an aether

mechanics

born

Subquantum kinetics presents a substantially different paradigm from that of standard physicswhich views particles as closed systems

Bearden

 In such a system,ordered field patterns may spontaneously emerge from initially homogeneous field distributionsor they may progressively dissolve back to the homogeneous state depending on the criticality ofthe reaction system

actually
 This further impacts the proposed structure for thecombined quark pairs

 It mustin some way be similar to a three-dimensional version of the eye wall of ahurricane, and must be similarly fueled by two opposing energy sources

Again, the two parameters that must be met for electron-positron pairproduction is that first the frequency of the wave must be high enough sothat the shape of the quarks are spherical, and second that the dark wavemust also be negatively saturated in its antithetical direction

 Finally, it is proposed thatquarks do not exist at all independently from each other or from the aether,but instead, are merely a method for defining the amount of potential orvirtual energy that is contained within the electromagnetic wave oscillatingwithin the AFP (aether fractal plenum), and that is used during the processof the formation of particles

Electron-Positron Pair ProductionAs illustrated in the figures below, an electron would form bybringing together three coincident Zoelectromagnetic waves in phase witheach other and on three-dimensional polar coordinates

Also, in the picture above, the mechanics of an electromagnetic wave arevisualized to operate the same as the mechanics of a timing wheel and/ortiming spring in a mechanical clock, which functions as a rotary oscillatingsystem

 Second, to integrate thatconcept along with other concepts proposed by other members within theNPA, and also along with the standard quark model proposed bycontemporary physics

equal

Johnson

 Finally a fourth possibility is that the extended wave spectrumactually surpasses the 90 degree phase shift and that at around a 118 degreephase shift a miniature black hole is formed as shown below, and which maybe a pair of uuu/ddd and uuu/ddd particles

 However, the spin vectors (magnetic) and the force1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd GenerationThree-Generational Logarithmic Scale Plancks Frequency1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 10 of 26 Aether

 Third, to present those ideas to the members of theNPA at the 16th NPA conference in Storrs, Connecticut, for the purpose ofgenerating ideas that may lead to a mathematical proof that is in agreementwith existing accepted mathematical values, such as Plancks Length or theAlpha Fine Structure Constant

 The third alternative is to keep the saturation point at one electronvolt and then to explain the 25% shortfall

 Also, there would be tertiary effects caused by ourEarths moon and the other planets and moons in our solar system, allgrowing and expanding as they orbit the Sun and each other

2nd

remain

somehow

1st

 This charge is thencongruent with the plus 2/3 charge of the up quark as illustrated below:1st  2nd Generation Quarks at 45 degrees+ 2/3 charged Up Quark (in tension)+ 1/3 charged Not Down Quark (represented by the void)Actual + 1/3 charged Not Down Quark (in tension)1st  2nd Generation Quarks at 225 degrees- 2/3 charged Not Up Quark (represented by the void)- 1/3 charged Down Quark (in compression)Actual - 2/3 charged Not Up Quark (in compression)It must be noted as illustrated in the above diagrams, that althoughplus and minus charges may be thought of as light and dark, they areactually tension or stretching of the aether, and accordingly, compression oraccumulation of the aether

Third Generation Waves  Nucleon Pair ProductionThe third generation of electromagnetic waves functions similar toboth the first and second generations, in that it frees the second generation ofquarks to form particles, just as the second generation wave freed the firstgeneration of quarks to form particles

 Allthat is necessary to make that separation permanent, is to bring threespherical waves together in phase and on a 3d axis, such that together thethree separated portions can combine together three-dimensionally andpermanently to form a new particle

 Also, since the up quark has a positive charge, the not downquark would also have a positive charge, which when added together equals(1) one

emergence

 First, that the real world, that is the one that is really out there,and including the mechanics of our human mind, is highly structured andhighly organized

 Accordingly, this four-dimensional ring structure orenergy cell structure would then have four north poles and four southpoles, with either the four north poles occurring at the center of each of thefour rings and the four south poles occurring at the triangular intersectionbetween each of any three rings, or it may also be structured similar to spinice utilizing the two-in/two-out rule

 However, this formula was derived backwards knowing theanswer in advance in order to achieve a possible structure, and then onlyrecalculated forward to show that the proposed structural concept wasviable

 Then on the following pageare two more diagrams, the first is the Higgs Boson Ball, and the second isthe proposed structure for the nucleus of an atom, both as were presented atthe 15thNPA Conference

activity

Quarks as Charge Segments of a ZoElectromagneticWaveAs proposed last year at the 15th NPA conference, quarks are notparticles or partial particles, but instead, are quantum charge segments of theZoelectromagnetic wave

According to my paper submitted last year at the 15th annualconference, neutrinos can have two forms, strings as kinetic energy(velocity), and rings as rotational energy (eddy currents)

 An electromagnetic wave or a photon fora very brief moment at the point of saturation does contain mass, but it isA B1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 11 of 26 Aether

 A quark is then the portion of theelectromagnetic wave of maximum angular momentum and/or maximumenergy, which is midway between the maximum spin and the maximumforce vectors

voids

 Since, voids are nothing and can have no charge, it is insteadin reality a void surrounded by a plus one-third charge

charm

 As a consequence the speed of light decreases with time on the scale of the age of the universe

 Accordingly, these eight individual packets of energy are themissing up, down, charm and strange quarks and their four opposites, asillustrated on the preceding page

 It is also then possible thatat the saturation point of the thirdgeneration of waves, that amomentary membrane forms, like aflicker of light, from the structureof the matter within which it isoscillating

 Finally, magnetic fields are not aether in motion, butinstead the energy cells within the AFP skewed by twisting, and thenholding or maintaining the energy cells in this skewed position, therebycreating a skewed charge field distribution

 Then the three generations under investigation would occupy asmaller portion of the entire electromagnetic wave spectrum

discussed

docAnother option is to realize that the 90-degree phase shift would causethe 3rdgeneration wave spectrum to shrink; and to therefore, extend the 3rdgeneration wave spectrum accordingly, by integrating the phase shift overthe entire 3rdgeneration wave spectrum as shown above

docFirst Generation Electromagnetic WavesThe next step is to see how this proposed structure for the aetherfractal plenum (AFP) fits into the illustration for the first generation ofelectromagnetic waves as presented last year at the 15th NPA Conference

 It isunderstood that, although both the structure and the formula are viable, theystill need more explanation, clarification, and edification

 First, to develop an integratedconcept for the structure of aether and then to present various possibleexplanations for the mechanics of the electromagnetic wave spectrumoperating and functioning within the aether

docphase relationships and magnetic spins, each of the eight quarks then fitneatly into the center of each of the eight polar quadrants

 Integrating each over 90 degrees of thewave, gives you the total charge for each individual packet of energy

 Both pictures illustrate four rings with the same exact orientationand arrangement (a tetrahedron) on a three-dimensional polar axis

Each of the rings within the energy cell structure is proposed to bemade up of even smaller rings, which are then made up of even yet more andsmaller rings, such that the rings within the aether are not only magnetic, butalso elastic

 However, uud and ddu baryons can form, since they arein tension and are in the shape of loops or rings

 Furthermore,these nuclear vibrations would then generate, create or attract arrays ofstanding wave electrons as defined by Don Briddell in his proposed FieldStructure Theory

timing

 Whereas the phase difference forthe force and spin vectors for a timing spring are 90 degrees out ofphase with respect to time only

docThe first force is a retarding or decelerating force, and is caused by theEarth traveling through the AFP, as illustrated by the vectors in blue

 For example, the up quark is saturated aether with aplus two-thirds charge and the not down quark has the remaining plus one-third charge

 Allenergy preexists within the aether, as waves, particles, matter or fields andall are interchangeable

That is, the down quark is paired with the not up quark, the charm quark ispaired with the not strange quark and the strange quark is paired with the notcharm quark

 Finally, that Plancks Length is related to thesaturation point of the third generation of electromagnetic waves, and thatthe Alpha Constant is related to the saturation point of the aethereal fractal

Second Generation Electromagnetic WavesAs the frequency of the electromagnetic wave is increased beyondsaturation, dark waves begin to form and to take shape

Akimov

 This mechanism of alternating tension or stretching and compressionor accumulation would occur macroscopically compared to the individualenergy cells within the proposed energy cell structure

 Accordingly, not only can the energy of hydrogen be fused intohelium generating a surplus of energy, but also the aethereal energy withinthe AFP can be fused into saturated aether and/or subatomic particles,thereby also generating a surplus of energy

 Accordingly, the AFP ofthe universe in its simple and pure state is not an inert, nor a homogeneoussubstance, but is instead composed of energy cells in various forms andshapes

 However, since both the neutron and theanti-neutron have no charge but are only opposite in the direction of spin, itis proposed that the proton/anti-neutron is the pair contained within thenucleon

Therefore, below the frequency of light, waves exist, and above thefrequency of light, photons exist

argument

William Day

 Accordingly, the three followingconclusions, were arrived at separately and without collaboration, byAlexander Tsybin, William Day and myself, and when taken together form aperfect logical argument as follows:Aether is constructed from Neutrinos - Alexander TsybinParticles are constructed from Aether - myselfParticles are constructed from Neutrinos - William DayThat is, if aether is made from neutrinos, and if particles are made fromaether, then particles have to be made from neutrinos

Alexander Tsybin

 The new particle isthen locked into saturation and takes on its own characteristics and identityseparate from the AFP (aether fractal plenum), including mass

The Need for IntegrationThe conclusions presented in this paper are based upon the a prioriexistence of one and only one absolute reality, and thereby one and only oneabsolute truth

 Again, the logical argument for aether, thedefinition for neutrinos, and the structure of interlocking rings for aether, allfit together perfectly into a common picture

 Also, measurements of gravitationalforces in small bodies are a misnomer, but are instead forces of cohesion,1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 24 of 26 Aether

 These emerging darkwaves are the antithesis of the light waves, and oscillate between twoconcentric light waves, with the inner light wave being of the first generationand the outer light wave being of the second generation

 The second force is an oscillatingaccelerating and decelerating force, and is caused by the aether flowing intothe Sun, where it is converted into mass and becomes the part of the body ofthe Sun as the Sun grows and expands, as illustrated above by the vectors inred

docStructure Topography as proposed by Don Briddell, and the second picturerepresents subatomic ring structure for the nucleus of an atom as proposedby myself

 Waves are three-dimensional structures,exhibiting both properties of compression and tension, and having bothtransverse components (electric and magnetic fields) and a longitudinalcomponent (their natural propagation speed)

 This is because of the momentum of the previousC or C quark respectively, and the up direction of the spin, and should resultin a slightly lower frequency of the wave

 However, it is still surrounded by a three-dimensionallysaturated outer concentric light wave, which would not be able to remainpermanently saturated, since its energy cells are not broken with the outsideworld

Gravitational  Magnetic Fields  Lines of ForceGravitational fields can be represented by spherical and concentriclines of force within the AFP, as the aether flows into the celestial bodies

 The proposed word structure was developed based on fourrealizations

 Moreover, quarks of the first generationare simply charge segments of a saturated light wave, and quarks of thesecond generation are simply charge segments of a saturated dark wave (orouter concentric light wave)

 However, since the surrounding dark wave is not at saturation, noenergy cell links have been broken, and therefore, particles cannot form, andthe wave unwinds and continues to oscillate Finally, it is only the up anddown quarks that are stable since they are winding out and winding inrespectively, whereas the charm and strange quarks are unwinding towardsthe neutral position of the energy cell structure

 Particles, and the matter they form, are saturatedconstructs of quarks, which are charge segments of an electromagneticwave

 It should benoted that common sense is subjective logic, that is the logic of both theheart and the mind; and not objective logic, which is simply the logic of theperceived world that is projected by and within the human mind

 This would then create a self-sustaining method within the Earth, to first convert or fuse this simpler kindof energy within the AFP into the more complex energy of particles and1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 22 of 26 Aether

docIn the third generation of waves, if three uuu quarks or three dddquarks come together, no particles can form, since the lepton family arespherical in shape and are in compression, and since the waves have nowbecome flattened

 Therefore, the warped space-time continuum doesnot exist and is a misnomer, but is instead a combination of mechanicalprocesses at work within the AFP

More importantly, the proposed tetrahedral structure for the nucleus ofan atom, can also function as a three-dimensional spring; and then whenprojected downward, could thereby create a rational explanation for thePlatform 4:Platform 4: 81 muPlatform 5: 243 muPlatform 3: 27muPlatform 6: 729 muPlatform 7:2187 muStructuralplatforms3 thru 7Structuralplatforms3 thru 74n(total blue loops) = 3n(green loops) + [4n-1+ 3n-1(40) + 3n-2(41) + 3n-3(42) + 3n-4(43)] (white loops)1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 6 of 26 Aether

 The energyto keep the reaction going would then come from the energy cell structurewithin the aether itself, as it preexists within the AFP (aether fractal plenum)and is drawn into the reaction as inflowing aether

 The end result would be a blackhole and its corresponding nuclear reaction at the center of the Earth thatcreates matter, and thereby causes the Earth to grow and to expand fromwithin

 First, thataether, or more appropriately the AFP (aether fractal plenum) is a multi-generational, multi-dimensional fractal composed of individual energy cells,which are structurally interconnected into three states, of which theinterlinked state accounts for the speed of gravity and the magneticallycoupled state accounts for the speed of light

 Instead, they are met by at least two different forces as illustrated inthe figure below of the Earth orbiting the Sun

 Finally the 4d aethereal structurewould account for the speed of light and the 3d aethereal structure wouldaccount for the speed of gravity

 It is understood that whereas math definesthe universe, structure describes it; and therefore, both a structural conceptand a mathematical proof based upon that structure, are required before anyconcept for aether can be accepted as correct

docThe Alpha Fine Structure ConstantIt is therefore proposed that the elasticity of the rings or loops withineach energy cell structure is caused by this multi-generational fractal effectof sequentially collapsing rings

 Furthermore, it is proposed that at afrequency of the square of the saturation frequency of the first generationwave, the outer second-generation concentric wave saturates

1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd GenerationThree-Generational Logarithmic Scale Plancks Frequency1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 12 of 26 Aether

 Likewise, 180 degrees later in the same wave the neutron formsinterlocked with an antiproton

40 ev1st, 2nd, 3rd Generation Saturation PointsSaturation Frequency (1st gen - light wave) 2

 Sphericalshapes are required so the up and down quarks can combine coincidentallyand spatially on each of the three polar axes of three-dimensional space toform spherical particles, and saturation is required so that three combinedquarks are synthesized or morphed into isolated saturation independent ofthe aether

 When the developingand alternating charges reach saturation within the aether, the firstgeneration electromagnetic wave ends and a concentric second-generationelectromagnetic wave begins

 Thesynthesizing of quarks into particles can then be charted as illustrated on theHiggs Boson Ball in the preceding picture

The speed of light is caused by the 4d energy cell structure within theAFP and the speed of gravity is caused by the 3d energy cell structurewithin the AFP

 The challenge is to find these individual, essence oftruths, and then to collectively integrate them into the one real absolute truth

 Second, that words, only take on meaning when they areconnected in some way to that real absolute world

 When two third-generationwaves come together in phase with another third-generation wave that is 180degrees out of phase, the proton forms and is interlocked with an anti-neutron

The neutron and antiproton, which together form the anti-nucleon, probablylose their individual integrity and are instead absorbed into a single anti-matter particle at the center of the nuclear mass reaction

09 electron volt,which is the cube root of the Plancks Frequency, however, this does notagree with the earlier purported shape of the waves for the formation ofnucleons

 It is this same mechanism thataccounts for the magnetic components within the electromagnetic wave,except that as the electromagnetic wave oscillates back and forth, theskewing also oscillating back and forth

 Allphenomena can and must be explained as mechanical variations in form andstructure of the cosmic, quantum, neutrino, quark,  aethereal sea

 Accordingly, the Higgs Boson Ball has four pairs of quarkcharting lines (colored lines) juxtaposed against a three-dimensional axis(red lines), and the proposed structure for the nucleus of an atom has fourrings (tetrahedron) interconnected on a three-dimensional axis

docvibrations for the nucleus of an atom as proposed by others

 Hence,there is a phase shift between theelectric and the magneticcomponents from a fixed ninetydegrees in the first two generationsof waves to zero degrees atsaturation of the third generation ofwaves

 That is, an electromagnetic wave spirals or spins inward andoutward along its axis of propagation within the aether, just as a timingspring spins back and forth and spirals in and out along the axis of itsshaft

 Furthermore, since this is thesame concept that was proposed for the structure of the nucleus of an atomin the paper titled Methods for Visualizing Aether, Electromagnetic Waves,Quarks and All Else as presented at the 15thNPA Conference inAlbuquerque, it would also allow for a mechanism for the mechanical1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 7 of 26 Aether

 It is thereforeproposed that there is a black hole at the center of all of the celestial bodieswithin universe causing them each to grow and to expand, and therebycreating the gravitational fields that surrounds them

 Also,shown below is a Sierpinski fractal chart, followed by a numerical chartshowing the mathematical progressions contained within the fractal, and anequation, which further defines the fractal

31204 to 1There are then several scenarios that could define Plancks length,Plancks frequency and the end of the electromagnetic wave spectrum

5 degrees of a 360-degree electromagnetic wave are shown in the above charts for both thefirst-generation and the second-generation waves, for the purpose ofcomparing the internal wave structure

 Therefore, each cycle of an electromagnetic light wavecontains four packets or quanta of energy centered at 45, 135, 225,315 degrees into the wave

 The question is not whyis my theory right and their theory wrong, but where is their theory rightand where is my theory wrong? This is the process of surrendering the selfand the ego to a higher truth

The actual saturation point for the combined particles would be belowthe actual saturation point for the individual dark waves, since the threewaves that are involved in the creation of the new particle each contain onlyone third of the charge

 This process would occur only at frequenciesabove the first generation saturation point, therefore no particles could formwithin the first generation of waves

 Second, that electromagneticwaves are rotary oscillating systems within the structure of the AFP, that thethree generations of electromagnetic waves are concentric, that electronsand positrons are created by saturated spherical waves within the secondgeneration of electromagnetic waves, and that protons and neutrons ornucleons are created by saturated oval waves within the third generation ofelectromagnetic waves

integration

The Construct for AetherThe first step in developing a deeper understanding of the mechanicsof the aether through the above integration process is to derive a concept forthe structure of the aether itself

 It is therefore proposed that unlike baryons, which are in tensionand are rings, leptons are in compression and are spheres

docvectors (electrostatic) must be 90 degrees out of phase or the wave cannotoscillate

Accordingly, the actual structure for aether is proposed to be a multi-dimensional structure of individual energy cells, and has both three and four-dimensional elements

 Also, theinternal mechanics of a black hole is unknown; however, its properties arenot defined by the void, but instead defined by the cauldron of forces withinthe AFP (aether fractal plenum) that surrounds the black hole

First of all, it was proposed that the electromagnetic wave spectrum isdivided into roughly three equal logarithmic segments for each of the threegenerations of electromagnetic waves, as illustrated in the line chart above

 Therefore, all energies within the outer concentric waves wouldcontinue to oscillate and would eventually mutually dissolve, thereby freeingthe inner permanently saturated particle to move about on its own

 It is the inflowing aether thatcauses electromagnetic light waves to appear to bend as they travel nearlarge body gravitational field, and it is the increase in density of the aetherthat slows down the propagation speed of light and accounts for the warpedspace-time continuum

The Formation of ParticlesThree of any of these eight first and second generations of quarks canbe charted into their respective particles on a three-dimensional polar axis asillustrated by the red lines on the following picture of an unfolded "HiggsBoson Ball"

 Whereas, the surrounding double uuupositron and not uuu quark are still attached to the AFP via energy cell links,and therefore would eventually mutually dissolve, leaving only the electronand the positron free to continue on with their own individual life courses

 That is, when the spring is extended, the sides wouldcollapse and it would be in positive charge or tension

 The specific energy levelsrequired to synthesize each of these various particles would be at differentenergy levels depending upon the size and shape of the quarks used in theconstruction process and the size and shape of the finished particles

Although the theory presented within this paper may still containsome conflicts, omissions, and errors that need to be resolved, it is presentedto the members of the NPA as a source of ideas, in the sincere hope that anacceptable and valid, structurally based mathematical proof for PlancksLength or the Fine Structure Constant can be achieved, and thereby the exactand precise structure of the AFP (aether fractal plenum) finally realized

eight

 Moreover, eachof those eight points on the "Higgs Boson Ball" represent the spin axis of anew particle, which has just been created by superimposing three quarks inthe same space and at the same time, and thereby forcing the aether into1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 18 of 26 Aether

Higgs Boson Ball

 The first is thephase difference between the electromagnetic and electrostatic vectors forthe electromagnetic wave, which are measured 90 degrees out of phasespatially, but in phase with respect to time

docThe Structure of Aetherand the Mechanics of theElectromagneticWave SpectrumbyW R HohenbergerAbstractThe various philosophies of the physics of aether can and must beintegrated for there is only one real truth

 Ablack hole surrounded by an event horizon of saturated aether or plasma thatis confined at fusion temperatures would do for the dark energy and theenergy cell structure for AFP would do for the light energy

Higgs Boson BallProposed Atomic Nuclear StructureCompression (Negative Charge)Neutral Charge Tension (Positive Charge)The mechanism for the spring itself is proposed to be magnetic, suchthat each of the four rings is individually juxtaposed against each of theother three rings

Higgs Boson

Another entirely different possibility is that the three generations ofwaves are not spaced equally over the entire electromagnetic wavespectrum; or that instead of three generations of waves, there are actuallyeleven generations mirroring each of the eleven layers of the aetherealfractal

 However, the mechanism for thethird generation wave issubstantially different than the firsttwo generations, which aresaturated in the transversedirections, whereas the thirdgeneration wave saturates in thelongitudinal direction

 Thefirst generation of light waves ends or saturates at the frequency ofapproximately one electron volt just below the frequency of visible light,which then also becomes the definition for a single quanta of energy

skewed

 The magnetic lines of force are thenthe common circular and/or oval paths of skewed topography

The w+ and w- bosons as identified in the chart on the precedingpage, are wave segments representing only half of a lopsided wave, and areunique and special since these two segments of the electromagnetic wave arenot only reasonably stable, but they also have the ability to regeneratethemselves

polar

 Also, the three colors of a quarkare simply quarks that are oriented in each of the three polar dimensions ofthree-dimensional space

 That is, one must first bemade aware of the truth, and then one must apprehend that knowledge intosome internal predetermined understanding or concept

docunique combinations of up and down spin, and in (negative) and out(positive) charge

 Therefore, there is still much math required to actually prove ordisprove this formula, since no explanation is provided for why there areeleven generations or for a method to calculate the cross sectional diameter

docinner two particles of the electron and positron are both in saturation andhave all the energy cell links broken with the AFP and the outside world,only they would continue to exist

uuu

The ddd quark electron would be surrounded by a not uuu quark, and the notddd positron would be surrounded by a uuu quark

quark

 The A cross-section represents the compressedor accumulated point in the wave, and the B cross-section represents thetensed or stretched point in the wave, and they occur 180 degrees out ofphase with each other

multi-generational

 Aether, whether it is called cosmiclattice, quantum foam or the neutrino sea, is a multi-dimensional, multi-generational, hyper-dynamic fractal, which can be thought of as both a fixedlattice and a dynamic fluid, and which is always in constant motion

The mechanism for this process would be the energy of a saturatedphoton expanding more quickly than its natural propagation speed andalternately pushing the aether around it, first into lateral tension or stretchingand then into radial compression or accumulation

 At higher energiesand at speeds above the frequency of light, the electromagnetic wavefunctions as a push-pull vacuum pump, creating a vacuum in space as ittravels through the AFP

 Within all sincere proposals, there must be atleast some truth, and when two philosophies disagree, the real truth existssomewhere above both

 Its antithesis, the dark wave or outer concentric lightwave, also has four individual packets of energy, which are also uniquelydifferent

The necessity for the philosophical integration of scientific theories isalso supported by the Organized Word Structure for the human mind that1992-2009 WRHohenbergerPage 3 of 26 Aether

 Also, anyparameters assigned to the dark wave, are assigned in error or only forconvenience, but instead belong to the outer concentric light wave, sincevoids can have no properties or parameters

 This same ratio would applyequally to both the tensed and compressed conditions of the energy cellstructure within an electromagnetic wave, as illustrated below

saturated

The fractures are caused by the normal 4d magnetically coupled arrays ofenergy cells being driven into saturation, as a 3d interlocked energy cellstructure, by either saturated electromagnetic waves, high energy roguewaves or the funneling effect of gravity

 At low and medium frequencies neither cross sectionis at saturation, but are instead represented by varying shades of gray

saturation

 Electrons are created within the second generation of electromagneticwaves, and protons, neutrons and nucleons are created within the thirdgeneration of electromagnetic waves

 Next, the energy of thephoton again retracts more quickly than its natural propagation speed, andalong with the momentum of the surrounding expanding aether, pulls apartial vacuum between them

 The first force is the force thatcontinually slows the Earth down on its orbit around the Sun, and causes theEarth to slowly spiral into the Sun

However, there is a way to double check the formula by spacing each of theeleven fractal generations 1/137 apart, and to therefore multiply this factor tothe eleventh power yielding the following result

generations

41799010+14cycles per secondSaturation Frequency (2nd gen - dark wave) 5

The second force is by far the greater of the two forces and is whatkeeps the Earth in orbit around the Sun, as the forces oscillate asaccelerating and decelerating forces

 This relationship between its contracted andextended positions, thereby also defines the 90 spatial relationship betweenlongitudinal and transverse waves

Bodies Orbiting through the AFPThe mechanics for the forces at work within celestial bodies orbitingthrough the AFP would not be as normally accepted today

fractures

interlocked

 Moreover, it is proposed thataether is primarily four-dimensionally and magnetically coupled, and thatthe three-dimensional interlocked rings structures are discontinuities,fractures, or fractals that grow within this 4d aethereal structure, as collapsedinterlocked energy cells, which then combine and create charged strings

 Furthermore, it is proposed that the antineutron probably forms asheath around the proton, providing the nucleon with stability and long life

truth

 This recognitioncreates a strong advantage in uncovering the truth, as long as it is furtherrecognized that all proposed theories are only a part of the answer; and aretherefore both partially right and partially wrong

 These waves cannot escape as they do in a simpleelectromagnetic photon wave, since the axis of spin is no longer in thedirection of any of the individual energy strings in each of the three originalquark segments of their source electromagnetic waves

The Creation of Matter and An Expanding EarthMatter is then created within the third generation of waves, however itprobably requires an interaction between those waves and existing matter,which acts as the seed or the catalyst to get the reaction started

represents

preceding

 In the diagram above, cross sections A  B have been added toand identified in the preceding illustration for the first generationelectromagnetic wave, and then further illustrated in the second diagrambelow:The gray background represents the proposed multi-dimensionalmulti-generational energy cell structure within the AFP, which is too smallto be visualized at this scale

 Tension occurs at the outer edges of the waveand is represented by a positive charge, and compression occurs at the insideof the wave and is represented by a negative charge

 Therefore, aether is not inert nor homogeneous andwould instead have three states, first magnetically coupled rings on a fourdimensional axis, second interlocked rings on a three dimensional axis, orthird not coupled at all

Also, as the lines of force become closer together and hence more intense,the energy cells collapse or accumulate increasing the density of the aetheras illustrated in the diagram on the next page

 Also,independently and in another section of the same paper, aether wassuggested to have a three-dimensional structure of interlocking rings asillustrated in the figure above

 The electromagnetic wave spectrumends at Plancks frequency

docAt this point in the wave cycle, the first generation wave has brokenall energy cell links with the concentric second-generation wave, and hastherefore momentarily separated from the AFP (aether fractal plenum)

illustrated

 Thefirst alternative as illustrated above, places the first-generation saturationpoint at 1 electron volt, and then squares and cubes that frequency for boththe second and the third generation of waves, respectively, which generates afrequency within 25% of Plancks Frequency

three-dimensional

 Also, at 180 degreesout of phase, but in the same wave and at the same time, a positron wouldform by bringing two more coincident Zoelectromagnetic waves in phasewith the 180 degree phase point on parallel three-dimensional polarcoordinates

docFinally, the term AFP (aether fractal plenum) is a term derived in recentjoint meetings between Don Briddell and myself, in an effort to integrateeach of our own two concepts, and to improve our own abilities tointercommunicate the meanings and descriptions of the various forces andenergies that we each perceive to exist within the universal energy field

Don Briddell

 This creates a concept for aether or what could be moreappropriately called, the aether fractal plenum (AFP) as a multi-dimensionalenergy cell structure that morphs or fractures into multiple, generational,structural fields

concentric

 All energy cells would then be brokenon a 3d basis, with the outer second-generation concentric wave and hencethe outside world

----Here, we have deliberately excluded the lifetimes of cells and some other complex supramolecular structures from the series of strong inequalities(6)for the reasons indicated above

 This interpretation "extends" the well-known incorrect and indemonstrable statement by the great Boltzmann[31], who neglected the important concepts put forward by Clausius and Gibbs

 Carnot's theorem lays the basis for the absolute temperature scale

 molecules and supramolecular structures, on a statistical basis

hierarchical

 Thims model fully corresponds to the principles of hierarchical thermodynamics which allow us to apply the laws of physics and chemistry, primary physical chemistry, to all temporal and structural hierarchies and sub-hierarchies of our world

 Both terms are sometimes translated into Russian as????????? ???????(literally, closed system)

 Prigogine's entropy(S' or Si), which, as mentioned, has no full differential or even an approximate one and cannot be calculated or applied to biological processes in principle! In addition, the approaches used in nonequilibrium thermodynamics of systems far from equilibrium create difficulties related, e

 Many authors have attempted to change or improve the formulations as regards to their physical meaning, yet none have succeeded

 However, this series certainly represents a general law of nature consistent with reality and reflecting the existence of temporal hierarchies in living systems

In fact, this application of thermodynamics has been applied similarly to the philosophic reduction principle that was also used in the development of hierarchical thermodynamics

It is likely that our lack of knowledge on actual complex systems may be partly attributed to the changes in entropy during this transition, being that the entropy cannot be measured directly

emphasize

estimated

extent

 Here, we emphasize once more that the law of temporal hierarchies gives grounds for the use of the functions of state when the direction and the extent of advancement of the evolutionary processes that occur in quasi-closed systems are estimated at different hierarchical levels of living matter[17]

 Willard Gibbs

, systems that are far from corresponding to ideal or simple models

 its mathematical meaning, as well as the first law of thermodynamics, the change in the function of state of the system accompanying the transition from one equilibrium state to another is independent of the way or mechanisms of this transition

 Prigogines[2931], and other researchers' fallacies accounted for by neglecting to some or another extent, Gibbs's works and underestimating the possibilities offered by thermodynamics

The second law of thermodynamics according to Thomson, i

 Prigogine actively publicized his views via scientific literature and textbooks[30]

 As detailed previously, only in recent decades were the principles of hierarchical thermodynamics, i

monohierarchical

 This law, which some refer to as Gladyshev's law, allows for the strict demonstration of the possibility of identifying or discerning quasi-closed monohierarchical systems and subsystems within open polyhierarchical biological systems

Gladyshev

 For example, most professional scientists know about inexcusable confusions with the terms isolated system and closed system (originally English)

 Thermodynamic self-organization as a mechanism of hierarchical structures formation of biological matter

Historically, the formulations of the second law of thermodynamics were closely associated with the study ofheat engines

 DISSIPATIVE STRUCTURES:In order to solve these "contradictions", Prigogine[29]developed the theory ofdissipative structures, i

 quasi-closed systems in which quasi-equilibrium transformations occur, at constant temperature and pressure

, quasi-closed systems the processes in which are close to equilibrium

 NONEQUILIBRIUM:The thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes deals with the rate of increase in or, as it is sometimes called, production of entropy

 In such systems only the work of expansion or no work at all is performed In this case, the second law of thermodynamics may be written as:----dSU,V? 0----(2)----Thus, the entropy of this system increases when irreversible processes occur, and it is maximum in the state ofthermodynamic equilibrium

, the quasi-equilibrium thermodynamics of quasi-closed systems, are described in a number of textbooks and monographs

Josiah Willard Gibbs

Ludwig Boltzmann

 Boltzmann demonstrated that the entropy is related to the logarithm of thermodynamic probability(W):--------Ludwig Boltzmann[1844-1906]----The discovery of this law confirms the universality of classical thermodynamic methods, and the name of Josiah Willard Gibbs even more vividly symbolizes the future of science that confirms the validity of general laws of nature as applied to the evolution of all material systems at all organizational levels of our world

 Expression(1)is suitable for a simple isolated system, which can exchange neither substance nor energy with the environment and whose internal energy(U)and volume(V)are constant

Many authors, ignoring classical works in this field, apply different formulations of the second law of thermodynamics to systems where they are inherently inapplicable

 Plants of course have their most powerful supply in negative entropy in sunlight"----During the 1870s, the second law of thermodynamics was substantiated in thekinetic theory of gasesbyLudwig Boltzmannwith hisHtheorem

 Unfortunately, this concept, which, in a sense, contradicts the principles of science itself[5, 6], was supported by many researchers

 This approach to understanding the world surrounding us is intrinsically irrefutable

 Dissipative StructuresGibbs' ThermodynamicsThims' Human ThermodynamicsSummaryAttachmentsSourcesGuest Book----------------The Second Law of Thermodynamics andthe Evolution of Living Systems--------Sources------------The WebThis Site--------JournalofHuman Thermodynamics--------------------SIGNOUT[leave your comments here]--------" the true and only goal of science isto reveal unity rather than mechanisms"Henri Poincar, French Mathematician [1854-1912]----To a certain approximation then, herein, thethermodynamicsofRudolf Clausiusand Willard Gibbs will be applied to description of the evolution of living systems

 The only way to withstand this conjuncture is to refer the readers to classical works and serious textbooks written in a highly professional milieu of world-renowned scientific schools with centuries-long traditions

 We would like to emphasize that this applies to complex thermodynamic systems, i

 It is asserted that many misunderstandings of the second law of thermodynamics are related to terminological confusion and to the underestimation or disregard of the theory developed byWillard Gibbsand other founders of "true thermodynamics", which is impossible to disprove

Sadi Carnot

------------Sadi Carnot[1796-1832]----LAW OF TEMPORAL HIERARCHIES:The discovery of the law of temporal hierarchies, which may be considered a new general law of nature, has determined the extension of Gibbs's theory to living systems[17, 2228]

 Thermodynamics of biological evolution and aging

 For example, the Gibbs and Helmholtz free energies are often confused withenergyin the ordinary sense

--------Ilya Prigogine[1917-2003]----"this contradiction cannot be removed as long as one tries to understand living systems by the methods ofequilibrium thermodynamics"

 Therefore, it is not unexpected that a purely physical, rather than a physicochemical, approach to the origin of life,biological evolution, and the aging of living organisms has lead to numerous misunderstandingsone might say, even to tragic errorsin life science

1980

decades

 He noted,"During the last decades, an opinion has widely spread that there is the apparent contradiction between biological order and laws of physicsparticularly the second law of thermodynamics"(1980)

 However, all the aforesaid is usually underestimated; therefore, many works on nonequilibrium thermodynamics, especially the thermodynamics of systems that are far from equilibrium, remain a faint "future hope

Thus, making no pretensions to perfection, we would nevertheless like to offer advice to researchers dealing with thermodynamics, as well as other branches of science, and the editors of scientific periodicals

nevertheless

 In thermodynamics, a complex system, as opposed to a simple one, usually means a system in which or on which a work other than the work of expansion is done[15, 16]

To justify these statements, let us make a digression to cite the renowned scientistsBoltzmannandSchrdinger[31]who asserted that"living organisms struggle for negative entropy"or, as it is sometimes called, "negentropy"

--------Willard Gibbs[1839-1903]--------Rudolf Clausius[1822-1888]----CLASSICAL FORMULATIONS:Classics of science enunciated the second law of thermodynamics, one of general laws of nature, in the first half of the 19th century

Willard Gibbs

The above formulations of the second law of thermodynamics are, in a sense, somewhat outside the realm of the chemistry of molecular and supramolecular systems

 Unfortunately, some physicists, biophysicists, biologists, and, especially, modern "philosophers" are still unaware of this experience of chemists and chemical technologists

Note that expression(4)implies that intermolecular or supramolecular interactions in all hierarchical structures of biological tissues, both intracellular and intercellular interactions, are taken into account

 The nonequilibrium thermodynamics of systems that are far from equilibrium tries to study the changes in "kinetic entropy", e

 Note that the Boltzmann's substantiating the statistical basis of the second law of thermodynamics, as well as the statistical substantiation of phenomenological thermodynamics suggested by Gibbs, involvesideal models, e

 This is true for systems close to equilibrium but not for those far from equilibrium

 In this direction, the theoretical structure of Gibbs equilibrium methodologies have been extended for use in creating the physical or physicochemical theories of the origin of life, biological evolution, and the aging of living organisms[17, 2228]

 Thus Thims theory has a reliable foundation and is a key step in the human community sciences

 Hence, the numerous incorrect interpretations of the second law of thermodynamics, various dubious "views" on entropy[11, 13, 20, 22], and other far-fetched "functions of state of systems" in the literature are apparent

----Law of Temporal Hierarchies:any living system of any temporal hierarchical level in a normal state has a thermostat - a surrounding medium that is characterized by slightly changing average values of thermodynamic parameter

 To a certain approximation, the methodologies of Gibbs thermodynamics[2]have been extended to date to all hierarchies of natural systems, which are generally open ones[17]

quasi-equilibrium

 Moreover, many physicochemical processes of the formation of spatially periodic structures, which Prigogine and his coauthors regarded as dissipative, were explained long ago in terms of the thermodynamic models of quasi-equilibrium systems, without involving the concept of dissipative structures

 Before this, however, building on the mathematical framework and structure of Gibbsian thermodynamics, beginning in 1995, Thims proposed to investigate the interactions of humans, from a reactionary point of view, within their respective structural hierarchies, based on the essentials of physical chemistry, i

 This is a kinetic theory based on an "entropy" (Prigogine's entropy,S') which can be neither calculated nor measured

 Only in a system that is close to equilibrium can the differential of this function of state of the system (entropy) be considered to be a full one, to an acceptable approximation

As noted, the physical substantiation of the second law of thermodynamics deals with ideal processes and is based on the concept of statistical entropy

Certainly, this is only true on the assumption that the functions of state of the systems studied have actual physical sense at any moment of time

 Some mistakes in the understanding of the physical meaning of this general law of nature will be noted

 The author believes that, when considering thermodynamic problems, "ambiguous" terms and definitions should be clarified preliminarily in order to preclude possible misunderstandings

"----Then, in 1944, Schrdinger wrote:----"the only way a living system stays alive, away from maximum entropy or death is to be continually drawing from its environment negative entropy

In other words, the evolution of systems themselves can now be studied, to a certain approximation, if certain natural (independent) variables are constant

 Today, they may seem surprising, especially when we take into account that all this was written several years after Gibbs published his works

 Note that the internal medium and many fragments of nondividing cells are nevertheless renewed due to metabolism

 In the given case, however, this statement is reasonable only when applied to transformations in simple isolated systems where all processes are close to equilibrium

 Another trend in the use of the second law of thermodynamics is related to the attempts of some mathematicians and physicists constructing ideal and simple models to explain many natural phenomena in statistical terms

----THIMS' HUMAN THERMODYNAMICS:On the forefront ofhierarchical thermodynamics, is the work of chemical engineerLibb Thimswho in 2001 published, via local distribution, a short paper entitledOn the application of the Gibbs free energy equation to the human reaction mechanism

 For example, it has been found that the specific Gibbs function for the formation of supramolecular structures of biological tissuesGtends towards its minimum in the course of ontogenesis as well as for phylogenesis and evolution as a whole:--------tj-1lt;lt; tj+x----(5)----wheretj-1andtj+xare the mean lifetimes (or lifespan) of the elementary structures of the respective structural hierarchies in the living system;x = 0, 1, 2,etc

Although the formulations themselves are different, mainly because of the difference in phrasing, they may be considered equivalent

 This is why many researchers have attempted to replace this term with the term the Gibbs function[19]

sciences

 These formulations may seem to be even farther from biology, sociology, and other sciences that are mainly based on chemistry, both molecular chemistry per se and the chemistry of supramolecular structures, which we perceive as "chemistry around us"

 In the case of more complex systems[3-4, 8], where pronounced (especially, strong)electromagnetic interactionsbetween particles (molecules) are observed, it is difficult to perform the calculations

org/entropy

 In statistical terms, the entropy is calculated only for ideal systems or systems close to ideal

 The physical meaning of entropy is revealed instatistical physics

interpretations

The interpretation suggested by Prigogine has practically conquered the "scientific" world and still remains one of the trendiest interpretations of the second law of thermodynamics

studied

 The changes in phenomenological entropy accompanying transformations in both simple and complex systems may be calculated only if one has studied the corresponding thermal processes

 This is possible due to thelaw of temporal hierarchiesand to the premise that thefunctions of stateof living systems have real physical meaning in the practical sense, in allhierarchical levels, and at every moment of time

 Sometimes, however, the word complex is used to emphasize a structural or some other heterogeneity of the system itself or the diversity of its elements

 From this perspective, the supporters of Prigogine's theory were, in a sense, deceived

 Similarly, theHelmholtz functionA, is applicable to studying these processes and systems at constant temperature and volume

 calculated per unit volume or mass, Gibbs function for the formation of a given higher monohierarchical structure out of lower monohierarchical structures

Thermodynamics, owing to its impeccably reliable mathematical basis, may be regarded as a "machine" that always yields the right result if the premises are correct

 This approach has been developed by physicists, mainly thermal physicists, and heat engineers

 equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium thermodynamics, are likely to ensure the insight into many natural phenomena and make reliable quantitative predictions

Carnot

 Well-known formulations of this law are associated with the names ofSadi Carnot(1824),Rudolf Clausius(1850), andWilliam Thomson(Lord Kelvin) (1851)

Rudolf Clausius

 For clarity, let us make a digression on the law of temporal hierarchies

formulation

----THE SECOND LAW:Clausius' formulation of the second law of thermodynamics, also known as the Clausius principle, states that:"a process that involves no changes except for the transfer of heat from a warmer body to a colder body is irreversible, i

--------Wilhelm Ostwald[1853-1932]--------whereVis the volume of the system;mis the mass of the identified microvolumes;x, y, andzare coordinates; "" implies we are using the specific value (relating to the macrovolume) ofG;"im"signifies a inter-molecular or supra-molecular structure; and "~" stresses the heterogeneous character of the system

Wilhelm Ostwald

 As a result, many researchers refer to Prigogine's formulation of the second law of thermodynamics

As noted above, this authentic and, in a certain sense, true thermodynamics is based on the notion of full differentials

 A good example is the aforementioned Prigogine's[29]interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics

 However, for each supramolecular hierarchy(j1), there exists a higher hierarchy(j+?)such that:----(4)----GIBBS' THERMODYNAMICS:One of the greatest merits of Gibbs and other renowned founders of classical thermodynamics is that they used the works byJoseph Lagrange,Leonhard Euler, and other outstanding mathematicians, in particular thevariation principlesdeveloped by them, as a basis for the concepts of thefunctions of stateof the system other than entropy, which, like entropy, have full differentials

supramolecular

metabolism

----(6)----Here,tmis the mean lifetime of molecules or chemical substance involved in metabolism in the body,timis the mean lifetime of all intermolecular or supramolecular structures of tissues renewed during individual growth and development,torgis the mean lifetime of individual organisms in a population, andtpopis the mean population lifetime

----S = k ln W----(3)----New concepts, however, have extended the possible applications of the second law of thermodynamics to different sciences, especially chemistry and, as it turned out later, biology

irreversible

Thomson's principle, states that:the process during which work is transformed into heat without any other changes in the system's state is irreversible

 However, since all interactions in real systems are near to impossible to take into account, there is but little hope that calculations in the framework of these models will successfully solve the problem

 Another example is the term complex system

 Note that metabolism is an essential characteristic of living organisms

 This also applies to the term simple system, and so on

 Hence, only thephenomenological thermodynamicsof systems close to equilibrium, i

The law of temporal hierarchies is related to the presence of metabolism or other forms of substance transformation at all hierarchical levels

----dS ? ?Q / T----(1)----where the equality sign pertains to reversible processes and the inequality (greater-than) sign, to irreversible ones

 Building on this principle, in 1865, Clausius introduced the concept ofentropy(S), a function of state of a system, i

Clausius

 Also, we encourage all physicists, chemists, biologists, and other specialists that deal with thermodynamics to study the Gibbs phenomenological thermodynamics first of all

 Therefore, his theory cannot be regarded as thermodynamic

formulations

--INTRODUCTION:In this article, the classical formulations of thesecond law of thermodynamicsas they relate to theevolutionof living systems will be presented

This means that all heat withdrawn from a body cannot be entirely transformed into work unless the system is changed in other respects

 quasi-equilibrium, processes and closed systems, i

Prigogine considered Gibbs's work to be mainly theoretical and stated that Gibbs's method is inapplicable to studying physicochemical transformations, such as chemical reactions, because the values used in this method are the functions of state pertaining to the whole system or its individual component

 the Gibbs free energy or, briefly, the Gibbs energy, can be used for studying equilibrium, i

--------Later, Prigogine also supposed, on the basis of previous notions of Boltzmann, Schrdinger, and their followers in the life sciences, that the phenomenon of life is hardly consistent with the second law of thermodynamics

 According to this theorem, no heat engine can have a higher efficiency than that of theCarnot cycle,? = (T1 T2)/T1, which is determined only by the temperatures of the heater and the cooler (T1andT2, respectively)

 Therefore, it is obvious that these models are unlikely to be effective when studying most natural systems (e

----SUMMARY:It is impossible in this short article to list all of the important conditions for the use of each function of state of each respective system

 Thus the device by which an organism maintains itself stationary at a fairly high level of orderliness (= fairly low level of entropy) really consists in continually sucking orderliness from its environment

 Here we note that the quotations presented below do not pertain to the second law of thermodynamics in its classical form[2, 9, 10]

unfortunately

 Prigogine also emphasized that:----"The general struggle for existence of animate beings is therefore not a struggle for raw materials - these, for organisms, are air, water and soil, all abundantly availablenor for energy which exists in plenty in any body in the form of heat (albeit unfortunately not transformable), but a struggle for entropy, which becomes available through the transition of energy from the hot sun to the cold earth

 The use of expression(4)actually means that, in the given case, the law of temporal hierarchies assumes the following form:----

physicochemical

 They hampered for many decades in the search for the ways of explaining the evolution of living systems in physicochemical terms on the basis of the second law of thermodynamics

 This law[17]makes it possible to apply thermodynamics, or more precisely thehierarchic thermodynamicsof quasi-closed systems, to all hierarchies of the real world, particularly, living objects and biological systems, to quite a good approximation

subsystems

The law of temporal hierarchies makes it possible to identify quasi-closed thermodynamic systems and subsystems within open biological systems, thus facilitating the study of individual development (ontogenesis) and evolution (phylogenesis) of these subsystems via the study of the changes in the specific, i

, the structures that appear in systems that are far from equilibrium, the prime example beingBnard cells

We repeat that the aforementioned ambiguities, which are mainly related to the disregard of the correct use of many terms that are semantically similar but differ in physical meaning, result in confusion and misunderstandings

thermodynamic

 The functions of state permit the determination of the directions ofspontaneous processesand the estimation of the extent of their advancement in individual thermodynamic systems identified in the real world

 It helps it along with just about half the speed of the water; not with the whole speed, which is curious and important, and really means that the moving water has no effect whatever on the ether of space, though we must defer explaining how this comes about

M is a semi-transparent mirror, reflecting half an incident beam and transmitting the other half

The only regular and orderly way of causing a shift of the bands is to accelerate one half of the[52]beam and to retard the other half, by moving a transparent substance along the contour

 Michelson's experiment, there is no obvious way; and if the true conclusion be not that the ether near the earth is stagnant, it must lead to some other important and unknown fact

Thus, then, in every way, Clerk Maxwell's brilliant perception or mathematical deduction, in 1865, of the real nature of light is abundantly justified; and for the first time we have a true theory of light,no longer based upon analogy with sound, nor upon the supposed properties of some hypothetical jelly or elastic solid, but capable of being treated upon a substantial basis of its own, in alliance with the sciences of Electricity and of Magnetism

Yet another method of calculating the sun's pull is to express it in terms of the centrifugal force of the earth; namely, its mass, multiplied[120]by the square of its angular velocity, multiplied by the radius of its orbit;that is to say,F = M (2?/T)?rwhere T is the length of a year
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 It cannot depend upon wave-length, for the wave-length inside different substances is different, and though refractive index corresponds to this, dispersive power does not

 In the first experiment the bands sailed across the field as the disks got up speed until the crosswire had traversed a band and a half

Does not this fact afford an easy way of detecting a motion of the earth through the ether? Every vessel of stagnant water is really travelling along through the ether at the rate of nineteen miles a second

 By transmitting waves at a finite and measurable speed, the ether has given itself away, and has let in all the possibilities of calculation and numerical statement

 Then, moreover, there is double refraction, colours of thin plates and thick plates, polarisation angle, rotation of the plane of polarisation; all sorts of optical phenomena that need consideration

 Indeed, it is a question whether it does not underlie everything that we know in the whole of the physical sciences; and whether it is not the basis of our conception of the three dimensions of space

A flexible chain, set spinning, can stand up on end while the motion continues

 So far as experiment has gone, our conclusion is that the viscosity or fluid friction of the ether is zero

Medium flowing alters both wave-length and velocity in exactly compensatory manner

When we speak of the density ofmatter, we are really though not consciously expressing the group-density of the modified ether which constitutes matter,not estimated per unit, but per aggregate; just as we might estimate the group or average density of a cloud or mist

The force with which the moon is held in its orbit would be great enough to tear asunder a steel rod four hundred miles thick, with a tenacity of 30 tons per square inch; so that if the moon and earth were connected by steel instead of by gravity, a forest of pillars would be necessary to[103]whirl the system once a month round their common centre of gravity

 Except for an occasional volcano, or a flash of lightning, only gigantic bodies like the sun and stars have energy enough to produce these higher flute-like notes; and they do it by sheer main force and violencethe violence of their gravitative energyproducing not only these, but every other kind of radiation also

 I do not say it is spinning fast: that is a question of its density; it is in fact spinning with excessive slowness, but it is spinning with a definite moment of momentum

 For instance, let the sides of the triangle A B C, or one of them, consist of a tube of water in which a rapid stream is maintained; then the stream has a chance of accelerating one half the beam, and retarding the other half, thereby shifting the fringes from their normal position by a measurable amount

 Hoek, Astronomer at Utrecht, tried the experiment in this very form; here is a diagram of his apparatus (Fig

 Indeed, a consideration of electrons alone is sufficient for the argument, provided it be admitted that they have the mass which experiment shows them to possess, and the size which electrical theory deduces for them: the basis of the ideawhich, indeed, is now experimentally provedbeing that their inertia is due to their self-induction,i

Hence, the mass and the bulk of an electron being known, its density is determined, provided we can assume that its mass is all dependent on what is contained within its periphery

 Indeed the statue in the entrance hall of the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, may be considered as the statue of the discoverer of the electric and magnetic properties of the Ether of space

I know that it is usually worked out in another way, in terms of lines of force and the rest of the circuit; but I am thinking of a current as a stream of projected charges; and no one way of regarding such a matter is likely to exhaust the truth, or to exclude other modes which are equally valid

Consequentlyxcomes outx= (?? ? 1) / ??; which is Fresnel's incontrovertible law for the convective effect of moving transparent matter on light inside it
 Ifw0is smaller thanu, then the mass of the effectively disturbed fluid is less even than the bulk of an electron; and in that case the estimate of the fluid-density ? must beexaggeratedin order to supply the required energy

This may be writtenT? =?cos ??ds/V/? (1 ? ???)??v? cos ??ds/V?/?? (1 ? ???);the second term alone involves the first power of the motion, and assuming that ??v? cos ?? =d??/ds, and treating ?? as a quantity too small for its possible variations to need attention, the expression becomesT? = ?Tcos ??/(1 ? ???)?(??B ? ??A)/V?(1 ? ???),T being the time of travel through the same space when empty

 by the kinetic or rotational elasticity of Lord Kelvin

 But if the journeys are planned or set out on a block of matter, they do not remain quite the same when it is conveyed through space: the journey across the direction of motion becomes longer than the other journey, as we have just seen

For consider a slab of matter moving flatways with velocityu; let its internal etherial density be ??, and let the external ether of density 1 be stationary

It is because we have reason to assert that any[86]ordinary mass of matter consists, like the cosmos, of separated particles, with great intervening distances in proportion to their size, that we are able to maintain that the aggregate density of ordinary stuff, such as water or lead, is very small compared with the continuous medium in which they exist, and of which all particles are supposed to be really composed

The mechanical density of matter is a very small portion of the etherial density; whereas the optical or electrical density of matterbeing really that of ether affected by the intrinsic or constitutional electricity of matteris not so small

On this method of statement the ether outside a moving body is still absolutely stationary, but, as[154]the body advances, ether may be thought of as continually condensing in front, and, as it were, evaporating behind; while, inside, it is streaming through the body in its condensed condition at a pace such that what is equivalent to the normal quantity of ether in space may remain absolutely stationary

The electrification test was exceptionally easy to apply, by connecting the insulated charging pin to a Voss machine in action: because when the disks were spinning and the bands in good condition, the electrification could be instantaneously applied, taken off, reversed, or whatever was desired; and the effect of the sudden lowering of potential by sparks passing between the revolving plates could be exactly looked for

 on optical etherial loading or apparent extra internal density

 to the magnetic field with which they must be surrounded as long as they are in motion

Whythese waves are physiologically usefulwhy they are what is called "light," while other kinds of radiation are "dark," is a question to be[25]asked, but, at present, only tentatively answered

Let me attempt to illustrate the meaning of this statement, by reviewing some fundamental electrical facts in the light of these analogies:The old and familiar operation of charging a Leyden jarthe storing up of energy in a strained dielectricany electrostatic charging[6]whatever is quite analogous to the drawing aside of our flexible spring

 Maxwell calculates that the gravitational stress near the earth, which we must suppose to exist in the invisible medium, is 3000 times greater than what the strongest steel could stand; and near the sun it should be 2500 times as great as that

It is not easy to project these interference bands on a screen so as to make them visible to an audience,partly because the bands or stripes of darkness are exceedingly narrow; indeed I had not previously seen the experiment attempted

 unless it were concentrated to an absurd degree; but it could generate the velocity of light with a density comparable to that of water, ifmasswere constant

Thus, neither translation of star nor rotation of sun can affect direction

(If free or unmodified ether can ever be moved at all, it must be by means of a magnetic field; along the lines of which it has, in several theories, been supposed to circulate

 The direction of vision, to a stationary observer, is determined not by the locus of successive waves, but by the path of each wave

 Arrangement for electrifying a third or middle steel disk to sparking potential while spinning

Now steel may readily be found which can stand a load of 37 tons to every square inch of cross-section

While we are on the subject, it seems interesting to record the fact that the pull of any planet on the earth, even Neptune, distant though it is, is still a gigantic force

S is a stationary source emitting successive waves, which drift as spheres to the right

 Newton himself, who is commonly and truly asserted to have promulgated a rival theory, felt the necessity of an etherial medium, and knew that light consisted essentially of waves

 In a moving ether the ray and wave-normal enclose an aberration angle ?, such that sin ?=v/V, the ratio of the ether speed to the light speed

 An observer therefore whom the source is approaching receives shorter waves, and one from whom the source is receding receives longer waves, than normal

In the best experiments I do still often see something like a fiftieth of a band shift; but it is caused by residual spurious causes, for it repeats itself with sufficient accuracy in the same direction when the disks are spun the other way round

]Newton's contemporaries did not excel in power of clear expression, as he himself did; but Professor Poynting interprets this singular attempt at utterance thus:"All space is filled with equally densemateria

 Otherwise the combined force of gravityor at least the aggregate gravitational potentialon which the velocity generated in material bodies ultimately depends, would be far greater than observation shows it to be
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 units of magnetic potential, does not hurry light along it by so much as1/50th part of a wave-length

, but merely with the curved path caused by steady wind-pressure, is not so simple, and there would really be an aberration or apparent displacement of the source towards the wind's eye: an apparent exaggeration of the effect of wind shown in the diagram

These electromagnetic waves in space have been known on the side of theory ever since 1865, but interest in them was immensely quickened by the discovery of a receiver or detector for them

 If the two are considered equal, the effectively disturbed mass comes out as twice that of the bulk of the electron

 The motion of the target carries the point Y forward, and the shot A leaves it at Z, because Z is carried to where Y was

The only positive result ever supposed to be attained was in a very difficult polarisation observation by Fizeau in 1859

 The thing now looked for is a shift of already existing interference bands, when the above apparatus is turned so as to have different aspects with respect to the earth's motion; but no shift was seen

How can this be shown experimentally? Suppose we had a spinning top enclosed in a case, so that the spin was unrecognisable by ordinary meansit could be detected by its gyrostatic behaviour to force

 A body can only act immediately on what it is in contact with; it must be by the action of contiguous particles,that is, practically, through a continuous medium, that force can be transmitted across space

 The two half-beams go through stagnant water in opposite directions

 But before doing so, I want to remove an objection which is sometimes felt, as to the fluid and easily permeable character of a medium of this great density,that is to say, as to the absence of friction or viscositythe absence of resistance to bodies moving through it

 The first shot is supposed to be[35]entering at A, and if the target is stationary will leave it at Y

The direct generation ofvisiblelight by electric means, so soon as we have learnt how to attain the necessary frequency of vibration, will have most important practical consequences; and that matter is initially dealt with in a section on the Manufacture of Light, ? 149, in Chapter XIV ofModern Views of Electricity

[1]They can be made to show the phenomenon of interference, and thus have their wave-length accurately measured

 If the observer is stationary, his line of vision is a ray

A semi-transparent mirror set at 45? is employed to split the beam, and a pair of normal and ordinary mirrors, set perpendicular to the two half-beams, are employed to return them back whence they came, so that they can enter the eye through an observing telescope

The mass of the earth is 6000 trillion (6 ? 1021) tons

A pillar of steel which could transmit this force, provided it could sustain a tension of 40 tons to the square inch, would have a diameter of about 400 miles; as stated in the text, page 102

 If then the ether be streaming through glass, the velocity of light will be different inside according as it travels with the stream or against it, and so the index of refraction may be different

 Hence filling a telescope tube with water cannot modify the observed amount of stellar aberration

In saying that the density of matter is small,I mean, of course, in the last, the usual, sense
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 This is a genuine case of kinetic rigidity; and the fact that the wave-transmission velocity is equal to the rotatory speed of the material, is typical and important,for in all cases of kinetic elasticity these two velocities are of the same order of magnitude

7; and send the two halves of this split beam round and round in opposite directions in the space between the disks

 But in the case of a movingobserver,[135]when all the waves received are of normal length, though swept up with abnormal frequency, the grating must still indicate wave-length alone, and accordingly will show no true Doppler effect

 Lorentz, accordingly, shows that the shape of Michelson's stone supporting block will be distorted by the motion; its dimensions across and along the line of ether[133]drift being affected differently

 General view of optical frameworksustaining mirrors, telescope, and collimatorto surround the disks of the Ether machine

This is the theory then,this theory of elasticity as dependent on motion,which, in combination with the estimate of density, makes the internal energy of the ether so gigantic

 And that is only another way of saying that the virtual etherial density inside it is represented by ??, since the velocity of waves is inversely as the square root of the density of the medium which conveys them;the elasticity being reckoned as constant, and the same inside as out

 Also, if the shots are fired from a moving ship, the line of hole in a stationary target will point to the position the gun occupied at the instant the shot was fired, though it may have moved since then

It is easily found by dividing 20 times the sun's[122]pull by the squared ratio of 24 years to 8 minutes; and it comes out as 30 million tons weight

[152]APPENDIX 3FRESNEL'S LAW A SPECIAL CASE OF AUNIVERSAL POTENTIAL FUNCTIONThemodern view of Fresnel's Law may be worded thus:Inside a region occupied by matter, in addition to the universal ether of space, are certain modified or electrified specks, which build up the material atoms

As for the elasticity of the ether, that is ascertainable at once from the speed at which it transmits waves

Is there any other function possessed by the ether, which, though not yet discovered, may lie within the bounds of possibility for future discovery? I believe there is, but it is too speculative to refer to, beyond saying that it has been urged as probable by the authors ofThe Unseen Universe, and has been thus tentatively referred to by Clerk Maxwell:"Whether this vast homogeneous expanse of isotropic matter is fitted not only to be a medium of physical interaction between distant bodies, and to fulfil other physical functions of which, perhaps, we have as yet no conception, but also[108]

 The fundamental medium itself must be of uniform density everywhere, whether materialised or free

[46]It may be difficult to imagine that a great mass like the earth can rush at this tremendous pace through a medium without disturbing it

 Each half-beam goes to and fro on its own path, and these paths, instead of being coincident, are widely separate,one North and South, for instance, and the other East and West

 A ray of light in clear space is straight, whatever the motion of the medium, unless eddies exist; in other words, no irrotational disturbance of ether can deflect a ray

 being subject to the opposite all-pervading ether drift,then no in[139]fluence due to the drift can be experienced; for the free ether of space behaves just as it would if the matter were not there [44]CHAPTER IVEXPERIMENTS ON THE ETHERWe have arrived at this: that a uniform ether stream all through space causes no aberration, no error in fixing direction

 Whatever may be the path of a ray by reason of reflexion or refraction in a stationary ether, it is precisely the same in a moving one if this condition is satisfied, although the wave-normals and wave-fronts are definitely shifted

 There is no aberration so long as the receiver is stationary

 The only way out of this conclusion would be the discovery that the negative electron is not the real or the main matter-unit, but is only a subsidiary ingredient; whereas the main mass is the more bulky positive charge

Simple calculations such as these could have been made at any time; there is nothing novel about them, as there is about the estimate of the ether's density and vast intrinsic energy, in ChaptersVIandVII

 Moreover, the mass of such a charge would in that case be unexplained, and would need a further step; which would probably land us in much the same sort of etherial density as is involved in the estimate which I have based on the more familiar and tractable negative electron

 In neither of these cases (moving medium and moving source) will there be any error

 This is like an observer looking at a terrestrial object
'Density' and 'Viscosity' are entirely different things; and, if there is no fluid friction, a fluid may have any density you please without interposing any obstacle to constant velocity

 And the ratio of the elasticity or rigidity to the density is equal to the square of this speed;that is to say, the elasticity must be 9 ? 1020times the density; or, in other words, 1033C

 The apparatus has to be excessively steady, and no fluctuation even of temperature must be permitted in the path of either beam

 The course of the light and of the two half-beams in Michelson's most famous experiment

On the other hand, if the ether behaves as a perfectly frictionless inviscid fluid, or if for any other reason there is no rub between it and moving matter, so that the earth carries no ether with it at all, then all rays will be straight, aberration will have its simple and well-known value, and we shall be living in a virtual ether stream of nineteen miles a second, by reason of the orbital motion of the earth

stream

 Mascart, with great pertinacity, has attacked the phenomena of thick plates,[59]Newton's rings, double refraction, and the rotatory phenomenon of quartz; but he has found absolutely nothing attributable to a stream of ether past the earth

But it so happens that the whole surface of our[21]skin is sensitive in yet another way, and a small portion of it is astoundingly and beautifully sensitive, to an impression of an altogether different characterone not necessarily associated with any form of ordinary matterone that will occur equally well through space from which all solid, liquid, or gaseous matter has been removed

A slower moving stratum bends an oblique ray, slanting with the motion, in the same direction as if it were a denser medium

 The index of refraction of glass is known to depend on the ratio of the speed of light outside, to the speed inside, the glass

 And in general, at the boundary of any such change of motion a ray will be bent, and an observer looking along the ray will see the source not in its true position, not even in the apparent position appropriate to his own motion, but lagging behind that position

"The tacit assumption here made is that the particles of the aggregate are all composed of one and the same continuous substance,practically that matter is made of ether; and that assumption, in Hooke's day, must have been only a speculation

This, truly, is enormous, but any reduction in the estimate of the circulation-speed, below that of an electron, would only go to increase it

The source will appear to be displaced in the direction of the observer's motion

)In other words, is the ether wholly or partially stagnant near the earth, or is it streaming past us with the opposite of the full terrestrial velocity of nineteen miles a second? Surely if we are living in an ether stream of this rapidity we ought to be able to detect some evidence of its existence

 If they are of something like solar density their diameter will be comparable to half a million miles, and the natural periods of their near and far portions will differ in the ratio (17/16)3/2= 1?1 approximately

 But that last assumption is one that quite definitely cannot be made: its mass is for the most part outside itself, and has to be calculated by magnetic considerations
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An experiment, however, in which nothing is seen is never a very satisfactory form of a negative experiment; it is, as Mascart calls it, "doubly negative," and we require some guarantee that the conditions were right for seeing what might really have been in some sort there

; and if this is due to intrinsic turbulence, the speed of the whirling or rotational elasticity must be of the same order as the velocity of light

cubic

; thatmatteris composed of modified and electrified specks, or minute structures of ether, which are amenable to mechanical as well as to electrical force and add to the optical or electric density of the medium; and that elastic-rigidity and all potential energy are due to excessively fine-grained etherial circulation, with an intrinsic kinetic energy of the order 1033ergs per cubic centimetre

 It cannot reallybeordinary matter, because ordinary matter is definitely differentiated from it, and is presumably composed of it; but the inertia of ordinary matter, however it be electrically or magnetically explained, must in the last resort depend on something parentally akin to inertia in the fundamental substance which fills space

 Consequently the density of its material must be of the order 1012grams per cubic centimetre

Given that condition, no first-order interference effect due to drift can be obtained from stationary matter by sending rays round any kind of closed contour; nor can the path of a ray be altered by etherial drift through any stationary matter

 And the amount of the change will be such as precisely to compensate and neutralise the optical effect of motion which might otherwise be perceived

[56]Well, then, what about aberration? If one looks through a moving stratum, say a spinning glass disk, there ought to be a shift caused by the motion (see Fig

These are examples of what may be called "aberration" from the sender's point of view, from the point of view of the source

 Parenthetically I may say that this is precisely what happens, on Fresnel's theory, down the axis of a water-filled telescope exposed to the general terrestrial ether drift

 That is what inertia is,power of overshooting a mark, or, more accurately, power of moving for a time even against driving force,power to rush uphill

The shift was therefore wholly spurious; it[71]was caused by the centrifugal force of the blast of air thrown off from the moving disks

 And there also are described some further modifications whereby the whirling disks are electrifiedlikewise without optical effect, and are also magnetised; or rather a great iron mass, strongly magnetised by a current, is used to replace the steel disks

Lord Kelvin's incipient kinetic theory of elasticity is a complicated matter, and I will only briefly enter upon it

 In a stationary ether the ray coincides with wave-normal

 The waves of light are not anything mechanical or material, but are something electrical and magneticthey are in fact electrical disturbances periodic in space and time, and travelling with a known and tremendous speed through the ether of space

Later I tried a longitudinal magnetic field also; arranging a series of four large electric bobbins or long coils along the sides of a square inscribed at 45? in the optical square, Figs
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disturbances

 All nerves must feel what is occurring next door to them, and can directly feel nothing else; but the "radiation," the cause which excited these disturbances, travelled through the ether,not through any otherwise known material substance

 In all probabilityone may almost say certainlyordinary light is the result of electric oscillation in the molecules or atoms of hot bodies, or sometimes of bodies not hotas in the phenomenon of phosphorescence

 This follows hydrodynamically; in the same sort of way as the speed at which a pulse travels on a flexible running endless cord, whose tension is entirely due to the centrifugal force of the motion, is precisely equal to the velocity of[114]the cord itself

 The whirling machine strongly bolted down to a stone pier independent of the floor; the optical frame independently supported by a gallows frame from other piers

Medium alone moving, or source and receiver moving together, produces

If the index of refraction of the matter is called ?, that means that the speed of light inside it is1/?th of the speed outside or in vacuo
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Hence Fresnel's hypothesis as to the behaviour of ether inside matter is equivalent to the assumption that a potential function, ? ??vcos ?ds, exists throughout all transparent space, so far as motion of ether alone is concerned

 ?1is the ray observed by an instrument depending primarily on frequency, like a prism; ? is the ray observed by an instrument depending primarily on wave-length, like a grating

 For in every cubic millimetre of space we have, according to this view, a mass equivalent to what, if it were matter, we should call a thousand tons, circulating internally, every part of it, with a velocity comparable to the velocity of light, and therefore containingstored away in that small region of spacean amount of energy of the order 1029ergs, or, what is the samething, 3 ? 1011kilowatt centuries; which is otherwise expressible as equal to the energy of a million horse-power station working continuously for forty million years

This is Fresnel's predicted ratio (???1): ??, or 1 ?1/??; and in Fizeau's experiment with running waterespecially as repeated later, with modern accuracy, by Michelsonthis represents exactly the amount of observed effect upon the light

 But every rifleman knows to his cost that though he fixes both himself and his target tightly to the ground, so as to destroy all aberration proper, yet a current of air is very competent to introduce a kind of spurious aberration of its own, which may be called windage; and that he must not aim at the target if he wants to hit it, but must aim a little in the eye of the wind

 If it does, it means that one of the half-beams, viz

A vortex-ring, ejected from an elliptical orifice, oscillates about the stable circular form, as an india-rubber ring would do; thus furnishing a beautiful example of kinetic elasticity, and showing us clearly a fluid displaying some of the properties of a solid

 Terrestrial gravity at the moon's distance (which is 60 earth radii) must be reduced in the ratio 1:60?; that is, it must be1/3600th of what it is here

 The[10]great though simple discovery by Hertz, in 1888, of an "electric eye," as Lord Kelvin called it, made experiments on these waves for the first time easy or even possible

 And, indeed, the fundamental medium filling all space, if there be such,must, in my judgment, be ultimately incompressible; otherwise it would be composed of parts, and we should have to seek for something still more fundamental to fill the interstices

 These charged particles, when they move, have specific inertia, due to the magnetic field surrounding each of them

 A Doppler effect should have been observed by a dispersive prism, but not by an achro[138]matic one: for the refractive index of a substance is not affected by any motion of the earth

 In other words, it may be considered as the path of a labelled disturbance; for it is some special feature which enables an eye to fix direction: it is that which determines the line of collimation of a telescope

 But by means of what I call an interference kaleidoscope, consisting of two mirrors set at an angle with a third semi-transparent mirror between them, it is possible to get the bands remarkably clear and bright, so that they can readily be projected: and I showed these at a lecture to the Royal Institution of Great Britain in 1892

 A marker looking along Y A will see the position whence the shot was fired

 Radiation is not the only thing the earth feels from the sun; there is in addition its gigantic gravitative pull,a force or tension more than what a million million steel rods,each seventeen feet in diameter,could stand(seeChap

 Fresnel's law, in fact, definitely means that moving transparent matter doesnotappreciably disturb the ether of space
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But then if the ether is incompressible its density must really be constant,so how can it be denser inside matter than it is outside? The answer is that presumably the ether is not really extra dense, but is, as it were,loadedby the matter

But it must be understood that the etherial motion here contemplated is thegeneral drift of the entire medium; or its correlative, the uniform motion of all the matter concerned

16exhibits something like the appearance seen in the eye-piece, with the interference bands on each side of the middle band, and with the micrometer wires set in positioneach moved by an independent micrometer head

 I mean the true etherial waves emitted by the electric oscillation going on in the neighbourhood of the recoiling dielectric

Equating centrifugal and centripetal forcesmv?/r= ?m?/(2r)?and comparing the value of 4r? / T? so obtained with the r? / T? of the earth, we find the mass of each body must be about 30,000 times that of the earth, or about1/10th that of the sun

=g/1640Hence the Force of attraction is that which, applied to the earth's mass, produces in it an acceleration equal to the1/1640th part of what ordinary terrestrial gravity can produce in falling bodies; orF = 6 ? 1021tons ?g/1640=6/1640? 1021tons weight;which is the ordinary weight of 37 ? 1017tons, as[121]before

 But then thison the above viewis absolutely stationary, not being carried along by the earth at all; hence this can give no effect either

 It is trulythat, though it is also truly more than that; but to illustrate that luminiferous aspect of it, I will quote a paragraph from the lecture of Clerk Maxwell's to which I have already referred:"The vast interplanetary and interstellar regions will no longer be regarded as waste places in the universe, which the Creator has not seen fit to fill with the symbols of the manifold order of His kingdom

Parenthetically I may say that the time taken on the double journey, S1M S2, when the medium is moving, is not quite the same as the double[43]journey S M S, when all is stationary; and that this is the principle of Michelson's great experiment; which must be referred to later

That is to say, it is approximately equal to the weight of 37 ? 1017ordinary tons upon the earth's surface

Another mode of stating the matter is to say that the behaviour of ether inside matter is such as to enable a potential-function,???vcos ?ds,to exist throughout all transparent space, so far as motion of ether alone is concerned

Perhaps the most striking case, for which we have substantially accurate data, is the star ? Aurig?; which, during the general spectroscopic survey of the heavens undertaken by Professor Pickering of Harvard, in connexion with the Draper Memorial, was discovered to show a spectrum with the lines some days double and[123]alternate days single

Pickering

 At the same time, so far as rigorous proof is concerned, I should prefer to assert thatthe velocity of light between two steel plates moving together in their own plane an inch apart is not increased or diminished by so much as the1/200th part of their velocity

 Most natural philosophers hold, and have held, that action at a distance across empty space is impossible; in other words, that matter cannot act where it is not, but only where it is
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[41]In a moving medium waves do not advance in their normal direction, they advance slantways
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)The existence of this potential function readily[141]accounts for the absence of all effect on direction due to the general drift of the medium, whether in the presence of dense matter (such as water-filled telescopes) or otherwise

 So in that case the marker looking along Z A will see the gun, not as it was when firing, but as it is at the present moment; and he will see likewise[36]the row of shots making straight for him

But it is transmitted,for it takes time on the journey, travelling at a well-known and definite speed; and it is a quivering or periodic disturbance, falling under the general category of wave-motion

 A charge in motion is well known to be surrounded by a magnetic field; and the energy of the motion can be expressed in terms of the energy of this concomitant field,which again must be accounted as the kinetic energy of ethereous flow

What properties are essential to a medium capable of transmitting wave-motion? Roughly we may say two:elasticityandinertia

 Thomson's theory makes its moment of momentum exactly equal toe m, the product ofchargeandpole; the charge being measured electrostatically and the pole magnetically

 By "force" is meant primarily muscular action not accompanied by motion

 A wave centre drifts from D to 1 in the same time as the disturbance reaches A, travelling down the slant line D A
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 Atomsmustbe able to throw it into vibration, if they are oscillating or revolving at sufficient speed; otherwise they would not emit light or any kind of radiation; but in no case do they appear to drag it along, or to meet with resistance in any uniform motion through it

 On starting them again in the opposite direction, the bands ought to have shifted the other way too, if the effect was genuine; but they did not; they went the same way as before

 Now, if the time of journey and course of ray, however they be affected by the dense body, are not to bemoreaffected by reason of etherial drift through it than if it were so much empty space, it is necessary that the difference of potential between two points A and B should be the same whether the space between is filled with dense matter or not (or, say, whether the ray-path is taken through or outside a portion of dense medium)

 The gravitational attractive force between particles is exceedingly small; and that between two atoms or two electrons is negligibly small, even though they be within molecular distance of each other
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 And yet it is to the aggregate attraction of myriads of such bodies that the resultant force of attraction is due;a force which is felt over millions of miles

 And such an effect it is reasonable to expect; since, if cohesion forces are electrical, they must be affected by motion, to a known and calculable amount, depending on the square of the ratio of the speed to the velocity of light
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 A similar statement applies to the time of journey round any closed periphery

 In fact, the ether has not yet been brought under the domain of simple mechanicsit has not yet been reduced to motion and force: and that probably because theforceaspect of it has been so singularly elusive that it is a question whether we ought to think of it as material at all

The hypothetical luminous circulation-velocity, conferring momentum on a wave-front, in accordance with Poynting's investigation, comes out 10-22cm

 The straight vertical wire was usually set in the centre of the middle white band, and theXwire on the yellow of the first coloured band on one side or the other

For instead of saying that a modified portion of the ether is moving with the full velocity of the body while the rest is stationary, it is permissible for some purposes to treat the whole internal ether as moving with a fraction of the velocity of the body

The following are the diffracted rays which require attention,with the inclination of each to the grating-normal specified:The diffracted ray if all were stationary, ?0;The real diffracted ray when grating is advancing, ?;The ray as perceived, allowing for aberration, ?;[136]The equivalent diffracted ray if all were stationary and the wave-length really shortened, ?1

 The existence of a continuous space-filling medium, for instance, is probably regarded by most educated people as a more or less fanciful hypothesis, a figment of the scientific imagination,a mode of collating and welding together a certain number of observed facts, but not in any physical sense a reality, as water and air are realities

In order to set up a tension equal to what is here suspected of being a critical, or presumably disruptive, stress in the ether [1033c

 If they form an accurate square the last two images will coincide, but if the mirrors are the least inclined to one another at any unaliquot part of 360? the last image splits into two, as in the kaleidoscope is well known, and the interference bands may be regarded as resulting from those two sources

But observe that everything depends on the ether's motion being uniform everywhere, inside as well as outside the telescope, and along the whole path of the ray

 I propose to use "stagnant," as meaning stationary with respect to the earth, i

So also with regard to the density of matter, we might mean the density of the fundamental material of which its units are madewhich would be ether; or we might, and in practice do, mean the density of the aggregate lump which we can see and handle; that is to say, of water or iron or lead, as the case may be

 The modification of the static force, thus caused, depends on the squared ratio of their joint speed to the velocity of light

 If there is complete connexion, the ether near the earth is relatively stagnant, and negative terrestrial results are natural

Consequently the pull between the two components of the double star ? Aurig? isg/2

When light is analysed by a prism or grating into a spectrum, the course of each ray is deflectedrefracted or diffractedby an amount corresponding to its frequency of vibration or wave-length

 The experiment gave a negative result

]To get up an etherial speed of 1 centimetre per secondsuch as might be detected experimentally by refined optical appliances, through its effect in accelerating or retarding the speed of light sent along the lines of magnetic force,would need a solenoid of great length, round every centimetre of which 1000 amperes circulated 3000 times

But if the ether is dragged along near moving matter, it behaves like a viscous fluid, and all idea of a velocity-potential must be abandoned

Thus every cubic millimetre of the universal ether of space must possess the equivalent of a thousand tons, and every part of it must be squirming internally with the velocity of light

micrometer

 By this means the absolute shift of middle band, and its relative interpreta[76]tion in terms of wave-length, are simultaneously obtained; for the distance from the one wire to the other, which is often two revolutions of a micrometer head, represents a whole wave-length shift

 of the projected earth's hemisphere or area of equatorial plane,the force transmitted by each would have to be 2700 tons; and therefore, if of 30-ton steel, they would each have to be eleven inches in diameter, or nearly in contact, all over the earth

 Reckoned per unit, a cloud has the density of water; reckoned per aggregate, it is an impalpable filmy structure of hardly any density at all

 that travelling against the motion of the disks, is retarded, or its path virtually lengthened, by the same amount

 Line of vision depends not at all on the motion of the ether, so long as it has a velocity-potential

[70]If this acceleration and retardation actually occurs, waves which did not interfere on meeting before the disks moved, will interfere now; for one will arrive at the common goal half a length behind the other

 Hence if this condition is satisfied the theory of aberration is quite simple

We can also infer some kind of rotary motion in the ether; though we have no such obvious means of detecting the spin as is furnished by vision for detecting some kinds of vibration

 But if the observer is in motion, the apparent ray will not be the true ray, and his line of vision will not truly indicate the direction of an object

)Fizeau tested that straightforward consequence of this theory which is known as Fresnel's Law, and ascertained by experiment that a beam of light was accelerated or retarded by a stream of water, according as it travelled with or against the stream

 The amount streaming relatively backwards through the first plane as it moves will be measured byutimes the external density, while the amount similarly streaming backwards through the second plane will be (u?xu) times the internal density

 Putting these things together, it follows that the intrinsic or constitutional vortex energy of the ether must be of the order 1033ergs per cubic centimetre

If a relatively fixed source and receiver move through the ether with velocityu, such thatu/v=? the aberration constant; then the time of any to and fro journey S M, inclined at angle ? to the direction of the drift, is increased, above what it would be if there were no drift, in the ratio?(1 ? ?? sin? ?)/1 ? ??This follows from merely geometrical considerations

 It contributes to its momentum; and, if the fluid is everywhere present, it is impossible to discriminate between, or to treat separately, that part of the[94]inertia which belongs to the fluid displaced, and that part which belongs to the body moving through it,except by theory

13is a photograph of the optical square, which was ultimately to be placed in position surrounding the disks

 It might, for instance, seem doubtful whether terrestrial surveying operations can be conducted, with the extreme accuracy expected of them, without some allowance for the violent rush of the light-conveying medium past and through the theodolite of the observer

A silk cord hanging from a pulley becomes rigid[110]and viscous when put into rapid motion; and pulses or waves which may be generated on the cord travel along it with a speed equal to its own velocity, whatever that velocity may be, so that they appear to stand still

 The direction of their advance is properly called a ray

 Let the forward speed of the internal ether through space bexu, so that a beam of light therein would be hurried forward with this velocity

 The general ether stream must remain unaffected, not only near, but inside matter, if rays are to retain precisely the same course as if it were relatively stationary

 Nay, as I shall afterwards prove, this cavity is more full, or a more dense body of ?ther, in the common sense or acceptation of the word, than gold is of gold, bulk for bulk; and that because the one, viz

The supposed magnetic etherial drift, along the axis of a solenoid or other magnetic field, if it exist,[151]is comparable to ?003 centim

 It may be called an aberration angle, because it is due to the motion of the source, but it need not give rise to any aberration

 It extends unbroken from star to star; and when a molecule of hydrogen vibrates in the dog-star, the medium receives the impulses of these vibrations, and after carrying them in its immense bosom for several years, delivers them, in due course, regular order, and full tale, into the spectroscope of Mr

 The horizontal arrows show the direction of wavesin the medium; the dotted slant line shows their resultant direction

" But it would probably see far too much for convenience, since it would necessarily be affected by every kind of radiation in simple proportion to its energy; unless, indeed, it were provided with a supply of screens with suitably selected absorbing powers

 The central white band bisects normally the distance between them, and their amount of separation determines the width of the bands

2also represents a parallel beam of light travelling from a moving source, and entering a telescope or the eye of an observer

 A negative result again! (The theory is fully dealt with in ChapterXand Appendix3

Ether being incompressible, the density of fluid inside and outside an electron must be the same

That is to say, their loading makes the ether behave to optical waves as ifbeing a homogeneous medium without these discontinuous loadsit had a density ?? times that which it has in space outside matter

 The oldest valid and conclusive requisition of an ethereous medium depends on the wave theory of light, one of the founders of which was the Royal Institution Professor of Natural Philosophy at the beginning of last century, Dr

 If there is complete independence, the ether is either absolutely stationary or has a velocity-potential, and the negative results are, as has been shown, thereby explained

 But if the medium inside the target or telescope is stationary, the[40]wave will cease to drift as soon as it gets inside, under cover as it were; it will proceed along the path it has been really pursuingin the mediumall the time, and make its exit at Y

 How would one illustrate the fact that water, for instance, possesses inertiathe power of persisting in motion against obstaclesthe power of possessing kinetic energy? The most direct way would be, to take a stream of water and try suddenly to stop it
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The tension required per unit of matter is almost ludicrously small, and yet in the aggregate, near such a body as a planet, it becomes enormous

 In other words, the amount of matter in space, compared with the volume of space it occupies, is almost infinitesimal

 The free portion of normal density 1 is[153]absolutely stationary as regards locomotion, whether it be inside or outside a region occupied by ordinary matter, for it is not amenable to either mechanical or electric forces

The pull of the earth on the sun is, of course, equal and opposite to the pull of the sun on the earth, which has just been calculated; but it furnishes another mode of arriving at the result, and may be regarded as involving simpler datai

 Calling the density outside 1, the extra density inside must be ???1, so as to make up the total to ??

Michelson's famous experiment consists in looking for interference between two half-beams of light, of which one has been sent to and froacrossthe line of ether drift, and the other has been sent to and froalongthe line of ether drift

In any solenoid, the ampere-turns per linear inch furnish a measure of the speed of the supposed magnetic circulation along the axisno matter what the material of the core may bein millimicrons per sec

But we must go on to ask, To what is this rigidity due? If the ether does not consist of parts, and if it is fluid, how can it possess the rigidity appropriate to a solid, so as to transmit transverse waves? To answer this we must fall back upon Lord Kelvin's kinetic theory of elasticity:that it must be due to rotational motionintimate fine-grained motion throughout the whole etherial regionmotion not of the nature of locomotion, but circulation in closed curves, returning upon itself,vortex motion of a kind far more finely grained than any waves of light or any atomic or even electronic structure

It is easy, however, to have an electric oscillator which vibrates 300 million times a second, and emits etherial waves a yard long

Why, then, if it is so impalpable, should we assert its existence? May it not be a mere fanciful speculation, to be extruded from physics as soon as possible? If we were limited for our knowledge of matter to our sense of touch, the question would never even have presented itself; we should have[20]been simply ignorant of the ether, as ignorant as we are of any life or mind in the universe not associated with some kind of material body

 The tension near the sun is 2500 times as great (p

The calculation of the lag in phase caused by Fresnel's etherial motion may proceed thus:A dense slab of thicknessz, which would naturally be traversed with the velocity V/?, is traversed with the velocity (V/?) cos ? + (v/??) cos ?; wherevis the relative velocity of the ether in its neighbourhood; whence the time of journey through it is?z/V(cos ? +?/?cos ?), instead of?z/V,So the equivalent air thickness, instead of being (? ? 1)z, is?z/cos ? +?/?cos ??z= (? cos ? ? ? cos ?/(1 ??/?)?? 1)z,or, to the first order of minuti?,(? ? 1)z? ?zcos ?;? being the angle between ray and ether drift inside the medium

[137]In the case of a prism, therefore, no distinction can be drawn between motion of source and motion of receiver; for in both cases the frequency with which the waves are received will be altered,either because they are really shorter, though arriving at normal speed, or because they are swept up faster, although of normal length

 Then consider two imaginary parallel planes moving with the slab, one in advance of it and the other inside it, and express the fact that the amount of ether between those two planes must continue constant

[63]The slab could then be slowly turned round, so that sometimes the path A B and sometimes the path A C lay approximately along or athwart the direction of the earth's motion in space

 So, dealing with it in this simplest fashion, the resultant inertia is half as great again as that of the volume of fluid corresponding to the electron: that is to say the effective mass is 2????, where ? is the uniform density

The equation to a ray is therefore contained in the statement that the time taken by light to traverse it is a minimum; or?ABds/V= minimumIf the medium, instead of being stationary, is drifting with the velocityv, at angle ? to the ray, we must substitute for V the modified velocity V cos ? +vcos ?; and so the function that has to be a minimum, in order to give the path of a ray in a moving medium, isTime of journey =?ABds/V(cos ? + ? cos ?)[130]=?AB(V cos ? ?vcos ?)/V?(1 ? ??)ds= minimumwhere ? is the ratiov/V

)Now that most interesting and important, and I think now well-known, experiment of Fizeau proves quite simply and definitely that if light be sent along a stream of water, travelling inside the water as a transparent medium, it will go quicker with the current than against it

 A material unitsay an electronis only a peculiarity or singularity of some kind in the ether itself, which is of perfectly uniform density everywhere

 The absence of all effect caused by stagnant dense matter inserted in the path of a beam of light, that is of dense trans[57]parent matter not artificially moved with reference to the earthor rather with reference to source and receiveris explicable on Fresnel's theory concerning the behaviour of ether inside matter

 Such a force necessarily implies enormous tension or pressure in the medium
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The conclusion of my secondPhilosophical Transactionspaperthat of 1897is thatneither an electric nor a magnetic transverse field confers viscosity upon the ether, nor enables moving matter to grip and move it rotationally

 If you think it over you will perceive that a wind will not prevent his doing it correctly; the line of hole will point to the shooter along the path of his bullet, though it will not point along his line of aim

 This may be likened to a stationary observer looking at a moving star

[67]CHAPTER VSPECIAL EXPERIMENT ON ETHERIALVISCOSITYThebalance of evidence at this stage seems to incline in the sense that there is no ether drift, that the ether near the earth is stagnant, that the earth carries all or the greater part of the neighbouring ether with it,a view which, if true, must singularly complicate the theory of ordinary astronomical aberration: as is explained at the beginning of the last chapter

 The two large disks at top were of the best circular-saw steel; they are somewhat thicker at middle than at edge, and are strongly bolted up between iron cheeks, which are attached to the shaft
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Now let a prism be used to analyse the light; its dispersive power is in most theories held to depend directly upon frequencyi

prism

 The position of objects not on the earth, and not connected with the solar system, is apparently altered by an amount comparable to one part in ten thousand, by the earth's motion; that is to say, the apparent place of a star is shifted from its true place by an[30]angle1/10,000th of a "radian,"[3]or about 20 seconds of arc

 Absolute velocity of matter means velocity through the etherwhich is stationary

 You are now as directly conscious as you can be of the etherial medium

travelling

 And, parenthetically, I may say that no form of ordinary matter, solid, liquid, or gaseous, is competent to transmit a thing travelling with the speed and subject to the known laws of light

If it be urged that it is unfair to compare an obviously discrete assemblage like the stars, with an apparently continuous substance like air or lead,the answer is that it is entirely and accurately fair; since air, and every other known form of matter, is essentially an aggregate of particles, and since it is always their average density that we mean

 I do not think Arago would have seen it, because I do not suppose his arrangements were delicate enough for that very small effect; but there is no error in the conception of his experiment, as Prof

 If a medium is both denser and quicker moving, it is possible for the two bendings to be equal and opposite, and thus for a ray to go on straight

[140]So the extra equivalent air layerdue to the motionis approximately ? z cos ?, a quantity independent of ?

 The density of ether outside being 1, and that of the loaded ether inside being ??, the effect of the[58]load is expressible as ???1, while the free ether is the same inside as out

 At the back is seen a boiler-plate screen for the observer with his eye at the telescope

The whole visible universe, within a parallax of1/1000second of arc, is estimated by Lord Kelvin as the equivalent of a thousand million of our suns; and this amount of matter, distributed as it is, would have an average density of 1?6 ? 10?23grammes per c

 For if the ether is stationary while the earth is flying through itat a speed vastly faster than any cannon ball, as much faster than a cannon ball as an express train is faster than a saunter on footit is for all practical purposes the same as if the earth were stationary and the ether streaming past it with this immense velocity, in the opposite direction

 In all cases the line of vision depends on[128]motion of the observer, and on that alone

 The row of springs obviously possesses elasticity and inertia; and any wave-transmitting medium must similarly possess some form of elasticity and some form of inertia

There may be reasons for supposing that some much slower drift or conveyance than this is really caused in the ether by a magnetic field; but if so, the ether must be regarded as so excessively dense that the amount of such a drift for any practicable magnetic field seems almost hopelessly beyond experimental means of detection

6shows normal reflexion for the case of a moving medium

No ordinary matter is competent to transmit waves at anything like the speed of light: the rate at whichmatterconveys waves is the velocity of sound,a speed comparable to one-millionth of the speed of light

"The important notion for present purposes is merely this: that the density of the undifferentiated or simple ether, and the density of the tied-up or be-knotted or otherwise modified ether constituting an electron, are one and the same

 They are transmitted by it, but never terminate upon it; except, indeed, at the peculiar structure called a wave-front, which simulates some of the properties of matter

 To secure this, the source, the mirrors, and the observing telescope, were all mounted upon a massive stone slab; and this was floated in a bath of mercury

 Clearly it must consist of a pair of luminous objects revolving in a plane approximately containing the line of vision; the revolution being completed every four days

The amplitude of a wave of light, in a place where it is most intense, namely near the sun where its energy amounts to 2 ergs per c

If, however, we consider the moving electron as generating circular lines of magnetic induction, by reason of some rotational property of the ether, and if we attribute all the magnetic inertia to the magnetic whirl thus caused round its path,provisionally[148]treating this whirl as an actual circulation of fluid excited by the locomotion,then we shall proceed thus:Let a spherical electroneof radiusabe flying at moderate speedu, so that the magnetic field at any point,r?, outside, isH =eusin?/r?,and the energy per unit volume everywhere is ?H?/8?

So consider the energy per unit volume anywhere: it can be represented by the equivalent expressions?w? =?H?/8?=?/8??e?u? sin??/r?;whereforew/u= ?(?/4??) ?esin?/r?

 But no interference bands were seen

 Such an action may be a function of the ?ther; for it is not unlikely that, if there be an ?ther, it should have other uses than simply the conveyance of radiation

[146]APPENDIX 2CALCULATIONS IN CONNEXION WITHETHER DENSITYJust as the rigidity of the ether is of a purely electric character, and is not felt mechanicallysince mechanically it is perfectly fluid,so its density is likewise of an electromagnetic character, and again is not felt mechanically, because it cannot be moved by mechanical means

We have thus three motions to consider, that of the source, of the receiver, and of the medium; and, of these, only motion of receiver is able to cause an aberrational error in fixing the position of the source

 And the aberration, or needful divergence between the point aimed at and the thing hit has opposite sign in the two casesthe case when receiver is moving, and the case when source is moving

A second-order effect on direction may therefore be produced by irrotational motion, but not a first-order effect

 This "muscular action impeded" is another direct sense, that of "force"; and attempts to analyse it into anything simpler than itself have hitherto resulted only in confusion

I may say, then, that not a single optical phenomenon is able to show the existence of an ether stream near the earth
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[6]We do not depend on that sort of argument, however; what we depend on is experimental measure of the mass, and mathematical estimate of the volume, of the electron

 Consequently the whole effect of an ether-drift past the earth is zero, on optical experiments, according to the theory of Fresnel; and that is exactly what all the experiments just described have confirmed

 For it depends on no doubtful properties of transparent substances, but on the straightforward fundamental principle underlying all such simple facts as thatIt takes longer to row a certain distance and back, up and down stream, than it does to row the same distance in still water; or that it takes longer to run up and down a hill, than to run the same distance laid out flat; or that it costs more to buy a certain number of oranges at three a penny and an equal number at two a penny than it does to buy the whole lot at five for twopence

 Why the whole of a rod should follow, when one end is pulled, is a matter requiring explanation; and the only explanation that can be given involves, in some form or other, a continuous medium connecting the discrete and separated particles or atoms of matter

 Anything short of this may be a provisional or partial theory, an explanation of the less known in terms of the more known, but Motion and Force are postulated in physics as the completely known: and no attempt is made to press the terms of an explanation further than that

The velocity of free fall from infinity to such a planet is ?(2T0); the velocity of free fall from circumference to centre, assuming uniform distribution of density, is ?(T0); and from infinity to centre it is ?(3T0)Optically, its rigidity and density are both felt, since optical disturbances are essentially electromotive

 There is no aberration caused by motion of source

 Even from a distance it is able to fling off small particles of itself sufficient to affect another delicate sense

 There is no true deviation from[39]the point of view of the receiver, provided the drift is uniform everywhere, although the shots are blown aside and the target is not hit by the particular gun aimed at it

 Putting these things together, and considering the ether as essentially incompressibleon the strength of the Cavendish electric experiment,[97]the facts of gravitation, and the general idea of a connecting continuous mediumthe author reckons that to deal with the ether dynamically it must be treated as having a density of the order 1012grammes per cubic centimetre

This must be recollected in connexion with several of the negative results rightly obtained by some observers; such as Arago, for instance, who applied an achromatic prism to a star which the earth was approaching, without observing any effect

 It is directly demonstrable that light consists of waves of some kind or other, and that these waves travel at a certain well-known velocity,achieving a distance equal to seven times the circumference of the earth every second; from New York to London and back[2]in the thirtieth part of a second; and taking only eight minutes on the journey from the sun to the earth

 I expect that every reader understands interference, but I may just briefly say that two similar sets of waves "interfere" whenever and wherever the crests of one set coincide with and obliterate the troughs of the other set

But a magnetic field has been thought of by many mathematicians as a circulation of fluid along the lines of magnetic inductionwhich are always closed curvesat some unknown velocityw

In the vast extent of the Cosmos, as a whole, the small bulk of actual matter, compared with the volume of empty space, is strikingas we shall show directly; and now on the small scale, among the atoms of matter, we find the conditions to be similar

But if, instead of running water, stagnant water is usedthat is stationary with respect to the earth, though still moving violently through the etherthen the (???1) effect of the load will be fixed to the matter, and can produce no extra or motile effect

The process of evaluating this is instructive, owing to the manipulation of units which it involves:F = 6 ? 1021tons ?(4?? ? 92 ? 106miles)/(365  days)?which of course is a mass multiplied by an acceleration

7, which indicates sufficiently the geometry of the arrangement, and shows that the two half-beams, into which the semi-transparent plate divides the light, will each travel round the same contour A B C in opposite directions, and will then reunite and travel together towards the point of the arrow

The arguments on which an estimate may be made of the density or massiveness of the ether as compared with that of matter depend on the following considerations, the validity of which again is dependent upon an electrical theory of matter

Now a gradual change of bright space to dark, and vice versa, shows itself, to an observer looking at the bands, as a gradual change of position of the bright stripes, or a shift of the bands

By a physical "explanation" is meant a clear statement of a fact or law in terms of something with which daily life has made us familiar

 Michelson reckons that by his latest arrangement he could see 1 in 4000 millions if it existed (which is equivalent to detecting an error of1/1000of an inch in a length of 60 miles); but he saw[64]nothing

 Then we begin to spin the disks, and when they are going at some high speed, measured by a siren note and in other ways, the micrometer wires are reset and readreset several times and read each time

In the light of Larmor's electron theory, we know now that acceleration of atoms, or rather of a charge upon an atom, necessarily generates radiation, proportional in amount to thesquareof the accelerationwhether that be tangential or normal

 Hoek expected to see interference bands, from the two[54]half-beams which had traversed the water, one in the direction of the earth's motion and the other against it

 The recoil of the strained dielectric causes a current, the inertia of this current causes it to overshoot the mark, and for an instant the charge of the jar is reversed; the current now flows backwards and charges the jar up as at first; back again flows the current; and so on, charging and reversing the charge, with rapid oscillations, until the energy is all dissipated into heat

 Section of oblate spheroid of soft iron for whirling machine, showing arrangement for winding central core with wire so as to be able to magnetise it strongly while spinning inside the optical frame

In that case, therefore, however far they reach, such nuclei clearly exert no "action at a distance" in the technical sense

Such an aberration as this, a lag or negative aberration, has never yet been observed; but if there is any slip between layers of ether, if the earth carries any ether with it, or if the ether, being in motion at all, is not equally in motion everywhere throughout every transparent substance, then such a lag or negative aberration must occur, in precise proportion to the amount of the carriage of ether by moving bodies (cf

 Still, physics is bound to push the search for an explanation[16]to its furthest limits; and so long as it does not hoodwink itself by vagueness and mere phrasesa feebleness against which its leaders are mightily and sometimes cruelly on their guard, preferring to risk the rejection of worthy ideas rather than permit a semi-acceptance of anything fanciful and obscureso long as it vigorously probes all phenomena within its reach, seeking to reduce the physical aspect of them to terms of motion and force,so long it must be upon a safe track

 Hence, either something else happens, or the ether near the earth is dragged with it so as not to stream through our instruments

 The ether inside matter is just as dense as the ether outside, and no denser

 An eye looking at the source will not look tangentially along the beam, but will look along A S, and will see the source in its true position

A ray signifies the path of a definite or identical portion of radiation energythe direction of[129]energy-flux

 But that taking second-order quantities into account, the time of going to and fro in any direction inclined at angle ? to a constant drift is, from the above expression,T1+ T2=2T cos ?/1???=?(1???sin??)/(1 ? ??)? 2T,where 2T is the ordinary time of the double journey without any drift

So long as a source is stationary the wave-lengths emitted are quite normal, but motion of an observer may change the frequency with which they arereceived, in an obvious way; they are swept up faster if the receiver is approaching, they have a stern chase if it is receding

 The motion of a wave in a moving medium may be likened to that of a rowing-boat on a river

The question has arisen in my mind, whether, if the whole sensible universeestimated by Lord Kelvin as equivalent to about a thousand million sunswere all concentrated in one body of specifiable density,[7]the stress would not be so great as to produce a tendency towards etherial disruption; which would result in a disintegrating explosion, and a scattering of the particles once more as an enormous nebula and other fragments into the depths of space

 The beam lies along A B C D, but this is not the direction of vision

 The slit and collimator are shown; the micrometer end of the observing telescope is out of the picture

Hence all the estimates of the effective inertia of an electron are of the same order of magnitude, being[150]all comparable with that of a mass of ether equal to the electron in bulk

 It may be thus described in essence:Take a steel disk, or rather a couple of large steel disks a yard in diameter clamped together with[68]a space between

This follows at once thus:Stating the law of gravitation as F = ?mm?/r?, the meaning here adopted for etherial tension at the surface of the earth isT =?R??E/r?dr=?E/R;so that the ordinary intensity of gravity isg= ?dT/dR=?E/R?=4/3???R

The amount of displacement can be roughly estimated, enabling us to calculate the speed with which the sources of light were moving

 That is an immediate consequence of the estimate of density and the fact of the velocity of light; and if the density is admitted, the other cannot be contested

 And, since electrons move sometimes at a speed not far below that of light, we cannot be accused of under-estimating the probable velocity of magnetic spin by treating it as of the same order of magnitude, at the bounding surface of the electron, as its own speed: a relation suggested, though not enforced, by gyrostatic analogies

 Pull it to one side, and its elasticity tends to make it recoil; let it go, and its inertia causes it to overshoot its normal position

But now proceed to ask what is this Ether which in the case of light is thus vibrating? What corresponds to the elastic displacement and recoil of the spring or pendulum? What corresponds to the inertia whereby it overshoots its mark? Do we know these properties in the ether in any other way?The answer, given first by Clerk Maxwell, and now reiterated and insisted on by experiments performed in every important laboratory in the world, is:The elastic displacement corresponds to electrostatic charge,roughly speaking, to electricity

 That particular experiment has not been tried, but I entertain no doubt about its result, though a high speed and considerable thickness of glass or other medium would be necessary to produce even a microscopic apparent displacement of objects seen through it

The thing to observe is whether the motion of the disks is able to replace a bright band by a dark one, or vice versa

 It may mean the specific gravity of the dry powder as it lies, like snow; or it may mean the specific gravity of the particles of which it is composed, like ice

 It looked very much as if the light was helped along at half the speed of the moving matter, just as it is inside water

 An acceleration term exists in motion through even a perfect fluid

And one such phenomenon is indeed known, namely, the stellar aberration discovered by Bradley in 1729

Bradley

The theory of the Michelson experiment can be expressed thus: its optical diagram being the same as is expressed geometrically in Fig

 And the extra distance compensates or neutralises the extra speed; so that light takes the same time for both

[143]APPENDIX 1ON GRAVITY AND ETHERIAL TENSIONIn the arithmetical examples of ChapterIXwe reckon merely the force between two bodies; but the Newtonian tension mentioned in ChapterVIIIdoes not signify that force, but rather a certain condition or state of the medium, to variations in which, from place to place, the force is due

Gravitationis thus supposed to be the result of a mechanical tension inherently, and perhaps instantaneously, set up throughout space whenever the etherial structure called an electric charge comes into existence; the tension being directly proportional to the square of the charge and inversely as its linear dimensions

An apparent change of wave-length

 As already described, I have spun steel disks, a yard in diameter, 4000 times a minute, have sent light round and round between them, and tested carefully for the slightest effect on the ether

Wave-motion in ether, light certainly is; but what does one mean by the term wave? The popular notion is, I suppose, of something heaving up and down, or perhaps of something breaking on a shore

[115]CHAPTER IXSTRENGTH OF THE ETHERToshow that the ether cannot be the slight and rarefied substance which at one time, and indeed until quite lately, it was thought to be, it is useful to remember that not only has it to be the vehicle of light and the medium of all electric and magnetic influence, but also that it has to transmit the tremendous forces of gravitation

 In saying that the density of ether is great,I mean that the actual stuff of which these highly porous aggregates are composed is of immense, of wellnigh incredible, density

A stationary target will be penetrated in the direction A Y, and this line will point out the[37]correct position of the source when the received disturbance started

 But it is never wise to control facts by a theory; it is better to invent some experiment that will give a different result in stagnant and in free ether

 A regular series of such springs, set at equal intervals and started vibrating at regular intervals of time one after the other, would be periodic in space too; and so they would, in disconnected fashion, typify a wave

)It may be said why assume any finite density for the ether at all? Why not assume that, as it is infinitely continuous, so it is infinitely densewhatever that may meanand that all its properties are infinite? This might be possible were it not for the velocity of light

Hence some slight modification of interference effects by reason of drift would seem to be possible; since the time of a to-and-fro light-journey depends subordinately on the inclination of ray to drift

Hence the equation to a ray inside such matter isT? =?ds/((V/?) cos ?? +v? cos ??)= min

 If waves setting out from the sun exist in space eight minutes before striking our eyes, there must necessarily be in space some medium in which they exist and which conveys them

Lastly, we have the fundamental property of matter calledinertia, which can, to a certain extent, be explained electromagnetically, provided the ethereous density is granted as of the order 1012grammes per cubic centimetre

 For although brain disturbance is certainly physical, and is an essential concomitant of mental action whether of the sending or receiving variety, yet we know from the case of heat that a material movement can be excited in one place at the expense of corresponding movement in another, without any similar kind of transmission or material connexion between the two places: the thing that travels across vacuum is not heat

" Two reunited half-beams of light may thus produce local stripes of darkness, and these stripes are called interference bands
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 It is not a real increase of density, but a virtual increase, which is really due to the addition of a certain fraction of material inertia to the inertia of the ether itself

 If stationary anywhere it must be stationary altogether: there must be no boundary between stationary and moving ether, no plane of slip, no quicker motion even[45]in some regions than in others

 But if we make this latter statement one must be prepared to extend to the terms elasticity and inertia their very largest and broadest signification, so as to include any possible kind of restoring force, and any possible kind of persistence of motion, respectively
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[118]If this force were to be transmitted by a forest of weightless pillars each a square foot in cross-section, with a tension of 30 tons to the square inch throughout, there would have to be 5 million million of them

This agrees with the simple hydrodynamic estimate of effective inertia ifw0=  ?3?u; that is to say, if the whirl in contact with the equator of the sphere is of the same order of magnitude as the velocity of the sphere

The result was again negative; that is to say, a magnetic field causes no perceptible acceleration in a beam of light sent along the lines of force

[100]In all cases where physical motion is involved, however, I would have a medium sought for

First of all, Newton recognised the need of a medium for explaining gravitation

But I must repeat that this conveyance of light by moving matter is an effect due to the[142]material load only; it represents no disturbance of the ether of space

 the mass of ?ther, is all ?ther: but the mass of gold, which we conceive, is not all gold; but there is an intermixture, and that vastly more than is commonly supposed, of ?ther with it; so that vacuity, as it is commonly thought, or erroneously supposed, is a more dense body than the gold as gold

The above expression applies to Michelson's remarkable experiment[10]of sending a split beam to and fro, half along and half across the line of[132]the earth's motion; and is, in fact, a theory of it

Hence the force exerted by the sun on the earth is25 ? 6 ? 1021/(200)?tons weight

What we have arrived at so far is the following:Motion of either source or receiver can alter frequency; motion of receiver can alter apparent direction; motion of the medium can do neither

 For calculation shows that however the mass be accounted forwhether electrostatically or magnetically, or hydrodynamicallythe estimate of ratio of mass to effective volume can differ only in a numerical coefficient, and cannot differ as regards order of magnitude

 In order to generate a velocity of free fall under gravity equal to the velocity of light, a globe of the earth's density would have to be equal in radius to the distance of the earth from the sun, or say 26,000 times the earth's radius
Hence the weight or pull of the sun by the earth is316000/(23000)?? 6 ? 1021tons weight

A light journey, to and fro, across the path of a relatively moving medium is slightly quicker than the same journey, to and fro, along (see p

 The intensity of solar gravity at the sun's surface is 25 times ordinary terrestrial gravity
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 The two half-beams each go three times round the square contour, in opposite directions, and then reunite

The real nature of metallic opacity and of transparency has long been clear in Maxwell's theory of light, and these electrically produced waves only illustrate and bring home the well-known facts

 I myself, indeed, have designed and carried out a series of delicate experiments to see whether a whirling mass of iron could to the smallest extent grip the ether and carry it round, with so much as a thousandth part of its own velocity

[65]The experiment thus seems to prove that there is no motion through the ether at all, that there is no etherial drift past the earth, that the ether immediately in contact with the earth is stagnantor that the earth to that extent carries all neighbouring ether with it

 There is the row of successive shots, and there is the path of any one shot

 An electrical charge, in sufficiently rapid vibration, is the only source of ether-waves that we know; and if an electric charge is suddenly stopped, it generates the pulses known as X-rays, as the result of the collision

 Wave-normal and ray now coincide: S M is not a ray, but only the locus of successive disturbances

For instance, two atoms of, say, gold, at molecular distance, attract each other gravitationally with a force of the order?(10-22x 10-22)/(10-8)?=10-44/10-16x 10-7= 10-35dyne;which would cause no perceptible acceleration at all

But inasmuch as the telescope or line of vision is inclined at the angle of dispersion to the direction of the incident ray, ordinary aberration must come in, as it always does when an observer moves athwart his line of vision; and so there will be a spurious or apparent Doppler effect due to common aberration

 The acceleration it causes in the earth and the whole solar system, at its present speed through space, is only able to curve the path with a radius of curvature of length thirty thousand times the distance of the star

[80]CHAPTER VIETHERIAL DENSITYThis leads us to enter upon the question of whether it is possible to determine with any approach to accuracy the actual density or massiveness of the ether of space, compared with those forms of matter to which our senses have made us accustomed

The mirrors which reflect the light round and round between the disks are shown in Fig

arrangement

 From that time onward we possessed a sort of artificial sense organ for their appreciation,an electric arrangement which can virtually "see" these intermediate rates of vibration

The mass, or inertia, of an electron is comparable to the thousandth part of that of the atom of hydrogen

A real and apparent change of wave-length

 that which is travelling in the same direction as the disks, is helped on a trifle, equivalent to a shortening of journey by some quarter millionth of an inch or so in the whole length of 30 feet; while the other half-beam, viz

 by reason of its rotational motion, from the remainder of the ether; or it might be differentiated statically, and be something which would have to be called a strain-centre or a region of twist, or something which cannot be very clearly at present imagined[83]with any security; though various suggestions have been made in that direction

 Plan of optical frame with steel disk in position, and glazed drum to isolate them from the frame

[53]Suffice for present purposes the fact that the velocity of light inside moving water, and therefore presumably inside all transparent matter, is altered to some extent by motion of that matter

Newton employs the term for the medium which fills spacenot only space which appears to be empty, but space also which appears to be full; for the luminiferous ether must undoubtedly[xii]penetrate between the atomsmust exist in the pores so to speakof every transparent substance, else light could not travel through it

 For the tension would be a maximum in the interior of such a mass; and, if it rose to the value 1033dynes per square centimetre, something would have to happen

But when a ray is travelling through transparent matter, will not motion of that matter affect its course?If the matter is moved relatively to source and receiver, as in Fizeau's experiment with running water, most certainly it will; to the full effect of the loading or extra or travelling density, (??-1), compared with the total density ??

On the other hand, the pull of a fixed star, like Siriussay a star, for example, which is 20 times the mass of the sun and 24 light years distantis comparatively very small
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 Michelson's is, however, explicable in another way,namely, by the FitzGerald-Lorentz theory that the linear dimensions of bodies are a function of their motion through the ether

 The theory of astronomical aberration would be seriously complicated; in its present form it would be upset (p

The line A B C D is now neither the line of fire nor the line of aim: it is simply the locus of disturbances emitted from the successive positions 1 2 3 4

 It wholly ignores the ether waves whose frequency is comparable with that of sound; and, for thirty or forty octaves above this, nothing about us responds; but high up, in a range of vibration of the inconceivably high pitch of four to seven hundred million million per seconda range which extremely few accessible bodies are able to emit, and which it requires some knowledge and skill artificially to produceto those waves the eye is acutely, surpassingly, and most intelligently sensitive

Thus, then, we find that no general motion of the entire medium can be detected by changes in direction, or in frequency, or in phase; for on none of them has it any appreciable (i

 Suppose a row of stationary cannon firing shots, which get blown by a cross wind along the slant 1 A Y (neglecting the curvature of path which would really exist): still the hole in the target fixes the gun's true position, the marker looking along Y A sees the gun which fired the shot

2? 18 ? 1025tons,or equal to the weight of80 ? 1024tons on the earth,which is more than twenty million times as great as is the pull between the earth and our sun

 It is noteworthy how exceedingly small is this average or aggregate density of matter in the visible region of space

 That is to say a spectrum line will not be seen in its true place, but will appear to be shifted by an amount almost exactly imitative of a real Doppler effectthe imitation being correct up to the second order of aberration magnitude

The whole subject, however, may be treated more generally, and for every direction of the ray, on the lines of ChapterX, thus:[155]Inside a transparent body light travels at a speed V/?; and the ether, which outside drifts at velocityv, making an angle ? with the ray, inside may be drifting with velocityv? and angle ??

 Stars were seen through the water-telescope precisely as through an air telescope

Writing a velocity-potential ? in the above equation to a ray, that is puttingvcos ? =??/?s,and ignoring possible variations in the minute correction factor 1??? between the points A and B, it becomesTime of journey =?ABcos ?/(1 ? ??)?ds/V ?(?B ? ?A)/V?( 1???)= minimum

Some philosophers have reason to suppose that mind can act directly on mind without intervening mechanism,and sometimes that has been spoken of as genuine action at a distance; but no proper conception or physical model can be made of such a process, nor is it clear that "space" and "distance" have any particular meaning in the region of psychology

" Anything thus doubly periodic is a wave; and all waveswhether in air as sound waves, or in ether as light waves, or on the surface of water as ocean wavescan be comprehended in the definition

 The angle between dotted and full lines is the angle between ray and wave-normal

When dealing with bodies of astronomical size, the force of gravitation overpowers all other forces; and all electric and magnetic attractions sink by comparison into insignificance

 If he moves at the same rate as the ether, his line of vision is a wave-normal

centimetre

If ever the tension rose to equal the constitutional elasticity or intrinsic kinetic energy of the ether,which we have seen is 1033dynes per square centimetre (or ergs per c

 184Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society):"I feel confident either that the ether between the disks is quite unaffected by their motion,[73]or, if affected at all, by something less than the thousandth part

 Etherial motion has no effect upon it; and when the observer is stationary with respect to object, as he is when using a terrestrial telescope, there is no aberration at all

But what about a wind, or streaming of the medium past source and receiver, both stationary? Look at Fig

In other words, any streaming along magnetic lines of force, such as could account for the energy of a magnetic field, must be comparable, in centimetres per second, to one four-millionth of the number of c

 Thus they reduce the velocity of light in the ratio of the refractive index ?:1, and therefore may be taken as increasing the virtual density of the ether in the ratio 1:??

Of course we do not stop at this baldness of inference: our educated faculty leads us to realise[18]the existence of space far beyond the possibility of direct sensation; and, further, by means of the direct appreciation ofspeedin connection with motion,of uniform and variable speed,we become able to formulate the idea of "time," or uniformity of sequence; and we attain other more complex notionsacceleration and the likeupon a consideration of which we need not now enter

 A series of pendulums will do just as well, and if set swinging in orderly fashion will[5]furnish at once an example and an appearance of wave motion, which the most casual observer must recognise as such

 to constitute the material organism of beings exercising functions of life and mind as high or higher than ours are at presentis a question far transcending the limits of physical speculation

Then Maxwell repeated the attempt in a much more powerful manner, a method which could have detected a very minute effect indeed, and Mascart has also repeated it in a simple form

But the question must be asked, can it not hurry a wave so as to make it arrive out of phase with another wave arriving by a different path, and thus produce or modify interference effects?Or again, may it not carry the waves down stream more plentifully than up stream, and thus act on a pair of thermopiles, arranged fore and aft at equal distances from a source, with unequal intensity?And once more, perhaps the laws of reflection and refraction in a moving medium are not the same as they are if it be at rest

 Indeed gravitational attraction between bodies of a certain smallness can be more than counterbalanced even by the pressure which their mutual radiation exertsalmost infinitesimal though that is;so that as a matter of fact, small enough bodies of any warmth will repel each other unless they are in an enclosure of constant temperature, i

The diagram also equally represents the case of a moving source in a stationary medium

 What mechanism transmits this gigantic force? Again, take a steel bar itself: when violently stretched, with how great tenacity its parts cling together! Yet its particles are not in absolute contact, they are only virtually attached to each other by means of the universal connecting mediumthe ether,a medium that must be competent to transmit the greatest stresses which our knowledge of gravitation and of cohesion shows us to exist

How then can we say that matter is millions of times rarer or less substantial than the ether of which it is essentially composed? Those who feel any difficulty here, should bethink themselves of what they mean by the average or aggregate[88]density of any discontinuous system, such as a powder, or a gas, or a precipitate, or a snowstorm, or a cloud, or a milky way

 In his "Optical Queries" he shows that if the pressure of this medium is less in the neighbourhood of[102]dense bodies than at great distances from them, dense bodies will be driven towards each other; and that if the diminution of pressure is inversely as the distance from the dense body, the law of force will be the inverse square law of gravitation
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 So that the average density of the whole of the dots or material particles taken together,that is to say, their aggregate mass compared with the space they occupy,is excessively small

 And by reason of this property, and as a consequence of their discontinuity, they virtually increase the optical density of the ether of space, acting in analogy with weights distributed along a flexible cord

Now if the elasticity of any medium is to be thus explained kinetically, it follows, as a neces[95]sary consequence, that the speed of this internal motion must be comparable to the speed of wave propagation;that is to say that the internal squirming circulation, to which every part of the ether is subject, must be carried on with a velocity of the same order of magnitude as the velocity of light

Mascart

Direct experiments made by Hoek,[11]and by Mascart, on the effect of introducing tubes of water into the path of half-beams of light, are in entire accord with this negative conclusion

Hoek

 Any medium possessing these two properties can transmit waves, and unless a medium possesses these properties in some form or other, or some equivalent for them, it may be said with moderate security to be incompetent to transmit waves

 I cannot analyse motion,I doubt if the attempt is wise,it is a simple immediate act of perception, a direct sense of free unresisted muscular action

It is this neutralising or compensatory effect,which acts equally on to-and-fro motion of light, to-and-fro motion of electric currents, and on the shape of material bodies,that renders any positive result in experiments on ether-drift so difficult or impossible to obtain; so that, in spite of the speed with which we are rushing through space, no perceptible influence is felt on either electrical or optical phenomena, except those which are due to relative motion of source and observer

 that the potential inside and outside matter shall be the same up to a constant, or that ??v? cos ?? =vcos ?; which for the case of drift along a ray is precisely Fresnel's hypothesis

The arrow-feather ray is bifurcated at A by a semi-transparent mirror of thinly-silvered glass; and the two halves reunite along the arrow-head after traversing a triangular contour A B C in opposite directions

 Consequently two similar charges moving in parallel lines will repel each other less than if stationary,less also than if moving one after the other in the same line

But now let the receiver be moving at same pace as the gun, as when two grappled ships are firing into each other

This fraction of the velocity of the material medium must directly influence the velocity of light, for the waves will be conveyed in the sense of the material motionu, with the additional speedu(??-1) / ??

 Approximate appearance of the interference bands and micrometer wires as seen in the eye-piece of the telescope of the Ether machine

statement

But now comes the question, how is it possible for matter to be composed of ether? How is it possible for a solid to be made out of fluid? A solid possesses the properties of rigidity, impenetrability, elasticity, and such-like; how can these be imitated by a perfect fluid such as the ether must be?The answer is, they can be imitated by afluid in motion; a statement which we make with confidence as the result of a great part of Lord Kelvin's work

 The relative optical virtual density of the ether inside matter is measured by ??; but it may be really a defect of elasticity, at least in non-magnetic materials

 Successive disturbances A, B, C, D, lie along a spiral curve, the spiral of Archimedes; and this is the shape of the beams, as seen illuminating the dust particles, though the pitch of the spiral is too gigantic to be distinguished from a straight line

Fizeau also suggested, but did not attempt, what seems an easier experiment, with fore and aft thermopiles and a source between them, to observe the drift of a medium by its convection of energy; but arguments based on the law of exchanges[5]tend to show, and do show as I think, that a probable alteration of radiating power due to motion through a medium would just compensate the effect otherwise to be expected

It rises to a maximum value near the surface of any spherical mass; and if the radius be R and the gravitational intensity isg, the tension at the surface is T0=gR
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 Whereas light does not really travel in water, but always in ether; and it is by no means obvious whether a stream of water can help or hinder it

 For the lines will then be optically displaced by the motion, during part of the orbitthose of the advancing body to the right, those of the receding body to the left,while in that part of the orbit which lies athwart the direction of vision, the spectrum lines will return to their proper places,opening out again to a maximum, in the opposite direction, at the next quadrant

But whereas in all the experiments previously described the effect looked for was a first-order effect, of magnitude one in ten or twenty thousand,depending, that is to say, on the first power of the ratio of speed of earth to speed of light,the effect now to be expected depends on thesquareof that same ratio, and therefore cannot be greater, even in the most favourable circumstances, than 1 part in a hundred million

 This condition will be satisfied if the time of journey down a ray and down all infinitesimally differing paths is the same
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 General view of whirling part of Ether machine, with pair of steel disks, and motor

 The wave which has reached M has its centre at C, and C M is its normal; but the disturbance, M, has really travelled along S M, which is therefore[42]the ray

 The theory that an electric charge must possess the equivalent of inertia was clearly established by J

 The only part that could produce an effect of that kind would be the free ether, of density 1

The ether being incompressible, and an electron being supposed composed simply and solely of ether, it follows that it cannot be either a condensation or a rarefaction of that material, but must be some singularity of structure, or some portion otherwise differentiated

It is noteworthy that almost all the observations which have been made with negative results as to the effect of the Earth's orbital motion on the ether are equally consistent with complete connexion and complete independence between ether and matter

It may be rightly asserted that it is not the etherial disturbances themselves, but other disturbances excited by them in our tissues, that our heat nerves feel; and the same assertion can be made for our more highly-developed and specialised sight nerves

Since then Branly discovered that metallic powder could be used as an extraordinarily sensitive detector; and on the basis of this discovery, the 'coherer' was employed by me for distant signalling by means of electric or etheric waves; until now when many other detectors are available in the various systems of wireless telegraphy

For the electrification experiment, a third and insulated disk was clamped between the two steel disks and kept electrified to sparking tension

Hicks

Larmor

 The old perception that a magnetic field is kinetic has been developed by Kelvin, Heaviside, FitzGerald, Hicks, and Larmor, most of whom have treated it as a flow along magnetic lines; though it may also, perhaps equally well, be regarded as a flow perpendicular to them and along the Poynting vector

 It is by far the most stationary body in existence; though it is endowed with high intrinsic energy of local movement, analogous to turbulence, conferring on it gyrostatic properties

And inasmuch as the motion along would take a little longer than the motion across, though everything else was accurately the same, some shift of the interference bands might be expected as the slab rotated

 In this latter caseof different motion of the medium inside and outside the telescopethe apparent direction, such as Y A, is not the true direction of the source

 A shift of the bands, and especially of the middle white band, which is much more stable than the others, is what we look for

Artificialmotion of matter may readily alter both the time of journey and the path of a ray, for it has no potential conditions to satisfy; it may easily describe a closed contour, and may take part in conveying light
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This light-bearing space, or gap in the magnetic circuit, was only half an inch wide; and accordingly in the eye-piece the iron surfaces could be seen, above and below, as well as the interference[78]bands in the luminous gap

 At the surface of such a sphere there is a viscous drag, and a spinning motion diffuses out thence through the fluid, so that the energy of the moving body is gradually dissipated

 The source, starting at C, has moved to S, emitting waves as it went; which waves, as emitted, spread out as simple spheres from the then position of source as centre

Only cos ?, and variations in ??, can produce[131]any effect on path; and effects so produced must be very small, since the value of cos ? is?(1???sin??)

 And the internal circulatory speed of the intrinsic motion of such a fluid must be comparable with the velocity with which such waves are transmitted

Arrangement for electrification78[xi]INTRODUCTION"Etheror ?ther (????? probably from ???? I burn,) a material substance of a more subtle kind than visible bodies, supposed to exist in those parts of space which are apparently empty

 Then the micrometer heads are read, and the setting repeated once or twice to see how closely and dependably they can be set in the same position

 The line of vision is Y A 1, and coincides with the line of aim; which in the projectile case (Fig

Expanding all this into words:The etherial tension near the earth's surface, required to explain gravity by its rate of variation, is of the order 6 ? 1011c

  Except for the limited right of replacement or refund set forthin paragraph 1

 What I do feel sure of is that if moving matter disturbs ether in its neighbourhood at all, it does so by some minute action, comparable in amount perhaps to gravitation, and possibly by means of the same property as that to which gravitation is duenot by anything that can fairly be likened to etherial viscosity

Stellar aberration exists, but it depends on motion of observer, and on motion of observer only

If we imagine the force applied to the earth by a forest of round rods, one for every square foot of the earth's surfacei

Appearance of interference bands and micrometer wires7617

The estimates of this book, and ofModern Views of Electricity, are that the ether of space is a continuous, incompressible, stationary, fundamental substance or perfect fluid, with what is equivalent to an inertia-coefficient of 1012grammes per c

 The shot fired from position 1 has reached A, that fired from position 2 has reached B, and that fired from position 3 has reached C, by the time the fourth shot is fired at D

Another mode of expressing the result is that the difference of magnetic potential applied, namely, a drop of two million C

 The cross-section of a bar of such steel, competent to transmit the sun's pull to the earth, would therefore have to be1017square inches,or say 700 ? 1012square feet

steel

 A moving charge is a current, and the pole and the current try to revolve round one another;a fact which may be regarded as exhibiting a true gyrostatic action due to the otherwise unrecognisable etherial spin

[149]The energy of this motion is??0??a?w? ? 2?rsin ? ?rd? ?dr,whence, substituting the above value ofw, the energy comes out equal to4/3??a?w0?

4) if the ether in receiver is stagnant while outside it is moving, a wave which has advanced and drifted as far as the telescope will cease to drift as soon as it gets inside, but will advance simply along the wave-normal

A smaller aggregate of matter would be able to generate the velocity of light in bodies falling towards it from a great distance; and it may be doubted whether any mass so great as to be able to do even that can exist in one lump

 If the target moves, a disturbance entering at A may leave it at Z, or at any other point according to its rate of motion; the line Z A does not point to the original position of the source, and so there will be aberration when the target moves

 The links between mind and mind may be something quite other than physical proximity; and in denying action at a distance across empty space I am not denying telepathy or other activities of a non-physical kind

We conclude, therefore, that general etherial drift does not affect either the path of a ray, or the time of its journey to and fro, or round a complete contour, to any important extent

square

 So when a block of matter is moving through the ether of space its cohesive forces across the line of motion are diminished, and consequently in that direction it expands, by an amount proportioned to the square of aberration magnitude

 It does not move at a five-hundredth part of the speed of the steel disks

 A B C D may be thought of as horizontally flying birds, or as crests of waves, or as self-swimming torpedoes; or they may even be thought of as bullets, if the gun stands still every time it fires, and only moves between whiles

 Now,if the motion of the medium inside the receiver is the same as it is outside, the wave will pass straight on along the slant to Z, and the true direction of the source is fixed

grating

In the case of a movingsource, therefore, when the wave-length is really changed, a grating will appreciate the fact, and will show a true Doppler effect

It is not an important matter, but as it is rather troublesome to work out the diffraction observed by a grating advancing towards the source of light, it may be as well to record the result here

 The middle band is, or should be, free from the "concertina"-like motion which is liable to infect the others

 The concentration of the ionic charge, required to give the observed corpuscular inertia, can be easily calculated; and consequently the size of the electric nucleus, or electron, is known

 I am rather assuming a volley of shots, and that the marker has to allocate the hits to their respective sources by means of the holes made in the target

10), the one will lag behind the other by a distance ?? times the distance travelled; which, though very small, may be a perceptible fraction of a wave-length, and therefore may cause a perceptible shift of the bands

 Elasticity in some form, or some equivalent of it,in order to be able to store up energy and effect recoil; inertia,in order to enable the disturbed substance[4]to overshoot the mark and oscillate beyond its place of equilibrium to and fro

Motion of the medium, so long as it is steady, affects neither frequency nor wave-length, and accordingly is without influence on the result

All that we ourselves can effect, in the material universe, is to alter the motion and configuration of masses of matter; we can move matter, by our muscles, and that is all we can do directly: everything else is indirect

 The mirror M reflects light received from S1, to a point S2,just in time to catch the source there if that is moving with the medium

Each electron, moving like a sphere through a fluid, has a certain mass associated with it; dependent on its size, and, at very high speeds, on its velocity also

 Fresnel had pointed out that a terrestrial source of light would do just as well

 The ray does not coincide with the wave-normal in a moving medium

 This propagation in time of an undulatory disturbance necessarily involves a medium

 The really important thing about ether is not so much its density, considered in itself, as the energy which that density necessarily involves, on any kinetic theory of its elasticity
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 It blows the waves along, but it does not disturb the line of vision

apparent

shot

 Waves crawl through a medium at their own definite pace; they cannot beflungforwards or sideways by a moving source; they do not move by reason of an initial momentum which they are gradually expending, as shots do; their motion is more analogous to that of a bird or other self-propelling animal, than it is to that of a shot

 Moreover, the tremor of the whirling machine, in which from four to nine horse-power is sometimes being expended, is but too liable to communicate itself to the optical part of the apparatus

 And so, on our present view, the intrinsic energy of constitution of the ether is incredibly and portentously great; every cubic millimetre of space possessing what, if it were matter, would be a mass of a thousand tons, and an energy equivalent to the output of a million-horse-power station for 40 million years

Consequently the pull of the earth on the moon is6 ? 1021/80 ? 3600tons weight

"This will suffice to emphasise the fact that the eye is truly an etherial sense-organthe only one which we possess, the only mode by which the ether is enabled to appeal to us; and that the detection of tremors in this mediumthe perception of the direction in which they go, and some inference as to the quality of the object which has emitted themcover all that we mean by "sight" and "seeing

 A mirror, M, intended to reflect the light straight back must be set normal to the ray, not tangential to the wave front

gun

aim

 The line A B C D is a prolongation of the axis of the gun; it is the line of aim, but it is not the line of fire; all the shots are travelling aslant this line, as shown by the arrows

Observe that it was anachromaticprism, treating all wave-lengths alike; he looked at thedeviatedimage of a star, not at itsdispersedimage or spectrum,else he might have detected the change-of-frequency-effect due to motion of source or receiver first actually seen by Sir W

Canmatter carry neighbouring ether with it when it moves? Abandon the earth altogether; its motion is very quick, but too uncontrollable, and it always gives negative results

aggregate

It may be noted that it is not unreasonable to argue that the density of acontinuumis necessarily greater than the density of any disconnected aggregate: certainly of any assemblage whose particles are actually composed of the material of thecontinuum

A still further example is Lord Kelvin's model of a spring balance, made of nothing but rigid bodies in spinning motion

The size at which radiation repulsion over-balances gravitational attraction, for equal spheres, depends on the temperature of the spheres and on[116]their density; but at the ordinary temperature to which we are accustomed, say 60? Fahrenheit or thereabouts, equality between the two forces will obtain for two wooden spheres in space if each is about a foot in diameter; according to Professor Poynting's data (Philosophical Transactions, Vol

 For the star must consist of two equal bodies, revolving about a common centre of gravity midway between them, in nearly circular orbits

 The arrangement would suit Fizeau's experiment

Fizeau

 The lines of force of an isolated electric[99]charge extend throughout illimitable space

 A parallel beam from an electric lantern, when thus treated, depicts bright and broad interference bands on a screen

It may have to be admitted, perhaps, that in empty space the effect of an ether drift is difficult to detect, but will not the presence of dense matterespecially the passage through dense transparent mattermake the detection easier? So a great number of questions arise, all of which have been, from time to time, seriously discussed

On stopping the disks the bands returned to their old position

At the earth's distance, which is nearly 200 solar radii, solar gravity will be reduced in the ratio of 1:200 squared

The mean distance of the sun is, say, 23,000 earth radii

 The persistence of terrestrial and planetary motions shows that etherial viscosity, if existent, is small; or at least that the amount of energy thus got rid of is a very small fraction of the whole

 A stationary telescope would look not at S, but along M C to a point where the source was when it emitted the wave M; a moving telescope, if moving at same rate as source, will look at S

But our muscular sense is not limited to the perception of free motion: we constantly find it restricted or forcibly resisted

Indeed, this very argument was used long ago by that notable genius Robert Hooke, and I quote a passage which Professor Poynting has discovered in his collected posthumous works and kindly copied out for me:"As formatter, that I conceive in its essence to be immutable, and its essence being expatiation determinate, it cannot be altered in its quantity, either by condensation or rarefaction; that is, there cannot be more or less of that power or reality, whatever it be, within the same expatiation or content; but every equal expatiation contains, is filled, or is an equal quantity of[90]materia; and the densest or heaviest, or most powerful body in the world contains no more materia than that which we conceive to be the rarest, thinnest, lightest, or least powerful body of all; as gold for instance, and?ther, or the substance that fills the cavity of an exhausted vessel, or cavity of the glass of a barometer above the quicksilver

 This Newtonian tension is a much greater quantity than the force to which it gives rise; and, moreover, it exists at every point of space, instead of being integrated all through an attracted body

 And he found the magnitude of the effect precisely in accordance with the ratio of the locomotive portion of the ether to the whole,the fraction (???1)/?? of the speed of the water being added to or subtracted from the velocity of light, when a beam was sent down or up the stream

 In other words (calling ? the outside and ?? the inside potential function), in order to secure that T? shall not differ from ?T by anything depending on the first power of motion, it is necessary that ??B???Ashall equal ?B??A: i

 "For my own part," he says, "considering the relation of a vacuum to the magnetic force, and the general character of magnetic phenomena external to the magnet, I am much more inclined to the notion that in the transmission of the force there is such an action, external to the magnet, than that the effects are merely attraction and repulsion at a distance

 Such achromatic prisms, if perfectly achromatic, will treat waves of all sizes alike; and, accordingly, the shortening of the waves from a moving source will not produce any effect
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If we treat the electron merely as a sphere moving through a perfect liquid, its behaviour is exactly as if its mass were increased by half that of the fluid displaced and the surrounding fluid were annihilated

 It crawls forward with the water, and it drifts with the water; its resultant motion is compounded of the two, but it has nothing to do with the motion[34]of its source

 Hence the argument above given, at least when properly worked out, tends to establish the etherial density as of the order 1012times that of water

 It travels at the same pace, it is reflected and refracted according to the same laws; every experiment known to optics can be performed with this etherial radiation electrically produced,and yet you cannot see it
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 For smaller or hotter bodies, radiation repulsion overpowers mutual gravitation; and it increases with the fourth power of their absolute temperature

 There is nothing to be said against aberration effects being producible or modifiable by motion ofpartsof the medium, or by the artificial motion of transparent bodies and other partitioned-off regions

aberration

Of real reversible shift, due to motion of the ether, I see nothing

But the speed of the earth is available, and the whole length of a telescope tube may be filled with water; surely that is enough to displace rays of light appreciably

Surveying operations are not rendered the least inaccurate by the existence of a universal etherial drift; and they therefore afford no means of detecting it

 In fact, all mass is mass of the ether; all momentum, momentum of the ether; and all kinetic energy, kinetic energy of[107]the ether

The angle M S X is the angle ? in the theory of Michelson's experiment described in ChapterIV

The ray is in fact bent where it enters the differently-moving medium(as shown in Fig

The whole visible universe within a parallax of1/1000second of arc, estimated by Lord Kelvin as the equivalent of 109suns, would be quite incompetent to raise etherial tension to the critical point 1033c

shots

1shows a moving cannon or machine-gun, moving with the arrow, and firing a succession of shots which share the motion of the cannon as well as their own, and so travel slant
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 The conditions were such that had the ether whirled at the full speed of the disks I should have seen a shift of three bands

bands

 The earth is travelling round the sun at the rate of 19 miles a second, and although this is slow compared with lightbeing in fact just about1/10,000th of the speed of light,yet it would seem feasible to observe some modification of optical phenomena due to this motion through the ether

 Meanwhile there are few physicists who will dissent from Clerk[xvi]Maxwell's penultimate sentence in the article "Ether" of which the beginning has already been quoted:"Whatever difficulties we may have in forming a consistent idea of the constitution of the ?ther, there can be no doubt that the interplanetary and interstellar spaces are not empty, but are occupied by a material substance or body, which is certainly the largest, and probably the most uniform body of which we have any knowledge

)But if the transparent matter through which the light is going is stationary with respect to source and receiveronly sharing with them the general planetary motion, i

journey

stagnant

The light from source S is reflected so as to travel half through stagnant water and half through air on its direct journey, the path being inverted on the return journey, after which it enters the eye

 Arago was the first to try this experiment by placing an achromatic prism in front of a telescope on a mural circle, and observing the deviation it produced on stars

 Then take a parallel beam of light, split it into two by a semi-transparent mirror, M, a piece of glass silvered so thinly that it lets half the light through and reflects the other half, somewhat as in Fig

 Close to an electron the speed of magnetic drift is comparable to the locomotion-velocity of the electron itself, and may therefore rise to something near the speed of light; say1/30th of that speed: but in spite of that, at a distance of only 1 millimetre away, it is reduced to practical stagnation, being less than a millimicron per century

 Toaccelerationit does indeed oppose an obstacle, but that appears as essentially a part of the inertia or massiveness of the moving body

 units,that is to say, a million million grammes per cubic centimetre, or, in other words, a thousand tons to the cubic millimetre

tons

band

The method of observation now consists in setting a wire of the micrometer accurately in the centre of the middle band, while another wire is usually set on the first band to the left

dense

Hence, no plan for detecting this first-order effect of motion is in any way assisted by the use of dense stationary substances; their extra ether, being stationary, does not affect the lag caused by motion, except indeed in the second order of small quantities, as shown above

Among small bodies gravitational forces are slight, and are altogether exceeded by magnetic and electric or chemical forces

elasticity

etherial

: elasticity, and inertia or density; hence just as a tuning fork vibrating in air excites a?rial waves, or sound, so a discharging Leyden jar in ether excites etherial waves, or light

drift

The equation to a ray in transparent matter moving with velocityuin a direction ?, and subject to an independent ether drift of speedvin direction ?, is?ds/(V/? cos ? +v/?? cos ? +u[1 ? (1/??)] cos ?)= const

 The fact that broad spectrum sound input to the bar?s sides is emitted as intense single frequency noise from the bar?s ends is strikingly similar to the way a laser beam works

 Errors in technique will result in simultaneously exciting the bar in both the transverse and longitudinal directions since the striker will have a momentum component in both directions

If we assume that the single frequency is the first harmonic we can calculate the velocity of sound using the following formula:v = (f1)(2L)Using the 2574 Hz from the FFT plot gives a velocity of sound in aluminum of 5045

 Using poor technique does not make the bar resonate because it does not input enough energy in a frequency corresponding to any of the bar?s harmonics (see figure 5)

A standing sound wave is caused by the reflection of sound waves traveling in the bar

The bar vibrates with a standing wave which has a node at its center

 The stick slip action cases the vibration with results in resonace

 Since the end of the bar is free to move the reflected wave is in phase with the original wave and reinforces it's peaks forming an interference pattern with fixed positions for nodes and antinodes

 The frequency from the loudness verses time plot is the reciprocal of the time between two loudness peaks

The FFT plot gives a single frequency for our rod of 2574 Hz(see Figure 3)

 While this does damp the vibrations and reduce the sound level the effect is far less dramatic than touching the end of the bar

The likely explanation for the single frequency is that the bar is not being excited at any of its higher harmonics

 Finally, grasp the bar near your left hand with the thumb and first finger of your right hand

 As seen in figure 6 the longitudinal wave?s dominate peak perfectly matches the resonating sound?s frequency while the transverse wave?s sound spectrum is considerably different

 Holding the center of the bar, we carefully pinged the end in a longitudinal direction (the direction of the rod's axis) and analyzed the results with FFT

 Since this does not happen, the vibrations must be longitudinal or in the same direction as the bar?s axis

 However, the highest exciting frequency is less than the third harmonic of the bar

 shows a diagram of the standing waves and the positions of nodes and anti-nodes for the first three harmonic frequencies

 If the bar vibrated with a transverse wave which caused movement perpendicular to the bar?s axis, the gripping action of sliding fingers would damp the vibrations enough to prevent resonance

 In this case the gripping action would cause far less damping especially at low levels of vibration

 The trained ear immediately recognizes the sound as a pure sign wave with a single frequency

 Next grasp the bar between the thumb and first finger of your left hand exactly at the rod?s center

 At all times maintain your grip on the center of the bar with your left hand as the right hand slides toward the end of the rod

loudness

Diagram of the First Three Harmonics of a Vibrating BarThe next logical step is to analyze the sound output of the rod by making the rod resonate with a high loudness level

 Continue adding energy to the rod by rubbing it until it reaches an ear piercing level

 For most listeners the noise from the longitudinal ping sounds remarkably like the resonating bar?s sound although much quieter

 They are:f1 = v/(2L)f2 = v/Lf3 = 3v/(2L)Where:L = the length of the rodv = the velocity of sound in aluminumClearly the second harmonic is unlikely since it would have an anti-node in the middle of the rod

When the MPLI software is set tofast Fournier transform (FFT) mode it givesan amplitude verses frequency plot

gripping

To further confirm the longitudinal nature of the bar?s vibrations, we tried gripping the end of the bar in the transverse direction as it was resonating

com|High School PhysicsThe Physics of ResonanceLocal hex time:Local standard time:An Incredibly Irritating Resonance DemonstrationIt emits an ear piercing sound which is at once one of the most irritating noises imaginable and one of the most impressive physics demonstrations

touching

 Second, if the rod can only be gripped in the center and if touching the end immediately stops the noise, how is it possible to rub the rod without damping the vibrations?We start our analysis by determining the rod?s natural frequencies

 First, why does the rod resonate at only one harmonic frequency? Most musical instruments use a similar principle but do not sound irritating since they produce a wealth of harmonic sounds

 A short sound segment was recorded into a microphone connected to a Vernier MPLI system installed in a desktop computer with MPLI software

 Pull the thumb and first finger of your right hand along the bar?s surface while grasping it with a uniform pressure

finger

 We heard it now only because we have made an aluminum rod resonate at one of its natural frequencies

plot

verses

When the MPLI software is set for chart recordingit gives a loudness verses time plot

software

 We repeated the experiment with a transverse ping on the rod's side (perpendicular to the axis) and again recorded the results

ping

The sound spectrum from the longitudinal ping contains not just the first harmonic but also an additional smaller peak

FFT Graph of Microphone Output for Resonating RodDrums, pipe organs, guitars and just about all forms of acoustic musical instruments work by vibrating at natural frequencies but do not sound irritating because they contain many harmonics

 This supports the hypothesis that the resonating bar?s vibration is in a longitudinal direction

 Also care needs to be taken to hit the rod either exactly perpendicular to its axis to cause the transverse wave or in exactly the same direction as its axis to cause the longitudinal wave

striker

 The action of the striker hitting the end of the bar excites more of the high level harmonics than rubbing the bar's side

 Whether done as formal experiments or as demonstrations the resonating bar always leads to stimulating physics discussions and a sense of wonder at the power of resonance

bar

 The sound of striking the bar in the transverse direction is completely different

Aristotle, like Darwin over 2000 years later, taught that once life was created in this warm pond of muddy water, there followed an evolutionary progression from simple to complex life forms, finally leading to humans--a view also concordant with the Jewish and Christian religions as detailed in chapter 1 of Genesis

 In 1828, Friedrich Wohler, claimed he had done just that--when he had done nothing of the sort

In the late 1860s by Louis Pasteur, the father of modern bacteriology demonstrated that bacteria are produced only from bacteria

 If there was an organic soup and these molecules were mixed together, they would have broken apart

 A single strand of DNA may consist of hundreds of thousands of base pairs

Even the simplest of single cells are specified and organized with intricate detail at the molecular and at the atomic level, with incredible delicacy and precision

Lauriet Frances Crick

RNA vs DNA: The Early Earth Was Missing All The Necessary Ingredients For LifeNobel Lauriet Frances Crick concluded it would have been impossible for life to form on this planet

 However, the organic soup placed in the S shaped bottle remained bacteria free

In other experiments, Red placed dead flies in the open jars and those sealed with cork

 According to Miller "The first genetic material could not have contained ribose or other sugars because of their instability

 Miller, Urey, and others believed  that the energy required for protobiotic synthesis was lightning and ultraviolet rays which caused the complex chemical reactions that gave rise to life in the form of simple microorganisms

 The essential ingredients including oxygen and phosphorus were lacking (Ehrenfreund  Menten, 2002; Pavlov et al

The organic broth in the open neck allowed dust and other material to fall inside and the bottle was soon brimming with bacteria

 However, this bacteria, Carsonella, cannot live independently, but requires a living host , a psyllid insect, to survive

 The preponderance of evidence demonstrates that life was on Earth from the beginning, that meteors, the moon, and Mars have harbored extraterrestrial life, that it would take from 10 billion to 14 billion years just to generate, from one gene a minimal gene set to sustain life, and that only life can generate life

Cowan

 including amino acids consisting of 10 to 50 tightly packed atoms), as well as macro-molecules (proteins and nucleic acids) and polymeric molecules (which are comprised of hundreds to thousands of small molecules) all of which are precisely jigsawed together to form a single celled organism (Cowan and Talaro, 2008; Joseph, 2000)

link

 Phosphorus together with oxygen, plays an important role in DNA, serving to link nucleotides together and which enables the two strands of DNA to link up perfectly thereby creating the shape and organization known as the double helix

Darwin's Organic SoupBut Darwin, who was not a scientist, and whose training was in theology, was not convinced by scientific evidence, and instead continued to advocate the concept of an organic soup, in which life would spontaneously arise; even though he admitted he was "quite conscious that my speculations run quite beyond the bounds of true science

Each strand of DNA is entwined together, forming  a double helix

Although the vast majority of almost all organic compounds are created biologically, and despite the fact that living creatures are not compounds, many in the scientific community in the 1800s, including and especially Darwin, seized upon Wohler's research and began claiming that not just organic matter but the tiniest and simplest of creatures, such as bacteria were also created by a mixture of various chemicals early in the history of the Earth

 It is these nucleotides which contain the codes for creating every component of every cell of every species which has ever walked, crawled, swam, or slithered across the earth

synthesize

Wohler used ammonium cyanate to synthesize urea, a major component of urine; and this was considered evidence that organic material, and thus life, could be generated from non-organic matter

 Nevertheless, the experiments performed by Miller and Urey, whose purpose was to create life from non-life and to prove life originated on Earth, were abject failures

, present, that a proteine compound was chemically formed ready to undergo still more complex changes, at the present day such matter would be instantly devoured or absorbed, which would not have been the case before living creatures were formed

 If the molecules, in a solution of water are heated, in most case the increased temperature will first loosen and then break the weak bonds holding the underlying chain in its correct fold so that the structure becomes jumbled and disorganized

 Earth was already crawling with complex life during a period of heavy bombardment by comets, asteroids and meteors when the planet was at the same time being blasted by life-neutralizing radiation as there was no ozone layer (Sackmann et al

 This reasoning was not based on atomic theory but cell theory and demonstrations by Louis Pasteur, and others, that only life can produce life

), The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, Vols

Likewise, given the incessant pounding of meteors, asteroids and comets which were striking Earth for at least 700 million years after is creation, these unstable molecules, if they had existed, would have broken apart

 The tiniest and most primitive of single celled creatures contain a variety of micro- macro- and polymeric molecules and over 700 proteins which fit and function together as a living mosaic of tissues

asteroids

incredible

 Given the lack of essential ingredients during the first billion years after the Earth was formed,  including phosphorus and oxygen, and the thermal motion which would have destroyed biological molecules, what is the likelihood that a single DNA molecule may have been randomly fashioned within 320 million to 1 billion years during a period in which Earth was also being bombarded by meteors, asteroids and comets?Consider the incredible complexity of the simplest of bacteria cells

 Nucleotides, DNA, prebiotic molecules and the essential molecules of life which are unstable, would have all been destroyed

Could life have been generated if Miller-Urey experiments took place over millions of years, instead of a few weeks or months? No

Moreover, even assuming the existence of an RNA world (Gilbert, 1986), or RNA-based life, it not only had to have acquired catalytic abilities, but had to couple the nucleotides it created with sugars and sugar-phosphates so as to fashion a stable RNA-molecule

Schwartz

 1971, 1973; Stoks and Schwartz, 1979, Van der Velden and Schwartz, 1977, Martins et al

 Amino acids identical to those used by life on Earth including the amino acid glycine have also been detected on interstellar molecular clouds

The surface shape of proteins are determined by sequences of these 10 to 22 amino acids which link up together to form chains

 This very specific amino acid pool for protein synthesis has never varied

 Darwin in fact continued to champion life from non-life, with life emerging on Earth as detailed in Genesis, even after these views were disproved by the discoveries of Louis Pasteur who announced to the French Academy of Sciences that he had dealt the theory of spontaneous generation a "mortal blow

  However, no matter how much an experimental organic soup is mixed, energized,  or manipulated, the resulting stew does not order or organized itself into functioning molecules which would support life

 Monsters and women were evolutionary failures, Aristotle argued

Although Wohler had not provided any evidence that life could be produced from non-life, and despite repeated failed attempts and accumulating evidence that only life can produce life, Darwin and the religious authorities claimed otherwise

 Survival of bacteria exposed to extreme acceleration: implications for panspermia, Earth and Planetary Science Letters 189, 30 1-8

 No single celled microbes or even a fragment of DNA were produced

Consider the incredible chemically complex composition of a single strand of  DNA, that ultimate information bearing molecule

"LOUIS PASTEUR: LIFE COMES FROM LIFEIn the later part of the 19th century and early part of the 20th century, most imminent scientists had concluded that life on Earth must have come from other planets and that other worlds were populated by various races of men and all manner of beasts

"In fact, Joseph and Wickramasinghe (2011) based on a series of complex genetic analyses, determined that it would have taken from 10 billion to 14 billion years, beginning with a single gene, to fashion a genome with 382 genes which is the minimum gene set necessary to maintain the life of the simplest living cell independent of a living host

Pasteur boiled a nutrient rich organic soup, killing all bacteria present, and poured this bubbling brew into a flask with an open neck which would allow bacteria to fall inside, and into an S shaped neck which would prevent bacteria from falling into the flask

 Thousands of complex molecules are precisely jigsawed together to create its outer membrane, the myriad components of its cytoplasm, the inner cellular machinery that enables the cell to extract and use energy to self-nourish and reproduce and so on

8 billion years ago life was flourishing on this planet with evidence from a variety of locations not just of prokarotic activity (Mojzsis, et al

Mojzsis

 Up to 100 additional amino acids also contribute to surface shape and promote biochemical reactions

 Tungsten isotope evidence from approximately 3

For a single cell to grow requires DNA to unwind and to recreate itself and to create the proteins that make up every cell of the body

 Thus, Darwin and others argued that life was spontaneously generated from nutrient rich chemical reactions, and that life began in a warm pond of water filled with organic residue

,  (2007) A search for pre-biotic molecules in hot cores

Fred Hoyle (2000) had this to say: "Imagine a chemical factory and the incredible array of reactions taking place, with molecules precisely interacting with other molecules and fitting together and locking with various catalytic molecules, synthesizing, being broken down, collecting together, and reacting in a variety of fashions, all according to very organized process

Fred Hoyle

"Proteins are considered the basic building blocks of life, control almost every function of the cell,  and consists of chains of amino acids

 Moreover, each of the many thousands of different molecules that make up a single cellular creature perform an incredible variety of chemical reactions -often in concert with that cell's other molecules and their protein (enzyme) products

 Harold Klein, the chairman of a National Academy of Sciences committee which reviewed all the evidence, concluded that the simplest bacterium is so complicated it is impossible to imagine how it could have been created (Horgan 1991, p

Harold Klein

Again, however, the young Earth was lacking all the necessary ingredients for fashioning DNA including sugar, phosphorus and free oxygen

"It would be ridiculous to assume that  a few amino acids, even if they possessed the correct L (left handed) configuration, could create life, for that has never been demonstrated

In subsequent experiments Miller eventually produced 12 additional amino acids, most of which had the wrong chirality, the wrong configuration, were "right-handed", and were incompatible with life

" Thus, as summed up by Darwin,  and despite the fact that: "It is often said that all the conditions for the first production of a living organism are now present, which could ever have been present" ---and still there is no evidence of life from arising from non-life-- "But if (and oh! what a big if!) we could conceive in some warm little pond, with all sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts, light, heat, electricity, c

 It took over a billion years for free oxygen and phosphorus to begin accumulating, and both were produced or liberated biologically (Joseph, 2009)

 The claims, based on Wohler's experiments, that life can be produced from non-living and inorganic matter is just not true

 Many living creatures even now spring out of the Earth taking form by rains and the heat of the sun

  These amino acids must also be configured in a very precise organizational patterns to build a protein

  Nevertheless, every single attempt to create life from non-life has utterly failed, be it thousands of years ago, 300 yeas ago, 100 years ago, and continuing into the present

Cooper

Over 70 different amino acids and a preponderance of left-handed aminos which are characteristic of life were discovered in the  Murchison which also contained an extensive array of organic compounds including nitrogen bases (Cooper et al

 whenever the river has begun to recede and the sun has thoroughly dried the surface of this slime, living animals take shape, some of them fully formed, but some only half so, and still actually united with the earth

 Instead, Miller and Urey were able to produce only a few amino acids, the constituents of proteins, as well as some nitrogen bases that are constituents of DNA

 Indeed, estimates of the time needed for these chance combinations to have produced life have ranged from 100 billion to over 1 trillion years (Crick 1981; Horgan, 1991; Hoyle, 1974, 1982; Joseph and Schild 2910; Yockey 1977) to completely improbable (Dose, 1988; Kuppers, 1990)

Thus, given that evidence of life has been found in this planet's oldest rocks, indicating life was present from the very beginning, and based on an analysis of genetics, proteins, and amino acids, coupled with the repeated failures of all Miller-Urey experiments, it can be concluded that life could not have begun on Earth, and that the ancestry of life extends interminably into the long ago

 DNA is the machinery of life, creating, through complex chemical reactions, all the proteins which make up every unique component of every unique cell in the body

In 1668 Redi published his first major scientific work based on the results of a series of scientific experiments on the generation of insects "Esperienze Intorno alla Generazione degl'Insetti (Experiments on the Generation of Insects); and in so doing he directly challenged and disproved Aristotle's theory of abiogenesis, that life came from non-life

 Two thousand years later, Aristotle's biological broth became Darwin's "warm little pond"--not surprisingly as Darwin considered Aristotle to be one of his "gods

Even if we accept the flawed premise of an RNA world (Gilbert, 1986), these hypothetical RNA-replicons were still deprived of free oxygen, sugar, and phosphorus and therefore could not have somehow manufactured or assembled DNA

 However, when the Earth was forming the sun may have been emmiting UV radiation at an intensity 10,000 times greater than today and 4 times greater at 3

Fact is, instead of admitting that it was impossible for life and its DNA to have been fashioned on Earth as the essential ingredients were not available, Miller instead began claiming that DNA and life were originally created on Earth by some other unknown chemicals--and this is why NASA and the journal Science, to support this belief, published fake, thoroughly discredited "evidence" (apparently without peer review) falsely claiming life could emerge from arsenic (REF)

Miller and Urey designed their experiments to mimic what mainstream science believed was the nature of Earth at the time life appeared, i

Miller not only failed to produce any of the molecules of life, he was also unable to produce any of the sugars that are required for the creation of genetic material

 Thus proteins are created by amino acids in a series of well coordinated stages which in turn represent just part of the overall process of gene expression

 L-aminos link up to form proteins

Thus, Redi, by use of a the scientific method of experimentation, had proved that maggots did not spontaneously generate from rotting meat, and in so doing he discredited and disproved Aristotle's (and the Jewish, Catholic) claims that life could be generated from non-life

Fredriksson

Nagy

 Miller had been a student of Urey who in turn had long been a colleague and co-author of numerous studies with Claus and Nagy and is one of the co-discoverers of "organized elements" and extraterrestrial microfossils in the Orgueil meteorites (Nagy, Fredriksson, Urey, Claus, Anderson,  Percy, 1963)

 The odds against the entire array of amino acids collecting together to form a functioning enzyme is equal to one part in 10 followed by 40,000 zeros

 The double helix of DNA consists of two strands of nucleotides which are linked and held together by weak electrostatic hydrogen bonds, thereby forming two complementary strands of "base pairs" (e

5 billion years (Sackmann et al

Sackmann

hundreds

 And this is why hundreds of millions of dollars in funding have been provided to scientific laboratories where chemists and others scientists seek to create life from a mixture of chemicals and other concoctions

"Frencesco Redi: Life Comes From LifeIn the 16th century, the first rays of enlightenment began to again illuminate the minds of man, and scholars and scientists such as Copernicus and Giordano Bruno began not just to question, but to challenge accepted scientific beliefs

Essentially, the left handed L- amino acids link up and fit together like a lock and key

ingredients

essential

  Since many of these essential ingredients were not available on Earth at the time life appeared (including sugar, phosphorus and free oxygen), these and other discoveries indicate that if life had an origin, it must have first originated in space, in a comet, interstellar cloud, or another planet

  Likewise, even if all the elements necessary for creating DNA were present (which they were not), naked DNA would have also been instantly destroyed by the UV rays which enveloped the unprotected planet

  However, when the Earth was forming the sun may have been emitting UV radiation at an intensity 10,000 times greater than today  and 4 times greater at 3

 Indeed, according to the scientific and theological community, the evidence was everywhere

" Therefore, according to Aristotle (and later Darwin) life had sprung from lifeless matter and this is how life began--a view concordant with the first chapter of the Jewish book of Genesis which the Catholic Church incorporated into its Bible

  The amino acids which are precursors to proteins are referred to as proteinogenic amino acids which are condensed (via a second stage of protein biosynthesis called "translation") into a polypeptide protein subunit of a protein

The incredible molecular complexity of even a single strand of DNA, the complex chemical reactions involved in its expression, a process involving several steps and the assistance of the almost equally complex RNA,  and then, the incredible complexity of a single bacterial cell, renders impossible the fantasy that these molecules, the machinery of life, were randomly assembled in an organic soup--at least on Earth

 However, ammonium is produced as a by-product of bacteria breaking down dead plants

Thus, to create or gain access to the necessary 22 amino acids so as to create proteins, requires that at least 10 of these aminos be synthesize via DNA interactions or synthesize themselves, and another 10 to be generated by metabolizing other substances

 How could this have been accomplished on this planet?Lastly, and most fatal to the "RNA world" is the simple fact that viruses, even with their complex RNA genome, require the DNA of a living host to replicate

The fact is, whereas Miller-Urey experiments produced just a few L and D amines and in equal numbers, complex organic molecules and a variety of different amino acids, with L- aminos predominating  have been discovered in a number of carbonaceous condrites, including the Murchison meteorite, which fragmented above the town of Murchison Australia in 1969

"Friedrich Wohler's Fails To Create LifeRedi's discoveries were dismissed by the scientific establishment

Friedrich Wohler

 As there were apparently no free-phosphates or sugars available, this RNA-based life had to either create sugars and phosphates where there was none, or extract or synthesize it from minerals

There is absolutely no evidence to support the magical belief that inert chemicals and compounds could somehow be mixed and jigsawed together to fashion a living cell or its DNA

 The theory of spontaneous generation had again been totally and "mortally" discredited

 Approximately twenty to twenty-two specific amino acids (in varying numbers and combinations) are considered the building blocks of proteins; i

Harold Urey

The most famous examples of attempts to prove life originated on Earth via abiogenesis are the experiments performed by Stanley Miller and Harold Urey (Miller 1953; Miller and Urey 1959)

Stanley Miller

 Thus, claimed the scientific establishment, all it took was the fortuitous mixture of these gases, chemicals and elements, and an energy source, and life would emerge fully formed

Francis

Could complex life have been formed within 300 million years while the planet was still forming?  How could chance combinations have created such complexity, a living mosaic of amino acids, proteins, DNA, RNA, and other cellular structures within 300 million years after the Earth began to form? Nobel laureate Francis Crick (1981) believed that even 10 billion years would not be enough time

 In 1995, after years of failing to make just one of these sugars, ribose, prebioticly, Miller decided that some supernatural conditions must have prevailed on the Earthly Earth, so that sugar was not necessary

non-life

Even so, despite repeated failures to create life from non-life, many  in the scientific community, including Darwin, continued to champion the belief that life can be spontaneously created from non-life

nucleotides

sugars

DNA is composed of nucleotides which are laddered together forming base pairs alongside a backbone of complex sugars and phosphates

Bruno

 By contrast,  Giordano Bruno, a priest of the Dominican Order, dared to openly  proclaim the sun was at the center of this solar system and that the universe was not a closed system but infinite with innumerable worlds crowded with all manner of life

Giordano Bruno

 These strands are laddered together via two sugar-phosphate backbones thereby creating a long twisting spiral, the double helix

 If there was an organic soup, it would have had to spew out over 182 genes, comprised of over 160,000 base pairs, which is the equivalent of discovering over 180 computers on Mars and claiming they were randomly assembled in the Methane sea

celled

"The simplest of single celled bacteria, Carsonella, requires 160,0000 base-pairs of DNA, and 182 separate genes, in order to live and function

Carsonella

establishment

pond

STANLEY MILLER HAROLD UREY Playing God To Create LifeIf all manner of living creatures can emerge from the slime and muck of the Earth, or if the first Earthly life forms were generated in a "warm little pond" or a deep sea thermal vent, it does not require a huge leap of the imagination to conclude that it is possible to create life in a fully equipped laboratory--a creationist belief promoted by NASA and the scientific establishment

 In the Miller experiments and all subsequent attempts to manufacture the building blocks of life, equal amounts of D and L amino acids were generated--and the same result has been produced in also subsequent Miller-Urey type experiments

 As to why life chose left (L-amino acids) over right (D-amino acids) may be related to the preponderance of L-amino acids in meteors, and presumably, comets, galactic clouds, and the chemical nature of worlds much older than Earth

Hence, Miller and Urey combined methane, hydrogen and ammonia with water, and sent flashes of electricity through the mixture

  As summed up by Crick (1981), "the constant buffeting and thermal motion over hundreds of millions of years would have  disrupted the strong chemical bond which holds the atoms of an organic molecule firmly together

meteors

  Moreover, given that Earth was constantly bombarded by meteors, asteroids and comets for the first 700 million years and as there was no protection from life-neutralizing UV rays which were radiating at an intensity 10,000 times greater than today and 4 times greater at 3

  Wohler, it was claimed, had provided scientific evidence that chapter 1 of the Jewish and Christian book of Genesis, was scientifically correct

Wohler

Thus it was falsely claimed that organic matter, urea, which is normally produced biologically, can be produced by inorganic substances, ammonium which is in fact organic

dead

In one set of experiments, Redi took six jars and placed a number of objects inside, including dead fish and a raw chunks of veal

"As summarized by Crick (1981) "The most remarkable example of molecular architecture found in living organisms is undoubtedly the protein family

 Even a relatively simple protein may have as many as two thousands atoms, forming a fairly precise three-dimensional structure, with every atom in its particular place, except when disturbed by the constantly jostling produced by thermal motion

 Why these amino acids were selected from the larger pool of several hundred amino acids which would have been available (at least in space) prior to life's origins, is unknown

 Although Darwin was claiming that bacteria and other simple life forms could be created in a nutrient rich "warm little pond" (an organic soup), Pasteur proved that Darwin and other "naturalists" were spouting nonsense

Hoyle (1982) calculated the probability that just 20 amino acids might assume the required shape of a protein merely by chance and came up with one in a 10,000 x 100 trillion, i

Since there was no oxygen or free phosphorus, it would be impossible for DNA to have been created on Earth

" Thus the faithful, including the scientific community, were taught to accept every word of the writings of  Aristotle, so long as they did not contradict the Bible

 They also failed to produce a single molecule of sugar which is required for the creation of genetic material

Joseph Hooker

" --Darwin (1871) letter to Joseph Hooker (1871)

 The biological molecules  hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulfur, as well as organic material, are also major constituents of the cosmos, and DNA

Urey

Amino Acids  the Complexity of Life: Why The Miller-Urey Life-Creating Experiments FailedOn Earth all amino acids, the small molecules that are strung together to make proteins, are all left-handed

attempts

despite

 In fact, despite all manner of experimental manipulations, the resulting amino acids failed to order themselves into functioning molecules despite repeated attempts to force this precise outcome

All proteins are made of L-amino acids

 Pasteur had proved, scientifically, that only life produces life and bacteria are generated only from bacteria which, in this case, fell from the sky into the open bottle

 The Autobiography of Charles Darwin (1959)

 Not surprisingly this organic soup also failed to show any signs of life

soup

, 1993)-- these conditions would have destroyed all pre-biotic molecules, exposed nucleotides, and naked DNA

Pavlov

2 billion years ago that an organic haze had accumulated to a sufficient degree to protect against UV radiation (Joseph 2009; Pavlov et al

Hedges

  bBased on a genomic analysis Battistuzzi and Hedges (2009) concluded that both bacteria and archae were present on this planet over 4 billion years ago

Battistuzzi

"Morphic resonance" is the process by which the past becomes present, i

 And a collective memory underlies our mental life (similar to Jung's collective unconscious)

Form and energy are inversely proportional: energy expresses a principle of change, whereas form expresses resistance to change

?Habits are inherent in the nature of all organisms because of the memory that organisms inherit from previous organisms of the same kind

Sheldrake?believes that each species has its own fields, and within each organism there are fields within fields

 This memory is a kind of cumulative memory which is constructed through a pool of species experience, depending on morphic resonance

?The morphic field of a system derives from morphogenetic fields associated with all previous similar systems (across both space and time)

Myths, rituals, traditions are expressions of that collective memory: morphic fields organize social and cultural patterns and through morphic resonance, rituals bring the past into the present, connect past individuals with present individuals

 Genes interact with the morphic fields of previous organisms of the same species

The persistence of the material form of a system depends on the continuous application of the morphic field on that system, which is, in turn, continuously recreated by morphic resonance

Memory is not stored in the brain but it resonates with the organism's own past

 The more similar an organism is to previous organisms, the stronger it ?resonates? with (learns from) them

 The morphic field influences the form of a system, and, in turn, the form of the system influences the field and thus any future form of similar systems

Formative causation implies, for example, that a new pattern of behavior should be transmitted across space and time to individuals of the same species: as individuals of the species learn something somewhere, other individuals of the same species, no matter where they are located, should be learning it too (to some extent)

 Each kind of molecule has its own kind of morphic field

The Nature of ConsciousnessPiero Scaruffi(Copyright  2013Piero Scaruffi|Legal restrictions)Inquire about purchasing the book|Table of Contents|Annotated Bibliography|Class on Nature of MindThese are excerpts and elaborations from my book"The Nature of Consciousness"The Memory of Nature and Morphic FieldsThe British philosopher and biochemist Rupert Sheldrake?offered a neo-Aristotelian view of life and nature

The development of organisms is regulated by such morphic fields, and so is the organization of behavior

(Sheldrake?s theory, alas, flies against the evidence: children still need to re-learn how to walk and speak, despite the thousands of generations and billions of humans who did that in the past, a fact that sounds like overwhelming evidence that there is no morphic field for common behavior)

Each natural system has its own morphic field that shapes its behavior

 it is the process of transmitting formative-causal information across space and time

Sheldrake?views all of Nature as a living organism

Such fields organize not only the fields of living organisms, but also the forms of crystals and of molecules

 "Morphic resonance" is the process by which the form of a system is influenced by the forms of past similar systems through the morphic field

 The foundation of Sheldrake's concept of "formative causation" is the idea that memory is inherent in Nature (an idea borrowed from the nineteenth century biologist Samuel Butler)

 Such fields have a kind of built-in memory derived from previous forms of a similar kind

The universal memory expresses itself through "morphic fields"

expresses

 Conversely, there is a universal memory that all forms share, the form of all forms (which he compares to Bohm?s ?implicate order?)

 For living organisms, not only genes are inherited, but also habits, which include development habits such as morphogenesis (the growth of form)

?Morphic fields are responsible for form and organization (in biological as well as material systems)

Sheldrake?views the growth of form as one of the fundamental processes of Nature

 Individual memory is simply self-resonance: an organism resonates with its own past, i

 A morphic field is a field?(or pattern or order or structure) of form

Natural systems inherit a collective and cumulative memory from all previous systems of their kind, regardless of time and space separation; and natural systems in turn contribute to the growth of this collective and cumulative memory

individuals

 Inheritance of acquired characteristics occurs not because of transmission of genes but because of the effects of morphic fields, which are modified by individuals "learning" something and then influence the development of future individuals of the same species

 He called the Crooke's radiometer (a device which has vanes that spin in a vacuum when exposed to radiant energy) "a beautiful invention

Crooke

"Tesla was fascinated by radiant energy and its free-energy possibilities

Tesla gives various options for the switching device

Connect across the capacitor some sort of switching device so that it can be discharged at rhythmic intervals, and you have an electric output

But Tesla's "solar panel" is just a shiny metal plate with a transparent coating of some insulating material which today could be a spray plastic

 The patent refers to "the Sun, as well as other sources of radiant energy, like cosmic rays

" His free-energy receiver is as close as he ever came to such a device in his patented work

 Tesla?s patent is telling us that it is that simple to get electric energy

switching

 Tesla also mentions another switching device consisting of a minute air gap or weak dielectric film which breaks down suddenly when a certain potential is reached

 Tesla had his problems with the patent examiners, but today's free-energy inventor has it much tougher

Tesla's free-energy receiver was patented in 1901 as An Apparatus for the Utilization of Radiant Energy

 Although I've seen a few cursory references to Tesla's invention in my sampling of the literature of free-energy, I am not aware of any attempts to verify it experimentally

[16]Every natural effect was observed and valued

 My earlier experiments were carried on by the aid of a strange natural phosphorescence which glass takes up when it is under the influence of the radiant discharge; but many other substances possess this phosphorescent power in a still higher degree than glass

eldestfamilySeated and ready for morning prayers, breakfast, kindly admonitions, and school, the family waited for the eldest son to take his place

 The surprised reaction in his audience was delightful! Both rays moved independently of the other

 Yet it is well known that Sir William inclined more toward these vitalistic possibilities, having observed motions on his own approach to the device

Galvani
Mesmer

 Would the electrostatic field reveal a new world of Light when the vacuum was very high? But that noble name of Reichenbach was forgotten by his colleagues, buried along with Mesmer and Galvani

 Another was the simple undoing of the aristocratic element in the scientific circles

 His original research in this capacity brought him to a consideration of radioactive phenomena and the possibility of elemental transmutation, yet another term which the proud desperately wished to eradicate from the scientific register

 To those, therefore, who admit the Radiant form of matter, no difficulty exists in the simplicity of the properties it possesses, but rather an argument in their favor

Von Hoffmann  Von Hoffmann viewed each stray scientific fact and phenomenon as of paramount importance

 Between the gaseous and the ultragaseous state there can be traced no sharp boundary; the one merges imperceptibly into the other nor can human or any other kind of organic life conceivable to us penetrate into regions where such ultragaseous matter may be supposed to exist

 The best pressure for this Electrical Radiometer is a little beyond that at which the Dark Space extends to the sides of the glass bulb

 Clearly, all matter had been forced away from this space, otherwise it would be glowing with light

The Phenomenon of Spiritualism, Sir William Crookes, London, 1874, The Quarterly Journal of Science, (reprint Health Research, 1972)

 In the meteoric development of chemical process and metallurgical applications, Germany had no equal in all of Europe

 Since his father was a tailor, this was considered a mark of fundamental division, a blot on their potential social registration

 He was forever investigating new families of chemical substances which might prove in the future to be of strategic industrial importance

 The work of each of these legends, in their study of vital force, had somehow managed to offend the intellectuals

 But the combined effect of the performance would force the intellectual process to relax, while the holistic sensibilities once more brought in true and whole vision

 But the dark space remained

 Gimingham, the manufacture of a vast laboratory demonstration assortment was offered to the scientific community at large

 He stood behind a second apparatus, a large V-shaped vacuum tube, and applied the voltage

 On one level, there were the scientific revelations

 Now these residual phenomena, these very anomalies, may become the guides to new and important revelations

 As he observed this remarkable effect on the face of his audience, he thought aloud

 Radiant Matter darts in straight lines from the negative

 Crookes was highlighting his spectral study, finding the curious constancy of that light regardless of gas or glass

 William was off to a day of lectures and laboratory exercises at the Royal College of Chemistry

loved

William loved to hear his fathers many accounts

 In surveying the Hall, he was now also sure that his audience had lost all awareness of his principle reasons for conducting those first experiments in high vacuum electrical discharges

 His fourth proof for the existence of cathode light rays

 But what was in that dark space? He called again for the lights to be withdrawn

In these experiments with ultravacuum tubes, Sir William had consistently observed that matter was possessed of a whole and continuous nature, bearing qualities which emerged into our world from a fourth state

 August Wilhelm von Hoffmann

 Most physicists had concluded the green light to be a property of the bombarded glassy matter

designs

delighted

Sir William delighted in contriving such designs in order to provide wordless proof of each thesis

 Through a similar series of encounters, Faraday met the great Humphrey Davy, and became his personal assistant
 But before light could penetrate the mind, before it became a beauteous contrast to isolating emptiness, there had to be an immersion in darkness

 Each of his fathers stories had their distinctly miraculous tone

When the exhaustion is good and the electrical pressure is high the dark space is seen to extend for about an inch on both sides of the cathode

 The German approach did not prohibit the exchange of information between and among persons of different class

quietly

 How had it happened, that he of all people was granted such favor as to be elevated to his present station?Between the thoughts which were now flooding the hall, between the lines of his lecture, between the strokes of a second hand, he quietly turned his gaze to the radiant rubies for another look

audience

 From these elevated vantage points, one could hardly argue the existence of the luminiferous aether!He continued, emboldened by the sense that the audience had entered that absorptive stage, where deep and permanent impressions could be made

 If only the same blessings were on him, who knew where the paths would lead?Without that inscrutable blessing, so obviously at work in his fathers life, William knew that he might never have had opportunity to study natural science

 The mere presence of light so destabilized the delicate quartz fiber of his torsion balance, that he paused from this chemical study

 In this tube, the rays focus on a piece of iridio-platinum, supported in the centre of the bulb

 But the greater exertions Nature makes at each step of the change becomes greatest in the passage from gaseous to the radiant form He was not now averse to making formal statements concerning the luminiferous aether

Having thus recalled the great Michael Faraday, a bookbinder who virtually established the world fame of the Royal Society, Sir William added a few words in the way of tribute

 Equipped with his collection of unearthly globes and radiant crystals, he glittered a starry message of dreams without words

 And, while never publishing his deeper inclinations on these issues, it is known that his study of paranormal forces were commendable in his employ of numerous sensitive apparatus

 The small scientific toy has remained both a curiosity and amusement since its first appearance

 It was in the employ of von Hoffmann that William Crookes learned the German ethic of free enterprise firsthand

In addressing the Royal Society he hoped to haunt the whole world of Science with a deeper view of natural reality

 The glaring inability to provide satisfactory explanations for key phenomena lent an increasing number of scholars to assail the mechanistic view itself

 William so impressed the master chemist with his innate and intuitive laboratory skills, that he was soon invited to attend lectures at the Royal Institution

 Each reflected back varying degrees of that pure and deep vermilion light

 The next few demonstrations were therefore designed to highlight his original statements concerning cathodic rays and precursory light

 Poisonous metallic thallium, a bluish-white element, was utilized as a catalyst in the industrial manufacture of benzene and antiknock fuels

 In this device, motion required the mere presence of the dark space

 Many did not therefore wish to hear Sir William speak at all

 This was the light of life, and it merged with the sunshine in a most remarkable way

 And while most believed that the aetheric implications of his work had been explained away, there remained a lingering suspicion among a dwindling membership that he had eluded them all with a far deeper secret

 Faraday pointed out that matter existed in four states: solid, liquid, gas, and radiant

 Sir William and his mysterious investigations into Radiant Matter had captivated the greatest minds of his time

His experiments had revealed to him that matter and material aggregates were supported in their very existence by non-inertial form

The debate on these light pressure anomalies prompted Dr

 These were observed (over 30 rotations per second) in hydrogen gas at 0

With all my senses alert and ready to convey information, believing as I do that we have by no means exhausted all knowledge or fathomed the depths of all physical forces

August Wilhelm von Hoffmann

Wilhelm von Hoffmann

When William Crookes was asked to be August Wilhelm von Hoffmanns own personal assistant, a definite turning point was reached

 Those persons sat in his audience

 Bringing the vacuum to its ultimate degree, he observed a mysterious dark space

 In its apparent ability to defy the Faraday electrostatic laws, it could not be composed of negative particles

 William never tired of this wonderful story, this family history

 And the lifelong theme of Sir William Crookes was a Vitalistic theme

 Hoffmann that William saw the value of every new scientific find

 Had he found an experimental means for proving the existence of Platonic Solids? His classic work with vacuum discharges was concerned with the deep mysteries of space, of a peculiar black radiance, of radiant matter, a fourth state, of force, and of light

 or a magician? For those who loved Sir William Crookes, this was quite an event

 That strange green light, what equally bizarre properties it displayed! The cup is made of polished aluminum, and projects the rays to a focus

 William was always in the lead, especially when the more mystifying aspects of Nature made themselves apparent

 On another, the social implications

 The great mans passing left a sparkling tracework, and yes, like the joy which suddenly quickens and stimulates in the midst of night, it twinkles still!ReferencesAll quotes were taken liberally from the following excellent sources:Selected Reprints of Articles Related To The Mechanical Action Of Light And The Radiometer, Sir William Crookes, (compilation reprint) by James DeMeo, Natural Energy Works, 1994

 It was the manner in which his mind managed to ask the right questions, see the right effects, and make the right connections that set him apart frommost others

 This degenerative process obscured the real impost of his work, that which literally claimed to point a way toward a vision of deeper dimensions

Now switching the current on, two straight and brilliant green rays traced their thin paths across the card

 The great philosophers lecture on Radiant Matter was given in 1816, when Faraday was twenty four years old

 How wonderful it was that William Crookes met the great Michael Faraday himself!Faraday sought William out from the crowd, a rare and humbling experience

 Spottiswoode, placed at my disposal his magnificent induction coil, not only for this lecture, but for some weeks past in my own laboratory; thus enabling me to prepare apparatus and vacuum tubes on a scale so large as to relieve me of all anxiety so far as the experimental illustrations are concerned

Spottiswoode

 If the streams of Radiant Matter are simply built up of negatively electrified particles, then they will repel one another

 This was the remarkable manner and style of Sir William

 But he was energized by the prospect and, having brought forth his now classic tubes from their dusty old glass cases, was fully ready to command the scene

 Sir William smiled with glee! There! The vibrancy of that wonderful diamond light was fast melting away all academic resistance, all the critical effrontery, all the callous aristocratic pretense

BLACK SPACESir Williams scientific approach differed from the growing convention

You will notice that the rays which project from the cup, and which cross in the centre, have a bright green appearance the intensity of the color varying with the perfection of the vacuum

 The mere presence of light, whether from the sun or an artificial source, made impossible the routine task of weighing the element in vacuum

 Crookes was the great scientific toy maker, but delighted in presenting them to those who would acquire them as curiosities

delicate

WHITE LIGHTIt was while investigating certain properties of thallium in vacuum (1873) that he chanced to observe a unique motional effect in a delicate torsion balance

 Those whose minds now grasped the whole message of the one who stood before them, fell silent

 The radiant extension of the material shape into the vacuum was visual

 Here was the heart of Vitalism yet again revealed! In this revolutionary view, molecules and atoms vibrated about a lattice of continuous matter

 This was not the first time that the assembled members of the Royal Society had seen the wonderful Sir William Crookes

 This native curiosity permitted him to be first in the discovery of new elements, compounds, and their possible use in some burgeoning industrial complex

 Years before, the young Michael Faraday was elevated to eminence

 Sir William now stood among a select series of vacuum tubes, also now decades old

 There, young William heard presentations by the most eminent scientific explorers of his day, a profusion of diverse topics

The mechanistic view was shown to be inadequate in such cases as regards various phenomena of light and other radiant forms

 Crookes also successfully acquired the title of master tailor

 This what the fourth state of matter represented, and this is precisely why it was so vehemently rejected

 Yet here he stood, the son of a once-poverty stricken tailor

 This aristocratic rulership of knowledge was also the principle reason why Vitalism was so deeply despised among the British scientific aristocracy

William Crookes saw that this theme and atmosphere so contributed to the German industrial power base that to deny it was foolhardy

 As often as he shared this demonstration model, his audiences remained completely enthralled

 cutting off a few roses, and then killing the shrub! The eradication ofall things pre-modem seemed more important to the young scientific revolutionaries than the reverence of learning, of knowledge, and of a deeper vision

The spectrum of the green light is a continuous one no difference can be detected by spectrum examination in the green light, whether the residual gas be nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbonic acid

  The diamond, mounted on a post within the large globe, was now glowing in a vivid green light

You perceive the dark space behind each vane, and moving round with it? When the power was increased, the blackness covered the vanes completely, and the vanes began to rotate into an amazing blur

entirely

 In the dark space were rays whose power radiating from the pole with enormous velocity, assume properties so novel and so characteristic as to entirely justify the application of the term borrowed from Faraday that of Radiant Matter

 Surrounded by his now-famous collection of large vacuum globes and specially designed Ruhmkorff Coils, his eyes twinkled with delight

 Notice, he said, the rays fall on the opposing side of the bulb, and produce a circular patch of green phosphorescent light

 For some, the legendary name of Sir William Crookes had already been tainted because of his willingness to explore psychokinesis and other paranormal forces, as did Baron von Reichenbach before him

 It was world-famous! William recalled well the manner in which the aristocrats had never accepted his father

 William, their eldest son, was born on June 17,183 2

 Von Hoffmann had been a good and thorough master Hoffmann

 They had seen his preliminary demonstration of phosphorescence, but had they comprehended the meaning of those phenomena? Had they pierced through to his exact intimations concerning that phenomena?Were they able to realize that no phosphorescence, no light is ever emitted unless substances are completely wrapped and permeated in a blanket of absolute darkness? Did they appreciate that every condition of earthly light was first predicated in every instance by a permeation of radiant black space? His voice again rang into the dark space of the Hall

 The only recognized forces consisted of gravitation, magnetism, electrostatics, and the new nuclear force

 William Crookes devoted himself to the discovery of industrial applications

 In this tube of rubies, there are stones of all colors the deeper red and the pale pink but under the impact of Radiant Matter they all phosphoresce with the same color

 The red radiance of his tubes reached their crescendo, flared more brilliantly, and Sir William felt the Lecture Hall around him

 As I turn the bulb round you will all be able to see the green patch on the glass

peculiar

 He had come out of the darkness, out of a peculiar class vacuum, was touched by some thrilling and inscrutable energy, and became suddenly radiant! And here he was, as so many previous appointments had invited, standing and lecturing to the Royal Society

 The philosophical debate which discussed the light pressure remained a focal point for years, since a reversal of theoretical expectations was obtained

Like a traveler exploring some distant country, the wonders of which have hitherto been known through reports and rumors of a vague and distorted character, so for years I have been occupied in pushing an enquiry into a territory of natural knowledge which offers almost virgin soil to the scientific man

 His was a vibrant and inspiring mind which was exceptionally creative on a great many issues of natural science

 Photoelectric effects were observed, and the extreme sensitivity of selenium to various spectra promised new industrial frontiers

01[11]Sir William Crookes, OM, FRS (17 June 1832 - 4 April 1919)Borderland Visionary:The Life of SirWilliam CrookesbyGerry VassilatosIN the pantheon of our qualitative science there stand a grand assembly of highly venerated persons, the mere mention of whose names is sufficient to evoke inexpressible sentiments

The amount of factual information had increased beyond the ability of science to remember all that had been observed

 The color filled the entire room

 He would now separate the negative charges from the neutral dark light particles

 Where would such a primordial aether be found? Sir William held out his hand toward his tubes, emphasizing the effects which had just illustrated the heart of his dissertation by wordless example

 Whether I now electrify the top or bottom anode, the rays remain unmoved from their path

thallium

 In its other chemical uses, thallium found prime application in the manufacture[17]of flint, glass, artificial gems, scientific thermometers, mineralogical washing solutions, and pyrotechnics

 His fathers kind eyes spoke in silent approval

 This esteemed researcher and author considers the strong likelihood that such anomalies are entirely due to more vitalistic influences

 He was fun to watch! As he began, a mercurial levity filled the hall, and the mere mention of each supportive discovery in his theme filled the many diverse listeners with an enthralled sense of mystery

toy

 So delightful was the Radiometer, or light mill as he often called it, that an inexpensive version was developed for toy shoppes

 The glowing globes had each spoken the thesis for him  How ordinary he was in comparison with most of these persons who were seated before him! He was not the son of upperclass breeding

 They remained unconvinced that the rays were rays of dark light

 What was it about his personality or subject matter which permitted this astounding juncture of consciousness?The deep light of his rubies flared into a deeper and more brilliant light

 When the dark space is very much larger than the cup, its outline forms an irregular ellipsoid, drawn in toward the focal point the whole appearance being strikingly similar to the rays of the sun reflected from a concave mirror

 To him, the dark space was filled with dark light, the precursor to every form of light known to the world of physics

 This rule also diminished the chance that working class persons would rise, if in mind only

 Here is a tube having a pole in the centre in the form of a metal disk, and the other poles at each end

radiance

 All faces were clearly seen in that red radiance

 Crookes published his findings in a long series of articles and scientific essays; where the variables of vacuum, substance, vane shape, even or uneven surface heating, and applied spectral energy were each studied with the utmost care

 Those were the days when families sat at table together, respectfully hearing the tales and admonitions of their elders

families

 Withdrawing the electrical current, the stone continued glowing as brilliantly as if continually stimulated by an unknown radiant source

 As he was about to prove again, the dark space was completely devoid of inert, or massive particles

 William, being the eldest son, was now to rear and guide his younger brothers and sisters

 Were there, he wondered, any young hearts out in the audience of similar affections and intuitive skills? Were there any fervent and curious minds out there? But his eyes scanned about the room, spying out only those whose dispassionate expressions betrayed only a singular disinterest

 Crookes explored the strange properties of selenium, a new light sensing element

 Nor could the mechanistic theory attempt adequate explanation of the other numerous anomalies found in his study

wonderful

 The wonder of his life was not unlike these wonderful glowing tubes

The vacuum tubes thus provided a most potent visual means for elucidating each of these concepts

Radiant Matter, Sir William Crookes, Nature, 1879 (reprint Electric Spacecraft Journal, 1995)

 Were these the light mass particles claimed by Thomson and his adherents, this ray path would have bent to the closer anode

 This strange principle maintained an arrested consciousness in the scientific ranks of the Society, rendering them incapable of philosophical progress

The prevailing view among physicists was that the opposite vane rotations and other behaviors were all the result of molecular bombardments within the glass bulb

 His father was born of poor parents, a misfortune at any time in English history

 Between this cathode and its small anode, a strip of silver-white metal was poised on a sealed support wire

 Besides presenting a strictly scientific thesis, he thoroughly exploited the more theatrical aspects of the lecture hall

 The element thallium was discovered in 1861, the result of a spectroscopic study

eyes

 His glassy globes and bulbs, with their twirling little mica vanes, now sparkled in the eyes of those who watched them almost as much as did his rimmed glasses!The prevailing old school view was indeed here, embodied before them

globes

 The mobile particles of inertia were simply associated with these continuous solids, and were not themselves the real forms we knew as matter at all

demonstration

 This demonstration Radiometer gave a most remarkable demonstration of the mechanical energy exerted by the dark space itself, a singular anomaly

 Command would remain among those scientifics, those laboring minds whose experience in life had not known idle advantage

qualities

 But what was in this special space? Was it the literal extension of the cathode into the ultravacuum? Was this a revelation of the continuity of matter in space? How did vacuum and electrostatic charge now combine to expand the material volume of the cathode, revealing it as force? This was nothing less than the Reichenbach thesis, where matter and its diverse qualities extends throughout space

Baron von Reichenbach

 For Sir William, his experiments with ultravacuum began as an extension of experiments performed by Baron von Reichenbach

GEMSWhen his work with electrostatic discharges in vacuum was first brought forth, it was immediately wrangled into a theory of particles and quanta

 As William quickly arrived, it seemed to him that the entire household was full of light

 And here was his brilliant, wordless theme at once unfolding! His commentary was just as resplendent, deeper in fact than the light which now issued from the vacuum tube

vane

 Varieties of mechanical dynamics (gaseous flow, viscosity, creep, recoil) along vane surfaces were cited in explanation of each anomalies

anomalies

 Just then, just as he paused to gaze into the deep red light of his ruby tube before opening the switch, Sir William looked into another world

 As his father was successful in the art of tailor craft, so he would reach independent success in the scientific profession

The position of the positive pole in the tube scarcely makes any difference in the direction or intensity of those lines of force which produce the green light, and this green light is distinguished from ordinary lightit cannot be wrong to here apply the term emissive light

 Sir William had long championed the notion that the qualities of matter were not sourced in their atomic focal points

 Here among the rubies!SPECTRUMThe spectrum of red light emitted by these varieties is the same as[15]described by Becquerel twenty years ago

Becquerel

 But this serious application did not limit his wonderful imagination from teaching children of its marvels

filled

 His father was something of a wonder, a life filled with a hundred episodes

RARE EARTHSir William had undertaken a thorough research on rare earth elements in 1883, a field of study which would have enormous strategic and industrial importance in the mid-Twentieth Century

 Crookes saw the validation of ideals which Faraday had quietly cherished

 And natural science was what his heart loved best

 Crookes and others observed was that light pressure caused the repulsion of dark bodies, and the attraction of reflective bodies

With only a slight application of the current, the interposed metal strip suddenly became white hot

 His trimmed silvery moustache and the pointed silvery beard lent an otherworldly air, and as he looked up again all eyes came to rest upon the curious elfin figure

 As the current was silently applied, the entire large ovoid globe became a dazzling red light

 How curious and fortunate that he had been chosen to assume such an exalted scientific poise in science history!The discovery had its industrial merits

sat

 The bored deportment of most who sat in the audience may have been the direct result of patronage and breeding, but was certainly not the result of artistic fervor and scientific temperament

 Light was everywhere, or was it just an afterimage? Seated near his father, and casting his gaze all around him, he saw the light glowing in his little brothers and sisters

phosphoresce

 It scarcely matters what color the ruby is to begin with under the impact of Radiant Matter, they all phosphoresce

aristocrats

 Crookes was especially delighted that the aristocrats perceived these as amusing devices to purchase

silvery

 The green light, the melodious voice, the twinkling eyes, the silvery air, all remain suspended in memory

manufacture

 In the eventuality of new applications, industrialists would want ready information on the manufacture of selenium components

industrial

 So rapidly had the scientific movement taken the industrial world, that the famed Crookes Tube seemed to be an antiquated and elementary device

 Sir Williams thought was to extend this principle to an exploration of the electrostatic field in vacuum

 You see that the whole of the cathode arm is flooded with green light, but at the bottom stops sharply, and will not turn the comer to get to the anode

 He called attention to the strange green light, that which was observed with each manifestation of cathode rays

 It was the energetic presence of this dark light which provoked the phosphorescence of any substance placed within that dark space

Sir William began to consider the possibility that all matter, all elements, were built up by a primordial aether

 But this master tailor was no twisted branch, no prodigal son

 Through the center of this tube, a phosphor coated card was placed for the visual inspection of cathode rays in their progress across the space

 The current was applied to another globe, one which housed a large mineral crystal

 The luminous gas residue withdrew to the anodes, being tightly squeezed upon their metal surfaces

When I was asked a month or two ago to illustrate in this theatre some of my recent researches on high vacua, I exclaimed how is it possible to bring such a subject worthily before a Royal Institution audience when none of the experiments can be seen more than a few feet off? Two former decades had passed since his first demonstrations on Radiant Matter were given

This radiant behavior more exhibited the characteristics of light than particles of matter

 If his father could have escaped poverty against those impossible odds, then he might also further the fortune of his life

Indeed, the phenomena in these exhausted tubes reveal to physical science a new world a world where matter exists in a fourth state, and where the corpuscular theory of light holds good

implications

 In their ultimate implications, Sir William intended to instruct on certain aspects of the human aura, the world of ectoplasm the world of matter in the fourth state, of intimations concerning the luminiferous aether, and of consciousness

selenium

 In the process of studying selenium, William succeeded in discovering a new element

toys

Sir William Crookes left the spinning, glowing, scintillating magic of his wonderful little toys in the springtime

 In an instant, out of the deep darkness, a green light flickered momentarily in midst of a large glass globe

 It took the form of straight and continuous lines

fathers

 He espoused his fathers teaching, and taught his own children that only in prayerful effort and impassioned endeavor true greatness was won

 The chapters in his life read less than that of a poor tailor from the country, and more like the chronicle of a minor prophet

Radiant Matter

 Sir William showed again that Radiant Matter was a neutral, light like form of energy

master

tailor

Out of poverty, in some inexplicable manner, his father was fortunately apprenticed to a master tailor who lived in his township

father

 Crookes saw that, as soon as light was admitted into his balancing apparatus, the delicate device moved quite violently

TOYSIn all of these important considerations we see that the mechanistic view and its explanations usually results from highly valued topical effects of least importance, caused by more dominant fundamental energies of Nature

 This green phosphorescence is a subject which has occupied my thoughts, and I have striven to ascertain some of the laws governing its appearance

 The green light had peculiar and persistent qualities

 The process of allowing matter to expand in an ultravacuum seemed to reveal these qualities in the complete absence of inertia

rubies

Nothing can be more beautiful than the effect presented by a mass of rough rubies when glowing in a vacuum

Tonight he hoped to again clarify and disentangle the singular distinctions of his original thesis from all the confusion which had transpired in the intervening decades

thesis

A fifth globe used a large concave cathode with an opposed planar anode

brilliant

 Sir William was a sprite, a truly aethereal character! Cheerful, merry, beaming, brilliant, lighter than air, he appeared to be aglow with the same white light seen in his mineral tubes

 The oxidised zinc surface formed a suitable photoemissive cathode

 The equations describshy; ing electron and ion motion in a stressed uniform field gap, known as Townsend's equations are: 1234u3R(^electronfu (t) R(di

 The number of photoelectrons emitted from the spacer surshy; face in the distance between x and x+dx will be 0breakdown in nitrogen

preceeding

 The variation shown in Figure 4 occurs with a simple gap and that in Figures 5 and 6 oc-17JAKSTS/CROSS: ELECTRON AVALANCHES 4 0 0-avalanche, therefore, has a fairly well defined startone electron transit time plus the lifetime of the excited species producing the photons after the preceeding avalanche

curs when the gap is bridged with a spacer

transit

_--gt;*C)E\/av_(5)This equation shows that the potential is composed of one comshy; ponent due to electron transit and one due to positive ion transit

 The dynamics of electrons plays an important role for the behavior of radio-frequency driven discharges, particularly at high pressures

 The duration of that primary pulse is approximately 60 ns

Experimental requirements We chose to study the growth of electron avalanches by the electrical method

 Each secondary avalanche is itself capable of producing a cathode initiated secondary avalanshy; che and therefore a series of results

 Research on weakly ionized atmospheric air is motivated by applications such as reflectors and absorbers of electromagnetic radiation (plasma ramparts), large volume material processing, gaseous pollution remediatThe thorns plasma: A dielectric barrier discharge at atmospheric pressure for plasma dentistry applicationsCold atmospheric plasmas, nonirritating to human skin, attract great attention due to their high potential for biomedical applications, but many plasma jets can only process one surface or one point, causing the limitation of use, so that it is not s14The influence of a solid dielectric spacer on electron avalanches in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure L'influence d'un intermjiaire dielectrique massif sur les avalanches d'electrons dans I'azote atmosphSrique By A

 A theoretical model is proposed to account for the exshy; perimental results

 The number of electrons in the subsidiary avalanche when it reaches the anode,  , will be given by: x,sub"sub=^n^^dx(7)as each n electrons will travel a distance dx before reaching the anode if d is the electrode spacing

 II a ete etabli que le pontage de l'intervalle a l'aide d'un intermediaire isolant massif cylindrique altere le developpement d'avalanches d'electrons

 Photonics - Cathodes - Voltage measurement - Electric breakdown - Nitrogen - Solids - electron avalanches - gaseous insulation - nitrogen - temporal development of prebreakdown electron currents - uniform electric field - laser pulse released electrons - electron avalanche growth - theoretical model - N2at atmospheric pressure - solid dielectric spacer influence - 1 cm gap - gaseous insulationAuthor:A

 When an electron avalanche starts between two electrodes separated by a gas, the growth of the avalanche is determined by processes in the gas and at the electrode surfaces, but when the gap is bridged by a solid spacer, the physics of the situation is changed

 A discussion of these equations can be found in references 2 and 6

 Cross0 downloads8 Views923KB SizeReportDownload PDFRecommend DocumentsHomogenous dielectric barrier discharg E in nitrogen at atmospheric pressureSummary form only given

 When the spacer is added, the primary pulse no longer falls so simply

rDiscussion Let us continue with the assumption introduced earlier that photons generated by the avalanche produce photoelectrons at the spacer surface, and let us consider how these photoelectrons will modify the electron avalanches

lifetimes

capable

 The likely species to proshy; duce photons capable of photo electrons at the cathode have lifetimes in the range of 10-20 ns

 A value of 18 to 20 ns for the lifetime and an absorbtion coefficient of 40 c m apshy; pears to be reasonable

Introduction In any electrical system employing a gas as the principal insulant it is necessary to support the conductors at some point with a solid insulating structure

 In the time period 0 lt; t lt; T- the electron component is the significant one as T is of the order of 100 71

 The electrodes were mounted in a steel chamber fitted with the usual electrical bushings and quartz window to admit the ultraviolet light

 , " D i e zeitliche Entwicklung einer Townsend-Entladung," Zeitschrift fur Physik, Vol

 ad0A subsidiary avalanche will later produce a secondary avalanshy; che from the cathode and the secondary avalanche will produce a subsidiary

 The simulations were carried out for the dielectric barrier in two forms; as coating on electrodes, and as insertion in the interCurrent Measurements and Diagnosis on Dielectric Barrier Discharge in a Coaxial Geometry at Atmospheric PressureDischarge current has been measured to diagnose the discharge modes of dielectric barrier discharge in a coaxial geometry through a mixture flows of argon and trace of air at one atmospheric pressure

 A supershort avalanche electron beam (SAEB) of the amplitude of about 30 A at tThermal-buble initiated breakdown characteristics of liquid helium and nitrogen at atmospheric pressureExperiments show that electric field promotes to form a vapor locking in a gap with a hot spot and in turn the formation of locked vapor produces the serious reduction of breakdown voltage

investigated

 Discharge characteristics are investigated through electrical andElectron Avalanches Near a Charged InsulatorElectron avalanches near a charged solid insulator have been simulated using four different electric field profiles: Linear exponential, rectangular and triangular

 As the number of electrons in the avalanche grows exponentially with distance travelled the most significant photon yield is produced when the avalanche has almost reached the anode

1 ns at a generatoCharacterization of a Laminar Plasma Plume Based on Dielectric-Barrier Discharge at Atmospheric PressureWith argon used as working gas, a laminar plasma plume with a fairly large volume is flushed out of a dielectric-barrier discharge device into the ambient air at atmospheric pressure

 Photoemission from the solid dielectric has been incorporated in the growth of an avaThe elecrodeless discharge at atmospheric pressureSummary form only given, as follows

flashover

 Because of its technical importance, particularly in compressed gas insulated cables, the topic of surshy; face flashover in compressed gases has received considerable atshy; tention in recent years

 Applications such as the surface modification of materials, and the decontaminGeneration of subnanosecond electron beams in atmospheric pressure airGeneration conditions for runaway electron beams with maximum amplitudes and current densities at a nanosecond discharge in atmospheric pressure air have been determined

28The subsidiary avalanche could therefore have a magnitude of about one quarter of the avalanche that produced it

 The rise is similar to that of the plane gap pulse but there is a small peak immediate-0I00200 TIMEFIFUT 5: Electroncurrentin a uniform300400500(nanoseconds) fieldbridgedwith a polyethylenespacer

 When the RC time constant becomes finite the measured current does not decay to zero at T

5mm from the surface, and that one half of the photons are emitted towards the spacer then for a 1 cm

 and in Case 2 C/*(max) = (qn /2CR00017110The electrical requirements for the measurement are therefore a sensitivity to a few millivolts, matched impedance circuitry with coaxial connections and a minimum of input and stray capacishy; tance

 While the magnitudes of the pulses varied depending on the size of the avalanches that produced them, the relationship in magnitude between primary and subsequent pulses remained constant

 This line has been considered to be responsishy; ble for secondary avalanche initiation in recent studies of 103UConclusions Bridging of a uniform electric field by a solid, cylindrical inshy; sulating spacer alters the electron avalanche growth

 As time proceeds, the voltage trace becomes very confused

 The discrepancy is to be expected because the transhy; sit time in reference 9 does not take into account field distortion due to space charge

 There is now present a solid insulating surshy; face, largely tangential to the electric field, along the avalanche path

 This new avalanche we will call a "subsidiary avalanche \ The first avalanche initiated from the cathode by the laser light will be referred to as the primary avalanche and any other cathode initiated avalanches will be referred to as secondary avalanches

 The oscilloscope and any preamplifier used should have sufficient bandwidth to handle a rise time of about ten nanoshy; seconds without significant distortion

 ThAtmospheric-Pressure Diffuse Dielectric-Barrier-Discharge Plasma Generated by Bipolar Nanosecond Pulse in Nitrogen and AirA bipolar high-voltage pulse with 20-ns rising time is employed to generate diffuse dielectric-barrier-discharge plasma with very low gas temperature in both nitrogen and air using a wire-plate electrode configuration at atmospheric pressure
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 These gap currents were determined by observation o f changes in potential across a resistor in series with the o n e cm

 Additional data for absorption coefficients and excitation level lifetimes is expected to reinforce the proposed model

 Recently the generation and applications of atmospheric pressure plasmas received increased interest in the plasma research community

 The largest obstacle to the operation of photoionization in pure gases has been the fact that photons produced by ionization processes have a very small cross-section for subsequent ionization of the same molecular species, and also, photon absorption at those energies is so great that the region accessible to the photons is very small

 We will use the term "secondary" to denote any avalanche resulting from electron emission at the cathode, caused by the preceeding avalanche, no matter how many avalanches there are in a series

 Assuming the avalanche is close to the surface, having an effective distance of 0

 If n electrons are emitted initially from the cathode then at a distance x from the cathode the main avalanche will conshy; tain n e electrons, where a is Townsend's first ionization coeffishy; cient

 First there must be a photon of sufficient energy to release electrons from the spacer

 VOL 6 NO 2, 198118of the main avalanche per centimeter, fi the absorption coefficient for these photons, y the distance of the main avalanche from the spacer surface, G a geometric factor representing the fraction of the photons that are released towards the spacer, and 7 the number, of photoelectrons emitted from the spacer for each incishy; dent photon

 For this purpose, a numerical code has been developed with the capability to calculate the spatio-temporal development of tNonequilibrium Plasmas Generated by Dielectric Barrier Discharges at Atmospheric PressureBoth propane plasma and air plasma are successfully generated at atmospheric pressure by using two dielectric barrier discharge reactors with different configurations, in which one is used to activate propane and the other is used to activate air

 The breakdown of gaseous insulation starts with the growth of one or more electron avalanches

100The measuring resistor R was a 50 ohm resistor in the input cirshy; cuit of the preamplifier

 In the absence of a spacer the first feature is a voltage pulse close to the shape of an idealized electron avalanche pulse

 The avalanche growth can now be influenced by processes at the solid insulator surface, and hence the insulation strength will be changed

 Additionally, no differences in the time (within the limitations of the oscilloscope) between pulses were noted

 Both thThe spectra of electron beams produced in air-filled diodes at atmospheric pressureIt is shown that the breakdown of a gap with a small-curvature-radius cathode by a voltage pulse with an amplitude of gt;100 kV and a rise time of about 0

 It was shown that in atmospheric pressure air, the FWHM of the beam current pulse is 0

 When the RC circuit is taken inshy; to account the voltage U across the external measuring resistor is given by:R lt;T- W t r o n / UT_ / T +10R( T )ion *-2Case 1RU(t) = RI- RC U atCRwhere I(4)= /- + / 

1881:300H VOLTAGE ( millivolts )When a spacer is in the gap the trace shows a primary voltage pulse of a different shape as shown in Figure 5

plasmas

 This paper describes an experimental setup designed for studying the optical emission duringNumerical study of the electron dynamics in radio-frequency plasmas at atmospheric pressureSummary form only given

The temporal development o f prebreakdown electron currents in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure and in a uniform electric field is investigated

 Previous studies of air breakA detailed model for discharge initiation in argon at atmospheric pressure in presence of dielectric barriersA detailed model was presented to explain the dielectric barrier effects employed to improve the insulation performance

 Despite the simplicity of the circuit, there are many difficulties involved in making a measurement of the voltage across the measuring resistor when the current source is the electron or ion avalanche in an electrically stressed gas gap

 As the voltage applied is not quite high enough to produce breakdown under laser pulse action the secondary pulses must become successively smaller

 The pulse decays and is then followed by a succession of secondary pulses at 75 ns intervals

polyethylene

 Fujihera and Inokuchi give data for polyethylene that shows negligible photoelectric yield for incident photon energies below 9eV

Inokuchi

HomeAdd DocumentSign InRegisterThe influence of a solid dielectric spacer on electron avalanches in nitrogen at atmospheric pressureHomeThe influence of a solid dielectric spacer on electron avalanches in nitrogen at atmospheric pressureThe temporal development of prebreakdown electron currents in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure and in a uniform electric field is investigated

 This solid structure must withstand the full working voltage, and almost invariably the interface beshy; tween the solid and the gas is found to be the weak point in a high voltage insulating system

 In a short time the gap current will become a confused overlapping of secondary and subsidiary avashy; lanches

 It has been found that the bridging o f the gap by a solid, cylindrical insulating spacer alters the electron avalanche growth

The parameters controlling the number of photoelectrons emitshy; ted from the spacer and their contribution to the avalanche curshy; rents will be considered first

 If the apshy; plied field is increased until a reaches a large enough value to p r o shy; duce a measurable current pulse for one electron leaving the cathode, then secondary processes become large enough for breakdown to occur

 Most studies have been concerned with producing stronger insulation by such methods as optimizing the spacer profile or reducing the field at the critical triple junction between the gassolidand electrode

 It seems, therefore, that our assumption and model are reasonable within the constraints of available data for absorption coefficients and lifetimes of excitation levels leading to gas photoionization

 An atmospheric pressure uniform discharge has a great potential for improving surface treatment, efficiency of ozone generation, de-NOx and so on

 Any change in the system that changes the growth of electron avalanches will change the insulashy; tion strength

 is the electron velocity, /+ is the positive ion current, v is the positive ion velocity and a is Townsend's first ionization coefficient

 The number of photons produced per censhy; timetre of avalanche path can be calculated from 111211013ax0n =y

n^dxx(6)These n electrons will move towards the anode and multiply by the normal Townsend avalanche process

 With the nitrogen flowing at a speed higher than 7 cm/s through a gap not longer than 3 mm, aModeling of the dielectric barrier RF discharge at atmospheric pressureOne dimensional hybrid modeling of the dielectric barrier radio frequency (DBRF) discharge at atmospheric pressure in argon is performed

 Substituting for n from equation (6) gives: xxa(dx)x =  (i + aa?-rp0where 5 is the value of 8 at the quenching pressure /?lt;gt;

operation of the pulsed laser also provided a timing signal to trigshy; ger the electrical measuring equipment

 The expected electron transit time for nitrogen near breakdown in a 1 cm gap is 75 ns, while the observed time between primary and secondary pulses is in the area of 70 ns

 All preamplifiers were checked before use to ensure that no distortion was produced by them when amplifying (x50), a pulse of the same character as the electron current pulses

 RThe preceding discussion shows that the electrical signal in an ideal measuring system is a voltage pulse of a few tens of nanoshy; seconds duration

 The third secondary peak appears to be distorted by the overlap of a seconshy; dary avalanche resulting from the first subsidiary avalanche and by its own subsidiary avalanche

diffuse

nanosecond

 The electron dynamics itself is highly driven by the dynamics of the plasma boundary sheOn the Influence of Anode Composition on the Pattern of a Nanosecond Diffuse Discharge at Atmospheric PressureA diffuse discharge is generated in atmospheric air under a nanosecond range overvoltage

 Clearly, for any meaningful studies of the individual electron avashy; lanches it is necessary to use an RC combination that gives as small a product as possible

 The focusThe spectra of electron beams produced in air-filled diodes at atmospheric pressureIn recent years, the generation of beams of runaway electrons has been the subject of increasing interest; see review [1] and references in [1]

azote

 Tandis que lors d'une experience precedente les avalanches d'electrons etaient principalement libelees par le biais d'un rayonnement d'eclateur, des electrons sont, dans notre cas, liberes par la cathode a la suite d'une impulsion d'azote au laser de courte duree

 Let 6 be the number of photons, of sufficient energy to release photoelectrons, produced per electronCAN

 The anode was of aluminum and the cathode was of zinc

 A subsidiary pulse is added to it approximately 18 ns after the primary peak

3 ns is accompanied by the generation of runaway electrons with energies from a few keV to severaVUV emission from dielectric surface flashover at atmospheric pressureSpectroscopic measurements in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) regime are difficult to make due to extremely large absorption of VUV radiation in most materials

 Depending on the surface roughness, waterproof emery paper with a coal oil solshy; vent was initially used to eliminate major surface imperfections

 So far, we have studied a stable generation of atmospheric pressure uniform diH2mixtures at atmospheric pressureThis paper describes recent advances in the study of self-generated emission of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation which is produced during the early time period leading to high voltage breakdown at atmospheric pressure

T_tEquation (5) shows that the measured voltage U is strongly dependent on the external circuit time constant RC

 In the work reported here the avalanche field will significantly modify the inter-electrode field causing a more rapid motion of charge carriers

 The electron avalanches were produced by firing the laser focussed either onto the cathode surface or onto the c a t h o d e solidgas triple junction with the gap voltage within 1 per cent of the laser initiated gap breakdown value

 The introduction of a spacer in the gap has, it seems, produced significant changes in the avalanche charactershy; istics; we will next attempt to explain the changes

 The second pulse is less clearly defined; there apshy; pears to be a superposition of pulses

One other problem must be overcome to permit observations of electron avalanches in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure

 Experimental results show that there are two discNumerical simulation of the development of electron and ion avalanches in SF6: Influence of electron detachment and negative-ion conversionSummary form only given

 Any charged particle or photon could strike the solid insulator surface but because the electric field is largely tangential to the surface, short time scale photon-surface interactions are likely to be most important

CRRC =Assuming a single avalanche process initiated by n electrons released at / = 0 from the cathode the solution of this equation is for 0 lt; / lt; T

 In this work, the large n was achieved by directing a pulse of laser light of 10 ns

 is the electron transit time

 It is of major technical importance to predict breakdown voltages for given structures, with parameters sInfluence of barrier material and surface roughness on atmospheric pressure uniform dielectric barrier discharge in airSummary form only given

 The first secondary pulse appears to overlap its own subsidiary avalanche

 The solution of equation (1) for a plane parallel electrode geometry in which n electrons of charge q are released at / = 0 is:T_+T++u (t) R= uR ( "electron t) x D+UR^on( f0/-(0 = Y^exp(av_00 lt; t lt; T

 The distance in the direction of the field is x and t is time

 There is a solid surface very close to the avalanche that is capable of emitshy; ting electrons when struck by photons from many spectral lines of Can

nanoseconds

 After a few hundred nanoseconds the trace becomes very confused, the clear, separate pulses are lost

 spacer even though photoelectric yield information is not available for this material
 Each n electrons will therefore grow to n e ~ and the total contribution of all photoelectrons along the entire spacer length will be the sum of all the elementary contributions

 One might therefore expect the presence of such a surface to modify the electron avalanche growth by providing exshy; tra electrons along the avalanche path

 Especially it is argued that the dielectric strength of liquRole of excited species in dielectric barrier discharge mechanisms observed in helium at atmospheric pressureThere exists, at atmospheric pressure, three different dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) resulting from three different breakdown mechanisms: (i) glow DBD (GD), which results from Townsend breakdown (ii) filamentary discharge (FD) due to streamer bMeasurement of electron densities in weakly ionized atmospheric pressure airSummary form only given, as follows

 This type of trace is consistent with secondary avalanches initiated at the cathode by photoelectrons from the preceeding avalanche

 but continues with an exponential decay controlled by the external RC time constant

 A homogenous dielectric barrier discharge in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure was produced and identified with Townsend discharge

 duration and energy 10 V onto the cathode surface

 A 1D hydrodynamic model has been used to simulate numerically the electron and ion avalanches in SF6

 The finite time constant of the external RC circuit limits the rate at which energy can be fed to the gap and therefore in addition to energy from the external circuit, electrostatic energy of the gap is used to drive the charge carriers

photoelectric

 It was found that an aluminum cathode gave a very low photoelectric yield when illuminated with the laser; therefore, the zinc cathode was substituted

determined

 Electron density, caStudy on Modes of the Pulsed Dielectric Barrier Discharges at Atmospheric Pressure in HeliumFor the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) at atmospheric pressure in helium excited by repetitive voltage pulses (called the pulsed DBD), two discharge modes, atmospheric pressure glow DBD (APGD), and atmospheric pressure Townsend DBD (APTD), have bPhysics of dielectric surface flashover at atmospheric pressureThe limits of the applicability of DC, AC, or pulsed high voltage are determined by breakdown along insulators or insulating support structures

 For some experiments the inter-electrode gap was bridged by either a high density polyethylene or P

photoelectrons

 It appears that photoelectrons emitted from the spacer produce additional avalanches which modify the development of current in the gap

 While in previous work avalanche initiating electrons were released mainly through the use o f spark gap radiation, here a short duration nitrogen laser pulse released electrons from the cathode

 The basis of the electrical method is the measurement of the voltage across a resistor in series with the test gap

 These secondary pulses become progressively smaller and wider but hold their separate nature and fixed repetishy; tion frequency for approximately one microsecond

 A theoretical model is proposed t o account for this previously unreported modification

 In the absence of the spacer, the primary avalanche pulse corshy; responds well to the case for RC lt; l/av_

 The influence of the anode composition on the diffuse pattern is studied and images of the discharges developed under these conditions are presented

dans

 U n e etude est faite sur le developpement temporel avant rupture de courants d'electrons dans 1'azote atmospherique et dans un champ electrique uniforme

 The photo-electric yield at the surface of the insulator 7 is 0 

subsidiary

 The primary avalanche in addition to producing the subsidiary avalanche from the spacer will also produce a seconshy; dary avalanche, and so on

spacer

elec

shy

 The laser was mounted in a grounded, doushy; ble walled aluminum box to provide shielding against the elecshy; tromagnetic radiation produced by the laser discharge

4CAPACITANCE THE TEST GAP AND PREBREAKDOWN CONSISTING CURRENT MONITORING SYSTEM OF A 3 n F FILTER CAPAOTATORGraphs of the variation of voltage across the measuring resistor with time are shown in Figure 4, 5 and 6

 There has been much debate on the role of photo-ionization in pure gas breakdown

 Sheldrake R (2016) The presence of the past: Morphic resonance and the memoryof nature

 Once again this shows how a field in this case of electromagneticenergy can direct, shape and form matter

The works he produced describing the recursive nesting doll natureof these geometric shapes and patterns of repetition of wonder arevoluminous and I encourage you to look at the YouTube videos to gaina better understanding of Fractal theory [2]

This paper implies that our reality is a result of a type of phasetransition; from energy to mass

 But, in addition, the symmetry ofcrystals such as snowflakes seems explicable only in terms of some kindof resonance within the growing crystal; such an explanation seemsnecessary whether or not we take morphic fields into account

In electrodynamics there is a mutual exchange of energy andmomentum between the matter field and the electromagnetic fieldand the total energy and momentum are conserved

This is also known as entangled particles, in my opinion theclue to the problem of both influence and possibly travel acrossincomprehensible distance throughout the universe, or perhaps anillusion brought about by the quantum flux in the CDMFF as suggestedby Puthoff

Here again Sheldrake makes reference to the very field that Isuggest exists as the unifying force throughout the Cosmos that givesnot only form but dimensional scalar symmetry to the world around usand throughout the Universe

This brings me to Rupert Sheldrake a research biologist ofCambridge, England whose work involves morphic fields beingresponsible for the form, function and behavior of the biosphere as awhole

 Intheir paper they showed that inertia is what is termed a Lorentz force a force that slows particles moving through a magnetic field

entity

 But what if it were zero-pointfluctuation that was the underlying mechanism acting on quantumentities and causing one entity to affect the other? 30 If that were true,it meant every part of the universe could be in touch with every otherpart instantaneously" [5]

 Another quality of subatomic particles such aselectrons taken as a given in quantum theory is nonlocality  Einsteinsspooky action at a distance

1000142Keywords: Cosmic Sea; Dark Matter; Dark Energy; Fractal; Scalar;UniverseIntroductionIn this paper, I will attempt to explain very difficult concepts that doin fact have the foundation of scientific studies over several decades

 They leave out the last step and thatis matter and it's transformation to an organized condensate wholeproducing emergent properties of form and function presumably byway of Quantum fields

" 35 Hal and Bernie also realized thattheir discovery had a bearing on Einsteins famous equation E = mc2

 This suggeststhat within the developing organism, morphic resonance takes placebetween similar structures, in this case between the fields of theembryonic hands

 It seems plausible that these fields are propagated not onlythrough morphic resonance locally as in Luc Montagnier's Viral DNAexperiment but through and across the Universe by the CDMFF

 This phenomenon could account for the sudden appearance ofan unknown species here on our planet, as seen in the geologic recordof a rather common species in other planets with similar environments

This means that only about 4% of the entire Universe consistsof Baryonic matter which means ordinary matter that makes upeverything from you and me to everything else we see and can measurein some way, is spread pretty thin in our reality

 If you broaden your view of thepotential reach across space-time of shared morphic resonanceoccurring throughout the Universe by way of Cosmic Fractal Fieldsthis evolution finding by Gould makes since

 What are these elusive principles of organizationthat are manifested in organisms or systems at all levels of complexity?In L

 The same applies to other symmetrical structures,such as the right and left sides of the face; again, although these arenot exactly the same, they are very similar, and their development musthave been correlated by some kind of resonant phenomenon

 Therefore, StephenJay Gould's observation seen in Earth's geologic record he calledPunctuated Equilibrium could be explained by this theory

 If this is true formative causation by way of the same CDMFFand nested morphogenetic fields also influence our biosphere here onEarth by way of evolving life patterns of biospheres of other Earth twinspresent in other solar systems throughout the Cosmos

 These heretoforeunrecognized fields acting through Dark Matter/Dark Energy maywell propagate resonant morphic fields producing causative formationof other successful species from the biosphere's of other Earth likeplanets

 This is in point of facta clue to the origin of the entanglement phenomenon Einstein called"Spooky action at a distance"

These morphogenetic fields as described by Sheldrake, appear toinfluence the form and function of our biosphere; they represent theunseen force behind the tenacious expression of life seen in our owngeologic record and producing the evolution of all life forms in ourbiosphere

The next part to this theory is concerning the source and origin ofthe Fractal Field and that would require a tremendous energy source*Corresponding author: Fulton Johns T, Decathlon Dental, 614 MabryHood Road, #201 Knoxville, TN 37932, USA, Tel: (865) 675-3773; E-mail:tfjohns@gmail

 One of the central themes of his workcenters on the action of energy fields, not just molecules, acting as anactivating signal of the many and varied cell membrane switches thatare responsible for the cell membrane function as well as growth andepigenetic responses to ever changing environmental conditions

 Once again fractal scalar influence producesemergent properties through CD's not possessed by the individualcomponent but by the coherent domain of the group

Lynne

 McTaggart L (2008) Lynne: The Field Updated Ed: The quest for the secret force ofthe universe

 These particles follow a differentset of rules under the influence of this energy and influence of theCDMFF

 The classical behavior of the ordered pattern derives fromthe fact that in coherent states the ratio between the quantum fluctuation_n in the correlation modes and their condensate number n is _n/n = 1/and quantum fluctuations are thus negligible for high (gamma), whichdenotes the coherent strength

This Quantum Fields (QFT) are then organized by way of QuantumElectrodynamics (QED) and then I believe propagated by way ofCDMFF's creating cascades of fractal iterations of Coherent Domainsin nested recursive fashion forming what we know as ordinary matter

 40 In an evolutionary universe, the organizingprinciples of all systems at all levels of complexity must have evolvedthe organizing principles of gold atoms, for example, or of bacterialcells, or of flocks of geese, have all come into being in time

 It is the Dark Matter that has beenfound to account for almost 21% of the mass of the total Universe andalong with what I believe to be its energy source Dark Energy whichaccounts for 75% of the mass of the Universe

 The organizing principles of living organismsare different in degree but not different in kind from the organizingprinciples of molecules or of societies or of galaxies

 This couldin fact occur rather quickly, at least in geologic time, if the morphicmemory is repeated billions of times employing Causative Formationin self-similar worlds across the vast abyss of our Universe

 His life's work centersaround the cell membrane as an active controller of the cells geneticreadout as it respond to its environment

 Therefore, as success builds on successthrough this scalar resonant coherent symmetry across the entirecosmic biosphere steadily increasing in strength, the morphogeneticeffect of that morphic field progresses in all biospheres through theentire Cosmos

 Thereare many different energy fields at work which I believe are propagatedwithin and sometimes amplified by resonate frequencies of the CDMFF

 When such repetition hasoccurred on an astronomical scale over billions of years, as it has inthe case of many kinds of atoms, molecules, and crystals, the nature ofthese things has become so deeply habitual and effectively changelessor habitual" [14]

 I will share intuitiveideas or theories that I believe best explain the known facts proven byscientific evidence of the nature of the fabric of our Cosmic Sea inwhich we coexist with each other and other worlds, both terrestrial andextra-terrestrial

 This refers to the ability of a quantum entitysuch as an individual electron to influence another quantum particleinstantaneously over any distance despite there being no exchange offorce or energy

 Theequation has always implied that energy (one distinct physical entity inthe universe) turns into mass (another distinct physical entity)

 It seems quiet plausible the successfulevolutionary survival of the species in all worlds through ScalarResonate Cosmic Morphogenetic Fields might be just one of manyrepercussions to our reality still out of our awareness

It is in the same line of logic that Sheldrake uses to give plausibilityto morphic resonance that I see the Cosmic Dark Matter Fractal Fieldparticipating in the morphological evolutionary change of species acrossthe Universe to all biospheres

 This is taken from his book "The Presence of the Past: MorphicResonance and the Memory of Nature on the theory of FormativeCausation":"According to this hypothesis, the nature of things depends on fields,called morphic fields

 Hal Puthoff of Stanford University (SRI)"With Hals theory, a particle is always a particle but its state justseems indeterminate because it is constantly interacting with thisbackground energy field

 Whyte of the principles oforder of structural reality is clearly analogous to fractal self-similarityof nested structure that is systematically recursive and supportive of theDark Matter Fractal Field Theory

 The Einstein equationwas simply a recipe for the amount of energy necessary to create theappearance of mass

 As it is with the sea life, so it is in our world; we like our marinecounterparts fail to notice the sea of our own reality

 Though itprovides the very fabric of existence of the life it sustains, the combined network of oceans that blankets our planetgo unnoticed by its inhabitants due to its scale and the fact that these waters are the very space (i

 3 The specific nature of the fields, according toWeiss, means that each species of organism has its own morphogeneticfield, although fields of related species may be similar

Presumably tube 1 transmits waves to the water in tube 2, which didnot originally contain any trace of the DNA at the origin of the signals

 Sheldrake R (2011) The presence of the past: Morphic resonance and thememory of nature

possibly

 It can be explained if there are other Earth-like worlds with asimilar (possibly even dissimilar) biosphere across the Universe sharingmorphic field information to us as well as other worlds

 Each kind of natural system has its own kind offield: there is an insulin field, a beech field, a swallow field, and so on

"Paul Weiss applied the field concept to the detailed investigationof embryonic development, and in his seminal book 'Principles ofDevelopment' he wrote of the fields as follows: A field is the conditionto which a living system owes its typical organization and its specificactivities

Paul Weiss

 In quantum field theory (QFT) it is knownthat the ordering of the elementary components of a system is achievedas a result of the spontaneous breakdown of symmetry and constitutesthe observable manifestation of coherence [10]

 This also implies that DMFFTas well as Dark Matter escape the bounds of time, and possibly hold theclue to deep space travel throughout our Cosmos

 Self-similarity is symmetry across scale itimplies recursion, pattern inside of pattern like Russian nested dolls

habitual

 Just as the iron filings remain in formationon the white notebook paper as long as a magnetic field is present understable conditions; so the particles that make up the matter in our realityremain in full coherent formation under the ubiquitous presence of theCDMFF working through well-established habitual SCD's!This phenomenon is also seen in the amazing actions of flocks ofbirds or schools of fish that move as in a perfect choreographed swirlingorganized whole but acting as one emergent organism with a seeminglyunified well defined purpose, and as such, synergistically become morethan the sum of its parts

The Grand Unified Theory (GUT) or The Theory of Everything(TOE) ?What could be more unifying than a field theory that has influenceon the particles of matter animate and inanimate, organic and inorganic,that it is made of at all scales of expression throughout the Cosmos?Sheldrakes' theory of Causative Formation by morphic resonance inthe context of Cosmic Dark Matter Fractal Field theory implies thatthere is an intelligence and a unity to this evolution of the Cosmos infavor of directed morphic resonate change in response to not only localenvironment variation but non-local cosmic morphic changes in otherenvironments that prove successful in similar worlds throughout theCosmos

 Something totally unexplained by Newtonianphysics, however, under the influence of Coherent Domains electronsand photons don't seem to exhibit quantum particle duality while beinggoverned by a collective overarching CDMFF giving form, structureand meaning to expression of these attributes

 That the facts may very well point to DarkMatter influences being responsible for entanglement observations ofordinary matter described by the theory of Irish physicist John Bell andexperimental proofs of French physicist Alain Aspect et al

John Bell

 Sheldrake R (2012) The presence of the past: Morphic resonance and thememory of nature

 McTaggart L (2012) The field updated Ed: The quest for the secret force of theuniverse

And this: "As the pioneers of quantum physics peered into the veryheart of matter, they were astounded by what they saw

 The only agreed upon reason (or perhaps fortunate effect)of its presence is the gravitational influence it has in binding ourgalaxies together; which is the undeniable evidence that proves thevery existence of Dark Matter

"Also consider this work done by Nobel Laruet Luc Montagnierwho by careful protocol proved that the DNA of certain virus andbacteria could emit Electromagnetic Signals (EMS) and transmit theinformation to duplicate the DNA into a separate vile of sterile water

Theoretical AnalysisOur formerly reported experiments [9] indicate that the ability ofEMS production can be transmitted from tube 1 containing an emitterDNA dilution to tube 2 of naive water, provided the system is excitedovernight by electromagnetic waves of a minimal frequency of 7 Hz

 Ordering is thus notthe result of short range forces, but of long range collective coherentcorrelation

 Like the Higgs Field, alsoa scalar field recently discovered at the CERN particle accelerator inEurope, which is believed to be responsible for giving mass to highlyaccelerated particles, the CDMF Field is a scalar field because it also hasa sphere of influence at all scales (levels) of our reality

 Under the saidconditions of constant magnetic field and harmonic scalar potential,electrodynamics is thus isomorph to fractal self-similar structures andsqueezed coherent states

 What they were allgetting at, in the mild-mannered, neutral language of physics, was thatmatter is not a fundamental property of physics

 This influx andreflux of information transmitted through resonant morphic fieldsand its influence on any organism is quite possibly an amalgamationof input from other similar recursive species from multiple biospheresacross the Cosmos

 In the present case, the symmetry whichgets broken is the rotational symmetry of the electrical dipoles of thewater molecules and correlation modes are the ones associated to thedipole waves (similar to spin waves in ferromagnets) [11] replicatinginformation to sterile water reproducing a duplicate DNA strand assummarized in this study published in 2014

geologic

Further Implications of This Theory: The EvolutionaryUniverseThe puzzling, seemingly spontaneous appearance of new, neverbefore seen life forms in our biosphere; the phenomena of Gould'sPunctuated Equilibrium observation seen in Earths geologic recordcould be explained by this theory

Gould

 This is accomplished throughthe over 100,000 cell membrane receptor/effecter switches he describedin his early research with stem cells in the late 1960's and early 70's; hisrecent book written for the lay public is called the "Biology of Belief"and is well worth your time

"According to the hypothesis of formative causation, crystalstructures are stabilized by morphic resonance from other crystals ofthe same kind that existed in the past

 When they do so, they contain within themselves amemory of their previous physical existences

 This signature is the Fractal forms of structurefound throughout nature and at all scales

 McTaggart L (2008) The field updated Ed: The quest for the secret force of theuniverse

sterile

Luc Montagnier

"These two studies by Montagnier and Vitiello imply thatElectomagnetic Signals (EMS) are involved even at the molecular level,as Luc Montagnier shows in his years of study of this viral and bacterialDNA sending information at a distance which results in duplication ofthe DNA nucleotide code in sterile water that forms life giving DNAwhere life did not exist before

 This Fractalrecursive theme is repeated in nature not only in forms and shapes inclouds, mountains, the human lung or circulatory system (morphology)but even in the sounds of a heartbeat, the seeming chaotic sounds ofelectromagnetic waves and harmonics of those energy waves

 These can be described by squeezed coherent states whichin turn are isomorph to self-similar fractal structures

It is not a mere confusion, but is arranged in units which attract ourattention, larger and smaller units in a series of discrete levels, whichfor precision we call a hierarchy of wholes and parts

Just as the word picture illustration of the Christmas Tree reveals,you and what you perceive are ordinary baryonic matter and representonly the lights on the Christmas Tree everything else is the tree i

1000142Page 2 of 7Volume 5  Issue 1  1000142J Astrophys Aerospace Technol, an open access journalISSN: 2329-6542with a ubiquitous presence reaching across the Cosmos at the Macroand as well as the Planck level of our reality

Alfonso Rueda

Bernie Haisch

Hal Puthoff along with Bernie Haisch of the Max Planck Instituteas well as another mathematician Alfonso Rueda of the CaliforniaUniversity Long Beach collaborated on a paper that was printed in 1994by Physical Review [6] This theory implies that there must be otherworlds in our Cosmos that contain a very similar biosphere as ourplanet

 Indeed, since inthe transduction process the high level of sequential ordering amongseveral hundreds of nucleotides entering the transduced DNA chainis obtained, we are clearly in the presence of collective moleculardynamical behavior of water

I will now begin to explain and reference the supporting work ofother scientists and researchers who have found linking discoveries thatdovetail nicely into the CDMFF Theory

isomorph

 For a constantmagnetic field and harmonic scalar potential, electrodynamics isshown to be isomorph to a system of damped/amplified harmonicoscillators

Montagnier L

 Montagnier L, Assa J, Ferris S, Montagnier JL, Lavalle C (2009)Electromagnetic signals are produced by aqueous nanostructures derived frombacterial DNA sequences

 McTaggart L (2010) The field updated Ed: The quest for the secret force of theuniverse

 Thispaper will show that the evolution of our planet and its biosphere,which has been well established, is linked and actively evolving withour Cosmos through a complex network of powerful morphic fields atall scales

 Just as your conception,embryonic development and birth represents a functioning humanfrom a singularity, a single fertilized cell, so in a fractal way the idea ofself-similarity embedded within the Universe from its very beginningis almost a foregone conclusion in the fractal recursive nature of theCDMFF

 Theynow saw that the relationship of mass to energy was more a statementabout the energy of quarks and electrons in what we call matter causedby interaction with the Zero Point Field fluctuations

34 The paper demonstrated that theproperty of inertia possessed by all objects in the physical universe wassimply resistance to being accelerated through the Zero Point Field

 Therefore, itis important to realize this not just an event, it is an ongoing processthat is constantly flowing like a river fed by the energy of the CDMFFsupplying the baryonic Scalar CD's of form we see and measure andinteract with moment by moment

The work of Hal Puthoff, Montagnier and Vitiello implies that ourreality is a result of a type of phase transition; from energy to mass andto Coherent Domains (CD's) producing emergent properties by way ofQuantum fields, like the phases of the water molecule from a gas to aliquid to ice due to temperature variation

" There appears to be no duality of particles that are boundby the Cosmic Dark Matter Fractal Field (Zero Point Field) or themorphogenetic fields that work within the biosphere either here orpresumably elsewhere in the Cosmos

substructure

 DarkMatter/Dark Energy and is the substructure of our reality! However,to truly understand the scalar nature of this structural model, picturethe Christmas Tree at multiple scales; the tree at every scale acts as thesubstructure of the CD's of ordinary matter, the lights

producing

Therefore, these new life forms, functional patterns or instincts possiblyeven crystals, might be well established morphic habits in other Earth-like biospheres producing formative causation through morphogeneticfields in self-similar planets with self-similar environmental conditionsover the evolutionary history of our cosmos

 Everything in your world, anything you hold in your hand,no matter how dense, how heavy, how large, on its most fundamentallevel boils down to a collection of electric charges interacting with abackground sea of electromagnetic and other energetic fields  a kindof electromagnetic drag force

The TheoryThe Dark Matter Fractal Field Theory (DMFFT) is better understoodby explaining the scale of influence that I believe the evidence suggeststhat it has

DMFFT

 This is describing a morphogenetic fieldof influence of which we are one of many morphic fields that are nestedin and under the recursive influence of the Cosmic Dark Matter FractalField under unknown control and in my opinion much too organizedto be by chance

 Such a transduction process has been observed to occur alsoin EMS exposed living cells of tumoral origin

 Morphic fieldsrepresent a powerful theory that has broad implications not only of ourunderstanding of our world but other worlds across the Cosmos

 Lipton's work on my theory is that thesefields are not just some fly by night Idea; they literally have a physicalinfluence on the biology in the biosphere with which they interact aconclusion his research and evidence strongly supports

Lipton

 The process by whichthe past becomes present within morphic fields is called morphicresonance

That is in fact why I believe there is a common unifying force at workdirecting this nested recursive pattern called Fractals at all levels ofour reality

unifying

 At each level are organized wholes,which are made up of parts that are themselves organized wholes

fashion

 However, for our purposesthink of Fractals as a self-similar pattern that repeats itself at multiplescales of observation in a recursive nesting fashion much like holdingup a mirror and looking into another mirror behind you

 Ihave seen this in the crystal formation in the enamel of molar teeth inparticular; if there is a noticeable defect in one in the developmentalmorphology it is very common to see it repeated on the contra-lateralside and on occasion a tooth nested within a tooth is seen called densin dente

 Morphic fields,like the known fields of physics, are nonmaterial regions of influenceextending in space and continuing in time

 Which was then used to duplicate theresults of Luc Montagnier and his team

Montagnier

 Now, if you know anythingabout our Universe you know that it is a very large place full of billionsof galaxies and trillions of stars all of which are very similar to ourgalaxy the Milky Way and our star the Sun, in fact an ever-expandingplace that is getting larger all the time

 Butin another sense, morphic fields do not disappear: they are potentialorganizing patterns of influence and can appear again physically inother times and places, wherever and whenever the physical conditionsare appropriate

 The first fact aboutthe natural universe is its organization as a system of systems fromlarger to smaller, and so also is every individual organism!Think, for example of a termite colony, which is an organism madeup of individual insects, which are organisms made up of organs, madeup of tissues, made up of cells, made up of organized subcellular systems,made up of molecules, made up of atoms, made up of electrons andnuclei, made up of nuclear particles

hierarchy

causative

 Under theinfluence of a hierarchy of non-local Cosmic Dark Matter FractalFields and through morphic resonance the causative formation of theentire Universe and any other biosphere within it is formed in resonateharmony with all other self-similar worlds

 All of which implies anunderlying substructure out of our detection except possibly for theclue left behind by the results of the famous double slit experiment ofquantum physics

 It suggested that quantum particles once in contactretain a connection even when separated, so that the actions of one willalways influence the other, no matter how far they get separated" [13]

Doglia

 Del-Giudice E, Doglia S, Milani M, Vitiello G (1985-1986) Rethinking neuralnetworks: Quantum fields and biological data

 Now think about that for a moment, enamel is an inorganiccrystal deposited on dentin an organic bone-like structure of livingDNA protein from your cells but its structure is being caused anddirected by these morphic fields

We may conclude that in general within developing organisms,there is an internal resonance between the fields of symmetricalCitation: Johns F (2017) The Great Cosmic Sea of Reality the Dark Matter Fractal Field - A Conceptual Premise of the Structure and FunctionalDynamics of Our Universe

Johns

 If yousaw the Christmas tree at night from a distance and knew nothing aboutit; you would see a triangular pattern of lights suspended in the blackof night

Our holographic morphogenetic field blueprint of all intendedform, being intended by what or whom as propagated through theCDMFF in all self-similar worlds with self-similar environmentsshould be carefully considered

 The three-dimensionalheterogeneity of developing systems, that is, the fact that these systemshave different properties in the three dimensions of space, must bereferred to a three-dimensional organization and heteropolarity ofthe originating fields

 There isno me and not-me duality to our bodies in relation to the universe,but one underlying energy field

 Moreover, withinthe organism there are subsidiary fields within the overall field of theorganism, in fact a nested hierarchy of fields within fields of RupertSheldrake [16]

 You would never see the very structure of the tree that givesit that shape

Einstein said the "field is the sole governing agency of the particle"therefore the structure of matter is determined by the effect of localmorphogenetic nested fields at all scales in our biosphere

 These experimentalobservations suggest that long range molecular interaction must beat work in water so to allow the observed properties

 The memory within themorphic fields is cumulative, and that is why all sorts of things becomeincreasingly habitual through repetition

Because symmetry is such an important feature of natural forms atevery level of complexity, an internal resonance between symmetricalstructures within the same organism is likely to be an important generalfeature of formative causation through morphic fields" [18]

Vitiello G FrohlichJizba P

 Blasone P, Jizba P, Vitiello G Frohlich H, Umezawa H (2011) Advanced fieldtheory: Micro, macro and thermal concepts

"Once Bernie had received Ruedas calculations, he contactedHal Puthoff, and the three of them decided to work together

Bernie

The Big Bang is now a well-accepted theory of our Cosmic originsin the scientific community; all of our reality was once one singularity,therefore, all of it entangled at some level

Such fields shape all the different kinds of atoms, molecules, crystals,living organisms, societies, customs, and habits of mind

quest

 McTaggart L (2009) The field updated Ed: The quest for the secret force of theuniverse

ConclusionTherefore, like the Cosmic Dark Matter Fractal Field Theory,entanglement is an essential factor in the ubiquitous nature of theinfluence Dark Matter has on the entire Cosmos

 Which consistently shows that our will or put anotherway our intention to look or not at the nature of an electron or photondetermined its expression of being an observable object or an invisiblewave of pure energy

Vitiello

The work of Physicist Giuseppe Vitiello reveals strong evidence of this:"The isomorphism between dissipative systems, fractal selfsimilarity and electrodynamics towards an integrated vision of natureby Giuseppe Vitiello"

Giuseppe Vitiello

Is it reaching too far thinking of morphic fields as informationbeing dispersed both locally and non-locally by way of Dark MatterFractal Field acting as an information conduit throughout the Cosmos?Not really

 Sheldrake R (2016) The presence of the past: Morphic resonance and thememory of nature

 All that was happening was that this background seaof energy was opposing acceleration by gripping on to the subatomicparticles whenever you pushed on an object

 Whytes words: A neglected principle of order, or better,a process of ordering runs through all levels; the universe displays atendency towards order, which I have called morphic; in the viableorganism this morphic tendency becomes the tendency to organic co-ordination (not yet understood), and in the healthy human mind itbecomes the search for unity which gives rise to religion, art, philosophyand the sciences
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 Relating to thisblessing of God with this review, Darkness greatly favors the generation and propagation of these electromagneticwaves

 Separation of these two phasesof water is likely to occur near interfaces, such as membranes, hydrophilic surfaces, polar molecular backbones,etc

 The evidentialstudies have elaborated the secret role of pineal gland in spiritual phenomena

 This can also provide the grass-root information about quantum bioinformatics

 The change in polarity produces the electric field as mentionedabove in the case of membrane potential [53,54]

 Resonance as a tool to transfer information to living systems: The effect of 7 Hz calcium ion energyresonance on human epithelial cells (HaCaT) differentiation

pathway

 By looking upon the combination of the controlled mechanisms involved cAMP-dependent pathway, itis clear that the majority of mechanisms involve in the generation of electromagnetic waves by changing the mood,frequency or type of emotions and thus the frequency of emitted wavexs [85]

 The studies confirm that electromagnetic waves target the biochemical and cellularreactions in the cell [93,94]

cardiac

Enzyme/proteinSequence phosphorylated Pathway/process regulatedGlycogen synthaseRASCTSSSGlycogen synthesisphosphorylase b kinasea subunit subunitVEFRRLSIRTKRSGSVGlycogen breakdownPyruvate kinase (rat liver)GVLRRASVAZLGlycolysisPyruvate dehydrogenase complex (type L) GYLRRASVPyruvate to Acetyl-CoAHormone-sensitive lipasePMRRSVTriacylglycerol mobilization and fatty acid oxidationPhosphofructokinase-2/fructose 2,6-bisphosphataseLQRRRGSSIPQGlycolysis/gluconeogenesisTyrosine hydrorylaseFIGRRQSLSynthesis of L-dopa, Dopamine, norepinephrine, andepinephrineHisone HI AKRKASGPPVSDNA condensationHistone H2BKKAKASRKESYSVYVYKDNA condensationCardiac phospholamban (cardiac pump regulator) AIRRAST Intracellular [Ca2-]Protein phosphatase - I inhibitor- IIRRRRPTPProtein dephosphorylationPEA consensus sequences*xR[RK]Ix[ST]BManyTable 1: Some enzymes and other proteins regulated by cAMP-dependent phosphorylation by PKACorticotropin (ACTH)Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH)Dopamine [Dl, D2]Epinephrine (-adrenergic)Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)GlucagonHistamine [H2]Luteinizing hormone (LH)Melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH)Odorants (many)Parathyroid hormoneProstaglandins El, E2 (PGE1, PGE2)Serotonin [5-HT-la, 5-HT-2]SomatostatinTastants (sweet, bitter)Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)Note: Receptor subtypes in square brackets and can transducer different cascades or mechanismTable 2: Some signals that use cAMP as second messengerNaveed et alAdvAppl Sci Res

 It was experimentally shown that various low energy physical processessuch as ultrasound agitation, passing water through capillary tubes and external microwave electromagnetic fields caninfluence UPE generation in water

 But there are multiple biochemical andFigure 1: Relation of epigenetic factors with generation, propagation and reception of electromagnetic wavesNaveed et alAdvAppl Sci Res

 The melatonin acts on SCN of thehypothalamus and can change the mood or type of emotions and the intensity of emotions [17,88], both of which cancontrol the frequency and intensity of generated waves

One is the production of melatonin which controls the frequency of waves and the other are the biosignalling processwithin the pineal gland that aid in the generation of theories mentioned above [78,79]

 An introduction to human biophoton emission

 The electric field help in the generation of magnetic fieldin the area at the front and the same procedure is repeated for the magnetic field which produces an electric field (ata perpendicular angle) at the front in the second part of the complete cycle

 Also, the one electromagnetic field coming from one organismcan change the electromagnetic field in a respective organism when oscillating [93]

 The microtubules that are connectedto the plasma membrane are polar proteins [35,52]

 Different types of electromagnetic waves can be generated in bio-organisms thatmay also vary from organism to organism and even from cell to cell [2,7]

 The appliance of study could bea major quantum leap in the era where the need of electromagnetic devices could be minimized and a breaking dawntowards a new horizon

 The spiritual role of the pineal gland isdue to its ability to aid the generation and reception of electromagnetic waves by producing two important hormones

 Thereare different spiritual methods, meditations and exercises have been brought to light to activate the pineal gland

Keywords: Bio-communication, Melatonin production, Bio-electromagnetic waves, Epigenetic factors, Molecularpathways, Quantum bioinformaticsINTRODUCTIONThe biophysics is charismatic, full of secret and a rapid problem tackling field

 Receptionof waves targets the biomolecules which are also involve in the generation like the DNA excitation or relaxation andconformational change with the absorption of waves, change of polarity of polar proteins and water ions and thus changingthe conformation of respective molecule, Peroxidation and generation of ROS (and their excitation), change in physiologicalratio and functioning of ions and thus changing the membrane-related processes [95]

 Also, the Peroxidation of proteins amino acids can form excited radicals[66,67]

 A number of electrons and ions are present in the cell [37] the movement of thesecharged particles will generate the electric field and the change in an electric field will result in the generation ofmagnetic field

Figure 5: Light/darkness regulates the melatonin production pathway

 Because the scents and foods control themood change and hence the frequency of emitted waves [91]

CONCLUSIONSumming it up all, darkness favors the biocommunication in a great many ways and is considered as aiding factor forthe proper organism to organism communication

 Therefore the change in the structure and conformation will emit thedifferent kinds of waves [50,51]

As the emitted waves are electromagnetic in nature so the propagation of these waves is way similar to the propagationof light waves or the waves in electronic devices like radio, etc

MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE GENERATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES FROM THEBIO-ORGANISMSThe exact mechanism of electromagnetic waves generation is yet unclear

 Thegenerated waves propagate with the exact same mechanism as the mechanism followed by the radio waves of radio orTV stations, which are artificially generated by conductors

MEMBRANE POTENTIAL CHANGES PARTICIPATING IN ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES EMISSIONOne of the widely accepted theories about the generation of electromagnetic waves is the membrane potential changestheory, i

 The effects of day-time exogenous melatonin administration on cardiac autonomic activity

 On the relaxation of coiled conformation will result in the emission of waves [45] as performed by the Poppwhen unwound the DNA helix by ethidium bromide [28,46]

 There are excimer andFigure 2: Light and emitted biophotons both are electromagnetic in nature and can interact with each other to disturb the propagation of emittedbiophotonsNaveed et alAdvAppl Sci Res

It has already been affirmed that bio-organisms generate electromagnetic waves within their bodies [3-5] The use of these waves in order of information transfer may be beneficial in thetreatment of diseases [9] by spiritual methods or can be harmful like black magic aura effects [11]

 The analysis of the water-ion macromolecule systemin membrane structures shows that cellular water exists in a physical state sufficiently ordered to exclude solutes[34,60]

 So the use of scents and foods will be according to thetype of information one organism want to transfer [23,24]

 The concentration of cAMP controls the majority of enzymes involved in theelectromagnetic wave generation [81,82] (Table 1)

 Mechanisms of white matter change induced by meditation training

 On the other hand, these mechanismsinvolve in relaxation or excitation of DNA, change of polarity of proteins and change of membrane potential bycontrolling the ratio of different ions, change the cytosolic composition in a proper way to aid the cytosolic emissionof electromagnetic waves [86,87]

 By keeping in mind the different epigenetic factors that caninterrupt the communication and achieve experimental proofs and successful trails, this theory can escort us to a newhorizon where electronic, electromagnetic devices can be ruled out and conveying the message or information wouldbe way safer, fast and advance just by using the bodys built-in electromagnetic waves generator

The other theory of electromagnetic field generation relates to the electrosoliton

FUTURE PERSPECTIVESThe marking knowledge provides the basis for the mysterious studies like aura neighboring effects, black magic,numerology and spiritual powers

, 2017, 8(1):50-61Pelagia Research Library53exciplex formation of DNA molecules in the nucleus, which results in the exact stable DNA supercoiled structure[41-44]

 Melatonin is captive in maintainingthe suitable conditions for a proper bio-communication by activating and regulating the number of molecules andsignaling cascades in the cells

 This can be done with the study of biophotons emission of that particular region using in-silico approachesand could be a way more relieving in studying the details about the molecular assessment of a disease in no time anda fruitful step to future

Along with the darkness, meditation and exercises, there are some other factors that are proved to be helpful in theactivation of the pineal gland and waves controlling like scents, [21,22] foods and days of the lunar cycle

 These proofs explain that by proper utilization andregulation of the electromagnetic waves that are produced within ones body, it can be possible to communicate withothers and transferring huge amount of data in no time wont be a dream anymore [2]

 The light interrupts the generation and propagationof emitted electromagnetic waves, therefore, a hurdle in bio-communication (Figure 1) [19,20]

 Effects of bright light and melatonin on sleep propensity, temperature and cardiac activity at night

 The use of proper food, properscents can enhance generation and reception abilities of an organism [97]

 One belongs to the generation of wavesand described here and the second will be described under the propagation heading

, 2017, 8(1):50-61Pelagia Research Library56PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVESThe second step of bio-communication obviously is the propagation or spread of waves to the target organism

circadian

 Analysis of circadian properties and healthy levels of blue light from smartphones at night

 Therefore the pineal gland is considered very important in thebio-communication [17,88-90]

 Still, two other theories related to the membrane may be related to membranepotential or not will be discussed under the protein heading

 On the other hand,the static charge produces the static electric field in the cell, but when the charges move; they produce the oscillatingor changing electric field [27]

 The melatonin, a hormone produced by the pineal gland,chiefly control and regulates the frequency of electromagnetic waves emitting from the body by controlling the typesand intensity of emotions

LIGHT INTERRUPTS THE BIO-COMMUNICATION IN DIFFERENT WAYSThe second logic to choose the darkness is the light interruptions during the day time

 This is not a single theory but there are multipletheories that are linked to membrane to understand the wave emission [34-36]

The ROS are excited species, when the drops to a relaxed state after de-excitation; there will be the emission ofbiophotons or electromagnetic waves [74,75] To understand the question, why the darkness is very well suited for thebio-communication? There are two most important logics here in the paper

 Themovement of calcium ions is linked with this phenomenon in that aspect when there is increased concentration of Ca2+ions there is decreased emission of waves [33,38,39]

 Action spectrum for melatonin regulation in humans: Evidence for a novel circadian photoreceptor

 Circadian/melatonin disruption by dim light at night drives paclitaxel resistance in breast cancervia activation of stat3

Voeikov is another scientist that believes that there is a nontrivial role of cellular water in the generation of theelectronically excited electromagnetic field

 Technical aspects of measurement of cellular electromagnetic activity

Whatever the mechanism or biomolecule involve in the generation; the basics of generation are same and based uponthe fundamental rules of quantum physics and planks quantum theory [29,30]

 Review on the mechanisms of interaction between millimeter waves and biological systems 35e80

As the waves are generated according to the nature of biochemical reactions [8,9] therefore those waves can becaptured and deciphered to tackle the information they contain like waves origin of emission, emitted in responseto which reaction or change [10]

 Ultraweak and induced photon emission after wounding of plants

 Resonance as a tool to transfer informations to living systems

 Indeed, it was experimentally shown by many authors that water near interfaces exhibits quite differentproperties than bulk water

 The propagated bio-electromagnetic waves are then receipted by the bio-organisminterested in communication and these waves target the cellular, subcellular machinery, and molecular level cascadesof the recipient

 Multiple theories established narrating the production ofelectromagnetic waves within an organism by several means like the change in membrane potential, DNA excitationand relaxation, change in amino acids, the formation of water ions and generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

 The human pineal gland

 Advantages of this communication over the alternative sources can be elaboratedin the means that the type of information which cannot be transferred yet can be transferred by the means of bio-communication

 So in this way, there will be the generation of electromagnetic waves simply

 some types of cytochromes) and quantum bioinformatics bases

emit

 Popp described nucleotides as luminescent due to whichit takes energy from the environment and emit waves [28,47,48]

RECEPTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES TARGETS THE MOLECULAR AND CELLULARREACTIONSRecent studies have focused on the effect of electromagnetic waves like radio, mobile, visible and UV radiations on themolecular and cellular mechanism

activation

 Itdbe best to mention that in the activation of the third eye, darkness plays a major role because the level of melatoninproduction in darkness is 30-70 folds high comparing to light that in turn favors the production of electromagneticwaves [17]

 generation of electromagnetic waves,propagation and then, reception

 Electrosolitons can be viewed as moving charges that provide transport of chargein biological systems and can be considered as an important contender of electromagnetic field generation in themicrowave frequency region [40]

 The protein expression, metabolicpathways changing chemistry, molecular level, cellular and sub-cellular pathways and physiological functionalities thatare varying due to the electromagnetic waves reception coming from outsourcing can be studied using electromagneticwaves that are being emitted in turn

 Human pineal physiology and functional significance of melatonin

 Melatonin production is the mainreason to choose the darkness for the proper bio-communication

 The oscillating electric field produces the magnetic field and in this way, the othermechanism is accomplished

 Bioinformatics based structural characterization of glucose dehydrogenase (gdh) gene and growthpromoting activity of Leclercia sp

The other very important pathway of ROS production is through the respiratory chain in the mitochondria by thecomplexes I, II, and III of mitochondrial membrane [70,72,73]

 Different epigenetic factors like aiding food and effect of moon cycle (lunarcycle) can also contribute in bio-communication, therefore, crucially examined

 Low-energy laser irradiation promotes cellular redox activity

 The polarity is changed during the biochemical reactions or with thepassage of phases of cell cycle like the shrinkage of microtubules during mitosis [35,52,55]

 There is an important effect of the lunar cycle on the physiology ofthe body and thus on the generation and reception of waves

 The photo-proteins detect the electromagnetic wave and changethe conformation and can move from one site to another after the conformational change

 This is the same mechanism of reception of emitted waves from bioorganisms

CHANGES IN PROTEIN CONFORMATION, STRUCTURAL RESIDUES AND POLARITY LEADING TOELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES EMISSIONAs the proteins contain at least 20 types of amino acids, some of them are aromatic or ring containing e

 Regardless of that, the main focus of thisreview is the emission of these electromagnetic waves from humans

 Melatonin and the pineal gland: Influence on mammalian seasonal and circadian physiology

, 2017, 8(1):50-61Pelagia Research Library52sub-cellular processes which evidently take part into waves generation [25,26] like the membrane potential changes[27], DNA conformational changes [28], water structural changes near the membrane in the cytosol, protein structuralcontents and conformational changes, ROS (reactive oxygen species) production during various biochemical reactionsand the production or formation of different kinds of chromophores in the cells or body of Bio-organisms (Figure 3)

 The darkness advantages over the light in terms that light disturbsthe propagation of waves while darkness favors the propagation and also darkness favors the production of melatoninthat in turn stimulates the electromagnetic waves generation and tight regulation

 Using the effect of photo-induced variability of optical properties of chlorophyll-containing tissues fordiagnosing the functional state of plants

 To communicate successfully, aiding and countering epigenetic factors (food, scents, meditations and lunarcycle) and other parameters must be taken into account

 The changes that a body undergoeswith this conceiving like molecular pathways involved, metabolic chemistry changes can be taken into account throughphoto-proteins (e

 The sigmoidal nature of the equilibrium distribution isotherm of cellular K+and Na+is analogous to critical or collective phenomena in general

 For a longer time, all around the globe, a huge mass of electronic devices hasbeen developed which produce electromagnetic waves to send and receive information and to communicate with oneanother and are proved to make lives much comforting and relieving

gland

 One of the active key players involved in these waves generation is melatonin, produced by thepineal gland of the brain, controls the intensity and frequency of wave emission

 This study can help us to understandthe protein expression, metabolism pathways undergoing changes in response to a specific stimulus and anothercellular, subcellular, molecular and genetic process with the ease, not requiring the laborious and time taking in thelaboratories anymore

 Talking about that, these emitted waves target similar biomolecules of the receiver and creating anenvironment for proper communication

 Generation of the melatonin endocrine message in mammals: A review of the complex regulation ofmelatonin synthesis by norepinephrine, peptides and other pineal transmitters

The second face of this darkness stimulated cascade is the production of melatonin

 The darkness should never be considered lessthan a blessing of God to accomplish the number of different regulations and function of human body

 In the case of Bio-organisms,there are biomolecules that play the part of excitation of molecules gaining the thermal or non-thermal energy fromthe environment [31]; and then de-excitation will result in the emission of electromagnetic waves

Also, a majority of the transmembrane proteins are polar in nature; they can also change their polarity to producewaves [35,56]

 Emission of mitochondrial biophotons and their effect on electrical activity of membrane viamicrotubules

Darkness favorably provides the basis of generation, amplification, and reception of bio-electromagnetic waves that isdisturbed in the light

 Secondly, the presence of light blocks the production of melatonin (Figure 5), the tool offrequency and wavelength modulations and energy control [85,91,92]

 Adenosine triphosphate inhibits melatonin synthesis in the rat pineal gland

The other model of waves emission from proteins is related to the membrane

 Also, these exercises awaken the third eye and help in the production of spiritualhormones for proper communication [21,22]

PEROXIDATION OF BIOMOLECULES AND FORMATION OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES (ROS),HIGHLY LINKED WITH BIOPHOTON EMISSIONThe Peroxidation of biomolecules like lipids, proteins, nucleic acids etc

involve

hormones

mood

proper

hormone

cAMP-dependent processes involve in the DNA condensation/decondensation, carticotropin and carticotropin releasinga hormone to release the stressed conditions, serotonin dopamine production in for mood change, epinephrine forenergy production in fight and flight reactions, thyroid and parathyroid hormones for proper metabolism, etc
 Some evidence that collective interactions can producemacroergic effects leading to electronic excitation comes from experiments with water-induced luminescence of dryseeds or spores of fungi [50,61]

 Spontaneous and visible light-induced ultraweak photon emission from rat eyes

) involved in genome study in order to gather information for a particular disease or metabolicpathway

DMT (N-Trimethyl tryptamine) and Melatonin are the hormones produced by pineal gland

 Role of the electromagnetic field in the formation of domains in the process of symmetry-breakingphase transitions

 Some types of chemical supplement which are relevant togeneration or reception of electromagnetic waves can be used, i

PRODUCTION OF MELATONIN REGULATED BY DARKNESS CONTROLS THE WAVES FREQUENCYThe pineal gland aka the third eye is located in the mid of brain just at the middle of both eyes [15,76]

pineal

 As the light is also electromagnetic(Figure 2) wave, therefore it can interact or resonate with waves emitted from Bio-organisms in both positive andnegative ways [19,20]

 There are variousbiochemical processes that take part in the generation and reception of electromagnetic waves in the body [4] likeDNA conformational changes during excitation and relaxation, Proteins structural components alteration like typesof amino acids and chromophores, membranes potential changes [1,12] water structural changes (generation of ions)and reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, etc

 Large-scale quantum effects in biological systems
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 Experimental investigation of electromagnetic activity of yeast cells at millimeter waves

 These ring containing amino acids acts as a chromophore to absorb the light or energy fromthe micro-subcellular environment or macro out of the body environment [49]

 Thechange of water structure into ions like H5O2+and H3O2-make tend the medium toward more polarizability whichcould be possible for metastable dynamic states formation [59]

 The electricfield induced by light can explain cellular responses to electromagnetic energy: A hypothesisof mechanism

 These include solvent exclusion, higher viscosity, lowered thermal motion of molecules,separation of charge, different spectroscopic properties, etc

 Photons production and communications in biological systems

 First is the open air disturbance in which light any of seven wavelengthsof white lights can interact with emitted waves (As both are electromagnetic waves) [18] And can change or blockthe information transfer

 Generationof these electromagnetic waves and by means of these waves transferring of data have been under observation forthe longer time [1,2] which now have some experimental proofs

 Biophysical effects of electricfields on membrane water interfaces: A mini review

One theory about the membrane theories is that there is a thalamic-rhythmic-generator, a phenomenon which occursnear the thalamus in the brain [12]

 For example, in the case of a nucleon (proton or neutron) where the core maintainsa positive charge density, an X production rate deficit and Y production rate surplus, Xcontinually flows into the core from the adjacent high-X shell and Y continually flows out of thecore to this same shell, where Y maintains a low concentration

 Thus spontaneous matter and energy creationis allowed in subquantum kinetics

The neutron's transition to the charged proton state involves an excess production rate of Y perunit volume in its core coupled with a corresponding excess consumption rate of X per unitvolume

comAbstract: A general overview of the physics and cosmology of subquantum kinetics is presented,together with its more recently developed explanation for quantum entanglement

 A hypothetical bifurcation diagram for the formation of nuclear particles

 Furthermore whereas big bang theory places an unreasonably short age limit on theuniverse, one that conflicts with astronomical observation, subquantum kinetics allows thematerial universe to be immeasurably large and to have an age of many trillions of years, offeringwell enough time for galaxies to evolve

Subquantum kinetics provides an understanding of what spin is and why particle spins couplewith one another

The idea that subatomic particles might pulsate radially was first suggested in 1895 by AnnieBesant and Charles Leadbeater in a published report of clairvoyant observations they conductedof the ether in which they viewed a subatomic whorl-like entity that they termed the "ultimatephysical atom," u

 This is shown inFigure 11-a, which is a hypothetical representation of how the proton (P) and neutron (N) spinvortices align in the deuteron when forming the spin triplet state

 The reasonis that the electric potential shock wave rides forward on the ether wind generated at the shock forefront, the wind'sforward velocity being proportional to the electric and gravity field gradient at the shock's leading edge

The radial pulsation of a particle's core would cyclically displace the particle's entireelectrogravitic Turing wave pattern inward and outward from the core

 By comparison, subquantum kinetics stands in strongopposition to the idea frequently circulated that the spatial vacuum is "seething with particlesand antiparticles

Figure 10 shows how two such spin-broadened nucleon structures might look when separatedby one Compton wavelength, ?0, the separation distance observed between the proton andneutron in a deuteron

A mathematical analysis of the Model G reaction system shows that it has an inherent matter-antimatter bias in that only positive electric potential fluctuations are able to successfullynucleate matter, antineutrons being unable to nucleate spontaneously from the vacuum state

 Bell's theorem tells usthat no theory explaining quantum phenomena in terms of local hidden variables can account for18distant entanglement

6)The prediction that blue supergiant stars rather than red giant stars should be the precursors of supernovaexplosions (1985c, 1995)

 Unlike the particle Turing wave pattern, whose wave20Figure 12

 Nevertheless the photon blueshifting phenomenon has beenmeasured locally in maser signals transponded through interplanetary space, a phenomenonwhich has become popularly known as the Pioneer effect; see prediction 5 of Table 1 (LaViolette1985c, 2005, 2010)

 The X and Y concentrations,which are mutually interrelated in reciprocal fashion, are together identified with electric potentialfields  This would reduce the* Whereas their spin and precession predictions anticipated properties later observed in subatomic particles, theapplication of their discourse to current physics becomes unclear at the atomic level

One further point that should be made is that these soliton beams could serve as force transferconduits, conveying force at superluminal speeds, perhaps as high as 1015to 1017c

 The same is true of the speed whereby spin vortices communicate their orientations todistant partner spin vortices

 Future computer simulationsperformed on Model G for a three dimensional reaction volume are expected to demonstrate boththe phenomena of spin and radial pulsation

 Thatis, in order for the ether vortices to be mutually compatible, their etheric flows must be going inthe same direction in their zone of intersection

 In macroscopic systems, aninward inward diffusive flux can develop into a free vortex

 This indicated that the mass of the lutetium nucleusbehaved as a scalar instead of a tensor which implied that its Coulomb field moved rigidly withits nucleus and was thereby able to create instant action-at-a-distance (Phipps, 2009)

Finally, to consider some more broad reaching questions, do particles maintain their entangle-ments throughout their existence? Subquantum kinetics predicts that most of the matter in ourgalaxy was created in the Galactic core, Sgr A*

 This outcome is a benefit to subquantum kinetics since if thetransmuting ether were to expand with space its reactant concentrations would rapidly decreaseover time and its state of criticality would become drastically altered

 This singlet state, however, isfound to be transitory, the particles quickly adopting the axially aligned triplet state

 Such waves wouldappear as rotating modulations of the particle's X-Y concentration pattern, or rotating electricfields, which would give rise to magnetic effects (LaViolette 1985b, 1994, 2010)

 That is, not only does an ether vortex form inthe core of a subatomic particle, generating the property of spin, but also the particle's coreshould pulsate radially, producing longitudinal movements in the Turing wave pattern thatpropagate outward at superluminal speeds

 These scalar wave beamswould extend between particle cores, interlinking them into a vast matrix

 As a result, the spin ofone deuteron subset in the helium nucleus cancels that of its partner, resulting in a spin of zero

 We may conclude that the radial oscillation produced by eachparticle space structure should persist to very great distances

Computer simulations of the theory proposed here suggest that the particles Turing waveshould maintain its wavelength unchanged throughout its whole extent, although its amplitudeshould decrease progressively

Subquantum kinetics is incompatible with the idea of a big bang since a ZPE fluctuation largeenough to create all the matter and energy in the universe in a single event would be a virtualimpossibility

 When proximalparticles entangle, they develop a spin linkage that produces a nuclear bond between thenucleons

, 1970, Concentration wave propagation in two-dimensionalliquid-phase self-oscillating system

 The X-Y-G ether vortex that exists in a particle's core would induce fluxvectors in its surrounding Turing wave pattern

 It must assume that the ether is cosmologically stationary and thatgalaxies, excepting their peculiar motions, are at rest relative to their local ether frame

Table 1Twelve A Priori Predictions of Subquantum Kinetics that were Subsequently Verified1)The prediction that the electric field in the core of a nucleon should be configured as a radially periodicTuring wave pattern of progressively declining amplitude, and that a charged nucleon should have a Turingwave pattern whose core electric potential is biased relative to the background electric potential (LaV,1985b, 2008b)

 What name should be given to this phenomenal subquantum,soliton beam network? Perhaps it should be named the T-matrix, where "T" might stand eitherfor Tesla, or Turing, or both

 b) Maintenance of distal field entanglementthrough an interparticle soliton beam

 Due to their axial alignment,the spins of the two nucleons additively reinforce, accounting for why the deuteron is observedto have twice the spin magnitude of either a solitary proton or a solitary neutron, i

The cosmological redshift effect, which the big bang theory uses as its primary support andwhich big bang theorists cite as evidence for cosmological expansion, is shown to be moreproperly interpreted as a tired-light, energy-loss effect

 When the particles separate from one another but remain entangled, it is as if the spinbond that developed between them has not yet been dissolved; their etheric space structurevortices still orchestrate their flows in a coherent fashion

 The high voltage waves that radiate fromsuch a monopole antenna are absorbed and phase conjugated by any ionized region they mightencounter, resulting in a phase conjugate wave traveling back to the antenna dome

 Thus if one particle becomes magneticallyforced into a particular spin orientation, its partner will correspondingly be found to have its spinalways oriented in the opposite direction

 If a stochastic fluctuation were to cause a slight increase in this inwardflux, this would in turn cause a slight expansion of the nucleon's core diameter since increasedetheron transport always broadens a Turing wave dissipative structure

12)The prediction that inertial mass should decrease with a rise of G potential or with an increase in negativepotential, and should increase with the reverse polarity (LaV, 1985b)

 That is, the radial etheric fluxes transpiringradially between successive Turing pattern shells would adopt transverse etheric fluxcomponents aligned in the direction of the particle's spin vortex

 Two Model G Turing wave patterns separated by one Turing pattern Comptonwavelength

Alexis Guy Obolensky

 For their experiment, Sherwin and Rawcliffe (1960) performed mass spectro-metry measurements of a football-shaped Lu175nucleus to check for the presence of line-splitting and came up with a null result

 So, would the electrogravitic stationary wave that makes up the subquantuminterparticle soliton beam also have some amount of mass? If so, how much? Also since forceand information both appear to be conveyed through these beam links, couldn't human'sunconscious or conscious use of such a network explain phenomena such as telepathy,telekenisis, materialization, and information retrieval from a shared Akashic record? Could allminds and consciousnesses be interlinked through such superluminal entanglements

 It should be added that subquantum kinetics has made a number of testablepredictions, twelve of which have been subsequently verified (LaViolette 1986, 1992, 1996,2005, 2010); see Table 1

 Consequently, if the spinvortex of one particle were to be made to change direction through the action of a local magneticfield, this would change the spin polarization direction communicated through its soliton beamtunnel, which in turn would change the soliton beam's magnetization in the vicinity of the partnerparticle and cause the spin of the partner to adopt a compatible alignment

2)The prediction that the universe is cosmologically stationary and that photons passing through intergalacticregions of space should progressively decrease their energy, that is, that photons should continuallyundergo a tired-light redshift effect (LaV, 1985c, 1986)

 core as well as entering it, which accords with whatsubquantum kinetics predicts should take place in the particle's core

 Similar reasoning could be applied to subquantum kinetics, except that insubquantum kinetics fluctuations arise as random concentration pulses (energy potentialfluctuations) rather than as random mechanical impulses

 Since theparticle's electric potential Turing wave is periodic, its spin magnetization is also expected to beperiodic, which is in agreement with Kelly's findings

 In a similar fashion, an inwarddiffusive X etheron flux could stimulate an X etheron vortex and this could also stimulate arotational wave pattern to propagate circumferentially around the core

 Since thephase conjugate wave is the time reverse of the outgoing longitudinal wave, the two matchperfectly in phase and amplitude to resonantly form a nondispersing soliton beam extendingbetween the transmitter antenna dome and the remote ionized region

 That is, the tired-light interpretation hasbeen shown to make a better fit to cosmological data than the Doppler shift interpretation15(LaViolette 1986, 1995, 2010)

It should be kept in mind that the charge densities forming the proton's Turing wave pattern,and that are associated with its inertial mass, are distinct from and additional to the chargedensity that centrally biases its Turing pattern and produces the particle's long-range electricFigure 6

Moreover the Turing wave subatomic particle has been shown to quantitatively account for theresults of particle diffraction experiments, thereby eliminating paradoxes that arise in standardtheories that rely on deBroglie's pilot wave interpretation or Schroedinger's wave packet concept

interparticle

 The ongoing radial oscillation of subatomicparticle cores could seed the formation of interparticle soliton beams

"This explains why particle scattering experiments show a periodic stationary-wave,magnetization pattern around every nucleon that matches its periodic stationary-wave charge21density pattern

But unlike macroscopic Tesla waves, these waves are subquantum, involving the conveyance ofless than a quantum of action in any given direction

 But subquantum kinetics does not have the problems of a local hiddenvariable theory: it allows phenomena at remote locations to communicate effects to a targetlocation at superluminal speedsetherons can diffuse or convect through space at speeds greaterthan c

 So, if those entanglements were to persist, mightwe have some sort of superluminal connection to the massive Mother Star that resides there?Another question is how many entanglements might a given particle be expected to form at anyone time? Furthermore, does the soliton T-matrix itself have inertial mass? Subquantum kineticsidentifies a particle's inertial mass with the electric potentials forming its Turing waveperiodicity

 In conventionalphysics, ZPE fluctuations are theorized to have energies comparable to the rest mass energy ofsubatomic particle and to emerge as particle-antiparticle pairs which rapidly annihilate oneanother

 The emergence of the neutron from thevacuum state is represented as a transition to the upper primary bifurcation branch whichbranches past critical thresholdc

3)The prediction that photons traveling within galaxies should progressively increase their energy, that is,blueshift their wavelengths, and consequently that the luminosity of planets and red dwarf stars should bedue to energy being spontaneously generated in their interiors (LaV, 1985c, 1992)

One success of subquantum kinetics is that there is no need to introduce an adhoc assumptionfor the aforementioned photon energy loss used to account for the cosmological redshift

 Just as inPodkletnov's collimated gravity impulse beam, this speed along every linear soliton connection should notdiminish with distance

 There is one other aspect of subatomic matter thatwe haven't yet discussed that is also predicted by subquantum kinetics, but whose existence hasnot yet become recognized by standard physics

 To an observer stationary with respect tothe pulsation, the moving Turing wave pattern would act in a way similar to longitudinalCoulomb waves that Tesla was generating from the dome of his magnifying transmitter tower

 But this only occurs when a fluctuation ofsufficiently large magnitude arises, the vast majority being far too small to attain the requiredsubquantum energy threshold

 But one of the theory's advantages is that it does not need to resort to postulatingan adhoc big bang to account for physical creation

Although Tesla himself did not use the term phase conjugation to describe the resonancephenomenon he was observing, he nevertheless was aware of the phenomenon

 By comparison, the electric field gradientin the core of the nucleon at a distance of 6 X 10-13cm (0

 This would have an effect similar to locally increasingthe X etheron diffusion coefficient, which in turn broadens the nucleon core (since the Turingpattern wavelength increases with increasing radial diffusive flux)

Modanese (2011) Coulomb waves emitted from the surface of a superconducting disc at a field potential gradient ofgt;2 X 105volts per meter were observed to generate a longitudinal gravitic impulse that traveled at a speed of 64 c

4)The prediction that the luminosity of brown dwarf stars should be due to the photon blueshifting effectdescribed in (3) (LaV, 1985c, 1996, 2010)

, 1954, Model of the causal interpretation of quantum theory in termsof a fluid with irregular fluctuations

 Therelativistic speed-of-light restriction that applies to transverse electromagnetic waves would notapply to the movement of the Turing wave pattern

 The genic energyexcess from photon blueshifting is able to account variously for the energy powering planets,brown dwarfs, and red dwarf stars, as well as that powering nova, supernova, and galactic coreexplosions

In the entangled state, particle cores would pulse in phase with one another to orchestrate acoherent oscillation

The subquantum kinetics ether functions as an open system, where etherons transformirreversibly through a series of "upstream" states, including states A and B, eventually occupyingstates G, X, and Y, and subsequently transforming into the Z and ? states and from therethrough a sequence of "downstream" states; see figure 4

To understand how spin alignment would be communicated through these soliton corridors,consider the following

e)The kinetic constants kidenote the relative propensity for the reaction to proceed forward, andk-idenote the relative propensity for the corresponding reaction to proceed in the reversedirection

The T-matrix and distant entanglementIn the context of subquantum kinetics, superluminal speeds of entanglement are not ananomaly

13physics methodology whose prediction was first made in the mid 70's at a time when it was stillconvention to regard the field in the core of the nucleon as rising sharply to a central cusp

 Radial electrostatic potential profiles for a proton and antiproton, positivelycharged matter state (left) and negatively charged antimatter state (right)

*Eventsoccurring at one point in this interconnected particle matrix would be rapidly communicatedthrough these soliton "nerve pathways" to affect the entire entangled particle network

A spin ether vortex in the core of a nucleon would increase the rate of etheron transportbetween the core and surrounding shell

 and oxygen of sixteen, Besant and Leadbeater insteadenvisioned hydrogen as being composed of 18 spinning u

 Sufficiently negative G potentials create supercritical conditions that allow matterformation and photon blueshifting while positive G potential values create subcritical conditionsthat cause tired-light photon redshifting and in extreme instances particle dematerialization

inward

 Because a subatomic particle's electric and gravity field16consists of a periodic steady-state concentration pattern extending outward from its core in asymmetric fashion, etherons will continually diffuse radially inward and outward between thecore and its surrounding inner shell, and between each successive pair of adjacent spherical shells

The Model G ether reaction systemSubquantum kinetics postulates a nonlinear reaction system similar to the Brusselator thatinvolves the following five kinetic equations termed Model G (LaViolette, 1985b):A????k1k-1?G,a)G????k2k-2?X,b)B + X????k3k-3?Y + Z,c)(2)2X + Y????k4k-4?3X,d)X????k5k-5??

 Relative motion of an electricpotential field, or of an X-Y concentration gradient, would generate a magnetic (orelectrodynamic) force (LaViolette 1994, 2010)

11)The prediction that the speed of the superluminal gravity wave component of a monopolar electrondischarge should depend on the potential gradient of the discharge (LaV, 2003, 2010)

 The same would hold for theoutward moving event boundaries of a subatomic particle's long-range electric and gravitypotential fields

 However, experiments by Sagnac (1913), Graneau (1983),2Silvertooth (1987, 1989), Pappas and Vaughan (1990), Lafforgue (1991), and Cornille (1998), toname just a few, have established that the idea of relative frames is untenable and should bereplaced with the notion of an absolute ether frame

 This close overlapping of the spin vortices automatically leads to arestriction on the alignment of the spin direction of each particle with respect to the other

 Since creation proceeds more rapidly within celestial masses, each planetevolves into a Mother Star which produces daughter planets and stars, which with growth evolveinto a primordial star cluster and eventually into a dwarf elliptical galaxy

, 2009, The Sherwin-Rawcliffe experiment  Evidence for instant action-at-a-distance

Spin formation, nuclear bonding, and proximal entanglementExperiment shows that when two electrons are brought into close proximity so that their spinsadopt compatible parallel and antiparallel orientations, that the particles retain their spin orienta-tion link even when separated by great distance

Consequently, extrapolating from these laboratory results, Tesla wave-like field pulsations propagated along aninterparticle soliton beam would be expected to travel along the beam a speed of 1015to 1017c

10)The prediction that a monopolar electron discharge should produce a longitudinal electric potential waveaccompanied by a matter repelling gravity potential component (LaV, 1985b, 1994)

 a) Proximal entanglement of two subatomic particles through phase-lockingof their Turing wave field patterns

 This is consistent withErvin Laszlo's (2011) hypothesis of a hologram-like network formed of phase-conjugating, scalar,standing-wave fields that can instantaneously convey and store information exchanged to andfrom matter-energy systems

 The experiment not only demonstrated that these Tesla wave shocks propagate atsuperluminal speeds, but also confirmed a prediction of subquantum kinetics that the speed of the shock should beproportional to the shock front's potential gradient (LaViolette, 2008a); also see Table 1, prediction 11

 In general, spin vortices in subatomic particles arealways expected to be always accompanied by radial pulsations

 That is, ModelG predicts that intergalactic space should be predominantly subcritical and hence that photonsemitted from distant galaxies should progressively lose energy as they travel

 The source of energy driving these pulsations, likethat driving the vortical ether flux, is ultimately traceable to the nonequilibrium reaction-diffusionprocesses that continuously animate the ether

Tesla waves are known to produce resonant energy beams that link the transmitter dome withnearby objects that develop a sympathetic oscillation

 Besants and Leadbeatersdescription of the u

 The speed restriction that applies to the propagation of transverse electromagneticwave quanta through the ether does not apply at the subquantum level

 The spin alignment of two entangled particles would restrict one anotherjust as if the particles were immediately adjacent to one another

 This phenomenon of particle linkage across greatdistances of separation has become called quantum entanglement, and is a property that isbelieved to characterize the Akashic field (Laszlo, 2004)

 Based on the results ofthe experiment by Sherwin and Rawcliffe (1960) discussed earlier, we may infer that thisdisplacement would be communicated outward essentially instantaneously or at an exceedinglyhigh superluminal velocity, causing the particle's Turing wave pattern to oscillate radiallythroughout its entire extent in coherent fashion

 Bohmand Vigier (1954) have shown that random fluctuations in the motions of a subquantum fluid areable to generate a field probability density |?|2that provides an adequate causal interpretation ofquantum theory

Vigier

 Thus in the case of two particles that had become mutually locked on to one another, or"entangled," each would experience the other's presence as if it were positioned immediatelyadjacent, even if they were separated by tens or hundreds of kilometers

 Their illustration of axial bonding of ultimate physical atoms, which was somewhatsimilar to that illustrated in figure 11-a, presciently anticipated the theory of nuclear bondingproposed 40 years later by Yukawa

Yukawa

Because Podkletnov's gravity impulses are confined to a 10 cm diameter beam, they maintain a constant fieldgradient and hence constant superluminal velocity as they travel forward

 For, the Model G reaction-kinetic etherallows primordial neutrons to continuously emerge throughout all space (LaViolette 1985c,2010)

 In addition, the B-Zreaction is found to exhibit propagating chemical concentration fronts, or chemical waves whichmay be easily reproduced in a school chemistry laboratory; see figure 2

 Subquantumkinetics is shown to be able to account for the superluminal control of the parallel-antiparallelorientation of particle spin mediated through electric potential soliton beam links establishedbetween remotely positioned, mutually entangled particles

Up to this point we have reviewed how subatomic particles are created, the nature of theirinertial mass and their extended Turing wave patterns, how they generate gravitational mass andelectrical charge, how these in turn form extended gravity and electric fields, how transverselymoving electric fields would produce magnetic forces, how particle spin would arise, and howspin vortices align to produce nuclear bonds

, 1996, "Brown dwarf discovery confirms theory of spontaneous energygeneration

 But, such phenomena only appear as violations of the First Law of Thermodynamics instandard physics which views the universe as a closed system

 The periodic character of this fit is moreapparent when surface charge density (r2?) is plotted as a function of radial distance as shown infigures 8-b and 9-b

5)The anticipation of the Pioneer effect; the prediction that a spacecraft maser signal transponded throughinterplanetary space should be observed to blueshift its wavelength at a rate of about one part in 1018persecond (LaV, 1985c, 2005)

 But unlike the bigbang theory, which requires that the entropy of the physical universe as a whole shouldeverywhere be progressively increasing, subquantum kinetics predicts that at least in the vicinityof galaxies, where space is for the most part supercritical, entropy should be progressivelydecreasing

The cosmology of continuous creationAs mentioned earlier, the energy potential seed fluctuations of subquantum kinetics, whichplay a key role in nucleating particles throughout space, bear a strong similarity to the conven-14tional idea of zero-point energy fluctuations

 It identifies particle spin as being a vortical movement of etherons that takesplace in the core of a subatomic particle

diffusive

 Intermingling of the ether diffusive flux vortices of individual nucleons in: a) thetriplet state deuteron (s = 1), b) the singlet state deuteron (s = 0), and c) the singlet statehelium-4 nucleus (s = 0); N: neutron and P: proton

Guy Obolensky

 In 2004 Guy Obolensky performed an experiment thatmeasured the propagation speed of high voltage Coulomb shocks (electrogravitic potential waves) emitted from adome-shaped electrode

These spin diagrams suggest that the intermingling of the nucleon spin vortices is what createsthe nuclear bonding force

 Not only does this oneallow Model G to establish electro-gravitic field coupling, but as described below, it also allowsthe spontaneous formation of material particles in an initially subcritical ether

supercritical

sufficiently supercritical to allow the fluctuation to rapidly grow in size and eventually developinto an autonomous particulate dissipative structure which is seen fully developed in the lastframe at t = 35 units

The transmuting ether conceptSubquantum kinetics is a unified field theory whose description of microphysical phenomenahas a general systems theoretic foundation (LaViolette 1985a,b,c, 1994, 2010)

 As Feynman, Leighton, and Sands (1964) haveshown, in standard physics magnetic force can be mathematically expressed solely in terms of theeffect that a moving electric potential field produces on a charged particle obviating the need formagnetic potential field terms

This, however, is not surprising since radial pulsation of the particle's core electric and gravityfields (X-Y and G potential fields) with wavelength ~?0are inherently difficult to detect in thelaboratory

8)The prediction that stars in the vicinity of the Galactic center should be massive blue supergiant stars asopposed to low mass red dwarf stars (LaV, 1985c)

Applying the Hermetic maxim "as above so below," we may theorize that similar phaseconjugate resonances develop amongst subatomic particles as a result of the radial oscillation oftheir intersecting Turing wave patterns; see figure 12

This model can also explain the stable spin state of lithium-6 which consists of three protonsand three neutrons

, 2011, Stationary particle formation in a three-variablereaction-diffusion system

partner

 Thus a particle wouldexert an influence on its entangled partner particle even when separated by great distances

*Besant and Leadbeater had also reported observing the u

Obolensky

 Thisself-amplification process has variously been termed field-induced soliton phenomenon(LaViolette, 2008a), or alternatively, force amplification by stimulated energy resonance, the faserphenomenon (Obolensky, 1988)

In 1995 I had proposed that this core pulsation phenomenon follows necessarily forsubquantum kinetics (LaViolette, 1995, 2004)

 As shown here, the two particles are so close that their gaussian coresoverlap one another, which in turn implies that the outer portion of their spin vortices shouldsubstantially intermingle

 Normally the intensity of this spin magnetization pattern decreases rapidlywith increasing radial distance

 These arequestions that standard physics theories cannot ask, or even begin to reasonably approach,because they restrict their "universe" to the quantum level

When two deuterons combine to form a helium atom (figure 11-c), the vortices of adjacentnucleons must orient antiparallel to one another in order for the flux streams in their zone ofintersection to be going in the same direction and be mutually compatible

In the course of dispensing with the Schroedinger wave packet and its associated probabilityfunction describing the indeterminate position of a mass point, it is advisable to also throw out10the Copenhagen interpretation with its mysterious "collapse of the wave function" theorized totake place when the quantum "entity" through measurement becomes determined to be either awave or a particle

7)The prediction that galactic core emissions should come from uncollapsed matter-creating stellar masses(Mother stars), rather than from matter-accreting black holes (LaV, 1985c)

 Inthis case the proton and neutron would position themselves adjacent to one another similar to theconfiguration shown in figure 11-b, their spin vortices flowing in the same direction in their zoneof intersection

fit

 Since fluctuations have a greater probability of nucleating particles in the vicinity ofexisting particles whose gravity well produces a fertile supercritical region, hydrogen will tend tobeget more hydrogen, and sometimes nuclei of higher atomic mass will form

amplitude would rapidly diminish with increasing radial distance from the core, the waveamplitude within these self-amplified soliton beams would be relatively uniform along theirlength, maintaining an amplitude at least as high as exists immediately adjacent to the particlecore

For the same reason that subquantum kinetics allows entropy to progressively decrease insupercritical islands of creation scattered throughout space, so too photons may either lose orgain energy depending upon whether they are traveling through subcritical or supercriticalregions

Rawcliffe

Based on the results of the Sherwin-Rawcliffe experiment, we may infer that the creation andlater displacement of the particle's Turing wave field would be communicated outward essentiallyinstantaneously or at an exceedingly high superluminal velocity

Alternatively, a proton and neutron can align so that their spins are parallel and antiparallel

 These experiments not onlysoundly refute the special theory of relativity, but also indicate that information can becommunicated at superluminal speeds

 A deuteron with this configuration is said to be in a singlet state and to have zerospin, its spin magnetic field directions canceling one another

, 1985c, An introduction to subquantum kinetics: III

Soliton beams formed in the laboratory are observed to resonantly augment their fieldamplitudes to levels far in excess of the amplitudes of the original phase conjugated waves

 Thus they not onlypredicted the property of subatomic particle spin 30 years prior to Goudsmit's and Uhlenbeck'sproposal of electron spin in 1925, but also anticipated nuclear spin precession, a type of Larmorprecession, as much as 50 years before its discovery

Uhlenbeck

 But within a soliton beam, it would become resonantly amplifiedto a strength at least as great as that found in the immediate vicinity of the particle core

emerge

 Simulations that increase theetheron diffusion rate in the central core bear this out (LaViolette, 2010)

 With future* To figure the speed at which events might be expected to propagate through these soliton links, we turn tolaboratory experiments on longitudinal wave propagation

soliton

 Two neutrons and two protons adopt an arrangement similar to helium-4 andthe remaining proton-neutron pair orients in the head-to-tail triplet configuration, attaching to theend of either a proton or neutron, e

concentrations

adjacent

 Consider a nucleon in which a vortical X-on fluxenters the nucleon's core, flowing from the adjacent high-X shell into the core where X maintainsa minimum concentration

 When inside an aircraft, the ball-lightningis typically said to move at a steady speed of order 1 meter per secondin a straight line from front to rear of the aircraft

 A ball-lightning may cause no damage or great damage

 The diameter of a ball-lightning is typically in the range 1050 cm

There is still no accepted theory to explain ball-lightning

 Some witnesses have experienced electric shocks by being in contactwith a metal structure that was contacted by a ball-lightning 

covert

overt

These thoughts suggest the following hypothesis:A ball-lightning is a port connecting our overt space to a covert spacewith similar but not identical properties

Current TheoriesIf we accept as a basic premise the principle of conservation of energy,leading present-day theories can be divided into two categories

 Can ball-lightning exist in a vacuum? [Letter]

The fact that some ball-lightnings can move independently of theatmosphere is a problem for all such models

 8491, 2017 0892-3310/17The Challenge of Ball Lightning: Evidence of a Parallel Dimension? 85Stenhoff (1999:75) adds the following interesting information:The shoe belonging to the left foot was burst open

 SturrockThis model seems also to be compatible with items 8 through 13above, since in this model a ball-lightning is coupled to a remote reservoirof electromagnetic energy

Rubenstein

 Finkelstein and Rubenstein examinedthe implications of the virial theorem for plasmoid models, and found thatit sets too low a limit on the energy that can be stored in such a structure(Finkelstein  Rubinstein 1964)

(c)

:There have been many theories advanced to explain ball-lightning [but] notheory is completely satisfactory 

 Ball-lightnings have entered or formed within aircraft (Jennison 1969b)

 The aircraft was evidently struckby lightning (he saw a bright flash of light and heard a loud bang) and someseconds later a perfectly symmetrical glowing sphere of diameter 22  2 cmemerged from the pilots cabin and traveled at constant height and speed(75 cm above the floor at 1

mentions

witnesses

Is there any evidence that the interior of a ball-lightning has unusualproperties? Singer mentions a case in which two witnesses encountered alarge bright ball 4 m in diameter:The ball sank through the telegraph wires, which glowed, and then envel-oped the couple

 Ac-cording to analyses of some events, the energy released by a ball-light-ning can be as high as 3 megajoules

category

Since the two current categories of theory are widely consideredinadequate for explaining the properties of ball-lightning, it seems there isnothing to be lost in looking for a third category

Singer mentions a case in which the pilot of an aircraft observed ayellow-white ball approximately 45 cm in diameter enter through thewindshield (Singer 1971:40)

We briefly list the basic facts concerning the phenomenon in the nextsection Basic Facts, we comment briefly on current theories in CurrentThe Challenge of Ball Lightning: Evidence of a Parallel Dimension? 87Theories, we offer a new proposal in the section A New Concept, and weconclude with a brief Discussion

 There have beenattempts to initiate similar events by triggering a discharge by the rocket-and-wire technique (Hill et al

 Thesudden eruption of a duct to form a ball-lightning may trigger a disturbancethroughout the duct that results in electromagnetic events remote from theball-lightning (reminiscent of an Alfven wave traveling along a magneticflux tube)

 The fact that in each case there were two sharply localizedelectrical events raises the interesting possibility that each case may haveinvolved more than one ball-lightning

Direc

Professor Roger Jennison, then Professor of Physical Electronics and Direc-tor of the Electronics Laboratories at the University of Kent at Canterbury,England, was traveling in an Eastern Airlines all-metal aircraft over the EastCoast of the United States during a thunderstorm on March 19, 1963, at12:05 a

Roger Jennison

The Challenge of Ball Lightning: Evidence of a Parallel Dimension? 89A New ConceptWe now argue as follows:(a) Since there is no known way for the required energy to be storedin the ball-lightning, there must be a reservoir of energy remote from theball-lightning (presumably related to the electrical energy responsible forlightning)

 Justas the appearance of a household electrical outlet bears no relation to thecurrent being drawn from the outlet, this model can explain why the size,luminosity, and other manifest properties of the ball-lightning seem to bearno relation to the energy released by the ball-lightning

 A ball-lightning may fade away quietly or may explode

 In onecategory, energy emitted by a ball-lightning has been stored in the ball-lightning itself

 Richmann was carrying out anexperiment to measure the atmospheric electric field during a storm

Is there any evidence for a duct in ball-lightning events? Singermentions two cases in which a bright ray or line of fire extends from a ball-lightning (Singer 1971:29, 39)

 The nature of ball-lightning [Book Review of Singer 1971]

A major problem with injected-current and injected microwavesproposals is the difficulty of understanding how an electrical current orelectromagnetic waves could penetrate the metal shell of an aircraft

However, suppose there is a sudden event (such as a lightning flash)that temporarily punctures a hole in the paper

 Whathappened has been summarized by Singer (1971:9]:Witnesses outside the laboratory saw lightning hit the metal rod on the roofwhich was connected to the measuring apparatus located in Richmannslaboratory

 It appeared that an electrical charge hadentered and exited his body

brief

Basic FactsAccording to Barry (1981), Singer (1971), Stenhoff (1999), andothers(for a brief introduction, see Sturrock 2015), some of the basic factsconcerning ball-lightning are the following:1

 STURROCKStanford University, Stanford, California, USASubmitted November 29, 2016; Accepted February 23, 2017; Published March 15, 2017Abstract--Ball-lightning, well described by Barry (1981), Singer (1971), andStenhoff (1999), currently has no valid explanation

 After the RFfield is turned off, the reservoir may return some or all of the energy in thereservoir for a short time via the same miniball-lightning

 Inside, a ball of blue fire the size of a fist came from a metal rodon the apparatus straight to Richmanns forehead as he stood approximate-ly one foot away

Sachs

)The Richmann case and the case described by Sachs are remarkablysimilarin each case, the fatal or near-fatal event began with a localizedelectrical injury to the forehead and ended with another localized electricalinjury to a foot

Richmann

 Barry, Singer, and Stenhoff consider a numberof stored-energy models but find none satisfactory

penetrate

Concerning the duct, we require that, in addition to its electromagneticproperties or capabilities,(a) its motion is not restricted by the atmosphere;(b) it can penetrate a wall or window without causing any damage;(c) it can penetrate a metal structure such as an aircraft fuselage; and(d) it is invisible

Are there any other phenomena that have points of similarity withthis concept of ball-lightning? We have recently drawn attention to thephenomenon known as Mobile Luminous Objects (MLOs) that form insuperconducting cavities at very low temperatures in response to strongradiofrequency electromagnetic fields (Sturrock 2015, Anthony et al

Anthony

 Attempted theories,based on present-day physics, fall into two categories: one in which energyis stored in the ball-lightning, and the other in which energy is fed into theball-lightning as an electrical current or as microwaves

Luckily, that event did no serious damage or injury, but such is notalways the case

 (Finkelstein 1972)The difficulty that scientists have hadand continue to haveinfinding an explanation of ball-lightning raises the question of whether wemay be fundamentally on the wrong track

Fortunately, most ball-lightning events are less dangerous, althoughthey can still be very dramatic

 A ball-lightning may have the appearance and odor of an electricalphenomenon, with sparkling and jittering fine structure

 The ants have no reason to suspect that there is another dimension totheir universe (the other side of the paper, the covert space)

typically

) Another general problem, noted by Singer, is that typically thereis no decrease of size or brightness or change of color during the lifetimeof a ball-lightning (Singer 1971:93)

As a metaphor for such a concept, one may consider a sheet of paper,and suppose that a population of ants lives on one side of the sheet (the overtspace)

 A ball-lightning may melt metal, for instance pitting an aircraft wing orpropeller

 An MLO may be an exit port rather than anentry port: Electromagnetic energy from the RF field may pass through aminiball-lightning (an MLO) to inject energy into a reservoir

1999

 SturrockThe challenge to find an explanation became acute in the 20th Centurywhen ball-lightnings would (fortunately only rarely) appear inside aircraft!The following is a description of such an event (Stenhoff 1999:113, Sturrock2015:8)

 Wetherefore conceive of a duct that connects the reservoir to the ball-lightning

 (Singer 1971:44)Despite these and other impressive descriptions of ball-lightning events,some meteorologists doubted its existence even in the 20th century (Sturrock2015:5)

duct

 We note in particular that this model canaccommodate item (13); the reservoir may be far from the ball-lightningso that the duct may have influences far from the ball-lightning

 Telephones and other electrical devices, which may be some distanceaway, may be put out of action at the time of a ball-lightning event

forehead

It appears that Richman was electrocuted by a current that entered at ornear his forehead, and exited from one of his feet, but it is curious that theinjury was localized to the foot

Richman

foot

 A ball-lightning can move through a window or even a 2-foot-thickwall (Singer 1971:37)

The transition from the overt space to the covert space may be an onoffproposition or a matter of degree

Hill

Stenhoff

 Barry (1981),Singer (1971), and Stenhoff (1999)all agree with the following statementby Hill et al

 Jennison(1969a) refers to an observation of a 20-cm ball that appeared 50 cmabove the trailing edge of the wing of an aircraft in flight

Jennison

 2010)Finkelstein expressed the following opinion:We should be able to deal with it [ball-lightning] at least qualitatively fromfundamental principles

Finkelstein

 Singer describes the following case:On an oppressive day in Scotland in 1947 in which, however, there was no rainor thunder, a fireball was seen running along an outside electric wire

port

ball-lightnings

DiscussionConcerning the two fatal or near-fatal events described briefly in theIntroduction, each event may have involved a ball-lightning, or conceivablytwo ball-lightnings comprising an entry port and an exit port

luminosity

 There appears to be little or no correlation between the energy re-leased by a ball-lightning and its appearance (size, luminosity, etc

ball-lightning

 A ball-lightning can move independently of the atmosphere

 There were no lightning events at the time, but there was a little bitof rain and thunder in the distance

 This was the awful secret that Tesla partially discovered by 1900, and which he came more and more to fully realize as he pursued its nature and its ramifications into the 1920's and 1930's

 Exophoton and exoelectron emission -- poorly understood but already known in fatiguing of materials -- must be at least partly due to the scalar interferometer effect

In the theory of the scalar electrostatic potential (SEP), the idea is introduced of work accomplished on a charge brought in from a distance against the scalar field

 Further, a scalar wave of itself does not "push electrons" or other charges; hence it is nearly indetectable by present detectors

To summarize, electrostatic potential --?-field is stress on the spacetime medium at a four-dimensional point

 The entire voltage concept depends on the work performed in moving a mass, after that mass has moved

, It stands at one point (or at one columnar region), flexing for a moment; then slowly picks up spatial velocity until it is moving smoothly through space; then slows down again to a "standing column," etc

 Driven by the erratic two scalar Fourier expansion patterns of the scalar interferometer (whose input stresses normally slowly change), an erratic, darting, hovering "spooklight" of the variety studied by Vestigia is produced

 Thus the spatial potential --?3-- is a very special case of the real spacetime potential --?4,or charge and electromagnetic theory today is accordingly a special case of the real 4-space electromagnetism that actually exists! Note also that charge is a 4-dimensional concept

 The Tesla scalar wave thus can have either subluminal or superluminal velocity, in contradiction to present theory

 This coupling may be at a distance from the interferometer itself, and thus the interferometer can produce energy directly at a distance, without vector transmission through the intervening space

James Harris Rogers

 For example, James Harris Rogers patented an undersea and underground communications system which Tesla later confirmed utilized Tesla waves

 They are complex, however, and involve fundamental changes to present electromagnetic theory

A few other persons in the early 1900's also were aware that potential and voltage are different

 This is the missing ingredient in Persinger's theory that UFO's are correlated with, and a result of, fault zones and earth stresses

 Quoting from the article, "Tesla upholds the startling theory formulated by him long ago, that the radio transmitters as now used, do not emit Hertz waves, as commonly believed, but waves of sound

 The real problem, of course, is with the fundamental definitions of electrostatic potential and charge

 Thus Tesla scalar waves lead to a new "superrelativity" of which the present Einstein relativity is only a highly special case!Table 3

, normal vector field energy would "assemble" onto the scalar matrix wave by means of pair-coupling

 All vectors and gradients involve 2 separated spatial points, and thus present timelines in 4-space

Only when a mass is moved does one have work -- and voltage or vector fields

war

" Thereafter Tesla lived in nearly total seclusion, occasionally surfacing (at his annual birthday party for members of the press) to announce the discovery of an enormous new source of free energy, the perfection of wireless transmission of energy without losses, fireball weapons to destroy whole armies and thousands of airplanes at hundreds of miles distance, and a weapon (the "Tesla Shield," I've dubbed it ) that could provide an impenetrable defense and thus render war obsolete

 And charge and charged mass must be recognized as two separate concepts

A Tesla (scalar potential) wave -- i

 While Persinger seems to feel this is a "normal physics" explanation, it indeed involves a paranormal explanation

 In that case sufficient triplex coupling with the ionized gas occurs to produce additional ionization or charge, breaching the tube's cutoff threshold and producing a cascade discharge of electrons and voltage which is detected

In my pursuit of Tesla's secret, it gradually became apparent to me that present orthodox electromagnetic theory is seriously flawed in some fundamental respects

 However, if this drag is small due to limited pair-coupling, the scalar wave's velocity through the slightly dragging medium still may be far greater than the speed of vector EM waves (light) in vacuum

 Today the Moray amplifier is a standard component of many of the Soviet secret superweapons and Tesla weapons

smoothly

 In the latter case, the Tesla wave moves in space with a very strange motion -- it oscillates between (1) spatially standing still and flexing time, and (2) moving smoothly in space while time flows smoothly and evenly

affected

 Therefore the same functions that result in earthstress lights also affect mind and thought, and are in turn affected by mind and thought

 Their interference, however, produces scalar pair-coupling into vector EM waves

 And for another thing, it need not be bound at all by the speed of (vector) light

 It can also affect alluniversal constants, the mass of an object, the inertia of a body, and the mind and thoughts as well! All of these exist in the flow of time, and they are affected if the time stream in which they exist is affected

 Again, potential stress waves -- Tesla waves -- were eliminated and "buried

 Coupling of ?waves with the paired scalars comprising ordinary EM vector waves can also occur

 Moray's amplifier contained 29 stages and its output stage produced 50 kilowatts of power from vacuum

 The result of scalar pair-coupling creates a finite amount of vector "drag" on the ?4-wave, so it then has less than infinite velocity

 Scalar interferometry can give stable regions of EM or "light energy" at a distance without losses, particularly as detailed in the beautiful Vestigia experiments, and it is within our grasp to utilize the new effects

, a Tesla wave can either move spatially, with time flowing linearly; move temporally only (sitting at a point and waxing and waning in magnitude -- but changing the rate of flow of time itself in doing so, and affecting gravitational field, fundamental constants of nature, etc,), or move in a combination of the two modes

Yet many graduate level physics and electromagnetics papers and texts erroneously confuse ? and V in the static case! Such an interpretation is of course quite incorrect

When Tesla's alarmed financial backers discovered this was his real intent, they considered him a dangerous madman and found it necessary to ruthlessly stop him at all costs

)Actually, a ?4-wave can and will interact with some of the other existing ?4-waves in the medium transversed, and this interaction can involvepair-couplinginto EM vector fields and waves, an interaction not presently in the electrodynamics theory

 The scalar electrostatic potential is therefore the "instantaneous stress" on spacetime itself, and a measure of the intensity of the virtual state flux through a 4-dimensional spacetime point

 In addition, a?-wave is to be interpreted as a scalar longitudinal wave in complex spacetime -- directly in?0,the normal average 4-space stress itself

 The atoms and molecules of the air in the region of the coupled stresslight ball thus become highly excited, giving off radiant energy as the excited states decay

 And by virtue of its point definition,?0must be the "instantaneous intensity" of these fluctuations -- but both in space and time

 Natural Scalar InterferometersAn earthquake fault zone is such a scalar interferometer

In the 20's and 30's, Tesla announced the final perfection of his wireless transmission of energy without losses even to interplanetary distances

 If so, this system can tap into highly energetic microscopic electromagnetic fluctuations to produce large-scale, ordered, relatively stable patterns of electromagnetic energy at a distance

Here a great confusion and fundamental error has been thrown into the present EM theory by the equating of "charge" and "charged mass

 This is the fundamentally new electrical wave that Tesla discovered in 1899

 As such, they were fundamentally different from ordinary electromagnetic waves, and had entirely different characteristics, just as Tesla often stated

, if one can have scalar ?4-waves, they can interfere, either constructively or destructively

 If this triplex coupling forms additional EM vector waves 180 degrees out of phase, the ordinary EM wave is diminished or extinguished

zone

As the stresses change in each side of the interferometer, the distant scalar coupling zone is affected

 Since a scalar wave is comprised exclusively of disturbance in the virtual state, it need not obey the conservation of energy law

An ordinary transverse EM vector wave is thus two pair-coupled Tesla scalar longitudinal waves, and only a single special case of the much more fundamental electromagnetics discovered by Nikola Tesla

 Thus orbital electrons in atoms seem to absorb and emit vector EM photons

In short, all of this lends support to the formation of relatively stable but somewhat erratic patterns of electromagnetic energy at a distance from the fault itself

Only a vector can produce force and do work

 Thus it affects anything which exists in time -- including the mind, both of the individual and at various levels of unconsciousness

 Tesla's Standing Columnar WaveBut let us now look for some subtle but real examples of scalar waves and scalar pair-coupling in nature

 By implication, therefore, a normal transverse EM vector wave, e

4-dimensional

 Such a spatial "point" intensity is actually a "line" in 4-space, and not a 4-dimensional "point" at all

Thus such phenomena as earthstress lights, ball lightning, and the Tesla system of wireless transmission of energy at a distance with negligible losses and at speeds exceeding the speed of light may be explained

 Tesla repeatedly stated his waves were non-Hertzian, and his wireless transmissions did not fall off as the square of the distance

 Thus the stresslight moves and its form changes, but it may be relatively stable in form for seconds or minutes

 Therefore presently the?-field is considered to have no drag limitation at all, hence infinite velocity

Scalar potential waves can thus augment or diminish, or create or destroy, ordinary EM waves at a distance by pair-coupling interference under appropriate conditions, and this is in consonance with the implications of Whittaker's fundamental 1903 work

 Thus when the limited present theory encounters a "relativistic" case (where the time flowrate changes), all sorts of extraordinary corrections must be introduced

lights

The time-stressing ability of the true?scalar wave also explains the interaction of such earthstress lights with humans and human intent, as noted by other researchers

 Since the stresses in the rock may be intense, the stress light may involve an intense pair of ?-patterns coupling into the sphere or ball of vector EM energy

, must simply be two coupled scalar (Tesla) waves -- and these scalars independently would be longitudinal if uncoupled

rare

 Since the use of such instruments is quite rare, then indeed we have been living immersed in a sea of scalar waves without knowing it

 These changes include utilizing 4-space scalar electrostatic potentials, scalar waves, pair coupling, ordinary3-dimensional Fourier expansion, the Prigogine effect, and the properties of piezoelectric materials in rocks

 The velocity of the ?4-wave is thus both variable and controllable or adjustable (e

 the coulomb) as we presently erroneously use the term, is actually the spatial amount of observable "charged mass

 In the atmosphere, such scalar interferometers could form in clouds or even in the air or between clouds and earth

 Thus charge also is conceptually a measure of the virtual flux density, and directly related to?

 Indeed, any stress crack in a material can result in the scalar potential interferometer effect

Hal Crawford

 Bearden 1981With Special Drawings by Hal CrawfordBefore the turn of the century, Nikola Tesla had discovered and was utilizing a new type of electric wave

 Normal movement of electrons allows so much "sideplay" movement of the electrons -- and there is so much such sideplay electron motion in the surrounding vicinity -- that pair coupling is almost instantaneous for small waves

 For this reason, Tesla utilized sparkgaps in his early transmission systems, but also found that he could induce ionized media to "breakdown" in such fashion by a slow growth process

 It follows that any vector wave can be decomposed into two scalar waves

 Actually they also emit some percentage of scalar waves as well

 For this reason, Tesla used very high voltages and extremely sharp discharges to give "streaming" of the charged masses and thus high percentages of?4waves

 In examining the fault zone phenomena, I finally realized that a fault zone was literally ascalar interferometeri

triplex

 If the scalar triplex coupling occurs so as to create vector EM waves in phase with the interacting vector EM wave, the amplitude of the ordinary vector wave is increased

-waves

 This results in the generation of multiple frequencies of ?4-waves from each side of the fault interferometer, yielding two complex Fourier expansion patterns of scalar potential waves

 (The reason one has voltage and E field connected to a normal electrostatically charged object in the laboratory is because an excess of charged-particle masses are assembled on the object, and these masses are in violent motion! A true static charge would have no E field at all

 He in fact intended to do so, for he had also discovered that all charges in the highly stressed earth regions in which such a standing wave existed produced ?-fields which would feed (kindle) energy into the standing ?-field wave by pair coupling

, of an electron -- is due to the continual flux of virtual particles given off and absorbed by the observable particle of mass

 Only a differential of SEP between two spatial points can produce force or accomplish work

 As is well known, a tectonic fault zone can provide anomalous lights, sounds, etc

 However, it was necessary to use a very high voltage, insuring extreme stress on the medium and hence some spillover stress onto time itself

 Stresses and charge pileups exist in the plates on each side adjacent to the fault, with stress relief existing in the middle in the fault fracture itself

 One of these is in the definition and use of ?, the scalar electrostatic potential

Since the scalar potential also stresses time, it can change the rate of flow of time itself

 Rigorously, the delta SEP is voltage, not SEP per se, and is directly related to E field

1900

)These ideas in condensed form comprise the concepts required to violate the speed of light and produce an ordinary electromagnetic field at a distance, using scalar interferometry, without losses -- as Tesla had done in his wireless transmission system which he had tested prior to 1900 and had perfected by the 1930's

limited

Note thatthe scalar wave also violates one of Einstein's fundamental postulates-- for the speed of our "new kind of light" wave is not limited to c, and need not be the same to every observer

Rigorously, all vector fields are two-point functions and thus decomposable into two scalar fields, as Whittaker showed in 1903

 But weak scalar waves are presently indetectable by ordinary instruments

 This is Tesla's fabulous "standing columnar wave

" The wily Tesla did not reveal, of course, that such scalar waves nearly always immediately pair-coupled into vector waves when produced by normal means

earthstress

 The intense energy of the ball of lightning, as compared to the lesser energy of an earthstress light, could well be due to the enormous electrical charges between clouds or between cloud and earth, available to fuel the scalar interferometer

interferometers

 If so, such rare but occasional "weather" scalar interferometers could account for the rare phenomenon of ball lightning

Now, if one varies the SEP solely as a point function, one would have a purely scalar complex longitudinal wave, and not a vector wave at all

 Accumulated masses are like so many gallons of water; accumulated charge is like so much pressure on both the water (space) and the time in which the water is existing

 In current theory, one?3-field does not directly interact or couple with other existing?3-fields except by simple superposition

 The SEP is not a vector field, but is a scalar field

 The idea of "voltage" always implies the existence of a steady differential of ? between two spatial points for a finite length of time, and it also involves the assumption of a flow of actual mass having occurred

 Further, quartz is transparent to infrared and ultraviolet; and the random orientation of all the quartz scalar interferometers may also form a Prigogine system far from thermodynamic equilibrium

" "He says that a Hertz wave would only be possible in a solid ether, but he has demonstrated already in 1897 that the ether is a gas, which can only transmit waves of sound; that is such as are propagated by alternate compressions and rarefactions of the medium in which transverse waves are absolutely impossible

 Indeed, scalar potential cannot of itself perform work on a charged mass; if it could do so, then tremendous force would exist on every mass due to the extremely high SEP of the vacuum itself

stresses

 from stresses, piezoelectrical activity, and telluric currents in the earth and through the fault zone

fault

 On the other hand, if the pair-coupling is made severe, the ?-wave may move at a speed considerably below the speed of vector light waves in vacuum

 (Rigorously, a differential of scalar potential between two spatial points constitutes a vector

 Tesla himself was working with longitudinal scalar waves

, a massless wave in pure?0, the stress of the spacetime medium would have very strange characteristics indeed

 The Tesla EffectAnother wild characteristic of the Tesla wave is that it can affect the rate of flow of time itself; hence it can affect or change every other field including the gravitational field -- that exists in time flow

Finally, the percentage of scalar waves produced by changes in charged mass pileups can be increased by utilizing charged mass streaming

wireless

 1077, 1124-1126), Tesla even revealed he used longitudinal stress waves in his wireless power transmission

 The spatial "amount" of charge (i

?4is a point, not a line, in 4-space

*Two spatial points involve at least ?t = ?L/c in time

To speak of a spatial "amount" of charge erroneously limits the basic EM theory to a fixed time flowrate condition (which of course it was considered to be, prior to Einstein's development of relativity)

percentage

drag

pair-coupling

, simply by varying its initial amplitude, which through a given medium changes the percentage of pair-coupling and hence the degree of drag on the scalar wave)

coupling

 This is thegist of what I finally recognized about Nikola Tesla's work and fundamental discovery

 His discovery was apparently so fundamental (and hisintent to provide free energy to all humankind was so clear) that it was responsible for the withdrawal of his financial backing, his deliberate isolation, and the gradual removal of his name from the history books

 Essentially the charged masses must be moved suddenly, as quickly as possible, at or near the complete breakdown of the medium

 In other words,?3is always an approximation; at sufficiently high spatial stress, sufficient spillover?4exists to give Tesla scalar waves

 For one thing, since it moves in a complex 4-space, it has many more modes of movement than does a simple wave in 3-space

4-space

 Accordingly, electrostatic "intensity" was chosen as "spatial intensity," with the connotation of "spatial flux density

affecting

This is exciting, for it means that Tesla stress waves can affect either space or time individually, or both space and time simultaneously, or even oscillate back and forth between primarily affecting time and primarily affecting space, Tesla's waves were actually these?-field scalar waves

Another common assumption in present EM theory -- that the electrostatic potential (?0) of the normal vacuum is zero -- has no legitimate basis

 On occasion these two Fourier-transformed scalar wave patterns couple at a distance to produce stable ordinary electromagnetic field in a 3-dimensional spatial pattern -- e

 Very probably it is this phenomenon which gave Tesla the clue to scalar wave interferometry

 Rigorously, mass does not exist in time -- masstime exists in time

differential

 Further, it takes time* to move an electron or other charged mass between two spatial points, and so the work performed by a spatial differential of the ?-field requires time

 Moray actually succeeded in tapping the limitless zero-point energy of vacuum (spacetime) itself

Moray

 Thus by transmitting a scalar standing wave into the earth, he could easily tap the fiery scalar fields produced in the molten core of the planet itself, turning them into ordinary electromagnetic energy

Now mass is a spatial, 3-dimensional concept

 This suggests that the breakdown of dielectrics is a much richer phenomenon than is presently allowed for in the conventional theory

" To correct the theory, one must introduce the true 4-space SEP and separate the definitions of charge and charged mass

utilizing

 And some of them even learned to utilize Tesla's ?-field, even though they only vaguely understood they were utilizing a fundamentally different kind of electromagnetic wave

 Further, since the charge exists in time,it is the charge of a particle of spatial mass that gives it the property of masstime, or existing in time

-field

?-field

flowrate

 Some Proposed ?4Characteristics?-field need not involve observable mass accumulation, but only charge (virtual flowrate intensity) accumulation

Now, of course, it is not the distortion of our understanding on the nature of timethat has obstructed scientific progress

 current to feed current into each ofthree capacitors sequentially during a complete cycle of the a

 Hopefully, by 2031, the centenary anniversary of his Pierce-Arrow car, our scientists will be wiser on this question of the aether and its energyresource

He was quite unable to accept Einsteins theory of relativity and curvedspace

 Operation at much lower frequencymeans the need for much higher capacitance to achieve the required power output

 Maybe they incorporated a special kind of dielectric and here, Irecall reading somewhere in connection with more recent over-unity energy claims, aboutexperiments using barium titanate as dielectric, it having a very high dielectric constant

 The reason is that energy is needed to notch the aether particles cell bycell at the slip boundary between the aether in spin and aether within the dielectric but stillnot spinning

 Big Bang research can only lead to takingrisks that bring about destruction and take us no nearer to the technology that can one daytap aether energy

excess

 Might they have really been gas discharge tubes? In that case I am mindfulof the research findings of Paulo and Alexandra Correa [6], but here again I am scepticalbecause the Correas use tubes of special fabrication and had such a property been evidentfrom a tube commercially available back in 1931 then its excess energy property wouldsurely have been discovered long ago

Alexandra Correa

 Hence there has been noacceptance of the aether as a possible new energy source, needed as our oil reserves areeroded

 If so, and sincehe is acclaimed for the scientific achievement of upsetting our understanding of time itself,it is an interesting observation that the 20thcentury gave birth to one of the greatestinventions ever made concerning clocks

Cantrell

Cantrell [3]Einstein plagiarized the work of several notable scientists in his 1905papers on special relativity and E = Mc2, yet the physics community hasnever bothered to set the record straight in the past century

The first is that the capacitance has to be much higher than seems possible for theair dielectric capacitor that I had in mind and the second is that the there must be aretardation effect involved in setting up the aether spin within the capacitor

 power supply via coaxial cables, as used byunderground railways, that he had observed that in servicing such power lines it was notsufficient merely to short-circuit the cable to discharge it once power had been switchedoff

Tesla maintained his belief in the aether as the source of all substance

 At some point Teslamust have decided to use only one 6 foot high antenna, and use thecollector radiant energy as the input to his 12 X-ray tubes

 A machine before Einsteins time, but a message also thatsays: Energy is available for exploitation if we probe into the depths of our environmentand can visualize that deeper physical underworld of space, the aether

 With ongoingchange of air pressure, barometric pressure, the displacement of the mercury shiftedweight from one side of a balance to the other side, thereby exerting force through an armwhich, by its motion, effectively wound up the clock in respect of one of its two weights,pending interchange of roles

clock

Don Kelly suggests that the clue to its operation may be found in Teslas two 1901U

 During periodswhen a capacitor is not receiving current we need to discharge it through the input windingof one phase of the motor

 Essen [5]Einstein: 1902-1909During these years Einstein was employed by the Swiss Patent Office as atechnical expert (third class) until 1906 and then technical expert (second class)

 The major question scientists face is whether that energy wefeed into space is the same energy that is returned to us on demand

 5 (2005) 6capacitor during electric discharge and so being shed by augmenting the output voltageto deliver more energy than was supplied as input

orgHowever, I am not the only one who regards Einsteins theory as an obstructionrather than an aid in our understanding of fundamental energy science

 The energy is returned in each notching cycle but to set up spinspontaneously for all the aether contained within the dielectric demands too much energyand so the required result emerges only from a stage-by-stage progression

At this point I should explain that, whereas Einstein had experience examiningpatents, my career after my early research years at Cambridge, was spent in the patentprofession explaining in detail how inventions worked and defining the legal patent claimsthat are the basis of protecting and so convincing Patent Office examiners as to the meritsof those inventions

With Tesla in mind that is the subject of this paper, but at this point, merely as anaside remark since I have just mentioned clocks, it is of interest to note that I was, not longago, asked to contribute some input on my interest in the energy theme as a participant ina television presentation being directed and filmed by an Australian group who, havingAspden Research Papers, No

 Experience had shown that the cable could surprise one by recovering its voltage andit took quite a while for the energy stored in the cable capacitance to discharge fully, farlonger than one might expect

 The reasonfor this is that the induction of the spin is not spontaneous in response to the setting up ofthe radial electric field, as I had assumed, but involves delay and this precludes operationat 100 kHz which was the basis of the tests made

six

So here we see the need for six tubes, not twelve, Why did Tesla need twelve? I willpresume that the tubes were of a type commercially available and that their rating may onlyhave been half that needed to power his car at speed

 Rather it is the effect Einsteins theory has had onour understanding of how energy is stored in what we see as empty space

John Davidson

The Secret of the Creative Vacuum by John Davidson [2]It may come as a shock, but Einsteins theory of relativity is not part of thedesign of nuclear weapons! 

 Or could it be that wefeed energy into an existing universal pool of energy and are allowed to withdraw only theamount we have put on deposit

pool

 Should that universal energy pool exist in reality then itis logical to suppose that somehow it accounts for the creation of matter and so ouruniverse, in which case the challenge is to try to tap energy from that pool

 I saw this as replicating a phenomenon involved inthe creation of our sun, whereby setting up a radial electric field induces aether spin andtaps energy from the aether that is retained in the spin of the sun before much of it is shedin imparting angular momentum to the planets

I now suspect, in the light of further theoretical analysis and the inferences I drawfrom hearing about Teslas Pierce-Arrow car, that the onset of the radial electric fieldcreates a torque action within the capacitor dielectric, which stems from the aether itcontains but is restrained by the fixed structural form of the capacitor

 The reason is that, in 2002, with someconsiderable confidence, I spoke openly at a conference suggesting that I had reason tobelieve that, by pulsating the energization of a capacitor of concentric electrode design, wecould tap energy from the aether [7]

 Notethat my theory indicated that energy could be tapped from the aether owing to that radialfield displacing the quantum orbital motion of aether charge and the need for phase lockas between that charge within the capacitor and the charge in enveloping aether

 As one was discharging its energy overa period of weeks and months, so the other was being lifted by a device that was sensitiveto changes in atmospheric pressure

I am then left to consider the capacitors as the seat of the power input and this issomething that really arouses my interest

 The aether is theenergy source accounting for the creation of our universe but Einsteins theory causedscientists to replace the aether by abstract mathematical notions

 Essen wasoutspoken concerning his disbelief in Einsteins doctrines

 That device comprised an enclosed glass chamberpartially filled with mercury and coupled to a vertical displacement tube sealed at one end,there being a vacuum cavity above the mercury in that tube but a vent at the top of the mainchamber which exposed the surface of the mercury to atmospheric pressure

 Somehow scientists say they can verify Einsteins theory by conveyingatomic clocks around the Earth in aircraft but nowhere in their analysis of theirexperimental findings do they show in truly physical terms how acceleration affects therhythm of electron motion in the atom

 Tesla, it seems, achieved that objective, but we prefer in this year 2005to celebrate Einstein, who blocked the way forward on the aether energy front, whereasTesla is more deserving

 This car I, understand, was demonstrated and tested back in 1931and shown to operate at high speed not with a normal fuel supply, but by power drawnfrom a mysterious source, which Tesla implied was aethereal atmospheric electricity

 This whole theory is based on the creation processesand spin induction associated with the creation of stars and planets which is a one-off half-cycle operation as compared with operating at a

 Each capacitor needs therefore two switches and that suggestsa role for the vacuum tubes

Don Kellys letter indicated that a 60 kw level of power output would be neededand that he had information that a substantial large capacitor, or multiple smallercapacitors needed to be in place as well as means for converting d

From such considerations I can see it was a mistake to hope to achieve aetherenergy output operating at 100 kHz

setting

 One can wonder if, by setting up a vertical field oscillationat 2 or 4 kHz, or so, we might develop a resonance effect owing to oscillations between theEarths surface and the ionosphere, which somehow causes possible energy output toescalate to useful levels, but I am sceptical as to that possibility

feature

So I now wonder if Teslas electrical circuit in that car had a feature that makes thiscapacitor theme viable, a feature I had missed in my own research efforts?Well, further speculation and analysis now points to a possible answer and revivesmy hopes in the capacitor theme, as I now explain

 This torque,however, could be effective in initiating an aether spin that develops progressively fromthe spin axis and spreads outwards until it extends throughout the whole concentric formof the dielectric

 What Tesla may have done to produce his three-phaseoutput power, even though thinking he was exploiting aether energy input to his inductor,may, fortuitously and without him knowing it, have been the ideal way of operating thoseAspden Research Papers, No

 So what frequency is possible with aether energy delivery? I cannot estimatethis until I delve into the theory of that notching effect, but for the time being I willassume, with hope, that the 60 Hz frequency that dates from Teslas time is an operablefrequency

 Excess energy delivery can only be by virtueof an excess voltage in the output phase

 This would keep the aether spin ongoing in the same direction but oscillatingabout a mean level

swindle

 [4]Insofar as the theory is thought to explain the result of the MichelsonMorley experiment, I am inclined to agree with Soddy that it is a swindle;and I do not think Rutherford would have regarded it as a joke had herealized how it would retard the rational development of science

Rutherford

 Finally, and concerning how a capacitor can deliver more output energy ondischarge than during the charging stage, given the inherent power source, I can butsuggest that, whereas charge input occurs in the normal way, it is desirable for the inputvoltage to be switched off before discharge begins and also desirable to force the currentout in a controlled manner during discharge

 Since Einsteins theory of relativity is founded uponthese two assumptions, if either one of them is shown to be incorrect, thenEinsteins theory is seen to be more relative than he thought! In short, likeNewtons observations, it would be wrong, as a fundamental model

This, he thought, was the fundamental, unifying theory of physical things

 He tells me there is now hope that there will soon be a finalresolution of Nikola Teslas excellent Pierce-Arrow car project of 1931, at Buffalo, N

 Whereas capacitance of the orderof a nanofarad was what I had in mind with 100 kHz operation, it seems that I now mustthink in terms of hundreds of microfarads, given also that I doubt if Teslas circuit wasoperating at the high a

 the natural antenna method, and the artificial way, viamultiple (12) vacuum (X-ray) tubes within the car

 Thismeant either a vibratory effect that had to be contained with no spin or the development ofaether spin giving a vibration-free and smooth deployment of energy

Had the mercury not been removed by the Museum for preservation reasons, itwould be, as it had been, a machine in perpetual motion powered only by the energy of ourenvironment, but hardly a method which offers practical prospect for solving the worldsdeveloping energy problems

However, frustrated, as I am, by the seemingly universal dedication to belief inEinsteins theory, notwithstanding its blocking action on the aether energy front, I will tryto build a picture of the kind that one sees in a patent specification, even though I have noinput from the inventor (Tesla) and no sight of the working embodiment (the Pierce-Arrowcar)

speculation

The focus of attention, as I see it, is (a) a large inductor (what Don Kelly refers toas the 6 foot high antenna which I understand was mounted at the rear of the car), (b) 12vacuum tubes, though whether they were X-ray tubes is speculation in the light of patentsdated 30 years earlier, and (c) a multiple set of large capacitors

Albert Einstein: Plagiarist of the Century by Richard Moody, Jr

 operation I can further add that, after publishing my first proposalsconcerning a concentric capacitor having potential for anomalous energy effects, I heardfrom a German engineer experienced in d

 This would have a very substantial effect on the amount ofenergy tapped from the aether and so points to the need to use a capacitor insulator of highdielectric constant

Here there has been revision of my thoughts on the use of a dielectric mediumbetween the capacitor electrodes as opposed to mere air

That said, where is the source of energy? We can presume, as Tesla may havedone, that the inductor, being a large coil having many turns and mounted vertically at theAspden Research Papers, No

periods

capacitors

 All this points to the need for an inductor of highinductance which keeps the level of current flow constant and can absorb voltagepulsations but, by switching, diverts the current between input periods and output periodsas between the several capacitors

 Whether this inspires those with the resources to research thesubject further, only time will tell, but, to be sure, there is so much money being spentbuilding high energy particle colliders to probe the secrets of creation on Big Bang theory,that one might hope that a little governmental funding could be spared to explore this freeenergy theme

 I am, of course, assuming that he used largecapacitors having concentric electrode construction such as are normally associated withhigh voltage operation

 It is founded on aether spin which itself already accounts for many featurespertaining to the creation of the solar system

Induction of Aether SpinThere are two essential factors that must apply if I am right in thinking Teslaspower source was those capacitors in his Pierce-Arrow car

 The alternative interpretation is that Teslas motor was a six-phase machine

 It is timely, therefore, to review the claim made by Nikola Tesla that he haddevised and constructed an automobile that was powered on aether energy

 Don Kelly suggests it might bethose 12 tubes

Don Kelly

 A coaxial cable operating at high voltage d

celebrate

 Aspden, 2005IntroductionAs we celebrate Einstein in the centenary year since he introduced his Theory ofRelativity there are those of us who see little to celebrate because we believe that Einsteinblocked the way forward in our quest to tap energy from the aether

Some QuotationsWhereas the general public, including almost all of the scientific community, acceptEinsteins theory without question, essentially because that has become the popular opinionin the light of E = Mc2having significance connected with the atomic bomb, that formularelating energy E and mass M by the speed of light in vacuum is easily derived without anyuse of Einsteins doctrines

 to power theengine, which I presume was a three-phase induction motor, this being Teslas brainchild

Bearing in mind that the Swiss Patent Office registered patents without rigorousexamination for novelty or merit, except for those concerned with clocks and watches, onemust wonder if that was the work which kept Einstein busy in those years

 The spin conditionimplied import of kinetic energy from the aether to augment the electric energy priming thecapacitor, with that kinetic energy being non-recoverable by the aether external to theAspden Research Papers, No

 Thanks toEinstein, scientists have lost interest in that aether, but, thanks to Tesla, there are some ofus who are still interested!Teslas Pierce-Arrow CarThose who have written about Teslas research have told us about his deep interestin atmospheric electricity, extending even to the possibility of transmitting real electricalpower by natural propagation through the atmosphere

 They portray two radiant energy input sources,one from an X-ray tube as an example of power input to the patented device

 5 (2005) 5rear of his car, air-cored or possibly iron-cored to enhance inductance, was somehowtapping electrical power from atmospheric electricity

 So six tubes would suffice to explainthe design principle but twelve were used, six sets of two in parallel, to get the requiredpower output

 is, of course,a concentric capacitor and so, if I am right in what I outline above, it should exhibit suchan anomaly

Keywords: Einstein spacetime, Teslas Aether, Free energy, Penrose process, Zero point energy,Cantorian-fractal spacetime, Casimir-dark energy reactor, E-infinity theory, The empty set, FrankWilczek Aether, El Naschie empty set Aether

 Thus the surface of?5isclearly an additive five dimensional surrounding area equal5?2representing the pre-quantum wave[3,4][10-16]

 El Naschie, Casimir-dark energy nano reactor design proposal based on fractals

 That way we can rewrite equation (1) using the fractal Kaluza-Klein spacetime theorywhich replaces 5 by5+?3as the sum of not two but three energy sectors densities as follows:E?E1+E2+E3(2)where [22-24][28,29]where [22-24][28,29]M

 A brief outline of the dark energy  E-infinity theoryIn what follows and in spite of the limited space of the present work we should and will give at leastsome mathematical elaboration of our ideas in addition to the most important equations of our theory[8-36]

 El Naschie, The emergence of spacetime from the quantum in three steps

 El Naschie, Transfinite harmonization by taking the dissonance out of the quantum fieldsymphony

 A meta-mathematical derivation of the topological speed of light c =?from Maxwellstheory of electromagnetismIt may be quite instructive for a deep understanding of our theory to realize that E = mc2as well asthe constancy of the speed of light are both implied and refuted by the same great theory of the verygreat man of Scotland, James Clark Maxwell

7331116289mc2(5)It was the great German material scientist and physicist at Clausthal University who noticed firstexplicitly that the ordinary energy density when inversed gives the exact dark matter percentage [31]

[10] Leila Marek-Crnjac, On El Naschies Fractal-Cantorian Space-Time and Dark EnergyATutorial Review

 That way we can rewrite equation (1) using the fractal Kaluza-Klein spacetime theorywhich replaces 5 by5+?3as the sum of not two but three energy sectors densities as follows:E?E1+E2+E3(2)where [22-24][28,29]M

 El Naschie, On a non-perturbative quantum relativity theory leading to aCasimir-dark energy nanotech reactor proposal

 Finally weshowed why Maxwell implies maximal constant speed of light for smooth classical spacetime as wellas a topological variable speed of light with c =?as the expectation value when monopoles existand spacetime is Cantorian fractal

Acknowledgement: While the inspiration of this work is mainly the visions of the Serbian geniusNikola Tesla, the mathematical tools are mainly due to von Neumann, A

 Now we have shown in many previous publications [10-16] that?5is related to theordinary measurable energy density of the universe which is retrieved from the ordinary formula ofclassical kinetic energy when we let the velocity tend to that of light and find thatE(O)?12()m??5()c2()where c =?is the topological speed of light

 El Naschie, The Aether of spacetime physics is the empty set of pure mathematics

restructuring

preliminary

proposals

instancedissimilar

As for the actual design of the reactor, we stress yet again that this is actually a nanotechnologyproblem of restructuring empty space as we indicated earlier on and is basically building nanouniverses using nano fullerene buckyballs [39] particles in a way not dissimilar to what we discussedin some preliminary design proposals (see for instance Fig

 Penrose [2,5], with undreamed of possibilities in physics, chemistry, engineeringand cosmology [25-31]

 Thesebasic philosophical and scientific insightful results in theoretical physics and cosmology [1-24] areconverted here into a serious attempt to actually realizing an old futuristic dream, namely obtainingfree energy from empty space or spacetime singularities as thought of by pioneers and visionaries suchas N

 El Naschie, A cold fusion-Casimir energy nano reactor proposal

 On the other hand theaverage Hausdorff dimension of spacetime is4+?3[10,11,21]

 El Naschie, An exact mathematical picture of quantum spacetime

 FinallyE3is thepure dark energy in the universe and is given by [22-24][28,29]E3?4?D5+?3mc2()?0

 Tesla, a secondstarting point of the present work is a theoretical and experimental resolution of one of the most basicfundamental problems of physics, namely the very existence and reality of the Aether [1-11]

 Asfor the pre-quantum wave which is what gives us the dark energy sector and which cannot bemeasured directly because an empty set becomes non-empty and simulates a quantum wave collapseon measurement, i

 Not only that but far more importantly, one can look for methods of harnessing the energy ofempty spacetime using nanotechnology [25-31] as a scientific fact, not fiction

Mohamed S El Naschie

[24] Mohamed S El Naschie, From a dual Einstein-Kaluza spacetime to tHooft renormalon and the[24] Mohamed S El Naschie, From a dual Einstein-Kaluza spacetime to tHooft renormalon and theM

 Tesla who was a firm believer in the reality of the Aether [2][5-7]

36-43, January 201836Teslas dream from a modern quantum spacetime view pointMohamed S

 El Naschie, Einstein-Kaluza combined spacetime as the optimal and simplestframework to compute and understand dark matter, pure dark energy and measurable ordinaryenergy

The beauty of the present theory is summarized in unexpected confirmation of Einsteins famousformula, namely [22-24]E?E(O)+E(D)??52()mc2+5?22()mc2?12()?5+5?2()mc2?12()2()mc2?EEinstein()(1)so that equation (1) may be regarded as a waterproof confirmation of Einsteins famous formula E =mc2

 El Naschie, The self similarity equivalence relation connecting Newtons energywith Einsteins energy and dark energy

 El Naschie, Khler dark matter, dark energy, cosmic density and their coupling

 El Naschie, Looped light on dark energy

 El Naschie, On a fractal version of Wittens M-theory

 That way we may see the quantum particle with its surrounding guiding pre-quantumwave as ripples in spacetime just as phonon are vibrational ripples in the quasi crystal [7-16]

 El Naschie, A Casimir-dark energy nano reactor design  Phase I

 Background informationOur mathematical and indirect experimental verdict which was announced recently [29] is that theAether exists and it can be equated to the empty set of pure mathematics [3][12-16]

 El Naschie, Kerr black hole geometry leading to dark matter and dark energy viaE-infinity theory and the possibility of nano spacetime singularity reactor

 Proceeding in this way it will become evident that E = mc2of Einstein implicitly included arecognition of the existence of the Aether by unconsciously including the energy of the Aether, i

 El Naschie, A review of E-infinity theory and the mass spectrum of high energy particlephysics

We leave it to the historians of science to relate our findings to that of the Tesla-Einstein discussionabout the Aether [5]

Einstein-Kaluza

[24] Mohamed S El Naschie, From a dual Einstein-Kaluza spacetime to tHooft renormalon and theM

[30]

04508497178mc2(3)whileE2is the energy density of dark matter in the universe given byE2?1+D5+?3mc2()?0

 Seifer, Tesla vs Einstein and the birth of the new physics

 El Naschie, Cantorian-fractal kinetic energy and potential energy as the ordinary anddark energy density respectively

 El Naschie, On the philosophy of being and nothingness in fundamental physics

Professor El Naschie is the single or joint author of about one thousand publications in engineering,physics, mathematics, cosmology and political science

Ji-Huan

 El Naschie and Ji-Huan He, Teslas dream from a modern quantum spacetime view point, Nonlinear Sci

 ConclusionIn conclusion, on an optimistic note, we should be glad to see that we have come a long way fromTeslas dreams [5] to a Nobel winner in physics saying that spacetime is a material [7] and fromforbidden 5 fold symmetry to a Nobel Prize for quasi crystals and buckyballs [37-39]

com/tesla-vs-Einstein-The-Ether-the -birth-of-the-physics

 El Naschie, Forbidden symmetries, Cantor sets and hypothetical graphite

 atotally empty spacetime via the energy of the quantum wave as explained by the author on manyprevious occasions [3,4][9-18][34-36]

AbstractThe present work is essentially concerned with giving a modern mathematical and physicaljustification to the visions and dreams of the great pioneer of free spacetime energy, N

This conclusion, as easily reasoned, is a natural consequence of modeling the quantum pre-particleby the zero set [3,6,9,11] and assign to it two dimensions, namely the topological dimension zero asbefitting a point particle and the second Hausdorff dimension(51)2???as obvious from Sir R

 Kraus [7], we can go on confidently repeatingwhat we have claimed for many years, namely that spacetime is physically real and may be regardedas a highly advanced material which can be used to yield practically infinite clean, free energy viawhat we called a dark energy-Casimir nanotech reactor [15]

 Thus following therationale of our theory we see that the cobordism of the pre-quantum wave must be given by atopological dimension minus two and a Hausdorff dimension?3[10,11]

Hausdorff

Khler

 El Naschie, A combined Heterotic string and Khler manifold elucidation ofordinary energy, dark matter, Olberss paradox and pure dark energy density of the cosmos

Professor El Naschie is well known for his research in structural stability in engineering as well asfor his work on high energy physics and more recently for his work in cosmology and elucidation ofthe secret of dark energy and dark matter as well as for proposing a dark energy Casimir nanoreactor

1+?rather than the classical unity of atopological classical line thenmris also1+?and we findc(topological)?11+?()2??(7)In other words in a fractal spacetime with monopoles and total symmetry between fractal electricalfields and magnetic fields, we have a variable speed of light with topological expectation value equal?where?is the golden mean [10-31]

topological

Finally the present theory may be refined to account for dark matter energy and pure dark energy aswell [23,24]

 Takinga birds eye view of the entire situation, Aether, quantum field, quantum wave and spacetime becomea birds eye view of the entire situation, Aether, quantum field, quantum wave and spacetime becomeM

 In fact based onthese ideas two of the most active researchers in the Romanian chapter of fractal Cantorian spacetimerealized as early as in 2007 that nanotechnology is the tool to construct a spacetime Casimir energyreactor [30]

 El Naschie, On certain empty Cantor sets and their dimensions

 El Naschie, von Neumann geometry and E-infinity quantum spacetime

 Since spacetime is an empty set then deep philosophical implications with a bearingin both physics and metaphysics as well scientific philosophy follows

El Naschie

 El Naschie, Penrose universe and Cantorian spacetime as a model for noncommutativequantum geometry  Einstein did not believe that light required a medium for transmission, and he did not believe that light movedrelative tothe medium

 This means that Einstein and Tesla were in agreement at the most fundamental level, since in their field theories both were reacting against the physicality of the classical ether

 Motion does not require a medium, it only requires a background

 He thought curvature was mathematical only, but in GR a curve acts as structure, and structure is a property

Using stacked spins, I have shown how light moves in a wave pattern without the need of any medium

 For Tesla, space was not a medium or an ether, it was a background

 And empty space is neither ether nor medium

Now, Tesla disagreed with Einstein on many things while they were both alive

 Say that we do define my foundational E/M field as the medium against which the speed of light is calculated

 They are only incorrect when they assume that Einstein?s theory forbids this field, or when they assume that Einstein would have any serious qualms about integrating this field into his UFT, given what we now know

This fact contains a great deal of irony, since it means that Einstein actually had more of an ether than Tesla

 Only matter can have properties, not space

require

 But that brings up many questions: 1) Which photon is more fundamental? The light photon or the photon that transmits the E/M field? 2) How can you measure one against the other? Aren?t they both going c? Or, if they are not going exactly c in all situations, won?t they both vary in the same way for the same reasons? 3) If the light photon is moving relative to the E/M or ether photon, what is the ether photon moving relative to? Don?t we require a sub-ether as a background to the ether photon? 4) It seems we need something that is not moving to be our medium, but Tesla?s ether field, like my foundational E/M field, is made up of moving particles

 Curved space is a poor explanation of General Relativity, but time differentials in fields created by spherical objects do work in much the way that Einstein said

 But how could a background that had no mechanical or kinetic properties have a ?share? in determining occurrences? In GR, it could do so only through its curvature

 In the current state of the argument, Tesla and Einstein are seen to be on opposite ends of the question, in irreconcilable positions

 Tesla called his field an ether, since it was ubiquitous and powerful

 While admitting all that, I refrain from referring to my foundational E/M field as an etherbecause it does not fit the even older and more famous definition of ether as the mediator and facilitator of all motion

 He stated that the motion of light required no ether, and he was correct

So, to sum up, Tesla and the proponents of the ether were and are correct insofar as they are demanding that a powerful, mostly unknown field exists, linked to E/M--a ubiquitous and fundamental field mostly ignored and mis-defined by the standard model

 Tesla called his E/M field an ether, but it was a field, not an ether

 Tesla found Maxwell to be ham-handed in many ways, and said so

 In fact, Tesla?s ether has much in common with my foundational E/M field, a real bombarding field emitted by all quanta and all objects

 Tesla tells us that space can have no properties, since it is a ?nothing?

 A medium that is bereft of all mechanical and kinetic properties is a background, not a medium

 The wave motion of light is not a pattern in a medium, it is real motion of each quantum

 At that point, you are defining the motion of light against a background of invisible E/M photons

ubiquitous

 But he never denied the existence or importance of the electromagnetic field, and he would never have denied the possibility that other unknown fields existed, even ubiquitous and powerful fields

denied

 You will say, ?Motion relative to what?? Motion relative to the previous position, or relative to the void, or relative to a graph you superimpose over the moving quantum

 Fields made up of radiated sub-particles or fluids are not ethers, they are fields

bereft

 The ether in the general theory of relativity is a medium which itself is bereft of all mechanical and kinetic properties, but which has a share in determining mechanical and electromechanical occurrences

Of course, Einstein gave this background the property of curvature, but I have shown that GR can ditch curved space with no lasting theoretical effects

 If the void is the ether, then Einstein was basically correct

 If the ether is bereft of all mechanical and kinetic properties, it cannot be a medium, by the normal definition of medium

? As he showed, space has no background except the motion of light

 Einstein created his field equations in order to bypass the classical ether, and he wanted to bypass the ether because it wasn't logical

 You only need a mathematical or diagrammed background, and previous positions give you that

 It clears up a lot of fake and manufactured and unimportant differences between people like Einstein and Tesla

 It is both mechanical and kinetic, since it is the ultimate explanation for motion

 The motion of light set the background

reasons

He is correct about this, and it is one of two major reasons I refuse to call my foundational E/M field an ether

 He stated that this field diminished with the square of the distance from Earth (or any spherical object), and my foundational E/M field does this (minus time differentials)

foundational

 For instance, he said,I hold that space cannot be curved, for the simple reason that it can have no properties

disagreed

Tesla would have disagreed with classical ether theory just as strongly as he would now disagree with current standard model theory, since both theories give properties to space

 He would only have denied, based on his theory, that they would be considered the ?background of space

 It seemed to physicists at that time that light needed a medium through which to propagate, just as sound needed air through which to propagate

 The pre-Einstein, pre-Tesla ether was the giving of properties to space

 And, although I accept the numerical findings of General Relativity, I do not accept curved space any more than Tesla

 We obviously run into an immediate problem, since my field or Tesla?s is made up of some kind of photon or other emission, fluid or particulate

 Einstein called his field a field, but it was an ether, not a field

Einstein was a theorist, not an experimenter like Tesla

return to homepagereturn to updatesTesla and EinsteinWere Both RightBy Miles MathisI will show in this paper that Tesla and Einstein were both right regarding the aether or ether

 If the void exists anywhere, in any way, then light must travel through it

 Tesla?s ether was in fact a field--a field inhabiting empty space

 The standard model can claim that GR is only geometric, but the geometry is the ultimate cause of motion and force

 They think that Einstein was against any and all possible ethers, since his theory has been sold as a mathematical abstraction

]Tesla was usually not too concerned with theoretical questions like this, but as far as the question interested him, he agreed with Einstein

 That background is automatically created relative to previous positions

 Einstein?s only problem was keeping a residue of that ether in his curved field, with a curvature he didn?t even require

curved

transforms

 If you turn the field inside out like I have, you rid yourself of curved space, the tensor calculus, and all the needless additions to relativity, while keeping the time differentials and other transforms that have been shown to work

 Most people today who want an ether simply mean they want the standard model to quit ignoring the E/M field in all its contexts, and to quit interpreting Einstein in narrow, abstract mathematical ways

 And although Tesla disagreed with Einstein here as well, Einstein was less wrong than the others

 Einstein agreed that space was neither medium nor ether--if either word included the idea of mechanical or kinetic properties

 As Tesla pointed out, this curvature gave Einstein?s space a property, and that gave Einstein?s theory an inconsistency

 They are correct that it may be dubbed ?creational?, since any fundamental emission field would have to be admitted to be ?creational? in one sense: it causes everything and its cause is unknown

 Especially as regards the wave motion, it was not understood how light could show this wave without a medium

 The standard model interprets Einstein as being against all types of ethers, and they use the Michelson/Morley experiment to prove that

 The standard model?s interpretation of Einstein is wrong, and Einstein made some pretty spectacular errors himself

 He agreed with Tesla that the ether, as a quality of space, was illogical and non-mechanical

Another reason I can?t sign on fully to the ether is that contemporary ether proponents often use this misunderstanding of Einstein, by both the standard model and the classical model, to dismiss himin toto

 The truth is that Einstein and Tesla are both correct about almost everything, and that we can stir them into a new pot without much trouble at all

 Maxwell?s ether was both ether and medium, but Tesla?s ether was neither

 In Einstein?s field equations, curvature is the ultimate cause of both motion and (apparent) force, therefore it must be both mechanical and kinetic, by the definitions of those two words

 Of properties we can only speak when dealing with matter filling the space

 He might call his particles or fluid an ether, but the motion of this ether did not require a medium

 Tesla?s light, electricity, or other forms of radiated matter required no ether of the classical sort

 Tesla was not a supporter of Maxwell?s ether

 But, if space has no properties, that must also rule out the classical ether

So, Einstein was wrong about curvature, but right about the ether

 For Einstein, space was a background

 If light can travel as a wave without an ether, then the entire classical argument for the ether collapses

 At the very least space must have structure, since it was this structure that explained the wave motion

 Physicists who claim to have no time for classical ether arguments end up giving space pressure and materiality and so on, consisting of virtual particle pairs or bosons or a host of other theoretical particles or properties

 [Notice that Einstein thinks that curvature is not a mechanical or kinetic property of space

 Further circumstantial evidence may arise from the claims of different investigators and inventors whose devices exhibit a common modus operandi: They utilize coherent, synchronous motion of ions or nuclei

 The invention reportedly outputs excessive power while free running

Dirac (14) showed how electron-positron pair production could arise from the vacuum fluctuations and quantum electrodynamics was born

 Quantum electrodynamics allows virtual charge pair production from the ZPE as long as charge is conserved

Gravity is described as curvature of the space-time metric induced by the stress-energy tensor (57)

Charged fluid or plasma is pumped to circulate rapidly through the vortex ring

 The Russian plasma physicist, Chernetskii, from his observations of anomalous energetic plasma activity explains that under appropriate conditions a plasma interacts directly with the ZPE (43)

 Bostick showed that a pair of plasmoid vortex rings could arise from an abruptly excited, turbulent plasma (60)

However, when the rotor is spun on the order of 6000 rpm, a 3 KV potential across the excitor plates yields stator pulses in excess of 300 KV with a very small drag on the rotor (67)

In a similar fashion could electron-positron pair production arise as vortex rings from the ZPE modeled as a virtual plasma? In this analogy the charge would be associated with the helicity of the electric flux circulation on the vortex ring (62,63)

 In particular, quantum electrodynamics shows that the different elementary particles polarize the vacuum differently (17-19)

 An invention utilizing abrupt E field rotation to create virtual charge exhibits excessive energy output

An experiment which produced a gravitational or time anomaly would yield evidence that the ZPE is being cohered because the ZPE is the only energy appreciable enough to induce a space-time metric curvature by technological means

ION-ACOUSTIC OSCILLATIONSThe real proof that the zero-point energy could become an energy source can only come from a repeatable experiment

Despite the intriguing possibility offered by system theory, no purely theoretical discussion could ever prove that the zero-point energy could be tapped as an energy source

 In general relativity the fabric of space curves as a function of energy density

 At the turn of the cnetury Einstein used this result to support the theory of special relativity

 The vacuum polarization of atomic nuclei might allow their synchronous motion to activate a ZPE coherence

 Here the helical filaments would originate from the charge and be sustained continuously by electric flux flowing at the speed of light

 This model of E field lines offers a dynamic possibility for activating the vacuum energy

THE FABRIC OF SPACEDoes the fabric of empty space really contain a plenum of energy? This question has been debated throughout the history of science

(Figure 2 shows a 1 quarter section of the doughnut shape as described in Figure 1 "Vortex filament model of abruptly rotated E field line") An experiment in which E field lines are abruptly rotated might yield excessive energy from the resulting voltage transients

 If the zero-point energy has the enormous density as predicted by Wheeler, then even a slight coherence in its activity could curve the local space-time metric producing measurable gravitational or time anomalies

 The field from the excitor plates induces a polarization between the connected rotors

 Insulation on the device's negatively charged surfaces insures that no current leaks from the excitor plates and little power is drwan from the charging voltage source

 Abrupt E field cuting sequence (top view) During the exposed condition, current flows to charge the stator segment pair

 It appears imperative that Hyde's invention be replicated, for only a repeating experiment could prove that it is possible to tap the zero-point energy as an energy source

Such a model predicts that the abrupt rotation of electric field lines would manifest virtual charge from the vacuum energy

Since vortex ring plasmoid pair production is observed in turbulent plasmas, modeling the ZPE as a turbulent, virtual plasma supports the vortex ring model for elementary charge and the vortex filament model for electric field lines

It is interesting to note that some authors (26,27) recognized that the mathematical analysis of a nonlinear system interacting with the ZPE shows that energy could be extracted, but they are skeptical due to the lack of experimental evidence

, "Spin-wave theory of the zero-point energy of solitions in one dimensional magnets," J

 Boyer, "Equilibrium of random classical electromagnetic radiation in the presence of a nonrelativistic nonlinear electric dipole oscillator," Phys

The rotors are electrically connected to each other through a conductive shaft which is spun by an electric motor (not shown)

This cubic frequency relation implies an absurd result: the energy density of the ZPE AT EACH POINT IN SPACE is INFINITE!A similar problem plagues quantum electrodynamics where infinities are renormalized away

The idea can be experimentally explored by rapidly circulating a charged plasma or fluid through a vortex ring piping system and looking for a gravitational or time variation since there is a recognized theorectical connection between gravity and the action of the zero-point energy

 This analysis of Hyde's invention suggests virtual charge pair production in the macroscopic realm

 If the ion-acoustic plasma vortex were to interact coherently with the ZPE, then anomalous energy production might occur in such a system

These mini holes manifest dynamics which could be modeled as a turbulent, virtual plasma that Wheeler calls the "quantum foam

Experimental support that macroscopic, virtual charge pair production might provide energy directly from the ZPE arises from Hyde's fully disclosed invention

Likewise the electric (E) field lines emanating from a charge could be modeled as helical filaments (64)

The charge remains on the stator segment during the instant its E field lines are cut resulting in their abrupt rotation

 The above discussion suggests that the motion of a plasma's nuclei might be an effective transducer for interacting with the ZPE

(since we cannot duplicate the drawing in this file, Figure 1 shows a donut shape viewed from the top and generated by loops as if a Slinky toy was connected end to end "Vortex ring mainfesting precessional flow")An oscillatory ion-acoustic plasma vortex ring can be created with an electrical circuit

Such an experiment has already been done, and its description is essentially the invention by Hyde (65)

MACROSCOPIC PAIR PRODUCTIONThe plasma vortex ring motif can be applied directly to the virtual ZPE plasma to create a model of an elementary charge

 This result gives a quantitative basis to the theory of random electrodynamics which strives to show that quantum mechanical effects arise FROM MATTER'S INTERACTION WITH THE ZERO-POINT ENERGY

 This article discusses how observed anomalies associated with the ion-acoustic oscillations in plasmas could be a manifestation of a coherent ZPE interaction and in particular, how the cycloid motion of a a plasma's nuclei might induce a sufficient ZPE coherence to manifest a gravitational anomaly

GRAVITATIONAL ANOMALIESThe expectation of gravitational anomalies associated with coherence of the zero-point energy arises directly from general relativity

 Boyer, "Random Electrodynamics: The theory of classical electromagnetic zero-point radiation," Phys

It can best be supported by noting that there are interpretations of quantum mechanics and relativity theory which imply the existence of a physically real, higher dimensional space, and the notion of superspace is well discussed in the physics literature (23-25)

Wheeler (16) applied the theory of general relativity to the ZPE to create a natural cutoff in his theory of geometrodynamics

 If such an abrupt rotation of E field lines manifests virtual charge from the vacuum energy, then this charge would greatly augment the potential across the stator segment pairs and yield a more vigourous voltage transient

 This wave directly couples to the ferrite lattice causing an elastic, acoustical spinor wave (52)

The plasma vortex-ZPE hypothesis could also be applied to the water vortex studies of Schauberger (55)

The coherent oscillations of nuclei in a plasma is known as the ion-acoustic mode, and it has been associated with anomalous plasma behavior including run-away electrons (28), anomalous heating (29-31), anomalous resistance (32), and high frequency voltage spikes (33-35)

abruptly

 Hyde uses rapidly spinning segmented rotors to abruptly cut E field lines, and his invention is reported to output power TEN TIMES THE INPUT!The invention consists of a pair of excitor plates, a pair of segmented rotors and a pair of segmented stators (Figure 3)

The early scientists through the 19th century believed in the existence of an ether, which was modeled as a material substance that could support the wave propagation of light

The resulting transient zero-point energy coherence accelerates the charges of the stator segment circuit, and the system outputs anomalously excessive energy

 Under rapid spin, the rotor blade cuts through the gap quicker than the charge can leave the stator segment due to the current's momentum from residual inductance of the connecting circuit

 This results in the helical motion of the ferrite's nuclei

 The difficulty in repeating the heat anomaly of the Pons/Fleischmann experiment is probably the first repeatable experiment in which at least some other scientists are able to produce an energy anomaly (42)

It might also be possible to generate anomalous heat with experiments using ordinary water (although it is more difficult to constrain protons to the lattice sites than deuterons)

 The ether came back into science not modeled as a material substance but rather as a randomly fluctuating energy

 Like a plasma, it is nonlinear in its dynamical behavior, it may be driven off of equilibrium by the abrupt motion of nuclei, and it might well be sustained by an energy flux intersecting our three dimensional space from a higher dimensional superspace (20-22)

 The invention reportedly outputs excessive power while free running, and its full disclosure may constitute an experiment which could be repeated by the scientific community

However, under the conditions of deuterium supersaturation all the lattice sites are occupied, and the deuterons within a crystal grain of palladium could then undergo synchronous oscillations similar to ion-acoustic heat (41)

 Note that the plasma is forced to undergo an effective precessional motion (a poloidal rotation closing into a toroidal rotation)

 As the rotor spins, aligned stator segments are ALTERNATELY EXPOSED and SHEILDED from the excitor polarization field

 Connection of components (side view) An external voltage source charges the excitor plates which provide an electrostatic polarization field

abrupt

This article also highlights an invention which utilizes the abrupt rotation of electric fields to cause an hypothesized pair production of virtual charges from the vacuum energy across a macroscopic system

 Any spontaneous coherence seems to violate the second law of thermodynamics, which is generally understood to mean systems should evolve toward random behavior, not toward coherence

In a submarine a particular type of circuit breaker has launched it on multiple occasions (49)

If such motion induces a zero-point energy coherence, then nearby pickup coils might detect anomalous energy

He has recently claimed to have created a plasma device that absorbs energy from the vacuum fluctuations when the plasma's particles undergo cycloid motion (43)

 These conditions are expressed in general system theory terms, and it turns out that the already published theories of the ZPE can, under certain circumstances, fulfill these conditions

It is a surprise that such a simple device as Hyde's could output anomalous power

 An analysis using just classical physics would predict that the voltage induced across a stator segment pair would swing between zero and the excitor plate voltage since this is the steady state limit for the shielded and exposed conditions

modeled

Ball lighting (47) is a possible candidate for a ZPE interaction since it has been modeled as a vortex ring plasmoid (48)

A weight change in the apparatus or a change in the pace of time nearby the apparatus would support the proposed conjecture that an ionic plasma vortex could induce a ZPE coherence

How the ZPE could be cohered by the abrupt field cutting from the rotors is illustrated in the top view sequence in Figure 5

anomalous

 Henry Moray (37) stressed the importance of ion oscillations in the plasma tubes of his invention that produced 50 kilowatts of anomalous electrical power in the 1930's

 This may allow the possibility of driving the nucleus-ZPE system off of equilibrium by abrupt motion

If an E field line alone could be abruptly rotated, it would mimic the precessional flow of a vortex ring section (Figure 2) and consequently would manifest for an instant virtual charge at a macroscopic level

The segments on both rotors are aligned to allow them to shield an aligned pair of stator segments

 The vortex ring model for ball lightning has its plasma particles undergoing precessional cycloid motion, and it might therefore be an example of a zero-point energy coherence occurring in nature

 Box 859Provo, UT 84603ABSTRACTThe hypothesis for tapping the zero-point energy (ZPE) arises by combining the theories of the ZPE with the theories of system self-organization

 Charge is free to migrate on the conductive surfaces comprising the rotors and excitor plates, but on the stators the adjacent, conductive segments are electrically insulated from each other

Note that opposite virtual charge is created simultaneously on the outer surfaces of the connected stator segments

sites

 Here the nuclei are free to oscillate (39), but they generally diffuse to adjacent, vacant lattice sites (40)

In a first order model, electrons, especially conduction band electrons, exhibit an ethereal cloud-like random interaction with the zero-point fluctuations and are effectively in thermodynamic equilibrium with it

Fleischmann

Another experiment where coherent oscillations of nuclei could be the source of anomalous heat is the electrolytic "cold fusion" experiment of Pons and Fleischmann (38)

Pons

 Could a space filled with fluctuations of electric flux be consistent with special relativity? Boyer (15) showed that, by invoking the postulate of Lorentz invariance, the spectral energy density p of the zero-point fluctuations must have the particular form as a function of frequency w : p(w) = kw3 where the constant k is related to Planck's constant

The coil is then tuned to resonate at the ion-acoustic frequency of this plasma by adding an appropriate capacitance to the circuit

The famous Michelson-Morley experiment failed to detect the expected ether wind produced by the earth's motion through it

Sakarov

 Puthoff (59) has recently quantitatively explored Sakarov's suggestion that gravity is intimately coupled to the behavior of the ZPE by proposing a model in which gravity directly arises from the action of the zero-point fluctuations

The real issue centers on how random fluctuations could become coherent

segment

Each stator segment is electrically connected to its counterpart on the other stator through a PULSE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT in which the transient voltage pulses are stepped down and then channeled to a combining rectifier output circuit (not shown)

segmented

excitor

(Figure 3 consists of 3 parts, the first shows a simple circle labelled EXCITOR PLATE, the second shows a disk segmented into 3 section similar to the symbol for atomic hazard and labelled SEGMENTED ROTOR and the third shows a circle sectioned into 6 areas much like a pie chard evenly divided into 6 sections, it is labelled SEGMENTED STATOR "Simplified version of excitor, rotor and stator") The components are connected as shown in the side view (Figure 4)

stator

Such a surprising conjecture arises by merging two separate theoretical areas of modern physics:1) The theories of the zero-point energy (1-5) (ZPE) that model the vacuum as containing real, energetic fluctuations of electric field energy, and 2) the theories of system self-organization (6-13) which not only open the possibility of inducing coherence in this energy, but also provide the underlying principles on how this could be achieved (10)

The resulting view is that the fabric of space consists of constantly forming and annihilating pairs of microscopic "mini" blackholes and whiteholes which channel electric flux into and out of our three dimensional space

electrically

rotors

The rotors in the patent description were electrically connected by brushes to their adjacent stators, but Hyde has since improved his invention by removing these contacts (66)

How could such an anomaly be demonstrated experimentally? The ideas presented in this paper suggest the following preliminary experiment:A piping system is shaped into a vortex ring (Figure 1) whose poloidal/toroidal size ratio is similar to the plasmoids observed by Bostick (60) in his experiments

Bostick

 From quantum mechanics arose a mathematical term in the description of the ground state of any oscillating system called the zero-point energy

 He claimed that water forced to precess through specially shaped spiralling tubes induced an energy anomaly causing a peculiar bluish glow to appear at the center of the vortex

 The vacuum polarization description of atomic nuclei suggests that abrupt, synchronous motion of ions or nuclei may be a good candidate for coherent vacuum energy activation

anomaly

 Laithwaite observed that a precessing gyroscope that was displaced along a particular cycloid path would exhibit an inertial/gravitational anomaly

Laithwaite

SUMMARYApplying the principles of system self-organization to the theories of the zero-point energy suggests that an appropriate system might be able to induce a coherence in the action of the zero-point energy

 However, the theories of quantum electrodynamics indicate that all the elementary particles are dynamically interacting with the ZPE resulting in vacuum polarization

PLASMA SPIRALSOther investigators have claimed energy anomalies associated with plasma behavior

 The suggested experiment of rapidly circulating a charged plasma in a vortex ring might induce a sufficient zero-point energy interaction to manifest a gravitational anomaly

5 seconds the higher frequency string vibrated 164

 Heliox causes an increase in the speed of sound which results in an increase in resonance frequencies for given resonance wavelengths (equivalent to effect of increasing string tension or reducing string mass for string vibration)

 Only when we have defined the medium that vibrates in the tube can we talk about resonance in terms of frequencies

 The vibrations of a guitar string are transverse vibrations (and are therefore NOT sound vibrations) with characteristic (resonant) frequencies determined by the physical properties of the string

Figure 5:In this animation a string (black curve) is firmly attached on both sides

If you examine the waveforms at the bottom of each of figures 7 and 8 (carefully noting the differences in scale), you will see that the higher frequency wave (figure 8) dies out about four times as fast (about 0

topic

 We will examine the effect of constrictions in such tubes in another topic and will concentrate only on resonance in single uniform tubes in this topic

Standing Waves in a TubeThe closed end of tube is not as precisely determined as is the fixed point at one end of a vibrating string

broad

The resonance peaks for a neutral vowel (produced with a uniform vocal tract) are quite broad

 The same is true, but to a lesser extent, for vibrating strings on a guitar or piano

Secondly, some patterns of constructive and destructive interference are preferred by a resonating medium over other patterns

 The string with the lower mass and higher tension vibrates faster and induces higher sound frequencies in the surrounding air medium than is the case for the string with the higher mass and lower tension

Calculating Resonance Wavelengths and FrequenciesIf we examine the standing wave patterns in figure 10, we can see that the first four standing waves represent waves with 1/4, 3/4, 5/4, and 7/4 cycles within the length of the tube

 In all cases where the end of the resonating body is free to move wave reflection occurs without inversion

When a wave reflects with inversion there is destructive interference and therefore no particle displacement at the barrier

 For example, a guitar string (of a fixed mass, length and tension) has a constant characteristic resonance pattern regardless of whether it is currently producing sound or not (eg

 the supra-glottal vocal tract) may act upon sound waves generated elsewhere (eg

 Only original waves with wavelengths that result in zero displacement of the resultant wave at each of these barriers are able to vibrate

 All of the higher resonances represent all integer multiples of the lowest resonance

 Reflection is most likely to occur precisely at the closed end of the tube but reflection can also occur, with rapidly decreasing probability, at very small distances from the end of the tube

 The broad bandwidth of the resonance peak, which results from factors discussed in the previous section, is directly related to the degree of damping

Real WorldImaginary ReflectionFigure 3:In this animation the vertical black line represents a solid barrier

Note that the two strings are the same length but that the example in figure 8 has 4 times the first resonance and speed of wavefront propagation as does the example in figure 7

This probabilistic behaviour is even greater at the open end of the tube with maximum reflection occurring (for the vocal tract) at a point a little outside the lips ("Tl") and with a rapidly decreasing probability of reflection and therefore of anti-node creation for short distances on either side of this point

 Wave pulses on the left hand side are real whilst wave pulses on the right hand side are exact, but imaginary, reflections of the real wave pulse

 Note that this is not the same as the speed of sound in air

examine

If you examine figure 11 you should clearly see that there are four visible resonance peaks approximately at odd multiples of 450 Hz (this isn't an exactly uniform tube so the resonances aren't exact multiples of the first resonance)

 at the glottis) and selectively permit some frequencies (the resonant frequencies) to pass unattenuated whilst causing other frequencies to be attenuated (reduced in intensity) to some extent

Firstly, in a typical resonating medium waves may be passing randomly in every direction in complex three dimensional patterns

Of these three types of tubes, the ones depicted by figure 10 are of most relevance to speech production

 In about the time it takes a single glottal pulse to be replaced by the next glottal pulse the wave can be reflected back and forth about 18 times to produce a strong standing wave pattern even though the resonances are much more strongly damped than are the resonances of a guitar string

 Wave pulses on the left hand side are real whilst wave pulses on the right hand side are exact, but imaginary, inverted reflections of the real wave pulse

 More importantly, for the current discussion, these peaks are very broad when compared with the guitar string resonance peaks in figures 7 and 8, above

 In the case of an air filled tube the resonance characteristics exist even when there is no sound being produced

There are possible exceptions to this for vibrating strings, but they would only exist when one end of the string is not firmly fixed to the barrier and that end is free to move (eg

 In such tubes, however, only low frequency sounds escape by radiating through the walls of the vocal tract

selectively

 When we produce vowel sounds the resonances of the vocal tract selectively enhance sound vibrations close to the resonance frequencies and selectively attenuate sound vibrations remote from the resonance frequencies

 The original wave shapes are then restored when the two wave pulses pass beyond each other

 These wavelengths all result in standing waves with nodes at the two fixed ends

 Movement of air particles is not inhibited as it is at the closed end of the tube and so wave reflection occurs without inversion and anti-nodes are created at the open end

 Note that the same pattern occurs for tubes closed at both ends except that the positions of the nodes and anti-nodes are reversed

In figure 6, we can see the wavelengths of the first four resonant frequencies for this string

 The peaks are the first 18 resonances for this string and the first resonance is very close to the expected theoretical frequency of 82

resultant

 When a wave front is reflected it must reflect with inversion (see figure 4) so that the resultant wave interference pattern always maintains zero displacement at each barrier

 For this reason the probability of wave reflection increases as the wave approaches the closed end of the tube ("Tc")

This isn't the case, however, when we have a column of air vibrating in a tube

Figure 10:Standing wave patterns for the first four resonances in a tube open at one end and closed at the other

Resonance and SoundSound may be produced as a consequence of resonance patterns within an object, but sound should not be confused with resonance

Figure 2:Sound waveform generated by a vibrating guitar low E string (82

So, for a string fixed at both ends, the resonance frequencies are all multiples of the first resonance frequency which can be calculated if we know both the length L of the string and the velocity of wavefront movement

 Nevertheless, there are clear resonant peaks and these would be at those frequencies predicted by a standing wave model of vocal tract resonance

 This sound is two octaves lower than the previous sound

Unlike the guitar string, phonation produces additional pulses of sound periodically

 This would suggest that it should be possible for other frequencies to occur in addition to the predicted resonance frequencies

 guitar or piano) then the two ends are not free to move

whilst

 The area to the left of this barrier is the real world whilst the area to the right of the barrier is an imaginary reflected world

 As they do so their patterns interfere with each other either constructively or destructively to produce temporary composite patterns

 The vocal tract during the production of vowels and vowel-like consonants can be described as a tube open at one end, the mouth, and closed at the other, the glottis

 However, because of the uncertainty in the precise points of reflection, weaker standing waves can occur with frequencies either side of the main resonances

Reflection, Interference and Standing WavesWhen two wave pulses approach each other from opposite directions they pass through each other

 In the vocal tract this is nearly always defined by a body of air in which sound travels at about 330m/s (clickhereorherefor more information on the speed of sound)

 For that reason we will concentrate on tubes of the type displayed in figure 10 for the remainder of this topic

 The guitar string collides with the surrounding air and generates longitudinal pressure waves (sound) in that medium

 If we know the speed of sound, we can calculate the frequencies of the first four resonances using the formula:-from which we can derive this formula:-Or, more easily, we can determine the first resonance using:-and then determine each odd multiple for subsequent resonances

 In 9 ms a wavefront traveling at 330 m/s (the speed of sound in air) can travel about 3m

How does this relate to frequency? Well, remember that:-where "c" is the speed of sound, or more generally, it is the velocity of propagation of a wavefront

5) and in 2 seconds the lower frequency string vibrated 164

5 times the wavelength of the wave

 The length of this guitar string is 64

Standing Waves in TubesUniform non-branching tubes can be classified into three types when determining standing wave patterns:-tubes closed at both endstubes open at both endstubes open at one end and closed at the otherFigure 9:Standing wave patterns for the first four resonances in a tube open at both ends

Damping of ResonancesWeakly damped waveforms persist for a long time and their spectral resonance peaks are very narrow

When a wave reflects without inversion there is constructive interference and therefore significant particle displacement at the barrier

barriers

 The original waveform is constantly being reflected back and forth with inversion at the two barriers

speech

 This results in peaks in the acoustic spectrum of the resulting speech sound

5 secs) as does the lower frequency wave (figure 7; 2

In figure 5, close examination will reveal that there are four points, in addition to the two points of attachment, where the displacement of the resultant (additive) wave is always zero

Anti-nodes at the Open EndWhy do we have anti-nodes at the open end of a tube? Waves can be reflected, not only at the closed end of a tube, but also at the open end of a tube

 This makes the closed end of a tube approximately analogous to the fixed end of a string, so reflection of a wavefront at the closed end occurs with inversion, resulting in nodes at the closed end

 Heliox mixtures significantly change the speed of sound relative to normal air

Heliox

 Resonances of the tube itself can only be defined in terms of wavelengths

 The sound waves in the air have frequency patterns related to the frequency patterns of the vibrating string (and thus of the string's resonance characteristics) but the sound waveform of the resulting sound bears little obvious visual resemblance to the vibratory pattern of the string that generated it

 But why do we have such resonances and why are the resonance peaks broader and less selective than those that occur for vibrating strings?Nodes at the Closed EndFirstly, air has viscosity or resistance to movement caused by the crowding of air molecules

So, why are they different? The low frequency string is thicker and has lower tension than does the higher frequency string

 This suggests that each string vibrated about the same number of times before dying out

broader

 The broader the bandwidth, the greater is the degree of damping and so the resonance pattern generated by a single glottal pulse dies out very rapidly (say in about 10-20 ms)

Wavefront Reflection With and Without InversionReflectionwithoutinversion always occurs, except when reflection with inversion is forced by a fixed end

reflection

 greater bandwidth) than those which occur in vibrating strings

Figure 7:This is the waveform (bottom) and the spectrum of the sound induced by the vibration of the lowE string of a guitar

referred

 Waves, such as this, which have fixed nodes and anti-nodes are referred to asstanding wavesand standing waves are central to the phenomenon known as resonance

 The addition of the incident and reflected pulse is shown in black

 This closely constrains resonance frequencies to only those wavelengths that result in nodes at the fixed ends

As only waves with an anti-node at the open end and a node at the closed end can create standing waves, resonance frequencies are dependent upon the length of the tube

 This is because the resistance to particle movement increases due to increasing viscosity as a wave approaches the end of the tube

reflected

 This occurs when a wave is reflected off a surface or some other obstruction so that the reflected wave pattern interferes with the original (unreflected) wave pattern

 The peaks are the first 16 resonances for this string and the first resonance is very close to the expected theoretical frequency of 329

Real WorldImaginary ReflectionFigure 4:In this animation the vertical black line represents a solid barrier

 This suggests that only those frequencies precisely predicted by our formulae have been permitted to occur and all intermediate frequencies have been prevented from vibrating

Let's look at another example:-Figure 8:This is the waveform (bottom) and the spectrum of the sound induced by the vibration of the highE string of a guitar

vowel

 Before we answer this question we will examine the spectrum of the Australian English tense central vowel (as found in the word "heard") as this vowel is produced with a vocal tract fairly closely approximating a uniform cross-sectional area tube

The pulse moving to the right is light green and the pulse moving to the left is light blue (cyan)

 The resonance peak of a tuning fork is very narrow and the waveform dies out very slowly

 In descending order, the wave's wavelength is 2L, L, 2L/3, L/2, where L is the length of the string

speaker

glottal

 For the speaker in figure 11, with an F0 of about 110 Hz (9 harmonics between 0 and 1000Hz), a new glottal pulse is being generated approximately every 9 ms

figures

 If we examine the peaks in figures 7 and 8 we see that these resonance peaks have a very narrow bandwidth (about as small as the FFT resolution will display)

What are the possible wavelengths for a string fixed at both ends that result in standing waves with nodes at both ends?Figure 6:This figure illustrates the first four wavelengths that would result in nodes at the two fixed ends

 These two properties result in differences in wave propagation speed in the two strings even though the wavelengths of each of the resonances are identical

 Some have simple, uniform resonance patterns and some have complex resonance patterns

Using the same procedure as for the example in figure 7, we can determine the speed of propagation of wave fronts on this string as 424 m/s

 These acoustic spectral peaks are called formants, particularly when they occur in vowels and vowel-like consonants

So, it is clear that we have resonance frequencies and that these appear to conform with the standing wave model of vocal tract resonance

Resonance in a tube of uniform cross-sectional area is a physical characteristic of that tube and is dependent upon the length of that tube and the open or closed state of the two ends

329

Figure 1:Sound waveform generated by a vibrating guitar high E string (329

 Further, viscosity increases as we approach the closed end of the tube or the walls of the tube (because of friction between air particles and the tube wall)

constructive

 In such cases there is a particularly strong displacement at the free end of the string because constructive interference occurs

tract

 That is about 18 times the length of this speaker's vocal tract

Some resonators may generate sound by exciting adjacent air particles in the surrounding medium

 For a tube of length L this means that the first four resonance wavelengths are 4L/1, 4L/3, 4L/5, and 4L/7

Tubes closed at both ends might characterise resonance in the vocal tract during the occlusion phase of pre-voiced stops

 This results in broader resonance peaks (ie

 The preferred patterns of interference are related to the resonant characteristics of the medium

vocal

 This speaker has a vocal tract with a length of about 17 cm

 Whilst waves may temporarily interfere with each other they pass through each other intact

pass

 From these values and the formula (derived from the last formula):-we can determine the speed of propagation of wave fronts on this string as 106 m/s

 Tubes open at both ends might characterise side chambers such as the nasal cavity during the production of nasalised vowels, for example, but their resonance is acoustically coupled to that of the main cavity which still is typically a tube open at one end and closed at the other

wavefront  Reflection with inversion must occur at fixed ends as that is the only way to reflect the energy of the wavefront without creating movement at the fixed point

 During vowel production the periodic opening and closing of the glottis is so small compared to the opening at the lips that it can be ignored and effectively treated as closed

 The length of this guitar string is the same as the previous string, which is 64

 The strongest resonances are those defined by the distance between the points Tc and Tl and these define the strongest standing waves

 Movement of air particles at the closed end of the tube is resisted by both increased air viscosity and by collisions with the end of the tube

Why Do We Have Standing Waves in Tubes?In the case of vibrating strings with fixed ends, the molecules of the string are closely and tightly bound to each other and thus to the points of string attachment

 This suggests that there is some chance of frequencies between the resonant frequencies being transmitted by a tube containing a body of air

The sum of the two vibrations in the above graphic looks roughly like the sawtooth

 Finally, we jump to showing the fundamental plus the first 9 overtones

 We now take that sum, represented now in green, plus the next overtone in blue and show the sum of these as the red line:The above is clearly getting closer to the desired shape

The figures to the right shows a single period of that simple sine wave, plus four "overtones;" the relative amplitudes of the four waves is not arbitrary

 A 51k animation of a wave traveling from left to right in space and the corresponding vibration in time at a particular place is availablehere

 If you are using a relatively modern browser, the animation will appear in a separate window; close that window whenever you wish

 Adding more overtones could make it sound more like a real oboe

Whether it sounds like an oboe or not, though, the overtones are clearly adding atimbreto the note, making it more interesting

 You may listen to a 24kwavformat file playing that note by clickinghere

timbre

The ear takes the complicated sound wave from, say, a musical instrument and measures the relative amounts and phases of the overtones; the brain then recombines this information into a perception of the timbre of the note

If the string's tension, material and length is such that the first vibration shown, labeledA0, is vibrating at 440 Hz, then the string is playing the noteConcert A

musical

 Such a guitar would play beautifully in some keys, but not in others! The relationship between musical notes is called thetemperament

keys

One thing to notice in the above is that the overtones are not related to the fundamental mode via harmonic ratios of whole numbers

 If the sound wave is vibrating in time as shown above, that oscillation is related to a wave traveling by in space

Even this "simple" wave form, with only five vibrations, shows some fairly complex behavior

 The figure to the right shows the amplitude versus time for a sine wave, which we imagine is oscillating at 440 Hz

oboe

wish

You may wish to know that the relative amounts and phases of the fundamental and overtones in the above example were determined by sampling a recording of an actual oboe playing the note Concert A

 All of the higher order vibrations are called by musicians the "overtones"

looks

sawtooth

 We illustrate by building up a so-called "sawtooth" shaped wave, which looks like this:We now take the fundamental and the first harmonic and add them

playing

 The relative amount of the overtones determines the musicaltimbrethat distinguishes, say, a violin and a guitar that are playing the same note

 It is the fundamental mode of vibration for the string

 Each one will be excited by the corresponding overtones of theG2string

Fourier's TheoremWe have just seen that the complex vibration of a string can be represented as a sum of the fundamental vibration and the overtones

drum

 Thus, although drums are tuned to a note corresponding to the first shown mode, the overtones are not related musically to the fundamental and thus the drum sounds "percussive"The banjo's distinctive sound comes because it combines the harmonic overtones from its vibrating string with the percussive overtones from its drum head

 The demonstration has a file size of 151k and will appear in a separate window: to access it clickhere

 Each overtone is vibrating at a different frequency from the other overtones and the tonic

For a 440 Hz fundamental vibration, the overtones occur at 2  440 = 880 Hz, 3  440 = 1320 Hz, 4  440 = 1760 Hz, 5  440 = 2200 Hz, 6  440 Hz = 2640 Hz, etc

Allowed vibrations of a string fixed on both endsIf a string is fixed on both ends, then the only waves that can occur are those with zero amplitude at those fixed ends; such points of zero amplitude are callednodes

 Then hit hard andstaccatothe key of the note one octave above,G3

This figure shows the sum of those five simple waves

 After their sound has disappeared it is possible to hear theG2string vibrating in all three modes simultaneously

vibrate

 However the sound waves and/or vibrations of the instrument itself causes those strings to vibrate inresonancewith the notes that are actually being played

key

Press slowly and then hold down the key of a bass note, sayG2; no sound is produced but the damper remains lifted off that string

adding

 We can get as close as we wish to the desired sawtooth shape by adding more and more overtones

overtones

 A 24kwavfile of the sound wave that looks like the lower figure is availablehere

The pitch of a note being played on, say, a guitar depends on:The length of the string

) / 48x = 2 * pi * distance / lambdaIf x lt; pi Thenx = x + (pi / 2) * (1x / pi) ^ 2y= sin (xt) / xHere is the program showing this:Marcotte_Wave_Generator

The moon surface contains huge quantities of helium-3, whose fusion produces safer protons, but needs higher temperature

The electron just needs constant and powerful waves incoming from all matter in the universe, whose phase or wavelength may be different

For the same reason, electrons must have been created in the past using incoming waves

Thanks to this wave generator, the computer can especially reproduce the interference pattern created between two electrons or positrons

 Magnetic fields correctly applied facilitate fusion because hydrogen unpaired electron and proton behave like small magnets

The pi / 2 phase offset in the center expands all the spherical waves to an additional lambda / 4 position

In addition, microwaves emitted from the inner surface or a sphere produce a similar pattern

 The microwaves will produce heat, and also very strong magnetic and electric fields inside the compressed plasma

The Huygens Principle reveals that energy incoming from only one half of a sphere should cross the focal plane in a very special way, explaining why the central antinode diameter is a full lambda wide

The electrostatic "biconvex" field of force is made of hyperbolic-ellipsoidal standing waves

 It is hard to explain because nuclear physicists know since many decades that matter exhibits wave properties

The wave phase in the center changes according to the distance and the particle spin

displaying

useful

 But it should also be useful for displaying regular ripples on water in computer generated animations, and for a lot of other applications!The program below displays outgoing waves with an artificial, really amazing 3-D effect:Marcotte_Wave_Generator_3D

Firstly, one should examine the unmoving spherical standing wave system, which is simpler

 Then adding the second half produces the whole system:The wave addition is rather complex

Philippe Delmotte

 Serge Cabala, Philippe Delmotte, Anselme Dewavrin and Jocelyn Marcotte, among others, who supported and helped me in this enterprise

Serge Cabala Marcotte's formula must be modified this way:y = sin(x+ pi / 4t) / sqr(x)I elaborated those formulas on Oct

Theoretical incoming and outgoing wave fronts are not concentric any more, but they remain perfectly spherical

The animated diagram above artificially displays spherical standing waves with a 3-D effect for the central plane only

 Jocelyn Marcotte, who discovered in March 2006, and demonstrated with his own 3-D Virtual Aether, that the well known sin(x) / x formula matches the electron waves

 Technically, most of the energy produced by at least one thousand loudspeakers regularly spaced should be transferred to the central core

 One must also remember that the Airy disk is only the diffraction pattern at the focal plane

 So this wave generator compatible with the electron will be very useful for searchers studying radiation pressure

 As a result, and especially because more electrons in the vicinity truly act like stroboscopes, a very strong wave beam converges back towards electrons or positrons which caused them

sin

 Additionally, the shorter the wavelength, the higher the pressure too:y = sin(x) / xx = 2 * pi * distance / lambdaThe core is capable of building up considerable pressure

 The air is simply compressed inside antinodes, then the pressure energy is transferred into kinetic energy, and so on

 The x delay must be modified like this if x lt; pi:If x lt; pi Thenx = x + (pi / 2) * (1x / pi) ^ 2This Basic (or FreeBasic) instruction will add the pi / 2 phase offset in the center

 It is called the Fraunhofer diffraction whose distance is infinite for the laser, but the whole diffraction pattern anywhere else between the source and the Airy disk is called the Fresnel diffraction

One can apply the same reasoning to the 2-D Circular Wave Generator, which phase offset in the center is only pi / 4

 In addition, because matter can move, a Doppler effect should occur

For instance, using a loudspeaker, one can produce standing waves inside a pipe

 The wave phase is given by:x = 2 * pi * distance / lambdaThe x variable stands more exactly for the phase delay in radians

 The resulting heat causes additional reactions to take place, allowing the standing wave system to oscillate permanently

The most recent project in Cadarache, France, uses very strong magnetic fields in order to facilitate the fusion process and to isolate the plasma from any solid matter

 It exhibits a pi / 2 phase offset at the center

 Theoretically, a lossless system (no heat or energy loss) with both ends hermetically closed would continue to vibrate eternally

 This program shows that they produce very smooth outgoing waves:Circular_Wave_Generator

However, once it has been created, the electron can remain stable because its standing waves are constantly amplified by aether waves

 They can build up huge quantities of energy focused inside a very small spherical core

 It is of the utmost importance because those waves encounter those incoming from another electron or positron and produce the field of force shown above

 The device also needs a chimney for collecting heat, and a system for recycling the hydrogen

 Marcotte's formula is still relevant

This central sphere will simply become a little sun, constantly producing heat, hence electricity

 The equation indicates which pressure should be applied on the inner side of the sphere

 The sphere can be replaced by an ellipsoid with two focus cores, producing a sort of "artificial quark" with high amplitude plane standing waves in-between

Then the field of force itself is amplified because of the same lens effect

One may need incoming traveling waves in order to establish standing waves, but they are no longer needed once the system is well established

Spherical standing waves will be very useful in the future for a lot of applications

The fifth (green) spherical layer is 5 wavelength distant to the center

THE ACOUSTIC THERMONUCLEAR PLANTThe point is: this small core is the perfect place for thermonuclear fusion, because both heat and pressure are needed to transform hydrogen, deuterium and tritium into helium

powerful

 It becomes a field of force, a powerful standing wave system because it is also amplified by aether waves

 Actually, any sound wave is surely scattered by spherical standing waves made of sound because this modifies the air density

 On the other hand, a bigger core should produce more heat and energy

The x variable is given by: 2 * pi * distance / lambda, and so the wavelength is important

 Then those standing waves may participate to the fusion process and greatly improve the device efficiency

 For example, such fields are present on the sun surface, especially around sunspots

The result is an amazing full lambda wide core, where a pi phase shift occurs

 Up to now, scientists are definitely not aware that they can especially build up enormous pressures inside the central core

|00|01|02|03| 04 |05|06|07|08|09|10|11|12|13|14|15|16|17|18|19|20|21|22|23|24|25|26|27|28|29|30|31|32|33|34|SPHERICAL STANDING WAVESThe electron is a spherical standing wave system

The electron is a pulsating wave system

 This transforms the whole system into a quark surrounded with a powerful gluonic field where forces involved are enormous and quite different

 Firstly, the core correction threshold is pi / 2 instead of pi:If x lt; pi / 2 Then x = x + (pi / 4) * (1(2 * x / pi)) ^ 2Secondly, waves are expanded to an additional lambda / 8 position, not lambda / 4, and amplitude fades according to the square root of the distance

Far away, just outgoing spherical waves remain

 And this energy may be recycled if the sphere internal surface is metallic

 The goal is to safely obtain the fusion temperature and pressure point

relevant

 But it still needs very high pressure and temperature, and so adding the standing wave method to the process appears quite relevant and reasonable

exeAccording to the diagram below, the core amplitude is higher for 2-D circularstandingwaves, as it was also the case for spherical waves

I presume that engineers will find a practical way to produce Huygens wavelets on the inner surface of the sphere

exhibits  Marcotte and I already showed that the 2-D central antinode exhibits a 3 / 4 lambda diameter

The wave addition reveals a stunning "phase wave", whose speed is given by: 1 / beta in wavelengths per period units

Note the pi / 2 (or lambda / 4) additional expansion in the center, which is the rule for the electron out-waves

 Then they radiate an Airy disk exactly in their center

 It also may directly transform energy into electricity because protons are positive

Surprisingly, spherical standing waves can move as a result of the Doppler effect

disk

The structure is similar to that of the diffractive lens, so they should produce an Airy disk too with a focusing effect

 However, this becomes inaccurate for a smaller than pi distance because the electron is a very special emitter

 This is a very useful method for computer programs, and I used it for the diagrams shown above

 The core pressure is normalized to 1, but the goal is to obtain the required pressure for the fusion to become possible

 In addition, the phase in the center may be compatible with the positron's quadrature

pipe

compatible
 The traveling waves penetrate inside the pipe, and on condition that the wavelength is compatible, aresonanceis obtained

 If the bubble is hot enough, and the pressure in it is high enough, fusion reactions like those that occur in theSunand other stars could be produced within these tiny bubbles

 If true, sonoluminescence may be the first observable example of quantum vacuum radiation

Biological sonoluminescencePistol shrimp(also calledsnapping shrimp) produce a type of sonoluminescence from a collapsing bubble caused by quickly snapping a specialized claw

 Suslick [5] study argon bubbles insulfuric acidand show that ionized oxygen,sulfur monoxide, and atomic argon populating high-energy excited states are present implying that the bubble has a hot plasma core

The wavelength of emitted light is very short; thespectrumcan reach into theultraviolet

 It is, however, argued that the mechanism leading to the above effects do not occur on the proper time scales to describe the observed spectrum of SBSL, which is thought to likely obey a classical cavitation collapse; and thus the Casimir model has been largely relegated to the position of an ancillary remnant of the field at large

contains

 An important factor is that the bubble contains mainly inert noble gas such as argon or xenon (air contains about 1% argon, and the amount dissolved in water is too great -- for sonoluminescence to occur, the concentration must be reduced to 20-40% of its equilibrium value) and varying amounts of water vapor

 In 1996, it was suggested that the light in sonoluminescence is generated by the vacuum around the bubble in a process similar to Hawking radiation, the radiation generated by the edges of black holes

 Sonoluminescence in the laboratory can be made to be stable, so that a single bubble will expand and collapse over and over again in a periodic fashion, emitting a burst of light each time it collapses

 The bubble will then begin to emit light "Evidence for Gas Exchange in Single-Bubble Sonoluminescence", Matula and Crum, PhysMatula

Exotic proposalsAn unusually exotic theory of sonoluminescence, which has received much popular attention, yet is considered to have a marginal effect on the mechanism of SBSL by the scientific community at large, is the Casimir energy theory proposed by Claudia Eberlein, a physicist at the University of Sussex

 The light produced is of lower intensity than the light produced by typical sonoluminescence, and is not visible to the naked eye

Temperatures this high make the study of sonoluminescence especially interesting for the possibility that it might produce a method for achieving thermonuclear fusion

 In SBSL, a single bubble, trapped in an acoustic standing wave, emits a pulse of light with each compression of the bubble within the standing wave

 Instead, they noticed tiny dots on the film after developing, and realized that the bubbles in the fluid were emitting light with the ultrasound turned on

 Electrons from ionized atoms interact mainly with neutral atoms causing thermal bremsstrahlung radiation

LoginRegisterDeutschEnglishFranaisEspaolHomeEncyclopediaSonoluminescenceSonoluminescenceSonoluminescenceis the emission of short bursts oflightfrom imploding bubbles in aliquidwhen excited by sound

kelvins

 Light of shorter wavelengths has higher energy, and the measured spectrum of emitted light seems to indicate a temperature in the bubble of at least 20,000 kelvins, up to a possible temperature in excess of one megakelvin

 This equation, though approximate, has been shown to give good estimates on the motion of the bubble under the acoustically driven pressure collapse of the bubble

See alsoCold fusionBubble fusionList of light sourcesNewer research papers largely rule out the vacuum energy explanation:quant-ph/9904013 S

On January 27, 2006, researchers at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute claimed to have produced fusion reactions by sonoluminescence, without an external neutron source, according to a paper published in Physical Review Letters [2] [3]

 The amount ionized is small enough for the bubble to remain transparent, allowing volume emission; surface emission would produce more intense light of longer duration, dependent on wavelength, contradicting experimental results

 It most likely has no biological significance, and is merely a byproduct of the shock wave, which these shrimp use to stun or kill prey

Fluid MechanicsThe dynamics of the motion of the bubble is characterized to a first approximation by theRayleigh-Plesset equationThis is an approximate equation that is derived from the compressibleNavier-Stokes equations, and describes the motion of the radius of the bubbleRas a function of timet

 It was realized that the temperature inside the bubble was hot enough to meltsteel

 Lohse, published a 60 page review "Single bubble sonoluminescence" (Reviews of Modern Physics 74, 425) which contains a detailed explanation of the mechanism

Some facts about sonoluminescence:The light flashes from the bubbles are extremely short  between 35 and a few hundred picoseconds long, with peak intensities of the order of 1-10 mW

Computations based on the theory presented in the review produce radiation parameters (intensity and duration time versus wavelength) that match experimental results with errors no larger than expected due to some simplifications (e

 It was too difficult to analyze the effect in early experiments because of the complex environment of a large number of short-lived bubbles

Crum

Lawrence Crum

More than 50 years later, in 1989, a major advancement in research was introduced by Felipe Gaitan and Lawrence Crum, who were able to produce single bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL)

Felipe Gaitan

 Quantum theory holds that a vacuum is filled with virtual particles, and the rapidly moving interface between water and air converts virtual photons into real photons

 As the wave hits a low energy trough, the pressure drops, allowing electrons to recombine with atoms, and light emission to cease due to this lack of free electrons

 [6] It has subsequently been discovered that another group of shrimp, the mantis shrimp, contains species whose club-like forelimbs can strike so quickly and with such force as to induce sonoluminescent cavitation bubbles upon impact

The addition of a small amount ofnoble gas(such ashelium,argon, orxenon) to the gas in the bubble increases the intensity of the emitted light

 assuming a uniform temperature in the entire bubble), so it seems the phenomenon of sonoluminescence is at least roughly explained, although some details of the process remain obscure

 Extreme impact and cavitation forces of a biological hammer: strike forces of the peacock mantis shrimp shrimp

PropertiesSonoluminescence may or may not occur whenever a sound wave of sufficient intensity induces a gaseous cavity within a liquid to quickly collapse

 They point out that theionizationand excitation energy ofdioxygenylcation is 18 electronvolts, and thus cannot be formed thermally; they suggested it was produced by high-energyelectronimpact from the hot opaque plasma at the center of the bubble (Nature 434, 52 - 55 (03 March 2005); doi:10

[7]A cold fusion bomb based on sonoluminescence is featured inThe Outer LimitsepisodeFinal Exam

estimates

 This has led to differing estimates on the temperatures in the bubble, since they are extrapolated from the emission spectra taken during collapse, or estimated using a modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation (see below)

 Chemical reactions cause nitrogen and oxygen to be removed from the bubble after about one hundred expansion-collapse cycles

The bubbles are very small when they emit the light  about 1 micrometre in diameter depending on the ambient fluid (e

bubbles

 water) and the gas content of the bubble (e

 Theories include: hotspot,bremsstrahlungradiation, collision induced radiation andcorona discharges, non-classical light, proton tunneling, electrodynamic jets,fractoluminescent jets(now largely discredited due to contrary experimental evidence), and so forth

noble

During bubble collapse, the inertia of the surrounding water causes high speed and high pressure, reaching around 10000 K in the interior of the bubble, causing the ionization of a small fraction of the noble gas present

 This makes for a 160 picosecond light pulse for argon (even a small drop in temperature causes a large drop in ionization, due to the large ionization energy relative to photon energy)

 For this to occur, a standing acoustic wave is set up within a liquid, and the bubble will sit at a pressure anti-node of the standing wave

 However,the data is the result of the truth of existence, not of the creation ofexperiments and theory

 Physics is the study of mechanics anduntil now provided little insight into structure; however, the AetherPhysics Model reveals physical structure and that its existence has a non-material cause

 Yet,there is only one quantum moment for the ligamen circulatus to spinfrom pole to pole

Units of DimensionsThe Aether Physics Model distinguishes between units of measurement andunits of dimensions

 A valid equation describing a unit concerning quantum physicswould also appear in terms of quantum measurements

19SECRETS OF THE AETHERIn the case of the unit of measurement, it would be far more logical if wesimply called it measurement, and not unit

 Twisting the magnet will not affect the magnetic flux of the38Sir Edmund Whittaker A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity; The Classical Theories (London;New York, American Institute of Physics, 1987) 95-9631SECRETS OF THE AETHERAether

 But, the theory and the experiments that proved theexistence of electron strong force were not seen for what they werebecause of the investment in the pi meson (pion)150hypothesis of a strongforce carrier

 The Aether Physics Model begins with quantumconstants, looks for fundamental patterns, and then mathematically anddimensionally develops the theory of subatomic structure while allowingfor new paradigms (primary angular momentum, non-material existenceas the ultimate source of physical existence, geometric structure of charge,Unified Force Theory, etc)

 The kelvin,7210newton??unit of measurement for thermodynamic temperature, is thefraction 1273

 Since the onn mass has to fit in the smallcircumference of the loxodrome tube, the line of mass would appear asa circle

 That quantity of force extendsas: or121 million, billion, billion, billion, billion newton

 That the magnetic field is a potential state[of the aether] is shown by the [existence of a] permanent magnet,since the principle of conservation of energy excludes the possibility ofa state of motion in this case

 Eight kinds of gluons are required to transmit the strong force between quarks, e

 The Aether,being a 2-spin rotating magnetic field, is flexible in this regard and allowsfor the centrifugal expansion as envisioned by Bernoulli

Furthermore, since matter is contained within Aether, matter does not move in space-time

 In one quantum moment, the ligamen circulatus scansa full spin position of the Aether unit

 Ligamen circulatus (LC) names this line of mass

 It is largely the SI system of measurements, and generallythe lack of clear definitions for measurement, dimension, and unit,that perpetuate confusing terminology in our present systems ofmeasurement

 The so-calledweak force is really a proportion of electrostatic charge toelectromagnetic charge

 As a knotin space-time, a toroidal vortex of Aether explains the spin, charge, andmass of fundamental particles and provides the answer that Einsteinsearched for

 If the theorydoes not appeal to common sense, then what prevents us from replacingit with a better theory that does? The Aether Physics Model is that bettertheory

Aether implies more qualities to space-time than merely the dimensionsof length and time

 Although cathoderay tubes did not exist in the late 1800s, Albert Einstein wrote a paper atthe age of 16, which essentially made the same observations aboutmagnetic fields and Aether

empirical

 The ontology of the APM is perfect in that it revealsabsolute knowledge at the quantum level, is based on empirical data, andit appeals to common sense

 And the Newton gravitational constant is theinteraction constant of the Gforce with mass

What is it that modern science is suppressing, or failing to admit? Is there arational excuse for not interpreting scientific evidence in favor of theexistence of God? What would we see if we analyzed the so-calledconversion constants of Newton and Coulomb, which are essential tothe force laws?The Gforce is equal to 

Physicists speak of gluons29as though they were real particles30, but whatevidence is there for a gluon particle? Does it really make sense for forceto manifest as a particle?Quantum Theory31(Quantum Mechanics) examines the structure andbehavior of atoms and molecules

The Aether imparts, and thus accounts for, the spin in the loxodromestructure of the onn

SECRETS OF THE AETHERviiiixPREFACEThe Crisis in PhysicsWhat a complicated puzzle the world of physics is now! There are endlessgenerations of particles, dark energy that seemingly causes the universe toexpand, M-Theories, string theories, super symmetry, and on and on

With the Aether Physics Model, the existence of Aether is an essential aspectfor explaining the phenomena within the Universe

 We nowknow the constants of the subatomic realm to a much greater degree ofaccuracy than did the brilliant minds of the 19thand 20thcenturies

Perception of Linear TimeDue to the -spin nature of onta, we do not experience the backward timedirection

 TheGforce acting on toroidal electromagnetic charge producesthe constant, or rotating magnetic field, and it has thegeometrical constant ofrmfd216?

 Yet science is unable to define theorigin of gravity and of electromagnetic fields

 The electron and nuclear binding energy equations and atomicspectra equations are destined to be the new holy grail of physics andwe have already had significant success with the electron binding energyequation

 Light seemed to travel as a wave in the Aether medium muchas water ripples travel on the surface of water

 Quarks change their color as they emitand absorb gluons, and the exchange of gluons maintains proper quark color balance

 Primary angular momentum is the first-cause of physical perception, intimately related to the distributedfrequency (or resonance) of the Aether

Yet, it is there, an enormous unit of Gforce, derived from Coulombselectrostatic constant, from Newtons gravitational constant, and from anewly defined Aether unit constant also known as the rotating magneticfield unit of measurement, or the Aether electromagnetic constant

 Moreover, Newton was not awareof the Compton wavelength or the exact speed of light, so he, too, couldnot have known about the Gforce

 Some cgs units arethe dyne of force and the erg of work or energy

 This Gforceacts upon the three physical qualities of onta (angular momentum, strongcharge, and electrostatic charge)

 4035 (May 12, 1972), 652-653 that at thestrong encouragement of Albert Einstein, the Miller data was re-examined posthumously and judged to bequestionable due to the claim that Millers results correlated with the temperature gradient across theinterferometer table

 Just aspositively and negatively charged particles form electrically neutral atoms, colored quarks form particles withno net color

 The electrostatic charge dipolesof the Aether unit are within the spheres around which theelectromagnetic charge exists, as shown in the graphic below

 Two common quantumconstants already in wide use are the quantum velocity and quantumangular momentum

Here is a brief overview of the various systems of measurement:CGS MeasurementsA system of measurement based on the metric system,having the centimeter of length, the gram of mass, and thesecond of time as its fundamental units

 However, themagnetic flux arises from the Aether and thus exists relative to theAether

 And indeed,Quantum Field Theory is filled with terms that are intended to hide thefact of non-material existence, such as conversion constants, fields,vacuum, free space, and others

Considering the number of electrons there are in the Universe, theAether is indeed quite powerful and forceful to keep the spin of all ontaperfectly consistent throughout all space and all time

 Had the magnet been the sourceof the magnetic flux, the pattern would have changed since the magneticflux would link to the molecules and atoms of the magnet

Coulombs constant??Ck, the gravitational constant??G, the speed of light, permeability of free space??c?0??, permittivity of free space??0?,Plancks constant??h, fine structure constant of the electron???, andthe Compton wavelength??C? retain the same values, dimensions, andnomenclature as in the Standard Model

 This is why all onta sharethe same quantum surface area as the Compton wavelength squared

There is no doubt that the elastic deformations as well as the cause oftheir origin will be determined [by these experiments], providedsufficiently accurate instruments to measure the wavelength can beconstructed

 When transactions occur with the proton,emneutron or Aether, the symbol for the quantum mass is msub-p, m sub-n, or m sub-a respectively (,,)

Tshankha ceremoniously represents energy in the Aether Physics Model,as the energy of stable onta has a sacred nature to it

The term unit best defines, with regard to physics, a specificarrangement of dimensions

 Forward time and spacecome together when dark matter entersthe rotating magnetic field of the Aether,and produces the subatomic particles ofvisible matter

The quantum frequency, symbol F sub-q (), is equal to theqFspeed of light divided by the quantum length and is201

 It couldtherefore be said with good approximation: The square root of theratio of the change of velocity of propagation (wavelength) is equal tothe ratio of the change of the elastic force

 The unit ofrotating magnetic field is the interaction constant of Gforce withelectromagnetic charge

Therefore, Coulomb likely was not aware of a constant of proportionality thatmediates the force between charges, and he certainly could not havedevised his system so that it would resolve to the same unit of Gforce, asdoes Newtons gravitational constant

These three manifestations of Gforce directly relate to the three force carriers:electrostatic charge, electromagnetic charge, and the mass within primaryangular momentum

 Anenormous force (Gforce) emanating from a non-material Source actsupon the strong charge dimensions giving rise to the Aether

 The reality of the onnstructure is primary angular momentum and nothing else

 The results indicated that if Aether exists, it must drag relativeto the Earth37, which Augustin Fresnel also posited65

 Because of breakthroughs in the precise measurement ofthe amount of mass in the universe (measurements of cosmicbackground radiation, galactic distribution, and supernovae speed), wenow know that ordinary matter and energy play a minor part

 Analogous to electric charge in charged particles, color is of three varieties, arbitrarily designated asred, blue, and yellow, andanalogous to positive and negative chargesthree anticolor varieties

The most interesting, but also the most difficult, task would be thedirect experimental study of the magnetic field which arises around anelectric current, because the investigation of the elastic state of theaether in this case would allow us to obtain a glimpse of themysterious nature of the electric current

A recent Scientific American article called "An ECHO of Black Holes" (December2005 issue) postulates that space-time is literally a kind of fluid, like theether of pre-Einsteinian physics

 In fact, we couldnot perceive time and space if our bodies and senses were not composedof primary angular momentum

 In the Aether PhysicsModel, the strong force carries by strong charge

 Calculusequations are not necessary for understanding the essential structures ofquantum existence

 Is it likely thatsuch extremely short-lived quarks produce extremely long-lived protons?If neutrons are made of quarks, then what about observations of neutronsdecaying into protons and electrons27and protons and electrons bindingto produce neutrons28? Likewise, there are the force carrier particles

 And since these onta are the smalleststable form of material existence, it is proper to view the onta as primaryangular momentum

I believe that the quantitative researches on the absolute magnitudes ofthe density and the elastic force of the aether can only begin ifqualitative results exist that are connected with established ideas

The reader should understand that the phrase mathematically correct inthe Aether Physics Model means that not only the values and operatorsare correct but also the dimensions

 Theframe dragging of General Relativity theory is tantamount to the notionof Aether moving with matter

30Gluons are massless, travel at the speed of light, and possess a property called color

Also, by keeping the dimensions and geometry with the data and theequations, the physicist is forced to give up old concepts of quantumstructure when the dimensionally and geometrically analyzed processesdont allow for the maintenance of old conceptual structures

45SECRETS OF THE AETHERQuantum MeasurementsIt will repeatedly come to our attention in the Aether Physics Model thatthere is a quantum length to the Aether, as well as a quantum frequency

In these cases the velocity of propagation of a wave in the direction ofthe lines of force and perpendicular to them has to be examined

Electromagnetic StructureThe Gforce is essential to the construction of the quantumAether unit, which is also the electromagnetic constant

 In the Aether Physics Model, the data collects in itsdimensional and geometric form, processes in its dimensional andgeometric form, and the equations materialize in dimensional andgeometric form

The unequal mass division reflects in the observed difference betweenelectron and proton masses and their proportional strong charges

So one needs to question whether the Standard Model interpretation of so-called particles is accurate since atoms are truly the smallest particles ofphysical matter

31"Modern physical theory concerned with the emission and absorption of energy by matter and with themotion of material particles; the quantum theory and the theory of relativity together form the theoretical basisof modern physics

The quantum length is equal to the well-known Compton wavelength

 So why should we be surprised when clearevidence for a creative force appears which some might call God?Gforce in Three ManifestationsGravity and Charge Attraction-RepulsionWhat are the odds that the same Gforce constant could be extracted fromboth Isaac Newtons constant of universal gravitation and the Coulombconstant of electrostatic attraction-repulsion? There is no record thatCharles Coulomb used what we now know as Coulombs constant in hisequations, or even that he was aware of such a constant51

5)Note that the quantum measurements making up the rotating magnetic fieldunit can factor as a mass to strong charge ratio and a space-resonanceconstant

27"In beta decay a neutron within the nucleus changes to a proton, in the process emitting an electron and anantineutrino" "Radioactivity," The Columbia Encyclopedia,6th ed

When examining the Newton gravitational law, Coulomb electrostatic law,and the strong force law, what seemed to be four distinct forcesdemonstrate to be three different manifestations of the Gforce with three37SECRETS OF THE AETHERdifferent dimensions

 The quantum electron angular momentum isthe Planck constant21and notates as h

 In turn, space-time is just one aspect of the Aether unit

The Pulsed Time graphic on the previous page, depicting forward time,shows consecutive pulses, without blank spaces between pulses

 We learn how photons constantly propagatefrom the dark matter that exists throughout the Universe, contributing tothe visible Universes accelerating physical expansion49; and then we learnhow human beings can tap this natural process in order to realize anunlimited supply of fuelless energy (although this is not recommended, asfree energy also qualifies as a pollutant)

The pencil represents a mass times length

 In each quantum moment, an Aether unit is actuallymoving in the forward time direction and then in the backward timedirection, oscillating a full cycle at the quantum frequency

Einsteins Question AnsweredMaxwells physics suggested that space is occupied by a light-conductingmedium, which he called the Aether

 The relationship of the elementary charge, strong charge, and weakinteraction for each onn appears as follows where?,p, and n are thefine structures of the electron, proton, and neutron, respectively:Electron onn:228emaxee??? (2

 Dayton Miller later conducted extensive tests thatverified an Aether drift relative to the Earth at about ten kilometers persecond36

 The mass, distributed frequency, and strongcharge dimensions are not symmetrical in a given Aether unit

 Unlike theStandard Model of particle physics, nearly all the key equations in theAether Physics Model flow with a basic understanding of algebra

 When Michelson andMorley conducted an experiment to identify the particulate medium asabsolute space-time, resulting in Aether drifting through the Earth as theEarth moved through space, they found no overwhelming evidence forthe magnitude of Aether drift they expected

14QUANTUM STRUCTUREThe promise of the Aether Physics Model is this: once completed, it will provide a solidfoundation for understanding the structure of the Universe in which we exist

 Thesurface area of each half-spin loxodrome is always equal to the Comptonwavelength squared

 Ifand had inherent values, as does the constantc, then wouldequal a single unit of energy and would equal a single unit of mass

So primary angular momentum explains why onta can appear as particleswhen we look at their strong charge, and can appear as waves when welook at the moving LC

 In The Golden Age of Theoretical Physics40,Jagdish Mehra translates Albert Einsteins first paper from German

 Moreover, thedimensions that make up the units of subatomic particles are a still morefundamental order of existence

 Tshankha is thus the amount of energy expendedeach quantum moment by the Aether to keep alive one electron

 Therefore if one lets waves propagate33SECRETS OF THE AETHERthat are polarized perpendicularly to the direction of the lines of force,then the direction of the plane of oscillation would be important forthe velocity of propagation  that is if the component of the elasticforce perpendicular to the propagation of a wave at all influences thevelocity of propagation

As already mentioned, the Aether Physics Model produces yet anothersystem of measurements, devised so that all measurements base on thequantum length, quantum frequency, quantum masses, quantum charges,and the spherical constant

The Dimensions chapter describes the properties of reciprocal mass

Many structural concepts from the Standard Model sub-theories, such aswave-particle duality4, color forces5, flavors6, up and downcharacteristics7, and the equivalence of energy and mass8have nomeaning within the Aether Physics Model

 When viewed in space-time coordinatesas with human perception, the shape is actually thatof a cardioid, as in the image to the left

2110newton?000,000,000,000,000,00121,000,000,000,0,000,000,000,000,000newtonThat is one enormous force! It is truly the only force in the Universe and it actsdirectly through the primary angular momentum and charge of each onn

Therefore, we move forward with the understanding that the Aether PhysicsModel is a fresh beginning, based on a logical framework, which in turnderives from empirical data

The Aether Physics Model (APM) begins as an ontological9structural modelbased on empirical data

There are many important new constants, new equations, and newunderstandings provided by the Aether Physics Model

Since matter and anti-matter cannot co-exist as separate onta, and because wesee from half-spin perspective, the full Aether unit appears to us only inone-fourth its full form

 In one quick motion, nowmove the pencil at a velocity perpendicular to its length

The first experiment requires a magnet and cathode ray tube

 Most essential constants in24QUANTUM STRUCTURE25the Aether Physics Model already exist in Classical physics22

 When discussing a stable form of primary angular momentumin general, we will call it onn (onta when plural)11

 It isbecause of this geometry of Aether that it is possible to model thestructures of electrons, photons, protons, and neutrons and theirinteractions

Modern physics ignores any hint of a non-material, creating force for theUniverse; it too closely resembles Deity as described in many worldreligions

The mass to strong charge ratio for all onta and the Aether is:626

 They are still often called "elementary particles,"but as we shall also learn neither the word "elementary" nor the word "particle" fits the case

 We will view the equations that support the toroid-like geometry of primary angular momentum and its relationship to spinlater (page 202)

 We call thisspace-resonance, and the parameters were induced directly fromempirical measurements of electrons, protons, Coulombs constant, theNewton gravitational constant, Plancks constant, the speed of light, andthe permeability and permittivity of space

 The Heisenberg UncertaintyPrinciple32states that subatomic particles only exist as probabilityfunctions

 The mass to strong charge ratio is the same for all onta andAether, and the space-resonance constant names double cardioidbecause from the perspective of space-time, the space-resonanceconstant looks like two adjacent cardioids

The kilogram is the unit of measure for mass; it is equal tothe mass of the international prototype of the kilogram16

 General relativity also predicts that therotation of a body like Earth will drag the local inertial framesof reference around it, which will affect the orbit of asatellite39

 Thegeometry, as shown in the images above, represents the available spinpositions for the angular momentum to reside in the Aether unit

pmnmamConsult Appendix I for the mass values of the proton,neutron, and Aether

 The atoms construct from units of angular momentum, and theseunits are composed of quantum measurements, which at the finest levelof physical perception arise from dimensions

 Inmost cases, the speaker is David Thomson, who indeed scripted most ofthe text; however, he is adamant about citing Jim Bourassa as co-author,in complete acknowledgement of the absolutely essential role they haveboth played in bringing this volume and the entirety of the AetherPhysics Model to fruition

 Whatever process itwas that first thrust onta into existence, it is the Aether that maintains theonn spin, and accordingly the structure of all physical matter

 If the zero point energy equation (also a form of the strongforce law) is correct, then the ZPE equation should be a part of the so-called Big Bang explanation

Diana Kormos Buchwald

Christoph Lehner

Jzsef Illy

Einstein was successful enough to advance science to its present condition,34Michel Janssen, Robert Schulmann, Jzsef Illy, Christoph Lehner, and Diana Kormos Buchwald, THECOLLECTED PAPERS OF Albert Einstein VOLUME 7, THE BERLIN YEARS: WRITINGS , 1918 1921 (Princeton University Press, 2002) 305309; 32129SECRETS OF THE AETHERbut with todays developments in nanotechnology and interplanetary andinterstellar explorations, we are in desperate need of a more accuratedescription of quantum structure

 Unit of Dimensions - an individual, group, structure, or otherentity regarded as a structural or functional constituent of a whole;velocity is a unit equal to the dimensions of length per time; thedimensions of charge divided by time equal the unit of current

We show that the fundamental constants in physics are not just randomvalues, but have an exact value based upon a quantum-scale, dynamicAether (the Aether unit has a precise value equal to Coulomb's constanttimes 16?)

 While the structure of the Aether unit is not a cube, ithas the same effect as a cube for mathematical purposes (to understandhow Aether resolves to cubic appearance see the24? constant on page270)

 TheTibetan word tshankha means energy with force and power

The Aether is thus a field in which subatomic particles can exist
 The ontology of the APM begins with theproper understanding of dimension and measurement, and with theunderstanding that space-time10is equally as important as the matter thatresides within it

 Thiswas because the forces are inherent to the structure of existence, whereasthe Relativity theories could only explain the mechanics

 The particulateand wave natures of primary angular momentum are illusions havingmeaning only from our macro perspective

29Definition: Gluon - A hypothetical massless, neutral elementary particle believed to mediate the stronginteraction that binds quarks together

Ohms law, the force laws, conservation laws, and nearly all other physicslaws operate the same in both models, although the dimensions of theunits may be different where charge is concerned

Of course, an electron is not literally a straight line moving sideways

 Moreover, since the mass equivalenceto energy paradigm is often a part of the explanation of Standard Modeltheory, the Standard Model may sometimes be interpreted to includeEinsteins Special Relativity theory

The equation for zero point energy also provides us with a mechanism and aclue as to how a Big Bang type of event is constantly occurring

48We find that photons and also other particles carry an intrinsic angular momentum or spin

In the Standard Model, where variables such as (for mass) and (forenergy) are used, the variables have dimensions butno values

Aether has a fluid characteristic such that one region of space-time canflow past another region, like the Gulf Stream can flow past the SargassoSea in the North Atlantic Ocean
 Lester Hulett raises the point that the loxodromes of the Aether unit are not exactly the same asloxodromes on a Mercator map

 The ligamen circulatus moves in time, which means that theonn exists as a function of time between one moment and the nextmoment

 These concepts and othersfade behind a single structural theory of angular momentum and Aetherunits, revealing a fresh paradigm for understanding physical structures,which is self-consistent throughout

8)One way to visualize this is to see a line of mass moving perpendicular at avelocity

 It is interestingto note that out of whatever process generates physical existence, onlytwo forms of stable matter emerge, the electron and proton (aside fromanti-matter)

 As isthe case for all metaphysics, whether of science, religion, or philosophy, itis up to the reader to evaluate whether the metaphysical concepts haveany meaning at all

 If the measurements anddata show that the Aether unit exists, then the Aether unit exists whetheror not modern physicists and engineers are clever enough to detect itdirectly

 To present thephysical Universe in coherent terms, we must understand the non-material field, or environment, in which physical matter exists

The Standard Model of Particle Physics describes electrons, photons,protons, neutrons, and even things like gluons and quarks as particles

One important new constant from the Aether Physics Model is theconductance of the Aether (page 161), which is essential for calculatingand understanding the nature of strong charge

34ONTOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONIn the Aether Physics Model, space-time is more than just the threedimensions of length and one dimension of time

Above all it must be demonstrated that there exists a passive resistanceto the electric current for the production of the magnetic field, that isproportional to the length of the path of the current and independentof the cross section and the material of the conductor

The mole is the amount of substance of a system, whichcontains as many elementary entities as there are atoms in0

 Beyond a revolutionary paradigm of the fundamentallaws and taking all the disciplines of science to a new level, practicalapplications of availing the Aether could include benefits to humanitysuch as anti-gravity, clean energy, and fully developing biotechnology andnanotechnology

 The Aether units can modulate via thestrong force by magnetic pulses  a topic for later discussion

Beginning with a fresh look at the precise values and dimensions of thequantum realm, the Aether Physics Model gives the world a real quantumstructural physics, and thankfully, a real physics based on a real non-material existence, which some might call God

 If the wavelength does not turn out to beproportional to Ak?[sic], then the reason (for that) has to belooked for in the change of density of the moving aether caused by theelastic deformations; here A is the elastic aether force, a priori aconstant which we have to determine empirically, and k the (variable)strength of the magnetic field which, of course, is proportional to theelastic forces in question that are produced

 Electrons and protons are two stable forms of matter, aswell as their anti-particles, the positron and anti-proton

5)qtshankhahF??Since the electron quantifies as its angular momentum, tshankha is theangular momentum of the electron replicating (perpetuating) eachquantum moment

Every elastic change of the aether at any (free) point in a givendirection should be determinable from the change which the velocityof an aether wave undergoes at this point in that direction

Quantum Measurements: Because the MKS system of measurements ismost practical for everyday observations, it occurs frequently as the basicsystem of measurements throughout this book unless otherwise stated

 The values and dimensions foreach of these constants appear in the Appendix

 The quantity of motion of a body is measured by its momentum, the product of its mass and its velocity

 Using the principle of reductionism, the forces areunified by a simple set of general laws explainable by the fabric of space-time itself

7)Later we will examine the relative strengths of the forces between theelectrostatic charges, strong charges, weak interactions, and masses inorder to see how close the calculated forces agree with empiricalmeasurements (page 210)

 As any onn moves between Aether units, it moves one quantumdistance (Compton wavelength) along its trajectory

 Other basicunits are the ampere of electric current, the kelvin oftemperature (a degree of temperature measured on theKelvin temperature scale), the candela, or candle, ofluminous intensity, and the mole, used to measure theamount of a substance present

Looking at the Aether unit from space-resonance, theelectromagnetic charge dipole is above and belowthe cardioid shape as seen at right

37The outcome of the Michelson - Morley experiment would, therefore, suggest that the ether is draggedalong with the earth, as far as the immediate neighborhood of the earth is concerned

 However, the small and large electron and protonradii vary in length, and therefore so do the sphere radii

There are two different uses of the term unit common in physics, namelyunits of measurement and units of dimensions

The marvellous experiments of Hertz have most ingeniouslyilluminated the dynamic nature of these phenomena  thepropagation in space, as well as the qualitative identity of thesemotions with light and heat

 They used aninterferometer to compare the speed of light in the direction of theearths 30-km/sec motion around the sun with that at right angles to thismotion

 The Coulomb electrostatic constant is theinteraction constant of the Gforce with electrostatic charge

 However, themuon, tau, quarks, and other extremely short-lived observed particlesare merely collision or unbinding effects

Because onta do not experience the backward time direction, they appear tohave a property called  spin

 Our theory identifies subatomic particles as angularmomentum encapsulated in a quantum, rotating magnetic field

 For example, an experiment that illustratesthe particle properties of light will not show any of the wave properties of light

 Together these two dimensions of frequency produce aspherical unit of resonance

 Therefore, the Aether Physics Model is easier tocomprehend than the Standard Model concepts of quantum structure

 The Casimir equation is the proof that the electron has astrong charge and that it obeys a strong force law

 The color-coding is intended to show that each spin position is aunique pathway"; the blue path is for the electron, gold is for thepositron, aqua is for the anti-proton, and red is for the proton

The angular momentum of a two-bodysystem, such as a satellite in orbit around aplanet, involves two distinct bodies

 However, the theory goes muchfurther, becoming the "Grand Unification Theory" by unifying the fourknown interactions, or forces - the strong, electromagnetic, weak andgravitational forces

 From these three equations, we will likely develop molecularequations, which can predict the properties of any substance before it isknown to exist

51The proportionality of quantity was not proved by Coulomb by means of special experiments, since he takesthe forces from the start as a measure of the quantities of the unknown electricities and magnetisms, but notwithout having previously proved that this assumption can be carried out consistently, by numerousexperiments, for example on the division of quantities of electricity between conductors brought in contactwith one another

Physical strong charge is the result of primary angular momentumspinning within the Aether unit

If a change of wavelength in the magnetic field can be detected at all inany given direction, then the question can be experimentally decidedwhether only the component of the elastic state in the direction of thepropagation of the wave influences the velocity of propagation, or thecomponents perpendicular to it also do; since it is known a priori thatin a uniform magnetic field, whether it is cylindrical or pyramidal inform, the elastic states at a point perpendicular to the direction of thelines of force are completely homogeneous, but different in thedirection of the lines of force

 Thus, the quantum Aether units andonta can perform individually or collectively as fields and matter

The Physical UniverseThe preceding section is about the non-material Aether

 Essentially, primary angular momentumand physical strong charge describe the same onn, but from orthogonalperspectives

 Reciprocal mass is a relativelyunexplored concept in physics and has different properties from familiarmass, just as frequency has different properties from time

 The Gforce is comparable to the sun and the threeaspects of onta (electrostatic charge, electromagnetic charge, and mass)are comparable to three different colors of glass

 The MKS system provides the basis for theInternational System of Measurements (SI)14and the newAether Physics Model quantum measurements

13MKS MeasurementsA system of measurement based on the metric system andhaving the meter of length, the kilogram of mass, and thesecond of time as its fundamental measurements

35SECRETS OF THE AETHERThe perfectly symmetrical representation only applies to the surface areas andto the electrostatic charges

 Within the chapters ofthis book, we will show that the Aether is a fabric of quantum rotatingmagnetic fields with electromagnetic, electrostatic, and gravitationaldipole structures

 The very basic form of physical existence istermed primary angular momentum when we discuss its mechanicalstructure

As for evidence proving the existence of the Aether, it does exist

 We believe that the third greatest theory, which is introduced inthis book as the Aether Physics Model, is that all particles and fields havetheir basis in a dynamic, quantum-scale Aether

 Frustrated because noconvincing evidence of the existence of Aether was emerging, AlbertEinstein developed a new approach based on his now famousexpression

 In addition tobeing a more primary order of reality, the non-material nature of Gforcelikely relates to the Aethers reciprocal inertial mass

 In reality, the timedimensions of Aether are actually frequency dimensions, and there aretwo of them

"The greatest discovery in science was the verification that all matter iscomposed of atoms, first proposed in 1803 by English chemist JohnDalton

11)The double cardioid constant is equal to the three dimensions of length timesthe two dimensions of frequency:(3

onn

 The electromagnetic chargescalculate from onn angular momentum and are equal toangular momentum times the conductance constant of theAether

 It is through these cardioid rings of strong charge that Gforceacts when producing physical strong force

 Themeasurements of the cgs system are generally much smallerthan the comparable measurements of the MKS system

Scientists claim the Standard Model is convincing despite the fact that themodel itself defies common sense when explaining quantum structure

Interestingly, photons can also appear as primary angular momentum, exceptthat they are also exploding outward at the speed of light

Einsteins AetherIn the previous section, we provided an experiment for proving the existenceof the Aether using a permanent magnet and a CRT

) Since thedimensions of onta are not the dimensions of matter or of waves, theAether Physics Model does not equate electrons, protons, and neutronswith either solid matter or with waves

Charles Coulomb

 The torsionbalance devised by Charles Coulomb is an electrostatic apparatus, whichdemonstrates elementary charge43

41SECRETS OF THE AETHER42Because the ligamen circulatus moves perpendicular to its circumference inorder to scan an area (strong charge), the onta are not solid

Einsteins has been interpreted as stating the dimension ofmass and the unit of energy are equivalent

 The AetherPhysics Model utilizes a new system of measurement, based on quantummeasurements

Thus after the question has been answered as to how the threecomponents of elasticity affect the velocity of an aether wave, one canproceed to the study of the magnetic field

 The full loxodrome around both spheres represents 2-spin,such as the Aether unit and supposed graviton possess

1The Standard Model of Particle Physics, generally referred toas Standard Model, is the name given to the current theoryof fundamental particles and their interaction

ligamen

circulatus

 Since primary angular momentum is a circumferential line(ligamen circulatus) moving sideways, the onta have only two dimensionsof length

2)The speed of light is explained quite simply in the Aether Physics Model asthe quantum distance times quantum frequency (or quantum distance perquantum time)

Primary angular momentum explains the structure behind all matter and lightinteractions, thereby eliminating the mysterious wave-particle dualitytheory

39SECRETS OF THE AETHERThe problem with the wave-particle duality theory is that the dimensions ofonta are neither dimension of waves (frequency), nor of solid matter

 Neutrons arecomposite particles of a proton and electron and they remain stable aslong as the bound pair remains in an atomic nucleus

 Perhaps as we explore the experience of our mind as itrelates to each level of physical existence, we might find courage tofamiliarize ourselves with the non-material origin of our existence andexperience a true and complete metaphysical experience

 In the Standard Model,the so-called four basic forces describe as though mediated by particles50FORCE: commonly, a "push" or "pull," more properly defined in physics as a quantity that changes themotion, size, or shape of a body

New constants, based on the known constants of the Standard Model, areidentified, their purpose defined, and their utility revealed (page 120)

28Other, less common, types of radioactivity are electron capture (capture of one of the orbiting atomicelectrons by the unstable nucleus) and positron emissionboth forms of beta decay and both resulting in thechange of a proton to a neutron within the nucleusan internal conversion "Radioactivity," The ColumbiaEncyclopedia, 6th ed

4)As far as normal quantum structures go, the smallest interval of forward (orbackward) time is equal to the quantum time, since quantum time is thereciprocal of quantum frequency

 It is essential to understand the double cardioidgeometry of Aether units when working with binding force equations

Quantum ConstantsAs previously mentioned, all quantum measurements and quantum units inthe Aether Physics Model are also constants

32on the scale of atoms and elementary particles the effect of the uncertainty principle is very important

 A quantumAether unit has the precise value equal to Coulombs constant times216?

 Wave-particle duality theory (complementarity principle33)states that subatomic particles can behave like both particles and waves

 The APM is a kind of creation theory thatshows a logical evolution of non-material, but real, dimensions intocomplex forms of physical existence

 Einstein did not totally give up on the Aether, but he didusher in a new physics that excluded the Aether from science2Emc?35

 Expressed in terms of quantum measurements,angular momentum is:46Matter

 The"surface of distributed frequencyrepresents by the double sphere, andrelates to electrostatic charge

 For whateverreason, onta only exist in the forward time direction

The SI definition here quotes verbatim from its original source (unlike theMKS definition just below) because the SI system is an unnatural systemof measurement, which consists of units (the Ampere) as basicmeasurements

 This is an example of how force evolves into complexity similarto the way subatomic particles bind to become atoms

 Physics defines as, The science of matter and energy and ofinteractions between the two23

 Undoubtedly, thedimensions arise from a yet more primary, albeit non-material Source

Dynamic SpaceThree axes of length in three-dimensional coordinate systems generallyrepresent the concept of space

Because this new system rests on the Compton wavelength (quantum length),mass of the onta, and quantum frequency, we could refer to it as thesystem of quantum measurements

 The magnetic flux will not move as observed by theferrofluid not moving

In the Michelson-Morley experiments, the Aetherfollows along with the matter of the Earth and theatmosphere

 The theoryof relativity eliminated the need for a light-transmitting medium, so that today the term ether is used only in ahistorical context

 Oncewe have knowledge of the non-material Aether structure, we can easilyproduce a mathematically correct and discrete view of the physical world

reciprocal

 Theinertial mass of the Aether exists reciprocal to the dimension of mass wefamiliarly apply to visible matter

Just as we will see how physical existence never becomes a definite realitythough we follow the progression from the level of dimensions towardthe level of human existence, we also will understand how self appearsto share this inability to find definite reality

 For example, we should callthe kilogram the MKS measurement of mass, not its unit of mass

8"According to the law of mass - energy equivalence, developed by Albert Einstein as part of his theory ofrelativity, a quantity of matter of mass m possesses an intrinsic rest mass energy E given by E = mc2, where cis the speed of light

As we saw in the previous chapter, primary angular momentum is thephysical description of the electron, photon, proton, and neutron

 The discovery of the W and Z particles at CERN (the European Laboratory for ParticlePhysics) in Geneva, Switzerland, in the early 1980s was an important confirmation of electroweak theory,which unifies the electromagnetic and weak forces

 Theunequal distributions of quantum distributed frequency affect the generalform of the physical Universe and give us shapes like flowers, butterflies,tree branching, leaf patterns, snail shells, skeletal structures, body organcomposition, and every other pattern that arises from growth processes

3W AND Z PARTICLES elementary particles that mediate, or carry, the fundamental force associated with13SECRETS OF THE AETHERThe Standard Model includes (or excludes) many other theories concerningparticle structure and behavior, depending on which authority isconsulted

Albert Einstein did not disprove, nor did he attempt to disprove, the existenceof the Aether

 TheUnified Force Theory develops from the concept of distributed chargeand fine structures of the onta (fine structures are proportions ofspherical elementary charge to equivalent spherical strong charge)

distributed

measurement

 Unit of Measurement - any division of quantity accepted as astandard of measurement or exchange; the kilogram is the MKSunit of mass; a unit of frequency is the Hertz

 In addition to length and time, the Aether alsoincludes the dimensions of mass and charge

 Forexample, the Aether unit and its geometry influence the physicistsunderstanding of other empirical constants, since the dimensions andgeometry remain present

 As shown on the book cover, this 5-D representation includesthree dimensions of length and two dimensions of frequency

 Molecules are systems of particles; and electrons,protons, and neutrons are subsystems of particles

John Bernoulli

1)The rotating magnetic field concept of the Aether presented in this book isnot much different from John Bernoullis whirlpool Aether concept:John Bernoullis Whirlpool AetherAll space, according to the young Bernoulli, is permeated bya fluid Aether, containing an immense number of excessivelysmall whirlpools

56710ecoul???2According to the Standard Model, gluons29carry the strong force in quarks,and pions150carry the strong force in nuclei

 2000: 4067"The quarks found in ordinary matter are the up and down quarks, from which protons and neutrons aremade

Primary Angular MomentumWave-Particle DualityQuantum Mechanics states that onta such as electrons, protons,and neutrons can appear as particles of matter or as waves45

 In 1924 Pauli introduced what he called a "two-valuedquantum degree of freedom" associated with the electron in the outermost shell

 Since the prevailingunderstanding did not allow Aether to drag along with the Earth, manytouted this as evidence against the existence of the Aether

 The subatomic particlesare yet a simpler order of existence than the atoms

 Therefore,it is quite possible to send faster than light communications by directlymodulating Aether units, rather than sending photons through space orelectrons through conductors

 Once again, the magnetic flux associated with themagnet is coming from the Aether and not from the magnet

 Quarks interact by emitting and absorbing massless particles called gluons, each of which carriesa color-anticolor pair

 This prejudicetoward a dragging Aether also caused many to proclaim the erroneousassumption that the Michelson-Morley experiments showed absolutelyno Aether drift

 The solidangle of 1 is spherical, thus Coulombs constant mediates the forces withregard to spherical electrostatic charge

 While in reality the quantum Universe hasthe qualities of space-resonance, we perceive the physical, macroUniverse with the qualities of space-time

What Albert Einstein set out to do in his earlier work was to explain theobserved physical phenomena without invoking the Aether

 In 1887 Michelson and MorleySECRETS OF THE AETHERxdesigned an experiment (the MMX) to find this Aether

The process of the Standard Model, more often than not, predicts subatomicbehavior based on macro object characteristics (billiard ball particles withmomentum, mass equals matter, fuel equals energy, force equals masstimes acceleration, etc)

 A full loxodrome represents 1-spin, such as the photonpossesses

loxodrome

 The Aether Physics Model is stunning in that itmathematically predicts and explains the measured values of physics withstriking precision

 I believe that for the understanding ofelectromagnetic phenomena it is important also to undertake acomprehensive experimental investigation of the potential states of theaether in magnetic fields of all kinds  or, in other words, to measurethe elastic deformations and the acting deforming forces

 The42Wolfgang Pauli was possibly the most influential physicist in the theory of spin

42610Cm????The Aether unit is like an individual piece of real estate in the quantumUniverse and it represents a specific space that oscillates at a specific ratebetween forward and backward time

 It is the scanning of primary angularmomentum, which gives onta the appearances of a wave and particle

 The values are shown later in this book and arewritten as , , , and for the electron,2emaxe2pmaxenme2ax2ae18"The Compton wavelength of any particle is given by the relationship, ?0 = h / m0 c, where ?0 is theCompton wavelength, h is Planck's constant, m0 is the rest mass of the particle, and c is the velocity of light

Further, the Aether includes the dimensions of mass and charge

 Strong charge is relatedto elementary charge, but it has a different geometry, spin and magnitude

The Standard Model of physics lists the elementary particles as quarks,leptons, and force carrier particles24

The toroid constant??24?represents the surface geometry of -spin onta

cardioid

49SECRETS OF THE AETHERThe cardioid shapes of the quantum Aether unit impart the spin path andstructure the ligamen circulatus must take

 In fact, on May 5, 1920 at the University of Leyden34,Einstein gave a lecture in which he defended the existence of Aether

 As the search for thetrue nature of space-time gains momentum, we are seeing that newdiscoveries and theories in space-time look more and more like theancient concept of the Aether

 An unbalanced force acting on a body free to move will change the motion of thebody

 The weak interaction is equal to 8? times the fine structure of theonn

 Eitherthere exists a non-material, creative force in the Universe, which somemight call God, or such a creator does not exist

 In other words, physical shape actuallycomes from non-material Aether, and is not an inherent property ofmatter

 The secondgreatest theory came in 1905 when Einstein published general relativity,showing that the presence of mass and energy curves space-time, andthis curvature affects the path of free particles (and even the path oflight)

At the core of the Aether Physics Model is a mathematically correct UnifiedForce Theory, the first such theory to exist in modern science

QADIs Aether Physics ModelIn February, 2002, David Thomson III discovered the Aether Physics Model

David Thomson

 While this bookwill show alternative explanations of certain Standard Model concepts ofquantum structure, it is a tribute to the genius of the thousands ofphysicists and engineers contributing to the Standard Model theories anddata

The Aether has a non-material nature revealed through Coulombs constant,the gravitational constant, the speed of light, the permeability constant,and the permittivity constant

 We pursue the Aether Physics Model, notbecause it is the answer to all our questions, but because it leads us toanswers regarding quantum structure more readily than the StandardModel with its discontinuous sub-models

6"This particle, a meson, was made of a fourth flavor of quark, called charm

 The basicunits of length, mass, and time are those of the MKS systemof metric units: the meter, kilogram, and second

Now that the Aether Physics Model quantifies the quantum structure and weSECRETS OF THE AETHERxiihave produced our first set of equations, the analysis must developfurther until it explains all aspects of the atom

, 1947) 2730ONTOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONnon-material Aether unit of 2-spin rotating magnetic field

 Quarks seem to appear to scientistswhen two stable protons or neutrons slam together

The toroid, however, traces on a sphere and frompole to pole, when viewed in space-resonancecoordinates

15SECRETS OF THE AETHERThere is an absolute truth regarding the nature of the physical world, and aswill be seen in these pages, the physical world appears to have a non-material origin

 Now that we haveexact measurements of certain constants, we can deduce that the Aetheris not in the form of a physically detectable particle, but in the form of a35However, all attempts to demonstrate its [Aethers] existence, most notably the Michelson-Morleyexperiment of 1887, produced negative results and stimulated a vigorous debate among physicists that was notended until the special theory of relativity, proposed by Albert Einstein in 1905, became accepted

 Themagnitude of a force is measured in units such as the pound, dyne, and newton, depending upon the system ofmeasurement being used

16"fundamental unit of mass in the metric system, defined as the mass of the International PrototypeKilogram, a platinum-iridium cylinder kept at Svres, France, near Paris

Quarks possess a distinctive property called color that governs their binding together to form other elementaryparticles

 Theperpendicular path of the line of mass as it moves sideways also tracesout a circular path

When we take the literal dimensions ofprimary angular momentum we find thatthere is a mass dimension, there are twolength dimensions, and there is afrequency dimension

When the electric current comes into being, it immediately sets thesurrounding aether in some kind of instantaneous motion, the natureof which has still not been exactly determined

 The motion of the aether, which iscaused by an electric current, will continue until the acting [electro-]motive forces are compensated by the equivalent passive forces whicharise from the deformation caused by the motion of the aether itself

14)The Gforce thus pulses in forward and backward time, driving the ligamencirculatus into a spin

Gforce

 This analogy also permits usto draw definite conclusions concerning the state of the aether in themagnetic field which surrounds the electric current, provided ofcourse the experiments mentioned above yield any result

The quantum frequency is equal to the speed of light divided by thequantum length

Re-discovering the AetherWhat if the ancient and universal idea of Aether proved to be the truefoundation of reality? Acknowledgment of the Aether solves manyproblems in physics

 In the Aether Physics Model, constants appear in place ofvariables

 In spite of thecontinuation of the cause of this motion, namely the electric current,the motion ceases, but the aether remains in a potential state andproduces a magnetic field

6th

5"Quarks possess a distinctive property called color that governs their binding together to form otherelementary particles" "Quantum Chromodynamics," The Columbia Encyclopedia,6th ed

Because nearly all human-scale energy interactions at thesubatomic level take place via the electron, the quantum massis usually the mass of the electron and is equal to-319

NoteThe foundation for the Aether Physics Model is the sameempirical data used by the Standard Model

 Each layer containsproportionately enormous amounts of energy and shimmers- a different but precise electromagnetic frequency

 In general, at least as far as this book is concerned, theStandard Model includes all accepted modern theories contributing to theunderstanding of particle behavior insofar as particles are labeledphotons, electrons, protons, neutrons, muons, pi mesons, quarks, tau,and there are numerous others

The work comprising the totality ofSecrets of the Aether is called theAether Physics Model and no chapter ofthe Aether Physics Model may besubstantially reproduced or distributedby any means possible without theexpress written permission of theQuantum AetherDynamics Institute

6)Eis not mathematically equal to , which in turn means that theequation so often attributed to Einstein, that is , is not a trueequality

12)3CqdcrdF???2Below is a graphic representation of the double cardioid constant as viewedfrom nearly half-spin perspective and seeing only normal matter

24"This evidence allowed scientists to develop the Standard Model theory of matter, which states that allmatter is made up of combinations of six quarks and six leptons that interact with three types of forceparticles

 Primary angular momentum is the primary form of materialexistence and explains the photoelectric effect, pair production, andCompton Effect in units that directly relate to the electron and photon

Einstein tried unsuccessfully during the last 30 years of his life to develop atheory that would represent forces and material particles by fields only, inwhich particles would be regions of very high field intensity

 Truehalf-spin perspective would view straight down and only one cardioidwould appear

According to Newton's second law of motion (see motion), the change in momentum is directly proportionalto the applied force

 Yet modern physics invents hypothetical particles with color,flavor, up down characteristics, and gluons, that may or may not exist dueto probabilities

backward

 Onta do notexperience the backward time direction, therefore the larger structuresmade from onta (planets, animal bodies, plants, etc) also do notexperience the backward time direction

onta

 For example, the unit for temperature isequivalent to the Sievert in the MKS system, and one degreeKelvin is equal to 286

Sievert

2QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS (QCD), quantum field theory that describes the properties of thestrong interactions between quarks and between protons and neutrons in the framework of quantum theory

One cannot convert the truth of the Aethers existence to non-existence justbecause, as Albert Einstein reportedly did

 Aspart of our ongoing research and the fruitfulness of the Aether PhysicsModel, this third edition contains significant additions to theory, and itdrops some sections that were included in the first and second editions

I dare not decide as to which type of aether waves, whether light orelectro-dynamic, and which method of measuring the wavelength ismost appropriate for studying the magnetic field; in principle, after all,this makes no difference

 For thousands of years prior toAlbert Einstein, it was widely accepted that the physical Universeconstructs from the existence of Aether in one manifestation or another

 A hierarchy of frequencies thus couples our psychophysical selves to the harmonic frequency of the electrical charge of the Earth, which naturally pulses at the same frequencies

 (4) In the absence of careful and continuous measurements and observations, changes produced may escape notice until it is too late to alter them, or to prevent their spread

 Schumann's resonances emerge at several frequencies related to brain waves

 Like water bouncing off of rocks and other submerged objects, this non-specific frequency is absorbed and re-radiated in unique interference patterns by all objects it encounters

 This is the coil described further down the page for observing the magnetic component of Schumann

 Studies are often conducted in this inferential way (such as those by Krippner and Persinger), searching correlations between the phenomena of Earth lights and tectonic strain and reports of UFO sightings, abduction reports and other anomalous psychophysical experiences for an electromagnetic connection to temporal lobe seizures

 In the range of human EEG, we have the Sun's electromagnetic oscillation of 10 Hz, while the Earth/ionosphere system is resonant at frequencies in the theta, alpha, beta-1 (low or slow) and beta-2 (high or fast) bands

 101Abstract: The influence of naturally occurring Schumann resonant signals on brain-wave pattern evolution is formally stated to show that low-power electrical fields could produce evolutionary change

 He suggests further that psi phenomena and distant healing may involve transfer of specific electromagnetic frequencies through Planck-length wormholes and join-along boundaries postulated by TGD, which would allow for the near-instant transfer of information

 Schumann in 1952 and 1957, and first detected by Schumann and Konig in 1954

 Thus, although the general biological response to abnormal conditions of the Schumann resonant signals is likely to be harmful, it will not necessarily be universal, and in some cases it may be beneficial

 Natural fluctuations in frequency occur daily, by the lunar month, and in response to solar flares

 Does the human biological system contain, use or generate any forms of electrical signal?2

2 shows that, while there is a connection between ionospheric and magnetic storms and the Schumann frequencies, this connection can not be quantified to show when abnormality is present in the Schumann resonant frequency values

 Williams concluded that a 1C warming in the tropics should result in a fourfold increase in lightning activity, and he presented empirical data from several locations to support his conclusion

 The average range of hearing for the human ear is somewhere between 16 Hz and 20,000 Hz

The rhythms and pulsations of the human brain mirror those of the resonant properties of the terrestrial cavity, which functions as a waveguide

The solar-terrestrial environment is modulated by solar cycles which affect the global climate and all organisms in the biosphere

 Tuned into the Schumann resonance, it may carry such bio-regulating information to distant targets and act as a primitive, radar-type sensory interface

 Small changes in temperature pump up into large signals in extremely low frequency (ELF) resonances

Beta waves (12-25 Hz) dominate our normal waking state of consciousness when attention is directed towards cognitive tasks and the outside world

assembly

 This interference pattern is a composite of external and internal properties, as the constituent atoms, molecules and their global assembly all re-transmit this energy according to their specific configurations

 The detectionof Schumann resonances in the ionosphere calls for revisions to the existing models of extremely low frequency wave propagation in the surface-ionosphere cavity

Since both visual and auditory stimulation at frequencies in the brain-wave spectrum produce biological effects [2

 Geomagnetic anomalies (tectonic strain, earthlights, geomagnetic field perturbations) can induce some forms of anomalous cognition - such as auditory and visual hallucinations, and TLTs (temporal lobe transients or small seizures)

Temperature data from weather balloons launched throughout the world reveal variations and trends in global temperatures that correspond to those found in the satellite-based measurements

 (Sidorov, JNLRMI)Liquid crystals (DNA, brain ventricles, and cellular structures) in the human body may operate as antennae for detecting and decoding such global and local ELF signals

 The computer can create wave-form patterns or certain frequencies that compare with the mind's neural signals in terms of mind patterns

"Corollaries to the Hypothesis(1) The human biological system is sensitive to the existence of extra-low frequency electromagnetic fields

;"Effect of a high-altitude nuclear detonation on the earth-ionosphere cavity

The space between Earth and the ionosphere is a dissipative closed cavity between 50-375 miles that can sustain quasi-standing waves at wave lengths of planetary dimension

Even at the turn of this millennium, Hainsworth (now deceased) seems to have been unfamiliar with extensive work in brain-wave research in neurology, hypnotherapy, biofeedback and neural feedback

Between the nearly perfectly conducting terrestrial surface and ionosphere, a resonating cavity is formed

Schumann's resonance forms a natural feedback loop with the human mind/body

 They seem to be related to electrical activity in the atmosphere, particularly during times of intense lightning activity

 If biological response is linked to the Schumann signals, this will reduce any apparent link with geomagnetic ionospheric data

 These results offer new means for investigating atmospheric electricity, tropospheric-ionospheric coupling mechanisms related to lightning activity, and wave propagation in the ionosphere

 It is these resonance properties of this global spherical capacitor or resonator) that Schumann predicted over 40 years ago

 While natural selection will determine what form of the species will survive, it is still only possible to speculate on precisely what those forms may be like, and on what processes might inhibit the survival of other forms

 Again, lightning discharges within the cavity produce electromagnetic pulses that spread away from the source in the extremely low frequency domain, and the conductive walls of the cavity produce some interesting effects for the low-frequency energy

 Presumably there is some change due to the solar sunspot cycle, as the Earth's ionosphere changes in response to flares and mass ejections during the 11-year cycle of solar activity

So what happens when the mind is entrained with a sound or vibration that reflects the thought patterns? When the mind responds to certain frequencies and behaves as a resonator, is there a harmonic frequency that the mind vibrates to or can attune to? What does the study of harmonic resonance, sound or vibration have to do with the brain's frequency waves?Sound waves are examples of periodicity, of rhythm

 A number of attempts have been made to discover the correlation through geomagnetic and ionospheric storms

 That pattern, in turn,may, under the right ("pre-requisite") global conditions, avoid routine dissipation and become instead coupled to the dominating ("state-of-consciousness") standing wave that is picked up and carried by the Schumann resonance

 INTRODUCTION:A number of attempts have been made to discover if there is any correlation between health and geophysical parameters such as geo-magnetic and ionospheric storms

 EEG equipment distinguishes these waves by measuring the speed with which neurons fire in cycles per second

temperatures

 The method is based on the well-known fact that thunderstorms and lightning strikes in many parts of the world are directly related to lower-atmospheric air temperatures

1 shows that the frequency of the human alpha-rhythm is related to ELF electromagnetic signals occurring naturally in the form of the Schumann resonant signals which circulate in the earth/ionospheric cavity, and hence indicates that the central nervous system is responsive to such ELF electromagnetic signals

Pitkanen believes that not only global, but interplanetary and interstellar magnetic fields are of great importance for conscious life

 Brain waves and natural biorhythms can be entrained by strong external ELF signals, such as stationary waves at Schumann's resonances

The brain responds to inputs at a certain frequency or frequencies

Binaural beats are not an external sound; rather, they aresubsonicfrequencies heard within the brain itself

 (1) This leads to the further conclusion that, in the absence of any reasonable alternative, that hypothesis should be formally stated as:"Factors determining frequencies of brain-wave signals The evolution or development of the frequencies of operation of the principal human brain-wave signals has been governed or determined by the frequencies of naturally occurring electromagnetic signals circulating in the electrically resonant cavity bounded by the Earth and the ionosphere

 When massive amounts of data are used statistically significant correlation would be expected, but with a very much lower degree of significance than would have been desired, and such quantities of data should really extend over a period of not less than one full sunspot cycle

Wagner

11], and could even result from a man-made ionospheric disturbance as described by Balser and Wagner (9)

Balser

An analysis of the correlation between the incidence of ionospheric disturbance and rate of admission to Heathcote Hospital (Perth, Western Australia) for about a three-year total indicated that when a disturbance occurred then the admission rate changed

 The solar winds, interacting with the upper atmosphere rotation, act as the collector and brushes of a generator

orNo significant change, which is a condition that could really only be assessed by an independent observer in a few hundred years' time, if it was then certain that none of the foregoing changes had occurred

5 to 1 ampere, and these collectively account for the measured current flow in the Earth's "electromagnetic" cavity

 I can not write a book of instructionsGeospace is the term that relates to the solar-terrestrial environment and the relevant space occupied by Earth and her fields

8 (alpha), 14 (low beta), 20 (mid beta), 26 (high beta), 33 (low gamma), 39 (gamma) and 45 Hz (gamma), with daily variation of about 0

Schumann Resonance Brainwave Entrainment MusicBrainwave FrequenciesThe frequency bands and wave characteristics are described as follows:Gamma waves (25-60 Hz) appear to relate to simultaneous processing of information from different brain areas, e

, and no significant relationship has been found between the daily admissions and the planetary geomagnetic index, Kp-sum, published by the International Union of Geodosy and Geophysics

 However, although such storms can produce these changes, measurement of these parameters cannot give any indication of whether the resonance signals have changed to a value outside their normal range or not

 However, the fact that sometimes the rate went up and sometimes down showed that ionospheric storms changed the rate of incidence of mental disturbance in a way that is consistent with that change being dependent on the actual causes being linked to variations in the Schumann's resonance signals

 Hainsworth points out that the existence of these natural signals and the close relationship of their frequencies of oscillation were facts unknown to senior neurologists and mental health specialists as late as 1975

 But satellite measurements of the planet's lower atmospheric temperature show no warming from 1979 to 1998

2], then electromagnetic signals in the same frequency range may also be expected to have biological effects, and there is already indirect evidence that this is so [2

2 Auditory signals in the range of 3 - 30 Hz have biological effects
 That pattern, in turn, may, under the right ("pre-requisite") global conditions, avoid routine dissipation and become instead coupled to the dominating ("state-of-consciousness") standing wave that is picked up and carried by the Schumann resonance

Schumann Resonances  Human Physiologyby Iona Miller, 2003Excerpt from Nexus Magazine, Vol

 In particular, it could lead to changes in patterns and frequencies of resonance and resulting phenomena such as homeostasis, REM, psi, and healing

 These frequencies can be amplified by closely-related Schumann resonance waves, or by feedback mechanisms typical of the body's physiological pathways (akin to immunologic and neuroendocrinologic cascades)

 Thus, any events which change these dimensions will change the resonant frequencies

Present-Day Electromagnetic FieldsModern electro-technology subjects the whole world to artificially generated electromagnetic fields, at frequencies from the lowest brain-wave rhythm values up into the microwave spectrum

 One role advocated for rhythmic activity is that oftime binding: the need for harnessing brain electrical activity, which is spatially distributed, while maintaining it as a single entity

 Finnish physicist Matti Pikanen has developed a model of physics, calledTopological Geometrodynamics (TGD), highlighting the close relationship of human physiology with SR and other ELF and electromagnetic patterns

 In turn, these basic frequencies can re-activate stalled healing processes, enhance growth, accelerate immune responses, and generally "jump-start" functions inherent to the body's tissues, by "rebalancing its energies" (according to Oriental medicine) or (in Beal's terminology) by re-configuring the liquid crystal orientation of cell membrane components and thus triggering specific intracellular responses

Hainsworth therefore strongly urged that research into widespread measurements of the natural SR signals' frequency variations and field strengths be carried out and compared with statistics for the incidence of heart attacks, suicide attempts, road accidents, social violence, domestic accidents, crimes, etc

 The resonant spectrum is a superposition of global lightning discharge

A "tuned system" consists of at least two oscillators of identical resonant frequencies

Thus, resonant standing waves emerge from the brain, which under the right conditions facilitates internal and external bio-information transfer via ELF electromagnetic waves

The authors have been unable to substantiate a rising SR in the literature and Ben Lonetree's readings directly contradict it

 That frequency was used for HAARP's Tomagraphy experiments and a similar set of frequencies was used for Schumann

 The continuous ELF data measured in Israel could be compared with other ELF data sets from other locations around the world, such as Hungary, USA or Japan

 The response may then be analogous to that produced by oscillatory optical and auditory stimuli, and, since the incident stimulus an abnormality, the most likely reaction will be the development of stress symptoms, which would link with mental disturbance and heart attacks [2

 the human biological system is responsive to very-low-power ELF electromagnetic signals, which are tenuously linked with geomagnetic and ionospheric conditions

 Decoded by the brain they return almost instantly on the back of the Schumann Resonance

 Sidorov)As human beings we have extraordinary potentials we have hardly begun to study much less understand

 As more and more neurons are recruited to this frequency, alpha waves cycle globally across the whole cortex

htmlHere is the basic equipment for receiving the electrical component of Schumann Resonance

83 Hz, in the alpha brain-wave range

; "The influence of solar activity on the earth's biosphere", J

 A particularly interesting type of modulated radio signal is the kind known as "over-the-horizon radar", in which the repetition frequency of the modulated pulses is very often in the brain-wave frequency range

Volumeorintensityof brain-wave activity is measured in microvolts

Standard magnetometers are not able to measure Schumann's resonances, and even the search coil (i

Additionally, it was found that there is minimum (zero) power circulating in the Earth/ionosphere cavity at 10

 Recently global warming has been acknowledged by most in the field, and human interference (technology) is implicated

 Alpha waves aid overall mental coordination, calmness, alertness, inner awareness, mind/body integration and learning

 The frequency of this signal varies from individual to individual, but it lies between about 7-8 Hz and 12 Hz, with an average value of 10

 Firstly, wind eddies carrying ionized air can produce oscillatory signals in the range of 3 - 6 Hz

Raw EEG frequency bands includegamma(25-60 Hz);beta(12-25 Hz);alpha(7-12 Hz);theta(4-7 Hz); anddelta(less than 4 Hz)

If these results are taken into account, then the results of attempting to link biological effects with geophysical parameters consisting of measures of ionospheric or geomagnetic disturbance can be assessed, and would be expected to be as follows

 Theta and beta rhythm signals also occur, and are identifiable by EEG below the 8 Hz and above the 12 Hz frequencies

 Optical flicker on the required global scale seems to be equally unlikely, and finally, in this subset, if the chosen alternative is the electromagnetic signal, then this must accept the Schumann signals as being biologically influential, and they are already known to be significantly linked to the alpha-rhythm at least

Lightning radiates broadband EM fields that spread laterally into the cavity

 If people can control their mind patterns, they can enter different states of being (mental relaxation, study, etc

 Hainsworth, MA, was among the first to suggest that human health is linked with geophysical parameters by way of the naturally occurring Schumann's ELF

 Technology not only will change, but is changing, human evolution

 In addition, certain frequencies within the delta range trigger the release of a growth hormone which is beneficial for healing and regeneration

In a prior, "first-thoughts" essay discussing the presence of Schumann frequencies in the EEG during various healing practices we had proposed that mental intent might function as a variable window of transmission/ reception in the exchange of extrasensory information, which tuned into the Schumann resonance to carry such bio-regulating information to distant targets and acted as a primitive, radar-type sensory interface (Sidorov 2001)

 This low-frequency/long-wavelength energy creates SR signals which can be detected throughout the world

 Does the human system respond to any very, very low-power electromagnetic signals?Brain waves have only been studied since about the mid-1920s, and the signal form that is apparently most widely known and identified is the alpha rhythm

(Simoes)

Simoes

3 Biological Response to ELF Stimulus Since a signal pattern already exists normally, it may be expected that the general response of the central nervous system to most electromagnetic signals conforming to this pattern will be neutral

somewhat

 However, pursuing this line of thought soon lead to the landmark experiments of Robert Becker - who, it became evident, had not only reached somewhat similar conclusions based on his own body of evidence, but had gone beyond them to suggest that such subtle currents could reach far deeper into our genetic and consciousness control mechanisms

Robert Becker

 Hopefully, we can learn to understand both our emergence from an essentially electromagnetic environment and facilitate our potential for healing, growth and non-local communication

All biological processes are a function of electromagnetic field interactions

, intensity) of the Schumann's resonances is not constant, and appears to be extremely dependent upon tropical (hence global) temperature

 Because this wavelength equals the circumference of the Earth, the energy is able to circumnavigate the Earth/ionosphere cavity without serious degradation

 Has the existence of such signals, having a close relationship with human biological signal frequencies, been known for many years?10

 Thus, since there is no evidence of any error in the conclusions set out above, it seems that conditions for evolutionary changes in the human brain-wave patterns have apparently now been established

8-8Hz brainwave activity, which lasted from one to several seconds and which was "phase and frequency-synchronized with the earth's geoelectric micropulsations - the Schumann resonance"

The frequency values of the SR signals are determined by the effective dimensions of the cavity between the Earth and ionosphere

We strongly suggest that correlations of broad changes in the modulations of SR be studied in relationship to microwave radiation, ELF signals and HAARP for both immediate and long-term consequences

 Increases in geomagnetic activity may suppress pineal melatonin levels and contribute to reductions of cortical seizure thresholds

 Regardless of the exact sensitivity, all these scientists conclude that lightning increases with even moderate amounts of warming worldwide

 And secondly, because of the high background level of electromagnetic noise in technologically advanced areas, then, in general, studies made in these areas will probably have much lower significance than studies made elsewhere

 Because other studies so far made have taken no account of the possible effects of Schumann resonances then, in attempting to deduce a possible relationship between geophysical changes and biological effects, it is necessary to consider the inter-relationship between the geophysical parameters that have been or may be used as a measure of geophysical activity

These field lines are the result of the various biochemical reactions in the body

 Analysis of pressure thickness measurements from these same balloons also shows no warming in recent decades

 Furthermore, the relevant global climate data sets - such as surface temperature, satellite observations of the global distribution of deep convection, and global atmospheric water vapour measurements - could be used for comparisons with SR data to check the reliability of the "global thermometer" hypothesis

 Subsonic acoustic signals could occur naturally, but would be severely localized in their intensity, frequency and incidence; thus a general global effect at one frequency would be a virtual impossibility

 His hypothesis identified naturally occurring features which determine the frequency spectrum of human brain-wave rhythms:The frequencies of naturally occurring electromagnetic signals, circulating in the electrically resonant cavity bounded by the Earth and the ionosphere, have governed or determined the 'evolution' or development of the frequencies of operation of the principal human brain-wave signals

 Beal (1996) proposes that liquid crystals (which are an intrinsic part of cell membranes) act as a detector/amplifier/memory storage device for ELF EM patterns in the environment

Beal

 The characteristics of some forms which might result are considered, and some of the factors tha tmight inhibit survival of existing forms

 This deduced pattern of results, that could be expected for attempts to find a correlation between biological effects and the geophysical parameters usually considered, is precisely the pattern that has occurred in practice, which suggests that the present analysis is correct; i

 He noted that any measurable parameter nonlinearly related to temperature could be extremely useful in assessing the most subtle changes in global temperature

 Broadband electromagnetic impulses, like those from lightning flashes, fill this cavity and create globally the so-called Schumann's resonances at frequencies in the range of 5-50 Hz (Schumann, 1952; Bliokh et al

 If the alpha-rhythm evolved in response to the absence of signals at this frequency, then continued exposure to such signals could be interesting - to an external observer

 Brain synchronization with Schumann's Resonance of both sender and receiver facilitates psi, or "therapeutic entrainment," amplifying, re-radiating coherent waveforms derived from the environment, simulating the wave pattern of the environment

 TGD views the brain and nervous system as a sensory organ for our extended, electromagnetic selves, which have a length scale at least the size of the Earth's diameter

extra-low

Brain-wave pattern evolution An analysis of factors that might affect the evolution or development of the human brain-wave frequency spectrum showed that naturally ocurring, extra-low frequency, electromagnetic fields were the only physical quantities that could have been responsible for that spectrum

 Even then repercussions must occur as further evolutionary changes return the brain-wave rhythms to patterns compatible with natural conditions

 Our internal rhythms interact with external rhythms, affecting our balance, REM patterns, health, and mental focus

In the early to mid-1950s, Schumann (a geophysicist almost certainly uninterested in neurology) suggested that electromagnetic signals might circulate at extremely low frequencies in the electrically resonant cavity between the Earth and the ionosphere

14 Geomagnetic activity has been linked with mental disturbance

 The second alternative is that the physical size of the organism determines the basic frequency of resonance

 The blank range between the two modes is a very reasonable match with the normal frequency range of the human alpha rhythm, between 8 to 12 Hz or cycles

 The electrical fields produced by modern electro-technology are then possible sources of evolutionary change

Hainsworth argued that up to the end of 1979, no long-term systematic measurements of any great value were being made of the Schumann's resonance signals

Hainsworth concluded that the frequencies of human brain-waves evolved in response to these signals

12] are the magnetic changes produced by ionospheric storms, and are thus associated with conditions capable of changing the Schumann signals

Dutton

In 1977, this phenomenon--the relationship between brain-wave rhythms and the spectrum of the natural Earth ELF(extremely low frequency) signals--became the basis for Itzhak Bentov'sStalking the Wild Pendulum(Dutton, 1977)

Itzhak Bentov

 The best approach would probably involve continuous automatic hourly monitoring of the Schumann signals, and subsequent comparison with cardiological, psychiatric, and neurological records

orThe development of a species with the faculty of telepath or other unusual mental ability

According to Hainsworth, the influence of naturally occurring Schumann's resonance signals on brain-wave pattern evolution is formally stated to show that low-power electrical fields could produce evolutionary change

 These existing psychobiological problems could be expected to increase in scale, but could be studied for deviations from "normal" alpha cycles of 10

 Hainsworth of Western Australia is arguably the first researcher to recognize the relationship of brain-wave frequencies to the naturally circulating rhythmic signals, known asSchumann's resonances (SR), in the space between the surface of the Earth and the ionosphere

 Such variations can be expected because of the wide range of other conditions of which the individual such as the state of general health, factors which may have produced a preconditioning effect, etc

 This research includes extensive experiments in frequency-following response (FFR) and relating brain waves and brain-wave deficiencies to psychobiological states

 At their boundaries these waves can overlap somewhat, merging seamlessly into one another--so different researchers may give slightly different readings for the range of cycles per second (Hz)

We are proposing, along with Pitkanin and Sidorov, that the Schumann resonance may be the substrate for a radar-type extrasensory perception mechanism common to all living beings

 It is anticipated that significant results would be obtained much more quickly than has been the case with other geophysical parameters

 Interference patterns are the transducers of energy, which at its most fundamental is described as information

9], and the average value of the alpha-rhythm frequency coincides with the average frequency at which the power of the naturally occurring circulating electromagnetic signals is at a minimum [2

11 Large ionsopheric changes occur during ionospheric storms

 Since the undisturbed state of the ionosphere corresponds to the normal SR patterns, then ionospheric disturbances are likely to produce abnormal patterns, but will not necessarily do so in all cases

Since life began, the Earth has been surrounding and protecting all living things with a natural frequency pulsation of 7

6 The cavity between the earth and the ionosphere resonates electrically so that electromagnetic waves, know as Schumann resonant signals, circulate in the cavity at frequencies down to the order of 6 Hz

In this Fourier-type transformation the information is translated into conscious data, much like other sensory processing

After nearly eight decades of EEG and other brain imaging studies, it is sobering to realize that we still can't tell with certainty where EEG voltages come from (Becker 1985, pp 88)

 Geomagnetic activity may affect the detection capacity of the brain for this information, especially the neural pathways that facilitate the consolidation and conscious access to this information

7 The Schumann resonant frequencies change with ionospheric changes

Now while the association of the first and second Schumann modes with the theta- and beta-rhythms may be coincidence, the association of the alpha-rhythm in relation to these modes is almost incredibly fortuitous if it is to be accidental

 There is a strong correlation between behavioral disturbances in humans and periods of solar and geomagnetic field turbulence

 This means that if, for example, seasonal and tidal conditions have resulted in the signals being in a biologically disturbing state, then the advent of a solar flare could result in changes in the signals, bringing them into a biologically beneficial state

 The human brain and body developed in the biosphere, the EM environment conditioned by this cyclic pulse

We have also discussed the benefits for human well-being and relaxation from entraining with these natural rhythms (The Diamond Body, 1981)

 Higher temperatures produce more lightning strikes, while lower temperatures tend to depress lightning activity

 (2) If the human system is sensitive to electromagnetic fields at extra-low frequencies, then it could also be expected to be sensitive to similar fields at other frequencies, in which case, exposure to electric fields associated with any power usage or any radio or television transmissions may also be hazardous

 For small amounts of data, some studies would show a positive correlation with a high degree of significance, while others would show less significant or insignificant correlation

MEASURING BRAIN WAVES BY EEGThe resonant cavity formed between the ionosphere and the Earth produces rhythmic waves capable of entraining and phase-locking with brain waves

 In particular, the alpha rhythm is so placed that it can in no circumstances suffer an extensive interference from naturally occurring signals

 Without this geomagnetic activity, awareness of the psi stimulus might not be as likely and the brain's "latent reserve capacities" would not be utilized

Alpha-wave biofeedback is considered a consciousness self-regulation technique, while alpha-frequency binaural beat stimulation (frequency-following response) is a passive management technique where cortical potentials entrain to or resonate at the frequency of an external stimulus

 Receiving the electrical component of Schumann is much simpler

 The Schumann wave surrounding our planet being YANG and the weaker geomagnetic waves coming from below, from within the planet, being the YIN signal

 Monitoring and collating these effects of atmospheric tampering and their potential influence on the ionosphere and SR, therefore human brainwaves and health, should be continued

9 The average frequency of the second Schumann mode is 14

 Since the undisturbed state of the ionosphere corresponds to normal Schumann resonance patterns, then ionospheric disturbances are likely to produce abnormal patterns, but will not necessarily do so in all cases

 In theta, our senses are withdrawn from the external world and focused on the mindscape--internally originating signals

The organization of all biological systems is established by complex electrodynamic fields

 Schumann Resonances (SR), global electromagnetic resonances, excited by lightning, is one of the natural EM fields in our planetary environment

Lonetree

com/doc/14145942/HAARPs-THREAT-TO-THE-VOICE-OF-THE-PLANETSchumann Resonance 12-11-2010:Lonetree shows evidence here that Schumann Resonance isnotrising in frequency

 The human body also has its own electrostatic field about itself

 In this Fourier-type transformation the information is translated into conscious data, much like other sensory processing

 Also, one of the effects of meditation is to "quiet the mind" as a method of allowing the "free-run" (or silent thalamic periods) to become entrained by natural geophysical rhythms

 The rate of cycling determines the type of activity, kindling wave after wave over the whole surface of the brain by igniting more neurons

 Have any measurement programs ever been attempted to show whether the human system is (a) totally unaffected, (b) always affected, or (c) sometimes affected by naturally [or artificially] occurring electromagnetic signals?9

 Schumann calculated the Earth/ionosphere cavity resonance frequencies (which were named after him)

The EEG (electroencephalograph) measures brain waves of different frequencies within the brain

Possible Survival FormsAccepting that changed electromagnetic field conditions will result in changed brain-wave patterns, there is still not enough known about their operation to say what effect this may produce in either the mental or physical characteristics of the organism

FACILITATING OUR POTENTIALIn conclusion, we postulate that: (1)we are complex electrodynamic, rather than merely chemical beings, sensitive to natural and artificial EM fields;(2)SR frequencies coincide with human brain waves, affecting subtle and gross brain-wave generation, regulating homoeostasis, healing and psi;(3)there is strong correlation between human behavioural disturbance and geomagnetic field turbulence or isolation from SR frequencies

 In particular, the alph-rhythm frequency has so developed that it is impossible for it to suffer any extensive interference from, or confusion with, naturally occurring signals

 This spreads exposure into non-industrial areas by wave of power transmission lines, power transformers, radiation from domestic appliances and light industrial applications occurring in what are substantially non-industrial areas

 Because of the relationship between these signals and ionospheric, and other, conditions it is also deduced that, unless massive amount of data are used, attempts to establish a relationship between biological effects and ionospheric or geomagnetic parameters will produce confusingly contradictory results, as has happened

Yet, there is evidence the whole solar system is heating with the solar cycle

 These could be associated with thunderstorm activity, or with winds such as the Fohn wind in Austria, and could have biological effects which would be quite localized

Fohn

Additional ConsequencesFurther possible consequences could include the following: (1) The evolutionary change in the operational mode of the human central nervous system could cause drastic changes in human characteristics

The brain has its own set of vibrations it uses to communicate with itself and the rest of the body

 However, although such storms can produce these changes, measurement of these parameters can not give any indication of whether the resonant signals have changed to value outside their normal range or not

 Functional processes may be altered and new patterns of behaviour facilitated through the brain's web of inhibitory and excitatory feedback networks

Becker

 It is conceivable that Becker's perineural system and/or the LC - liquid crystal matrix of the organism (including, but not limited to, connective tissues, cell membranes and DNA) might act as a full-body array of sensory receptors for Pitkanen's magnetic sensory canvas signals, with specific excitations patterns coding for different types of information

Hainsworth sent up a clarion cry against hazardous EM (electromagnetic) pollution, whose dangers pale in comparison to the threat of technologies such as HAARP [High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program], which sends violent pulsations into the Earth's ionosphere, potentially disrupting the entire electromagnetic shield of the planet and certainly affecting the whole biosphere and thus human welfare in general

Using measurements from the Communications/Navigation Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS) satellite, we report, for the first time, Schumann resonance signatures detected well beyond the upper boundary of the cavity

 Mental intent may function as a variable window of transmission/reception in the exchange of extrasensory information

1 Light flicker in the range of 3 - 30 Hz has biological effects

 Further, physicist Peter Gariaev has proposed a wave-based genome, whose main information channel is the same for both biophotons and radio waves (seewww

Peter Gariaev

Two interesting points are made in the opening paragraph of the paper by Malin and Srivastava

 They are not caused by internal terrestrial factors or Earth's crustal movements or the core, which does produce magnetic fields

Lightning discharges occurring anywhere in the world produce electromagnetic pulses that spread away from the source

 It is electromagnetic oscillations -- the Earths global electric circuit consisting of the frequencies that play through the ionospheric cavity (space between the ground and ionosphere) as waves in a plasma

Schumann Resonance

 "Schumann Resonance" refers to the frequency of the electromagnetic field of the earth

 Furthermore, variations in these patterns can produce mild to disastrous health and behavioural changes

 Not only that, but the sounding waves can be frequency and pattern modulated by conscious intent in order to yield specific information (interference patterns)

4 Hz--which is virtually an exact match for the average value of the alpha rhythm

 Driven by lightning, this primal SR pulse calibrates us and enhances our physical and mental well-being

 When we are standing on the ground, under normal conditions, we are grounded

 The correlation comes through the biological fact that the human system is apparently sensitive to such low-power ELF signals

 Receiving the magnetic component of Schumann Resonance is extremely difficult

 The presented rhythms should inspire a better understanding of the interaction of internal and external rhythms during specific states of consciousness

 Projects, such as HAARP, which heat up or blast out the ionosphere pose a potential threat of catastrophic proportions to this interactive system

Toumi

Others have presented different sensitivities: Price (1993) concluded that a 1C warming would increase global lightning activity by 7%; Price and Rind (1994) found a 5-6% increase per 1C sensitivity; while Reeve and Toumi (1998) found the sensitivity to be near 40% per 1C

Reeve

10 The average frequency at which there is minimum power circulating in the earth/ionosphere cavity is 10

 A few could even show a negative correlation, as some ELF electromagnetic signals could quite probably have beneficial effects

 If biological response is linked to Schumann's resonance signals, this will reduce any apparent link with geomagnetic or ionospheric data

 They will therefore show up as drastic increases in mental disturbance, antisocial behaviour, psychosomatic conditions and neurological disturbances

 (3) Other species could also undergo evolutionary change as a result of exposure to unnatural oscillatory electromagnetic fields

sensory

 A wide range of EM waves, in particular microwaves and radiowaves are likely key elements in homeostasis, remote mental interactions between cells and other structures, and sensory representation, as well as in remote mental interactions both within and outside of the body

earth/ionosphere

 However, if the earth/ionosphere cavity resonances shift outside of their normal pattern variations, then the central nervous system will be subjected to abnormal signals

 The first alternative explanation for the development of the alpha-rhythm at this frequency is that in fact the development was truly accidental, and no evolutionary process or externally operating factors were involved

 Pitkanin also suggests these fields and waves are influential when biological systems perform quantum computation-like processes

 Beta is a "fast" activity, present when we are alert or even anxious, or when engaged in problem solving, judgement, decision making, information processing, mental activity and focus

 (3) The responses will be such that, by further processes of natural selection, they will cause a change in the "natural" brain-wave frequency spectrum, i

 Biosystems are sensitive to natural and artificial electromagnetic fields

 Progressively amplified wave-forms, created by resonance, result in large oscillations entraining other circuits in the body tuned to those frequencies

Two other factors that could affect the apparent connection between geophysical parameters and biological effects are links with geographical considerations

 Bombardment by HAARP signals "pushes" out this boundary layer, thus altering the natural, pulsating rhythm

Once recaptured, the patterns are then decoded by the brain

Trying to determine the relationships between geophysical and biological conditions can become extremely complex

 It becomes obvious thatin deep meditation, when waves of alpha and theta rhythms cascade across the entire brain, a resonance is possible between the human being and the planet

 Much of the energy is quickly degraded, but some of the energy the lightning produces falls in the extremely low frequency/long-wavelength domain of the electromagnetic spectrum

 Transverse resonance is predominantly a local phenomenon containing information on the local height and conductivity of the lower ionosphere and on nearby thunderstorm activity

 (2) Exposure of the human population to extra-low frequency electromagnetic signals, at frequencies which differ from those of the naturally occurring ones but in the same range, will evoke biological responses

 One set of geophysical factors which might have biological effects, and which do not seem to have been considered in this connection, are the Schumann resonant signals, and this study will examine the possibility of them being such a causal factor, They are linked with geophysical parameters that have been considered in other studies; and in such a way as may account for many anomalies already found

 However, this requires that variations in the alpha-rhythm frequency should be much wider than have so far been observed, and at the same time casts grave doubts of evolution generally

 The results could then be of clinical benefit in a comparatively short time, to say nothing of avoiding the possibility of unexpected evolutionary changes

, below the first Schumann Resonance), will have wavelengths much larger than the circumference of the Earth

 A coherent wave-field may emerge from the body's own liquid crystal (LC) matrix

 His biophysics suggests that neural circuits and molecules are bound by lock and key mechanisms through this process of magnetic circulation (topologically quantized dipolar magnetic fields)

 The purpose of the present discussion, therefore, is to consider: Firstly, the reasons why a correlation might be expected to be found between health and geophysical parameters; secondly, what the possible range of such a correlation might be; and, thirdly, possible reasons for there being such large discrepancies between the results of studies that have already been made

Two background papers by Hainsworth are appended to the article "On the Possible Effects of Changes in Schumann's Resonances on Human Psychobiology"Appendix 1: The Effect of Geophysical Phenomena on Human Health (first published in Speculations in Science and Technology, vol

 It is concluded that the frequencies of the human brain-waves, especially that of the alpha-rhythm, evolved in response to these signals, and hence that variations in them can produce health changes

 I use this value as my main interest only lies with the first Schumann Resonance at 7

ULF waves, at approximately 1 mHz to 1 Hz, play a major role in propagating energy throughout the magnetospheric system

The third alternative is that the alpha-rhythm frequency evolved in response to the existence of oscillatory signals other than the Schumann resonances

 However, such studies have paid little attention to the mechanism whereby such correlation could be produced, and this has almost certainly been responsible for producing confusingly conflicting results

 The frequencies of the SR signals change with ionospheric conditions

3 The dominant brain-wave rhythm, known as the alpha-rhythm, has an average signal frequency of about 10

All these factors could be expected to lead to the appearance of "new" diseases, probably accompanied by a decline in resistance to many minor infections, an increase in conditions related to abnormal cell development, including cancer, birth defects and infertility, and an increase in psychological disturbance problems, e

 Slower tempos from 48 to 70 BPMs have been proven to decrease heart and respiratory rates, thereby altering the predominant brain-wave patterns

)Global warming has been linked to the suspected rise in SR, and is a threat to its synchronization with our brain waves

Krippner

 (Krippner)Sidorov (2001) and others have suggested that human intent functions as a variable window of transmission/reception in the exchange of extrasensory information, possibly within the range of ELF electromagnetic frequencies

 Has any evidence ever been obtained to indicate that the human system is totally unaffected by externally applied electromagnetic fields?8

 Earth's low-frequency iso-electric field, the magnetic field of the Earth and the electrostatic field which emerges from our body are closely interwoven

 The characteristics of some forms which might result should be considered

 The bridge connecting solar system resonances and brain frequencies resides in our human DNA helix, which co-evolved in the Earth's environment
 Long-term monitoring and study of global climate changes via measurements of ELF electromagnetic waves needs to be conducted more closely

 As the human system is apparently sensitive to such low-power ELF signals, it is also considered that these links need to be examined closely before any damage is caused by present-day technology

 So long as the properties of Earth's electromagnetic cavity remain about the same, these frequencies remain the same

 The resonant properties of this terrestrial cavity were first predicted by W

 This natural frequency pulsation is not a fixed number, but an average of global readings, much like the EEG gives an average of brain-wave readings

 We are approaching the end of the current sunspot cycle, and should use an entire 11 year cycle to acquire accurate data results, as Hainsworth suggested (see last issue)

 Sidorov further hypothesizes,[B]rainvawes (particularly in the alpha range) can be transmitted along the perineural system (or via Frohlich excitation) to any distal parts of the body, and even to adjacent organisms, via ELF EM waves

 At that point, Hainsworth decided to concentrate on trying to get some observational work going on measuring the SR signals

 Thus, standing waves in the body, whether during meditation/relaxation or not, can be driven by a larger signal

 Lunar tidal changes in the height and thickness of the layers could also sometimes affect the cavity dimensions and hence the Schumann's frequencies

 Conversely, specific effects may be imprinted as bioinformation and made to exercise a "mysterious action at a distance", once the signal wave reaches the target

We are proposing, along with Pitkanin and Sidorov, that the Schumann resonance (SR) may be the substrate for a radar-type extrasensory perception mechanism common to all living beings

 Entrainment, synchronisation and amplification promote coherent large-scale activity rather than typical flurries of transient brain waves

 Between these two extremes lie a range of observations or results indicating varying degrees of correlation, and there are typical examples of such reports

 In theta, we are in a waking dream; vivid imagery flashes before the mind's eye and we are receptive to information beyond our normal conscious awareness

 The final conclusion is that modern technology will change human evolution, and only extensive investigation of the naturally occurring signals will give any lead to show what results might occur

Only as long as the properties of Earth's electromagnetic cavity remain about the same do these frequencies remain the same

 He explains that the noise level of Earth's magnetic field must be low for anomalous cognition (also called psi or ESP) to occur

 If his hypothesis is correct, conditions for evolutionary changes in human brain-wave patterns have now been established

MEASURING CHANGES IN SCHUMANN'S RESONANCESEarth's background base frequency, or "heartbeat" (Schumann's resonances), fluctuates BUT ISNOT RISINGdramatically, despite a New Age meme that alleges it

A systematic study of SR parameters during high-energy particle precipitation events has shown that protons and electrons with energies above 1 MeV ionise the upper boundary of the Earth/ionosphere cavity

 Conversely, studies show that subjects living in isolation from geomagnetic rhythms over long periods of time developed increasing irregularities and chaotic physiological rhythms - which were dramatically restored after the introduction of a very weak 10Hz electrical field

 Our body then acts as a sink for the electrostatic field and actually distorts the force-lines somewhat

 As Hainsworth warned, "such events could be ionospheric storms, and could even result from aman-made ionospheric disturbance" (emphasis added)

Hainsworth

READ Ebook by Ben Lonetree here:SEVEN SUBTLE VIBRATIONS-http://sedonanomalies

Ben Lonetree

 Some electrical field phenomena have already been linked with abnormal cell growth and a decrease in immunocompetency

 These match the brain-wave theta rhythm and beta rhythm nicely

 Have those relationships been studied with adequate protocols in any detail?Schumann's resonances are actually observed, by experiment, occurring at several harmonic frequencies between 6 and 50 cycles per second (one cycle equals one hertz)

On one hand, analyses of thermometer measurements of near-surface global (land and sea) air temperatures suggest the planet has been warming in recent decades

Lian Sidorov

A team of researchers and physicists, including these authors, is pulling together some relevant data under the auspices of theJournal of Non-Locality and Remote Mental Interactions (JNLRMI)edited by physicist Lian Sidorov

 they will produce a form of evolutionary change in the human species

 Nobel Prize winner Sir Francis Crick and other scientists believe the 40 Hz beta frequency may be key to the act of cognition

In an article published in Science, MIT scientist Earle Williams (1992) constructed a powerful argument that links Schumann's resonances to convection and ultimately to widespread tropical and/or global temperature

 That natural resonance helps us achieve our optimal brainwave states, but this atmosphere to human linkage is disrupted by the electrosmog of todays technology

The bioelectrical domain is geared to thalamocortical generation of rhythmic activity

 Resonance occurs when the natural vibration frequency of a body is greatly amplified by vibrations at the same frequency from another body

variations

 These conditions change diurnally, seasonally and with variations in solar activity, which, in turn, varies with the 11-year sunspot cycle and also with the 27-29-day lunar cycle, mainly during sunspot minimum periods

Different species often have internal generators of environmental rhythms, which can be extremely precise, up to 10-4

 When we intentionally generate alpha waves and go into resonance with that Earth frequency, we naturally feel better, refreshed, in tune, in synch

 When there is a sudden decrease in geomagnetic activity, there appears to be an enhancement of processes that facilitate psi reception, especially telepathy and clairvoyance

 (Sidorov, JNLRMI)Other research suggests the fundamental interaction of internal and external fields is the right track

Sidorov

 This leads to an increase in the resonance frequency and a decrease in the damping of the first Schumann's resonance, as derived from measurements at Arrival Heights, Antarctica

 Only extensive investigation of the naturally occurring signals will give any lead in showing what results might occur

The extent of research work being done in this area is assessed in relation to the lack of data available, showing that any expert opinion asserting that there is no danger from these fields is not based on measurements, and must therefore be quantitatively valueless

Rogot

 As an illustration of this conflict, one such study which showed a very positive correlation was carried out by Malin and Srivastava (1), while another study of a similar kind by Lipa, Sturrock, and Rogot (2) showed no correlation of any significance at all

Geomagnetic storms are the magnetic changes produced by ionospheric storms, and are thus associated with conditions capable of changing the SR signals

 These are just some of the possible changes in the human species that could result from the changes in brain-wave patterns that will follow from exposure to our continued thoughtless use of electrical systems

Braden

Some research (Braden) has suggested that the frequency of the basic Schumann's resonance has recently been rising in value, possibly threatening the whole biosphere, human welfare and our evolutionary future

 Optimal global ELF (calm night; low sunspot activity; low EM pollution) conditions can facilitate anomalous cognitions, including psi such as ESP, remote viewing, and remote healing

 As these effects include both heart attacks and mental and emotional instability, and can be seen to have links with the Schumann resonant signals, there is an urgent need to determine the exact extent of such links as quickly as possible

 When a person is deeply relaxed, slow rhythmic sine-wave patterns can be detected in both the EEG and the heart/aorta resonating oscillator in the 7-8 Hz range

 These completely envelope the entire world, and, even if there is no biological response to the radio-frequency component of such signals, there is no guarantee that demodulation of such signals cannot occur in a biological circuit, and hence inject signals at damaging low frequencies into that system

 They suggested that simultaneous measurements could be made in Russia and Sweden to test the global nature of the ELF signals measured in Israel

 SR waves probably help regulate our bodies' internal clocks, affecting sleep/dream patterns, arousal patterns and hormonal secretion (such as melatonin)

Schumann's resonances are quasi standing-wave electromagnetic waves that exist in this cavity

 These could only be one of three kind, subsonic acoustic signals, optical flicker, or electromagnetic signals (which, of course, are the same type as the Schumann signals)

15 Ionospheric storms have been linked with mental disturbance

 But resonances can be excited by any electromagnetic disturbance in the atmosphere

 The genetic system (consisting, to be more accurate, of an equidirectional translation function which may start equally well with DNA, RNA or protein) reveals itself as a complex, multidimensional code with both local (codon) and global (context), material (nucleotide) and field-like (EM hologram) parameters, all of which are mutually interdependent and at the same time subject to external, environmental influences

 Advances in technology increase the amount of electromagnetic pollution daily, and comparatively recent developments have already produced a significant increase in the ELF component of this, and will produce more

The brain is a massive source of ELF signals that get transmitted throughout the body through the nervous system, which is sensitive to magnetic fields

 One clear advantage of TGD over other models of subtle energy transmission is that the EM fields are not directly carried from sender to target, but are simultaneously generated at the two locations by a vacuum (geometrical) current: hence they remain coherent while bypassing the paradox of non-attenuation with distance

 The frequency values of the Schumann resonant signals are determined by the effective dimensions of the cavity between the earth and the ionosphere

 Back in 2002 HAARP did a transmission to see if they could modulate the first Schumann Resonance

6102Western AustraliaAbstract: The possibility that human health is linked with geophysical parameters by way of the naturally occurring Schumann ELF resonant signals is discussed

 There are about 2,000 lightning storms at any given moment worldwide

 There is a "cavity" defined by the surface of the Earth and the inner edge of the ionosphere, whose height fluctuates somewhat

ionosphere

 Persinger (1989) points out that deep temporal lobe activity exists in equilibrium with the global geomagnetic condition

The possibility exists that human health is linked with geophysical parameters by way of the naturally occurring Schumann's resonances

 The 100 or so lightning bolts occurring each second in the 1,000 lightning storms around the world contribute to the energy in the 7

 Rhythmicity manages the entire range of activation and arousal in the bio-electrical domain

Factors Inhibiting Survival of Other FormsFor the principle of natural selection to apply, those forms adaptable to the changed environment must be more likely to breed than those who are not, and there are various possibilities as to how this may happen

 Later research confirmed a relationship to human health and well-being and even to ESP or psi phenomena

psi

 Through the self-regulation of specific cortical rhythms, we begin to control those aspects of consciousness associated with that rhythm

 The study used the nine strongest solar proton events of the past Solar Cycle 22 and high-energy electrons emitted periodically from co-rotating interaction regions in the solar wind during 1994-95

cycles

 SR actually fluctuates, like brain waves, due to geographical location, lightning, solar flares, atmospheric ionisation and daily cycles

 The frequency of these oscillators is then phase-locked-loop (PLL) synchronised with the natural rhythms

occurring

rhythms

 This is because if the alpha-rhythm frequency is accidentally related to the Schumann odes in the way that it is, then the evolutionary process, in which the basic frequencies of the biological rhythms were developed in response to the action of external factors, must have accidentally located the dominant, or alpha-rhythm frequency, at the precise point where there will be minimum interference from naturally occurring external signal sources

naturally

3 shows that the response of the central nervous system to naturally occurring abnormalities in the Schumann resonant signals will not be completely uniform or universal

 The electrical fields produced by modern electro-technology are then considered briefly, as possible sources of evolutionary change

Srivastava

The contrast between these results and those obtained by Malin and Srivastava must lead to skepticism of the results of the latter work, unless valid reasons can be found to account for the difference

Malin

 Do human signals change with psychological or mental states, such as stress or problem solving?6

 10, #3, April-May, 2003by Iona MillerEarth's background base frequency, or "heartbeat" (Schumann's resonances), fluctuates BUT ISNOT RISINGdramatically, despite a New Age meme that alleges it

 The signals came to be called "Schumann's resonances"

 If one oscillator starts emitting, the other will be activated by the signal very shortly, in the process of resonance, entrainment or kindling (igniting the resonance phenomenon among the neurons)

If we are sensitive to ELF signals, then when these factors are considered we would expect to get confusion if we try to link any effect with geophysical changes

geophysical

 Electrodes are placed on specific sites on the scalp to detect and record the electrical impulses within the brain

 ELF frequencies of Schumann's Resonance are intimately linked with those of human brainwaves

 In this frequency range, the global structure of the magnetosphere can lead to global cavity resonances and waveguide modes

 The study also showed that high-energy particle precipitation (solar ejecta) is not the only relevant source affecting SR parameters

Since the Earth's atmosphere carries a charge, a current and a voltage, it is not surprising to find such electromagnetic waves

The Schumann resonance modes, like other low-frequency modes, are able to leak into the ionosphere, particularly at night when the plasma density is lower

 For instance, most of the world is now subjected to electromagnetic signals which contain a component at about 10Hz

 They are an option but it's advisable to incorporate them into the circuit where large changes in temperature occurs

rhythm

beta

brain-wave

theta

 Additionally, the frequencies of the first and second Schumann modes lie in the theta- and beta-rhythm regions respectively of the brain-wave spectrum [2

[T]he magnetic sensory canvas hypothesis provides a mechanism for "sharing qualia" associated with distant points on the geomagnetic sphere - essentially a form of cognitive entanglement between operator and target

sleep

Theta waves (4-7 Hz) occur most often in sleep but are also dominant in the deepest states of meditation (body asleep/mind awake) and thought (gateway to learning, memory)

Thus any events which change these dimensions will change the resonant frequencies [2

 Monitoring the intensity and frequencies of the lightning-induced ELF SR could help monitor changes in the Earth's climate over time

8 The average frequency of the first Schumann mode is 7

alpha

alpha-rhythm

Assuming that the relationship between the alpha-rhythm and the Schumann signals is accidental it is then necessary to consider what other factors, almost certainly of global extent, could have caused this evolution

 Although the general response of the biological system to abnormal patterns will be that which would result from an inimical situation, there will almost certainly be a limited number of abnormal frequency and field-strength combinations to which there may be a neutral or even beneficial response

 The lowest four of these resonant electromagnetic signal modes lie between 6 and 30 Hz

 This should lead us in the direction of extreme caution towards introducing new EM or ELF sources and ionospheric changes in our environment

ionospheric

 Continuity follows because there is no physical instant or progression of time, only uncertain intervals, as wave/particle duality hints

 The combination of the scalar and longtudinal photon is observable as the instantaneous scalar potential

html*****Is there empty space inside particles the same way there is inside atoms? The 'empty space' within and near particles such as electrons and quarks is far more active and complex than in the lower-energy 'empty space' within the boundaries of atoms

 Hence, the value C can be associated only with properties of time and space, not with the properties of bodies

 This signifies that time does not have a pulse, although it possesses energy
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 Therefore, between their appearances there exists an arbitrarily small, but not equaling zero time difference

The frozen snapshots of observable physics have excluded or merely implied this dimensionality of time by invoking memory

 The advanced wave brings information in from the entire universe

 C is not a scalar value but a pseudo-scalar value: i

 The additional stresses alter the potential and the full energy of the system

 In it, the principle of impenetrability loses its value and, based on the possibility of the superposition of fields

In Synergetics, Buckminster Fuller called this cosmic pumping energy Cosmic Zero, described as the nexus of quantum jitterbugging of the Vector Equilibrium Matrix

 This effect does not transmit a pulse (momentum), meaning it does not propagate but appears simultaneously in any material system

 In the new approach, an observable scalar value is assigned to every point in n-dimensional space, where n is 4 or greater, and the set of n-dimensional points and their assigned observable magnitudes is called a scalar field

Among the most important results are the conclusions concerning the finiteness of the time pattern, the possibility of partial reversal of the causal relationships, and the possibility of obtaining work owing to the time pattern

 The time oscillation (temporal field) is shown to be related in coherent way to oscillation of electromagnetic and gravitational fields

 From the pseudo-scalar properties of the time pattern, there immediately follows the basic theorem of causal mechanics

A world with an opposite time pattern is equivalent to our world, reflected in a mirror

Only the pseudo-Euclidian nature of the geometry of the Minkowski universe differentiates the time interval from the space interval

In1891, Tesla described how the aether behaves as a fluid to solid bodies, and as a solid to light and heat, and that under sufficiently high voltage and frequency, it could be accessed, implying free-energy and anti-gravity technologies

 Time possesses a quality, creating a difference in causes from effects, which can be evoked by directivity or pattern

Zero-Point expert, Thomas Bearden describes time as spatial EM energy compactified by the speed of light squared

 At these points cause and effect should have opposite signs, meaning that there should also be an opposite orientation of the perpendicular plane

 - This article outlines a particular approach to constructing such a theory, that of Causal Dynamical Triangulations, and its achievements so far in deriving from first principles why spacetime is what it is, from the tiniest realms of the quantum to the large-scale structure of the universe

 This finding is linked with the general philosophical principal of the possibility of cognition of the world

Cosmic Zip DriveThe dynamic vacuum and its emanations are the unintegrated center of 21st Century physics

 It is a model of fractal, scale-invariant lower dimensional structure at the Planck length that is classical at large scale

 It only supplements the spatial arena, against which the events of the universe are played out

 The exact sciences negate the existence in time of any other qualities other than the simplest quality of "duration" or time intervals

 When the vacuum is uncurved, equal amounts and components of positive and negative time exist

 A four-dimensional universe arises from quantum fluctuations -- four-dimensional quantum gravity

 Since the additional forces are equal and are directed oppositely, the pulse of the system does not vary

 However, the actual time has a finite pattern and can be effective, and this signifies that the principle of time can be reversible

" We can see no deeper into nature than fluctuating fields of energy, which constitute the constant background motion

Within an atom, much of the activity is carried by 'virtual photons' that mediate the electromagnetic force, and by the occasional electron-positron pairs that appear and vanish

 Our two brain hemispheres constitute natural scalar interferometers (or engines) actuating scalar fields  Therefore, the time pattern also should be established by a value having the sense of a linear velocity of turning (rotation)

 Signals (t and t) are sent from the future to the past by quantum particles

 Such meditations help us recalibrate ourselves from our own personal zero point or renewable energy

 Pumping a living organism with longitudinal EM waves also pumps it with time-polarized EM waves, adding a positive time-charge which persists once the longitudinal EM wave radiation is removed

 How is a proton or neutron created from electrons? How many dimensions are required to model this emergent process? What is the source and meaning of motion? Is spacetime itself expanding, or every material thing, or maybe both?Standard theory says space is expanding at a constant rate but space has no mass to move relative to itself

What Makes Time MatterInstantaneous Tempic PotentialIn a continuous creation, the center of the universe is everywhere and it is a seething cauldron of potential

What are electrons? Why do they exist and how are they made? Why does their structure expand? Are quarks fundamental or composites? There might be undiscovered species of protons and photons

The rate of the transition of the cause to the effect is accomplished through the "empty" point, where there are no material bodies and there is only space and time

, a scalar changing sign in the case of the mirror image or inversion of the coordinate system [Beardens Negative Time]

Kozyrevs tests (1967) proved the existence of the effects through time of one material system upon another

 It is erroneous to think that, having run a movie film of our world in a reverse direction, we would obtain a pattern of the world of an opposite time direction

Causality is linked in the closest way with the properties of time, specifically with the difference in the future and the past

Ordinary electrons are in a positive energy condition, so the vacuum of spacetime is a vast ocean of negative electronic energy conditions for electrons to sink into and essentially disappear

 Nikola Tesla stated in 1891 that the aether behaves as a fluid to solid bodies, and as a solid to light and heat, and that under sufficiently high voltage and frequency, it could be accessed, implying free-energy and anti-gravity technologies

relationships

 Quantum mechanics represent another critical case of a world with infinitely real causal relationships

The conversion of the cause to an effect requires the overcoming of the "empty" point in space

The rotation alters the possibility of this inflow, and, as a result, the time pattern can create additional stresses in the system

 This happens over a spacetime interval; not a time of collapse, only to an interval of collapse (consistent with relativity)

 Correcting imbalances and distortions in the energy field facilitates harmonization of subsystems, allowing the cells to work together, instantaneously and symphonically

In his Scale Expanding Cosmos model, Masreliez postulates that the universe is constantly and incrementally changing scale, but the increase is imperceptible because the change in space metrics is accompanied by a corresponding change in the metric of time

Masreliez

 The vacuum ground state is not completely empty, but seethes with impermanent virtual particles and fields

 The theoretical concepts expounded here are basically necessary only in order to know how to undertake the experiments in the study of the properties of time

 The universe expands by changing the scale of both space and time

 This result is quite natural under the actual existence of time directivity, which is confirmed by the direct experiments

 Also, the scalar field is considered to be composed of two time fields: one in positive time and one in negative time that is the phase conjugate replica of the first

Cause is always outside of the body in which the result is realized and the result sets in after the cause

Open Sesame of SubspaceTom Bearden says, Passage of an electromagnetic wave through the vacuum leaves an invisible trace

 The laws of quantum theory tell us that looking at spacetime at ever smaller scales requires ever larger energies, and, according to Einstein's theory of general relativity, this will alter spacetime itself: it will acquire structure in the form of "curvature"

 This property determines the difference in the past from the future

 Time, therefore, has the same energy density as mass, but in the unobservable time domain, rather than the observable 3-space domain

 Bearden reiterates that, At any point and at any time, one can freely and inexpensively extract enormous EM energy flows directly from the active vacuum itself

 From this it follows that C cannot equal the speed of light, C comprising the conventional scalar

What Time Is It?Scalar EM wave vibrations occur in the time domain only

 The virtual blueprints of everything that ever was or will be, as well as the powers of mind linkage, mass mind control and healing are locked in this universal zip drive

 However, classical mechanics confirms the identity of these worlds

Newtonian mechanics correspond to a world with infinitely stable causal causal relationships

 In this manner, classical mechanics and atomic mechanics enter into our axiomatics as two extreme systems

 However, he cautions that, time reversing a single object or single group of objects is not the same as scifi travel into the past

 The absolute value of the time pattern is obtained when the absolute difference in the future and the past will be linked with the absolute difference in the properties of space

"Causal" or "asymetrical" mechanics should be be realizable experience, indicating where the cause is and where the result is

Bearden states, the resident spacetime curvature engine in the mass if amplified and phase conjugated, forms a precise, amplified antiengine which then slowly time-reverses the mass back to a previous physical condition and state

, they devise, introduces a difference between the future and the past, because the future proves predictable, while the past is not

 The Heart Sutra insists that all form is inherent in the void, and the void is the root of all form

Sutra

From these quantum energy-metaphors we have now also found a more efficient way of imagining how energy takes on its 3-dimensional shape as it moves through the temporal dimension of our reality: Dimenionless virtual/actual particles vibrate across time, forming two-dimensional waves, which oscillate across time in various geometric shapes, which in turn move about in all four dimensions like invisible duct-work energy tunnels

Therefore, the world reflected in a mirror should differ in its physical properties from our world

It is possible that specially formulated biological experiments will be able to prove directly that life actually uses the time pattern as an additional source of energy

 Our vastly increased understanding of the physical world acquired during the 20th century has made this a certainty

" --Tom Bearden,Excalibur BriefingDimensionality is turned into a dynamical quantity

 Such an invariant, independent of the properties of matter, can be only space

In Cramers Transactional Interpretation of QM, a standing wave in spacetime is set up by a superposition of advanced and retarded waves, equivalent to the Copenhagen ``collapse of the state vector''

Cramer

 Therefore, in a world with an opposite time pattern the events should develop just as regularly as in our world

assigned

 07"Scalar field: in vector analysis, each point in space is assigned a magnitude; the set of spatial points and their assigned magnitudes is called a scalar field

 From this, we are afforded the possibility of an objective determination of left and right; the left-hand system of coordinates is said to be that system in which the time progress is positive, while the right- hand system is one in which it is negative

 For the possibility of at least a marginal cognition, the combination of all material objects should be a calculated set: i

 The level of activity that fills the physical vacuum is set by the energy at which the vacuum is 'observed'

The force fields transmitting the influences should be regarded as a system of discrete, non-overlapping points

Time moves forward (retarded wave) as our perceptions verify, but reversed-time advanced waves are enfolded in the energy-density of compactified spacetime

 Up until recent times, this identity was assumed in quantum mechanics and was said to be the law of the preservation of parity

retarded

 This dual wave system, namely concentric, divergent and retarded on the one hand, convergent, and advanced on the other hand ensure that data circulates both ways

meaning

The single universal constant, which can have the meaning of a pseudo-scalar, is the Planck constant, h

The body is both formed by and generates bioscalars and biophotons that both condition and signal its health

 Therefore, between them exists an arbitrarily small, but not equaling zero, spatial difference

 Already the 19th-century founders of modern geometry contemplated the possibility that a piece of empty space that looks completely smooth and structureless to the naked eye might have an intricate microstructure at a much smaller scale

 Kaivarainin states, The pace of time for any closed system is determined by pace of kinetic energy change of this system

Kaivarainin

 Therefore, the effect of the process could be observed without a preliminary excitation of the system

 Physicists, moreover, have conducted many experiments where the effects of these ghostly, half-real particles can be seen clearly

instant

 In a world reflected by a mirror, causality is completely retained

 There are only apparent 'voids' that SEEM not to contain matter or energy, but at the level of the quantum world, even 'empty' voids are teeming with activity as particles come and go; created out of quantum fluctuations in any of a variety of fields in nature

 These fields possibly couple to the subtle anatomy of the body like chakras, acupuncture meridians or fields of the heart

 Such a scalar field is also the rigorous identity of a massless charge field, of -- for example -- the electrostatic scalar potential, 0

frozen

 The more complex the system, the greater the likelihood of introducing change into the system during any given cycle

 Vacuum fluctuation of virtual photons is the universal hum, the OM of the cosmological constant

 In this manner, the time progress linking all of the bodies in the world, even during their isolation, plays the role of that material bridge

 But since time is energetic, it has a energy density and potential force, which can be tapped

 Harmonic sets or series of wave/antiwave pairs form the scalar potential

 In a variation of the directivity of time, there should also become modified the influences, which the time pattern exerts upon the material system

It turns out that the time pattern of our world is positive in a levorotary system of coordinates

 At very high energies, and correspondingly small length scales, the vacuum fills up with the comings and goings of even more high energy particles; quarks-antiquarks, gluons-antigluons, muons-antimuons, and a whole host of other particles and their anti-matter twins

 Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle all but guarantees the existence of such a dynamic, physical vacuum

 Big questions include the nature and types of subatomic particles, virtual particles, antimatter, mass-energy conversion, the nature of time, and the expanding universe

Remembering the FutureIn the past couple of decades, virtual particle flux has gained scientific acceptance, becoming less mysterious

four-dimensional

Minkowski

 The theory of relativity by Einstein made this analogy more profound, considering time intervals and space as components of a four-dimensional interval of a Minkowski universe

 The space-time dimension is scale-dependent

 Now, utilizing the Planck constant in any scalar universal constant, it is necessary to obtain a value having the dimensionality of velocity

Still, time-reversal of a single thing such as a particle or wave  or even a group of things such as a group of particles or waves  is not only feasible but is readily achievable, in a zone (TRZ) where interactions with antiphotons predominate

n-dimensional

 Also, in the new approach each scalar magnitude is considered to contain an n-dimensional virtual-state sub- structure, where each succeedingly higher dimension is a succeedingly lower level of virtual state

 What we still lack is a definitive Theory of Quantum Gravity to give us a detailed and quantitative description of the highly curved and quantum-fluctuating geometry of spacetime at this so-called Planck scale

The possibility of communications through time will probably help to explain not only the features of biological relationship but also a number of puzzling phenomena of the physics of man -- biophysics

directivity

In reality, the directivity of time signifies a pattern continuously existing in time, which, acting upon the material system, can cause it to transfer to an equilibrium state

 More detailed information about the shortscale structure of quantum spacetime remains to be extracted

Scalars are described as dynamic quantities, which have magnitude but not direction, like vector waves

nonlinear

 If positive energy is added to the vacuum, electrons may also be lifted from the Dirac Sea, creating a flow from the nonlinear vacuum

This physics has even been used as a model of paranormal phenomena, healing and clandestine warfare

 Potentials can have observable effects on charges even when no fields are present

It exists by continuously extracting EM energy from the vacuum

 The potentials are the cause and the fields are the effects

fountain

Like the matter/antimatter polarity, time also has a negative flow, time reversal

Potentially, we can build devices that help usalter gravity, time, inertia, and the apparent mass of an object, patterning spacetime with electrogravitic energy

 Outrageous lists of scalar disasters can be found on Beardens site and in his books, most notablyFer-de-Lance(1986-2003),Excalibur Briefing (1980-1988), andOblivion, America at the Brink

intelligence

Catch the WaveWhen is a wave not a wave?When its a scalar or energy precursor, point intensity

Medical Engineer, Eldon Byrd affirmed thatimages can be projected directly into a human brain from a distance using the 'scalar' component of a weak magnetic field

This remarkable engineer has worked in the space program and science intelligence

Bearden reiterates that,At any point and at any time, one can freely and inexpensively extract enormous EM energy flows directly from the active vacuum itself

lets

To illuminate ourselves, lets look behind the Mystic Veil between the observable and nonobservable  the truly metaphysical which is literally beyond physics

ripples

A scalar potential, like ripples in a pond, either increases or decreases at each and every focal point throughout spacetime, including inside our bodies

 Although the entire vacuum or a large region of it statistically is disordered, each individual temporary virtual particle is totally orderedwhile it fleetingly exists

 Tom has tried to correct fuzzy thinking by pointing out that zero point energy isnotenergy from the vacuum

~Tom BeardenThe modern vacuum is a fiercely bubbling inferno of fleeting particles

CloseZero PointHomePageINTROZeroPointPhotonicBrainPhotonicBodyIlluminationInvisibleGroundConsciousnessSomaSophiaGoldenFleshPinealDMTIonatopiaLinksBiophysicsBioholographyBioplasmaHoloMindHoloVersePsiResearchARTGALLERYNewsWHAT'SNEWRealblogCOSMIC ZEROTom Bearden: Wizard of Zero PointScalar Energetics and the Paranormalby Iona Miller, 5/2007"There is an Unborn, Unoriginated, Uncreated, Unformed

Nothing DoingWhen it appears in the seething vacuum, and while it fleetingly exists, a particle (such as a photon) istotally ordered

engineer

Outrageous lists of scalar disasters, EM weaponry and eco-terrorism can be found on Beardens site and in his books, most notablyFer-de-Lance(1986-2003),Excalibur Briefing (1980-1988), andOblivion, America at the Brink
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The dynamic vacuum and its emanations are the unintegrated center of 21stCentury physics

But his claim to fame comes from free energy research

 The concept of purposive organizing principles which are non-material in nature have been reinvented again and again

" (19) This, as we remember, gave rise to the dualism that Sheldrake objected to in Driesch's work

 "The hypothesis of formative causation proposes that morphogenetic fields play a causal role in the development and maintenance of the forms of systems at all levels of complexity

 This is readily understandable if forms are a result of changeless physical laws like a mechanistic approach supposes

 In actual fact they did, Indeed, find learning the Japanese nursery rhyme easier than the other two, but as Sheldrake pointed out, it is difficult to demonstrate that the original nursery rhyme was identical in learning difficulty to the others

 Somehow habits arise within nature and influence subsequent events

 Even belief in reincarnation could be related not to one person having lived a former life, but having tuned in to the morphic field and the associated memory of the person who lived before

 Whether we look to the laws of nature or information theory, we return to the fundamental idea of form

" (5)Sheldrake realized that physics dealt with energy as a principle of change, but not really with form, and so he proposed a new type of causation

 Driesch, who had himself started off as an adherent to mechanism, had conducted a series of experiments on the embryos of sea urchins in which one of their original cells was destroyed, yet the embryos regulated themselves, and reached the goal of normal adult development

The Mystery of MatterChapter 2: Rupert Sheldrake's Formative CausationWhile it is not necessary to set the historical stage as we did with quantum theory in order to understand Rupert Sheldrake's work, we should realize that it is part of a non-mechanistic current in biology that has always existed, although in recent times as a minority

 Here he again summarizes some of that philosophical tradition in which the eternal forms of Plato were seen by Aristotle to be immanent in things

Sheldrake had shared the view of most biologists that "living organisms are nothing but complex machines governed only by the known laws of physics and chemistry

 "In terms of the hypothesis of formative causation, the 'transmission' would come from previous similar systems, and its 'reception' would depend on the detailed structure and organization of the receiving system

InThe Presence of the Past: Morphic Resonance and the Habits of Naturewhich appeared in 1988, Sheldrake takes up the same theme of formative causation but with a different emphasis

" (12)A form influences subsequent forms by a kind of morphic resonance, and since this resonance is non-energetic like the morphogenetic fields themselves it need not be limited by space and time

" (3) Then Sheldrake turned to organicism, which tried to solve the problems of morphological development by proposing that the wholeness exhibited came from embryonic or developmental or morphogenetic fields

 It is the morphic resonance aspect of the idea of formative causation that gives rise to testable predictions, and this is, no doubt, an important reason why it recommended itself to Sheldrake, and he goes on to suggest various ways in which it could be tested

Sheldrake felt that morphogenetic, or morphic fields, might also help us to understand the mysterious nature of memory, and he goes into a wealth of detail of how these fields could shed light on this whole realm

 Aristotle's viewpoint was highly influential in later theories of vitalism and organismic philosophies, and Sheldrake is making himself heir to this tradition, but trying to put it in an evolutionary context

Eugene Marais

 How else can we explain the elaborate behavior of a hive of bees, or the coordinated movements of schools of fish and flocks of birds? Sheldrake recounts the work of the South African naturalist, Eugene Marais, who drove a large steel plate through the center of a termite mound in such a way that it was divided into two separate parts

 The interaction between the physical and chemical processes of the organism and morphogenetic fields and their power of resonance can be compared to a radio playing music

 They still seem to make sense when they govern an eternal universe from which God's mind had been dissolved

 But Sheldrake feels that these souls, or natures, were also conceived by Aristotle as fixed and changeless

" (6) He recognized that the energetic cause in physics was like Aristotle's efficient cause, while his formative causation resembled Aristotle's formal cause, and he uses the analogy of building a house to illustrate this kind of causality

' Any formative cause must evidently have an end or goal which is at least implicit - what Aristotle called a final cause

Despite the merits of Driesch's position, Sheldrake was unhappy with the fact that the entelechy was non-physical, and thus led to a dualistic conception of the organism, for how could it act on physical and chemical processes if it, itself, was not physical? "The physical world and the non-physical entelechy could never be explained or understood in terms of each other

 (28) But the idea of morphic resonance makes it a lot easier, in Sheldrake's mind, to understand how such a thing could take place

 If the forms of things are to be understood, they need not be explained in terms of numbers, but in terms of more fundamentalforms

 (7)Morphogenetic fields are not kinds of energy, but they play a causal role in determining the forms of the systems with which they are associated

 "The point is that, via this process, past forms would tend to be repeated or replicated in the present, and that is very similar to what Sheldrake calls a morphogenetic field and morphic resonance

" It was, in his mind, a natural factor but not a form of matter or energy

" (9)In morphogenesis a morphogenetic field surrounds an already organized system which becomes the germ of the higher level system to come, and the field is probably associated with this germ because of their similarities in form

 Jung found similar patterns in the myths and dreams of people from all over the world and from different periods of time, and concluded to the existence of a collective unconscious, "a kind of inherited collective memory

" (32) Sheldrake and Bohm discussed their relationship, and Bohm considered that the movement from the explicate back to the implicate order and back again, if repeated enough, could give rise to a fixed disposition

 Vitalism says there is another causal factor involved in living organisms

 "There is a need for a new natural philosophy that goes further than physics alone can go but remains in harmony with it

 "Rather than being governed by eternal laws, the nature of things may be habitual

" (17)"Eternal laws made sense when they were ideas within the mind of God, as they were for the founding fathers of modern science

" (29)Sheldrake's remarks on Jung form a bridge to chapter three where we will look at Jung's synchronicity, but he also has some interesting comments on the work of David Bohm

" (15) There is a memory inherent in nature that is passed on from one generation to another by means of morphic resonance

 Not only will an organism tune into its own past by a kind of self-resonance, it will also tune into the collective memory of past fields

 "The initial choice of a particular form could be ascribed to chance, or to a creativity inherent in matter; or to a transcendent creative agency

"Bohm emphasizes the importance for physics, biology, and psychology of the notion of formative causation as 'an ordered and structured inner movement that is essential to what things are

feels

context

 But do they any longer make sense in the context of the Big Bang and an evolving universe?" (18) Sheldrake feels that these eternal laws should be replaced by the notion of habits, but if we do so, we are still left with the question of how thesehabitsoriginated and sustained themselves

rhyme

 The theory, of course, was that the traditional rhyme, established by millions of repetitions would have a stronger field which would influence the learning of these non-Japanese speaking participants

 The morphic fields of past organisms might somehow continue to be present to us

 When it projects back into the totality (the implicate order), since no space and time are relevant there, all things of a similar nature might get connected together or resonate in totality

 (25)As a scientist the idea of testing this hypothesis by experiment was central to Sheldrake's thinking, and he suggested various ingenious experiments that could be carried out

tradition

The idea of eternal laws is deeply rooted in Western tradition and goes back much further than the rise of modern science

 In this context, the word 'form' is taken to include not only the shape of the outer surface or boundary of a system, but also its internal structure

 This germ develops under the direction of the field which is not yet filled out or completed, but contains the final goal in virtual form, and directs the activities of the seed system so it realizes that goal

'" (31)"Bohm's theory of the implicate order is more fundamental than the hypothesis of formative causation, but the two approaches appear to be quite compatible

changeless

 But Sheldrake is trying to break out of that framework, and he comes up with what he considers a radically different approach: "Chemical and biological forms are repeated not because they are determined by changeless laws or eternal Forms, but because of acausal influence from previous similar forms

"Aristotle believed this problem could be overcome by regarding the forms of things as immanent rather than transcendent: specific forms were not only inherent in objects, but actually caused them to take up their characteristic forms

" (20) Even the idea of the universe as a machine implies a plan of organization

 To this Sheldrake responds: "How could we possibly know that the laws of nature existed before the universe came into being? We could not ever hope to prove it by experiment

 These include the speed of formation of new crystals and experiments in plant breeding, and their basic principle is simply that if a form or behavior has been repeated in the past, then it will be more readily repeatable in the present, for the past form and behavior resonate with and influence the present

" (13)Sheldrake then goes on to apply this hypothesis to a wealth of biological problems ranging from inheritance, to the evolution of biological forms, the movement of plants and animals, instinct, and behavior

 Bohm points out that in the ancient view, 'the notion of formative cause was considered to be of essentially the same nature for the mind as it was for life and for the cosmos as a whole

" (24) Therefore, while physically real they are not like the fields physics knows, and involve "a kind of action at a distance in both space and time" which doesn't decline with distance in space and time

" (4) These kinds of reflections brought to mind the doctrine of Plato in which the things of daily experience were reflections of the archetypal forms, but this didn't explain how these eternal forms were related to our earthly ones

 Sheldrake feels that immutable laws of nature are tied to a view of the universe as an eternal machine, and both these perspectives are not in harmony with what we now know about evolution

 "All attempts to force the organizing principles of life into material objects such as genes have failed: they keep bursting out again

" (16)In the past the laws of nature were presented as if they had an objective existence which somehow transcended space and time, and were even imagined by scientists to have existed before the creation of the universe

" (2) Other issues, intractable to a purely mechanistic approach, include regulation, regeneration and reproduction

 He feels that no scientific answer is possible because the origination of forms is a unique event, while science deals with repeatable events

" (23) These morphogenetic fields are physically real fields with their own spatio-temporal organization

" (11)The question immediately occurs to him about the origin of the first forms which will, according to this hypothesis, then begin to influence subsequent ones

" (21) "Is the information Platonic, somehow transcending time and space? Or is it immanent within organisms?" (22) For Sheldrake this kind of biological information, or morphogenetic fields are immanent in organisms and "inherited in a non-material manner

 One of these problems was biological morphogenesis, or the coming into being of the form ofanorganism

" (27) "Even if it were to be assumed that the myths of, say, a Yoruba tribe could somehow become coded in their genes and their archetypal structure be inherited by subsequent members of the tribe, this would not explain how a Swiss person could have a dream that seemed to arise from the same archetype

Driesch

Sheldrake took the best in Driesch's vitalism and of these field theories, and created a new hypothesis he called formative causation

 This influence would require an action across spaceand timeunlike any known type of physical action

 This development is what biologists describe as epigenetic: "New structures appear which cannot be explained in terms of the unfolding or growth of structures which are already present In the egg at the beginning of development

 Past fields influence present ones by "a non-energetic transfer of Information

The difficulty of explaining these morphological issues is matched by a series of behavioral problems: instinct, behavioral regulation, learning, and intelligent behavior

 One that was actually done was the result of a competition held to develop ways to test the idea of formative causation

" (26)Of particular interest to us is the link that Sheldrake forges with Jung's idea of the collective unconscious

non-physical

 He therefore hypothesized the existence of a non-physical, non-spatial causal factor in living beings which, with a nod to Aristotle, he called entelechy

entelechy

 This entelechy directed the physical and chemical processes during the organism's development

 "(M)orphogenetic fields differ radically from electromagnetic fields in that the latter depend on the actual state of the system - on the distribution and movement of charged particles whereas morphogenetic fields correspond to thepotentialstate of a developing system and are already present before it takes up its final form

 The nature of life and consciousness have not yet been integrated into the theories of modern physics

" (30) And it is David Bohm's ideas on the implicate order that Sheldrake sees as one of the best candidates for this natural philosophy

arise

 Another problem with Aristotle's conception is that "the forms of all kinds of organisms arise from non-material organizing principles inherent in the organisms themselves

 For Jung, the contents of the collective unconscious is made up of archetypes which are innate psychic structures, and Sheldrake likens these archetypes to morphic fields that contain "the average forms of previous experience

 The doctrine that all scientific propositions can in principle be expressed in the terminology of the physical sciences, including propositions about mental activity

 In biology, the belief that all the phenomena of life can ultimately be understood in terms of chemistry and physics

), the dominant orthodoxy in modern biology

), the eternal, invariant, impenetrably hard, homogeneous, ultimate unit of matter

morphic unit: A unit of form or organization, such as an atom, molecule, crystal, cell, plant, animal, pattern of instinctive behaviour, social group, element of culture, ecosystem, planet, planetary system, or galaxy

""If the hypothesis of morphogenetic fields could be confirmed by experiment, it would involve the discovery of a new set of laws providing connections between thing across space and time - laws that have not yet been recognised by science

 Fields interrelate and interconnect matter and energy within their realm of influence

 Attractors and basins of attraction are essential features of the mathematical models of morphogenetic fields due to Rene Thom

Rene Thom

 In physics, the study of the behaviour of matter under the action of force

 In the philosophy of materialism, matter is the substance and basis of all reality, and is usually conceived of in the spirit of atomism

 The smallest amount of a chemical substance that is capable of independent existence

The more similar an organism is to previous organisms, the greater their influence on it by morphic resonance

materialism: The doctrine that whatever exists is either matter or entirely dependent on matter for its existence

seemingly

 Like the known fields of physics, they connect similar things together across space, with seemingly nothing in between - but in addition they connect things together across time, so that creatures can learn from the experience of previous members of the same species even when there is no direct contact

""However, these[morphogenetic]fields are just as real as the magnetic and graviational fields of physics, but they are a new kind of field with very remarkable properties

""Through detailed study of embryos, a number of influential embryologists have come to the conclusion that the developing limbs and organs are shaped by what they callmorphogenetic fields

 In philosophy, the theory that human behaviour can ultimately be reduced to the behaviour of inanimate matter governed by the laws of nature

) at all levels of complexity are organized by morphic fields, which are themselves influenced and stabilized by morphic resonance (q

 This term, due to Arthur Koestler, is equivalent in meaning to morphic unit (q

information: To inform literally means to put into form or shape

 Holons are organized in multi-levelled nested hierarchies or holarchies

form: The shape, configuration, or structure of something as distinguished from its material

vitalism: The doctrine that living organisms are truly vital or alive, as opposed to the mechanistic theory that they are inanimate and mechanical

 On the hypothesis of formative causation, they are regarded as morphic fields stabilized by morphic resonance

""Even before the publication of Origin of Species, several writers pointed out that the theory of evolution did not contradict the idea of the creation of species by God, because God might just as well make a new species by transforming an existing one as by forming it directly from non-living matter

preformation: The theory (now known to be false) that the entire diversity of structure of adult organisms pre-exists in the fertilized egg

DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid, a molecule consisting of a large number of chemical units called nucleotides attached together in single file to form a long strand

 By the late nineteenth century, it was commonly regarded as an eternal machine which was slowly running down

""This hypothesis, which is known as thehypothesis of formative causationleads to a range of surprising predictions that provide ways of testing it experimentally

accepts the reality of matter, as materialism does; it accepts the reality of the mind, as interactionism does; and it also accepts the existence of an inherent creativity in nature, as pantheism does

most biologists reject the existence of telepathy, precognition, psychokinesis, and indeed the whole range of the so-called paranormal

 In modern physics, a complex structure of activity, with a central nucleus orbited by electrons

 Mutations are observed in the phenotypes of organisms, and can generally be traced to changes in the genetic material

 From the point of view of the hypothesis of formative causation, memory in its various forms, both conscious and unconscious, is due to morphic resonance

mutation

 The term mutation is now generally taken to mean a random change in a gene

 The unit of the gene is defined in different ways for different purposes: for molecular biologists it is usually regarded as a cistron, a length of DNA that codes for a chain of amino acids in a protein

 The genes may blend in their effects on the body, but they do not themselves blend and are passed on intact to future generations

 For instance, if a number of animals, say rats, learn a new trick that rats have never performed before, then other rats of the same kind all over the world should be able to learn the same trick more easily, even in the absence of any known kind of connection or communication

rats

 Originally understood in a broad sense which included the inheritance of acquired characteristics and habits of life; restricted in modern biology to mean the inheritance of genes (see Mendelian inheritance, neo-Darwinism)

 DNA is the material of genetic inheritance, but in higher organisms only a small proportion of the DNA appears to be in genes

 in general, morphic units closely resemble themselves in the past and are subject to self-resonance from their own past states

How could such a memory possibly work? The hypothesis of formative causation postulates that it depends on a kind of resonance, calledmorphic resonance

shaped

stabilized

 Morphic fields are shaped and stabilized by morphic resonance from previous similar morphic units, which were under the influence of fields of the same kind

 Or the inherent power or impulse by which the activity of living organisms is directed or controlled

entelechy: In Aristotelian philosophy, the principle of life, identified with the soul or psyche

reductionism: The doctrine that more complex phenomena can be reduced to less complex ones (cf

The idea is that themorphogenetic fieldsthat shape a growing animal or plant are derived from the forms of previous organisms of the same species

 Through morphic resonance, formative causal influences pass through or across both space and time, and these influences are assumed not to fall off with distance in space or time, but they come only from the past

some cases of evolutionary atavism, in which species reproduce features of other species long since extinct, may be due to their picking up a sort of 'ancestral memory' by the process ofmorphic resonance

morphogenetic fields: Fields that play a causal role in morphogenesis

 Particular things we experience in the world participate in their eternal Forms, which transcend space and time

 In this spirit, the entire cosmos can be regarded as an organism rather than a machine (cf

themselves

strands

 DNA strands pass on their structure to copies of themselves in the process of replication, and the genetic code of genes can be "translated" into the sequences of amino acids which are joined together in chains to form proteins

 Something seems to have left it - the life force, the breath, the spirit, the soul, the subtle body, the vital factor, or the organizing principle

 There may be one or more such chains in a protein, and the chains are folded up into characteristic three-dimensional configurations

If Gaia is in some sense animate, then she must have something like a soul, an organizing principle with its own ends or purposes 

field: A region of physical influence

 On the hypothesis of formative causation, the nature of morphic units at all levels of complexity tends to become increasingly habitual through repetition, owing to morphic resonance

 But when he looked inside and found only wires, condensers, transistors, and so on, he might adopt the more sophisticated theory that the screen images somehow arose from complicated interactions among the components of the set

 The concept of the genetic program implies that organisms inherit plans of intended proceedings; these plans are assumed to be carried in the genes

 However, morphic resonance does resemble the known kinds of resonance in that it takes place on the basis ofrhythmic patterns of activity

 Morphic fields underlie the form and behaviour of holons or morphic units at all levels of complexity

mechanistic theory: The theory that all physical phenomena can be explained mechanically (see mechanics), without reference to goals or purposive designs (cf

 The central metaphor in much systems thinking is the self-regulating machine

physicalism: A modern form of materialism

 In biology, originally applied to the development of individual plants and animals, which according to the doctrine of preformation depended on the unrolling or unfolding of pre-existing parts

chains

protein: A complex organic molecule composed of many amino acids linked together in chains, called polypeptide chains

mammals

 Instead, the marsupials evolve to produce a range of species that duplicated in remarkable ways the characteristics of[placental]mammals elsewhere in the world

ultimately

 In biology, the mechanistic theory states that living organisms are nothing but inanimate machines or mechanical systems: all the phenomena of life can in principle be understood in terms of mechanical models and can ultimately be explained in terms of physics and chemistry

""In fact, there is surprisingly little conflict between modern scientific theories of the development of the Universe and the sequence of events described in the first chapter of Genesis

 According to relativity theory, mass and energy are mutually transformable, and material systems are now regarded as forms of energy

gene: A unit of the material of inheritance

matter: That which has traditionally been contrasted with form or with mind

holism: The doctrine that wholes are more than the sum of their parts (cf

cybernetics: The theory of communication and control mechanisms in living systems and machines

) according to which mental events can cause physical events, and vice versa

 Coneivably, these marsupials somehow 'tuned in' to the morphogenetic fields of comparable mammals living on other continents

The idea thatmorphogenetic fieldscontain an inherent memory is the starting point for thehypothesis of formative causation

Mendelian inheritance: Inheritance by means of pairs of discrete hereditary factors, now identified with genes

alternative

 Genes mutate at random, and the proportions of alternative versions of genes, or alleles, within a population are influenced by natural selection

 Genes consist of DNA and are situated in chromosomes; an individual gene is a short length of chromosome that influences a particular character or set of characters of an organism in a particular way

 Until the late nineteenth century, it was generally believed that characteristics acquired by organisms in response to the conditions of life or as a result of their own habits could be inherited by their descendents, and both Lamarck and Darwin shared this general opinion

morphic field: A field within and around a morphic unit which organizes its characteristic structure and pattern of activity

 In other words, the structure of the fields depends on what has happened before

 According to modern cosmology, the entire universe is an evolutionary system

habit: A bodily or mental disposition; a settled tendency to appear or behave in a certain way, generally acquired by frequent repetition; a settled practice, custom, or usage

 In Newtonian physics, matter, distinguished by mass and extension, was contrasted with energy

); heredity is explained in terms of genes passed on by Mendelian inheritance (q

 in the technical sense of physics, energy is the property of a system that is a measure of its capacity for doing work

structure of these[morphogenetic]fields is not determined by either transcendent Ideas or timeles mathematical formulae, but rather results from the actual forms of previous similar organisms

 From the mechanistic point of view, animal and human memory depend on material memory traces within the nervous system

"(fromRebirth of Nature, London 1990)"Is the genetic programme the same thing as the chemical structure of the DNA? This cannot be the explanation either, because all cells of the body contain identical copies of DNA, and yet they develop differently

1990

Dawkins

meme: A term coined by Richard Dawkins, who defines it as "a unit of cultural inheritance, hypothesized as analogous to the particulate gene and as naturally selected by virtue of its 'phenotypic' consequences on its own survival and replication in the cultural environment

Richard Dawkins

 Materialists derive the mind from the physical activity of the brain

 Depth psychologists point out that the conscious mind is associated with a much broader or deeper mental system, the unconscious mind

 The genetic program is the principal metaphor through which conceptions of purposive activity and of formative causes are introduced into modern biology (cf

Indeed, behind its scientific facade, it[the neo-Darwinian theory]appears to have become for many of its followers remarkably like a religion

 In biology, it is used to refer to the characteristic mode of growth or appearance of a plant or animal; and crystallographers refer to the habits of crystals, meaning the characteristic forms they assume

 The creative and controlling power operating in the physical world, and the immediate cause of all phenomena within it

 information is now generally taken to be the source of form or order in the world; information is informative and plays the role of a formative cause, as for example in the concept of "genetic information

""The evangelists of neo-Darwinism usually present their theory as if it were an established scientific fact that any rational person is bound to accept, whether he or she likes it or not

 Closely associated with the mechanistic theory, materialism, and atomism (q

 According to the hypothesis of formative causation, heredity includes both genetic inheritance and the inheritance of morphic fields by morphic resonance

 The term is used to refer to unified wholes, complete structures or totalities which cannot be reduced to the sum of their parts

 In the view of Jung, the unconscious mind is not merely individual but collective

) from all previous similar morphic units

 The embryo as it were 'tunes in' to the form of past members of the species

formative causation, hypothesis of: The hypothesis that organisms or morphic units (q

dualism: The philosophical doctrine that mind and matter exist as independent entities, neither being reducible to the other (cf

 This hypothesis would seem particularly plausible when he found that the images became distorted or disappeared completely when components were removed, and that the images were restored to normal when these components were put back in their proper places

contain

 On the hypothesis of formative causation, mental activity, conscious and unconscious, takes place within and through mental fields, which like other kinds of morphic fields contain a kind of in-built memory

 Morphic units are organized in nested hierarchies of units within units: a crystal, for example, contains molecules, which contain atoms, which contain electrons and nuclei, which contain nuclear particles, which contain quarks

 Embryonic development supposedly consisted merely of the manifestation of this preformed structure as it enlarged and unfolded, or "evolved" (cf

merely

 One advantage of this interpretation was that it supplied a ready explanation for the relatively sudden appearance of new kinds of animals and plants "Glossary of Terms(fromPresence of the Past)adaptation: An attribute of an organism that appears to be of value for something, generally its survival or reproduction

In terms of the hypothesis of formative causation, the purposive organizing field of Gaia can be thought of as her morphic field

morphic resonancedoes not involve a transfer of energy from one system to another, but rather a non-energetic transfer of information

 This term, first proposed in the 1920s, is now widely used by developmental biologists, but the nature of morphogenetic fields has remained obscure

 The greater the degree of similarity, the greater the influence of morphic resonance

provide

dialectical materialism: A form of materialism that sees matter not as something static, on which change and development have to be imposed, but as, containing within its own nature those tensions or "contradictions" that provide the motive force for change

 The entelechy is both the formal or formative cause and the final cause, or end, of a living body; thus there is always an internalized purpose in life

 The term morphic field includes morphogenetic, behavioural, social, cultural, and mental fields

 In the seventeenth century, the universe was conceived of as a vast machine, designed, made, and set running by God and governed by his eternal laws

Platonism: The philosophical tradition that, following Plato, postulates the existence of an autonomous realm of Ideas or Forms or essences existing outside space and time and independently of manifestations of them in the phenomenal world

 Proteins are found in all living organisms, and there are many different kinds of protein molecule

), in so far as it accepts the mechanistic assumption that the systems studied by physicists and chemists are inanimate and essentially mechanical

inanimate

dualism

mind: In Cartesian dualism, the conscious thinking mind is distinct from the material body; the mind is non-material

atomism: The doctrine that all things are composed of ultimate, indivisible atoms of matter endowed with motion

 Each kind of molecule has a characteristic atomic composition, a specific structure, and specific physical and chemical properties

 Organisms in this sense include atoms, molecules, crystals, cells, tissues, organs, plants and animals, societies, cultures, ecosystems, planets, planetary systems, and galaxies

 Kuhn (1970), scientific paradigms are general ways of seeing the world shared by members of a scientific community, and they provide models of acceptable ways in which problems can be solved

attractor: A term used in modern dynamics to denote a limit towards which trajectories of change within a dynamical system move

Lamarckian inheritance: The inheritance of acquired characteristics

holism

holons

organicism: A form of holism according to which the world consists of organisms (or holons or morphic units, q

we all experience the quality of time through what Germans call theZeitgeist,the spirit of the time

spirit

 It differs from Darwin's theory in that it denies the possibility of Lamarckian inheritance (q

governed

 From the conventional point of view of science, nature is made up of matter, fields, and energy and is governed by the laws of nature, usually thought to be eternal

 Fields are not a form of matter; rather, matter is energy bound within fields

 On this view, the Creator was continually guiding the evolutionary process and making new species through it

 in the present century, Newtonian mechanics has been substantially modified by relativity theory and has been replaced by quantum mechanics as a method of interpreting physical phenomena occurring on a very small scale

 The hypothesis of formative causation broadens the concept of physical fields to include morphic fields as well as the known fields of physics

 They are made up of DNA and protein and contain chains of genes

 Organisms are wholes made up of parts, which are themselves organisms, and so on; they are organized in nested hierarchies

 Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection enabled this process to be thought of as blind and purposeless, and this interpretation is central to neo-Darwinism (q

 Nuclei and their constituent particles are in turn complex structures of activity

 This term is not as daunting as it sounds at first: it means fields that give rise to form, or 'form fields' (the word 'morphogenetic' comes from the Greekmorphewhich means form, andgenesiswhich means coming-into-being

refer

 Only in the 1830s was this word first applied to the historical transmutation of organisms; by the 1860s and 1870s it had come to refer to a general process of transmutation, which was generally assumed to be directional or progressive

 The apparently purposive structures, functions, and behaviour of organisms are regarded as evolutionary adaptations established by natural selection

 In current physics, several kinds of fundamental field are recognized: the gravitational and electromagnetic fields and the matter fields of quantum physics

) that attempts to define the amount of information required to control a process of given complexity

Instinctive behaviour shows the same holistic, purposive characteristics as morphogenesis

 Much of the early inspiration for this approach came from an attempt to establish parallels between physiological systems in biology and social systems in the social sciences

chromosomes: Microscopic, threadlike structures found in the nuclei of living cells, and also in cells without nuclei such as bacteria

 The word habit also means dress or attire, as in a monk's habit

word

systems theory: A form of holism concerned with the organization and properties of "systems" at all levels of complexity

gestalt: A German term roughly meaning form, configuration, shape, or essence

molecule: A chemical unit

 Thus, for example, the morphogenetic field of the foxglove species are shaped by influences from previously existing foxgloves

 What happens when a plant or an animal or a person dies? The body remains

morphic resonance: The influence of previous structures of activity on subsequent similar structures of activity organized by morphic fields

 When the next period of activity dawns, these memories or seeds of life will be reawakened and reactivated, and provide the prototypes and blueprint for the new cycle of evolution

 Neither the form of man, nor that of any animal, plant or stone has ever beencreated,and it is only on this plane of ours that it commenced "becoming,"i

 All these planes interpenetrate, but because they are composed of energy-substances vibrating at different rates, only the lowest, physical plane can be perceived by our physical senses

As we move up the ladder of life from the mineral kingdom through the plant and animal kingdoms to the human kingdom, the degree of individualization increases, as the higher vehicles become more able to express themselves through the more sophisticated physical forms

 Creativity occurs not just upward from the bottom, with new forms arising from less complex systems by spontaneous jumps; it also proceeds downward from the top, through the creative activity of higher-level fields

 Developmental biologists acknowledge this, but their mechanistic explanations peter out into vague statements about "complex spatio-temporal patterns of physico-chemical interaction not yet fully understood

 Working through the human physical and model bodies are two closely related vehicles of consciousness composed of still finer substances, which may be called the animal soul and the lower human soul

 The vital and electric impulses and energies moving within and between the different levels of our constitution are more likely to repeat past pathways and vibrational forms, associated with particular patterns of thought and behavior, than they are to follow or assume new ones -- unless forced to do so by our will

 Blavatsky puts it: "the spiritual prototypes of all things exist in the immaterial world before those things become materialised on Earth

His basic argument is that natural systems, ormorphic units,at all levels of complexity -- atoms, molecules, crystals, cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and societies of organisms -- are animated, organized, and coordinated bymorphic fields,which contain an inherent memory

 These higher vehicles are the source of our nobler feelings, aspirations, and intuitions, and endure for a time period immeasurably longer than do the lower vehicles

 Social morphic fields can be thought of as coordinating all patterns of social behavior, including human societies

 Every living entity has a model body, which is relatively permanent and therefore explains how physical shapes preserve their identities and characteristic forms despite the constant turnover of their physical constituents

According to Sheldrake we are also influenced by social and cultural fields contained within the overall field of the earth

Instinctive behavior, learning, and memory also defy explanation in mechanistic terms

) In a discussion with David Bohm, Sheldrake does in fact concede that morphic fieldsmayhave a subtle energy, but not in any "normal" (physical) sense of the term, since morphic fields can propagate across space and time and do not fade out noticeably over distance (A New Science of Life,p

 The astral light may be considered to be the astral body of the earth, and plays a role similar to what Sheldrake calls the morphic field of Gaia

 Sheldrake suggests that the reason for the recurrent failure to find memory-traces in brains is very simple: they do not exist there

 They are all informed by spiritual monads which use the different forms offered by the various kingdoms of nature to gain evolutionary experience

Sheldrake suggests that such colonies are organized by social fields, embracing all the individuals within them

Sheldrake admits that his terminology of morphic fields could be replaced by occult terms such as akasa and subtle bodies (The Presence of the Past,p

 But in another sense, morphic fields do not disappear: they are potential organizing patterns of influence, and can appear again physically in other times and places, wherever and whenever the physical conditions are appropriate

 These four lower bodies are associated with the human personality -- with the desires, emotions, thoughts, and habits of the lower mind

 However,at every level of organization, new morphic fields may arise within and from higher-level fields

 The building up of an animal's own habits also depends on morphic resonance

 Likewise, within and around the physical body there is a series of subtler "bodies" composed of these more ethereal states of matter

)According to the second hypothesis, creativity descends into the physical world of space and time from a higher, transcendent level that is mindlike

Whatever the limitations of his ideas, however, Sheldrake has dealt a significant blow to materialistic science with his forceful arguments exposing the inadequacy of physical factors alone to account for the phenomena of life, mind, and evolution, and in support of the idea that memory is intrinsic in nature

doctrine

Although modern mechanistic biology grew up in opposition to vitalism -- the doctrine that living organisms are organized by nonmaterial vital factors -- it has introduced purposive organizing principles of its own, in the form of genetic programs

developmental

 Genetic programs are sometimes likened to computer programs but, whereas computer programs are designed by intelligent beings, genetic programs are supposed to have been thrown together by chance! In recent years a number of leading developmental biologists have suggested that the misleading concept of genetic programs be abandoned in favor of terms such as internal representation or internal description

 An impression of every thought, deed, and event is imprinted on the akasa, which therefore forms a sort of memory of nature

 Our habitual activities are organized by behavioral fields, one for each pattern of behavior, and our mental activity by mental fields, one for each thought or idea

 For example, new species arise within ecosystems; new ecosystems within Gaia; Gaia within the solar system; the solar system within the galaxy; the galaxy within the growing cosmos

In theosophical terms, the physical world is interpenetrated by a series of increasingly ethereal worlds or planes, composed of energy-substances beyond our range of perception, sometimes called the akasa

 In this sense morphic fields would be a subtler form of energy-substance, too ethereal to be detectable by scientific instruments

energy-substances

 Instead of a physical world organized by a nebulous nonmaterial realm of fields, theosophy proposes the existence of bodies within bodies and worlds within worlds, comprising a whole spectrum of energy-substances, the higher helping to animate and coordinate the lower

 For example, the fields of cells contain those of molecules, which contain those of atoms, etc

neither

 Sheldrake describes them as "fields of information," saying that they are neither a type of matter nor of energy and are detectable only by their effects on material systems

Before considering other types of morphic fields, it is worth examining exactly what a morphic field is supposed to be

 Evolution is a fundamental habit of nature and proceeds in cyclic periods of activity and rest, in a never-ending, ever-ascending spiral of progress in which there are always new and vaster fields of experience in which to become self-conscious masters of life

How have galaxies, stars, planets, and the incredible diversity of life-forms that we find on earth managed to evolve? Sheldrake suggests three different ways of viewing the creativity of nature

Sheldrake states that morphic fields are neither a form of matter nor of energy

immanent

 It could be ascribed (a) to blind and purposeless chance, (b) to a creative agency pervading and transcending nature, or (c) to a creative impetus immanent in nature

The spiritual entities on higher planes do notgovernthe lower worlds -- this is a relic of the theological idea of divine intervention

 Everything exists because it has existed before, and no development or achievement is ever lost but remains imprinted on the astral light or akasa, which acts as a sort of memory of nature

 Natural systems inherit this collective memory from all previous things of their kind by a process calledmorphic resonance,with the result that patterns of development and behavior become increasingly habitual through repetition

Sheldrake does not recognize the existence of superior, causal worlds, though he does recognize the existence of a nonmaterial realm of morphic fields of various types

Infinitude is composed of an infinite number of world systems, and within any particular hierarchy of worlds all the entities that have passed beyond the human stage may be termed spiritual beings or gods, meaning beings who are relatively perfected in relation to ourselves

 128-9This could also apply to the effectively invariable mathematical principles governing the structure of the hierarchies of worlds and planes, visible and invisible, composing universal nature

 In theosophy we are said to contribute thoughts and ideas to the pooled memory of the astral light and attract from it those ideas and thoughts with which we resonate most strongly

 There are also three higher souls, composed of more refined akasic substances: the higher human soul or reincarnating ego, the spiritual soul, and the divine soul

Each morphic unit has its own characteristic morphogenetic field, nested in that of a higher-level morphic unit which helps to coordinate the arrangement of its parts

 As Sheldrake remarks:Given the right genes and hence the right proteins, and the right systems by which protein synthesis is controlled, the organism is somehow supposed to assemble itself automatically

From a theosophical viewpoint, nonmaterial, free-floating laws, beyond time and space, matter and energy, could not have any influence on the physical world, the laws of nature being habits, but the habits of living entities

These regularities are generally attributed to laws of nature, which are considered to be eternal and transcendent, and to have existed in some sense before the birth of the physical universe

 He says that individual memory is due to the fact that organisms resonate most strongly with their own past, but that organisms are also influenced by morphic resonance from others of their kind through a sort of pooled memory, similar to the concept of the collective unconscious put forward by Jung and other depth psychologists

 Thereforeourhuman forms have existed in the Eternity as astral or ethereal prototypes; 

rejects

 But it is strange that he rejects the idea that nonmaterial laws could act upon the material world, but then proposes that nonmaterial morphic fields in some waycan

Sheldrake writes:The habits of most kinds of physical, chemical, and biological systems have been established for millions, even billions of years

 Sheldrake also suggests that our conscious self may be regarded either as the subjective aspect of the morphic fields that organize the brain, or as a higher level of our being which interacts with the lower fields and serves as the creative ground through which new fields arise (Presence of the Past, p

 In a world where regularity and order did not prevail, everything would be completely unpredictable and life as we know it could not exist

 The higher entities collectively make up the "mind" of nature, which works through elemental nature forces

 Sheldrake calls thispanentheism,since he defines pantheism as the view that divinity is immanent in all things, but not transcendent

, involved the spontaneous appearance of the relevant laws and rules

 The systems behaveas ifthey were governed by eternal laws because the habits are so well established

 107The fact that all the cells of an organism have the same genetic code yet somehow behave differently and form tissues and organs of different structures clearly indicates that some formative influence other than DNA must be shaping the developing organs and limbs

 The inherent memory of these fields explains, for example, why newly synthesized chemical compounds crystallize more readily all over the world the more often they are made

conceivable

proposes

 Taking this idea a step further, is it not conceivable that the same individualized higher-level "fields" could manifest repeatedly in physical form and provide a thread of continuity between one life or embodiment and the next?Theosophy proposes that all entities -- atoms, animals, humans, planets, suns, and universes -- reimbody, i

soul

 Although clearly an exaggeration, since the world soul is something far higher and more spiritual than the fields known to physics, the behavioral and mental morphic fields postulated by Sheldrake may be regarded as higher-level fields and bear some resemblance to what in theosophic thought are called the animal soul and human soul

nonmaterial

nothingness

 However, if morphic fields were completely nonmaterial, that would imply that they were pure nothingness, and it is hard to see how fields of nothingness could possibly have any effect on the material world! (Sheldrake's "formative causation" refers to his hypothesis of the causation of form by morphic fields to distinguish it from "energetic causation," the kind of causation brought about by known physical fields such as gravity and electromagnetism

regularities

 Just as bodily processes such as digestion, the beating of the heart, respiration, and growth are normally regulated byour automaticwill, so the physical world is the body of higher worlds and the regularities of nature are the instinctual effects on this plane of the wills and energies of the entities dwelling on inner planes

This is reminiscent of the theosophical idea that humans are composed of several interpenetrating and interacting bodies, souls or vehicles of consciousness, which consist of energies and substances of different grades, and live and function on the inner planes

vague

 Instead they use vague terms such as complex self-organizing systems, self-regulatory properties, emergent organizing principles, and self-organizing patterns of information -- expressions which are descriptive but have little explanatory power

The concept of morphogenetic fields has been widely adopted in developmental biology, but the nature of these fields has remained obscure, and they are often conceived of in conventional physical and chemical terms

 It is true that damage to specific areas of the brain can impair memory in certain ways, but this does not prove that the relevant memories were stored in the damaged tissues

A very different point of view is that the regularities of nature are more like universal habits which have grown up within the evolving universe and that a kind of memory is inherent in nature

 Virtually all religious and mystical traditions teach that our physical body is merely the lowest level of our constitution, and that there is a higher part of us that survives physical death

 According to Sheldrake, they are a new kind of field so far unknown to physics

 For when so little is actually understood, there is an open possibility that at least some of the phenomena of life depend on laws or factors as yet unrecognized by the physical sciences

 After death they disintegrate into their constituent physical or astral atoms at different rates on their different planes

 It also goes further than many forms of systems theory, whose advocates recognize the holistic properties of living organisms and the need for some sort of organizing principles, but generally avoid proposing that there are new kinds of causal entities in nature, such as fields unknown to physics

 194Again, while blind chance has no part to play in the theosophic scheme, creativityisrooted in the processes of nature, and is closely associated with "higher systems of order," which would include higher planes and subplanes

govern

 As Rupert Sheldrake says:They govern matter and motion, but they are not themselves material nor do they move

Sheldrake's hypothesis of morphic fields and morphic resonance is of course anathema to mechanistic biologists

 But the idea of something being created out of literal nothingness is an illogical fantasy: "the Occult teaching says,'Nothing is created, but is only transformed

 When they do so they contain within themselves a memory of their previous physical existences

 A hierarchy of worlds may be said to consist of ten planes or spheres, each divisible into ten subplanes

 The genetic code in the DNA molecules determines the sequence of amino acids in proteins; it doesnotspecify the way the proteins are arranged in cells, cells in tissues, tissues in organs, and organs in organisms

From a theosophical viewpoint, the first hypothesis is unacceptable since chance does not play any role in nature; chance is merely a word that conceals our ignorance

 But if divinity is infinite, it cannot beoutsidenature, for otherwise there would be no room left for the universe! Divinityisthe universe -- not just the physical universe but all the endless hierarchies of worlds and planes which infill and in fact compose the boundless All

If morphic fields are anything, they must surely be a nonphysical, more ethereal form of energy-substance, a possibility which Sheldrake does not altogether rule out

 There are also many examples from the fossil record that suggest that particular evolutionary pathways are repeated: organisms with features almost identical to previous species appear again and again

According to Sheldrake, then, human beings consist of a physical body, whose shape and structure are organized by a hierarchy of morphogenetic fields, one for every atom, molecule, cell, and organ up to the body as a whole

Everything in our hierarchy of worlds derives from the same divine source and is destined in the fullness of time to return to it, to rest for untold aeons before issuing forth again on an evolutionary pilgrimage as part of even higher worlds

 According to Sheldrake's hypothesis of formative causation, the physical world is organized and coordinated by morphic fields, which contain a built-in memory, and past patterns of activity influence those in the present by morphic resonance

On the subject of God, Sheldrake writes:a view of nature without God must include a creative unitary principle that includes the entire cosmos and unites the polarities and dualities found throughout the natural realm

vehicles

 As it reawakens and redescends towards the material realms, it draws back to itself the same life-atoms which had formerly composed its lower vehicles and which therefore bear the karmic impress of previous lives

 They are localized within and around the systems they organize, and contain a kind of collective memory on which each member of the species draws and to which it in turn contributes

 Its lower levels are referred to as the astral light

 Our Occidental brain-minds tend to find this idea rather daunting and prefer to impose at least an absolute beginning before which nothing existed and at which moment the universe came into being out of nothing

 All the planes interact and evolve, though the higher planes are relatively more enduring than the lower

 How these laws can exist independent of the evolving universe and at the same time act upon it is something of a mystery

 Although materialist science rejects the idea of God, it still accepts the existence of immutable laws

theosophy

 While theosophy accepts that there are superior, causal, mindlike planes behind the physical world, it questions Sheldrake's assumption that such realms would have to be completely changeless and "beyond time altogether" (The Rebirth of Nature,p

According to Sheldrake, morphic resonance involves the transfer of information but not of energy

 Ten, for instance, was regarded as the "perfect number" underlying the structure of the universe by many ancient philosophers, including Pythagoras

 In fact, the creative agency -- or ratheragencies --referred to in hypothesis (b) dwell in these higher spheres and are the source of the creative impetus referred to in hypothesis (c)

 --The Secret Doctrine1:58, 282In other words, when the cycle of evolution on a particular planet comes to an end, all evolutionary forms and pathways remain imprinted as "reflections" on the higher planes

Interestingly, he argues that morphic fields never completely vanish when the species or entity they organize dies:When any particular organized system ceases to exist, as when an atom splits, a snowflake melts, an animal dies, its organizing field disappears from that place

 Instincts are the behavioral habits of the species and depend on the inheritance of behavioral fields, and with them a collective memory, from previous members of the species by morphic resonance

 Life after life we therefore build habits of thought, feeling, and behavior into the different levels of our constitution

 It is built up around an astral model body

 Sheldrake also suggests that morphic fields may be very closely connected with quantum matter fields (The Presence of the Past,p

With these words biologist Rupert Sheldrake introduced his first book,A New Science of Life: The Hypothesis of Formative Causation,published in 1981

Rupert Sheldrake: A Theosophical AppraisalBy David PrattPart 1: Morphic Fields and the Memory of NatureMost biologists take it for granted that living organisms are nothing but complex machines, governed only by the known laws of physics and chemistry

 These ideas account for the regularity and harmony of nature, the powers of mind and consciousness, and paranormal phenomena

"According to Sheldrake, the development and maintenance of the bodies of organisms are guided bymorphogenetic fields

 And the aggregate of the most advanced beings in any system of worlds may be regarded as divinity for that hierarchy

divinity

Within and behind the material world there are worlds or planes composed of finer grades of matter, all inhabited by appropriate entities at varying stages of evolutionary development

astral

Memories, then, are impressed on the ethericsubstanceof supraphysical planes, and we gain access to these records by vibrational synchrony, these vibrations being transmitted through the astral light

planes

 According to Christian theology, these laws were designed by God and exist in His mind

 12A variation on the theme of nonmaterial laws is that rather than being eternal, new laws come into being as nature evolves and thereafter apply universally

prototypes

 However, the existence of evolutionary plans and prototypes by no means implies that everything is rigidly predetermined, for although the higher levels of reality help to coordinate the lower, the lower levels retain a degree of autonomy and creative freedom, and the plan itself is modified by each cycle of evolution

 Sheldrake suggests that there is a continuous spectrum of morphic fields, including morphogenetic fields, behavioral fields, mental fields, and social and cultural fields

 He even goes so far as to liken the universal field of gravity to the Neoplatonic conception of the world soul

 196He points out that instead of the theistic notion that God is remote and separate from nature, God could also be considered as immanent in nature, and yet at the same time as the unity that transcends nature

Fields play a fundamental role in modern science: matter is said to consist of energy organized by fields

 The lowest body, and the only one normally visible to us, is the physical body

purposive

 Organisms are clearly more than just complex machines: no machine has ever been known to grow spontaneously from a machine egg or to regenerate after damage! Unlike machines, organisms are more than the sum of their parts; there is something within them that is holistic and purposive, directing their development toward certain goals

 195Sheldrake suggests that all morphic fields may ultimately be derived from the primal field of the universe, and considers the possibility that this universal field could be connected with previous universes

increasingly

 These new patterns of organization arise through a spontaneous, creative jump and thereafter guide the development of subsequent similar systems and become increasingly habitual through repetition

 How could purposive instinctive behavior such as the building of webs by spiders or the migrations of swallows ever be explained in terms of DNA and protein synthesis?According to Sheldrake, habitual and instinctive behavior is organized by behavioral fields, while mental activity, conscious and unconscious, takes place within and through mental fields

 But what exactly is the relationship between this realm and the physical world? A new morphic field is said to come into being with the first appearance of a new system, whether it be a molecule, galaxy, crystal, or plant

 According to science, the universal quantum field forms the substratum of the physical world and is pulsating with energy and vitality; it amounts to the resurrection of the concept of an ether, a medium of subtle matter pervading all of space

 The formation of habits can be understood in terms of nature's fundamental tendency to follow the line of least resistance and to repeat itself

 How do complex living organisms arise from much simpler structures such as seeds or eggs? How does an acorn manage to grow into an oak tree, or a fertilized human egg into an adult human being? A striking characteristic of living organisms is the capacity to regenerate, ranging from the healing of wounds to the replacement of lost limbs or tails

transmitted

saying
 Sheldrake, however, rejects the idea of morphic resonance being transmitted through a "morphogenetic aether," saying that "a more satisfactory approach may be to think of the past as pressed up, as it were, against the present, and as potentially present everywhere" (The Presence of the Past,p

 The process appears to have reached its climax thus far in the human kingdom where a self-conscious mind develops, giving us a greater degree of free will

representation

derivation

Each allowed combination of?and |m| (absolute value of indexm) represents a distinct, mathematically independent solution to the differential equation governing ?(?)

 Next we briefly show that the Helmholtz equation governs motion of the surface of a balloon meaning that we should expect spherical harmonic modes in its vibrations

 In fact some uses of spherical harmonics involve the surface of a sphere in which a radial solution does not have meaning

 So concerning our waves inside a spherical resonator, we might expect that the initial condition, or in this case the position of the driving oscillation, might define an axis, since the container itself does not

This animation uses the color black for the near zero areas of the sphere similar to that used inFig

Flash animation oftilted axis rotating spherical harmonic mode

In wave media that allow traveling waves to possessmomentum, rotating waves will possess angular momentum

We will not dwell much on associated Legendre polynomials except to note the rules of their indices?andm

phasor

solving

conformal

mapping

Resonances, Waves, and FieldsContentsThree types of wavesMathematical expressions for one dimensional traveling wavesStanding waves in one dimensionWaves in a ring resonator - standing and rotating wavesTraveling and standing waves in two and three dimensions - Cartesian coordinatesStanding waves and rotating waves in two dimensional circular resonatorsStanding waves and rotating waves in three dimensional cylindrical resonatorsSpherical harmonicsThe Lagrangian approach to simple waves - several common waves that lack momentumWhy only Js in a standard Bessel expansion?Games with arrays of wave emittersOctave programs used in emitter gamesBrunelleschis Dome - its structure and constructionOrigins of Newton's laws of motionConformal mapping - solving Laplace's equationContents of conformal mapping postingsIntroduction to conformal mappingConformal mapping IIFluid flow patterns handled by other functionsConformal mapping of electric and magnetic fieldsDetailed conformal mappingsSimple resonators, shock excitationIntroduction - various examplesShock excitationComplex math derivationStrong damping - critical dampingHow a resonator worksEnergy in a resonatorPower loss in resonatorsEnergy and power by complex methodsValid method of multiplying two complex phasorsModulation, an application of phasor multiplicationUp/down conversion, an application of phasor multiplicationQ, quality factorResonators - continuous excitationSinusoidal excitation of a resonator - contentsDampingDriven oscillationsVarious looks of resonance curvesResonance peak propertiesThe resonance peak - qualitativelyMore on the impact modelMathematical response to a very short impulseSumming impulses with calculusBuildup and decay of envelopeSupplemental derivationQ - a review and moreCoupling of waves to a resonatorCoupling strengthWaveguide excited resonator with circulatorResonant scattering of waves - one dimensional casesCircuit analysis of the acoustical circuit in Fig

 So the axis was defined by an initial condition of the system and not by the central force

 (11)Following theseparation of variablesmethod, we assume a product solution:

Similar to the waves on a string case, the inward tensional force is proportional to the curvature of the balloon's surface

 In spite of the great diversity of resonators, they all share many common properties

yields

Extracting the?dependence:Equation(14) can be rearranged as:, (17)which again can be separated with a separation constant of ?m2and yields the equations:, (18)

 This being a general solution, it must allow spin states (rotating wave solutions)

Flash animation ofrotating (spiraling) spherical harmonic radiation mode

 Animations of time varying rotating wave spherical harmonics?=0,m=0These animations show the time dependence added to the spherical harmonics as per Equation(6) above

 The complex form is shown in Table2b

 We shall discuss the rotating wave modes more after the introduction of animations

An animation of the?=4,m=2 radiation mode is shown in Figs

 Animations of time varying standing wave spherical harmonicsTable 5

animated

 A flash animated version of these with added time dependence is shown below in Table4

 Also, sinm?needs to be substituted for cosm?for terms for whichm'lt;0 as shown inTable2aabove

 Spherical radiationRadial radiation fieldsThe radiation patterns for waves in three dimensions coming from a small source are described by spherical harmonics

 An acoustic spherical resonator - details of separation of variablesThe wave equation for the acoustic pressurep(the oscillating component of the pressure due to an acoustic resonance) is:, (10)wherecis the speed of propagation of a plane wave front in the medium under consideration

Viewing these animations requires afree adobe flash vieweron your computer

Spherical Bessel functions:This makes our solution forR(r):, (32)whereDis a constant and thej?(?r) are "spherical Bessel functions" defined as:

Flash animation ofspherical harmonic radiation mode

 A symmetry dilemma - axis of rotation in a spherically symmetric resonatorFig

For a particular value of?,mcan take on positive and negative integers from ??to 0 to +?

 The confusion is: why do most of the solutions have a distinct axis and are not spherically symmetric?Answers:The universe is full of examples of just this

Table of 9 flash animations ofanimated spherical harmonic modes

The first few spherical harmonics are shown in Table2a below in therealrepresentation

Because of its complexity the flash animation runs slow on slower computers

 In nature these spin states can occur with an arbitrary axis orientation

 In thenext sectionwe show an example of using spherical harmonics to calculate acoustic modes in a spherical ball resonator

?dependence - Legendre polynomialsThe?part of spherical harmonics has the form:?(?)=P?m(cos?) , (3)whereP?m(cos?) is anassociated Legendre polynomialwritten as a function of cos?and not of?itself

Another option is to use thecomplexform of the time dependent sinusoidT(t)=e?i?tmultiplying arealspherical harmonic which yields a complex solution

 The wavenumber?can be adjusted to fit the boundary condition at the interface with the spherical container which will affect the resonant frequency?via the equation?/?=c

polynomial

plotted

2 but now the independent variable in each polynomial is replaced by cos?and then plotted versus?

integer

 This means that if we have Dirichlet boundaries we need theR(r) factor in (35) to be zero at the resonator's radius

 Thus, except for the top most mode of the chart (?=0), all the modes aredegeneratewith other modes

The technology of oscillations and waves demand new mathematical methods:a look at the mathematical difficulty of dealing with oscillations and waves

 Inflate the balloon and suspend it by a string above and a little off center of the loud speaker

 ?(?)?(?), has an array of solutions called spherical harmonics which we will examine below

 Note that on the surface of the sphere, the field pattern rotates about thezaxis instead of oscillating in place as in Figs

Sums of modes:Another approach is to say that the axis of the solutions is just a mathematical thing, that it is somewhat arbitrary

mathematically

This balloon experiment will allow students to see the spherical harmonic modes in real life that are mathematically described above and see the succession of modes as one scans through the frequencies

 This last form is theHelmholtz equation, thevery same equationthat we started this posting on

 Simple Newtonian mechanics will dictate its trajectory through space but we all know that a ball can have spin and this means a spin axis

 (15)The second equation has sinusoidal solutions of?tsuch as:, (16)where?=c?is the angular frequency

 In a more general sense, spin is an integral part of the motion of three dimensional objects

 This solution is composed of a sum of modes as prescribed by (40) below

 It is the interplay of the two kinds of spherical Bessel functions that mathematically provide for the outward propagation of the waves (similar to theinterplayofJ?(?r) andY?(?r) in two dimensional radiation)

Spherical harmonicsKeywords:spherical harmonics, tilted spherical harmonics, rotating waves, standing waves, Flash animation, technical illustration, separation of variablesContents of this postingIntroduction to spherical harmonics and the Helmholtz equationSpherical harmonics?dependence?dependenceTable1

 More generally, in order to even have rotating waves, there must be an axis of rotation which means we are back to an axis for the solutions

Origins of Newton's laws of motionNon-mathematical introduction to relativityThree types of waves: traveling waves, standing waves and rotating wavesnewHistory of mechanical clocks with animationsUnderstanding a mechanical clock with animationsincludes pendulum, balance wheel, and quartz clocksWater waves,Fourier analysisSunday, May 1, 2016Spherical harmonicsAll postings by authorprevious:Standing waves and rotating waves in three dimensional cylindrical resonatorsup:Contentsnext:The Lagrangian approach to simple waves - several common waves that lack momentumThis posting includes flash animations showing the physics discussed

10 to activate it, mouse off to suspend it, and click on it to restart it

Spiral radiation fieldsThe radiation equivalent of rotating waves is spiral radiation, which uses this equation:

 Cartesian and spherical coordinate system used in Tables3, 4 and 5 as mapped on a surface of a sphere

12 to activate it, mouse off to suspend it, and click on it to restart it

 The trick for casual users is not to get too caught up in the heavy overhead of these special functions, but just to consider each a solution to an equation that has been provided to you as a gift by reseachers in the past

 This force is spherically symmetric having no preferred axis or direction

To put time into (40) we have for the wavefunction (ignoring the radial dependence for now):, (42)for standing wave modes whereK?m'are the constants in(4)above

?dependenceThe?part of the spherical harmonics has sinusoidal solutions ofm?such as:?(?)=cosm?, (2)wheremis an integer

 This book covers many different wave systems, such as waves on a string, on a membrane, in solids, in fluids, on a liquid surface, and electromagnetic waves

 Most computers have a flash player already installed, but if yours does not, download the free Adobe flash playerhere

 In the three dimensional case, for radiation propagating straight away from the source we use the following equation:

 Illustrations of standing wave spherical harmonicsRelating twin modes to rotating wave modesTable 4

 This plane and axis is caused by the net angular momentum that the masses that formed the planets brought with them during the formation process

 It is hoped that this will serve both the students and professionals who would like to understand more about resonators

In summary: we solved the wave equation for a spherically symmetric resonator and got a general solution

 This drawing further illustrates that the two spherical harmonics in such a pair are the same except that one is rotated in the?direction by an angle of?/2m

 We neglect any wave resonance of the air inside the balloon because such resonance would be in the kilohertz range, instead of the Hertz range that we experience

15Looking at the resonator part of the circuitSteady state response of the circuit: transmission line, coupling inductor and resonatorTransmission line resonatorsSteady state response of a transmission line resonator via a Smith ChartDifferential equation solution for transient response and SPICE simulationSummary of analysis of a transmission line excited resonator using a circulatorCircuit analysis of resonant scattering with two output channelsSeparating out the radiated and simply reflected components - mathematicalApplying methods of 3

A rotating wave mode is simply a sum or difference of two twin standing waves with an added?/2temporal phase shift between the twin modes

 Because the spherical harmonics can be paired up +mwith ?mboth being practically the same, many references only show the spherical harmonics with positivemvalues

Use of complex numbers in oscillations and waves:Euler's formula and complex numbers:an introduction to and history of complex numbers

 A detailed, step by step accounting of the separation of variables process is given inSection2below

For realrotating wavemodes, we combine ?(?) withT(t) in the form:[?(?)T(t)]rotating wave=cos(??t+m?) , (6)where we are free to substitute sin for the cos function or use the complex representationei(??t+m?)as we discussed in reference to Equations (2) and (5)

assume

variables

A standard approach of solving theHemholtz equation(?2?=?k2?) and related equations is to assume a product solution of the form:?(r,?,?,t)=R(r)?(?)?(?)T(t) , (1)that is, the complicated function ? of four variables is assumed to be a product of four functions, each of only one variable

resonators

 Because the Helmholtz equation governs most simple waves, spherical harmonics can be applied to various cases of spherical symmetry involving waves such as spherical acoustic resonators and quantum mechanical electron waves around an atom

17Derivation of wave properties for transmission linesReflection and absorption coefficients for transmission lines with loadsComparison of series and parallel LRC resonant circuitsClocksHistory of Mechanical Clocks with Animations:Understanding a mechanical clock with animations:includes pendulum, balance wheel and quartz clocksIndex for resonances, waves and fieldsAlbum of 24 flash animations showing the physics of oscillations, waves, and phasorsThe LRC circuit, the classical simple resonator:Marconi invents the wireless telegraph

indices

While the two associated Legendre polynomials for a given?with indices ?mand +mare notmathematically independent, in the case of spherical harmonics these two solutionsare mathematically independentdue to the addition of sinm?and cosm?

 Thus there is a convenient way to mathematically change the axis:, (40)in terms of standing waves where the constantsA?,m,m' can be solved for using the orthogonality of spherical harmonics:, (41)integrated over the entire sphere

 (19)Equation (19) has sinusoidal solutions ofm?such as:, (20)whereBis a constant (the amplitude)

 (33)As (33) suggests, spherical Bessel functions can be considered as a special subclass of regular Bessel functions having half integer orders

 We believe coloring the surface of a sphere correctly implies the purely angular nature of spherical harmonics

We do not discuss the radial dependence because different applications of spherical harmonics have different radial solutions

A little math to show the relevance of spherical harmonics to the surface of a balloon:In this discussion, we assume that most of the wave action is due to the balance between the outward pressure force and inward tensional force of the stretched balloon

In the case of the balloon, the governing equation is ??,?2?=?k2? where ??,?2 represents the?and?terms of the spherical Laplacian and?is the radial displacement from equilibrium of the balloon's surface

 At its core is the trig manipulation of the?dependence of a spherical harmonic and the time dependence: cosm?cos?t+sinm?sin?t=cos(m???t)

All postings by authorprevious:Standing waves and rotating waves in three dimensional cylindrical resonatorsup:Contentsnext:The Lagrangian approach to simple waves - several common waves that lack momentumPosted byP

symmetric

Bessel

 Animations of time varying rotating wave spherical harmonicsAn acoustic spherical resonator - details of separation of variablesExtracting the time dependenceExtracting the?dependenceExtracting the?dependence - Legendre equationExtracting the radial or r dependence - spherical Bessel functionsSpherical Bessel functionsPutting the whole solution togetherResonant frequencies of a spherical resonatorSpecial functions in physicsA symmetry dilemma - axis of rotation in a spherically symmetric resonatorSums of modesStudent experiment - vibrational modes of a spherical balloonSpherical radiationRadial radiationSpiral radiation1

This animation uses the color black for near zero areas of the sphere instead of yellow/green/turquoise used above

 So when we examine Tables4 and 5 above, we should remember that all the modes with the same?will have the same resonant frequencies as long as thenindex is also the same

 The angular and time parts of the solution are the same for many applications

 Introduction to spherical harmonics and the Helmholtz equationSpherical harmonicsrepresent the angular part of a solution of theHemholtz equationin cases of spherical symmetry

 It is assumed that the waves are either absorbed at the surface or continue to travel outwards unseen past the surface

 An animation of the?=4,m=2 spiral radiation mode is shown in Figs

substitute

 Do not also substitute the complex sinusoid in for cosm?because of theproblemswith multiplying two phasors together unless you want a rotating wave mode

Mouse over the image to activate it, mouse off to suspend it, and click on it to restart it

Relating twin modes to rotating wave modesNote also that for a given?value and |m|gt;0 we can consider the modes in pairs

In the 2D diaphragm and balloon cases, we expect the unbalanced restoring force to similarly be given byTs?22?whereTsis the surface tension due to the stretched membrane or balloon (in units of Newtons/meter), ?22is the 2D Laplacian and?is the transverse displacement from equilibrium

 While our solutions are easiest to interpret with the spin axis aligned in thezdirection, using (40) through (43) (or just rotation of coordinate system), our set of solutions can accommodate any orientation of the spin axis

My philosophy is to absorb as much or as little information as required on the special function under consideration to provide a solution to a particular physics problem at hand and then move on

Table of 9 flash animations ofrotating spherical harmonic modes

 Illustrations of standing wave spherical harmonics- These are of the pure spherical harmonic without added time dependence

 Flash animation of a rotating wave mode with the axis of rotation different than thezaxis

posting

For much of this posting we will not be interested in the functionR(r), but will instead focus on the groupings of the purely angular part, ?(?)?(?), and also on the angular partplus the time part, ?(?)?(?)T(t)

Spherical harmonicsThe purely angular part of the Helmholtz equation i

 The solutions to this equation are spherical harmonics as discussed above

 It shows the?=2,m=1 mode tipped away from the spherical coordinate system axis shown by the grid

 The theory of spherical harmonics shows that the set of spherical harmonics form a complete basis for all possible solutions [ref]

Note that the higher the absolute value ofmthe more oscillations the spherical harmonic values go through as?varies around the circle

Rotating wave modes can be written in the real form as:, (43)whereei(??t+m?)could be substituted in for cos(??t+m?) for the complex expression

 Flash animation and video of spherical radiation pattern for the?=4,m=2 mode as prescribed by (51)

wavenumber

 This requires that both sides equal a constant, a separation constant which, in hindsight, is negative the wavenumber squared, i

separation

 (34)Putting the whole solution together:Back to the larger problem of the solutions for acoustical waves inside a spherical enclosure, we assemble the parts above to give:

Resonant frequencies of a spherical resonatorTo calculate the frequencies of the resonant modes of our acoustic spherical resonator we need to adjust the radial wavenumber?so that the boundary conditions are met

 Below in Table1 we see some of the associated Legendre polynomials

Extracting the time dependence:When we substitute (12) into (11) and divide byR(r)??(?)??(?)?T(t) we get:

 While these may be appropriate for the use of spherical harmonics when combined with a radial dependence, such as for solving for the electron wave function in a hydrogen atom, they are misleading in that they imply that spherical harmonics by themselves involve a radial component

 Just as in the case of the solar system, the angular momentum imparted to the wave system will define an axis

Below we show three tables of illustrations of various low order sperical modes:Pure spherical harmonics (no time dependence)Animated standing wave modes using spherical harmonics and sinusoidal time dependenceAnimated rotating wave modesTable 3

 Each of these equations is a function of only one variable and normally yields nice solutions

 In the complex form the cosm?in Equation4 has been replaced byeim?

 By having an axis we allow for spin

 This means that the resonant frequencies do not depend onmand only depend on?andn

 On the other hand if we try to simply multiply the complex form of a spherical harmonic bye?i?twe end up with the exponential form ofei(??t?m?)which is therotatingwave form

The coefficients in Table2a are as appropriate for the real representation of spherical harmonics

Above we have been considering the solutions to waves inside a spherical resonator

 not representing a power to raisePto, but instead is an index denoting which Legendre polynomial we are addressing

 One quadrant has been sliced from the sphere to show the radiation waves propagating outwards to the surface

 So even though it is spherically symmetric, a complete description of its motion must include its spin and a spin axis

 Spherical Harmonics - complex formThe time dependent differential equation forT(t) in Equation (1) has sinusoidal solutions such as:T(t)=cos?t, (5)for the real form, where?is the angular frequency of the solution

 -- Peter CeperleyThere are all sorts of resonances around us, in the world, in our culture, and in our technology

restart

Mouse overeach image to see the animation, mouse off to suspend it and click on it to restart it

 Flash animation and video of spherical radiation pattern for the?=4,m=2 mode as prescribed by (50) below

 Graphs of the various associated Legendre polynomials shown in Table1 plotted versusx, for exampleP?m(x) is plotted versusx

 So any solution can be alternately written in terms of a sum of solutions written for a different axis

 Student experiment - vibrational modes of a spherical balloonUsing the setup described in anearlier posting(Fig

 To get the complexstandingwave form while avoiding theproblemswith multiplying two phasors together, we need to convert one of phasors to the real form first before multiplication

resonator

 Such a resonator is totally spherically symmetric with no distinguishing axis or direction

 (51)Such radiation is similar to the two dimensional equivalent from theearlier posting

 If we are considering a single frequency?then the last term becomes ???2?which means that the equation can be rewritten as ?2?=?k2? wherek=???/T=?/c is the wavenumber andcis the speed of wave propagation

 These are mathematical functions, each of which is the solution to a special differential equation governing some physical process in nature

In the waves on a string case, this force equalsT?12?whereTis the string tension,?(x) is the transverse displacement from equilibrium and ?12is the one dimensional Laplacian, i

polynomials

solutions

 (24)If we letx=cos?, so that sin2?=1-cos2?=1?x2 anddx=?sin?d? then our equation becomes:, (25)which yields:, (26)which is the same form as thegeneral Legendre equationwhich has solutions of associated Legendre polynomials ?(x)=P?m(x) or written as:, (27)as notedabove

Legendre

 Animations of time varying standing wave spherical harmonics?=0,m=0These animations show the time dependence added to the spherical harmonics as per Equation(5) above

 At the same time the two twin modes in a pair are distinctly mathematically independent (linearly independent)

 This extra factor arises from the complex cases being normalized by requiring that each spherical harmonic times its complex conjugate when integrated over the whole sphere (0???? and ??lt;??+?) equals one

The AuthorPermitted use of material on this blog and how to download free animations from this site

In all three of these cases, Newton's second law givesT?2?=??2?/?t2which is the wave equation where?is the density of the string or membrane: mass per length or per area whichever is appropriate

Viewing these animations requires a free adobe flash viewer on your computer

animations

 Alternately, aphased arraywith its radiative elements covering the surface of a sphere could also be programmed to a lauch particular radiative mode

 Thus, the structure of any object can be similar to theoverall multi-layer net structure, and some mesh are large, while other small

 That is the embryonic form of the ball lightning what we have seen

 In fact, the initial ball lightning is high temperatureplasma, it has a higher temperature, but due to the external radiation energy, and the energy exchange atthe boundary of plasma and the atmosphere, the ion temperature decrease gradually and become lowtemperature plasma

For the equilibrium plasma column, if existing the occasional local small bending, the bending part canbe seen as magnetic fluid tube as Fig

 The optical model takes the ball lightning as an purely opticalphenomenon, and in document the characteristics of the supposed, self-regulated spherical layer withinternal light reflection is analyzed

 As the plasma temperature decreases exponentially in the lower temperature process,people observe more frequently the orange and red

 In the process of disappearing, unstable substances willXV International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, 15-20 June 2014, Norman, Oklahoma, U

 The lorentz force by the interaction of magnetic fields and currents generated always points to thecentral axis, and thus plasma column pinches to the inside, and plasma column cross section is nearlycircular

 After that, the micro plasma parcels group together because of strong mutualattraction, and form a new ball lightning

 Thephenomenon associated with ball lightning is bead lightning that is classified as ball lightning in somereference, for both of them being considered as weaken plasma

meantime

If existing the occasional local small bending, the magnetic field of the concave side increases becauseof the denser magnetic force line, while that of convex side of reduces, resulting in the external magneticpressure of the concave side is bigger than the inner pressure, meantime the oppose case occurs for theconvex side, that makes Fsibigger than Fse, and the boundary change for further bending, and the magneticinitial disturbance grow further

When the tube dimension is fixed, the position of the vortex in the bending tube is related with thevelocity and the electrical current density

XV International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, 15-20 June 2014, Norman, Oklahoma, U

Leshan

Li Zicheng

 The document proposed that the* Contact information: Li Zicheng, Institution, The Engineering  Technical College of Chengdu University of Technology,Leshan, Sichuan, ChinaXV International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, 15-20 June 2014, Norman, Oklahoma, U

,2004: Behavior of self-confined spherical layer of light radiation in the airatmosphere

Through this model, the general life span, energy, radiant energy of the ball lightning can be wellexplained

 At the same time the vortexstructure of ball lightning make micro plasma parcels have the same rotation, when it comes to a similarloose molecular or thin structure of glass and the like, free plasma parcels will be separated and easilyaccess through these objects

 If the ball lightning in the movement does notencounter any object, it will gradually disappear

 When the velocity reduces or the current increases, leading theincreasing of Lorentz forces, the vortex can occur nearby the middle part of bending tube

3SBBSTSdBdd0202)(1mm-=-(8)The magnetic field density B can be expressed as?=qqBB(9)Therefore the first item of equation (23) is zero, and the force on all of the surfaces can be expressed asSTSdBd022m-=- (10)Where minus sign means that all the magnetic forces act as pressure

 The influences to the electric field added by the action of the electronconcentration combined with the positive ions are calculated

 For the plasma whose ion temperature being close to air temperature, the people maynot feel the presence of the heat

 In the C region, the magnetic fieldstrength will increase, while in D region, the magnetic field strength will be reduced

parcels

 The ball lightning getting through the object is based onthe supposition that the vortex of micro plasma parcels can pass through objects, and micro parcels arestrongly mutual attractive

knot

 The document proposed a circuit model of ball lightning, and explains the stability through thecoupling of the air ball and the magnetic knot, assuming that current flow in a ball along theB?line

2ball lightning can be a vortex structure, and explain the motion way, but did not explain the formation, theshape and the stable structure of the ball lightning

 Because of the magnetic pressure difference, the particles move toward outside and meantimedownwards

layer

THE FORMATION MECHANISM OF BALL LIGHTNINGAfter the formation of the lightning flash from the cloud layer to earth, the lightning channel can beconsidered as a plasma column

 Most of the physical models are the discharge circuit model andplasma models

The magnetic field stress tensor isIBBT02021mmB+-= (7)The force acting on the surface isXV International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, 15-20 June 2014, Norman, Oklahoma, U

 The magnetic fluid tube force analysis diagramABC DFEXV International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity, 15-20 June 2014, Norman, Oklahoma, U

 The forces acting on the tube are inner side force Fsi, outside forceFse, the upper section force Ftuand the lower section force Ftl

Therefore, the life time of ball lightning plasma is significantly longer

 Some witnesses may misunderstand theirrelevant phenomenon as lightning ball lightning, that makes the explanation be more difficult

getting

disappearing

THE DISCUSSION OF THE RELEVANT CHARACTERISTIC OF BALL LIGHTNINGAccording to the literature, for validation of the model ball lightning, we must explain the followingcharacteristics: long life time nature, floating movement, the way disappearing, getting through the paneor slit, and the ball being hot or cold

Applicable to neutral, no loss (no viscosity, no thermal conductivity), isotropic and infinite conductivitymagnetic fluid, and the ideal magnetohydrodynamics equations is as follows:0uu)=?+=?+??rrrrdtdt((1)Bju+-?=pdtdr(2)0)=-grpdtd((3))(8?=+s 0BUE(4)EB-?=??t(5)jB0m=?(6)Whereris fluid density,uis the average fluid velocity,pis the isotropic pressure,Bis magneticinduction intensity,Eis the electric field intensity,gis the ratio of specific heat,sis the conductivity,and0mis the magnetic permeability

 The process may produce a fluid back flow, that makes the plasma fluid in the plasmachannel will form a vortex

 This plasma can be seen as magnetic fluid

CONCLUSIONSAs the lightning channel is not stable, prone to distort, that may lead to the vortex formation, and furtherthe generation of ball lightning

 Chemical model can explain the long life ofball lightning and the energy existing in ball lightning, but can not explain its stability

INTRODUCTIONSince the phenomenon of ball lightning has been identified by scientists, the strange characteristics ofball lightning have been considered a question hard to explain

 Models for ball lightning explanation canbe divided into chemical, physical and optical model class

 In theprocess of ion temperature decreasing, the color of ball lightning changes from the blue to orange, red andso on gradually

The document proposed a model of spinning electric dipole model, but only explains the shape of balllightning

 For this reason,some chemical model proposed in recent years, has filament structure in the fire ball, and others are that ofa hybrid of plasma and aerogel structure

 Trueba, 1998: A model of ball lightning as a magnetic knot with linkedstreamers, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol

 But because the electron temperature is high, one can see the light

 That makes themagnetic pressure increase

bending

 Additionally, the forces Ftuand Ftlwhich caused by the magnetic stressand plasma pressure on the section of the magnetic also make the bending further more

 In document the equation of relationshipbetween the life and spherical radius based on plasma model is derived

The long life timeSince the existence of ball lightning vortex, vortex will not go away by itself, only fade away becauseof the existence of viscosity

 Zhongguang Hi-tech Industry Group, Chengdu, Sichuan, ChinaABSTRACT: This paper discusses the lightning discharge initiation process under positive polaritythundercloud, and the analyzed formation process includes procedure from electron avalanche to streamerdischarge

The explosive properties and the way of disappearingAt first, within the plasma of ball lightning, plasma is composed of N, O ions, H ions

 Because the ball lightning is the combinationof a vortex ring, the motion of the vortex makes it rotate

 It is the stability of the shape that extends the life of the plasma ball

 Observed a beachball sized glowing red ball coming out of the sky on a diagonal track, just above a tree in my driveway

 it was a warm night with no wind and we were sat in the back garden, my husband was first to see it and told me to look to my left

It was already moving as it appeared, travelling from right to left and towards me at about 45 degrees and slowly falling

1936 at livedot comgt;CLACTON, ESSEX UK - Saturday, September 18, 2010 at 09:23:46 (PDT)In the summer of 2008 mid afternoon I was sitting on my bed watching tv

 I had to do some findings and it is so strange to me how so many people claim to have seen the same thing!JessicaChicago, IL USA - Thursday, August 25, 2011 at 08:44:15 (PDT)As a child growing up in Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania (a small town west of Philadelphia) Our area was always getting hit by lightning

Michelle Beckfordlt;sheba2cute at hotmaildot comgt;USA - Sunday, October 03, 2010 at 16:05:25 (PDT)This phenomena was witnessed near Melbourne, Florida in the summer of 1969, when I was thirteen

Michelle Beckford

 Before the door closed, a lightning ball bounced out of it - it was too bright to look at and around 20 cm in diameter

 The inside of the car was a bright white light everywhere

shaunAustralia - Tuesday, December 30, 2008 at 04:54:24 (PST)I was walking back from my girlfriends house at night and 4 saw this orange/yellow glowing ball come from the ground and started to float away at a walking pace up in 2 the sky

 After making it back to the cabin I called my wife, telling her what I had just seen

 3 years ago when I was 43 a friend and I witnessed a pehnomena which could have been ball lightning

2 nano secounds to realize what it might be and i really didnt want a ball lighting helmet so it was full throttle into and passed lake placid fl my face still got stung up by the rain that happens at 130 mph in a rain storm with no face sheild any way i had heard about ball lighting before that but never saw it or new anyone that saw it or even heard of it i never saw it before that and can only assume that it was ball lighting due to its perfectly round shape? have never saw it again and still dont know anybody that has ever saw it let alone heard of itKEITH F

 Everyone looked over at it and after a minute it moved about ten feet to the basement stairs

On reflection we both now agree that the sphere was simply absorbed into the wall of the building and that it did not travel under the walkway

My co worker and i were sitting in the car listing to the radio waiting for the power to come back on

Just then lightning struck one of the huge oak trees in our front yard where the phone line ran between them to the telephone pole

 It went right past my door! It was about the size of a volley ball, bright blue, and a little white in the center

 I was looking at the misty rain from the sliding glass door that looked out the balcony Sitting at the beach front watching a storm out at sea

 The ball had alternating colors and after a few minutes it increased in size to about 3 feet in diameter

Kerrylt;c1306NOSPAMat siudot edugt;Carbondale, Illinois USA - Sunday, January 21, 2007 at 17:54:58 (PST)When I was very young I remember a stormy day and our kitchen window was open and the window in the bedroom was openKerry

carla Taylorlt;carlat187 at hotmaildot comgt;Auckland, 1008 NewZealand - Sunday, September 30, 2007 at 21:33:33 (PDT)I was a about 4 or 5, when I lived in Victoria Australia near a lake, I was sitting near the living room window when during a storm there was a little ball of lightning the size of a graperuit that quietly hovered and bounced around outside the window and seemed to hover similar to the motions of a butterfly

carla Taylor

00hrs before bed on thursday night, it was pouring with rain and very windy

 What I saw in the night sky over SLC, UT was twelve or more orange lights in the sky

 Back in Vermont during a thunderstorm in the middle of the night, I went to the living room, sat on the couch, and looked out the large front window

 It grew to a fairly large size, at least several metres wide over the space of about 1-2 seconds, and then it imploded with the loudest sharp report we both will ever hear: My friend and I stood stock still in silent wonder, listening as the single cannon Shot raced off in increadibly loud majestic sharp echoes in 360 degrees, all around the neighboring valleys and mountain ridges for close to half a minute's reverberations

 I turned my head towards it and saw around disk moving slowly in our general direction [travelling northwards, at about walking speed]

Karllt;skyfire909 a gmail comgt;Brisbane, QLD Australia - Tuesday, May 15, 2012 at 10:30:09 (PDT)On November 15, 2011 I had a very unusal experience

"Look at that !" As a round ball of light bounced across the parade deck moving from right to left

It immediately disappeared and there was the loudest noise I have ever heard

I was too shocked to move, so I simply stood there as this (probably very hot) ball bounced towards me, but it never reached me

 Very strangeBrandon Clt;fatthedz at coxdot netgt;Oklahoma City, ok USA - Monday, June 16, 2008 at 21:41:56 (PDT)Two nights ago around midnight, after our area had been washed over with some thunderstorms that day, I was lying in bed watching tv when I saw a yellow-orange light in the sky just above the treetops

Dan Snyderlt;dandrumz at livedot comgt;puyallup, wa USA - Saturday, September 11, 2010 at 12:17:22 (PDT)This evening my husband and I were sitting on our couch watching television

Dan Snyder

 Me and my dad were driving home in a thunderstorm and llightning was flaashing across the sky (sheet lightning) but then we head a loud bang and as we were at the lights we both looked out the windowThere, hanging on its own in the sky (we think it was directly above the power station but it was dark so yeah)was a big bright blue ball of lightning

I know that lightning doesn't travel without thunder----Within less than two seconds the loudest and most terrifying clap of thunder I had ever heard sounded--the sound seemed to have generated only a few feet from where I stood frozen after witnessing the incredible phenomenon

 The one fhat entered through the Door Missed my Wife's left ear by 2 inches  they shot up to the one light near the front of the Caravan

 It appeared as if nobody else had experienced this phenomenon

sharlt;squirrelygirly57 at aoldot comgt;USA - Thursday, December 13, 2007 at 19:29:48 (PST)Back in 1985, I was about 15 year old, talking to my friend on the phone

 we watched a ball,(the size of a grapefruit), of brilliant blue white light travel in a horizontal direction above the roofs of our neighbours house and then our house

 "It" just appeared and lasted about 3 seconds at which time it just disappeared

Bill EdmundsUSA - Thursday, December 28, 2006 at 20:41:07 (PST)At age 12, in 1961, my brother and I were in our bedroom getting ready for bed during severe thunderstorm Bill

 After seeing the reports of orange ball lightning, I believe that may be what we saw that night

 We were approximately 30' from each other, when without warning a pure white ball appeared between us

 After seeing flashes and hearing popping, I went to my bedroom window and observed several golf ball sized white balls appear one at a time and then explode, each with a loud nearly simultaneous pop; these phenomena all occurred within about 15 seconds

JohnnyBravolt;+//portercable78 at yahoodot com//+gt;Lords Valley, PA USA - Wednesday, September 24, 2008 at 20:51:50 (PDT)"Ball Lightning"First off, I am not clear if what I saw was what people call Ball Lightning (BL), but after hearing/reading stories involving BL, I believe that is the most logical conclusion to what I saw

 It was a orange coloured ball about the size of a large orange! It appeared to move horizontally and then just vanished

 Anyway, I went to my sisters room to close her window and a bolt of lightning struck a tree which was directly in front of her window

Deanlt;deanbu41at gmaildot comgt;Kansas, KS USA - Saturday, January 20, 2007 at 11:35:08 (PST)When my future wife and I were dating many ?moons? ago, we were in a parked car (discussing philosophy) on a rainy day

 As the spinning appeared to get more intense the doughnut suddenly, literally in blink of an eye, turned into a sphere, although it looked a hell alot like a disk

 It was moving fairly slowly in the direction that was down hill, and I watched it ?float? at about the speed of a soap bubble, out of my garden, over a fence and on down the street

 The duration that I saw took about 10 to 15 seconds and the ball traveled about 20 feet as it slowly bounced and hovered

only when i told my father what i had seen that night he them told me it was a ball of lightning had just passed through our house

 This 'ball' passed about 200 yards to my right and with a final bounce off some rocks near the water's edge simply vanished - apparently without a noise though my window was closed and there was ambient noise from surf and wind

 Just then a ball of light appeared on the top of the car and seemed to travel at the speed of the car

 My Mother and my boyfriend, at the time, were in the kitchen watching the news when all of a sudden we heard a good crack of thunder and seconds later we witnessed a bright ball of light (about the size of a basketball) which appeared to come out of the T

 It landed on the roof and disappeared (I would say hit the roof, but it was moving pretty slow and not at the speed something falling moves at)

 I was amazed to find two broken tiles actually in place, I cleaned them away to find the tile lath underneath, it was spread out from its one and half inch wide to three quarter inch thick original size to what looked like a fan, the lath had to be cut to renew, I slid it under the tiles don't know why I did that but it will still be there the phone line meltdown stopped just in the house but the burglar alarm had to be renewed complete

 It moved in a straight line if viewed from above but bounced slowly along its course as if on piece of string like a puppet

 ;-)BrianIL USA - Tuesday, February 13, 2007 at 11:13:16 (PST)One afternoon a few summers ago I was running errands and hopped quickly into my truck because it was starting to rain and lightning

the time was just before darkness, about 15 minutes before dark, called "dusk" time

 It looked exactly like a little blue comet

anne hyatt knottsylvania, oh USA - Tuesday, November 02, 2010 at 13:52:59 (PDT)I was in 5th grade at the time,age 11 and my brother, age 7 were making a snowfort outside with a heavy thunder snowstorm

Glynn Spencerlt;glynnpeterspencer at hotmaildot comgt;Brisbane, Qld Australia - Saturday, December 01, 2007 at 06:21:28 (PST)In sept 96 ,sheffield uk me and my brother were walkin back from the local shops,it was 5pm, hazy sunshine an dryGlynn Spencer

 I saw a lightning flash directly in from of me, about 100 feet from the building

 It was raining a little but very dark ahead with lots of lightning

it was an awesome sight of blue spherical energy, that lasted 3 seconds b4 it exploded into an ear spliting bang like knw other sound heard b4 or since,i personaly thought some one had droped an atom bomb it was that loud

When we got in the house, I asked my mother if she had seen the bright blue flash and she reported that she had seen the flash from when it exploded as it shined in through the window in her bedroom

 There it bounced a couple of times and disappeared

 We heard thunder (for about 5 years we had many bad storms in our area) so we were all near each other on the couch directly in front of the window

 I ran over to the wall where it came through, fearing it would have done some damage, the wall wasn't hot at all and there were no marks

Thank you all for the stories and thank you for this site!LyndaDetroit, MI USA - Wednesday, January 02, 2008 at 07:43:50 (PST)In May of 1988, Myself and 3 of my children were sitting and standing in our partially built farm house

30 am myself, wife and my 4 year old son were sleeping in bed room in the first floor in Tirupur, South India

 To my left I saw a blue ball of fire about twice the size of a basketball with a small trailing tail of the same color traveling parallel with me about 30 feet off of the road in the woods

Astonished since the windows were behind me, I lowered my book, to see a very bright, ball of white light about the size of a tennis ball floating in front of me near the opposite wall around eye level

 It was a average summer day when a bright white glowing ball about the size of a basketball drifted across the windshield

 USA - Wednesday, January 25, 2012 at 17:26:19 (PST)I was sitting at my computer; it was daytime and the only light in my living room was from the monitor

Lloyd Waylt;togo_one_way at rogersdot comgt;orillia, canada - Tuesday, November 20, 2007 at 17:06:49 (PST)When I was 6 years old my grandmother used to babysit me after school while my parents were working

We have lots of thunderstorms here with heavy lightning and I've heard the same 'sizzle pop' immediately before a very near lightning strike, but I've never seen a ball like this before, inside or out

 Atmospheric conditions: Night - about 8 or 9pm - storms with rain and lightning in the far distance but not in the immediate vicinity! I was collecting 'tropical' marine fishes from rock pools at low spring tide

 I was heading to shelter when a ball about the size of a basketball came fizzing towards an old lady and myself, it stopped in midair, seemed to hover for a second then BANG! it exploded

NHarrisonlt;ngath a hotmail comgt;USA - Friday, June 15, 2012 at 10:05:32 (PDT)I experienced what I believe must have been a form of ball lightning in the mid-1980s

 A huge lightening strike hit a tree close to the house

 We decide to leave and right as we are about to enter the open feild in front of the house we see this big red glowing thing about 50 ft away from us we freaked out not taking another glance and sprint into our grandparent house

 I?ve only recently started researching ball lightning, but it seems to explain what I?ve seen, only I don?t remember there being any sort of storm

Hope this is of some interest to you,G, Allisonlt;gordonallison at hotmaildot co dotukgt;USA - Sunday, January 02, 2011 at 05:39:44 (PST)I was 11 years old at the time and my brother was 8 years old

Allison

A light apeared over the tree line, I assume it was an aircraft flying low, it then appeared to be desending to treetop level aprox 400 meters from me

 A few seconds later, I heard a loud crackling noise coming from the direction of the oven

 I was sitting on my couch in my living room watching t,v, my girlfriend was doing a crossword at a desk right behind the couch 

 I was looking toward my daughter when all of the sudden, a bright orange (sunset color) orb appeared in the direction of my wife

Tim Fischerlt;timify10 at gmaildot comgt;Rochester, NY USA - Sunday, March 04, 2007 at 14:54:31 (PST)Our Ball lightening experience occurred in 1979, although at the time we did not know what it was

Tim Fischer

 Dukelt;duker56at yahoodot com1234566789gt;Urbana, Oh USA - Thursday, January 11, 2007 at 16:08:16 (PST)At about 6 AM while traveling northbound on Rt 625 toward Kenhorst, PA, my husband and I noticed a large bright light through the cloudsKenhorst

JenPompano Beach, FL USA - Saturday, October 15, 2011 at 17:45:56 (PDT)In the midst of a strong lightning storm I experienced what I believe to be ball lightning inside my home

 One night sitting in a dark room ,taking a break from studying for a test

 A sudden calm came followed by an extremely close flash of lightning with a huge bang with no intervening time

 There was a kind of 'pop' outside and I looked up to see this glowing ball, of around football size, come slowly through the window, pass me by about 2 metres, go through the open door into my bedroom, out through the open bedroom window and shoot off vertically with another 'pop' noise

 My parents woke up  asked what had happened, I explained what I saw but they either didn't believe me or just found going back to bed more interesting

Andrew Welshlt;orracull at hotmaildot comgt;hull, UK - Thursday, March 03, 2011 at 17:28:26 (PST)A few decades ago, when I was a young boy about age 7 or 8, I had this happen one stormy day, which has made me very curious about ball lightning phenomena ever since:I was left alone in the house and given the chore by my Mom to vaccuum the living room, etc

Andrew Welsh

 It slowly moved (as if in slow motion) in a straight line to the back door

Lancelt;ktulun at gmaildot comgt;Titusville, FL USA - Wednesday, June 02, 2010 at 19:26:13 (PDT)I'm wondering if anybody has seen something like this before, me and my girlfriend were driving down a dark road late one evening in the moutains near taos, new mexico, their was one car ahead of us otherwise the road was totally deserted and very dark, when I saw the lights, 3 or 4 of them, they seemed to be moving and hovering around the car ahead of us which was going at a pretty good rate of speed

 The telephone we had was a party line, meaning that all the folks on the phone company line had an old style crank handle ringer type phone with just an ear peice and mic on the box mounted on the wall

 As i recall, it appeared to be a foot or two in diameter and was very bright

 During a summer thunderstorm, I was sitting in the living room near the large sliding glass door to the balcony

Robyn SpenceSydney, NSW Australia - Wednesday, February 28, 2007 at 22:18:02 (PST)i was on night shift at sharlston colliery in west yorkshire england as i was in the pit yard with many other miners waiting to go down the mine when all of a sudden out of nowhere appeared a very bright white orb shaped light which hovered about 25 ft above us it was slow moving and suddenly stopped and did a right angle turn between two buildings and then just disapeared into the night the whole experience lasted about 10 to 15 seconds it was quite amazing at the time 

 At this time, I noticed a bright blue

 It was muggy and lightening with a dark but somehow bright skymy son was walking towards me talking as I stood at the hob cooking he was about 18 inches in front of me when I saw this blue ball of moving light near his elbow I said don't move but he had seen it and was frozen to the spot, instinct took over because we did not move until it shot off, a couple of seconds later, the full length of the flat like 

 As I walked to the bus stop in the dark with some walled-in bungalows and some hooches on stilts in a fairly remote area , I noticed a faint, dimly glowing object, about the size of a vollyball in the grass just outside the recently graded roadway

 I have told this "lightning strike" story many times over the years, always including the details that made is odd, but never having any explanation

 The first sparks were blue and the last time it was red

 My Mum made us run, although I remember that my brother and I were dragging the chain, because we were both turning around to look at this thing

 I don't remember who saw it first but we started watching a very bright spot inside the cloud

His name is Jose , my name is MichaelWe live in Los angeles, California, USA, and the exact time he called me to go look was 7:42 pm, on tuesday august 14, 2007

Cindy Phalon

Cindy Phalonlt;cphalon at gatxdot comgt;Oak Forest, IL USA - Tuesday, September 25, 2007 at 07:53:37 (PDT)Ball LightningSummer 1986 Mansfield Ohio, 5 red balls apear in the sky during an electric storm that started very quickly with red lightning and swirling clouds

Tony Williamslt;awilliams811 a msn comgt;Glen Burnie, MD USA - Monday, February 27, 2012 at 09:59:12 (PST)I have been curious about the incident I will describe since it occurred in the 70's

Tony Williams

We noticed a faint ozone smell, but noticed no damage or evidence of electrical damage anywhere in the house afterward

 hovered for around 2-3 minuites then vanished as quick as they arrived was this ball lightningjimlt;jimnlesat blueyyondersdot co dotukgt;uk - Monday, November 27, 2006 at 10:40:33 (PST)IN 1967 I was in the kitchin of my parents house in Whataroa,West Coast,New Zealand,when douring a thunder storm a ball came through the back door and scooted along the bench then went out the door

 It was an amazing event; I don't expect I will ever hear such a sound again -- the extreme sharpness of the BANG! and the way you could follow the sound wave's pealing outwards for miles from the central Point Charge of ignition is something we both will never forget

 I felt this intense heat-like energy and heard a loud humming noise like electricity

 A few seconds after a loud cracking sound from the lightning hitting one of the oak trees my grandmother stopped just about 3 ft from the phone

 Immediately an extremely bright yellowish sparking "globe", about the size of a basketball,appeared from an arm of the bolt, floating about 5 ft

was looking out of our window when all of a sudden I saw this bright florescent ball of green light approx the size of a basketball

MinnaMelinda Weinerlt;weinerswest at yahoodot com *********gt;USA - Saturday, March 20, 2010 at 18:22:57 (PDT)At around age 12, around 1962, summer time rain that day in Ringwood, NJ in my living room, I heard a sizzling noise behind me

The two small balls vanished with no sound but the larger ball floated about 4 ft off of the hallway floor then slowly bounced up and down twice in the same spot on the floor before making a loud crack and then it to went away

 I neglected to estimate the time, but I saw the orange ball for about two minutes before it went out of my sight range

 I was standing on my back porch watching a tremendous thunder storm (I'm weird like that) and all of a sudden I was looking up and saw a bright yellow ball of light that lasted approximately 3 or 4 seconds

 To my left, about six feet into the room and three feet away from me, a ball of fire appeared in mid-air

The "doughnut" was a bright orange color while the empty part was, amazingly, a very dark shade of grey, close to black

 I estimate the time between beginning and ending 'pops' was around13 to 15 seconds, though it seemed far longer at the time! Other than leaving behind a smell like that of an electric motor there was nothing to show for this experience

 I remember going to work the next day recounting what had happened, I said I had thought it was ball lightning, which no one had heard about

 I don?t recall hearing any pop sounds or anything through the closed window, but I do remember the fizzle as it dispersed

We just sat there stunned for 2/3 minutes unable to believe what we had just experienced can anyone explain it to me?

 I saw a strange glowing orb, orange in color and about 6 inches in diameter about 80 yards away from my house

 Then my friend screamed and said 'what the (bleep) was that?', and I said 'what happened', and she said 'this light just came flying out of my phone', and I replied 'well, it just went in my end'

 They weren't hot, but I could feel warmth from them as they exploded

Christopherlt;cristo111 at comcastdot netgt;Houma, La USA - Tuesday, December 04, 2007 at 17:56:23 (PST)In November 2005 I was driving home during the afternoon, as a storm was building in the ranges near Ipswich to the west of Brisbane, I saw a large ball of lightning, followed by a short 'tail' of more normal lightning like a comet form at the front of the cloud bank, travel accross the face of the storm for about 5 seconds, then dissapate back into the cloud

A nice thunderstorm over Adelaide midnight of 29Dec06-30Dec06 and I was observing from my second story west facing window in Magill (approx 150m above sea level) Magill

 I turned to look and saw a bright, glowing ball, white in colour and about the size of a tennis ball

 I've seen moon-rainbows, they were strange, but this was sudden; it couldn't have been a perseid meteor, it was too close  bright for that

 After this experience I could hear the smallest sounds inside and outside my house, for months

 It is probably fortunate for him that he had a wooden leg, having lost his leg during the 1st world war, I don`t know all the details but i think it just damaged the leg

 I was standing there looking out the back sliding glass door, when an orangeish ball a little larger than a basketball came right through my sliding glass door and then popped right in front of me about two to three feet from me

 I don't remember how it disappeared it just maybe faded away or all at once

 We were all outside talking about to head home when we noticed a strange light in the sky that was moving around in different directions (reason I know it was not a meteor)

Cathielt;cathietauber at comcastdot netgt;Lincolnshire, IL USA - Wednesday, January 14, 2009 at 10:35:16 (PST)I do not recall the year or how old I was at the time

I dont remember if i got to turning off and on the speakers as well since at this point an orange doughnut the size of a basketball appeared about 10 feet from the log on which i was sitting

 Yet, I saw the BL go behind the mountains, which would imply that the BL was great in size to look as large as it did, and at the distance it was from me

Denise Henrylt;dee_henry at hotmaildot comgt;Richland, Wa USA - Saturday, September 01, 2007 at 18:19:59 (PDT)This happened last year in October of 2006, and I have been trying to figure it out since then

2010 - witnessed what I can only assume was ball lightening out at sea

 My brother and me were both blinded with a blueish-white flash in our eyes which slowly faded away after a minute had passed

 She did verify that she witnessed it but was so shaken by the events she immediately turned around and headed back into her building

Carrie Leechlt;countrycarriel at charterdot netgt;USA - Thursday, February 14, 2008 at 06:10:36 (PST)Many years ago when I was 16 years old, I went on a cross-country trip with a bus full of other teensCarrie Leech

 We were seated outdoors at a table and I was keeping a close eye on a thunderstorm moving in our direction

 It was there that one night i witnessed the phenomenon

 They were like great balls of fire falling out of the heavens, I would estimate their size to be at least the size of a house and maybe as large as a superdome

downey223at virgindot netgt;Cookstown, Ireland - Saturday, January 20, 2007 at 15:19:11 (PST)About 23 ago in central Texas, I was staying at our farm with my grandparents

 Although the sphere was orange it had alot of black spots, more like "s" curved shapes, which appeared to move in an extremely convoluted spiral pattern

 It hovered outside the window and then exploded and fire hung in the air before our very eyes

 He looked at it for about 3-4 seconds, before looking to the side to note the time on a nearby digital clock

 I went home and told a friend from MN it had happened and she said the same thing had happened to her in the field by her farm that same spring

 There was no sound and no variation in the intensity of the light given off by this phenomenon, nor was there any sound when it suddenly disappeared

 If anyone else has experienced something simillar to this or has a comment feel free to email me at toolfan4eva at yahoodot com (thanks for reading me)mattlt;"lt;(toolfan4eva at yahoodot comgt;gt;jackson, mi USA - Monday, December 10, 2007 at 14:12:15 (PST)I've witnessed ball lightning twice in my life, once in Essex County, New Jersey in the late 70's and the second time was off the coast of Santa Barbara, Ca

 Atmospheric conditions: Late evening, dry storms around but not in the immediate vicinity! I was sitting in my first floor flat facing miles of open ground in the direction of Mount Kenya in the far distance

 It moved slowly as it passed my body then quickly moved to the doorway where it disappeared

 I cannot help but think, having another person's energy on the other side of the white ball may have saved one or both of our lives!!!!!PS I was also somewhat shaken by the experience and at the time did not know what I had just seen

I'm a believer of ball lightning yes!Sam Rowelt;Extremesam a aol comgt;Glenolden, Pa USA - Monday, August 22, 2011 at 23:39:28 (PDT)In 1987 I had invited my neighbor over for tea in Weybridge, Surrey, England, when ball lightning entered the living room where we were sittingSam Rowe

 As I layed there trying to get to sleep I took notice of a ball of brilliant white light slowly moving across the ceiling coming in my direction yet never leaving the ceiling

Arlette Fontaine Millerlt;achasestream at junodot comgt;Albuquerque, NM USA - Monday, September 17, 2007 at 18:56:02 (PDT)About 5 years ago, when I was 12, I was playing basketball with my neighbor in my backyard at about 10:00

 I've always liked storms and was enjoying the frequent lightning, when suddenly a ball of electricity emerged from the frame of the sliding door perhaps 5 feet from where I was sitting

 the sky above us was clear and full of stars, we could not hear any thunder from the lightning

 At that time, there was a small arcade across the street, inside of which were many large arcade game machines that were quite a popular destination after school ended

Cindylt;cindyhs01 a gmail comgt;Ft Cindy

The wind was hot and the storm drew closer

Nick SmithWoodnewton, Northants, UK - Tuesday, August 04, 2009 at 09:35:14 (PDT)On 13th July 1996 in bed ready for sleep when a silver ball of light came flying through the window it bounced onto the bed and onto the floor and exploded no sound just dispersed

As it continued traveling in my direction, but to my right, it suddenly shot out of the water about 50 ft from the neighbors boat dock in a 45 degree angle and shot back the same direction from which it came but instead of curving back over the house, it continued traveling in a straight trajectory directly over the lake

 A clap of thunder,something between a thud and a jolt, and a blue-white, tennis ball size sized, spherical light,popped out of the electrical outlet, about 10" above the floor

Roger Warelt;druidic at rocketmaildot comgt;Ipswich, QLD Australia - Saturday, February 06, 2010 at 02:33:31 (PST)Ball LightingOne raining evening back in the summer of 1976 I had what I believe was an experience with ball Lighting

Roger Ware

 Then I realised that it was lighting a huge ring of sea beneath it - it started near to the horizon, and was heading slowly downwards and West towards me/ Staithes - so I realised it was high up and moving fast (moving slow from my perspective) for a second I thought it was a meteorite heading for Staithes! Standing in awe for 30 seconds I then snap to, and scramble for my camera phone - too late! Freaky stuff

 I used that incident for years afterward to get him up and moving on those days he just continued to sleep late! I'd mention to him a storm was moving in our direction, and if he wanted a shower before school

I was 10 years old and was sitting by the window in the afternoon looking out at the sky because it had gone that green colour that you see sometimes before a storm

 It looked about the size of a beach ball with red outer ring with a transparent blueish glow with smaller balls held within looking like atoms floating inside

 She told us that our much older brother had seen a similar sight just floating above the toilet tank in our bathroom at one time, on a different occasion

Morgan McKenzieWarkworth, New Zealand - Tuesday, January 02, 2007 at 18:39:47 (PST)Observed what I presume to be "ball lightening" the other day

 weird!!!!!krislt;k57rowbertson0603 at gmaildot comgt;wi USA - Thursday, August 12, 2010 at 20:04:13 (PDT)When i was 9 years old i was living in a small east texas country town call Pine Forrest with my grandparents

15am by strange flashes in the eastern sky and when I went to the window I saw three balls of light rising and falling between100 and 110 degrees, over the ocean

 It wasn't raining and there was no other lightening or thunder-just huge, heavy black clouds, hanging really low

 Just before the ball had appeared (and we are talking milli-seconds) I saw a thin bright line coming from the window (almost like someone had lit the fuse on a dynamite rod or had been moving a sparkler through the air) - I must explain that martin didnt see this he just saw the ball when it appeared between us, as he believes that he was turning his head towards me at the time

This observation would appear to be fairly strong evidence that at least one fairly typical type of ball lightning probably has its spherical shape and glowing appearance due to a resonant electro-magnetic standing-wave, as this might well be able to traverse an insulating window pane, and a (dry) brick wall, without being dissipated

 I immediately inspected the wall where the ball lightning came from and found nothing unusual - no scorching, no holes, cracks, nothing hot to the touch

 The one flew over quite fast above and to my left but I didn't follow it's path as my eyes were riveted to the other 'ball' which bounced off the terrain and bushes towards me - not always in a straight line but seemingly ricocheting off the bounce

 As it got over the lake I would estimate that it had descended about 10 to 15 ft above water level still traveling approx

 Anyways, my mom and dad and I were sitting in our living room, and all of a sudden, we heard a gigantic crash, like an explosion

 We then ran in the house and looked at each other with the look of what was that! it really scared us at the time

IvanNY USA - Friday, April 13, 2007 at 18:37:50 (PDT)This incident happened about 25 years ago

 All of a sudden I watched this glowing ball being shot from one cloud to another

 It was moving slowly down the street as it hovered down to touch the street, bounced back up, then back down a second time, then bounced back up with a lesser bounce, then slowly back down a third time

I know these strange items exist and I wish we had a camera to hand at the time, I am willing to take any test to convince sceptics as I know what we witnessed

 During an afternoon storm when it was dark outside a light drifted down from the sky onto our neighbours yard and lit up our living room like daylight

I saw it myself!Steve Wilsonlt;Mydusteve a verizon dotnetgt;Glen Burnie, Md Glen Burnie  About thirty years ago when I was sixteen I was at home during a summer thunderstorm

 Ball lightning is my best guess!?David Mannlt;dididavidmann at aoldot comgt;UK - Monday, July 12, 2010 at 14:40:25 (PDT)On tuesday 29th june 2010 at 12

David Mann

a few minutes later, as I sat on the log in stupor, another orange ball appeared near where the first one appeared, it was over some low bushes, at approximately the same height

 It hovered in the family room for a few seconds, then moved slowly into the kitchen, where we lost sight of it

facebook com/rpvallejoRuben Vallejolt;rpvallejo88 a gmail comgt;SLC, UT USA - Saturday, January 21, 2012 at 21:44:04 (PST)I have plowed snow for the county that I live in since 1997

 It shot across the floor and into the corner of the room, and moved very quickly up and down from floor to ceiling several times

 Before I knew it, I watched it come into the car, right at my face, and exploded (it felt as if I became one with it), I passed out, when I came to, all I could do is remember this bright light exploding in me

 Immediately after, a yellow-orange glowing ball the size of a basketball slowly floated from about 5-6 feet above the street straight down in the path where the lightning bolt had hit

The company party line telephone and wire and phone box all worked after this event but one of the huge oak trees in the front yard where the phone line ran between was split down the middle with chuncks of bark and half the tree hanging over to one side from the lightning strike

The ball was approx 10cm infront of my face and almost as quickly as it had appeared, seemed to explode and disappear with a loud cracking sound

 I looked up every single night after and never saw them again, even in cloud cover

 There may have been a summer storm brewing, but there was definitely no rain

 (and yes all 3 doors it passed through were all open and irtually in a straight line)I've always been curious about this event and have always been certain that i actually witnessed something quite special

 It did not hit the trunk of the tree but I could hear the leaves of the tree separate with a kind of a whooshing sound

Finally, not long after the SECOND ball, a THIRD ball appeared, except this time the ball was not orange, but silver

 When I looked up I saw a perfectly spherical glowing blue orb rise a about 15 feet into the air

Dorothy Benedictlt;dbenedict6111 at charterdot netgt;W Brookfield, MA USA - Tuesday, November 06, 2007 at 03:07:52 (PST)I want to tell you a true story - which happened to me when I was around 8 years oldDorothy Benedict

 My cabin is about 100 feet from the lake and sits on top of a small hill overseeing the entire lake

Randy Westlt;rdw181 a hotmail comgt;Ames, OK USA - Thursday, March 15, 2012 at 20:32:57 (PDT)I was watching tv and during a commercial I was looking out the window, and I saw a ball shaped ball of light floating around about a meter above ground

Randy West

 Anyone else experience this when they see this?jose lomelilt;spicysalsero at yahoodot comgt;WI USA - Monday, June 04, 2007 at 05:51:03 (PDT)I was about 5 or 6 years old (1970-71)

 46 in Parsippany, NJ when suddenly a bright yellowish orange ball of light appeared in my windshield! It happened so quickly that I had no time to react to it

The size of the object, viewed from my perspective, appeared to be comparable to about 3/4 the size of a golf ball held out at arm's length

 There was no sound from the object nor was there any damage from it

Lincoln

Mrs A Mortonlt;amorton26 a btinternet com!7338gt;Lincoln, United Kingdom - Thursday, October 20, 2011 at 06:24:52 (PDT)Ball LightningAbout 20 years ago I was in my mother's house when a severe thunderstorm came, lightning directly overhead

Mrs A Morton

Jerry Ellisonlt;gwjerry at yahoodot comgt;Odessa, Tx USA - Sunday, August 08, 2010 at 19:16:50 (PDT)I have had two lightening ball sightings

 It traveled slowly from the picture window to the end table at the end of the couch, just a few feet from where I was sitting  It traveled and hit six places on the wall like a ball on a pool table and ended on the faucet and sat for a couple of seconds

Allen knapstadlt;allenknap at verizondot com use net not comgt;USA - Sunday, April 08, 2007 at 02:12:57 (PDT)it must have been in 1950 when I was 5 years old

 It made a loud sound when it popped and my husband came in from the living room to see what happened

Jacqlt;enguist a gmail comgt;Seremban, NS Malaysia - Saturday, March 17, 2012 at 08:27:32 (PDT)Two years ago this April I had an event occur that I am still trying to understand

 I instinctively looked up and at that time and saw a lightning rod come down where there was a lightning ball hovering over the ground in my yard

 My living room has two large full length plate glass windows and from my recliner I can see the entire lake

 Not sure what it was but am glad I actually got to experience this!Kathy Wattslt;leakat4 a yahoo comgt;South Pasadena, C USA - Thursday, December 08, 2011 at 10:21:44 (PST)I was driving today (Dec Kathy Watts

 The first occurred during a winter thunderstorm at about 9 pm and consisted of several softball sized glowing orange-red balls that floated in the room for 15-20 sec and then vanished silently

 The light takes the shape of a blue white ball and is bright enought to light up the whole room

 She said it then floated up and passed through the kitchen window, through the house and out through the living room window (my mum said this is what happened too), where I was sitting on the table with my brother, sister and her friend

as i was walking i saw this floating Blue ball looking like a lightning orb, now i was young so it scared the shit otta me so i turned on the lights immidiatly thinking it wasa ghost or somthing (and im deathly afraid of ghost) i told my friend about this and he said it was a "lighting ball"Shanedexter, ny USA - Sunday, October 19, 2008 at 21:49:01 (PDT)I am 70 years old

 It appeared to pulsate with a weak, greenish-blue glowing light as I approached

 It was probably about 3:00 in the morning and I was on the phone with a friend of mine, when suddenly there appeared a ball of light outside my window

 I then lifted my head (to continue driving) when in front of me (it appeared out of nowhere) and was positioned in my line of view right in the middle of the windshield was an orb about the size of a grapefruit

 Amazingly a small ball of bright light, about the size of a golf ball, jump out from the blankets, rotated in space for a second or two and then jumped about three feet across the room and turned on my son's desklight

 Each time it appeared out of nowhere, was about the size of a basketball bright and yellowish and moved across the sky and down behind the trees

Neville Manserlt;nandjmanser a hotmail comgt;Brisbane, QLD Australia - Tuesday, February 28, 2012 at 22:27:43 (PST)I witnessed a "fire ball" during a lightning storm when I was 14 years old at a 4-H camp around Greensboro, NC

Neville Manser

Chris Willislt;ramfan31 at hotmaildot comgt;Ruston, LA USA - Tuesday, March 31, 2009 at 09:18:55 (PDT)i was around six the year would have been 1962

Chris Willis

My mother's line of sight was obscured by the wall, but she saw the look on my face and asked what I had just seen and I told her

 The crackling noise was quite loud and sounded similar to an Arc Welder or radio static

I remember the BL being about the size of a golf ball held out at arm's length, and to account for overestimating the size, I used 1/2 the diameter of a golf ball in my calculations

Suzanne Perkinsann arbor, mi USA - Wednesday, September 05, 2007 at 17:54:07 (PDT)My husband and I were living in a two story home about close to ten yrs ago now

BarbBarblt;bandhsomes at verizondot netgt;USA - Monday, August 10, 2009 at 11:41:10 (PDT)I was working in the Oilfield on a rig in the Galveston Bay in Texas, when I looked up from the derrick

 It was hovering then dropped, then stopped and dropped and stopped, maybe 4 times like this till it dropped fast and it looked like it exploded on the ground behind some trees

 I felt a kind of static electricity sensation on the back of my neck and my arms (the hairs stood up) so I looked around and in the dining room to my left I saw a small, bright, yellowish-white ball of light move in a steady and slow arc from the ceiling to a point underneath the dining room table

 Lightning and thunder was flashing and boomingseveral times per minute

I successful made the trek to the curb and was only several feet from entering the safety of my apartment-when suddenly in front of me--hovering waist high to me and not even a foot in front of me appeared a whitish blue ball of lightning about the size of a cantaloupe

john golderlt;jhond at comcastdot net 77el77gt;felton, CA USA - Monday, July 26, 2010 at 00:57:30 (PDT)i was about 16 i was walking on a road in the country of georgia staring at the sky when a green golf sized ball of light came down from seemed only about 20 ft in the air it was swiveling and i thought it was going to hit me i ducked my head and to dodge it then it just vanished i didnt tell anyone for years i didnt think anyone would believe me i just now told my wifeericklt;ecclesiastes555 at yahoodot com44gt;westminster, md

 It looked like the smaller balls within were moving around within the ball as it bounced around

 I immediately posted something on Facebook and I found out my good friend Chelsea also saw them, and she said that she even saw some blue onesChelsea

Crystallt;saddlestirups at hotmaildot comgt;MT USA - Thursday, March 20, 2008 at 17:03:16 (PDT)I experienced ball lightning between the years of 1994 - 2000 (the actual date is now foggy) at a house I lived in between those years in upstate NY

 A yellow hazed size tennis ball bounced around the room clock wise above our heads and rested in front of my grandmother

If one assumes that the glowing tail is an ionised plasma recombination event :Wikipedia gives a typical walking speed as about 5 km

jim carlsonlt;##swordofthlord7 at yahoodot com##gt;mi USA - Sunday, January 11, 2009 at 17:18:11 (PST)I am an 11 year old girl and when i was about 3-5 years old me and my brother where in a ball a lightning

jim carlson  It grew in size for a few seconds, turned orange, then disappeared

 As I was finishing up my cigarette I saw a bright flash which I assumed to be lightning, however, when I did not hear the thunder which should have followed I naturally looked up

 I actually NEVER want to see it again!!STEPHANIESugarhill, ga USA - Wednesday, October 06, 2010 at 09:43:23 (PDT)I was outside with my friend late one night back in 2000 when I suddenly saw a bright light

 Instantaneously, a bright light appeared in the middle of my room it was a ball of 20cm floating with a soft trembling (120cm over the floor), its color was the color of the "electricity", I mean the same color of lightings, it was there by 3-5sec then suddenly again desappeared, no explosion, no sound

 All of a sudden there was a crack of lightning and before we could move or respond, a bluish ball of light came through the double windows looking out onto the front yard and moved in a straight line across the room and went right between us into the wall on the other side of the room

 My wife said the orange ball was 1 meter long by a half a meter wide and the red one was 2 foot by 2 foot

this happen maybe 4/5 times total, then fell behind the trees and exploded!! NO JOKE!! I WAS SCARED SENSELESS!!! I later found out from my grandmother that it was ball lighting and I was lucky to see it!! IT WAS SCARY DONT WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN!stephanielt;montenegrostephanie at yahoodot comgt;sugarhill, ga usa - Monday, November 12, 2007 at 10:57:37 (PST)Korat , Thailand, Summer 1971:I was walking along a recently graded dirt road in Northern Thailand about 9:00 P

Janis Allenlt;janisallen6 at hotmaildot comgt;Spring, Tx USA - Sunday, January 25, 2009 at 14:07:48 (PST)Last night I was in my son's bedroom pulling apart two polartec blankets

Janis Allen ukgt;Canterbury, Kent UK - Friday, May 13, 2011 at 07:03:01 (PDT)i have trail cameras which have taken pictures from 1 area only of strange lights over a hundred pic in a year from very close range i put some on flickr if you put in the name thylacine pads and look thru my photos you will see some 

 A thunderstorm had passed over the area about thirty minutes before

 We carried on with our work when all of a sudden a very loud bang struck the building as though the building had been hit by lightning

 I watched as it tracked from my left to right and as it did it slowly then suddenly inceased in brightness and what appeared was an object with an apparent diametre roughly half that of the Moon

 One afternoon as a thunderstorm was beginning, I was in our carport and heard a strange hissing/crackling sound

AllisonWlt;alicenw30 at yahoodot comgt;OK USA - Thursday, November 06, 2008 at 14:10:43 (PST)I was standing on the deck at my buddies house when I witnessed a ball of lightning that blew up in the sky at approximately 10,000 ft? It was a large ball that just blew up perfectly from the center outward

 A shimmering ball about 2" diameter slowly rolled from the break across the floor about 10 feet into the meter cupboard and disappeared silently

 It had been hot - about 34 degrees - for about a week, it was a very humid day, it went very dark, there was a torrential rain shower during the storm followed by medium size hail

 All the sudden there was a bright blueish-white flash and no heat, and I can't recall any unusual smell

 Wagner lt;fenwickdrummer at lavabitdot comgt;Fenwick, Mi USA - Saturday, June 09, 2007 at 09:58:50 (PDT)While I was in Marine bootcamp at Parris Island SC my platoon and I witnessed ball lightingFenwick

 e-mail: waner21 at hotmaildot comwaner lt;waner21 at hotmaildot comgt;USA - Saturday, September 20, 2008 at 14:16:08 (PDT)I was driving down a road near Sandia Heights in Albuquerque with a friend

 Suddenly a white/blue ball of light appeared outside of the window and just hovered there

 Our parents believed us because of a story in my mother's family that my grandmother had to hurry to pick up my mother when she was a baby when ball lightning rolled down the front porch directly at her

 when i was 13 i was walking in wheaton maryland when a thunderstorm began when i felt a strong static electricity unlike any i had felt before, i felt it in every hair throughout my body

 We were sitting watching as the storm moved away and all became quiet

Vicki

Vickilt;carringvlc at hotmaildot comgt;Sierra Vista, AZ USA - Saturday, April 24, 2010 at 23:40:28 (PDT)Back in 1994 my wife and I lived in Telford,Shropshire, it was a damp overcast afternoon around 1700 and just getting dark

 One day, while it started to rain and thunder, I went to close bedroom windows on what was a sunny day

Elmer

Annlt;annabeyta at yahoodot comgt;Albuquerque, NM USA - Wednesday, September 17, 2008 at 12:07:19 (PDT)One rainy day in 2003, I was driving with a friend down route 40 in Monroeville heading towards Elmer, NJ

 I don't know the actual size, neither the distance, but I would guess the size was anything from 0

vaccuum

 I stopped moving, transfixed by the sight of the blue ball gradually tracing the path of the wire cord, it rode along on the very top of the cord (and not touching the ground), followed all the cords' turns and coilings along the rug, and as it slowly began to climb up to where the cord entered the vaccuum, I suddenly got scared of getting a shock and dropped the metal tube handle just before it reached the vaccuum body

 I also do not recall neither sound, nor smell

 There was a fairly violent rain storm outside with a lot of lightening

The story goes that the plaintif was walking down a path in town after dark when he came upon a glowing ball of light roughly three feet in diameter

 As I looked at my wife  daughter I could tell by their expressions that they had seen this also

bala at yahoodot comgt;Chennai, TamilNadu India - Saturday, October 09, 2010 at 02:03:09 (PDT)I was SO scared when I saw ball lightening

Marthalt;martinlight at hughesnetdot comgt;maxville, fl USA - Monday, December 31, 2007 at 13:11:22 (PST)in 1981, I was watching tv, laying on my stomach on the livingroom floorMartha

 Out of the corner of my eye, as if coming from the backyard through the sliding glass door, a cobalt blue colored sphere about the size of a softball slowly started traveling across the room with tiny electrode-like fingers pusing out from it

 Around 3pm I was walking from my dining room to the front room and I heard a loud noise like thunder and a very loud noise outside the window which caught my attention and when I looked left out the window there was a glowing orange ball smaller than a basket ball and bigger than a baseball

 The object was absolutely inside the house, and although it coincided with the larger lighting and thunder almost precisely, looked and sounded different than the outside phenomena

 That's my story! It's nice to read these stories of many others who have experienced a lightening ball sighting

 This occurred on a night that had snow flurries through a thin cloud cover

jan wallaceengland - Wednesday, December 31, 2008 at 13:58:39 (PST)About a year ago I was sitting at my PC during a storm logged on to MSN and had been there for about 2 hours before it happened

 I recall that I had heard thunder going off a number of times while I was pulling the old Hoover floor canister roller model around -- which I always hated using, as the bare metal tube often tended to give me shocks as it was poorly grounded

 I dont remember exactly what the weather was like that day, however it wasnt raining where I was

Lambie Could that bolt have created the ball?Ralph Howard lt;rhjr at attdot netgt;Chamblee (Atlanta), GA USA - Monday, January 10, 2011 at 17:45:40 (PST)Coming home from Sydney to Orange on Monday afternoon the 3rd of January we were travelling through Mt Lambie during a thunderstorm Ralph Howard

I got up to see a bright bluish white ball with sparks on the back gone past over our bed with a whirring noise and dashed against the wall inside the room and disappeared without a trace

 It floated to our left for about 5 seconds toward our wall oven where it disappeared in an explosive sound (without doing any damage

"What if I wouldn't have stopped when I did? Would I have walked directly into the floating ball of white/blue fire? Then what? What did it mean?

 There was nothing left in the air when I looked back to the location and the storm carried on like a regular thunderstorm

 The orb was as big as the car and strangely I think it was bluish purple but my 18 year old daughter swears it was red/orange

 My friend Gail and I decided to sleep outside instead of inside the tent, for the sky was just absolutely bursting with stars

Gail

 I was enamored with thunderstorms as a child, and Burlington, Vermont, had plenty of them! I remember seeing three sphere-shaped balls of white light, a little larger than baseballs, ?bouncing? along the sidewalk

the strangest thing was the 400 ft 2 my door was nt a straight line, we should have hit a wall but landed almost touchin the door

The Orange ball was the size of a beach ball with a short trailing tail' extreamily fast' i thought it was going to hit me face on yet thankfully the ball went over the top of the car and out of sight

I failed to mention that the lake is a clear water lake with a sandy bottom so the bright white sphere could be seen glowing under the water as it continued to travel at the same estimated speed

 I don't claim to have seen UFOs or ghosts, but I know that lightning balls are real

J Higgslt;jahiggs at coralwavedot comgt;Bahamas - Wednesday, April 11, 2007 at 15:05:58 (PDT)In May 2000, I had just got home from work, the wind was really violent outside and I remember being relieved to get indoors

 I screamed; 17 year old son came up 30 seconds later and witnessed burning smell and smokeSarahlt;starofthenorth at hotmaildot com12825792gt;MN USA - Thursday, April 19, 2007 at 15:55:58 (PDT)About 30 years ago, I was in Northern Russia, near the border with Finland when I saw ball lightning

When it reached about 500 feet elevation, it kind of hesitated / hovered for a moment, then split into two balls which then flew off horizontally away from each other, with a rushing sound, like bacon sizzling

 In that split second, I noticed my steering was fine, the electronics in the car were still working, steering worked, brakes worked, and I looked in my rear view mirror and caught a glance of blue sparks (like a microwave cooking foil), heard the sizzle of what you would expect from a transformer blowing, but then it dissipated and did not see any wires or transformers cooking

 I saw out of the window to my right a large massive orange ball about the height of a building and the same in width that hit the building opposite (an extension of our building)

Mary GallionUSA - Friday, May 25, 2012 at 07:19:42 (PDT)I may have been about 14/15 in the passenger seat of my grandfathers car driving on an outer-city Brisbane (Aus) road, and I distinctively remember in the distance seeing some weird electrical jellyfish floating in the sky

Richard Hawkins lt;asdxrwhosuat yahoodot comgt;Stillwater, OK USA - Monday, December 25, 2006 at 18:55:57 (PST)Seated in an upstairs bedroom overlooking my back garden and garage one night two months ago (Oct

Richard Hawkins

At that same instant, a very bright, bluish white object appeared inside our bedroom, near one of the double glazed window, about four feet off the floor

As we both ran for the door to go inside it passed right by us and went between the neighbors house and ours

 This whole event lasted perhaps 20-30 seconds until it quickly flashed brightly about three times and completely disappeared

 This all happened very fast and I did not know what to make of it until a friend of my stepfather told me about lightening balls

5 miles, horizontal distance (used Google Earth years after this encounter to get the approximate horizontal distance), there are a range of mountains from where we were standing, and we watched the unknown object go behind the mountains

lt;eccentricvirgo at gmaildot comgt;Oneonta, NY USA - Saturday, March 15, 2008 at 14:41:08 (PDT)I expeienced "BALL LIGHTNING" while sitting on my couch in the living room of my home one night during a wicked lightning storm years ago in Phoenix Arizona

 I could see there was a storm some miles away and so I ended my session and made my way over the rocks to my car parked in a small parking area

Senthillt;emailidofsenthil at yahoodot co dotintyutrfbnmgt;Tirupur, Tamil Nadu India - Saturday, July 05, 2008 at 06:01:01 (PDT)When i was driving to my parents house a Orange Ball decended down from the sky in front of me and came streight over my car

nix at gmaildot comgt;Sewickley, PA USA - Thursday, June 26, 2008 at 15:20:36 (PDT)My neighbours and close friend were eating dinner on Saturday night, there was a storm about an hour before the incident

Lucia - Monday, October 04, 2010 at 19:53:27 (PDT)Ive witnessed a ball of lightning before,in 2006 my daughter was enjoying an icecream during a storm, she stood a few feet from the doorway licking her cone when suddenly a bluish ball came right thorough the doorway and burst right above her shoulder, singing her hair melting the ice cream to nothing, burnt the cone and left her shoulder paralyzed for 2 weeks

 Coming from my Dad's side it slowly "bounced' across the windshield of our Rambler and then I don't remember if it disappeared or just ran off the hood out of my sight

 Then a soccer ball size orange and yellow ball of lightning floated into the house through the front door

 At first I didn't know what to think of it, then before I could try to study it, I noticed it was moving towards me from outside the window inside the car with me in a matter of seconds

TOSHA PEREZ lt;toshamark at hotmaildot comgt;mcalla, al USA - Tuesday, July 27, 2010 at 11:20:05 (PDT)Summer monsoon season in foothills of Santa Catalina Mts N

TOSHA PEREZ

 500 feet behind plane was a round light shape following plane, moving" "It continue moving forward with plane" It had no tail, just a round light" It dissapeared after maybe 15 seconds" It did not move away, just dissapear"He speaks spanish

USA - Sunday, September 26, 2010 at 04:08:07 (PDT)My name is Michael 32 years old, I took my dogs outside tonight and saw ball lightning, I was waiting by the gate to our wooden fence, it was thundering and lightning flashing but no rain yet nothing unusual then it started flashing super bright and holding and there it was right in front of me, it was very weird and scary, it looked like a circle/ ball of bright light floating a couple inches above the grass only about 20 feet away, I was shocked as to what I was looking at, never seen anything like it before in person, I must have stared at it for about 5 seconds, it was there like someone turned on a ball of light, my dog Sammy (a border collie mix)hy was acting scared

 How would i really describe what i saw?? Well it was about the size of a soccer ball, it appeared bluish and i noticed it passed me (no more than 2 feet away) it crackled and sparked as if it was a ball of static electricity

PradeepPradeep Rlt;pradeepananda a gmail comgt;Trivandrum, Kerala India - Wednesday, December 07, 2011 at 02:28:26 (PST)My husband and I had a very strange experience last night

 I remember there was lightning, and suddenly a glowing bright blue ball apeared hovering about 7 feet of the ground over a wooden post

 Almost instantly after the ball vanished, a huge clap of thunder, louder than I've ever heard any before, hit and sent a vibration so strong I could feel it

sized

Randy Mlt;wolfcscb at embarqmaildot com#%$!%(!gt;nc USA - Wednesday, June 20, 2007 at 16:24:07 (PDT)During a thunderstorm my wife and I, sitting at the kitchen table, noticed a sudden softball-to-volleyball sized blue-white luminous ball seemingly coming through the kitchen outside wall, floating slowly along the counter approximately 6 feet from us

Randy

 He referred to ahovering ball of light slowly moving up the aisle of theaircraft that then passed out through the fuselage withoutharm, and I knew that what he was explaining was much asI had witnessed nearly half a century earlier

 A few seconds later, a glowing sphere a bit larger than a softball (7-8 inch diameter)passed into the cabin through the fuselage in the row in front of me

 My son says his his saw a blue light but don't know if he's repeating what I said

 I was at my neighbor`s house during an electrical storm when a transformer blew on a pole nearby, this cause an explosion in the house and a fireball appears to have exited a chest high electrical outlet, stripping off the wallpaper, it hovered for a while, then in jerky motions, disappeared, as I remember it

 As I was turning to look out the side window, something was catching my eye right back in front of me, and I jerked my sight forward again

 The vehicle ahead was about 400 metres away and above the vehicle appeared a reddish blue orb that hung above the vehicle before disappearing with or at the same time as a loud crack of lightning

 As soon as they disappeared, a huge ball of lightning shot straight through the gap between the two previous bolts, and the thunder it created was LOUD

 Anyway, as I drove down the street I was startled to witness a huge ball of what looked like a ball of fire suddenly hit the extended mirror on the outside of my truck, and as quickly as I hit it, it exploded!It was on my drivers side, and tho it happened so quickly I am still mesmerized by what it looked like

 Our bed was directly under a small window in the room and we were both lying on our backs to the left of us a computer that was on that particular night

 The ball hovered for less than a minute, it made a sizzling/crackling sound while hovering

 I was facing a window when I saw a large ball of lightening, or fire, come toward the window in a downward tragectory at what I remember would have been less than a 45 degree angle

 whe heard a load noise looked up and what looked to be a fire ball came falling from the sky to the end of the alley,did a staight 90 turn shot right past us on the balcony (with no heat emerginng from the object)and kept going about 15 seconds later all power was out in the community

 It travelled north to south, fairly true, for a long distance and then disappeared

 A bright orange ball appeared in front of me like a small sun looked the size of a basketball

AnneUSA - Tuesday, February 09, 2010 at 23:28:01 (PST)My wife just reported an lightning strike, and at the same moment 2 balls of electricity came into the house, one red one orange in color

 It was a very humid day in the late summer and the evening storms had just ended and the lightning continued to flash

 I don't remember any rain/storm/thunder or anything unusual happening that night

I was just thinking back on something me and my family witnessed about 20 years ago,probably longer

 From this flash appeared a fuzzy white sparking ball of light about as big as a basket ball

 Suddenly lightning struck close by and we witnessed a ball of lightning roll across a power line at which point it hit the power pole and dropped to the ground

 It was a perfectley round bright white light moving along the top of a distant tree line

 It travelled rather slowly and if color is any indication of 'heat' it was probably relatively 'cool', but I wasn't about to try  touch or grab it, although I don't remember the screens being melted, or even scorched

 It was moving a little faster than I was walking

 Every flash was followed by a thunderous sound

 Electricity went out in affected areas- houses in front of ours and our only neighbor on the left, and both our direct neighbours - in front and side have got fried electrical items, from washer to every last light bulb in their houses burst and so on -Dad called his electrician friend who came by and joined the commotion in our house-- amazed at the pieces of phone bits all over our house and we are all glad none of our electrical items got fried, apart from our very old house phone, but thank God, was able to get our electricity back up

nzzzzgt;Wellington, New Zealand New Zealand - Wednesday, December 12, 2007 at 04:37:11 (PST)About four years ago while looking up at the stars off the back of my friends deck, i noticed something strange  It was during a hot and humid summer afternoon in the midst of a severe thunderstorm

Suudenly I saw a very bright white light in front of me shining around the edges of the book

 I have asked him several times about that day and every time I ask him he gets really nervous and he refuses to talk about it

 I remember what seemed like a streak of white light come through our kitchen window on a straight path, past my dad's chest stopping him in his tracks, past my nose, and out the adjacent window

Icould see through it and into it in great detail,it had brighter horisontal tendrills inside it that were spinning around just as if it had been stirred with a spoon insideand it was slowing down gradually;I held my breath sensing danger not daring to move fo fear of it moving,it was very beautifull

Dorothy Bonneylt;millpond37at msndot comgt;New Church, VA USA - Sunday, January 21, 2007 at 16:17:12 (PST)This report is being filed on the 21st january 2007Dorothy Bonney

 It hit the wall, and left a huge black streak where it hit

 I have spoken to quite a few other people who have witnessed similar experiences all along the Deleware valley from here south to Stroudsburg

 We noticed a bright red object glowing in the sand

 netgt;San Jose, Ca USA - Thursday, June 28, 2007 at 16:10:07 (PDT)I am 37 years old and back in the summer of 1977 shortly after the flood of 1977 we had a sever thunderstorm 

 My brother saw it as it exploded and rose from the floor to help me

 I was in a small plane (Cessna 206) leaving Madang airport either to or from boarding school when, as we taxied fairly near the airport tower, I noticed a dog on the side part of the airport, and then this strange beach-ball type thing, brightly colored (almost glowing? swirled colors?)

 As I watched this storm I started counting with each lightening strike

T LandUSA - Wednesday, November 25, 2009 at 06:15:33 (PST)We had experienced unusual happenings at our last home which was built in 1872

 My friend living in the area i was driving through at the time also witnessed the event

 It was a perfect ball of red,orange and some blue

 I noticed a bright light out of the corner of my eye and because we lived quite close to the main road I assumed it was a car that had stopped on the side of the road

 There was an airplane going toward west"But it was not dark" The passenger plane did not have the lights on" Behind the plane was a light in the sky, following plane

W Australia - Sunday, May 27, 2007 at 17:36:12 (PDT)i was driving home from surrey England back to builth wells Wales it had been a nice hot day until i reached the border of wales when it started raining i was nearing the end of my journey when out the corner of my eye i saw a bright blue ball appear followed by an earth shaking bang which sounded like a shotgun going off in a tunnel the only explaination for this could be ball lightning

 red and yellow but also bluish green and massive that seemed to fly across his line of vision and over our lands, then landing at the top of one of the 3-storey buildings at the entrance of our housing estate with a very loud burst- like that of a bomb going off, he and mom and Jess and my sister said

Jess

 I remained watching it for about 10 more seconds before I, for some reason, suddenly got really scared and ran inside

rrdot com*## atgt;Lee's Summit, Mo USA - Thursday, September 20, 2007 at 01:02:40 (PDT)I recall an incident of 'ball lightning' during a summer thunderstorm back in Brooklyn, NY when I was about 9 or 10 yrsLee

Richard Wilsonlt;rjw a bendbroadband comgt;Bend , OR USA - Tuesday, November 22, 2011 at 08:51:53 (PST)Stepped out on our deck tonight and a couple hundred feet up, about a dozen glowing lights appeared to be swinging from our oak trees

Richard Wilson

 Upon returning home and just after turning onto a county road, I was probably no more than 250' down the road when (simultaneously I believe) a deafening crash of thunder and a tremendous bolt of lightning hit on the side of the road approx

 As I lie in bed (with my bedroom door open to the kitchen) I saw a blue ball slowly cross the kitchen wall

 As I was wondering whether to pack up for the night, or sit out the storm, there was a lightning flash to the water tower on the hill in front of me and about 2 or 3 miles away

 Some eye witnesses describe it?s color as white--others as green, blue, orange, red, yellow?even black

 I seem to remember a large popping noise once we were out of sight, but am not sure (it was a long time ago and I was only little)

 Crazy experience and I'm glad I'm not alone!A R Fentonlt;arfenton## at yahoodot com123#$%gt;USA - Tuesday, October 14, 2008 at 18:39:00 (PDT)What I will describe happened about 30 years ago when I was about 12 years old and living in West Milford, NJ

Fenton

Exactly as I saw it - I saw what appeared to be glowing balls literally "popping" from the clouds just past the barn

 This round glowing sphere came floating in front of the t

Neither of us noticed any smell or sound, but were both blinded by the brightness of the object

At approx 20:30 hours I was driving my car down a long straight road in my home town,In the car with me were a man and lady friend

 I was watching a Thunder/Lightning storm as I usually did, and still do, when I saw a perfectly aligned *at a slight angle* string of bright yellow balls that flashed, they may have stayed for roughly 1 second though I can't quite remember

 Thank goodness I wasn't standing 15 feet farther to the west!!!Barb McGee lt;barbmcgee2 at verizondot netgt;northwest, IN USA - Saturday, August 09, 2008 at 07:50:26 (PDT)When I was probably no more than 6 years old (I'm 63 now) I was looking out of the 3rd floor window of the apartment building where I lived

Barb McGee

ClintonDavid Denny

David Dennylt;dennydmat comcastdot netgt;Clinton, TN USA - Thursday, January 18, 2007 at 13:58:38 (PST)I saw ball lightning only once in my life at the age of 12 (about 1973)

Mike Gallenlt;msg0624 at hotmaildot comgt;cape Coral, FL USA - Wednesday, June 27, 2007 at 05:55:13 (PDT)I am 32 nowMike Gallen

 It was a clear night and had been a clear day with no storm activity nor clouds

He said he saw this object of light, round, moving the same speed as the plane, but behind it, evenly flying, he was very excited and said that he saw a ufo

 I will tell you this, most people look real funny at me when I explain what happed to me that hot summers night by the lake

 A big BOOM occurred and we all screamed and then the TV screen turned green and a ball of fire dropped down in front of the window outside

 We were parked just in side the roll up door when the both of us saw a flaming ball appear the size of a basketball it appeared at the man door at the end of the shop about 200 ft in front of us

 Let's just say, I was sitting in a police car when all on a sudden this bright round ball shape of light appears in front of me the size of a basketball

 I could see a light inside the building then suddenly the ball silently came out through a closed and net curtained window on the front of flat

, a calm, fairly cloudy evening - I was looking through the north-east facing window of our living room and again noticed the object to my right about two feet above and two feet away from me

From the corner of my eye, I saw a bluish-white ball/sphere of light about 10" in diameter

 To this day I have always found storms fun to watch, especially living here in Tampa Bay

 She said it was dancing red, yellow and orange colours in a ball, and she said she sat and watched it moving for less than a minute and then it disappeared

ShropshireCraig Griffithslt;craigyg a gmail comgt;Oswestry, Shropshire uk - Friday, September 23, 2011 at 01:37:55 (PDT)in the 1980'S (cant remember the exact date)around dallas,tx i was a young kid and me and my cusion where on the back balcony of a two story aptCraig Griffiths

 Many years ago my mother told me about seeing a white ball of fire about the size of a soccer ball come down from the sky

 It sort of bounced/floated down, hit the runway and bounced/floated up a few feet, then seemed to pop - no noise, but suddenly disappeared

 It stopped bouncing and just rode the power line down the block where it hit a transformer and exploded

 It was approximately basketball size and it moved away from the wall towards the doorway

allen knapstadlt;xallvenxknapv a frontier com -x'sv'sgt;USA - Tuesday, January 10, 2012 at 05:20:03 (PST)While sitting on my couch around 7pm I see a small streak of lightening right outside of my window

 As I was looking across the street, I noticed a bluish white ball about the size of a basketball float down from above into view in the street along the storm gutter adjoining the neighbor?s yard across the street

fairly

 Not sure if there was a thunder storm that night too long ago!!! Felt after all these years should mention it!!Sandy Lynchlt;sandy at actpubdot co dotukgt;Maidstone, Kent England - Tuesday, July 14, 2009 at 06:15:21 (PDT)Yesterday, 6th July 2009, at about 4pm my daughter and I were sat in our living room during a fairly violent thunderstorm

Sandy Lynch

The ball of lightening was orange and yellow, the colours were moving around fast, i cannot explain it only to say it looked like a brain

 fasylt;joe at fasyrealtorsdot comgt;lafayette hill, pa USA - Thursday, August 06, 2009 at 12:31:37 (PDT)On Saturday 1st August 2009, at about 10pm, I witnessed to the east of my garden a large ball of very bright flame like orange / crimson colouring, with apparent very fine hairs/fingers of flame coming from the edges 

Anne Hartnoll

Anne Hartnolllt;gwinear at yahoodot comgt;HAYLE, UK - Wednesday, October 01, 2008 at 05:56:07 (PDT)I have witnessed this phenomenon 4 times personally, 3 of them being in the town of Lackawaxen

Anne

 Once inside my room, it hovered again, about three feet from me, probably four feet off the floor

 It was the middle of a hail storm and all i heard was a rumbling noise and then my body felt strang and my brother says he blacked out and his equilibrium went all wacky

 When I first observed it, it was to my right on the other side of the lake, about tree top high (30 ft est

 USA - Saturday, February 02, 2008 at 23:45:15 (PST)I was watching a thunderstorm around the year 1969 at my gran's house in Belshill, Scotland

 From the time i first veiwed the object which looked like a star in the sky untill it zoomed of was less then the time it took for me to smoke a cig

a large electrical ball roughly 2-3 m in diameter apeared overhead to our left (20 0-300 ft away low in the sky by pie bank church spire

 The strike happened about 30' feet from my car along an old fence row and just to the right of a large tree

sue sbayport, ny USA - Friday, August 17, 2007 at 21:41:21 (PDT)In the 1980 i personaly was struck by a ball of lightning in my bed as l watched a storm over the sea this ball rolled down our roof through the wall hit the radiator and earthed immediately my feet in bed were very close to the radiator and did not burn on the outside but the heat was unbearable i was informed my blood probably boiled for a second we called the emergency services as a hole was blown out of the wall and the smell was overpowering a smell l will always remember, it was reported in the paper the local university were very interested

Has anyone seen this b4?KevinUSA - Wednesday, November 12, 2008 at 16:22:17 (PST)This happened last night

friday july

Trevorlt;***Trevb0b7 at gmaildot com++++++gt;Almont, MI USA - Sunday, August 09, 2009 at 07:35:57 (PDT)I am a 53 year old male living in the burbs of philadelphia,on friday july 31,2009 i was hosing down my patio which had a canvas awning over it, about 20 yards away from the patio i was digging up for storm drains ,which at this time were filled with water from the storm that just passed i was squating down to put the nozzle of the hose on the patio when a 5' x5' sphere of orange blue light was above the water filled storm drain hole,thank god i was on the balls of my feet when a sonic boom i mean a sonic boom which expoded the sphere and sent me flying on my back i beleive i was shocked in my feet ,i was standing on the balls of my feet in flip flops on a wet patio my ears are still ringing and its been 6 days 

 I had a small blue glowing sphere, a bubble of light, next to my face

 There was a glowing orange circle, like a basketball, floating in the air, it looked to be on fire

 The hair stood up on my arm, i smelled something but i didnt know what at the time (probably sulfur) and then came the extrememly loud crack

 Another ball of lightening about the size of a basketball, just hovering

 While walking up to the gate, we noticed an orange globe of light floating about 5 ft above the back fence line

 Distances and size of the 'balls' was difficult to estimate since it was dark but at a rough guess I'd estimate the size of the 'ball' that passed over on my right could have been around 5 to 7 ft diameter

 There was no sound, smell, or feeling of an electrical charge

 Immediately after a lightning strike (flash and "boom" time almost indistinguishable), a ball of blue-white light, a little larger than a golf ball, and not overly bright, drifted in a first floor window, in between my daughter and I

 STAY AWAY!Joel Klt;kllgg2 a cs comgt;va USA - Thursday, February 08, 2001 at 02:40:27 (PST)When I was a teenager, one afternoon while I was studying in my room, suddenly a storm and heavy rain started pouring down in my Andean city Puno in PERU, then a thunder sounded very strong in my ears

Joel K

 A storm suddenly came over and there was heavy rain we started to hear thunder and in the distant saw lightning

 The ball was a little larger than a baseball and appeared white with a yellowish tinge

 It hit the floor, then to me, the strangest thing happened it didn't bounce or flatten but just stopped as though it was made of soft dough then it continued it's unhurried journey into the next room and out of sight

JamesCarmel, NY USA - Saturday, May 15, 2010 at 18:22:38 (PDT)Several years ago, sometime in the mid-90's, my mom was driving my sister and I to the private school we both attended early in the morning

augt;Sydney, NSW AUSTRALIA - Sunday, January 22, 2012 at 19:33:15 (PST)Well it was just after nine at night and the snow storm had just ended, I went outside for a smoke and to shovel some snow

 The boat dock sets under a huge cottonwood tree and I started getting a little concerned that lightening might strike the tree putting me in a compromising position but the storm was right on top of me and the show it was providing was fantastic

 I watched, transfixed, as it hovered there, then moved toward me, passing right through the glass window pane

 I was stood opposite martin, with the kitchen window to my right when suddenly (from what i can remember as it happened so quickly) a bright white (fluorescent) ball, about 13cm in diameter,appeared right between us at face level

Janelt;bikerbabe30ahotmaildot comgt;Calgary, AB Canada - Wednesday, April 11, 2007 at 14:13:02 (PDT)on vacation in florida sleeping when a light woke me up I looked over to see a round shape glowing on the bed next to me so I sat up and leaned close to look at it

Jane There was a storm brewing and Mum was in a hurry because she was (and is) afraid of storms (she hides under the bed)

 To best describe it, it sort of looked like a ball of fire inside a water balloon

 Amazingly my computer never shut down, the phone line stayed active

 Gramlt;ob1mariomi a aol comgt;USA - Monday, August 22, 2011 at 12:10:23 (PDT)My mother passed away on April 30, 2010

 A ball of light , I have no idea of size ,it could have been orange sized or the size of a ,lets say ,a car

 The sky was still blue-grey like in daytime, it was not a dark sky yet, for 15 minutes

 It makes me feel a little special to have witnessed something many people never will or will never believe in, but it's also a little disheartening that others don't have that experience in common

 Well, one night there was a fierce thunderstorm and I woke up and was immediately aware that the power was out in the house

 We thought that perhaps this was ball lightning and that it had flipped off the lights due to some type of electrical field! It was really pretty cool!Sarah WAL USA - Wednesday, June 24, 2009 at 19:00:06 (PDT)C Sarah

 It was dry  calm, but strange atmospherics; there was inter-cloud lightning  prior to the ball sighting one of the clouds seemed to accelerate into another! Spectacular, unforgettable, but I wouldn't like a close encounter!Ted Bennettlt;bennett481 at btinternetdot comgt;Greenford, Mdx

Ted Bennett

 Gordonlt;roadstar2005 at gmaildot comgt;Calgary, ab canada - Tuesday, July 01, 2008 at 18:02:03 (PDT)Last night I was driving with a friend in Ohio

It was of a yellowy white hue, not brilliant in intensity but bright[about like an opalescent 100 Watt bulb, not dazzling, and not sparking];smallish, maybe six inches or so in diameter and with amodest tail trailing it

Watt

 The tutor mentioned it was a massive fire ball and she had seen it travel from the windows behind us

 The second instance consisted of a single brightly glowing red ball about 10 cm in diameter that first appeared near the ceiling, floated downward and then vanished after about 10 sec

Gareth lt;garytuck1 at yahoodot co dotukgt;Rhondda, UK Wales - Saturday, August 18, 2007 at 11:11:08 (PDT)on august 16, 2007, around 10:45 pm I was driving my daughter  her friend home from another classmate's house on Middle Road, BayportGareth

 It was at a distance, so the size was difficult to judge, but it was at about 30 degrees elevation and apparently high in the sky

 After what was probably three to four seconds it exploded/ vanished with a loud bang like a large firecracker

 It was an orangest color, with blue fire around it, and was traveling about 25 miles per hour

 worthenlt;swor319585 at aoldot com/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXgt;ct USA - Wednesday, April 04, 2007 at 10:17:07 (PDT)Hello, about 10 years ago I was travelling in Thailand on a motorcycle when a storm brewed up

 We watched it for about 10 minutes as it slowly moved inside the cloud, eventually disappearing as it seemed to move further toward the inner part of the cloud

 It was the size of a volleyball, and orange and white

As I stood watching it, after about two or three minutes, it just 'went' - that is the only thing I can say - one second it was there, the next it was gone!Exactly the same thing occurred in July 1978 but in a different house, as we had moved by that time; it was about 7

 A bolt of lighting struck the ground across the road from us and shortly after, a glowing ball came up from the ground to around 3 and half feet high abd started traveling across the road, me and my mum was stood at the front door as this thing headed towards us, we moved from the open door backing into the house, it actually came in through front door passing betweens us and straight down the hallway, through the open kitchen door and out the houses back door where my brother was who reported as going straight up and vanishing out of site

 it rolled or rather moved along the shelf fairly slowly until it met the only obstruction on the shelf, A metal carriage clock it passed into the clock and came out the other side moved to the end of the shelf and dropped onto the floor

exploded

 I jumped from my seat and raced over to switch the TV off, but as I put my hand towards it the lightning struck again the intenals of the TV exploded and a small ball of light shot from the Tv and land on a wooden shelf over the fire-place

 flashes of light, typical of lightning storms, could be seen from where I suspect the object came from

Kathleen KeatonWykoff, MN USA - Wednesday, August 25, 2010 at 09:57:15 (PDT)my friend and I were checking out the recent meteor showers in our area and noticed a really bright ball of light flash across the lake along the shore, it happened 3 times and shortly afterward, there was an intense lightning storm in the far distance to the south east

Kathleen

 But anyways, seconds after that a ball of light, about the size of a basketball came out of one of the electrical outlets in the living room

 It was like a circle with jagged edges it was very bright it did not move and only lasted about 3 ? 4 seconds it was also quite large it was difficult to determine the distance because I wasn?t exactly sure where it was coming from strange as it sounds

 At the time, I had never heard of ball lightning and thought that somehow an electrical charge must have built up on the metal frame of the door due to the storm

On a small farm in North Dakota my Grandma was sitting in a fairly new house in the kitchen chatting with two other people

 approx 15 feet from my car i saw a ball of light blue that hovered 5 feet above the ground

tyhenry creechlt;hcreech0187 a yahoo com!!!!gt;USA - Wednesday, September 21, 2011 at 16:00:42 (PDT)In the early 1960s in Pontiac, Michigan there was a rainstorm on a summer day

 It was about the size of a golf ball, light but not dazzling and apeared to have no surface features including shadow that you might expect from a sphere

 I looked immediately followed his gaze to see that the ball was moving away from me and toward the far window across the living room

 Even at such an age, I couldn't acknowledge thatsomething could pass through both the glass of the windowsand the brick wall without causing any apparent damage toeither

 After numerous lightening bolts I saw what appeared to be a glowing cloud in the distance drifting slowly with the weather pattern

 As soon as it should have hit the window, or passed through it, it suddenly dissapated or disappeared

 As we watched a thunderstorm move in a bolt of lightning hit a telephone pole in front of my house

spacegt;Boise, Id USA - Tuesday, January 22, 2008 at 22:12:35 (PST)I saw something during a thunder storm where lightning bolts were dropping left and right near my home

 There aren?t a lot of eyewitness reports to confirm or deny the existence of this strange phenomenon, so I thought I would share my story

SarahVictoria Australia - Wednesday, September 26, 2007 at 23:27:41 (PDT)I was laying in bed awake on a summer night in 2007 during a severe Thunderstorm in Oak Forest, IL

From the time the ball appeared to when the two parts disappeared was at least 5 seconds

 Did not seem bright or orange or during a storm like other "ball lightning" sightings

 It was probably as close as 4 feet from me, but I was laying on the floor, and I wondered what would have happened if I had been on the couch, which was where it went zooming up and down the wall

 Thanksmona l pendleylt;pendml at aoldot comgt;athens, tx USA - Wednesday, April 15, 2009 at 08:25:39 (PDT)12 years ago my 8 yr old son  myself lived in the top apartment of a house conversion in Ealing UKthe kitchen living area  kitchen was the whole length of the building we had a velux window fully open at each end of the room

 We also had a ceiling fan in the foyer /stairway leading up from the front door directly behind my wife

Alexandrialt;catqueen19 at gmaildot comgt;USA - Friday, January 09, 2009 at 18:10:09 (PST)It was about 1992 and we were bieng battered by the noisiest fiercest storm Ihave ever known,we lived in a mobile home and my husband had to go out

 I was walking home about 11pm one night in summer of 93 I believe, when I looked to my left and saw a sphere of greenish yellow light (beach ball size) about 20 feet up and 40 feet away moving horizontal, parallel to me going in the same direction as I

 I head a low pop, like a weather balloon popping and a bright flash near the front left tire

 The sky was covered with broken puffy clouds and the lights only appeared in the cloud cover

 It was near the power-line and moving slowly away from it

april

 sheetslt;cdsheets"remove this in quotes" at intellexdot comgt;ok USA - Tuesday, April 22, 2008 at 07:17:42 (PDT)In 2001, some time around april, i was on my college campus in Miami when i saw several beautiful balls of light which I later realized must have been ball lightning

 I came back to work and started googling "balls of energy" and came across "ball lightening" and thought perhaps this is what I experienced

I went to work the next day recounting the event to people I knew would not think I was crazy (as did my wife  daughter)

Clarence Goodsonlt;cwg_3574 at yahoodot comgt;Laurel, MS USA - Sunday, August 09, 2009 at 10:57:38 (PDT)I was upstairs in my bedroom watchin the lightning flash in my window, when it seemed almost continuous

Clarence Goodson

The 5 red balls were in a straight line for a second and then shot off in the same direction, the center one went straight and the others arced away from the center

 There was a lightning strike like an explosion and out of the corner of my eye, coming out of the bathroom rolled a ball of lightning the size of a basketball, yellowish white in color

I don't know if this was ball lightning or not, but that's the closest explanation I can find!Onalt;onaanddennis at charterdot netgt;Asheville, NC USA - Saturday, June 14, 2008 at 18:43:56 (PDT)This had to have happened back around 1975, I must have been 7 or 8 years old

 I was watching TV with my wife and a friend when a strong electrical surge dimmed the entire house and TV

 It left no scorch marks on the door or on the carpet, and didn't affect the electrical circuits or the TV near where it appeared

and so on until I heard the thunder and could guess the distance the lightening was away

john at gmaildot comgt;USA - Wednesday, March 16, 2011 at 11:46:50 (PDT)I experienced ball lightning back around 1982-84, it was a late summer/early autumn thunderstorm, i was around 15 years old

 This was an incident that happened a few months ago at night

As I got closer to it, it looked more like a bubble or ball, it was a see through blue and in the middle it had redness to it and it was bobbing slightly up and down moving at a humans walking pace

 It rose to the height of 2',drifted with in 18" of where I was sitting in a metal kitchen chair, appeared to navigate a corner, and vanished with a pop and a whiff of ozone

Dutchess County, NY 11/5/08 8:45PMVinny RobertsonUSA - Wednesday, November 05, 2008 at 18:06:27 (PST)One night (around 10-12 yrs old) i was walking from one side my house to the other and it was night so it was pretty dark

 All I can say is that it is real and I have never seen anything on a video or photo that was as big or strange as the lightning which we experienced

 It wasnt until 6th grade that i learned of ball lightningCAlvinlt;bentmetal_clvin at yahoodot comgt;USA - Saturday, January 12, 2008 at 09:22:09 (PST)This incident took place near Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire,Scotland on the night of the 3rd January 1984

 Jessica's mom, my sister was preparing for a presentation she had to give next week and Dad was in the bathroom when they all heard a very loud thunder, which continued to roll across the skies

Jessica

 Parked it, started raining, storm on top of me, stepped to doorway of garage

Timothy WilliamsMobile, AL USA - Saturday, August 25, 2007 at 12:53:31 (PDT)August22, 2007 night ofThis was a very strange occurance probably around 3 in the morning on a strong stormy night in north myrtle beach

Normalt;normah2236limited at aoldot comgt;rockford, il USA - Saturday, October 18, 2008 at 14:44:16 (PDT)I think I have finally found out what I experienced in boarding school 20 years ago!In 1987, I awoke late at night to find a basketball-sized ball of light traveling over my body

Norma  Any idears?Valerielt;valerielyons22 at btinternetdot comgt;Brighton, England - Friday, March 09, 2007 at 11:05:08 (PST)This happened when I was in Grade 4 at the Claude Watson School for the Arts in Toronto - in the year 1997, I thinkValerie

Darlene Pottslt;lydiadar at hotmaildot comgt;in USA - Tuesday, February 05, 2008 at 13:16:52 (PST)In the early 1990's my daughters and I had to leave our neighborhood pools because of thunder

Darlene Potts

 As the lightning bolt dissipated, we would see a basketball sized glowing orb, it brightly glowed blue green and floated and acted as if it had the surface tension not unlike that of a large soap bubble

 His door was open and as I turned the corner to go in to his room immediately I saw a small light blue light that looked like it came from one side of the room bounced across the room to hit the wall then bounced to another wall and before I could open my mouth it faded away

 I turned away from the window towards my right and suddenly noticed about to two feet above and about two feet in front of me, a slowly revolving, brilliant sphere - it seemed to be a gold orb, about the size of a large grapefruit; as it revolved it seemed to give off scintillating flashes from coloured jewels which appeared to be embedded in it

Then in the Fall of 2005, I had a class in college where the professor told of story that began to sound very similar to my BL story

 at that moment, an extremely bright flash of lightning was followed almost instantly by an explosion-style thunderclap, clearly very close to our house

!! a very strange experience!!Samlt;Samd125 at hotmaildot com234324gt;henley on thames, Uk - Thursday, March 25, 2010 at 12:17:45 (PDT)In 1983 in Cincinnati, Ohio

Sam

 The clock by the way remained unscathed unmarked and continued to work for several years after this eventThe lighning storm continued unabated for about 20 minutes and just about every house in the street was hit

 I was standing at the screen door of the house looking toward the street as I was watching the dark clouds and flashes of lightning and a poorly defined lightning bolt hit the middle of the street in front of the house

 Before the rain hit the air had a weird smell and looked sorta green

phillip downslt;downs3021at msndot comgt;USA - Saturday, February 03, 2007 at 11:46:59 (PST)This happened many years ago but I remember it well

While bathing my son, and with heavy rain, lighting and thunder serenading us in the upstairs bedroom, I hand glanced behind me, out of the bathroom and across the hall to our master bedroom

Nanalvin, tx USA - Thursday, February 08, 2007 at 11:49:55 (PST)It was around 1980 during a thunderstorm in the middle of the night Christopher Waldw USA - Sunday, October 24, 2010 at 19:45:00 (PDT)Early June of '88 or '89, driving my car down to the Boca Grande lighthouse

Christopher

) My Dad, 82, was temporarily living in an assisted living facility but soon after this moved back to his own homeHeath ScaddenHeath Scaddenlt;scadden123 at hotmaildot comgt;Junee, NSW Australia - Sunday, March 27, 2011 at 23:30:57 (PDT)Ball LightningI observed ball lightning on a commercial flight several years ago

]This seemed so illogical to me that I evencontemplated whether it was a little further away, justbeyond our classroom, and I had viewed its passage throughthe windows at the far end of the classroom, even though Iknew it had passed through the room some six feet from me

 What had appeared in the road in the blink of an eye was an approximately 4 or 5 foot blueish-whitish sphere slowly spinning in one spot right on top of the blacktop

JuneeCelestelt;kiskatom at yahoodot comgt;Catskill, NY USA - Friday, May 06, 2011 at 15:58:43 (PDT)Around 15yrs ago I was a young teenager living on a small property on the outskirt of Junee in NSW AustraliaCeleste

 We had just begun to fish although the weather was against us,very bright  sunny , not a cloud in the sky

 The plane was passing through a thunderstorm and there was a concurrent bright flash and bang as if the plane had been struck by lightning

 Has anyone else noted severe storms commingafter a sighting of ball lightning ?Michael WaltonUK - Thursday, January 10, 2008 at 09:07:42 (PST)Last night we had some storms and my 4 year old woke up in the night and said she saw a ball of fire hovering in her bedroom near the chimney breast

 During a heavy downpour I happened to look at a car going westbound on I90 as I was going eastbound

 I hadn't lay there more than a couple seconds with my eyes open but very scared to make any sound when a ball of light about the size of a pingpong ball passed in front of me from left to right

im sorry but when u see somthing falling to the ground u expect it to hit the ground this fire ball(about 15 foot wide) had no heat,and never hit the ground it just flew staight down and litteraly 90'ed staight past us and staight down the alley with out hitting anything

 ( I didn't know that until I was stopped for about 5 minutes catching my breath and looked across the street at the lake

 The mother of the house had just left the sitting room which is right next to the dining room, when a ball of lightening came down the chimney stopped at the entrance to the dining room, turned a corner and went out the front door, which was closed

 It looked as though it was slightly bobbing up and down as it moved through the air then just disappeard

Carllt;carl_ok2003 at yahoodot comgt;Abilene, TX USA - Thursday, October 25, 2007 at 19:06:16 (PDT)When I was 17 years old my current boyfriend and I were sleeping in bed when we saw what is called ball lightningCarl

) When I saw the lake now on my right and knew where I was at, out of the back corner of my eye I saw that sphere again only it was coming back on the same path it had gone on when it was seemingly following me

' This sounds so strange---we think no one will believe us, but it really did happen! Does someone know what this is?Mary Lou Coadylt;coadyhouse at hughesdot net

Mary Lou Coady

 I often wonder if the ball had penetrated the top of the car and entered inside, but I will never know

Woodbridge

Chris Catalanolt;c_catalano at comcastdot netgt;Woodbridge, NJ USA - Monday, April 20, 2009 at 18:48:45 (PDT)I was 12 years old in the spring 1955 when I saw a round ball of light about 48" out my window right after a mild storm in central TX one morning

Chris Catalano

5 seconds , but for me it must have felt like 5 seconds, i did'nt know how to react to this phenomena, so i ran home and went to the third floor of my dads houseEmanuel Torreslt;Eamueltorres36 at yahoo12345678900987654321dot comgt;Worcester, MA USA - Wednesday, September 02, 2009 at 22:24:54 (PDT)It was in 1996 i was about 10 at the time

 Then a saw a 3' diameter yellow/orange ball of light appear about 15' outside the building

 As I came closed, the glowing object began to become brighter and brighter,and turn very bright white, almost as if it was frightened and was trying to scare me and drive me away

 Sitting there just a couple of feet above the ground was a ?red ball of fire,? stationary, about (as we measured the next day when he told me about this) 25 feet from his windowpane

 I looked up and in the top of the pine trees I saw an orange ball bigger than a basketball

 followed by my Aunt and my brother Tom( at the time he was 6)

 When suddenly there was a lightening strike that hit the ground on the opposite side of the canal

 It hit the metal baby carriage I was holding and knocked it out of my hands against the wall, destroying it, leaving red marks on my palms

 8 PMWalking up stairs to 2nd floor, Ball lightning, size of balloon, yellowish in color, seen in upper corner of landing

 As I continued to plow snow, the inside of my 1994 freightliner cab lit up like daylight

experienced

 I asked my girlfriend if she could see them and and wasnt able to for some reason, I'm closed minded when it comes to unexlained phenomenon, but I'm 100 percent positive I seen this! I think that I have heard of these lights before but just can't remember where! If you heard or experienced this before please let me know by my email, it would be greatly appreciated!carl rayfieldlt;carlrayfield at gmaildot comgt;rodeo, ca USA - Tuesday, May 25, 2010 at 23:09:24 (PDT)This happened on Thursday 13th May 2010, last week

 I've always liked watching storms and thought that the amount of lightening this particular storm had might provide quite a show

Sandra Workmanlt;sandeeworkman a ymail comgt;Flint, Detour Village, MIchigan USA - Tuesday, September 20, 2011 at 19:31:29 (PDT)august 13 2010 an electric magnetinc field entered a room in my house-during a thunder storm i was caught in this field-if i had been in a jet engine the sound would not have been louderi saw strange sights of fire like explosionsit stopped and then started a gain the same sound and sightswhen it stopped i ran out of the roomcalling my neighbor-asking if she had heard the noiseshe said no but that her son saw lightening falling behind my house that was like lightening that was on firethe following day i get into my car-my air bag light is on and so is the cruise controlmy car was totaled due to the abs systemm taken outthey would replace one thing and then another would go outi has to have a large oak tree removed as it was deadmy car was parked under that tree on the day this all took placefrom that day until todayi have experienced strange feeling in the bottoms of my feetmadeline cornettlt;mbcornett a sc

Sandra Workman

David WeisAshland, Oh USA - Sunday, September 23, 2007 at 09:25:38 (PDT)I am deathly afraid of lightning-although I do find the sound of rolling thunder fascinating

 comgt;Clearwater, FL USA - Tuesday, February 06, 2007 at 23:04:20 (PST)First I wanted to start with an experience I had at my parents home when I was living there as a teen

 Seated on the toilet, Dad saw a sudden flash of light through the window- he described it as a ball of fire, but also like from our gas stove

 The whole room just gave me the creeps and I used to either have to shut the door to the room just to walk by it, or I ran past the doorway

gmail Joseph Holwegerlt;Phatzsz101 a gmail comgt;Grand forks, ND USA - Friday, August 12, 2011 at 10:59:39 (PDT)This event happen 18 years ago, I can't forget itJoseph Holweger

Gerry ThomasUSA - Tuesday, January 30, 2007 at 08:00:54 (PST)the phenomena was ball lighting back in 1980 something i gave my girlfriend a ride on my hog from ocala fl to hendry county fl to see her son i just dropped her off and took back off north bound was about mid day the weather beautiful dont rember the month anyway on the way back out of hendry county fl the clouds started forming for our daily rain storm back in the 80s it rained every day like clock work at a specific time anyway i was about 20 miles out of lake placid and the rain storm caught up to me i was on the bike but there was no where to pull over for shelter till it passed i was doing about 50 miles per hour the rain was comming down in buckets could barely see when i happen to notice out of my mirrow this red and blue flashing lights i started thinking to myself what cop is going to pull me over and get out of his car to give me tickets in this downpour like i said i could barely see out of my riding glasses and didnt think i was speeding so i was real puzzled so i turned around to see if the cop was after me or wanting to pass me thats when i saw real clear even had to lift up my shades a ball of light about the size of a basketball or alittle bigger comming down the highway head height behind me it took me about 2

durussel at skydot comgt;Basildon Essex , Great Britain - Thursday, July 03, 2008 at 19:01:28 (PDT)June 30 2008 approx 3:45 to 4:00 PM MTN STD time; The thunder and lighting had already started and I decided to get one more walk around the block just in case the rains came and didn't let up later on

 There grandmother was sitting in a chair in the sitting room when it came down the chimney! It only made a loud crash when it came down

 I also witnessed two strange things falling from the sky

Curtis Nagengastlt;Littlebear118 at comcastdot netgt;Livermore, CA USA - Saturday, August 16, 2008 at 02:39:51 (PDT)Reporting SLI (Streetlight) experiencesCurtis Nagengast

 I ran towards the back of the house and I saw a bluish white ball of crackling electricity floating near my father's ham radio antenna

 There was a lightning strike close by and shortly afterwards an orange ball of light about six inches across appeared and moved along the street at ground level, floating just above the ground and making a crackling noise

My first impression of the object, was that it was a comet or an asteroid (that was the only logical conclusion at the time for me) and as I watched the mystery object go behind the mountains, I anticipated hearing an impact from the object or see lights fill the sky from the impact

 Out of nowhere, a ball of yellow-orange flame about the size of at volleyball bounced twice (from left to right) across the front porch bannister, then moved 90 degrees to the right and zoomed across the porch (about 8 ft wide) and burst against my window at eye level

 In a spiral arc it hit a spot in the ground and looked very much like normal lightning, except for the fact that it arced horizontally as it went towards the ground, similar to how water goes down a drain

 I noticed the only cloud in the sky was a very dark smallish cloud coming over head

Sdenka SALASlt;sdenkasp at hotmail dot comgt;Puno, Puno PERU - Wednesday, June 20, 2012 at 22:00:33 (PDT)Dallas, TX June 15, 2012--Am asleep during severe thunderstorm (in early a

Sdenka SALAS

 At times the lights were very tight and close together and then they just sort of burst and spread very far apart - at least spanning a few miles in each direction

 He said both of them had seen a big tree there covered in, not one, but several bright balls of many colours

Gregg Kinchfairfield beach, oh USA - Friday, March 02, 2012 at 15:10:43 (PST)About 1990 my wife and 2 sons aged 10 and 8 were on our enclosed verandah which had large plate glass windows

 a friend and I were out in the driveway watching the lighting from a coming storm

 It seemed to grow out of nothing and then suddenly a bolt of lightning shot down and exploded, splitting a tree in half

lt;kaos691340at yahoodot comgt;fl USA - Saturday, January 27, 2007 at 20:24:28 (PST)In , I think the summer of 1964 I was fishing the Loch an Eilein in the Cairngorm region of Scotland 

I ran inside and got my son to come out and we both looked at them

Jay3dee at hotmaildot co dotukJaYDeelt;jay3dee at hotmaildot co dotukgt;leeds, uk - Sunday, July 20, 2008 at 13:39:43 (PDT)It was during February- March 2003, night about 2- 2

 I am a truck driver and was making my way through South Dakota USA one night when during a thunderstorm I witnessed the unusual event of ball lightening

 It was about the size of a basketball with a surface of sparks like you see on sparklers, and it rolled through a bedroom window, bounced off a table and began rolling across the floor

Shivashankari Sivananthanlt;shiva-shankari at hotmail,com##gt;Colombo, SRILANKA - Tuesday, May 18, 2010 at 22:03:06 (PDT)In 1986 I saw a blueish green swirling mass enter through my picture window as I was sitting on the couch watching television

why were there no other cars to witness this event with me?? what was it?? Never mentioned it to anyone except the friend that I was meeting down at the lighthouse

 Unfortunately I was too surprised to race outside to see if it had disappeared completely, but it was an incident not to be forgotten even after all these years!Faith KauffmannUSA - Monday, July 12, 2010 at 19:12:55 (PDT)30mins ago, 22

I am uncertain on the exact age I was, but to the best of my recollection, I believe I was between 8-10 years old (between years 1991-1993) and the time of year is uncertain, other than it was a warm night

Frightened by this event I shared my experience with a friend who said it must have been from an arcing wire from the nearby power lines

rrdot comgt;FL USA - Wednesday, September 16, 2009 at 20:50:10 (PDT)I was walking to my dads house from my friend Joel s house, halfway to my destination, as I'm walking along-side a fence the sphere of light came down from the sky and swept across (horizontally) for what seemed to be 2

 Typical subtropic afternoon thunder storm during raining season

 Within the minute it reached somewhere between 3-5 feet before disappearing with a sudden explosive noise and created a bright flash that was too bright to look at (the confusion, not knowing what it was, and utter fear caused me to scream loudly and get away from the screen door as fast as possible)

] From my vantage point standing atmy desk, it was slowly travelling right to left across theschool hall, the building adjacent to our classroom

 The ball hovered for a few seconds and then slowly dissipated doing no damage at all

Jenny

Sammy

there was no bolt of lightning, just the ball of light that seem to come from nowhere, it disapated after about 5 seconds, I was truely scared,my dog was acting weird, we ran in the house fast, leaving my other dog (a bla black lab) in the backyard, I know lightning does not act like that but I saw it very clearly, it might have gone into the ground as it disappeared it seemed like, my dog Sammy was acting very nervous, and that made me more concerned, I said a few choice words and asked my dog what was that? He was trying to tell me something wasn't right so we had to go inside immediately, I had to go back a couple minutes later to get my lab (Jenny) she wanted back inside too, very excited, I was still scared, I couldn't believe what I had just witnessed a few minutes before getting my lab, I did not feel safe because it was so low to the ground, we have tall trees, always thought lightning would hit a tree instead of coming all the way down to the ground, that was not normal at all how could it do that? I will go outside in the daylight to see if it made a mark in my yard, if so I'm taking a lot of pictures, I can't explain it, kinda hovered there glowing, I believe I saw ball lightning, it is very real, I'm still shocked that I saw this weird ball of light just 20 feet away from where I was standing, I'M not scared of storms but that was too much, How can this occur is what I want to know, we have a maple tree in the back corner of the yard that has been hit by a bolt of lighting, I can take pictures of it, u can still see scars/marks from it, but a ball of lightning somehow floating there so close to the ground, it has to be the most weird thing I have ever seen in my life, I don't want to see it again so close to where I'm standing!!!Michael Yaniklt;Myanik2010 at gmaildot comgt;cleveland, tn USA - Wednesday, September 22, 2010 at 04:50:59 (PDT)MY WIFE  I were on Holiday at SELSEY BILL near the Isle of Wight UK a Few Years ago in Late September

 I was leaving my mothers house earley evening to go to my car it was slightly raining and quite warm all of a sudden a ball of light about the size of a melon with a tail shot over above my head to my right it made me want to duck as it was very low my instincts made me jump as quick as i could into my car it seemed to go straight into a house and dissapear

Patrick Hoellt;HoelPatat aoldot comgt;Hudson, WI USA - Monday, January 15, 2007 at 11:48:51 (PST)I believe it was 1972Patrick Hoel

 I left the next day to travel and immediately became severely ill

 I turned completely around, and had to take one step aside to miss being hit by this yellowish-white grapefruit size object that was traveling at a speed slow enough to be touched if you wanted to, parallel about two feet off the floor

 Russelllt;drussell at yahoodot comgt;NJ USA - Thursday, February 07, 2008 at 18:14:41 (PST)I recently moved into the country and on my property was a lot of wildlife, so I bought a hunters camera to take pictures of any critters coming by

 As I mentioned earlier, it was an overcast day but still bright enough to identify objects through the raindrop covered windows

it would've melted that damn thing off, right?!Another really strange incident I had with lightning was when it hit our power pole outside of our house

From where I was sitting the ball appeared to have done no damage to the wall or to the window or, more amazingly, the very flammable net curtains

Then my grandmother, myself and my grandfather watched three balls of ball lighting float in the air in the hallway for about 3 to 4 seconds then they were gone

 I opened the curtains and outside far off in the sky was a almost perfect circle glowing orange

jessicalt;jessglinski at hotmaildot comgt;new fairfield, ct USA - Sunday, November 25, 2007 at 12:39:24 (PST)Back in the 1940`s I experienced one encounter and have knowlege of another close by

 The walk was around a 5 story brick condominum building with very large trees lining the streets

story

 From behind a large tree came a glowing fireball with a tail (about the size of a soccer ball), moving across the sky - not very high up - at a moderate speed - more on the slow side, actually

ChristyUSA - Saturday, December 18, 2010 at 22:53:02 (PST)On Ball LightningWhen I was 11 or 12 riding with my Father we had quite a unusual experience

And believe this is what I saw about two weeks ago last week in August I can't remember the exact day

Chris Friedrichslt;chrisf 69 69 at america online dot comgt;Metairie, LA USA - Tuesday, May 06, 2008 at 10:39:31 (PDT)In approximately 1982, it was night time and it was raining outside

Chris Friedrichs

Debbie Zwirtz lt;crispycritter19 at hotmaildot comgt;Tucson, AZ USA - Tuesday, September 18, 2007 at 21:08:08 (PDT)My mother and I witnessed ball lightning at our home in the Redlands area of south Florida, north of Homestead, in roughly 1951Debbie Zwirtz

 It bounced along the pavement out toward the street (3-4 bounces), then sharply turned 90 degrees and bounced sideways (~4-5 bounces) then sharply turned 90 degrees again and started bouncing - straight towards me

 I looked out toward the street and saw a yellow/blue/green ball of light about the size of a volleyball bouncing atop the power lines across the street

 It was probably about midnight and it seemed that the storm was subsiding when a bright ball about the size of a basketball popped out of the cloud layer at about 3000 ft

 There was an electric storm and suddenly a very bright flash of blue lightning

Pat Stone

Pat Stonelt;sip10909 at aoldot comgt;Chicago, IL USA - Tuesday, August 05, 2008 at 15:21:08 (PDT)When I was about 12 years old, my sister and I were in our bedroom playing a card game at a card table, seated across from each other

 There was a flash of lightning, then within a second or two an intensly bright white glow appeared right in front of us both in the middle of the room

Nothing out there but us, the woods in front, that cliff with the water down below, and that mamouth tower! As we sat crosslegged on our cots facing the woods, I noticed a white ball of light floating maybe 15 feet above the ravine, in front of the woods- to the left of the two of us

 It hovered just outside the window, moving up a little bit for about 15 seconds and then it disappeared with what I remember to be a popping noise

 I?ll never forget it! It?s not everyday you see glowing balls defying gravity in the middle of the night in front of your house and then fizzle away right before your eyes! I wondered what it was and deduced at the time it must be something related to the lightning storm or some kind of electrical phenomenon

 It was a perfect sphere about 4 inches round, quite silent, sort of stuck to the wall socket for several seconds, and then it detached itself and began to slowly roll down the Vaccuum wire that was still live, with the vaccuum still turned on

Marie lt;poisonivory at bellsouthdot netgt;roswell, GA USA - Friday, September 21, 2007 at 21:06:42 (PDT)Years ago I witnessed a red ball of light moving quickly above a trout stream in southern Minnesota at night

Marie

 When I ran across it, I stayed up most of the night reading the personal experiences

 I don't know, this is the first I've heard of ball lightening and haven't read any of the other experiences yet but thought that I had to share this

A few seconds after the strike and thunder boom, I saw a bright white ball rise slowly from the water - without sound - and drift upward

I was living elswhere my parents were on holiday so I received a call from arthur our friend to tell me that there was damage to my parents home, Being a builder I attended with ladders and tiles

rr comgt;myrtle beach, sc USA - Friday, September 16, 2011 at 08:12:58 (PDT)Troon, Scotland summer 1963

august

Brian Coddlt;giant_REMOVePinheadATyahoo comgt;Iowa City, IA USA - Wednesday, October 12, 2011 at 17:06:23 (PDT)i was working a night shift on the railway august 2011, it was a clear night and there had been no thunder storms at this time

Brian Codd

I went to bed about 9 or so and couldnt sleep with the noise of the thunder,i was laying looking out my bedroom door onto the landing,then i saw a slow moving ball it was a blue and white colour with a white trail,it moved passed my room very slowing i then rain out behind it to see what it was at the time but it had just disappeared

 Nothing else unusual going on---no other equipment or anything, just this ball of energy about 2-1/2 feet off the floor about the size of a nickel and about 7 feet straight in front of me as I sat on the couch

 I turned to look and was amazed to see a blue sphere, about 9" in diameter, hovering above the seat to my right about 2' away, bobbing slightly up and down

 One which flew (for a lack of a better term) right over my head seemed to just fade but I could still see its shadowy outline as if the sphere containing the bright orange light simply ran out of fuel, and was running on empty and dark

Suddenly in the sky directly in my vision there appeared a gigantic ball of pure white light

bed

Richard Kopplt;abusa2003 at aimdot comgt;Oroville, CA USA - Saturday, March 13, 2010 at 20:18:34 (PST)Several years ago, I was sitting on the bed in my room, which was next to a large window

Richard Kopp

Within about 2 seconds, it started moving around erratically, changing direction and speed very suddenly, about every second

 It was raining, but I had not seen any noticeable lighting

 I remember being very excited and telling other people about it--I assumed it was a form of ball lightning although at least one friend suggested it was a "spirit orb" or something--and I've never seen anything like it since (though I'm still watching)

We both looked out our glass sliders to witness a huge ball about four feet wide with a coment like tail which went threw our lanai, It then went right into our swiming pool and at that point then exploded, it shook our house violently

 I heard no noise nor did I see the flash that often accompanies an arcing power line

i happened to look up at the sky and saw a round football sized white light float about 30ft above me moving across the sky like a shooting star but much slower and no tail from it

 The object flared, brightly, for a very short period, and then suddenly disappeared with a very loud SNAP, sounding exactly like an electrical device shorting out

 They were generally, coming from the Northwest traveling what appeared to be Southeast at a moderate altitude, they were higher than what a helicopter would normally fly but lower than the overcast clouds remaining from the snow storm

Venitalt;venita a projecta23 comgt;dallas, tx USA - Friday, August 12, 2011 at 20:45:41 (PDT)My grandma told me of this when I was a little boy Venita

 in the mean time right as the ball appeared all the power went out on the roads and gas stations

 I believe that the temperature difference between the cold springwater and the hot summer soil and air caused an eddie in the air surrounding the stream and coming from both sides of the stream

 All of a sudden, an orb of light about the size of a basketball, and as I recall, yellow and bright white, flame-like in my mind to this day, came silently through the wall beside me, a few feet below the ceiling, in the upper 3rd of the wall

 what else could it have been!! No one was hurt and there were no signs of fire even though it looked as though they were fire balls

michael boyleslt;mbcrich at netzerodot net dot comguitargt;lehigton, pa USA - Wednesday, June 27, 2007 at 16:15:52 (PDT)About 50 years ago when I was 7-8 years old I lived in North East Philamichael boyles

 I remembered that the BL was roughly the size of golf ball held out at arm's length and used this data to calculate the diameter of the BL

unusual

 This is unusual behaviour, so I looked out the window and was transfixed by the sight of a perfect white sphere that appeared to be sitting on the patio by the garage back-door

 Suddenly a bright yellow ball, the size of a volleyball came down the chimney, out of the fireplace, and began moving around the room, hovering just above the floor

 Over a period of time (maybe 1 or 2 years), the house was hit by lightning a minimum of 5 times causing damage each time

 I became aware of movement outside the bedroom window and when I looked up, I saw a softball sized, glowing yellow-orange ball that resembled a mini sun

 The moon was behind us and to our left and it was a cloudy morning, which is why I couldn't undeerstand how we could see such a bright falling star on such a cloudy day

At this point I called my wife to come and see this very strange object, my heart was pounding and I could not believe my eyes

" (true, I could be a better housekeeper, duster! lol) He said usually the explosions from those make a loud noise, and although he has seen them, was unsure what exactly this was

 Then the room was bright with 2 or 3 small blue balls of light, that started to crack/explode

 i dont know if this will ever help anyone but i feel i should say this, if you feel this rush while your walking stop like i didThomas Sacolt;cars4yourneeds at yahoo at atgt;olney , md USA - Thursday, March 15, 2007 at 22:33:03 (PDT)Most nights within one hour of turning the lights off in the bedroom my husband and I see a flash of light in the room

I was playing games after dark with some of the neighborhood kids, and when the game we were playing had ended, one of the kids said "What is that?" As we all looked to the East towards the mountains, we saw a bright spherical object drifting slowly towards the Earth

Then it went with another loud bangPiperlt;piperhedgershouse a hotmail comgt;NZ - Thursday, January 12, 2012 at 15:53:38 (PST)in a motel in florida I awakeing to find a 2 to 3 foot glowing ball sitting above the bed next to mine

paul westermanlt;jakesdadat aoldot comgt;wakefield, uk - Thursday, February 15, 2007 at 06:42:48 (PST)Ball lightningI was smelt fishing with some friends at the Waukegan power plant pier, this was at night, in the spring, in the early 1980s

paul westerman

 After 2 bounces it hit the right side of the flats at 45 degree angle making another loud bang and disappeared through the brick wall into someones flat

 It slowly moved from head to to, and I could feel an incredible electric heat coming from it

 I went back inside, and nothing else unusual happened for the remainder of the night

Larry Thomaslt;Bheleu a Gmail comgt;Huntsville, AL USA - Monday, September 05, 2011 at 20:36:21 (PDT)Last night my 5 month old woke up screaming and screaming as if he was hurt

Tom Ridgleylt;myluckyday at liscodot comgt;Fairfield, IA USA - Saturday, November 27, 2010 at 21:17:22 (PST)In approximately 1960, I remember my mother telling us that when she was driving home from work the night before, a ball of lightning rolled across the road right in front of her car

Tom Ridgley

 (I don't remember if there was any visual flash

 I was sitting in my kitchen when I heard a very loud explosion (not anything like thunder)

 One time I was walking home and just after I passed this store, the door opened and a group of 3-4 people ran out of it laughing/screaming (not sure which)

 I ran outside to look at my roof, worried that my house might be on fire, which to my relief it wasn't

 Fairly average storm conditions, but I've never seen anything like this either inside or outside the house

 It some how landed right by the snow fort and exploded infront of my brother and me

 Then I heard a small PoP! and looked over to see that a pale blue ball had emerged from the wall socket that the vaccuum was plugged into

 It moved into the center aisle of the plane and then drifted down the aisle toward the front of the plane, where it disappeared

 The lights from the house as well as the floodlights suddenly went off, so I looked up at the house and above the house and moving about the speed of a butterfly or a slow bird was a small pale blue glowing ball with a bright blue trail

myself and 3 of mt freinds were camping on the local field one night after a gorgeous day and a lovely clear night we all experienced 2 ball of light one green and one red about 6 or 7 centimeteres in diameter just appeared at the bottom end of the field 

Ann Arbor

David lt;wilsc0mbe at googlemaildot comogt;Cirencester, UK - Thursday, September 13, 2007 at 05:56:53 (PDT)In the early 1980's in Ann Arbor, there had been a bad storm and my parents had gone to my Grandmother's apartment to make sure that she was alright

summer

 The sky continued to darken and withing a few moments that road became filled with cars as one of the fiercest typical summer lightning storms filled the sky

Jenks

Dixie Wolfelt;silver_speak_7 at hotmaildot comgt;Jenks, OK USA - Wednesday, May 12, 2010 at 18:53:18 (PDT)It was many years ago about 8 to 10

Dixie Wolfe

 (I also experienced temporary paralysis during the time of the incident which I haven't seen others report here)

june

 Thanks, anywayJudy Lugglt;judylugg a hotmail comgt;Wolverhampton, WM United Kingdom - Wednesday, June 15, 2011 at 09:58:02 (PDT)As the storm in indiana on june the 12th,2011 around 1:55 am, i was on the computer, and all of a sudden I saw a ball of yellowish light fly past my window, it even had a pitch to it, a very high pitch

raining

 I do not recall if it was raining out that night or not, but what i remember specifically that night is the details of the ball lighting, because that is something you do not forget

 It melted the phone line which stuck copper specks to the front window broke two tiles and blew the burglar alarm panel

 I took off running in the same direction I came and stopped out of breath in about the same spot as I had seen the thing the first time

Then suddenly the bright white sphere descended in a 45 degree angle and went underwater about 10 ft

Was this ball lightening?Lisa Hendenlt;lisahenden at yahoodot co dotukgt;Rugby, UK - Monday, January 07, 2008 at 03:49:17 (PST)When I was a teenager, so probably over 30 years ago, I experienced what I now think may have been ball lightning in Detroit, MI

Lisa Henden

 As luck would have it the phone line into our house ran thru two huge old east texas oak trees

 Interestingly, the next day, staff at the facility pointed out to me that sometime during that evening, lightning had totally destroyed a very large, prominent tree about 200 feet south of my Dad?s room

Dad

 Anyone have any idea what this was?A Merricklt;animeangelandieat yahoodot comgt;Mohnton, PA United States - Thursday, January 04, 2007 at 03:43:05 (PST)When I was probably about 5 or 6 years old I believe I exprienced seeing ball lighning phenomena

 As the storm seemed to subside, I glance out of my window at the upper sky and suddenly I couldn't believe my eyes

L Clt;mateki-magick_%_ at hotmaildot comgt;Pittsburgh, PA USA - Tuesday, December 15, 2009 at 21:01:24 (PST)A few years ago I witnessed what I guess is ball lightning

 At first I thought it must be some sort of spotlight until I realized that 1) there was no beam originating from the ground, 2) there were, I believe, 3 different lights coming from different directions all somehow moving independently yet somehow together in some sort of pattern, 3) when one light approached the path of another it "swerved" around it, it didn't go through the light like I would assume a beam would

 As i approached the televsion to turn it on, a perfectly shapped ord shot out from what looked like the plug socket,it was made up of what seemed like thousands of little sparks,it travelled towards my brother who was at the time doing some kind of boddy popping move and it seem to just disapear

approx

) It traveled directly over a house that is located on the other side of the lake and then curved over the lake and descended as it headed towards my direction, but approx

 Where it had disappeared though, it suddenly reappeared, stationary, and brightly glowing - about on par with some of the brighter stars in the sky, ones you could see even with a full moon

 The moment it disappeared, I felt like I had been hit with a sonic boom, the power surged-- hard-- and then there were several loud snapping/popping noises, like muffled fireworks

 Finally the sphere just disappeared in the blink of an eye, without noise and without trace

The first time I had seen ball lightening it lasted many seconds

 My mother doesn't recall the noise, but I am confident about it, because I ran to my older brother and told him that the stove exploded

mom

 (I'm just glad it decided to appear across our little lake, instead of over my head on our side!) A very wet night followed, with many more lightning strikes all around our alpine camp, but it sure kicked off the first night of our fine backpacking trip in Singularity style!Curtis Walker108 Mile Ranch, BC Canada - Friday, February 25, 2011 at 18:51:32 (PST)My mom experienced two instances, separated by 5 days, of what appears to have been ball lightning

, we had landed via helicopter at a small circular tarn near timberline close to the ridge top, setting up our camp and fire for our first night

 It drifted along for about 60 seconds and then drifted up and then behind a line of cloud, the entire time it was quite bright (white) to the eyes, almost painful

 I haven't shared this with many people but thought that you might be able to help me understand and then explain what exactly occurred and what I witnessed

witnessed

 We observed it for about 1 min when suddenly it speed off at a speed I cant directly explain (i mean it was moving) untill it seemed to just disapeer up in the sky

 I recall a sizzling sound as it floated slowly toward the house to my left

when we got inside 2 mre v loud bangs ocured and it imediatley began 2 rain hard an developd in 2 a conventional thunderstorm

 That bathroom was on the other side of the wall where our ball of fire had first appeared

 So he came to check on me and i was really scared and i didn't know what happened until 2-3 years later when my brother looked it up

V in a cabin we are renting , There was a pretty good thunder and lightning storm going on outside all of a sudden above us in the peak of our family room ceiling we heard a pop and a sizzle and at the same time saw a ball of light it was there for a few seconds we both heard and saw it and then it was gone!! At the same time the power had blinked out and on just that fast it did'nt affect any appliances except an older vcr/dvd player which won't work now

As a final note, i forgot to mention what it looked like in the moments before the balls actually appeared

 It did this several times until it moved out of my line of sight

marky at bigponddot comgt;Gold Coast, Qld Australia - Saturday, June 07, 2008 at 17:19:12 (PDT)Ball LightningMy father told me about an incident that happened to him in Preton, Lancashire in about 1930

It was storming and raining one day and lightning was playing fun with the ring tones on the party company phone lines

 It was bluish and produced a light similar to a welding arc and looked like a large bubble of power of some sort

hovering

hotmaildot

october

Joel

 We ruled out a meteor as it had no tail nor sound and it travelled in a horizontal straight line, i havnt seen a meteor do this!amanda bromleyUSA - Wednesday, June 30, 2010 at 16:20:39 (PDT)last year around mid october my friend and I were taking a drive in the country as we stopped at a stop sign then proceeded to turn right I saw on my left about 50 feet away across the ditch a small ball of bright silvery whitish light hovering about 3 feet off the ground, it was around the size of a basketball and smaller balls of the same description were appearing about a foot away from it and were quickly being absorbed by it,itoved towards us covering around 40 feet or so in what seemed like a second, as it reached the side of the road across from us it shot straight up in the air around 20 feet or so and broke into several small pieces that disapeared instantly,A few hours later I realized that I had seen ball lightning and am happy to be able to recount this,Joel DeFoortlt;Winstonate at hotmaildot comcomgt;Winnipeg, mb Canada - Thursday, June 10, 2010 at 21:03:40 (PDT)A few years ago I was sitting at my computer in my living room

Joel DeFoort

 When I looked in my rearview mirror to see if it was still riding on top of the car, I noticed the brake lights on the car as if the car was stopping

Go figure, we all just looked at each other with wide eyes and amazement! My grandmother made the statement, if i had of made one more step and walked into those balls of lightning it probably would had of killed me

rrdot comgt;Rochester, NY USA - Monday, December 28, 2009 at 11:31:23 (PST)I was standing outside in early March of 2009 talking to my mom on the phone

 What was amazing still is that it descended directly over and fell onto the electrical service line that fed our house

 I recall a VERY loud noise, like an explosion

 It passed beside the car at a few yards and continued down the road and directly away off into the distance

 I observed a purple and orange ball of light about the size of a beach ball hovering in an open space directly over our staircase

 I was about 250 yards down the road when out of nowhere a brilliant white crackling lightning strike and a loud boom of thunder happened simultaneously

And, no! I don't believe in flying saucers or extra-terrestrials, ghosts and other strange things!Robin Stobbslt;rstobbs-at-telkomsadot netgt;South Africa - Tuesday, September 29, 2009 at 02:24:36 (PDT)This event happened in the fall of 1994

Robin Stobbs

 As the sphere traveled over the trees it seemed to rise just enough to clear the tree tops

 comgt;Teesside, UK - Tuesday, July 07, 2009 at 01:57:25 (PDT)A few years ago, I was probably 17, I was downstairs in our home using my laptop

 I saw in the glass door a ball of orange hovering off my right shoulder

 While it hovered in place it spinned in a circular motion and then almost as if it saw the computer and had decided on striking it, it with a flash like motion struck the computer in the corner

 I opened my car door and looked down at the glass outside my car

lighting

Dwight Sherankolt;Bluebaren*0*0 at gmaildot comgt;Houston, Tx USA - Wednesday, November 28, 2007 at 01:48:18 (PST)In 2000 I saw ball lighting created right in front of my eyes about8ft in diameter,for a long time I have often thought about this event,and have thought to recreate it but do not have the equipment to do it,contact me if I spike your interest,ps Im not a quack lol I am very serious I would rather not be posted thanksjohn guylt;texas_57 at hotmaildot comgt;USA - Monday, November 26, 2007 at 20:12:49 (PST)about 7 years ago i saw a lightning ball during a raging thunder storm

Dwight Sheranko

 from 2 foot away I could see it was actually a thin walled torus with stripes revolving over its surface at about a 45 degree angle to the horizontal when the stripes came to the top of the barrel / they turned over the top and went down \ again at a 45 degree angle on the inside of the barrel, opon coming to the bottom they turned over the rim and continued up on the outside of torus

 What woke us that night was a loud noise, and we both sat up at the exact same time

 It slowly traversed theclassroom in a straight line [at a slight angle to the walls], horizontal to the ground andexited through the brick wall on my left hand side [about 1 yard away from the door - Barrie does not remember any electric sockets or switches on this region of wall]: a southto north trajectory

Barrie

 While I was watching it dove into the ground and created a bright light and made a sound comparable to a firework going off next to you

 I don't believe it was electrical energy

 I told co-workers about it and the guy that plowed the route next to mine said he saw the sky light up blue at the same time I did

 After slowly moving to the railing it attached itself to the rail and zoomed downstairs and disappeared into the floor

 Given the location, the balls were about the size of one of those blow up beach balls (3 ft diameter)

 Was watching a large wall cloud moveing away from me, when I saw it just shoot out the the cloud and quickly travel out of site

CHRITSOPHER JONESlt;daddi53cj a yahoo comgt;WAREHAM , MA USA - Friday, September 23, 2011 at 18:45:24 (PDT)Ball LightningWhen I was living in Germany in 1981 I witnessed what I can only describe as ball lightning

 Suddenly there was a quick-moving, glowing ball in front of us, about the size of a softball, with a long jagged tail moving from the sky at an angle towards the ground; we saw it between trees, and I said, what the heck is that, and my daughter said she saw it too

 As I was headed for the door of our trailer, something bright and fiery like a little sun, at least two feet in diameter, passed over our home, probably twenty feet off the ground, and traveled for at least one hundred yards before disappearing

 An orange gas-like ball about the size of a grape fruit came out of the phone reciever and sailed right across the table between us went right to the kitchen sink on the other side of the room

kane at yahoodot co dotukgt;Bellshill, Scotland - Saturday, February 02, 2008 at 03:36:35 (PST)This occurred in the summer of 1964 in the Ochoco National Forest out of Burns Oregon

The powerlines were waving back  forth, suddenly there was a loud buzz and large blueish-purple ball (approx 5' around) of lightning moved across the powerlines approx

 It was large thunderstorm with heavy rain and frequent flashes of lightning and clapping of thunder

 I stood in the midle between the doors and facing the inner door when I saw a bright white ball traveling verry slowly towards me I thought it was a balloon I did not dare grab it because the light it radiated was so bright that I was afraid to tuch it

 :DDebinylt;mrsbip at yahoodot comgt;syracuse, ny USA - Thursday, August 14, 2008 at 09:53:10 (PDT)On August 4, 2008, which as of this wrinting was just a few days ago, we were having some terrible weather in Northwest Indiana, including a tornado

About 15 meters above the car park I saw a bright white flash about as bright as a firework and heard a bang about as load a gunshot

 It was fizzing but with no noise and inside the ball was like molten metal which moved

 Then Something caused me to turn and look exactly at the spot just across the alpine tarn to watch a brilliant white Ball suddenly, silently come into being in the air, maybe only about 20-30 feet above the treetops

 One afternoon during a storm, I was alone in the living room and my grandmother was in the kitchen

 It must have passed my brother and travelled through the living room door,but left no marks

 Each ball was of slightly different size and only visible for a fraction of a second before exploding several feet above the snow covered ground

slightly

grandmother

 My grandmother, my mother and myself were all sitting in chairs in a circle talking next to a window in her front room when the curtain moved as though a gust of wind blew up the curtain but the window was closed

ran

I could hear thunder clapping in the distance-so I hurriedly ran to the trash cans-praying all the way--"GOD please dont let it lightning until I get back inside the house"

 The flaming ball appeared to hover at the man door for about 2 seconds then it moved towards us at a very high rate of speed it flew over the top of the car and must have gone out the roll up door

 He also told us a story of a women who had called him many years ago telling him one had enter her home which bounced of her wall's for several minutes before exploding

 The storm had passed but there was still lightning flashing and the street out front was wet from the rain

 i stopped walking and immediatly witnissed a blue ball of lightning about the size of a volley ball appear for about 1 sec 10 feet in front of me

walking

I was in an auto with a perfect view, my wife witnessed the event and observed the same phenemenon that I didwife

because right after I hit it, it looked like liquid electricity, and it disbursed into electrical droplets that just melted quickly

 The radio warned of "deadly lightning" and said we should take cover, so we did, but just before we turned into the rest area we saw a very prolonged streak of lightning coming fairly straight down ahead and to the left of us, followed by a biggish ball of lightning

PrestonAlison Fiddler lt;alisonfidler at btinternetdot comgt;Preston, UK - Tuesday, May 27, 2008 at 04:50:18 (PDT)Ball lighteningAlison Fiddler

 We then seen above us about 100 feet 3 red balls of lightning with little streams of lightning coming off each of the 3 balls

friend

strike

lightening

bounced

augt;Orange, NSW Australia - Tuesday, January 04, 2011 at 02:28:54 (PST)some years ago my parents friend living opposite them saw ball lightening strike our bungalow, He was stood watching a thunderstorm when a white ball the size of a football bounced off the road onto our house roof

I remember the wind coming through the open windows and the darkness surrounding the farmhouse as I looked outside

 Has this ever happened to anyone else? What is this phenomenon? We searched all over the immeidate area and found no traces of anything left from this 'microexplosion

 At that time we did not know what had caused it, but I believe it was the ball lightening phenomena

dennis nashlt;dennoroxat hotmaildot co dotukgt;pontypool,wales, gwent uk - Saturday, January 20, 2007 at 20:52:55 (PST)This evening being the 20/01/07, I was sitting in my lounge when I looked out the window and saw the strangest blue light

dennis nash

it EXPLODED the street lamp blew up and a thousand shards of that bright blue glass flew all around us

street

Pat had a better look at it, as I could see it mostly in my peripheral vision (I was laying on my side and too cautious to move)She said it was the size of a basketball, with various colors of spherical lights inside of it

Pat

I found my experience at first frightening and then great fun, however I do wonder if I'm charged like this is it always and can it be dangerous?sharonPS My fellow students thought it was too much wine from the night before, so an explanation as to why this happend would be great!Sharon Masonlt;slmason70'hotmaildot co dotukgt;Uk - Monday, March 31, 2008 at 18:32:23 (PDT)I was down in Wyoming visiting our grandparent about 2 years ago

Sharon Mason

 Immediately after this, I saw a bright blue flash of what appeared to be cloud-to cloud lightning, and again the power surged (but only a little), and once more I heard the strange popping noise

 I looked out my side mirror and a blue ball of light the size of a small car was following my truck

I'm sorry for all the people who have had terrible experiences of the phenomenaJanJANET TAYLORlt;flossytread10665 at aoldot comgt;LONDON, UK - Sunday, April 05, 2009 at 18:09:49 (PDT)Lightning ballI have seen a lightning ball

 Then the sky cleared up ten minutes after i got home then rained again but the thunder hasn't been that bad again

 I looked out the window in time to see two bolts of lightning shoot through the air, not far above the ground; they ran parallel both to each other and the ground

 They explained it away as static electricity from the storm but never before or since have I ever witnessed the same thing

 We were watching TV while my wife (between us, "L" shaped seating)talked on the cordless phone to her friend

watching

 Russell SmithJames Russell Smithlt;russellat wangbardot co dotukgt;Kirriemuir, Scotland - Friday, January 26, 2007 at 11:51:31 (PST)When i was a kid in the late 60's, my dad and i were standing at the front door watching a thunderstorm

 It had a pale yellow color surrounding a white center and as it slowly passed through the window it had a light blue like wispy tail that followed it

As I continued to watch I suddenly noticed across the lake a bright white sphere about the size of a large grapefruit or softball

rain

Frances Slt;MystiqueFrost at yahoodot comgt;MI USA - Wednesday, October 17, 2007 at 07:14:00 (PDT)Hi I was driving up to my horse in kumeu today it started to rain just as I left my home when i were almost there the rain got heavier and small thunder storms were occuring

Frances  The parts grew smaller/dimmer as the distance increased, and simultaneously disappeared with a decaying crackling sound

disappeared

 My brother reports just seeing a bright flash and he was on the otherside of the fort, while I wason the side where the lightning has struck

brother

I walked out onto the balcony and witnessed a bright blue opaque ball with a bright orange/red centre travel straight down from the sky, proceeded along our balcony wall and vanished down towards the road below

 I held both my arms out of it's way as it came up to my body, turning itself seemingly inside out and moved upstairs

moved

minutes

slowly

 It was moving slowly, a ball, perhaps 6 m in diameter, the light a diamond brillinat light was eminatiting, I got on my feet and loooked directly into it as it hoovered about 2 feet from ground level, about 10 meters from where I was standing The light, though brillaint did not hurt my eyes, the entire area was cover in white to include my clothing, my fear had left completely as I stood before it for several minutes, fascinated and at ease

 I was so blinded that I couldn't tell which way the road traveled to escape and I had to walk until I "bumped" into the recently graded shoulders of the road and followed the shoulders until I walked far enough to regain my vision and find some kind of light

followed

 I don't know how big they were but it appeared as though they were within 200 feet of viewing distance

 Upon further examination of the area at a much later time,I discovered that there was a cleared power line right of way about 30 feet from the highway running parallel with the road

 I was standing in-between the dining room area and the living room when, out of the corner of my eye, I saw a flicker of light on my main living room wall

 I was unsure of what had happened and looked it up on the internet and from seeing pictures it looks exactly like ball lightening!! I am definatly sure it was

 I did a few steps aside and the ball hovered past me trough the outside door, it flew at eye altitude and made absolutly no noise

hovered

 The lightening was so close and so loud I just sat there trying to make sense of what I just had just witnessed

loud

 I immediately asked the women in from of me if she had seen the white ball of light, because I needed to know it wasn't just me

 The door to the 2nd floor screen porch was open, and in flew an electric blue, glowing orb about the size of a softball

 I sat up edged closer and watched it and saw that it was torus shaped with pointed at both ends snake like shapes going up the sides of the torus at 45 degree angle going over the top of torus and going down the inside of torus at a 45 still so that if one was on inside and one was on outside at same time they would have formed an x however they were spaced greater that that, took about three seconds for it to cross the outside of torus

 One time in particular I will never forget was when a bolt stuck our front yard and produced a "ball" about 3 feet in diameter

 Thought maybe a light could have burned the image into my eyes and I was just seeing things but I don't believe that's what happened because I saw it just as I turned the corner to go into his room

corner

 It was about the size of a basketball and only moving at walking pace

 I saw a bright glowing bluish white ball come through my wall but downwards from the ceiling at an angle

 I saw a large lightning strike hit the light standard outside my house, then I heard a large bang inside my house

 We looked over the wall and found the sphere hovering about 2ft above the road, it suddenly shot up and with speed travelled down the side of the building and seemed to disapere under the walkway

wall

Something that I later came to find strange was that it did not seem to throw any light onto other surfaces aither the shiny wooden shelf or the clock

 Suddenly, infront of my PC (lower towards the power button) a light blue ball of electricity appeared approximately the size of a kids soccer ball, almost totally spherical

 I thought I don't remember hearing any thunder

 The cloud was bright blue then the light was gone

lt;*****mtdiachok at aoldot com******gt;Fairfax, VA USA - Saturday, August 28, 2010 at 07:38:13 (PDT)Saturday, August 21, 2010, approximately 9:30 p

 It didn't move any direction other than what looked like very slowly turning or spinning

sitting

 USA - Sunday, July 18, 2010 at 10:24:15 (PDT)In about 1963 in the south of France near the Italian border, within sight of the Mediterranean, I was sitting alone in our living room one evening during a storm, my husband not yet having returned home; the house was quite high up, situated on a mountain ridge

Meditation and healing practices that induce vibrations have provided us the secrets ofresonance, which can induce several conformational changes in the patterns of consciousness

 The holographic model by Pribram suggests that the brain actslike a frequency analyser and filter, which allows the brain to use what it needs preventing anoverexposure which may be an event occurring at a cellular level (Pribram 1999)

 A healing prayer of anyreligion has always produced positive results which have been always linked to the supernatural,which may be a possibility, but hypothetically is induced via quantum computation at a cellularlevel

com479by the cell to perform its biochemical processes

83 Hz within the ionosphere cavity of the earth and therefore could be the source ofresonant vibrations that triggers of the progression of quantum generated consciousness withincells of all living beings

 The cell, its microtubules and proteins can beconsidered as a tuned system which consists of oscillators of identical resonant frequencieswherein if one oscillator starts emitting, the others get activated and because the coupling is idealthey will respond to the lowest signals and resonate

 Brain regions associatedwith attention and sensory processing were found to be thicker in persons who would meditatedaily in comparison to persons who would not, and the thickness of these areas increased withincreasing years of mediation practice (Lazar et al 2005)

 Direct effects of music in non-auditory cells inculture

 Consciousness or sentience are phenomenal characteristics of every celland even though we dont know the why we surely can predict and hypothesize the how ofconsciousness to be quantum computed, which enables the cell to understand and judgeperceptions giving it a prospect to behave as per will

 (2015)

 This behaviour has helpedthese organisms survive extreme conditions in the past as well as present, which also justifies thefact, that it may have helped their ancestors during the evolutionary process from unicellularityto multicellularity

regulation in the rate of reproduction based on availability of food, encapsulation, etc (Anderson1988) which are conscious activities driven by awareness

 (2010)

Resonance occurs when objects vibrate at their natural frequency or multiple natural frequenciestransferring energy to its adjacent objects so that they begin to vibrate at the same frequency

 Can these conscious events be quantumcomputed via resonant vibrations induced in microtubules present within the cytoplasm of theseorganisms?Sentience or consciousness can be hypothesised as a quantum computed event driven by themicrotubular proteins oscillating at similar frequencies that create a quantum resonant wave ofenergy driving the feeling of being aware

Klobukowski

Ayoub

Craddock TJA, Hameroff SR, Ayoub AT, Klobukowski M and Tuszynski JA

 For these Buddhist monks, the purpose of meditation is to free oneselffrom suffering and gain spiritual liberation which is the same reason for meditative practice inother religions (Davidson and Lutz 2008)

Cognition  Consciousness as Quantum Resonating Characteristics of a CellHuman based consciousness comprises of, what we see, hear, touch, taste, smell, feel, etc, whichis termed as phenomenal consciousness and this has led to a one-way thinking in determiningthe existence of true consciousness (Clark 2001)

Clark

 Evolutionary patterns of tubulin and tubulin-likeproteins of the cytoskeletal network of the cells have existed from the very beginning of life, andthough not comparable to the present forms, have given rise to similar structures by maintainingtheir purpose of existence (Pereira 2015)

com476Sound waves are the best sources of vibrations and exist as three classes, infrasound, audiblesound and ultrasound and their effects vary accordingly

Electrical oscillations have been measured in yeast cells during reproduction which was found tobe maximal during mitotic division (Pokorny et al 2001)

Pokorny

behavioural
 Pseudopodium is a highly definedenergy mediated structure formed in amoeba and supports behavioural responses associated withprocurement of food as well as exhibiting a choice for food

 Mechanical oscillations at the cellular scale

Schumann calculated the Earths-ionosphere cavity resonance frequency to be 7

 The role of the extrapersonal brain systems in religious activity

The relevance of quantum measurement theory in biology is based on the hypothesis that italready takes place within the cell and is responsible for consciousness and conscious drivenactivities

Carpenter

 The Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) predicts thatall conscious states are resonant states but not all resonant states are conscious states for it hasyet to be proven (Carpenter and Grossberg 2003)

Behavioural changes though observed externally are a cause of quantum restated activities withineach cell; it is a propagation or coherent flow of consciousness within a cell and the cells in asystem

 Ordered water on the microtubule surfaces and the internal hollowcore of the tubules have also been suggested to enhance transmissions through quantum basedoptical modes calculated by its Frohlich coherence

 Several studies were conducted, where people were shielded from thenaturally occurring Schumann resonance frequency, which resulted in disruption of circadianrhythms resulting in health effects such as migraine, headache and emotional stress which wasrestored when the subjects were re-exposed to this frequency (Persinger 2014)

 Meditation studies have been linked to anincreased activity in the prefrontal cortex of the brain which is associated several cognitive basedfunctions (Previc 2006)

 Electromagnetic activity of yeast cells in theM phase

 A living system may have many resonant frequencies due to theirdegrees of freedom, where each can vibrate as a harmonic oscillator supporting the progressionof vibrations as waves that moves as a ripple within the whole system

 (2013)

pdf ( Downloaded on 5thJuly 2015)

 Multi level memory switchingproperties of a single brain microtubule

Meditation is a process that self-regulates the body and mind and maybe associated withpsychological and neurophysiological alterations

 It is based on a signal that a simple unicellularorganism procures from the environment which can be compared to a firing potential of theneuron that creates a coordinated and synchronized pattern within the system

 Aconstructive pattern would result in an enhanced positive effect while a destructive pattern wouldresult in reduced negative effect

Benson
Dusek

McGarvey

Wasserman

Lazar SW, Kerr CE, Wasserman RH, Gray JR, Greve DN, Treadway MT, McGarvey M, Quinn BT,Dusek JA, Benson H, Rauch SL, Moore CI and Fischl B

Lazar

oscillators

 The phenomenon of resonance creates an increase in the extent of oscillations ofthe oscillators present within the living form e

 Electron tunnelling, exciton hopping, long-range classical and non-local quantum processes involving entanglement, superposition andquantum computation is possible within the cytoskeletal structures is due to the lattice-basedgeometries that exist within these structures (Hameroff 2013) and are triggered by the resonantwaves absorbed

Microtubules act as strong oscillating systems which amplify and filter out the signals generatinga conscious moment which terminates at the collapse of the wave function in space timegeometry (Hameroff and Penrose 2014)

 Vibrations as resonating waves creates interference patterns which may beconstructive if the frequencies are similar and destructive if the frequencies are not similar

 Qigong masters have enhanced or reduced biochemical ratesduring plant growth through their meditative practices which involves determining the positionand velocity of the trajectory of an object that needs to targeted via techniques that involvevibrations (Jahnke et al 2010)

clinical

 Microtubulequantum vibrations induced during clinical trials at megahertz frequencies using transcranialsounds have shown several therapeutic effects (Craddock 2015) which are similar to therapeuticeffects generated through meditative and healing practices like chanting and praying

 Based on the ORCH-OR theory (Hameroff andPenrose 2014), it can be hypothesized that every cell generates its own nonlocal quantumcoherence through quantum computing within cytoskeletal structures like the microtubules andthe evolution of these cytoskeletal structures suggests that they were present even in the mostsimplest form of primitive organisms (Pereira 2015)

food

 They also demonstrate the capabilityof differentiating between inorganic and organic food and can isolate an unknown object from anengulfed food particle (Parsons 1926; Mast and Hahnert 1935) which is demonstrates thedecision making capability of the organism

Parsons

microtubular

 microtubular proteins which are known to generate mechanical resonance at afrequency of 1510 MHz (Pizzi et al 2010)

 Cognition and consciousness have always beenlinked to the neural tissue or the brain which is collection of neural cells, but there is more inunderstanding conscious driven efforts by a single cell

 According to quantumphysics, there is no empty space between two objects; this vacuum is the Zero Point Field (ZPF)which propagates vibrations as forms of quantum fluctuations at specific frequencies (Puthoffand Little 2010)

com473ExplorationQuantum Resonance  ConsciousnessContzen Pereira*AbstractResonance can trigger of a series of quantum events and therefore induce several changes relatedto consciousness at micro as well as macro level within a living system

Lutz

Davidson RJ and Lutz A

Hefti

Rumpf

Feth

Jones H, Feth L, Rumpf D, Hefti A, Mariotti A

 Vibrations from the external environment can enhance thequantum processes within the cytoskeletal network of the cell, which generates energy utilizedJournal of Consciousness Exploration  Research| August 2015 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | pp

Jahnke R

Jahnke R, Larkey L, Rogers C, Etnier J and Lin F

Jahnke

 proteins (Julicher 2001)

 A cell as an organism orcells in multicellular organisms act as resonating bodies that trigger of oscillation of oscillatoryproteins of the cytoskeletal network

 (2012)

 Adaptivecooperative behaviours observed in primitive organisms e

Levitin

 Dopaminergic neurons that originate in the VTA regiondirected to the NAc and forebrain regions associated with rewarding stimuli have been activatedwith vibrations generated through music (Chanda and Levitin 2013)

 Amoeba has no structures for reception of stimulibut the protoplasm is aware and responds to a stimulus, which gives it the ability to perceive andrecognize its own kind and engage in cooperative behaviour

com474process which may result in a positive effect due to focused attention

Meditation induces hypothetical quantum dipole oscillations which regulate proteinconformational changes by quantum computation such as electron tunnelling, delocalization andsuperpositioning within the microtubules

GoldsteinCasey N

Tuszynski

Craddock TJA, Tuszynski JA, Chopra D, Casey N, Goldstein LE, Hameroff SR and Tanzi RE

 Similarly, the Phase Conjugate AdaptiveResonance (PCAR) theory, proposes this form of resonance that occurs in living forms createdthrough the processes of quantum entanglement and which results in an instantaneous exchangeof information (Mitchell and Staretz 2011)

 Quantum coherence in microtubules: A neural basis for emergent consciousness?Journal of Consciousness Studies, 1 (1):91-118Hameroff S and Penrose R

pdf (Downloaded on 1st July 2015)

Bhattacharya AB and Raha B

Resonance occurs when an object is vibrated at its natural frequency or naturally occurringfrequencies

com475summation of electromagnetic vibrations within the cells that can produce healing effects withintissues and poorly functioning cells (Barnes 2015)

At a macro level the whole body or object feels the presence of consciousness or encounters thefeeling of awareness which hypothetically originates at a micro level via quantum processingwithin the microtubules of the cells

neurons

 Pulsed transcranialultrasound has been shown to improve memory functioning in Alzheimers mice by the break-down of amyloid plaques which may help to boost the weakened cemi-field within the neuronsor the microtubules within the neurons (Craddock et al 2012)

Craddock

 It is a cognitive process thatinduces relaxation, regulates attention and develops an attitude of detachment from ones ownthoughts (Newberg et al 2010)

 Mediation can result in major changes inconsciousness which have been observed in people in the state of trance, self-hypnosis andmystical states (Holroyd 2003)

Holroyd

Journal of Consciousness Exploration  Research| August 2015 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | pp

Understanding Meditation  Religion via ResonanceThe universe comprises of things which have known frequencies or more than one frequency

 We are all part of a universe that demonstrates harmonicresonance, which includes the smallest wave-like vibrations that can be generated via thesmallest particles of matter to larger orbital resonances that emerge from the galaxies and starsoscillating at specific frequencies

 Cellular resonances have been detected in a wide range of cell types, including bacteria,yeast, algae, avian and mammalian cells (Pohl and Pollock 1986)

Pohl

 Healers or people praying for others initiate a non-local resonance process with objectsof their focussed attention which has direct effects at a cellular level

 Alzheimersdisease is caused due to cognitive dysfunctioning, and its main cause is the disruption of themicrotubular Tau protein (Kolarova et al 2012) which confirms that microtubules act aspropagators for consciousness and cognition

Kolarova

 Yeast cells demonstrated a 12% increase in growth rate and 14% reduction in biomassproduction with a significant difference in the metabolite profiles on exposure to different soundfrequencies, confirming the enhancing effect of these vibrations at a cellular level (Aggio et al2012)

Contzen Pereira

 Similarly, when people pray for others they initiate a non-local resonance*Correspondence: Contzen Pereira, Independent Researcher, India

 The technique of healing is a best example of resonance, where healers focus ontheir subjects to create a resonance interference pattern resulting in a healing effect, attributed tothe supernatural

 Induced vibrations atdifferent frequencies have helped enhance this activity at cellular and multicellular level with themechanism of its action similar to the processing of a quantum based computer

com477developing organisms are shaped by resonating fields which contain the form and shape of theorganism, with each species having its own field and several fields collaborating and interferingin a multicellular organism like humans or a colony like the ones found in bacteria (Sheldrake1992)

meditative

 Therapeutic effects havebeen observed in several religious meditative and healing practices, which use resonance in theform of chanting and prayers

 What about unicellular organisms? Do they meditate? Unicellular organisms or sentientorganisms follow an involuntary cycle that helps them resonate with their surroundings togenerate energy via quantum processing within the microtubules making them aware of theirsurroundings

Khalsa

Waldman MR

Newberg AB, Wintering N, Waldman MR, Amen D, Khalsa DS, Alavi A

Newberg

Chanda ML and Levitin DJ

Chanda

 At vibrations of 261 Hz altered growthin human gingival fibroblast cells was observed by Jones and team, which showed on increasedand decreased rate of proliferation based on the amplitude and exposure time (Jones et al 2000)

Jones

 Meditation and chanting is an art of managingones own vibrations at a cellular level, which is not produced directly but is derived by aJournal of Consciousness Exploration  Research| August 2015 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | pp

 Bacteria are small but not stupid: cognition, natural genetic engineering and socio-bacteriology

A cell as an organism or cells in multicellular organisms act as resonating bodies that oscillatetrigger a flow of vibrations through the whole system, mediated by the oscillatory proteins of thecytoskeletal network

 Understanding and reasoning forms thebasis for intelligence in many unicellular organisms which survive, based on the ability toperform cognitive functions without the presence of a neural system (Shapiro 2007)

Shapiro

 A quantum phenomenon operates at macroas well as micro level which support the communication and signalling processes that exist in acell

 The resulting protein conformational changes generate aconscious moment that is regulated via electron tunneling, delocalization and superposition inspace time geometry

 The experience is an altered sense of space-time withclosure of self and a unified sense of relationship with all that exists through the balance of theresonating frequencies between the cells, the body, the earth and the universe (Mitchell andStaretz 2011)

Mitchell

microtubule

Does resonance play a role in cognition and does it support consciousness at cellular ormulticellular level? Consciousness generated through quantum computing by means of theORCH-OR model suggests microtubule vibrations that resonate within the tubules to generate astream of consciousness (Hameroff and Penrose 2014)

Hameroff

 Awareness orbeing conscious holds the key to survival and is displayed by all living beings

oscillate

 If a tuning fork designed to produce a specific frequency is subjected to oscillate and isbrought into the vicinity of another tuning fork of the same frequency it will begin to oscillate,this is known as resonant entrainment which can also be applied to biological systems whereincells oscillating at a particular frequency can oscillate neighbouring cells at the same frequencygenerating a quantum-based conscious or cognitive effect

 Sheldrakes theory of Hypothesis of Formative Causation explains thisconcept, utilizing resonance as his model in a developing organism

 Animalswithout auditory features, identify complex sounds by segregating them into their constituentfrequencies which is a feature achieved by vertebrates through selective tuning ofmechanosensory hair cells

 Vibrations travel in the form of waves and can interact at any given point of time inthe universe and so is the possibility of it being absorbed within a living system

 Consciousness generated through quantum basedprinciples is thus governed by the vibratory patterns of the universe and the particles that createthe magic of being aware

 Several changes andstimulation effects at different frequencies of vibrations generated by means of sound waveshave been noted in plant cells (Hassanien et al 2014)

83Hz, which isknown as the Schumann resonance, and which is also the frequency by which our biologicalsystem is tuned to earth

Carpenter GA and Grossberg S

Grossberg

Cultured human breast cancer cell line MCF7 showed an alteration in cellular morpho-functionalparameters such as cell size and cell granularity when exposed to music generated resonantvibrations conforming to the direct interference of these vibrations with hormonal bindingprocesses that could modulate physiological and pathophysiological processes within these cells(Lestard et al 2013)

com480Quantum resonance is a phenomenon; a hypothesis that is driven by another vibrating system oran external force which oscillates a damped oscillating system at preferred frequencies andtriggers of a series of quantum events as a form of energy transfer at a cellular level

Resonance occurs when a damped oscillating system such as a cell is subjected to frequencysimilar to the oscillation of the system which results in accumulation of energy within theoscillators e

phenomenal

 Consciousness and cognition are phenomenal characteristics of every cell andeven though we dont know the why we surely can predict and hypothesize the how ofconsciousness as quantum mediated, which enables the cell to understand and judge perceptionsgiving it a prospect to behave as per will

computing

 Theseorganisms manage these cognitive functions via quantum computing in the microtubules presentin the cytoplasm which is the same in microorganisms with the FtZ type of tubulin proteins(Pereira 2015) Cooperative spinning in suspended cells has been observed in yeast cells,erythrocytes and protoplasts at 30  40, 20  40, 80  100 and 140  180 Hz which has beendemonstrated in a Frohlich model, where an assembly of randomly oscillating, lightly coupledsimilar dipoles, cooperate if the chemical input power exceeds a certain level (Cifra et al 2011)

 Cognitive smartness andintelligence in these organisms, supports social behaviours related to learning, memory,anticipation and risk management (Gregor et al

Gregor

mediated

tubulin

Theoretical quantum biophysics and computer based simulations have been used to analyzequantum coherence within the tryptophan rings of the tubulin molecules present in themicrotubules which use quantum dipole coupling among the tryptophan generated resonanceclouds mediated by exciton hopping or Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) across thetubulin protein lattice (Di Mao et al 2014)

Forster

cytoskeletal

cytoplasm

absorbed

 Butdo cells in a living system resonate? Resonating waves of different frequencies and wavelengthscan be absorbed as a mix within the cell, which may lose their energy due to the damping effectof the water-based cytoplasm resulting in reduced frequencies triggering off a cascade ofquantum events within the cytoskeletal protein network of the cells

 Quantumgenerated resonance processed through electron tunnelling and super positioning of phonons orphotons results in conformational changes in proteins within the cytoskeleton network of cells; aconscious event gets generated

 A living system may have many resonant frequencies due to the degrees offreedom where each can vibrate as a harmonic oscillator which supports the progression of thevibrations as waves bringing about a ripple effect within the whole system

Electromagnetic impulses of apt frequencies can produce resonance at cellular levels and maystimulate a variety of functions within the cells that may have propounding effects visible at theexterior

cytoskeleton

Even though meditation is induced, it is known to create an enhanced effect within the systemthat can be correlated to enhanced quantum computation occurring within the microtubules ofthe cytoskeleton at a cellular level

awareness

Meditators, healers, religious, mystics and natural psychics routinely use the technique ofresonance, by focusing attention on physical objects and icons by allowing intuitive perceptionsto enter a state of conscious awareness

 Resonance triggers off quantum based eventsat vibrations of gigahertz, megahertz and kilohertz frequencies that have been found in isolatedmicrotubules termed as the Bandyopadhyay Coherence (Sahu et al 2013)

Bandyopadhyay

behaviours

 Adaptive cooperative behaviours observed in microorganisms are more of a groupmeditation, wherein microorganisms resonate within their colonies

ability

aware

 The flow of consciousness can enhance cognitivefeatures in unicellular and multicellular living forms giving them the ability to survive andbecome aware of their environment

Fiorentini

Strini G

Pizzi R

Pizzi R, Strini G, Fiorentini S, Pappalardo V and Pregnolato M

Pizzi

A living form is made up of water and therefore is a damped oscillating system, where waterbrings about a damping effect by reducing the energy carrying capacity of the resonating waves(Jenkins 2011)

Jenkins

 Biophysics suggests that our biological systems are tuned intothe background frequency of our planet via the Schumann Resonance which occurs at a steadypulse of 7

 This is an involuntary process which has beenin existence since the creation of life but can be enhanced through religious or non religiousmeditative techniques

 Resonant vibrations in megahertz andkilohertz frequencies have been recorded within single microtubules and bundled microtubulesinside the neural cells which correlate well with the quantum computed process of the ORCH-OR model (Pitkanen 2014)

 Whether unicellular ormulticellular, we all depend on our past experiences and its observations and use this for severalactions that need to be performed in our day to day life, which is managed by the consciousdecisions that we take, which may be new or retrieved from memory

 (2009)

 The brain works on electrical activity which exists in the form ofbrainwaves ranging from high amplitude, lower frequency delta waves to low amplitude, higherfrequency beta waves (Zhuang et al 2009)

 This kind ofintelligence cannot be compared to the intelligence observed in higher organisms, but does showsome overlap in areas of mental activity, memory and learning (Westerhoff et al

 EEG recordings of skilled Buddhist monks with years of training haveshown a significant rise in gamma wave activity in the 80  120 Hz range while this effect waslower in new meditators

IntroductionResonance is a phenomenon that occurs when a given system is driven by another vibratingsystem or external force to oscillate with greater amplitude at a specific preferential frequency(Wikipedia)

 Experiments have provided a confirmationthat these resonant based experiences are not illusionary or imaginary, but occur through a formof interconnectedness created by resonating frequencies inside and outside the living system(Cambray 2009)

 In deep meditative states, theoscillators bring about a creation of standing wave within the body, which is the natural vibrationfrequency of the body that gets amplified due to the presence of a same frequency vibration fromanother body which may be living or non-living

This process occurs at a macro as well as a micro level and is the main driver for consciousness

microtubules

 Quantum superpositions was first suggested byPenrose who demonstrated this feature by his quantum gravity objective reduction processwhich was confirmed to be computed in microtubules that collapse or reduce by an objectivefactor related to quantum gravity (Penrose 1996)

wherein

 Over time meditation produces permanentchanges in the state of the brain in relation to consciousness wherein higher level in activity ofthe frontal cortices have been observed in regular meditators

 Simplest to the mostcomplex organisms are interconnected using information obtained by nonlocal quantumcoherence (Josephson and Pallikari-Viras 1991)

Josephson

 Resonant vibrations generated throughmusic are known to affect mood and emotions, which has been mainly focussed on the brain andits cells and not on cellular metabolism, which may be the case in organisms with non-auditoryapparatus

 (2001)

music

regions

 Vibrations through music therapy have also been associated with the NAcactivation and ventral tegmental area (VTA) regions of the brain which regulate autonomic,emotional and cognitive functions

 Conscious states are therefore resonant states that trigger learning andcognitive representations in all living organisms and which helps us in our daily lives, work,rewards and losses

 Archae, has helped these organismssurvive in the past as well as present, which also justifies the fact, that quantum consciousnessJournal of Consciousness Exploration  Research| August 2015 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | pp

com478and cognition may have been the cause of evolution and differentiation or may have been thereason for a shift from unicellularity to multicellularity (Pereira 2015)

Pereira

Raha

Modern science claims that biological systems are too warm, wet and noisy for quantumprocesses to occur with the major problem being decoherence that has been discounted based onthe evidences of molecules to harness heat and energy that promote quantum states rather thandecoherence (Bhattacharya and Raha 2013)

Bhattacharya

Resonance at Cellular LevelVibrations as resonating waves of different frequencies found all around us and some of thesevibrations occur at frequencies which may not be perceivable, but interact with our bodies

cognitive

Unicellular eukaryotes such as amoeba and paramecia exhibit complex cognitive capabilities likecooperation, learning, feeding and escaping without the presence of neural tissues

research|

cognition

 Quantum based models such as the ORCH-OR theory when applied at cellular level hashelped sort the how of consciousness and cognition which may not be wholly related to neuralcells but definitely influences the biological cellular network through resonance

Similar to some of the examples Sir Edmund Whittaker ispresenting in his book, this aether substance is elastic andcan support transverse as well as longitudinal waves

complete

Since the boson require two full moments to complete oneperiod of oscillation but the fermion need only one, thismeasure will display a systematic difference between theperiods of the possible modes of oscillation that allow themto stay in resonance with the bulk oscillations

As a consequence they will spend a larger part of theoscillating cycle, the moment, just accelerating

In that case, where are the longitudinal waves?They should whisk past us at speeds faster then light if ourtheories regarding elasticity are correct

These directed parts of the fermion oscillations correspondto the dynamic record in (5) and (6), above

As a result the original amount of energy contained in thewhole of the wave front will be conserved and directed intoevenly spread discrete corridors, each guiding a train oftransverse oscillations

The relative character of the yardstick funny enough alsomakes it absolute to the user inside the universe, since hecannot detect variations to the amplitude of the bulk aetheroscillations

As you can see, this picture does not include, nor does itallow for any past or future time

The faster objects will cause larger extra compression tothe aether substance

This oscillation between compression and rarefaction hassome basic consequences:1

Except for the last wave, which carries the balance in thetrain of oscillations, all other waves will carry an equalpart of the original amount of oscillatory energy beingdispersed from the center

If that is the case, then what would the consequences be?Trying to figure out an answer I eventually discovered thatmost of our present knowledge about the universe fits wellwithin the dynamics of an elastic aether

However, evidence shows that light is a wave phenomenon ofsome kind, and because waves need something in which towave, the intuitive picture provided by the aether ideahas prompted many a crank to keep searching for a way pastall the obstacles

 The properties ofthis aether are in other words mainly the same as those onefinds in any ordinary elastic solid

However, the dynamic record, (2 and 5) above, will differbetween those moving at high speed and those moving atslower speed

There certainly remain other insights to arrive at, besidesthose that I am going to describe here, but for a start,this is how I see things:The universe we live in has only one component

Similar to the oscillations of the fermion itself thiscomponent of directed oscillations is also in a state ofresonance with the universal bulk oscillations

Long ago the philosopher Aristotle had ideas about time

As a consequence we cannot measure the rapid oscillation ofthe three dimensions by observing the aether directly

The stretching will cause all other oscillations arriving inthis area to accelerate by sliding along with thestretching substance in the direction towards the focus

compressed

As a consequence the aether substance will be a littleextra compressed in the direction of movement

This is the mechanism behind bosons, including the photonsand all other electromagnetic waves

 The fabric of the aether hasto remain open to speculation, and the same goes for themechanism behind the elastic properties

This type of aether can then account for all known effectsprecisely because it is still able to support longitudinalas well as transverse waves

In other words, it is not the universe that is expanding butrather you and me who are shrinking!However, its hard to tell the difference, isnt it?[Back to top] 2014Bo NybergTemplate designed byDavid MillerBackground starfielddesigned byBackground Labslt;div  class="statcounter"gt;lt;a  title="free web stats"  href="http://statcounter

On the other hand, if it could be shown that a mechanismexists that would permit light waves to be longitudinal,still accounting for the polarization of light, then theaether could be of the ideal-gas type and we would not haveto worry about transverse waves at all

The circular edges to this type of longitudinal oscillationwill induce transverse waves in the surroundingelastic-solid substance

bosons

This difference between fermions and bosons with respect tothe possible modes of oscillation was discovered long ago

It simply states that everything in the universe occupy thesame moment

Being longitudinal spherical oscillations the half spherepointing backwards from the line of transit will serve as acannonball shackled by a chain to the leg of a convict

 The extra volume added to the volume of the compressedaether as it oscillates towards rarefaction accounts for thescale

The very latest popular account of the professional ideasabout space and time by the respected American physicistBrian Greene, also author of The Elegant Universe, istitled The Fabric of Cosmos  Space, Time, and the Textureof Reality

Because of their resonance with the bulk oscillations of theuniverse, the period of the fermions and the bosons mustshow as a measure that is relative to these basicoscillations

The vibrating cycle of the transverse waves will have thesame duration as the forced excess compression during thefull compression-rarefaction-compression cycle, that is,including the following recoil it will require two momentsfor a full cycle

focus

The difference is that these oscillations will vary in sizebetween the largest amplitude in the focus of the wave and azero at the border to the unaffected, surrounding aether

The certain conditions:To account for the presence of a scale and of time in theelastic-solid aether universe, the aether must sometime inthe past have become subjected to a cataclysmic event

Due to this, difficulties arise to identify what type ofaether it may be that is hosting our universe if, indeed,the aether exist at all

QE is a try to make sense out of time, quantum effects andtheir relation to relativity and gravitation

 The full period of oscillation betweencompression-rarefaction-compression corresponds to theduration of the present moment, what we call time

They will wind up in a state of resonance with the bulkcompression-rarefaction-compression cycle, and thisresonance will keep them going for as long as the bulkoscillation cycle may continue

Essentially, but not exclusively, the problems relate tothe fact that longitudinal and transverse waves move atdifferent speed in the elastic-solid type of aether and thatthe ideal-gas type of aether cannot support transverse wavesat all

This is provided by the elasticity of the substance duringthe oscillating cycle

Absolute SimultaneityThe Higgs FieldThe Change StreamThe Dynamic PresentDiscontinuous TimeQuantum AetherTid och EterLinks  DownloadsToggle MenuQuantum AetherHere is another account of the way time and otherprocesses in our universe could work

The classic aether concept was however deserted bymainstream physics about 100 years ago

In my view time is as much a consequence of what made auniverse out of this lump of aether as is the scale that wasintroduced in the same process

Because the accelerating activity persists in the samedirection throughout the duration of the full cycle of bulkoscillation of the aether, this altering of the extracompression will continue for a corresponding time, that is,for a complete universal moment

Due to this, the aether substance within reach will bestretched in the direction of the focus

 I choose to quit at this point simplybecause I think I have covered enough parts of physics toshow that the aether concept is viable and would help toexplain things in much the same way as the idea about thequarks

However, the compression-rarefaction-compression cycle ofthe universal bulk oscillations will not allow this

Exploring the different possibilities took some time, butin 1998 I realized that the problem with the fastlongitudinal waves in the elastic-solid type of aether wouldunder certain conditions simply disappear

With regard as to how the aether substance is composed, whatmakes it elastic; I do not think that we are able to specifythat

During these very brief moments the aether is only able tohandle, or record events as under (2) above, to thelimit provided by the unknown elastic properties of theaether substance

Because the past is something that no longer exists, thepresent has yet to come and so does not yet exist we have aparadox; a limit between two entities that does not existshould also not exist

So, to summarize, in QE, the proposed aether is just athree-dimensional elastic-solid substance that is completelyfeature-less and inherently inert with unknown elasticconstants, composition and size

 This is because movingobjects all must experience the same number of moments evenif they are moving with different speed

 Insteadthe component of bulk oscillation acting in the direction ofthe tangent to the wave-front will serve to split the waveat intervals along the perimeter

 The compression-rarefaction-compression cycle takes careof the problem with longitudinal waves in a simple way

To some effect the principle of simultaneity reinstatesNewtons universe, but it also reduces time-dependent eventsto become a dynamic phenomenon that is a consequence of theelastic properties of the aether

These vibrations eventually settled down to a state ofsomewhat damped simple harmonic oscillations betweencompression and rarefaction in the way of longitudinal bulkdisplacements like very large standing sound waves in theelastic-solid

extra

As may be understood this extra volume will be evenlydistributed in the substance as the aether radius grows, andmay thus serve as a yardstick

The direction and magnitude of this induced extracompression will serve to allow the object an early startin the correct direction as the cycle ofcompression-rarefaction-compression continues the nextmoment, and the next, and the next

They are still able to move, but the speed they are allowedis dictated by the bulk oscillations rather then by theproperties of the elastic-solid

If Aristotle was right about the past and the future, thenthe present moment is the only time that exists and allphysical theories must obey a general principle that couldwell be called The principle of simultaneity

What actually happened to start the oscillations is beyondme, but the result is that the substance of theelastic-solid due to its unknown but elastic properties hasstayed oscillating in this pulsating way ever since theevent occurred

It turns out that any longitudinal wave will become astanding longitudinal wave when it tries to oscillate inthis already oscillating environment

None the less, a mechanism must exist to record the eventsof a present moment in order for the aether substance toknow how future moments should behave

This will reduce the part of the universal moment left tothe faster object to interact with co-moving objects likethe internals of a clock or the chemical reactions of aliving body, or, for that matter, atomic level reactions

Now, if Aristotle is correct about the past and the futurein the sense that they do not exist, but wrong in hisderived assumption about the non-existence of the present,the next question is; how long is the present, and how wide?The mechanics of QE propose that the present moment is aswide as the universe and reoccurring elastically

This has the effect to keep them at speeds that mayapproach, but never reach the speed of light in thesubstance

This is the speed of light in the aether substance

regarding

By regarding the speed of light constant to all frames ofreference Einstein was able to predict effects that werenovel to physics and which were soon to be confirmed

Perhaps so big that the part of the universe we live incould consist of just one of these oscillating sound-waves

oscillates

A moving object will be subject to acceleration as theaether oscillates from compression to rarefaction

The waves will spread at whatever speed the unknown elasticproperties of the aether allow

A larger number of moments will thus be required to completeany specific reaction in the faster object

moments

 The longitudinal oscillation of a fermion is a state ofoscillation of a local area of the aether substance itself

elastic-solid

The reason we have a problem with the different speeds oflongitudinal and transverse waves is because if light is atransverse wave as the polarization of light seem to imply,then the aether has to be the elastic-solid type that cansupport transverse waves

 The standing longitudinal wave of a fermion will causethe aether substance to compress-rarefy-compress again at amuch smaller scale but to some extent in the same way as thebulk oscillation cycle does

However, the longitudinal oscillation of the resonatingfermions and the transverse electromagnetic oscillations ofthe bosons are not hidden from detection

Finding out the size of this yardstick is a different storybecause we have no idea about the size of the compressedaether ball, nor do we know how much volume is being addedas a result of the rarefaction when the aether radius grows

As the transverse circular wave spread away from the pointof origin it would be expected to drop in amplitude due tothe circular growth

In the spirit of Einstein, time has been viewed as thefourth dimension

As the waves spread outward each oscillation of the wavesalso carries away energy from the longitudinal oscillationsat the center, which for this reason eventually will calmdown and die

When the acceleration works the other way as the aetheroscillates from rarefaction to compression, the movingobject will be braked by the aether in the line of transituntil the oscillating cycle moves into the rarefaction phaseagain

However, by measuring everything with the yardstick providedthis way the interesting effect will be that to an observeroutside the universe, all distances will seem to grow by thesquare as the aether oscillate from compression torarefaction

rarefaction

The rarefaction recoil that follows when the fermion leavesthe area at the new speed acquired will be of the sameduration, a complete universal moment

missing

This principle provides the missing link between quantumphysics and relativity and alongside with the constancy ofthe speed of light it describes another fundamental propertyof our universe

bulk

 The universal bulk oscillations are hidden to us becausewe, as well as our yardstick participate in theoscillations

 The existence of a universal moment in QE brings backNewtons absolute time in a way

With the addition of our tendency to take time for grantedand our way of regarding the past and the future asoccasions in the fourth dimension, possible to visit if youonly know how, confusion about reality, and time, isunavoidable

As a result the aether idea was rejected and reduced tocrank status

crank

Any activity that causes the fermion to accelerate to ahigher or a lower speed, or to alter the direction ittravels will however produce more or reduce the existingextra longitudinal compression in the surroundingelastic-solid aether substance as a reaction to the inducedacceleration

This happened partly because experiments by Michelson-Morleyand others had failed to detect the relative difference inthe speed of light that according to the classic aethertheories would exist due to the earths own movement as shepassed through the aether on her way around the sun

It is due to the simultaneous pace at which this change inthe universal pressure occurs over the whole of thestanding wave that we have the principle of simultaneity

oscillation

In other words, this oscillation, which is essentiallylongitudinal and circular but not spherical, will need twomoments to complete a full cycle and will be left behind asthe fermion move on into the next moment

 The samples, in the presence of an applied magnetic field, were cooled below their superconducting transition temperature

 It is due to quantum vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field

electrogravitics

 Research, based upon Thomas Townsend Brown's hypotheses, includes the idea that electrogravitics could be used as a means of propulsion for aircraft and spacecraft

Robert Ochsenfeld

 The German physicists Walther Meissner and Robert Ochsenfeld discovered the phenomenon in 1933 by measuring the magnetic field distribution outside superconducting tin and lead samples

Walther Meissner

 The ionocraft forms part of the EHD thruster family, but is a special case in which the ionisation and accelerating stages are combined into a single stage

 The first publicly demonstrated tethered model was developed by Major De Seversky in the form of an Ionocraft, a single stage EHD thruster, in which the thruster lifts itself by propelling air downwards

 In its basic form, it simply consists of two parallel conductive electrodes, one in the form of a fine wire and another which may be formed of either a wire grid, tubes or foil skirts with a smooth round surface

 Unlike related propulsion devices, they need a fluid for their operation and cannot operate in space or vacuum

thruster

 Unlike the ionocraft, within an EHD thruster, the air gap in its second stage is not restricted or related to the Corona discharge voltage of its ionising stage

 The principle of ionic (air) propulsion with corona-generated charged particles has been known since the earliest days of the discovery of electricity, with references dating back to year 1709 in a book titled Physico-Mechanical Experiments on Various Subjects by Francis Hauksbee

Francis Hauksbee

 The aircraft uses electrodes on its undercarriage in order to ionize air, and it then propels the resultant plasma using electromagnets

AnEHD (electrohydrodynamic) thrusteris a propulsion device based on ionic fluid propulsion, that works without moving parts, using only electrical energy

 "It's similar in form to the magnetic field produced by a spinning ball of charge"

 De Seversky contributed much to its basic physics and its construction variations during the year 1960 and has in fact patented his device U

De Seversky

 Electrokinetics is a term used by Thomas Townsend Brown for the electrically generated propulsive force

 The main advantage of this process is that it directly converts electric energy into kinetic energy without involving moving mechanical parts

 The DBD plasma actuator consists of two electrodes separated by a dielectric barrier

 The use of this electrogravitic propulsion effect was further explored during the publicized era of gravity control propulsion research, which included the United States gravity control propulsion initiative

electrogravitic

 Therefore, the plasma actuator can be thought of as imposing a localized body force to the surrounding air
 When a high voltage alternating current is applied, the air close to the exposed electrode is ionized

Anionocraft or ion-propelled aircraft, commonly known as a lifter or hexalifter, is an electrohydrodynamic (EHD) device (utilizing an electrical phenomenon known as the BiefeldBrown effect) to produce thrust in the air, without requiring any combustion or moving parts

close

 The aim of using this electric wind is in most cases to accelerate the airflow tangentially and very close to the actuator's surface in order to modify the local airflow profile

 Brown's disks, for example, used an "asymmetrical" capacitor, sketches of which can be found in the literature pertaining to the BiefeldBrown effect

 They detected this effect only indirectly; because the magnetic flux is conserved by a superconductor, when the interior field decreased, the exterior field increased

TheMeissner effectis an expulsion of a magnetic field from a superconductor during its transition to the superconducting state

Gravitoelectromagnetism, abbreviated GEM, refers to a set of formal analogies between the equations for electromagnetism and relativistic gravitation; specifically: between Maxwell's field equations and an approximation, valid under certain conditions, to the Einstein field equations for general relativity

 By exploring the main physical principles underlying the science of zero-point energy,certain modalities for energy conversion achieve prominence while others are regarded as lesspractical

Furthermore, the most important Casimir force research relating to Pintos invention may be theanalysis of a vibrating cavity

 In the meantime, Einstein hadpublished his fluctuation formula which describes the energy fluctuations of thermal radiation

In Figure 33, the effect of squeezing can be seen in thefundamental cavity mode n = 0 where the emission of photons isalmost double that allowed by the Planck radiation law Equation(9), where there are quantized field modes

186With that introduction to resonance with the deuteron, it should be mentioned that it is also anadvantageous oscillator since the binding energy of Eb= 2

 Another purpose is to lookat the feasibility of various energy conversion methods that are realistically available to modernengineering, including emerging nanotechnology, for the possible use of zero-point energy

14Since resonant wavelength isclassically determined by length or particle diameter, we can use the Planck length as the wavelength ?in the standard equation relating wavelength and frequency,c = f ? = ?c? /2p (8)and solving for ?cto find the Planck cutoff frequency ?c 1043Hz

 present an understanding as to why force and acceleration should be related, oreven for that matter, what is mass

 Energy output is calculated by the total scatteringcross section s

150Dividing this as before by the actual cross sectionalarea yields only 6 x 10-5loss of power or ten timesbetter than the dielectric scattering cross section

60This expression of Equation (1) is not the standard form thatHeisenberg used for the uncertainty principle, however

 The diameter (= 2R) of the sphereis most often considered to resonate with the fundamental wavelength of interest but a factor of twomay not be significant in every case

69Casimir not only predicted the presence of such a force but also explained why van derWaals forces dropped off unexpectedly at long range separation between atoms

36Figure 20  molecular pictureFigure 19  nanoboxesFor the consideration of ? lt; R the scattering profile seen in Figure 18 would still apply becausequantum mechanical effects become important only when hf  mc2

Referring to the inertia relationship to zero-point energy, Haisch et al

 (26)The de Broglie requirement of quantum mechanics, postulated in 1924,179thus affects the possibilitiesfor energy generation for the Mead patented design

 Lamb Shift: A shift (increase) in the energy levels of an atom, regarded as a Stark effect, due tothe presence of the zero-point field

 When the parton is in motion, it accelerates as it oscillates about its point ofequilibrium, emitting radiation at the frequency of oscillations

 Because the beatingphenomena, which only doubles the amplitude, will notbe significant in this regime, individual spheresconstructed adjacent to a micron-sized PV converter,may be preferable, as seen in Figure 14 from the patent

 We now know that the vacuum field is infact formally necessary for the stability of atoms in quantum theory

191The coupling term for theatomic electron in the Hamiltonian is (e2/2mc2)A2where A is the vector potential and the parentheticalmodifier is familiar from Equation (27) as half of the classical electron radius

 Then, one should analyze the beat frequency produced by the interaction of the two29resonant waves, as well as the effect of separation distance of the two spheres on the beat frequency

192Besides theground state contribution, called the Lamb shift, it is true that every other electron level is also shiftedupwards from vacuum flux energy or virtual particles

148The total scattering cross section of a dielectricsphere for ? gt; R is,s = ? 8p b4R6(18)where wave number b = ? / c = 2p /?

 Thus, the highest visiblefrequency (blue color) has a much larger scattering cross section and consequently, a strongerinteraction with air molecules, including a wide scattering angle

17CHAPTER 2 - Review of Related LiteratureHistorical PerspectivesReviewing the literature for zero-point energy necessarily starts with the historical developmentsof its discovery

 Zitterbewegung: An oscillatory motion of an electron, exhibited mainly when it penetrates avoltage potential, with frequency greater than 1021Hertz

7 x10-27kg) in the Einstein equation for mass-energy, to find the energy equivalent of the femtospheresmass:E = mc2= 1

 In 1969 Feynman proposed the parton model of the nucleon, which is reminiscent of amodel of the electron which was extant in the late 19thand early 20thcenturies: The nucleon wasassumed to consist of extremely small particlesthe partonswhich fill the entire space within anucleon

 It is expected that electron charge clusterslike Cooperpairs or bigger boson charge bundles can offer a substantially enhanced vacuum activity in theirvicinity
133The report, summarized in the patent, utilizes spherical Bessel functions tosolve two pairs of inhomogeneous equations for the components of radiation scattering from a dielectricsphere

184Recalling that the beat frequency design of the Mead patent is simply a means to downshift theradiated frequency, it is also possible to use the standard electrical engineering approach instead

 As the membrane reaches its lowest positionin the engine cycle with minimum SAposition, cavity QED dictates that since the atomic transitionfrequency will then be lower than the resonant frequency of the cavity, the force will be attractive,48Fig

What is a Feasibility Study?A feasibility study is a complete examination of the practicability of a specific invention, project,phenomena, or process

 This x valuecan then be placed into the minimum energy SHO equation where the potential energy is set equal tothe kinetic energy

 Considering thepreviously mentioned advantage of using conducting spheresof the micron size, the analysis is alsomore straightforward

 Alsogeneralized to represent the rapid oscillations associated with zero-point energy

 A general benefit of the ubiquitous zero-Figure 12  FRHO graph31()3340323oeV/mf103c2p???-==hpoint electromagnetic radiation in regards to scattering is that with all of the spheres, no shadow ortransition regions need to be considered

It should be emphasized that the same two s limits discussed above, 2pR2and4pR2, for smallwavelengths (? lt;gt;R) respectively, are also derived in quantum35mechanics using the method of partial waves for scattering of wave packets by a perfectly rigid sphereand thus will also be applied in the further sections to follow

168Hypothetically, thisideal situation would achieve a small difference in diameter of adjacent atoms sufficient to produce beatfrequencies of resonant scattered ZPE

 It is possible to get a fair estimate of thezero point energy using the uncertainty principle alone

 It is believed that this is the first time such anapproach has been used and applied to the field of zero-point energy conversion

 The patent relies upon areport detailing the calculations by Cox (which has been obtained from the inventor) of two infiniteseries equations for the electric and magnetic components of the spherical reflection of incidentelectromagnetic waves

 For suchgaseous atoms, thephenomenon ofupscattering might beachieved with this gas ata finite temperature T witha Maxwell-Boltzmannvelocity distribution if the incident ZPE virtual particles fell into a regime of low energy up to about 10kT

Figure 28Gc p?5Ch=3G2emo=mpcGhlengthPlanck353102-=The Abraham-Lorentz radiation reaction equation contains the relevant quantity, since theradiation damping constant G for a particles self-reaction is intimately connected to the fluctuations ofthe vacuum

 First of all, the analysis used by theinventors in the patent and the report depends upon one rather involved and somewhat obscureapproach to scattering from an older textbook

 As long as the energy isconserved after this time, we can regard the virtual particle exchange as a small fluctuation of energythat is entirely consistent with quantum mechanics

 Thecalculations used by Stratton and Cox become cumbersome however, aimed toward the supposedlyobscure resonance between two spheres, though only one sphere is analyzed

 In 1912, Max Planck published the first journal article to describe the discontinuousemission of radiation, based on the discrete quanta of energy

202This finding predicts a majorbreakthrough in utilization of a quantum principle to create a transducer of vacuum energy

Sven

Werner

 In 1987, Werner and Sven fromGermany patented a Device or method for generating a varying Casimir-analogous force and liberatingusable energy with patent #DE3541084

 Along with the survey, an expert engineering and physics assessmentis usually provided regarding the findings reported in the literature and how they directly relate to thecapability of the process, phenomena, project, or invention to be put into effect

Using this equation, which marked the birth of the concept of zero-point energy, it is clear thatas absolute temperature T  0 then U  hf, which is the average ZPE

 The main area of concern addressed in this report is theinteraction of electromagnetic radiation with a dielectric sphere; i

Electromagnetic Zero-Point Energy ConverterTreating the quantum vacuum initially as an all-pervading electromagnetic wave with a highbandwidth is a classical physics approach

 Though a practicalmethod of energy or heat extraction is not addressed in the article, the basis for designing one is givena physical foundation

178The parenthetical terms in Equation (25) canresult in a reduction of 10-24times the geometrical area p R2of the target for an incident photon at thespeed of light

 As seen in Figure 20, ifindividual molecular crystals were used for 1 nm range, they do not vary widely in size

 Furthermore, the discussion diverges andinstead proceeds toward the formation of beat frequencies which are produced through interferenceresulting in the sum and difference of two similar frequencies

 Alternatively, Lost Arts Media(800-952-LOST) has either VHS or DVD of the Valone lecture on zero-point energy from 2004

201Specifically, Pinto discovered that the absolute value of the vacuum energy can change just bycausing energy to flow from a location to another inside the volume V

7 microns (micrometers) in the visible light band, using Equation(8), the radial frequencies can be generated for the integrated energy density equation

Thomas ValoneWashington DC6CHAPTER 1 - IntroductionZero-Point Energy IssuesZero-point energy (ZPE) is a universal natural phenomenon of great significance which hasevolved from the historical development of ideas about the vacuum

 Therefore, such studies are requiredbefore any consideration is made of the investment potential of an invention, project, process, orphenomena by venture capitalists

 They have so far failed toconvince others that the zero-point energy is available to us in any sense

 A source of EM radiationhaving a broad enough range offrequencies to achieve resonancesbetween two chosen spheres needs tobe selected

(19)

 If this shortcut notation is used for the uncertainty principle,it takes the form ?x ?p gt;h / 2 or ?E ?t gt; h / 2, which is a more familiar equation to physicists and foundin most quantum mechanics texts

29Fluctuation-Dissipation TheoremTo conclude this introductory ZPE issues section, it is essential to review the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which is prominently featured in QED, forming the basis for the treatment of anoscillating particle in equilibrium with the vacuum

 Utilizing thespherical Bessel function expansion for a planewave, similar to the inventor Mead, the solution withamplitudes and phases is found for the boundarycondition that the wave function is zero at R = a butthe radial velocity of the wave is zero at R = 0

The use of the theorems Equation (11) appliesexclusively to systems that have an irreversible linear dissipative portion, such as an impedance,capable of absorbing energy when subjected to a time-periodic perturbation

84For parallel plates in general, amagnetic field inhibits the Casimir effect

 In that way, the gas molecules will berepulsed from entering the cavity, thus creating a lower gas pressure inside

 The harmonic oscillator is used as the modelfor a particle with mass m in a central field (the spring in Figure 2)

ApproachThe principal argument for the feasibility study of zero-point energy extraction is that it providesa systematic way of evaluating the fundamental properties of this phenomena of nature

 The energy associated with the uncertainty inmomentum gives the zero-point energy

 In 1927, Heisenberg, on the basis of the Einstein-de Broglie relations, showed that it is impossible to have a simultaneous knowledge of the [position]coordinate x and its conjugate momentum p to an arbitrary degree of accuracy, their uncertainties beinggiven by the relation ?x ?p gt;h / 4p

9The damping constant isG = 2 e2/ 3 moc3(2)where mois the particle mass

 Dirac Sea: The physical vacuum in which particles are trapped in negative energy states untilenough energy is present locally to release them

For the consideration of ?  2R, resonance is still not expected to affect the amplitude ofscattered radiation appreciably

 The method of ionizingtransduction relies upon the production of ion pairs in agas or solid by the incidence of radiation

 Since double slit experiments with particles like electrons and neutronsdemonstrate the wave phenomenon of diffraction, femtosphere particles can also be regarded as wavepackets

 Though a completeevacuation of air would be preferable, especially when compression of the membrane could beimpeded by increasing gas pressures, it is naturally expected that too many gas molecules will stillremain airborne even with a high vacuum, such as 10-10to 10-12Torr

28The second view is based on atoms within the boundary plates with fluctuating dipole momentsthat normally give rise to van der Waals forces

 This frequency dependence of adielectric constant, can be seen in Figure 15

 Therefore, it can be expected that carefully choosing thefundamental resonant frequency of the cavity will provoke the emission of photons so that thedielectric effect on the walls may be enhanced with less input of energy

To create a simple standard calculation for the frequency band of each sphere of interest, ?2ischosen to correspond to the radius R and ?1is chosen to be 1/10 of that frequency

8The derivation of the parton mass gives us a theoretical idea of how small the structure of thequantum vacuum may be and, utilizing E = mc2, how large ZPE density may be

127Data Gathering MethodThe method used in this feasibility study is the same that is used in pure as well as appliedresearch

 The vacuum in QED is believed to be the sceneof wild activity with zero-point energy and particles/anti-particles pairs constantly popping out of thevacuum only to annihilate again immediately afterwards

42With convincing skeptical arguments like these from the experts, how can the extraction of ZPEfor the performance of useful work ever be considered feasible? What engineering protocol can betheoretically developed for the extraction of ZPE if it can be reasonably considered to befeasible? These are the central problems that are addressed by my thesis

 Pinto estimates the Casimir force field energy transfer to be approximately 100 to1000 erg/cm2

94Critical to the understanding of the nature of this light spectrum however, is what othermechanism than atomic transitions can explain SL

The most feasible modalities for the practical conversion of zero-point energy into useful work,such as the fluctuation-driven transport of an electron ratchet, the quantum Brownian nonthermalrectifiers, and the Photo-Carnot engine are also explored in more detail

51In this paper, Plancks now-famousblackbody radiation equation contains the residual energy factor, one half of hf, as an additional term(hf), dependent on the frequency f, which is always greater than zero (where h = Plancks constant)

 Asseen in Figure 16 (the textbook uses Q for totalcross section), the surprise is that in the region of ?= 2pR and smaller (lt;1 on the abscissa), the totalcross section becomes very small, tending to zero

 The cross section for the deuteron is(28)Equation (28) is about 70 x 10-24cm2for the singlet (antiparallel) state and about 20 x 10-24cm2for thetriplet state, which computes to 550 times and 157 times the geometrical cross sectional area,respectively

 If metalnanopolygons are used, it is noted that nonspherical gold and silver nanoparticles absorb and scatterlight of different wavelengths, depending on nanoparticle size and shape

 Whereas, thegravitational force has been shown to be a low frequency interaction with the zero point field

 ZPE virtual particles, or equivalent ZPE electromagneticradiation, would not be expected to play a large part in scattering offpolonium atoms however

 8, line 20), resonant RHO values which correspond to propagation values are sought for whichcoefficients anor bnis infinity (col

 Therefore, the first view, I believe, is the more modernversion, acknowledging the transformative effect of the introduction of the Dirac sea on modern QEDand its present view of the vacuum

 In addition, since zero point radiation is also invariant with respect to Lorentztransformation, the zero point radiation spectrum has the characteristic that the intensity of the radiationat any frequency is proportional to the cube of that frequency (col

 Inquantum systems, if the parameters (boundary conditions) are held constant, the Casimir force isstrictly conservative in the classical sense, according to Pinto

 Although far-reaching, such a proposal is solidly23grounded in modern theory that describes the vacuum as a polarizable medium that sustains energeticquantum fluctuations

205The detailed analysis by Pinto shows that carrierconcentrations and resistivity contribute to the estimate of the total dielectric permittivity function value,which is frequency dependent

 Lastly, a few alternate designs which are reasonable prototypesfor the extraction of zero-point energy, are also proposed

 In the 20thcentury, both theory and experimenthave shown that there is a non-thermal radiationin the vacuum that persists even if the temperaturecould be lowered to absolute zero

)Lamoreaux's results come as no surprise toanyone familiar with quantum electrodynamics, but theyserve as a material confirmation of a bazaar theoreticalprediction: that QED predicts the all-pervading vacuumcontinuously spawns particles and waves thatspontaneously pop in and out of existence

 The spontaneous emission rate sums the rate of energy absorption from the vacuum fieldRVFand the radiation reaction rate RRRto equal the Einstein A coefficient

25As such, a feasibility study offers the best possible original research of the potential forsuccessful utilization, with a thick descriptive style so necessary for an accurate and honestjudgment

Often regarded as merely an artifact of a sophisticatedmathematical theory, some experimental verification of thesefeatures of the vacuum has already been obtained, such aswith the Casimir pressure effect (see Figure 6)

 Part of this comprehensive feasibility study also includes an engineeringanalysis of areas of research that are proving to be fruitful in the theoretical and experimentalapproaches to zero-point energy extraction

 Depending upon the parameters, it may alternatively result in arepulsive Van der Waals force at the focus with a region of negative energy density

ZPE and SonoluminescenceDoes sonoluminescence (SL) tap ZPE? This question is based upon the experimental results ofultrasound cavitation in various fluids which emit light and extreme heat from bubbles 100 microns indiameter which implode violently creating temperatures of 5,500 degrees Celsius

 A proton, forinstance, will attract electrons and repel positrons of the Dirac sea, resulting in a partial screening of itsbare charge and a modification of the Coulomb potential in the hydrogen atom

 A further purpose is to look at energy extraction systems,in their various modalities, based on accepted physics and engineering principles, which may providetheoretically fruitful areas of discovery

 It is also acknowledged that Schwinger proposed a physicalmechanism for sonoluminescence in terms of photon production due to changes in the properties of thequantum-electrodynamic (QED) vacuum arising from a collapsing dielectric bubble

Schwinger

 The standard analysis of cavity modes usually identifies theresonant modes of the cavity, dependent onthe boundary conditions

 The invention is based on the cyclic manipulation of thedimensions of Casimir cavity created between the cantilever and the substrate as seen in Figure 30

 For foils that one can think of making that are thick enough to reflect ultraviolet light, sothe Casimir attraction effect works, say 20 nm (70 atoms) thick, then the maximum amount of energyyou get out per pound of aluminum is considerably less than that of a battery

30In this theorem, the vacuum is treated as abath coupled to a dissipative force

70There was still an interest for an improved test of the Casimir force using conductive plates asmodeled in Casimir's paper to better accuracy than Sparnaay

66Such virtual particle exchanges later became anintegral part of an advanced theory called quantum electrodynamics (QED) where Feynmanndiagrams, developed by Nobel-prize winner Richard Feynmann to describe particle collisions, oftenshow the virtual photon exchange between the paths of two nearby particles

Richard Feynmann

 This is especially true if feasibility teams suspect that the development itself willbecome their baby

The energeticscattering of the vacuumflux on a free electron,clearly seen in Figure 3,may be optimallyamplified in the gaseousstate of a plasma, such aswithin the confines of anion trap

 Based on this nature of the ZPF, all parts of the surface of thesphere considered are in the illumined region, which simplifies the analysis

 Vacuum polarization is probably more pronounced at the nanometerdimensions, yielding more ZPE virtual particles which would be expected contribute more significantlyto scattering off of nanospheres

 Furthermore, thepenetrationof electromagnetic waves throughoutdielectric spheres is another complication which istreated in detail in the above-mentioned theoreticalphysics text, including a complex index of refractionwhen required, to account for transmission,34Ordinate axis units: 4 dsR2d?()()2122?bRsin?sinbRJbRRd?ds=Figure 18  Unpolarized scattering from aconducting sphere as a function ofscattering angle ? in the short-wavelengthrange of ? lt; R

 A small group of physicists, led by American physicist Harold Puthoffhave claimed that we can tap into the infinite sea of zero-point fluctuations

 Since the 1930's, for example,theorists have proposed that virtual particles cloak the electron, in effect reducing the charge andelectromagnetic force observed at a distance

 As seen inFigure 3, the electron, like the proton, offers a steep electrical gradient at its boundary that creates adecay or polarization of the vacuum locally

 Mechanical conversion of zero-point energy force or pressure4

 Infact, Hans Dehmelt at the University of Washington used such a trap to compress 1000 electrons into a300 micron spherical plasma drop in order to study them

Hans Dehmelt

 By reviewingjournal articles and textbooks in the physics and engineering field of zero-point energy, certain data hasbeen accumulated

33Figure 16  Total scattering cross section Q for aplane wave scattering from a sphere R = a

 It subjects two plates in close proximity to a fluctuation whichthey believe will liberate energy from the zero-point field

 The range ? gt; R is scattering ofelectromagnetic waves by systems whose individualdimensions are small compared with a wavelength, which is a common and important occurrence

36Then, thefamiliar equation of motion for the accelerated charge with an applied force F and a natural frequency?oisF = m ?v/?t + m ?o2x + Fd 

 The consequence of this Zitterbewegungis the averaged energy of Equation (15) imparted to the particle, which has an associated long-range,van der Waals, radiation field which can even be identified with Newtonian gravity

 Conversion of energy is a well-known science which can, in theory, beapplied to zero-point energy

 For this reason alone, it should be emphasizedthat extraction of energy from the vacuum is already occurring in every atom throughout theuniverse, since every atomic electron and every free electron is ZPE-powered

"12424CHAPTER 3 - MethodologyIn this chapter, the methods used in this research feasibility study will be reviewed, including theapproach, the data gathering method, the database selected for analysis, the analysis of the data, thevalidity of the data, the uniqueness (originality) and limitations of the method, along with a briefsummary

By comparison, the Rayleigh scattering (which causes the atmosphere to take on a blue color)cross section has a dependence on the fourth power of the incident frequency

72The Casimir Effect has been posited as a force produced solely by activity in the empty vacuum(see Figure 6)

 Assuming that charge clusters cannot be trapped by any other means without destroyingthem, the nonresonant ion trap should provide a reliable method for study and possible energyextraction if an additional collection and amplification method for the femtosphere is optimized andimplemented

4 ao/ Z?(22)where Z = atomic number and ao= h2/ me2, the hydrogenic Bohr radius

 Quantum Electrodynamics: The quantum theory of light as electromagnetic radiation, in wave andparticle form, as it interacts with matter

 The radiation dissipates energy and so inthe absence of zero-point radiation and at a temperature of absolute zero the particle would eventuallycomes to rest

 The important quantum effectsare (1) discreteness of thepossible energy transfers, and(2) limitations due to the wavenature of the particles and theuncertainty principle

 This serves as one checkfor the feasibility of the patentsprediction, since it is within a power often of this answer for a microsphere

 The upper bound of hfmaxassumes an electron radius of a = c/fmaxwhile the number ofvibration modes of the ZPF gives rise to a value of a ro( hc/e2)so that the fluctuation energy seeminglypushes the electron radius to even greater values195Casimir Force Electricity GeneratorA fascinating example of utilizing mechanicalforces from the Casimir effect and a change of thesurface dielectric properties, to intimately control theabundance of virtual particles, is an optically-controlledvacuum energy transducer developed by a JetPropulsion Lab scientist

 However, the production of a beat frequency that alsoresonates with the geometry of an array of atoms may be problematic, for two reasons

For this size of target, due to vacuum polarization, it is important to mention that more incident virtualparticles from the vacuum, as discussed in Chapter 1 (with an artist rendering in Figure 3), will also bepresent for a charged femtosphere

The engineering considerations in the patent include the statement that packing a volume withsuch spheres in close proximity could enhance the output of energy (col

 With resonance considerations seen in Figure 25 added tothe design as well, such a regime might be a test, with a minimum of risk, for the Mead sphericalcollector concept in an atomic, picosphere region

 The Einstein formula for photon energy ofthe femtosphere isE = hf = 9

24This constant virtual particle flux of the ZPE is especially noticeable near the boundaries ofbigger particles, because the intense electric field gradient causes a more prodigious decay of thevacuum

 Therefore, it is reasonable that this study utilize a systemsapproach to zero-point energy conversion while taking into consideration the latest quantumelectrodynamic findings regarding ZPE

 It is noted that Equation(16) is directly related to the third order dependenceof radiation reaction, according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

154The differentialbackward scattering of the incident radiation, for ? lt; R and ? lt; 10/bR is found to be,(20)where J1is a Bessel function of the first kind of order one

 Inthe situation where the hydrogen or deuterium nuclei might be at rest, the scattering probability P(EIEf) inversely depends upon the incident particle energy Ei

 Pressing zero-point energy out of a spatial region can be used to temporarilyincrease the Casimir force

 Physicists theorize that on an infinitesimally smallscale, far, far smaller than the diameter of atomic nucleus, quantum fluctuations produce a foam ofFigure 6Figure 5  A virtualphoton hits a particlecausing deflection(Compton scattering)which QED alsoanalyzes as (a) and (b)19erupting and collapsing, virtual particles, visualized as a topographic distortion of the fabric of spacetime (Figure 7)

 The intensity distribution of X-ray diffraction could becorrelated to the theoretical scattering off a sphere from Equation(21)

222Focusing Vacuum FluctuationsAnother development that may directly affect transduction possibilities of ZPE is the theoreticalprediction of focusing vacuum fluctuations

 two electrically neutral, parallel plates) modify something (a medium of vacuum zero-point energy/vacuum fluctuations) which already existed prior to the introduction of the boundaries

In 1891, the worlds greatest electrical futurist, Nikola Tesla, predicted the existence of zero-point energy by stating, Throughout space there is energy

 Excluding any anomalous findings thathave not been replicated or verified by other scientists, it can be presumed that the data presented inthis feasibility study represents the highest quality that the scientific community can offer

Vacuum engineering considerations often exhibit a particular bias toward wave or particle

 The theory also predicts that the significant features of thenonstationary Casimir effect are not sensitive to temperature

210However, sincethen, the effect of finite temperature has been found to be intimately related to the cavity edge choicesthat can cause the Casimir energy to be positive or negative

67Figure 5 shows asample of the Compton scattering of a virtual photon as it contributes to the radiated energy effect ofbremsstrahlung (see Definition of Terms on page 15)

 In Figure 24, a graph is shown of the scattering probability for scattering of a protongas with various incident particle energies

169Taking an excellentexample of two atoms with similar size, platinum (Pt) and gold (Au)would be good candidates sincethey are next to each other on the periodic table and relatively inert, Noble metals

 3, line 30), the system also includes an antenna which receives the beat frequency (col

 Fluidic entrainment of zero-point energy flow through a gradient3

68Casimir Predicts a Measurable ZPE EffectIn 1948, it was predicted that virtual particle appearances should exert a force that ismeasurable

Therefore, an aim of this study is to provide a clear understanding of the basic principles of the onlyknown candidate for a limitless, fueless source of power: zero-point energy

 Also called the physical vacuum

Another area of interest upon review is the opinion of the inventors that, At resonance,electromagnetically induced material deformations of the receiving structures produce secondary fieldsof electromagnetic energy therefrom which may have evanescent energy densities several times that of28Figure 10 - Electromagnetic Energy Conversion Chartthe incident radiation (col

 An example is seen in Figure 23 where the wavelength ofthe X-rays is 71 pm and the target is an aluminum atom, whichhas an atomic radius of 182 pm

214Such effects are noticed for cavities on the order of hundreds of microns and smaller,precisely the range of Pintos cavity

 An importantreason for investigating the Casimir effect is its manifestationbefore interactions between the electromagnetic field and theelectron/positron fields are taken into consideration

Specific suggestions for further research in this area conclude this feasibility study with a detailedsection devoted to summary, conclusions and recommendations

 Casimir, Frank Mead, Fabrizio Pinto, and PeterMilonni, key principles for the proposed extraction of energy for useful work are identified and analyzed

103In it they state, One version of this concept involves the projectedpossibility that empty space itself (the quantum vacuum, or space-time metric) might be manipulated soas to provide energy/thrust for future space vehicles

180Vacuum polarization will also enhance the natural electromagnetic radiation from the vacuumfor the femtosphere

SummaryThe method used in this feasibility study is the application of the basic principles of energyconversion in the mechanical, fluidic, thermal, and electromagnetic systems to zero-point energyresearch
The deuteron has one bound state ( l = 0 ) of a proton and neutron with binding energy of Eb=2

The scope of this feasibility study is detailed in Chapter 1 and will include zero-point energyconversion methodologies in the areas of electromagnetism, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics,mechanical physics, and some quantum theories

Combining the evaluation with the known theories and experimental discoveries of zero-point energyand the authors professional engineering knowledge of electromechanical fabrication, a detailedrecommendation and assessment for the most promising and suitable development is then made

34If the condition of irreversibility is satisfied, such as with resistive heating, then thetheorem predicts that there must exist a spontaneously fluctuating force coupled to it in equilibrium

 The Bohr radius aofor hydrogen is 53 pm and the atomic radius of deuterium is about thesame

18Plancks second theory,published in 1912, was the first prediction of zero-point energy

For the region of ? gt; R this can be represented by the low energy limit where 2pR lt;lt; ? (thecircumference is much less than the wavelength)

172This implies that it is possible for the incident particle to gain energy in a scattering collision

 Dividing s by the actual cross sectional area of a microsphere ( pR2) forcomparison, scattering by a dielectric sphere of optical frequency electromagnetic radiation yields aloss of about 8 x 10-6in power

 It can be associated with pair production(electron-positron) when the energy of the potential exceeds 2mc2(m = electron mass)

The essential innovation of the Mead patent is the beat frequency generation circuitry, which createsa lower frequency output signal from the ZPE input

 Thisderived density also compares favorably with other estimates in the literature: Robert Forward9calculates 1094g/cc if ZPE was limited to particles of slightly larger size, with a ZPF energy density of10108J/cc

203To conclude the energy production analysis, it is noted by Pinto that 10,000 cycles per secondare taken as a performance limit

 When the size of the cavity surroundingan excited atom is increased to the point where it matches the wavelength of the photon that the atomwould naturally emit, vacuum-field fluctuations at that wavelength flood the cavity and become strongerthan they would be in free space

squeezing

218This spatial squeezing technique is gaining increasing acceptance inthe physics literature as a method for bending quantum ruleswhile gaining a short-term benefit, such as modulating thequantum fluctuations of atomic displacements below the zero-point quantum noise level of coherent phonon (vibrational)states, based on phonon-phonon interactions

In quantum electrodynamics (QED), the fundamental size of the quantum is also reflected in theparton size

23Even an atom, forinstance, can be considered to be dressed by emission and reabsorption of virtual photons from thevacuum

 Such resonant photon generation in a vibrating cavity like Pintoshas been studied in the literature

Analysis of DataThe analysis of the data is found in Chapter 4, where the findings are explored

 The 1913 paper by Einstein computed the specificheat of molecular hydrogen, including zero-point energy, which agreed very well with experiment

62This residual energy is known as the zero-point energy, and is a direct consequence of theuncertainty principle

 Electromagnetic conversion of zero-point energy radiation2

 The interesting part about this is that the mass is shown to correspond to thekinetic energy of the zero-point-induced internal particle jittering, while the force of gravity is comprisedof the long ZPE wavelengths

 Late in the 19th century, however, it became apparent thatthe evacuated region still contained thermal radiation

Microsphere Energy CollectorsThe micron-sized sphere (microsphere) is already mentioned in the patent and in the Coxreport

What happens in scattering at a43resonant energy is that the incident particle has a large probability of becoming temporarily trapped insuch a quasi-bound state of the well; this possibility increases the scattering cross section

 The length at which quantum fluctuations are believed to dominate the geometry ofspace-time is the Planck length:13(7)The Planck length is therefore useful as a measure of the approximate size of a parton, as well as aspatial periodicity characteristic of the Planck cutoff frequency

100Heat from ZPEIn what may seem to appear as a major contradiction, it has been proposed that, in principle,basic thermodynamics allows for the extraction of heat energy from the zero-point field via the Casimirforce

5 x 1014Hz), which is thecorresponding frequency calculatedfrom the wavelength ( c = f ? ) that canbe assumed to classically resonatewith a sphere of that size, as alsofound in the light spectrum chart(Figure 10)

 It isdifficult or perhaps impossible to design a zero-point energy converter that will utilize both wave andparticle aspects of the quantum vacuum, since the size of the transducer determines which willdominate

 The interesting conundrum is the suggestion that parabolic mirrors can focus somethingeven in the absence of incoming light, but vacuum fluctuations are often treated as evanescentelectromagnetic fields

 To get up to chemicalenergies, you will have to accrete individual atoms using the van der Waals force, which is the Casimirforce for single atoms instead of conducting plates

 Puthoff, the director of the Institute forAdvanced Studies, observed: For the chauvinists in the field like ourselves, we think the 21stcenturycould be the zero-point-energy age

 Using Einsteins equation E = hf, the photon energy atthat frequency can be found to be about 650 keV which is useful to compare with the spectral energydensity

 Comparing with cross-sectional area pR2for the nanospheres, it is found to be 318 times its cross-sectional area pR2

 Taking the lower estimate of 100 erg/cm2per cycle, power orwattage is calculated to be about 1 kW/m2which is on par with photovoltaic energy production

 Actually, zero-pointradiation continually imparts randomimpulses to the electron, so that it nevercomes to a complete stop (as seen inFigure 2)

 Lamoreaux, from LosAlamos Labs, performed the experiment with less than one micrometer (micron) spacing between gold-plated parallel plates attached to a torsion pendulum

 The important energy consideration involves the additional zero-point energy which is available to the electrons in the extra dimensional quantized band, allowing themto tunnel through the barrier

1 micron for most metals, Fordpredicts that it may be possible to deflect atoms with room temperatures of 300K, levitate them in agravitational field, and trap them within a few microns of the focus F

 For the sake of thefeasibility discussion, regarding the microspheres difficulty ofpredictable beat frequencies, it is noted that the tolerances quotedhere are between 7% and 8%

 The analysis of the data is conducted in a critical manner with an approximaterating system in order to evaluate the practical applications of both theory and experiment, and thelikelihood of success for energy conversion

 In thelanguage of QED, this means that the Casimir effect appears already in the zeroth order of theperturbative expansion

However, it has been found that radiationreaction (the reaction of the electron to its ownfield) together with the vacuum fluctuationscontribute equally to the phenomena ofspontaneous emission

183Thomson scatteringoccurs along a baseline of higher frequencies in Figure 26 above ?o,where the cross section is(27)The Thomson cross section of Equation (27), evaluated for a target electron, yields 6

 The physics community does not ingeneral acknowledge the emerging opportunities from fundamental discoveries of zero-point energy

 the position and momentum, or the energy and time, forming thebasis for zero-point energy

 The representation of the fields byoperators also leads to a vacuum energy (sometimes referred to as vacuum zero-point energy)

 WillisLamb in the 1940's, it actually showed theeffect of zero point fluctuations on certainelectron levels of the hydrogen atom, causing afine splitting of the levels on the order of 1000MHz

 Harold Puthoff, who has found that gravityis a zero-point-fluctuation force, in a prestigious Physical Reviewarticle that has been largelyuncontested

151Also confirmed from Figure 17, based on the same text with a Bessel function treatment of aplane wave incident (from the left) on a rigid sphere,the scattered intensity grows larger with smallerwavelength, instead of exhibiting a trend towardresonance when ?  R, tending to be sphericallysymmetrical in the limit where bR  0, S  1, and s 4pR2

212Cavity QED Controls Vacuum FluctuationsIt is known from the basic physics of cavity QED that just the presence of the walls of a cavitywill cause any atoms within it to react differently

In QED, the employment of perturbation techniques amounts to treating the interaction betweenthe electron and photon (between the electron-positron field and the electromagnetic field) as a smallperturbation to the collection of the free fields

Before proceeding with individual categories of spherical sizes and wavelengths, it is useful tobriefly review the beating phenomena as it is known in vibrational physics, whether in mechanical orelectromagnetic systems

204The basis of the dielectric formula starts with Pintos analysis that the Drude model of electricalconductivity is dependent on the mean electron energy(less than hf) and estimated to be in therange of submillimeter wavelengths

156For feasibility consideration of energy extraction, to collect and transduce the total scatteredZPE radiation from the vacuum flux, it would be necessary to place one sphere at the focus of anevacuated, reflecting 3-D ellipsoid cavity with the PV converter at the other, for example, instead of thespherical cavity the inventors refer to

When interactions between the electromagnetic and the electron-positron field in the vacuumare taken into account, which amounts to consider higher order contributions to the S-matrix, thefluctuations in the energy of the fields lead to the formation of so-called virtual electron-positron pairs(since the field operators are capable of changing the number of field quanta (particles) in a system)

182The reaction of thetarget when the frequency of the incident equals the binding energy of the target, the scatteringbecomes very great, exhibiting a formal resonance peak seen in Figure 26

In general, many of the experimental journal articles refer to vacuum effects on a cavity that iscreated with two or more surfaces

 (23)To determine the mass of the femtosphere, it is known that the radius of either the proton orneutron is about 8 x 10-16m

 They also explain how the magnetic component of the Lorentz force arises in ZPE, its matterinteractions, and also a derivation of Newtons law, F = ma

 For the femtosphere, the total cross section isapproximately s  10-30m2in this low frequency, long wavelength region

 For a nucleus of finite sizethe de Brogliewavelength of the incident particle does enterThe situation is quite analogous to the diffraction ofwaves by a spherical object

 Itis therefore widely agreed that Plancks equation marked the birth of the concept of zero-pointenergy

 It is noted that the subtractionof thefrequencies from two receivers of slightly different size is of primary importance to the invention claimed(col

200Altering physical parameters of the device therefore, can change thetotal work done by the Casimir force, in contrast to gravitational or hydroelectric systems

19Following Boltzmann, Planck lookedat a distribution of harmonic oscillators as a composite model of the quantum vacuum

Figure 24  Upscattering energy gainFigure 25  Broadening ofthe resonance peak withincreasing temperature40()()2222v2zZepRsh=In Figure 25, an example of a capture resonance is shown at temperature T1, where theaverage cross section dramatically increases for a certain resonant incident energy Eo

 7, line 62), inreality, the spectral energy density of the ZPF depends on the third power of frequency:142(16)which is integrated further on to yield Equation (21) for a band of frequencies

 This is in the same category as the low frequency, long range forces thatare now associated with Van der Waal's forces

4915Rationale of the StudyThe hypothesis of the study is centered on the accepted physical basis for zero-point energy, itsunsurpassed energy density, and the known physical manifestations of zero-point energy, proven byexperimental observation

 UsingFigure 10 as mentioned previously, we find that a wavelength of a micrometer (micron) resonates witha frequency of 1014Hz, which is in the optical region

Figure 14  Meads semiconductor spheresadjacent sphere will unpredictably vary by at least 5%, due to manufacturing tolerances

 It is hard to see how we could usefullyextract zero-point energy

 However, the feasibility of inducing a prominent beatfrequency with broadband ZPE electromagnetic wavescattering by uncoupled dielectric spheres has to bequestioned in this case

 Thus, the deuteron binding energy satisfies theneed for a lowering of the resonant frequency fortransduction purposes, voiced in the Mead patent

 use radiation reaction as the dissipative force forelectric dipole radiation of an oscillating charge in the vacuum

Analysis of the Casimir engine cycle demonstrates its departure from hydroelectric, gaseous, or46Figure 32  Microlaser on a pedestal (computer simulation)gravitational systems

 The uncertainty principle providesthe only requisite for a derivation of the minimum energy of the simple harmonic oscillator, utilizing theequation for kinetic and potential energy,E = p2/2m +  m ?2x2

98As a result oftheir work, the Lorentz Force now has theoretically been shown to be directly responsible for anelectromagnetic resistance arising from a distortion of the zero-point field in an acceleratedframe

patent (#5,590,031) proposing microscopic antennae for collecting and amplifying zero-pointelectromagnetic energy

145With that in mind, Figure 10 implies that the sphere might be a tenth ofa micron in size instead, with a wavelength in the UV region

A feasibility study enables an investigation to take place into every detail of the phenomena beingresearched

59Throughout the next few decades, zero-point energy became intrinsically important to quantummechanics with the birth of the uncertainty principle

[because] there are no vacuum fluctuations to stimulate its emission by oscillating inphase with it

Sparnaay

 The Casimir effectwas first verified experimentally using a variety of conductive plates by Sparnaay

 In this sense the Casimir effect is the most evident feature of the vacuum

Weisskopf notes that if the electron is assumed to be a sphere of radius a, then only waves witha wavelength ? /2p gt;a will act upon the electron, while the wavelengths ? /2p gt;gt; a will not be thatsignificant

Weisskopf

Vacuum polarization is, however, a relativistic effect involving electron-positron pairs, as thehole-theoretic interpretation assumes: an electrostatic field causes a redistribution of charge in theDirac sea and thus polarizes the vacuum

The semiconducting membrane (SCM) is the cantilever which could be on the order of 50-100 micronsin size with a few micron thickness in order to obtain a resonant frequency in the range of 10 kHz, forexample

 Considering feasibilityanalysis, if each sphere successfully amplifiedfree energy from the vacuum, the improvement inoutput from resonance beat frequency designcan only be a secondary consideration for qualitymanagement to reduce waste and improveefficiency after prototype manufacture, not aprimary focus patent and laboratory reports

trap

 Therefore, an ion trap or force field confinement process is required

 Basically, it is impossible to completely stop the motion of the oscillator, since ifthe motion were zero, the uncertainty in position ?x would be zero, resulting in an infinitely largeuncertainty in momentum (since ?p = h / 2?x)

 However, a repulsive Casimir force may be obtained by consideringa cavity built with a dielectric and a magnetic plate

 The culmination of thework solves for RHO (?) which is defined as thepropagation constant multiplied by the radius ofthe dielectric sphere and alternately defined asthe radius times the frequency of interest dividedby the speed of light c

 However, for elastic scattering in ahydrogen (proton) gas, the scattering probability depends on the final particle energy Efand is not zeroeven for Efgt; Ei

In the range of ? lt; R the scattering seen in Figures 16and 17 would still apply

 This is called Doppler broadening causedby the Doppler shift in frequency as a thermally excited atom moves away from or toward the incidentparticle with greater temperature-dependent speed

 In quantum mechanics however, de Broglies standing matterwaves correspond to the Bohr quantization condition for angular momentum, and are equal to anintegral multiple of the circumference (= 2pR) of an electron orbit of an atom

 Upon microlaserillumination, which changes the dielectricproperties of the surface and increases theCasimir force, there is also predicted anincrease in electrostatic energy due to anincrease in capacitance and voltage potential

, the diffracting of a plane wave by asphere, more commonly known as Mie scattering

To accomplish these proposed aims, a review of the literature is provided, which focuses on themajor, scientific discoveries about the properties of zero-point energy and the quantum vacuum

 The invention proposes touse the Casimir force to power the microcantileverbeam produced with standard micromachining45Figure 30  Pintos optically controlled vacuum engineFigure 31  Thermodynamicengine cycle of Pintos vacuumenergy transducer whereFCas= Casimir forcetechnology

 But in quantum mechanics the uncertainty principle allows energyconservation to be violated for a short time interval ?t = h / 2?E

 In doing so, anapplied electrostatic charge (Vb) increases asthe cantilever is pulled toward the adjacentsubstrate (SCP) by the Casimir force

 Frank Mead, Director of the Air Force Research Laboratory,designed receivers to be spherical collectors of zero point radiation (see Figure 9)

Spatial Squeezing of the VacuumThe analysis of Pintos invention is analogous to spatial squeezing of the initial states todecrease the energy density on one side of a surface, below its vacuum value, in order to increase theCasimir force

 Their time ofexistence is strictly limited by the uncertainty principle butthey create some havoc while they bounce around duringtheir brief lifespan

 Mostly all terrestrial manifestations can betraced to solar origin, except for zero-point energy

By 1935, the application of harmonic oscillator models with various boundary conditions becamea primary approach to quantum particle physics and atomic physics

 The zero-point energy represents a sharing of theuncertainty in position and the uncertainty in momentum

 Thiscondition may be accomplished aswell, since the shorter wavelength ofthe smaller cavity size will now be lessthan the longer wavelength of theatomic transition wavelength of thegas

 based on systems theory, offering applications to various systems including Brownianmotion and also electric field fluctuations in a vacuum

Two monochromatic lasers (RS) are turned on thereby increasing the Casimir force byoptically changing the dielectric properties of the cantilever

Such electromagneticradiation scattering isdistinguished fromThomson scattering,Rayleigh scattering,Coulomb scattering,Compton and Rutherfordscattering, which also usecross section formulae aswell

Rayleigh

 However, it should bementioned that it is unlikely that the deuteron would exhibit beat phenomena, since the wave functionsoverlap making the deuteron behave as one nucleus(ionized deuterium), with a single resonantfrequency and a radius of about 2 fm

220Ideally, it seemspromising to generate squeezed modes inside a cavity by aninstant change of length of the cavity

Thus examining the options for the resonant sphere, the two atomic pairs of deuterium andhydrogen are the best beating examples in the picosphere region, still demonstrating major unknownsin the beat frequency design concept of the Mead patent

 The advantage as well is that a billion of thesespheres will fit into a cubic micrometer, if a collection was found to be coherently constructive withregards to scattering

Another interesting experiment is the "Casimir Effect at Macroscopic Distances" which proposesobserving the Casimir force at a distance of a few centimeters using confocal optical resonators withinthe sensitivity of laboratory instruments

 The total nuclearRutherford scattering crosssection is, (25)where z is the number ofcharges (particles) in the41incident at a velocity v and Z is the number of charges (particles) in the target

 This affects charged particles with oppositelycharged virtual particles and is referred to as vacuum polarization

The theorem itself is expressed as a single equation, essentially the same as the originalformula by Johnson from Bell Telephone Laboratory who, using kBT with equipartition, discovered thethermal agitation noise of electricity,33(11)Here lt; V2gt; is the root mean square (RMS) value of the spontaneously fluctuating force, R(?) is thegeneralized impedance of the system and E(?,T) is the mean energy at temperature T of an oscillatorof natural frequency ?,(12)which is the same Planck law as Equation (9)

83 x 1016Hz is about 16 nm, which forces the placement of individual atomic pairs to be fairly distant from eachother, compared to their size

Deuteron FemtosphereOne example of an intriguing femtosphere oscillator is the deuteron(a proton bound to aneutron in close contact), which also demonstrates resonant fluorescence

21This simple derivation reveals the profoundly fundamental effect of zero-point radiation onmatter, even when the model in only a SHO

 In thepatent, with the sphere diameter set equal to 2 microns (2 x 10-6m) one solution is found as anexample (col

 Based on Equation (2), we can expressthis in terms of the radiation damping constant and the change in acceleration (2ndderivative ofvelocity),Fd= 2/3(e2/c3) ?2v/?t2= G m ?2v/?t2(13)which is also the same equation derived by Feynman with a subtraction of retarded and advancedfields, followed by a reduction of the particle radius  0 for the radiation resistance force Fd

 Applying an engineeringanalysis to the zero-point energy literature places more emphasis the practical potential for its energyconversion, especially in view of recent advances in nanotechnology

27CHAPTER 4 - AnalysisIntroduction to Vacuum EngineeringThe emerging discipline of vacuum engineering encompasses the present investigation intoenergy conversion modalities that offer optimum feasibility

 Since they were still withina power of ten from ? = R, Figure 16 shows there isan interference scattering effect for plane waves,within a few wavelengths of this region

 Secondly, the real barrier to creatinga useful ZPE beat frequency atomic array is producing picospheres that vary reliably in one part in onethousand with a maximum error tolerance of one part in ten thousand

Also common in electronic and optical systems, where it is called heterodyning, the beatingphenomena permits reception at lower frequencies where a local oscillator is used to interfere with thesignal

 A search of zero-point energyliterature reveals that these principles also apply to the quantum level

 Who would have ever predicted atomic energy a centuryago?4A good experiment proving the existence of ZPE is accomplished by cooling helium to withinmicrodegrees of absolute zero temperature

 A resonant correspondence with the sphere diameter of 2 x 10-9m equals a fullwavelength antenna, the resonant frequency will be in the range of 1 x 1017Hz

 Two observations forapplication to the ZPE patent being examined are the following: the amplitude of the composite vibration is doubled(2A) the beat frequency of the vibration is fb= ??/2p Hz 

64Compton scattering, as it is now known, can only be understood using theenergy-frequency relation E = hf that was proposed previously by Einstein to explain the photoelectriceffect in terms of Plancks constant, h

 Clarke has predicted, that in3001 the inertialess drive will most likely be put to use like a controllable gravity field, thanks to thelandmark paper by Haisch et al

 The frequency dependence is of increasing concern for investigationsinto the Casimir effects on dielectrics

Central to this approach is the discerning interpretation of primarily physics publications in the light ofmechanical, nuclear, thermal, electronic and electrical engineering techniques

 Through a review of the scientific literature, certain approaches to the conversion of zero-point energy into useful work demonstrate more promise and engineering feasibility than others

4 x 1020Hz, instead of the gamma ray frequency of1023Hz that should resonate with the diameter of afemtosphere

 31, 1996 the conversion of ZPE was patented for the first time in the United States withUS patent #5,590,031

 Then, several ZPE techniques for thevacuum engineers toolkit are examined, such as focusing vacuum fluctuations, spatial squeezing, etc

 If the membrane oscillation frequency is chosen, for example, to be closeto a multiple frequency (harmonic) of the fundamental unperturbed field mode of the cavity, resonantphoton generation will also provoked

 However, after so much experimental agreement with theory has followed in the physicsliterature, it can be said that the data has stood the test of time

 When the electron is set in motion, it oscillatesabout its point of equilibrium, emitting electromagnetic radiation at the frequency of oscillation

 Comparing the specific characteristics of zero-point energy withthe known methods of energy conversion, the common denominators should offer the most promisingfeasibility for conversion of zero-point energy into useful work

7However, a question regardingthe zero-point field (ZPF) of the vacuumcan be asked, such as, What isoscillating and how big is it? To answerthis, a background investigation needs tobe done

224Focusing vacuum fluctuations in many ways resembles amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)which occurs in a gain medium, where the buildup of intensity depends upon the quantum noiseassociated with the vacuum field

The existence of a radiation impedance for the electromagnetic radiation from an oscillating charge isshown to imply a fluctuating electric field in the vacuum, and application of the general theorem yieldsthe Planck radiation law

 Looking at some of the risks involved, it is assumed to have a radius R = 10-6m but the secondFigure 13  beatingphenomena32?  12? + 22Figure 15  Dielectric constantover range of 1 to 100 invariation with frequency

5Besides the classical explanation of zero-point energy referred to above, there are rigorousderivations from quantum physics that prove its existence

10It is also known in stochastic electrodynamics (SED) that the radiationdamping constant can be found from the ZPE-determined inertial mass associated with the partonoscillator

 Taking asimplistic argument for the rate at which the atomabsorbs energy from the vacuum field and equatingit to the radiated loss of energy from acceleratedcharges, the Bohr quantization condition for theground state of a one-electon atom like hydrogen is obtained

 Almost everyone, insideand outside the oil industry, rejected Hubberts analysis

A scientific editorial opinion states, Exactly how much zero-point energy resides in the vacuumis unknown

 If it were approachable, the squeezingwould cause a modification of the Casimir force so that it couldbecome a time dependent oscillation from a maximum tominimum force

47However, since the declassification of black project,compartmentalized exotic energy technologies is not readily forthcoming, civilian physics research isbeing forced to reinvent fueless energy sources such as zero-point energy extraction

 Under these circumstances, the tangential magnetic fields and normal electricfields of the electromagnetic wave will be approximately equal to the incident wave

Nanosphere Energy ScatterersIn the region of ? gt; R for the scattering by these nano-sized spheres (nanosphere) the classicalelectrodynamic equations still apply

 Zero-point radiation gives theoscillator an average energy equal to thefrequency of oscillation multiplied by one-half of Planck's constant

 This authorcollaborated in theconstruction of such atrap, which proved thatelectron and ion densitiescan be increased withsuch a trap, as theelectrons are retained inone place for measurements and energy extraction

131This crucial feature of the patent involving the receivers output involves a method for analyzingelectromagnetic or Mie scattering from dielectric spheres132(col

Mie

196A moving cantilever ormembrane is proposed to cyclically change the activevolume of the chamber as it generates electricity with athermodynamic engine cycle

 First of all, the selection of the gas is important, sothat the atomic transition frequencymatches the cavity resonant frequency very closely

The zero-point oscillations of the field contribute to the electron a certain amount of energyEfl~e2h/4mca2, with an upper bound of hfmax= 15 MeV for a free electron

For the region of ?  2R or 2pR, there is a uniquely quantum mechanical phenomenon ofresonant scattering called resonance fluorescence that applies to the absorption of radiation by anatom, molecule, or nucleus in a transition from its ground state to an excited state with the subsequentre-emission of the radiation in other directions in the process of de-excitation

Regarding the patents reference to an increase of energy with frequency (col

For a particular radius of the spheres, resonance will occur at a corresponding frequency

 This is a valuable exercise to show thefundamental basis for zero-point energy parton oscillators

 To summarize theinertia effect, it is connected to a distortion at high frequencies of the zero-point field

 As long asthe atom cannot emit a photon, it must remain in the same energy level; the excited state acquires aninfinite lifetime

 Furthermore, in the past decade, therehas been a dramatic increase in the number of journal publications on the subject of zero-point energy,demonstrating the timeliness and essential value of this study

 Ninetyyears ago, when zero-point energy was first discovered, the validity of the data may have beenquestioned

 6, line 40), spherical structures are of different size so that the secondary fields will be a lowerfrequency than the incident radiation (col

14Figure 4Hubberts Peak: itpredicted the worldsoil production declineIt is now widelyaccepted, especially inEurope where Iparticipated in the WorldRenewable EnergyPolicy and StrategyForum, Solar EnergyExpo 2002 and the Innovative Energy Technology Conference, (all in Berlin, Germany), that the worldoil production peak will probably only stretch to 2010, and that global warming is now occurringfaster than expected

 Applying physics and engineering analysis, a scientific research feasibility study of ZPEextraction, referenced by rigorous physics theory and experiment is generated

44Figure 4 is taken from the Deffeyes book showing the Hubbert method predicting world peak oilproduction and decline

 The manifestation of the focusing phenomenon is the growth in the energydensity and the mean squared electric field near the focus

146Without polarization of the incident wave, since ZPE radiation is ubiquitous, it will not contribute todipole or multipole formation on the sphere

 It appears from Puthoffs work that theZPE shield of virtual particles surrounding theelectron may be the repulsive force

 One form is found in the minimum uncertainty of position x andmomentum p expressed as?x ?p gt;h/4p (1)In quantum mechanics, Plancks constant also is present in the description of particle motion

 Pressing zero-pointenergy out of a spatial region can be used to temporarily increase the Casimir force

With that preliminary assessment, the following physics analysis separates this theoreticalZPE invention into four spheres of interest: microsphere: micron-sized (10-6m) electrolithography, nanosphere: nanometer-sized (10-9m) molecular nanotechnology, picosphere: picometer-sized (10-12m) atomic technology, femtosphere: femtometer-sized (10-15m) nuclear technology

 Therefore, the spectral density of ZPE Equation (16)is integrated as,157(21)For the wavelength range of 0

 7, line 63), the spheres are preferably microscopic in size (col

2 x 1011J/m3, which is a billion times more energy per cubic meterthan was available from the ZPF for the micro-sized spheres

summary

A summary of all three ZPE effects introduced above (heat, inertia, and gravity) can be found inthe most recent Puthoff et al

SummaryTo summarize the scientific literature review, the experimental evidence for the existence ofZPE include the following:1) Anomalous magnetic moment of the electron1072) Casimir effect1083) Diamagnetism1094) Einsteins fluctuation formula1105) Gravity1116) Ground state of the hydrogen atom1127) Inertia1138) Lamb shift1149) Liquid Helium to T = 0 K11510) Plancks blackbody radiation equation11611) Quantum noise11712) Sonoluminescence11813) Spontaneous emission11914) Uncertainty principle12015) Van der Waals forces121The apparent discrepancy in the understanding of the concepts behind ZPE comes from the factthat ZPE evolves from classical electrodynamics theory and from quantum mechanics

 As explained in Stratton,136a forced oscillation of free and bound charges, synchronouswith the applied field, arises when a periodic wave falls incident upon a body, regardless of the spheresmaterial

Stratton

76Physicist Margaret Hawton describesthe Lamb shift as a kind of one atom CasimirEffect and predicts that the vacuumfluctuations of ZPE need only occur in thevicinity of atoms or atomic particles

 Neutron-proton scattering experiments indicate that the force between nand p in the singlet state (antiparallel spins) is just sufficiently less strong than in the triplet state tomake the deuteron unstable if the spins are antiparallelthere is a small, measurable quadrupolemoment

To show the value of Bessel function analysis of plane wave scattering and the strongdirectional dependence, a graph of the differential cross section is plotted in Figure 18

In this region, the need for a heterodyned frequency mightemerge if, for example, the ionization transducers of Figure 21 were not configured for high efficiencycapturing of the ZPE scattered radiation

 The mostpromising possibilities, from an engineering standpoint, are the zero-point energy conversion conceptsthat are past the research stage or the proof-of-principle stage and into the developmental arena

 The atomic or molecularconstituents in the boundary plates act as fluctuating sources that generate the interactions betweenthe constituents

 Furthermore, virtual particle scatteringcontributes the same energy to every state, consisting ofe2A2/2mc2in the nonrelativistic theory with the Hamiltonian, where Ais the vector potential

86By optically pumping the cavity with a microlaser as the gap spacing is varied,the total work done by the Casimir force along a closed path that includes appropriate transformationsdoes not vanishIn the event of no other alternative explanations, one should conclude that majortechnological advances in the area of endless, by-product free-energy production could be achieved

ZPE Patent ReviewFor any researcher reviewing the literature for an invention design such as energy transducers,it is well-known in the art that it is vital to perform a patent search

 Barber discoveredthat they only exist for 50 picoseconds (ps) or shorter, which is too brief for the light to be produced bysome atomic process

Ground State of Hydrogen is Sustained by ZPELooking at the electron in a set ground-state orbit, it consists of a bound state with a centralCoulomb potential that has been treated successfully in physics with the harmonic oscillator model

 Parton: The fundamental theoretical limit of particle size thought to exist in the vacuum, related tothe Planck length (10-35meter) and the Planck mass (22 micrograms), where quantum effectsdominate spacetime

 As the potential difference to thecantilever assembly is applied with reference toa conducting surface (CP2) nearby, thedistance to this surface is also kept much largerthan the distance between the cantilever andthe substrate (SCP)

Statement of the ProblemThe engineering challenge of converting or extracting zero-point energy for useful work is, at theturn of this century, plagued by ignorance, prejudice and disbelief

 This can be a photon or other particle in an intermediatestate which, in quantum mechanics (Heisenberg notation) appears in matrix elements connecting16initial and final states

52This mysterious factor was understood to signify the average oscillator energy available toeach field mode even when the temperature reaches absolute zero

39Another example, representing the smallest atomic pair that is available for this experiment, ishydrogen (H) and deuterium (D), an isotope of hydrogen with one proton and one neutron in thenucleus

27Some argue that there are two ways of looking at the Casimir effect:1) The boundary plates modify an already existing QED vacuum

Cox

 With only a 2% difference in diameter, the beat frequency differenceyields a power of ten difference for lower frequency detection, as the Mead-Cox resonant microsphereanalysis of Figure 11

 One of theinteresting considerations was to design it for the range of extremely high frequency that ZPE offers,which by some estimates, corresponds to the Planck frequency of 1043Hz

 For an oscillating boundary like Pintos, this can also create a correlated excitation offrequency modes into squeezed states and sub-Casimir regions where the vacuum developsstructure

41Professor John Barrow from Cambridge University insists that, In the last few years a publiccontroversy has arisen as to whether it is possible to extract and utilise the zero-point vacuumenergy as a source of energy

John Barrow

While both of these total cross sectioncalculations still may seem very low, there seems tobe an explanation for it

It is noted in the patent that zero point radiation is homogeneous and isotropic as well asubiquitous

Finally, a method of rectifying this beat frequency should be established using currently availableequipment, if possible

38This intrinsically demonstrates the vital relationship between the vacuum fluctuation force andan irreversible, dissipative process

 As seen in Figure 29, the voltage profile or potential distribution inside the gridwith the presence of negative space charge from the Thoriated filaments exhibits a large concentrationof electrons

 Shown is a membrane or cantilever of thickness h thatcovers a well of width l and height a, which is deflected in the y direction, by an amount of distanceW(x) depending upon the position with respect to x

cantilever

 However, solong as 2pR/? is finite, diffraction around the sphere in the forward direction actually takes place, andthe total measured cross sectionis approximately 2pR2

 Theradiation dissipates energy, and so in the absence of zero-point radiation and at a temperature ofabsolute zero the electron eventuallycomes to rest

 Pursuing resonance measurements may turn outto be the most realistic experimental approach in order to exploitthe periodic variation in the Casimir force by squeezing

140Scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by a conducting or dielectric spherevaries considerably in classical physics

 In standard QED, thesedivergencies are circumvented by redefining or renormalizing the charge and the mass of the electron

 For example, at highvelocities, even for incident virtual photon radiation, the total cross section can be far smallerthan theclassical value of pR2, which is its geometrical area

181This type of scattering utilizes the continuously distributed energy eigenvalues of quantum mechanicswhich consider the boundary conditions at great distances from the collision

The high frequency electromagnetic spectrum isreproduced in Figure 22, which picks up where Figure 10left off, with wavelength decreasing from left to right

 These maverick proponents have postulated that the zero-point energy could explain cold fusion, inertia, and other phenomena and might someday serve as partof a negative mass system for propelling spacecraft

 34 Vacuum fluctuations focuspulling gas molecules toward the cavityand increasing the pressure

 However, in the Casimir force case, Pintoexplains, the normalized energy density of the radiation field of virtual photons is drastically affectedby the dielectric properties of all media involved via the source-free Maxwell equations

However, the anomalous repulsive force balancing the attractive Coulomb potential remained a mysteryuntil Puthoff published a ZPE-based description ofthe hydrogen ground state

 In addition, this process reveals aninelastic form ofscattering but thedramatically increasedcross section apparent inthe resonant peak ofFigure 26 more thanmakes up for any energylost in absorption and re-emission

Quantum Femtosphere AmplifiersWith the examination of the femtosphere (R = 10-15m = 1fm) there are a number of phenomenathat synchronize so well with this dimension that the patent being examined seems to be morecompatible with the nuclear particle than any other size sphere

 Chapter 4 begins the Analysissection with the Frank Mead patent as the Electromagnetic Zero-Point Energy Converter frompages 27  44

 From quantum electrodynamics, Newtonslaw appears to be related to the known distortion of the zero point spectrum in an accelerated referenceframe

 A primaryexample in the patent, general engineering considerations would question the advantage of designingfor a single beat frequency in this case, which tends to limit the bandwidth and energy output

174Therefore, an increase in temperature causesthe increased cross section of a resonant peak to be lost

 Frank Mead (US Patent #5,590,031) calls it "zero point electromagnetic radiation energy" followingthe tradition of Timothy Boyer who simply added a randomizing parameter to classical ZPE theory thusinventing stochastic electrodynamics (SED)

The graph, however, reflects the boundary conditions used, such as the radial velocity vrof the ratio S(of scattered intensity to incident intensity) = 0, the total cross section calculation with the proper Besselfunction tends toward the limit of 2pR2for ? lt;However, for very long wavelengths compared to the radius (? gt;gt;R) the total cross section for planewave scattering by a sphere tends toward 4pR2which is four times the actual cross sectional area

 Thermodynamic conversion of zero-point energy

In comparison, for ? gt; R, small conductingspheres have a total scattering cross section that issignificantly larger, wheres = ? 10p b4R6

 The arraywould preferably need to be a 2-D sheet only one atom thick, such as thin metal foil used for diffractionstudies, to prevent destructive interference of the ZPF scattering

188The reason for the apparently anomalousresult of Equation (29) is that the asymptotic form of the wave function is composed of the incident andthe scattered wave, which also experiences interference between the two partial waves

 However, in the interest of maximizing energy output per volume,it may be more convenient to engineer sheets of single spheres placed in alternate planes betweenplanar PV converters, which may unfortunately limit the available ZPF frequencies

 Utilizing this design to start the inquiry at least into the microscopic andnanotechnology realm, it is helpful to review the key design parameters in the Mead patent, the energy density increases with frequency (col

 Virtual Particles: Physically real particles emerging from the quantum vacuum for a short timedetermined by the uncertainty principle

 As shortages of oil and natural gas occur with more frequency, the New EnergyCrisis is now heralded in the news media

 It is a systems approach that has a fundamental basis in the scientific method

 Furthermore, it will take decades to reverse the damage already set in motion,without even considering the future impact of thermal forcing which the future greenhouse gases willcause from generators and automobiles already irreversibly set in motion

As an example of the total cross section for scattering by a relatively good dielectric, ?= 3 canbe chosen

 However,as we shall see in the next section, since the fields are represented by quantum mechanical operators,they do not vanish in the vacuum state but rather fluctuate

199Converting this to similar units used previously, this Casimir engine should produce inthe range of 60 to 600 TeV/cm2(teraelectron volts per square centimeter) which is also equal to 0

With resonance fluorescence, the condition is in a sense an almost bound state that isnt belowzero energy to be a true bound state (see the dashed line levels in Figure 27)

Figure 29  Potential distribution in ion trapatomic system, the effects of the vacuum field and radiation reaction cancel, so that the spontaneousabsorption rate is193A12= RVF- RRR=  A21-  A21= 0 (30)where A12is the Einstein A coefficient for the electron transition from the ground state to the first atomicenergy level

The harmonic oscillator reveals the effects of zero-point radiation on matter

 If the cavity is small enough, the atom will be unable to radiate because thewavelength of the oscillating field it would like to produce cannot fit within the boundaries

225Stress Enhances Casimir DeflectionAn interesting Casimir force effect, seen more and more frequently in nano-electromechanicalsystem (NEMS), is illustrated in Figure 35

173Yet, the gain ofone to two times the incident EI= kBT may be valuable to the energy equation as the gas transfersenergy to the incident particles, even if the probability drops to 50%, since theoretically an abundantnumber of virtual particles are available

 The cross section is complicated by the existence ofa singlet and triplet state depending on the proton and neutron spin direction

187For the region of even smaller sizes, beyond the femtosphere resonance, where ? lt; R, thecross section can be represented by the high energy limit where R gt;gt; ?

QED vacuum effects such as the coupling of the atomic electron to the vacuum electromagneticfield show that the electron is more intimately connected to the vacuum flux than most other particles

25In a notable experiment designed to penetrate the virtual particle cloud surrounding the electron(Figure 3), Koltick used a particle accelerator at energies of 58 GeV (gigaelectronvolts) without creatingother particles

 Upon researching this aspect of the invention, it isfound however, that scattering by a collection of scatterers can actually reduce the output of energy,especially if the spheres are randomly distributed

 Such photons have been called virtual and are prohibited byclassical laws of physics

79Figure 7  Quantum foamFigure 820Experimental ZPEThe first journal publication to propose a Casimir machine for "the extracting of electrical energyfrom the vacuum by cohesion of charge foliated conductors" is summarized here

Roentgen

Debye also made calculations including zero-point energy (ZPE) and showed its effect on Roentgen ray(X-ray) diffraction

Debye

 However, with a radius R of the sphere considered to be 10-9m,the effect on the ZPF spectral energy density is quite dramatic

20Interestingly, the ground state energy of a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) model can also beused to find the average value for zero-point energy

 Here the scattering by aperfectly rigid femtosphere can be approximated, as mentioned with the microsphere, with a total crosssection ofs  2 p R2(29)which is twice the actual geometrical cross section area

 For example, the Casimir pressure always acts opposite to the gas pressureof classical thermodynamics and the energy transfer which causes dielectric surface changes does notflow to the virtual photon gas

171Such a similarsize will force the beatingfrequency to be morethan a power of tendifference, whichapparently is viewed asan advantage by thepatent holders

However, ubiquitous zero-point energy is known to exist

63Another important ingredient in the development of the understanding of zero-point energycame from the Compton effect

 (Theratio of s to spherical surface area is also constant s /4p R2= 83)

The spacing between spheres, seen inFigure 14, may resonate at a higherharmonic

Figure 21  Ionization transducersFigure 22  Electromagnetic spectrum38Figure 23  X-ray diffractionAt the resonant wavelength of ?  2R, the amplitude ofscattering can be expected to be higher

 Around 1995, several analysts beganapplying Hubberts method to world oil production, and most of them estimate that the peak year forworld oil will be between 2004 and 2008

Hubbert

 However, with or without a successfully amplifiedbeat frequency, the upscattering of virtual particles from a proton gas may still have inherent flaws fortwo reasons: 1) most such proton gas experiments have been conducted only with low energy incidentneutrons; 2) the dissipative effect of radiation reaction precludes spontaneous absorption of energyfrom the vacuum field which normally applies only to an atom in the ground state

 This event also elevated zero-point energy fluctuations to a higher level of publicinterest

Recently, Alexander Feigel has proposed that the momentum of the virtual photons candepend upon the direction in which they are traveling, especially if they are in the presence ofelectric or magnetic fields

Alexander Feigel

col

 8, line 3), a volume of close proximity spheres enhances output (col

336 nm should be considered in this section because ofsuperior spherical shape and reproducibility

11It is written asG = p moc2/ h?c2(3)Here ?cis the zero-point cut-off frequency which is regarded to be on the order of the Planck cut-offfrequency (see eq

53Today, the particle term in the Einstein fluctuation formula may be regarded as a consequence of zero-point field energy

 However within theFigure 27  Effective potential creating an almostbound state for a resonance condition of an attractivepotential44Figure 28  Nonresonant ion trap with voltage applied to grid, driver plate, andextraction plate

 Usingthe scientific method, a thorough examination of the data is presented, with physics and engineeringcriteria, to determine the feasibility of zero-point energy extraction

 Visible light is about 1014Hertz and gamma rays reach into the 20th power, where the21wavelength is smaller than the size of an atom

 The rest of the examples are much more brief, such as the Pinto patent Casimir ForceElectricity Generator analysis from pages 44  50

215, 216Another aspect of the Pinto experiment apparently not discussed in his article is the relativeconcentration of gas moleculesin the vacuum energy transducer of Figure 30

Today, the majority of physicistsattribute spontaneous emission and the Lambshift entirely to vacuum fluctuations

143It is agreed that the general design criteria of the patent is feasible: the spheres must be smallin direct proportion to the wavelength of the high frequencies of the incident electromagnetic radiationat which resonance is desirably obtained (col

 However, they may be regarded as classical approximations, in viewof the correspondence principle, to quantum mechanical phenomena

 This classical concept alone explains the name of "zero-point"radiation2

 Onthe experimental side, the Casimir effect has been tested very accurately

 If theconversion of UV incident electromagnetic energy is more efficient than transducing soft X-rays, thenthis method would offer a chance to collect ZPE, so long as the arrangement of multiple pairs of Pt andAu atoms could constructively interfere at their beat frequency

In the range of ? gt; R the scattering cross section s = 1 x 1021m2is in the same proportion of318 times sphere cross sectional area

 Also called vacuum fluctuations, zero-pointvibration, residual energy, quantum oscillations, the vacuum electromagnetic field, virtual particleflux, and recently, dark energy

 Though the Mead analysis contains valuablecomparisons of four different sphere sizes, it is the most technical physics in the study and may beskipped over for the first reading through, without loss of continuity

 The patents sphericalresonators are small scatterers of the zero-point vacuum flux and capitalize on the electromagneticwave nature of the ZPF

The scope of the study encompasses the known areas of physical discipline: mechanical,thermal, fluidic, and electromagnetic

128,129,130Database Selected for AnalysisThe database for this study consists of mostly peer-reviewed physics journals, engineeringjournals, science magazines, patent literature, textbooks, which are authored by physicists andengineers

Purpose of the StudyThis study is designed to propose a defensible feasibility argument for the extraction of ZPEfrom the quantum vacuum

6518Ruminations about the zero-point vacuum field (ZPF), in conjunction with Einsteins famousequation E = mc2and the limitations of the uncertainty principle, suggested that photons may also becreated and destroyed out of nothing

 In actuality, zero-point radiation continually imparts random impulses to the particle sothat it never comes to rest

 The enhancementreferred to here is understood to mean the multiplied effect from having several interference sources forthe beat frequency production and amplification

Evaluating Equation (19) at this resonant frequency and radius, it is found that for a conductingnanosphere, the scattering cross section s = 1 x 1015m2for the region ? gt; R

scattered An important calculation for each sphere of interest is to find whether significant scattered zero-point energy is available at these wavelengths

Overview of the StudyIn all of the areas of investigation, so far no known extractions of zero-point energy for usefulwork have been achieved, though it can be argued that incidental ZPE extraction has manifested itselfmacroscopically

extraction

Uniqueness and Limitations of the MethodThe method applied in this study, though it appears to be universal in its approach, is beingapplied for the first time to determine the utility of zero-point energy extraction

 The silicon structure may also include a microbridge or micromembrane instead, all ofwhich have a natural oscillation frequency on the order of a free-carrier lifetime in the same material

 The patents of Ken Shoulders (US #5,018,180) and Hal Puthoff (US #5,208,844) on chargecluster devices discuss the potentials of such an approach but they seem to lack sufficient engineeringskills to control their volatility

207However, it has beenfound that new phenomena, (1) thevirtual-photon tunnel effect and (2) thevirtual-photon quantum noise, bothhave an adverse effect on thepreparation of a pure photon-numberstate inside a cavity, which mayimpede the performance of themicrolaser if placed inside a cavity

 The improvement in amplitude from resonance would reasonably be only apower of two, unless a resonant cavity was used as well

 Once the resonant frequency of the deuteron is determined to be beyond the useful energytransduction range, an engineering recommendation therefore, would be to find a lower local oscillatorin the same range, so that a substantially reduced intermediate frequency can be produced

 Hu found that the49()FxxWD44=??()()42xWa210hcpF--=other field modes go to a mixed quantum state due to the intermode interaction caused by the classicalDoppler effect from the moving mirrors

 An avenue of speculativephysics would require the engineer to estimate the diameter of a suitable metal atom in the groundstate and pursue a manufacturing procedure to excite alternate adjacentatoms to a very longmetastable state, which is known to expand its size, much like Ryberg atoms

Ryberg

zero-

 Thefluctuations and the dissipation go hand in hand; we cannot have one without the otherthe couplingof a dipole oscillator to the electromagnetic field has a dissipative component, in the form ofradiation reaction, and a fluctuation component, in the form of zero-point (vacuum) field; giventhe existence of radiation reaction, the vacuum field must also exist in order to preserve the canonicalcommutation rule and all it entails

Note that a single femtosphere, such as a free neutron or proton would notpossess therequisite binding energy for this type of oscillator resonance

femtosphere

 In this example,the size would be approximately correct for the micron-sized Casimir cavity

 (17)It is noted that ?? is normally a constant in most systems while ? may vary

 Therefore, the de Broglie wavelength of the incident particle willalso be important, treating the ZPF virtual particles on the same level as electromagnetic waves:? = h/p = h/mv 

 Once this isachieved, it would be recommended, from an engineering point of view, to optimize the design of thesize of the cavity transducer so that the atomic transition has a slightly higher frequency than theresonant frequency of the cavity

 Claudia Eberlein in her pioneering paper"Sonoluminescence and QED" describes her conclusion that only the ZPE spectrum matches the lightFigure 922emission spectrum of sonoluminescence, and could react as quickly as SL

 Both phenomena illustrate thedominance of cross section scattering terms with cubic and quartic exponents

147With units of area, s is an area normal to the incident beam which intercepts anamount of incident power equal to the scattered power

 The thin oval at upper right outlines the domain of Fmand time for the practical applications of cosmic evolution that are examined in this research paper

The sum of the two curves inFigure 2suggests faster-than-exponential growth for todays dominant cultural systems en totothat is, the combined curve, dashed plus dotted (humans plus machines), sweeps upward on this log-log plot

 Most have been selected out of Nature by Nature itselfdestroyed and gone extinctprobably and partly because they were unable to utilize optimal amounts of energy per unit time and per unit mass; in all aspects of evolution, there are few winners and mostly losers

Complete, current, and accurate energy data for individual cities are very hard to find; urban managers keep few records of this neglected diagnostic, which is usually compiled for states and nations[17][80]

Quantitative correlations between energy use and economic development sometimes elicit the query, which caused which? The answer seems clear: Just as energy clearly drives metabolisms in organisms and energy flow seems key to the thermodynamic rise of complexity among all ordered systems (cf

 Urban planning and climate mitigation should include the realistic likelihood that people in cities will use large quantities of energy, indeed increasing amounts and rates of energy, for the foreseeable future

 In 1900, only ~13% of humanity lived in cities and hardly a dozen cities had more than a million residents[64]; today gt;400 cities house this many people (mostly in Asia), and ~20 megacities have gt;10 million each, with Tokyo alone, for example, now having more residents than Canada and an annual economic output comparable to Australia

 They view markets as inherently stable and self-regulating, often casting psychological risks and institutional factors in imposing mathematics typical of natural science, which economics is not[57]

 Whether galaxies, stars, planets, life, society, or machines, all such increasingly complex systems utilize energy that grants them dynamically steady states of order and organization

 That is, Fmvalues for a wide variety of physical, biological, and cultural systems grow slowly for long periods of time and then quickly for short durations, after which they level off throughout the shaded area ofFigure 1(whose drawn curve across all of evolutionary history is most likely a compound sum of multiple S-curves)

 That cancer cells seem less complex than normal ones agrees with recent findings that higher molecular network entropy for cancer sites (prostate excepted) correlates with lower probability of 5-year survival [141]

 Electricity production is currently ~37% efficient, automobile engines ~25%, and ordinary incandescent light bulbs only ~5%; the rest is immediately lost as heat

 Yet this highly interdisciplinary subject is more than an inclusive, subjective narrative of all that we witness in Nature; rather, as an objective study of change writ large, cosmic evolution is firmly grounded in natural science, in fact quantitatively so across many orders of magnitude in size, scale, time, and complexity

 By the 1970s, the fully transistorized Cray-1 supercomputer managed within each of its several (lt;1 ton, ~22 kW) cabinets less energy flow yet higher energy rate density as computers began shrinking

 Unfortunately, most of todays steady-state economists realize neither the central role of non-equilibrium dynamics nor the importance of energy flows; most still apply decades-old equilibrium models that assume stability, balance, and input-output harmony in the marketplace

 The probable reason for these urban energy supplements in the bigger citiesimplying greater, not less, complexity as cities growis their enhanced networking (among many other valued urban qualities), which in turn fosters increased numbers and diversity of interactions within cities burgeoning populations

 Even so, an intermediate step is required to power lifewhether bacteria, plants or animalssuggesting (owing to its commonality to all living things) that this advance must have evolved early on in the history of life

 Much as for other complex systems, the makeup and operationstructure and function againof cities (as well as of larger states and even bigger nations) can be analyzed in non-equilibrium, thermodynamic terms, for cities themselves are also energy-centered and dynamically stable[69]

 Such high values of Fmfor a single cellin fact, thousands of times greater than for the Sunshould not surprise us since the transport of fluid across cell membranes requires much energy per unit mass

New and effective therapeutic strategies and treatment regimens aimed to influence metabolic regulation in cancer cells might be realized by targeting those cells with somewhat increased energy, albeit not the excessive energy used in radiotherapy that often adversely affects normal tissue of host cells and also (presumably) not by means of elevated amounts of glucose on which tumors thrive

Another striking example of contemporary cultural evolution is the computer, which has perhaps replaced the automobile as todays premier technological icon

 However, numerically, Fmfor cities exceeds that for stars by many orders of magnitude, in keeping with the intuitive impression that cities are much more complex than stars

 This seems anecdotally consistent with an acclaimed observation that normally growing bacteria produce very little heat [113], yet biologists with short-term grants often lack patience to examine ordinary microbes that slowly consume energy, much as astronomers find active galaxies boring during their more common, inactive phases while stingily feeding their central black holes

Thus, energy rates have clearly increased over the course of recorded and pre-recorded history, but the cause of this rise is not population growth

 All reasonably accords with the known laws of physics, and no new science seems needed to explain, in general terms, the origin and evolution of complex systems as islands of order embedded in wider environments of growing disorder

 Note that this graph is not temporally linear, rather fully logarithmic; as such, both (dashed and dotted) straight lines exhibit exponential growthindicated individually for society advancing (plotted as Os, topped by modern technologists in developed countries) and for machines rising (plotted as Xs, topped by 3-dimensional, computer-controlled aircraft)

 Moderately elevated (not less) blood flow into tumors might also return some of their carcinogenic cells to pseudo-normality; high-resolution optical imaging in clinical settings shows that such novel anti-cancer therapies often prune and/or remodel abnormal tumor vessels, restoring some of their vascular tissues structure and function [147]

 The basal rate for a person at rest is ~40% less whereas the active rate during exertion such as running or swimming is several factors more

 That doesnt make micro-electronic devices more intelligent than humans, but it does arguably make some of them more complex, given the extraordinary rate at which they functionally acquire and process dataand not least consume energy per unit mass

 Classical economists will almost surely ignore suggestions that our global economy can be profitably modeled as a non-equilibrium system, with rules, regulations, and inviolable physical laws that inherently guide the growth and organization of cities without excessively degrading environments beyond

 After all, earlier evolutionary milestones that could easily have been considered transcendent singularities at the timesuch as galaxies spawning complex stars, primitive life originating on hostile Earth, or plants and animals adapting for the benefit of eachdid not result in dominance, but rather coexistence

 Cosmic evolutions emphasis on quantitative data analyses might well inform our attitudes toward several serious issues now challenging 21st-century society, including global warming, smart machines, world economics, and cancer research

 colis Fmvalue usually falls between hundreds to thousands of erg/s/g

 coli utilizes energy maximally, reproducing every 22 minutesand if left unchecked, with sufficient resources, would yield in a single day a progeny of ~1028g, which is roughly the mass of the entire Earth! That obviously doesnt happen, not even close

 Machine Application of Cosmic EvolutionEnergy rate densities for human brains, society collectively, and our technological devices have now become numerically comparable (~105- 7erg/s/g) in the early 21stcentury

 In fact, each cell in the human body has a value of Fmcomparable to that of the whole human bodymuch as a rock with a uniform density of 5 g/cm3, if broken into many pieces, guarantees that each smaller piece retains a density of 5 g/cm3

 It is as though they prefer to regard the global economy as a closed system devoid of external forces, thus misrepresenting it as a relaxed, enduring combination of many internal parts

Cells are organized, non-equilibrium systems, open to energy flowsisothermal systems lacking temperature gradients and therefore unable to be powered by heat alone

 The renewable sources, especially solar, already heat Earth naturally, but additional solar energy, if collected in space and beamed to the surface, would also further heat our planet

 Nearly twice higher values of Fmpertain to some cities in developed countries (notably North America), a per capita power usage that residents of underdeveloped cities (currently with lower values of Fm) will also likely achieve later this century

 This is often claimed to be an event beyond which human affairs cannot continueakin to mathematical singularities beset by values that transcend finite limitationsone for which humankind and the human mind as we currently know them are ostensibly superseded and perhaps supplanted by strong, runaway, even transhuman artificial intelligence[26][41]

 Nonetheless, theoretical checks that all such systems obey the fundamental laws of thermodynamics are germane and here the salient calculations are made for animal cells metabolizing

8% economic growth mainly owing to its energy production, as did West Virginia (3

 If Fmis a genuine complexity metric, then depressed values of Fmare expected since dysfunctional cancerous cells are less constructively complex, that is more chaotically disordered and entropic, than healthy cells[103]; cancer ravages parts of organisms in which it resides, thus tumors energy rate densities should decrease with cellular corruption

Figure 4shows the change in energy rate density as normal and cancerous cells develop and age

 Climate scientists having vested interests in their favorite global-warming models will only reluctantly admit to overlooking a basic thermodynamic ingredient that could well affect long-term meteorological outcomes

, inferred from elevated O2respiration rates and highly active mitochondria in stem cell lines [137], magnetic resonance imaging of malignant gliomas [138], and positron emission tomography applied to oncology [139]), and not derived directly from controlled measurements of tumors power intake and resultant mass as would be preferred

AcknowledgementsI thank faculty colleagues at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and students at Harvard College for many trenchant discussions of potential practical applications of cosmic evolution

 That computers per se are amazingly complex machines, but not amazing enough for them to fly on their own, suggests that perhaps there is something significantand inherently even more complexabout both living species and technical devices that operate in 3-dimensional environments on Earth; whether insects, birds, or jet aircraft, airborne systems exhibit higher values of Fmwithin their respective categories, probably more so to execute their awesome functions than to support their geometrical structures

 Of particular relevance to the present study, energy rate densities are high for individuals living in cities, Fm 0

 Rather, tumor-cell conduct is increasingly viewed holistically in ways that seek to diagnose the functioning of whole systems within their extended micro-environmentsand energy-centric metabolic mechanisms are at the core of this recent reevaluation[100]-[103]

 coli hardly ever consumes energy uncontrollably at maximum rates under ideal, in vitro conditions, in fact it much more often metabolizes at normal or even basal rates, implying that Fmlt;lt; 106erg/g/s; when time-averaged in vivo, E

 Rather, they fully obey this celebrated, inviolable principle of Nature, unfortunately increasing entropy in the affected cells as well as in their surrounding tissues, and thereby often taking a serious toll on both the structure and function of a host organism

 Targeted delivery by antitumor drugs of moderate doses of additional energy (possibly by upregulating O2) to cancer cells might help normalize them by returning their energy rate densities to the usual range of optimality for healthy cells

 Our future economy can be built on solar energy without the boom and bust of a recessionary economy that most economists nowadays try to keep fixed and equilibrated

 Such active tasks are functionally more complex than lying in bed motionless and they do require more energy flow (per unit mass), hence their enhanced values of Fm

 How far in the future, if ever, this might occur depends on assumptions[4][18]: If global non-renewable energy use continues increasing at its current rate of ~2% annually and all greenhouse gases are sequestered, then a 3?C rise will occur in ~8 doubling times, or ~280 years (or ~350 years for a 10?C rise)

 Analysis of such individual cells, apart from their parent bodies, might be as futile as that of individual neurons firing separately in a brain or single transistors amplifying in a computer; neither one neural circuit nor one silicon chip comprises a complete, functioning system, and likewise a single mammalian cell hardly constitutes a complex system per se

 Non-Equilibrated Global EconomyEconomies are products of cultural evolutionsocial modes of organizing ecological space for greater yields and enhanced ends among humans having scarce means

 All numerical values of Fmfor each social system inTable 1are closely equivalent

 That is, even if we embrace coal and sequester all of its carbon emissions, or employ nuclear methods (either fission or fusion) that emit no greenhouse gases, these energy sources would still spawn additional heat above what the Suns rays create naturally at Earths surface

 Cosmic evolution, as a physical cosmology that notably includes life, is rich in empirical findings about many varied systems that can potentially help assess global problems facing us here on Earth

 As perhaps humanitys greatest social innovation to date, cities are culturally complex systemsorganic organized complexity[65]that naturally emerge as people cluster for better health, wealth, and security[66]

 As living systems metabolize incoming sugars and other carbohydrates, they produce adenosine triphosphate (C10H12N5O4[PO2OH]3H, or ATP for short), the fuel-like chemical carrier of energy from the site in a body where food is consumed to the site where it is used

 Some fast, high-end cell phones have higher energy rate densities, in fact often use more total energy, than todays energy-star-rated refrigerators

 Even so, the broad concepts and empirical findings of this present research program display some observable trends among many variations; and it is on the basis of those general trends that novel insights emerge regarding the current state and future fate of social systems on Earth

utilize

2 billion people currently utilize ~19 TW to keep our complex 21st-century society fueled and operating, so all of humankind together averages Fm 5  105erg/s/g

 Every complex system has a range of optimality for the flow of its energy per unit mass

 Economists failure to recognize that local, regional, and global economies are driven far from equilibrium by robust energy flows is probably the principal reason why todays world economy is so unsettled

 The figures graph shows how the value of Fmdeparts from normality, as expected for a less ordered, more chaotic system; cancer disrupts cellularFigure 4

 But with humanitys power usage on the rise (~2% annually[17]) as our species both numerically multiplies and culturally complexifies, societys energy demands by the end of the 21stcentury will likely exceed 100 TW, all of which will heat our environment

 Unlike a battery or some other physical system that converts chemical energy to thermal energy and thence mechanical work, biological systems convert chemical energy directly into mechanical energy used to run metabolic functions such as digesting foods, synthesizing biochemicals, and contracting muscles

bigger

 Not only does total energy usage increase with city size, but also per capita usage (thus Fm) remains high and often even increases a little as well; individual residents of bigger cities use more energy than those living in smaller cities, and they use it at a rate proportional to or faster than cities growth

 Prima facie, this plot does literally seem to display transcendence, as commonly defined going beyond, surpassing, or cutting across, of machines over humankind; some machines already seem more complex (with higher Fm) than the humans and their brains who created them

 And urban energy metabolism can become an earthly virtue, shepherding the structures and functions of our cities as well as their residents without further degrading surrounding environments

 Given cosmic evolutions central premise that complex systems can be consistently and uniformly characterized in terms of their energy flows per unit mass, it is not inconceivable that this natural-science interdiscipline might aid in identifying new ways to address one of modern medicines foremost challenges todaythe search for cancers cure

 The result is that human societies typically utilize more energy per unit mass than biological organisms that originated before them, as explained in[1]and compiled inTable1As a benchmark against which to compare machines, consider the whole of modern civilizationnamely, the totality of humanity going about its short-term social development as well as long-term cultural evolution

 Although cancer cells have uniquely high aerobic glycolysis (metabolic rate), a typical tumors mass grows faster (roughly as the diameter cubed, thus two to as many as four orders of magnitude compared to a single cell, e

 Although cities occupy lt;1% of Earths land area, they now house ~55% of humankind and account for ~70% of all global energy usage; those latter percentages will likely increase to nearly 70% and 85%, respectively, within just a few decades as world population approaches 9 billion people[63]

 Regarding todays civilization and its freakish economics, energy usage itself can have larger consequences than valued energy efficiency

 During this half-century span, Fmvalues of these cultural systems changed respectively: 6

 Darwin largely left them out of his seminal explication of biological evolution, as did the 20th-century authors of the Modern Synthesis [119][120]

 Such energy-enriched metabolic intervention could escalate energy delivery to tumor cells either by increasing their supply of O2or delivering chemical energy via designed (anti-neoplastic) drugs; modest thermal energy might also help

 Yet much could be gained if economies were modeled as fully open systems that are optimized for product and wealth creation despite (in fact, largely owing to) their far-from-equilibrium status[47]-[49]

 To survive, cities of the future will not necessarily need to become more efficient; rather, they must acquire more energynot only more total energy for their urban economies but also more per capita energy for virtually each and every resident

 Outside their normal range of energy rate density, Fm, systems fail to function properly or even to maintain their degree of structural complexity

 (a) Sparse data for real cities (dashed line for electrical energy used in some Chinese, German, and US cities) suggest that Fmneither stays constant (level scaling of per capita energy use with population size) nor decreases for economy of scale; rather, Fmcontinues rising as cities grow, if only slightly; (b) Energy expenditures of urban residents generally rise as their cities grow (Sydney somewhat, Hong Kong more so), at least until reaching maturity when their city values of Fmlevel off (as for perhaps Toronto, which might have already plateaued along an S-shaped growth curve)

 This concomitant rise in Fmwill almost certainly continue as machines fundamentally change their inner workings from heavy fuels to lightweight electrons and from mechanical linkages to small computers, thereby evolving degrees of upgrade yet unknown

 Implications for Smart MachinesThroughout the long and storied, yet meandering, path of cosmic evolution, many complex systems have come and gone

 That heating currently amounts to ~32?C, since the globally averaged T for Earths surface is now measured to be 288 K (or ~15?C)

 Yet they all display a common trend: energy budgets for mature, developed cities are large, putting their Fmvalues near the top of the master plot of Natures many varied complex systems inFigure 1

 Such lowerthan-normal values of Fmare also consistent with the widespread notion that, with fewer and malfunctioning mitochondria present to process glucose, cancer cells resemble primitive organisms, as discussed above for prokaryotic cells and simple microbes (see also [140])

 Some but not all complex systems seem to slow their rate of growth while following a classic, sigmoidal (S-shaped) curvemuch as microbes do in a petri dish while replicating unsustainably or as human population is expected to plateau later this century

 And nothing speeds things along more than energy, which is at the heart of all complex systems evolution

 Rising Energy Use on EarthOf relevance to the much-debated issue of our planets global warming is the often-ignored rise of energy usage among our hominid ancestorsa way of life that also characterizes todays digital society and will presumably continue well into the future

 Global climate effects, though still insignificant in the near future, seem destined to become relevant for Earths atmosphere-ocean system within a century or two

 The latter is an alternative method that seeks to heal or at least contain cancer: By feeding cancer cells moderately more energyneither much more nor any lesstheir Fmvalues might rise enough to promote normal cellular health

 Some vanished via conquest, disease, or environmental disruption, likely unable to manage optimally their energy budgets (wars utilize too much energy, famine too little, and often not even economic revival prevents collapsecf

 Individual stars, for example, increase their Fmvalues while evolving and complexifying[1], much as the data imply for developing cities inFigure 3(b); and multiple stars of different sizes also show that Fmincreases with mass[81], akin to the case of cities inFigure 3(a)

 Such estimates of energy usage sufficient to cause temperature increases are likely upper limits, hence the times needed to achieve them are probably lower limits, given natural greenhouse trapping and cloud feedbacks of the added heat

 If only 4% additional solar energy that normally bypasses Earth is collected in space and beamed to the surface, its temperature would quickly rise 3?C (or 10?C for an additional 14% solar energy beamed here)

 The Universe has spawned many such grand evolutionary, even transcendent, events rightfully regarded as singularities all the way along the rising curve of FminFigure 1including but by no means solely the birth of language (transcending symbolic signaling), the Cambrian explosion (land life transcending sea life), the onset of multicells (clusters transcending unicells), the emergence of life itself (life transcending matter), and even before that the origin and merger of stars and galaxies, among scores of prior and significant evolutionary events that aided the creation of humankind

 Such neoplasms are often regarded as microcosms of clonal evolution within ecological microenvironments, where mutant cells compete for space and resources while evading predation by healthy immune systems [142][143]

 Cities are energy hungryand the bigger they get the more their residents use, both totally and per capita

 Implications for Global WarmingMore than any other single quantity, energy has nurtured the changes that brought forth life, intelligence, and civilization

,[42]-[44])even when revised to include dynamic effects (yet only for material flows[45]) or thermodynamic insights (including inevitable soiling of environments[46])still model the action of goods exchange as if economies were closed systems that are supply-demand equilibrated wherein rationally acting companies have perfect access to information, multinational networks are static, and the state of the economic system is computed using differential calculus

 If greenhouse gases continue soiling our atmosphere beyond the current ~410 ppm CO2, all these projected times decrease

These estimates of global warming by waste heat have been generally confirmed by intricate models of Earths atmosphere run on supercomputers[19]

 Energy rate density, Fm, for a wide spectrum of complex systems observed throughout Nature, displays a clear increase during ~14 billion years of cosmic history

The technological singularityone of many other singularities among a plethora of evolutionary milestones throughout natural history and highly unlikely the pinnacle or culmination of future cosmic evolutionfosters controversy because it potentially affects our human selves, even creating existential crises for those concerned about truly rapid change toward evermore technicality

 Nationstates thrive economically when their urban social systems are vibrant, and that usually means robust energy flows; energy use and economic size are quantitatively correlated at all levels (although not everyone accepts that urbanization underpins world economic progresscf

Men and machines need not compete, battle, or become mutually exclusive; they might well join into a symbiotically beneficial relationship as have other past complex systems, beyond which even-higher Fmsystems theyand wemay already be ascending with change, namely, evolving a whole new complex state that once again emerges greater than the sum of its parts

5 million) as the Intel-8080 chip (6000 transistors) that pioneered personal computers a (human) generation ago, and todays state-of-the-art chip, the Itanium-2, holds nearly 100 times still more

 At the heart of every computer (as well as smart phones, digital cameras, ATMs, and many other consumer electronics) is the silicon chip whose complexity has grown geometrically in the past few decades, including stunning achievements in memory capacity and data processing speed

 Neglecting the microbial cells in our body (but see next section), since, despite outnumbering our mammalian cells by ~10:1, the mass of each microbe approximates 10?12g and thus altogether amounts to less than a few percent of our total bodily mass, we then find: When our daily consumption of ~2800 kcal is utilized by ~1013cells, each one uses, on average, ~10?11W and since mammalian cells average ~10?8g, then Fm 104erg/s/g

The rise of Fmfor computers generally parallels Moores law and may be the underlying reason for it

 By contrast, an emerging school of dynamic econometrics contends that commerce can be more accurately assessed when realizing that economies share common characteristics with all other complex systems in Naturenamely, all are disequilibrated systems forced out of balance by energy flows and environmental change, among other pressures

 Knowledge of metabolic pathways and their multiple interactions is unnecessary when treating cells in bulk; scale-free analysis here is restricted to individual cells interacting with their environment, not concurrently communicating with other cells

 These many advances in energy usage have empowered human beings in countless ways by reducing drudgery, enhancing productivity, cooking food, generating light, providing transportation, powering industry, conditioning space for households and buildings, facilitating communication and operating computers, among numerous technical tasks

 The ~180,000 TW of sunlight reaching Earth daily equals nearly 10,000 times the power currently utilized by all humans and all of our machines combined; alternatively stated, Earth receives in only about one hour as much energy from the Sun as the human race currently uses in a full year

, per unit mass) rates of energy consumption resulting from the cultural evolution and technological advancement of our civilization[13]

 This is a mean mass-specific metabolic rate within a range of values for humans, as for all complex systems

 Changes in Earths global albedo would not likely offset the added heating; even if all the worlds glaciers (including Greenland) melted, their summed surface area is lt;1% that of our planet, and local albedo changes from dirty ice to typical landforms are not globally significant

 Hyperbaric chambers that deliver high doses of O2, hence an energy supplement, seem to aid cancer-ridden patients [145]; even slight heating of tumors, notably by low-energy microwaves, can positively disrupt some cancer cells that exhibit greater thermal sensitivity than normal cells [146]

A hallmark of cancer cells is their enhanced use of energy to feed tumors, whose enzymes and glucose transporters are increased and whose metabolic pathways are over-expressed [136]; much of cancer is severalfold active, its energy budget considerably ramped up

 Active (or field) metabolic rates are greater and allow organisms to function

 Reference[1]granted some perspective by documenting the rise in Fm(~104to ~105erg/s/g) as coal-fired engines of a century ago surpassed earlier steam engines of the Industrial Revolution, which in turn were bettered by gasoline-fired engines of modern times

 Such social engagements are welcome and beneficial, and along with the underlying influence of energy use (both in absolute terms and on a per capita basis) strongly aid knowledge creation and product innovation for the human species

 Living or non-living, dynamical systems utilize flows of energy to endure

 Cells likely operate more efficiently when embedded alongside myriad other cells in a complete living system

 The technological singularity, which seems real and oncoming, may be central to beings on Earth (alas, especially threatening to our human egos), yet it is only one of many notable events throughout natural history; this singularity is unlikely to be any more fundamental than many other profound evolutionary developments among complex systems over time immemorial

culturally

Table 1further clarified the rise in Fmfor our ancestors during the past ~10,000 human generations, displaying a steady increase in per-capita energy usage as our species culturally evolved from hunter-gatherers and agriculturists (~105erg/s/g) many millennia ago to industrialists and technologists (~106) more recently

 Note that all these data pertain only to the uppermost part of the larger graph inFigure 1

 To give an example of a less-than-ideal gadget, todays photovoltaic cells currently achieve lt;20% efficiency, when optimized they might someday reach 40%, yet the absolute (quantum) limit for any conceivable solar device is ~70%

 This biogeophysical effect has often been overlooked when estimating future planetary warming scenarios, and it is an example of how broad cosmic-evolutionary thinking can alert us to relatively near-term problems having potentially serious consequences for humankind

 Energy rate density holds as a general measure of system complexity, just as it has for so many other complex systems that have emerged throughout cosmic history, from big bang to humankind

 More energy does seem to be utilized per unit mass to operate newer (even more efficient) vehicles, much as noted in[1]for the growth and complexification of so many other evolving systems in the Universe

 This problem relates to the global warming that our planet now experiencesbut not merely the familiar greenhouse-gas-induced warming that concerns us all

 Such optimal ranges, wherein complex systems build structure and operate functionally, yet outside of which they terminate, is an important consideration regarding a novel clinical strategy of potential interest to the biomedical community

nations

 Although energy use is now high in the cities where most people live, even more of it will likely be needed not only to lift developing nations out of poverty but also to increase the standard of living for everyone

 Whether stars, microbes, or civilization, it is energy that not only maintains the structural integrity of open, non-equilibrated systems but also keeps them functioninghelping them, at least locally and temporarily, to avoid a disordered state of high entropy ultimately demanded by the 2ndlaw of thermodynamics

 For example, with little industry, huge debt, social mismanagement, unemployment gt;20%, and a ~30% decrease in population in the past decade, Detroit is a naturally collapsing city on the brink of operational ruin; New Orleans might also be doomed eventually, as for so many cities built on the banks of waterways

malignant

 Patient survivability could conceivably improve if the promised tools of synthetic biology and bioengineering, aided smartly perhaps by pure and applied physics, not only inhibit cancer-signaling pathways, but especially deliver well adjusted amounts of additional molecular energy throughout cellular networks within and around malignant tumors

 The idea of cancer as an evolutionary problem accords well with the larger scenario of cosmic evolution, which is facilitated by and naturally selects for optimal energy flows, as discussed above and in [1]

residents

,Table 1) since, as noted above, the heavily populated cities use more than their share of total global energy expended; alternatively stated, a whole city is greater than the sum of its many residentsyet another case of emergence among complexifying systems

basal

 Much the same pertains to recently discovered seafloor bacteria and single-celled archaea, whose in situ (presumably basal) metabolic rates are ~10,000 times slower than lab cultures; at ~102erg/s/g, they apparently barely qualify as being alive and may represent an absolute lower limit for life to survive [116]; such extremely low metabolizing microbes have also been found deep below Earths continents [117][118]

 coli these extraordinary bacteria do not always, or even often, maximally respire, making their time-average values of Fmmuch smaller and more comparable to many other aerobic soil bacteria, gt;80% of which are nearly dormant while eking out a living in nutrient-poor environments

 Furthermore, there is plenty of solar energy, far more than needed to power civilization todayas well as into the indefinite future

None of this analysisor even a complete articulation of non-equilibrium economics, which no one has yet achievedclaims that economics is predictable or that markets are controllable

 No longer would energy issues arise only when market crises impact society; with a solar economy, energy will be so abundant and (eventually) cheap that it will safely guide civilization independently of erratic decision-making

,[1]), energy surely affects economic growth within and among nations

 The world economic system is just thata system, in fact a very complex system with incoming energy and resources, outgoing products and wastes, and a distinctly non-equilibrium status

 Use of solar energy seems the only seriously viable way that our technological society can avoid collapse, continue evolving, and ultimately be selected by Nature to endure indefinitely

 Although lacking thermal gradients, living systems do have non-equilibrium concentration gradients across membranesand it is this characteristic of life that requires a constant influx of energy and a consequent production of entropy

 Radiologists disrupt tumors by irradiating them with large doses of energy density, which is why radiotherapy is an effective, yet often collaterally harmful cancer treatment; this method essentially seeks to dramatically increase Fm, thereby killing cells by driving Fmabove their normal range of optimality

 Understandably, social scholars concerned about natural scientists treading on their turf will likely resist notions of non-equilibrium, market gradients, and frequent institutional shifts, all of it implying economic life (and politics) on the ragged edge of chaos

For resting humans (basal state), thus on-average for their component mammalian cells as noted above, Fm 12,000 erg/s/g

 For normal, healthy cells, that entropy gets dumped into the micro-environment beyond the cells and eventually the larger environment beyond the body housing the cells; for cancerous cells (see below), entropy degrades cells per se as well as potentially everything around them

,[1]) have promoted energy as a principal organizing factor for many other complex systems

 Modern flying machines rely on computers but also possess many additional, technologically novel features that together require even more energy density, in turn implying phenomenal complexity

 The alternative hypothesis offered here suggests increasing tumors Fmby feeding them moderately yet faster than they can grow further, thereby raising the solid black line ofFigure 4or at least causing it to depart from normality less rapidly and less frequently, thus slowing tumor progression

 Without government intervention (mostly as monetary handouts for energy-centered tasks), cities with decreasing Fmvalues will likely end; they will be culturally selected out of the category of urban entities (or at best urban-renewed as smaller, less complex social systems)

 This is a log-log plot, allowing compact display of data computed in this paper for society (plotted as Os linked by a least-square fitted dashed line) and for machines (Xs fitted by a dotted line) over millions and hundreds of years, respectively, in the same figure

 An underlying driver of much of this cultural advancement was not only greater total energy usage by society but also greater energy usage by each individual human being at every step of the evolutionary process

optimal

 The many energy-rate-density curves graphed in this paper and its prequel[1]likely continue increasing indefinitely for those systems able to survive by exploiting optimal energy flows, among many other systems that are not so favored and thus succumb to rapid disaster or slow extinction

 A mostly Lamarckian process whereby evolution of a transformational type proceeds via the passage of adopted traits, cultural evolution, like physical evolution, involves neither DNA chemistry nor genetic selection that characterize biological evolution

 It is now accepted that dysregulated metabolic change in cancer cells is a key promoter of tumor formation[106][107]

 Cities are among the youngest advances of cultural evolution, thus particularly susceptible to physical, biological, and social constraints that could fundamentally change, or even eliminate (via selection), those very same cities

 Todays most successful businesses are all about speed of production (including design and manufacture) as well as turnaround of new and better products; high-tech communications and intense social networking help to accelerate ideas, research, and development

 Many other urban indicators also rise disproportionately faster with city size (including upsides like inventions, employment, wages, and social networking, but also downsides like crime, disease, noise, traffic, and pollutioncf

 Yet the approaching, potential conflict between humans and machines is neither more nor less significant than many other, earlier evolutionary milestones as physical and biological systems changed and interacted along the arrow of time from big bang to humankind

 Three aggregates of biomass are often identified by clinicians: Normal, healthy tissue is complex since it is well differentiatedmuch like a star or planet that complexifies while enhancing thermal and chemical gradients from core to surface

4 kW/person, or ~7  105erg/s/g on average for all cities of all nations; this agrees with estimates of the United Nations and World Health Organization that megacities typically use 300 - 1000 pentajoules per year to operate transportation, electrical, and climate control devices[73]

 Poorly differentiated neoplasms, such as malignant tumors, have little of the ordered morphological appearance of normal cells and are highly entropic

02% of the total ~14 billion years of cosmic history

glucose

The balance sheet for part of the metabolism running the chemical engine of a living organism can be tallied in the following way: Consider a single reaction that is representative of ATP participation in cellular metabolism, namely the assembly of glycogen, a long chain of ring-shaped glucose (C6H12O6) molecules formed by photosynthesis and linked as a polymer macromolecule; this is specifically where animals store their carbohydrate (hence energy) supplies, most of it concentrated in the liver and muscles

tumor

 Pharmacologists also destroy cancer by attenuating glycolysis, thus suppressing cancer progression by depriving tumor cells of metabolic energy; such chemotherapy, often accompanied by serious side effects, seeks to substantially decrease Fmby starving cancer cells, thereby killing them by forcing Fmbelow the cellular range of optimality

 As some leaders now urge ethical constraints and regulatory restrictions on technological innovation and advancement, some people often wonder if we should strive to preserve our essential humanity and halt the growth of machines

 Researchers from different specialties often use provincial (and sometimes non-metric) units to express the same quantity, and soTable 1cross-correlates values of Fmin several sets of commonly used units: cgs metric units used in this paper, SI units alternatively used by natural scientists, and per-capita values preferred by social scholars

 Societys total energy budget will likely continue growing for three reasons: World population is projected to increase until at least late-21stcentury, when it might level off at ~9 billion people[14]

 This figure was discussed at length in[1](and more succinctly in[2]), as was its core hypothesis that Fmis a complexity metric that compactly compares commonalities among increasingly complex systems throughout the natural sciences

 Other recent computer modeling implies that thermal waste from 86 major cities accounting for nearly half of the worlds energy consumption can disrupt atmospheric circulation, helping winds to warm other parts of the planet as well, and possibly providing an explanation for the heretofore anomalous winter warming (currently ~1?C) in the northern hemisphere during the last few decades[20]

 Failure is a frequent outcome in the natural scheme of cosmic evolution for all complex systems, and urbanism is no exception

Todays eukaryotic, mammalian cells are more massive and richer genomically than prokaryotic, microbial cells that dominated life on early Earth ~3 Gya

 Given the large diversity of cell types, estimates of Fmfor realistically metabolizing microbes remain uncertain, although their wide range of values (102- 4erg/s/g) probably approximates those of simple, prokaryotic cells that emerged near the dawn of life

 Bio-synthesis of this sort resembles the formation and folding of a protein by the clustering of amino acids or the assembly of a ribosome, both of whose increased organization is more than offset by the decrease in the order of the surrounding water molecules

, specific metabolic rate) decreases as heightened metabolism directs previously normal cells toward (and perhaps outside) lower bounds of optimality, thereby stressing them, sometimes damaging them, and occasionally even destroying them completely

 Chip development has been so rapid and its multiplication so pervasive that our post-industrial society may have already built more transistors than any other product in human history, including clay bricks

 (Overlaps and outliers pervade the biological world; some simple bacteria, such as Epulopiscium, which thrives in the gut of surgeonfish, are bigger than many complex cellsmaking Fmsomewhat smaller and thus less complex

 Rather, cities can perhaps best thrive economically in the 21stcentury when its many city dwellers take full advantage of increased energy availability (as well as solve inevitably increased environmental degradation)

 London also experiences significant urban heating (up to 9?C on calm winter days in the city center) exacerbated by increased demand for electricity[25]

 A reasonable expectation for cities generally is that the rising temporal dependence of Fmwill eventually turn over in a sigmoidal S-curve, much as noted followingFigure 2for any complex systems origin, growth, and maturity

 That driver is not likely information, the internet, money, or any other subjective label that theorists and pundits often preach; rather, all complex systems, including society, are root-based on energy, and objectively so as suggested in this article and its prequel[1]

 As with all other aspects of cosmic evolution, local and global economies depend on both chance and necessity as non-equilibrium thermodynamics goes about its business of guiding energy flows through complex systemswhich for the case of human society is ourselves mostly within the vibrant and expansive cities of planet Earth

 Cancer research today is no longer guided solely by the general assumption that tumor cells behavior depends on DNA sequences and a reductionist, genomic-based focus on tumors housing bad cells

 Furthermore, mathematical chaos can sometimes arise in systems, including economic systems[60], occasionally punctuating long periods of relative calm with brisk spikes of volatility (resembling, for instance, horses while rarely racing, galaxies briefly active, or microbes insatiably feasting)

 Such a broad synthesis of natural science encapsulates the sum of big history, demonstrating in a single graph the interconnectedness of principal complex systems within and beyond planet Earth

 Nonetheless, its immense scope should not preclude specific, practical applications of real and useful merit for humanity and its vexatious society today

 Values of Fmfor todays computers approximate those for human brains, largely because they number-crunch much faster than do our neurological networks[1]; even slim laptops now have central-processing units with immense computational capability and not surprisingly, in cultural terms, high Fmvalues

 Such system behavior where more can become different[59], yet is often just more within a complexity hierarchy, is usually orchestrated by flows of energy that do seem to cause, at least in part, some open, unstable systems to emerge as more complex entities (cf

 Cosmic evolution can help empower human beings in countless ways to understand not only the importance of utilizing the essentially infinite resource of our parent star, but also how well-managed and optimally energized complex systems can practically safeguard the destiny of humankind

 This is cosmic evolutions iconic graph against which I examine how this grand cosmological subject might conceivably be of practical relevance, and even importance, to worldly issues now confronting humankind on Earth

 This flocking of people to cities at the rate of about a million new people per week is the greatest migration in human history and probably the most dominant cultural evolutionary trend of the 21stcentury

 However, it would be a mistake to regard our market economy as confusingly chaotic, rather it dynamically evolves much as any complex system of many varied, interacting partsalthough admittedly the former impression is often held by society during financial crises that have repeatedly disrupted human lives during the past few centuries

Economists and their dismal science are easy targets for criticism today, especially given their historic inability to effectively manage (or even explain) world markets[90]

 Given that there are ~1014cells in the human body, some colleagues then reason that each individual cell has a hundred-trillion times smaller Fm, or ~10?10erg/s/g

 Notably stressed among earlier findings are various optimal energy ranges characterizing numerous complex systemsspecifically, ranges in energy rate density that are empirically revealed by consistent, uniform analyses of a surprisingly wide spectrum of complex systems observed in Nature

 Surely, the science of biology, upon which medicine is firmly based, would benefit from having a grand quantitative theory, and perhaps cosmic evolution could provide a very broad one, along with a set of underlying principles that guide changes within and among all complex systems, including the birth, life, and death of human systems near and dear to us

 Climate Application of Cosmic EvolutionTodays civilization runs on energy for the simple reason that all ordered, complex systems need energy to survive and prosper

 By contrast, renewable energies, whose sole source is our Sun, are already accounted for in the thermal balance of our planets air, land, and sea, therefore their use would not additionally heat Earths environment

 Even so, it seems inevitable, indeed quite ordinary, that new forms of complexity are destined to emergesome of them perhaps eventually supplanting humanity and its tools as the most complex systems knownjust as surely as people took precedence over plants and reptiles, and in turn even earlier life on Earth complexified beyond that of galaxies, stars, and planets that made life possible

 The healthiest cells are often nearly perfectly differentiated and thus not neoplastic (newly abnormal), hence of low entropy

 The Human-Machine InterfaceAlthough these and other cultural Fmvalues often exceed biological ones, machines are not claimed here to be smarter than humans (despite the common terms smart phones or smart machines)

It would be most ironic if the cosmology of cosmic evolution might inform modern medicine regarding its conduct of cancer research today

humankind

Even acceding that the above assumptions can only be approximate, the heating consequences of energy use by most means seem unavoidable within the next millenniuma period not overly long within a timeframe of real relevance to humankind on Eartheven if we were to end greenhouse-gas pollution and master nuclear energy

 Experiments for respiring microbes often report higher energy rate densities of order 106erg/s/g, but such measures are difficult to gauge since microbes differ dramatically among active, normal, and dormant states

 In all cases, Fmvalues reveal, as for engines, automobiles, and aircraft above, not only cultural complexity but also evolutionary trends

 This is cultural evolution at work in its most rapid and vigorous way to date, yet fundamentally no different than for other aspects of cosmic evolution; humans cluster into cities much like matter clusters into galaxies, stars, and planets, or life itself into bodies, brains, and society; all these complex systems are basically governed by the same general principles of thermodynamics that guide energy flows, as quantitatively delineated by rising FminFigure 1

 Additional cell growth and proliferation in animals is especially evident for organisms that are diseased, as noted below, implying even lower Fm(thus higher entropy) than for cells enjoying normal, healthy physiology

 Here I examine not specific predictions, as much as four general trends that might affect humans in the near future: anthropogenic heat warming us, smart machines challenging us, world economics puzzling us, and medical disease afflicting us

 Accelerating cultural evolution is supported by a wealth of data and rising complexity has now reached a crescendo with conscious beings, adroit machines, and their future intermingling (cf

This table clarifies that per-capita daily energy usage in human history followed a slow and steady rise for long periods, then rising in a classic exponential growth more recently (cf

 It is, once again for the surviving systems among them, their dynamic steady-states that mix chance and necessity while wandering along the arrow of time toward greater complexity

 This graph shows some representative cultural systems that populate the upper part (within the thin oval) of the Fmcurve ofFigure 1

 As a recent review noted[1], I have no qualms about Fmvalues for some cultural inventions rising above those for human bodies and even brains; it is, after all, humans and their biological beings who build cultural systems, and so our creations that Nature never would have likely constructed without sentient beings might well function more complexly than our bodily selves

Regardless of the kind of indigenous energy utilized, Earths surface is constantly subjected to heat generated by human society

 Total energy utilized rises for each growing city and so does per capita energy usage for many urban citizens; generally the larger the city, the more hungry it is in nearly every energy sector (transportation perhaps excepted)

 Underdeveloped countries will mature economically, perhaps for more than a century until equity is achieved among the worlds community of nations

 Both modern society and our technical inventions are, in the cosmic scheme of things, extremely recent advances in the rising complexity of generally evolving systems in the Universe

) It is unclear how significant Fmvalues are for individual mammalian cells functioning alone and independently of others within their normal bodily systems

 Digital phones have continued this upward trend; the iPhone 4 weighs ~130 g, charges at ~4 W rate, and typically uses ~1 GB (~3 kWh of electricity) for monthly wireless data transfersmaking Fm 3  105erg/s/gcomparable to a $8 million Cray supercomputer of decades ago, yet now ~20,000 times cheaper and ~100 times faster

 coli, a 2-m-diameter bacterium populating the human intestine, each with a mass of ~2  10?12g

 The result for Earth is 256 K, or ?17?C, which is why we can be thankful for some natural greenhouse heating

 Although built culturally and not grown biologically, urban systems principal activity can nonetheless be compared to metabolisms having energy budgets dependent on city size, location, culture, and history[70]-[72]

 This, in turn, is an entropy-decreasing process, which would not occur without the entropy-increasing combustion of fuel as noted above

 Even if humanity stops polluting our biosphere with greenhouse gases, we could still eventually be awash in too much heatnamely, the waste heat byproduct generated by any non-renewable energy source

Neoclassical economists continue forecasting markets using linear methods, based on the premise that tomorrows economy is a well-defined combination of features of todays economy

) All things considered, cells, much like their larger networks, are dynamic steady states that can either survive and flourish (with optimal energy) or degrade badly and terminate (non-optimal energycf

 And medical oncologists will be slow to welcome clinical strategies focused on metabolomics rather than genomics, thereby attempting to cure cancer, rather than killing it, by actively altering energetic rates of carcinogenesis

 Urbanization is a truly complex phenomenon since cities are highly heterogeneous, differing widely in population, buildings, and businesses[74]; group size apparently does determine cultural complexity[75]

 When food is eaten by living systems, animal or vegetable proteins are broken down by digestive enzymes into their constituent amino acids

 We shall return to this topicand this potential solution to one of humanitys foremost problemsin Section 4, while suggesting that solar energy can also best power the growth of our global economy perhaps indefinitely

mammalian

 The graph depicts how the aging of a normal, healthy, mammalian cell (dashed horizontal line within the shaded blue, optimal area) can become cancerous when its value of Fmprogressively lessens toward death (solid black line projected beyond optimality)

 Nor do I regard evolutionary events to be accurately predictable, even in principle, given that an element of chance always accompanies necessity in the process of natural selection; evolution is unceasing, uncaring, and unpredictable, all the while non-randomly eliminating over time the far majority of complex systems unable to adapt to changing environmental conditions[1]

 While most mainstream practitioners argue that technological innovation can ensure unchecked growth as the best way forward[91][92], opponents counter with Malthusian pessimism that societal growth is inherently restricted owing to resource shortages[93][94]

 Although tumors in mice, rats, and humans, as well as tumor types in various human organisms per se, differ considerably in their energy metabolisms and growth rates, the general trend of decreasing Fmwith cancer progression apparently holds for most disadvantaged clinical cases, as inferred from reports throughout the medical literature[103]

efficiency

implies

 This seems unrealistic in todays energy-centered society, which even with efficiency gains might require yet more energy, implying that energy savings could ironically translate into higher consumption; Jevons paradox implies that as efficiency rises for any device, market pressures tend to lower its price, thus increasing demand for itwhich is why many people who buy cars with good mileage ratings often drive more and those who are comfortable with smart gadgets tend to own more of them, ultimately often using just as much and sometimes more total energy, and also why 21st-century citizens use vastly more per-capita energy than our ancient forebears even though modern machines need only a fraction of antiquitys horsepower for any given task[15][95]

Jevons

 This is not merely the stance of an astrophysicist looking to the sky for solutions to earthly problems, nor is it an endorsement of economists who advise better efficiencies when they should be recommending optimal energy flows for humanitys future well-being

1?C) such waste heat is growing

 It is this multitude of cultural advancements that has so dramatically escalated in recent timesadvancements which, in turn with the scientific method that derives from them, enable us to explore, test, and better probe the scenario of cosmic evolution

 Bangkok is another big city whose discharged heat increases within its center where traffic is highly congested, causing only ~13% of the total energy input for transportation to be converted into useful work while the rest is released as heat (~3?C) into the environment[24]

 Key differences are that cancer cells utilize greater energy and usually operate outside the optimal range of energy rate density for their host organisms, often growing and proliferating by sending their metabolic cycle into overdrive

 Such a global solar-based economy would still produce numerous goods and services, but the one resourceenergythat underlies all complex systems, including human society, would no longer be subject to geopolitics, revolutions, or greed

 On smaller scales, everyday appliances produce heat owing to their thermodynamic inefficiencies: toasters, boilers, and lawn mowers all operate far from their theoretical efficiency limits

 A fine line separates existence from extinction all through Natureand like most Phanerozoic species that became extinct, most new companies underlying urban economies fail; each year gt;10% of all US companies disappear

gases

 And per-capita energy consumption (Table 1) will also probably continue rising for as long as the human species culturally evolves, including that needed to air condition living spaces, relocate cities swamped by rising seas, and sequester accumulating greenhouse gasesall of which imply that even if the first two growths end, the third will indefinitely inflate societys total energy budget, however slowly

 Energy budgets are destined to rise in all urban areas, including per capita energy usage; rising Fmseems a cultural imperative and pragmatic economic behavior needs to learn to manage it

rapid

 Tumors are also widely observed (via direct imagery) to become disproportionately massive while experiencing rapid sigmoidal growth to diameters of ~200 m [131], and malignant breast tumors known from mammography scans to be ~30% denser than the tissue of origin [132]

 In fervent contrast, I regard it as the single strongest scientific justification for adopting solar energy and its derivatives to power civilization going forwardallowing for significantly increased energy usage, including greater per-capita energy consumption, without additionally heating our planetary biosphere

 Microbes are part of the inclusive cosmic-evolutionary scenario, yet here we put them aside in order to focus on normal (healthy) and abnormal (cancerous) cells in human bodies

 In addition, global population has grown and continues to grow, making clear humankinds formidable, ongoing, and rising energy demands, along with potentially grave consequences for environmental degradation and our future well-being

 Computer engineers who envision todays technological society as a hard, functioning machine obeying information theory will likely reject a tendency for humans and machines to favorably enter into a soft, adaptive symbiosis for the benefit of each

Table 1compiles values of Fmderived in[1]for several ancestral hominid and current human societies (cf

 Yet, as suggested in Section 2 of this paper, cosmic-evolutionary analysis urges recognition that humanitys future depends largely on adoption of solar energy, plenty of which is available to power economic growth practically forever

 Cell ThermodynamicsPhysicists often regard cells as physico-chemical systems wherein the whole anatomy is vital and energy is central, in contrast to the more reductionist approach of molecular biologists, with their DNA-centered viewpoints and huge genome databases

 There is nothing more fundamental, nor essential, for civilizations viability than energy, and the need to keep its energy rate density relatively high and optimized

Figure 2graphs many machine-related values of Fmcomputed above (also in[1]), as well as human-related values of Fmlisted inTable 1; this graph derives from a more detailed analysis of the human-machine interface[39]recently published among a collection of such papers[27]

24 eV), which is freely available in the thermodynamic sense to do work, that drives this endergonic synthesis comes from the exergonic conversion of an ATP molecule to ADP for each glucose added to glycogen; reacting spontaneously with a single H2O molecule (hydrolysis), ATPs energy-rich bond is broken with its terminal phosphate group (PO3H), thereby forming a more stable system that releases the energy (?4

 Although the power consumed per transistor decreased with the evolution of each newer, faster, and more efficient computer generation, the energy rate density increased because of progressive miniaturizationnot only for the transistors themselves, but also for the microchips on which they reside and the computers that house them all

Wide differences between active and basal rates, as well as field and laboratory studies of many related living phenomena, abound in the literature

 For example, cells of the human oocyte (in the ovary), macrophages (in blood and tissue), and adipocytes (in the abdomen) often growthat is, physically build mass by adding DNA, proteins or lipids, and not merely dividingto several times their typical 10 - 20 m diameters; they thus have more mass (which scales as the cube of their cross section) and less Fm

 Thermodynamic modeling implies that within only a few hundred years, global waste heat could rise ~3?Ca temperature increase often considered a tipping point that could profoundly alter civilization as we know it, conceivably producing widespread drought, famine, and even mass extinctions[4][5]

 Yet the very same energy processes that have enhanced past growth also apparently limit future growth, thereby constraining solutions to global warming

 How humankind might continue meeting those high (and often growing) energy demands was discussed in Section 2; here we explore how such large urban energy flows impact economics both locally and globally

 That combination of randomness and determinism is also why realistic economies will never be predictable in detail, but will remain process-dependent, inherently dynamic, and always changing; all complex systems obey non-linear dynamics, precluding predictions far into the future

0/Received 1 May 2014; revised 25 May 2014; accepted 12 June 2014ABSTRACTComplex systems throughout Nature display structures and functions that are built and maintained, at least in part, by optimal energies flowing through themnot specific, ideal values, rather ranges in energy rate density below which systems are starved and above which systems are destroyed

 Despite its grand and ambitious objective to unify theoretical understanding of all known complex systems from big bang to humankind, cosmic evolution does have useful, practical applications from which humanity could benefit

healthy

 Even so, cells and clusters of cells are the focus of cancer research, and so comparisons of Fmvalues for healthy and cancerous cells might be instructive, especially when measured in vivo within their respective bodies; however, O2consumption rates for separate cell types are difficult to obtain and are only now becoming feasible with advances in imaging technology

 More realistically, if world population plateaus at 9 billion inhabitants by 2100, developed (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, or OECD) countries increase non-renewable energy use at 1% annually, and developing (non-OECD) countries do so at ~5% annually until east-west energy equity is achieved in mid-22ndcentury, after which they too continue generating more energy at 1% annually, then a 3?C rise will occur in ~320 years (or 10?C in ~420 years), even if CO2emissions end

Estimates of how much heat and how quickly it might rise rely, once again, on thermodynamics

 By contrast, entropy as a quantitative diagnostic of complex systems is not as useful mainly because, unlike energy and entropys oppositely trending energy rate density, empirical measures of entropy are virtually impossible

 We already experience a heat-island effect in big cities that are warmer than their suburbs and near nuclear reactors that warm their adjacent waterways

 And here, computations show that entropy of the surrounding micro-environment increases, for this is a process that reduces order:In this way, ATP acts as an intermediate fuel during respiration, helping to make large molecules from smaller ones, indeed to convert simple molecules into more complex cell constituents

 As with all complex systems, markets also commonly exhibit bifurcationssudden changes in behavior of a system, some of whose small, natural variations amplify via positive feedback, much as in the rapid onset of fluid convection when input energy (heat) exceeds a certain threshold[58]

, Section 4); above-ambient heat has been detected in many large cities such as Tokyo, where its city streets are measured to be ~2?C warmer when air conditioning units not only suck hot air out of offices but also dissipate heat from the energy used to run such inefficient machines[23]

Overall, invasive tumors metabolize much like normal cellular systems, interacting with their neighboring surroundings while acquiring energy, producing mass, and secreting wastes

Figure 1sketches the rise in complexity among Natures many varied systems by plotting the change of energy rate density across ~14 Gy of time, from the beginning of the Universe to the present

 Experts now acknowledge that climate change is affected by economic growth twice as much as population growth[5]

 Per capita CO2emissions might decrease in our modern technological cities as automobiles travel shorter distances, but overall per capita energy use seemingly does not given increased electrical and other energies needed to run idling cars in congested traffic, air-conditioners to offset rising heat-island effects noted in Section 2, and battery-chargers for a wide array of smart machines noted in Section 3just glance at todays electricity, phone, or cable bills

 Cosmic evolution is the cosmological study of the many varied developmental and generational changes in the assembly and composition of radiation, matter, and life throughout the history of the Universe

 Although the total anthropogenic heat flux is currently negligible, statistically significant continental-scale surface warming of 0

 Energy Rate Density for Human CellsEnergy rate density, Fm, for adult humans of 65-kg mass going about their normal routine while consuming ~2800 kcal each day (~130 W) equals ~2  104erg/s/g

 However, Fmvalues for sustainable cities will not necessarily, and perhaps not likely ever, decreasea common misconception among urban analyststhus the need for yet more energy to operate our cities, our society, indeed all of civilization for as long as these complex social systems endure

 The proposal made in the present study seeks to reverse cancers decline in Fm, namely to raise it back to within the range of optimality and thus to return tumors to better health

 Dissipated energy from urban heat islands is projected to spread from inner city centers to larger rural suburbs; climate simulations that neglect waste heat are deficient

organization, causing entropy of tumors to rise

 Conceivably, humankind could survive while becoming more machine-like, all the while machines become more human-likethese two extremely complex systems neither merging nor dominating, as much as coexisting

 Numerical values are unspecified for the temporal axis because cancer cell lines and malignant tumors grow and age so variably in vivo

 As for all complex systems, energy is likely key to the creation, growth, and operation, (as well as demise) of any economy; optimization is essential since too much or too little energy utilization and the economy falters

 Most established cities today are still evolving while hundreds of new ones are under construction, all of them trying (by means of cultural adaptation and Lamarckian selection) to achieve sustainable yet productive communities within Earths human ecology[67][68]

 Much like our host bodies in which they reside, individual cells vary greatly in size, scale, mass, type, and function; variation is normal in biology and essential in evolution

 Humans Advancing and Machines ArisingRising energy expenditure per capita has been a hallmark in the origin, development, and evolution of humankind, an idea dating back decades[31][32]

 There is nothing self-regulating or self-organizing about economic markets; knowledge creation and product innovation are literally driven by energy

 The value of Fmfor the human brain is also indicatedbut note well that Fmis a proposed measure of complexity, not necessarily of intelligence

economics

 Such peculiar reasoning resembles how paradoxically, in economics, the unemployment rate can increase, despite thousands of jobs added each month, when the total workforce also grows at an even faster rate; or in cancer-related human behavior, how smoking can become less popular each year (now ~18% of all living people smoke, down from ~26% a few decades ago), even though the total number of daily smokers still grows globally (with more than a quarter-billion added since 1980 [149])

 Here, we consider the cell as a systema metabolic entity that mainly processes energy, on the whole, like all other complex systems in Nature

metabolic

 This does not allege that improvements in energy efficiency are unwelcome; in principle, higher efficiencies should cause less total energy usage and thus less heat and greenhouse gas pollution

 Apart from the Suns natural aging, which causes ~1% luminosity rise and thus ~1?C increase in Earths surface temperature for each 108years[3], well within a much shorter period of time our technological society could find itself up against a fundamental limit to growth

 Data approximations for single-cell dynamics were taken from in vivo [133]and in vitro studies [131], as well as from computer modeling [130]; estimates of Fmwere then made accordingly

 Whats unknown is whether, by slightly elevating their energy input, tumors will progress faster than their enhanced energy intake, thus continuing to lower their Fmvalues and damaging their host organisms still moreor whether their rate of energy enhancement could exceed their rate of growth, thus physically returning them to healthier, differentiated neoplasms without toxic chemical side effects and even without biochemically fixing the genetic mutations responsible for malignancy

 Cultural evolution occurs, at least in part, when far-from-equilibrium societies dynamically stabilize their organizational posture by responding to changes in flows of energy through them

 Medical Application of Cosmic EvolutionCancer is a systems disease, and recent efforts in systems biology have seen a resurgence of studies of the metabolisms of abnormal cells and aberrant tumors

greenhouse

climate

As we increasingly pollute Earths air with heat, adverse climate change might conceivably occur even in the absence of additional greenhouse gases

 Chemical analysis [112]shows that the simplest case of linking only two glucose molecules yields a decrease in entropy, S, for this is a process that builds up order within the system:The free energy (+3

 On smaller scales, that energy is the principal source of many local economies is evident by examining the gross domestic product (GDP, a standard measure of prosperity) of several US states

This is a sequel to a recent articulation of the full scenario of cosmic evolutionan expansive scientific worldview including galaxies, stars, planets, life, and societythat grants humans a sense of place in the Universe[1]

 Societal values of energy rate density

 On larger, national scales, unambiguous correlations between earned income and energy use further implies strong connections between per capita energy consumption and GDP[94]

Figure 3plots Fmin two ways, spatially and temporally: in part (a) Fmis shown rising with size of cities generally (dashed line, adapted from[79], such thatwhere P is population); in (b) Fmis shown rising (or leveling off) with time for the specific cities of Sidney and Toronto in two of the most energetically expensive continents, and for Hong Kong within a developing country[71]

 IntroductionHow wonderful it would be if cosmic-evolutionary research prompted novel insights and practical applications for some of humankinds foremost challenges today

 Expressed as an energy rate density, Fm, a hierarchical scheme ranks known organized structures that have experienced, in turn, physical, biological, and cultural evolution: stars and galaxies (Fm= 10?2- 102erg/s/g), plants and animals (103- 105), society and machines (=105)

 If Fmis a genuine complexity metric, these are then among the most complex systems on Earth, indeed in the known Universe

 Not surprisingly, the net effect (system + environment) of all these coupled biochemical reactions is an entropy increase, as required by the 2ndlaw of thermodynamics

 This is an entropy-increasing process because somewhat ordered, larger molecules are converted into many smaller ones having more randomized spatial arrangements and increased freedom of motion

Cities are as much a product of cosmic evolution as any star or life-form

 Remove a neuron from a brain, a chip from a computer, or a cell from a body, and each stops working

optimality

 Data for complex systems represented by the curve inFigure 1, from galaxies to society (among myriad systems in between), imply that they all function best within optimal ranges of Fmnot too high yet not too loweach type of system having its own range (and not just a single, ideal value) of optimality

 Economic Application of Cosmic EvolutionOne of the hallmarks of cosmic evolution is that complex systems are open, organized, and out of equilibrium

 Thats why a better term for societal-induced heating is anthropogenic heat flux; society is heated not merely by inefficiently wasted heat as much as all of the energy used to sustain it

 Even so, these changesand their social outcomesare probably nothing more than the natural way that cultural evolution proceeds beyond biological evolution, which in turn built upon physical evolution before that, each of these evolutionary phases being an integral part of the more inclusive cosmic-evolutionary scenario that also operates naturally, as it always has and likely always will, with the irreversible march of time

 Since solar flux scales as s T4, Earths surface temperature will increase ~3?C when (291/288)4= 1

humanity

 Such a natural-science survey, broadly addressing all known ordered systems across all of cosmic time, and potentially identifying a complexity metric of wide significance from quarks to quasars and from microbes to minds, does seemingly offer humanity some guidance at a time of acelerating global troubles on planet Earth

 The next evolutionary leap beyond sentient humans and their sophisticated tools will not likely be any more important (or troubling) than the past emergence of intricately complex systems

 Pressure too, which delivers mechanical forces to micro-environments around cancer cells thereby raising temperature and delivering energy where gently applied, might guide malignant cells back toward normal growth patterns; fluorescence imaging shows uncompressed colonies of cancerous cells to be large and disorganized, in contrast to compressed colonies that are smaller and more organized [148]much as expected from the above discussion if Fmis a valid complexity metric

 (To make the analysis manageable, I examined only computers that I personally used in my career, except for the first and last device noted

 Some researchers do recognize that urban energy metabolism is an economic issue and not merely an environmental one, but their premise, much in accord with currently fashionable equilibrium economics, urges cities to become more efficient by conserving energy[72]

Cultured humans and their invented machines are now in the process of transcending biology, a topic bound to be emotional as it rubs our human nerves and potentially dethrones our perceived cosmic primacy[28]-[30]

 Analyses of the past by means of the interdisciplinary scenario of cosmic evolution, whose roots extend far back into deepest time, can help humanity identify new issues and propose new solutions that might aid our risky trajectory along times future arrow in ways that go unnoticed in more specialized, disciplinary science

 However, in practice, advances in energy efficiency might backfire[15],16]; as industry becomes more efficient, more goods are produced and consumed, often causing total energy usage to increase still more (or at least not decrease)perhaps the best example being fuel-efficient cars, which cost less to run yet tend to get driven more while net energy savings often go unrealized (cf

usage

, a typical 20  200 m cross section growth implies ~103times mass increase) than its power intake rises (generally one or two orders of magnitude, with variations among many different types of tumors [134]-[136])

 Bigger cities generally complexify as they evolve and that implies, as for all complex systems, increased energy density

Everlasting evolution and rising complexity may well be hallmarks of Nature, especially given that the Universe expands at an accelerating rate

 Yet if we have learned anything from cosmic-evolutionary analyses, it is that all complex entities exist uneasily as though perched on an irregular arte, including pulsating stars, endangered species, and warring nations

rising

 Microbial MetabolismSince unicells became multicells and thence more complex organisms as life ascended with modification during biological evolution, the earlier rise of single cells is often associated with the domain of chemical evolution between organized systems that are living and simpler ones that are not; this implies, based on the curve of rising FminFigure 1, cellular values of Fmin the range of tens to hundreds of erg/s/g

 Heating ScenariosThe thermally balanced temperature T at Earths surface is reached when energy acquired on the dayside of our planet equals that radiated away isotropically as a black body:Here, k is the solar constant at Earth (1370 W/m2), r is the distance from the Sun (in A

 Historically, much of human progress has been closely linked to the emergence and development of cities; places like Uruk, Athens, Rome, Paris, among so many other famed locales, have often been at the forefront of social and intellectual advancement of humankind

Long-held assumptions and theoretical predictions have often maintained that larger, well organized cities nurture greater efficiencies owing to shared infrastructure in high residential densities, implying that economy of scale saves energy[76][77]

 All those urban benefits and detriments do cost energyanother inevitable result of thermodynamics basic laws that not only help build systems but also degrade their environments; to be sure, cities are the largest producers of entropy on the planet

Some colleagues claim that the 2nd-law degradation of our global environment on Earth presages the ultimate collapse of our technological society

More specifically, of the ~1013mammalian cells in the human body, Fmvaries somewhat among our ~200 different types of cells, depending on the bodily part examined

 Cosmic evolution and its undeniably upward trends near the tops ofFigures 1-3advise copious amounts of additional energy to flow within society (especially if that energy derives from the Sun, is relatively cheap, and minimally degrades Earths environment), thereby allowing disequilibrated global economics to flourish, expand, and further complexify society with city life as its heart (cf

Throughout the history of the Universe, as each type of ordered system became more complex, its normalized energy budget increased

economy

 Now is the time to take the next step forward in understanding the global economy by realistically modeling it, with empirical data, as a non-equilibrated, non-linear complex system that is rich in energy flows, continuously adapting, and subject to amplifying feedbackand nowhere are such avant-garde economic applications more pertinent than within and among our metropolitan areas

 If Nature were actually equilibrated (thus its entropy maximized and energy minimized), stars, galaxies, and life itself would not exist

 Compared to our planets solar insolation of ~120,000 TW (absorbed by the land, sea and air, and accounting for Earths albedo of 31%), our global civilization currently produces an imperceptible ~19 TW

innovation

 Cities as Economic EnginesCities (classified here as having gt;50,000 people and defined as the form and symbol of an integrated social relationship that concentrates culture and power in the community[61]) are dynamic sources of innovation that enable socioeconomic development

 A prime objective of the medical community seeks to slow or stop tumor growth without affecting normal, nearby tissue, ideally non-invasively

Closer analysis suggests a practical problem that inevitably arises for any energy-intensive society advancing during cultural evolution

 As cities culturally evolve, they become more massive, dense, and complex

waste

Furthermore, it is not just waste heat per se (governed by the 2ndlaw of thermodynamics describing quality of energy) that is cause for alarm; according to the 1stlaw (energy conservation of quantity of energy), all energy used by our civilization (efficiently or not) eventually dissipates into the air at some temperature

 Culture enables animals to transmit modes of living and survival to their descendants by non-genetic, meme-like routes; communication passes behaviorally, from brain to brain and generation to generation, thereby causing cultural evolution to act so much faster than biological evolution[36]-[38]

 Such a diseconomic trend toward accelerated electrical consumption in bigger cities was earlier evident for a selection of German and Chinese cities[79], but it was masked by distorted media reports that bigger cities always economize (they do for some shared utilities like cabling, plumbing, and roadways, but apparently not for each citizens total energy needs)

 SummaryI have no illusions regarding the reception of potential applications of cosmic evolution for the health, wealth, and security of humankind, even perhaps for the destiny of modern civilization

I never imagined that a subject so grand and highbrow as cosmic evolution might have any practical applications

implying

tumors

cancer

 New Attack on CancerMost primary cancer cells are prodigious consumers of glucose, hence seize and maintain higher energy flows than normal cells that rely mainly on O2uptake [124]-[128]; tumors also upregulate glycine during proliferation [129], implying that cancer cell dynamics and separation are likely interrelated [130]

 Waste heat generated by car engines, power plants, home furnaces, and other fuel-burning machinery already plays an unappreciated role in local and regional climates

 In particular, economies obey non-linear rules permitting rapid and unexpected fluctuations in the marketplace, much like abnormally violent storms can erupt in otherwise calm and ordinary atmospheric conditions; the difference between climate and weather affords perhaps a better analogy, the former providing long-term context for accumulated meteorological trends, the latter displaying short-term variations and occasional extremes in those trends

economies

owing

 Is human kind among the multitude of systems destined for extinction, owing perhaps to environmental degradation, societal collapse, or loss of control to machines? Just what is the so-called technological singularity and can we objectively assess its implications in ways that go beyond subjective emotions?Figure 2allows a closer, numerical examination of the idea of a technological singularityan occasion of some significance now perhaps underway during Earths cultural evolution, which surely does transcend biological evolution

 The laws of thermodynamics demand adherence: Cities able to manage their energy budgets optimally are most sustainable in the long run and will likely survive; other cities using too much or too little energy beyond an optimal range of Fm, as for all complex systemswill likely be naturally selected to terminate

Such stunning improvements in computer technology can be expressed in the same quantitative language expressed elsewhere in this analysishere, the rate of energy flowing through computers made of densely compacted chips

conceivably

 An oncoming cultural tipping point (or singularity[26][27]) will cause increasingly smart machines to challenge humankinds dominant complexity as both speed and skill of computers rapidly accelerateyet this clash between men and machines could conceivably create a positive symbiosis as each mutually benefits going forward

The outcome is that energy rate density has continued increasing right up to the present, as our modern world has become a humming, beeping, well-lit placeand there is no reason to think that it will stop anytime soon; augmented per-capita energy use might well be a cultural imperative if the human species is to survive

Despite the apparent lack of energy savings (even per capita, seeFigure 3) as most cities grow and develop, opportunities abound to improve cities energy efficiency, thus slowing the rise of Fmand perhaps halting it altogether as cities mature

 Implications for World EconomicsFrom a cosmic evolutionists viewpoint, the global economy is all about energy

It is within more recent years that machines have culturally emerged, notably among them automobiles and aircraft that have become archetypical symbols of technological innovation worldwide

erg/s/g

 This value increases for active states, often by as many as several factors; running, walking, and just sitting upright yield values of 45,000, 28,000, and 15,000 erg/s/g, respectively [123]

computers

5 y, an advance obeying Moores law[34]marking each computer generation; Pentium-II chips of the 1990s that still power many home computers hold gt;103times as many transistors (7

As noted in[1]for many complex systems, Fmoften rises exponentially only for limited periods of time, after which its sharp rise tapers off

technological

economic

 By contrast, economic equilibrium would signify a meltdown to nation-states and the financiers who seek to control thema classic heat death of global markets and perhaps a collapse of technological civilization

 Thus, as cities double in population, they utilize more than twice the energy of their smaller selves

capita

urban

 However, contrary to such wishful thinking, recent data reported by several US cities suggest that most urban systems are not so energy efficientand the bigger they get, the more energy they proportionately need[78], totally and per capita

cities

 Although caution is warranted to avoid over-interpreting the empirical data inFigure 2, such plateauing already seems evident for engines, aircraft, and perhaps society as a whole

 Energy-based anthropological analysis of Mayan Indian society draws a distinction between vertical (upward rise of Fm) and horizontal (leveling of Fm) evolutionary strategies, implying that sometimes minimal (or zero) complexification is favored provided the social system doesnt devolve into collapse itself[89]

thermodynamics

 Technological devices that are claimed to be 100% efficient are reversible and ideal, and they violate the laws of real-world thermodynamics; like perpetual motion machines, they do not exist

 This paper comprises one physicists conjectures about each of these applied topics, suggesting how energy-flow modeling can guide our search for viable solutions to real-world predicaments confronting civilization today

civilization

evolving

 The wealth of empirical data summarized here suggests that singularities are part of the natural scheme of thingsnormal, frequent, yet broadly expected outcomes when concentrated energy flows foster increasingly complex systems in a perpetually evolving cosmos

 Earths worldwide economy is the sum of national economies, which, in turn, are networks of city economies

city

efficient

 However, rapid, efficient computation does not always translate into energy savings; todays most advanced (metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect) transistors, with thin electronic gates only several atoms wide, actually consume more energy per unit mass[35], thus continuing the rise, albeit perhaps abated, of Fmin time

cancerous

 Suppose that, instead of clinically killing them, cancerous cells could revert (or adapt) to normalitythat is, increase their Fmvalues modestly, without themselves dying and without damaging host tissue or organ functionality

 Unremitting and increasing use of energy from any resource and by any method necessarily dissipates as heat

 Naturally airborne microbes living in the upper atmosphere would have also been cast into space (Joseph 2009a)

 Presumably, these viral genes triggered species divergence and promoted the evolutionary progression leading to humans

 All the essential ingredients may be available in nebular clouds which are produced by supernova (Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle, 1953; Joseph and Schild 2010)

 Human endogenous retroviruses: from infectious elements to human genes Cytogenet Genome Res, 110:318-332

 And just as the altered environment acts on gene selection, expression, and inhibition (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c) thereby modulating the evolution of increasingly complex species on this planet, the same gene-environmental interactions would be expected to take place on other worlds

 And yet, over a dozen different species of microbe have inherited the genes which enable them to survive conditions which for the previous 4

 Therefore, be they buried within rock, ice, or some other stellar material, and regardless of the depth, colonies of living microbes would provide their own protection with those who die ensuring the survival of those at the center of the colony

 Eventually this energized DNA-membranous-protein complex would have begun to function as a proto-organism or proto-viral replicon with all its needs provided by the chemically enriched nebular environment

 In fact, only a single microbe needs to survive to repopulate and cover a suitable planet with microbial life (Joseph 2000, 2009a)

Zelic

Fraser

 Each of these stars were likely created in nebular clouds which contained all the necessary chemicals and agents for the creation of life (Belloche, 2009; Fraser, 2002; Jura, 2005; Osterbrock and Ferland 2005; Williams, 1998; Zelic, 2002)

Experiments have shown that microbes can easily survive the shock waves of a violent impact and the jerk and sudden accelerations of ejection into space such as might be caused by a meteor strike which ricochets planetary material into the void (Burchell et al

 The Evolution and Metamorphosis of Life From Other PlanetsThe defining feature of Viruses including retroviruses, is they precisely target specific species and host cells

 Even as the surface of the planet freezes solid, conditions deep beneath the surface would be unchanged, and life would go on as before

Lynch

 2004; Koonin and Wolf 2008; Lynch and Conery 2000; Lynch et al

Koonin

Further, these combinations would be buffeted by cosmic shock waves from additional supernova thereby providing these coalescing organic molecules and strands of DNA with heat and additional sources of energy

multiple

 Further, in the presence of multiple sources and types of energy, radiation, and hydrogen gasses, and through natural selection, the nano-particle membrane would evolve capacitance

Numerous galaxies have been determined to be over 13 billion years old (Pace and Pasquini, 2004; Pasquini et al

Figure 12: Comparison of Genome Size: Eukaryotes, Bacteria, ArchaeIt is the significant differences in their cell membranes and the environments they prefer which may give a clue to their differential origins

, 2010; Joseph 2009a; Joseph and Schild 2010; Line 2010; Poccia et al

D)All the essential ingredients for creating life were missing on the new Earth, including, and especially oxygen, sugar, and phosphorus (Crick 1981)

 Each of these galaxies contain hundreds of billions to trillions of stars, each of which was presumably fashioned in a nebular cloud (Hartmann et al

Hartmann

Gilichinsky

, 2004, 2005; Gilichinsky 2002a,b; Nicholson et al

Natural transfer of viable microbes in space, Icarus

 Comets are most likely to melt as they orbit toward the sun, and thus Bacteria would be continually sprayed from the comet's tail, and some of which would eventually land on various planets and moons

 Bottom: Genetic Code for RNATherefore, over 13 billion years ago, at least one of the domains of life may have begun in nebular clouds

Gerasimenko

 In fact, the fossilized remnants of Bacterial colonies have been discovered in a number of meteors, including the Orgeuil, Murchison, and Efremovka meteorites (Hoover 1997; Pflug 1984; Zhmur and Gerasimenko 1999)

 These genes could have only been inherited from Viruses and microbes who were born in or who lived in space

 For example, the combination of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, cyanide and several other elements, could create adenine, which is a DNA base, whereas oxygen and phosphorus could ladder DNA base pairs together

If colliding, merging, and interacting galaxies and their stars and solar systems harbored life, then not just stars, but living organisms would have also been transferred between galaxies

6 billion years ago, these microbes, which were accompanied by Viruses and their vast genetic libraries, arrived on this planet, and this is how life on Earth began

When a Virus invades a single celled organism, it may donate its genes which become incorporated into the genome of the host

 2005); each infection event however, required that the host first evolve, and previous infectious events are associated with the evolution of a host which was then targeted by other Viruses

 "In the dormant stage a spore has no metabolism and resists cycles of extreme heat and cold, extreme desiccation including vacuuum, UV and ionizing radiation, oxyidzing agents and corrosive chemicals (Nicholson et al

Nicholson

 However, life has been discovered miles beneath the earth and below the subfloor of the ocean (Biddle et al

Biddle

 Solar Winds and magnetic fieldsFor example, as detected and measured by NASA's Ultraviolet Imager aboard the Polar spacecraft, between September 22- 25, 1998, a series of coronal mass ejections (CME) and a powerful solar solar wind created a shock wave which struck Earth's magnetosphere and the polar regions with so much force that oxygen, helium, hydrogen, and other gases were ripped from the Earth's upper atmosphere and ejected into space (Moore and Horwitz, 1998)

, 2008) remain in viral-storage and are only transferred to Bacteria under conditions of reduced sunlight and increased environmental stress resulting in nutrient depletion

 Therefore, rogue planets would not only provide safe harbor for living creatures dwelling deep beneath the surface, but may come to be contaminated by life forms that had been cast into these nebular clouds, including microbes which had been stripped from its own surface

 Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (2000) in fact discovered evidence of mass microbial death; i

 Although it has been claimed that 200 nm is the minimum cell size capable of harboring self-replicating DNA-machinery (de Duve and Osborn 1999) it is also well established that be they alive or abiotic, Nanobacteria self-replicate and form colonies even though they range from 50 to 200 nm in size

 nebular clouds, the interior of comets, on different planets, or in the case of Viruses within RNA-worlds

Normally, such creatures might be too heavy to be ejected into space

Once lofted into space, microbes and spores might easily survive

 The formation and depletion of molecules in dense interstellar clouds

The frequency and fluctuations in the power and force of CMEs and the solar winds, over the course of Earth's history, is unknown

 If of sufficient size, the interior of the meteor will stay relatively cool, with the surface material acting as a heat shield

 Further, following simulated space conditions including prolonged radiation, up to 60% of T7 phages remained active and were able to infect Bacterial host cells, and those phages suffering damage were able to fully recover (Fekete et al

 Using our planet as an example, these life forms would have also biologically altered their environments as they consumed minerals, metals, gasses, and chemicals and synthesized and excreted byproducts

 Therefore, life in a nebular cloud could easily proliferate and spread from planet to planet during even the earliest stages of planet formation

 Planets orbiting a star that loses mass not only increase orbital distance, but may be expelled from the solar system (Joseph 2009a; Schroder and Smith 2008)

 And if these planets, stars, and galaxies already harbored life, then just as they do on Earth, these life forms would have exchanged DNA and then evolved into sentient animals including those similar to woman and man (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c; Joseph and Schild, 2010)

 Biomorphic forms in carbonaceous meteorite Alliende and possible ecological system - producer of organic matter hondrites" in Instruments, Methods and Missions for Astrobiology II, RB

6 bya with the establishment of the Milky Way, and by 10 bya the variable descendants of that life had taken up residence on at least some habitable planets orbiting in the habitable zone, it can be predicted that life, and its genome, would haveevolved, and genes would have been transferred between variable life forms--just as they are on Earth

 As life continued to spread throughout the cosmos, and as microbes and viruses were cast from world to world, genes continued to be exchanged via horizontal gene transfer and copies of genes coding for advanced and complex characteristics were acquired from and transferred to eukaryotes and highly evolved intelligent life

 The ring of life provides evidence for a genome fusion origin of eukaryotes

eukaryotes

Simple Eukaryotes including lichens, fungi and algae can also survive exposure to massive UV and cosmic radiation and the vacuum of space (Sancho et al

Figure 5: Nanobacteria compared to bacteria in size

 Those on both sides of the argument agree that "Nanobacteria" are resistant to extreme heat, cold and radioactivity, contain calcium-binding proteins, and under physiologic conditions they accumulate calcium and phosphate and produce calcium phosphate

8 billion year ago (Lerner 1991; Van Flandern 2002)

 However, an analysis of ice cores indicates that CMEs of an intensity similar to or greater than that of 1859, occur at least once per 500 years (Odenwald and Green, 2008; Tsurutani et al

 2002, Solar system: Self-shielding in the solar nebula, Nature 415, 860-861

 Although the tailed phages of Archae and Bacteria share many features which could argue for shared ancestry (Newcomb et al, 2001; Rice et al

Newcomb

 Further, the unique environment of nebula is ideal for synthesizing and promoting the evolution of these molecules

Long period comets exit the solar system, interact with Oort cloud objects, and likely pass through or encounter nebular clouds (Wickramasinghe, et al, 2009; Wickramasinghe and Napier, 2009; Napier, 2004; Wallis and Wickramasinghe, 2004)

 2008), with mass both consumed in the star's interior and expelled by increasingly powerful solar winds

This does not mean that evolution and metamorphosis leading to modern humans was genetically pre-determined

 Therefore, subsequent extra-terrestrial experiments in evolution would have also been shaped by the acquisition of new genes subsequently inserted by Viruses, Archae, and Bacteria periodically deposited on those planets via mechanisms of panspermia

 2005) and they could have only acquired this resistance through the inheritance of genes passed on through natural selection following exposure in a radioactive environment other than Earth

Further, using Earth as an example, just as microbes and Eukaryotes have synthesized and secreted all manner of byproducts, including oxygen and calcium, which in turn acted on gene selection, promoting theevolutionof oxygen-breathing creatures equipped with bones and brains (Joseph 2009b), we can predict that on Earth-like planets, life with bones and brain would have alsoevolved

 Even if most microbes were to die, it has been estimated that at a minimum 7% might survive the journey to another planet (Gladman et al

As Bacteria and Archae journey from planet to planet, solar system to solar system, and even galaxy to galaxy, and are exposed to different environments and to different life forms, they acquire and exchange genes from the life forms already inhabiting these planets (Joseph 2000)

 Endogenous retroViruses, therefore, can alter host gene function and genome structure and thus the evolution of eukaryotic hosts including humans

 For example, Archae genomes are relatively smaller and more compact and less variable in size ranging from 0

 Many species of microbe have inherited the ability to survive a violent hypervelocity impact and extreme acceleration and ejection into space including extreme shock pressures of 100 GPa, and the descent through the atmosphere and the crash landing onto the surface of a planet

, 2004; Mezzacappa and Fuller, 2006), and is thus injected into nebular clouds, along with hydrogen, (calcium), carbon, and oxygen; i

Mezzacappa

 These ratios are exactly what might be expected if Viruses serve as vast DNA repositories and thus as a source of genes which may be injected into the Bacteria genome to be utilized in times of stress as might be encountered when journeying to and arriving on different planets and when confronted with every conceivable environment

 Multiple origins could account for the different domains of life: archae, bacteria, eukaryotes

Therefore, it can be predicted that these solar events are not uncommon and must take place on innumerable habitable planets orbiting within a habitable distance from their sun

, 2007; Walker,1970), be it extremely acidic hot springs, soda lakes, deep sea thermal vents, hypersaline water at saturation and under incredible hydrostatic pressures (H?ring et al

F)The reproductive strategies of Viruses which require a living host, proves an Earthly "RNA World" is imaginary and could not have created life on Earth (Joseph 2000)

 Additional evidence of desiccated Bacterial dust was provided by telescope observations of the galactic centre infrared source GC-IRS7 (Allen and Wickramasinghe, 1981) and of fluorescence phenomenon and extended red emissions in nebula and extragalactic systems, i

 Fully formed galaxies over 13 billion light years from Earth have been detected In January of 2010, after prolonged observation of Ultra Deep space using the Hubble Wide Field Camera, fully formed galaxies, at distances, from Earth of approximately 13

 Moreover, the presence of hydrocarbons (catalyzed by stellar radiation), once incorporated, could be employed for polymerization and the additional creation and assembly of the necessary elements and macromolecules essential for life

Robertson C, Harris J, Spear J, Pace N (2005)

Robertson

 Thus it can be predicted that due to turbulence, supernova, stellar ignition, and other forces, that these and other complex organic molecules were combined within nebular clouds to create life-related structures, which eventually resulted in a self-replicating nano-particle with a semi-permeable membrane

 What has been described as a random evolution is in fact the metamorphosis and replication of living creatures which long ago lived on other planets

 However, not all of these genes have been expressed, whereas yet other were silenced or activated in response to specific environmental signals, thereby giving rise to new species (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

 Much of that debris likely contained life (Joseph 2000, 2009a)

Sephton

C)DNA and complex organic molecules would have been destroyed by the environment of the early Earth (Crick 1981; Ehrenfreund and Sephton 2006)

 This would explain not just the perfect Virus-host match and the ease of viral DNA insertion into specific hosts after they evolve, but the fact that these inserted genes often interact smoothly with a network of host genes, often to benefit the host, and act to purposefully increase and promote speciation and evolution

 If Earth were ejected from this solar system, microbes such as D

 This also means that in total, these viral libraries may contain an infinite number of genes which code for innumerable functions that are held in reserve unless required by the host

retrovirus

 Proviral structure, chromosomal location, and expression of HERV-K-T47D, a novel human endogenous retrovirus derived from T47D particles

 Howevever, these winds will periodically increase significantly in strength and eject air-born microbes into space and distribute them not just to neighboring planets, but outside the solar system where they may come to contaminate collections of "Oort cloud" stellar objects and passing comets

 Likewise, when comets collide with life-laden planets some fraction of ejected living material would be transfered to other planets and solar systems (Wickramasinghe, et al

 With every replication its genome would have expanded, and coupled with natural selection, it would have become more variable and more complex

 Archae and Bacteria Transfer Genes to EukaryotesAlthough it is likely that single celled Eukaryotes were also present on Earth from the very beginning, there is also considerable evidence that Archae, Bacteria, and Viruses transferred genes to these single celled Eukaryotes, thus trigger multi-cellularity (Joseph 2009b,c)

 However, in this instance, an earlier burst cleared a path, and the "solar superstorm" which followed in its wake struck the Earth in less than 18 hours, and with such force that it caused a world-wide failure of telegraph systems

 Innumerable microbes could hitch a ride and attach themselves to dust particles

 Thus, as new solar systems are formed they acquire planets which do not grow by accretion from particles of dust (Joseph and Schild 2010), but which may already harbored life, and which then grow as debris slams into them

74 miles) beneath the surface

 These microbes immediately begin to transform, secreting protective gels, shrinking to the size of spores, and generating heat and cold-shock proteins which wrap around and protect them

 Moreover, once these viral genes are incorporated into the host genome, they can be transmitted, in "silent" non-acted form, to daughter cells, only to be expressed in response to specific environmental signals (Ackermann et al

 Therefore, even if life had been fashioned only once, in some ancient galaxy which predates our own, the descendants of this life form could have easily journeyed from planet to planet, from solar system to solar system, and from galaxy to galaxy

However, even if we were to confine the origin of life to a single comet, nebular cloud, or planet, the descendants of that life would inevitably be distributed to other planets and solar systems

Comets also form in nebular clouds

By contrast, analysis of the eukaryotic and prokaryote genome has led a number of scientists to conclude that life in this galaxy may have begun over 10 billion years ago in an extra-stellar environment (Anisimov 2010; Jose et al

In fact, space experiments have shown that Bacteria and fungal spores can easily survive the vacuum and constant exposure to solar, UV, and cosmic radiation with just minimal protection (Horneck 1993; Horneck, et al

 Prevalence and evolution of core photosystem II genes in marine cyanobacterial viruses and their hosts

 However, their genes were copied by archae, bacteria, and viruses

 After hundreds of millions of years survivors may fall upon a planet orbiting a distant star

 Human endogenous retroviruses in the primate lineage and their influence on host genomes

 For example, viral genes have been discovered which enhance host cell carbon metabolism, nitrogen fixation, antibiotic resistance, the biosynthesis of vitamin B12, and the creation of heat shock proteins during times of stress (Evans et al

Evans

As first proposed, theorized and detailed by Joseph (2000), as Bacteria and Viruses journeyed from planet to planet and solar system to solar system, they exchanged DNA via horizontal gene transfer, with the denizens of these worlds, thus making their survival on these planets possible through the immediate acquisition of the necessary genes

Eventually, some of these rogue planets would begin to circle proto-stars forming within these nebula, and then become part of these newly forming solar systems (Joseph 2009a; Joseph and Schild 2010)

, 2006; Lovett 2006; Sancho et al

Sancho

 Human-specific integrations of the HERV-K endogenous retrovirus family

 Thus, even if "non-DNA" life forms were to emerge they would acquire a genome upon encountering DNA-based life which successfully inserts its genes thereby giving rise to a universal genetic code which is common to all life

B)Statistically, there was not enough time to create a complex self-replicating organism on this planet (Crick 1981; Horgan, 1991; Hoyle, 1974, 1982; Yockey 1977)

, 2003) and quantities of atmospheric gasses, including airborne microbes, and perhaps other creatures, were cast into space

 Microbial organisms from a single source may even come to be distributed on a galaxy-wide scale, some of which would come into contact and exchange DNA with microbes expelled from other living worlds (Joseph 2000, 2009b)

Vreeland and colleagues (2000) discovered Bacteria spores which had been embedded in salt crytals buried 569 meters beneath the earth, and dating back 250 million years

Flanner

 Although many microbes would die, most might easily survive the conditions of space, protected from radiation by dust and debris (Clayton, 2002; Flanner et al

Clayton

 Necessarily, if those oceans contained life, although much of that life would die, a billion trillion microbes and Viruses would survive

As detailed by Joseph and Schild (2010), life could not have begun on this planet for the following reasons:A)Complex life was present on Earth almost from the beginning with evidence of biological activity dated to between 4

 On the other hand, the universality of the DNA-genome and the genetic code, may indicate that DNA is a "cosmic imperative" and a requirement for life

 Magnetic flux loss form interstellar clouds with various grain-size distributions

These steps leading from self-replicating chemical compound to the complexity of a DNA-equipped organism, could not have taken place on Earth as all the essential ingredients were missing and there was simply not enough time

, 2002), and some of these retroviruses are still active (Conley et al

If we accept the basic premise of "natural selection" then the existence, inheritance, and preservation of these genes indicates these genes existed prior to exposure on Earth (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

, (2004) The structure of a thermophilic archaeal virus shows a double-stranded DNA viral capsid type that spans all domains of life

genetically

 Genes act on genes, genes act on the environment, and the altered environment acts on gene selection, thereby giving rise to an evolutionary progression from simple cell to sentient intelligent being, each evolving into a world which has been genetically prepared for them

 It is the position of this author that the universe is infinite and eternal, and has no beginning, and, no end (Joseph, 2000, 2010)

However, because Viruses target specific hosts, innumerable Viruses cannot inject their genes into that host until after that host evolves

, 2002), whereas spores can survive post shock temperatures of over 250?C

 Although multi-cellular Eukaryotes would be killed instantly, numerous species of microbe could form spores

Thus, genes inserted into the eukaryotic genome by Archae, Bacteria, and Viruses, may be stored in the eukaryotic genome for millions of years, and are then passed on to offspring and subsequent species via the germline, and only come to be activated by specific environmental and genetic regulatory signals

Be it an infinite universe of a Big Bang, as microbes and Viruses were cast from world to world, they would not merely carry genes, but would have exchanged genes with the denizens of these other planets including their fellow travelers

A living planet with an atmosphere, orbiting within the habitable zone of a sun-like star, will be subjected to that star's solar winds

 Expression of human endogenous retrovirus K envelope transcripts in human breast cancer

 For example, bacteria, archae, and viruses may have mutually exchanged genes, thereby fashioning a Eukaryote with a genome of active and silent genes

 Genes act on genes, and genes act on the environment and the altered environment activates and inhibits gene expression, thereby directly influencing theevolutionof species

 Planets and the star they orbit exert gravitational effects on one another (Gladman 2005)

Gladman

Van Flandern

Ratcliffe

Lerner

 Horizontal Gene Transfer, Viruses,  Evolution From SpaceThe theory of the "Big Bang" creation event is rife with problems and inconsistencies (Eastman 2010; Joseph 2010; Lerner 1991; Ratcliffe 2010; Van Flandern 2002)

, 2007; Prangishvili et al

 Based on a detailed analysis of genetics, astrobiology, and astrophysics, Joseph and Schild (2010) concluded that nebula are cradles of life, and life began in a nebular cloud--a view which is concordant with the views of Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle, 1953; Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 1978)

, 2009; Sherman and Pauw, 1976; Sullivan et al

 interstellar space (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

 When subjected to life neutralizing conditions, or if the environment becomes incredibly hot, cold, or devoid of water, oxygen, or other life sustaining necessities, the microbial cell body will lose water and quickly shrink in size and form a highly mineralized core enclosed in heat and cold shock proteins which wrap around and protect them creating an almost impermeable shield

 Mechanisms of panspermia and the dispersal of life are detailed including: Solar winds, Bolide Impact, Comets, Ejection of living planets prior to supernova which are then captured by a newly forming solar system, Galactic collisions and following the exchange of stars between galaxies

bya

6 to 10 bya, is also compatible with the consensus view that this universe may have begun with a "Big Bang" 13

Esser

 Thus we see that the genomes of modern day eukaryotic species, including humans, contain highly highly conserved genes were were acquired from Archae and Bacteria (Esser et al

 Over time, increasingly complex and intelligent species evolved through natural selection whereas inferior competitors became extinct

Hoover

 Microfossils of cyanoBacteria have also been discovered in the Murchison (Hoover 1997); a meteorite so old it predates the origin of this solar system and may have originated on a planet that orbited the parent star which gave birth to our own (Joseph 2009a)

 However, many of these genes, such as those conferring resistance to radiation or antibiotics, did not randomly evolve, as they existed and were inherited prior to exposure, on this planet

 The acquisition of these genes from the denizens of other worlds, enables prokaryotes and viruses to immediately adapt to the most extreme environments, such as might be encountered on other planets

2% of the human genome and almost half of the mammalian genome (Deininger and Batzer 2002; van de Lagemaat et al

Deininger

 Nevertheless, given even the odds of 1 in a trillion, it can be predicted that life could have arisen in multiple galaxies through chance combinations of the necessary ingredients in the womb of nebular clouds

 They also acquired eukaryotic genes coding for complex physical organs, features, characteristics, and traits (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

, 2003) and contribute promoter sequences that can initiate transcription of adjacent human genes (Conley et al

Combs

Goertzel

 Origins: Life Began in A Nebular CloudThere is a growing body of evidence demonstrating that life did not begin on this planet but began billions of years before Earth was formed (Anisimov 2010; Gibson and Wickramasinghe 2010; Goertzel and Combs, 2010; Gonz?lez-D?az, 2010; Jose et al

Anisimov

In fact, these inherited or horizontally acquired genes allow microbes not just to flourish regardless of environmental challenge, but to secrete specific biodegradative enzymes which target toxins and poisons, and even newly invented antibiotics, and use them as a food resource (Dantas et al

Dantas

 If cast into space, deep inside a mound of earth and stone, those on the outer layers of the colony, if killed, create a protective crust, blocking out and protecting those in the inner layers from radiation or other hazards associated with space travel

 Risks threatening viable transfer of microbes between bodies in our solar system

 Thus, Viruses and the prokaryotic (Bacteria and Archae) genome contain genes which enable them to survive, flourish and proliferate in, and adapt to the most extreme of toxic and poisonous environments (Jaffe et al

, 2005), then long before the existence of Earth, the first chemical combinations would have had billions of years to become a self-replicating organism with a DNA genome

 Some species of microbe, such as Deinococcus radiodurans, can quickly rebuild their genome even if shattered by UV or gamma rays (Lovett, 2006), and the same is true of yeast (Scheifele and Boeke 2008)

Figures 8-10: Microfossils of Martian Nanobacteria discovered in Martian Meteorite ALH 84001Via peptides, phosphorus, and sugars, coupled with hydrogen gasses, and even in the absence of the ability to synthesize or utilize enzyme catalysts, these nano-proto-membranous-cells could then engage in the non-enzymatic assembly of amino acids including purine, glycine, and pyrimidine bases

 Thus, because of these genes, even Earthly microbes and Viruses are perfectly adapted for journeying from planet to planet, from solar system to solar system, and even from galaxy to galaxy

 If distance is related to time, then these distant galaxies must have been billions of years in age, 13 billion years ago, thus indicating they are well over 15 billion years in age

 Genes would be exchanged via horizontal gene transfer utilizing the same genetic mechanisms of exchange which are common among the microbes and Viruses of Earth

 Phosphorus, for example, is rare in this solar system and may have been non-existent on the early Earth, and phosphorus is essential for the manufacture of DNA

 Why should evolution be any different? However, rather than 9 months, or a single season, it takes billions of years to grow a human from a single cell

 Characterization of a novel human endogenous retrovirus, HERV-H/F, expressed in human leukemia cell lines

 Initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome

 Carbon molecules in space: from astrochemistry to astrobiology

However, although over 40% of the human genome consists of genes inserted by Viruses, including genes coding for the human brain, much of the remainder of the human genome can be traced to genes inserted by Archae and Bacteria (Joseph 2009b,c)

 This explains why the Virus acts purposefully, targeting and inserting its RNA or DNA into specific hosts where there is a perfect genetic match, and whyerrorsare introduced if the match is not perfect

Hagstrum

Elewa

Alvarez

Napier

Cellino

 Earth has been struck repeatedly by meteors, asteroids and comets (Cellino and Dell'Oro 2009; Elewa and Joseph 2009; Napier 2009; Radice 2009), some with such force that numerous species were wiped out and became extinct (Alvarez 2008; Firestone, 2009; Hagstrum 2009)

 And the genetic libraries maintained in the genomes of these Viruses and prokaryotes, made it possible to not only immediately adapt to every conceivable environment, but to biologically modify and terraform new Earth, and in so doing, they began to promote the evolution and replication of species which had evolved on other worlds (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

 And the innumerable genes stored and maintained in the genomes of these viruses, coupled with prokaryote genes and those transferred to eurkaryotes, made it possible to biologically modify and terraform new Earth, and in so doing, some of these genes, now within the eurkaryote genome, were activated and expressed, replicating various species which had evolved on other worlds

 Microfossils discovered in the Murchison meteorite which resemble cyanobacteriaViruses are so numerous and come in so many varieties their numbers and genetic storage capacity are essentially infinite

If the solar wind was produced by a dying star, interstellar space would be thick with dust which would begin to accumulate in a growing nebular cloud

The mechanisms of dispersal are many and includeA)Solar winds,B)Bolide Impact,C)Comets,D)Ejection of living planets prior to supernova which are then captured by a newly forming solar system,E)Galactic collisions and following the exchange of stars between galaxies

 The monsoon is one of the most powerful atmospheric circulation systems on Earth and commonly funnels air, dust, water, gases, and pollutants from the lower layers of the atmosphere to deep within the stratosphere where they stay aloft and circulate the globe for years (Randel et al

Randel

 Indeed, its genome indicates it has never been exposed to sunlight, obtains its nourishment from non-biological sources, and can form spores (Chivian et al

 Likewise, Bacteria (and their viral associates) flourish in pools of radioactive waste, and at subzero temperatures, within boiling hot springs, or miles beneath Earth or at the bottom of the sea (Boone et al

Boone

These same events must occur on terrestrial planets in every solar system in the galaxy

It is likely that Viruses found in association with Archae provide a similar genetic-satellite function, orbiting in close proximity and acting as a store house for genes which may be required by Archae when confronted with life-threatening challenges

"Viruses store vast amounts of genetic information and hundreds of genes which provide no direct benefit to the Virus

Therefore, if "Nanobacteria" are abiotic chemical compounds which lack DNA, they still possess the capability of mimickinglifeand easily form cellular division-like structures similar to living microorganisms

 A wide variety of organic compounds were discovered including amines and amino acids such as glycine (Elsila et al

Elsila

 An envelope glycoprotein of the human endogenous retrovirus HERV-W is expressed in the human placenta and fuses cells expressing the type D mammalian retrovirus receptor

 If these propositions are true, then different domains of life and of quasi-life, could have arisen in completely different environments and localized conditions, e

Therefore, microbial creatures, and their DNA, are perfectly adapted for traveling from planet to planet and from solar system to solar system, and have acquired and inherited the genes which enable them to survive in almost any environment such as might be encountered on other worlds

 What has taken place on Earth represents not a random evolution, but the metamorphosis and replication of living creatures which long ago lived on other planets

 Thus, Viruses act as gene conservatories and can increase the gene pool within the genome of a host when necessitated by changing environmental conditions (Sullivan et al

Burt

Belshaw R, Katzourakis A, Paces J, Burt A, Tristem M (2005) High copy number in human endogenous retrovirus families is associated with copying mechanisms in addition to reinfection

Belshaw R

 These same winds would have also blown living biomass into space prior to supernova and planetary expulsion

 The Methanosarcina barkeri genome: comparative analysis with Methanosarcina acetivorans and Methanosarcina mazei reveals extensive rearrangement within methanosarcinal genomes

Methanosarcina

6 bya for the beginning of life, and using the evolution of life on Earth as an example, then it could also be predicted that sentient, intelligent life would have evolved on numerous Earth-life planets by 9 bya

6 microm, genomes of 300 kbp to 1,200 kbp, and commensurate complex gene pools (Claverie 2005) contain incredible genomic capacity and an extensive gene library which was likely obtained via horizontal gene transfer from a host to the Virus

Claverie

 (2005) Potential photosynthesis gene recombination between Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus via viral intermediates

2009b

 However, considerable evidence has been marshaled which demonstrates that Viruses are utilized by Bacteria as vast storehouses of genes and DNA, which may be transferred from Viruses to Bacteria, and then back again, depending on environmental and other conditions which impact Bacterial needs and requirements (Joseph 2009b,c)

 In 2006, NASA?s Stardust spacecraft cometary collector, captured particles and cometary gasses from the cometary coma of comet 81P/Wild 2

 In an infinite universe, there may have been multiple origins of life

 As argued and detailed by Wickramasinghe and colleagues (2009), when comets condense from interstellar material they could incorporate Bacteria which would take up residence inside, either as spores or flourishing and reproducing within the radioactively-heated liquid cometary interiors

Be it a universe which began with a Big Bang, or an infinite, eternal universe with infinite time, it could well be that through endocytosis, phagocytosis, and genetic mechanisms involving gene transfer, that extreme variations in genetic coding were eventuallyaveragedout, or that one code won out due to natural selection as it was the superior code

Boeke

Scheifele

 Many of these species, including Bacteria can rebuild their genomes even if shattered by radiation (Lovett 2006; Scheifele and Boeke 2008)

Lovett

 During the collision our Sun and solar system may be stripped away from its present orbital radius and come to reside in Andromeda (Cox and Loeb 2008)

 They regulate human gene expression (Jordan et al

Jordan

 Therefore, even in the absence of DNA, nano-particles fashioned in a nebular cloud or comet, could grow in size and complexity, self-replicate, and utilizing chemicals and compounds freely available in its environment, develop a semi-permeable proto-membrane

 Bacterial spores survive simulated meteorite impact Icarus 149, 285

 They can also survive the frigid temperatures and vacuum of an interstellar environment and the UV rays, cosmic rays, gamma rays, and ionizing radiation they would encounter (Burchell et al

 A single microbe could be ejected from any one of them and reach our planet in 25,000 years

 Thus, evolution leading to humans, has been guided by genes inserted by microbes and Viruses whose own ancestry can be traced to life forms which journeyed here from other planets

 Therefore, just as Earthevolvedsecondary to biological activity (Joseph 2009b,c), the atmospheres and oceans of other planets would have also been altered

, 2005), and since supernova were more common during the early stages of galaxy formation, thereby creating billions of bio-chemically complex nebular clouds, life had billions of locations and billions of years to evolve from chemicals, gasses and metals, to organic compounds, to self-replicating nano-proto-cells, to simple cells equipped with DNA (Joseph and Schild 2010)

, 2008) whereas the Milky Way may have over 4 billion stars

evolve

 The life time of a galaxy is unknown, though it is believed they evolve from small dwarf galaxies to spiral or eliptical galaxies over billions of years of time

 Archae, bacteria, and viruses may have combined and mixed genes, thereby fashioning the first multi-cellular eukaryote which continued to evolve

genomes

 For example, the genomes of specific endogenous retroviruses were inserted into the primate genome tens of millions of years ago, and then activated or silenced at key points of evolutionary divergence, such as the split between new world and old world monkeys, and the split between hominids and chimpanzees (L?pez-S?nchez et al

, 1980, The penetration of diffuse ultraviolent radiation into interstellar clouds

cast

If Earth is a remnant of a planet which had been cast from the dying solar system of the parent star which gave birth to our own, is unknown

com - Emeritus, Brain Research Laboratory, Northern California,2Center for Astrophysics, Harvard-Smithsonian, Cambridge, MAAbstractLife originated in a nebular cloud, over 10 billion years ago, but may have had multiple origins in multiple locations, including in galaxies older than the Milky Way

 Detecting the expression of human endogenous retrovirus E envelope transcripts in human prostate adenocarcinoma

Sullivan NJ, Geisbert TW, Geisbert JB, Shedlock DJ, Xu L, et al

 Thus, viral genes have accumulated in those genomes leading to humans

 These rogue planets might also congregate within the growing nebular clouds formed by the dust and debris ejected by the dying sun's increasingly powerful solar winds

Necessarily, over billions of years of time, these viral genetic libraries would increase in size, requiring additional viral store houses

 This could mean that the genetic template for the evolution of all manner of life, including those similar to humans, would have been established almost 5 billion years before Earth became Earth

 Bacteria, archae, and viruses, act as intergalactic genetic messengers, acquiring genes from and transferring genes to life forms dwelling on other planets

 These genes, including those coding for photoadaptation and the conversion of light to energy (Williams et al

It must be stressed that the model presented above is an extremely simplified schemata of the immensely complex interactions which would be required and presupposes conditions where all the necessary elements were available

 It is this genetic library, inherited and obtained from ancestral extraterrestrial species living on other planets, which provides these microbes with the ability to live in almost any environment, and to colonize toxic habitats such as might be found not just on Earth, but other worlds

 Photosynthesis genes in marine viruses yield proteins during host infection

 Single celled Eukaryotes may have also arrived on Earth from space, along with archae, bacteria, and viruses (Joseph 2009a,b); and this would explain the discovery of microfosils resembling yeast cells and fungi dated to 3

 As these viral agents must have existed prior to the evolution of their Earthly hosts, then they must have obtained these RNA DNA-templates from identical hosts which must have existed on other planets

However, not just microbes, but dust and debris would also be cast into space by powerful solar winds

virus

 The envelope glycoprotein of human endogenous retrovirus HERV-W induces cellular resistance to spleen necrosis virus

In an infinite universe, these initial experiments in evolution would have taken place infinite times and infinitely long ago

For example, a microbe ejected from a planet orbiting the star Alpha Centauri could reach Earth in 9,000 years (Arrhenius, 2009)

 Viruses serve as gene depositories, storing vast numbers of genes which may be transferred to archae and bacteria depending on cellular needs

 Hence, the building blocks for DNA could have been generated or combined within interstellar clouds and DNA would become part of this molecular-protein-amino acid complex (Joseph and Schild 2010)

 These radiation-loving microbes include Deinococcus radiodurans, D

Deinococcus radiodurans

 In an infinite universe life had infinite time and infinite possibilities to arise (Joseph 2010)

Some comets may have originated as ejecta, that is, from asteroids striking a water world and splashing oceans of water in space

 Genes act on the environment, and the biologically altered environment acts on gene selection, thereby expressing traits which had been encoded into genes acquired from life on other planets

 Therefore as the star loses mass gravitational influences would be lessened and its planets would significantly increase their orbital distances (Joseph 2009a; Schroder and Smith 2008)

Initially, soon after life was first formedevolutionon other planets might have been shaped by means of "natural selection" and random environmental-genetic interactions

 These rogue planets, even if shattered, could have harbored spores, microbes, Viruses, Bacteria, lichens, yeast, and algae

 A metabolically energized semi-permeable membrane would then promote the creation of peptides, with plasma hydrogen or other hydrogen gasses acting as an energy source

 And not just rock and soil, but vast amounts of ocean water would have been been splashed into space, along with all manner of living organisms, all of which would have been instantly frozen

 Bolide Impact and the Dispersal of LifeBolide impact is yet another means for life to be dispersed from a single source to other planets, including those in other solar systems

During the Monsoon season of tropical storms, microbes circulating in the troposphere and even those residing on the surface of the oceans and earth would easily be lofted into the stratosphere which sits just above the troposphere and extends from 8 km (5 miles) to 50 km (31 miles) in altitude

Archae viruses, and other prokaryotic extremophiles, are able to flourish under these same life-neutralizing conditions (Pagaling, et al

Any planet with oceans, atmosphere, and surface dwelling organisms will inevitably seed surrounding moons and planets with microbes and possibly eukaryotic life (Joseph 2000, 2009a)

 The Virus serves the host by storing genes which can be selectively acquired depending on need, and thus freeing up genetic space in the host's genetic machinery which need only maintain those genes necessary for its survival and functional integrity

 In fact, all Archaeal Viruses discovered so far have DNA genomes (Ackermann, 2007; Prangishvili et al

Ackermann

 Once these space-journeying microbes become part of the growing nebular debris field, those deposited in the inner layers of the cloud would be protected against deadly gamma and cosmic rays

 For example, in one set of experiments, bacteriophage T7 and isolated bacteriophage T7 DNA were exposed to space conditions in the international space station including vacuum and UV radiation and temperatures of 0?C

By contrast, it is highly likely that all the ingredients and conditions necessary for building complex molecular organic structures, amino acids and proteins are present in nebular clouds, including phosphorus, calcium, water, carbon, and oxygen which when mixed together and irradiated might easily produce self-replicating nano-crystal-particles

Lapidus

Gilna

Maeder DL, Anderson I, Brettin TS, Bruce DC, Gilna P, Han CS, Lapidus A, Metcalf WW, Saunders E, Tapia R, et al

Maeder

 However, be it ocean or land mass, bolide impact would ricochet earth and millions of gallons of water into space, along with the creatures living inside, encased, or attached to this debris

 It is believed that Andromeda and the Milky Way galaxies will collide in just a few billion years (Cox and Loeb 2008)

, 2007; Walker,1970) including extremely acidic hot springs with temperatures up to 93?C, and pH 4

Walker

 Different environments can act on different genes which may produce innumerable life forms, only some of which have evolved on this planet

Leininger

 Many species of Archae commonly inhabit extreme environments, a behavioral life style they share with some species of Bacteria (Kimura et al, 2006, 2007; Leininger et al

Kimura

Given that energy and all the necessary life-sustaining molecules were also present, once equipped with DNA, even if consisting only of 4 base pairs, this complex molecular proto-cellular structure would have begun evolving

 Moreover, the steps leading from the random mixing of chemicals to the first nano-particle would likely require hundreds of millions and even billions of years before the first self-replicating molecular compound was fashioned

extraterrestrial

 Viruses respond to environmental exposure (Viruses response to environmental exposure emphasizing temperature, humidity, light and extraterrestrial conditions)

, 2006; Martel and Young 2008)

 Even stars 250 ly (and 515,000 years) away could deliver Viruses and living spores to Earth and other planets

 Some of these genes would be passed down vertically, and then expressed randomly or secondary to environmental or genetic triggers

 And yet, if true, then why does the genetic code appear to be nearly universal? On the other hand, maybe it is not

Blaise S

Blaise

Blaise S, de Parseval N, Benit L, Heidmann T (2003) Genomewide screening for fusogenic human endogenous retrovirus envelopes identifies syncytin 2, a gene conserved on primate evolution

Heidmann

 There is considerable evidence the universe is infinite and eternal (Joseph 2010), which would give the domains of life and quasi-life infinite time and infinite opportunities to achievelife

 When the progeny of these prokaryotes are cast upon yet another world, the process continues, new genes are acquired and excess unnecessary genes are placed in storage in a viral packet of DNA

Rogue planets that had orbited within the habitable zones of a dying star, could continue to harbor spores, microbes, Viruses, Bacteria, lichens, yeast, and algae even after it is cast from its solar system

 In fact, Virus particles have also been found in association with clusters of an extensive array of microfossils similar to methanogens and Archae in the Murchison meteorite (Pflug 1984)

Be it a nebular clouds, comet, or some other source, once a nanoparticle with attributes identical to a Nanobacteria was fashioned, it could easily provide a hollow core where phosphates interact with sugars similar to glycerol, to produce acids

 Archae, Bacteria, and Viruses, provided Eukaryotes with the regulatory elements which control gene expression and which have repeatedly duplicated individual genes and the entire genome thereby enabling the Eukaryote gene pool to grow in size and leading to evolutionary innovation and the generation of new species

, 2006; Martel and Young 2008) and controversy over evidence suggestive of a Nanobacteria DNA genome (Miller et al

 This indicates that similar genetic interactions leading to similar evolutionary progressions must have taken place on other planets

, 2004; Sullivan et al

 Thus, single celled Eukaryotes also have a genetic ancestry inherited from those preadapted to journeying through space, and raising the possibility this domain may have also beenbornin space

 These first Earthlings (Archae, Bacteria, and their viral genetic luggage) contained the genes and genetic information for altering the environment, the "evolution" of multicellular Eukaryotes, and the metamorphosis of all subsequent species (Joseph 2009b,c)

inserted

 On Earth, the progression from simple cell to sentient intelligent being is due to the activation of viral, archae, and bacteria genes acquired from extra-terrestrial life and inserted into the Earthly eukaryote genome

Joseph 2009a

 Thus, Earth may have been a rogue planet which had harbored microbes deep beneath its surface even before it became part of this solar system (Joseph 2009a); and this would explain the presence of microbes living nearly 2 miles beneath the surface and whose genomes show no evidence of having been exposed to this sun

6 billion years in age (Pasquini et al

Pasquini

Viruses and microbes are preadapted for traveling through space and it can be assumed they would not have evolved these capabilities if their entire ancestral and genetic history had been confined to Earth and the conditions of this world

 Thus, microbes that had dwelled upon a planet which was later consumed during the Red Giant phase, would have also been blown into the growing nebular cloud

 Viral GenomeAnd as Archae, Bacteria, and their viral luggage journeyed from planet to planet and solar system to solar system, they would have carried with them these genetic templates and the genes and genetic instructions for recreating theseexperimentsin evolution; genes which would enable them to adapt to almost any environment, and if possible, to biologically and genetically engineer those environments which would then act on gene selection, such that the genetic templates coding for various life forms would come to be expressed

 These space-journeying microbes and Viruses would have also exchanged and obtained genes from Eukaryotes on innumerable planets and would have continued to build up vast genetic libraries of genes coding for advanced and complex characteristics, and those shaped by natural selection

 There is also considerable evidence that the evolution of life on Earth has been directly impacted by viral and microbial genes which were acquired from life forms living on other planets (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

 Retroelement distributions in the human genome: variations associated with age and proximity to genes

 This is made possible because innumerable traits, functions, organs, tissues, and characteristics are coded into genes maintained in the prokaryotic genomes and the viral libraries which accompany Bacteria and Archae as they journey from planet to planet and from galaxy to galaxy

struck

 Estimates are that a spore may journey for up to a million years in space before it may be struck (Horneck et al

 Thus we see for example, that human evolution has been shaped by successive waves of viral invasion (Sverdlov, 2000)

 These microbes would be deposited on other planets when comets crash into them, or they would be dispersed in a spray, as comets orbit past planets in their journey through the inner solar system and around the sun

 Coupled with the 158,000 mammalian retrotransposons inherited from common ancestors, ERVs make up 8% of the human genome (IHGSC 2001)

, 2004) whereas the genomes of Bacterial Viruses are either RNA or DNA

 Bacteria accomplish this, in part, by secreting an additional protective membrane inside the outer membrane, and by shrinking as it loses water to the size of a microscopic spore

Therefore, given a trillion sextillion galaxies with stars which are even more numerous, then chance combinations of all the necessary chemicals to form life, could have taken place in each of these nebular clouds over billions of years of time, such that self-replicating molecules were repeatedly fashioned (Joseph and Schild 2010)

 A substantial number could also easily survive the descent to the surface of a planet (Burchella et al

In 1958, physicists discovered clouds of Bacteria, ranging from two million Bacteria per cm3and over 1 billion per quart, thriving in pools of radioactive waste directly exposed to ionizing radiation and radiation levels millions of times greater than could have ever before been experienced on this planet (Nasim and James, 1978)

 What is known is Earth was bombarded by mountains of debris for over 700 million years after this solar system began to form

What has been called "evolution" is under genetic regulatory control, in coordination with the biological activity of innumerable life forms which genetically engineer the environment

Doolittle

Genes transferred to the eukaryotic genome by prokaryotes and Viruses, include exons, introns, transposable elements, informational and operational genes, RNA, ribozomes, mitochondria, and the core genetic machinery for translating, expressing, and repeatedly duplicating genes and the entire genome (Charlebois and Doolittle 2004; Dehal and Boore 2005; Harris et al

Charlebois

However, let us ignore for the moment, the reality of an infinite universe and the likelihood that life can hitchhike from galaxy to galaxy, and instead restrict the origin of life to a single source in this galaxy and explore the implications

steps

self-replicating

 The first steps toward life may have been achieved when self-replicating nano-particles initially comprised of a mixture of carbon, calcium, oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, sugars, and other elements and gasses were combined and radiated, forming a nucleus around which a lipid-like permeable membrane was established, and within which DNA-bases were laddered together with phosphates and sugars; a process which may have taken billions of years

Air is an ideal transport mechanism and serves as a major pathway for the dispersal of Bacteria, Virus particles, algae, protozoa, lichens, and fungi including those which dwell in soil and water

 However, they are completely distinct from Bacteria, particularly in regard to the size of their genomes, preferred environments, and cell membranes

Prangishvili

, 2004), sequence analysis of the circular double-stranded DNA Archae-viral genome shows it shares little similarity to other known genes in Viruses (Prangishvili et al

 A comprehensive evolutionary classification of proteins encoded in complete eukaryotic genomes

 And if these comets contained life, these alien life-forms would then infect that planet with alien life

, 2005, 2006)

 In fact 8% of the human genome consists of around 200,000 endogenous retroviruses (IHGSC 2001; Medstrand et al

 The presence of species miles beneath the surface of our planet suggests they were either deposited there, encased in planetary debris, as the Earth was formed, or they had lived beneath the surface of a rogue planet that was captured by this solar system and which then became Earth

 Moreover, due to bolide impact which would cast debris into space, microbes such as Archae, living deep within that debris, need not become spores and could easily survive

 A genomic analysis of its 2,157 protein-coding genes indicates this species "is capable of an independent life-style well suited to long-term isolation from the photosphere deep within Earth's crust and offers an example of a natural ecosystem that appears to have its biological component entirely encoded within a single genome" (Chivian et al

 In the case of Earth, the powerful magnetic field protects the planet from these winds

Viruses, as well as Bacteria and Archae, can store their genes within the eukaryotic genome (Conley et al

However, this genetic mutuality and the fact that Viruses serve the host, also provides clues as to the origin of Viruses

debris

 However, despite the havoc taking place on the surface of Earth during the early stages of solar system formation, life forms living deep beneath the surface would likely survive even as they are subsequently covered by debris

 The role of natural environments in the evolution of resistance traits in pathogenic bacteria Proc

 ERVs are also highly expressed in many human fetal tissues including heart, liver, adrenal cortex, kidney, the central nervous system, and human brain (Anderson et al

74 miles) beneath the earth

Vreeland

 In fact, Bacterial spores embedded in salt crystals have survived and have been brought back to life even after hundreds of millions of years (Dombrowski, 1963 Vreeland, et al

Dombrowski

 CME and Solar WindsIn 1859, the Earth was struck by a "solar superstorm" which lasted from August 28 until September 2 (Tsurutani et al

Tsurutani

 However, as demonstrated by impact studies, if attached to small particles they would gently decellerate when they strike the upper atmosphere and then slowly fall to Earth (Anders 1989)

Although a variety of mechanisms have been advanced for planet and star formation, most scientists agree that planets and stars originate in nebula clouds or proto-planetary discs which form in nebular clouds

Rosing

, 1996; Pflug, 1978; Rosing, 1999, Rosing and Frei, 2004)

 Moreover, freezing temperatures will increase the radiation resistance of various species of Virus (Jung et al

Rogue planets cast from dying solar systems not only serve to preserve life, but to transfer life, and its genetic heritage, to newly forming solar systems

Fowler

Burbidge

 The Evolution of Nebula LifeThe first steps toward life began with all the chemicals necessary for life, and nebular clouds are the most likely environment where they may accumulate (Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle, 1953; Joseph and Schild 2010)

 Analysis of spectra has confirmed the presence of organic dust in the tails of comets (Wickramasinghe, 1974; Vanysek and Wickramasinghe, 1975) including dust from Halley?s comet (Wickramasinghe and Allen 1986)

Coleman

Sullivan MB, Coleman ML, Weigele P, Rohwer F, Chisholm SW

Viruses maintain a large reservoir of excess genes, and viral bacteriophages commonly invade Bacteria and transfer genes which improve the functioning of the host (Sullivan et al

, 2001, 2004), in hypersaline water at saturation (Porter et al

Porter

environmental

 However, when these microbes and their viral luggage are transported to yet other worlds, these genes, when activated in response to specific environmental triggers, allow these microbes to colonize different environments be they radioactive, poisonous, or toxic (Joseph 2009b,c)

 Distinct species of over 1,8000 different types of Bacteria and other microbes thrive and flourish within the troposphere, the first layer of the Earth's atmosphere (Brodie et al

Brodie

 Although CaCO3precipitates are not alive and cannot be considered a proto-organism, these essential ingredients are present in nebular clouds

Young

 It has been reported that "CaCO3precipitates prepared in vitro are remarkably similar to purported Nanobacteria in terms of their uniformly sized, membrane-delineated vesicular shapes, with cellular division-like formations and aggregations in the form of colonies" (Martel and Young 2008)

Martel

It has been estimated that material from Earth, ranging in weight from a few kilogrammes up to a tonne, and which likely contains living organisms, are dispersed throughout this solar system and beyond (Wallis  Wickramasinghe, 2003)

Wallis

 2004; Burchella et al

Burchella

Therefore, Viruses not only provide prokaryotes with genes but Eukaryotes with genes, and this genetic endowment had directly impacted evolution leading to the metamorphosis of humans and the human genome

Karner MB, DeLong EF, Karl DM (2001)

 The ease at insertion and integration, the fact that the viral gene-host genome are a perfect fit, indicates that the original viral source for this RNA/DNA template of DNA was the DNA of an extra-terrestrial host genetically identical to the targeted host which evolved on Earth

 Thus, the eukaryotic genome, including that of humans, not only contains DNA inserted by prokaryotes, but genes inserted by Viruses (Conley et al

Conley

Viruses, including those with double-stranded DNA genomes have also been shown to survive in the most extreme of environments (Pagaling, et al

 The human genome contains 200,000 copies of endogenous retroviruses grouped in three classes (Lander et al

endogenous

Microbes born on this planet are already pre-adapted for journeying through space, living in space (Burchell et al

Burchell

 These microbes need only form spores to survive under these conditions

millions

beneath

 Much of microbial life dwelling deep beneath the surface, would continue to thrive under conditions little different from before ejection; either that, or they would form spores and remain dormant for hundreds of millions of years

That the three branches of life all possess a DNA-based genome, and the fact that Viruses have an RNA or DNA genome, coupled with evidence suggestive of Nanobacteria DNA, could be considered evidence for common origins

Nanobacteria

selection

 Due to natural selection alone, increasingly complex and intelligent species would evolve and inferior competitors would become extinct

 Thus, in an established galaxy, such as the Milky Way, long period comets could act to transfer trillions of microbes between solar systems, even picking up hitchhiking microbes dwelling in nebular clouds

 Hence, if life had originated in those clouds, or was dispersed into these clouds by solar winds, these comets would become contaminated with life

 As the environment changes secondary to biological activity and natural forces, some of these silent genes might have been expressed giving rise to new species

origins

 Might this suggest that the ancestry of Archae leads to a watery environment, such as a comet, whereas Bacterial origins lead to a proto-planet enshrouded in a nebular cloud? Might the Archae preference for extreme environments provide yet another clue? Unfortunately, at present there is insufficient evidence to even speculate beyond the simple fact that the Archae and Bacteria of Earth have an ancient genetic pedigree which leads to an other-worldly environment; i

 However, if the comet were to completely freeze, then Bacteria would instantly form spores and remain in a dormant state until the comet begins to melt

spores

 It can also be predicted that initially a variety of genetic experiments inevolutiontook place, on thousands, millions, and maybe billions of Earth-like planets, long before the birth of our solar system

 Viruses serve as genetic luggage, and may be periodically ejected from the Archae and Bacteria genome as packets of DNA (Joseph 2000, 2009b,c)

)Bacteria can in fact sense a life-threatening event even before it occurs and will undergo a sequence of developmental changes to protect itself from death--often with the aid of a Virus which immediately transfers spore-triggering genes into the Bacterial genome

 Initially, evolution on various Earth-like planets was random and dictated by natural selection

 Human Genome Initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome Nature 409, 860-921

If some Viruses evolved into Bacteria and others into Archae, if they coevolved from simpler proto-cells which originated in different environments, of if Viruses are manufactured by the Bacterial and Archae genome and then ejected as packet of plasmid-DNA, is unknown

 However, survival rates increase significantly from 30% to 70% if coated with dust, or embedded in salt or sugar crystals (Horneck et al

 Viruses and prokaryotes maintain a genetic co-dependency such that genes are commonly transferred back and forth between them on an "as needed basis

 Archae, Bacteria and Viral Visitors from the StarsArchae form one of the three recognized domains of life

, 2010; Sharov 2009, 2010)

Sharov

winds

 Therefore, even microbes which are lofted into space by powerful solar winds would likely survive unscathed

 A genomic analysis of this bacterium revealed that it is "capable of an independent life-style well suited to long-term isolation from the photosphere deep within Earth's crust and offers an example of a natural ecosystem that appears to have its biological component entirely encoded within a single genome (Chivian et al

Chivian

orbiting

 There are 29 other stars within 12 ly of Earth and which are similar enough to the sun to possibly sustain life on orbiting planets

 Thus once incorporated, and over the ensuing billions of years, these nano-proto-organisms would have acquired a DNA genome

 Just as there is evidence that Archae, Viruses and Bacteria may have mixed and combined their genes to fashion the first multi-cellular Eukaryotes (Joseph 2009b,c), non-DNA life forms or those with inferior genetic codes may have acquired a "universal" DNA-based genome following the transfer, insertion, and mixing of genes, such that one genetic code became universal

 Once incorporated into the Bacterial genome, these genes enhance the cell's photosynthetic machinery so as to obtain the necessary energy and nutrients, by capturing additional sunlight (Sullivan et al

Sullivan

 Unusual resistance to ionizing radiation of the viruses of kuru, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, and scrapie PNAS, 75, 6268-6270

eukaryotic

genome

viruses

An analysis of the microbe, viral, and eukaryotic genome and the evolutionary progression which has taken place on this biologically engineered planet leads to this conclusion: The first viruses and life forms to arrive on Earth contained the genetic instructions for creating all of life, and some of these genes were transferred to or gave rise to the eukaryotic genome

viral

environments

 Many species of microbes thrive in radioactive environments where they are continually exposed to radiation by ions similar to what might be encountered in a nebular cloud

nebular

 Even after 25 million years in space, a substantial number of spores would survive if shielded by 2 meters of meteorite (Horneck et al

Nasim, A, James, A

Nasim

 Bacteria are usually the most common form of life in the soil whereas Archae are the most common form of life in the ocean dominating ecosystems below 150 m in depth (Karner et al

Karner

Like Bacteria, Viruses have been shown to survive simulated extraterrestrial conditions (Fekete et al

Fekete

 Or genes inserted into the germline only become activated after that host evolves

host

Studies have shown that microbes buried within debris, and as the overlying thickness increases beyond 30 cm, the dose rate and lethal effects of heavy ions, including secondary radiation, depreciates significantly

 clouds of cosmic dust comprised of dead desiccated Bacteria (Allen and Wickramasinghe, 1981)

2005

Ferland

 For example, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, calcium, sulfur, nitrogen and phosphorus are continually irradiated by ions (Osterbrock and Ferland 2005), which can generate small organic molecules which evolve into larger complex organic molecules thereby resulting in the formation of amino acids and other compounds

Osterbrock

 2001; Horneck et al

Horneck

 Eventually descendants of these microbes, viruses, and their vast genetic libraries, fell to new Earth

microbes

6 billion years ago, then using Earth as an example, intelligent life might have evolved within this galaxy by 9 billion years ago

rogue

Therefore, the core of every planet in our solar system may be comprised of the remains of rogue or shattered planets which had been expelled from the solar system of dying stars

There are two theories that describe the behavior and characteristics of the physical vacuum and the ZPE at the atomic or sub-atomic level, the quantum vacuum field:QED:Thequantum electrodynamics(QED) model of charged particles with the electromagnetic field, consistent with special relativity

Rauscher

Haramein-Rauscher (2005) produced a Unified Theory based on differing relative vacuum densities

Haramein

Leading contenders in New Physics include the following: Bohm created a holographic concept, Deutsch a variation onMany Worlds (MWI),and Cramer aTransactional Interpretation (TI)

 Tiller proposed a vacuum theory for psycho-energetic phenomena, intentionality, and subtle energies

He described the crystalline vacuum of cosmic space as with the pre-geometrical properties of Cosmic Zero in his model of the Vector Equilibrium Matrix

Nefediev usesQCD (quantum chromodynamics)bubbles to describe properties of the vacuum and propagation of quarks and mesonic states in two- and four-dimensional models

 Kozyrev had made very similar conclusions about our Sun back in the 1950s, concluding that stars acted as machines that convert the flow of time into heat and light

The Crown of CreationThe Crown of CreationThere is a virtual replica (VR) of all matter, including living organisms, in the vacuum

In this theory, light is both a particle and a wave and so is everything else

 Thus EM energy flows between the imaginary plane of time domain and manifest 3-space when the four-fold symmetry is broken with any dipolarity or potential, such as logitudinal or scalar (time) polarization of the photon

predictions

The Unified Field: Quest for the Holy GrailTheCopenhagen Interpretation (CI)is the standard model of quantum physics because of its ability to make predictions from a real-world experimental basis

The vacuum is not an emptinessfilledwith massless charge, rather, itISidentically massless charge (disintegrated dynamicism)

massless

In the SED explanation, the Zitterbewegung is accounted for by the random fluctuations of the ZPF, or waves, as they impact upon the electron and jiggle it around

Our bodies cannot travel through solid matter, but the current of aetheric energy certainly can  and this is one of the many things that Keely, Tesla, Kozyrev and others demonstrated

Most quantum views of space pertain to a fixed instant of time, but Bearden brings [negative] time back into the equation in his experimental models and engineering of the vacuum

In this model, an atomic particle such as a proton or electron, even when entirely alone in a vacuum at absolute zero, is continually emitting and absorbing these virtual particles from the vacuum -- a virtual particle cloud

We come from, are sustained by and are returning to the light of our mass, radiant energy

The absorption and emission of these virtual particles also causes the electron's "jitter motion" in a vacuum at absolute zero

Once we establish that all force fields such as gravity and electromagnetism are simply different forms of aether/ZPE in motion, then we have an active source for gravity and a straightforward reason for why it would exist

Still, answers about the true nature of Reality are unlikely to come from a new mathematical model

Thomas Bearden has generated a great deal of interest in the potential for extracting zero-point energy from the vacuum potential, as originally described by Nikola Tesla and Dirac

Electrograviticstheory (Valone) is a way of modeling gravity as a matter of time with emergent energy science

In the 1960s, Buckminster Fuller proposed a geometric philosophy of a crystalline vacuum based on nature he calledSynergetics

The effect of vacuum fluctuations on electron coherence is known: the time-varying electromagnetic field produces a time-varying Aharonov-Bohm phase

Astrophysicist, Nikolai Kozyrev wrote a dynamic vacuum theory  anaether theory-- in the 1950s

 With a higher charge for the"point-like entity"of the electron, it would be expected that the size of the particle cloud would increase because of stronger vacuum polarization and a more energetic Zitterbewegung

SED:The somewhat more recentstochastic electro-dynamicsSED approach affirms that the ZPE exists as electromagnetic fields or waves whose effects explain the observed phenomena equally well

ZPE permits short-lived particle/antiparticle pairs to form and almost immediately annihilate each other

particle/antiparticle

SED treats quantum field-particle interactions like classical dynamics

 (Puthoff, 1987) In the SED approach, the vacuum at the atomic or sub-atomic level may be considered inherently comprised of a turbulent sea of randomly fluctuating electro-magnetic fields or waves

00Point MedicineSpacetime007COSMOSISNothingDoingReferencesExotica2000Mindbody2001Scalars2001Cosmos1992BlueSky 2007Synergetics92Nothing;AchadPhoto2On the Nature of the Vacuum and Virtual Subspace EntitiesThe Nature of the VacuumQuantum field theory(QFT)presumes the vacuum ground state is not completely empty, but seethes with impermanent virtual particles and fields

sub-atomic

In summary, the coupling between EM and G is due to theabsence of a background space-time

 Then the experiments of Hertz, even if ex-hibiting scalar waves behavior, would only lead to a confirma-tion of the transverse EM-waves; the rest is history: Tesla, the en-gineer, working with high voltages, high frequencies and highpower studied the other side of the picture: longitudinal waves

 This energy is conserved (loc-ally), and the fact can be formulated in an elegant way using No-ether Theorem, relating local symmetries and current conserva-tion

 Thediscourse is kept at the level of interpretation of the physics inter-face and its confirmation through the many breakthroughs attechnological level: scalar waves of Tesla and grand unification /super-symmetry, charge conjugation Biefield-Brown Effect andcharge conjugation violation, Searl anti-gravity effect and electro-gravity coupling, ORBO technology and magnetic sources of en-ergy, etc

In contrast, an energy source uses the property of a non-simply connected system of having a multi-valued potentialfunction

org/wiki/Wheeler%E2%80%93Feynman_absorber_theory

 Unable to un-derstand what was happening, academia gave up, and refutedthe theoretical claims of Tesla, since the whole education systemand everyday technology was based on transverse waves

 So, inthe 3D-picture of qubits and quantum gates, the change of thequbits properties occur in a preferential spatial direction we callmotions direction, which corresponds to the time variable un-der the 2213+=+ Hermitean model correspondence [QR];the corresponding zct= binding is dependent on the choice ofa spin axis direction, therefore yielding the vorticity aspects ofmotion (helicity, scalar waves vorticity, Kozyrevs time variab-ility etc

 QID is a back-ground space-time independent theory, finally implementing Machs Principle, based on a rigorous FeynmanPath Integral approach, and upgrading General Relativity mathematically while resolving the conceptualmystification from Quantum Mechanics, the way Einstein would have liked

 So the quantum bridgeformed under this hand-shake of spinors (see Feynman-WheelerTheory[14], the Transactional Interpretation of QM [15] andTwo-states formulation of QM [16]) has a charge, both electricand magnetic (the unit of magnetic charge is the fluxon; the mag-netic charge is not point-like, and the magnetic monopole is infact a vortex, with the axis a filament but distinct from Diracsstrings - see Fallacco solitons[12])

Note that this singular homology external-internal dualitymakes velocityva gauge field which is Hom-dual to the EM-vector potential (change of frames should be interpreted as gaugetransformations; Lorentz transformations correspond to SL2(C)-transformations)

 involving spin, the corresponding effects are probably theBarnet effect and Einstein-de Haas effect[26]

 Except that it is time to understand that as a race weface global challenges, and multi-national monopoles can alwaysfocus on information control (whether we like it or not), insteadof blocking the new economic paradigm of free energy

 Sallhofer, The Maxwell-Dirac Isomorphism, in A

 org / wiki / Delayed _ choice _ experiment[ 18 ]Misner, C

 In Meyls experimental configuration, orin a Sagnac effect configuration or in a Mach-Zehnder Interfero-meter experiment, there are two Dirac spinors traveling in op-posite directions (the two arrows of time; probably related toWhitakers two scalar potentials - see[10]), which interfere andform a standing wave, which is a quantum orbital of the samenature as those in atoms

From a practical, technological point of view, this was experi-mentally discovered by engineers like de Palma, Searl, etc

 Technologically this can be expressed as a uni-fication between the work of Tesla on longitudinal waves (mag-neto-dielectric) and Maxwell-Heaviside-Hertz transverse waves(electro-magnetic)

There are several previous mathematical models of this kind:spin networks, foam space-times, etc

maybe

In conclusion, a new propulsion system can be engineered byexploiting the vorticity field Xi (Earth) and magnetic vector po-tential A (Earth) of the Earth (and maybe stronger ether windsnot yet identified

 global properties/quantum information/correlations from in-ternal / non-differentiated properties); except it is an internalduality, or rather a fibered product, the Hopf bundle with itstriple role: unit of quantum information, harmonic oscillator, andpiece of space

 Ionescu, Notes on QID and Dirac equation / Weyl spinors,(IHES, 2009, unpublished)

 Such a system is called non-integrable, i

Now recall that U(1)-EM is really an SU(2)-theory, and theHopf fibration is not a direct sum of the electron and proton sym-metry groups in a neutral H-atom

In a suggestive way said, building such an energy source isspace engineering, except that we build a matter system with anon-trivial localized interacting parts, since there is no emptyspace

 The main point fromabove is that qubits (spinors), which as 3D-spheres and pieces ofspace, may be thought of as spinning 3D-fuzzy balls (likequantum orbitals, with form factors corresponding to the vi-brational modes), should explain everything

 the differen-tial form of local work is not exact, and has no anti-differential

The other energy, kinetic energy, is local, since it involves ve-locity as a derivative (flow form)

loop

 The key is: going once around a space loop with anon-trivial geometric phase, like a smartly engineered magneticcircuit, yields kinetic energy equivalent to the potential energyper loop

publications

 Ionescu, Mathematical-physics publications, http://arxiv

Ionescu

), is that one can build sources of en-ergy

ergy

[ 14 ]Wikipedia, WheelerFeynman Absorber Theory, http://en

eduA new paradigm in science is emerging: Quantum Information Dynamics models quantum processes ascommunications of quantum information; plainly said, the Universe is a Quantum Computer

 These effects can be detected in ex-perimental configurations containing a loop (not simply connec-ted), like Aharonov-Bohm and Sagnac effect; for small loops,i

 So, there must be anenergy-information conversion formula, a la Einsteins2Emc=,besides the one relating Shannon entropy and thermodynamictemperatureSkT=, which ties internal energy and entropy:dQkTdS=

 The theory of EM evolved; there are many newversions based on SO(3) or SU(2), explaining what U(1)-EM can-not [9]

 It should beemphesized that such MM-experiments, without a loop allowingfor a flux to pass through, will not detect geometric phase effects(terms likeAB??andA???)

 At a moresophisticated level, it is the consequence of relative Hodge the-ory

 In various theories, time models thechange of the structure of matter, and its properties (energy andmoments), similar to the way colors of pixels change on the TV-screen giving us the impression of objects moving

The vortexes of scalar waves, correspond to qubits/spinors

qubits

 If in a sys-tem a force/differential form is not exact, one can always intro-duce a cut, called singularity, in order to define an anti-de-rivative / anti-differential as a potential of that force or flow form

0 (as by now a long overdue term for altern-ative science) should shake-hands with the engineers develop-ing the new technology

Landauer

 It is known that erasing information requires energy(Landauers Principle), and that extracting energy from a systemrequires information (Maxwells Demon)

In contrast, QID was designed, and is currently being de-veloped, as the object-oriented language for the physics laws as anew operating system of the universe (The MS-Windows vs

In conclusion: Super-symmetry unifies Tesla and Hertz ex-periments

Building energy sources (not energy storage devices) solvesthe energy problem for mankind, but creates a dilemma for eco-nomy, power companies and politicians; its like printing money4College Park, MD 2011PROCEEDINGS of the NPAbeing legal

IntroductionThis article presents the authors conclusions after a long re-search journey through mathematics and physics [1], from theperspective of a computer analyst and software developer

 What appear as photonsare transfers of energy-momentum at the input-output ports ofthe system (e

 The corollary: the physical forces are conservative

Misner

Now Wheeler and Misner have shown long ago that there isno need for singularities, neither electric nor magnetic, if weabandon the idea of a continuum space, and if we introducewormholes, i

Finally we will call the 4th termAGFAB???:(9)the London-Searl-Sagnac force field, since A~J was proposed byLondon [19], and we believe it is responsible of the feedback loopin the homopolar generator which accelerates the Searl generator(see also [Russian] experiments), as well as affecting the lightflow (two opposite orientation propagating spinors) in the Sag-nac effect

analog

 The analog of the gauge group is the mono-pole Hopf fibration S3 (essentially SU(2)), with base S2 (Blochsphere) corresponding to the proton and fiber the circle S1 (U(1))corresponding to the electron

Hopf

 the analogof FL=FEM+V x B, where B=curl A, but corresponding to the rateof change in the generalized momentum, isstatcurv=+FFF???()curv=?FPP????(2)The correct formulation would be in terms of quaternions(SU(2)-conjugation), but for qualitative features the above form,assuming small velocities and low intensity currents, is enough

In conclusion, super-symmetry as a unification of particlesand fields is automatic in a background space-time independentinteraction physics theory

While the latter had the brilliant Faraday to pave the wave fora marvelous theoretic formulation by Maxwell, unfortunately thefollowers, like Heaviside, not understanding to role of the vector1Ionescu: On Super-Symmetry, Anti-Gravity and Free-EnergyVol

 Or is it the same?It seems that mass is of topological nature, in other words thewinding number times the magnetic charge of a magnetic circuit,measured in fluxons, is equivalent to a rest mass contribution:2012eAcdmdzizzp-?:(4)Rest mass is conceivably a quaternionic residue

 Then this particular sector ofindustry, mainly represented by small enterprises, would benefitfrom consultants developing the theory and documenting thetechnology, instead of wasting time and effort trying to convinceacademia[27]

This dichotomy is similar to the particle-wave duality fromQM, which is implemented in QID as a homological-cohomo-lo-gical duality (local properties/classical information/external spacevs

 It uses Riemann surfaceswhich play the role of the Q-net, but it is developed as a theory ofconfigurations of RS in an ambient space-time-symmetries mani-fold, called landscape, which has enough dimensions to includeinternal degrees of freedom of the SM

finally

 in the MZI, at laser site and detectors sites; insidethe MZI there is NO photon! only the Q-orbital as a duplexquantum information channel; therefore there is no which-wayparadox anymore, and we do start understanding quantum phe-nomena, finally; neither delayed choices experiments [17] presentan interpretation challenge anymore; any strong measurementintervention in the delicate standing-wave resonant cavity willobviously collapse the Q-orbital, deforming and destroying theinitial quantum wireless-channels the same way approaching ascrew-driver to a LC-resonant circuit in a radio would change thereception into random noise, since stations form a discrete spec-trum; by-the-way the continuum is only an old and not computa-tionally tractable mathematics construction: the world is digital,quantum digital

authors

The authors conclusion is this experimentally breaking thesymmetry led to the two fundamentally different theories ofelectromagnetic phenomena studied separately by Tesla andHertz

AppendixThe Standard Model is at the mathematical level a GaugeTheory (differential geometry: theory of connections: paralleltransport) formulated on a bundle with base the continuumspace-time manifold and fiber some gauge group controlling theinternal degrees of freedom

2College Park, MD 2011PROCEEDINGS of the NPAA review of the framework of EM [5] shows that electric andmagnetic forces are not physical, but the mathematics decom-position of the general concept of force (Newton-Lagrange) into alongitudinal-tangential, work producing component and a nor-mal-orthogonal, curvature producing component (Helm-holtz-Hodge decomposition)

Hodge

In plain words, winding or unwinding a magnetic circuit con-verts the rest mass (information stored as in a quantum register)into energy (Planks constant is the unit of angular momentum)

mathematical-physics

non-integrable

In mathematical-physics integrable systems are the special case,in comparison with the non-integrable case where geometryphase / holonomy is present, yet it pervades the textbooks be-cause there are comprehensive theories regarding them

Anti-GravitySince the classical - quantum information duality is a logicallyfundamental framework, gravity should be a consequence

 We are surroundedby micro-vortexes, which probably corresponds to vacuum en-ergy or zero-point energy, and possibly macro-vortexeswhich we do not notice just because they are force-free fields (seeBeltrami flows and force-free vector potentials)

In a non-integrable system, potential energy is not well-defined; it is a multi-valued function

de Palma

 without theCoulomb force contribution:LFvB???:(7)We call the 3rd termPKSFA????:(8)the de Palma-Kozyrev-Searl force field term, since it is observedin experiments involving rotating and falling bodies, e

Searl

The first term is the classical centripetal acceleration:cFv????:(6)The 2nd term is the pure Lorentz force term, i

 This formulais the quaternionic analog of Cauchy formula for analytic func-tions; recall that the quaternions from an algebra which is thedouble of the complex numbers: H=C + C* (see[4]; also [28] and[29] for categories with duality in regard with time arrow andDirac hand-shake spinors)

Free-EnergyAnother consequence of QID, due to the fact that the Q-net isnot simply connected and one can engineer circuits exhibiting anon-trivial geometry phase (Foucault, Berry phase, ABE, Sagnaceffect, magnetic motors etc

Berry

 As a side remark, QID teaches us thatthere is no size-barrier between classical and quantum; all is vi-bration and resonance or transfer of energy-momentum in the Q-net

The effects which are attributed to the ether are due to thedeformation of the Q-net, when modeled as embedded in a rigidspace-time with a fixed metric, and under the assumption of ex-istence of inertial systems

 The two theories emergeddecoupled because it was assumed that there is a space and atime (Newton mechanics) and there is an ether (Max-well-Heaviside Theory)

storage

An energy storage device like a battery has a life-cycle com-posed of two stages: 1) the energy extracted from some system ispomped/fed into the storage device at manufactoring time(single-use batteries), or periodically as in the case of accumulat-ors; 2) the extraction of energy by the user, until exhosting thebattery/accumulator (destroying the source, as put by T

 The problem of global climatechange and over-population, with the associated exhaustion ofEarths resources can be easily solved using anti-gravity andfree energy technology

On Super-SymmetryIn the current paradigm, super-symmetry is considered to bea unification of external and internal degrees of freedom, in otherwords enlarging the symmetry gauge group so that it transformsfermions representing particles (particle-matter), into bosonsrepresenting fields (wave-matter)

 In fact there is a ladder of such GTscorresponding to upgrades of the gauge group from U(1) ofEM, to U(1)xSU(2) of electro-weak theory and U(1)xSU(2)xSU(3)to include chromodynamics

 org / wiki / London _ equation ; see also London,F

In plain words, the qubit (universal unit of quantum informa-tion), as an element of SU(2), is the elementary piece of space(compare[6]) which connects to other such pieces of space viaquantum channels called gates [7]

conservative

usual

 At the level of statics, the conservative part, workproducing part of the force is due to the harmonic potential1r,which in the macroscopic effective theory look like this:statEMGFFF=+EM2keeFr'=G2kmmFr'=(1)To understand the dynamical consequences, recall that theother main feature of QID, of being background space-time inde-pendent theory, implies that the usual generalized momentumme=+PvA???(A?is the EM vector potential, analogous with velo-cityv[19]), consists of the termmv?due to the possible embed-dings of the type Hom(G,M) (set of morphisms; categorical lan-guage notation) of aQuantum Network G (labeled graph) in a ri-gid manifold M (fixed metric and topology), as a complex sys-tem with parts rather then the Newtons point Hom(*,M), togeth-er with a vibrational-rotational termeA?due to the flow ofquantum information in the Q-Net (EM waves in the ether)

Hom

The over-unity effect reported by Tesla and[8] is conceivablythe result of a qubit stimulated emission of radiation, similar tothe cascade effect in a photo-multiplier, or LASER

What the traditional super-symmetry intended to do, namelyunify external and internal degrees of freedom, is in fact achievedat the level of the SU(2) group of symmetries (SL2(C) to includeacceleration)

vorticity

Expandingmeme?=?+?=+PvA?B????????,(3)with vorticity??yields four curvature (work-free) terms:curv, , , ?Fv?vBA?AB?????????(4)Since we focus on the types of forces, we avoided the explicitformula with several adjustment constants involved (and m/efactors etc

 That a non-explained and hard to reproduced phe-nomenon is not incorporated in textbooks is somehow under-standable; that mainstream research totally ignored them, is alsounderstandable[6], and quite acceptable until the moment a realcrises sets in, with its resolution depending on the new paradigm[30]

 In contrast, local forces areconservative (sort of a physics counterpart of Poincare Lemmafor differential forms), even if if space is discrete, but locallystart-shaped, i

formulated

unify

In contrast, a physics theory formulated in the object-orientedlanguage of category theory, like Topological Quantum FieldTheory and QID, will automatically unify fermions and bosons atthe level of external space model, since they do not consideredseparately particles as points and fields as properties of thosepoints

 what are theclassical space-time structures on which the Lorentz group acts?A closer inspection[4, 5] shows that Lorentz group is not dif-ferent from internal degrees of freedom, say SU2, but it corres-ponds to it: the well known Klein correspondence (Hermiteanmodel) whose role was not well enough understood at the levelof Penroses twistor theory

force-free

essentially

The astounding implications, essentially due to the fact that there is no prescribed space, just matter tobe engineered, and there is no linear time, just interacting matter (causality) which may contain feedbackloops (resonance, instead of interference), will be discussed: super-symmetry where Tesla meets Hertz,gravity derived from an electroweak version of electromagnetism with prospects for anti-gravity, and non-con-servation of energy in magnetic circuits, yielding sources of force-free energy

[19]

 Now the quantum orbital has a topological quantum num-ber; 1-periods are quantized magnetic charges and 2-periods,quantized electric charges[11-13]

exact

In conclusion, with charges due to boundary components andcycles (see[18]) in the Q-net (not simply connected), the electricforce is uniquely determined by transversality and being exact,due to the unique harmonic potential1r, while the magneticforce is closed, being determined by the vector potential flowthrough the vortex cycles (see London Theory of supracon-ductibility [19])

Technologies which already provide energy sources are basedon magnetic resonant circuits: ORBO technology in England[27],Parendev magnetic motors etc

For example, by using a low frequency of 60 cps, with a wavelength of 3,100 miles, directed by carrier-beam, a pulse could be made to erupt at one-quarter wavelength- 775 miles, corrected to 751 miles by velocity factor

This is because the basic positive charge of a proton exceeds the magnitude 14 of the basic negative charge of an electron

The increase in velocity offsets the increase in field effects on the Omni so that the gravitational force is more or less equalized between low and high altitude for objects on the earth, but the gravitational effects decrease for airborne objects beyond the earth?s surface charges above Mt

 Inertia is therefore a resistance of a body to change in its state of momentum

The difference in density between liquid hydrogen and the Omni, for example, is relative to the difference in size between the hydrogen atom and the tiny Omni, as well as to the volume of space actually occupied by theOmnionin relation to its Omnitron

Since no one can hold an atom or molecule perfectly still?because it is in fantastic motion?all atoms and molecules carry currents producing magnetic fields

 Tesla?s work at that point had already verified experimentally everything that Maxwell had mathematically analyzed as being the electromagnetic nature of light

FitzGeraldhad unified the two views by arguing validly that Maxwell?s unification was valid because radiation could be generated by purely electrical means

 This rotating magnetic field discovery was involved in his electropulsion discovery, because Tesla realized that the rotatory force of magnetic fields could be used to synthesize the rotating ?tubes of force?, the naturally occurring phenomena in solid bodies spoken of byFaradayandMaxwelland known to Tesla, to propel a ship through space

 Compression of a gas releases heat radiation, usually thought to originate with the energy endothermically absorbed during decompression, but in the case of hydrogen, the change is effected by the natural, physical process of recombination to 2H

/gram molecule, which is 109,000 k

The steady potential of the brush creates the required exchange of carriers, ?ratifying? (stretching) the elastic, rigidified medium (composed of the carriers immersed in the insulating fluid) in advance of the ship, as the high frequency A

 The rapidly varying electrostatic forces ?rarify? (stretch) the ether carriers, as the light/heat beams polarize the medium in the desired direction, as the D

The process simmered in the inner recesses of my mind for a few years until 1976, when I rekindled my interest in the process for possible use in welding stainless steel and reducing and fusing platinum metal compounds, because hydrogen reduces such compounds (which must also be shielded from oxygen) to metals

 The power monopolists could fight that off forever, so Tesla was left to his own devices, unable to count on anyone else

Since theorbital speed of the Milky Wayis greater than the orbital speed of the solar system or rotational speed of the earth, our spot continues in a generally ?wavy-wavy? path in which we accelerate and decelerate over a one-day short cycle, while the entire earth moves in a wavy path over a 365-day longer cycle, and so fourth

 This ?indivisibility? I believe is due to a deceptive ?apparent effect?, produced by measuring instruments which measure only ?whole? electrons, because they use only ?whole protons?, rather than ether particles

 This flame obtains its heat from recombination of hydrogen atoms to H2

 As we move, we can feel the Omni accelerating, decelerating, or changing directions within our bodies

 Since the electric field is somewhat blocked out inside solid bodies, the tubules tend to drop to concentric rotation, thus transferring a downward force to the mass of which they are a part

 As the ether enters a body at rest on earth, its displacement changes because of the change in dielectric constant, just asMaxwellsaid

Thomson had also stated that an electrode immersed in a fluid insulating medium (an experimental analogy to a body in ether-filled space), at ?

The relativist statements have been unwittingly accepted as correct, because there is no ether or Zero Point Radiation possible under their theories, and the molecules have to have more energy than the atoms separately, because ?E = MC2?

 106?:In checking this data in a more recent Van Nostrand?s Encyclopedia of Science2, at page 1311 it was stated in pertinent part:?Hydrogen molecules dissociate to atoms endothermically at high temperatures (heat of dissociation about 103cal/gram mole) in an electricarc, or by irradiation

Therefore, once in motion at a constant velocity, though a charged body requires more conventional work to set it in that motion, its momentum would be increased by the increased charges, consistent with an increase of its ?virtual mass?

 This idea, together with over 45 years familiarity and use of pyro-technology and over 34 years of welding, has influenced the design of this (simplified version) atomic hydrogen furnace:FREE ENERGY SURPRISEEther, ZPR  ?Environmental? EnergyThe following concerns a device which appears to unequivocally disproves Einstein?s relativity theories and provesNikola Tesla?snuclear theories

 Strong, high voltage, high frequency negative pulses are necessary to penetrate the negative Omnitronic cloud barriers, to react with the positive Omnions, to cause the ?inertia resistance? of the Omni to be ?asserted?, so as to access its mass to be pulled against, to propel a space ship through Omni-packed space, using a microhelical ?screwing? force of rotating electromagnetic tubules around irrotational, vacuous Omni cores

The magnetic field is equally important however, in its creation of the rotatory motion imparted to electricity, which is responsible for the microhelical ?tubes of force? which create the momentum which maintains the perpetual motion of celestial bodies in the universe, and guides electric currents through the ether forever

 If people generate their own hydrogen for welding at home, how much equipment, supplies and power will they buy?How does the atomic hydrogen obtain its energy, if not from the ?ether?? No wonder establishment science doesn?t want you to know there is an ether

??Nor can anyone prove that there are transverse ether waves emitted from an alternate current machine; to such slow disturbances, the ether, if at rest, may behave as a true fluid

 The electrostatic charges ?carried around? are currents between atoms and the ether, which produce magnetism

Under relativism and quantum mechanics, ?solid? matter is thought erroneously to be the most ?compact?, ?stored? form of ?atomic energy?, because the energy is supposed to be released by the ?smashing? and destruction, or fusing together of atoms, whichTeslasaid was false

The manipulation of these wave characteristics is inextricably involved inelectropulsion, stimulated by Tesla?s study of the works of 19th century ?ether physicists?, and his own brilliant creative intuitions of the 24 rotating magnetic field, in Budapest Hungary, in 1882

 In addition, the earth spins and orbits, which gradually changes the microhelical patterns relative to the polarity of an interpenetrating ?etheric wind?

 Just as the magnitude of the electron charge may be time-relative, the magnitude of the proton may be likewise, being composed of a discrete number of Omnions accumulated over a discrete period of time

 Since the strength of the electromagnetic interaction is 1040 time greater than the gravitational interaction, that much more work can theoretically be done in the same time, using the same ?energy?

Along this line, Thomson (1884) first considered a charged sphere moving uniformly in a straight line

the instant turns showed an incompressible ether which is integrally locked with mass in the phenomena of inertia, momentum, and gravitySince the 1953 daylight sighting, I have seen many otherelectropulsive craft, but one of the best sightings I made was on a moonlit night while soaking in a hot tub

The tubules are the product of the rotation imparted by magnetic flux to electrical currents, which are consolidated by changes in momentum

Tesla?s SecrecyDue to his pacifist sympathies, Tesla originally contemplated giving his electric flying machine to the Geneva Convention or League of Nations, for use in ?policing the world? to prevent war
 Over the years, the ?Relativistic Quantum Mechanics? (hence, ?RQMs?) concealed every process or reaction which could show the invalidity of their theories, ?

 By reorganizing Whittaker?s material into more proper order, I discovered much ?new? (?old?) documentation, that 19th century scientists were in pursuit of electropropulsion, and that there were interesting similarities between the thinking of certain scientists of the era and my own, which could eliminate some erroneous concepts about what they actually said, and shows similarities to what I observed on numerous occasions in the behavior of electropulsive ?flying saucers?, since the ?proof of the pudding? is when it flies across the dinner table

 He also found that the energy of the surrounding field is greater when in motion than when at rest

/gram mole, then misrepresented as the ?potential energy? of the ?ground state hydrogen molecules? which have just formed!But the ?ground state? of hydrogen is the atomic state, with the electron at its lowest level of energy, so the RQMs are hoist by their own petards, since there is no way the ground state atoms could ?store? the 109,000 cal

 This is similar to howEinsteinsaid that space and time are ?wrapped? around a large spinning body as it moves through space, except Einstein believed inno ether,without which ?empty space? would have nothing to ?wrap?

George Francis FitzGerald

Around 1878,George Francis FitzGerald(1851-1901) (Phil Trans

Gravity, therefore,is the product of a body?s reaction to the Omni?s resistance to a change in its momentum, transferred to a mass due to its difference in dielectric constant, and its constantly changing movement, orientation and velocity as it moves through universal etheric space

 The voltage potential between the atmospheric gases at higher altitude and the ionosphere is lower, but the voltage potential between the atmosphere and the surface of Mt

The DOE ?scientists? at Los Alamos said the use of hydrogen involves heavy, cumbersome cryogenic tanks and equipment, until a liquid hydride system developed by Dr

 Thomson?s theory, which linkedelectromagnetismwithmomentumin a mathematical and unified way, on paper, somewhat repeatedTesla?s earlier lecture of 1891, proven by his earlier experiments, but Tesla?s theory was different from Thomson?s, whose theory was incorrect

Lerner?s unsung hero isHannes Alfven, a Norwegian astrophysicist and cosmographer, whose earlier ?academic burial? by the Relativists was somewhat reversed in 1970 by a Nobel Prize awarded to him for his development of magneto-hydrodynamics and his concept of frozen lines of magnetic force, a theory later repudiated in part by Alfven himself

 The currents create magnetic fields as their equal-and-opposite counterparts, and give a rotatory motion to combined, bi-directional electric and magnetic fields and currents, around irrotational vacuous ether cores

 Einstein?s theory says this process as I describe it could only be possible if the hydrogen were ?annihilated?, converting its ?mass? into heat, and otherwise, is impossible

 I had purchased an inertial guidance system from a 1943 Nazi flying saucer, which has subsequently been brought to Sandia Base in late 1945 underOperation Paperclip, along with what was later to beover 116 flying saucer scientistsand over 15,000 German personnel who were brought to New Mexico, as part of a special secret ?deal? which was cut pursuant to the Stalemate

 8,1934 New York Times letter, said that short waves for ?power purposes? of the ?wireless art?, were inappropriate, and that power will travel in ?long waves?

 An object sitting at sea level moves through the Omni slower than a body on top Mt Everest

The Cause of the Apparent ?Inverse Square? Law of GravityAs earth spins, the surface velocity? and atmospheric velocity with it?at any point varies according to its distance from earth?s center

 This perverse potential energy fallacy is also a way to confuse the diatomic hydrogen molecules with the nascent atomic hydrogen atoms produced by the hydrolysis of water

 He mentioned the ?tubes of force? and disclosed some of his discoveries concerning ether and momentum

 If ?energy? is ?the ability to do work?, and ?work? is the ?movement of mass through a distance?, then a stronger force will do more work over a given time period

 It can also be seen that the use of a Platonist Epistemology by a physicist should be considered unforgivable, while Einstein?s theory, built upon this fatally flawed epistemology, has been popularized by the communication monopoly controlled by the power-elite, because it makes a potentially inquisitive and questioning society dumber and easier to control

The thing whichTeslahad realized, was that ether possesses electric charges which are deposited on atoms

I am not so concerned withsub-atomic nuclear particlesper se, but rather with what I believe are the finite building blocks of the proton and electron, which exist within the ether in simpler form

 Thomson had theorized?based on Maxwell?s earlier theory?that a charged spherical conductor moving in a straight line must produce displacement currents in the medium (Phil

 45) compared magnetic force and velocity in a quasi-elastic solid, based on a model devised earlier byJames MacCullagh(1809-47) (Brit

Because of the circuitous pattern of movement which we observe in relation to earth at the present, and the larger structures in ?our vicinity? of the universe, we have good reason to believe that all such movements are cyclical, and to extrapolate ourselves into the time when the appearance would be quite different

and as a matter of fact, there?s one right there? (pointing out a flashing aircraft flying slowly easterly about 15 degrees to the lower left of the crescent moon, at a distance of about 10,000 feet from us)

This agrees with Faraday?s ?dynamical condition? of the electric field ?carried along? by the earth, equivalent to a current, producing the earth?s magnetic field and gravitation, by effects on the stationary ether within earth?s dynamic electric field

/gram molecule dissociation heat figure showed a net 108,897 cal

 The Omni ?anchors? are in fact dynamic relative to earth, with a relative velocity of thousands of miles per hour which represents the ultimate velocity of the earth through the ether at any given time

 Though the velocity of earth relative to the ether is thousands of miles per hour, it is not fast enough to ?outrun? the electromagnetic interaction

/gram molecule-~and the net output

Since the neutrons are not negative, they add to the positive mass relative to the electron, but contribute nothing to electrical charge, and the ratio of neutrons increases up the chart

much lower than one is apt to estimate at first?, and continued (in pertinent part, emphasis mine):?We may cause the molecules of the gas to collide by the use of alternate electric impulses of high frequency, and so we may imitate the process of a flame; and from experiments with high frequencies which we are now able to obtain, I think the result is producible with impulses which are transmissible through a conductor

 Since the lines appeared to be ?about? five feet apart at ?about? 200 mph, the frequency could have been 60 cycles per second?a frequency which is very low, with the approx

 Lyne4th revised and expanded edition of the author's re-discovery of the scientific/technical basis for a space-propulsion system invented in the late 19th century by Nikola Tesla, now used in the secret flying machines known as "UFOs" or "flying saucers"

?Another stupid trick used is to compare ?system weights?, under the false assumption that the user of hydrogen would have to use only the systems they present, raising the ?comparable? weight of hydrogen to gasoline, using cumbersome cryogenic bottles or hydride storage tanks, etc

Due to his imminent discovery that his on-board power needs would not be so great, and a failure to interest anyone in the development of his wireless energy transmission system,Teslaobtained a patent in 1913 on a remarkable turbine he had invented about 1909

 As a body moves through the ether/Omni field with the earth, there is an ?etheric wind? effect, which ?blows through? mass constantly from a regularly changing direction

cal/gram molecule?was absorbed from the arc, but the 103cal

 The surface pulsations could cause attractions or repulsions in respect to other bodies, as verified by Thomson

 Since magnetic fields impart rotation to electromagnetic fields, this creates rotatory microhelical electromagnetic tubules within bodies, around irrotational vacuous ether cores

 It is clearly shown by the atomic hydrogen reaction that Tesla was right and the relativists and Einstein were wrong, because the hydrogen atoms have more potential energy in a separate atomic state than they do in the diatomic molecular state!This can only be either because when separate, the atoms ?gather? energy from the ZPR, and eject it from the ether when recombined! In either case, the energy is not stored by the atoms, and no longer possessed by the molecules after release, unless there is an even greater lie hiding in the relativist bushes

 In poetic expressions, he hid scientific meanings in statements such as, that using the ?thunderbolt of Jove? (the Indo-European sky god), man ?annihilates time and space?, an allusion to the use ofelectro-propulsion(?thunderbolts?), to travel so fast, that time and space are ?annihilated?

 The phenomena of ?permanent magnetism? or ?cosmically induced? magnetism are apparently due to electrostatic charges ?carried around? by cosmic motion, in the universal ether field

 Tesla appeared to fit more into the Faraday/Maxwell camp

 Almost immediately after von Braun?s return to Germany in late 1937, construction was begun on large ?cigar-shaped? ships, using at first the iron pressure hulls of Uboats, which were already equipped with a hermetically sealable system carrying diesel generators for use in the atmosphere, and batteries for use in outer space

We can also see the effects ofthe Omniin the behavior of everyday objects?the way they resist changes in movement, fall, accelerate, gain momentum, tumble, roll, collide, shatter, bounce, or come to rest

 Since an on-board power generator is usually required anyway, the use of an alternator is more convenient than a spark gap, coil, and condenser combination, since the necessary high frequency alternations can be easily stepped up to higher voltages by several closely linked ?extra? coils, placed about the ship

 What I began observing in 1946, and have continued ever since, are man-made electro-propulsive flying machines which can hover, turn on a dime at high speed without flying apart, and accelerate almost instantaneously to at least 9,000 mph, without readily audible sound or sonic boom

As to the propagation of electric action through space, Riemann proposed a new equation in which voltage changes outward from charges with a velocity C, but he also failed to follow up with a proper consideration of the properties of the ether, because he died too damned young

 Since an electric field ?displaces? the ether?which is the basis forMHDpumping (especially when pulsed)?the effect actually showed an operable ?electromotive force? (?emf?), or ?electro-propulsive force?, between ponderable bodies and the ether, by means of electromagnetic action

While I agree with that part of Einstein?s theory that says gravity is not due to the direct action of one object to another, I disagree with the part that says it is due to the idea that a body ?wraps? space around itself and ?curves it?

 There is also an ultra high frequency, ubiquitous radiation, normally in equilibrium, called Zero Point Radiation (?ZPR?), which interpenetrates the ether, and represents electromagnetic radiation in its finest, densest form, which, in conjunction with the ether, conserves universal perpetual motion

Electropulsionis a ?free energy? process in whichenergy existing in the environment??gravity? and momentum?are overcome by and replaced with the naturally stronger force ofelectromagnetism, to perform a greater amount of work during a given time, which theoretically is 1040times more work, using a smaller amount of ?input energy? to trigger the change

Low and High Frequency Electromagnetic Waves And Tesla?s Wireless Transmission of EnergyLow frequency electromagnetic waves can pass through solid bodies, and tend to ?hug the earth?, while high frequency waves don?t penetrate solid bodies, causing a ?skin effect? on them, and don?t ?hug the earth?, but tend rather to travel outward away from the earth in straight lines

 While reviewing various welding processes in a textbook, my eyes fixed on an older process called ?atomic hydrogen welding?

 Thomson?s later publishings on this subject followed Tesla?s 1891 lectures before the Royal Society in London, and appear to shed light on Tesla?s work, stating:that a ponderomotive force is exerted on a conductor carrying electric current, consisting of a transfer of mechanical momentum from the agent which exerts the force to the body which 5 Ann

?If hydrogen atoms exothermically release energy when they combine to form molecules, the potential energy has been lost by the molecules, yet they attribute the ?potential energy? to the hydrogen molecules?backwards?to evade their duty to draw the logical conclusion

 Just exactly could this be possible?Since each hydrogen atom is composed of a proton and an electron (each with a pair of purportedly equal and opposite charges) one would expect the binding force between the molecules to be very weak, but when the atoms are separated they purportedly expand greatly in size?because negative ions are larger than the non-metal atoms from which they are formed?encompassing a greater volume of Omni Matter (my term for the ?ether?)

The propulsion system created an electric field around the saucers which necessitated the development of an inertial guidance system and compass, since a magnetic compass would be useless due to the ?Faraday cage? effect3

 The earth?s surface charge is more or less a constant, due to earth?s surface area, varying somewhat by altitude due to the changes in atmospheric pressure and moisture content of the air, as well as the incidence of cosmic radiation and its frequencies

 Everest, where the distance between its center and that of the earth is greater, but this statement?based on Newton?s law? fails to tell us ?why? gravity exists, what forces create it, or why the force varies ?directly proportional to the masses, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between (the centers of the) two bodies?

 This is an atmospheric phenomenon due in part to the ionizing effects of cosmic radiation, but cannot be explained without reference to the velocity of the earth through the Omni

 4?) purporting to show the ?potential energy of the hydrogen molecule in the ground electronic state

 Thomson?s ?Electromagnetic Momentum?Returning to the concept of the ?carry-along? ether,Max Planck,originator of quantum mechanics, conscribed to this form of ether theory in part, saying that the ether had to be irrotational, carried along at the same velocity as earth near its surface, and compressible and subject to gravity like the atmosphere, in order for the theory to be true

 It was his early concept that material atoms move through the ether ?without displacing it or compressing it? (letter, FitzGerald to Heaviside, 4 Feb

6 BTU/gram mole? roughly the heat energy contained in 60 loaves of bread?the ?extra heat energy? which they have asked us to believe is ?stored? in an amount of atomic hydrogen which weighs l/28th of an ounce, during its brief passage through the arc!How could the transformer produce that much energy, especially when it uses only half what it does in conventional welding processes? It seems more likely that excess heat could be stored in molecules than in ?almost naked? atomic hydrogen atoms

Photos of the device are shown below:The letters ?p2?, which designated the 1937 Los Alamos project run byvon Braun, were incorporated into the official secret name designation for the Nazi flying saucer project in 1943 Germany

 It can be conducted the same way, and produces the same kind of electrical energy and radiation-to-heat energy transformation, in which ?mass? is only a ?medium? used in the process

 What Whittaker failed to point out, was the importance of this finding, a connection between inertia, momentum, current, surface charges ?vanishing? and ?reappearing?, and an electromagnetic polarity along the direction of momentum, as well as an electro-mechanical link to the ether, since the displacement of the electric lines and polarity correspond to the movement, consistent to my thinking that the tubules create momentum inside a moving body

As the dielectric constant of the body changes, the electric displacement of the ether within the entrained atomic structure of the body changes, creating a downward force as each of the negative electrical components of the ether move downward, creating an increased attractive force on protons above, and an increased repulsive force on electrons below

There was already a sort of battle brewing between the proponents of classical electrodynamics, and the proponents led byMaxwellof an electromagnetic theory of light

The balanced forces holding the ship in mid-air would have been equivalent to holding it on ?gimbals of air?, so that it precessed freely according to the speed of the rotating alternator?s angular momentum and mass

But this possibility appears to be a fantasy, since the ?increase in work required to move the ball? (in Thomson?s theory) is related to an increase in the resistance to the penetration by the ether, caused by the presence of the extra charges, which according toFaradaycreated a ?Faraday cage? effect which shuts out the magnetic lines of force

These figures roughly comported with those in the encyclopedia for n-Heptane (?gasoline?) at 19,314 BTU/lb, and hydrogen at 51,571

Momentumis due to the setting up inside a body, of micro helical tubular vibrations of atomic structures, composed of electrical particles? electrons and protons?as the body passes through the ultra fine ether

Since for a given radius above earth theetheris displaced to a certain degree, an orbiting body would experience an accelerating force which would be met by inertia, if it were to move upward, and a decelerating force which would be met by momentum, if it were to move downward, so its path in force-free constant velocity remains at a constant radius or level of etheric displacement, as the path of least resistance

 By superimposing an exciting frequency of say 50 megahertz or so, the atmospheric gases could be excited to cause a ?cold implosion? which absorbs heat

 Take into consideration also that all the best methods for obtaining over a hundred miles per gallon (even hundreds of miles per gallon) of gasoline in automobile engines, utilize the vaporization of gasoline and mixture of it with air prior to combustion, something which is easier to do with hydrogen, because it is in a gaseous state at normal temperatures and pressures

 In this state, the helium atom unpairs its electrons, promotes one electron to the 2s state (in which state it remains for only a very short time), and afterward releases 460,000 cal/gram-atom (per gram of helium), on collapse of the excited atom back to its ground state

the system canceled the normal effects of gravity, inertia, and momentum, and instantly synthesized momentum in the chosen direction, without disturbing the operation of the master gyro, which continued to maintain its heading during flights, apparently because of an ?internal? inertia/momentum within the ship?s outer shell6

)Originally anticipating that the electrical power needs for anelectropropulsive craftwould be too great for an on-board power plant (since his ship was to be devoid of sustaining planes), he initially embarked on developing his ?wireless transmission of power? system, so as to transmit the anticipated power needed from ground-based power generators and stations

 Relative to the ether-field, the entire interrelated movements of the solar system and Milky Way takes our spot in a generally wavy path, along which our velocity relative to the ether periodically accelerates and decelerates

As the ship accelerated to full speed and power, its low precessional rate and high precessional angle became a mere high-frequency wobble, as the ship shot to infinity in three seconds (which I estimated roughly 7

The rotatory (versus the linear) character of magnetic phenomena was strengthened by Thomson?s experimentally verified conclusions on the magnetic rotation of light

All the rotation does is periodically diminish and increase the speed of our ?spot? on the earth?s surface, and gradually rotate its orientation once every 24 hours, as it moves through space

 Thomson?had claimed to have mathematically developed the theory of moving tubes of force (Phil

)Thomsonalso was said to have developed the theory of moving tubes of force?which harked back to Faraday?s earlier work?saying in 1891 that molecular structure is closely connected with tubes of electrostatic force, with magnetism regarded as a secondary force

The grip of this secret socio-economic dictatorship, depends on coercively extorted income, by forcing us to buy archaic fuel and power- which funds their control of our communications, political and monetary decisions, enforcement of unjust laws, regulations, and procedures expanding its powers, while limiting or excluding our individual human rights, and denying our access to information, materials, and technology which is ours because we paid for it with our taxes

 The RQMs have misrepresented and concealed this process in which separate atoms?with lower MASS?possess more ?atomic? energy than the molecules! Ha! These facts on hydrogen show thatEequals MUCH MORE THANMC2

If these processes used as much electrical energy as they produced, and electrical energy was the end product sought, what would be the use of the processes, right? At the comparable 30 mpg for n-Heptane, helium could produce 42

 It is like saying an empty gas can has the potential energy of the gas that it takes to fill it up! The unique thing about the hydrogen atom, is that it is ?born? at the top of the hill! Its astounding properties lie in its ability to perform as a ?doorway? between the ether and the world of more familiar atomic matter

Tesla?s tests confirmed a reaction which was more than the feeble ionic reaction of light gases such as the misinformational 1950?s ?patents? ofT

 These currents actually flow between mass and the ether, and are integral to the mechanism by which momentum is imparted to mass in motion

 Since earth?s electric field is graduated through the intermediate space, between the negative at earth?s surface, and the positive at the ionosphere, the dielectric properties are subjected to graduated strains

, when the simple figures clearly show that one-third the amount by weight of hydrogen would be needed for a comparable combustion process

 This phony debate based on false logic fits nicely into the overall cover-up system, designed to conceal ?advanced human technology?, not ?alien? technology

 The behavior of man-made flying saucers proves the existence of these ?free energy? inventions of Nikola Tesla, which show that he was right in his opposition to Relativism, and that the prevalent theories taught in the scientific institutions of the world are patently fraudulent

The only power thatTeslaseemed to have left, was that of withholding his discoveries from the world, to protect his secrets from the pilfering paws of the looters, unless he could receive the compensation and credit which he deserved, but that didn?t matter, because they got it all before his corpse was cool, and never paid him so much as a dime for his trouble

 Norton apparently was forced by circumstances to rely on some ?scientists? who represented the fossil fuel cartels and other conflicting interests, while the older text was relatively free of such influences

 For a body (?at rest?) at 17 sea level, as the Omni enter its surface, the effects on the Omni of the electric field of the earth is altered by the change in dielectric constant, forcing the microhelical tubes in the mass to jump downward to a more concentric rotation, since the density and rigidity of the Omni resists such a change

Sincethe Omninear the spinning earth are subjected to the stronger negative charges and the positive mass of the earth, the Omnions are attracted downward, while the Omnitrons around them are repelled upward, forming eccentric ?cloudlets?

 According to a friend who is an expert spectrographer, the green corona indicated atomic absorption, which I presume to be ?stealth? technology used to suppress the white light spectrum

 experiences itthat, if moving tubes entering a conductor are dissolved in it, mechanical momentum is given to the conductorthat such momentum must be at right angles to the tube and to the magnetic inductionthat momentum stored in a unit volume of the field is proportional to the vector product of electric and magnetic vectors

 The moment Tesla had succeeded in transmitting electrical energy by means of high voltage, high frequency currents??radio waves??the ether was ?accessed?

, ?quanta?) per mass unit, they would have an average rate of the flow of charges/cm3 of etheric wind, for the momentum, as determined by the ?current? flow rate

 I deduced from this that the constant movement of bodies through a stationary ether filled space, carrying their charges with them, creates the displacement currents

Tesla?sDynamic Theory of GravityandMHD method of Spacial Electropulsionbrought a cosmic crowning achievement to the works of Faraday, Wm

 Thomson, Searle, Morton, and Larmor, whose statements dated from the later 1890?s

 198), was because Langmuir, back in 1912, said a lead amalgam cathode produced ?nascent (atomic) hydrogen?

 This idea of Tesla?s may have been stimulated by Maxwell?s concept that conductivity actually occurs in the dielectrics surrounding a conductor, with the ?conductor? serving only to ?guide? the current

Heinrich Hertz

Heinrich Hertz?s theory5was that two systems of varying current should exert a ponderomotive force on each other due to the variations

Heinrich

The Faraday effect?the rotation of the plane of polarization of radiation in a dielectric medium (such as the atmosphere, space, and certain solid materials) in a magnetic field?stated that the angle of rotation of radiation is proportional to the magnetic field strength and the length of the path in the medium in the field

The moving ether particles create the gravity force, similar to how an inverted aerodynamic airfoil creates a down-force on an airplane

 The inertia exhibited by a body at rest relative to earth, is really a product of its momentum, so this inertia is really momentum

6 cal/gram mole - netANOTHER ASTOUNDING PROOF AND MORE HYDROGEN METHODSTheNorton encyclopediawas in its 5th edition, and the ?103 cal

 There is no depth to which we can drill on earth, or otherwise produce direct evidence to the contrary, where we will not find matter which was in its past part of living things

Searlefound that a moving ?point charge? system is not a sphere, but an oblate spheroid, with a polar axis along its direction of motion

Accept the principle that aether is the vehicle of mechanical momentum of amount [D-B] per unit volume (as with Poynting and J

The facts concerning the existence of universal matter, forces, vast distances, massive bodies and events, and perpetual motion, are irreducible primaries or ?first laws? about reality, which we must accept before we can progress with answering particular questions related to the more useful aspects of existence

4? K 107 cal/gramEnergy released upon combustion 29,000 cal/gramHeat of combustion at 25?C 63,317

The transfer of force from the ZPR, via the Omni Matter, through the dissociated H, atoms, is apparently the kind of thing somewhat cryptically spoken of by Tesla, when he stated: ?There is no energy in matter other than that received from the environment

 In respect to momentum, I would analogize it as follows: When a body is held by a spinning or arcing arm, it contains the changing tubes of force created by angular momentum

 The two words are used in different ways, to define ?relative changes? in velocity and/or orientation

 Once the current commenced to flow, the magnetic fields thus created, imparted the rotatory force which created the micro helical tubes of force which ?drilled? their way around the irrotational ether cores, and synthesized the momentum which propelled the system through the ether

The atomic hydrogen reaction first came to my attention in 1964, when I was studying industrial processes at Sam Houston State University, in Huntsville, Texas, the year after taking an introductory course in college physics

Sam Houston

Since all mass is in motion, all mass has momentum, even when apparently ?at rest? relative to earth

 Tesla remained more than a gentleman about it, deferring often to Thomson, though Thomson even attempted later to dishonestly claim Tesla?s alternating current and high frequency discoveries

Though it was said byWhittakerthat theHalleffect, like the magnetic rotation of light, occurs only in ponderable bodies and not in the ?free ether?, this statement was patently false, since the effect actually depends on the conductivity of a medium

 Actually, since heat is infrared-spectrum radiation, the process can be conceived as a means of converting the ZPR from an ultra-penetrating positive (?cold?) spectrum radiation, to a mass-reactive infrared (heat) spectrum radiation, and that is the proximate ?source? of the so-called ?free energy?, in the form of exothermic heat radiation

Because of the last 76 or more years of progressively intensifying false propaganda and manipulation of knowledge and science, a majority of scientists ridicule the concepts of the existence of an ether and of flying saucers, as if such thinking belonged in the category of a ?flat earth? theory and the ?little green men? from outer space babblings, but the reverse is true

 Momentum is a body?s resistance to change in its state of motion

 Coupled with this physical vibration may be the ?Faraday effect? - the ?magneto-optical effect? which tends to blur the outlines of objects subjected to intense electromagnetic fields

 In this conclusion, FitzGerald seemed to have forgotten the ?Faraday cage? and ?magneto-optical? effects, since a moving charged sphere would constitute a current by his own admission, and all currents create magnetic fields, which cause the rotation of electromagnetic radiation and light in the surrounding ether as a resultant effect

 TheBig Bang Theoryis in decline among scientists, despite all theNASA false propagandain the press and mass media attempting to perpetuate and support it

The energy of hydrolysis is equated with the energy of dissociation, and the energy of combustion with the energy of recombination, yet the information presented here shows that by combining the hydrolysis of water, in which atomic hydrogen is produced directly, with the atomic hydrogen recombination process, instead of the combustion process?and perhaps throwing the oxygen away?that at least 10

 As you may have noticed, this scheme is a scaled-down version of the basic hydrogen atom, with its proton and electron

 Thomson had accepted the principle that the ether itself is the vehicle of mechanical momentum

 Such a case suggests a dynamo consisting of large, insulated conductive balls on the end of a shaft, which are alternately charged and discharged to alternately increase and decrease their masses, thus rotating the shaft

 Morton(Phil

 and thereby also refuting the Relativist theory?The still-born theories ofTeslawere still knawing at their throats, along with those ofAlfven, so they wanted to obscure all truly competing theories, and enshrine themselves in the annals of science for all time

Thomson?s electromagnetic momentum could be created instantaneously only with Tesla?s contrivances, which existed before Thomson?s ?discovery?, only in Tesla?s laboratory, so there is no way that Thomson could have reduced ?his? theory to practice or experimentally verified it

Since the heat energy is released on recombination, the molecules lack the potential energy already released

Fresnel?s concept presupposed that the ether surrounding the earth was unaffected by earth?s motion, and generally agrees with what is actually observed, except for his failure to consider how the earth?s dynamic electric field affects the ether

More complete statements concerning these discoveries can only he gleaned from scattered and sparse sources, becausethe papers of Tesla are concealed in government vaults for ?national security"reasons

Faraday had stated that induced magnetism in iron exists only within the iron, was zero in external free ether, and was the basis for electrical induction

?Propulsion? here means an on-board system for perpetuation of motion, by electromagnetic means, supplied with electrical power by either on-board generator, or by electrical energy and control signals transmitted by power beam from the ground

 With this process, a home consumer would pay nothing for fuel, because he could produce a small amount of hydrogen in his basement, any time he needed it, and could use it over and over, ad infinitum

 On the same scale, a pound of atomic hydrogen would yield 315 miles

 As the earth?s rotating surface would appear to a distant observer to be moving backwards from its direction of orbital motion over a period of a day, it is always moving toward its orbital path because its orbital speed (over 66,600 mph) is greater than its rotational speed

Humphrey Davy

Thomson, carryingFaraday?s concepts a step further (I have always liked to say that Maxwell ?put the math to Faraday?, because Faraday couldn?t do much math, though he is recognized as the greatest ?experimental philosopher? in history, a former Irish bookbinder?s journeyman who got his early education from the books he was binding, and who at age 21 happened to write a letter to chemistry professor Sir Humphrey Davy in 1812 and so impressed him that the following spring he was appointed a chair at the Royal Institution, and the rest is history)

 These microhelical ?tubes? have ?pitch? which is determined by the rate of linear movement per second, in conjunction with the diameters of their rotations (or ?waves?) at near the speed of light

 Traditionally, inertia has always been considered (according toNewton?s First Law of Motion) the tendency of a body ?at rest? or in ?constant velocity? relative to the earth, to continue its state of rest or constant velocity, unless acted upon by an external force

 The sphere experiments were designed to use mechanical and electrical wave methods to construct a model to probe the gravitational, inertial and momentive reactions of solid bodies in the ether

?In these statements,Teslashowed he was aware that any ?stationary? locale on earth is actually in fantastic motion (?70,000 mph?)

 Since earth?s magnetic field encompasses the moon, so does the electric field

 The result has been the illegal dissemination of a vast quantity of false government propaganda, via covert intelligence agents in the ?UFOlogy? community, to overcome the effects of the bookBack to Contents[Ana Sayfa (Home)|UFO Technology|UFO's Galleri|Kuantum Fizi?i|Roket bilimi | [Astronomy|E-Mail |Index|

Ana Sayfa

The process which makeselectropulsionpossible, is thedynamism of the universe, which naturally exchanges weaker and stronger forces to conserve perpetual motion, with any lost momentum being resupplied by the ZPR

 The big question?the one which those who invented the Big Bang cosmography sought prematurely to put to rest?is how can everything stay in perpetual motion under the Relativist theory, without violating the law of conservation of energy

 A secondary use would be to produce heat for steam to drive turbine-powered electric generators, or for motive power for cars, trucks, boats, trains and planes

From the rate and manner of acceleration, in conjunction with the probable mass of the ship I observed, it was immediately apparent that the entire volume of the ship, if filled with conventional rocket or jet fuel, would have been consumed in the three seconds required for it to accelerate to c

?Gravity? is a product of the resistance to this change in displacement

Whittakersaid that an alleged failure by ether theory proponents to observe the earth?s motion relative to the ether, caused the downfall of the theory, but the facts show that the relativists, backed by corporate publishing interests, hastily dug the grave and threw the dirt over the 29 corpse of ether theory while it was still alive, for the wrong reasons

?If through this medium enormous electrostatic stresses are assumed to act, which vary rapidly in intensity, it would allow the motion of a body through it, yet it would be rigid and elastic, although the fluid itself might be devoid of these properties?

After becoming aware ofthe true power of ?the force??one hundred billion thousand trillion thousand trillion times stronger than gravity?Teslabegan to pursue the idea of an ?on-board? power system for a manned craft to be used for transportation, with his ?wireless transmission of power? to be relegated to a robotic, remote controlled, electropropulsive ?missile?, for use in warfare, with electric power to be transmitted to missiles from the ground

The change in Tesla?s strategy seems to have occurred between his 1915 test of an electropropulsive missile using wireless energy projected to it by a power beam from the ground, and his 1934 birthday announcement

Since the alternator would likely have been attached rigidly to the airframe of the saucer, it could have caused the entire saucer to precess at hovering power, while the downward acceleration due to gravity was being balanced by the upwardelectropulsive acceleration, as the ship hovered in place above the earth

The molecular atoms can be ?decompressed? by a slight application of heat of dissociation, because the strong binding force between the atoms created by theOmnions, is more easily weakened by a small amount of exothermic energy sufficient to separate the atoms, so that the Omnions regain their Omnitronic charges from the surrounding ether and ZPR

The great number of Omni per volume of space represents a much greater density of positive matter than normal ?solid? mass possesses, hence the Omni function as ?virtually stationary anchors? which anelectropulsive craftcan lock onto to propel itself through space

 Once in constant velocity, we must supply only whatever energy is lost through wind or mechanical friction, or erratic movement, in order to maintain constant velocity

The earth has a minimum negative surface charge of approximately 20 esu/cm2(20 electrostatic units per square centimeter)

 The ether becomes more apparent when there is a sudden change in the direction of motion, rate of acceleration, or velocity of a body

?can cause the ether to ?assert its inertia resistance?

Much of the error was due to focusing on the weakest proponents who believed that a portion of the ether is ?carried along? by the earth, and that an optical aberration would have to be observed at some point away from the earth, in order for an ether to exist

CHAPTER VTESLA AND THE GOOD OLD BOYS? CLUBWhenTeslapopped into the picture, the British ?Good Old Boy?s Club? had been debating ether theory for quite some time, and the upstart Tesla must have hurt the pride of their linemen, by making an end run to make a touchdown

 electrode, it would increase the pitch angle of the microhelices, accelerating the ether through the mass and propelling the ship

As in fluid mechanics, the ?drop? size is the result of cohesiveness of the electric ?fluid?, the surface area of each ?bee?, and the space between each bee, all of which influences the final size of each larger ?drop? (the ?electron?) which accumulates enough to form it

 This is true no matter which direction the solid body is moving through the ether, because of the relative speed of the electromagnetic interaction at virtually the speed of light, and the polarity of earth?s electric field

 I analogize a solid mass to a flock of geese, maintaining its ?formation? (?shape?), as it flies through the ?air? (?Omni?):The earth and everything on it is moving through ether-filled space, at tremendous speed

Tesla?s ether was rigidified by rapidly varying electrostatic forces, and was thereby involved in gravitational effects, inertia, and momentum, especially in the space near earth, since, as explained by Tesla, the earth is ?

 After some difficulty, I accessed a copy of the classic,A History of the Theories of the Aether and Electricity, bySir Edmund Whittaker(1951 revised and enlarged second edition, Vols

/gram molecule? for recombined hydrogen, reported in an older text, was not shown directly, though the following facts which were shown, are of particular note:Heat of vaporization at 20

 This process would create an initial explosive shock wave followed by the implosive return wave, similar to nuclear detonation

The ship seen by my father matched in shape, appearance, and performance, the type observed by deputyLonnie Zamora, near Soccorro, New Mexico

Zamora

The micro helical rotation of these tubules are the product of the magnetic rotation of the plane of polarization identified byFaraday

 Rowlanddemonstrated a most interesting and important fact, namely, that a static charge carried around produces the effects of an electric current

It was my intent to examine known theory leading up toTesla, to see what he contributed to their discoveries, and to determine what happened since that time to obscure, misinterpret and ultimately conceal it

 Otherwise, the two negative charges carried by the two atoms would cause mutual repulsion

This rotatory electromagnetic action creates momentum, as the force-free ?screw-type? reaction within mass, creating its motion relative to the ether cores, from which the mechanical force is transferred to the atomic mass with which the electromagnetism is associated

 In the process, ?normal? diatomic H2 is shot through an electric arc which dissociates it into ?atomic? hydrogen, H1

 Since a rationally extended quantum mechanical theory would not exclude an ether, my ?RQM? label distinguishes between the relativistic misinterpreters of quantum mechanics, and what could be called the ?Integrated Reality Mechanics? (?IRMs?)

Yet, there issufficient elasticitywithin the internal masses of the astronauts? bodies, between electrical content and the ether, to allow movement in that manner

Tesla?s ?particle beam? weapon was hinted at in the following illustration:Tesla?s TELEFORCE DiscoveriesTesla?s Teleforcediscoveries, evolved between 1900 and 1940, consisted of a ?new? way to produce rays in free air without a vacuum, a ?new? way to create a ?very great electrical force?, a ?new? way of ?magnifying? the force, and a ?new? means of electro-propulsion (William L

This ZPR constantly ?twangs? the electron clouds of atomic matter, creating the illusion of ?electron orbits?, which are in fact standing waves in the undulating layers of electronic clouds surrounding atoms and molecules

Bottomley

 Thomson stated his ?inclination? to ?speculate? that ?alterations of electrostatic force due to rapidly changing electrification? are propagated by ?condensational waves in theluminiferous aether? (Bottomley, Nature liii [1896], p

The ?equilibrium position? for the electrical particles of ponderable matter vary according to the dielectric constant

 The white-hot tungsten filaments were the weakest points in the circuits, and the saucer?s pulse currents apparently subjected them to magnetic and electric shear forces which broke them apart

), called ?quanta?, which are based on the basic charge of a single electron, which assumes only certain assigned energy levels in different atoms and molecules, and is used to define the magnitude of all of the smallest, intermediate, and largest possible energy changes of atoms and molecules

I have to hand it to the spooks, for doing such a good job of concealing the connection between the flying saucer and the only man who could have invented it?and whom the public should most readily accept as the inventor who rightfully deserved the credit for it?even though he never had a fair opportunity of giving his greatest discovery to the world, for lack of money to build a working model of sufficiently developed potential to impress us

If last week a remote controlled telescope?such as theHubbell?showed a movement which when compared to an earlier measurement of a few years ago indicated a movement away from a distant part of the universe, just remember that this is only an observation of movement which is part of a much larger pattern of oscillation over a much longer period of time, in which the movement will later appear to be going the other way, from our point of view, if we could make an observation millions of years or longer into the future

 This comparison shows that a body at a higher altitude and velocity has a lower gravity because the electric field has a lower displacing influence on the Omnitronic cloudlets, and vice-versa

?Notice that the ?at rest? state of the molecules, is couched in language that makes you think that the ?infinitely separated? atomic hydrogen atoms represents the ?excited state? for the element

In his 1938 lecture,Teslasaid he was progressing with the work, and hoped to give the theory to the world ?very soon?, so it was clearly his intent to ?give it to the world?, as soon as he had completed his secret developments

Lord Kelvin) (1824-1907), at age 17, based on Faraday?s earlier announcements, introduced into mathematical science the idea of electric action at a distance by means of a continuous ether

Fresnellater stated,?Upon considering the aberration of the stars, I am disposed to believe that theluminiferous aetherpervades the substance of all material bodies with little or no resistance, as freely perhaps as the wind passes through a grove of trees?

Since the ?accessing?electropulsive force, when in effect, is transmitted at near the velocity of light however, the comparative difference in velocity between the Omni and the earth is almost insignificant It is practically ?as if the earth is stationary relative to the ether, except for the effects of so-called gravity

 In contact with other, less concentrated matter, stronger, cosmic forces within the space it occupies are unleashed, producing transmutations and eventually more cosmic radiation, which travels through space until absorbed and converted by plasma or other mass, into more mass or radiation of lower frequency, and the process continues, ad infinitum

 The Hall effect had shown that an electromotive thrust is produced along a third axis as a result of a current and magnetic field at right angles, and though it was alleged that this thrust could not be produced ?in the free ether?, but only in ponderable matter, the works ofHeaviside,Searle, andMortonshowed that the moving charges could either increase or decrease the normal ease of movement of a body, proving the feasibility for electropropulsion

 Goodbye, oil cartels, hello atomic hydrogen, it?s payback time!By the way, the reason my ?cold fusion? process (using my weird, lead-based cathode) which I tested back in 1980, worked so well (seeSpace Aliens from the Pentagon5, pg

 Just as electromagnetic waves of low frequency can penetrate a body, waves of higher frequencies?above LR

 WhatAlfvenhad touch upon in his long unrecognized discovery of giant electric and magnetic currents through space, are similar to unrecognized forces operative on a local scale as well

 The reason why a moving sphere when charged experiences an increase in its ?virtual mass??that is, an increase in the work required to move it, but not in its gravity? is because the ?Faraday cage? effect of the increased charges tends to increase the resistance to the movement of the Omni through the mass, affecting the negative charges on the Omni

Since relativity also rejects the existence of an ether, there is nothing in so-called ?empty space? to contain such radiant energy, and the atomic hydrogen process would have to create its energy from ?nothing?, therefore violating the law of conservation of energy, as misinterpreted by the relativists, who see all energy functions as part of the ?winding down? products of an ?original?BIG BANG

 Any change in direction or velocity is met by a resistance (?inertia?)

It had occurred to me that since the earth and bodies ?at rest? on it are in uniform motion (or uniformly changing motion) in respect to a stationary ether, that there were differences in electric displacement of ether in the space within solid bodies and space within the free ether, due to the polarization of the ether by the electric field of the earth, and the differences in dielectric constant between the two

In 1888,Oliver Heavisideshowed that the electrostatic and electromagnetic units ?vanished? inside the sphere

In his preface,Whittakerstated that where space is now considered ?emptiness??except for its property of propagating electromagnetic waves?the development of quantum electrodynamics referred to a vacuum with a new status as the location of ?zero point? oscillations of the electromagnetic fields and zero point fluctuations of electric charge and current, as well as a polarization conforming to that of a dielectric constant, which is non-unity (i

Boyeralso found that a nonlinear dipole can absorb energy from particular modes of the ZPR spectrum (Random Electrodynamics: The theory of classical electrodynamics with classical electromagnetic zero-point radiation, Phys

In early 1995, in exchange for a copy ofSpace Aliens, I received a copy ofEric Lerner?s The Big Bang Never Happened, and was pleased to find there are some in the academic world of physics (or astrophysics), who share at least in part, my own views on theBig Bang Theory, although they don?t go so far as I do in saying the theory was created and promoted by the coercive energy monopolists, because of its apparent intent to negate the free energy available from the ether, due to what I call the ?Law of Conservation of Perpetual Motion?

 These changes in turn cause the changes in electric displacement of the ether?a downward thrust on the body?s atoms, away from the pre-existing ?equilibrium position?, which the atoms would occupy in the absence of gravity?just asMaxwellsaid

, ?radioactive? in the Tesla sense), so that it disturbs the equilibrium of and reacts with the ZPR, converting some of it into an electrical output, via the iron

 Since the orbital speed of earth around the sun is greater than the speed of earth?s rotation, our spot never moves ?backward? relative to the ether

These particular researches of 1962 to 1975 are ex post facto, coming long after Tesla?s great discoveries

TheOmnihas an almost balanced charge-to-mass ratio (?1:1?), and responds to both positive and negative impulses

 This theory of course makes the planet ?too old? for theBig Bangers, as it would take a much longer time to reach its present state, and would throw their ?calendar??on which the high priests of ?Big Bangery? have placed the earth?s ?birth date??off

 In the older text, this value was given at 62,100 BTU per pound of hydrogen, with a comparative value for gasoline (?petroleum?) at 19,800 BTU per pound (stretched to 20,825 BTU per pound in the newer encyclopedia)

 In the 1890?s, Tesla said the alternator had produced up to 10 amps and 30 kilocycles

?The most probable medium filling the space is one consisting of independent carriers immersed in an insulating fluid?

varying

Mechanical motions can be produced by varying electrostatic force acting through a gaseous (ether) medium, which thereby becomes rigidified, yet allows solid bodies to pass through

 These atoms are in Mendeleev?s Group I-a, and all the atoms in that group have unpaired outer electrons, and are photoreactive to and transmute when exposed to ultraviolet light, as do all the atoms of elements below atomic number 19

?He described how purplish coronal discharges about the bulb when in use, verified the existence of ?particles smaller than air?, and a gas so light that an earth-sized volume would weigh only 1/20 pound

The importance of cosmic motion to the electromagnetic effects of static charges was brought up by Tesla in his lecture:?About fifteen years ago,Prof

 Since atmospheric gases are insulators, the mostly alkaline, semiconductive crust of the earth is largely an electron donor material, which maintains a large reservoir of negative charges insulated by the atmosphere

Theearth rotates at over 1,041 mph at the equator, so there is that momentum, but the earth?s orbital speed and path around the sun means that the earth?s more general path is in the direction of its orbit

the hydrogen atoms recombine at the metal surface to provide heat required for welding

 ?brush? currents, high frequency currents, rapidly varying electrostatic forces, and light/heat beams

This combination, like the continously interlinked tetrahedronal silicon dioxide atoms which make up solid quartz crystals, is capable of reacting to and conducting electromagnetic radiation from the infinitely fine in frequency, to the coarsest frequencies, simultaneously in all directions (?omnidirectionally?)

 Its properties varied according to relative movement, the presence of mass, and the electric and magnetic environment

?4 In so-called ?cold fusion?, the electrolytic cell produces ?nascent hydrogen?, just like in the atomic hydrogen process, and the recombination of the monoatomic hydrogen to 2H releases heat, the product claimed

SMOKESCREENS FROM ACADEMIAIt seemed odd to me that it was later suggested that the 103calories of dissociation energy absorbed from a very brief exposure to the arc is the same heat as that ?

Modify the theory to reduce to zero the resultant force on an element of free aether (as with Maxwell, Hertz, and Einstein);2

 Attached to this group, disguised as ?tank commanders?, were Army intelligence officers specially vested with the task of retrieving all flying saucer materials and/or destroying the same at the Peenemunde project, along with retrieval of any technical drawings, etc

 The ion beam polarizes, concentrates, and guides a spherical, long wave front, amplified by Tesla?s ?extra coil?, to a distant target, which amplifies a higher frequency wave front superimposed upon it, which will ?ring? in-the target area at one-quarter wavelength, in fact ring many times

 Neither the 1910 first edition nor the 1951 revision mentionedTesla, but the chronological sequence appeared to be ?skewered? in the revised edition, with little or no attempt to point out what the scientists were actually aiming at in terms of electropulsion

Whenever H2is dissociated to 2H (H1), and the single electron clouds enlarge to encompass more Omni Matter (affected by a greater ZPR), there is a reaction with and transfer of force from exothermic atomic sources, through the molecules, into stripped Omnions which were entrapped to bind the atoms together

9,000 mph and disappear at infinity, except for the existence of Tesla?s technology which electromagnetically canceled inertia and synthesized a new momentum instantaneously

 Where, exactly would this energy ?reside?? Concurrently, this same figure is falsely equated with the heat generated exothermally when two hydrogen atoms?each in its ?excited state??come together to form a molecule

These four ?new? discoveries?all of which could work together?were actually a juxtaposition of and different application of Tesla?s devices already tested separately in the Colorado Springs experiments or later in New York or Wardenclyffe, with the exception that by 1915, he had tested theelectropulsive missilepowered by beam-projected electrical energy, and had tested a small, one-man electropulsive prototype in which he ventured out his hotel window at night over New York City in experimental test flights, and which served as an experimental basis for a much larger and more ambitious set of space ships which he had designed, which were repeatedly rejected by the U

cal/gram

 The dissociation energy, subtracted from the gross output, would be the net output:109,000 cal/gram mole (gross heat output)Minus - 103cal/gram mole (dissociation energy = ?Unity?)Leaves - 108,897 cal/gram mole (net output - ?Over-Unity? because the hydrogen didn?t have that much calorific energy in the first place, and was not ?consumed? in the second place)In the atomic hydrogen process, hydrogen is not really a ?fuel?, but rather a ?medium? used in the extraction of and conversion of energy from the ether, by transforming invisible radiation and electrical energy into infrared (heat) radiation

 Tesla?s technology uses the electromagnetic interaction, which is 1040times stronger than gravity, to create a ?tremendous propelling force? which instantaneously reprograms the atoms and molecules of a ship with new micro helical tubes of force along a new trajectory, and destroys the ? memory? of the tubes of force which created its prior inertia/momentum

Due to the relatively gradual orbiting and rotating changes in respect to the earth?s motion relative to the ether-field, a relatively small amount of ?externally acting? force (?gravity) would have to be everpresent in order for Newton?s laws to apply even on the purely descriptive level, except for the local ether phenomenon I will specify in further detail, which insures ?force-free? perpetual motion, despite the gravitational effects

Occult Ether Physics -Tesla Hidden Space Propulison System and The Conspiracy To Conceal Itby William LyneContentsPrefaceIntroduction - Nikola Tesla's Original 1875 PlanChapter I:The Occult Ether Theory and ElectropulsionCharacteristics of Basic Ether ParticlesThe Cause of the "Inverse Square" Law of GravityMicrohelical "Tubes of Force"The ZPRAn Old Wooden Box and a German Inertial Guidance SystemLow and High Frequency Waves and Tesla's Wireless Transmission of EnergyTesla's TELEFORCE DiscoveriesChapter II:Exploring the Nature of the EtherThe Early BackgroundJ

 As the electric content forms pathways through the Omni within the body, the resonant motions of the molecular currents form magnetic fields which impart the microhelical rotation of the plane of polarization around irrotational Omni cores

 A long wave affects the internal mass of a space ship, ?synthesizing momentum?, by invoking the rotatory motion of electromagnetism, to create the drill-like electromagnetic microhelices (?tubes of force?) which ?bore through? the ether as the mass moves

 It can be assumed that a tiny Omnion, being a subdivision of the proton, has a much greater density per unit of space, due to the relative lack of space between the Omni, which assemble to form protons, much like the space between bricks which is filled with mortar

 119 pages), so there is a record of sorts, of Van Nostrand?s association with Tesla

 These facts are consistent with Tesla?s (Thomson?s, Faraday?s, Maxwell?s) ?tubes of force?, which I will explain later in greater detail

 Any variance from earth?s uniform motion results in a resistance to change in micro helical pitch, since the rotating tubes of force spin around so much of the irrotational ether cores (?Onmi?) over a given period of time, and a change in motion requires them to rotate around a commensurately greater or lesser quantity of Omni, depending on whether the change is an acceleration or deceleration

 697) suggested that the inertia of ponderable matter may be ultimately proven to be of this nature, since atoms were constituted of systems of electrons

Thetubules possess electromagnetic forcewhich is locked into the discrete flow pattern between the Omni and the tubules, which are coupled to the ?ponderable matter? structure which is the recipient of the momentum

 This ?free energy?, which is virtually unlimited, is universally at work, created by the perpetual motion of matter, and the perpetual exchange of stronger and weaker forces, through which the equilibrium of the universe is maintained, the sum total of all processes equaling zero

In 1884,John Henry Poynting?s theorem had been that the flux of energy at any place is represented by the vector product of the electric and magnetic forces, multiplied by C/4*PI

John Henry Poynting

They told their exaggerated stories that way when they wanted us to get hooked and pay for it, but today?s ?nuclear reactors? produce electricity at the same efficiency level as coal and gas-fired generators (38%), and we still have to deal with the inevitable problems of greater expense, entrenched, archaic, stagnant ?nuclear? and fossil fuel technology, nuclear decay, waste, and probabledevastation ala Cernobyl

ala Cernobyl

As the earth passes through the ether, its rapidly varying electrostatic forces reach out for some distance and polarize the negative electrical components of the ether, and affects bodies within its reach, creating what we call ?gravity?

Industry?s obvious excuse for laying the valuable process aside was that it had been ?replaced? by ?better? processes, such as Heliarc, TIG, and MIG welding, though they rarely mention ?plasma arc welding?, which has also almost disappeared from the market

Though the facts show that Thomson was prior to Tesla in attempting to publish a valid theory, Tesla could not publish prior to perfection of his invention, which was not a factor affecting Thomson

This new 2010 3rd Revised Edition of Occult Ether Physics makes new breakthroughs in Tesla research and the UFO propulsion system, complete with much documentation from the 19th century by the world's leading scientists who were working on this idea

 If you believe in relativism, I should point out that ?time- travel? is an integral part of that, which is a very incredible impossibility which makes the so-called ?science? you rely on a worthless piece of pseudointellectual crap concocted by someone who wanted to sabotage your mind on behalf of the self-appointed high priests of ?Occult Ether Physics?

Some physicists have mistakenly applied a ?field of influence? idea, thinking this ?field of gravitational influence? somehow isolates a body from references outside this field

 15,193213, Tesla said Einstein?s theory regarding changing matter into force, and force into matter, was ?absurd?

false

And what do the ?little green men? lies have to do with exclusively man-made electric flying machines, and technology based on sound and well-established electrical science and physics, but which, like the existence of the ether, has been tucked away in secret vaults, to keep you from using it, while you are being fed false and useless ?theories??These range from ?curved space?, ?time travel?, ?Big Bang?, and ?alien abduction? stories, to ?parallel universe?, ?interdimensional travel?, and any other outrageously incredible stories, concocted by government spooks, national security personnel, and secret agents in the ?UFOlogy? and ?pseudodebunker? communities (?pseudo-debunkers? in my vernacular, are official government spokesmen or scientific know-it-alls whose job it is to completely deny the existence of flying saucers, or to ridicule their other covert government counterparts, the UFOlogists, new-agers, or paranormalists)

theaetheris itself the vehicle of mechanical momentum, of amount (1/4*PI*C) (D*B) per unit volume

 The system appeared to have very little to do with ?gravity?, even though it also revealed that gravity is apparently due to the same kinds of electromagnetic mechanisms

Hydrogen, with its single proton and single electron, has the highest charge-to-mass ratio and the lowest gravity of all elements

There are still larger and larger cycles of motion over time, in which the solar system orbits the Milky Way, the Milky Way orbits the Magellanic Clouds, and so on

Microhelical Tubes of ForceDue to the cosmic motion of earth, electrostatic, molecular charges become currents, which create magnetic fields within ponderable bodies

/gram molecule? figure for atomic hydrogen was omitted from the newer text, though one might have been able to extrapolate it from some complex data stated in other areas where the inquisitive person is not expected to look

 Tesla?s ether consisted of ?carriers immersed in an insulating fluid?, which filled all space

 Omni-packed space is also omnidirectionally interpenetrated by ultra-fine radiation, which is normally in equilibrium, called ?Zero Point Radiation? (?ZPR?)

The atomic hydrogen process does not rely upon the combustion of hydrogen with oxygen in the air, but upon the ?atomic? energy released when atomic hydrogen recombines to form the ?normal?, diatomic hydrogen

 Since helium is inappropriate for the average ?Joe?, and since the output is probably more than you could handle, I will more appropriately show you how to perform another free energy process, using that most easily accessible gas, hydrogen

 The ?internal? frequency possibly used with this ship?the penetrating long waves, oriented along the direction of acceleration, to polarize the ?tubes of force? necessary for the propulsive force to act on the ether?were apparent from the outside, as the pulsing effect graphically illustrated by five-foot spaces left in the scintillating ion trail

 It had concentric ?striations??grooves in its surface which appeared to be about one inch wide all over its surface?which gave its bottom half the appearance of a giant ?spun-metal? wok, as it precessed with the sun?s rays playing on its bright metallic surface

 Since inertia is also the resistance of a body to changes in its momentum, inertia and momentum are due to the same thing, the resistance of electromagnetic micro helical tubules to changes in velocity (and relative ?pitch?), direction, and lateral motions or orientation

 Just like water, aprotonwill hold only so much electricity on its surface, but the ?surface? of the proton is probably similar to the outer area of a ball-shaped swarm of hovering mechanical bees, powered by the ZPR, with a denser agglomeration of ?bees? toward the ?ball?s? center

This exothermic energy is sufficient to throw theOmnionswithin the electron clouds, and concentrated in the space between the atoms, beyond their electronic quantum boundaries, so that the additional energy needed to dissociate the atoms is regained from the surrounding Omni Matter and ZPR, restoring the equilibrium of the Omni Matter

 Since there is no great cooling activity in the proximate area of dissociation, the ?heat? can only come from the Omni Matter and ZPR, and is ultimately a conversion of energy in the form of random, ?cold? ZPR, and Omnitronic charges, into a coherent, utilizable form of heat radiation

)Tesla Shows UpIt is interesting to note that these ?discoveries? byThomsonhowever, although following his initial speculations based on Maxwell?s theory, also followed Tesla?s lecture before theAmerican Institute of Electrical Engineersat Columbia College, N

The possibility that the ether was composed of stationary positive charges carrying their own ?sub-electronic? negative charges which were elastic, and could be displaced, had apparently evaded the thinking of Thomson

 This was the opposite to Faraday?s experiment in which electrostatic charges placed inside a stationary, closed vessel, ?appeared? on the outside

 It appears to be ?dynamic? relative to an earth moving thousands of miles per hour through space

 Soon after I spotted it, it began to move away directly due west, quickly accelerating to about 800 mph, at which time it did two absolutely square turns?a right angle turn straight down and another right angle turn back to level flight?then accelerated to a point of infinity above the horizon in three seconds

downward

Since the electric field and its displacing influence is altered by the difference in dielectric constant within and without solid bodies, the microhelical tubules tend to drop to concentric rotation, thus transferring a downward force to the mass of which they are a part

On recombination, the atoms shrink in volume, as the excess ?gathered? energy is squeezed out of the ether as free (heat) energy

What isinertia?Inertiais the momentum which a body ?at rest? already possesses because it is in a state of uniform motion, but which to us appears to be at rest

This is the essence of how the ?inertia resistance? of the underlying ?ether framework? can be summoned up by an electrified body which activates the ether with currents of ?sufficiently high voltage and frequency?

 Thomsonattempted to determine the field produced by a moving electrified sphere, and the mathematical development of Maxwell?s theory accelerated

 It also implies that magnetic lines of force are the ?equal and opposite? reaction to electrical current as Faraday stated, and vice versa, though magnetic fields are more the secondary effect of electric currents

The constant electrical discharges from the atmosphere are driven by the cosmic motion of the earth, which converts the electrostatic charges to currents

The ?water? droplets?electric sub-charges carried by the etheric wind?tend to agglomerate around the front side

 The motion is compound, but the ultimate momentum of a body is truly a vector which represents all the forces acting upon it

 The logical implication of my analysis is that the orbital path taken by a body is because it ?sees? that path as one of least resistance, as if it were a straight and level path

Tesla commenced to complete hisDynamic Theory of Gravityat the same approximate period of time that his experimental results and theories had been revealed in the three lectures, often illustrated with demonstrations using Tesla-invented equipment, as revealed in the following eight excerpts, in pertinent part (emphasis mine):1

The atomic hydrogen atoms have single, unpaired electrons in enlarged shells

This process, though it can be thermally triggered, is not merely a thermal process, because the net energy released is not converted originally from thermal energy, but from ZPR and Omnitrons, into infrared (thermal) radiation

 Yet, the atomic hydrogen process would be more than adequate?even fantastic?with only a pound of hydrogen, and one could carry an extra 25 lbs of Dr

 Thomsonin England, but Thomson had never related the tubes specifically to the ether until afterNikola Teslahad connected the tubes to his intended electropulsion

 Since the electromagnetic tubes are part of the mass, a downward force is created by the downward pressure of theOmitrons, which we call ?gravity?

 The time-relative aspect of gravity is due to the inertia of a falling body at any stage of its fall, which forces the gradual increase in pitch of its micro helical tubules

As the ship began accelerating, the rainbow corona formed a sparkling, scintillating trail behind the ship, which also showed a ?texture? of lines in the trail which appeared to indicate the frequency of the pulses

 These early experimenters knew there was a connection between the rotatory motion and momentum, and sought to find it

 It is probable that the linkage betweenmatterand theetheris effected by acurrent?perceived as ?electric charge?? which passes through the matter constantly at a rate which is commensurate to the relative velocity difference

Nikola Tesla, Lecture Before the Institute of Immigrant Welfare, May 12,19385

 While it may be arguable that the ?binding energy? between the two atoms of the molecule somehow ?includes? this energy in some undefined and mysterious way, this argument actually supports an ether theory, because the binding energy must somehow be exchanged with the energy which is released when the molecule forms, consistent with the equal and opposite reaction rule

Incidentally, this same atomic hydrogen process, as first published here and now, is also the apparent source of the anomalous exothermic heat produced in aqueous cavitation, as well as in the so-called ?cold fusion? process, which are two other free energy processes which are based on the atomic hydrogen process

The ether is ultrafine, yet very dense, and composed of positive and negative electric matter, which pervades all so-called ?free space?, as well as the space ?occupied? by ?mass??which the old ether physicists called ?ponderable matter??because it is mostly ?space?

Earth?s electric field creates dielectric displacement effects within ether and mass within earth?s electric field

 As it turned out, the man had stolen a pile of classified salvage and sold it for his own profit, using a ?double-receipt? process intended to cover his tracks, but the security people put the man under surveillance, caught him doing it again, and charged, convicted and jailed him

75 times the BTUs by weight, as ordinary hydrogen does in the combustion process

4 cal/gram mole - gross Heat of combustion at 25 ?C 57,791

In summary, inside an earth-bound body at rest relative to the earth, there is a difference in polarization and displacement effects, from those which exist outside the body in free space

About 1853,Bernhard Riemann(1826-66) conceived an ether which resisted compression and changes of orientation (Ann

Bernhard Riemann

9Sir Edmund Whittaker, A History of the Theories of the Aether and Electricity, 1910, Edinborough

This is true because the atomic hydrogen process without question releases at least 3

 It is clear that both inertia and momentum are caused by the same thing, which is a persistence by the configuration of reaction patterns in the atomic and electric structure of mass to maintain their present states

CHAPTER IIIOBSERVATIONSWith Tesla?s theory and the background of older research and theories held temporarily in abeyance, let?s look at what has been directly observed either by myself of by those closely associated with me

 As can be seen from these cyclical movement,the universe is an unlimited system of interrelated systemswhich move in gear-like precision, rather than in an explosive pattern ala the Big Bang

Nikola Tesla?s statement (Lecture before the Institute of Immigrant Welfare, May 12,1938), that he had his Dynamic Theory of Gravity ?all worked out? by 1893, and some ?available? documentation of Tesla?s work of 1891 or earlier shows that he was already ahead of the European field led by J

 In supporting the ?dynamic? ether concept, he was supporting the ?stationary ether? concept, since the ?motion? he referred to was ?apparent? motion of the ether perceived by an observer on earth, relative to a stationary ether

It is said by them that the process of dissociating diatomic hydrogen molecules into separate atoms as atomic hydrogen, requires the absorption of 109,000 cal

Thomson?s work undoubtedly served as the spark of inspiration for Tesla in his early conception of an ?ideal flying machine? which would be propelled by electricity acting upon the ether

 These observations were taken at face value, as proof of certain facts concerning the nature of the ether, gravity, inertia, momentum, and ?electropulsion?

The ?new? processes were promoted by U-Know-Who, motivating their welding suppliers and the electric power companies at their own levels

 Are these flying machines exclusively man-made? Are they falsely claimed to be "extraterrestrial" by "UFOlogists" or so-called "flying saucer experts"? Are these claimants actually government agents? Did the Nazis acquire this technology from Tesla in a Los Alamos project in 1936-38? Extensively illustrated and includes a final chapter on the Lyne Atomic Hydrogen Furnace invented by the author in 1964 and published by the author in 1997

The stationary ether, appearing to move through an earth-bound body, due to the earth?s motion through it, undergoes a change in electrical displacement, due to the difference in dielectric constant between the space outside the body and the space within the body

the activity of such nascent (newborn) hydrogen, in the act of liberation from Us compounds, is due to the hydrogen being in the atomic state

1831 theory of an (elastic) solid electric ether, and lines of magnetic force, Faraday considered all space as ?filled?

This is pertinent toelectropulsion, because we must diminish, reverse, magnify and otherwise control this displacement in order to instantly synthesize and control inertia, momentum, and ?gravity?

 This energy should be negligible, since the dissociation energy is barely more than a thousandth of the gross output, and there is probably a way to make the process work without a pump anyway

Maxwell had represented Faraday?s lines of magnetic force (vectors of magnetic induction) as the velocity of an incompressible fluid, based on Faraday?s suggestion years earlier that there may be a ?dynamical condition? similar to electric current, and that the ?physical lines of magnetic force are currents? of this ?fluid?

 488) similarly showed that the surface density of a charged body is unaltered by motion, but the lines of force no longer leave the surface perpendicularly

like a charged metal ball moving through space?, which creates the enormous, rapidly varying electrostatic forces which diminish in intensity with the square of the distance from earth, just like gravity

Tesla discovered that by using a low frequency beam-directed pulse, he could cause, at the quarter wavelength, the eruption of a large electromagnetic pulse which could, by carrying a much higher exciting wave, excite the atmospheric gases in a region, to explosively expand them, followed by a tremendous implosion and the absorption of a great amount of heat in the area, causing immediate freezing

25, which contained a halftone photo of a ?30s-vintage atomic hydrogen welding torch, along with some basic data

, although these pale into insignificance relative to electromagnetic velocity, since movement of force is time-relative

The Omni Matter?s excess force is then transferred through the atomic hydrogen atoms (or other temporarily excited, enlarged atoms encompassing it) into the atomic mass frequencies, during disturbance, thus restoring equilibrium to the Omni Matter

 Thomson, pointing to his work as a prelude to his own discoveries and applications which especially intensified in 1892

 This system would be excellent if coupled with a refrigerant-driven, closed-loop turbo-electric generator, to provide electric power for electro-propulsive flying saucers, the ultimate in private transportation

 Universal movement is in an orderly, cyclical pattern of circles (or ellipses), within circles, representing mechanical oscillations which are related to smaller and larger electromagnetic ones

 Yet a small, privately-owned flying saucer would cost less than an automobile to build, would use practically no fuel, would travel thousands of miles per hour, would last a long time, and would require practically no maintenance

 This produced an electromotive force at right angles to the magnetic field and the current, which was proportional to the product of the two

, on May 20, 1891, in which he described experiments in which he had earlier pre-empted Thomson?s work with experimental verification, together with a demonstration of techniques and machinery built by him which obtained frequencies and voltages whichW

?Gravity is no longer a mysterious force acting at a distance but the result of an object trying to travel in a straight line through space curved by the presence of material bodies?(Gary Taubes, Relativists in Orbit, Discover, March, 1997)

Gary Taubes

Development of the systems was imperative for theflying saucer, since a magnetic compass would be worthless due to the ?Faraday cage? effect of the electric field surrounding the saucer, which would block out the magnetic field of the earth

? By this, Thomson meant that the vacuous ?ether?, inside rotating tubes of electromagnetism, did not rotate, presumably because of its density, but also because, if the cores rotated along with the rotating tubes of electromagnetic force, it would neutralize the electro-mechanical action by which momentum is created

 In philosophy, there are two basic epistemologies?theories of the origin, nature and limits of human knowledge?representing the two basic categories into which the epistemologies of all philosophies must fall, and which are supposed to explain how one knows something according to a particular philosophy

When this kind of ?atomic energy? hit a small segment of the unknowing American public?the welders?in the late ?40s, there were newspaper stories saying that the trans-Atlantic voyages of the Queen Mary could be powered by a hunk of radioactive material the size of a golf ball

The microhelical tubes of electromagnetism, having pitch, function like drills, tending to bore straight paths at a constant pitch and linear velocity, around the irrotational vacuous Omni cores (consistent with Newton?s laws for inertia and momentum)

 The effects of gravity also help, since helium and hydrogen, both light, electropositive gases, gravitate to the ionosphere

 Since all mass is already in motion, it always has momentum

Since interstellar ?space? is equivalent to a vacuum containing little gaseous matter?such as aLenard tubein which charges easily move?the Omni in interstellar space is highly conductive, with charges moving freely from body to body, along magnetic lines of force

109,000 cal

 The ball- shaped cockpit would have been pressurized, mounted on gimbals, and gyro-stabilized with a horizontally orientedMeisterkreiselkompass(?Master-gyro-compass?), which would not only gyro-stabilize the cockpit while the outer saucer precessed wildly, but would provide the polar compass heading for the slave compass:As the outer ship precessed because the alternator was bolted to the outer airframe?the inner cockpit would be gyro-stabilized, so the pilot and crew could have visibility of the outer environment

 This transferred force is not ?energy created from nothing?, but only represents a change in the ?form? of some of the infinite energy (force overtime), already existing in ?space? in other forms (such as the ZPR, or as ?sub-electronic? charges)

Is your thinking a barometer of thought-control mediocrity? Are you so out of control of your own metaphysical concepts and epistemology, that you have to get your thinking from the ?canned goods? section ofNASA(NAZIA), courtesy of theCIA?sOffice of Scientific Intelligence(?OSI?)? Is your education a TV dinner, prepared by a Secret Government, so you?ll never discover the real food for thought?For those of you who may be unfamiliar with my more complete exposition of the whys, wherefores, whos, and other facts concerning the huge volume of false propaganda designed and disseminated on behalf of the coercive monopolist corporate state, to conceal flying saucer electropropulsion and other advanced and ?free energy? technology, you should read my prior book, Space Aliens From the Pentagon

 13), his hypothesis was the ?theaetheris a storehouse of mechanical momentum?, but was this correct? Isn?t it more likely that the ?storehouse? of ?mechanical momentum? is in ?ponderable matter? which reacts with the ether?Nikola Tesla?s lecture before the A

 Apparently, movement of the sphere?which increases its momentum?appeared to Heaviside to force the charges back inside

microhelical

 At the same time, a higher frequency at the opposite end of the ship, opposite to the direction of travel, causes the ether to be accelerated as it passes through the mass of the ship and its contents, with an increased angle of pitch, so the microhelical boring action propels the ship through space

This implies awareness of theZPR, butquantum theoryinherently excludes the possibility of ?zero-point? fluctuations, since all such waves are always regarded as possessing one-half ?quantum?

 government in 1945, there has been in effect a false propaganda program?originally developed by the RSHA Amt VI (Reichsicherheithaupt Amt VI?which translates to ?National Security Agency Division 6??the organization within the Gestapo which was invested with the highest secrets of the German Reich, and which controlled in Nazi Germany the equivalent to our own UFOlogy, new age, and pseudo-sceptic misinformation dissemination network)

 I have stated here my basic thinking on the subject up to this time, which has progressed somewhat since my prior book, using my own terminology involving ?Omni Matter? (A

 251-252That man can harness these processes, to:Precipitate matter from the etherCreate whatever he wants with the matter and energy derivedAlter the earth?s sizeControl earth?s seasons (weather control)Guide earth?s path through the Universe, like a space shipCause the collisions of planets to produce new suns and stars, heat, and lightOriginate and develop life in infinite formsTeslawas referring tounlimited energy, derived from the environment

 Thomson(Lord Kelvin) first asserted that magnetism possesses a ?rotatory? character related to heat or the thermal motions of a body (Proc

Teslastated that the required currents could be conveyed by conductor, which allows for the instantaneous control of a ship by means of high voltage stepping switches or relays

Searle

 Thomson, MacCullagh, Morton, Searle, Heaviside, Hall, and FitzGerald, of a distinct relationship between momentum and the movement of charges connected to mass, through an interpenetrating gaseous, dynamic, neutral, ultra-fine ether existing in all space and ponderable matter, upon which electromagnetic ponderomotive forces act

 The ?endothermic? dissociation absorbs only 103 cal/gram molecule, yet on recombination, the atoms ?exothermically? yield a net 108,897 cal/gram molecule

Sinceelectrical processes are reversible, Tesla?s method consisted of using Hall?s MHD method to cause a flow of current between a ?stationary? system (relative to earth) and the ether?as if it were a ?dynamic? system?since it mimicked the currents of a moving system, and created a disturbance in the ether which could only be rectified by movement of the system

 In layman?s terms, theRQMssimply made the statement that the dissociation and recombination energies had to be the same, because their theories depended upon them being the same

2He later railed against the limited and erroneous theories of Maxwell, Hertz, Lorentz, and Einstein

Momentum and inertiaare due to the exact same ?tendency?, which relates ultimately to a frame of reference to theuniversal ether, but for convenience?since we don?t have an absolute ?fix? on the ether yet?we use the moving earth as a frame of reference from which to measure a body?s rate of change relative to the ether, as the earth maintains its relatively constant velocity

 The ?vanishing? electrostatic/electromagnetic units are ?occupied? internally by the microhelices, in perpetuating the movement of the body through the ether

Once we reach a constant velocity, we can feel how the microhelices?created by the constant-pitch spins of the Omnitrons??bore? through the Omni, creating the ?momentum? which tends to carry us along in level and straight lines

 This explains Tesla?s continual references to Thomson, such as demonstrating during his 1892 London lecture, a ?luminous wire? sign powered by a Tesla coil, which said ?WILLIAM THOMSON?

The ships used a horizontally oriented master gyro-compass (?Meisterkreiselkompass?), calibrated prior to take-off to true north, as the frame of reference with which to navigate the ship using an electromagnetic slave compass, which was interconnected to stepping switches which also actuated the ship?s bi-polar propulsion electrodes5

 Accordingly, for an object at sea level, the displacement of the Omnitronic cloud is greater, due to the greater total electric field strength

 Once released, ?something? (the microhelical tubes of force, as they then existed) determined its direction of movement and velocity, which in a vacuum would be force-free

, [1835]), whose model was the only one which could propagate waves with the properties of light?obviously analogous to the electromagnetic theory of light?as shown by MacCullagh?s ether equation of motion and ether theory which made it feasible to extend ether concepts to represent optical phenomena, along with magnetic and electric interaction

Since the determinative factor which limits a body?s motion is the reactance of its internal electrical content with the ether at its particular degree of displacement by earth?s electric field, at a given altitude, an orbiting body ?sees? its orbital path along a path of like displacement, as a straight and level path, even though it is a straight and orbiting path

 1889), concepts later to be adopted by Tesla in saying that the ether ?behaves as a fluid to solid bodies, and as a solid to light and heat?

 That is why there must be no more war?With the government?s spurning of his defense suggestions, Tesla?s only recourse was to withhold his secrets from the world, and to dissuade discovery in their direction

??The puzzling behavior of the ether as a solid to waves of light and heat, and as a fluid to the motion of bodies through it, is certainly explained in the most natural and satisfactory manner by assuming it to be in motion, as Sir William Thomson has suggested

 This propaganda not only protects the false theory, but also aids in concealment of valid theory and advanced technology which would end the reign of a world-wide power structure of corporate-statists, who think society already has all the technology it ?needs?, else the elite?s ?grip? on the world, held in place by their archaic technology which exploits mineral, industrial, and banking interests owned by them, might be torn loose

The fact that von Braun?s pre-war New Mexico adventures have been subsequently concealed from the public by the Secret Government, a degree of secrecy which cannot be explained except by reference to the Nazi flying saucer projects, is compelling

This electric field creates electrical displacement inthe Omniwithin its reach, which is the cause of gravity

 Moelwyn-Hughesof Cambridge (Pergamon Press, London), at page 418, appeared the following:?The Spectroscopic evaluation of the dissociation energy The energy of dissociation, De of a diatomic molecule is the difference between the potential energy of the atoms when infinitely separated, and their energy when the atoms are at rest at the equilibrium separation

 They merely re-confirm that, in order for such intense, super high frequency radiation to pass through space, it would require a space literally packed with an even finer ether, consisting of dense, super high frequency, ultrafine bundles of positive mass, surrounded by sub-electronic negative charges

 This atomic hydrogen recombines at the (welded) metal surface, producing the very high heat Though the process interested me then, and always has, I have never seen an atomic hydrogen welding unit for sale, for the 31 years hence

 The word ?energy? is a convenient fiction, like ?time?, which is an arbitrary measurement of the rate of motion of matter through ether-filled space

Low frequency wavesalso make it possible to project forceful longitudinal electromagnetic pulses to a specific, distant point, by sending the wave along a conductor or polarized atmospheric ?carrier beam? of U

pound

 A pound of hydrogen could conceivably supply all your energy needs for your whole life, and you could produce another 100 pounds of it electrolytically, right in your basement, from tap water! Is this free energy, or what?!Though the facts of this ?secret? hydrogen process are ?hidden in plain sight?, one must beware of the disinformation, as well as the common mistakes created by ?scientists? who have been duped by the RQMs

There were implications in the works of Faraday, Maxwell, Wm

 Tesla was aware of Thomson?s work during his student days in Graz, Austria, beginning 1875, when he was 19

One of these alternators is shown below:The saucer I saw in 1953 exhibited precessional characteristics which could have been caused by the use of such an alternator, the output and rpms of which under the circumstances could have been varied with the power level of the saucer, as if it were being turned progressively faster by a turbine as the ship used more power to accelerate

 The ?109,000 cal

 This dense matter behaves as a solid to lower frequency radiation between the x-ray spectrum down to the lower infrared, yet behaves as an all-pervading, interpenetrating and all-wetting ?perfect fluid?, in respect to (the atomic content of) moving solid bodies, the atomic structures of which contain so much room that they are mostly ?space?

APPROPRIATE USE OF THE PROCESSNow that we are beginning to understand ouratomic-hydrogen, free energy system, and the great magnitude of its output, what are its most appropriate and immediately applicable uses?The most direct, appropriate use of this technology appears to be to provide heat for homes, as well as for home-industrial heating purposes, such as in agriculture

 This would have required very little force, because the electropulsive forces reduced the ships inertia to almost zero

 Differences in dielectric properties cause changes in the electromagnetic displacement within mass and the etheric wind

, 1892 lecture before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, London, at a time when theGood Old Boyswere still debating whether an electromagnetic action could occur in the free ether,Teslaexplained he planned to run motors at a distance by wireless energy, with equipment he had already built, and to extract free energy from the environment

 If this swarm of bees is subjected to a wave of rainy mist (the etheric ?wind?), the bees must all turn to face into the etheric wind to maintain their formation

 At sufficiently high voltages, the positive and negative dynamic sub-charges are separated by magnetic fields and condensed to form electrons and protons

 The infrared spectrum light produced by the atomic hydrogen process is thermically reactive with normal atomic and molecular matter, because of its longer wavelengths

The most startling proof that the Hall effect works in the free ether, was Tesla?s ?transmission? of electrical energy through space by high frequency oscillations, as detailed in his 1892 Lecture before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, London

The ZPRIn addition to the Omni Matter, all space is omnidirectionally interpenetrated by ubiquitousZero Point Radiation(?ZPR?), of extremely high frequencies, power, and density

The same principles of momentum which apply to the cosmos must also apply to the motion of immediately local bodies, except that the effects are skewered by the presence of earth?s pesky electric, magnetic, and so-called ?gravity? fields

 Thomson(Lord Kelvin) had said earlier in England, were ?impossible to achieve?

Realistically, the atomic hydrogen reaction can only be satisfactorily explained by reference to, construction of, or re-construction of, an ether theory

 This phenomenon showed that the precession I observed in 1953 was either due to rotating internal machinery, or to the ?virtual? angular momentum created by theelectropulsive effects

 Thomson6had extensively developed the theory of the moving tubes of force, both magnetic and electric, saying that the magnetic effect was a secondary one created by the movement of electric tubes, and assumed:that tubes exist everywhere in space, either in closed circuits or terminating on atomsthat electric force becomes perceivable only when electric tubes have greater tendency to lie in one directionthat in a steady magnetic field, positive and negative tubes may move in opposite directions with equal velocitythat a beam of light is a group of electric tubes moving at C at right angles to their length (providing a good explanation for polarization of the plane of rotation)

 The high priests of this occult knowledge are the elite owners of the coercive monopolist corporate banking, industrial, mineral and related interests, who in turn allow the initiation of certain scientists, military and government officials into their secret teachings only insofar as it is necessary, to execute and maintain a conspiracy of giant proportions, so that the technology can be classified as a ?state secret? which can be controlled and enforced by means of unconstitutional ?national security laws?, military and civilian legal authority, and police

The flying saucer is a product ofNikola Tesla?s life work, his most fundamentally important invention, for which all his other inventions were in pursuit of, though you probably have never heard this fact from anyone else

 Army Ordinance, where Weniher von Braun was appointed research director in the summer of 1945

These tubules are aligned by the relative motion of a body, along the axis of a uniform or changing movement, and create momentum by ?boring through? the ether

Like hydrogen gas, there is some elasticity, due to the compressibility of the magnetic fields, so it is an ?elastic solid? as Faraday said

, May 20, 1891, he demonstrated his years-old technology, and stated that he connected ?one terminal? to a lamp and the other to,?an insulated body of the required size

 In a gas the speed may be considerable, but the density is exceedingly small, in a liquid the speed would be likely to be small, though the density may be considerable; and in both cases, the inertia resistance asserts itself

Robert Goddard, whose New Mexico laboratory was at Mescalero, with his launch area at Eden Valley, near Roswell, far to the south, was not involved in any known pre-WWII research at Los Alamos, and probably knew nothing of von Braun?s secret project there

 With its compound movement and momentum?of the earth, the solar system, the Milky Way, etc

 With the recombination of the atomic hydrogen to form 2H, the converted ZPR radiant energy, and sub-electronic charges?which I call Omnitrons?is ejected (squeezed out) from the atoms, as heat or other interconverted radiant energy- of lower frequency, as the electron clouds shrink with the addition of positive charge carried by the Omnions

 If a body is in motion relative to earth, its momentum is in the direction of motion, yet as a body at rest on a spot on earth, it still had momentum along the spot?s ultimate motion relative to the ether

 brush currents induce the exchange of carriers, creating a vacuum in that direction, inducing motion

Outside the bulb, in close proximity to the beam, the high voltage alternating current (?power wave?) of low frequency, is emitted by a ring-shaped electrode, and is directed along the beam?s atmospherically created conductive path, and is projected toward the distant target where the one-quarter wave peak delivers it at its ?point? of greatest potential

With a sufficiently high frequency and stress intensity in the opposite direction, carrier exchange is blocked by ether compression, forcing the tubes of force to dissolve in the conductors of the ship, imparting electromagnetic momentum

Much like the bees, as a body (its many electrons, atoms, and molecules, with plenty of ?space? within and between) sits at rest on the earth, it moves at fantastic speed through the universal ether field, due to the earth?s revolution, orbit, and other motions

 These effects are not perceived except during changes in the orientation of mass or its velocity

 The ZPR is an analog to sunshine, except it penetrates all matter all the time and is not affected by day or night, so it can be converted to usable energy all the time with the appropriate technology, such as the atomic hydrogen process

As it precessed, it gave off a sparkling, ?rainbow-colored? electrical corona, like a metallic surface which was being electrified with high voltage Tesla currents

 The figures for n-Heptane are grossly confusing, as one might expect, since it is shown only by comparison by weight that hydrogen combustion has a 2

 Although he had assumed that displacement currents must occur in the ether, he had earlier thought this was due to the magnetic effects of moving charges, though he failed to show how the displacement currents occurred, or what their effects were in terms of inertia and momentum

, an electric movement away from equilibrium position) wherever there is electric force, whether ?material bodies? are present or not (thus carrying his electric displacement into the ether) (Maxwell, Scientific Papers i, p

 The atomic hydrogen formed is chemically very active

 Since only a body which moves in respect to the earth has been traditionally said to have ?momentum? (?the product of a body?s mass and velocity?), this rule is wrong, since all bodies ?at rest? relative to earth already have ?momentum? as well as ?inertia?

Since his conception of the ether was of a relatively low-density one, and his conception of the electromagnetic force not nearly so much stronger than the gravitational one, his later discovery that his prior anticipation of greater electrical power needs than actually required, led to changes in his electropropulsive craft, and produced plenty of surplus ?spin-off? technology

On the other hand, the rotatory force which a magnetic field imparts to electrical current, to create the microhelices, could be the cause of precession, as an ?equal and opposite reaction?, by collective rotatory precessive action imparted to all the atoms of the entire mass of the ship

After having developed such a light and powerful turbine, which could turn upwards of 30,000 rpm

When released, it moves in a straight line vector, corresponding to the state of the tubes of force at the time of release

Bjerknes

 Bjerknes showed that when two spheres immersed in an incompressible fluid were pulsated, they exerted a mutual attraction which obeyed Newton?s inverse square law if the pulsations were in phase, while if the phases differed by a half wave, the spheres repelled

 It likewise explains in a reasonable way, the most puzzling phenomenon of all, permanent magnetism, and, in general, has all the beauties of the Ampere theory without possessing the vital defect of the same, namely, the assumption of molecular currents

/gram molecule heat?later upped to 109 k

 (Frank Parker Stockbridge, The Tesla Turbine

 ?Gravity? is a product of the resistance to this change in displacement

TheTesla ion bulb, fundamental to Tesla?s ?beams?, is a solid aluminum hemisphere, enclosed in a glass vacuum envelope, excited by high voltage D

 EverestThe differences in these electrical potentials illustrates why there are differences in relative displacement of the Omnitronic clouds, within both earth?s ?gravity field?, and within bodies moving within that field, with a degree of displacement which is directly proportional to difference in so-called ?gravitational force? and the dielectric strain

 The energy required to pump the recombined hydrogen to a holding tank, before being recycled and shot back across the arc and into the reaction chamber once again, is not considered in this computation

Even the Nazis were skeptical thatthe Tesla electro-propulsive technologymight work, being unconvinced untilWernher von Braunhad actually tested the concepts at Los Alamos in 1936 and 1937, and obtained the final approval of Hitler

 After all, the hydrogen atoms when in the 2H molecular form are smaller, therefore ?compressed?

 Thomson?s ?electromagnetic momentum? theory, and was confirmed by the tests conducted byNikola Teslaby 1891 (later detailed in his 1891 lecture before the A

This ?mortar? is probably some of Tesla?s ?insulative fluid? which ?wets? positive bodies and particles?, as a ?perfect fluid?

 The free sphere was attracted to the smaller (immobilized) sphere, if its density was greater than the fluid, while a sphere of less density than the fluid was repelled or attracted, according to the ratio of its distance to the vibrator in relation to a certain quantity (Phil

Phil

 Since plasma arc welding is merely an extension of the atomic hydrogen process, using a specially redesigned torch, the ?mysterious? reasons are undoubtedly the same

 All atoms?including hydrogen?possess net positive charge

 Though shadowed with ostensible military and ?national security? vestiges, this cover-up has been protracted on behalf of a coercive monopolist corporate state, even since the acquisition of the secrets by the Nazis in 1936, for if the technology had gotten even into the hands of private Germans at that time, the Nazi state?s days would have been ever much more so shortly numbered

Nazis

 The potential energy of the separate atoms in their ground states, is greater than that of the molecules, because the heat energy is released from the entrained ether and convertedZPR?not from the hydrogen atoms?when they combine to form molecules

 In fact, the planets grew from smaller bodies as a result of life forms, which convert interstellar radiation into solid mass

He claimed giant currents through space, from the sun through the planets, along magnetic lines of force, actually transfer angular momentum to the planets

If ?tremendous? meant something like an airplane or conventional rocket?as theCIA/NASA misinformationistshave idiotically attempted to misconstrue?then what would be the word to describe a force which propels a flying saucer at 9,000 mph in three seconds?The words ?means of propulsion?, used byTeslain his 1940 interview withWilliam L

In that sense, the ?good old boys? in Britain should have admitted that Tesla?s work was prior, after having acquiesced in the admission without rebuttal, that ?they? were unable to create the equipment to produce the required frequencies to investigate and to experimentally verify these phenomena

As for Tesla?s theory, we have hints, such as, that the earth is the ?star of human birth?

 After his tests, Tesla stated that the ether became a ?solid state? medium to ?light and heat? (visible and infrared light), and could be accessed by subjecting it to ?sufficiently high voltage and frequency?

High voltage force?either in electrical discharges or in radiation?is necessary to break the Omnion-Omnitron bond

 The displacement influences the momentum because it affects the vibrating microhelical tubules and the way they ?bore? through etheric space

The reason the electron cloud density of the hydrogen molecule is more concentrated in the area around the space between the atoms, is because of the entrained Omnions? presence there

Robert Goddard

 Robert Goddard?s pre-war work with von Braun, and who was present in New Mexico since the ?20?s and was intimately familiar with the 1930?s liaisons to von Braun?s secret Los Alamos activities, left little remaining to be proven, since there is no longer any security basis for concealing such liaisons, if ?rocket research? was the only thing von Braun?s pre-war American presence involved

The ether is transparent, because of its ultra fine, high frequency structure, which does not refract or reflect visible light, because its ultrafine size is too tiny to react to such low frequency radiation

 His statements also show he was attempting to make up his mind as to the characteristics of the ether, such as whether it is rigid or fluidic, and under what circumstances it may change, and its static or dynamic nature, of high or low density, and so fourth:?What determines the rigidity of a body? It must be the speed and amount of moving matter

In all, the earth?s velocity and polarity relative to the ether continually varies according to its rotation, orbital position, and galactic cycle

Characteristics of Basic Ether ParticlesMy basic ether particle is called the ?Omni?, which has a positive nucleus?a ?protette? called an ?Omnion??and a negative sub-10 electron?an ?electrette? called an ?Omnitron?

Electropulsive ships are concealed through ?special effects?, and ?stealth technology? (also based on Nikola Tesla?s inventions)?as they fly and hover in the sky, and by ?psycho-political? means?the dissemination of false ?alien? and ?extraterrestrial origin? propaganda? through ?UFOlogy? groups led by covert government agents

The atomic hydrogen process was discovered in 1912 byLangmuir, and was developed as a ?welding process? in the ?30s

 This assumption proved true so long as the velocity of the sphere and the velocity of light were neglected

Though the flow patterns of the microhelical tubules are always gradually changing?because of the continual reorientation of the earth as it moves in its ?uniformly compound? changing ways, these changes are sensually imperceptible because they are gradual over time, with effects which are virtually constant

THE NATURE OF ELECTRICITYWhat were the old ether physicists referring to when they attempted to describe ?an incompressible, perfect fluid?? What would a ?perfect fluid? do? It would be able to ?wet? everything it came into contact with, such as protons, and could flow everywhere without resistance

 The effect of these attractive/repulsive forces is to ?displace? each Omni, and to place the dielectric atmosphere and the Omni within a strain, so that, 15 near the earth, the Omnitronic clouds around each Omnion are forced eccentrically upward, while the neutral zone would be over 300 miles from earth

 Since the matter with which these electron clouds are associated is in constant motion, the clouds are currents, since a ?charge carried around is a current?

 If Nikola Tesla was right, then I am right, that the energy comes from the ether

 251-252Tesla outlined hisDynamic Theory of Gravityin poetic form (as paraphrased by me):That the luminiferous ether fills all spaceThat the ether is acted upon by the life-giving creative forceThat the ether is thrown into ?infinitesimal whirls? (?micro helices?) at near the speed of light, becoming ponderable matterThat when the force subsides and motion ceases, matter reverts to the ether (a form of ?atomic decay?)John J

The extension of the ship?s electric field also extends its magnetic field, and causes a rotation of the optical plane, so in addition to visual effects of the high frequency precessional oscillations, the optical plane is actually rotated to create the weird magneto-optical effects so often reported, and becomes distorted in the minds of the mystics, who think it is some sort of ?time travel? or ?interdimensional travel? effect, a ?space-warpage? or ?wrapping around? of ?time and space? by a ?rotating body? as it moves through space, ala Einstein, except saucers don?t ?revolve?, as proven by myPeiltochterkompass, andEinsteinwas full of baloney

 The difference between the dielectric displacement within a mass and the dielectric displacement outside the mass in the etheric wind, creates a down-force in the direction of the negative polarity, as the etheric wind ?blows? through a mass

 If there are about 65 cubic centimeters per mole of hydrogen at its critical volume, it seemed highly unlikely that sufficient energy to weld could be absorbed from the ?dissociating arc?, during the time required for 65 cubic centimeters of gas to pass from the orifice and through the arc

The corrected figure (52,200 BTU/lb) shows, in a comparison between the combustion of ?normal hydrogen? (to form H2O or water) and gasoline (to form CO2), that hydrogen has a yield of roughly 2

 As the protons dissociate with application of the 103 cal/gram molecule, this allows the greatly expanded electron clouds of the atoms to encompass a larger volume or Omnions, carrying sub-electronic Omnitronic charges equal to 108,897 cal/gram molecule, from the only source available, the ZPR and Omni Matter (A

 These effects are not, as described by Newton?s laws, due to an attractive force acting at a distance, through an empty space

IfTeslahad continued to increase the earth?s charge with his gadgetry, he could have thrown the earth?s timing off, slowed it down, and possibly caused it to drift toward the sun

 The magnitude of the so-called ?force of gravity?, measured from the center of mass of a body, is greater at sea level than on top Mt

An Old Wooden Box and a German Inertial Guidance SystemIn 1979, at a Santa Fe flea market, I examined an old wooden box belonging to an elderly Pojoaque man who was employed as a workman in 1937 at a secret project called ?p2?, which was run byWernher von Braun

 11, 1932 (New York Herald Tribune), Tesla derided the Maxwellian/Hertzian ether, while saying that higher frequency waves ?

 The conversion of energy to a stronger force?electropulsion?used to control the much weaker gravity force, would accomplish more work in the same amount of time, and produce ?over unity? results

The flying saucer may be powered by aTesla alternator, aTesla coil, or a combination of the two

All bodies are in motion, and within all bodies, protons and electrons are also in motion, because ?elasticity? and vibratory motion occurs in ?ponderable matter? and in the ether

 To an effect which travels at 186,000 miles per second, a body traveling at about 20 miles per second is virtually ?at rest?

 It is here that a difference between the ?force of gravity? and the effects of inertia and momentum become apparent

 government never gave Tesla the time of day, and his greatelectropropulsivediscovery slipped into the eager hands of the Nazi elite, whenWernher von Braunacquired and began development of the ?p2? project at Los Alamos, New Mexico in 1936, taking the project back to Germany in the fall of 1937, where it was developed at Peenemunde in the Baltic, until these secrets and others were traded to American corporations and the U

Orbiting Planets and SatellitesThe concept that a satellite in orbit around earth is ?held? in orbit by ?earth?s field of gravity?,seems false

 I concluded that Whittaker?s 1951 edition intentionally skewered important facts concerningelectropulsion, which I have attempted to straighten out for you in this book

/gram molecule of hydrogen?a multiplication of over 1,058 times?or that, by use of hydrogen as a ?medium?, that the 103 calories is ?seed? energy (called the ?activation energy?), triggering the atomic hydrogen?s apprehension of a net 108,897 cal

In 1884, the year Tesla discovered the rotating magnetic field,J

 Though Hall?s effect was inherent in the fact that it was the reverse of the force required by Faraday to push the conductor through a magnetic field

Nikola Tesla, in his Colorado Springs Experiments, was the first person to investigate high voltage waves of high and low frequency, and their terrestrial, atmospheric, and solid-body effects

 The facts proven by the atomic hydrogen process, explained by the involvement of the Omni Matter and the ZPR, are forbidden by relativity and quantum mechanics, in which a simple harmonic oscillator cannot have a stationary state ofzero kinetic energy, because the ground state still has one half quantum of energy and the appropriate motion, yet by relativity?s ?other? rules, the principles of kinetic energy has no applicability to electromagnetic radiation (the ZPR)

?Tesla therefore believed in an ether which was in motion relative to earth, because the earth is in motion

micro

At the opposite end of the ship, high frequency currents draw the carriers through the ship, and creates a compression of the ether, as it penetrates the solid mass and synthesizes the rotatory micro helical tubules, which whirl around the ether cores along the polar axis, at a pitch corresponding to a particular rate of momentum

 Tesla?s arguments were to the contrary, saying he had always believed in a ?gaseous? ether in which he had observed waves more akin to sound waves

capable of being charged to any desired potential, and operated it with effective pressures of about 4,000,000 volts

The Secret Government?a fraudulently concealed, unconstitutional, corporate-state entity?has heretofore controlled electropulsion technology by concealing it and other advanced free energy technology, on behalf of international, coercive, corporate-state monopolists

Faraday had discovered induction, by forcing a conductor through a magnetic field, cutting the lines of magnetic force and producing a current in the conductor

in an electromagnetic field there is stored in every unit volume an amount of mechanical momentum, proportional to the vector product of the electric and magnetic vectors?

I would have very little quarrel with a quantum theory of atomic energy levels, were it extended to include an ether theory, as it should have been logically construed, but I take issue with its present development, limitation, and misapplication by the RQMs

The Ether and ?Ponderable Matter?In 1879,James Clerk Maxwell(1831-1879) said that the velocity of the solar system relative to the ether could be determined by observing the retardation of the eclipses of Jupiter?s satellites

 Around the ?track? was a dark strip, with a purple corona outside that, produced by the Tesla coils

 There was a total absence in the new text or other ?new? data available to me, of a direct comparison of energy outputs between combustion of petroleum and hydrogen, much less the atomic hydrogen process

 Another fluid?electricity?could flow in certain places, and wet only certain things, but often met resistance

 The ether, the medium which conducts the ZPR, can be converted into any form of matter or energy

 As the inertial resistance of the ether ?asserts itself, the electrified body is propelled through the ether byMHD thrust, which is really the ?microhelical drills? at work

 Through an interplay of natural strong and weak forces and matter, perpetual motion is conserved

) brush is created by a steady potential, a continuous exchange of carriers is created corresponding to ether rarefaction, as the tubes of force are drawn into the conductor

 488), an increase in charge of a body increases its ?virtual mass?, which increases the work required to move it by amount 2e2/3ac2

Since these phenomena are electromagnetic in nature, they are synthesized by recreation of the electromagnetic conditions which a body would exhibit due to a particular kinetic state

5 times as much energy as the hydrolytic input can be produced, in still a third astounding hydrogen free energy process

 If the earth?s gravity exerted sufficient force to hold the station in orbit, the internal environment would not be ?gravity free?, but would pull the astronauts down to the floor, instead of allowing them to float all around inside, as we?ve seen so many times on TV

 Each time the velocity or direction changes, the microhelical pitch and orientation resists, then adjusts to the new momentum

 in physics of the ?Royal Society?, that hydrogen in the ?atomic state? is not in a ground state, but in an excited state

Apparently, as the hydrogen passes through the arc, the electric and magnetic fields, plus heat, provide the activation energy triggering the molecule?s ?apprehension? of an additional 108,897 cal

 When between the sun and the Milky Way?s center, for example, it moves slower than when to the ?outside?

 Only by plowing through a tortuous mathematical process and confusing units and other factors was the true motive for such concealment revealed for certain, but tell me why I?m not surprised?Conservatively speaking, the atomic hydrogen process bears a 10

 Atomic hydrogen is formed when an electric arc between tungsten electrodes is allowed to burn in hydrogen at atmospheric pressures (Fig 106)?

 ?Tremendous? does not mean something which reacts feebly, to barely get off the ground, but to something which rises with great and astounding force, such as the way I saw a flying saucer perform in 1953

Most ofThomson?s 1881 work harked back to Maxwell, and before him, Faraday, who had stated in 1831 that movement of an electrostatically charged body is equivalent to a current, which was described as a tube of force created by movement and momentum (Faraday, Experimental Res

 Due to the tiny Omni size, so-called ?empty space? is actually packed almost solid with this very fine matter, which oscillates at such high frequencies?well beyond that of x-rays?yet the tiny size and normal neutrality allows it to penetrate ?solid mass??which is mostly ?space? (which is also saturated with Omni which must be moved through by a mass to make room for more Omni)

The ship I observed in 1953, in broad daylight, hovering at about 300 feet distance, about 250 feet above ground level, precessed at a high angle?about 45 degrees?and a low rate of about two precessions per second

 ?compression? electrode would draw the ether carriers through the mass of the ship and its contents, creating the microhelical tubes which bored away around the ether

 Thomson's "Electromagnetic Momentum"Tesla Shows UpCosmic Motion and Local MomentumLocal Momentum and Celestial MovementChapter III:ObservationsRub-a-Dub-Dub, Seven Folks in a Hot TubComparison to Other SightingsEther and "Ponderable Matter"Orbiting Planets and SatellitesChapter IV:Historical Development of the TheoryRotatory Motion and the "Screw Effect"An Electrostatic Charge Carried AroundChapter V:Tesla and the Good Old Boy's ClubTesla's Dynamic Theory of GravityTesla's SecrecyThe Nature of ElectricityCONCLUSIONChapter VI:Free Energy MassacreThe Atomic Hydrogen ProcessSmokescreens from AcademiaAnother Astounding Proof and More Hydrogen MethodsHow Does it Work?Appropriate Use of the Process- Atomic Hydrogen Furnace, EtcFree Energy SurpriseConclusionReferences for the Atomic Hydrogen ProcessPrefaceThere is much consternation today about the words ?cult? and ?occult?, and what they mean

 The high angle and low frequency of the precessions would be consistent with the use of a high frequency, large diameter alternator, which was turned more slowly at hovering power, and increased in rpm for more power as the ship accelerated

 Despite what I consider to be obvious attempts to conceal basic physical data conflicting with this principle?as misinterpreted by the Relativists and incorporated into their theory, as if it were exclusively their theory and not that published earlier by Planck?the process I am about to discuss with you has glaring inconsistencies in it, even as described and mis-measured by the Relativists

There is no significant gravitational effect of earth?s field above this electric field

 This rotatory character not only influenced Tesla?s discovery of the rotating magnetic field, but is also fundamental to inertia and momentum, as I will later explain, since movement of a charged body constitutes a current which creates a magnetic field which creates the rotatory motion which ?bores? through the ether like a drill to create momentum

 Then we come to a comparison between gasoline and atomic hydrogen

The text continued:?Atomic-hydrogen blown out of the arc by a jet of molecular hydrogen across the arc, forms an intensely hot flame, capable of melting tungsten (m

The saucer?s electric field was so strong that it arrested current flow, and was strong enough to cancel the magnetic fields in the generator and circuits

The RQMs never directly measured the amount of dissociation energy necessary to bring the hydrogen atom from the diatomic to the atomic state, because they didn?t know how to do so, but because their theory said that ?all reactions are reversible?, they said the dissociation energy was the same as the energy released on recombination of hydrogen atoms

 Without the magnetic lines of force?or with suppressed or diminished lines of force?the rotation of the tubes of force by the magnetic field are diminished or stopped, resulting in a diminution or elimination of momentum

gasoline

Aside from the discrepancies between older measurements, regarding the comparable outputs between the combustion of gasoline and the combustion of molecular hydrogen, and the output from the atomic hydrogen process, to the newer text, there was a failure, so far as I could determine, to state under appropriate references (or any others I could find), some important facts concerning atomic hydrogen, and even misrepresentations of the actual comparative outputs of gasoline and hydrogen combustion, through gobbledegook?the ?badge of fraud??of which I spoke inSpace Aliens

 Thomson, in discussing the motion of a magnetizable body in a non-uniform field of force, said a charged body attracts a body having a greater specific inductive capacity than that of the surrounding medium, and repels a body with a lower specific inductive capacitance, to afford the path of best conductance to the lines of force

 Yet, in taking the basic hydrogen atom and considering all its discrete ?quanta??whether in the atomic or molecular state?it appears to me that there is no state of the hydrogen atom or molecule in which such energy could be ?stored?, even when using the RQMs? theories, especially in view of their irrational statement that the energy is still possessed by the molecule after it has already been released! It is their contention that an independent hydrogen atom can only exist as such because it has absorbed an abnormally large amount of heat, despite the fact that by their own criteria the atom has no mechanism, identifiable by them by which it could do so

This was considered true because the charges increased the ?virtual mass? of the sphere, and the self-induction of convection currents is formed when the charges are set in motion by movement of the sphere, but neither of these explanations seemed to explicitly note that a force between a moving charged mass and the space through which it moves must have an ether framework to push or pull against, or that a current is caused to flow between matter and the ether due to the movement

?If in a medium of the above characteristics a brush would be formed by a steady potential, an exchange of the carriers would go on continuously, and there would be less carriers per unit volume in the brush than in the space at some distance from the electrode, this corresponding to rarefaction?

 Since when is the potential energy of the atom of an element measured from its molecular state? This is exactly like saying that a truck sitting at the bottom of a hill has more ?potential energy? than one sitting at the top, because of the energy required to drive it up to the top of the hill!What a strange way to define ?potential energy?

 I believe that earth?s ?gravitational field? is a product of its moving electric field (a ?current?) as it influences the ether within it, and that the so-called ?gravity field? extends no further than earth?s electric field

There is a special case on earth, because the ether within the reach of earth?s electric field has been ?conditioned??that is, its dielectric constant has been subjected to electric strain

?If the term ?energy?is only a convenient abstraction, then it does not exist in physical form, and really describes the potential to perform work as a by-product of matter and electromagnetic radiation in perpetual motion, some of the force of which has been diverted through a path where it performs the desired work, as it goes on its merry way through the universe

 Amazingly, the raw data for this process came from ordinary science books, though the oldest text was produced in England, and would be practically unavailable to the average American experimenter

 Since the welding process was its only ?public? use in the years past, the ?new? processes allowed industry to toss the ?obsolete? process onto the junk heap (except for their own ?secret? use of it)

 Beneath the earth?s surface charge, the semi-conductive crust contains a vast ocean of surplus electrons

 Between the older text (1921-1950, from the first and sixth editions) and the newer (1976) Norton science encyclopedia, it was obvious that science was much more straightforward in the pre-National Security Act days, and that in the newer text, there was a reflection of the fishyattempts, brought on by the national security laws and the firmer establishment of the RQMs, to conceal certain scientific knowledge which had been discovered all the way back in 1912 byLangmuir

 Rowland, his professor, whose original experiment with a gold-foilcovered ebonite disk in a magnetic field showed that electric charges on a disk were carried around with it as it was rotated (Ann, d

The second edition incorporated ?new material? related to quantum mechanics

 Consistent with the idea that ?dynamite comes in small packages?, this small book, along with my prior book, Space Aliens From the Pentagon, initiates the rediscovery, reconstruction and publication of Nikola Tesla?s Dynamic Theory of Gravity and related electropulsion technology, the greatest invention of mankind

 Below is a direct comparison between the BTU/lb for combustion of gasoline and molecular hydrogen, and the atomic hydrogen process, respectively:Gasoline combustion (n-Heptane) 19,314 BTU/lbHydrogen combustion (H2+ O) 52,200 BTU/lbAtomic hydrogen (H2lt;---gt;2H) 196,200 BTU/lbNote that the atomic hydrogen process does not involve a ?consumption? of the hydrogen, yet even if it did, the ratio between atomic hydrogen and gasoline is still 10

?He illustrates how mechanical motions are produced by a varying electrostatic force acting through a gaseous medium

Since this book is for the greatly uninformed public, as well as for the researcher, I will make an effort to couch it in layman?s terms?for I am myself a layman?and will provide some illustrations where helpful, to give a reasonable grasp of my concepts, rather than a ?quantum mechanical? mathematical orgy, which is usually combined with pages of dull equations and numbers which proceed logically from the contradictory and unproven illogical premises which are so prized by that ilk

The increased work required to move the sphere?caused by an increased ?resistance? called ?inertia?, must be reflected by the increase in its tendency to remain in motion which is called ?momentum?, which demonstrates a rearrangement of the manner of movement of or displacement of the positive and negative charges which correspond to the motion

?If the potentials were rapidly changing, the result would be very different; the higher the frequency of the pulses, the slower would be the exchange of carriers; finally, the motion of translation through measurable space would cease and, with a sufficiently high frequency and intensity of the stress, the carriers would be drawn towards the electrode, and compression would result

 Schafflander?s lighter liquid hydride system, which uses solar-voltaics to generate the hydrogen, would be a wonderful way to store and deliver hydrogen for the atomic hydrogen process

To publish his theory however, would have been tantamount to disclosing the basic technology as well, which would have allowed his competitors with the money and resources, to complete and take credit for the most important work of Tesla?s life, and the greatest invention of mankind

INTRODUCTION: NIKOLA TESLA?S ORIGINAL 1875 PLANTesla?s original vision, in his 1870?s student days, of his ?ideal flying machine?, was of anelectropulsiveone, the realization of which is why he said he originally entered the field of electrical science in 1875 in the first place

Consistent with the observed behavior, theelectro-propulsive systemappeared to instantly synthesize in an internal atomic way, inertia and momentum, things which normally create problems in acceleration and turning, but which the system overcame as shown by the evidence of the square, right angle turns

/gram

Chapter VIFREE ENERGY MASSACREThe Atomic Hydrogen ProcessWhat better way to end a book on ?Occult Ether Physics?, than with a chapter on another concealed ?free energy? process, which appears to extract energy from the ether?using similar techniques on the same substance that makes Tesla?s electro-propulsion possible? InSPACE ALIENS, I specified a free energy process in which helium is made to produce 460,000 calories/gram-atom, by simple spark discharge, which is based on data from numerous generally available texts and scientific encyclopedias

FitzGeraldfound a purported error in Thomson?s work, saying that the required ?circuital condition? was not satisfied unless the moving charges on the sphere were considered as current, combined with the displacement and convection currents due to the motion

 A body might move with more or less freedom through the vibrating mass, but as a whole it would be rigid

Since the galvanometer needle in Hall?s experiment was deflected only when the magnetic field arose or collapsed, the physical thrust created was a vector product which had already been expressly suggested in Maxwell?s Treatise (1862), almost 15 years earlier (derived from Maxwell?s analysis relative to Faraday?s work of c

 When running, we feel the resistance (?inertia?) created within our body, to changes in momentum, as the Omni tubules are forced in different directions or in accelerating or decelerating pathways through the atoms and molecules of our body

 Since all space and mass is composed only of ?electric content?, momentum/inertia is electromagnetic in nature, and can be electromagnetically synthesized

carriers

on the assumption that the independent carriers are of any configuration such that the fluid resistance to motion in one direction is greater than in another, a stress of that nature would cause the carriers to arrange themselves in groups, since they would turn to each other their sides of the greatest electrical density, in which position the fluid resistance to approach would be smaller than to receding

The device was called a ?Peiltochterkompass? (a ?polar slave compass?), which was controlled by signals from a ?Meisterkreiselkompass? (a ?master gyro-compass?), which means that the device was half of an inertial guidance system

Peiltochterkompass

One of the revealing facts obviated by films of astronauts floating in the so-called ?gravity-free? space of an orbiting space station, is the contradictory assertion that the space station is ?held? in orbit by earth?s gravity

Haller

Van Nostrand

 Van Nostrand Company published a book by Haller and Cunningham, entitled The High Frequency Coil, (The construction of a Tesla Coil for the advanced amateur

recombination

 In this 1965 physical chemistry text from England, the heat energy generated on recombination of the hydrogen atom is given as 109,000 cal

 This comports with Tesla?s statements concerning the effects of ?rapidly varying electrostatic forces? emanating from earth

 In this old textbook, it was stated at page 170 (emphasis mine), as follows:?Langmuir (1912) discovered that hydrogen at low pressure in contact with a tungsten wire heated by an electric current is dissociated to some extent into atoms:?

Since the ?natural media? (the ether and the atmosphere) so often referred to by Tesla in his patents become conductive under the influence of electromagnetic radiation of sufficiently high voltage and frequency, the effects in the free ether, dependent upon proper conditions, can affect the ether within a ponderable body, so as to move the body through the free ether

 to the rear compresses them, blocking exchange from the rear, dissolving the tubes of force (my ?microhelices?), creating instant momentum, normal to the surface (which is at right angles to the electric and magnetic fields)

 Neither was it specified that a pulsating sphere or other ponderable body can be electrically propelled through the ether, without the presence of another sphere or other ponderable body to pull against?except in the statements ofNikola Teslaand his ?flivver?/?model T?electropulsive?ideal electric flying machine?

?Decompression? of the electron clouds occur during dissociation, because there is less positive mass within the clouds to pull the clouds down toward the protons

Production of atomic hydrogen directly by hydrolysis, which cuts out a separate dissociation operation, is yet another exciting possibility

When two such hydrogen atoms come together with the presence of sufficient initiation energy, the great amount of heat said by the Relativists to be stored in the hydrogen atom is liberated

 This connection was the most probable explanation for how Tesla?s electropulsive discoveries found their way to the Nazi ?p2? project, with all elements coinciding perfectly in time

Bence Jones

 In his consideration of the nature of ?ponderable matter?, Faraday had suggested that an atom may be nothing more than a field of force?electric, magnetic and gravitational?surrounding a point-centre, which is completely penetrable (Bence Jones?Life of Faraday, ii, p

alternator

Tesla worked out the problem of how to counteract the tendency of the ship to rotate due to the torque of the alternator or turbine, by using two turbines or alternators, turned on parallel axes in the same direction or counter-rotated, as stated in his patent #1,655,114, Apparatus for Aerial Transportation, Jan

 Unidirectional vibrations (disturbances) in the Omni Matter cause it to accumulate transferred force from the ZPR, throwing Omni Matter out of equilibrium, and restoring equilibrium to the ZPR

This atomic hydrogen process also proves Tesla?s theory that ?atomic energy? comes from the environment, not from ?smashing? atoms

The ?basic charge? which has been perceived as that of the electron, appears to be time-related, since electrical current moves at the same speed as light, therefore, the electron charge is probably the quantity of charge accumulated from a discrete number of Omni over some discrete unit of time, which reflects in turn the distance traveled through space of a proton during that time, with the charges actually circulating between the Omni and matter

The BIG LIE consists of a denial that there is anether, the distortion of quantum mechanics, and the exaggeration and minimalization of other incompatible measurements, to create a false overall picture

?In this lecture,Teslaalso demonstrated ?electromagnetic momentum? whichJ

/gram mole endothermic dissociation energy, and a net of 108,897 k

 The idea of interplanetary travel appealed to Tesla, with the idea that, so long as the electrical energy for propulsion could be transmitted from the earth, a space ship would require no fuel tanks

The effects of electrical displacement and gravity vary accordingly, somewhat like Newton?s ?inverse square? law

 While held by the arm, centrifugal force was created by the tendency of the tubes to move in a straight line, or at least to continue whatever transverse or complex pattern of movement of the tubes which then existed, which created the resistance to change by the tubes at any moment

The theory that the earth and other celestial bodies are the result of the Big Bang are ludicrous

The manipulators of information have both lied and made the direct comparison between atomic hydrogen and gasoline as difficult as possible, but I have waded through a multi-step mathematical, physical, chemical and unitary process to get to the truth

/gram, yet nowhere in the newer text was the total output from atomic hydrogen given that I could find, and nowhere in the newer or older texts was it affirmatively stated that the hydrogen was not ?consumed? in the process

 The currents and fields in atomic or molecular ?domains? are unified by momentum or magnetic fields

The movement of a charged body, equivalent to a current, creates a new degree of electrical displacement of the ether through which it moves, and influences the resistance to changes in velocity through the affected ether by the protons and electrons composing the body itself

 In a motor cruiser on the ocean, one would never have to worry about where the ?next gallon? of fuel was coming from, or what it would ?cost?, because like sunshine, the heat from atomic hydrogen is ?free?, except, unlike sunshine, you could produce as much as you want, any time, day or night, summer or winter, rain or shine; the farmer would no longer be dependent upon the oil cartels for his energy, and could run his machinery and heat his barns ?free?

 Thomson(1856-1942), discoverer of the electron, conscribed to 30 a different and more plausible ether theory

 Tesla was first to prove his theory by experimental results

mole

/gram mole were required for dissociation, while the older text showed that 100,000 cal

The 1910 first edition of this book was probably the most comprehensive book ever published on ether theory as it existed in 1910, but the 1951 revision merely clarified ?acceptable? ether physics

 This is similar to the process for atomic hydrogen, as illustrated by my drawing shown on page 102

 Is it possible that an entire area of physics has been declared virtually ?occult? and ?off-limits? to the public or to private individuals, by a powerful group, so that all science education or data generally available to the public has been ?screened? to eliminate references to it?Is it possible that the actual science involved in ?electro-propulsion?, has been replaced with a ?bogus science?, which has been promoted and promulgated to the extent that no one except the ?esoteric elite? knows the truth?And if so, has the ?occult? science become the exclusive province of a very few specially selected corporate/government ?priests??I began studying this controversy?including the science involved?when I was but a child of eight years, in 1946, after interviewing oil field pumpers who had seen silvery ?flying disks? in the remote oil fields in the west Texas and southern New Mexico desert

The ?specially constructed alternator? of whichTeslaspoke was a 32-inch diameter one, which if similar to the type used on the saucer I saw in 1953, was probably driven by one of Tesla?s bladeless turbines

 On the shadow side of the bottom away from the sun, as the ship precessed, there appeared a soft, ?cloudy?, infra-red glow, which indicated the possible presence of microwaves, while the general ?rainbow? corona was apparently of high voltage electricity

electropropulsive

Since 1919,Nikola Tesla?s electropropulsive discoveries have beenconcealed by government suppression, theft, and ridicule, while ?science? has become a pseudo-scientific mathematical shell-game which bears little new fruit, and less resemblance to reality

tubules

Electropulsion utilizes externally projected IR-to visible frequency radiation, of very high voltage, to cause the Omni to assert its ?inertia resistance?, combined with low frequency internal waves to create the (polarized) rotatory electromagnetic tubules, which instantaneously synthesize momentum, by boring through the ether-filled space, to propel a spacecraft through it

 Though the two can be compared BTUfor-BTU and pound-for-pound, showing atomic hydrogen?s phenomenal output, the real measure of the atomic hydrogen process is gleaned only from a comparison between the ?input energy??103cal

 If strata of the earth, thousands of feet, even miles thick, are composed of the decayed and metamorphosed remains of plant and animal life, the original biomass represents a conversion ultimately of radiation through photosynthesis, and into the many elements and minerals composing the strata, which can be easily traced to this process, such as iron, calcium, phosphorus, sulfur, nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and helium

we may speak of electricity or of an electric condition, state or effect?,?

 Since the ether is stationary, it is the ponderable bodies? which move through it, just asFresnelsaid, rather than vice-versa

Though it was strongly implied, the literature available to me failed to explicitly state the idea that inertia and momentum are the products of an electromagnetic rotatory force which acts within bodies, upon a dense, incompressible ether which permeates all bodies and all space

Years later,Maxwell, after reading Faraday?s 1831Experimental Researches in Electricity(3 Vols

/gram mole? dissociation energy did not appear to be a typo or misprint, and should have been corrected by that time if discovered

dissociation

Morton

 Morton, supra) is created electrically, which increases or decreases the ease of movement of a body through the ?free ether?, and increases the total energy of the moving system, then a link between ponderable bodies and the etheric framework was proven, and the means for creating the imbalance of forces necessary for electro-propulsion?the use of moving charges in a specific way to synthesize the currents of a moving system?was just a matter of time and money forNikola Tesla

the aether itself is the vehicle of mechanical momentum, of amount (1/4*pi*C) [DB] per unit volume

Since all bodies at rest relative to the earth are already moving at the same ?constant velocity? of the earth however, only changes in movement relative to the earth are at issue, and any such changes affect the patterns of flow within mass of the tubes of force, as it moves through the ether, at any given time

how must a gaseous medium behave under the influence of enormous electrostatic stresses which may be active in the interstellar space, and which may alternate with inconceivable rapidity??In this respect, Tesla seemed also to address theomnidirectional ZPR

 Since the ship appeared about one-half to three-quarters of an inch at arm?s length (about 2 feet), at the 10,000-foot distance, it was around 400 feet long and 250 feet wide

 The earth has momentum within the sun?s frame of reference, just as a moving car has momentum within the earth?s frame of reference

 Just as changing magnetic fields or electric fields are required for inductance, the creation of such changing fields by changing motion are the basis for inertia and momentum

saucer

, 1943, at which point all Tesla?s papers and apparati fell into the hands of theFBI?is the obvious meaning of the name for his system??TELEFORCE??which means ?force at a distance?, in the context of the four listed parts of the system to be used together, being clearly applicable to flying saucer propulsion, once I pointed out the fraud, and correctly interpreted the statement in 1993

?we have a more complex pattern of movement, and since a body which is in constant, compound, gradual, ever-changing motion relative to the ether, some interesting effects are bound to be found

The electrical displacement in the ether outside the body prior to entry, and the electrical displacement as it enters and passes through the body, changes due to the change in dielectric constant, and affects the ?electric content? (protons and electrons, electric charges and fields, and magnetic fields) within the body

 According to deceitful relativist quantum mechanics, all energy coming out of a reaction, must go into the reaction, only from a ?non-ether? source recognized by them, and only in the discrete ?quanta? permitted by their misapplication of Max Planck?s earlier quantum theory

stated

 How exactly does this occur? As stated inSpace Aliens, it is my theory that all space is packed solid with bumper-to-bumper ?Omni Particles? (A

occult

I will also give you the explanation for the heat produced in so-called ?cold fusion?, and a few other free energy processes, all closely related to the atomic hydrogen process and occult ether physics

 In my last chapter, I detail the extraction of ZPR energy in the atomic hydrogen process

 This seemed to indicate that Thomson was just beginning to take Tesla seriously

In 1893, twelve years later, he claimed to have discovered ?electromagnetic momentum?, saying?

TheDynamic Theory of Gravity- which assumed afield of force which accounts for the motions of bodies in space; assumption of this field of force dispenses with the concept of space curvature (ala Einstein); the ether has an indispensable function in the phenomena (of universal gravity, inertia, momentum, and movement of heavenly bodies, as well as all atomic and molecular matter); and,2

The natural gravity force is always normally toward the earth, which is negatively charged, withinearth?s electric/gravity field, due to the polarity of that field, since the negative component of the ether in free space is electrically displaced upward by the repulsion of like charges, while the inertial characteristics of the more massive positive component is forced and attracted downward, and is more resistant to changes in displacement

Due to its tiny size and neutrality, it can pass easily through ?solid bodies? (except the solid bodies are actually passing by and through it), yet it behaves like a solid in respect to high frequency electromagnetic radiation of specific range, from the infra-red through the visible light frequencies, which disturb its equilibrium, yet, though we can feel it, it appears to be transparent and invisible to the naked eye

Tesla, on seeing the inefficient use of heavier aircraft engines then in use, and the requirements of more cumbersome aircraft with greater wing area, apparently wished to commercialize on the turbine by designing and patenting the new airplane, which specifically used his turbine, to raise needed capital to complete his more expensiveelectropropulsive project

All mass contains electrostatic charges, which when ?carried around? in the ether/ZPR-filled space by celestial or ?local? movement, constitute currents

Their false theories actually became one of the most important means by which, from the standpoint of the government?s secret agencies, that ?national secrets? were concealed, while at the same time, from the standpoint of the controlling corporate fascists, all ?dangerously efficient? technology which would destroy their iron grip on us, could be concealed

 If we are to believe the ?law of conservation of energy?, as interpreted by establishment (relativistic, ether-excluding) ?science?, this process is impossible, yet using data available from ?standard? texts, I have shown that the input energy of 103 cal

 The scope of Tesla?s Colorado Springs experiments were so far-reaching, that very little or nothing was said in science journals about them, because they left other scientists so dumbfounded that they were paralyzed by miscomprehension

 Faraday?s third effect was the generation of a current

 The fact that the effect occurs in ?ponderable bodies? and ?conductive media? however, is all-important for electropropulsion, since it shows the reaction between such bodies and media and the underlying ?etheric framework? which is accessed in the process

Omnitron

 When a ?sub-ion? (the Omni) is placed within an electric field, the sub-negative charge (Omnitron) is attracted by the positive pole (ionosphere) and repelled by the negative pole (earth)

Under influence of stress in one direction (under the polarizing influence of light or heat), the carriers may group together, forming tubes of force, creating greater ease of movement in that direction

 Martin, Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nicola Tesla, 1894, Chapter XXV - Introduction - The Scope of the Tesla Lectures

 Called the ?Hall Effect?, it was already inherent in the three previous effects discovered much earlier by Faraday

Since the net output is heat, the first order of business is a special heat exchanger, to transfer heat to water or other media, or to produce steam for turbine power

Once the equilibrium of the ether and ZPR was ?disturbed? by the moving system, the ?displacement? could be rectified only by an equal and opposite reaction, which was a flow of current between the moving system and the ether

 This leaves an excess positive mass of the earth, the semi-conductive surface of which is capable of receiving and maintaining a large negative charge surplus, mostly brought to earth by the thousands of lightening bolts per second, and retained due to the dielectric and insulative properties of the atmosphere

), formed a mechanical conception of the electromagnetic field, connecting Faraday?s magnetic lines of force and electrical ideas with the mathematical analogies of Wm

Whittaker?s greatest error was in omitting Tesla?s theory entirely

At first,Thomsonfound thatponderomotive forcesact between two solid bodies immersed in an incompressible fluid, when one of the bodies is immobilized and made to oscillate with a force which acts along a line between its center and that of a much larger sphere which is free

text

combustion

For example, in the newer text, at page 1311, energy from the combustion of hydrogen was stated at 29,000 calories per gram ( 52,200 BTU/lb)

While Planck said his quantum theory applied to a ?system?, he didn?t say the Relativist?s ?system??which came into existence after his theory?was the only system it could be applied to

 He assumed that the electric charges were uniformly distributed, with an electric field the same in all directions, no matter what position the sphere was in, the same as if it were at rest

 229), concerning a charged spherical conductor, moving in a straight line, had commanded Tesla?s respect and probably influenced his work, but Tesla?s 1884 discovery of the rotating magnetic field had already beaten them all to the punch, and documentation shows that he had arguments with his ?learned professors? in Graz, who said he must be ?crazy?, from his 1870?s student days, to prove it

 Then to make matters worse, they defined the atomic hydrogen (ground) state as if it were an excited state, and the molecular state as if it were the ground state

 so-called force of gravity is toward earth

 The effects of the electric field on the Omni is almost instantaneous, since near the speed of light, as the Omni pass from ?free space? into mass, where the gravitational force is exerted downward, toward the source of the electric field

Note: In Tesla?s time, ?microwaves? were those of only a few feet or inches, such as those he measured coming from the earth during his 1899 Colorado Springs Experiments

We are now confident that electric and magnetic phenomena are attributable to the ether, and we are perhaps justified in saying that the effects of static electricity are effects of ether in motion?,?

Since all solid matter is continually hurling through space, always in motion, it is always subjected to the ?etheric wind? and ZPR interactions

Every change of form of either matter or radiation involves the ?work? which induces the change, or the ?work? which is induced by the change

?In his experiments he dwells first on some phenomena produced by electrostatic force, which he considers in the light of modern theories to be the most important force in nature for us to investigate

 In correcting Thomson?s error, FitzGerald went overboard in concluding that the magnetic force due to the displacement currents of the moving sphere, had no resultant effect

??Hydrogen being set free in a chemical reaction is often more reactive than hydrogen gas

 Martin, Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nicola Tesla, 1894, Chapter XXV - Introduction - TheScope of the Tesla Lectures

 Whenever government is involved in broadcasting such trashy BIG LIES to every household in America, it is good cause to ask, ?What else are they lying to us about??This book, along with my prior one, is dedicated to the objective of bringing this secret technological and socio-economic dictatorship to an end

ship

The earlier misconceptions were still somewhat in Tesla?s mind when he developed the turbine commercially under theTesla Propulsion Company slogan, ?20 Horsepower Per Pound?, with the undisclosed intention of also using the turbine to drive one of his specially designed high frequency alternators to power the ship

22 kv going into the ungrounded device, the output (on the same leads) is apparently superimposed at high frequency, so that, while maintaining the high voltage ?excitation electric field?, the output can be extracted by high voltage high frequency filter and rectifier, thence reduced to usable electric power with an inverter

Mozart

A sort ofelectrician?s Mozart,Faradaylike none other, was almost always right from the beginning, in the middle, and long after his death, with so many remarkable insights and observations which were made without resort to tiresome pages of math, lucky for Maxwell, who made his own contributions in the process

 Tesla?s disagreement was apparently based on the fact that he proved that the ?ponderomotive force? is due not to mere ?varying currents?, but to rarefaction and compression of the ether carriers, respectively, produced by different kinds of currents (D

 The second of Faraday?s triad was production of a magnetic field in an unmagnetized iron core, by forcing a current-carrying conductor through a gap between the poles of a core

There is some unknown underlying reason why these charges are of specific magnitude, which is yet to be explained, but the quantum theory practically admits that there are subdivisions of basic electrical charges, and that electrons are not ?indivisible?

 It is my theory that while the electron clouds are in the excited (expanded) state, they gather and convert energy from the ZPR

 He had carved, in ?New Mexico folk style?, a ?map? showing the highways, the location and name of the project, the symbol for the project (a triangle with a dot in its center, which is a symbol for the Prussian Illuminati of which von Braun was a member), and the date of the project

von Braun

 He further said sound waves moved at the velocity of light through this medium

 Each bee, as he flaps his wings, will get wet only so much, so that excess ?water? is thrown off and carried to the next bee, or the next swarm of bees, by the etheric wind, and so forth, so that a ?current? of droplets continues to flow through the ball of bees due to its motion through the etheric wind, and transfers momentum between masses

109

 It does not expend the electrical equivalent of 109,000 cal

The actual course that a particular spot on earth takes through the universe is naturally more complex than that of the sun, since the earth represents a smaller cycle within the larger

Since greater work is required to create a given velocity for a charged sphere, than for an uncharged one, and since the sphere can even move in a way which lessens the work, a connection between moving charges and an ether was verified

/gram molecule is somehow either ?magnified? to 109,000 cal

cal

Around 1870,Thomsonhad conducted experiments which seemed to indicate that ?gravitational action? could be induced by spheroidal bodies oscillated by electrical currents or mechanical pulses (F

In his 1892 London lecture for theGood Old Boys,Teslahad stated that the ?required? frequencies? which Thomson had said were ?out of the question? to be produced?were ?

11Teslamentioned using his special tube to investigate cosmic rays12, saying that when its emanations were impinged upon a target material, radioactive emissions resulted, and that radioactive bodies were simply ?targets? continuously bombarded by ?infinitesimal bullets projected from all parts of the universe?, without which ?all radioactivity would cease

The basic idea of Planck?s original quantum mechanical theory, was that energy levels of atoms must change in whole number integers (1,2,3, etc

 A change in dielectric constant results in a change in the equilibrium position, through an electric displacement, which eventually may result in a new equilibrium position

 Due to the greater velocity of the electromagnetic interaction at C however, this down-force is irrespective to the direction of earth?s movement relative to the ether, since the interaction between the electrical components of matter and the ether at C, is due to the conditioning of the ether by earth?s electric field, which is vertically polarized, and creates the same proximate effect on mass over time, irrespective as to earth?s orientation relative to the ether

Leland Anderson

 But the hydrogen is still hydrogen, before, during, and after the process, and Einstein was wrong, wrong, wrong! It defies relativism, Heisenberg?s ?uncertainty? principle, misinterpreted quantum mechanics, and the BIG BANG!Perhaps this or a similar process was also what Leland Anderson referred to in his eulogy of Tesla, when he mentioned his ?plucking? thermal units ?

 Maxwell?s ?electric displacement in a dielectric? was analogous to the magnetic induction B, which he said may have a value different from zero even in the free ether

 I now feel more comfortable with my version of Tesla?s theory, than I did prior to reading Whittaker?s book, but that was only because I knew what I was looking for

 The equilibrium of the ZPR can be upset by disturbances created in the Omni Matter?which I divide into Omnions (ultra-fine, positive ?subprotonic? particles) and Omnitrons (?sub-electronic? charges carried by the Omnions?all of which the ZPR interpenetrates

Omni

 As one moves up the periodic chart of elements, progressively increasing in complexity above hydrogen, elements possess progressively lower charge-to-mass ratios, since the comparative ratios of electrons match the number of only the protons in the nuclei

 The high voltage long wave, carried directionally to a distant point by the carrier beam, can in turn carry additional higher frequency waves superimposed on it, to deliver the high frequency exciting energy, at the powerful long-wave peaks

Thomson?s earlier work (Phil

 The observed behavior?in which the light of a star can be viewed with a steady image as the earth moves through space?indicates a stationary ether relative to a moving earth, solar system, and other bodies

All matter which contains electrostatic charges and is in motion, represent ?electric charges carried around?, hence currents, which create magnetic fields

Teslarealized that all solid bodies contain ?electrical content?, and that they behave as resonant cavities, which interact electromagnetically with rapidly varying electrostatic forces and ether to determine their gravitational interactions and movements in space

 The ether sets up certain patterns of motion in the electrons and protons (and atoms and molecules) in ponderable matter passing through it

 They apparently assumed I was exploring the process for its energy potential, rather than for just welding, and they were correct

?One of the most interesting results arrived at in pursuing these experiments, is the demonstration of the fact that a gaseous medium upon which vibration is impressed by rapid changes of electrostatic potential, is rigid ?5

Tesla?s ether was neither the ?solid? ether with the ?tenuity of steel? of Maxwell and Hertz, nor the half-hearted, entrained, gaseous ether ofLorentz

 This addressed the issue of how ?solid bodies? can pass through a dense, vibrating, interpenetrating mass of ether which, as a whole is rigid

/gram molecule (to produce only 65 cubic centimeters of hydrogen gas)

Riemann thought the resistance to compression caused gravitational and electrostatic effects, while the resistance to changes in orientation caused optical and magnetic phenomena, but he failed to develop these concepts further

 Without work there is no change, but all work is ultimately the product of the universe in perpetual, self-sustaining motion, as a rule and not an exception

The usual Tesla birthday announcement?on his 79th birthday (1935)?Teslamade a brief reference to the theory saying it applies to molecules and atoms as well as to the largest heavenly bodies, and to?

 The heat in the reaction chamber of the atomic hydrogen furnace must be quickly removed by the exchanger to prevent a buildup of heat sufficient to melt the reactor surfaces which receive and catalyze the recombining gas atoms

 We can conceive lines or tubes of force which physically exist, being formed of rows of directed moving molecules; we can see that these lines must be closed, that they must tend to shorten and expand, etc

 This photo-reactivity creates temporary, artificial-radioactivity-producing isotopes of short half-life, with the emission of photon energy restoring equilibrium to the atoms as they return to their ground states

 One ?fluid??the ether?could flow everywhere, and because of its density and ultra-fineness, nothing could stop it, and it felt so resistance, but only matter felt resistance, depending on the circumstances

 For example, in the 1976 Norton Encyclopedia, 5th Edition, page 1311, most of the pertinent facts about hydrogen are shown

Norton

cluster

maxminRR(6)Force Fcl, pushing away BL charge from a cluster cloud, does not depend directlyon distance Rcland there can be any

 Fig 1bis a frame from the film, where a pair of ball lightning (BL) was flowing over acorn field [7]

 According to theelectrodynamical model of ball lightning, it has a non-compensated positive elec-tric charge [8-10]

 Dependence of the force, acting on a ball with five needles, on its potential

 The reason of this force arising ispushing away of the charged ball from a cloud of the charges, which have left aball

 The bottom curve is a dependence of this addi-tional force Fgr= (Fc Fexp), decreasing action of the Coulomb force, on potentialU

 It is seen that atchange of ball potential in 2 times (from 14 kV to 28 kV) a force, acting on it, in-creases in 8 times (from 0

 A charge of the ball is Q = 4????aU, and a Coulomb forceis:Fc= 4 ?????a2U2/R2, (1)where R is a distance between the balls centres

 3 a dependence of the force, acting on a ball, which has some needles thrust init with spikes outside, at increasing of its potential, is shown

 (2)Here D is a dipole moment of the ball, ??? is an electric constant, R3=4????a2U22L/mg is a cube of a distance between centres of balls, and g is an accel-eration of free falling

 However the gradient force Fgrcannot be a unique reason of fullindemnification for the Coulomb force, pushing away the charges

 A middle curve is an experimentally found dependence of force of pushingapart of balls Fexpon potential U

 These forces are a gradient force, arising due to polarization of BL sub-stance, and forces, connected with gradual leaking of BL charge to atmosphere

 Dependence of a square of the forces sum Fs2= (Fc Fgr Fcl)2on a distance Rbetween two BLs with a charge of everyone Q = 10-3C

For modeling of interaction between BLs we performed experiments for meas-urement of force, pushing away two the same charged balls for table tennis

 Dependence on voltage of a force, pushing away two plastic balls of diameter4 cm
 This force can appear because leakage of charges from balls

3(b), it can be found that the maxima of electron density and ion density shift toward the cathode with time elapsing

have pointed out that the DC discharge can be sustained in two different regimes: a self-pulsing regime at low current and a continuous glow regime at high current

 At the same time, the negative slope indicates that the discharge is in the normal glow mode

iCis given byThe secondary electron emission coefficient from the cathode (?) is considered here for ion bombardment alone, and the electron flux leaving the cathode is taken as?jp(x,t)

 With increasingiT, gas voltage increases monotonically for a wider gap, such asdg= 10 mm anddg= 4 mm, and it decreases monotonically for a narrower gap (dg= 2 mm)

 The electric field is almost uniformly distributed along the gap and the density maxima for electron and ion appear near the anode at the beginning of the discharge as shown in Fig

Figure OptionTemporal evolutions of the current density at different electron temperatures (a), and under different gap widths (b)

resistors

 In addition, the discharge operates in a normal glow mode or an abnormal glow one under different parameters, such as the gap width, the ballast resistors, and the secondary electron emission coefficients, judged by its voltagecurrent characteristics

[21]Recently, the APUD generated by a DC discharge with a semiconductor layer has been investigated numerically

13161Numerical simulation of a direct current glow discharge in atmospheric pressure helium[Yin Zeng-Qian1, Wang Yan1, 2, Zhang Pan-Pan2, Zhang Qi2, Li Xue-Chen2, ,]
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 Therefore, in this paper the APUD generated by the DC discharge is investigated in detail through one-dimensional fluid simulation
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AbstractCharacteristics of a direct current (DC) discharge in atmospheric pressure helium are numerically investigated based on a one-dimensional fluid model
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[22]Therefore, it can be concluded that the discharge operates in the abnormal glow mode for a wider gap and the normal glow mode for a narrower gap

[16]A self-sustained glow discharge in atmospheric-pressure helium has been investigated experimentally

narrower

 The discharge operates in a normal glow mode, a narrower gas gap and larger ballast resistor

 It is also found that the discharge always operates in an abnormal glow mode with a small variance of the secondary electron emission coefficient

 It has been originally found in the glow discharge at low pressure

 Other parameters:dg= 4 mm andR= 100 k?

 IntroductionAtmospheric pressure non-equilibrium plasma (APNP) has received increasing attention largely because of its low cost and simplified operation in comparison with low pressure discharge

 The gas temperature is set to be 300 K in atmospheric pressure helium

 Through analyzing the spatial distributions of the electron density, the ion density and the electric field at different discharge moments, it is found that the DC discharge starts with a Townsend regime, then transits to a glow regime

Temporal evolutions of the current density at different electron temperatures (a), and under different gap widths (b)

 The ballast resistor is 100 k?

 Consequently, the discharges operate in the abnormal glow mode for a smaller resistor and in the normal glow mode for a larger resistor, respectively

 It can be found that the discharge does not reach its steady state till it takes a period of time

 Obviously, there is an anode region near the anode, which is followed by a positive column, and a cathode fall region near the cathode

jpg"ViewDownloadNew WindowVoltagecurrent curves for the atmospheric pressure discharge under different gap widths

Figure OptionSpatial distributions of the electron density, the ion density, and the electric field at different times: (a) 0

2(b)that the required time increases and the current density of the steady state decreases with increasing the gap width

 Moreover, the required time decreases with increasing the electron temperature

 The results indicate that the discharge does not reach its steady state till it takes a period of time

[17]Therefore, the existence of the cathode fall region verifies that the discharge operates in a glow discharge mode

[10]According to a one-dimensional fluid model, Zhang and Kortshagen have found that it is APTD at a lower frequency but APGD at a higher frequency in a mixture of helium and oxygen

 In the positive column, the electric field is lower than that in the anode region or the cathode fall region

 Therefore, the source term could be calculated from the following formula:where?is the Townsend ionization coefficient and?is the combination rate coefficient

 A DC voltage is applied across the two electrodes and a ballast resistorRis used to restrict the discharge current in order to obtain an APUD

Figure6displays theVIcurves with different secondary electron emission coefficients fordg= 4 mm andR= 100 k?

[25,27]Instead of solving Poissons equation, the electric field is given from the current conservation equation:[28]whereiT,iC, and?0are the total current density, the conduction current density, and the permittivity of vacuum, respectively

Voltagecurrent curves with different coefficients for the secondary electron emission

jpg"ViewDownloadNew WindowTemporal evolutions of the current density at different electron temperatures (a), and under different gap widths (b)

[13,14]Compared with DBD, direct current (DC) discharge is one of the easy methods of generating APUD

 With the drift-diffusion approximation, the flux term is given bywhereEis the electric field,?eand?pare electron mobility and ion mobility, andDeandDpare diffusion coefficients of electron and ion, respectively

one-dimensional

 ConclusionsBased on a one-dimensional fluid model, the characteristics of DC discharge in atmospheric pressure helium are investigated

 Therefore, the discharge current will be maintained at a lower value for a larger resistor, which means that the discharge tends to stay in a normal glow mode for a larger resistor

[1014]The evolution from APTD to APGD has been found experimentally within a discharge pulse by Leeet al

 At the moment of 3 ?s, a cathode fall region can be discerned in Fig

 According to the discharge mechanism, APUD can be categorized into atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) and atmospheric pressure Townsend discharge (APTD)

 Subscripts e and p represent the electron and ion, respectively

Voltagecurrent curves with different ballast resistors

 As far as some special applications such as surface modification are concerned, it is more important to generate atmospheric pressure uniform discharge (APUD)

 As is well known, an electron avalanche quickly builds up in the gas gap

 In the cathode fall region, it is clear that the electric field near the cathode increases almost linearly along thexaxis, which is very similar to that observed in a low-pressure glow discharge

 Therefore, the discharges operate in the normal glow mode for the narrower gap and the abnormal glow mode for the wider gap, respectively

[25,26]In the source term, the direct ionization by electron impact and the recombination between electron and ion are considered

 Moreover, the required time increases and the current density of the steady state decreases with increasing the gap width

jpg
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 For a wider gap or smaller resistor, the discharge operates in an abnormal glow mode

[15]It has been realized in helium, argon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and air, moreover, and the discharge characteristics have been analyzed by the visualization of the discharges and the voltagecurrent curve

Spatial distributions of the electron density, the ion density, and the electric field at different times: (a) 0

tends

 The bigger the avalanche, the higher the obtained current density will be, which means that the discharge tends to operate in the abnormal glow mode

 Other parameters:U= 3 kV andR= 100 k?

Numerical simulation is based on a one-dimensional fluid model

[11]The mode transition from APTD to APGD has also been numerically investigated by varying the external driving frequency in helium mixed with nitrogen

takes

 Results indicate that the discharge does not reach its steady state till it takes a period of time

voltagecurrent

In order to have a better understanding about the DC discharge mode, the discharge voltagecurrent (VI) curves in a steady state are investigated for different parameters

 In the Townsend regime, the electron avalanches develop from the cathode to the anode and the densities for electron and ion increase in the process

experimentally

numerically

[22]Although APUDs have been investigated experimentally and numerically, it is still necessary to gain an in-depth insight into the influences of experimental parameters on the discharge mode in a steady state

 Therefore, it can be concluded that the discharge has a transition from the APTD to APGD in the discharge process

 Other parameters:dg= 4 mm,U= 3 kV, andR= 100 k?

 Numerical simulation of a direct current glow discharge in atmospheric pressure helium

 Figure4presents theVIcurves for the DC discharge under different gap widths
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Figure3presents the spatial distributions of electron density, ion density and the electric field at the moments of 0

0 mm for the atmospheric pressure helium

 Through analyzing the spatial distributions of the electron density, the ion density and the electric field at different discharge moments, it is found that the DC discharge starts with the Townsend regime, then transits to the glow regime

pointed out that APTD and APGD can be respectively obtained in atmospheric helium DBD under different frequencies

:whereVis the gas voltage between the two electrodes

Figure OptionVoltagecurrent curves with different ballast resistors

 Figure3(d)shows the spatial distributions of electron density, ion density and the electric field corresponding to the steady discharge state

 It can be concluded that the discharges operate in the abnormal glow mode for a smaller resistor and in the normal glow mode for a larger resistor, respectively

widths

 Figure2(b)shows the temporal evolutions of current density under different gap widths

 Hence, the maxima of both electron density and ion density appear near the anode

operates

 The positive slope of theVIcurve is an indication that the discharge operates in the abnormal glow mode, which means that a small variance of the secondary electron emission coefficient does not affect the discharge mode

 It can also be seen that the lower secondary electron emission coefficient corresponds to the larger voltage for the same current density

Voltagecurrent curves for the atmospheric pressure discharge under different gap widths

 Initial densities of electrons and ions in the gas gap are considered to be uniform withne(x,0) =np(x,0) = 107cm?3

 The gas gap width (dg) is filled with pure helium under atmospheric pressure

wider

 Apparently, it tends to grow into a bigger avalanche with a wider gap if other parameters remain constant

Figure OptionVoltagecurrent curves with different coefficients for the secondary electron emission

evolutions

 Under constant peak voltage (U= 3 kV) and ballast resistor (R= 100 k?), figure2(a)shows the temporal evolutions of current density at different electron temperatures

 It can be found that with increasingiT, theVincreases monotonically for a small resistor (R= 100 k?), decreases monotonically for a large resistor (R= 300 k?) and maintains almost a constant at lower current density and then decreases monotonically forR= 200 k?

[16]Recently, it has also been verified in an atmospheric pressure glow discharge

have found that the DC discharge can also operate in APGD mode, which has similar characteristic regions to the low pressure glow discharge

 The positive slope of theVIcurve is an indication that the discharge operates in the abnormal glow mode

abnormal

[20]The transition from APTD to APGD has been investigated through two-dimensional numerical simulation on the DC discharge with moderatepdvalue, wherepis gas pressure anddis the electrode spacing

 Results and discussionIn the simulation, the electronion recombination rate coefficient?and the electron diffusion coefficientsDeare needed

[30]This result also accords with the field profile measured spectroscopically for a helium DC atmospheric pressure glow discharge

 As mentioned above, the resistor is used to restrict the increase of the discharge current

 Electrons and ions are described by the continuity equations:wheren,j, andSare the charged particle number density, flux, and source function, respectively

respectively

Figure OptionVoltagecurrent curves for the atmospheric pressure discharge under different gap widths

curves

monotonically

coefficient

 Apparently, with increasingiT, the gas voltage increases monotonically for different values of secondary electron emission coefficient

 One can be reasonablycertain that NFCs do not support mechanical pressure waves (sound) because if NFCs existthen they probably exist in space and it is known that sound does not travel in space

Electric and magnetic fields can exist in materials, supported by electric and magneticdisplacements of the atoms in those materials

 Physicists in Victorian times mighthave been happy to label particle-anti-particle creation/annihilation as ether

It is of interest that electrons, also Fermions with half-integer spin, can interact elasticallywith neutrinos

 Consider ensemble A of neutrinos moving with asufficiently small range of relative speeds to each other and a NFC exists in ensemble A

The effect of entanglement is to turn the ensemble into a phase of matter where quantummechanical effects become observable on a macroscopic scale

 Solid materials support both shear and compression waves but liquids supportonly compression waves over long range and shear over short range if the value of viscosityis significant

Electric and magnetic fields in materials can not only support waves and transport photonsbut the materials can also support the fields that transmit the electrostatic force, a forcethat does not varying in time

The density of a neutrino condensate is almost certainly vanishingly small because the massof a neutrino is almost zero and the mass is certainly very much less than the mass of all theother stable, atomic particles

 However, theimportant point to emerge from this simple consideration of a neutrino-condensate is that ifit exists then it must have a close connection with the ideas in Einsteins special theory ofrelativity, specifically, that the existence of a neutrino-condensate and the existence of theproperties of the condensate are directly connected to the relative speed of differentframes of reference

 For most studies conducted so far on neutrinos, such as solar neutrinos, therelative speed has been close to the speed of light and, consequently, the de Brogliewavelength has been short, typically 10-12m

1 Ether  zero-point energy and particle-anti-particlecreation/annihilationIt is commonly understood that in a vacuum there are no atoms to support electric andmagnetic fields, consequently, there are no atoms to carry electric and magneticdisplacements and no atoms to define the value of the speed of light

 BECs are generally not easy phases of matterto create much less to test the physical properties

 If neutrinos have mass then they cannot travelat the speed of light

? Static magnetic field  magnetic fields are caused by moving charges and so are nottrue static fields

 The existence of zero-point energyrequires infinite energy

 If the polymeris now removed and the plates are put into an insulating liquid with low viscosity then athigh frequencies the plates will remain stationary but as the frequency is reduced they willstart to vibrate until when the frequency is 0 Hz they will move together and touch

 It is postulated that this is the mechanism fortransporting the electrostatic force

 If the relative speed of neutrinos can be increased (temperature of NFC) theneventually the de Broglie wavelength will become shorter until the NFC ceases toexist and electromagnetic fields will cease to be supported

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 12To illustrate this point, let us conduct a thought-experiment performed in space, in zerogravity, with two conducting plates charged so there is 1 kV oscillating potential differencebetween the plates

 Electron-positron annihilation:, in which an electron and apositron annihilate to leave a neutrino and an anti-neutrino

Annett (Annett, 2004) calculates the de Broglie wavelength of4helium atoms at atemperature of 4 K as 4 x 10-10m, which apparently is greater than the typical inter-atomicdistance in super-fluid4helium of 2

 However, it is worth noting that the de Broglie wavelengths for neutrinoswith speeds up to 10% of the speed of light and of expected neutrino rest masses are nearlyall significantly larger than typical inter-atomic spacing of regular solids and liquids

 It is commonly believed that the electrostatic force isconveyed by photons but by their nature photons are mass-less particles travelling at thespeed of light  how can they convey a static force? Photons conveying electrostatic forceswould have to be photons of 0 Hz centre frequency and 0 Hz bandwidth to hold a staticforce indefinitely

? Static electric fields  the electric vectors point along field lines that run between theexposed charges

The exceptionally long wavelength of 1 m mentioned above for a LRS-neutrino isexceptional for any quantum mechanical particle

 The energy used tocreate the particle pairs being zero-point energy [ref]

A practical example of elastic scattering is Cherenkov radiation from water caused by highenergy solar neutrinos interacting with bound electrons in water molecules

bound

 When the pulse on theNFC reaches other, distant electrons or exposed charges some or all of the energy in theNFC pulse can be elastically transferred to these other electrons; when the electrons aretightly bound the coupling will be small but when the electrons are relatively free to movethen they can absorb energy more readily

Sound is a mechanical pressure or stress wave

up-down

 Does pairing of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos into a spin up-down pair create an inert, noble gas molecule so that the ensemble behaves as a fluid or is itpossible for neutrinos to form a one dimensional chain of alternate spin up-down particlesor a two dimensional surface of alternate spin up-down particles or a three dimensionalvolume (crystal) of alternate spin up-down particles, like an anti-ferromagnetic material? Itseems improbable that a single crystal of neutrino Fermionic condensate could existspanning the entire universe but it may be possible that some short range crystallizationmay occur, with polycrystalline structure over long ranges

 However, the larger mass of the mediating Wor Z Boson requires a shorter range interaction

The green and brown sections show the range of probable neutrino rest masses [ref]

 The electrons then emit light as they move return to lowerenergy states

 It would appear that a condensate is more likely to exist for low values ofneutrino or anti-neutrino relative speeds

 The material supportingthe electric field would experience a state of mechanical stress of dynamic shear

The following table shows results of calculations for the de Broglie wavelength for neutrinoswith a range of possible rest masses and a range of speeds up to 99% of the speed of light

 If theliquid is removed and the plates are put in the vacuum of space then the plates will vibrateat all frequencies although the amplitude of vibration will decrease with increasingfrequency but at 0 Hz the plates will move together and touch

 Thered and brown sections show wavelengths less than 1 mm

5 shows that the de Broglie wavelength varies with the speed of theneutrino relative to the observer

 In all cases of other Fermioniccondensates there does exist an inter-molecular force

 16Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 2Glossary of termsBCS Bardeen Cooper SchriefferBEC Bose-Einstein condensateLRS-Neutrinos Low relative speed neutrinos

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 7Perkins (Perkins, 2003) states that the relic flux of neutrinos left over from the big bangshould have cooled to approximately 2 K, having energies of approximately 0

 The material supporting the electric field would experience a stateof mechanical stress of either compression or tension

 Maxwells equations are consistent withEinsteins special theory of relativity [ref]

 There is some evidence thatneutrinos oscillate between the different neutrino states (Giunti  Kim, 2007) namely:electron neutrino, muon neutrino and tau neutrino, but what is important is that they donot decay into other particles

 The result of elastic scattering is a redistribution of energybetween the electrons and neutrinos, it is not a change the in the type of particles

00 x 108ms-1) and v is the speed of the particle measured inthe rest frame of the observer

 Simply stated, a BEC is a phase of matter of an ensemble of quantumparticles, where the macroscopic physical properties of the phase are strongly affected bythe entangled, quantum mechanical wave-functions of the particles

 The observer will only observe a NFC if heis moving relatively slowly to the NFC

For NFCs to convey electromagnetic waves and electrostatic forces it is necessary for NFCsto support dynamic transverse fields (propagation of electromagnetic waves and photons)and static longitudinal fields (electrostatic force)  see section 3

 This kind of photon is sometimes called a virtual photon

 These two approaches contributed to the wave-particle duality [ref] of quantum mechanics which overcomes the contradiction of how aparticle of finite size can be described by a wave field of infinite size and duration

 Itmay, therefore, be possible for a neutrino-condensate to exist that spans the interior of avacuum chamber and extends out into inter-galactic space

One universal property of phases that have quantum entangled wave-functions is that asthe vibration speed of the particles increases, with increasing temperature, there comes aspeed/temperature at which the quantum entanglement ceases

 It should be compared with the lightestother sub-atomic particle, the electron, which at low energy and speed of 150 eV has a deBroglie wavelength of approximately 10-10m

 However, the materialnow commonly accepted to answer this apparent deficiency is the spontaneous creation ofparticle and anti-particle pairs that recombine and disappear [ref]

 It is assumed therefore that the many neutrinos created inthe Big Bang are still in existence today along with all the other stable particles

 For atoms in a liquid or gas the inertialforce of each atom is sufficient to support the compression-force, tension-force and shear-force of a wave provided the period of oscillation is shorter than any mechanical relaxationtime of the atom/molecule in the liquid/gas (the atom/molecule can be considered as a rigidpoint in the high frequency limit)

 Generally, there is a partof the super-fluid that is caused to evaporate by the heat transported across it to a freesurface

 Now consider a secondensemble B of neutrinos moving with a sufficiently small range of relative speeds to eachother and a NFC exists in ensemble B

At this stage it is postulated that a neutrino condensate forms a super-fluid, in a way similarperhaps to super-fluid3helium, which is a known example of a Fermionic condensate

 Maxwell [ref], working earlier than Einstein, found an enduringdescription of electromagnetic phenomena in terms of fields using a set of four equationsthat can be combined to produce a wave equation

Also of relevance is the unification of the electromagnetic and weak interactions or theelectroweak model (Perkins, 2003)

 This result would be consistent with other super-fluids that have infinite thermal conductivities and zero entropy

1 Ether  zero-point energy and particle-anti-particle creation/annihilation 

 Given ade Broglie wavelength of 1 cm, then one would expect to observe entangled neutrinobehaviour for LRS-neutrino densities of approximately 106neutrinos m-3, which is a very lowvalue of density

 Cessation of entanglement illustrates the importance of relative speedof the particles in the ensemble

2 Electromagnetic fields and wavesIs it possible that the existence of neutrinos in a vacuum and in space has been ignoredwhen seeking an explanation of how electromagnetic fields can exist there? It is proposedhere that there is sufficient merit in exploring this possibility

Is there only one NFC or are there many NFCs, each one travelling at different averagespeeds?5 Experiments to test for the existence of NFCIf NFCs are the medium that is conveying spin-waves and spin-waves can be excited bymoving exposed electrons or other Fermions and the speed of spin-waves is determined bythe ratio of spin-stiffness to NFC density then a number of experiments may be possible:1

 Super-fluids generally have low or vanishingly small values of viscosity (Annett,2004)

 It is probable that the space in the solar system as well as inter-stellar and inter-galactic space is filled with neutrinos (Perkins, 2003), (Giunti  Kim, 2007) and filled to adensity sufficient to permit some degree of entanglement of LRS-neutrino wave-functions

 A pointspinning around a second point that is moving at a constant speed in a fixed directiondescribes a helix in space

 The term solid here means a material that canwithstand compression, tension and shear stresses without large mechanical strains

 It is beyond doubtthat photons are transported by a material in this case and that the speed of the photon isdetermined by the material

 If the spin-stiffness changes then the speed of light may change too

 Shear waves are transverse-motion waves that havepolarization

 The absolute speed of the apparatus with the particles in ittravelling through space is unimportant except to the observer

 As a result ofelastic scattering neutrinos lose some energy and the electrons gain the energy lost and areexcited to higher energy states

 If thecondensate in some way forms a anti-ferromagnetic crystal matrix and a polycrystallinemedium over longer scales (consistent with rapid quenching to form the neutrinocondensate in the cooling universe) then the condensate should support not onlycompression waves but also shear waves, with different wave speeds for compression andshear and different particle motions: compression waves having particle motion parallel tothe direction of propagation and shear waves having particle motion perpendicular to thedirection of propagation of the wave

 It is commonly believed that neutrinos have a small but non-zero mass

 Thegreen zone shows wavelengths where quantum entanglement could occur

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 10Essentially, a particle is a packet of waves with a bandwidth and these waves superpose tocreate a particle of finite size and position in space-time

5 De Broglie matter-wavelengthThe following equation (Wichmann, 1967) gives the characteristic (de Broglie) wavelength,?, of a particle

Clearly, any conventional material that can convey an electrostatic field and anelectromagnetic wave must be able to support forces of static compression, static tensionand dynamic shear

 Exchange ofenergy is the only tangible change  there is no conversion of particle type and the samenumber and type of particles exist after the interactions

 If NFCs exist then they exist in space andsound does not pass through space

 Indeed, if spin provides an inter-neutrino force then the structuremust be self sustaining so that neutrinos can only vibrate about a mean position in the sameway as a regular material

 If the force between neutrinos is related to spin then it should bepossible to send spin-waves in a NFC

Using the equation above it is possible to calculate the stiffness (closely related to Youngsmodulus depending upon geometry) of super-fluid4He, with a value of 3

2 Neutrino Fermionic condensate (NFC) propertiesNeutrinos permeate space and can pass through matter considerable distances

 TheBoson4helium forms a regular Bose-Einstein condensate

 It is notclear how the electrostatic force could be supported by particle-anti-particle pairs that onlyexist fleetingly [time duration of?] but this ether must support a static force to nearbysimilarly fleeting neighbours

 If the structure of a NFC is antiferromagnetic then theacceptable relative speed must be very small otherwise the structure of the NFC will beconstantly disrupted
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non-zero

Currently accepted knowledge is that the spontaneous creation and annihilation of particle-anti-particle pairs creates an ether-like material that supports electromagnetic fields andwaves and gives non-zero values for the permittivity and permeability of free-space

Rober

The speed of sound is controlled in any material by the stiffness of the material and itsdensity (Meyers, Rober A;, 2002)

Meyers

 Because of the quantum entanglement of NFCs, when theneutrino nearest to the exposed or partially exposed electrons changes its energy a pulse ofdisplacement or spin displacement travels along the NFC as a wave

It is postulated elsewhere in this document that the speed of light is determined by theproperties of the NFC

 These interactions can be represented byFeynman diagrams with either charged current (W-Boson exchange) or neutral current (Z-Boson exchange)

Super-fluids have zero entropy because conventional super-fluids only exist close toabsolute zero, 0 K, and because of the property of super-thermal conductivity whichtransports heat and thermal vibrations away from the super-fluid

 Ithas been necessary to cool the particles to temperatures close to absolute zero so that thede Broglie matter-wavelength is sufficiently long that the wave-functions of individualparticles overlap in the confines of the apparatus used in experiments and so becomeentangled

 The main properties of a neutrino are: half-integer spin and almost zero mass

 Let this proposition be rephrased: every frame of reference must haveeither its own neutrino-condensate or one that it shares with a range of other framesmoving relative to the reference frame but within some range of relative speeds

 Cessation can beattributed to the de Broglie wavelength becoming smaller (as the relative speeds of theparticles increase) than the mean separation of the particles in the ensemble andentanglement ends

 Following the initial Big Bang or possibly as part of it, large numbers ofparticles and their anti-particles self-annihilated in particle-anti-particle pairs, leaving onlythe particle universe we see  with no anti-particles left behind

 The material supporting the magnetic field would experience a state ofmechanical stress of dynamic shear

 Upon initial consideration, it would appear there is a possibility thatthe entire ensemble of relic neutrinos in the universe could form a neutrino-condensate

phases

 However, we are more familiar with theNeutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 4macroscopic properties of closely related phases of matter such as super-fluids and super-conductors, phases that also rely on quantum entanglement (Annett, 2004)

neutrino-condensate

The previous value of relic neutrino density should be compared with the threshold density1 x 106neutrinos m-3calculated earlier (section 1) as a crude estimate for a neutrino-condensate to form

 However, avirtual photon of 0 Hz centre frequency and 0 Hz bandwidth is not a packet of waves anddoes not appear to be consistent with the wave-particle duality

2 NFC speed of soundSuper-fluid4He has some unusual macroscopic properties: very high speed of sound (220ms-1), zero viscosity, infinite thermal conductivity (very high speed of second sound), zeroentropy and very low speed of light (high refractive index)

It would be instructive to calculate the speed of spin waves in a NFC and to compare thevalue with the speed of light

8 x 1015ms-1(substituting values for4Hestiffness and neutrino density into the equation above)

1 NFC structureOf importance at this stage is to consider the inter-molecular properties of a neutrinoFermionic condensate (NFC)

 This appears to be auniversal property of all quantum entangled condensates

Wichmann (Wichmann, 1967) calculates the de Broglie wavelength of an electron of energy150

Is a NFC in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings? What temperature are the neutrinosin the NFC? If the neutrinos are relic neutrinos then they should have cooled to atemperature close to absolute zero

 Thespeed of light in a material made of atoms is always less than the speed of light in a vacuumand can vary considerably up to almost the speed of light in a vacuum

 The important point here is thatthe Pauli exclusion principle prevents Fermions occupying the same energy-state (in aclosed system)

3 NFC connection with electromagnetic fields and waves 

There are also quasi-elastic scattering processes between muon-neutrinos and electronsthat create electron-neutrinos and muons, a process called inverse muon decay

It is the ramification of this low mass that is of particular importance in this discussionbecause a small rest mass results in an unusually long value of de Broglie matter-wavelength, as much as 1 m may be possible (see section 1

 It is suggested that a fluidcrystal of anti-ferromagnetically arranged neutrinos and anti-neutrinos in a NFC couldsupport both transverse displacement dynamic spin waves and longitudinal staticdisplacements of spin

 Taking into account thefrequency components required for switching-on an electrostatic field and switching it off,one could construct non-zero bandwidths for the turn-on and turn-off transients in allpractical cases but frequencies and bandwidths would be close to 0 Hz

? Electric field waves  the electric field oscillates in a direction that is perpendicular tothe direction of motion of the wave, it is a transverse wave

anti-neutrino

 It is postulated that neutrinos, being Fermions, form diatomic molecules ofspin-up and spin-down pairs, or neutrino  anti-neutrino pairs (somewhat like super-conducting electrons ref BCS [ref]) with each molecule now effectively a Boson, with zerospin  in the same way that it is believed that helium-3 forms a condensate

Boson

This initial conclusion must be tempered for two reasons: firstly, not all flavours of neutrinosare expected to have cooled (Giunti  Kim, 2007) and, secondly, because neutrinos wouldhave been created with a range of speeds and directions in the big bang then only aproportion of the neutrinos in the universe may be available to form a condensate in anyparticular frame of reference - the reader should note the necessity here for using theterminology of Einsteins special theory of relativity [ref]

Table 1Calculation of the relativistic de Broglie matter wavelength for neutrinos of different masses and speeds

 There must be a tension in the NFC, or an inter-neutrino force, that can be attributed to the non-zero spin quantum number of neutrinos,the Fermionic nature of neutrinos and the Pauli Exclusion Principle (Wichmann, 1967)

Wichmann

 It is noted also that shear waves travel more slowly than compression waves, by afactor related to Poissons ratio for the material

 Although the effect of forming spin up-down pairs is to neutralize spin or toscreen it and so reduce the stiffness, the existence of any ordering of spin over ensembles ofneutrinos would require a finite inter-molecular force to exist

5 mm  thered and brown sections show wavelengths less than 1

5 De Broglie matter-wavelength 

 Apparently, fluctuations due to particle-anti-particle creationand annihilation have been measured in experiments on the Casimir effect [ref]

It is now postulated that exposed charges in the form of electrons partially or fully exposedfrom any atomic or molecular binding forces and not just free electrons interact elasticallywith free neutrinos and NFCs

 This is the reaction that firsthighlighted the existence of neutrinos so that spin could be conserved on both sidesof the equation

 Annett states that because the de Brogliewavelength is longer than the inter-atomic spacing then macroscopic quantum effects, suchas super-fluidity, should exist in liquid4helium

Annett

 The de Broglie wavelength isdetermined by the speed of the particle relative to the observer as well as the rest mass ofthe particle

? Magnetic field waves  the magnetic field oscillates in a direction that isperpendicular to the direction of motion of the wave and perpendicular to theelectric field

 This raisesthe questions: How many neutrinos are there in the universe? And what is the neutrinodensity today? Various estimates (Perkins, 2003), (Giunti  Kim, 2007) calculate there are113 neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of each flavour per cubic centimetre (makingapproximately 350 (cm)-3in total) or 350 x 106neutrinos m-3everywhere in the universe

What kind of wave could a NFC support, if not sound? The only significant quantum numberfor neutrinos is spin

It is postulated that this process of elastic scattering of electrons and neutrinos, the latterforming part of a NFC, followed by a pulse-displacement in the NFC travelling as a wave, isthe mechanism for transporting photons

 The number density of neutrinos per unit volume (see section1

Where the first equation relates to neutrinos and electrons and the second equation relatesto anti-neutrinos and electrons

This thought experiment demonstrates that whatever material is present in a vacuum itmust behave electromagnetically as an insulating fluid and not as a solid, in theconventional understanding of a solid

2 (Giunti  Kim, 2007)

Electric and magnetic fields have an interesting set of properties in terms of the materialthat conveys them and mechanical forces in the material

 The process of self-annihilation also created neutrinos see section 1

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 13The important point is that electrons and neutrinos can interact by elastic scattering, duringwhich energy is redistributed between an electron and a neutrino of any type

The equivalence of particles on the left and right-hand sides of the equations is to beexpected for elastic scattering

4 Neutrino densityAssuming the theory of nucleo-synthesis known as the Big Bang is correct, in which a verylarge number of particles and antiparticles were created simultaneously but with a smallimbalance in numbers, then a very large number of neutrinos should also have been created(Perkins, 2003)

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 31 IntroductionNeutrinos have half half-integer quantum number spin, somewhat like an electron, but theirmost unusual property is that they have almost zero rest-mass, the precise value is still notwell known (Giunti  Kim, 2007)

5 Black body radiationThe electromagnetic radiation caused by a body being hot is conducted away from the hotbody at the speed of light

 If the density of neutrinos is changed then the speed of light may change

inter-molecular

stiffness

The stiffness depends upon the inter-molecular forces outlined earlier and it is assumedthat these are ultimately related to the spin quantum number of the neutrino, which is finiteand significant

 Heisenbergs Uncertainty Principlearises from consideration of the range of frequencies needed to define a particle of a certainsize and space-time location

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 11The existence of zero-point energy leads to a number of problems in physics, not the leastbeing that the product of a finite energy at every infinitesimal point in space results in aninfinite energy when integrated over a finite volume

 It is common toconsider the helicity of neutrinos, which arises because the spin is aligned relative to themomentum vector and therefore aligned to the direction of travel of the neutrino

 We shallnot dwell on the discussion of whether particle-anti-particle creation/annihilationconstitutes ether except to point out that the use of such a label in this case is notcompletely without merit

super-fluid

 If a NFC is the medium that conveys the electromagnetic radiation then theanalogy becomes more meaningful because a NFC is also a condensate like a super-fluid

condensate

 Analternative way of expressing this density is the inter-particle spacing, which isapproximately 1

spacing

3 NFC connection with electromagnetic fields and wavesIt is known that electrons and neutrinos and anti-neutrinos can interact by elastic scattering(Giunti  Kim, 2007)

 Photons can travel through materials atspeeds determined by properties of the material through which they pass, essentiallyrelated to how quickly electric and magnetic displacements can occur in the material

shear

 Compression, tension and dynamic shear forces can always besupported for a material made of atoms in a solid

 Due to the very low density of aNFC, due both to the low rest mass of neutrinos and the low number density of neutrinos inspace, it is anticipated that the speed of sound will be exceptionally high

Giunti

Perkins

 Perkins and others (Perkins, 2003), (Giunti  Kim, 2007) also indicatethat neutrinos that are relics of the big bang should have cooled to temperatures of about 2K and have energies of approximately 0

Kim

 If an insulating polymer is fixed in between the plates then the plateswill remain stationary relative to each other at all frequencies including 0 Hz

4 Speed of dynamic waves on a NFC  speed of lightNeutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 14In section 2

 Neutrinos with low relative speeds (called LRS-neutrinos herein) shall be the main topic of consideration here

frames

 If a NFC can only exist if it is stationary in the frame of reference ofNeutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 15the observer, within some range, then this provides a physical mechanism of theobservations that the speed of light should be constant in all frames of reference

In the unlikely event that the stiffness of NFC has the same value as4He then the valuepredicted for the speed of sound would be 1

Neutrino Ensemble properties  Cambridge UltrasonicsOctober 13, 2011Page 9Returning to the equation above, it seems possible that the speed of sound in a neutrinocondensate is very high indeed, being the ratio of a finite number divided by an almostinfinitesimally small number (10-24kgm-3)

 Electron spin can be aligned parallel or anti-parallel to the directionof the momentum vector () but a neutrino spin is always anti-parallel () and ananti-neutrino spin is always parallel () to the momentum direction

 This is a value several orders ofmagnitude faster than the speed of light and it appears to be implausibly high but itillustrates that we might expect the speed of sound in NFC to be high even if the stiffness ofNFC is much less than4He

 The speed of sound 1 insuper-fluid4helium is approximately 220 ms-1and the density is 0

matter-wavelength

 The long matter-wavelength of a neutrinoshould result in unusual properties of ensembles of LRS-neutrinos, particularly when theirdensity is sufficiently high that their wave-functions overlap and become entangled

 This is an important point and worth re-iterating: it is knownthat light and electro-magnetic waves can be transported at speeds close to the speed oflight by displacements of electrons in the atoms comprising the material through which thelight or electro-magnetic wave is travelling

4 Speed of dynamic waves on a NFC  speed of light 

 If neutrinos have zero rest-mass then it is a particle like aphoton and it can travel at the speed of light

entangled

interact

 It is postulated that stationary free electrons and stationary exposed chargeof bound electrons can also interact through their spins to impart a static or approximatelystatic displacement to neutrinos nearby (entangled wavefunctions) in a NFC so that thestate of tension in the NFC is altered and distant electrons or exposed charge can bedisplaced by the tension in the NFC

There are questions in this area that relate to the range of relative speeds of neutrinos in aNFC so that the NFC can exist

Lynne McTaggart

Let us now bring to bear other aspects of the morphic resonance theory to generate several hypotheses for this puzzling phenomenon

Other questions in this group would be:Are people healing from non-neurological diseases faster over time?Are people healing from other forms of neurological disorder faster over time?III

There may be something more compelling about a human-created substance and morphic field, or about these potent chemical compounds / morphic fields in particular, but, again, these theories dont account for why recovery from these agents appears to be taking more time than it did when the medications and their morphic fields were first created a few years ago

He is the author of several books including The living classroom:Teaching and collective consciousness, and has been influenced by Sheldrake and Alfred North Whitehead, among others

focusing

were

Instead of a headline about a 400 % increase in antidepressant prescriptions, let us envision a headline about a 400 % increase in placebo response!Harnessing group intention in other waysAs long as were daydreaming about group intention experiments, there are a few other trials it would be great to see:1)an experiment focusing group intention on healing all humans in recovery from antidepressants;2)an experiment focusing group intention on healing all members of the three major English-language online antidepressant withdrawal support groups  paxilprogress

Furthermore, the particular form of neurological injury we are looking at, caused by SSRIs, seems to entail dysautonomia or dysregulation of the autonomic nervous system

 government found that roughly 10% of Americans over age 12 were taking an antidepressant (healthland

Is the nervous system more stochastic than other biological systems?Interestingly, Sheldrake proposes that morphic fields are similarly probabilistic and not deterministic

The individual helps the group develop -- any work you do on your own consciousness spreads through the field automatically

Re-exposure to the drugs causes an exacerbation of the neuro-endocrinological damage symptoms, including dyautonomic chaos

1 million prescriptions in England, an increase of 61% over the previous eight years (the population of England was 52

It may be influencing the people who have been on the medications, are now off them, but still might self-resonate to their own past state of being on the meds

What percentage of the population is now taking antidepressants?In Oct 2011, the C

Sheldrake gives the example of how a newt embryo that has been damaged can still create the needed organs from alternative cells (Sheldrake, 1988, pp

According to Sheldrake:The appearance of a new kind of field involves a creative jump or synthesis

syndrome

Is there something about SSRI-induced dysautonomia thats different?Is there something about SSRI-induced dysautonomia that is changing over time?For one thing, contrary to the old generalizations about brain damage recovery, with this syndrome, functioning does not come back rapidly in the first six months and then cease improving after a couple of years

It might be important to acknowledge the battlefield of fields between antidepressant harm v

This would be hard to organize, but conceivable with the new Internet-driven research methods being used by people like McTaggart and Sheldrake

I, myself, had never felt this before in 40 years of life, but have felt is many times during recovery from the antidepressants

The morphic resonance theory also supplements the gene theory in crucial ways

The square root of 1 % is 1766 people

These aspects of the morphic resonance theory account for the fact that people do heal from SSRI-induced neuro-endocrinological damage, but do not, at first blush, seem to account for why recovery from the same toxin might be taking people longer

I couldnt go any faster that that because I had severe muscle contractions every time I went down in dose

Prozac was introduced in 1987, and the other drugs in this class came after that, and the really large numbers of people taking the drugs didnt start until the mid-90s, so we are still only in the first generation

So, maybe the placebo field is increasing in strength as a creative route to regenerating human health, in response to the many new threats to our health

Sheldrake notes the intriguing relationship between brain damage and morphic fields when he points to the mysterious way that injured people can often regain lost abilities despite permanent damage to certain parts of the brain

The Rensselaer studyA 2011 study at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute used computational models to discover the tipping point at which a minority belief is adopted by the majority of a population

Every oak sapling is shaped by the collective field created by previous oaks (Sheldrake, 2012, p

He believes there can be a battlefield of fields, and has suggestions about how to win fields and influence them

The placebo effect may have been around forever, but humans may be learning to use it even more to their advantage

Anecdotally, I have read umpteen stories of people in dire health straits whose families organize huge prayer chains with amazing results

What were emphasizing now is how creative and innovative morphic fields may be

This includes true believers who arent even taking a medication

It can also promote a nocebo effect when people who have been made sick by their antidepressant come together and unintentionally create an expectation of continuing to be sick

In other words, there is an element of novelty or creativity in the developmental process (Sheldrake, 1988, p

Genes, alone, cannot predict how an embryo will develop, nor can they predict what form a protein will take (Sheldrake, 2012, pp

Theres something different about neurological damageThe second set of hypotheses is grouped around the main idea that there is something different about neurological damage / recovery, or something different about this particular form of neuro damage / recovery

com/articles/2008/10/05/did-antidepressants-cause-the-mortgage-crisis

In 2005, the post-taper syndrome was lasting people somewhere from a few months to two years, with 1

And the way theyre changing is creative and adaptive:Morphic fields appear to have an inherent creativity, which is recognizable precisely because the new pathways of development or behaviour often seem so adaptive and purposeful (Sheldrake, 1988, p

uk/news-and-events/news/antidepressant-prescriptions-account-for-largest-annual-rise-in-items-dispensed-in-the-communityhttp://www

They are a composite of previous similar forms, and they provide a guiding template for new forms, but there is still individual variation (Sheldrake, 1988, pp

As such, they could be said to be ultimately biased toward viability, vigor, and lan vital!Earlier, we touched on the possible role of morphic fields in repairing physical damage in general and neurological damage in particular

Later, he developed an augmented training program, and it was predicted that only the square root of 1 % of a population would need to practice this method in order to show a benefit to the whole population

So, as long as were being highly speculative anyway, there is no obstacle in our theory to humans modifying this field, especially by intentional effort, especially in groups

The placebo effect is increasingBefore we sink too far into the slough of despond over this situation, let us look at another trend which might counterbalance the above-mentioned pathogenic morphic fields

The world population in 2007 was about 6,625,000 (prb

Could the morphic field of people on the drugs be entraining ex-users to itself?b

Another intriguing avenue would be a McTaggart- / Maharishi-style group intention experiment focused directly on increasing the efficacy of all placebo phenomena and/or expectations of healing

?September(1)?August(1)?June(1)?May(3)?April(2)?March(4)?February(6)?January(5)?2011(11)?December(6)?October(1)?September(4)Recommended SitesInternational Antidepressant Withdrawal ProjectBioenergy  Cancer / Judith SchutzDancing Past The Dark / Nan Evans BushFirst Sight / James CarpenterNHNE Pulse / David SunfellowTom RufflesAbout MeSheila JoshiI am a clinical psychologist who is recovering from severe neurological damage from prescription antidepressants

Sheldrake has written that abnormality can begin to dominate a morphic field

The Internet is an historically unprecedented aid to raising consciousness, to collaboration among people, and to the creation and modification of fields

Often, as in the case of the newt embryo, its clear that the creativity is directed at repair:In all processes of regulation and regeneration, the developmental process adjusts in such a way that a more or less normal structure of activity is regained by a more or less new route

The field in some sense contains the form or pattern of the entire morphic unit, and it attracts the developing or regenerating system towards it (Sheldrake, 1988, p

His theory of morphic resonance proposes that everything in the world comes into its form due to the influence of a field that has been created by its predecessors

For all we know, the expectation of healing may be what links you to the correct morphic field for your healing

dont

Why is this?We dont know, because no research is being done on this question, even though the number of people taking this class of medication is skyrocketing all over the world

If we look only at this aspect of the theory, it would seem that people should be recovering from SSRIs faster

Are people in recovery resonating too much to their recent past state under the influence of the drug, and not enough to their more distant past state-of-being prior to exposure to the drug?Interestingly, many people in recovery report the experience of two selves fighting for supremacy within them

 is a biologist and author of many books, including the most recentThe Science delusion:Freeing the spirit of enquiry and the 1988 classic Presence of the past:Morphic resonance and the habits of nature

The question is why self-resonance seems to be taking even longer to achieve than before

(I wonder if most neurological injury and many chronic illnesses have an element of dysautonomia

A new morphic attractor [the form that is the goal of that field] comes into being, and with it a new pattern of relationships and connections

The intention experiment:using your thoughts to change your life and the world

There is some research evidence to suggest that when one member of a species learns something s/he contributes that learning to the collective memory or morphic field of the species, making it easier for future members of that species to learn the same thing, or even for some members to just know the new information without having to learn it (Sheldrake, 2012, pp

Theres something different about these toxinsThe third set of hypotheses groups around the main idea that there is something different about this particular class of toxin

In 2007, the Eli Lilly website stated that Prozac had been prescribed for more than 54 million people in 90 countries" (thedailybeast

com, 2009)

habits acquired by some animals can facilitate the acquisition of the same habits by other, similar animals, even in the absence of any known means of connection or communication (Sheldrake, 1988, p

All organisms are dynamic structures that are continuously recreating themselves under the influence of their own past states (Sheldrake,1988, pp

hard

Is there something about the morphic fields of these new molecules  perhaps especially those of Effexor and Paxil which are notoriously hard to withdraw from  that is more indomitable?Does such putative dominance have to do with them being artificial forms that did not arise slowly on this planet?Is it something about their chemical structure?Anecdotally, many people in recovery from SSRIs seem to have the experience of trying some kind of therapy to help with the neuro-endocrinological symptoms, and often it will work well initially, but only briefly, and then it stops having any impact

This would be an example of self-resonance via regeneration (Sheldrake, 1988, p

Neuroscience and PsiSaturday, October 6, 2012Sheldrakes morphic fields, other field effect theories, the vast number of people on antidepressants, and why recovery from SSRIs may be taking longer than beforeWhat does the Morphic Resonance theory of Rupert Sheldrake have to say about why people are taking longer to heal from psychotropic drug damage, and what can be done to accelerate healing?I tapered off of SSRI antidepressants from the end of 2003 to the middle of 2005

To some extent, this process is probably in effect already  there are many different groups of people who pray ongoingly for the safety, health, and happiness of all beings

(Could such a spontaneous change have occurred to any of the antidepressant molecules?)Sheldrake proposes that these examples demonstrate that fields are historical and evolutionary  always changing

3% of Scots over age 15 were taking an antidepressant (bbc

What else can we borrow from the morphic resonance theory to account for this?What Sheldrake has said about repairing physical damage, particularly neurological damageWe know that the human body in general and the nervous system in particular have a substantial ability to heal and regenerate themselves

 FNIH staffers are willing to talk about it only anonymously, concerned about offending the companies paying for it" (Silberman, wired

3)an experiment focusing group intention on the highest good for all humans currently taking antidepressants

The morphic field of people on the drugs has more and more members

According to Sheldrake, individuals self-resonate to their own past patterns of form and function

Among our strategies, we could be learning how to maximize the placebo effect and use group intention to strengthen the preferred fields

Its easier to get numbers of prescriptions than numbers of actual people taking the drugs, but in 2008, the U

This morphic field may be getting stronger

People may be taking longer to recover from the neuro-endocrinological damage of SSRIs because, right now, the morphic field of the human-brain-while-on-these-meds is growing stronger

This helped determine drug safety and efficacy, but had the side effect of casting placebo as the enemy

Now, he is talking here about intergenerational morphogenetic fields, but it raises the possibility of something similar happening over time within a generation

She has also conducted several international group intention experiments on her own website with very promising results (theintentionexperiment

The square root of 1 % is 8,367 people

Might these people be similarly hypersensitive to the morphic field of an enormous number of people on this class of drugs?For some reason, it is phenomenally hard for us to restabilize and become as robust and resilient as many of us were before we took the meds

If fruit flies develop abnormally under abnormal conditions, then the more the abnormality occurs, the more likely it will be to happen again under the same conditions, through cumulative morphic resonance (Sheldrake, 2012, p

 One estimated that the so-called effect size (a measure of statistical significance) in placebo groups had nearly doubled over that time (Silberman, wired

Thank you!Blog Archive?2013(6)?July(1)?June(1)?April(1)?February(2)?January(1)?2012(24)?October(1)Sheldrakes morphic fields, other field effect the

This capacity to regain ones sense of self and many functions can be seen in many cases of neurological damage

And, its not at all clear that expectation is the only mechanism driving the placebo response, nor accounting for the recent rise in the placebo response

adaptive

What if the placebo response is increasing because the placebo morphic field is increasing in potency?And might the increasing potency of an hypothesized placebo morphic field be partly a response to the threat posed by the increasingly potent new pathogenic fields such as the human-body-on-antidepressants?According to Sheldrake, morphic fields are always changing, they are inherently creative, and, as with evolution in general, they are adaptive and purposeful

There is mounting evidence that groups of humans can combine their consciousness to create a field effect

What if the worldwide, but especially American, increase in placebo response is due to a change in a morphic field?We know the placebo response is due, at least some of the time, to expectations

The placebo effect appears to be getting stronger over time

nervous

dysautonomia

Therefore, the nature of the nervous system, morphic fields, and dysautonomia may conspire to make it harder for recovering individuals to self-resonate to the morphic field of their nervous system as it was before they were exposed to the medications

According to the Maharishi Effect theory, you only need the square root of 1% of a population to be meditating in a certain way to have an influence on the whole population

 We used to think no new healing occurred 1-2 years post brain injury

toxin

heal

SSRI antidepressants cause pervasive, subtle, neuro-endocrinological damage, but, due to neuroplasticity, people do heal once the offending toxin is removed

 to describe the obliviousness of people on psychotropic medications to how impaired the drugs are making them (Breggin, 2008; breggin

One trend is the skyrocketing increase of people taking antidepressants and / or spellbound by the belief in their safety and efficacy

Is it possible that Rupert Sheldrakes theory of morphic resonance might shed some light on why people are taking longer to recover from the same toxic exposure?And, if so, can the theory also give us some ideas about how to aid recovery?The theory of morphic resonanceRupert Sheldrake, Ph

We must continue until we get to the tipping point where what is currently esoteric knowledge about the dangers of antidepressants becomes rapidly and dramatically more common (en

People who go through SSRI exposure and recovery find they first lose and then regain physical, cognitive, and emotional functioning

The Maharishi EffectMaharishi Mahesh Yogi was a spiritual leader who developed and popularized a mantra-based form of meditation called Transcendental Meditation

efficacy

safety

Its also worth noting that, not only are 10 % of Americans consuming antidepressants, but more than 10 % of Americans are convinced of the safety and efficacy of antidepressants, and of the validity of the serotonin model of depression despite compelling evidence to the contrary

The ability of learned habits to survive substantial brain damage may be due to the self-organizing properties of the fields  properties which are expressed in the realm of morphogenesis in regeneration and embryonic regulation (Sheldrake, 1988, p

Morphic fields are shaped by morphic resonance from all similar past systems, and thus contain a cumulative collective memory

The number of people taking these medications is increasing

So, there may be morphic resonance not only from the direct biochemical and epigenetic effects of the drugs, but from the beliefs about them

Toward the tipping point on the battlefield of fieldsHuman biology and consciousness in relation to SSRI antidepressants are evolving

toxic

For example, people have now been on meds in this class for longer (Prozac was introduced in 1987, Paxil in 1992); people are now more likely to have taken more than one psychotropic drug; the overall environmental toxic load has increased; the specific toxic load of these drugs and their breakdown products in the environment has increased

The colossal number of humans taking these drugs could be generating a morphic field of the human-brain-while-on-these-drugs

According to Bache, group fields accumulate power over timeThis theory is rooted in the work of early 20thcentury biologists who came before Sheldrake, but he added the idea that the structure of these fields is not determined by either transcendent Ideas or timeless mathematical formulae, but rather results from the actual forms of previous similar organisms (Sheldrake, 1988, p

He originally predicted that if 1% of a population practiced this meditation method, it would have a measurable, positive impact on the whole population

Coda (To help kickstart your own placebo effect)I think most of us can never get too much reassurance, so I just wanted to remind anyone going through recovery from psychotropic medication or other brain injury that, in the last decade, the positive news about the brain just keeps on coming

More precisely, it could be called the-morphic-field-of-the human-brain-while-on-placebo

Im not sure if Im understanding correctly, but I think he is saying that some new fields emerge in the more Darwinian evolutionary way ofever more complex forms at higher levels of organization (bottom up), while others emerge more rapidly, often in response to human activity, when a higher-order morphic field produces within itself a new lower-level field (top down)

com, journalist Steve Silberman reported on Big Pharmas scramble to cope with the recent, mystifying increase in placebo effect, particularly in relation to psychotropic medication, and how this is undermining their ability to turn a profit

Steve Silberman

This is essential to an individuals continuity and memory, and goes some way toward explaining how we perpetuate both illness and identity, despite the fact that almost every cell in our body is continuously replaced

Harnessing and enhancing the morphic field of the placebo effectJust as mass marketing probably has contributed to the placebo response in the US, so might other mass movements contribute further

com/2011/10/20/what-does-a-400-increase-in-antidepressant-prescribing-really-mean/http://www

 Essentially, a new part of the brain becomes able to tune into the old morphic field

And this happens in a way that humans cant predict or control (Sheldrake, 2012, pp

3 million prescriptions in Scotland, an increase of 43 % over the previous eight years

7 million antidepressant prescriptions were written in England, a 9

There is a morphic field being created by people who are *on* these drugs

Silberman reviewed a couple of factors that may be contributing to the global rise of the placebo effect:1)since 1997, Americans have been bombarded by direct-to-consumer medication advertising, which has practically brainwashed us to believe in meds; and 2) in new drug trials conducted in developing or low infrastructure countries, participants are responding as much to the lavish care they get in the drug trial as they are to the med itself (Silberman, wired

After damage to parts of the brain, these [morphic] fields may be capable of organizing the nerve cells in other regions to carry out the same functions as before

People in recovery from this class of drugs are often hypersensitive to reinstatement of any of these meds, even at extremely low doses

Or, you could say that the morphic field of the human species has been altered because so many members are taking these drugs

Whether we look at neuro-endocrine harm from antidepressants as an ill or as a descent experience with a silver lining, healing and the relief of suffering must still be our goals

The living classroom:Teaching and collective consciousness

For a long time, I have wished we could get large groups of people to pray for people suffering terribly in recovery from antidepressants

One of the fascinating aspects of this theory is that it may explain some mysteries such as why human IQ scores are going up over time, and why, when rats learn a new trick in one lab, rats become able to learn that same trick faster at a lab in another country, even if there has been no contact nor genetic inheritance between the two groups

com/medtech/drugs/magazine/17-09/ff_placebo_effect?currentPage=allPosted bySheila Joshiat7:38 AMEmail ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to PinterestNo comments:Post a CommentNewer PostOlder PostHomeSubscribe to:Post Comments (Atom)Research requestI am researching the connection between neurological injury / disorder and psychic phenomena

Can a field effect created by human consciousness affect a morphic field?And how does the placebo response create a morphic field anyway?The hypothesized morphic field of the placebo response is, itself, a field that is intimately related to human consciousness

recover

The main reason that developmental biologists proposed the idea of morphogenetic fields in the first place was because organisms can retain their wholeness and recover their form even if parts of them are damaged or removed

Are some morphic fields more compelling than others?Something Sheldrake wrote about top down v

I thought that, after my last dose, I could look forward to slowly recovering from the grueling taper, and, indeed, I felt better for about a month

recovering

paying

drugs

It also includes people who are paying attention to the how drugs affect people they know, or paying attention to the news reports of things like medication-propelled violence and pharmaceuticals in the water supply

The brain is very dynamic, responsive,and changeable (Sheldrake, 1988, pp

happens

What happens to the whole population when 10% are taking the same type of powerful medication?Does that 10% have an even stronger influence on people who have previously ingested the same medication, even though they are now off it?c

The fact that even dummy capsules can kick-start the body's recovery engine became a problem for drug developers to overcome, rather than a phenomenon that could guide doctors toward a better understanding of the healing process and how to drive it most effectively" Silberman, wired

What a missed opportunity!How can we make the placebo response *more* robust and reliable?The obvious course of action is to study more how placebo works, what enhances it, what interferes with it, and more about the history of it

 Morphic fields are local, within and around the systems they organise, but morphic resonance is non-local (Sheldrake, 2012, p

In the meantime, I have watched as more and more people on the various online support forums take longer and longer to recover

But, it would be fun to focus specifically on boosting placebo phenomena, and then watch drug trials go even further awry

The presence of the past:morphic resonance and the habits of nature

There have been numerous studies around the world that suggest that even such a small percentage of a local population, practicing the meditation method, has had a statistically significant effect on quality-of-life measures such as crime rate and car accidents (Wiki)

While the Maharishi Effect suggests that the square root of 1% can have some sort of influence on a population, the Rensselaer study suggests that 10% can have a very direct, almost imprinting effect on a population (personal communication, Chris Bache, 12 Aug 11)

Chris Bache

medications

It seemed like it must have to do with the medications, but how was that possible?I Googled and discovered that there were people who had a post-taper syndrome after discontinuing antidepressants

antidepressants

placebo

Wrote Silberman, Two comprehensive analyses of antidepressant trials have uncovered a dramatic increase in placebo response since the 1980s

Silberman

hypotheses

Theres something about the size of the morphic field of people on SSRIsThe fourth set of hypotheses is grouped around the main idea that the vast size of the population currently taking this class of medication is causing an effect on ex-users

 antidepressant prescriptions rose 400 %, and more than 1 in 10 Americans over age 12 were taking an antidepressant (healthland

taking

The nervous system is far more complex in design than any other part of the body

 And, ironically, it can be the unwanted experience of neurological injury that makes you really grasp how much power you have, even now, to influence your own neurological system

After a suitable waiting period, we could see what happens to the statistics for prescriptions, adverse incident reports, suicides, etc

recovery

In the case of SSRI-induced neurological damage, full recovery is very likely, although dysautonomia may make it take a long time

neurological

It may be that this responsiveness to changing conditions depends on what appears to be an element of randomness, with ongoing fluctuations in electrical potential across the cortex (Sheldrake, 1988, p

Consider a new molecule, for example, or a new kind of instinct or a new theory (Sheldrake, 1988, p

written

million

prescriptions

5 million antidepressant prescriptions written in Wales, where antidepressant use had risen 71 % over the previous eight years

antidepressant

?This field can be envisioned as a hyperspatial information reservoir that brims and spills over into a much larger region of influence when critical mass is reached - a point referred to as morphic resonance

 My own ideas are based on generalizing this field concept in biology to what I call "morphic" fields, which I think are the invisible patterns that underlie the growth of living organisms; the invisible patterns organizing the activity of nervous systems, underlying instincts in animals

htm )Critique_ Magazine:Rupert Sheldrake has recently refined the theory of the morphogenetic field - a nonmaterial organizing collective memory field that affects all biological systems

 It's a theory of collective memory throughout nature

 What the memory is expressed through are the morphic fields, the fields within and around each organ ism

Sheldrake on Morphogenetic Fields"The idea is that there is a kind of memory in nature

 In effect, our brains are not so much libraries as they are sending and receiving stations that leave a continuous trail of experience imprinted in morphogenetic fields and then "recall" previous experiences by tuning in to that trail

?If what you're trying to get at is do I think morphogenetic fields are a good thing, or do they exist, yes I think some kind of theory like that is clearly becoming necessary, and that the next great step to be taken in the intellectual conquest of nature, if you will, is a theory about how out of the class of possible things, some things actually happen

 And how that influence moves across time, the collective squirrel-memory both for form and for instincts, is given by the process I call morphic resonance

 The memory processes are due to morphic resonance

 We have aspects that are unique and totally individual, yet at the same time much of our thought and behavior is shaped by, and participates in, and helps create transpersonal morphogenetic fields

[thus] using morphogenetic fields as the carrier of memory implies no absolute separation between minds

 And finally, a newly forming system "tunes into" a previous system by having within it a "seed" that resonates with a similar seed in the earlier form

"Thus, from this perspective, the DNA in the genes of a living system (like and oak tree) does not carry all the information needed to shape that system, but it can act as a "tuning seed" that tunes in the morphogenetic fields of previous systems of the same type

seed

 The morphic field of the flock is what links and coordinates them

 Waves propagating toward the earth in the opposite direction are more powerful, and so they willpushthe earth toward the sun

Because standing waves are alternately compressing then dilating the aether, the regular wave speed is not the same, and this causes the lens effetc :The lens effect

weaker

 This means that repulsive effects are weaker and that the shade effect will be more intense, resulting in an attraction effect

Wave mechanics must explain how electrons should be placed inside quarks

 As a matter of fact, standing waves obey the Lorentz transformation, and this leads to Relativity

 The mass at rest "m" will be 1 kg and so we can predict that it will be increased to 2 kg at this speed

So active and reactive (waves toward the front or the rear) masses can be evaluated as follows :a = g m / 2 (1?b) r = g m / 2 (1 +b)Active mass : a = 1

Nevertheless the Lorentz-Poincar? relative point of view is very close to Einstein's

 One can easily understand that minutes and hours inside a pendulum clock must be converted by gears, and that there must be a 60 teeth ratio or any multiple, for example, 120 : 7200

 Because their waves can never be in phase, much less intense standing waves can occur between an electron and a positron

 See the following graphic, showing an electron moving at half the speed of the light :Active and reactive masses explain action and reaction

 Then Newton's formula is very similar to Einstein's

 Up to now, aether's explanation (that of Descartes) about light remains the only one which is acceptable

Because each electron is made of both ingoing and outgoing waves, their addition produces additionnal standing waves,not interferences

The mass increases according to the gamma factor, which is the reciproqual of Lorentz "g" value

 Mass is energy, and we know that a wave energy increases according to its frequency

Here are two electrons generating a gluonic field :A gluonic field between two electrons

 The Michelson interferometerdid contract itselfon its displacement axis, because matter is made out of standing waves

 This means that electrons can be put together in order to make a quark, especially if they are melted with positrons, which will attract them

Moreover the computer program reveals that an electron and a positron produce a very interesting one-way wave along the axis

one-way

Descartes and Huygens predicted that aether was necessary to justify the propagation of light waves

Electrons and positrons produce an attraction effect and a magnetic field

 So these waves contain less energy while going away from the sun

teeth

 Because the wavelenght of an electron is always the same, there cannot be teeth differences inside matter, and this explains Planck's constant, and then quanta

 Obviously two such systems can produce a magnet and the poles can be identified according to the direction of the wave

 However this is not true at high speed any more, because kinetic energy increases like this :E = (a + r?m) c2 E = (gm?m) c2And matter total energy increases according to :E = (a + r) c2 E =gm c2This means that a material object cannot reach the speed of the light

The following graphic shows that a gluonic field, which is made of non spherical standing waves, radiates most of its energy on the axis

 It was made in order to show how electrostatic fields work, albeit such a situation would imply billions of wavelengths between two electrons much more distant

 They contain energy, so matter as standing waves can use it to radiate spherical waves

 Another animation will show thatoff axis standing waves seems to rotate or alternate their direction, suggesting the Lorentz's force

 Right : explaining the electron mass increase at 

Let's see again how waves behave between an electron and a positron :One-way waves explain magnetic fields

A repulsing effect occurs, albeit the bottom animation shows clearly that there are less plane waves on the axis

Why wave mechanics ?Scientists usually speak aboutquantum mechanicsbecause matter always behave according to Max Planck's constant

 In fact any wave propagating through the aether can "push" matter

First if all, the Lorentz transformation can be deducted from the Doppler effect

All electrons and positrons in the sun collects their energy from aether waves

So the mass increase, which is worth : a + r?m or :gm?m is responsible for kinetic energy

positrons

 The computer program shows that two pairs of electrons and positrons will produce such a diagram, and this diagram looks like a magnetic field

 The amplification process will act on those additionnal standing waves too, so that their energy will be increased

 This is why the gluons' shade effect is particularly intense

How will both electrons behave ?Well, wave mechanics shows that standing waves between them must be amplified by waves propagating through aether

worth

866 c equals its own mass while it is at rest, and that it must be evaluated according to Einstein (damn, he was right !) :E = m c2According to Newton, kinetic energy is worth : E = m v2/ 2

It must be understood that any attraction effect actually occurs as a result of a repulsion effect from the opposite side

 The gluonic field will attract any particle around, positive or negative, except on the axis : A gluonic field

 We will soon realize that such a system can explain magnetic fields, electrostatic fields and gluonic fields

The Michelson interferometer

add

Assuming that two electrons are nothing else but spherical standing waves, one can write a little computer program which will show how those waves will add themselves

 This mass increase can be calculated easily using active and reactive masses affected by the Doppler effect

 You cannot explain how magnetic an electrostatic fields really work

On the other hand Relativity can be deducted from the Lorentz transformation

 Such a lens always radiates all the energy on its axis toward a focus point, and not at all in other directions :The diffractive lens

reactive

Moreover waves are carrying energy, which means active and reactive forces

The Lorentz transformation

One-way waves between an electron and a positron, responsible for magnetic fields

Above all, matter behave according to waves properties, and so its mechanics is nothing else but wave machanics

 So the total kinetic energy is worth the double

 This means that kinetic energy of a 1 kg object travelling at 

 The primary belief was that Luminiferous Aether was an invisible and infinite material with no interaction with physical objects but allowed light waves to travel through space and objects

(Read More)Historic teaching about lightOver 300 years  ago the  main belief was considered to be light was a wave that propagated through Aether in the same way that sound waves propagated through air particles

 Liquid Gravity theory was not around at the time when Michelson and Morley were looking for Luminiferous Aether and so they were not looking for vertical flows, they only looked for horizontal flows and so missed out on a significant discovery

 Liquid Gravity builds its whole theory around this Aether being the key to understanding that nature of Gravity, which has a profound affect on matter and matter has a profound affect on Aether

MOREAether WindAether exists then measuring light speed along its path and comparing it to its light speed across its path will prove Aether is real, so why did it fail?MORELight Wave -ParticleThe Photo Electric effect is the mystery of a light wave turning into an electron particle which is the basis of Light Wave -Particle Duality or is it?MOREHow do Black Holes trap light?Supposedly Back holes trap light particles due to their huge gravity, but maybe there is another explanation that doesn't break the laws of physics!MOREFinding Light AetherFinding that Light Aether exists is a simple experiment that proves Light is a wave and not a particle

Martin Grusenick

MORELuckily Martin Grusenick thought about trying this experiment in the vertical plane and has found a significant amount of fringe shift (as you will see in the video) suggesting light is travelling through a form of vertical aether flow rather than horizontal flow that scientists Michelson and Morley were expecting

MORETheory of Light propagation through Liquid Aether300 years ago the main scientific belief was that Luminiferous Aether distributed Light wavesAether Wind TheoryIt was theorised that luminiferous aether was either a constant wind from a direction or that it was stationary which in either case would effect the path of light depending on the angle to the aether wind

 The Aether would further be distorted by both the spinning motion of the planet as well as the centrifugal force which would alter its shape and flow patterns

 Rather than being a stationary or directorial wind it could have been considered as a negatively pressurized aether that increased in vacuum intensity around objects (as you would expect of gravity) Liquid Gravity Aether wouldn't be affected in any horizontal direction as gravity pressure averages itself out across large areas, so rotation of the earth would not affect the aether in any direction

Liquid Gravity same but different!Liquid Gravity theory rejects the current belief about the Nature of Light primarily being a particle that doesn't require a propagation medium

 Nicolas Tesla a renowned inventor of that early 1900s was a firm believer in the existence of the Luminiferous Aether which he credited for his work with radio and light waves

Nicolas Tesla

LIQUID GRAVITYABOUTABOUT LIQUID GRAVITY?What is Gravity?How is Gravity Made?How Does Gravity Work?How Does Gravity Accelerate?How Does Gravity Attract?ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSEDARK MATTER and ENERGYBLACK HOLESTHE NATURE OF LIGHT?EVIDENCEPLANET RINGSCOMMETSGRAVITY MAPSGRAVITATIONAL LENSINGCOMPARISONSDROP TESTGRAVITY MODELLINGHOW HEAVY REALLY?LUMINIFEROUS AETHERMAGNETIC FORCEEXPERIMENTSHeat and Gravity ExperimentVertical Michelson Morley ExperimentCavendish ExperimentDouble Slit ExperimentOPPORTUNITIESFUTURE TECHNOLOGYNASA EM EngineSUPPORTdesign a website for freeLuminiferous Aether theory vs Liquid Gravity theoryThe Liquid universe concept is an old idea that may still hold the truth about how the universe works

Todays teaching about lightToday the accepted theory about light is considered to be packets of energy called photons that travel from the sun through a vacuum independent of any medium to propagate through

 This suction force over a large object like a planet would represent a significant flow that would flow in a vertical direction or at right angles to the earth's surface

 So the MichelsonMorley experiment would not have ruled out Liquid Gravity Theory unless thy tried something slightly different

 Luminiferous Aether a gas type substance (Aether) that propagated light waves through the universe

 If you look at the video, the fringe shift doesn't match apex movement where you would expect gravity to pull on the opposite side

doesn

 The nature of light is profoundly different if it is considered a moving vibrating particle rather than a vibration moving through a liquid

fringe

 Critics of the experiment suggest that the test equipment was loose and the weight of gravity tilted the mirrors to artificially generate the fringe shift effect

 Succesful Experiment to Find AetherSo What if Liquid gravity theory was on the table back then, it would have provided another way to consider Luminiferous Aether

 Their experiment relied on splitting light on a horizontal plane but did they try a vertical plane as well?Liquid Gravity works with ExperimentMartin Grusenick built this version of the MichelsonMorley experiment and repeated the results on the horizontal plane but had an astonishing discovery with the vertical plane that confirms Liquid Gravity Theory

 This experiment has given rise to Luminiferous Aether being re-discovered, however this has met with resistance from the wider scientific community because it discounts the new theory of relativity

Failed Experiment to Find AetherMichelsonMorley experiment was designed to find this aether wind but in spite of lots of attempts they all reported a negative result, which simply meant that they couldn't get any noticeable variation on any angle they tested (read all about on wikipedia) so basically they couldn't find Luminiferous Aether and so it became themost famous failed experiment of history

 Liquid Gravity also rejects in part the old belief about Luminiferous Aether being a medium that acted independently from matter

Luminiferous Aether

 Milutin Tesla of the Serbian Orthodox Church, intended Nikola for the priesthood, but did not insist?it must have been hard to make demands of the high?strung, fragile youth who was his son

Milutin Tesla

 Charged to high direct current potentials, his capacitors were allowed to discharge across a section of thin wire

Most imagine that the Tesla impulse system is merely a "very high fre?quency alternator"

A gifted researcher and voracious reader, he chanced upon some forgot?ten volumes of natural science written by Goethe

 A few experiment?ers succeeded in later duplicating Tesla's broadcast electricity effects

Nikola Tesla's Automobilefrom: "Revolution in Technik, Medizin, Gesellschaft" ? Hans A

 It was in a small machine shop that he constructed the world's first brush less motors

 When impulses were applied to wire line, the unattached and distant meter registered a continual direct current

 The discharges from certain sized cylinders were actually larger than those being applied

Tesla now possessed the means by which the radiant electricity could be greatly magnified and transmitted
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The Complete Patents of Nikola TeslaEdited by Jim Glenn( This is a Must Have Book for Inventors ! )? Tommy C ?Barnes  Noble Books ? New YorkISBN 1?56619?266?8? 1994 by Barnes  Noble Inc

Jim Glenn

 From the viewpoint of electrostatic impulses, flat copper coils appear to be "continuously cut" cylinders

 Tesla stated that the transmission of such safe currents across very long power line distances in the future would be a certainty, seeing their wonderful new qualities

 As it flowed, it focused over metal conductors as a white fluidic corona

Further experimentation however, gradually brought the new awareness that both the observed pressure effect and electrical shock fields were not taking place in air at all

 These impulse trains were so very high that the deepest nerves of one's body could not sense the permeating radiant energy field

 When the speed of the switch-action is brief enough, and the power reaches a sufficiently high crescendo, the effects are not unlike a miniature lightning stroke

 The knife switch rapidly closed and opened, he again felt the unpleasant shock just as painfully as before

 Electricity was shown to be more in the nature of a flowing force rather than a stream of massive particles

 Numer?ous subsequent patents recorded his progressive conquest of the broadcast power principle

 Current did not flow continuously from end to end, as in Edison's flawed system

 1900) used nothing not already included in Tesla's earlier patent No

 He was waiting for the revelation by which his alternating current motor would appear

 The painful shock?ing sensation appeared each time he closed or opened the switch

 This flux was composed of infinitesimal energy particles, which affected the various pressures and inductions, observed

 So what was happening here?The pressure wave was sharp and strong, like a miniature thunderclap
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 The system was actu?ated, the motor switch cranked it contacts slowly

In keeping with his publicity-mindedness, several investors were always invited to Tesla's private demonstrations

)In many ways the woes of an inventor only begin with the patent's issue

After the Patent Office refused Henry Moray a patent on his device, he offered to give it to the goverment for free ? They refused the offer

 It is very simply a means for interrupting a high voltage direct current without allowing any backward current alternations

 This gas?eous aspect of impulse electrical radiance was perhaps the most mystifying aspect of these newfound energies

 Could it be that the induction of electrical impulses summoned the other impulse character?istics of nature? Was he producing a metaphysical vortex, into which all the impulse phenomena of nature would now flow? Was this the real sunset mes?sage, which seized him in Budapest, so many years ago? Was electricity the fundamental natural energy 

 He observed the curious manner in which these white discharges seemed to "race" around the disc edge at times, blending and separating with all the other sparks

Henry and Faraday struggled with the idea of deriving usable electric power from static charges

 Each "bang" produced the same unexpected shock response in Tesla, while exploding small wire sections into vapor

 We deduce that he had only recently begun developing the electric impulse effect because of his hesitance in identifying the phenomena properly

 The small device was potent, giving the uncharacteristic effects, which Tesla had always claimed

Tesla's mysterious effect could not have been predicted by Maxwell be?cause Maxwell did not incorporate it when formulating his equations

 Keeping up with the sheer volume of strange electrical discoveries and curiosities was a task, which Tesla thoroughly enjoyed 

 It was through these remarkable visions that Nikola Tesla invented devices, which the Victorian world had never seen

 The qualities ascribed by Tesla to "electricity" or things "electrical" in his numerous patent texts and press interviews are those, which refer to the Aether gas

Tesla and others knew very well that there were strange and anomalous forms of electromagnetic induction, which were constantly, and accidentally being observed

 Goethe implied that when natural con?ditions were preserved during experimentation, then nature itself was in the best configuration to reveal more unified phenomenal exhibitions to qualita?tive observers

Copper spheres attached to Transformer terminals reduced the required electrical levels for an efficient electric radiance

 The bunching of charge in the impulser brings this electrostatic field to a peak in a small instant of time

Others would change the names, referring to electric force lines as "diaelectric" or dielectric flux, but the view remained essentially as conceived by Faraday

Nikola Tesla was able to replace Henry Moray?s "solid state component" with vacuum tubes in the resonate coil design he used for his car

 The strap, which connected his magnetic arc to the capacitors, formed the "primary"

 Polyphase made it also possible to send electrical power to very great distances with little loss

 It was through this window that we may com?prehend all of Tesla's scientific methods and later statements

 From what he was able to painfully observe, thin sparks of a bright blue-white color stood straight out of the line with each electrical contact

 Higher frequency Polyphase was found by Tesla to perform with far greater efficacy than the common sixty-cycle variety, which we still use

 Had Maxwell lived after Tesla's accidental discovery, then the effect might have been included in the laws

 No natural explanation could be found

The  Resonate  Coil  ProjectLooking at Nikola Tesla's Ideas with today's tools

Tesla first believed that this stream was wire-absorbed air driven off by electrical pressure

 Tesla even?tually enclosed the magnetic arc, immersing the gap space in mineral oil
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 Faraday envi?sioned these force lines as radiant, streaming lines

Frankfurter

, justice Frankfurter would credit only Marconi with having the "flash," the stroke of genius, that unites disparate elements into a fundamentally new process or device

 The English, usually extremely conservative, were sure that Tesla would change the course of world history

 No charge carriers could be cited in this instance to explain the stinging nature of the pressure wave

 They hissed and fizzled all over wire conductors, could stimulate luminescence in low pressure gas bulbs, seemed to traverse insulative barriers with ease, and made little pinwheels spin like delicate little fireworks displays

Tesla noticed that white corona sheaths were actually covering the outer cylinder wall at times

 His first Transformers were horizontal in orientation, both free ends of the secondary coil-capacitor producing unidirectional impulses of great power

 Crookes had been given a true Tesla Transformer when Tesla had given his lectures

 As a phenomenal consequence, no current flowed through the coil windings at all! But sparking was observed, traveling from coil end to end

Tesla also described the use of these power units for transportation

 Few recog?nize the documented facts that, after his work with alternating currents was completed, Tesla switched over completely to the study of impulse currents

 A simple magnet coil of specific volume would offer so much resistance that it would be difficult to predict the actual result?ant voltage, which results without an empirical test

 These very high frequency alter?nating current generators became the marvel of all the academic and engi?neering world

 The instantaneous resistance which any coil offered to an applied impulse was so immense that current could not flow through the wire length

 Kolman Czito, his trusted technical foreman and machinist feared for Tesla's life

 Yet, each switch snap brought both the radiating blue-white sparks and their painful sting

 He had observed these powerful blasts when knife-switches were quickly closed and opened in his Polyphase Sys?tem

 The notions was that, since force-lines were made of a "flowing charge substance", then fixed contacts placed on charged masses would supply electrical power forever

For one thing, Tesla noticed that metallic surfaces near the impulser became covered with white brush-like corona discharges

Tesla remarked that the electrostatic potentials along the coil surface (from end to end) could be as much as ten thousand volts per inch of winding! A ten-inch coil of proper volume could produce one hundred thousand volt dis?charges

 During a series of experiments which followed these high frequency tests, an amazing seldom-mentioned accident occurred in which Tesla observed a phenomenon which forever altered his view of electricity and technology

The "energy receiver" (gravitational energy converter) had been built by Nikola Tesla himself

 Tesla described beam-transmission of electrical energy, and the possibility of harnessing the radiant energies of space itself

 Coil-shaped capacitors! Tesla Transformer action is elec?trostatic induction

 Tesla empirically discovered most of the rules for impulse behavior

 Broadcast power could be converted back into current electricity if so de?sired, the harmless high voltage becoming current in appropriate low resis?tance transformer coils

 The discharge effect was most pronounced when cylinders were placed within the periphery of the copper strap

 Not three years before he had accidentally discovered the radiant elec?trical effect

 In other words, how high could voltage be raised? Was there a limit to the process?In order to achieve such enormous voltage levels, he needed a conductive shape, which offered so much resistance to charge movement, that all the applied energy would become electrostatic

Tesla referred to space as the "ambient or natural medium"
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 Abrupt impulses produced distinctive and different effects 

 Hot vapor was not available to "carry" high voltage charges throughout the room

 When this equal mass condition was fulfilled, Tesla said that the coil-capacitors were "in resonance"

It is clear that Sir William Crookes completely grasped the significance of Tesla's entire demonstration and realized the closing formal announcement of the new electric force

TRANSFORMERSTesla operated the magnetic arc system at higher power levels, experimenting with various impulse lengths and repetition rates

 In a 1914 case one federal judge found singular value in Marconi's use of a ground connection, and heaped praises on him as the indubitable inventor of radio

 He also found that elevated copper spheres more powerfully en?hanced the broadcast radiant power from his transmitters

 But he discovered that when the discharges exceeded ten thousand per second, the painful shock effect was absent

 Electro-?radiant effects from gas-filled globes were projected with less electrical loss and even greater power

 He further concluded that the effect was never seen before because no one had ever constructed such a powerful impulse generator

 Whereas Edison would work and sleep for a few hours on the floor, Tesla would never sleep until he had achieved success in an experimental venture

 It is forced to "grow" over the conductor surface until it discharges at the end point, where greatly magnified voltages are obtained

This Aether gas power manifested as the electromagnetic forces themselves, adequate reason to pursue the development of an Aether gas engine

As a child Nikola manifested a full share of Duka's ingenuity, building among other things a bug?propelled engine

 He observed the discharges from copper cylinders of various diameters

 Here was another instance in which applied energy was seemingly mag?nified by a conductor

 Tesla found it possible to broadcast harmless radiant electricity with great power to very great distances

 Tesla studied this time increment, believing that it might be possible to eliminate the pain field by shortening the length of time during which the switch contact is made

 Tesla knew that their urge to sup?port his new world-shaking venture would become irresistible when once each had beheld his small broadcast power system

 The biography of Nikola Tesla is replete with truly mysterious designs and developments
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Tesla believed that these electrical beams invisibly linked both his transmitter and receivers together

 Aether gas engines would provide an eternal power source for the world

 There remained no available way to derive power from the individual flowing charges of a force-line

 Radiant electricity was mysteriously flow?ing through space

 But, what was this? How were these sting?ing effects able to penetrate the glass plate? Now he was not sure whether he was experiencing a pressure effect or an electrical one

 Dolbear, Thomson, and even Pupin found time to criticize and deride Tesla

 Tesla deliberately compared and contrasted the potent impulse radiance to his previous weak effects produced by alternating currents (February 1892)

Rods produced sparks from their edges, but not as long as copper cylin?ders did

In his closing time Tesla quickly demonstrates special "electrostatic" motors and lamps made to utilize the radiant effect

Crookes wrote many times to the Royal Society and to Tesla concerning this fact

 While the sparks played in trails across the metal surfaces, Tesla observed physical movement among the metal objects

 The effect was never observed when alternating currents were engaged

He later reported these findings in medical journals, freely offering the discovery to the medical world for its therapeutic benefits

A majority of the Court found, after tracing the lineage of radio through Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge, Tesla, and Crookes, the basic Marconi patent (No

 How could he have done so, when the phenomenon was just discovered? Tesla now pondered the academic ramifications of this new effect

 This would explain the strong pressure wave ac?companied by the sensation of electrical shock

 But flow-lines of what substance? Here lay the principle problem, which occupied physicists throughout the Victo?rian Era

 They seem curiously rigidified in the thought that his only realm of experimental developments laid in alternating current electricity

 Tesla was a noto?rious user of all such therapies from this time on, often falling into a deep sleep in the warm and penetrating influences

 He had not been aware that Goethe, long before he chose poetry for the vehicle of his scientific themes, had written several magnificent tomes on the natural world

) The Court went on to note that Stone's radio patent (No

" It may be the inventor hasn't been vigilant, allowing general borrowing of the patent or, conversely, that the patent hasn't been put to any practical use-either way the court will detect "abandonment" of the patent

 When each copper magnet coil was impulsed, Tesla saw tremendous white brushes leaping from their free ends: discharges approaching one million volts! But his supply power was nowhere near these voltages, and the coil was not wrapped in thousands of windings

 Tesla suddenly realized that coils represented a truly special and valuable component in his quest

 Tesla found to his wonder that Goethe had experienced the very same emotions

He found to his very great surprise that very distantly positioned vacuum tubes could be lit to great white brilliance when the primary system was operating

 Tesla did not refer to electron currents as "electricity"

Whenever he observed any intriguing electrical effect he immediately launched into experimental study with a hundred variations

 His "zero current coils" operated simply because the charges themselves were immobilized

 His mind and body buzzing with the power of the vision, he suddenly blurted out, "see my motor here 

 He measured the mysterious electrical current, which apparently flowed through space from this system

 White-fire discharges from these forms evidenced real focusing effects, the discharges themselves as?suming inverted conical shapes

 Additionally, he found that argon gas at low pressures could serve as an equivalent receiver as pure copper spheres

 Tesla designed this very simple and pow?erfully effective automatic switching system for achieving ultra-rapid impulses of a single polarity

 A quick contact charge by a powerful high voltage dynamo was performing a feat of which no alternating generator was capable

 His input voltage was far less than that produced from the upper coil terminal

 The physical pressure and stinging pain of these sparks across such distances could not be explained

 Placed at right angles to the arc itself, the currents, which suddenly formed in this magnetic space, were accelerated along the horns until they were extinguished

Tesla showed by way of comparison that disruptive field impulse transcendently exceeds all other electro-inductive effects by several orders

 Tesla would take this, as he did the magnetic vortex, and from it weave a new world

Tesla believed that radiant electricity is composed of Aether gas

 The stabil?ity of these strange sheath discharges varied with cylinder diameter and length

 His eyes on the future, Tesla developed his discovery into a major technol?ogy, which the world seems to have forgotten

Tesla gradually came to the conclusion that the shock effect was some?thing new, something never before observed

 Tesla noticed that not every cylinder performed well near the impulser

 From lightning to nervous activities, all natural energy movements occur as impulses

 Tesla pondered these facts, wondering if it was possible to force the magnification effect beyond the limits of standard electromagnetic transformers

Resistance, volume, capacity, reservoir, surface area, tension, pressure, pressure release: these were the terms upon which Tesla relied throughout his presentations

 Shortly after Tesla's private demonstrations were concluded, Morgan's agent approached Tesla with a "business proposition"

Through the 1890s he absorbed himself (and his redoubtable chief assistant, George Scherff) in work with x?rays, with high?frequency, high?voltage phenomena, and with radio

George Scherff

 This new electrical force effect was a preeminent discovery of great histori?cal significance

Analysis of this situation proved that electrical energy or electrically pro?ductive energies were being projected from the impulse device as rays, not waves

When all the changes are made, claims language negotiated, objections answered, the sheaf of correspondence concerning a single Tesla patent, the "patent wrapper," might run to fifty or eighty pages and thousands of dollars in legal fees

 Aether was the electricity, which filled all of space, a vast reservoir of unsurpassable power

 This "skin effect" was a function of impulse time and conductor resistance

 The magnetic discharge device was a true stroke of genius

Wouldn't be so rich without Nikola Tesla's contributions

The magnetic arc gap was capable of handling the large currents required by Tesla

? The perfect mate for the above technology ?Chapter 4"Broadcast Power" ? Nikola Tesla"Lost Science"  by Gerry VassilatosLimited permission granted to use this material in other presentations

His subsequent discoveries and inventions surpassed his former works for forty more years; special radiation projectors, self-acting heat engines, power transmitters, remote control and robotics, the "World Broadcast System", Beam Broadcast transmitters, "Aetheric reactors and Aetheric engines", cos?mic ray motors, psychotronic television 

Tesla also found that such coils required very thin coil forms

 Crookes always deferred to Tesla, whom he admired and loved as a younger prot?g?

 For in Tesla we see the quest for communion with nature, one based on the faith that mind, sensation, consciousness, and ordained structure form the world-foundations

Yale University's Scientific Magazine on Nikola TeslaA Great LinkThe Make-up of Our Atomic World Site Link ListThe Tortoise Shell "Science of Health" Newsletter? Putting an End to Disease on Our Planet ?Tesla Coil Builders Associations NewslettersTortoise Shell Life Science Puzzle Box ? Front PageView this page Full Frame

 He pointed their minds toward the establishment of true power transmission

 His patents from this period to the end of his career are filled with the termi?nology equated with electrical impulses alone

 In effect, Tesla wanted to convert a quantity of supply power into a pure electrostatic voltage

 Focused now on dogmatizing Maxwell's work, they could not ac?cept Tesla's excited announcements

 The reduction of nature to forces and mechanisms was utterly revolting to Goethe

 In 1890 the company went so far as to license, through an agent, the Westinghouse system in order to power a death contraption which they called an "electric chair

 Remarkably driven at excessive speeds, they constituted Tesla's first belief that high frequency alternating current generators would supply the world's power

 White discharges from each of these free ends had very different char?acteristics, indicating the unidirectional flow

 It would be possible to switch radiant effects in telegraphic fashion

 When he died, January 7, 1943, in a world at war, the FBI showed up within hours to open his safe?though Tesla had become an American citizen in 1891, his many boxes and crates were put under seal and unaccountably turned over to the OAP (Office of Alien Property)

 In the life of Nikola Tesla we see the portrayal of our own future, the fate of the world

 Sure that Tesla was a modern Faraday, Crookes continued espous?ing the belief that Tesla had discovered the next historically important elec?trical advancement

 But a part of Nikola Tesla died in the fire

Constricting this field volume produces a greatly magnified voltage

 Tesla's classic demonstrations proved that rapid electrical impulses actually exceed the ability of fixed charges to transmit the applied forces

 Management Interessengemeinschaft f?r Tachyonen?Feld?Energie GmbHFriedrich?R?der?Stra?e 1, 2900 Oldenburg, Federal Republic of GermanyIn well informed circles, it is occasionally mentioned that Nikola Tesla, even in retirement, built an automobile propelled by gravity stressing energy

The biography of Nikola Tesla should be the very first chapter in every child's science text

 Copper in the receiver had to "match" the copper mass of the transmitter in a very special equivalence, otherwise radiant transfer would not be effi?cient

MAGNETIC ARCSNikola Tesla now required greater power levels than those provided by his mechanical rotary switch system

 Capacitor values, arc distances, magnetic fields and dynamo voltages were all balanced and adjusted to yield a repetitive train of ultra-short singular impulses without "fly back" effects

There were others who, although not attending these demonstrations, were equally watchful of Tesla's newest radiant energy developments

 By 1899 he had built in Colorado Springs an isolated laboratory in which he could unleash power at unheard?of levels

 Adamant in the confidence that all electrical phenomena had been both observed and mathematically described, academicians would be very slow to accept Tesla's claims

 Tesla never sent actual models with any filing, though a skeptical examiner did visit once to have a look at his remote?controlled devices (No

 Later in years, after World War I, both Tesla and Hammond worked on robotics and remote control

He noticed that, though the pain field was gone, the familiar pressure effect remained

Tesla found it possible to produce millions of electrostatic volts by this method

 In fact, this effect relied on the non-reversing nature of each applied burst for its appearance

 Other nations, at different times in history, have allowed patents to whomever appeared first, treating the act of filing much like staking out a gold claim

 The overall power of the basic arc discharge is difficult to equal

Ahlers

 The complete documentation of all the information gathered by Ahlers is in our archives, The experimental car built by Nikola Tesla in 1931 already foreshadowed the cars of the future

 While his original vision of the vortex was applied by him to the designing of motors and generators, Tesla now realized that this was not its primary message

The electrical behavior of copper plates, rods, cylinders, and spheres near his primary impulser brought forth a great variety of white fluidic discharges

Tesla extended his idea of the cut copper cylinder to coils

Tesla's patent claims, it will be noted, generally iterate one or two basic ideas but described in several ways: this is good patent form

 Tesla ex?perimented with a special breed of telegraphic wireless in 1890

 Maxwell had difficulty selecting what he considered to be "the most fundamental" induction effects from the start

 the motorized switch whirring, dynamo voltage interrupted sev?eral hundred times per second, the shock action was now continuous

 Westinghouse purchased Tesla's basic AC patents in 1888 for cash and shares amounting to $60,000 and a royalty on electrical horsepower sold

 What Tesla required was a new means for transmitting the radiant electricity without loss

 Tesla became fascinated, obsessed with alternat?ing current electricity

 The very first step, which he took before proceeding with this experimental line, was the construction of special grounded copper barriers: shields to block the electrical emanations from reaching him

 The magnetic arc was linked almost directly to one side of this capacitor, a long and thick copper strap connecting the magnetic arc and the far capacitor plate

Petar Savo

In 1930, Nikola Tesla asked his nephew, Petar Savo, who was born in Yugoslavia in 1899, to come to New York

 The application of a single switch contact would here produce a single, explosive electrical surge: a direct current impulse resembling lightning

 Tesla, now in possession of an effect, which was not predicted by Maxwell, began to question his own knowledge

 When symmetrical conductors of special shape, volume, and resis?tance are placed in this space, the field is greatly constricted

 Both sparking and brush discharges actually ruined the distant broadcast effects of radiant elec?tricity, a situation that had to be remedied

The asymmetrical positioning of the capacitor and the magnetic arc determines the polarity of the impulse train

 upon his track to follow, follow soaring?"As he reached this last line of verse, Tesla was suddenly seized by an overwhelming vision

 Tesla's method had wonderful advantages, espe?cially when motors were to be operated

 What was this strange coalition, this synchronicity of phenomena?Brilliant white coronas came forth with a gaseous "hissing" sound from metal points and edges

Margaret Cheney

Margaret Cheney has written an easy to read "people book" about Nikola Tesla's life and times

 Each became edged with white brush discharges when held near or actually placed within the conductive copper strap of the impulser

 The sparks themselves, though violent in appearance, were "soft" when com?pared to all other forms of electricity

 Because of this, new and intensified radiant effects were constantly making their appearance across his laboratory space

 Tesla saw that white-fire discharges could permeate all materials in a strangely gaseous manner

 In fact, it was uncomfortably penetrating when the dynamo voltage was raised beyond certain thresholds

 The sense-validating Qualitative Theme again appears in Nikola Tesla

 Tesla penetrated the validity of Maxwell's math?ematical method

 At first Tesla hand-operated the system, manually snapping a heavy knife switch on and off

The impulse effect had very stringent requirements before its manifestation

 These previously unexpected voltage magnifications were the result of an energy transformation, one that took electrical power and converted it completely into pressure

 Now he could pursue his vision of broadcast energy systems without fear of rendering to humanity a technological curse, rather than a true blessing

 He threw the switch for a brief instant, and was again caught off guard by the stinging pressure wave! The effect persisted despite the absence of an explosive conductor

James Clerk Max?well

 Young James Clerk Maxwell also believed that force lines were dynamic, longitudinal lines of flow

 Gilbert and Descartes shared the belief that these forces were a special kind of "flowing charge", a space radiant stream which took place in tightly constricted lines

 Tesla made a rare and complete "full disclosure" of the electric ray effect at the very end of his lecture

The mysterious flow of meanings during conversation occurs as a sequence of directed impulses in space

ISBN 0-932813-75-5  ? 1999POLYPHASEThe drama of Twentieth Century Science and its intriguing relationship with financiers and governments unfold together in the remarkable life of Nikola Tesla

 A new world was about to be released!SPACE FLOWING CURRENTUnderstanding the analogue between these electrical impulse effects and the behavior of high-pressure gases was of paramount importance

 The gasoline engine had been replaced with a round, completely enclosed electric motor of approximately 1 meter in length and 65 cm in diameter, with a cooling fan in front

Morgan

 The bribe being siz?able, contracts would have placed Morgan in control of Tesla's new system

 The patent is, legally, a "negative right"; it does not grant a right to manufacture (which might infringe in the process on other patents), it merely assures the right of its holder to bring infringement suits in court?a hazardous and expensive privilege

court

Even the patent history of Marconi No

 A millionaire and world-heralded genius before the age of thirty, Tesla sought the pure kind of research he had so long craved

 The superiority of this new broadcast power system was obvious to all who observed it in operation

 The electrostatic field focuses over the coil as it did with the cylinders, from end to end

Tesla found that as these new "Impulse Transformers" greatly magnified power supplied to them, so also their radiant electric effects were equally magnified

 Without magnetic induction, there could theoretically be no transformation effect

 Up to twenty claims may be submitted with the basic filing fee; more claims mean more charges

 Each arc discharge represented a pure unidirectional impulse of very great power

 Tesla con?figured his test apparatus to eliminate all possible current alternations

In the opening portions of his Royal Society lectures Tesla first described his preliminary work with high voltage high frequency alternating currents in some length

 But what then was this "flow?ing current"?In Tesla's view, radiant electricity is a space flowing current, which is NOT made of electrons

Faraday adopted and modified the view that electromagnetic forces acted through space because they were a special flow of charge

Tesla showed that the new radiant electricity was distinctive, having been openly proclaimed during the London Royal Society lectures

Very reputable experimenters besides Tesla continued claiming that "space flowing electricity" is the real electricity

 Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century natural philosophers conjectured on the nature of both electric and magnetic forces

 Formally, no one could make an alternating current motor turn at all simply because no net motion could be derived from a current which just "shuttled" to and fro

Tesla took the gas dynamic analogy to another level when he found that both low pressure gaseous and vacuum tubes could replace copper

 He could now transform the very nature of the radiance so that it could carry increasingly greater power

 Tesla recognized at once that these effects were not identical with those obtained earlier while using high frequency alternating currents

 Large low-pressure argon gas filled globes were empirically found to broadcast tremendous radiance when used atop his trans?mitters

)The pivotal patent case concerning priority in radio (Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co

 It was not possible to ascertain whether these same "Thomson currents" were active within electrical conductors operating at small voltages

Exposing himself to such impulses of very low power, he discovered to his joy and amazement that the pain field was nearly absent

 It was well known that Maxwell had derived his math?ematical descriptions of electromagnetic induction from a great collection of available electrical phenomena
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 Both in northern Manhattan and Long Island, Tesla tested his radiant broadcast systems without restriction

 Tesla did not know exactly what was occurring in the electric impulse at that time, desiring only to share the discovery openly and candidly

 Tesla revered the aged Crookes, upon whose confidence he came to rely during more difficult years

 Never again would Anne need to be troubled by the thought of Nikola Tesla

In effect, Tesla had managed to interrupt a high voltage direct current several thousand times per second

In efforts to discover a more efficient kind of Polyphase, Tesla explored higher frequency alternating currents

 Tesla was sure that he could devise an engine, which was turned, not by contact-currents, but by magnetic field actions alone
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The fact that white-fire discharges pass through all matter, notably insula?tors, revealed the Aetheric nature

 In fact, here was an electrical "broadcast" effect whose implementation in a myriad of bizarre designs would set Tesla apart from all other inventors

While yet a student, Tesla had became aware of certain scientific imperatives enunciated by Johann von Goethe

 Tesla fully appreciated that an inventor's prospects in America?to attract capital, to manufacture and sell, to reap rewards-greatly exceeded his opportunities in Europe

The gas filled globes would be less costly than copper spheres to disseminate in public use

Victorian researchers and natural philosophers wished to discover the ex?act nature of the "flowing charge" of which force lines were composed

 If the sparks had been direct current arcs reaching from the test line, he would surely have been killed with the very first close of the switch

 But why did this diminished conductivity force the voltage up?The cuts diminished conductivity in the cylinder by forcing the energy into a tighter "squeeze"

 He based this belief on the fact that his zero current coils were not conducting the "slow and dense" charges usually observed in ordinary electrical circuits

 Very sudden impulses color discharge channels with the brilliant white-fire because Tesla Transformers separate the effusive Aether from electrons

 Its consideration relied heavily on what it named a radio communication system with "two tuned circuits each at the transmitter and receiver, all four tuned to the same frequency," by which it meant tuned antenna (output / input) and oscillator (signal / detector) circuits coupled by transformers in each piece of equipment

 This rapid current rise and decline formed an impulse of extraordinary power

 He found that the transformative abilities of these smooth copper coils were maximum when the coil mass equaled the mass of the impulser's conductive copper strap

thousand

 A paradox! The dynamo charge was supplied at a tension of fifteen thousand volts, yet the stinging sparks were characteristics of electro?static discharges exceeding some two hundred fifty thousand volts

 If resistance in the conductor is great enough, the snapping electrostatic force cannot move any charges

 Whenever Tesla spoke of "electrical" effects he always described their effusive, gaseous quality

 Tesla configured the circuit parameters so as to prevent capacitor alternations from occurring through the arc space

 Tesla modeled the motor after the Crookes radiometer, stating this fact publicly for the benefit of his revered mentor

 He had found a means by which this gaseous electrical flow could be greatly concentrated, magnified, and directed

 In antici?pation of these forthcoming events, Tesla often invited other socially esteemed guests to his laboratory for special demonstrations

 That night, the world changed completely for Nikola Tesla

 Their greatly intensified nature is seen in photographs, which were taken under his own intrigued supervision

 The rotary switch was arranged to inter?rupt the dynamo current in slow, successive intervals

But who was Nikola Tesla, and where was he from? How did he reach such a mighty stature, and what did he actually invent? Tesla was born in 1856, the son of an illustrious Serbian family

Tests with elevated copper spheres facilitated efficient transfer of radiant power between the Transformer and surrounding space

 Highly resistant objects forced all of the impulse energy to the surface

 Books, priceless souvenirs, delicate equipment, patents, models, drawings, new pieces of apparatus

? 1981, Dorset Press ? New York; ISBN 0?88029?419?1? Tommy C ? Nikola Tesla  ?  Erased at the Smithsonian !!!John W

Through careful isolation of each experimental component, Tesla gradu?ally realized that he was observing a very rare electrical phenomenon

He demonstrated wireless lamps, lit to full brilliance by radiant electricity

 Electrical radiance spread out in all directions from the el?evated copper sphere of his transmitter

?Tommy C?)The Whispering Wheel ? An In-wheel Electric EngineThe wheel is in fact the engine (motor), no axles or any other friction?producingand therefore energy?wasting mechanical parts are needed

Tommy C

 Current through space without wires! Now here was something which impulses achieved, never observed with alternat?ing currents of any frequency

 Tesla was amazed to find these rays absolutely longitudinal in their action through space, describing them in a patent as "light-like rays"

In the course of its eighty?page decision, the Court found it necessary to rule on many points of law, procedure, and fact, including the facts, or history, of radio development

 In a daring series of experiments, he developed rapid mechanical rotary switches, which handled very high direct voltage poten?tials

 Tesla, a great discoverer of unsurpassed force, became the focal point of old insidious forces intent on destroying the future for the selfish sake of the status quo

 Placement of any conductor in the field space alters the field by constricting its shape

 For the remainder of his life he would make scientific assertions, which few could believe, and fewer yet would reproduce

 The problem centered around the fact that there was no magnetic induction taking place

ROYAL SOCIETY LECTURESIn the very midst of all these national attentions, Tesla received an invita?tion from Lord Kelvin

 How and why did the charge jump out of the line in this strange manner? Here was a phenomenon, which was not described in any of the texts with which he was familiar

 In its place was a strange pressure effect, which could be felt right through the copper barri?ers

 This inferred that an energy transformation effect was taking place within the cylinder

 Tesla had already found that metals could focus radiant elec?trical effects

 It is very likely that the interconnection between the electric motor and the transmission had been performed there

 Surely, as the patents show, if that all?unifying "flash" came to any man, it was Nikola Tesla

 Goethe was ab?solute in his judgment of science and human nature: nature leads humanity to "follow, follow soaring"

Tesla saw that electrostatic impulses could flow without line charges

Aether, in Tesla's lexicon, was space flowing electricity: a gas of superla?tive and transcendent qualities

 While the effects, which Tesla claimed, can be reproduced with electron tube impulse circuitry, these produce decidedly inferior effects

magnified

 The magnified voltages were reaching those thresholds in which his laboratory enclosures were far too small to continue making industrial scale progress on radi?ant energy systems

)Slowly, perhaps a little grudgingly, writers of scientific history have enlarged their paragraphs on the development of radio, giving Tesla the credit he is due

 (There is a ground in all of Tesla's patent specifications, and in everyone else's equipment, too

 Tesla selected a cylinder, which worked very well, and placed sev?eral horizontal "cuts" all around its surface

 Horn shaped electrodes were positioned with a powerful permanent magnetic field

Horn

 In doing so, he had discovered a way to completely separate electrostatic energy from current impulses

IMPULSESTesla noted that the strange sparks were more like electrostatic discharges

 He found it possible to wirelessly project electrostatic power to very great distances, lighting special lamps to full candlepower at hundreds of feet

 These special ra?diant sparks were the result of non-reversing impulses

Tesla recognized that his new discovery of impulse, the result of an accident, was a total departure from Polyphase alternating current

 He was also sure that the new force would completely revolutionize the scientific world

Tesla considered this strange voltage multiplying effect from several viewpoints

 But was this mechanistic explanation responsible for every part of the phenomenon?The most refractory metals were said to be vaporized by such electrical blasts
 Tesla had swept the world once with polyphase

Nikola Tesla apparently knew that this construction contradicted the technical concepts of the time

 When the shape and volume of the metal conductors were just right, the energy appeared as a stable white corona of far greater voltage than the impulse generator supplied

 He had first stated that the pressure field effect was due to sharp sound waves, which proceeded outward from the suddenly charged line

)Over the next ten years, free to make his own arrangements, Tesla consulted, invented, invested?forming with his backers a number of companies and producing the forty or so fundamental AC patents that revolutionized the running of industrial America

Not able to properly comprehend their nature at first, Tesla also conservatively approached the pressure phenomenon as due to air pressure

 His standing and repute within the field were sufficient by 1884 that a colleague wrote a letter recommending him to Thomas Edison

 Henry Moraywith his resonate coil device

Henry

 (Of course Tesla, who later formed a great friendship with Mark Twain, perfectly well understood American humor and Edison

 Only cylinders of specific volume produced stable and continuous white elec?trical sheaths

claims

The application itself consists of five parts: petition (who is filing), oath (swearing to originality), specifications (how is it made, what it does), claims (what is new, important, and patentable about it), and drawings

 He thought that the hot metal vapor might be acting as a "carrier" for the electrical charges

 The sudden shock, which any conductor experienced, produced an expansive effect, where the electrical charge was rejected by the conductive interior

 Stone, by the way, had always credited Tesla with the first basic, workable design, saying of his own patent it was "practically the same as that employed by Tesla" ?but with the valuable refinements of a tuneable antenna and design adjustments to "swamp" parasitic oscillations in the transmitter

Crookes upheld Tesla thereafter as the true discoverer of an unrecognized electrical force

 What surprised him was the fact that these needle-like shocks were able to reach him from a distance: he was standing almost ten feet from the discharge site!These electrical irritations expanded out of the wire in all directions and filled the room in a mystifying manner

 Strong pressure projections emerged from sharp wire ends in the oil, as if air were streaming out under high pressure

 His beloved elder and per?sonal mentor, Sir William Crookes, greeted him

 In his best and most efficient system, highly charged capacitors were allowed to impulsively discharge across special heavy-duty magnetic arcs

cylinders

Copper cylinders produced remarkable volumes of white discharges

Wilson

 Against an earlier radio patent by Wilson, for example, Tesla pointed out that his own four?circuit transmitter / receiver (No

 He worked for Thomas Edison in New Jersey for a very short time period until securing a laboratory and financial supporters of his own

 Tesla called this form of automatic arc switching a "disruptive discharge" circuit, distinguishing it from numerous other kinds of arc discharge systems

 This intense surface focusing effect brought the voltage up to tremendous values

 His "magnifying transmitter," which included a 52?foot Tesla coil, reached 12 Mv in the secondary-the arcs thrown from its antenna mast sounded a man?made thunder for miles around

This simple asymmetric positioning of the magnetic arc discharger to one side of the dynamo supply produced pure unidirectional electropositive or electronegative impulses as desired

 There was an aerodynamic nature inherent in radiant electricity

 After having "decided" which induction effects were "the most fundamen?tal", Maxwell then reduced these selected cases and described them math?ematically

Tesla did not invent alternating current

 Furthermore, he was not at a loss to explain the effect, but was reluctant to mention his own theory of what had been generated by high voltage direct current impulses

 The instantaneous burst produced strange effects never observed with alternating currents

During this time, Tesla found shorter impulse lengths where the heating effect disappeared altogether, rendering the radiance absolutely harmless

 Alternating electrical currents vibrated in the line

 Later Victorians believed that there was a substance, which both filled all space and permeated all matter

 He mea?sured the distant radiant electric effects of these designs in electrostatic volts

 This last lecture represents the only recorded instance in which Tesla openly announced his discovery of the electro-radiant impulse

 Would the system work across the vast distances, which he envisioned?He took his more portable Transmitters outdoors, away from the confines of his South Fifth Street laboratory

Most researchers and engineers are fixed in their view of Nikola Tesla and his discoveries

 Increasing the power levels of this device produced no pain increase, but did produce an intriguing increased pressure field

motors

He also found it possible to wirelessly operate specially constructed motors by properly intercepting this space-flowing energy stream

flowing

 Those who sought out Tesla's every lecture were very aware that a new electrical species had been discovered

Henry Moray

( It appears from my studies on the subject, that Nikola Tesla had a chance to see Henry Moray's device after the Germanium detector was smashed by a malicious person

 He continued raising the power level until the magnetic arc reached its full buzzing roar

 How was Maxwell justified in stat?ing his equations as "final"? In deriving the laws of electromagnetic induc?tion, Maxwell had imposed his own "selection process" when deciding which electrical effects were the "basic ones"

FOCUSHigh voltage impulse currents produced a hitherto unknown radiant ef?fect

In this very last dramatic demonstration Tesla revealed to British Academia the disruptive electric discharge and the properties of electric rays

 1897), except for the presence in Marconi's design of an inductively tuneable antenna

 Some equated the electromagnetic forces with a "dark light", which Karl von Reichenbach later proved in part

 Impulses produced a radiant electrical effect

 They drew him out of the ditch, but not before he demanded his own laboratory, a machine shop, and a sizable personal percentage "up front"

 For the rest, he said there was enough power in the converter to illuminate an entire house, besides running the car engine

 Frustrated radiant electricity constricted into a tighter surface volume when encountering metal surfaces

 Tesla considered copper spheres to be "Aether gas reservoirs", providing his transmitters with an additional Aether gas supply

 The unidirectional flow of intentions appear as impulses

 The additional copper spheres, which surmounted Tesla transmitters effectively, low?ered the input electrical power for the production of focused Aether discharges

 If the magnetic arc device is placed near the positive charging side, then the strap is charged negative and the resultant current discharge is decidedly negative

Czito

Kolman Czito

 Of all these, Kolman Czito was a trusted friend who would stand by Tesla for the remainder of his life

 Tesla reinvented alternating current in the form of Polyphase Current

 Some?how this input current was being transformed into a much higher voltage by an unknown process

 What then of his own and possibly other electrical phenomena, which were not incorpo?rated into Maxwell's force laws? Would academes now ignore their exist?ence? Would they now even dare to reject the possibility of such phenomena on the basis of an incomplete mathematical description?Seeing that the effect could grant humanity enormous possibilities when once tamed, Tesla wished to study and implement the radiant electrical action under much safer conditions

 It felt strangely "electrical" when the dynamo voltage was sufficiently high

Smiljan

Nikola Tesla's AutomobileNikola Tesla, the "man who invented the twentieth century," was born July 10, 1856, at Smiljan, Lika province (in modern Croatia), a part of the expiring Empire of Austro?Hungary

description
date

 19, 1893???Electric Generator?????????????????????????#511,916??148????????????????TRANSFORMERS, CONVERTERS, COMPONENTS????????????????Preface to Patented Electrical Components?????????????157THE PATENTS:(filing date)???(description)?????????????????????????????(pat

filing

 Numerous alternating current genera?tors, transformers, and "brush less" motors, all were developed by Tesla in quick succession

 The result of simple inter?rupted high voltage DC, the phenomenon was never before reported except by witnesses of close lightning strokes

Duka Mandic

 On Nikola's evidence we know his mother, Duka Mandic, to have been an inventor, a maker of tools and devices for her weaving, carpentry, and other handiwork

 His curiosity was of such an intense nature that he was able to plumb the myster?ies of an electrical peculiarity with no regard for his own comfort

 Sufficiently intrigued, he developed a small lightning "gen?erator" consisting of a high voltage dynamo and small capacitor storage bank

dynamo

 creates possibilities for unlimited conversion of gravity field energy anywhere on Earth, thus benefiting individualistic society

Tesla found that high frequency currents were harmless when contacted by the human body

 Certain cylinders were often ensheathed in a fluidic white discharge, which smoothly traveled between coil ends in a tightly constricted layer

 Edison's direct current system could not supply electricity beyond a few city blocks before current virtually disappeared

broadcast

 It was certain that Tesla would soon sweep the world again with broadcast electricity

 Calling the pressure effects "electrified sound waves", he described their penetrating nature in acoustic terms

 For a time he struggled with a way to "derive" the shock effect phenomenon by mathematically wrestling "validity" from Maxwell's equations 

 Free terminals stood quite a distance above the primary capacitor strap, spouting a brilliant white crown

impulser

 Strange effects were suddenly appearing at certain distances from the mag?netic impulser

Tesla observed that instantaneous applications of either direct or alternat?ing current to lines often caused explosive effects

 Impulses were now seen by Tesla to fill the natural world

This quantitative regime was mounting force among academes, who were then attempting the total conversion of scientific method

 But, more fundamentally, Tesla saw that impulses flood the metaphysical world

 A line of experimental research was conducted in order to evaluate new safe and possibly more efficient ways for transmitting power along long elevated lines

 He had noted that electrical impulses displayed a tendency to traverse the outer surface of metal conductors

 Vacuum tubes, Transformers, strange motors, and equally strange wireless apparatus

 Thomson discovered electrons in vacuum discharges; assuming that these "electric particles" operated in all instances where electrical activity was observed

Tesla and others believed that both electrical and magnetic forces were actually streams of Aether gas, which had been fixated in matter

 Czito was the ma?chine shop foreman in each of Tesla's New York laboratories

 He had hoped that his dramatic announcement and demonstration would produce a new regime of electrical engineering, and that others would now reproduce the radiant electric effects as described

 Goethe taught that nature leads humanity

Goethe

 People everywhere were thrilled with the projected future visions, which Tesla freely provided

 Its effects differed completely from those observed in high frequency alternating current

impulse

 These marked a turning point in his theories concerning electricity, since it was possible for him to develop well over one million volts impulse power in a device scarcely taller than a child

greatly

 Here was a greatly magnified ex?ample of Reichenbach's Od force perhaps!He noted the manner in which white brush discharges appeared from cop?per conductors of different shapes

 And he programmed it for three times: one year in the past, the present, and one year in the future

 SUBSTANCE: device may be used for correction of functional disturbances and diseases of man caused by change in biophysical field

Device for the exchange of energy between objects includes voltage driving circuit having a power source 1, which is associated with operating elements 2 acting elements 3 are formed as the inductance coil 4 at least one

Given an element 2 is placed on the pad, which is made of a conductive material and connected to one end of the inductor 7 4

 SUBSTANCE: invention can find use for recording of superfaint energy-information effects on tested objects and can be utilized in medicine, ecology, biophysics

 ?As a matter of fact,? write Kaznacheev and Trofimov, ??in the XXth century, Mankind?s world culture and its total intellectual space diverge in the direction of the Necrosphere

8V and electric batteries entire device may be placed in a housing made of non-conductive material (plastic)

 During the time designated in the time table, persons who are trying to receive information must stay away from external irritants and stimuli, stay in a state of meditation, and then draw and comment on all information received, and send it on the same day by e-mail: lt;isrica2@rambler

Thus, two patients received a decrease in blood sugar, confirming effect of remote information transfer on the human insulin

 So he realized that the star is present everywhere ? in the past, present, and future

 Other participants may verify their abilities in information transmission only twice: in the second and the eighth s?ances (see Time Table)

 As Kaznacheev himself comments:?Obviously, it is a great research step, having a possibility of combination of physical methods with psychophysiological human intellect possibilities and its field of ether-torsion properties

glt;-1gt;) and Aerosil 380 (mean surface according to BET=200 mlt;2gt;

 The light source 4 is connected to a power supply 6

This object is achieved in that the device is entered a hollow cylinder with a closed lid from a non-conductive material, around which the outside of the helically twisted optical fiber connected to the light source, and the drug is located within the cylinder

 Trofimov, MDby Carol HiltnerIMAGINE STANDING UNDER A VAST, SCINTILLATING AURORA BOREALIS, and seeing it change colors as you changed your thoughts

 Turning the device on 10-15 reveals signs of intolerance to the patient the drug

"He talked about healing from a distance and experiments which showed how cells anticipated changes due to the eclipse, hours or even up to two weeks beforehand

 The intensity of the exchange depends on the distance from the coil

 If necessary, drug packing 5, if it does not provide a stable position inside the cylinder 1 may be fixedly locked

 Platform intended for patient's arrangement is secured to cylinder walls in lower part of cylinder in horizontal position

[0011] The hypomagnetic chamber according to the invention likewise must be comprised of a special material which ensures the effects according to the invention to occur, that is to say of Permalloy steel or a Permalloy alloy

The s?ances of transmission and receiving of image-symbolic and landscape-architectural information - will be carried out from 29 of May to 3 of June, 2005, from different points of our planet, and in Novosibirsk - from ?Kozyrev?s mirrors,? and an installation, weakening the Earth magnetic field

The task to be solved by the claimed invention is to reduce the side effects of the device, ensuring its environmental safety for humans, simplifying design

[0003] Although silicon and its compounds have not been recognized as essential nutrients by official nutrition authorities, the essentiality of silicon and its compounds to the human organism has been discussed and affirmed in scientific publications already for decades (cf

realized

ances

 Herein we reproduce the ISRICA project proposal, and the dates and times of the s?ances which are to occur between May 29 (Spectral Moon 28, Resonant World Bridger), and June 3 (Crystal 5, Blue Crystal Monkey), 2005 - Blue Crystal Storm year:The PAKAL VOTAN Project, ISRICA: Working Out and Proof of Methods of Distant Information Interactions Between CivilizationsThe project, realized by the Institute for Scientific Research in Cosmic Anthropoecology (ISRICA), is devoted to the study of the Mayan Factor, which is not only of the past, but an actively operating system of the present and future

[0004] The above-mentioned publications describe the essentiality of silicon as a structural component of the connective tissue, but also as being substantial in regard to the functions of the heart/circulation system, immune system, bone metabolism, ageing processes and as an aluminum antagonist (in the context of morbus Alzheimer)

 After switching off the device determines the blood sugar

This apparatus is the most important research instrument for assessment of the evolutionary consequences of the fluctuation of Earth?s magnetic field

This device allows the energy (energy-information) exchange or transfer of the properties of drugs from one object, such as the drug to another object, which previously did not possess these properties

 Correct application of this system may help to involve humanity in the Galactic Community and persons who have realized their past and future will be able to become interstellar mediators: to direct and receive galactic information from different levels of the universal electromagnetic ocean

The energy exchange between the objects is performed by placing one of them, such as the drug in the contact area, and the other (the neutral carrier acupuncture system of human, water, sugar and other substances) acting on the element 3, namely above the plane of the spiral coil

We are shown the hypo-magnetic chambers and Professor Kaznacheev says that when scientists looked at a number of prehistoric sites they found that the special power spots --- like altar stones --- tended to be bang on magnetic anomalies

Carol: Alexander, why did you begin doing research in this field?Trofimov: I very clearly remember the moment

 So this space around the planet, and television and radio space interrelate

 The values ??of the RR-interval before exposure - to 1,049, while the impact of - 1,004 to after effects - 0

 As I move further into the apparatus, the magnetic field is decreased, as it will be on Earth further into the future

This device can reduce the time to increase the intensity of exchange and improve transmission quality

 A second coil placed on the contact element, which by means of electrical conductor connected to the second voltage driving circuit comprising a coil, etc

 6=Aerosil 380 after metal shield[0032] The determinations of the silicon dioxide surfaces according to BET (each carried out three times) are summarized in the following Table (as well as in the annexed individual results): Original Weight BET (mlt;2gt;/g) BET (mlt;2gt;/g) weight of (after (based on (based on Sample sample degassing % Loss the sample degassed No

The power supply can be a source of AC and DC power source

 He called it the ?flow of time

 They also made television recordings of three sessions in which a person projected symbols, but was not inside the mirrors

semiconductor

modify

 It is, thus, feasible by changing the supermolecular structures (measurable by surface changes according to the BET method) of silicon compounds of inorganic and organic (vegetable and fossile) origin and other semiconductor elements, to modify and standardize the biophysical properties of the thus changed substances

located

A device for the transport properties of medicines used in drug testing, comprising the contact members (on which the objects are located) connected to an electric circuit, designed as a regulated power supply

 Cylinder accommodates helium-neon laser apparatus secured to cylinder body in its "head" end on moving support so that laser beam is directed along central longitudinal axis of cylinder above patient's body

?Thus, a new principle of observation in planet information space is proposed

 Then he talked about Kozyrev's mirrors --- a kind of room where aluminium sheets distort time and space

I continued my investigation as a doctor, and from approximately 1990, with Academician Kaznacheev, we began new cycle of work ? the study of cosmic consciousness

 Now comes the PAKAL VOTAN Project whose purpose is to create a remote sensing-Kozyrev mirror experiment which combines the research methods of Russian scientists with the hypotheses of holographic resonant information transmissions first presented in the Mayan Factor (1987)

 So basically, this is a like a theatrical stage, where we can see how the fate of human life will play in a thousand years

 The light source can be a light bulb, power supply - electric battery or mains supply 127-220 V

When I visited Trofimov?s laboratories at the International Scientific Research Institute for Cosmic Anthropo-Ecology in Novosibirsk, where he is general director, he enthusiastically showed us his two main experimental apparati ? two hollow, metal, person-sized tubes, equipped with mattresses and drinking water

 But we cannot bring the whole of humanity onto this cosmophilic life-raft, because we are only in the experimental scientific stage that allows us to make a forecast and back it up experimentally

 But a human being should be specially prepared, and when he spends some time inside, he finds himself in a particular state of mind

 When the surface is curved, according to this law, the energy is focused

Professor Kaznacheev's assistant Alexander Trofimov (below) asks us if we would like to experience Kozyrev's Mirrors, but warns that people are often not the same when they come out

Translation by Nina Goncharova and Elena KoptevaCopyright 2009 by Carol Hiltner, Altai Mir University

Carol Hiltner

 The person inside the mirrors projected the symbols and they made a television recording of it

 However, in the known device for carrying out the operation described takes considerable time, and the transfer quality is low, i

 Carlisle, Silicon as an essential trace element in animal nutrition (1986), Silicon Biochemistry, Wiley, Chichester (Ciba Foundation Symposium 121), 123-139; E

 For example, how long should a person be inside to increase his memory capacity without waiting a hundred years

 In particular, the present invention relates to a silicon dioxide that is obtainable by the method according to the invention

Method for reducing the surface of silicon dioxide US2003129116[0001] The invention relates to a method for reducing the surface area of silicon dioxide

) And these streams coming out of human beings, they are not allowed to go everywhere in the space, but they are concentrated here, creating this density of the streams of time and energy

?Within this ?flow of time,? the past, present, and future all exist at the same time, and in every place

Essentially, Kozyrev devised reproducible experiments that prove the existence of a ?torsional energy field? beyond electromagnetism and gravity, which travels much faster than light

 According to the invention, the final magnetic field through the chamber is attenuated to preferably {fraction (1/600)}, in particular {fraction (1/5000)}, attenuation being a function also of the chamber size

 And then, after we spend some time inside the apparatus ? in a space without magnetism ? we repeat the same tests, and we see a drastically different picture

 An additional core makes it possible to move a portion of the properties of the drug substance to the surface effects

 The blood sugar level before exposure - 113 mg / dL

 And almost 80% of the people who took part in this experiment received the information

 the conductor forming a coil, as for the core of the secondary coil

 5 to 8 depict a metal shield according to the invention

 Input of converter is connected to band-pass filters and its output is linked to input of resistance coupling unit, all elements of signal amplification and conversion unit are connected to voltage stabilizer connected to power supply source

 When using a DC power source unit is simplified, but the exchange efficiency between targets is reduced

) depending on the nature of the pharmacological action of the drug

[0034] The measured results indicate that it is possible to modify the surfaces of silicon compounds without mechanical influences, an effect apparently induced by a change in the supermolecular bonds of individual silicon dioxide molecules due to changes in the electromagnetic environment

 Substance-information carrier is positioned at distance not more than 3 mm from signal detector of proposed facility

[0005] In addition to said biochemical properties, silicon and its compounds are supposed to exhibit also elementary biophysical functions in organic organisms (plants, animals, man)

The implication is that the global electromagnetic soup of cell phones, radio, television and electric appliances actually impedes our innate communication abilities

 Experiments in Akademgorodok with hypo-magnetic chambers where the magnetic field is greatly reduced, induces changes in intellectual and spiritual properties

A method of operating the device Inside the cylinder 1 is placed a glass ampoule or a vial with a solution of the drug 5, the cylinder cover 2 is closed

 The medicinal preparation is positioned inside the cylinder

 Trofimov,MD, is General Director of the International Scientific Research Institute for Cosmic Anthropo-Ecology, which was founded in 1994 for scientific investigation, and is located in Academic City, Novosibirsk, Russia

, plastic), around which the outside of the helically twisted fiber 3 connected to the light source 4; located within the cylinder 5 drug

insulin

 Transfer of information on the human insulin A series of experiments on the transport properties of insulin in the human body by the action of using the claimed device (option 2) on the projection area of ??the liver

 A light conductor connected to a light source is coiled outside around the cylinder

 I began my investigation as a cardiologist, studying the reaction of the cardiovascular system and the importance of different magnetic conditions

 SUBSTANCE: device has a medicinal preparation and a hollow closed cylinder of non-conducting material with a cover

When used as a light source 4, a He-Ne laser cylinder 1 may be placed in a separate housing movably connected to the rest of the apparatus located in another housing

 Accordingly, silicon in organic living beings also is supposed to play a role in the intracellular and intercellular transfer of signals and exhibit an elementary function in storage and transformation

 There were three special sessions for investigating the role of television and radio

 The subjects were informed about the nature of the actions carried out, but did not feel the time on and off the device and do not warn about it

 Inside the tube, the magnetic field is diminished 600 times

 So, this apparatus allows us to emulate the situation that we will have 1000 years in our future

 EFFECT: direct evaluation of energy-information effect of tested object on substance-information carrier, possibility of utilization of substances-information carriers in solid phase without any change of their state or any other effect on them coupled to necessity of recording energy-information effect, reduced labor input to method

[0024] B) Influence of device 1 (hypomagnetic chamber) and of device 2 (metal shield) on the surface of two modifications of highly disperse silicon dioxide, i

Carol: What is the result of that diminished magnetic field?Trofimov: As the force of the magnetic field is decreased, the sun?s energies will penetrate more

 SUBSTANCE: device has construction which limits a working space

[0007] It is, therefore, the object of the present invention to modify the supermolecular structure of silicon dioxide and related silicon/oxygen compounds without exerting any mechanical influence

, Aerosil 200 and Aerosil 380, respectively:[0025] Two highly disperse silicic acid preparations (having the trade names Aerosil 200 (mean surface according to BET=200 mlt;2gt;

 By varying the amount of current flowing in the circuit, it is possible to change and regulate the intensity of the exchange, and hence the time required for the transmission properties of the drug entity

 After this time the device or part thereof is located in cylinder 1 is mounted on the body of the patient in the patient's body or pathological nidus

 When a person is inside, his brain function is in direct correlational dependency not only with solar energies, but with galactic rays

glt;-1gt;)) are introduced for 72 hours into the hypomagnetic chamber and metal shield, respectively

 The light source may also be a helium-neon laser

 AC voltage with the resonance frequency (determined separately for each substance) increases the intensity of the exchange

 The chamber provided for this purpose is comprised of four bowls of ferromagnetic material (1, 2) including spacers (3) and fastening means (5, 4), and serves to shield the encased space against magnetic influences from the environment

 The light source apparatus used in a helium-neon laser

 "In order to survive as human kind, the instrument we need is shamanism

 Like a lot of scientists, he spent time in the gulag --- where he was said to have had discussions on time and energy and transferring thoughts over a distance with shamans who were also prisoners

 It's a special phenomenon of the intellect and spirit of the human being

[0014] Since a silicon dioxide whose biophysical property has been modified without any mechanical influence has so far been neither described nor rendered obvious, the present invention also relates to a silicon dioxide whose surface properties have been biophysically modified in respect to the starting preparation without applying any mechanical influence

The device may have additional core 8 disposed inside the torus perpendicular to the plane

 In this case, the patient is placed on the body during part of the session exposure apparatus in which the cylinder 1

"So if you create this hologram right you can heal people

 By Permalloy alloys or steels, Fe-Ni-based magnetic materials containing 72-83% Ni portions and preferably Mo, Cu and Cr as additives are generally understood

platform

patient

A device for the transport properties of drugs on the human body used for the testing of drugs and comprising a source of electrical current, an ammeter, testirovochnuyu platform for drug driven in contact with the active electrode and brought into contact with the patient passive electrode (1)

Kaznacheev and Alexander Trofimov

 We see that our mind?s additional reserves and abilities are activated

 Vernadsky, the grand perspective of Cosmism is stated in the opening paragraph to the book, Cosmic Consciousness of Humanity: Problems of New Cosmogony (Kaznacheev and Trofimov, 1992):?The total world human Intellect in its cosmoplanetary motion is neither derivative from nor some procreation of, the social movement (social cultural historical development)

Referenced by the preceding patent :RU2033138DEVICE FOR ENERGETIC EXCHANGE BETWEEN OBJECTSInventor(s):  LUPICHEV NIKOLAJ LThe invention relates to medical engineering, in particular to devices capable of energy transfer properties of objects, such as medicinal substances on a carrier which may be water, sugar, activated materials, and moreover, acupuncture system rights

 Energy-information effect of tested object on substance-information carrier is exercised outside of chamber

 Dynamics of varying voltage reflecting inherent noise emerging in signal detector under effect of substance- information carrier is recorded in each detector channel for more than one minute before and after energy-information effect and presence or absence of energy- information effect is recognized by means of computer program based on neuron networks

 Thus we have obtained a significant decrease in the values ??of the RR-interval, which confirms the effect held remote transfer of information from adrenaline on the human body

[0009] Surprisingly, the biophysical properties of a silicon structure could be modified by incubation in an electromagnetic shielding device according to the invention to the effect that the mean surface area of the silicon dioxide preparation, measured in a BET test (isothermal analysis by nitrogen adsorption at -77[deg

We believe that this is the mechanism by which cosmic human consciousness is currently being opened, with the decreasing electromagnetic field

 After the procedure is switched off the light source 4, 3-5 minutes the instrument is ready to re-use it

substance-information

tested

 Method recording energy-information effect on tested object includes evaluation of substance-information carrier before and after energy- information action

Basically, there was a person inside the mirrors who was given symbols that he was supposed to project, and there were people all around the world who were supposed to receive

compounds

EXAMPLES[0018] A) Devices[0019] Device 1 (hypomagnetic chamber):[0020] This device of Permalloy steel serves to shield semiconductor elements such as silicon and its compounds against magnetic influences in a biophysical experiment and during biophysical applications

Vlail Kaznacheev

 In the morning, it's our last day, and we have nothing to do and we ask : "Is there anyone here who's an expert on shamanism?" Someone suggests we try Vlail Kaznacheev

Kozyrev?s work in particular has been of interest to the Foundation?s Research and Development Center because of his extensive investigations into the nature of time

Carol: So the magnetic field protects us from the solar rays?Trofimov: Yes, and also cosmic rays ? galactic protons, for example

We created such an apparatus, and called it Kozyrev?s Mirrors

 By the treatment according to the invention it is feasible to selectively modify, for instance, the adsorption capacity or adsorption selectivity of silicon dioxide

chambers

talked

Humans can transfer thoughts while in the chambers --- and the professor talked about distant-viewing experiments thousands of miles apart

The apparatus includes a hollow cylinder 1 is closed with a cover 2 of a non-conductive material (e

 The materials according to the invention have comparatively high permeability values ranging between 30,000 and 150,000, a low magnetic power loss during magnetic reversal, and rectangular hysteresis loops (cf

 2 cl, 8 dwgRU2208779FACILITY AND METHOD TO RECORD ENERGY-INFORMATION EFFECT ON TESTED OBJECTTROFIMOV A V (RU); KAZNACHEEV V P (RU)[PDF]EC: IPC: G01N27/00; G01N27/00; (IPC1-7): G01N27/002003-07-20Abstract ~FIELD: study and analysis of biological materials, organic and inorganic substances and materials made of them, radio electronic devices

 The transfer of information from a solution of adrenaline on the human body The subject was placed in the supine position, was placed on the heart area is not included unit (option 1)

 Kozyrev?s hypothesis) to transmit (and receive) messages instantly to different points of the universe - and also as an installation, weakening the magnetic field of the Earth more than 600 times, thus bringing the human into an almost direct interaction with cosmic energy-information flows, we should be able to ?see? and study in detail the Mayan information flow which reached our planet nearly three thousand years ago

 Preferably, the incubation according to the invention is, therefore, carried out over a period of 12 to 200 hours, preferably during 24 to 100 hours, whereby a period of approximately 72 hours has proved to be the procedural optimum to provide the optimum electromagnetic shielding system

 Signal detector comes in the form of four silicon monocrystals arranged on common substrate connected to power supply source

 The electromagnetic shielding device in the first place is to be suitable-similar to a Faraday cage-to shield magnetic influences and enable structural changes in the biophysical properties of silicon dioxide on account of such shielding

 Inside this apparatus, the electromagnetic field is reduced almost to nothing, which allows us to go anywhere in space

 This apparatus, invented by Kozyrev, gives access to intensified consciousness and altered states, including non-linear time ? similar to a deep meditational state

 It is this principle of time that accounts for the transmission of telepathy

So we have a profound opportunity to really emulate what will happen with any living creature or human being, century by century ? how we will co-exist with these energies from space

The closest to the claimed device is the energy exchange between objects (2) comprising an electromagnetic field generator, made in the form of a coil connected to a power source; a working platform of a conductive material to house a medicament, electrically connected to the generator

 Through numerous experiments using the mirrors with this intention, the ISRICA has focused studies in a number of areas, including human psychophysiology, pathology of disease and health, and the evolvement of telepathic fields and remote sensing

 To be sure, this direct dependence of the effect according to the invention, on the time of incubation also is a function of the efficacy of the electromagnetic shielding, but will reach a plateau at approximately 72 hours (for instance, in the devices according to the invention)

comprised

[0010] The aluminum/magnesium metal shielding device according to the invention is comprised of an aluminum/magnesium alloy preferably further containing silicon

 The time of incubation according to the invention, during which the silicon dioxide will remain in the electromagnetic shielding device according to the invention is not critical, as a rule

7)According to Vernadsky, the ?natural science crisis is the main cause of the close doom of humanity and the planet

 Device has hollow cylinder of aluminum alloy with ground internal surface, 1

 Each of the structural elements is connected with the other structural elements by butt joints and fastened by means of 15 fastening screws (2) and metallic angular mounting plates (3) having the dimensions 5

television

Another interesting detail: the people who were receiving the information were asked to simply switch on their television, without even sound or images, but just power, and it gave the opportunity to receive this information more effectively

 With increasing distance from the coil decreases the intensity of exposure

 It was to study adaptation of human organism to the conditions of the far north ? a great experiment of U

The project includes a series of ten s?ances of distant-image translation of information on the basis of a 260-element fractal model as a special holographic scanner - a part of Galaxy?s ?mirror? for entrance into another measuring of being and consciousness

Depending on the light source and the power supply device design can be made in different embodiments

 This principle may open unknown properties of the holographic flows of a living substance in combination of this space with the known substance of the inert world, mentioned by V

The aim of the invention is to increase the intensity of the exchanges between the objects and reduce procedure time and improve the properties of the resulting object as close to the original

 They discovered that results are more positive when the ?sender? is in the far north, where the electromagnetic field is less powerful

Prior to the impact of the test were placed in a supine position, measured the blood sugar level, and then placed in the cooking chamber device with insulin vial, place the device on the body of the subject in the projection area of ??the liver included the device

 Patient blood sugar level before exposure - 103 mg / dL

recording

 SUBSTANCE: method includes separation of laser beam by means of light-dividing cube on support and object branches, direction of support branch of beam onto lens expander, forming a spherical wave front, lighting of object by received light beam, which object is placed in such a way, that light beam deflected from it surface falls along normal line with deviation of no less than 35 on same side of photo-plate, receiving a hologram by development, fixing and drying with whitening of photo-plate, receiving reflective hologram by recording a hologram from photo-plate containing source hologram and used as hologram object, onto second photo-plate, not containing a hologram, while second photo-plate is placed in plane of focusing of copied actual holographic image, lighted on opposite side by non-modulated spherical wave front received on basis of support branch of laser beam at 45 angle, and processed according to method said above with no whitening

 After exposure to blood sugar dropped to 93 mg / dL

? The conclusions the ISRICA scientists have drawn from the experiments with the Kozyrev Mirrors are often startling to the Western mind, and can best be understood within the context of the Russian school of thought known as Cosmism

Kozyrev?s Mirrors and Electromagnetic Null Zones:Reflections of Russian Cosmic ScienceInterview with Alexander V

Nicolai Kozyrev

Kozyrev's space was invented by Russian astro-physicist Nicolai Kozyrev (left) who believed that time was a conduit for energy

[0012] Preferred structural variants of this electromagnetic shielding device are described, for instance, in RU patents Nos

 In this case, the entire device is placed on the patient's body at the moment of impact

 Each monocrystal is connected through separate channel to its own input of signal amplification and conversion unit

Carol: Is the ozone layer a different mechanism?Trofimov: Somewhat different

includes

energy-information

 Facility to record energy-information effect on tested object includes signal detector, signal amplification and conversion unit, resistance coupling unit, signal processing unit connected in series

 Due to its position in the periodic system of elements (fourth period), the function of a semiconductor is attached to the element silicon, for which reason it is widely used in application technology (semiconductor physics, laser and computer technologies)

relates

DESCRIPTIONDEVICE FOR REMOTE DATA TRANSFER with drugs ON THE HUMAN BODYThe invention relates to medical engineering and can be used for remote influence on the human body the drug solution

[0013] Particularly suitable devices used to realize the shielding according to the invention are described in the Examples below

 One end of an additional core made sharp, which leads to increased impact energy

 What will happen? Either our mind reserves or extra abilities will open, or on the contrary they will be limited, and some catastrophe will happen

happen

 The investigation results, in addition, show a stronger decrease of the surface areas after introduction into the metal shield compared to those samples introduced into the hypomagnetic chamber

The Kozyrev mirrors are installed in such a way as to create a closed space in which there is a weakening of the magnetic field of the Earth, and which thereby provides more human access to solar and galactic information

[0022] Device 2 (metal shield):[0023] This metal shield is comprised of a metal plate structure made of an aluminum alloy (93

Carol: Well, the whole planet is an electronic soup, with radio waves on all frequencies

 This shift is opening people?s ?cosmophile? properties ? properties that we are lacking right now in this ?cosmophobe? world

Among Trofimov and Kaznacheev?s conclusions are:1) our planet?s electromagnetic field is actually the ?veil? which filters time and place down to our everyday Newtonian reality ? enabling us to have the human experience of linear time,2) in the absence of an electromagnetic field, we have access to an energy field of ?instantaneous locality? that underlies our reality,3) that the limiting effect of the electromagnetic field on an individual is moderated by the amount of solar electromagnetic activity occurring while that person was in utero, and4) that once a person has accessed these states, his or her consciousness remains so enhanced

 It takes the energy not out of the stars, but out of the human being ? being a star

shield

 6) demonstrate the reduction of the surface areas of the silicon dioxide samples employed, after introduction of the same into the hypomagnetic chamber and metal shield, respectively

The first, dubbed ?Kozyrev?s Mirrors,? reflects thought energy (which exists within the ?flow of time?) back to the thinker

[0002] Silicon dioxide (silicic acid, silica, silicea, silicium dioxidatum) in drug and food technology serves as an inorganic hydrogen former, as an adjuvant in the production of tablets and capsules, as a lubricant, as an adsorbent, as a separating agent, as a flowability-preserving agent and as an active ingredient carrier, but is also contained in its natural form in various medicinal herbs and foodstuffs

exchange

Stress intensity energy exchange can be achieved in the following way

 Output of resistance coupling unit is connected to input of signal processing unit that incorporates data storage circuit and mathematical data processing unit

 Arguelles, 1987,1989)Following the route of resonant transmission between star systems by use of an installation, condensing energy-time (Kozyrev mirrors), and allowing (according to N

 Transfer of information is carried out for a time specified in the table exhibits, if necessary, under the control of the relevant dynamics of biochemical or physiological parameters (heart rate, blood pressure, blood sugar, etc

 2=Aerosil 200 after hypomagnetic chamber[0028] Sample No 5=Aerosil 380 after hypomagnetic chamber[0031] Sample No

 While the time and place is fixed, the rhythm of nature and music is a hologram of time, and rhythm in time

 Within this apparatus, their subjects can reliably access all place and time ? past, present, and future ? instantaneously

Using a vial of the drug - carrier correcting information it is possible to conduct multiple procedures

 3=Aerosil 200 after metal shield[0029] Sample No

 This exact situation led Russian medical doctor Alexander V

Carol: Were they also in mirrors?Trofimov: No, they were in an ordinary life situation, but they knew the time

 The elements may be interconnected and fastened by butt joints, thus forming a cylinder (of 4 or 6 elements) (FIG

Carol: How does it do that?Trofimov: Inside this shell are several layers of a special steel called ?permalloy? that has magnetic ?receiving qualities,? that is sensitive to magnetism

 Yet, the effect according to the invention will be the stronger the longer the incubation time

 Substance-information carrier is placed for at least 24 h into hollow cylindrical open chamber made of aluminum alloy arranged horizontally before exposure to energy-information effect

Carol: And how did he program that?Trofimov: He simply calculated, using some mathematical methods

aluminum

 It has, furthermore, been shown according to the invention that the effects of the invention cannot be achieved by means of a metal shielding device made of pure aluminum

hologram

 When recording source hologram method includes use of carrier of non-visualized physiologically important information as hologram object, being in state of active or passive information transfer, and/or as light beam diffuser placed in place of output from lens expander of spherical wave front received on basis of subject branch of laser beam

adsorption

influences

biophysical

[0006] The selective and controlled modification of the biophysical properties of highly disperse silicon dioxide, in particular in terms of surface structure or adsorption qualitites in respect to the substances to be adsorbed, has so far been achieved in the prior art only by applying mechanical influences

Trofimov?s work has consisted of ?remote viewing? experiments across both distance and time

cosmoplanetary

 However, the nature of modern historical civilization has been to separate society from science and to isolate science as a sociocultural mechanism apart from its genuine reality as cosmoplanetary thought stream

 The results using the television recording were even better than straight from the mirrors

Carol: Is this because of the reduction in magnetic field?Trofimov: When the magnetic field is decreased, we see an increasing ability to use the reserves and capacity of the human brain, and that?s good

 Specific feature of method lies in utilization of silicon or its compound in the capacity of substance-information carrier

 Timakov?s Street, 630117 Novosibirsk, RussiaIt will be necessary to sign a protocol and indicate one?s date (day, month, year) and place of birth, exact time of s?ance, place (city, town, type of building: reinforced, brick, or wooden house) and situation (at home, in nature, in presence of other people, switching off TV etc

 Trofimov into his groundbreaking research on human consciousness, in collaboration with Vlail P

 And they approached the world with special precautions so that people would know the interrelationship of space and radio waves

6)This point of view plants the notions of mind, thought, intellect and science in the cosmic realm as functions of self-existing thinking layers dispersed throughout the universe and which are adapted by temporal conditions to the evolving states of planetary biospheres or planetary/stellar noospheres

 This was completely suprising also because of the fact that the treatment according to the invention was carried out without any mechanical influence, while nevertheless enabling structural modifications

 for 20 hours under high vacuum and their surfaces are determined by means of the BET method

 A disadvantage of the known device is that in addition to the transfer of information from a drug on the human body, it exerts on its organs and systems undesirable direct impact electromagnetic field

opportunity

 So the legacy of Kozyrev was that, if people could create such kinds of apparatus that are capable of creating density of the energy of time, from this point they could have the opportunity to visit any place in the universe

 Preferred metal shields contain 80-98%, preferably 90-95%, aluminum, 2-20%, preferably 3-7%, magnesium and 0-2%, preferably 1-1

hypomagnetic

chamber

dioxide

[0008] In accordance with the invention, this object is achieved by a method for reducing the surface area of silicon dioxide, which method is characterized in that silicon dioxide is introduced into an electromagnetic shielding device selected from an aluminum/magnesium metal shielding device and a hypomagnetic chamber of Permalloy steel, and is incubated for a period of at least 3 hours, preferably at least 6 hours

 Carol: But why is this called a mirror? Where is the mirror?Trofimov: We use the law of optical reflection ? which also applies to streams other than light

 As a matter of fact, write Kaznacheev and Trofimov, in the XXth century, Mankinds world culture and its total intellectual space diverge in the direction of the Necrosphere

Trofimovs work has consisted of remote viewing experiments across both distance and time

 Within this apparatus, their subjects can reliably access all place and time  past, present, and future  instantaneously

Within this flow of time, the past, present, and future all exist at the same time, and in every place

)This point of view plants the notions of mind, thought, intellect and science in the cosmic realm as functions of self-existing thinking layers dispersed throughout the universe and which are adapted by temporal conditions to the evolving states of planetary biospheres or planetary/stellar noospheres

 Through numerous experiments using the mirrors, the ISRICA has focused studies in a number of areas, including human psycho-physiology, pathology of disease and health, and the evolvement of telepathic fields and remote sensing

 Kozyrev mirrors were used in experiments related to extrasensory perception (ESP), conducted in the Institute of Experimental Medicine of Siberia, division of the Russian Academy of Sciences

intellect

 As Kaznacheev himself comments:"Obviously, it is a great research step, having a possibility of combination of physical methods with psychophysiological human intellect possibilities and its field of ether-torsion properties

 This apparatus, invented by Kozyrev, gives access to intensified consciousness and altered states, including non-linear time  similar to a deep meditational state

 The work at ISRICA is largely based on original research of Kozyrev, and to a lesser degree,Vladimar Vernadsky, as elaborated upon by VlailKaznacheev and Alexander Trofimov

Kozyrev mirrors are created by enclosing a space which weakens the magnetic field of the Earth, and which then provides more human access to solar and galactic information

(From a paper, About Some Observations in the Planet Information Space, by Alexander Trofimov (ISRICA, 2001))Kozyrevs Mirrors and Electromagnetic Null Zones:Reflections of Russian Cosmic ScienceImagine standing under a vast, animated Aurora Borealis, and seeing it change colors as you changed your thoughts
 This principle may open unknown properties of the holographic flows of a living substance in combination of this space with the known substance of the inert world, mentioned by Vladimar Vernadsky

Kozyrev devised reproducible experiments that prove the existence of a torsional energy field beyond electromagnetism and gravity, which travels much faster than light

The first, dubbed Kozyrevs Mirrors, reflects thought energy (which exists within the flow of time) back to the thinker
 The conclusions the ISRICA scientists have drawn from the experiments with the Kozyrev Mirrors are often startling to the Western mind, and can best be understood within the context of the Russian school of thought known as Cosmism

Among Trofimov and Kaznacheevs conclusions are:Our planets electromagnetic field is actually the veil which filters time and place down to our everyday Newtonian reality  enabling us to have the human experience of linear time;In the absence of an electromagnetic field, we have access to an energy field of instantaneous locality that underlies our reality;That the limiting effect of the electromagnetic field on an individual is moderated by the amount of solar electromagnetic activity occurring while that person was in utero; andThat once a person has accessed these states, his or her consciousness remains so enhanced

 7)According to Vernadsky, the natural science crisis is the main cause of the close doom of humanity and the planet

 This exact situation led Russian medical doctor Alexander Trofimov into his groundbreaking research on human consciousness, in collaboration with Vlail P

Originally derived from the research of the famous pioneering scientist of the biosphere, Vladimar Vernadsky, the grand perspective of Cosmism is stated in the opening paragraph to the book,Cosmic Consciousness of Humanity: Problems of New Cosmogony(Kaznacheev and Trofimov, 1992):The total world human Intellect in its cosmoplanetary motion is neither derivative from nor some procreation of, the social movement (social cultural historical development)

Vladimar Vernadsky

Trofimov and Kaznacheev have, for the past thirty years, been experimentally developing the practical explanations, and have made some surprising discoveries

From the MGE to MitogeneticRadiation (MGR)Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015In order for mitosisto occur two conditions must be satisfied:i)a doublingof the chromosomal set andii)a triggering environmentalstimulus (such as MGE from an inducer)Wikipedia, 2016BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsIn cell biology, mitosis is a part of the cell cycle when replicated chromosomes areseparated into two new nuclei

, yeast cultures) should stay at diffuse daylightfor at least 2 h before the induction

 Thelength of induction should be optimized for every conditions a new, at least in the diapason 1120 min

:fast-growing microorganismcell cultures  tissues (including tumors),blood of healthy animals,working musclesnerves etc

[1]Image: Altogether, six measurement modes can be employed using a BP-detection device; (i) either in spontaneous emission mode (dark-room adapted) orin (i) delayed luminescence emission mode (sample exposed to a controlledbright illumination source prior to measurement)

 Regularswitching on of the basic vital process increases the potential of the individual living system at the expense of its gettingrid of some part of its mass that has become ballast

MitogeneticEffecti)Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch(1874-1954)trained in Munich / research in Russia/USSRweak radiation from cells, which is able totrigger the growth of other cells; e

, 1983f-state Cell cycle(physical) (biological)Classical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:theory provides:f-constant rule:far away from thermodynamic EQ,EMR process oscillating aroundf-value that is rather constante

 cell divisions, biochemicalreactions etc

 A cell must synthesize all the componentsnecessary for two viable daughter cells before it pro-ceeds into the process of mitosis

 The amplitude of its classical solution decayshyperbolically with time and its energy is proportional to the square of its amplitude

a) broad-band EMFb) narrow-band EMFDifferentiating b/w narrow  broadby selecting specific EMF-windowsRootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPUpon placing a biological specimen into the detector chamber, asconceptualizedin the Figure, two modes of operations are possible

 The first concerns activationof the sample with a light source (delayed luminescence, DL-mode) prior tomeasurement, whereas the second operates without an external light source andaims to detect spontaneous emissions (SE-mode)

 100 photons?sec-1?cm-2)i) within the UV-VIS-IR-range (lt;200-800nm @ 1

 Superoxide radical anions ?2-produced by NADPH-oxidasesare neutralized by protons into ??2-radicals which are immediately eliminated by superoxide dismutase 

Ultra-weak photon emission originates from the oxidative metabolic reaction in microbial, plantand animal cells

Source: VolodyaevI, BelloussovLV (2015) Revisiting the mitogeneticeffect of ultra-weak photon emission

htmlSource: [1] VolodyaevI, BelloussovLV (2015) Revisiting the mitogeneticeffect of ultra-weakphoton emission

 tripletexcitedstateof electronicallyexcitedspeciesformedduringoxidativemetabolicand oxidativestress processesa) excitedcarbonyles(3R=O*)b) singletoxygen(1O2)Cifra Pospisil, 2014Imperfection Theory: Low-level photon emission phenomenon is generally looked upon inthe frame of "Imperfection Theory"

[3] VoeikovVL BeloussovLV (2007)From MitogeneticRays to Biophotons

 Quantum evolution of the squeezed state confers timedependence to the expectation value of the photon number operator that is observedas a time dependent signal

 They either perform their specialized function, or change their specialization (differentiate ordedifferentiate), or proceed into the mitotic cycle, or, finally, proceed into the so-called programmed cell death(apoptosis)

e, as weak chemi-luminescence in terms of rare and random metabolic aberrations which lead to excited compounds in thevisible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, e

Consequently, the radiation from biological systems has toexhibit at least partial coherence

 It turns out, that in most cases, ROS determine the outcome of cell reactions upon specific extracellularbiomolecularregulators

 Bacterial recipient cultures were sensitive either immediately after plating (24 days old inoculum,diluted in fresh medium to 20E3cells/mL), or just before plating (24 days old inoculumexposed to the inductor, andimmediately diluted in fresh medium to 505000 cells/mL)

[1] VoeikovVL (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes in aqueous media

 We used, therefore, photo-count statistics [PCS experiments] and theanalysis of decay curves of photon emission after exposure to light illumination

[3] VoeikovV (2016) BiophotonsStudies performed on the sanguine system

 The existence of these oscillations was several times confirmed, andtheories of Dickeand the phase conjugation theory of classical optics indicated the correctnessof this approach

 [1]Image: The three signal regimes around prior/during/after light stimulation:[2]1-Before:The flux of photons in this part is almost constant

 That is, the samefactor, depending on its intensity, can cause opposite effects in living systems

 That means, first, that during thedevelopment of the interconnectedness of the newly emerging parts of the system, its overallcoherency increases, so that its energy losses as a result of radiation emission decrease

MitogeneticEffecti)Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch(1874-1954)ii)Discovery of the MitogeneticEffect (MGE)Preconditions necessaryinternal cell-division preparednessexternal impulse (trigger)Setup:Inducer/emitter onion rootin quartz or glass-cuvettereceiver/recipient onion rootin quartz-or glass-cuvetteSetup of theOnion-rootexperimentVolodyaevet al, 2009BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsGurwitschsupposed that at least some of the cells must be emitting lightthat regulated therate of division of the other cells; he proved it by means of the experimental setup shownhere

This reaction in which ROS are eliminated by theproduction of come along with the release of photonic energy (ROS desintegrateinto superoxide radicals, to yieldhydrogen-peroxide, which again decomposes to yield water and singlet oxygen; with the latter relaxes to ground state allof these reactions yield photons)

 For yeast cultures this time could also be as short as 510 min, but if only the smallest buds werecounted (the so called fast method)

 If both oscillators are initially in an excited state, theytransit simultaneously into the ground state by the emission of coherent radiation 

 yeast cells)UwPEis broad-banded (UV-VIS-nIR)  detected abiotically(e

html[2] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes in aqueous media

 Photon emission having the mitogeneticproperties belongs to the UV-region ofthe spectrum and energy of mitogeneticphotons reaches as high as gt;5 eV[1] (gt;8 eV; 150 kcal/mol)[4]

Image: With increasing degree of coherence (gg/f2, see text) an originally chaotic state getscapable to trap ("suck") photons as soon as the Hamiltonian H switches on a coherent part(ga+ga+) such that the total Hamiltonian keeps coherent states coherent

Within the range of normal growth conditions the effect consistsin a 10-20min shift of the budding curve of the recipient culture towards the time of itsseeding and can be observed under a wide spectrum of conditions (cultureinoculumof various age and incubated on various types of medium)

[1]MGR accompanies processes and reactions in which ROS or oxygen free radicals  peroxides participate

singlet

 This reaction in which ROS are eliminated by the production of come alongwith the release of photonic energy (ROS disintegrate into superoxide radicals, to yield hydrogen-peroxide, which again decomposes to yield water and singlet oxygen; with the latter relaxes to groundstate all of these reactions yield photons)

massive

Concepts (5c/5)From a singlephoton to a massive eventWater respirationBranching chain reactionUV-photon breaks H2which reacts with O2to yield OH?- Oand in turn OH?- H2O+E(?desognatese--spin)Merger of 2H++ O-is kind ofexplosivewhich releaseshuge amounts of E !(only if cycles are interrupted due to radicalrecombination)Voiekov, 2010RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP18-06-26MadlBranching Chain Reactions (BCR)-a chain reaction in H2O that provides the energy:BCR may beinitiated by an introduction of only a few active particles (free radicals, atoms) into a reaction mixture oremergence of such species in it 

 The authors discuss separately two aspects ofthe problem: (1) do living organisms emit ultra-weak radiation in the UV range(irrespective of whether it has any biological role), and (2) are there any realeffects of this ultra-weak photon emission (UPE) upon cell division and/or otherbiological functions? Analysis of the available data permits to conclude, that UVfraction of UPE should be regarded real, while its biological effects are difficultto reproduce

[2] VoeikovV (2016) BiophotonsStudies performed on the sanguine system

 At I1E3photons/cm2s the stimulated emission probabilityWst1E-16-1E-17s-l, i

[2]Source: [1] Popp FA (1992) Some Essential Questions of BP Research and possible Answers

Inductorculture (8 h after seeding)15 min of inductionDetectorculture (15-75 min after seeding)Washing out yeast cells at different times afterthe end of induction and putting them onto aglassResults: budding sets in much earlierVolodyaevet al

 This is followed by the emission of multiple new photons, andthis secondary radiation then stimulates division of many other cells

 (2015) Detection and measurement of biogenic ultra-weak photon emission

 Ultra-weak photon emission from biological samples: Definition,mechanisms, properties, detection and applications

[2] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes inaqueous media

 The part has a decaying structure observable during a small time interval just after lightstimulation

[2] FelsD (2012) Electromagnetic cell communication

edu[2] Popp FA, NaglW, Li KH, Scholz W, WeingaertnerO, WolfR(1984) BiophotonEmission -NewEvidence for Coherence and DNA as Source

 Themaximal workingdistance depends on the inductor, induction length and special conditions like interruptedinduction

 In: Popp FA, Li KH, GuQ (eds)Recent Advances in BiophotonResearchand its Applications

 The time coherence of photons in a delayedluminescence signal implies a coherent structure in the living system emitting thesignal

 Poppdemonstrated that not only single organisms, but also their communities, like Daphniain asmall aquarium, or seeds put in one vessel, or a yeast culture, or animal cell suspensions behave as coherentemitters

Daphniain

Image: Probabilities of occupying excited states with energies hc/?[spectral occupation numbers f(?)] forthermal equilibrium (f), for constant spectral energy density (f0), for untreated cucumber seedlings (f1), forCialith-(f2) and acetone-treated cucumber seedlings (f3)

 Ultra-weak photon emission from biological samples: Definition, mechanisms,properties, detection and applications

The mitogeneticeffect (MGE) was the first effect of non-chemical interactiondiscovered in biology(Gurwitsch, 1923); his starting point about the 'miracle ofcaryokinesis' using onion-roots was the entrance gate to his famous 'mitogenetic'experiments

, the "imperfectiontheory" and the"coherence theory[1] 

 the white-light induced reemission of photons from cells 

 In order to obtain more precise information about thesereceptors properties, Gurwitschstudied the length of onion root cells in relationship to the frequencyof cell division

After a competent cell absorbs an externalphoton, a branched chain process is initiated in it

 It could bethe remnant part of the signal emitted because of some earlier light stimulation

 (A) The energylevel of triplet excited carbonyles(3R=O*) and energy level of singlet oxygen (1O2)

generated by a frequency stable damped harmonic oscillator with time dependentdamping and mass terms

[2] VitielloG (2012) Fractals, coherent states and self-similarity induced non commutative geometry

It may not enter the mitosis itself, but serves to "multiply" photons by a branching chain reaction mechanism

 (2014) Ultra-weak photon emission from biological samples: Definition, mechanisms,properties, detection and applications

[1]Image: Singlet and triplet excited level of electronically excited species formedduring oxidative metabolic and oxidative stress processes in cells

[3] In the course of embryonic development, the intensity of spontaneous radiationdecreases, while that of mitogenetic-laser significantly increases

)Delayed Luminescence (DL)illuminatingor DL is more relatedto structures of molecules,organelles and cells

i) Mitotisoccurs in acoordinated mannerHypothesis:i) stimulating factor acts as acoordinatori) If physical, it must be aresonating event (radiation);if so it is self-similar (fractal)!BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsGurwitschnoticed that in symplastsor syncytia(in tissue regions containing a mass of cytoplasmhaving many nuclei but no internal cell boundaries), the nuclei divide rather synchronously incommon waves of mitotic divisions

Mitotisoccurs

 An excess of mitotic cells on the irradiated ornon-irradiated sides of the root on each slice was calculated

 (2) temperature dependence does not follow anArrhenius law, as is expected from a rare random event under quasi-thermal equilibriumconditions

6(241): 1-201518-06-26Madl15MGR(2/3)Optical transparency 

6(241): 1-20MinooRassoulzadegan(2014) RNA-mediated heredity of paramutationand acquired phenotype in the mouse

 This is indeed a reaction of combustion ,that is accompanied by the release of very high density photons

[3]Source: [1] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes inaqueous media

 In contrast to imperfection theory, this field isclaimed to stabilize around a threshold between a "chaotic" and an "ordered" regime far away from thermalequilibrium in the sense of "dissipative structures"

 Technically, coherence = majority of photons have same phase andfrequency (~ like a laser beam versus a flashlight) ?photons are emitted bysynchronized or simultaneous processes in spatial domains of at least of 10 cm

 Ebner Sons (USA)[2] VoeikovV (2016) BiophotonsStudies performed on the sanguine system

 It is claimed that in the second case periodic patterns (periods ofexposure ~1 ms, periods of screening ~50 ms) gave MGE several times higher (!), than in standard induction;while more complicated patterns (the same rotation frequency, but irregular position of slits) removed the effect

 We claim the biologicalphenomenon called MGE to have been rediscovered and found best conditions toobserve, for the first time since 1930s in our laboratory

 However, themore contemporaryview regards the biophysical concept (ii) the resonance model inwhich the cell surface isconsidered a coherent oscillating unit which resonates to a mitotic stimulus

 Underthe appropriate conditions a hydrogen atom may react with an oxygen molecule producing a hydroxyl radicaland an oxygen atom

Image: The difference between frozen/liquid and shock-frozen nebulised waterbecomes obvious when observing the delayed luminescence under the PMT-detector

1918-06-26Madl19MGR(5a/9)Voiekov Beloussev, 2010i) Onion-root experimentObservation:i) The shorter the cells, thehigher the mitotic rate

 Why doesnt all that water leakout? [1]What is the essence of living matter? Organisms are essentially living water with a more orless high aqueous content

 gt;8 eVor 150kcal/mol)competent (pre-mitotic) cell absorbs photon and acts as a multiplierrelease of multiple 2ndary photonic emissions (process acts within a window too little or too much stops the mitotis-inducing effect)Preconditions to be met:availability of oxygenaqueous mediumReactive oxygen species (ROS)Embedded EMR (UV-VIS-IR)Rechet al

[4][1] VoeikovV (2016) BiophotonsStudies performed on the sanguine system

ru/SFM_Files/2009/report/1054/1118-06-26Madl11Roots (5/5)MGE-is a change in mitotic regime in a cell culture or tissue underexternal non-chemicalinfluence of another biological object

: w/o mitosis (cell division) there is now life in principle without MGR there is no life

pdf[2] VoeikovV (2016) BiophotonsStudies performed on the sanguine system

 Iftriple recombination of radicals occurs, an H202molecule is produced with the release of an energy quantumequivalent to a photon ~ 200 nm; if only oxygen and hydrogen atoms recombine, an excited hydroxyl radicaltogether with another one can initiate new chains

 In:Popp FA, Li KH, GuQ (eds)Recent Advances in BiophotonResearch and its Applications

[2] VoeikovVL (2003) MitogeneticRadiation, Biophotonsand non-linear Oxidative Processes in aqueous media

 But from the image it can beseen, that the cycles generating free radicals themselves consist of free radicals (O??, H?, and OH?) 

 You can also see the original signs on the scheme: Zonion bulbs; C tip of the root-inductor; H quartz or glass window separating theinductor and the recipient; W fixed position of the root-recipient [2]Source: [1] VolodyaevI, IvanovskyRN, KrasilnikovaEN, BeloussovLV (2009) A Partial Verification ofthe A

 In his opinion, that should indicatethat a cell membrane (or cell environmental interface) was the structure that would perceive theexternal signal(s) initiating cell division 

Necessary conditions for MGR to emerge: essential ingredients: water, oxygen (is a crucialprecondition)  embedded EMR (UV-VIS-IR)

These can by hydrolysis, glycolysis, sol-gel transitions in aqueous solutions and RedOx-reactions inaqueous systems

Image: The experimental setup involves (1) placing inductor and recipient cellculture plates on top of each other (with at least a 10 mm gap);incubate for thespecified timeslot; (2) for a control place a 2ndshieldedculture plate also intothe incubator; (3) after the preset time slot extract samples from the recipient andcontrol plates by placing a cover lip into the cultures, and transfer them ontoobject slides for an automizedcensus

 In: Popp FA,BeloussovLV (eds) Integrative Biophysics -Biophotonics,Springer, Heidelberg, FRG

where p and q are the usual canonical conjugated electromagneticfield variables (=canonically conjugate quadraturesof free photon field), ?is mode frequency, ?is thedamping coefficient and t is time

[1]Image: Radiometric and photometric units comparing ultra-weak photon emission intensity with that ofcommon light phenomena

) using 60 sec HQI 400WMadl et al, 2015best fit using a hyperbolic decayfunctionAttempting a DL-measurement using the 400W HQI lamp:Red fitting: exponential decay functionGreen fitting: hyperbolic decay functionData unpublishhed414118-06-26Madl4118-06-26Madl41QM vsQED(1/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:imperfection theory:particle-like (ensemble of quanta in acoarse-grained structure): 

1-20
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 It should be taken into consideration that when Szent-Gyorgyi andGurwitschformulated concepts of energy circulation along the common electronic levelsno correspondingphysical notions were yet formulated and no physical evidence for such phenomena existed

 of Physics  Biophysics,Facultyof NaturalSciences,Salzburg, ATEDGE Institute, Golling, ATBPSamplesDetectorsRootsTools218-06-26Madl2Whatare BP andwheredo they originate fromand whydoes it matter?Synonyms:MGR (mitogeneticradiation)LLCL (low level chemi-luminescence)UPE / UwPE(ultra-weak photonemissionBischof  DelGiudice, 2013Cifra Bosposil, 2014Overview(2/3)Why:i) involved in Bio-Communication (exchange of information,that does not primarily rely on energy),i) is an intrinsic feature of all Life-forms across kingdoms (mostEubacteriaProtists, Fungi, Plantae, Animalia)Where:i) originates from within cells (DNA, Microtubuli, Proteins, etc

 However, BP-research is based mainly on registration of photons using photomultipliers, while MGR was registered due toits specific ability to induce cell mitosis

From the MGE to MitogeneticRadiation (MGR)Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015In order for mitosisto occur two conditions must be satisfied:i)doubling of the chromosomal set, andii)a triggering environmentalstimulus (such as MGE from an inducer),iii)the nature of MGE is photonic a single photon can induce mitosis,iv)Low intensity orderedphotons drastically increase biological effects!Mitosis in Drosopjhilalarva

 Spontaneous MGR accompanied not only by somebiochemical reactions (in biota) but also physical processes going on in aqueous systems (abiotic)

Popp FA, Li KH, Mei WP, Galle M, Neurohr R (1988) Physicalaspectsof Biophotons

 Yet the qualities they discovered were proved later (the UVcomponent of UPE, the sources of UPE among biological systems, etc), whilethe biological effect they used for UPE detectionremains questionable

[1] Thats why photonic emissionfrom a tip of the root stimulating mitosesin another one was named mitogeneticradiation(MGR)

 [1]Popp discovered that statistical and temporal properties of thisradiation are very different from those expectedfrom stochastic emission of usual chem-iluminescentreactions

[1]Gurwitschsmade a very significant observation: supply of MGR (which is very weak by itself) to a biologicaldetector in the intermittent mode, when the overall intensity ofincident photons is reduced drastically itsignificantly increases its biological efficiency

 The phenomenonlies in acceleration of division of cells (those capable of division but dividing in alower rate than possible) by optical contact with a number of biological andchemical systems:i) fast-growing microorganism and cell cultures  tissues (including tumors),i) blood of healthy animals,i) working muscles and nerves and etc

[3]Image: Two onion roots were put together as shown at the picture

, to cause its death:[2]Necrosis (accidental) pathological process occuringwhen cells exposed to severe physical or chemical attack;Apoptosis (programmed) physiological process by which unwanted or unused cells are driven into;Source: [1] VoeikovVL (1999) The Scientific Basis Of the New Biological Paradigm, 21stCentury Sci Tech

radical

 According to it photon emission originates fromrandom metabolic aberrations due to uncontrolled free radical reactions (e

 Therefore, the possibility that Nature uses thiseffect in the natural conditions of a biological medium, whose molecules feature a veryfast phase memory relaxation, seems very attractive, obscure as it is

MitogeneticEffecti)Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch(1874-1954)ii)Discovery of the MitogeneticEffect (MGE)iii)MGEinduces Mitosis(cell division)iv)Histological census of mitotic eventsvisual census of mitotic events)MGE of inducer on receiver cells

 Furthermore the resonance model of mitosis (cell membrane as a coherentreceptor site) fits much better with experimental data

) within a suitably given time interval?tfollows for coherent light modes aPoisson distribution and for a totally chaotic (thermal) mode the geometricaldistribution 

The relation between these two representations is expressed by the uncertainty relation, similar to theHeisenberg relation between position and momentum, connecting the uncertaintydNof the number ofquanta (particle structure of the system) and the uncertaintydfof the phase (which describes the rhythm offluctuation of the system)

 He proved that at least the so-called delayed luminescence induced by irradiation of living organisms with a flash of light results from therelaxation of an intrinsic coherent electromagnetic field

 Presently, we have to offer new insight into this rather fundamentalphenomenon of living systems that is likely the source of biological clocks, rhythms andcommunication

 [1]Image: MGR-spectra of different enzymatic reactions systems in vitro and ofthe reaction of glycinautoxidationinduced with glycinsolution and irradiation with MGR

 Inter-radiometric conversion is as follows: number of photons s-1cm-2= [Wcm-2] x hc?-1=einstein

Popp et al, 1984  Gu, 1992RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPPoppwas the first to attract modern theories of quantum physics forthe analysis of these results

 The Experimental Setup should:(1) Optical contact between the inductor and the recipient

 This has beenconfirmed also by use of canonical coherent states in order to describe the long-range forces between human blood cells and the long-range phase coherence inthe bacterio-rhodopsinmacromolecules

To optimize the effect,once can use broth diluted 1:10 with water (E

Stimulated MGR: radiation emitted by i) Fresh blood of healthy individuals (w/o malignantdiseases); ii) Central nervous system (incl

 Gurwitschin 1923, these emissionswhere originally termed mitogeneticradiation (MGR) to denote that living cells and tissues generateextremely weak, yet biologically active forms of electromagneticradiation, in particular in theultraviolet range, and that the presence of this radiation is somehow intimately connected with thenature of living processes themselves

Image: The type of experimental data suggesting that cell division isstimulated by aresonance event

 However, if the intensity of externalradiation exceeds some optimum, inhibition of cell division rather than stimulation is observed

As arule, for stationary states the emitted light is the more coherent, the less the intensityfluctuates around its mean value

 Singapore242418-06-26Madl2418-06-26Madl24Concepts(3/5)From a singlephoton to a massive eventtriggering of chain reaction by a single photonparticularly UV-photons are high in energy (E = h?i

 shape of a signal in the dampedharmonic oscillator model that can be analyzed in terms of four parameters: B0, B1,B2and t0

 Congress on quantum biologyand medicine, Piacenza; http://www

This lecture series consists of 4 (+1) modules

 This means thatas soon as thehyperbolic decay behaviourof a mode of BP-emission (DL-mode) after exposureof the system to weak light illumination has been demonstrated, we are forced toconclude that the BP-emission originates from a fully coherent field

 The former reacts with a hydrogen molecule producing a new hydroxyl radical, and thelatter oxidizes a hydrogen molecule to water and regenerates a hydrogen atom, which starts a new tum of thecycle 

radicals

VIS (recombination of free radicals); UV (unknown);From the MGE to MitogeneticRadiation (MGR)Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015Parameters:BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsMGE common properties:(1) All micro-organisms cultures tested S

 PMTs)both occur in biota and aqueous systemsGrouped intoi) spontaneous emission (SE) andi) delayed luminescence (DL)Popp coined the term BP(?bioluminescence)BP of biota are highly coherent (laser-like)Bio-molecules are excited duplex(excitons)Intra-and extra-organismiccoherent couplingQuantum-Physicist 1938 -

[1]Already in the 1930s, Gurwitschunderstood that branched chain processes have a fundamental importance forliving processes 

This effect disappeared when he placed a thin piece of window glass between the tworoots, and reappeared when he replaced it with quartz glass! That meant that ordinary glassis opaque for mitogeneticradiation, while quartz glass is translucent

 spontaneous ultra-weak photon emission (UPE)fluxes without prior photo-excitation

3838BP in water samples:room- shock-frozen (N2(l)) H2Osamples from waterfall under lab conditionsplaced in quartz cuvettes;obtained after prior illumination(60 sec DL-mode);Madl et al, 2010, 200318-06-26Madl3818-06-26Madl38BP-Emission(5/7)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP?As has been shown in the Waterfall study shows the negatively charged particlesize distribution for various distances from the falls

Inductors of MGE-are those objects that can produce MGE in proper recipients when putin proper conditions

 One should also bear in mind that theprobability of stimulated emission of radiation exceeds that of stimulated absorptiononly in the case of inverted level population

, 1984f0= avgof various measurementsf1= untrested;f2= treated w/ cialith;f3= treated w/ acetone;The figure demonstrates that the spectral intensity of photon emission, and consequentlythe probability f(?) of occupying excited states of energy hc/?,is by many, up to at least40 orders of magnitude higher than that of thermal equilibrium radiation

 spontaneous emission and delayedluminescence (induced)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP3218-06-26Madl32BP-Emission(1a/7)Metabolismmediatedphoton pumpingThe two kinds Emission Modes:Spontaneous Emission (SE)dark adaptedSE is more relatedto activities of biological system(e

 Areproducibleexcess of the first over the second was observed, in the part ofthe recipient root,that the inductor root had been directed onto:Image: Graphical summary of all results on MGE by Gurwitschet al

Gurwitschet

 These spectra reflectsensibilizedfluorescenceof specific residues of molecules present in a solution excitedwithenergy released in some highly exergonicreactions accompanying the major biochemical process

[2](*) ma, mg: density of excited and non-excited molecules, respectively, that take part in the absorption(and emission) of the radiation un-der investigation

 PMTs)both occur in biota and aqueous systemsGrouped intoi) spontaneous emission (SE) andi) delayed luminescence (DL)Quantum-Physicist 1938 -

[2] VoiekovVL, BeloussovLV (2007) From MitogeneticRays to Biophotons

 The photon signal obtained from a coherent state decays only to half of its peakvalue and is not suitable for describing BP-signals decaying to 2 to 3 orders of smallervalues

1318-06-26Madl13Roots (5/5) contdMGE-is a change in mitotic regime in a cell culture or tissue underexternal non-chemicalinfluence of another biological object

 See branching chain reaction ini) wateri) under the presence of oxygenand the stepwise release of BP via superoxideradicals (ROS)Imperfection Theory: Low-level photon emission phenomenon is generally lookedupon in the frame of "Imperfection Theory"

html1218-06-26Madl12Roots (5/5) contdMGE-is a change in mitotic regime in a cell culture or tissue underexternal non-chemicalinfluence of another biological object

 They aredistributed all over an organism but at the same time represent elements of the common to all of them coherentfield

Inductorculture (8 h after seeding)15 min of inductionDetectorculture (15-75 min after seeding)Washing out yeast cells at different times afterthe end of induction and putting them onto aglassVolodyaevet al

Recipients of MGE (often called detectors) -are cell cultures and tissues, capable ofshowing MGE under external influence

Source: [1] GurwitschAG and GurwitschLD (1943) Twenty Years ofMitogeneticRadiation: Emergence, Development, andPerspectives A translation of the great Russian biologists1943 review of the discovery and development of mitogeneticradiation

 In general, mitosis (division of the nucleus) is preceded bythe S stage of interphase(during which the DNA is replicated) and is often accompaniedor followed by cytokinesis, which divides the cytoplasm organelles and cell membraneinto two new cells containing roughly equal shares of these cellular components

 Biophotonic-like fields" may emerge even in initially very "plain" systems, such as aqueous solutions ofsimple organic molecules under soft but specified conditions which imply the development of oxidative chainreactionswithdelayed branchingin aqueous milieu 

 necrosis) theformer can be actively induced via ROSVoeikov, 1999Simplified scheme of stepwise oxygen reduction (combustion)4O2+ (e-+ e-+ e-+ e-) + 4H+?2H2O + 3O2+ h?(8 eV)release of EMFIntermediate (ROS): HO2, H2O2, HO,1O2, etc

434318-06-26Madl4318-06-26Madl43QM vsQED(3a/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:imperfection theory:Photo-physics:stimulated emission (DL, induced)i) oscillation b/w upper  lower E-statesii) assures photon suckingiii) yields exponentialdecay patternbut displays difficulties to show:(i) coherence of BP-emissions;emission probability is negligibly low;(ii) intercellular photon signaling;quNit(n-dimensional of quBit)Letokhov Dobryakov, 2003Two aspects of the photophysicsof BP-emission regard the possibility: (i) of coherenceof BPsand (ii) of intercellular photon signalling

6(241): 1-201418-06-26Madl14MGR(1/3)Physiological state 

 [2]Source: [1] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processesin aqueous media

 via ATP, or glycolysis) leads to:differentiation of cells,no photon loss,narrowing of spectral lineslaser function, exciplexformationthis in turn results in a coherent, organized state (resonating system, f=1)specialisation of cells, long-range communication,expansion enhancedof Q-factor, transparencyOn the hand dying cells(at a rate of 1E7/s)results in: desynchronization,decomposition of exciplexes, broadening of spectral lines, photon losswhich in turn gives off energy leads to an incoherent, chaotic state(autonomous operation, flt;1): cell division and growth, short rangecommunicationabsorption of photons?The organism swings to and between the two system-states

 The kinetics of the photon reemissionin the ultraweakintensity range, observed after exposing a cell suspension to light, isanalysed in terms of stretched exponential relaxation

[1]The spectrum of mitogenetic-laser is comparable to the spectrum of solar light: Therefore, one may sayin a certain sense, that the temperatureof excited ensembles of molecules in living cells correspondsto the temperature of the Sun

 It is interesting to speculate that the thoroughly studied process ofapoptosisthe programmed cell death in a cellular complex is a manifestation of such a process

 In: Popp FA, Li KH,GuQ (eds)Recent Advances in BiophotonResearch and its Applications

 In other words, theperception of an exogenous impulse by a cell surface may be considered a resonance event

[2] CifraM, PosposilP(2014)

[1]Source: [1] BajpaiRP, Kumar S, SivadasanVA (1988) Biophotonemission in the evolution of asqueezed state of frequency stable damped oscillator

Kumar

RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP18-06-26MadlMGR are high in Energy: First, classical bioenergetics deals with biochemical reactions with theenergy output not exceeding 0,5 eV, equivalent to the middle infrared region of the spectrum ofelectromagnetic waves

 10thSummershoolof Biophotonics,Neuss, FRG (image see also [2])

 It is generally considered that electronicallyexcited species formed during theoxidative metabolic processes are solely responsible for the ultra-weak photon emission

41 eV)thus with very low intensities (see previous slide)BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsWhy: The problem of bio-communication has been addressed in recent times within the frame ofthe molecular paradigm, which states that a living organism is an ensemble of appropriatemolecules kept together solely by chemical forces, whose essential features are that they can bealways reduced to pairwiseinteractions [1]

 This shows thatbiological systems are not gov-erned by thermal equilibrium, but may be the subject ofphase transitions between chaotic (malt; mg)* and ordered (magt; mg)* states far awayfrom thermal equilibrium

 The shape of the signal contains information about thedynamic of the system

It resembles the well-known branched chain reactions of the explosive type, although it differs from the latter insome significant properties

 Essential differences between coherent and non-coherent effectsof photon emission from living organisms

Wolf

[2]Source: [2] Popp FA, NaglW, Li KH, Scholz WeingaertnerO, Wolf E (1984) BiophotonEmission -NewEvidence for Coherence and DNA as Source

, 2009Voiekov Beloussev, 2010Confirmation of MGE observed on yeast cultures after a 5-120 min contactwith the following inductors: (1) actively growing yeast cultures and (2) bloodof a healthy man

Lag-phase yeast cultures plated from 24 h inoculumwere sensitive within 01 h after plating

 The former accompanies processes and reactions in which ROS or oxygen freeradicals  peroxides participate

 But it is well known that the reactionof hydrogen oxidation with oxygen is theexplosive "detonating gas" reaction, releasing an enormous quantity of energy

stimulated

The probability of stimulated emission of radiation, Wstby an excited molecule underthe effect of a flux of photons with an intensity of I[photons/scm2] is defined byWsts21I, where s211E-16-1E-17cm2is the stimulated emission cross section of themolecular chromophore

 in 19231929 (both inductorand recipient-onion roots)

 Since f1, f2, and f3represent measured values, wecan conclude that the cell population in its stationary states is probably governed by the laser threshold: f(?1)= f(?j)for ?jgt; ?i

 Thesignal's shape and strength in this region is very sensitive to environmental conditions andphysiological parameters

: absorbed electromagnetic radiation(EMR) results in an excited atomic state (quantum jump), while de-excitation emits same orslightly less EMR

 First three axis (photon flux [photons s-1cm-2, radiant flux [Wcm-2], photon flux orirradiance in Einsteins([mol of photons s-1cm-2) are radiometric units which are easily interconvertiblefromone to another

 Examplesof the optimal induction length:12 h (inductor, onion root; recipient, onion root);30 min (inductor, yeast; recipient, yeast);1530 min (inductor, bacteria; recipient, bacteria)

 There are two(antagonistic) external factors, namely (1) energy loss due to chaotic influences, and(2) energy supply due to 'pumping' (nutrition)

 Triplet O2is a vast energy store, able to releasemore than 180 kca/lmoleupon its reduction to two water molecules after gaining 4 electrons (together withtheir carriers -protons) 

, neitheractively growing (or soon after), nor stationary phase (G0) cultures were sensitive to MGR

 It excludes chaotic radical reactions as a source

Mitotic events in normal tissue (where each nucleus is embedded in a single cell that is by itself engulfed by amembrane) always take place asynchronously, that is there are cells that are at rest, i

, 2008RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPFrom a single photon to a massive event: It was very important to realize that the process of stimulating mitosiswith MGR is based on the chain reactions that could be triggeredby a single photon

 According to Gurwitsch'sMorphogenetic Field Theory, behavior ofboth individual cells and organ rudiments is controlled by a field of forces common to all theelements of an embryo

 In: PoppFA,BeloussovLV (eds) Integrative Biophysics -Biophotonics, Springer, Heidelberg, FRG

 An importantconsequence of water oxidation accompanying hydrolytic reactionsin the presence of active oxygen is that thesenormally thermo-neutral reactions become the source of not only MGR but also of high density energy that maybe stored in the form of H2O2or other metastableperoxides and be used for the performance of other forms offunctional work

[1] Hedemonstrated that UwPEoriginates from adelocalized coherent electromagnetic field that is tightly coupled to metabolic processes

Biophotonics

 In: Popp FA,BeloussovLV (eds) Integrative Biophysics -Biophotonics, Springer,Heidelberg, FRG

 Congress on quantum biology andmedicine, Piacenza; http://www

 A mixture of oxygen and hydrogenmay stay for a long time without any visible changes until an active particle such as a hydrogen atomemerges in it

2-During:The behavior of the signal emitted during light stimulation can not be studied in thecommonly used set up

 The number of mitosis (N) in an onion root is related to cell length

444418-06-26Madl4418-06-26Madl44QM vsQED(4a/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:wave-like -phase-correlation groupingparticle-wave-function together:(ModernQuantum Electro-Dynamic approach)Bischof  DelGiudice, 201321N?????There are two opposite "theories" about BP-emission, i

37: 45-6218-06-26Madl49QM vsQED(8/11)????Fc8TZTf4cBiophotoni???????????1TkchPlancke1Tf???????RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:theory provides:f-constant rule:Orgsoperate at Laser-threshold:i) far away from thermodynamic EQ,ii) BP-emission Z?(T)match only when emissions arepresent in quanta, i

2018-06-26Madl20MGR(5b/9)Voiekov Beloussev, 2010Vitiello(2012)double-logrelationship!?Fractality?CoherenceExperimental evidence of MGEi) Onion-root experimentObservation:i) The shorter the cells, thehigher the mitotic rate

yield

chain

 94: 193-214Concepts (5c/5)From a singlephoton to a massive eventWater respirationBranching chain reactionUV-photon breaks H2which reacts with O2to yield OH?- Oand in turn OH?- H2O+E(?desognatese--spin)Merger of 2H++ O-is kind ofexplosivewhich releaseshuge amounts of E !(only if cycles are interrupted due to radicalrecombination)Voiekov, 2010RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP18-06-26MadlFor an in-depth presentation on issues on the 4thstate of Water, see Module-II ( LiquidCrystalline State of Water)accessible at the following URLhttp://biophysics

Voiekov
Meyer

 Singapore[2] Madl P, LehnerB, Meyer P, SereniP (2016) Steuerung eines Detektors durch LabVIEWfrZellexpositionsstudien

Madl

[2]Albert Szent-Gyorgyi (1957) stated that: 

Szent-Gyorgyi

Schulz

 The ArndtSchulz rule,[3] later extended into theWeber-Fechner law however, regain validity when such weakly interacting signals couplecoherently, thereby phase-locking oscillatory processes enabling even the weakest signal to becomeamplified to significantly high intensities as to induce measurable, macroscopic effects

Arndt

 low photon flux -UltraweakPhoton Emission (UwPE)MGR is narrow-banded (UV)  detected biotically(e

recipients

Known recipients: bacterial and yeast cultures in lag phase; agingyeast cultures; tissuecultures; plant meristem; eye cornea (frog); developing embryos (sea urchin, frog, Drosophila);Known inducers: actively growing microbial and tissue cultures; working muscles and heart;excited neurons, blood of healthy people, malignant tumors; resorbed regenerating tissues;certain chemical reactions;Known non-inducers: not growing or slowly growing cultures; internal parts of the body; bloodof cancer patients;blood of people with some other diseases (anemia, sepsis, pneumonia,scarlatina); blood of old and exhausted peopleFrom the MGE to MitogeneticRadiation (MGR)Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsThis paper reviews the 90 years long controversial history of the so-calledmitogeneticradiation,the first case of non-chemical distant interactions,reported by Gurwitsch(1923)

 The parameter t0is related to the strength of the dampingand is system specific 

[2]In fact, it was very important to realize that the process of stimulating mitosis with MGR is based on the chainreactions that could be triggered by a single photon

 This is indeed a reaction of combustion , that is accompanied by the release ofvery high density photons

[1] Thecontroversial term "biophotons(BP)was first suggested by Poppto designate photons belonging to a verylow level of photon emission from living organisms (not to be mixed up with "bioluminescence" -highintensity radiation of many organisms due to specific enzymatic reactions) 

Poppto

 He discoveredthat UwPEof biological systems of both plant and animal origin is highlycoherent in the whole range of itsdetection -from UV-to the red part of electromagnetic wave spectrum

 ProceedingsVIP-Congress, MunichFRG3535Delayed Luminescence (induced):Hamiltonian:frequency stable dampedharmonic oscillatoramplitude decays hyperbolicallywith timeenergy is proportional to thesquare of amplitudedynamics of the BP-field in time:p  q, EMF-variables; ?, frequency mode; ?,damping coefficient; t, time18-06-26Madl3518-06-26Madl35BP-Emission(2/7)Popp, 2005RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPPoppconcretized the time coherence in a phenomenological model thatattributes the decayshape to dynamical behaviorof photons given by a frequency stable damped harmonicoscillator with time dependent damping and mass terms

 The signal emitted by a sample is very strong just after stimulationbut most of the contribution to the signal comes from fluorescence processes, which becomesnegligible in a few milliseconds

 The probability p of registering n photons (with n =0,1, 2, 

 60 min induction gave no effect; 2 h induction and moregave depression

 The emission of photonscan then be assigned to the permanent tendency of excited livingmatter to return to thermal equilibrium

Springer

 In:Popp FA,BeloussovLV (eds) Integrative Biophysics -Biophotonics, Springer, Heidelberg, FRG

1)the existence of chemical codes remains unexplained since no reason is given why a moleculeis able to encounter its molecular partner in the sequence underlying the given biological cyclejust in the right place at the right time;2)spreading of information about each molecular event to the other component molecules of theorganism would require the emission of signals, such as chemicalmessengers or electromagneticsignals, whose formation would require energy

 In other words; if a closed system inthermal equilibrium turns continuously into an open one, in which there is always enough(non-thermal) energy available, the Boltzmann law f(?)= exp(-hc/kT) turns into f(?) =constant

 It can be also seen that energy from reaction systems where BCR runs may bereleased in the form of light, rather than heat (the so called "cold flame"), and often strong luminescence maybe observed while the temperature of the reaction system is relatively low 

Source: [1] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes inaqueous media

 This gap provides photon trapping (photon sucking) in a way that oscillationsbetween active photon emission and re-absorption take place (large Image) 

 This rule f(?) constant corresponds to a stationary state with almost the sameconditions as those of thermal equilibrium, but exhibits one decisive change, namely theomission of the constraint of energy conservation

 Left bottom plot original Gurwitschsdata in linearcoordinates and their best fit (2), upper plot two sets of experimental data andtheoretical curve on the assumption of receptors dilutionwith a cell elongation inlog-log coordinates

 Mitosisand cytokinesistogether define the mitotic (M) phase of an animal cell cycle -the divisionof the mother cell into two daughter cells genetically identicalto each other

3737Delayed Luminescence (induced):Dark-adaption prior to stimulation(region 3)Stimulation using with light prior tomeasurement (region 1)5-10 ms delay (protects detector)Hyperbolic decay (region 2)Transition into spontaneousemission mode (region 3)18-06-26Madl3718-06-26Madl37BP-Emission(4/7)Baipai, 2003Time ( Different Scalesfordifferent regions)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPSignal Dynamics in DL-mode: The behaviour of a typical BP-signal is depicted above 

 Installation of aninducer root (specimen 1, horizontal) and a detector root (specimen-2, vertical)on moving tables of microscopes

 Areproducibleexcess of the first over the second was observed, in the part ofthe recipient root,that the inductor root had been directed onto

 Thus, theconclusion that UV-photons induce the performance by a living cell of its major function -reproduction-had been proved

 if the measured parameter is budding index or percent of mitoses, and 14 h if it is theculture density

edu/about-our-programSource: [1] VoeikovV (2003) Mitogeneticradiation, biophotonsand non-linear oxidative processes in aqueous media

b/w

454518-06-26Madl4518-06-26Madl45QM vsQED(5/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:theory provides:i) oscillation b/w upper  lower E-statesii) assures photon suckingiii) yields hyperbolic decay patternin samples treated in DL-modePopp, 2005For simplicity we take the vacuum state |0?

[3]Source: [1] VoeikovVL BeloussovLV (2007)From MitogeneticRays to Biophotons

Lag phase yeast recipients should be inoculated from post-diauxic1 phase, and better from agar, than from suspension cultures

a) broad-band EMFb) narrow-band EMFDifferentiating b/w narrow  broadby selecting specific EMF-windowsRootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPUnder ergodicconditions (subject to a linear dependence of the intensities h uponthe number of radiating atoms or molecules n) a hyperbolic decay is always asufficient condition for a fully coherent field

 His research was an attempt to answer a question, not responded in its fullscale even now: what are the causes of cell division?Combining severalobservations, Gurwitschconcluded that this event required a coincidence of twofactors: (1) internal cell preparednessto division, and (2) external impulse, i

 According to Dicke'stheory two oscillators residing in the "coherent volume" of each other(this volume is calculated basing on Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, and its diameter may significantly exceedthe wavelength of emitted radiation) are constantly coupled

Dicke

 Congress on quantum biology and medicine,Piacenza; http://www

 The basic vital process also provides for prolongation of the lifespan of anindividual living system after it has reached its limit of mass,and its potential has decreased to a critical value

 It also turned out that the effect of light onliving systems strongly depends on itsintensity and duration of action: excessive illumination resulted in suppression rather than stimulationof cell divisions

 Singlet or triplet excitation energy of electronically excitedspecies is emitted in the form of near UVA, visible or infrared photons

 10thSummerschoolattheInternational Institute of Biophysics, Neuss, FRG1818-06-26Madl18MGR(3/4)Cifra Pospil, 2014Photon Flux density Growing: 10-100; stationary: 100-1E3quantacm-2s-1;Spectral width 

[2]How is it possible that a single photon can produce such a strong effect? Gurwitschsuggested amplificationis caused by secondary emission: a cell which happened to catch a photon becomes a secondary emitter of MGR

lag-phase (following G0) or aging cultures(G0 are non-responsive)Period of Sensitivity specific window of sensitivity (cell-type dependent)Culture density 50-5E3/mL(no MGE if too dense or too dilute)Suspension culture 

Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsAfter a period of such an "induction" the recipient root wascut in histologicalsections, and the number of cells in the state of division (mitosis) was calculatedin the half of the section facing the "inductor", and opposite to it

non-chemical

MitogeneticEffecti)Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch(1874-1954)ii)Discovery of the MitogeneticEffect (MGE)iii)MGEinduces Mitosis(cell division)BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsInvestigation of both ultraweakphoton emission (UPE) and non-chemical distantinteractions (NCDI) in living mater was started in 1920s by Gurwitsch(18741954)

Li KH

Scholz

[3] Popp FA, NaglW, Li KH, Scholz W, WeingaertnerO, WolfR(1984) BiophotonEmission -New Evidence for Coherenceand DNA as Source

hyperbolic

) using 60 sec HQI 400WMadl et al, 2015best fit using a hyperbolic decayfunctionAttempting a DL-measurement using the 400W HQI lamp:Red fitting: exponential decay functionBlue fitting: hyperbolic decay functionData unpublishhed404018-06-26Madl4018-06-26Madl40BP-Emission(7/7)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPBP in lower plants:DL-mode of unifaciallichen species(Lobariasp

yeast

cell-type specificCulture vessels thin glass (25 m) -ideally quartz-glass (UV-transmissive)no MGE w/ thick glass, gelatine, non-transparent materials;Culture atmosphere standard pO2-conditions (no MGE in anaerobic settings)MGE-background light diffuse daylight (no MGE in darkness or bright light)no MGE when background-UV present;preconditioning required in some organisms (yeast: 2h)From the MGE to MitogeneticRadiation (MGR)Volodyaev Beloussov, 2015Culture Conditions:BPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsThe Recipient Culture(1) Physiological state: MGE can be observed on either lag-phase, or agingcultures, but is more pronounced on the first

1-10 mm -recipient in direct vision of inductorInduction duration 1-120 mininterrupted induction 1-50 ms (chopper) -MGE(??)Incubation time 0

 it is impossible to explain the stimulation by a few photons of multiple cell divisions in a cellpopulation without invoking a cascade mechanism of tremendous capacity 
 The latter must originatefrom the whole organism to which the cell belongs

 an unthinkablereaction takes place in aqueoussolution provided by the availability of active oxygen and specifically organized water

 luciferin/luciferase) is what distinguishes ultra-weak photon emission from ordinarybioluminescence

 Hyperbolic relaxation may thus become apowerful tool for analysingthe living state in terms of coherence

18-06-26Madl47QM vsQED(6b/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:theory provides:f-constant rule:far away from thermodynamic EQ,EMR process oscillating aroundf-value that is rather constante

excited

Gurwitschsstatistical analysis of mitotic frequency revealed that cooperative interactions of receptive unitson cell surfaces do indeed exist

culture

[1]From a single photon to a massive event: If the total photon flux does not exceedseveral tens or thousands photons, while many spectra are represented bymultiple bands, one needs to conclude that absorption of only a few photons isenough to induce multiple mitoses in a cell culture containing many tens ofthousand cells

 Let uscall them: 1 inductor; 2 recipient

 expectation value of photon number operator a+aaveraged over the mode frequency+agt; gives the number of detected photons in a bin andits time dependence gives the shape of the signal

 Hence,level 2, which might be occupied within the vibration lifetime becomes a sensitive state in the interaction of theDNA with photons

 In case of acoherent field, delayed luminescence relaxes according to a hyperbolic (1/t) law

[1]Experiments force us to reject the hypothesis of that BP emissions are rare, random,spontaneous chemi-luminescence

[4]

aqueous

 16(12): 8381-8394Hydrolysis of nucleic acidor lecitinew/ phosphataseSugar fermentationGlycinautoxidationSame as above -afteradding sodium-phosphateConcepts (4/5)From a singlephoton to a massive eventGurwitsch Gurwitsch, 1943i)Spontaneous Radiation-biota (biochemical reactions)-abiotic(aqueous solutions)i)Stimulated Radiation (induced)-healthy fresh blood-CNS (particularly brain)-malignant tissues in situVoeikov, 2003Preconditions to be met:availability of oxygenaqueous mediumReactive oxygen species (ROS)Embedded EMR (UV-VIS-IR)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBP18-06-26Madl

 In: Popp FA, Li KH, GuQ (eds) RecentAdvances in BiophotonResearch and its Applications

[2] Cell divisions could be induced by any photons in the region between 190 and 280 nmin the darkness and up to 326 nm if the detector cell populationwas illuminated by even a dimvisible light

 In fact,what the field of biology understood was that the spatial distribution must be related tothe growth of the cells up to different sizes plus their specific directed mitotic activityand movements (relative velocities, directions and spatial orientation of the movingcells) 

, the "imperfectiontheory" and the "coherencetheory[2]:The imperfection theory explains BP-emission on the basis of photo-biochemistry, i

200-700 nm (growing cultures, 20-40 % UwPEin UV;stationary cultures lt;10 % UwPEin UV);Source 

cultures

[3]In an organism, one-electron reduction of oxygen is typically catalyzed enzymatically

[2]

Lag-phase bacterial recipients should be inoculated from 2 to 4 daysold inoculumcultures

 Second, thedevelopmental process includes saturation of the system with themost expensiveenergy theenergy of electron excited states

mitosis

inductor

recipient

division

MitogeneticEffecti)Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch(1874-1954)ii)Discovery of the MitogeneticEffect (MGE)iii)MGEinduces Mitosis(cell division)iv)Histological census of mitotic eventsMGEinduces Mitosis(cell division)Mitotic events in Sea UrchinsBPSamplesDetectorsRootsToolsAfter a period of such an "induction" the recipient root wascut in histologicalsections, and the number of cells in the state of division (mitosis) was calculatedin the half of the section facing the "inductor", and opposite to it

Alexander GavrilovichGurwitsch

 Photon emission without external stimulation bylight is a feature thatdistinguishes ultra-weak photon emission from fluorescence and phosphorescence

 As shownabove, coherentwater cluster formation occurs below 100nm, thus measuring the nano-aerosols ofthe waterfall yields differences in delayed luminescence betweenfrozen/liquid andshock-frozen nebulised water samples (inlet)

 Experimentalevidence for other types of luminescence than chemi-luminescence (for instance mechano-luminescenceand electro-luminescence in biological systems is very limited[2]

luminescence

3636Delayed Luminescence (induced):Hamiltonian:Analytic Expression:from the quantum framework onecan see that the above oscillatoris a squeezed state that evolveswith time

 Besides these external events we havealso two internal antagonistic factors, namely (3) photon suction (the photochemicalpotential) of photon stores as a measure of the photon uptake from the external world,and (4) the resonator (Q)value, which describes the capacity of photon storage

 Cavity quantumelectrodynamics states that if excited oscillators are in a cavity with reflecting walls, where strong couplingbetween oscillators and there radiation field is established, spontaneous emission by the system may be eithersuppressed or become highly enhanced and coherent

 [1]In fact, spectral measurements of ultra weak photon emission of bio-logical systemsshow that f?does not depend on ?, indicating that any two levels taking part in theoptical transitions are occupied with the same probability (image)

 Light is generally emitted form an excited atom or molecule, when anelectron in the outermost shell, having been promoted to an excited energy level by, say, acollision with another molecule or absorption of energy by othermeans, falls back into alower energy level (Ee= E1-Eo= h?)

 Under approximation that all incoming photonswould have ?= 555 nm, one can use conversion number of photons s-1cm-2= 2

 (2014) Ultra-weak photon emission from biological samples: Definition, mechanisms, properties,detection and applications

 Note that when all radicals either "rotate" in cyclesor generate new ones practically no energy isreleased from the system

[2] GurwitschAG and GurwitschLD (1943) Twenty Years ofMitogeneticRadiation: Emergence,Development, and Perspectives A translation of the great Russianbiologists1943 review of the discoveryand development of mitogeneticradiation

mitogeneticradiation

 He proved that at least the so-called delayedluminescence induced by irradiation of living organisms with a flash of light results from the relaxation of anintrinsic coherent electromagnetic field

 Our analysis of a multimode field (with different wavelengths)showsthat the hypothesis of a purely chaotic biological photon field must be refused on asufficiently high significance level even for the highest possible number ofindependent modes

The coherence theory, on the other hand, based on the physics of interactions of weak radiation in and withoptically dense matter, claims that BP-emission originates from a delocalized coherent electromagnetic fieldwithin living tissue, in particular from its optical modes

rule

18-06-26Madl46QM vsQED(6a/11)RootsSamplesDetectorsToolsBPClassical QM-Transition:Coherence Theory -Heisenbergrelation:delocalized coherent EMF:theory provides:f-constant rule:far away from thermodynamic EQ,EMR process oscillating aroundf-value that is rather constantPopp et al

 [2]Image: Schematic of onionexperiment of Gurwitsch

mitogeneticeffect

Source: VolodyaevI, BelloussovLV (2015) Revisiting the mitogeneticeffect of ultra-weakphoton emission

Puthoff states,"The ZPF could thus serve as the Machian cosmic reference frame

 So, we?re dealing with an amount of energy on the average that is available to only half the quanta

In this case we?re using it as the spring constant of the electron cloud, which is the electron cloud is acting as a spring in a crude terminology to react to the mass of the nucleus of the atom

" Yam also explains, "Specifically, zero-point energy emerges fr9m Heisenberg?s uncertainty principle, which limits the accuracy of measurements

 Puthoffs theory with the idea that it is written in the 3001 era, looking back 1000 years as to what was most breakthrough news in making the space drive possible

 Most agree that virtual particle fluctuation contributes to it andvan der Waals forcesdon?t explain everything

For example, if 1 part in a million accuracy was achieved in making the microspheres, then the subtraction of two 1020Hz signals would yield a 1014Hz beat frequency

This has recently been used with the relativistic stress-energy tensor to analyze the quantum electromagnetic field inside any given volume

Robert Forward?s excellent paper, is that "the quantum mechanical zero point oscillations are real

This helps explain products such as Grigg?s Hydrosonic Pump, whose water glows blue when in cavitation mode, that consistently has been measuring an over-unity performance of excess energy output (Inter

 A 8/94) and predicts that the vacuum fluctuations of ZPE need only occur in the vicinity of atoms or atomic particles; which seems to agree with Dr

"ZPE and SonoluminescenceDoessonoluminescencetap ZPE? This question is based upon the experimental results of ultrasound cavitation in water which emit light and extreme heat

 Robert Forward does in his very interestingPhillips Laboratory Reportentitled, "Mass Modification Experiment Definition Study" (#PLTR 96-3004), is to help us understand the simple harmonic oscillator basis of ZPE:Quantum Lesson 101: we have two categories of phenomena that we?re dealing with: 1) matter quantization, and therefore "matter zero point fluctuation" as well as 2) energy quantization, and therefore energy or "radiation-type" of quantization

Experimental ZPESinceZPEis due to virtual particle flux and high electric field gradients cause the flux to increase, it is reasonable to assume that near the surface of an electron, the ZPE virtual particle flux would be very high, like a bunch of flies buzzing around it

Residual energy must therefore exist in empty space

And of course The New York Times simply calls it "quantum foam"

To paraphrase, he says that in the 17thcentury, it was thought that a totally empty volume of space could be created by simply removing all matter and, in particular, all gases

The spring tends to be compressed from theCasimir forcebut the like charge from the electrons stored will cause a repulsion force to balance the spring separation distance

Scientists have never seen that happen before except in the third orderLorentz-Dirac equationtreating radiation reaction which may help explain the Hutchison effect

 This relates energy to frequency in terms of Planck?s constant (h)These are very simple equations, so far, and also the next one will be as well

Newton?s Law is a ZPE EffectAnother theoretical breakthrough by Puthoff is the derivation of Newton?s Law (F=ma) from ZPE electrodynamics

 So really what we?re talking about, is "quantization of matter and energy"

Sonoluminescence and cavitationcreate the necessary shock waves to access zero point energy but some scientists claim that 100 times more heat is needed to create fusion

In retrospect, this paradox helped physicists decipher a free energy source much as I hope the runaway solution of theLorentz-Dirac equationwill do someday

movie

This article describes the process of squeezing energy states in quantized electromagnetic fields to distribute the uncertainty over position and momentum at will

 Furthermore, the majority of physicists today attribute spontaneous emission and the Lamb shift entirely toZPE(as noted in Hawton?s paper)

)Lamoreaux?s results come as no surprise to anyone familiar with quantum electrodynamics (QED), but they serve as a material confirmation of an unusual theoretical prediction that QED predicts the all-pervading vacuum continuously spawns particles and waves that spontaneously pop in and out of existence

Inertia is a ZPE EffectTheLorentz forceis used to describe Faraday?s law, for example, when we have a charged particle moving in a perpendicular magnetic field and use the right hand rule to describe where the magnetic field is going to force that particle to go

 Visible light is about 1014Hertz and gamma rays reach into the 20thpower, where the wavelength smaller than an atom)With slightly different sized receivers, the system produces a beat frequency

 Puthoff s theory derives gravity, inertia, heat, and also electricity directly from ZPE considerations

TheYamarticle from Scientific American (12/97) continues the work of the late Noble prize winnerJulian Schwingerand states,"Basically the surface of the bubble is supposed to act as the Casimir force plates; as the bubble shrinks, it starts to exclude the bigger modes of the vacuum energy, which is converted to light

 (due to F=ma) The third order effect predicted by the equation of motion in Puthoff's paper is directly related to zero point energy and also yields an insight into theHutchison effect

It appears to be related to the known distortion of the zero point spectrum in an accelerated reference frame

 The fine structure constant equals the electron charge squared divided by Planck?s constant and the speed of light

What he has achieved, which is now causing shock waves even atNASA, is that gravity has now been theoretically proven to relate directly to ZPE

Thus the cosmological effects may be easier to explain than the popular journals are indicating at this time

Another phrase called "partons" is used by Puthoff to indicate the smallest quanta of vibration oscillators: Planck oscillators that are available in a vacuum or in matter

This may lead everyone to believe that though it is random, it can no longer be called "spontaneous emission" but instead should properly be labeled "stimulated emission" much like laser light is stimulated emission, even though there is a random quality to it

cites

In fact, the January 1997 issue of IEEE Spectrum cites UCLA physicistRobert Hiller?s calculation that the black body equivalent of the sonoluminescence radiation corresponds to a temperature of 100,000 degrees Kelvin

Andrei Sakharov?s theories of gravity and inertia

However, some cold fusion scientists who use "high pressure" cold fusion say that they have achieved that requirement

As to the concept of free energy from ZPE, one of the first journal articles to investigate the possibility is,"The extracting of electrical energy from the vacuum by cohesion of charge foliated conductors" (Phys

The distortion of the ZPE field under acceleration is the cause of inertia that we feel from the bound electrons in our body reacting to the sudden change of direction, according toPuthoff

To summarize, the experimental evidence for the existence of ZPE is:the Casimir Effectthe Lamb shiftVan der Waal?s forcesdiamagnetismspontaneous emissionmicrodegree liquid Heliumquantum noise and most recentlycosmological antigravityAwaiting experimental verification is that inertia and gravity are also proof of ZPE

 Thomas Valone has degrees in electrical engineering and physics and is a professional engineer

IntroductionFor the first time in history, a lot of media attention is being paid to the sea of energy that pervades all of space

This is because the intense electric field gradient causes a more prodigious decay of the vacuum when the binding energy equals or exceeds the rest mass of the electron

) In Puthoffs theory, gravity is related directly to zero point fields, by the low frequency end of the zero point radiation spectrum

Puthoffs

 Clarkebelieves constitutes a space drive in his new book,3001, The Final Odyssey

, 2/89) explains how the bubbles 100 microns in diameter can implode violently creating temperatures of 5,500 degrees Celsius, or about the temperature of the sun?s surface!PhysicistSeth Puttermanfrom UCLA explains in "An Expanding Knowledge of a Tiny Bubble?s Burst" (Washington Post, 8/5/96) that there is enough energy in the 1 mile per second shock wave to tear electrons off of the vapor atoms in the water (ionizing them) and heat them to light-emitting levels

The electron is driven into the nucleus and spontaneous positrons (anti-electrons) are produced constituting a true source of free energy

 and the interesting point is that the bulk of the contribution to the effect, in this case the inertial mass, comes from the very-high-frequency components of the ZPF

To summarize: the inertia effect is a distortion at high frequencies whereas, the gravity effect has been shown to be low frequency effect, according to the Puthoff theory

Lamoreauxwants to refer to it as "a flux of virtual particles", because the particles that react and create some of this energy are popping out of the vacuum and going back in

Basically, quantum mechanics just simply deals with compartmentalizing energy and compartmentalizing matter

 He states that:"zero point electromagnetic radiation energy which may potentially be used to power interplanetary craft as well as provide for society?s other needs has remained unharnessed

"He then goes on to dryly summarize the Casimir effect and Puthoff's research with a demand for proof of principle

 Sakharov regards gravitation as not a fundamental interaction at all, but an induced effect that?s brought about by changes in the vacuum when matter is present

 Right?Well, since then, both theory and experiment have shown that there is a non-thermal radiation in the vacuum and that it persists even if the temperature could be lowered to absolute zero

In this example, the electric field, magnetic field, and the force are all perpendicular to each other

We have both attractive and repulsive forces that are at play, and the natural frequency of vibration is going to be quantized only if we?re looking at the material part of it

"The cosmological constant represents energy inherent in space itself and coincidentally is almost exactly equal to the average density of ordinary matter in the universe (1 gm/cc), at this particular time in its evolution

 Study at Princeton (where Einstein worked) says,"We are all quantum fluctuations

 However, he points out, if this is miniaturized (nano?lithography, down to submicron levels), then as the frequency cubed (f3) dependence goes up very fast, the energy density is much higher

Though the Casimir effect subsequently was verified using non-conductive plates, there was always a scientific need for a verification of the Casimir force using conductive plates based on Casimir?s 1948 paper

Forward points out in his tutorial below, when physicists have cooled helium to within microdegrees of absolute zero and still it remains a liquid! Only ZPE can account for the source of energy is keeping helium from freezing

"Perhaps we can start a new trend by blaming everything on ZPE (pronounced "zippy")! For an interesting theoretical physics paper on zero point energy, download fromhttp://xxx

"The energy output produced by the Casimir effect during the creation of a neutron star turns out to be sufficient to explain nova and supernova explosions"(Sokolov, Phys

 Does it offer a source of unlimited, free energy for homes, cars, and space travel?Depending on who we talk to, ZPE can do everything and ZPE can do nothing useful

beads

The last article could be useful for ZPE experimentalists since the Casimir force equations provided for the N "beads" allow for them to be stuck on a membrane or freely placed, with a variable D for the spatial dimension of interest

 Millis states,"Electromagnetism is also suggested as a target phenomenon for space drive research because of the ZPF

 So, as we derive this in the quantum mechanical viewpoint as physicists say, "the formality", (the formal approach to translating into quantum mechanics), we get theEinsteinian equation, E=hf

Willis Lambin the 1940?s, it actually showed the effect of zero point fluctuations on atomic levels

 Lamoreaux, now at the Los Alamos Labs, performed the experiment with less than one micrometer (micron) spacing between gold-plated parallel plates attached to a torsion pendulum (Phys Rev

 Besides being independent of temperature, it is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance between the plates!Therefore, as the plates are brought closer, the virtual particles outside the plates increasingly overpower the decreasing quantity of virtual particles appearing between the plates with an exponentially increasing force

 Forward points out too, that the real equation is E = hf (Rigorously, quantum field theory performs an infinite sum over eigenvalues of zero point field modes to obtain the vacuum energy - see "Absence of a zero-point ambiguity", Phys

During the early years of quantum mechanics,Paul Diractheorized that the vacuum was actually filled with particles in negative energy states (Proc

 Rueda and Haisch have also contributed to this field by proposing to have found an explicit origin for the reaction force of Newton?s second law (F=ma), which has traditionally been attributed to inertia

 There his search for asymmetrical modifiers leads him to consider the "Remaining Research" of the ZPE field (which he calls the ZPF) "because of its high-energy density"

 Forward?s paper, he suggests using micro-fabricated sandwiches of ultrafine metal dielectric layers

(Also notable is the fact that its frequency dependence is a third power and the force can be altered with dielectrics or resonate with narrow-band mirrors - see Phys

Frank Mead, from Edwards AFB, has designed receivers to be spherical collectors of zero point radiation with hemisphere reflectors of beat frequencies

"Paradoxically, the vacuum near an over-critical charge is a vacuum that cannot be emptied"(Sci

"Zitterbewegung" or particle jittering may also be the result of that zero point fluctuations

 Services provided: Electrical product design/development, engineering testing, expert testimony and opinion, magnetic field measurement  shielding, circuit design

 Their article (Physics Letters A 240, 1998, II 5-126) proves that the acceleration-dependent scattering of ZPE radiation, which the accelerated object is force to move through, interacts with standard electrodynamics to cause a Lorentz force on the object

") The movie, which also was featured as a cover story of In finite Energy magazine, shows the demonstration of a cold fusion cell and the concept behind the frequencies and the power availability that makes it threatening

 (The implications of the Lamb shift were never fully explained when I took quantum mechanics except that the professor was forced to mention God as he tried to explain the "all-pervading electromagnetic field" which caused the problem

 Patent Office, Physical Review Letters, Science, Scientific American, and the New York Times?Why is ZPE implicated in the latest confirmation of cosmological antigravity?Can theCasimir effectbe a source of energy?This article is intended to give a review of the latest developments (as well as an introduction to the topic for those who are non-specialists)

Boyer, a well-published and highly respected physicist, describes all of the features to be expected from ZPE including the frequency spectrum, even in a moving reference frame, as well as the energy and force

Physicists have been grappling with this for years because there appears to be an infinite amount of energy available if f is allowed to increase without limit

Philip Yam, in "Exploiting Zero-Point Energy" (Scientific American, 12/97) addresses the issue critically

More tutorial information onZPEis also available in the two-hour video for which I was the technical consultant:"Free Energy: The Race to Zero Point"produced by Lightworks Audio and Video also available fromIntegrity Research Institute

The Hutchison effect is used to explain an object (conducting or non-conducting) which repels gravity under the influence of high voltage AC-modulated DC fields, with the object continually and uniformly increasing its acceleration

This suggests emission as being induced by the zero-point oscillations of the electromagnetic field; note, however, that these oscillations are twice as effective in producing emissive transitions as are real photons and are of course incapable of producing absorptive transitions

"He then demonstrates a causal and quantifiable basis for Mach?s principle and explains that the magnetic component of the Lorentz force arises in ZPE and matter interactions

accelerated

The Lorentz Force now has been proven by Puthoff in his derivation in Physical Review A (49, 2, 94), to be directly responsible to what he calls the "electromagnetic resistance arising from the known spectral distortion of the zero point field in an accelerated frame

 Therefore, instead of half photons or half particles existing everywhere, we?re looking at only half of the possible photons or particles really being materialized at any one time

 73, 360, 1948) not only predicted the presence of such a force but also explained why van der Waals forces dropped off unexpectedly at long range separation between atoms, predicting that force F=K/d4where K=phc/480

Their time of existence is strictly limited by the uncertainty principle but they create some havoc while they bounce around during their brief lifespan

Now, in regards to the material aspect, inside an atom, or inside matter (picture a crystal), we can actually use the equation applied to a spring, which is the standard force F equals the square root of k over the mass m

So the second concept of getting a real vacuum is to cool it down to zero temperature

 53):"The aggregate energy represented by these ?virtual? particles, like other forms of energy, could exert a gravitational force, which could be either attractive or repulsive depending on physical principles that are not yet understood

The fascinating part about this is that the mass is shown to correspond to the kinetic energy, the zero point induced internal particle jittering, while the force of gravity is a long range effect

The New Scientist (July 1987, "Why Atoms Don?t Collapse") gives an impressive endorsement of the importance of ZPE:"There is a dynamic equilibrium in which the zero-point energy stabilizes the electron in a set ground-state orbit

It is interesting to note that the above-mentioned phenomena was first labeled the "Klein paradox" when theKlein-Gordon equationmysteriously predicted the "reflection" of an electron with more energy than the incident with a simultaneous "transmission" of the particle into a negative kinetic energy state, only if the voltage barrier exceeded 2mc2or twice the particle?s rest mass (Klein, Z

 Puthoff?s approach to this is that he supports the majority view of a cutoff, which is based on Sakharov?s work

The Post article, also discusses the possibility of the heat being sufficient for cold fusion as it reviews the movie "Chain Reaction" featuring Keanu Reeves

Textbooks on quantum theory already agree with this new interpretation:"The smallest possible energy of the field one-half quantum per state

75 wattsis on the order of orgreater than 100 times the sensible thermal flux that the kinet-ic theory of heat specifies could have transited through that 8-inch metal cube under these conditions!With a design improvement made by the Correas to theHYBORAC/Stirling (proprietary to them, but notincreasingthe frontal area exposed to the Sun), they were able to runthe Stirling from solar environmental energyuninterrupt-ed for 48 hours, i

 This is the evidence: experimentswhich demonstrate the capture of solar power around-the-clock, solar power by day andsolar power by night

7It is from this orb of high temperature plasma material(at roughly 5,750 K) that supposed spectrum of electromagnet-ic radiation crosses a local patch of space-timedisembodiedelectric and magnetic field vectors of such EM radiation oscil-lating furiously as transverse waves

 Theystate that they have also demonstrated efficiencies 150%greater than passive solar energy capture techniques

 The implication isnot that this particular Stirling-HYBORACcombination isbetter already today, in a utilitarian sense, than the electric-ity-producing photovoltaic array, but that there is the poten-tialfor using ORAC/Stirling designs (or perhaps modifiedORACS with advanced types of solid-state converters) to cap-ture much more solar-sourced energy than PV arrays

From my perspective, however, the most important implica-tion of this new work is its proof that even such a supposed-ly secure area of physics as blackbody radiation theory andelectromagnetism is almost certainly deeply flawed at itsroots

 No, theworld hasnt stopped turning on its axis, so how can that be?Solar power captured at nighttime too? Yesevidentlyextracted from unsuspected stores of energy, which arecharged up by solar radiation, but certainly not in ways thatmodern physics has understood

75 watts of continuous sensible thermal flux (probably muchmore thermal flux, since the engine was probably far fromCarnot efficient in its operation)

 For this reason and with much other evi-dence in hand, the cosmic microwave spectrum is seen to beno such proof at all of the Big Bang

This new solar power should be of much more thanpassing interest to the conventional solar power industrywith its focus on photovoltaic cells and thermal conversionsolar power collection

Now the particular experiment in the paper in this issue ofIEgives some indication already of the potential for around-the-clock operation of the MM6 Stirling engine (fromAmerican Stirling Corp

 There is simply no conventionalwayin which solar energy can be captured around-the-clock(with the exception perhaps of chancy wind power, in par-ticular locations)

blackbody

 They havere-cast blackbody radiation theory with an underlying fre-quency spectrum of aether energy waves that gives rise towhat blackbody theory only incompletely suggests

 Perhaps solar power enthusiasts, who heretofore have been reluctant to join therag-tag New Energy revolution, may now find good reason to look into it and then join forces with us

around-the-clock

cage

 In the Reference 5 work, theCorreas went beyond mechanical calibrations in their assess-ment of the Stirling performance: they employed electricalresistance heater activation of the the MM6 engine to provethat two wattsof average power had to be applied to the hotplate of the engine for the mean around-the-clock enginespeed of 123 rpm to be achieved! The corresponding kinetictheory of heat prediction would be a mere 8 to 10 milliwattsof thermal influx into the Faraday cage

My colleagues, the Correas, believe that for their part theyhave developed firm experimental evidence, which they havelinked with their quantitative AToS theory (AetherometricTheory of Synchronicity), that the Sun in fact radiates longitu-dinal Tesla-waves, another term for which is ambipolar mass-free radiation, which are not limited to speed c

Correas

Now let us consider the implications of these results, firstin terms of technological directions that might be taken inthe field of solar power, and second, in terms of the newphysics that is evidently required to explain such anomalousresults

 Dittofor every photovoltaic array and every other solar thermalinstallation worldwide; there is no energy capture at night

Driving Stirling heat engines with solar power is nothingnew; this was done as far back as the 1930s, but not of coursearound-the-clock and not employing ORAC technology

 The amalgamated concept of waves andphoton energy packets crossing space will not pass musterand the final theory of light is almost certainly notas givenin late-twentieth century texts

 The real shocker is that thiskind of average minimum power evolved from within theHYBORACs Faraday cage1

issue

 Our paper in this issue of Infinite Energysuggests thatin the May 19, 2003 experiment, the Stirling engine puts outat least 200% more work-equivalent energy than typicalphotovoltaics (with equivalent area) output in the form ofelectric energy during an equivalent day

 The paperaims at determining the internal thermal power evolutioncharacteristics of certain contiguous metal Faraday cages thatare covered with several alternating dielectric and steel-woollayersthe so-called orgone accumulators (ORACs) firstinvestigated by Wilhelm Reich in the 1940s

 Their workwith Tesla induction coils and Faraday cages, among otherdevices, suggests that what emanates from Tesla coils is notelectromagnetic radiation at all

 How else can it be explained that a metallic enclosurecan develop within it far more power than the ambient sup-posed electromagnetic radiation field would allow? The verynature of light is at issue, as it has been for hundreds ofyears

 Yet for over sixty years therehas been significant evidence of thermal anomalies associat-ed with Faraday cages, a phenomenon that Reich brought toAlbert Einsteins attention in early 1941, but with long-termconsequences unfortunately resembling roughly thoseattending the cold fusion announcement of 1989

 As an example, the now defunct Federally-supported Solar Two experimental installation, a beautifulimage of which appears on the cover of this issue of InfiniteEnergy, employs some 2,000 planar mirrors to actively trackthe Sun and focus sunlight on the central power tower

 Moreover, what does comefrom such coils has been shown by them in various publishedmonographs to produce within Faraday cages heating effectsand lumination phenomena inside cage-enclosed vacuumtubes

Within the glowing cylinder atop the tower, molten salts areheated and begin the first stage of heat transfer toward steamproduction and then electric power generation

sensible

 Furthermore, there isstrong reason to believe that molecular atmospheres ofmass-free energy are transduced from a latent heat form with-in Faraday cages and the resultant sensible heat produceddrives the affixed Stirling engine in the experiments

cages

 These atmosphere-attenuated waves from the Sun actu-ally appear to penetrate the metal cages

 These effects are indicative, they say, of how the Sunsbasic emanationenergetic Tesla wavesinteract with thestratified terrestrial atmosphere, and in turn with the Faradaycages that are the subject of the present HYBORAC/Stirlingwork

 Evidently, the procedure of life is nearly equivalent to practicing experimental physics and accumulating applicable conclusions by constantly adjusting the theories of anticipation based on experimental data

 Is it not evident that something fundamental to Natural Philosophy has been lost in this translation? Aren't we missing the most basic reason for science and philosophy, the need to describe reality through causality, logic and understanding ? Let us illustrate the crucial difference between Aether and the Zero-point energy field in vacuum through the following evolutionary allegories: 1

 For example, Huygens' Principle, based on the sound analogy in a gaseous Aether worked perfectly well in geometrical optics till the discovery of polarization

 Today's Experimental Mathematics simply postulates the necessary existence of "zero point" electromagnetic field oscillations in the"seething vacuum"of empty space; this"zero point fluctuation of electric charges must fill the void,"from which particles of matter and anti-matter are to be created

 - An experimental curve represents a complex relationship between two quantities where one is the function of the other

 The added intrigue of this quadruplety of #wave-particles and particle-waves is that no two of these quantum entities can ever be measured at the same time

 This is the order of magnitude of the all-pervading ideal gas ofthe Aether

 Pure matter and pure motion! This is the abstractive foundation of the basicmechanical measurables of macroscopic physics: Length, Time and Mass

 The success of this methodology created a wider application of the mathematical transformation method in the form of General Relativity which contemplated to "transform away" Newton's Universal Gravitation and replace the concept of force altogether, using the non-Euclidean geometrico-mathematical concept ofthecurvature of empty space in the vicinity of cosmic masses

 The statistical mechanics of this ideal gas gave us Thermo-dynamics, the Boltzman constant, Avogardo's number, Maxwell's velocity distribution and many other basics of today's physics

 Matter also has a dual nature; sometimes particles, sometimes waves

 The only feasible explanation of polarization seemed to be, that light consists oftransverse oscillations,like those of the waves on a string

 Thus, together, the mathematical formalisms of Relativity and that of Quantum Mechanics successfully cover the whole realm of theoretical physics

 There are fluid-dynamic exchanges among the permanent units of matter

 Motion can only be created by motion (Descartes) and only through the individual collisions between Aethrons

 Planck successfully interpolated these two wrong equations and produced a much closer approximation of the initial experimental curve

 Thus, the classical concept ofPotential Energyis simplythe invisible dynamic power of the Aethereal gravitational and electromagnetic flow-fields,which are capable of accelerating free material objects

 The simple question whether the Earth's orbital motion relative to a motionless Aether could be detected, by measuring the speed of light in different directions, became a paralyzing paradox

 From beginning to end we do not understand inertia, momentum, gravity, light, electricity magnetism, relativity, quantum mechanics, probability-waves, matter-waves, super-conductivity, super-luminality

 It is a hypothetical system of indistinguishable equal masses of atoms in random eternal motion interacting through perfectly elastic collisions

mere

 Now, as we approach the 21st century, his mathematical field theory of electromagnetism is introduced by modern text books either as the final solution for the action at a distance problems, or as a mere mathematical convenience, a mathematical tool like that of Newton's, for calculating the magnitude of forces at different points in empty space

 We must defrost classical knowledge digging back as far and deep as necessary to attack those so-calledunresolvableproblems utilizing the same classical methods, logic and language by which they were created

 Similar accidents happened a few quadrillion times for millions of years and some of these bubbles accidentally hit the evolutionary jackpot, having just the right thickness of the clay film to reach a feeble equilibrium between internal and external pressure

fluid-dynamic

 Vortical turbulences are condensed by the "atmospheric" pressure of the frictionless Aether and could take up permanent fluid-dynamic flow-patterns like three-dimensional toroids or donut-vortices

to suppose that one body may act upon another at a distance through vacuum, without the mediation of anything else"

 This internal contradiction in the foundation of classical theories was not recognized for three centuries

 Local disturbances dissipate in the Aether in the form of compression waves with the speed of light

 All of this, which taking place on an instinctive level is the immensely deep source, origin, evolution and meaning ofcommon sense

 One interpretation could be the Mythical Monster Hypothesis (MMH) according to which an distant relative of the Loch-Ness monster is living in the Ocean and is breathing in and out trillions of liters of air while swimming through a complex yearly route between the continents

 Now comes themathematician philosopherwho not only comprehends this sophisticated and elegant mathematical formalism but is also able to explain in laymen's classical language, why these mysterious interpolations of curves and equations should work

 The oversight originated from Newton's appearance in Natural Philosophy with the refutal of Descartes solar vortex theory, his introduction of the corpuscular theory of light, and the axiomatization of mechanics based on Galileo's Principle of Inertia

 The global drifting of an immense number of Aethrons in an Aethereal flow-field or in a solidified chunk of matter, thus becomes the agent that is able to accelerate other objects and named,Force

 In other words, for the sake of explaining these new inherent unique characteristics and internal structures of the 8more than more elementary particles, we are forced to make the next necessary abstractive jump into the next even deeper orderof magnitude

 One might oppose the usage of the term recognition but it can hardly be denied that the Amoeba must have noticed that both itself and its environment were existing in three dimensional space with ups and downs and sideways

representing

 Pursuing this for some years, he can set up a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system - using rectangular lines, with the x coordinate on the horizontal line, representing time and the y coordinate on the vertical line, representing the position of the waterline

 This is the Quantum Mechanical Universe ofaction at a distance forces in empty space;Experimental Mathematics translated to the concepts of Classical Physics

 All this is achieved without the slightest knowledge about the roundness or the rotation of the Earth, the existence of the Sun, the orbiting moon, the utilization of Newton's Universal Gravitation, or anything else that the former evolution accumulated

 Huygens' hypothetical luminous ideal gas of Aether is a supermundane mechanical medium, pervading the cosmos and matter, - consisting of unit masses, the Aethrons, in eternal random motion

 This is the realm of Newtonian Mechanics at its most fundamental level where the concepts of inertia, momentum and force are equivalent with Descartes' philosophical concepts of matter in eternal motion and collision

 Nevertheless, the Aether theory did not disappear, though it took almost two centuries for the proponents of Huygens' wave theory of light to prove without a doubt, that Newton's corpuscular theory was untenable

 These theories required that all space is void; the basis upon which Newton successfully incorporated his earthly and celestial mechanics

 Obviously, Newton's simple Laws of Mechanics were justified by the logic of causality and common sense

 The question should not be: "Which model of the Aether would accommodate all existing theories and interpretations of classical physics?"

Gauss

 Following Faraday's research on the lines and tubes of electric and magnetic forces and collaborating the theories of Coulomb, Ampere and Gauss, ? James C

causality

 That is, there is no logic, causality, common sense or understanding, not even mathematical predictivity without the abstraction of an underlying, all-pervading, supermundane cosmic medium

 Remember, the classical abstraction of amonatomic ideal gasof Thermodynamics bridges over the macro- and micro-cosmos through the fundamental simplification of Newtonian mechanics

 It was the first natural philosophical attempt to construct the present state of the universe based strictly uponthe chancy interactions between elementary point particles of atoms

 As science itself evolved in the continuous struggle to find causality and through that, the understanding of Nature, it became more and more evident that atoms cannot be Lucretius' idealized point-like elementary particles

 The constant evolution and coagulation of matter consume the surrounding Aether, which creates turbulence of a higher order of magnitude

! The whole accumulated knowledge of several civilizations about geometry, algebra and mathematics and elevated up to his own level

 Since the phenomenon of polarization seems to require transverse light-waves it is quite natural to assume that the transverse oscillation of light is of electromagnetic origin

 Aside from the daily periods of rise and fall the mathematician found the first total repetition of the curve connected to a year, but he also discovered that the daily movement of the water level was not exactly the same in every twenty four hours, but its maximums and minimums slowly changed and repeated themselves in every 28 days

 The fact is that, thanks to Maxwell we can now predict the strength of a given force at any point in space, but we still have no better idea of how this force travels through that field from one point to the other but by the mystical action at a distance

 But modern mathematico-philosophy came to the rescue with an allegedly comprehensible interpretation of this Quantum Mechanical curve of Nature, offering the"ultimate solution": Light has a dual nature; sometimes waves, sometimes particles

 But combined with the enormous speed and frequencies of light, in order to transmit transverse waves, Aether must be thought of as an immensely dense solid, characterized by a thousand-fold restoring force of steel

 So far, we have discovered some 250 elementary entities with different masses, sizes, characteristics and life-spans

 This new methodology is based on the fundamental conviction, that the experimental facts of modern physics cannot be, and never could be understood by common logic or classical causality

 The lack of an Aethereal explanation for gravitation was merely an un- fulfilled requirement, but the need for a solidified Aether for polarization was totally paradoxical to the eternal motions of heavenly bodies in Newton's Celestial picture

 The general uproar that accompanied Michelson's"Null result"not only showed that most physicists at that time expected that the experiment would be positive, but it also became the "last straw" for a century-long relentless search for a feasible model of the Aether

 - Now, foretelling the future probabilities for an immense variety of things and their mysterious relationships - mathematicians began to believe that it is only a matter of time when they will possess the Ultimate Equation of the"zero point energy fluctuations of the seething vacuum"

 He also agreed, that an Aether of unknown characteristics must necessarily exists, however, with his other famous saying of"hypothesis non fingo",he firmly established the acceptability of the force of gravity as anaction at a distanceand with that, sanctified the superiority ofmathematical predictivityovermechanistic comprehension

nobody's perfect! - Except, the legendary monkey must have had an open mind, otherwise we would not be here to ask: Which one makes more sense? - What sense ? In the very last nano-second of evolution came the development of an even mightier power of predictivity, the data crunching monsters, known as super-computers

 So, what is wrong with this as long as we have an all-pervading medium and we can predict the outcome of our experiments ? No doubt, there has been a tremendous progress in the quantitative description of Nature both at the macroscopic and microscopic level in the last four centuries

 While the Principle of Inertia required totally empty space, a featureless void in which material objects could move forever without friction or resistance, Descartes and Huygens postulated that space must be filled with an allpervadinggaseous Aetherin order to explain theaction at a distance force of gravityand the propagation of light throughout the space of the Cosmos

couple

mathematician

 On the other hand, a member of the most recent stage of homo sapiens, evolved within the last couple of thousand years, a mere evolutionary baby, called the mathematician, can exhibit the following procedure: He can set up a scientific observation station on a beach where the ocean and the land meet

 But do we understand any of these? - It seems that since Newton's "mathematical tool" physics passed by our comprehension

Thus, the relation ship between these two quantities represented by the observational curve can be described by a mathematical equation

 Thus, the Amoeba lives, acts, reacts and survives in a reality ofthree dimensional space, one directional sequence of time and some definite causalitybetween its own motion and the temperature;one is the cause, the other is the effect

chunk

Call this time laginertia,the chunk of matter,inertial massand the resulting change in the state of motion of all Aethrons in an object,acceleration

 A couple of billions of years later, somewhere in the Amazon Rain-forest, a monkey of some kind, in its daily food-collecting routine, took a leisurely jump from one tree to the other

 Our observable universe has been stretched out to billions of light-years, we have stepped on the moon, detonated hydrogen bombs, manufactured super-computers theorized energy quanta and discovered 250+ elementary quantum particles

 Thus, it became able topaddle itselfup and down, back and forth and sideways as its survival dictated in the changing environment

 Instead of gaining some deeper understanding of physical reality, there are signs of a gradual dissipation of the human comprehension which has been accumulated through past millennia

 - Transferring motion between chunks of matter is still a procedure of individual collisions between immense numbers of individual Aethrons

 Newton seemed to possess the whole data bank, everything that had been accumulated from the Amoeba on

 Theserecognitionswere the fundamental preconditions of survival and therefore the Amoebal philosophy has not changed in the course of evolution but was constantly reinforced through the increasing complexity of the conglomerations and specializations of the interacting life-bubbles

 This theory was initiated by a"mathemicalinterpolation"of two quite faulty equations, created separately by classical physicists for predicting the experimental curve of the energy distribution of black-body-radiation

 That is, matter collided with matter; that is, Newtonian mass, motion and collision is measured in three dimensional space in the flow of time

 The number of Aethrons involved in each chunk can be multiplied by the macroscopic speed of the body

 - By this method he will be able to organize the accumulated data and plotting them in the form of a graph

 Evidently, this microscopicblob of lifehad already recognized a wealth of information about the external world and reality

We are looking for an all-pervading medium consisting of the fundamental units of mechanics - particles with no further internal structure and no unique characteristics other than impenetrability and motion

 - How ?"Hypothesis non fingo !"- As in Newton's case, Maxwell's mathematical formalism lives on

 Nevertheless, there was a fundamental initial contradiction between Galileo's metaphysical principle of Inertia and the purely mechanistic world-views of Descartes, Huygens and other great thinkers

 In its equilibrium state, Aether is the seat of all-pervading isotropic kinetic energy with its equal pressure at each point in space

 Furthermore, this method requires neither causality, nor common sense nor understanding

mysterious

 On the contrary, the question should be: "What are the hidden misconceptions in classical physics which block the acceptance of the simplest, most fundamentally mechanical, Huygenian ideal gas model of the Aether?" Likewise, if wondering whether or not postulating mechanical characteristics for the Aether is acircular logic,- we should rather consider the reciprocal: Newton's still mysterious concepts of macroscopic mechanics would never work if the underlying reality, the all-pervading cosmic medium was not fundamentally mechanical

 But above all, from the simple concepts of push and pull, taken from the living muscle forces of locomotion, he drew a line straight through three and a half billion years of evolution of common sense from the amoeba to the monkey to the human philosopher: Length, time, motion, mass, inertia, force, acceleration, gravity - measurable quantities and their mathematically expressible relations

 Faraday's lines, tubes and fields of forces and Maxwell's vorticity, ideal wheels anddisplacement current,seemed to strengthen the belief and to help the development of an Aether theory, but history presented a different direction

 Ironically some ninety years later, the gap of controversy has not only widened between these two pillars of modern physics, but the very latest predictions of sophisticated mathematism now reverberates the initial problem between the Galilean empty space and Huygens' all-pervading Aether

 Thus, it is time to realize that the postulates of modern physics have not offered any solution for the paralyzing problems of the classical era

permanent
flow-patterns

 Since matter is the various, permanent flow-patterns of the Aether, the quantity of mass can be ex-pressed by the number of Aethrons involved in all particles of an object and flow-patterns of all force-fields keeping them together

 Thereby he is produces anexperimental curve,a pictorial information representing the periodic rise and fall of the water-line

Nevertheless, at that stage of scientific thought something similar happened to the theory of the electromagnetic Aether as did to the gravitational Aether two centuries earlier, when had Newton declared his inability to describe a conveying mechanical medium

accumulated

Nobody's perfect! - Nevertheless, somewhere in the monkey's awesome data bank, accumulated from the Amoeba on,the whole experimental environment with its initial and final conditions, the experimental result and matching conclusion with all its immense complexity has been recorded for future references

 Although both electric and magnetic effects are intimately tied to the presence and intervention of matter, in the case of light we we are asked to assume that it propagates by the self-induction of electric and magnetic fields in empty space

" Indeed, the all-pervading random kinetic energy of Huygens' gaseous Aether possessed all the needed characteristics of a seething vacuum

 Through Oersted's discovery of the magnetic effects of current carrying conductors, the electric and magnetic effects became one combined phenomenon of electromagnetism

 Also, it must have sensed the received mixture of heat and light as a changing effect caused by its own locomotion

 He assumes matter made up of point like atoms which are in constant motion and represent the eternal energyof the universe

 Just a few centuries ago the only answer individually created by God, the ultimate superhuman designer and maintenance wizard of the Universe

 Since the predictions of these two methods are irreconcilable, amathematical transformationhad to be innovated by which the "inadequate" classical quantitative predictions could be adjusted to the postulated constancy of the speed of light

 - Some punctilious study of this graph brings him to the discovery that the observational curve is almost periodical on a daily basis

 TheMichelson-Morley Null-resultpresented the impossible choice between denying the eternal orbital motion of the earth or denying the existence of a light transmitting Aether

 This ancient seed of the theory of evolution was the initiation of the atomistic world picture

 Maxwell presented the theory of electromagnetic fields for which he gave a simple, complete and elegant mathematical formalism which represents not only the foundation but also the most practical tool of all departments of modern technology and electronics

 Despite the evermore sophisticated mathematical predictions of progressively complex experimental data, there has been no reduction in the gap between these two pillars of modern physics

 It seems that our only chance is to unwind scientific history to the point where it has derailed from classical logic and common sense

 This is our sacred inheritance from the eons of time, which was so hastily flicked out of science by Einstein and modern physics

 This is the imaginative story of a Solar System with a Sun and an orbiting Earth which mutually pull one another and including the Moon and its 28 days period of orbits around the earth which pulls both the Sun and the Earth and together all three of them pull the ocean

 - But Bohr also postulated, that the last step of quantum mathematics; the procedure of measurement and its result must be translated back to classical language

 The small, but still remaining mismatch, a missing quantity required to really match the curve, was then declared to be anew universal constant;the minimum amount of radiated energy, calledPlanck's quantum

 The ideal gas model of the Aether is the road which leads to the unification of all physics and cosmology

observational

 Thus, it is merely a matter of mathematical ingenuity and perseverance to produce a complex equation which, when it's plotted, reproduces the original observational curve

 A billion or so years later this life-unit-bubble reached the complex organism of an Amoeba which achieved the miraculous method of self-locomotion by internally changing the shape of its own bubble

This theory had also claimed superiority and through another Principle of Correspondence allowed classical physics to become part of this more general theory of quantum radiation and the upcoming new department of Elementary Particle Physics

combined

 Thus, came the search foreven moreelementaryparticles, at even lower order with some unique inherent characteristics which combined would lead to the existence of atoms

 If the position of the water on the shore line isyand its changing with time isx,thenyis the function ofx

changing

 With the mathematical innovation of differential calculus, Newton presented most straightforward justification and predictability of the simple laws of mechanics and their application with respect to Kepler's laws of planetary motion

 Taking the Null-result as irrevocably final evidence, relativity postulated thatthe speed of light is always measured the same, regardless of the motion of the source or the measurer

 It follows that if instinct is the right word for the subconscious storage of physical experiences together with the results and conclusions drawn from them, thencommon sense must be the conceptualized and verbalized translation of the essence of three billion years of evolutionary practice of life

quantities

 The simplest example of an experimental curve is a straight line when y is a constant, or when it changes uniformly, but there are an infinite number of possible relations between the two quantities, resulting in complex curves

 There were too many differing and contradictory requirements in the characteristics of an Aether medium if it was going to explain all mechanically unaccountableaction at a distancephenomena

transformation

Once this was in order, aCorrespondence Principlewas inaugurated, stating that through this transformation method, classical physics becomes a mere part of the more general new theory of Special Relativity

 What model of the Aether should be replaceaction at a distance ? The religious concept of Creation was the simplest answer to human curiosity about the origin and maintenance of the immense diversity of Natural phenomena

 Incidentally, there is a slight problem with this too; according to predicted probability waves, two quantum entities are able to communicate with each other by superluminal signals which is an absolute no-no for both STR and QED

 These atoms have inherent different characteristics and interact through random processes in which the Godly intervention becomes unnecessary

 With this contention, Relativity isolated modern scientific cognition from that of classical physics

 Fortunately, these periodical changes within the changes themselves can also be plotted producing yet another graph with another curve which can also be expressed in an equation

 Electric and magnetic fields are produced transverse to each other and are propagated with the speed of light

 In the same century Faraday's researches, based upon the existence of the luminiferous Aether, established the theories of electricity and magnetism

 By now, it should be evident, that the direction of modern experimental mathematics is a recession from everything that science evolved for, and that the solution to those perplexities must be deeply buried in the fossilized body of classical physics

 Descartes, Huygens, Leibnitz, Kepler, Faraday, Maxwell and a thousand of others, - failuresonly in the eyes of passing scientific politics

 As Lucretius' abstract atoms were the individual mosaics of the macroscopicreality, we must search for the building units of the atoms, elementary particles, gravity, electricity, magnetism, radiation - 

Lucretius

supermundane

 A supermundane ideal gas exerts equal pressure at every point in space from all possible directions, thus producing a zero-point kinetic energy field

 Call themMatter, or the condensation of cosmic kinetic energy (E=mc2)

 From all foregoing, including the simplicity of the mathematically predicted"fluctuations of zero point energy",it seems that the basic premise of the frantic search of the nineteenth century should be reversed

 He also used all available innovations; words, concepts, language, intuition, abstraction

 - Well, what could this deeper order be ? If we dig down into the core of our present comprehension of Nature, we find that experimental physics is equivalent with experimental mechanics

Leibnitz

 Descartes, Huygens, Leibnitz and the other proponents of the need for mechanistic comprehension of Natural Laws were soon silenced by the amazing capability of Newton's "mathematical tool" of predicting the outcome of earthly and celestial phenomena even though the causality of those events were humanly incomprehensible

 Though the exchange of kinetic energy proceeds with the speed of light, it takes a definite time, proportional to the number of collisions

feasible

 Although most scientists of the nineteenth century already accepted the Aether as part of electromagnetic reality, the actual characteristics of a feasible model was still beyond the scope of scientific description

void

 How about his Aether ? At the turn of this century the hidden duality of classical physics with its cosmic void and all-pervading Aether had burst into a seemingly unresolvable conundrum

 This classical idealgas gave us the wealth of knowledge and the previously non-existent comprehensionand calculability of the phenomena of pressure, temperature, pneumatics, entropy, etc

 - As Bohr's last famous Copenhagen words conclude;reality does not exists until it is measured

accepted

 The most accepted modern versions, STR (Special Theory of Relativity) and QED (Quantum Electrodynamics) declare that a mathematical theory is simply beyond the comprehension of an average life-bubble

 Thus, Huygens' geometrical principle of wave-propagation became the fundamental tool of optics

coordinate

 He used measuring devices of space and time, Cartesian coordinate systems, astronomical data

 In order to explain their differing inherent characteristics, they must have an internal structure unique from one another

 The point is that Modern Physics has finally shown in the seething vacuum, that the mathematics of anaction at a distanceuniverse leads back to its own origin

declared

or denying common-sense, classical logic and causality altogether ! Instead of resolving the dilemma, the emerging revolutionary philosophy of Relativity simply declared that the problem is 0unsolvable by classical laws and common sense causality

all-pervading

 - It was Maxwell, who first proposed an experiment of measuring the speed of light in different directions on the Earth, which was thought to be moving relative to an all-pervading, motionless medium

evolvedsearch

language

 Isn't this an obvious acknowledgement of the fact that the human mind, which evolved in the macroscopic world, can only comprehend the classical language and those fundamental concepts of mechanics ? Digging down to an order of magnitude deeper means to search for the most fundamental form of mechanics from which Newton's already perplexing concepts of mass, inertia and force had originated

 Some three and a half billion years ago in a pond, somewhere on the surface of the sizzling Earth, some conglomerate of amino acid molecules, got accidentally encapsulated by a film of clay molecules

diversity

 Philosophy and science demonstrate the persevering struggle of human thought to replace this procedure of Creation with some casual chain of events to ex- plain the presently observed organized, systematic diversity of the material world

 With this it managed to move relative to the external world and soon found the ideal position and depth in the pond where shadow and light and heat gave just the optimum mixture of energy for its survival

 In just the last few seconds of evolutionary time ago, Newton succeeded in simplifying, generalizing and axiomaticizing the essence of the physical behavior of all animate and inanimate objects in the three dimensional immovable space and absolute flow of time

 Eventually this postulate not only rendered the all-pervading Aether superfluous, but fossilized classical physics, remodeled epistemology and inaugurated a new trend of science;Modern Experimental Mathematics

 In Raleigh's equation the experimental curve was way off at the top, whereas Wien's was way off at the bottom

Wien

established

 The power of this abstraction established the theories and laws of laminar, rotational and turbulent flows of fluid- and hydro-dynamics

 From Galileo to Maxwell, to Einstein, to Bohr, - from the simplest to the most sophisticated experiments, - we must measure mechanics

 Thus, the basic premise of Natural philosophy became to seek out a theory of reality which could explain the greatest number of diverse phenomena using the least number of fundamental assumptions

At Heart Math institute Daniel Winter has proven that e-motion is actually an implosion of electromagnetic energy from the heart and mind when coherence is reached between the EEG and the ECG

 This ancient view of our universe is best explained in a novel physics called implosion physics by Daniel Winter, who is an expert in sacred geometry, an ancient science and philosophy that can be traced back to the Egyptians

Water molecules are actually small dipoles since the bigger oxygen atom in the H2O water molecule attracts the valence electrons harder than the much smaller hydrogen atoms

 According to Daniel Winter, the implosion of this electromagnetic energy into matter is what we observe as gravity

tapping

 Tapping the zero point energy from the universe is tapping the energy from the matrix of energy that makes up our physical reality! Its tapping the energy from gravity itself!In the fifties Dr

 The Platonic Solid energy grids of the atom simply locks into the larger Platonic Solids of the energy grid of the Earth, which in term locks in the energy matrix of the dodecahedral zodiac and the dodecahedral energy grid of the universe at large (from the latest Hubble space telescope observations)

 Russian scientists call these imploding electromagnetic energy fields, torsion fields

 This means that the material world does not exist of separate particles, but instead matter is created from standing waves in the ether

 The spiralling wave that spirals into the zero still point is the torsion wave

 This makes our observable universe basically a matrix consisting of electromagnetic waves all imploding into what we observe as matter

In the late fifties, Russian scientist, Nikolai Kozyrev has proven that human thoughts and emotions relate to torsion fields

 Shes been creating her structured water using geometrical forms drawn on paper for at least 20 years now and the latest geometrical form that she has been using to create her Donave trademark water is this:Woutjes geometrical form icosahedral super water clusterThe similarity between the two images is striking

 The result is that the hydrogen becomes somewhat positively charged and the oxygen atom becomes negatively charged

spiralling

 The spiralling imploding waves in a vortex also create these Platonic Solids as standing wave patterns

 the atoms of the water molecules

Only at temperatures below zero do the hydrogen bonds become stable enough to form ice crystals

What happens in the water is that a vortex of imploding electromagnetic energy is created, drawing in this Orgone, or Chi energy from the universe into the water

 This dipole effect allows water molecules to form chains of molecules

 When the imploding vortexes are arranged according to the Platonic Solids, the electron shells and their magnetic quantum numbers, the number of electrons in a shell (2, 6, 10, 14) emerge naturally from the symmetries of these geometrical forms

The most amazing structure is a super icosahedral structure that exists of 13 smaller icosahedral structures with a total of 1820 water molecules:Icosahedral super water cluster of 1820 H2O moleculesChaplins model of the molecular structuring of water is able to explain many of the anomalous properties of water, such as its expansion between 0 en 4 degrees, its high boiling point and many other strange properties that makes water such a rare fluid

Now heres the secret of water in relation with Orgone energy, these icosahedral structures resonate with the zero point energy through form! They are the waveguides that allow the zero point energy to implode

 This is the secret as to why the Chi or life force energy of the universe animates all biological life

The Platonic Solids were mentioned by Plato 300 BC and he equated these solids to the five elements fire (tetrahedron), air (octahedron), earth (cube), water (icosahedron) and the ether (dodecahedron)

 Remember that Plato equated the icosahedron to water and well show you how right he was!Now just for a moment image the universe to be electrical in nature and imagine all matter to actually exist of these imploding ether vortexes

 Now isnt Hado just the Japanese term for Orgone that Wilhelm Reich discovered? Masaru Emotos research seems to acknowledge the abilities of water to act as a superconductor for this cosmic energy once the water itself gets structured

This effect which creates Kozyrevs conscious torsion field, may also explain why Masaru Emotos water crystals are influenced by thoughts and emotions

The icosahedral water clusters simply, nest or fit recursively into the fractal matrix of imploding waves that sustains matter, i

Hado

 In reality the hexagon in Masarus water crystal is the top view of an icosahedron: The hexagon in the icosahedronMasaru Emoto research on this hexagonal or icosahedral structured water has shown that this water has abilities to transfer what he has coined Hado or the vital energy of the universe

Orgone and consciousnessHuman consciousness seems to have an effect on the clustering of the water molecules

The secret of water is that it is able to conduct the Chi, Orgone or zero point energy from the universe using the same ancient geomancy principles, the art of Feng Shui: resonance through geometrical form! Its most likely the secret to the ability of our own body cells to harness the life force, the Chi, zero point or Orgone energy from the universe using these resonance principles

Hoofd MenuHomeSpiritueelSpiritueelChakraAuraChannelingsGezondheidGezondheidAlternatiefVaccinatie---NatuurKruidenVoedingReceptenNatuurDierenWetenschapWetenschap23GeschiedenisGeschiedenis23BuitenaardsBuitenaardsUfo3UniversumUniversumZonMaanMarsNibiruBewustzijnBewustzijnNieuwsInfoChemtrailsStralingHaarpFilms26-02-2015How water accumulates Orgone by Jan WicherinkHow water accumulates Orgoneby Jan WicherinkOriginalZero point energyIn recent years Harold Puthoff been popularising the zero point energy from the vacuum from his discoveries of quantum science

 Its the secret of geomancy, Feng Shui, the art of channelling and balancing the Chi energy of the universe

Feng Shui

 Martin Chaplin:http://www

 By creating geometrical patterns on the land, resonance is created with the geometrical patterns of the energy matrix of our universe!Structured waterWith this introduction into ancient wisdom and modern day implosion physics, we can now start to explore the properties of water and start to understand how water can harness this life giving cosmic energy from the vacuum of space

 Masaru Emotos research has shown that:Hexagonal structured water appears in natural clean water sourcesOrdinary water such as tap water can be changed into hexagonal structured water by positive and loving human intentions

 This is what the imploding ether vortex of electromagnetic energy does; it sucks in matter creating gravity

 Its also the key to zero point energy, since in the zero still point the energy density has become infinitely high!Torsion fieldsAccording to Dan Winter this is the relation between electromagnetism and gravity that Einstein was looking for

 So in other words the icosahedral structure is a wave guide for the imploding Orgone energy, allowing super conductance of these imploding waves, which is just another word for this non-destructive Golden Mean based electromagnetic implosion

This energy has been known to mankind since time memorial, the ancients called it Chi (Chinese), Ki (Japanese) or Prana (Indian)

 Lets call it the energy of life, as Wilhelm Reich discovered it, its the energy that animates and gives life to every living specie on earth, whether it be plant, animal or human

Its noteworthy that all of Masaru Emotos water samples that stem from natural and unpolluted water sources as well as those that have been administered positive human intentions, form ice crystals with a hexagonal core

 Just think of it as an ether vortex or whirlpool that is sucking in ether and it is this suction of the ether wind is that we experience as gravity

Masaru

 Masaru Emoto is a Japanese scientist who has proven that the formation of ice crystals from water samples can be altered by human intention

Chaplin

A recent theory by Martin Chaplin Professor of Applied Science Water and Aqueous Systems Research of the London South Bank University demonstrates that water molecules can arrange themselves in various structures and configurations based on the icosahedron

Martin Chaplin

htmlTorsion fields, Nikolai Kozyrev:http://ascension2000

 Although seemingly and revolutionary to modern science, this zero point energy has been discovered many times before and has been given many names such as Orgone energy (Wilhelm Reich) and Tachyon energy

 Torsion fields or vacuum domains as the Russians tend to call them are the equivalent of the electromagnetic imploding vortexes in the vacuum of space

 This is the secret of the Great Pyramid of Giza that is actually half an octahedron and is able to resonate with the torsion fields of the Earth

 Emotos hexagonal water:http://www

Emoto

ReferencesCharge compression, implosion physics in water, Daniel Winter:http://www

 The atom is simply the geometrical arrangement of these vortexes

clusters

 So what this theory shows is that water dynamically creates these super icosahedral clusters to give water its exclusive properties

icosahedral

Could it be that this woman has been intuitively receiving information about hexagonal or icosahedral structured water?I think its not a coincidence

Implosion physicsTo understand the free zero point energy of the universe, is to understand the ancient cosmologies and the nature of our universe

 So water is constantly dynamically rebuilding these internal structures as a result of the thermic vibrations of the water molecule

 Its only from pure, natural spring water or water that has been treated with love that these beautiful hexagonal ice crystals can be created

It has been known for quit some time that water can form internal structures when the hydrogen atoms of one water molecule start to bond with the oxygen atom of another water molecule

hexagon

The ice crystals with a single hexagonal core have fractal structures at the vertices of the hexagon, often hexagonal structures themselves

hexagonal

To visualise an imploding vortex just imagine the little whirlpool that is created when you pull the plug in your bathtub, feel the suction of the whirlpool as it attracts everything into its funnel

 Nest these Platonic Solids one inside the other to form fractals, and we have a model of the atom existing of different electron shells = fractal or nested set of Platonic Solids

structured

Hexagonal structured water can be artificially created using scalar waves or torsion fields

 When waves are nested within waves from long to short wave lengths, everything gets interconnected, galaxies, planets, molecules, atoms and subatomic particles

Daniel Winters implosion physics describes matter as a self sustaining arrangement of imploding vortexes in the ether

 The ancients believed that he universe consists of a vibrating sea of energy, the ether that is all around us

Modern day science is just catching up with ancient wisdom and rediscovering it as zero point energy

 Hans Jenny demonstrated with his Cymatics experiments using simple sound waves that all of the Platonic Solids emerge as standing wave interference patterns in spherical volumes

 The matrix itself consists of interwoven Platonic Solids geometries spun by these waves

 The positively charged hydrogen atoms bond with the negatively charged oxygen atoms of another H2O molecule

 The imploding effect is what we observe as gravity as these waves not only pack together in the implosion to form matter, but also speed up to reach superluminal speeds

imploding

 The Earths electromagnetic energy matrix, called the Earth grid consists completely of these nested Platonic Solids

 The implosion is simply a set of these nested or fractal Platonic solids as wave interference patterns

Cymatics experiments icosahedron on the left, star tetrahedron on the rightThis is the reason why geometric forms like the Platonic Solids are able to resonate with the energies of the universe

This matrix exists of spiralling electromagnetic energy waves that interfere non-destructively into a zero or still point within the atom

Gravity is re-defined as the inhomogeneous bulk inflow of aether-space towards and into matter

HIGHLIGHTS:? Provides the first-ever natural explanation for the cause of the elliptical shape of nonrotating galaxies? Retains the foundation premise of all modern cosmology but rejects the absurd concept of whole-universe expansion? Takes full advantage of the universe?s cosmic cellular structure and exploits the DSSU theory of unified gravity domains? Amazingly, the mechanism that stretches galaxies turns out to be the very same mechanism that causes the cosmic spectral redshift!Glossary of Termsused in Cosmology and Astrophysics with particular emphasis on DSSU theory

 ?Lines of force, Maxwell supposed, were tubes of [a]ether rotating on their axes

 Although the premise was flawed, in the course of theoretical development the step-by-step logic, for decade after decade, was wonderfully flawless and found its grandest expression as the golden age of the expanding universes

Galaev determined that the absolute motion of the Solar system is towards the celestial coordinates (RA = ~17

Participate in a unique exploration of the Cosmos:venture into the sub-atomic realm, even into the sub-quantum realm where the roots of reality reside, and into the domain of cosmic-scale cell-structure and beyond to infinity

 This is known as thevelocity-differential mechanism of the cosmic redshift

 The frame ?attached? to a proposed aether, and motionless with respect to it, could serve as a preferred frame of reference

 The actual gravity effect is conveyed by the gradient of the rate of change of the bulk motion of aether-space

Michelson-Morley aether experiment of 1887Albert A

The DSSU modelrepresents the first testable theory using a luminiferous and gravitational aether-spacein the context of the non-expanding cellular-universe model

?* * *For a PDF version of this article (which includes additional details and references) follow:The History of the Aether Theory

? Space-medium expansion and contraction are perpetually held in balance, thus ensuring a non-expanding universe

)PART 1published in Infinite Energy MagazineIssue #113 (Jan/Feb 2014)PART 2published inInfinite Energy Magazine Issue #114 (Mar/Apr 2014)Headlined as:A "Conceptual Unification of Energy, Mass and Gravity"Dynamic Cosmic Cell ?The Structural Component of the DSSU?Animated image and discussion of the self-sustaining, self-balancing system

? A light beam travels through points in (orof) space; there are oscillators at every point; the light, then, must passthroughthe oscillators

 It is sad to note that more than 300 years after Newton presented the world with a scientific definition of gravity,the causeis still being reported as a mystery

 One may follow the twists, turns and detours ?the unexpected experimental results, the new theoretical insights, the unfortunate misinterpretations? of one of the most compelling concepts in modern physics

 Second, it is based on an incomplete theory of gravity, Einstein?s general relativity, which implicitly denies the existence of aether-space

question

 Their theory of gravity is embarrassingly incomplete! So, if they do not yet understand the nature of gravity itself, how then can they claim to be able to recognize the waves that gravity supposedly emits? The experts cannot even answer the simple question: Specifically, what is it that is waving? What is waving back and forth? Here is something else the reports fail to mention: The gravity waves that are actually detectable are those associated with the turbulence in the aether flow (the space medium streaming through our Solar System)

In order to explain, without employing magical action-at-a-distance, the transmission of light, heat, and magnetism across theTorricellian vacuum, it was necessary to postulate a subtle medium, or aether, which remained when the air was removed

?? Explains how ?an infinite, non-expanding, perpetually regenerating universe" is able to predict a dark night sky

The procedure involved measuring the difference in the travel time of light rays circumnavigating the rotating disk (0

 The need for some kind of absolute reference was real; after all, physicists were incorporating into their theories and equations a kind of motion that was inexplicably invariant

But most significant is the confirmation that"The velocity of optical wave propagation depends on the radiation direction and 

 Wilson,The Essential Descartes(Mentor Books, New York, 1969) p342[6]Isaac Asimov,Understanding Physics: Light, Magnetism, and Electricity(Signet Books, New York, NY, 1969) p88[7]Ibid

Laplace hypothesized that the effect of gravity is propagated with a speed between 7-million and 100-million times that of light

Aether was enlisted to serve for the propagation needs of all electromagnetic waves

 And for 19th-century physicists like Augustin Fresnel, Albert Michelson and Edward Morley, and others,aetherwas just the thing

 HesseGeorge Stokes (1819-1903)Elastically solid aetherStokes? view was that aether was rigid enough to convey transverse light waves, but could not be compressed or expanded ---and simply yielded to permit the movement of objects within it

 Chronology of the Development of Aether TheoryAuthor or EventAetherType or AttributeREMARKSPre-scientific development

 He could concur with the three-centuries-old consensus about the existence of aether, accept the FitzGerald-Lorentz explanation of the Michelson-Morley ?null? result, and find the special frame of reference that rules motion and gravitation

 Aether was needed to (somehow) convey the gravitational force or effect

 Carroll, a physicist at the California Institute of Technology, sums up one of his extensively researched and densely-referenced papers onThe Cosmological Constant[3]with the conclusion (which he bases on the no-aether interpretation of the evidence allegedly showing that the cosmological constant, ?, dominates the universe, that the expansion of the universe is accelerating, and that the majority of the matter content in the universe must be in an unknown non-baryonic form): ?Nobody would have guessed that we live in such a universe

 Truly amazing!(2016-4-26): A mathematical cosmologist claims the values of the Hubble-expansion parameter and the cosmic-background temperature are the most important elements for understanding the real Universe!Letter and response

? And it is these rotating tubes that carry electrical particles along, from one tube to the next and the next, in what amounts to a form of transverse undulations at the speed of light

Cahill[ 2]Abstract: This article presents the historic development of the aether theory from a scientific (rather than a philosophical) perspective

 Aether could give motion its deeper meaning

?[13]For the first time in historyit was proposed that aether has the ability, not merely to change the course of objects (as does gravitational aether), but to change the size of objects

 One is missing the principle of absolute motion and, therefore, is unable to explain the real difference in the speed of a light ray (along separate paths) observable in any gas-mode Michelson apparatus (particularly when calibrated as per Cahill?s method to correct for Lorentzian contraction)

 Meanwhile, work has begun on a new research paper ---delving deeper into the amazing properties of aether

 Does cosmic distant have any relationship to a galaxy?s age?(2017 December):2nd printing of"The Nature of Gravitational Collapse": (Details)(2017 November):Special purchase offeron the book "Guide to the Construction of the Natural Universe": (Mail-in Order Form

 The sidereal time for maximum effect occurs at ~5hand at ~17hand confirms the direction found by Miller over 60 years earlier!Furthermore, the flow speed agreed with Miller?s 1925-26 results

 (7) Both Newton?s ?spooky? action at a distance and Einstein?s curvature magic were unacceptable as causal explanations of gravity

 In Fresnel?s view, the aether flowed through the interstices of material bodies even on the smallest scale; but he did allow for matter to have a small dragging effect on the aether

 -?The Cause and Mechanism of GravityThe Nature of Gravitational Collapse (PDF)The Nature of Gravitational Collapse(HTM)RELATIVITY ARTICLES:Why Einstein Did Not Receive the Nobel Prize for His Theory of Relativity(?Abstract ?Links ?Excerpts ?Extras) ??By 1922 Einstein had been nominated about fifty times ?most were for his relativity theories

Huygens, a follower of Descartes, shared the view that gravity was nothing more than"the action of the aether, which circulates around the centre of the Earth, striving to travel away from the centre, and to force those bodies which do not share its motion to take its place"

 Eventually Miller concluded that the cosmic direction of motion of the Earth and the Solar System is (Right Ascension ~5hDeclination ~70?S) towards the constellation Dorado

 Back in 1887 Michelson and Morley were, of course, unaware of the relativistic effects and had simply used the Newtonian theory for the calibration of their optical interferometer

website

)(2017 Sept): Recently brought to my attention: DSSU material appears on The New Illuminati website accompanied by some amazing graphics

 He embraced the idea, originated by others, that a body in rotation will develop a magnetic field as a gravitational phenomenon ?offering a natural explanation for Earth's magnetic field reversals

 (6) There was (and still is) a need to establish a frame of reference for the measurement of what is termedabsolute motion

Thomas Young, in an effort to accommodate light polarization, reintroduced his wave theory

, contractile) the related definition forunified gravitysimply includes the expansionary aspect of aether-space

 Sagnac split light from a single monochromatic source into cw and ccw rays that traveled identical paths in opposite directions around the platform

 (3) With Faraday?s discovery of lines of electrical and magnetic force, the need for some conducting medium was glaringly obvious

 The other employs thedynamic aetheras the first luminiferous-and-gravitational aether in the context of thenon-expanding cellular-universemodel

 Those of us involved in replacing the unnatural expanding-universe paradigm are aware of the difficulties involved

HIGHLIGHTS:? Entirely new concept for cosmic redshift mechanism;? Retains the foundation premise ofall modern cosmology;? But does not require whole-universe expansion;? A redshift based on the DSSU theory of unified gravity  cosmic cellular structure;? Remarkable agreement with independently established redshift distances

 Cahill and the aether theory based on Process Physics see:Modern Scientific Theories of AetherFor a significant collection of aether and aether related articles see:Aether Theories - Collation of Modern Scientific Theories of the AetherAn excellent chronological reference:A Ridiculously Brief History of Electricity and Magnetism(Mostly from Edmund T

Pierre Simon de Laplace (1749-1827)French mathematician and astronomerVariable densityLaplace investigated the ideas that the density of the aether was proportional to the radial distance from the center of a body (the Sun for instance) and that the force of gravity is generated by the impulse [a pushing action? a kind of gravity wave?] of such aether medium

Pierre Simon

 This is what can be called gravitational waves

First discovery of gravitational waves1991Aether turbulence(gravitational waves)The DeWitte (1991) experiment represents the first detection of gravity waves as a strong 1st-order effect

ABSTRACTThe Key that Extends Einstein?s Relativity (Part 1)?Response to a reviewer critical of DSSU aether-space relativityThe Key that Extends Einstein?s Relativity (Part 2)?How to convert abstract-space equations into aether-space equationsRestoring the Physical Meaning of EnergyPublished inApplied Physics ResearchjournalVol

 This time he proposed a periodicTRANSVERSE displacement of aether particles

 show turbulence in the flow of space past the earth

Thomas Young (1773-1829) ?a physician by profession and a physicist by inclination?Luminiferous aether; aether as a gasYoung?s wave theory of light (1801), like Huygens?, consisted of longitudinal vibrations (similar to sound waves) in a luminiferous aether

 James Searsexpected to cost taxpayers $20 million!?I estimate the Board of Review, police investigating and Crown prosecuting us on criminal matters, will cost the taxpayers over $20 million, assuming no appeals past 2018 (murderers  rapists will walk free as huge blocks of court time bump their cases, causing them to be thrown out)

 The basic principle involved here is thatthe one-way speed of light is not constant, but depends on the velocity of the aether wind

 True enough, Newton?s space was absolute and static

 Cahillin 2007Gravitational aether makes ?dark matter? redundant;(theory application)By successfully applying hisdynamical 3-spaceaether theory to galaxies and galaxy clusters Cahill eliminated the need for "dark matter

 However,the fringes do changewith speed andwe can determine a preferred frame?in violation of the second relativity postulate and the hypothesis of locality

Edward Williams Morley

 Michelson (1852-1931)Edward Williams Morley (1838-1923)Physical detectionUsing a Michelson optical interferometer mounted on a sandstone base, theaether windwas measured to be 8

 Descartes considered ?it contrary to reason to say that there is a vacuum or space in which there is absolutely nothing

 Then, without a special frame, there can be no absolute motion

?? ?With the recent discovery of a new cosmic-redshift mechanism, and its theoretical validation, it turns out that Hubble was right

Reginald

 Then jumping to the 21stcentury: Reginald Cahill explains gravity as aself-dissipating (contractile) processof aether-space; and DSSU theory (the theory of theDynamicSteadyStateUniverse) explains unified gravity (Lambda and normal gravity) as adual-dynamic processof aether

Peter Bergmann

 Peter Bergmann, a devoted student and follower of Einstein, underscores this dismal deficiency by authoring a book entitledThe Riddle of Gravitation

astrophysics

 ?(2017 December 29): Another powerful research paper ? another devastating blow for the Big Bang ? the"Sacks-Wolfe Effect Disproof "has been accepted for publication in an international journal for astrophysics

 ?Details the unification of all five aspects of gravity? Presents a remarkable new development in the theoretical nature of gravity waves

 When theorists deny the existence of aether they are left withno mediumfor the propagation of Maxwell?s electromagnetic waves

 (Remember those lines of force magically revealed by a sprinkling of iron filings?) Faraday?s abstract field concept could be more meaningful if there was some appropriate medium to fill it

 This dynamic activity manifests as the cosmic cell structure observed by astronomers

Augustin Cauchy

 In the same spirit, thestatic aetherof Huygens and Maxwell differs radically from the mono-dynamic aether of Augustin Cauchy which in turn differs radically from the dual-dynamic aether of DSSU theory

Absolute speedthen acquires meaning ?absolute speed with respect to aether-space (not with respect to the observer)

org2008 rev2014-2 (updated 2016-2)External Links and Resources The growth of research into aether theory is dramatic

 Clearly, the motivation for invoking aether-space resides not only in the historic past

 With his gravitation mechanism, based on graviton ?force? carriers, he was able to derive quantitative values for fundamental physical constantsG,h, ? (the fine structure constant), and?(the cosmological constant) that conformed to experimentally measured values

 Whenever the experiment was performedin a vacuumthe aether-effect on the optical interferometer was (and still is) totally annulled

?Professor Sean Carroll is a proponent of the General-Relativity expanding-universe?even though he finds it to be staggeringly unnatural

 Given that the atoms of all solids are held together by electrical forces, then the motion of a body as a whole would, according to Clerk Maxwell?s physics, superpose upon the electrostatic forces between the atoms a magnetic effect due to the motion

 The key data is the difference between the travel times for N-to-S propagation and S-to-N propagation

 FitzGerald?s aether had the relativistic ability to contract the dimensions of any object: contraction occurring in the direction of motion and in proportion to the speed through the aether!Hendrick A

 The line of motion was established but there was some uncertainty as to which diametrically opposite direction actually represented the apex of the motion

The experiment lasted 178 days and confirmed that the effect was periodic with sidereal time, not solar time

 All space was a sea filled with matter that swirled around in large and small vortices (forming the Cartesian Vortex universe)

Cosmology theory (called DSSU) developed in 2002Based on the epochal insight that the Universe is cellularly structured into cosmic cells ofdynamicaether-space

 But unlike Fresnel?s aether which flowed almost unhindered through all matter, Stokes? aether is somehow restricted in its otherwise free movement

Nicolas Fatio

 Le Sage used this aether as the basis for a kinetic theory of gravity (which theory was based on the mechanical model of gravity originally proposed by Newton's friend Nicolas Fatio de Duillier in 1690)

 Thompson differs radically from the electron defined by Schr?dinger?s wave equation, which in turn differs just as radically from the electron defined by Dirac?s relativistic theory of the electron

 But for the most part, 19th-century aether served only to transmit the force of gravity and the waves of the electromagnetic spectrum

Richard Milton

Michelson-Morley and the Story of the Aether Theory?Richard Milton's analysis of the historical details involving the misrepresentation, bias, and cover-up that hampered the Aether theory

 All the while the experimental physicists keep rediscovering what is not supposed to exist ?the aether and its associated absolute motion

Contradiction Divides Two Aether Theories?An exploration into thethree partsof the speed-of-light postulate

 All my available time is taken up by research, writing, and website maintenance ?in fact, two more web domains have been purchased

) Does this make for a superior type ofspace? To answer this question, consider what the standard theory is missing and what the new-cosmology theory offers

Lord KelvinJames MacCullaghSir Oliver LodgeAnd othersMany other aether models were proposed during the latter half of the nineteenth century

? The cosmology practiced by modern Academia may be said to have originated in 1905 with Einstein?s theory of relativity

Cauchy

George Green (1793-1841)Suspiciously like a gravitational aetherPhysicist George Green pointed out that Cauchy?s contractile aether would be unstable tending to contract all the time

George Green

 Aether Denial The history of conventional cosmology, as the science striving to model the real world, is a revelation of failure; and, after more than a century of Ptolemaic tinkering Academic Cosmology has managed to construct ?the preposterous universe

?Canada Claims Authority to Censor Your Internet Searches?Reason magazine?The "justice" system is being used to suppress opinions:In a legal battle (2018) for freedom of speech in Canada 

 (Miller's gravity waves, in contrast, must be extracted from an extremely weak 2nd-order effect)

Pivotal Year of 2002First "discovery" of luminiferousandgravitational aetherProcess Physicsrepresents the first testable theory using a luminiferous and gravitational aether-space in the context of the expanding universe model

(2016 June):Revolutionary research paper:The Nature of Gravitational Collapse?published in theAmerican Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol

In a non-optical experiment in 1991 (see DeWitte, below) the RA direction of ~5hwas dramatically confirmed

DeWitte

 Cahill,The Roland De Witte 1991 Experiment

 Ren? Descartes and Christian Huygens invoked aswirling aether-fluidto convey gravitation

 And in keeping with a most remarkable definition of the fundamental process of energy,DSSU aether is dynamic without the units of aether themselves possessing energy

Most recent update:2018 Dec 1Visits since mid-2010 :2018-12-1TheHistory of theAetherTheoryA Compendious Summary and Chronology of the Aether Theories(2008 rev2014-12; updated 2016-2)Conrad Ranzanwww

 First, it embraces the unscientific concept of the expansion-of-the-whole-universe

Marc Lemire

? ?Simon Sheppard(2013)The repression of free speech in Canada has degenerated to the point where ?? Freedom advocates, such as Marc Lemire, are censured for merely expressing their reasoned opinions

Simon Sheppard

[30]The implications for cosmology are profound !Notes: Historically there are three basic types of aether: (i) Aristotle?sfifth element, (ii)luminiferous, and (iii)gravitational

 Both Miller and De Witte have been repeatedly attacked for their discoveries

 Hubble was convinced that the key evidence, the cosmic redshift, was caused by some other factor, something more fundamental than mere expansion

 Galaev2001-2002,Ukraine, KharkovPhysical detection using an optical interferometer of the 1st orderThe type of wave interferometer used in this experiment differed from the Michelson-type in that it measures the first-order effect of the velocity difference along two separate paths taken by the electromagnetic waves (while the Michelson interferometer measures the much smaller 2nd-order velocity effect)

 It led to Maxwell?s perfectly valid preferred frame of reference being discarded

 Any theory or model that dares to incorporate the aether concept will simply not be accepted for mainstream publication

[1]It must be emphasized that absolute motion [and by implication, motion with respect to aether] is not inconsistent with the various well-established relativistic effects; indeed the evidence is that absolute motion is the cause of these relativistic effects, a proposal that goes back to Lorentz in the 19thcentury

 Newton supposed the aether to be denser in empty space than in the vicinity of massive bodies and thereby provide a mechanism for gravitational attraction: the Earth then moved towards the Sun under the pressure of the aether, like a cork rising from the depths of the sea

 Galaev1998-1999,Ukraine, KharkovPhysical detection using a radiowave interferometer of the 1st orderSupports the theory of the aether as ?the material medium which is responsible for propagation of electromagnetic waves

 (Rev 2011-9)First ever, journal-published paper featuring the DSSU:The Story of Gravity and Lambda ?How the Theory of Heraclitus Solved the Dark Matter Mystery?RanzanReprinted by permission ofPEP, fromPhysics Essays, Vol 23, No1, p75-87 (2010 Mar)

DSSU Relativity ?The Lorentz Transformations Applied to Aether-Space?RanzanReprinted by permission of Physics Essays Publication,Physics EssaysVol

 Cahill,Space and Gravitation, Magister Botanicus, Vol

 Tragically, after being dismissed from his research position, being misled by so-called anti-relativists, and having his findings ignored and even censured, Roland De Witte became deeply depressed and suffered an early death

Augustin Cauchy (1789-1857)First attempts to make aether dynamicTheory #1: Aether changed in density

[29]Discovery of the cause of the cosmic redshift (2013-2014)Aether flow has a velocity gradient

 Powell in his book,God in the Equation, provocatively and eloquently argues that what Academia practices today is a faith called ?science/religion? and details how Einstein, the most popular genius of the century, became the prophet of a cosmological revolution

Galaev concluded that the aether is consistent with a medium composed of discrete particles, and that the aether is responsible for electromagnetic waves propagation

Galaev

 BUT because of the phenomenon ofphoton scatteringby the atomic structure of the dielectric medium,the path-length of the photon increasesand thereby gives the appearance of a slowing of wave/photon propagation ?an effect associated with refraction and measured as the dielectric refractive index

[16]Dayton Miller in 1921Mt

 So the obvious question arises; what about a combination of absolute and dynamic? And the answer came in the year 2002

 ?(2018 September):Fan of DSSUcomments on the ?train wreck?of modern physics and on big bang mythology

Maurice Allais (1911- )During 1954-1960Saint-Germain, Franceanomalous effect (possibly the direction of aether-flow)Maurice Allais using a rigid-arm pendulum having a length of only 83 cm found that the plane of oscillation tended to rotate towards a preferential direction (azimuth) that changed with the rotation of the Earth and could not be explained by the well known Foucault Effect

 The repeated detection of absolute motion ?of Earth?s absolute motion through space? provided the vital evidence of a preferred frame-of-reference, which is simply the frame in which the aether is at rest

The cells constitute a Euclidean structure that exists within thenon-expanding universe

 (Reginald Cahill?sProcess-Physicsaether also deserves this claim

Ren

Ren? Descartes (1596-1650)Continuous fluid aether;Gravitational aetherDescartes maintained that the world is a Plenum and there is no true vacuum or void

[9]His followers, however, proposed that the gravitational effect of a body would be expressed as a distortion of the aether ---a distortion that travels outward as an ?aether wave,? much like a sound wave travels through air, and eventually reaches another body and affects it

orgIn 1887 two American physicists, Michelson and Morley, performed what has turned out to be one of the most historic but misunderstood experiments in physics

My comments on the 2016 "Official Science" news story:Do not be misled by the recent reports of the detection of gravity waves

 Let?s shine a light into thisspaceused by ?the standard model of modern physics

 the very idea of motion becomes vague, and all of the nineteenth century development of physics becomes shaky

 Clearly,light is being conducted?conducted by the oscillators along the light ray?s path ?by the space medium itself ?bythe luminiferous aetherthat physicist have long rejected

The Cosmology Debate That Never HappenedWhat historians call"the greatest cosmological debate in history?was between TWO expanding universes ?two hypothetical models that share the same, I repeat,the samefoundational property! If one is to claim some great clash of ideas (let alone the "greatest") then surely there must exist some deep dividing difference! (Posted 2011 Oct)The Case for a Cellular Universe?the Story of a Baffling Omission in Modern Cosmology (Revised 2015)Large-Scale Structure of the Dynamic Steady State Universepublished in theAmerican Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol

 The centrifugal force of such rotations caused the tubes to expand sideways and contract lengthways, as Faraday had suggested in order to explain attraction and repulsion

 Polarization seemed to establish the fact that light consisted of transverse waves

 Any two material bodies would partially shield each other from the flux of impinging corpuscles and establish a pressure imbalance

 Cauchy and Stokes were the originators of theaether drag concept

Isaac NewtonLuminiferous aetherNewton held the view that light rays consisted of a stream of particles in rectilinear motion and that the light particles stimulated, or were accompanied by, vibrations in an all pervading aether

 comments relating to the 'preposterous' expanding-universe paradigm

Christian Huygens (1629-95)Stationary luminiferous aethergravitational aetherIn 1678 and 1690 Huygens proposed a wave theory of light in which waves propagated longitudinally through a stationary aether

The Cosmology Debate That Never Happened ?During the 20th century there was a decades-long debate: The cataclysmic expanding universe VS the stable expanding universe

 This imbalance, then, tends to drive the bodies together, and so, provides a 'push-gravity' explanation for Newton's gravitational force

 Hebelieved in a continuous ether that completely fills the space not occupied by solid bodies and mediates their interactions by means of a system of vortices---the whole universe was a system of interlocking vortices or ?tourbillons

 Cahill?s theory of aether-space showed that both experiments give 420?30 km/s

 Finding ?it inconceivable that a wave motion should propagate in empty space? he, therefore, employed the aether of the contemporary wave theory of light

 Then, by checking the direction ?by repeating the 24 hour test? during different seasons of the Earth?s annual Solar orbit, the experiment establishes whether or not the main component of the aether wind is local or cosmic in origin

 The fire and brimstone genesis of the BB hypothesis conforms pleasingly to the Biblical Genesis; the possible gravitational re-collapse of regional matter, if not of the entire universe, makes a rather fitting apocalyptic cataclysmic ending

 This was clear evidence that the speed of light isnotinstantaneous

 Then to test the FitzGerald-Lorentz effect upon a different solid, the sandstone base of the optical interferometer was replaced with a pine-wood base

Aether-space (on the cosmic scale) expands in certain regions and contracts in other regions

 Wilsonthe direction of aether-flowWhile in previous experiments the direction of relative motion between Earth and aether had been assumed, this series of experiments was designed to actually measure the direction

UPDATE (2018-5-16): Ursula Haverbeck will celebrate her 90th birthday in a German prison cell

[32][33]Two more examples of neglected experiments with solid evidence are the Dayton Miller 1925/26 studies and the Roland De Witte 1991 tests lasting 178 days

 The Foucault pendulum measures the Coriolis effect while the Allais pendulum supposedly measures the direction of aether flow

(Updated 2016-2)Relativity of Time in the Aether-Space of the DSSU?How intrinsic time and relative time are related

 But there has never been a debate of thedynamic expanding universeVS thedynamic non-expanding universe

 What started as the "fifth element" of Antiquity becomes molded by theoretical constraints and experimental evidence into thedual-dynamic sub-quantum medium ?the Essence of the Universe

Published works:Physics without Einstein(1969),Modern Aether Science(1972),Physics Unified(1980),Creation: The Physical Truth(2006), and many scientific papers stemming from his research at Southampton University

com/For expressing her opinion on historical events, Canadian citizenMonika Schaeferhas been arrested and imprisoned (2018-1-3) in Germany

 The symbol ? stands for the cosmological constant in most conventional theories, and for the generic expansion of the space medium in DSSU theory

The answer will be revealed in the next research article, which is currently under review

 The light can?t go around the oscillators since there are no gaps, no free points, no free zone

 neutralizes the optical effect sought in the Michelson-Morley aether experiment

 In fact, as a depiction of reality the class of expanding universe models ?of which the various big bang (BB) models are a subset? has been an utter and complete failure

 (In vacuum mode, the Lorentz-Fitzgerald length-contraction renders the instrument totally useless for this purpose

)Discovery of the gravity mechanism of cosmic structure (in 2012)Gravitational DSSU aetherThe universe consists of autonomous gravity domains which are perpetually sustained by Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary gravity processes

 It should be made clear that the new aether theory with its heretical notion of absolute space and absolute motiondoes notnecessarily entail the rejecting and replacing of existing theories

? ?The American Herald Tribune, 2016 Sept?American Speaker Arrested in Canadafor the textual material on his iPad?2017 June 24While the invasion continues, the ?guardians? of the nation are busy suppressing the freedom of expression: going after deemed violations in what people think and write and say

 The aether motion was of extra-solar-system origin ?or galactic origin

 The dedication extends to those individuals currently imprisoned, and those facing trial and persecution simply for exercising their basic human right of freedom of expression supposedly granted to them under the UN Charter of Human Rights

 Molyneux, 2018-7(7-minute video on the importance of freedom of speech)In repressive Germany:Ursula Haverbeck, 89, Sentenced to 14 Months in Jail for Heresy!?2017 NovemberThis amazing 89-year-old woman continues advocating under the dictum: "Only the truth will set you free?

Ursula Haverbeck

According to this theory, the "ultra-mundane corpuscles," moving at high speed and coming from all directions, are continually impacting on all material objects

 Along the way, discover the cause of mass, the cause of gravitation, and rediscover Einstein?s ?nonponderable? aether and Heraclitus? harmony-of-opposites principle

Heraclitus

What the space above the mercury in the barometer tube contained was ?subtle matter? many times lighter than air

 (5) Aether provided the perfect explanation for the phenomenon called stellar aberration which had been discovered by the English astronomer James Bradley early in the 18thcentury

 The problem is the general-relativity-gravity interpretation, as is well known, ignores the space medium!Have gravity waves really been detected?Think about this: The academic experts do not have the cause and mechanism of gravity (Isaac Newton did not, Albert Einstein did not, and today?s big-bang astrophysicists do not)

"[20]Although the intensity of the effect was small, the variation of the measured ether-drift velocity was distinctly dependent on the sidereal daily cycle, and agreed remarkably well with Miller's findings

 (Check out the lengthy list of expansion models in Table2 of the Web article,Models of the Universe)

 When it came time to construct the first scientific model of the Universe, the task naturally involved Einstein, who by 1916 had formulatedgeneral relativity, a new theory of gravity

 After "Removing the earth induced rotation effect we obtain the first experimental data of the turbulent structure of space," 

? Copyright 2005-2018 byConrad RanzanDSSU ResearchAll Rights Reserved For information regarding permission to reproduce selected material herein, please contact:D S S U ResearchNiagara Falls, Canada17th year on the Internet

 Einstein?s geometrized space was non-absolute and notably dynamic

denial

 Hence, Einstein?s general-relativity universe-model of 1917 and all his subsequent cosmology models contained the implicit aether denial

 He was puzzled by the fact that the mathematical laws (Maxwell?s laws) governing electricity, magnetism, and light implicitly define apreferred reference framein which the speed of light is the same in all directions, whereas Newton?slaws of motion and gravitationdo not

 Then there would be no way to reference absolute motion ?no way to answer the question,absolute motion with respect to what?Clearly, something more than ?space? was needed

[28](It is ironic that Augustin Fresnel who, in the early 1800s, believed in an aether which flowedunhinderedthrough all matter, should have his name associated with an effect whereby a transparent medium, like glass or water, while in rapid motion, somehow tends todrag the aetheralong with itself albeit with a reduced speed

Augustin Fresnel

George FitzGerald, Irish physicist, in 1889, 1891Aether as the source of relativistic effectsThe smallness of M-M measurements was explained ?on the hypothesis that the forces binding the molecules of a solid might be modified by the motion of the solid through the [a]ether in such a way that the dimension of the stone base of the interferometer would be shortened in the direction of motion and that this contraction 

George FitzGerald

The History of the Aether Theory?The historic development of the aether as a scientific theory of space itself

 The highlight of the theory development came in the pivotal year of 2002 with the introduction of two testable models based on luminiferous AND gravitational aether: One of these employs adynamic aetheras the first luminiferous-and-gravitational aether in the context of theexpanding universemodel

 It is those who actively deny the experimental evidence or passively ignore the historical and continuing research who are exposing themselves to accusations of scientific malpractice

 When the interferometer is placed in a vacuum, aether-flow cannot be detected

 Lorentz (1853-1928), Dutch physicist, in 1895"Lorentz developed the FitzGerald hypothesis into a sound theory

Albert Einstein in 1905Superfluous aetherHistorically, the only serious blow against aether came from Einstein when he formulated his theory of relativity

 Its absolute value is about 300,000 km/second; butabsolute(or invariant) with respect to what? The observer is irrelevant; with or without the observer, the speed has a fixed value

 Cahill and Finn Stokes,Correlated Detection of sub-mHz Gravitational Waves by Two Optical-Fiber Interferometers

 Cahill,The Michelson and Morley 1887 Experiment and the Discovery of Absolute Motion

 The key point is that ?It is this inhomogeneity rather than the motion [of aether] itself that actually is the phenomena we know as gravity

 This aether was continuous throughout space and consisted of hard elastic particles which transmitted impulses without being displaced themselves

 ?Newton at times thought universal gravity might be caused by the impulses of a stream of aether particles bombarding an object or by variations in an all-pervading aether? but did not advance either of these notions in hisPrincipiabecause, as he ultimately said, he would ?not feign hypotheses? as physical explanations

 In step-by-step table format, one may follow the chronology of the exploration of various theories of the medium of the universe ?the medium, sometimes equated with absolute space

 The speed of light ?the speed of photon particles or EM waves? is absolute

 And if all motion is relative, what better way is there for describing the physical world than with Einstein?sspecial and general relativity? The historic chain of misconceptions continued as relativity theory was applied to the whole universe and eventually gave us Sean Carroll?spreposterous expanding universe

 I will deal with these later and shed further light on how 20thcentury scientific cosmology got it so terribly wrong

Roland De Witte

 For instance, Roland De Witte was unaware of Miller?s historic work

 Or, he could achieve consistency by attempting to extirpate the preferred reference frame from Maxwell?s laws

 As a practicing physicist/cosmologist and a recognized authority on the expanding universe, he is steadfastly committed to resolving the absurdity without venturing outside the BB box, so to speak

 Both Newton?s gravity and Einstein?s gravity do not give an actual cause or an actual mechanism; but a properly constructed aether theory does

[26]First ever dynamic aether consisting of non-energy, non-mass, discrete units (2009)Aether as discrete entities with no energy, no massAether serves as a subquantum substrate ?as the discretized "essence" of the universe

 As we saw earlier, the concept of absolute motion is inseparable from the concept of aether
 Thus, the light patterns recorded by LIGO are interpreted via Einstein?s mathematical concept of gravity

(2018 August):Press Release (2018 August):"The mechanism driving astrophysical jets has been discovered"(2018 July 31): What?s the delay? Yes, the usual publication frustrations:? Journal 1:peer reviewed, no errors in the logic, no flaws in the science, tentative ACCEPTANCE, then REJECTED !? Journal 2:peer reviewed, no errors in the logic, no flaws in the science, REJECTED ! Could it be that the editors promoting fake astro-science feel threatening by the DSSU revolution? ?? Journal 3:peer reviewed, ?This is a scholarly and erudite article that deserves to be published in recognition of its tutorial nature and ? the validity of the author?s proposals

 Why this lack of mathematical harmony? Electromagnetic phenomena require a special frame of reference; yet dynamic phenomena do not

 "Transverse displacements however can be propagated only in a solid medium, and so began the search, which was to last throughout the century, for mechanical models of a solid elastic aether

 (4) Then, with Clerk Maxwell?s electric and magnetic wave theory there again was a need for a propagating medium

Georges-Louis Le Sage (1724-1803)Swiss mathematician  physicistKinetic aetherIn 1748, Le Sage proposed an aether consisting of tiny particles ---he called them ultra-mundane corpuscles--- streaming in all direction with enormous speed

Le Sage

htm[20]Yuri Galaev,Aether-Drift Velocity and Kinematic Ether Viscosity within Optical Wave Bands

? Explains how the two dynamic processes of the DSSU?s space medium sustain the cellular structure responsible for the pattern of matter distribution in our Universe

pdf

Large Scale Structure of the Dynamic Steady State Universe (pdf) How a dual-dynamic space medium sustains the cellular structure (published in AJAA in 2016)

 Fresnel (1788-1827) introduced the transverse wave theory of light which could account for all the known phenomena of optics; consequently the aether became solid-like and rigid yet allowed the free passage of heavenly bodies

 The definition of the phenomenon we know as gravity (applicable to DSSU theory as well as Process Physics) is the inhomogeneous bulk flow of aether-space towards and into matter

km/s

 The other two aether motions were identified as the space inflow converging on the Sun (42 km/s solar concentric), and a substantial cosmic component of 420?30 km/s in the direction (RA=5

? As I understand it, a universe that is ?preposterous? is (and my Webster Dictionary will back me up) a universe that is "contrary to nature, reason, or common sense; utterly foolish; absurd

Abstract and Links:?Another major DSSU success, as it reveals amazing new insights! The theory has uncovered the mechanism by which mass undergoes a total conversion to energy

"[25]Process-aetherwas shown to produce the contractile effect (Cahill calls it the3-space self-interaction effect) that had long been attributed to some kind of mysterious unsubstantiated matter

redshift

Cosmic-Redshift Distance Law WithoutcWithoutH?Comments  Links?Simplifying the redshift-distance formula by removing the speed-of-light constant and the Hubble parameter ?while maintaining agreement with observational evidence

Hubble

Discovery of the polarization of light by ?tienne Louis Malus (1775-1812) in 1808;subsequently guidedAugustin Fresnelalso guided Thomas YoungAether as a rigid-gasThe phenomenon of light polarization doomed the longitudinal-wave hypothesis

Louis Malus

(2018 April 28):Question:What drives astrophysical jets?What process or mechanism generates the stupendous power of those spectacular emission jets associated with certain stars? (I?m talking about gamma photons and neutrinos with energy equivalent to a million hydrogen atoms!! Imagine that much energy contained in a single gamma photon or neutrino!) This has been one of the biggest mysteries of the universe ?one that has baffled the academic cognoscenti for decades

 Thedual-dynamicaether provides Einstein?s mathematical theory of gravity with what the theory has long been lacking ?a real-world ?substrate? with the real ability to convey the gravitational effect

htm)[33]Independent physicist, Miles Mathis, reports (in his recent paperThe Allais Effect and Majorana) the following: "I want to point out a very strange 'coincidence

? A tenured professor has lost his position for revealing his research and views on history

 Newton chose absolute and static, Einstein chose non-absolute and dynamic

 The historic and current evidence clearly shows that only a Michelson interferometer in gas-mode can detect a path length difference, the signature of absolute motion through aether

 If all motion is relative, as Einstein?s special relativity theory claims, then how is it possible to enforce Nature?s absolute speed-limit

?DSSU aether-space?A unified aether described as:(1) Luminiferous;(2) Gravitationally dual-dynamic;(3) Boundless

 But note, it was NOT A GRAVITATIONAL AETHER; it was kinetic rather than dynamic!Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) Swiss mathematician  physicistUniversal mediumThe great Swiss mathematician conjectured that the aether transmits not only heat and light, but also magnetic and electric forces and gravitation

?Einstein?s Simple Mathematical Trick ?and the Illusion of a Constant Speed of Light(Abridged version with links to Journal-published version

 A powerful paper that resolves the cause-of-causes paradox, explains the non-independent nature of time, and reveals the 'supreme advantage'

Why Einstein Did Not Receive the Nobel Prize for His Theory of Relativity??By 1922 Einstein had been nominated about fifty times ?most were for his relativity theories

Unified Gravitation Cells of the DSSU?Constructing the Universe with Cosmic Gravity CellsSpace Flow Equations and Expansion-Contraction Rates (pdf)?This paper explores the mathematical aspects of the twospace postulatesof DSSU theory ?and uncovers some profound consequences

 For instance, Einstein?s theory of relative motion remains valid in a restricted sense; the theory is subsumed as relative motion becomes but a special case of a more general theory of aether-referenced motion

 The sprightly grandmother is now serving a two-year prison termwithout parolemerely for stating a sincerely held opinion that is supported by acclaimed academics worldwide!!?Frau Haverbeck is now sentenced to two years in prison, merely for her peaceful historical research? ?The Barnes ReviewVol

Haverbeck

 David Noever (a NASA scientist) to review the Maurice Allais experiments

' In researching the Allais Effect, I discovered that the scientist in charge of NASA?s pendulum and gravimeter experiments at Marshall Space Flight Center was a man named David Noever

Isaac Newton, Christian Huygens, and Thomas Young were the early developers of this idea

 However, what if one wanted to determine the motion of something, not with respect to another object or frame, but rather with respect to space itself? In other words, take away the ?relative? aspect and try to define some sort of fundamental meaning of motion

2018

?CR(2018 September 27): New research paper on GRAVITY is currently under review

?Isaac Newton (1642-1727)Particulate aether; Gravitational aetherNewton?s force-law of gravity lacked a causal mechanism and an explanation was sought of how such a force could be transmitted over vast distances through apparently empty space

The DSSU infinite universe is a quasi-static lattice-like structure of unit-universes

 Maurice Allais is unlikely to live long enough to see it anyway

 Beginning with the famous experiment of 1887 and then in at least six other documented experiments, the evidence was found

In effect, Cahill found thatdynamic aetheris gravitationally more powerful than is Newton?s force and Einstein?s geometrized space

[10]Euler was a notable adherent of the aether-wave theory of light, as opposed to Newton?s corpuscular version

 This vast enterprise, responsible for proliferating and for stockpiling a multitude of theoretical models, must now face the frigid fact that there was ?there is? only one real universe! 

 Unrestrained by the scientific method, one is free to ignore the paradoxes that arise, free to include the non sequiturs, free to worship any authority

Their next experiment was in 1904 and saw the first use of the Michelson interferometer mounted on a steel-girder base

 It seems highly probable that what LIGO actually detected was some vibrational ?noise? or some unexplained interference; and NOT gravity waves originating from a distant binary system (in which two extremely massive black holes are supposedly in the process of merging)

 Furthermore, they detected clear evidence of turbulence in the flow of aether past the Earth

 ?There would result a contraction of the body in the direction of motion which is proportional to the square of the ratio of the velocities of translation and of light and which would have a magnitude such as to annul the effect of [a]ether-drift in the Michelson-Morley interferometer

Michelson-Morley

 Rather, the ?Fresnel drag effect? is merely the consequence of the manner in which photons are conducted (by simple electromagnetic scattering) within a dielectric mediumandof the velocity (speed  direction) of the luminiferous aether flowing through the dielectric

 Cahill has been examining these aether-flow waves for over 15 years

The Sagnac Experiment, 1913Preferential frame of referenceWhereas the 1887 MM experiment was the first test of absolute translational motion, the Sagnac experiment was the first test of absolute rotational motion

?[6] By mid-nineteenth century it became clear that no material object in the universe represented a state of absolute rest and that absolute motion could not therefore be measured relative to any material object

DSSU, The Non-Expanding Universe: Structure, Redshift, Distance?A long sought-after goal of astrophysicists has been a formulation of cosmic distance that is independent of the speed of light

 As one would expect,general relativity,being a purely geometric model of space and time, also denied the existence of aether (thereby maintaining consistency with special relativity)

luminiferous

Clerk Maxwell (1831-79)a more inclusive luminiferous aether :electromagnetic aetherMaxwell expanded and developed the qualitative aspects of Faraday?s conception of lines of electrical and magnetic force

Absolutebecause the experimental evidence demands it to be so;dynamicbecause Einstein and Friedmann proved it to be so

" Neither Newton'suniversal gravitationnor Einstein'sgeneral relativitycould explain the significant periodic change in the plane of oscillating motion

 With his equations, one could relate the velocity of an object to any arbitrarily chosen frame of reference (stationary or moving)

 Seemingly unaware of the inconsistency, physicists discard the perfectly intuitive and sound notion, whereby aether serves as the medium for the propagation of light, while claiming that the emptiness of space is filled with all kinds of stuff like quantum particle-pair formation, and various entities continually popping in and out of existence, and, of course, vacuum energy

Isaac Newton 1717Density varying aetherA corpuscular aetherIn 1717 Newton published his views on the transmission of gravity and other forces ?published in the form of further Queries, added to a new edition of theOpticks

 As in the MM experiment, the time difference was detectable as a fringe shift of the interference pattern of the recombined light beam

If the speed of light were locally invariant, then speeding up or slowing of the rotation rate of the platform should not change the location of the fringes

 Aether denial, of course, goes hand in hand with the denial ofabsolute motion?yet absolute motion is surprisingly easy to prove

 Essentially, the speed of EM-waves (photons) in a material medium remains unchanged

) In terms of these gravity domains, the universe is a "dense packing" of tetrahedral and octahedral cosmic-scale gravity cells

 In a rational world, an absolute limit needs absolute motion to which it can be applied

 (Supplementary Discussion)DSSU Relativity ?The Lorentz Transformations Applied to Aether-Space(Posted 2011, July)

 One must realize that Sean Carroll[4]is not some rebellious radical trying to overthrow the expanding universe paradigm, or trying to reinstate the aether

Sean Carroll

Why Copernicus Did Not Need a Force of Gravity?Explores the question of why no one, except Newton, invoked a force

Maxwell?s theory treats aether as thepreferred frameof reference in which light propagates with constant speed in all directions

 Sadly, De Witte wasnever permitted to publish his data in a physics journal

De Witte

preposterous

 Forgive the broadness of my question, but what is going on here!? What kind of science is being practiced in society?s noble institutions when solid experimental evidence is ignored? Or worse, censored and suppressed? While there is mostly silence among the ranks of institutionalized degree holders, this fact remains: Withoutaetherwe are unnecessarily burdening ourselves with an incomprehensible ?preposterous universe

 The experiments were completely independent and used significantly different techniques yet they detected the same velocity of absolute motion

Excerpts:? ?The man accredited with discovering universe expansion did not believe that the universe was expanding

 Cahill (1946- )in 2002AustraliaRe-analysis of data from earlierPhysical detectionCahill realized that absolute motion through aether-space is the cause of various well-established relativistic effects

 Any cosmology constructed around a cosmic creation scenario with its inherent logical paradoxes (such as theparadox of first cause) when embraced and promoted by the Establishment becomes an official doctrine of faith

 Consider this: The cosmology that is studied in universities the world over, and practiced in the relevant research departments, is a cosmology devoid of the concept of aether

 Now if the subsummation of Einstein?s relativity is what is involved here, then most physicists have misconceived the threat to their belief system

Noever

David Noever

Allais

5(July 1933) p220[18]Maurice Allais,The "Allais Effect" and My Experiments with the Paraconical Pendulum 1954-1960(A 1999 memoir prepared for NASA in response to an enquiry initiated by NASA under the direction of David Noever)[19]R

Maurice Allais

 Thenew cosmologybegan in the year 2002 with Cahill?s discovery of the mechanism of gravitation and the author?s development of DSSU theory

Cahill

 Einstein?s highly influential theory of motion, space and energy was the first 20th-century theory to embrace the popular misinterpretation of the Michelson and Morley experiment of 1887

 The denial of aether led Einstein to two famous but incomplete theories of relativity

Morley  Miller in 1902ClevelandPhysical detectionThe sensitivity of the optical interferometer was increased by making the physical arm-length 4

aether-space

)[22]Discovery of the mechanism of gravity in 2002?Process? aetherGravitational (dynamic) aetherCahill discovered the causal mechanism of gravity as part of a realization that aether-space is a dynamic fluid and a key component of what is known as Process Physics

The Aether Experiments and the Impact on Cosmology?The aether has been detected at least 6 times in recent history

 Only one concentration was used on a portion of skin on the dorsal and palm sides of the left hand in one day

 The measurement of the conditional probability of not detecting subsequent photon in a small interval after the detection of a photon provided information on coherence in biophoton signals [5]

Received June 7, 2013; revised July 8, 2013; accepted July 21, 2013Keywords:Biophotons; Holistic Health; Quantum CoherenceABSTRACTWe measure ultra-weak photon signals emitted from the hand of a human subject, either spontaneously or gradually decaying after local stress has been induced with five concentrations of H2O2

 These twin features again indicate coherence of photon signal and of biomolecules

 It increases linearly with bin size in a series indicating that signal strength expressed in counts/s is the same in all series of signal

 The shape of signal emitted in the transitions of more than one type of biomolecules is the sum of exponential decay terms

 InFigure 2, we also depicted its characteristics for the interval with the highest signal strength (3rdint)

The holistic nature of the characteristics suggests the possibility of their correlation with other holistic features of human subjects e

 The checking of robustness brings out the absence of exponential decay character in response signals and points towards the validity of the quantum model

Both coherence and its nature are inferred from the properties of a phenomenon

 It was well determined among four subjects emitting relatively stronger signals

 The signal properties are obtained from them by assuming that signal and background noise produce photons independently and no interference occurs in their detections

Investigations with the light induced biophoton signals have remained confined to models that aim to explain decay shape and extract strength parameters [10], and do not explicitly address the problem of coherence and its nature

The functional form of n(t) in the quantum model [15] is(6)which has four parameters;;and

 Popp, Some Essential Questions of Biophoton Research and Probable Answers, In: F

 Robustness of the parameters of the quantum model: The contributions of B1; B2and S2at t = 0 in the signal emitted in response to 500 mM of H2O2from the palm side of left hand are depicted against bin size

 Two of these features are the visible range of photons (above the currency of biochemical energy) and non-decaying nature of signal

 In human biophoton signals, the curve is nearly a straight line (with a small curvature)

constituents

The basic premises of the classical framework are composite structure of living system, contact interaction of constituents and preservation of the integrity (chemical and physical action) of constituents in biological processes

 It was measured for intervals (10 s-1 ms) in biophoton signals and signals emitted by a light emitting diode [6]

 Visible range photons require a mechanism to supply more than 3 eV of energy to a biomolecule in one act for its transition from lower to higher energy state [4]

emitting

 Luckily however, human subjects respond to chemical stimulation by H2O2on the skin by emitting photon signals with above mentioned twin features

 The remaining eighty-six intervals indicated the possibility of quantum coherence

 Statistical time coordination establishes their role in manifesting overall coordination, balance or equilibrium of the emitting system

 The figure (Figure 4), illustrates how the quantum based model provides the best picture of the decay

 The intercept was around 1 in most biophoton signals but was also less than 1 in a few signals

 The quantum model does so explicitly by assigning an evolving quantum squeezed state to every response signal [16]

The indication of quantum coherence in quantum optics is obtained from the value of second order correlation coefficient

 In contrast, in quantum signals, it is an intrinsic property and carries information about the signal

The long duration of response signal is suitable forchecking the robustness of signal specific parameters to change in the bin size

 One can show [12] that its relation to Fano Factor at zero bin size is given by(4)The right hand side of Equation (4) is to be extrapolated towards its value when bin size tends to zero

One model has a functional form which shows exponential decay character and is taken to be the sum of two exponential decay terms, for definiteness, but can also have more terms,(5)It has five parameters;;;and

 The slope of Fano Factor is ill determined

Biophoton signals are usually detected with broadband photo multiplier tubes (Figure 1(a)) and have signal to noise ratio of around one, which necessitates background noise correction to the properties of the series of observed (obs) signal to obtain the properties of actual signal (sig) and makes the determination of spectral decomposition in human photon signal difficult

 Its wavelength, decay rate and strength are related to the properties of biomolecules emitting it [3]

 The measured series determine the properties of background and observed signals

 One can determine the statistical properties of the decay signal by dividing it in 3 min intervalsFigure 3

 Fano Factor brings out the coordination and quantifies it

 This probability behaves differently in coherent and incoherent signals when signal strength goes to zero

 (a) Experimental setup: Human hands photo-emission is detected with photomultilier tubes; (b) Raw photon signal: Photo counts in 50 ms bin size; (c) Probability distributions: Pobsfor original bin size (50 ms) and grouped bin sizes (200, 500 ms); (d) Background and spontaneous signal properties: We use observed and background means (kobs, kbg) and variances (Vobs, Vbg) to determine the properties of biophoton signals

 Quantum Coherence of Signals Emitted in Response to StimulationAdditional information about quantum coherence in theFigure 2

Response signals manifested the coordination of human subject during oxidative stress

 When a small amount of mild concentration H2O2(500 mM) is applied on human skin, the skin immediately starts emitting a response signal that decays continuously with decreasing decay rate [17-19] for the duration of nearly an hour (Figure 3)

 The coherent phenomena need a different description using attributes that characterize synergetic/holistic functioning of biomolecules

 The curve contains signal specific information

 The mechanism ensuring cooperative functioning of biomolecules is given the name coherence; the participating biomolecules cohere and the phenomena emanating from it are called coherent

 The signals were detected within 2 s of the applying of chemical

 If it happens or could happen, then it is classical coherence otherwise it is quantum coherence

 We analyze the photon distributions of both spontaneous and stimulated number of photons per measuring interval (bin sizes) according to statistics measure Fano Factor which leads to quantum optics, g(2)(0)

 A Fano Factor less than one is a strong indicator of quantum coherence

 The transfer of instructions/information between cohering biomolecules via interaction may or may not happen in coherent phenomena

We measured ten response signals emitted within 2 s of applying 500 l of five concentrations of H2O2(100 mM - 500 mM) on an area of nearly 30 cm2of the skin at the palm and dorsal sides of the left hand of a subject

 The confirmation can transform biophoton signals into potent clinical parameters [22]

 Quantum biophoton signal can only be emitted by an assembly of biomolecules in a definite quantum state [9]

cohering

determine

 The main objectives of biophoton research, therefore, have been to establish the coherence of biophoton signal, determine its nature, discover holistic attributes and identify cohering biomolecules

 The background noise contribution,, is included in

 Background noise and observed spontaneous signals emitted prior to stimulation are also depicted on the figure

 Quantum Coherence of Spontaneous Biophoton SignalsThe quantum nature of coherence is easier to establish in a spontaneous biophoton signal because its statistical properties can be determined with sufficient accuracy

 The signal decayed steeply during the first 3 min interval in all signals and in the subsequent interval in two intense signals

 The figure also depicts the values of parameters toand ?2

 van der Greef, Attributes Characterizing Ultraweak Photon Signals of Human Subjects, Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology, Submitted 2013

 The phenomenon is called ultra-weak photon or biophoton emission and the emitted photon signals have been labeled biophoton signals [1]

 The quantum coherence of response signal can be ascertained through 3 min intervals that scan the entire signal

 Similar figures of other response signals of this subject as well as two other subjects measured by us convey the same message

 The intercept was around 2 and the slope was nearly zero in background signals

 In light induced response signals of human subjects, the decay is obervable for less than a second, which is too small for verifying quantum coherence

 We present two models which use different functional forms for n(t), where n(t)??t is the number of photons detected in a small interval ?t around t

 The parameters;andremained same for all bin sizes whereas the other parameters varied significantly with bin sizes

 The intercepts of Fano Factor in the respective signals are 2

 They emit photon signal in probabilistic transitions from higher to lower energy states

during which its strength is nearly constant

nearly

 A nearly unchanging value of signal strength over macroscopic interval points towards a coherent mechanism for the origin of the signal [8]

 In a classical signal, it merely determines the ensemble fluctuations in the signal strength and is not considered an intrinsic property

 The decay in these twelve intervals could not be neglected, thereby preventing the determination of their statistical properties

 The decay nature of the signal can be ignored in each 3 min interval

On the other hand, a non-decaying signal requires coordinated and continuous replenishing of the population of biomolecules in higher energy state through a mechanism, which in case of biophoton signals remains operative at all time

 Even mild oxidative stress does not elicit a linear one dimensional response from human subject

transitions

 The probabilistic transitions of one type of biomolecules confer exponential decay shape to the emitted photon signal

 Its value in two of the signals (SE, 3rdint) is much smalller than in background noise, an indication of quantum coherence

 The Fano Factor curve was below one in two weak biophoton signals for many bin sizes but the small value of signal strength diminishes its reliability

 B1; toand Boare robust and the contribution of B2is less than 1% at all bin sizes

 For the smallest of bin size, a value of [g(2)(0)?1] less than or nearly 0 points to a strong quantum component of the signal

 It fluctuates around a point value in a classical signal but around a curve in a quantum signal

exponential

twin

 The most extensively studied stimulation is exposure of a living system to light triggering the emission of a photon signal with the twin features of photons in the visible range and non-exponential decay [13]

 The normalised variance is called Fano Factor [10],(3)Fano Factor of a signal is different in its series at different bin sizes

measurable

 The human hand is selected as an in-vivo sample because it is easily measurable, it is without a substrate (no sample substrate interactions), its life time is much larger than the measuring time and the subject can provide feedback while measurements are performed

living system is provided by the photon signals emitted in response to small physical and chemical stimulations

 Both indicators point towards an adequate description of the photon signal in an interpretation that is quantum

 Signal properties (sig) are obtained from measured quantities by the following equations [7]:(1)(2)An important intrinsic property of a signal is

palm

500

 Fano Factor and [g(2)(0)?1] at different bin sizes: Two factors pointing to the possibility of classical or quantum signal are depicted at 100 bin sizes for the background noise (BG), spontaneous biophoton signal (SE) and 3rd3 min interval emitted from the palm side in response to stimulation of 500 mM of H2O2(3rdint, see Section 3)

statistical

coordination

 A Quantum Framework to Understand the Living System?Our analysis points towards statistical time coordination in fluctuations of spontaneously emitted photons

 Both features make the incorporation of biophoton emission in the (semi)classical framework difficult

We then combine neighbouring bins together and form series of series with bin sizes that are integral multiples of 50 ms (obs) (Figure 1(c))

 We extend the interpretation towards the suggestion of a quantum coherent aspect of the subject which, once placed in a therapeutic perspective, links to the holistic views on health

 We also fit either semi-classical based exponential or quantum grounded hyperbolic curves to the decays

 We present analysis of biophoton signal emitted either spontaneously or after chemically-induced stress

Fano Factor

In a parallel study, we also analysed Fano Factor of 10 background noise and 60 spontaneous biophoton signals of 15 human subjects measured over a period of 30 min with two different photo multipliers tubes [11]

Fano

 The model analysed here addresses these important issues and is henceforth called quantum model [14, 15]

 A biophoton signal has many features which defy common interpretations in the living system

Determining the quantum state of a biophoton signal is a definite proof of its quantum coherence as well as the biomolecules implicated in its emission

 We shall illustrate the procedure in human biophoton signals emitted from dorsal and palm sides of the hand

 Similar series of series are generated with background noise (bg) in order to make background correction

 They specify strength of background noise, slow decay constant, strength of slow decay, fast decay constant and strength of fast decay, respectively

 These response signals are measurable for a much longer duration, which permits the verification of quantum coherence

The nine parameters of the two models were estimated for each of the ten response signals with bin sizes varying from 50 ms to 3 min

squeezed

It is suspected that other characteristics, such as quantum optics squeezed state index [20,21,16], individually or in combination can identify and measure physiological, pathological and psychological aspects of human health

 IntroductionThe phenomenon of spontaneous and incessant emission of, mainly visible range, photons by all living systems defies conventional interpretation

 We studied the behaviour of variance in all 3 min intervals to check if it indicated the possibility of quantum coherence

sizes

 Here we shall restrain ourselves to the analysis of variance normalised by signal strength (/) at different bin sizes and show that information is easily extracted from its attributes

 If such a correlation is found then, their measureability makes those aspects quantitative and measurable

biomolecules

 The measurements pointed towards the coherence of biophoton signals without information transfer to cohering biomolecules by molecular and sound signals

 The response signals have been called stimulated or light induced biophoton signals

 The average strength in these intervals is depicted inFigure 3

depicted

 Decay of response signals: The strength of visible range photon signal emitted by a human subject in response to stimulation of skin by H2O2is depicted for five concentrations of the chemical

 The photon count distribution (P) can then be used to ascertain the quantum coherence of the signal in the interval

 Ninety-eight 3 min intervals were detected

 The existence of signal specific information inprovides evidence of quantum coherence

obs

 The subscripts obs, bg and sig are added, both to the series and the properties, of observed, background noise and actual signals

 The absence of such a mechanism puts biophoton signals beyond the reach of classical framework

detecting

 Our analysis requires photon count distribution, P, which is the set of probabilities of detecting different numbers of photons n = 0,1,2 for the bin size, ? (Figure 1(c))

performed

 Experiments are performed by detecting spontaneous signals in intervals of 3 min by counting photons in 3600 contiguous intervals of 50 ms (bin size)

bin

 They are properties of signal and we identify them as holistic attributes of the biological object emitting the signal

2The term mass, in this model, represents the number of nucleons (n) in an object and the average degree ofshielding (S)that occurs for that number of nucleons

Thompson) of seventeen (1841) had made a contribution to our understanding of the nature of electrical action, comparable with the massive contribution of Faraday (1791-1867), who was fifty one years old at the time and was the doyen (dean or senior member) of electrical scientists in Britain

 Therefore, the energy steps of the popular standard model, that have been viewed as due to exchanges and storage of Plank's quantum energy packets, are here seen as step changes of the harmonic content of the particle

 The instantaneous source of the manifested, reflected and radioactive energy is the prime linear radiant frequency plenum of space

 When a free space particle drifts into an area of gravitational influence, the unbalanced flow of prime radiation entrains the particle,

 The proper description appears to be prime radiant "potential energy" since it is not available as potential radiant or kinetic energy in our spectral domain until it?s flow has been unbalanced or converted to a lower frequency by some object or process

E=MC^2, and the theories of relativity??It is recognized that laser and radar tests within the Earth Moon system, and radar and radio tests within our planetary space indicate the normal speed of 186Kmilespersecond for these tests

 Yet, these attributes are all due to the interaction of the linear radiation, with the three dimensional disturbances of radiation (particles) which make up our material world

 In the same vain, Poynting?s theorem indicates that the energy dissipated as heat and light in a resistor, actually flows into the resistor as energy from the space exterior to the resistor, even for the case of DC power

In vector math notation the isotropic radiation would be termed the scalar potential field for the respective force system

 When three or more rays within opposing wave fronts meet in open space with the proper wavelengths, polarity and phase to manifest mutual resonant interference, a stable standing wave vortex resonance is formed, which is the most basic model of a "particle"

This radiation and shadowing model of forces can also be math modeled with the sameform of vector equationsthat are used to describe heat flow in a 3D solid

 The number (n) is the number of nucleons in the object, and the shadowing variable (S) represents the degree of shielding for that particular element?s nuclei

The Lyman series contains:A fourth harmonic of every second line of the Balmer series

 Matter is modeled as a point of harmonic convergence of linear isotropic radiation

 Links gt;Review Letterslt;To Gravity Concepts Contentslt; Prev PgContents /\Top /\Bottom \//////////8A Radiation and Shadowing SystemThe following two analogies, Newton's and William Thompson's, provide evidence that at least three scientists from the past, Newton, Maxwell and Thompson, have advocated a radiation and shadowing concept for the cause or modeling of remote force

 is up-shifted through mixing to higher harmonic frequencies with shorter wavelengths which then diverge from the planet and do not interact with matter to cause heat or force

 As noted above these uses and tests do not provide atrue measurement of light speed in inter-planetary space

UnquoteThis information is presented here to emphasize the importance of this heat flow analogy and to show how it also relates toall remote forceshadowing systems

Therefore in this model, the term Mass (M), from the Mass , Length, and Time (MLT) system of fundamental dimensional units, is replaced with the two factors, shielding (S), and the number of nucleons (n)

??lt; Prev PgContents /\Top /\Bottom \//////////11Heat Flow AnalogyThis next important analogy was first revealed in 1841 by William Thompson (1824-1907) at the age of seventeen

Matter as individual independentcircularpackets of EM radiation, storing energy, exhibiting variable "mass" and existing independently in empty space, can not exist in this Radiation/Shadowing model

 If a particle or object could exhibit a one directional shadow, without experiencing spin, it would be able to extract energy or linear momentum from an isotropic field without the necessity of having a second shadowing object (planet)

 This ultimate building block "particle" consists of radiation flow; there is no "physical hard solid material" ultimate building block, smallest "particle" or sub-particle to be used for building larger hard particles

 If the Jupiter/ Io light wave train did not travel atcin Jupiter's space it could not display a 37 second timing difference in the eclipses and Olaf Roemer could not have calculated the speed of light via the integrated eclipse timing

Olaf Roemer

 With James Maxwell equating the importance of Thompson's analogy to the importance of all of the contributions of Faraday, it is hard to imagine a more valuable accolade for this single contribution to physical science

There is no mechanism in the sum and difference arithmetic of integral harmonics to produce a cascade toward frequencies lower than the lowest original harmonic frequency

 loss of coherency, frequency up shift transformations through mixing,

:nearaplanet) may occur due to a difference incoherencybetween impinging and divergent radiations of the same frequencies

 Investigators in this field must avoid usingc, the speed of light, for wavelength computations and discussions concerning these prime frequencies

 Since the speed of the prime radiation is different then that of light, comparable wavelengths in the prime and EM domains would not have the same frequencies

 Thompson?s heat flow analogy is applicable to the flow of the Gravitational (sub spectra) force field vectorG

 All potential energy, force, momentum and heat reside in the linear flow of prime radiationthroughthe point (particle) in a manner similar to the flow of phase waves moving through group waves

 Later in his life, William Thompson (1824-1907) became known as First Baron Kelvin

William Thompson

 The unbalanced flow of radiation (G) with its resultant force has caused thecreationofrelativemomentumin the particle-radiation-planet system

The above example has assumed that the returning waste frequency is mixing with a lower harmonic

 The Poynting theorem, using Maxwell?s vector equations, indicates that the power delivered via an electric transmission line actually flows from the space exterior to the wires and none of the energy flows through the wires

All manifestations of remote force are due only toThe local unbalanced flow conditions within the radiant space around an object,the number of nucleons within the object, andthe manner and degree to which the nucleons shield each other and mutually interfere (interact) with the local unbalanced flow (g) of the local prime radiant space

 With this model the mixing and up-shifting of frequency is the cause, and the expansion of the Universe (shrinking of inertial space) is not a required attribute

Robert Boyle

 Although, the following quote, from a private letter to Robert Boyle, shows Newton did conceive of a cause for gravity that is essentially a blueprint for a radiation and shadowing model of remote forces

If future experiments confirm Kraspedon's data (circa 1950) and thenear infinite light speedfor free space,

Kraspedon

 ***Basic Model of ParticleIn this radiation/shadowing model the "smallest possible" particle consists of a three dimensional resonance in the prime isotropic linear radiant frequencies of space

 If gravity were due to some other system such as space-time, warped space, inertia via shrinking space, geometry, mass attraction, expanding matter or the inherent property of mass,

Spectral lines and continuous spectra emissions are a result of the surrounding radiant sea adjusting to the loss or addition of one harmonic frequency to the vortex

Other authors have proposed models of particles that consist of radiation traveling in circular paths in space without the existence of isotropic linear prime radiation

 For many physicists accustomed to searching for a nuts and bolts, indivisible building block particle, subscribing to a radiation and shadowing non material model of reality will be as difficult and revolutionary as stepping through the looking glass

 What happens to the light and energy that should have turned the Earth to toast? From the prior section on mixing of frequencies it appears that the radiation and light of the stars is mixing with other prime background frequencies and as a result is being up-shifted out of the visible and electromagnetic spectrum

Newton's Ethereal Flow AnalogySir Isaac Newton's laws of motion, circa 1600's, gave the description of how the force of gravity varied with distance, following the inverse distance squared equation

 It would be expected that any coherent radiation from outer space would exert greater force on an object than the opposing diffusenon-coherentradiation which isdivergingfrom the planet

From the Balmer series, the frequencies of the spectrometer measurements are: F=(Rc/4)-(Rc/n^2) R=constant c= speed of lightUsing this term for frequency, Planks equation for a quantum of energy is given the integral steps necessary to define a stepwise quantum of energy

The heat frequency energy that appears to be absorbedis not storedas an independent bundle of EM energy in a particle

"The Electric (force) Field E, in an infinite non-conducting medium (free space), is analogous to the flow of heat in an infinite conductor"

 The same light beam exhibits the same speedc, when measuredin reference tothe solar system's interplanetary space

Adding nucleons to a nucleus decreases the inertial "Mass" per nucleon through shielding (mass defect), but the amount of matter or the volume per nucleon has not decreased

 or to embrace the idea that a steel cable does not have tension?The conventional static mechanistic view of physical matter is here replaced with a dynamic system model of flowing linear radiant energy

/////////27When the equations of Balmer's, Lyman's et al, spectral series for Hydrogen are reviewed it is apparent that light and energy, as it is absorbed (shadowed), reflected or emitted from matter, only manifests as harmonics, and therefore thequantum steps become self evident

 The sectionGravitationalShieldingintheNucleusfrom the original paper provides a detailed treatment of nucleon mass shielding

In a shadowed space near a planet, the flow of the prime radiation is unbalanced due to the planet screening (shadowing) a portion of the opposing flow

The occupation of space (bulk) occurs via a constant number of whole nucleons and electrons and is a measurable attribute of the object

 If our empirical remote force measurement data contained any exponential factor, other than the exact inverse distance squared factor, the forces would not be due to shadowing, nor be related to a radiant system

 In the neighborhood of negative charge with itsEforce field, the emittedEspectra is more intense than in free space

 The minute stepwise appearance of changes in energy called quanta are due to the loss or addition of one harmonic phase wave within the particles total radiant spectral flow

With the above analogy in mind, it is apparent that the vector fields of gravitational force and electrostatic force arise as unbalanced flow with gradients, within the shadowed field of their particular prime subspectra

loss

 In this model, the mass (weight) loss indicates the force per nucleon has changed due to shielding within the nucleus

 The planet and its shadow provide the circumstances that make the energy available for objects which are free to fall with the unbalanced flow

As the original heat analogy is applied to the flow of the Electric force field vectorE, the positive charge in free space is viewed assinkingthe flow of the isotropic electrical potential force (Pe), in the same manner that a cold region is viewed as sinking the heat flow in iron

[S,n,L,T ]or[(Sxn),L,T]Plank's quantum energy steps and packets are here defined as the gain or loss of one harmonic frequency, from the population of converged harmonics that constitute the particle

/////////39Round Particles from Linear RadiationIn the above description of the basic particle it is seen that this model does not require circular radiation flow paths in order to obtain a circular interference form for the particle

 The only way the apparent system inertial mass of the planet can be increased is through an increase of it's projected shadow area

 The Earth can be viewed as sinking the flow of frequencies of the gravitational potential energy in the same manner that a cold region can be viewed as sinking the frequencies of heat flow in a large block of hot iron

 ***lt; Prev PgContents /\Top /\Bottom \//////////26Quantum Steps as Harmonic StepsQuantum steps of energy consist of again or loss of one harmonicfrequency from the existing harmonious confluence of frequencies that constitute the particle

An indication that the gravitational sub spectrum travels many orders of magnitude greater than the speed of light is available at:The Speed of Gravity;by Tom Van FlandernQuotesfrom Dr

Tom Van Flandern

 The "sum and difference" phenomena of frequency mixing assures that the returning radiation alwayscascades toward the higher frequencies(ordered state), thus avoiding the "mythical heat death" of the universe which is ever increasing entropy [disordered state]

 Their model's proposed expansion is used as an explanation for the degradation of the star field's radiant energy and the Doppler shift of the light frequency

0 , since the mass loss via shielding is always less then 1

 In the free space situation one does not expect the isotropic radiation to cause heating

 Another indicator would be the isotropic balance of a given frequency (green) starlight in free space

 This couple will tend to increase the angular momentum of the system, and, acting cumulatively, will soon cause an appreciable change of period, disagreeing with observations if the speed is at all comparable with that of light

 In AM radio, the audio signal modulates the radio frequency carrier and becomes a feature of the carrier and its side bands which result from the mixing of two frequencies

]When the particle falls and strikes the planet, the kinetic energy is converted tolow grade heat

 5, compares the compressive force known for some materials and processes with the maximum available from the gravitational force field system

 When this light is in free space between the Earth and Jupiter it's speed iscinrelationto the isotropic prime radiation of Jupiter's inertial space

It is noted that in this model, matter consists of interference, (sinking , mixing and sourcing) within the "nonEM" frequencies of the prime radiation

/////////25The question of what happens to the gravitational spectral radiation that is blocked by the mass of a planet is of interest

 This provides a simplex analogy for the interference and mixing process that allows the basic particle to form ascircularstanding waves in a confluence of harmoniclinearprime radiation

analogy

 The intensity of isotropic prime background radiation of space is analogous to the scalar field of temperature, as in Thompson's infinite heat conductor analogy and/or the scalar field of star light intensity in free space

Thompson

 An apparent step increase of radiant energy of a particle (object) occurs when a new harmonic wave train joins in to the harmonious interference pattern, which is the particle

electron and particulatespace smog mixturediverging from and surrounding the Earth and Moon, therefore SOHO may give a different value for the speed of light and other radiations emerging from Solar eruptions

 The so called "remote" force is created by the "local" static unbalanced flow of radiation inherent within a region near a divergentsourceorsink, or a region ofshadowedspace

/////////37In creating a simplex basic particle it is expected that interference between isotropic opposing flows would result in a disturbance form (vortex ?) which would be at rest in space in relation to the zero sum of these isotropic opposing energies

In the planetary gravitational and inertial mass system when the accumulated shielding has totally blocked (black shadow) the Prime radiation for the large planets, the Prime radiation no longer has the ability to increase the surface gravity beyond 1

UnquoteThe following statements found in Newton's publication Principia Mathematica does not mention his above concept when he is discussing a cause for gravity

 It does not seem reasonable to suggest that this loss of force per nucleon is due to the addition of incomplete or partial nucleons or that the number of nucleons changes

 The sink, source and harmonic frequency mixing attributes of matter's nucleons and atoms are the processes responsible for the external interference interaction forces

 With the Balmer series demonstrating as thedifferenceof two frequencies within the visual spectrum, the mixing phenomenon suggests that there also must exist a frequency, which is thesumof each pair of the terms,

Balmer

Universally isotropic through all points in free space

docThe existence of the familiar known Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum as an isotropic phenomenon in all of free space is well accepted

 If one is tempted to criticize Sir Newton's use of the term "ethereal spirit", it must be remembered that he made the statement two hundred years before Faraday and Maxwell produced the terms, electromagnetic field and EM radiation

 Without shadowing, as in free space, all radiation flow is isotropic and static force fields do not exist, onlypotentialforce is present

 By contrast, the finite propagation speed of light causes radiation pressure forces to have a non-radial component causing orbits to decay (the "Poynting-Robertson effect"); but gravity has no counterpart force proportional to v/cto first order

 Given a point in space in which the green frequency of background starlight is isotropic,

mixing

isotropic

 All isotropic prime radiation converging and mixing on a point in free space consists of linear flows only

periodical approaching and removing the image in vicinity of the transmitter and the receiver

 Introduction of angular coordinates into the Fundamental equation allowed explaining observable gyroscope paradoxes, when macro system behaved itself like a discrete quantum objects, as well as other phenomena which were waiting for their explanation

 Here, the electronic beam of the transmitter is modulated with the information, while the received information reads from the current of electronic beam of receiving CRT

 The image was transmitted via Internet, printed out, then, a sheet with the image was laid under the Quadrupole sensor of SEVA

 The closer the objects in their physical properties, the closer their wave functions

 The left quadrupole generates the spinning electric field, transforming into TF

Application of photography is a particular manifestation of this observation - there is relation between the object and its image

 The coherency is achieved due to interrupting synchronization of the transmitter and the receiver by International Time Signals

instrument uses a frequency variation as a measure of the received TF signal

improvement

Conclusion The further development of TFC is possible on the way of improvement Noiseto-Signal ratio as well as development new approaches to technical Physics of generating TF on a base of coherency of transmitter and receiver, relating their wave functions

 There is some observable time constant of the processthe deviation on the record appears 20 sec after the image was laid under the sensor

laid

 Detecting the information carried by the blank piece of paper, laid under the sensor of SEVA

variation

 This instrument shows an integral of a phase shift during signal temporal variation

 The developing technologyWhen broadcasting began in Britain, in 1922, the Government of the day decided to place the tasks of creating programmes, providing the engineering services and operating the transmitters in the hands of a single organisation

 ORION-receiver in Tomsk was equipped with a laser probe, which beam was directed onto the image of the transmitter

 Moreover, very physical base of generation of TF signal and furnishing mutual addressing of the receiver and the transmitter experienced some new findings

 During TFC sessions, cells were activated separately

 On the other hand, the hidden connection has to exist between two coherent radiations: any two or more coherent radiations in Universe have a common wave function

 Earlier, experiments with Spinning Electric Field as a TF transmitter were conducted [3]

 There exists a question on the appropriateness of these techniques and equipment to developing countries with a highNew aspects for developing and optimizing modern motorcar generatorsIn modern motor vehicles there is a growing demand for electrical power due to the increasing number of loads while the available space for the generator is decreasing

 The paper deals with further steps in the physical base of this Technology

By applying a high voltage opto-insulator at the receiving side, the information about the cathode current can be transferred to the low-voltage circuitry for further analysis of the current, and its spectrum

 In particular, spatial Triad was explained as interference of de Broglie waves, while the Temporal Triad is also based on the interference of these waves, yet considers their temporal evolution and the corpuscular -wave dualism [3]

cyber-physical

 We investigate the challenges of providing reliable multi-carrier hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQCommunications in cyber-physical systemsSummary form only given: The term cyber-physical systems designates systems with strongly coupled computational (cyber) and physical sub-systems

 In particular, one of the major questions of any communication, a signal to noise ratio, is subject to new approaches based on entanglement of wave functions of transmitter and receiver

 For TFC we can say that any two coherent radiations in Universe have a common wave function

20] and measured by the instrument is an output signal

The major feature of TFC is that this kind of communication is not based on a propagation of Electromagnetic Fields, EMF

 An increase of Signal-to-Noise ratio is needed as a further step for a progress of TFC

2 shows the signal, received from a blank piece of paper, where the image was printed out

 Because the voltages of the channels inside of each of the generators are shifted in a phase by 90 dgs, the electronic beams produce coherent circular motions on their screens

 The Spinning field was generated by a quadrupole system of plates, were pairs of the plates were fed with a high-frequency voltage source, developing 400V/m field at 3MHz, shifted in a phase between the pairs of plates

 Photo-Detector based Receiver of TF information encoded in of two coherently rotating beams

 Two coherent generators apply, in each of them, two pairs of voltage channels to vertical and horizontal deflection plates of CRTs

 It is shown that self-similarity of the spectra and their high degree stability to the structural distortion is an important factor in creating a posiSome physical aspects of the ionosphereThe paper surveys the current state of knowledge of the properties of the ionosphere, in particular those which have become more important or more accurately known through the use of sounding rockets and artificial Earth satellites

 However, strictly nonlinear nature of TF phenomena reveals unusual hidden meaning even of these single bits of information

3 shows a Quadrupole System for generating spinning electric field, transforming into TF

 It is greatly desired that the physical components being controlled and the software implementation of control algorithms canPhysical Aspects of Overseas AUTOVON Switching SystemThe specifications of the overseas AUTOVON (Automatic Voice Network) system included detailed physical, electrical, environmental, and other criteria

 For this transmitter, an amplitude modulation of the signal was applied for developing non-stationary spinning

service

 However, it already has a remarkable service record which has been achieved through continuous vigilance and careful coPhysical Co-verification for Developing Reliable Cyber-physical SystemsCyber-Physical Systems (CPS) tightly integrate cyber and physical components and transcend discrete and continuous domains

 However, many practical aspects should be considered to realize reliable long-life high-pPhysical Uplink Control Channel Enhancements for Further Evolved LTE-AdvancedCarrier aggregation has enabled LTE to efficiently utilize wide and fragmented spectrum to provide high data rate services to end users' benefits

1 SEVA-Receiving the hidden information imprinted by TF in image (the picture)

 The system comprises two cells for opposite direction spinning The action of the cells propagates along their long axes

 The coherency is achieved due to synchronizing both of them by same packages of signals

 In this case, variations of electric current were measured as an output signal [11]

 The right quadrupole is a portion of SEVA instrument for exploration of TF

 The fiber optic cable removes the detector from interfering electric field of CRT

 This establishes a relation of wave functions of the transmitter and receiver, hence channel between them appears

 Another version of the improved Noise-to-Signal ratio in TFC systems on a base of Quadrupole transmitter and receiver

 Another approach to get the information from the receiving CRT  applying a photoelectric detector before the screen of the receiver, protected from a foreign light, Fig

 The Quantum Entanglement is a relation of wave function of objects [13]

relation

 Improvement of Noise-to-Signal ratio in a TFC system, comprising the Quadrupole transmitter (left) and the Quadrupole receiver

 Another feature of TFC is a very specific system of addressing between TF-transmitter and TF receiver, where Photographing images are used [2]

 First one is based on periodic interruption of transmission process and modulation of lockin amplifier at the reception site, coherent with this interruption

non-stationary

 The experiments with non-stationary spinning electromagnetic field, deriving TF, were conducted by the authors [7]

 On a field level, the non-stationary is a modulation of the carrying field
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 The other approach is the nonphotography addressing approach  coherently-rotating electronic beams

 We apply high voltage opto-insulators, like OPI120 (up to 15kV) working with a cathode current under the high potential

 Receivers - Spinning - Optical transmitters - Modulation - Wave functions - Instruments - elastic waves - optical receivers - optical transmitters - quantum entanglement - wave functions - torsion field communication technology - USSR - information transmission single bit - TF phenomena - signal to noise ratio - transmitter wave function entanglement - receiver wave function entanglement - TF signal generation - electronic beam orbital momentum - TF sourceAuthor:Mark Krinker|Aron Goykadosh3 downloads24 Views895KB SizeReportDownload PDFRecommend DocumentsLTE and LTE-advanced: Radio technology aspects for mobile communicationsThe paper presents history of radio communication technologies for mobile communications briefly followed by introduction of LTE (Long Term Evolution) or LTE-Advanced radio technologies

1 shows an example of transferring information through an image with the information, induced in a cylindrical body, placed in an optical fiber coil TF generator, (designed by V

 The further progress of the Theory of TF stimulates evolution in developing physical base of TF Communication

 Governments worldwide are playing a vitaPlanning Communications Systems in Developing CountriesTechnology for planning communications systems has generally been designed for applications in well-developed communication networks

quadrupole

7 shows the TF transmitter and receiver with addressing based on coherent modulation of position of images in the immediate vicinity of the quadrupole system

A Kozyrev, one of the pioneerresearches of TF phenomena stated that observed by him weight reduction of a gyroscope was possible due to nonstationary rotation

HomeAdd DocumentSign InRegisterFurther developing Torsion Field Communications Technology physical aspectsHomeFurther developing Torsion Field Communications Technology physical aspectsExperiments on Torsion Fields, TF Communication have revealed its feasibility

modulator

 Modulating information in a transmitting CRT is applied to a Z-input, a cathode current modulator

 These measures follow general rules of communication, transferred to specificity of TFC, offering coherency of operation of TF transmitter and receiver

blank

 The output signal shows a change in balance of the spinning after the blank paper was inserted

 Several different knowledge and engineering domains are involved in this context, such as electronic sRegulatory Aspects of Spread Spectrum CommunicationsWhile it appears desirable to allow spread spectrum communications in the civilian environment, a number of questions must be answered before its introduction

countries

major

 In addition, the aspect of reducing fuel consumption is gaining more and more impAspects of Developing a Digital Workstation for Stereo-Moms ImagerySome Aspects of Microwave Development in a Developing CountryThe development of modern telecommunications systems is a major factor of progress in countries experiencing a fast economic growth

generating

As the Signal-to- Noise ratio is concerned, two new coherent modulation systems were proposed: One of the new proposed methods of generating TF and transferring the information is a coherent motion of electronic beams of remote CRTs

addressing

coherency

 In this case, the coherency is achieved by means of coherent vibrating motions of the addressing images on sides of the transmitter and the receiver, in immediate vicinity of the quadrupoles

 In this research, we examined the international technology diffusion by using patent citations and focused on Computers and CommunicationsMEMS Torsion Oscillator Magnetic Field SensorWe developed a new sensitive microcantilever torque magnetometer-based magnetic field sensor that can detect magnetic field changes of a few nano-Tesla under ambient conditions

version

 The second version is based on a double usage of the image: beside its application for the torsion contact of the receiver and transmitter, the image plays a role of a modulator in lock-in process

applying

sessions

modulation

 Increase of signal-to-noise ratio during Torsion Field communication sessions with image-related information exchange can be achieved by means of applying an approach, developed in conventional lock-in amplifiers: modulation of a receiver by the frequency of the monitored signal with a further rejection of high-frequency components of analog or digital multiplication of the reference and received signals

national

 We first describe the statistical models of fading channels which are frequently used in the analysis and design of communDeveloping national emerging technology strategyAs the pace of global competition increases, effective national technology planning is becoming a success factor for increasing the national competitiveness in not only developed but also developing economies

orbital

 One of them is an application of an orbital momentum of the electronic beam as a source of TF as well as other aspects of physical base of this Technology, considered in the paper

cyber

 This sensor consists of a torsion oscillator, fabricated by a microelectTT information communications technology  Industrial cyber physical systemsStart of the above-titled section of the conference proceedings record

 How will the Commission authorize spread spectrum, with its large radio frequency bandwidtInformation theory aspects of spread-spectrum communicationsA novel definition of a spread-spectrum system as a communications system in which the Fourier bandwidth is much greater than the Shannon bandwith (the number of dimensions of signal space used per second) is proposed

 The atmosphere anPhysical and medical aspects of radiationHealth physics, the new branch of radiology devoted to protection of personnel, is still in the experimental and evaluation stage

 Transferring Kozyrevs concept to a field gyroscope was a logical step in developing TF theory [5, 6]

frequently

 Actually, their operation is based on the mentioned rules: any objects, which originally were a whole, keep theirconnection, frequently hidden, in spite of being separated

Fiber Optic Coil transmitter successfully employed at Australia-Siberia communication session [8]

 TFC Concept based on two coherently rotating electronic beams in two remote CRTs

 In the receiving CRT, the output signal is received from its cathode

received

 Based on this approach, the following concept is proposed: TFC on a base of two coherently rotating electronic beams in two Cathode Ray Tubes, CRT

fading

 Six different communication sysFading channels: information-theoretic and communications aspectsIn this paper we review the most peculiar and interesting information-theoretic and communications features of fading channels

communications

Total-technology approach to further degrees?Practical Aspects of EIK TechnologySignificant progress in modeling and manufacturing technologies open wide possibilities for performance improvements of millimeter-wave vacuum electron devices

revealed

Aron Goykadosh

 General information is given on the recent development of micro wave systems and of microwave activities in general iFurther Developing Torsion Field Communications Technology Physical Aspects Mark Krinker, Aron Goykadosh New York City College of Technology, CUNY Department of Electrical Engineering and Telecommunication Technology, NY, USA[emailprotected],[emailprotected]Abstract - Experiments on Torsion Fields, TF Communication have revealed its feasibility

Mark Krinker

 The Informational input is applied to a beam modulator of the transmitting CRT, while the Info-output is connected to the cathode of the receiving CRT

receiving

6 shows the TF transmitter and receiver on a base of Spinning Field generator (left portion) and the TF receiver (right portion)

 The blue line shows the intensity and direction of the spinning electric field, related to TF

 Single photo of the transmitter frequently is used for the communication addressing

 The left tube is a transmitter while the right one is a receiver

 The Temporal Triad is a series, consisting of an advanced reception of the real signal before the transmitter is turned ON, then normal reception of the signal from activated transmitter and, after deactivating transmitter, reception of one more signal

Puthoff and his friends basically did a nice proof of what Keely stated, in 1896, that inertia was a result of theresistance of mass to the local aetheric field

7 meter diameter X 1 meters deep(3)

 In myduplication of the DNC coil I got a Hula Hoop and cut it open, removed the plastic noise maker beads, andshortened the tubing length to make a plastic loop 19 inches in diameter (i

 Hence, it is easy to see that movement/rotation could cause theaetheric flows of the mass to reorient with respect to the direction of movement

 When the gravity wheel experiment crosses one of these energy conduits, theforcefield around the copper triangles intensifies to the extent that the bubble starts moving either towardthe conduit or away from the conduit very rapidly and a scale upset occurs

5 cubic meter stone to produce the effect

 A medium, which in its various modes, is the building block of the physical universe

triangles

 Anegative ion source is set within a few feet of the spinning wheel to feed the force fields which form aroundthe copper triangles on gravity wheel

 Dan Davidson, Jerry Decker, Mass Resonance - Another Antigravity Secret, Copyright Dan A

 The charge around the atom is governed by theamount of aether flowing into and out of the mass

htm2 van 1716-9-2010 12:47particles) is made of aether, aether continually flows into and out of the particles as vortices, and the chargeis due to its being at a different concentration of aether at a point in time and space than the local aetherconcentration

 If you are going to experiment with this type of gravity detector be sure to isolate thedielectric from temperature swings, light and sound

Calculations reveal that the volume of the large drums are similar to the stone block volume

Greg Hodowanec did some experiments9 in 1986 and claimed success in detecting aetheric energies

Greg Hodowanec

Experiments have proven that the aether exists, and that it is engineerable, even to the extent that gravity iscontrollable, free energy is possible, superluminal energy/information transfer is readily accomplished, and aplethora of new inventions in energy generation, transportation, and communication are now beingengineered for the marketplace

 I salute yourcourageous and forthright stand for truth in science and your valiant efforts to bring a measure of sanityback into physics

 The graph readily shows the daily swing of aetheric flow on the dielectric material as the sunand moon affects the earth's gravity field and gravity flows into the earth

During the course of a 24 hour period the sun, moon, planets as well as the stars put differing stress levels onthe earth's aetheric field which directly affects the flow rate into the nucleus

Intensive research over 13 years showed that the bubble could be fed negative ions and this would intensifythe opacity of the bubble

 The chart recorder registered daily changes in theenergies around the pyramid

The author had been following Joe Parr's experiments over a several year period and after Joe had someinitial success with the new experiment the author, with Joe Parr's assistance, built a duplicate experiment

 Parr Pyramid CentrifugeThe Parr Gravity Wheel Experiment:Other research led Joe Parr to hypothesize that perhaps a three dimensional pyramid was not totallynecessary

The charge of an electron, the Rydberg constant, and gravitational constant are also derivable from simplefluid mechanics1,2 treatment of the aether

htm1 van 1716-9-2010 12:47Abstract:Over the years the existence and understanding of the aether has evolved as the basis for gravity and freeenergy effects at a micro and macro level

Corum

 James Corum, Tesla and the Magnifying Transmitter, 1992 International Tesla Society, pp55-78

They thought they found what they were looking for when they lifted the floorboards of a section of thelaboratory and found a large cast iron sphere from which protruded pieces of iron pipe but the pipes werenot connected to anything

htm13 van 1716-9-2010 12:47My preliminary hookup of the scale was to a computer; however, the intense forcefield which builds uparound the experiment destroyed two computer interface cards

The scale outputs the weight continuously except when there is a scale upset

 By accident he discovered that the coil's resistance changedduring a 24 hour period

This event revived the charge that Keely had used compressed air to perform his miraculous feats; which, iftrue, would have earned Keely a fortune from compressed air inventions

The exact volume of the large stone is not available; however, the harmonic relations of the drums implies itis about 1

 The current status is that there are now estimated to be 2000 -3000 active, science experimentersworld wide doing unorthodox research and experiments on technologies beyond the currently acceptedparadigms of science

The centrifuge experiments also correlated with the static pyramid in that putting radio frequency emitters,radioactive sources, magnetic sources, and ion sources all were attenuated when in the pyramid energybubble

 The mediumdrums are one third the volume of the large drum and the small drum is a 41th of the medium drum and125th of the large drum

 Ovoid Forcefield Around Gravity Wheel Experiment and Small Energy Bubbles Surroundingeach of the Triangles of the Gravity WheelThe Current State of the Unorthodox Science Community:What is happening in the science community is a number of scientists from all branches of science andengineering have become disillusioned with the suppression of scientific information within the orthodoxscience community

 There are also well documented cases of historical free energy devices

This paper will cover aspects of 2 and 3, topic 4 I leave for a more suitable time and space and topic one Iassert as a basic premise as I have not visited all space; however, inference leads one to this conclusion

 Experiments have shown thateven with this enhancement the capacitor does not have all its apparent weight nullified and levitate

The structure of the aether is summarized, as a superfluidic medium, including interrelationships of many ofthe basic universal constants describing physical phenomena with magnetic, electrical, and gravitic formulas

 The static weight of myexperimental setup is about 1200 grams

 Joe Parr built an elaborate experimental setup he named the "centrifuge"

Atomic Structure:Atomic structure builds according to the rules of geometry and the basic polarity of atomic particles

 At certain times of the year the energy bubble would totally block the force ofgravity, nuclear radiation, and electromagnetic radiation

, 113,000 times increase in kinetic energy)

Keely then "floated" the iron sphere over the hole in the floorboards and allowed the huge mass to settle tothe ground below the floor level

The experiment is set on a delicate scale which measures accurate to 0

For example, a breakthrough in gravitational physics will provide a deeper understanding in nuclearphysics, free energy production, superluminal energy production, aetheric engineering, etc

The essence is that a worldwide, loosely associating group of engineers, physicists, chemists, and assortedgarage shop experimenters have moved well beyond the stifling shrouds of the orthodox "science"community

Thus, when a grad E acts as an aether pump across the capacitor plates only a small portion of the atomsbecome synchronized to this aetheric flow so the entire mass does not respond at the same time; therefore, allthe atoms don't try and move at the same time

The first level of substructure was finally theorized in the orthodox community by Feynman in 1958

 The DNC as a Gravity Sensor ExampleThe Parr Pyramid Gravity Experiments:Another gravity sensor which Joe Parr has discovered involves the Great Pyramid and pyramid shapes inFree Energy, Gravity and the Aether 10/18/97http://www

Analysis of the phenomenon of inertia provides the major clue to how rotation could act to synchronize theflow of aether into the nuclear sub- structure of the gravitors

The electron is a vortex of aether caught in a rotating standing wave due to the vibrating flow of aetherwhich flows into and out of the atom's nucleus

htm5 van 1716-9-2010 12:47Figure 2 Variation Of Townsend Brown Experiment To Test Grad E EffectLevitation in Ancient Tibet:Research into ancient religions reveals many startling levitation effects

 His basic elucidation of atomic structure wasderived from his development of the science of vibratory physics

 Thisshows the count of when the gravity wheel changed weight over 5 grams

, 8475 pounds X 250 meters / 0

 Keely claimed to have learned to control the substructure 27levels down from the basic proton

 Joe Parr's data showed acorrelated hit with my experiment's data on April 11th

000094) hitting the huge stone block

5 meters long by 1 meter wide and 1 meter high was loweredinto the depression by a team of Yaks and monks

 Working free energy devices - examples are the Floyd Sweet VTA, the Hyde electrostatic OUOmotor (claimed but not demonstrated), the Patterson Cold Fusion cell, and the Takahashi magneticmotor

Takahashi

Gravity:As summarized in Table 1, the gravitation constant as grad E correlates with the seminal work by T

grad

 When oneconsiders that the gravity wheel with the copper triangles weighs about 24 grams the total normaloperational levitation effect is on the order of 25% weight loss

 Also summarized will be theauthor's current view of where the maverick ("behind the scenes") science network has moved inengineering the aether

 There is a larger forcefield which builds up around the entire experiment setup

Experiments with the dielectric detectors showed they tend to be noisy and susceptible to temperature, light,and sound pressure

My first working gravity or local aetheric stress/flow detector was demonstrated at the 1990 ExtraordinaryScience Conference in Colorado Springs, Colorado6

Sonic stimulation performs the same thing by getting all the atoms of the mass to resonate together whichsynchronizes aetheric flows into the nucleus

 Dan Davidson, Dielectrics as Gravity Detectors, copyright 1991 by author, paper given at 1991Extraordinary Science Conference, Colorado Springs, CO

To lift the stone 250 meters takes a prodigious amount of energy

About 250 meters up the face of the cliff there was a hole which looked like the entrance to a cave

At certain times of the year (around December 8th-15th and May 8th-15th) the energy bubble around thepyramids in the centrifuge would become totally opaque to local gravitation and inertial forces and rip offthe end of the centrifuge arm causing extensive damage to the interior of the centrifuge

iron

Research, by a friend of mine, uncovered a newspaper article, written while Keely was still living, which tellsthe story of how the iron sphere got under the floorboards

Further research led him to the idea that this three particle substructure continued down to smaller andsmaller level of particles within each particle

 The change in resistance is a direct readout of the local aetheric stress flow changes

htm8 van 1716-9-2010 12:47Other mass in the vicinity will cause perturbations in this aetheric flow

Joe called the coil "do nothing" because it did not respond in any significant manner to magnetic orelectrical signals from DC to about 300 Ghz

My reasoning was that dielectrics would make the best aetheric flow detector

Another interesting aspect of this levitation demonstration is the small amount of power necessary to performthe levitation

 A medium, which, in one of its modes, is responsible for gravity and inertia

Monks with19 musical instruments, consisting of 13 drums and 5 trumpets, were arranged in an arc of 90degrees (see Figure 3) in front of the stone block

 Inorder to find another method of continuing the research the reasoning was that a moving sensor couldpossibly continue providing data

 After a couple of months I finally had wound the DNC coil

 The DNC would detect theaetheric gravity flow without the bothersome temperature, photonic, and sonic noise effects

 A new experiment was devised which replaced the large centrifuge with a small wheel mounted ona shaft and spun by a small high speed motor

Resistance changes in the coil because the atomic lattice electronic charge of the metal in the wire changes asmore or less aether is flowing in the nuclei of the coils atoms

In dielectrics the electronic charge is isolated and trapped within the dielectric material since the chargecannot flow and dissipate

 Joe Parr's version is about 1800 grams

The monks were obviously tapping into a huge amount of free energy to levitate the huge stone blocks orgravity requires little power to effects its operation once the principles are understood

 Dan Davidson, "Free Energy: Breakthroughs to New Free energy Devices", copyright 1977, ISBN0-9626321-0-4, RIVAS, P

What seems to be happening is the earth moves through energy conduits which go from our sun to otherplanets and star systems

To wind the coil I set the coil form and wire and electrician tape on the coffee table in front of the TV set andwhenever I was watching TV I would wind a couple of hundred turns on the loop and cover the turns withblack electrician tape to keep the coil in place

 Gravitational Sensor Using Pyramid ShapeThe chart recorder records the state of a bubble of energy which surrounded the pyramid

When the voltage drops, a scale upset has occurred

htm15 van 1716-9-2010 12:47The following summarizes a few of the breakthroughs of what I believe the "underground" sciencecommunity has achieved and its current status

Keely had evidently caused the apparent mass of the sphere to increase to such an extent that it sank into thefirm earth much as a heavy rock sinks into mud

 Most trumpets are flared atthe end so part of the trumpet is more for sound amplification than its frequency component

trumpets

A seminal paper in Physical Review by Haisch, Rueda, and Puthoff theorizes that inertia is a result of mass'sresistance of movement through the zero point energy (ZPE) field (i

 In a myoptic view thesedevices negate the basic tenents of thermodynamics;however, with the view of a universal energy richaether as part of the equation there are no truly closed systems and themo's second law still applies

Laboratory experiments have shown that superluminal energy and information transfer has been effectivelyaccomplished via aetheric engineering, which effectively eliminates the theory of relativity and its absurdviews of physics and cosmology

 Hethen attached a thin wire leading from the belt to a large sphere resting in the corner of the laboratory

Experiments putting radio frequency emitters, radioactive sources - specifically beta emitters, magneticsources, and ion sources all showed attenuation when in the energy bubble which surrounds the pyramid

 Even thougheach atom is in constant resonance with the aether this resonance is not synchronized across the mass4

belt

It is theorized that the belt mechanism Keely wore during the levitation feat tuned the atomic structure of theiron sphere so all the atoms were synchronized and aetheric force directed through the sphere caused it tolevitate or gravitate

After enlarging the hole, Keely attached a strange belt with several mechanisms built into it to his waist

Joe ChampionBackrus  Backrus (Texas State University) cold fusion andtransmutation experiments, Joe Champion's precious metal synthesis, Kervan's "BiologicalTransmutation of the Elements" 12

Gallimore

 Developed detectors which detect non-hertzian energies - Dan Davidson and his dielectric gravitywave detector, Joe Parr and his DNC, Parr and Davidson and the gravity wheel experiments,Gallimore and his dielectric gravity and aetheric stress detectors

drums

 So, if the wavelength of the trumpet is some harmonic of about 3 meters, then the trumpet produces a sound which is thesecond harmonic of the large drums (i

 Then thevoltage/current changes across the dielectric are easily measured directly by a voltmeter

If we assume that each monk with his instrument produced one half this much sound energy (which is highlyunlikely) and we make the further gross assumption that this is the amount of power that reaches the stone(actually sound dissipates rapidly over distance), we would have about 0

Polarities are the result of aetheric flows into and out of matter

 My experiment usedmachined maplewood to hold the motor and shaft, and the stanchions which hold the magnets and Parr'sexperiment was made of machined aluminum

 I am grateful to be able to give you some views on what Ihave discovered and where the real scientists are moving in development of THE new paradigm of physics

levitation

 Jarl, of the levitation situation reveals that thedistances are related to the speed of light and other earth resonance phenomena

Jarl

Detailed analysis of the amount of energy of the pyramid, when they ripped free, showed that an 8 grampyramid had approximately 2000 pounds of force (i

interface

 This means that if the scale weight is changed more than 5 gramswithin a couple of milliseconds then the RS-232 interface stops outputting the weight

Apparent weight loss is the result when the plates are perpendicular to the local gravity gradient

centrifuge

Extensive experiments with the centrifuge provided additional data on the pyramid energy bubble

, non-moving) pyramid was aligned north-south/east-west and flat coils wound on audiotape reels were placed on the north and south side of the pyramid

 Early success had beenaccomplished by Jerry Gallimore7 (circa 1975) and Townsend Brown8 (circa 1959) in using dielectricmaterials to detect local gravity effects

sensor

At one time during the 11 year sun spot cycle the static pyramid sensor went dead and quit providing data

block

monks

When the sound reached a certain level the large block of stone placed in front of them, occupying the focalpoint of the monks formation, majestically floated into the air and arched up to the construction site on themountain above them where receiving monks guided the large block into place

 Conversion of EM to a pure aetheric stress wave and transmitted energy in this mode efficiently andeffectively - John Bedini 14, 15

By using a high dielectric such as titanate zirconate or barium titanate the amount of charge change isdirectly readable by putting electrodes on each pole of a polarized dielectric

 Joe Champion, "Producing Precious Metals At Home", 1994, ISBN 1-884928-32-312

 We are in the process of evaluating the dataand we have found some correlation with planetary and stellar conjunctions where the earth gets lined upwith other planets or stars and our sun

 These experimenters areproving concepts which are, in some cases, far beyond where currently accepted science is at the presenttime

pounds

 To lift the 8475 pounds 250 meters would require about 7 million ft-poundsof work (i

A spark gap made from a blown 1 microfarad capacitor was place at the apex of the pyramid in series with abattery, resistor and chart recorder (see figure 6)

Many disillusioned scientists, engineers, and technicians, have taken to doing experiments on their own toprove or disprove ideas and theories not acceptable to the orthodox community

 Demonstrated anti-gravity effects - Joe Parr Gravity Wheel and the Floyd Sweet VTA in specialmode goes anti-gravitic

 Hodowanec's detector should atleast have tracked daily aetheric changes due to the effects producted by the sun and moon

Hodowanec

 My experimentswith his detector showed it is highly susceptible to temperature changes and it is quite possible the data hepublished were temperature effects

The Detection of Aetheric Gravity Flow Using Dielectrics:By now it should be obvious that the larger the mass the more aether which flows into the atomic structure ofthe mass

Dielectrics

 Gravity Sensor Data ExampleThe DNC coil consists of about 8000 turns of number 34 copper wire wound on a plastic hoop

John Keely performed extensive experiments in engineering the aether including producing various gravityphenomena, controlled breakdown of matter into aether and then using the aether in experiments, etc

 Keely'sdiscovery antedated Feynman by over 60 years! Feynman called the three particles making up the protonquarks

5 gram weight loss is addedto the 5 gram upset, we are looking at about a 50% weight loss of the gravity wheel

wheel

The data analysis is currently in its infancy so we can make no statements of solid fact other than that we aregetting some very impressive gravitational effects

5 meters deep X 3mm sheet iron and weighed 150 kg

Figure 4 depicts the output of the gravity detector circuit as a graph of local gravitational stress (i

Dan Davidson

 Data from Dan Davidson's Gravity Wheel ExperimentThere are two basic types of force fields built up in and around the experiment

Positive ions in the centrifuge would cause the pyramid to be drawn to the moon

pyramid

aetheric

The data was taken during a solar eclipse and shows the effect of local aetheric field stress dropping duringthe period of the eclipse

Tesla proved superluminal effects during his experiments at Colorado Springs also

 Brown discovered that a capacitor will tend to move in the direction of the positive plate

Parr

, aether stress flows) with a fellow gravity researcher,Joe Parr, he mentioned he had similar results with dielectrics and had accidentally discovered a betterdetector

Joe Parr

 Many of us have pretty much given up on the orthodox "science"community and we are cutting our own path into new vistas of science and technology

 On occasion a stone was broken by the process which indicates that the sonic resonance forces arecapable of destructive effects

250

 250 meters from the face of the cliff, facing the cave, was a polished rock slab with abowl shaped depression in it

During experimental operations the weight of the experiment can drop from 0 to 6

htm6 van 1716-9-2010 12:47All the drums were open on one end, mounted on poles, and aimed at the block of stone

 Townsend Brown was quite open in publicizing his experimental results even thoughthey were being funded in part by the Office of Naval Research out of San Diego

The sphere was estimated to weight 6,625 pounds and have a bursting strength of 28,000 pounds

 The upset weight can be variedand it was set at the maximum of 5 grams

grams

The basic principle of the gravity detector is the fact that the electronic charge structure of a given mass is afunction of the amount of aether flowing into the mass

upset

 Since the RS-232 interface stops outputtingdata on a scale upset, the serial output of the scale was converted to a voltage level and used as an indicator

WithThefollowingfactswereestablishedonthebasisofmaimalvteatgener1,thevalueofthvoltage pulse measurements at gas diode and beam mamal on end 1, thequal o -0pcurrent (see for e

],isdeterminedby25-avalanche dischargecharacter in the first stage andpre-0 ionization by electron beam formed during discharge

Osctiloncs is usually continued in quasi-stationary modebeing ofmade through 45-jIm AIBe foilor grid

Gnrtr1In this paper, study devoted to mechanismof electron Generator 1

The followingcomponent part numberscomprise the compilationreport:ADP014936thru ADP015049UNCLASSIFIEDUNCLASSIFIEDpm 16Formationof electron beam and volume discharge in airunder atmospheric pressureV

 At nanosecond pulses applied to thediode, e-beamwas obtained in air with amplitude of 70 A

ReferencekV/cmxTorr sufficient for discharge current of morethanIkA

Electronbeamwasobtainedunder low values of E/p -0,1 kV/cmxTorr (E is -electrical field strength, p is gas pressure) being7substantiallysmallerthancriticalonesnecessaryfor

 We consider this discharge type to204o0801100120bedifferentfromthosedescribedin[3-5]beinginT, keVfuturewidelyappliedinvariousfields(formationofsubnanosecond electron beams, pumping of pulsedFig

 Oscilloscope a volume character

hadimpedanceof20OhmformingatdischargegapaThemaximumofe-beamenergydistributionafter45-voltagepulsewithamplitudeofupto220kVanddum AIBe foil of the first generatorunder air pressure induration at FWHM as -2ns under voltage pulse diode of 1 atm corresponded to the electron energy ofleadingedgeof-0,3ns[8]

 Oscilloscopetraces of voltage pulses (1)was not simple, moreover, ina numbe r of monograped and beam current (2)

substantially

[5]
edge

Informing kV thmatchedloa voltage pulse s dur n a-50 to aparallelwith beam current, discharge current flows170 kV at voltage pulse duration at FWHM -5 ns and throughgas diode with substantially higher value andvoltagepulse leading edge of -1 ns [7]

Stabilization of discharge current amplitude at highfields in the gap (E/p -0,05-0,08 kV/cmxTorr) may be10

 Within 5 ns (generator 1) duringTDS-864B with 1 GHz-band and 5 GS/s was used involtage pulse at the gap the anode current densityexperimentsto recordshunt signals

 After beam current ends, thedischarge is usually continued inquasi-stationary mode being of a volumecharacter

ruThe conditions to form electron beams in air, nitrogen, and in the mixtureC02-N2-He underatmospheric pressure have been examinedexperimentally

Maintenance of volume character of discharge in gap30-withinthewholevoltagepulse,Fig

 Voltage scaling is 45devoted to gas discharge the effect was not considered kV/div, current -20A/div, and time -1 ns/div

 Generator 2 durationthan beam current amplitude and duration

05-0

then within voltage pulse leading edge the electronamountreaches10'"andmorethatwithE/p-0,05-0,15

1) as well as gap dischargeparameter on end of beam current is equal to -0,08formobservationwithvaryinganode-cathodegap,kV/cmxTorr

 The coil here used immersed in oil, and the ends of the secondary reaching out of the oil are covered with an airtight cover of hard rubber of great thickness

 The consequence is that the further is forced the incandescence the more work, comparatively, is performed on the gas, and the I3s on the electrode

 Higher incandescence is equivalent to a quicker vibration; that means more light from the same material, and that, again, means more economy

 When the discharge is established under proper conditions, a luminous hollow cone is formed, and in the dark one-half of the brass sphere is strongly illuminated, as shown in the cut

 This would seem to make it very difficult to tell from the measured or computed capacity of an air condenser its actual capacity or vibration period, especially if the condenser is of very small surface and is charged to a very high potential

 The condenser charged from this coil discharge into the primary circuit of a second coil through a small air gap, which is necessary to produce a sudden rush of current through the primary

 The aluminium sheet should project above the glass stem more or less -- one inch or so -- or else, if the glass be too close to the incandescing body, it may be strongly heated and become more or less conducting, whereupon it may be ruptured, or may, by its conductivity, establish a good electrical connection between the metal tube and the leadinq-in wire, in which case, again, most of the energy will be lost in heating the former

 The discharge of an ordinary coil appears as a simple line or band of light

 To produce rotation it is generally (but not absolutely) necessary to connect the free end of the motor coil to an insulated body of some size

 By way of illustration, take for instance the most obvious phenomena, those of the discharge of the induction coil

 In the tube is screwed a plug P, of insulating material, in the centre of which is fastened a metallic terminal t, for the connection to the lead-in wire w

I have been unable to produce the phenomenon with the disruptive discharge coil, although every other of these phenomena can be tell produced by it -- many, in fact, much better than with coils operated from an alternator

 Still, the tests with the powder are not conducive, because powdered carborundum probably does not behave like a phosphorescent sulphide, for example, which could be finely powdered without impairing the phosphorescence, but rather like powdered ruby or diamond, and therefore it would be necessary, in order to make a decisive test, to obtain it in a large lump and polish up the surface

 When a larger button is required I repeat the process several times, and I generally also cover the filament a certain distance below the button with crystals

The chief idea in the two last described constructions was to confine the heat to the central portion of the globe by preventing the exchange of air, An advantage is secured, but owing to the heating of the inside bulb and slow evaporation of the glass the vacuum is hard to maintain, even if the construction illustrated in Fig

 The shadow of the upper edge of the tube is then sharply defined upon the bulb

 If, instead of the liquid, a solid insulation, no matter how thick, were used, a breaking through and injury of the apparatus would be inevitable

 In this manner by far the greater portion of the energy supplied to the bulb -- especially when exceedingly high frequencies are used -- may be lost for the purpose contemplated

Good coils may be produced by employing wires covered with several layers of cotton, boiling the coil a long time in pure wax, and cooling under moderate pressure

But of all the discharge phenomena observed, the most pleasing to the eye, and the most instructive, are those observed with a coil which is operated by means of the disruptive discharge of a condenser

 As both the frequency of the vibrations of the charge and the potential are in all probability excessive, the energy converted into heat may be considerable

A thought which naturally presents itself in connection with high frequency currents, is to make use of their powerful electro-dynamic inductive action to product: light effects in a sealed glass globe

 An intense phosphorescence then spreads at first over the globe, but soon gives place to a white, misty light

 It would enable us to obtain, by means of currents of very high frequencies, certainly 20 times, if not more, the quantity of light which is obtained in the present incandescent lamp by the same expenditure of energy

 When produced with currents of low frequency, obtained from a coil operated as usual, this thread is inert

 If he touches the free terminal with an object held in thehand, a current passes through the coil and the copper disc is set in rotation

 If the secondary knobs or spheres K K are of the proper size, the sparks show much resemblance to those of a Holtz machine

 It is of the greatest importance that the sphere J be placed in the centre of the globe L

 I have found it best to use bulbs constructed as indicated in Figs

 First, the deterioration of the electrode is reduced by reason of the fact that we employ a great many small impacts, instead of a few violent ones, which shatter quickly the structure; secondly, the formation of a large photosphere is facilitated

 On the lower end is placed an outside conducting coating C, which connects to the wire w

 In this manner, unless large bubbles are occluded in such way that circulation is rendered impossible, a damaging break is averted, the only effect being a moderate warming up of the oil

 I endeavored repeatedly to fuse zirconia, placing it in a cup or arc light carbon as indicated in Fig

 If the streams for the wires increase by approach of the plates, the length of the wires is about right; if they diminish the wires are too long for that frequency and potential

 In studying one phenomenon, by all means a bulb having no leading-in wire should be used

 When the thread was formed it extended through the upper part of the tube and lost itself in the lower end

 But when we begin to use very high frequencies and potentials, the action of the gas becomes all important, and the degree of exhaustion materially modifies the results

 With a coil not widely differing from the present, it is best to connect the two primaries in multiple arc; but if the secondary should have a much greater number of turns the primaries should preferably be used in series, as otherwise the vibration might be too fast for the secondary

 To him then the surface of the metal would appear continuously incandescent and of constant luminous intensity, while in reality the light would be either intermittent or at least changing periodically in intensity

 Thus one is led, from theoretical and practical considerations, to the use of high frequencies, and this means high electromotive forces and small currents in the primary

 For what I have to tell you and to show you this evening concerns, in a large measure, that same vague world which Professor Crookes has so ably explored; and, more than this, when I trace back the mental process which led me to these advances -- which even by myself cannot be considered trifling, since they are so appreciated by you -- I believe that their real origin, that which started me to work in this direction, and brought me to them, after a long period of constant thought, was that fascinating little book which I read many years ago

These and similar thoughts determined me to devote more attention to the electrostatic phenomena, and to endeavor to produce potentials as high as possible, and alternating as fast as they could be made to alternate

 These coatings are merely used to enable me to perform two experiments with the tube -- namely, to produce the effect desired either by direct connection of the body of the experimenter or of another body to the wire w, or by acting inductively through the glass

 However, with incomparably higher frequencies, which we may yet find means to produce efficiently, and provided that electric impulses of such high frequencies could be transmitted through a conductor, the electrical characteristics of the brush discharge would completely vanish -- no spark would pass, no shock would be felt -- yet we would still have to deal with an electric phenomenon, but in the broad, modern interpretation of the word

A long arc is established between the terminals A B of the first induction coil

 As it does not seem to blacken the globe in the least, it might be found useful for coating the filaments of ordinary Incandescent lamps, and I think that it is even possible to produce thin threads or sticks of carborundum which will replace the ordinary filaments in an incandescent lamp

Instead of using the fan in this experiment, we may use the "electric" radiometer with similar effect

Intense phosphorescence may be excited in a bulb by merely connecting it to a plate within the field, and the plate need not be any larger than an ordinary lamp shade

 If a ground connection is made it can only be made through a conductor offering an enormous impedance, or through a condenser of extremely small capacity

 The latter tube has a very small hole at the bottom, and is provided with a stopcock

 It might be advisable, in a strictly scientific investigation, when accuracy is of great importance, ~o do away with the metal covet, as it might introduce many errors, principally on account of its complex action upon the coil, as a condenser of very small capacity and as an electrostatic and electromagnetic screen

 But with such low frequencies we would have to deal always with something of the nature of an electric current

 It counteracts the self-induction of the latter and allows a strong current to pass

 This mystifying result was, of course, found to be due to the electrostatic action between the bulbs

 In the latter the impedance enters prominently into play as the frequency is increased, but the gas acts much as a series of condensers would: the facility with which the discharge passes through seems to depend on the rate of change of potential

 Whether there is a true time lag, whether the retardation is due to eddy currents circulating in minute paths, must remain an open question, but the fact is that a coil wound upon an iron core and traversed by an alternating current creates a moving field of force, capable of setting an armature: in rotation- It is of some interest, in conjunction with the historical Arago experiment, to mention that in lag or phase motors I have produced rotation in the opposite direction to the moving field, which means that in that experiment the magnet may not rotate, or may even rotate in the opposite direction to the moving disc

 In commercial apparatus such as incandescent lamps, operated from ordinary systems of distribution, a much higher vacuum than obtained at present would not secure a very great advantage

The coil should be placed symmetrically to the metal cover, and the space between should, of course, not be too small, certainly not less than, say, five centimeters, but much more if possible; especially the two sides of the zinc box, which are at right angles to the axis of the coil, should be sufficiently remote from the latter, as otherwise they might impair its action and be a source of loss

 But the practical conditions require not only the judicious determination of the dimensions of the apparatus; they likewise necessitate the employment of energy of the proper kind

 The condenser should be adjustable by very small steps, and for a finer adjustment a small oil condenser with movable plates may be used conveniently

 In this arrangement usually only the small bulb shows phosphorescence, as there is practically no bombardment against the outer globe

 A bulb, preferably a large one, may be taken, and a good conducting body, such as a piece of carbon, may be mounted in it upon a platinum wire sealed in thc glass stem

 The U-shaped tube was provided with a stopcock C, and two ground connections g and gl-- one for a small bulb b, usually containing caustic potash, and the other for the receiver r, to be exhausted

Of all these phenomena observed with currents, or electric impulses, of high frequency, the most fascinating for an audience are certainly those which are noted in an electrostatic field acting through considerable distance, and the best an unskilled lecturer can do is to begin and finish with the exhibition of these singular effects

 In this case the bombardment is weakened by reason of the smaller electric density

Nor should it be thought that the temperature of an air condenser would give even an approximate idea of the loss in heat incurred, as in such case heat must be given off much more quickly, since there is, in addition to the ordinary radiation, a very active carrying away of heat by independent carriers going on, and since not only the apparatus, but the air at some distance from it is heated in consequence of the collisions which must occur

 Two refractory buttons m and ml are mounted on lamp filaments which are fastened to the ends of the wires passing through the glass tubes t and tl

 7) to fit the middle portion of the pieces c c, serve to clamp the latter and hold them firmly in position by means of two bolts C C (of which only one is shown) passing through the ends of the strips

The pump is connected through a U-shaped tube t to a very large reservoir R1

 The occluded air, by its impact against the oil, beats it; the oil begins to circulate, carrying some of the air along with it, until the bubbles are dispersed and the luminous points disappear

 The wires leading to the plates in the oil should be very thin, heavily coated with some insulating compound, and provided with n conducting covering -- this preferably extending under the surface of the oil

 The economy demands the employment of energy in the form of extremely rapid vibrations

 But if one of the opposite surfaces is screened, or if, generally speaking, the bombardment on this side is weakened in some wag or other, there remains the repulsion exerted upon the other, and the fan is set in rotation

 Electrodes prepared by depositing carbon in well known ways did not show up well; they blackened the globe very quickly

 At first one may see a narrow funnel of white light projected against the top of the globe, where it produces an irregularly outlined phosphorescent patch

 A very thin lamp filament I is fastened to this wire, and connection to the outside is made through a thin copper wire w

 We may connect an insulated line to a source of such currents, we may pass an inappreciable current over the line, and on any point of the same we are able to obtain a heavy current, capable of fusing a thick copper wire

It is quite possible, however, that such "no-wire" motors, as they might be called, could be operated by conduction through the rarefied air at considerable distances

 The trials with air at ordinary pressure led to no result, but with air moderately rarefied I obtain what I think to be an unmistakable experimental evidence of the property sought for

But there is an additional feature of interest about this motor, namely, it is not necessary to have even a single connection between the motor and generator, except, perhaps, through the ground; for not only is an insulated plate capable of giving off energy into space, but it likewise capable of deriving it from an alternating electrostatic field, though in the latter case the available energy is much smaller

 Again to improve, the secondary coil is made to overlap partly the primary, so that it cannot free itself from a strong inductive action of thc latter, repel its lines as it may

 We would then be simply using burners or flames, in which there would be no chemical process, no consumption of material, but merely a transfer of energy, and which would, in all probability emit more light and less heat than ordinary flames

 In the use of alternating currents of very high tension, too much precaution cannot be taken to prevent the brush discharge

 Instead of making the inside bulb large, in order to avoid undue heating, it answers the purpose to make the electrode m larger

 To prevent the fan from falling out, a thin stem of glass g is bent properly and fastened to the aluminium tube

 In tube a by several layers of mica M, in order to prevent the cracking of the neck by the rapid heating of the aluminium tube upon a sudden turning on of the current

Such considerations apply even more to the production of light by the incandescence of a gas, or by phosphorescence

 The button was heated to the point of fusion, and when it melted it did not, apparently, glow with the same brilliancy as before, and this would indicate a lower temperature

It is, of course, not necessary, when it is desired to produce the incandescence of a body inclosed in a bulb by means of these currents, that the body should be a conductor, for even a perfect non-conductor may be quite as readily heated

 Gutta-percha insulation adds, of course, to the capacity of the coil, and this, especially if the coil be large, is a great disadvantage when extreme frequencies are desired; but, on the other hand, gutta-percha will withstand much more than an equal thickness of oil, and this advantage should be secured at any price

The globe L has in this case a large neck n, allowing the small bulb b to slip through

 I insert a thick plate of one of the best dielectrics between them, and instead of rendering altogether impossible, as we are used to expect, I aid the passage of the discharge, which, as I insert the plate, merely changes in appearance and assumes the form of luminous streams

 With this coil, when fairly well produced, they are about 25 to 30 centimetres long

 The contact with the bulb was, of course, quite unnecessary

These and some foregoing remarks of a speculative nature were made merely to bring out curious features of alternate currents or electric impulses

 That the formation of the stream is due to an irregularity is apparent from the fact that it has the tendency to remain in one position, and rotation occurs most generally only when it is brought out of this position by electrostatic or magnetic influence

When energy is absorbed in a condenser the same behaves as though its capacity were increased

 A main conveying alternating currents of very high tension may be injured merely by a blowhole or small crack in the insulation, the more so as a blowhole is apt to contain gas at low pressure; and as it appears almost impossible to completely obviate such little imperfections, I am led to believe that in our future distribution of electrical energy by currents of very high tension liquid insulation will be used

 32 a wide tube r was sealed to a smaller W-shaped tube U, of phosphorescent glass

 The mean free path is one thing, but the velocity -- the energy associated with the moving body -- is another, and under ordinary circumstances I believe that it is mere question of potential or speed

 In the experiment before shown with the two wires across the room, I have endeavored to secure the result by pushing to a high value both the frequency and potential; in the experiment with the thin wires glued on the rubber plate I have concentrated the action upon a very small surface -- in other words, I have worked with a great electric density

 In such case, in varying the strength and frequency of the currents through the primary, we may observe five distinct forms of discharge, which I have described in my former paper on the subject* before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 20, 1891

 As In nature all is ebb and tide, all is wave motion, so it seems that in all branches of industry alternating currents -- electric wave motion -- will have the sway

When a coil is operated with currents of very high frequency, beautiful brush effects may be produced, even if the coil be of comparatively small dimensions

 With a steady potential, of course, and even with alternating currents of very low frequency, it would not turn, because of the very slow exchange of air and, consequently, smaller bombardment; but in the latter case it might turn if the potential were excessive

 It is easy, for instance, to construct a transformer capable of giving, when operated from an ordinary alternate current machine of low tension, say 50,000 volts, which miqht be required to light a highly exhausted phosphorescent tube, so that, in spite of the high potential, it is perfectly safe, the shock from it producing no inconvenience

 A simple but crude form of such a motor is obtained by winding upon an iron core a primary, and close to it a secondary coil, joining the ends of the latter and placing a freely movable metal disc within the influence of the field produced by both

 An electrode lasts much longer when kept at incandescence by currents, or impulses, obtained from a high-frequency alternator, which rise and fall more or less harmonically, than by impulses obtained from a disruptive discharge coil

I have here a short and wide tube which is exhausted to a high degree and covered with a substantial coating of bronze, the coating allowing barely the light to shine through

 24 was found to be an inferior one when it was desired to render incandescent a filament or button supported in the centre of the globe, but it was convenient when the object was to excite phosphorescence

 The higher the frequency the slower would be the exchange of the air, and I think that a frequency may be reached at which there would be no exchange whatever of the air molecules around the terminal

 The bulb being suspended from a wire connected to the terminal of the coil, and the latter being set to work, the lime piece l and the projecting parts of the filament f are bombarded

 With a diamond, carborundum or zircon button the photosphere can be as much as one thousand times the volume of the button

In many experiments in which bodies of a different kind were mounted in the bulb as, for instance, indicated in Fig

 First, the dielectric strength of a given total width of air space is greater when a great many small air gaps are used instead of one, which permits of working with a smaller length of air gap, and that means smaller loss and less deterioration of the metal; secondly by reason of splitting the arc up into smaller arcs, the Polished surfaces are made to last much longer; and, thirdly, the apparatus affords some gauge in the experiments

 In each bulb an equal length of filament protruded above the metal tube

In order to reduce the deterioration of the electrode to the minimum, it is desirable that the vibration be harmonic, for any suddenness hastens the process of destruction

 The sphere being charged to a high potential, it acts inductively upon the surrounding air, or whatever gaseous medium there might be

 Accordingly, there was less difference between the largest and the middle sited than between the latter and the smallest bulb

 There the gas is not at all concerned: the whole of the work is performed on the filament; and the life of the lamp diminishes so rapidly with the increase of the degree of incandescence the economical reasons compel us to work it at a low incandescence

 When the light in the room is turned off and the coil set to work, you see the whole space between the wires uniformly filled with streams, forming a luminous disc, which could be seen from a considerable distance, such is the intensity of the streams

 When the frequency is very low, the air gives way in more or less the same manner, as by a steady difference of potential, and the streams consist of distinct threads, generally mingled with thin sparks, which probably correspond to the successive discharges occurring between the knobs

 In this instance a non-conductor m is mounted in a piece of common arc light carbon so as to project some small distance above the latter

 The bulb may be exhausted to a fairly high degree, nearly to the point when phosphorescence begins to appear

 I take hold of it; I bring my body in contact with a wire conveying alternating currents of high potential, and the tube in my hand is brilliantly lighted

 This may be so, but in the course of these investigations, from the observation of many phenomena I have gained the conviction that these frequencies would be much lower than one is apt to estimate at first

 In this bulb the aluminium tube is provided with an external connection, which serves to investigate the effect of the tube under various conditions

 The tube T, with the small tubes, wires through the same, and the refractory buttons m and m1 was first prepared, and then sealed to globe L, whereupon the coil C was slipped in and the connections made to its ends

 The primary and secondary layers are insulated by cotton cloth, the thickness of the insulation, of course, bearing some proportion to the difference of potential between the turns of the different layers

 In the eye of the observer a single impact of the atoms would cause an instantaneous flash, but if the impact were repeated with sufficient rapidity they would produce a continuous impression upon his retina

 It all depends on how we supply the energy, and what kind of vibrations we set up: in one case the vibrations are more, in the other less, adapted to affect our sense of vision

 But if an incandescent lamp is operated with currents of very high frequency, the action of the gas cannot be neglected, and the rules for the most economical working must be considerably modified

 So, for instance, when the incandescence of a button was produced by grasping the bulb with the hand, the body of the experimenter merely served to intensify the action

It is now a fact that a body may be rendered incandescent or phosphorescent b) bringing it either in single contact or merely in the vicinity of a source of electric impulses of the proper character, and that in this manner a quantity of light sufficient to afford a practical illuminant may be produced

 But the renewal being rendered difficult, and renewal being necessary to maintain the burner, a continued increase of the frequency of the impulses, assuming they could be transmitted to and impressed upon the flame, would result in the "extinction" of the latter, meaning by this term only the cessation of the chemical process

 We know that the phenomenon is due to the agitation of the molecules near the terminal, and we anticipate that some heat must be developed by the impact of the molecules against the terminal or against each other

 He cannot multiply the electro-dynamic inductive effect by taking more turns in the primary, for he arrives at the conclusion that the best way is to work with one single turn -- though he must sometimes depart from this rule -- -and he must get along with whatever inductive effect he can obtain with one turn

 To avoid this, the middle point of the secondary may be connected to the primary, but this is not always practicable

 How does the earth behave! The earth is an air condenser, but is it a perfect: or a very imperfect one -- a mere sink of energy! There can be little doubt that to such small disturbance as might be caused in an experiment the earth behaves as an almost perfect condenser

In bulbs provided with a conducting terminal, though it be of aluminium, the brush has but an ephemeral existence, and cannot, unfortunately, be indefinitely preserved in its most sensitive state, even in a bulb devoid of any conducting electrode

 Once more to improve, the proper difference of phase is obtained between the primary and secondary currents by a condenser, self-induction, resistance or equivalent windings

 On the other hand, it is easy to exalt the electrostatic action as far as one likes by taking more turns on the secondary, or combining self-induction and capacity to raise the potential

Here, once more, attach these two plates of wire gauze to the terminals of the coil, I set them a distance apart, and I set the coil to work

 It being impossible to exclude entirely the gas in condensers with solid dielectrics, such condensers should be immersed in oil, for economical reasons if nothing else; they can then be strained to the utmost and will remain cool

 When the potential of the sphere, instead of being steady, is alternating, the conditions are entirely different

 How can such high temperatures be arrived at! How are the highest degrees of heat reached in nature! By the impact of stars, by high speeds and collisions

 If by some means or other we increase the intensity of the molecular, or atomic, vibration, the gas changes to a white color

 When the coil is set to work one may see, looking from the top through the oil, many luminous points -- air bubbles which are caught by inserting the primary, and which ate rendered luminous in consequence of the violent bombardment

 Such a tube might be placed around a hall or on a ceiling, and at once a simple appliance capable of giving considerable light would be obtained

There is no doubt that such a button -- properly prepared under great pressure -- of carborundum, especially of powder of the best quality, will withstand the effect of the bombardment fully as well as anything we know

 In a lightning discharge, matter moves in straight lines at ordinary pressure when the mean free path is exceedingly small, and frequently images of wires or other metallic objects have been produced by the particles thrown off in straight lines

 We arrange the circuits properly, and we see the mass of iron and wires behave as though it were endowed with life, spinning a heavy armature, through invisible connections, with great speed and power with the energy possibly conveyed from a great distance

 I thought I recognized that I had made a step in advance, and I have perserved in this line; but I wish to say that I share with all lovers of science and progress the one and only desire -- to reach a result of utility to men in any direction to which thought or experiment may lead me

 14 shows the brush as it first appears in a bulb provided with a conducting terminal: but, as in such a bulb it very soon disappears -- often after a few minutes -- I will confine myself to the description of the phenomenon as seen in a bulb without conducting electrode

 I take a tube in the hand and move it about, and it is lighted wherever I may hold it; throughout space the invisible forces act

 The best way to perform such experiments is to take a very thin rubber or a glass plate and glue on one side of it a narrow ring of tinfoil of very large diameter, and on the other a circular washer, the centre of the latter coinciding with that of the ring, and the surfaces of both being preferably equal, so as to keep the coil well balanced

 In the coil here used the primary is No, 12 and the secondary No

 That in the heating of conductors by lightning discharges air is an element of great importance, is almost as certain as an experimental fact

Before showing some of these curious effects I must, for the sake of completeness, give a short description of the coil and other apparatus used in the experiments with the disruptive discharge this evening

 When it begins to turn around principally, but also before, it is affected by a magnet and at a certain stage it is susceptible to magnetic influence to an astonishing degree

 By taking any number of spaces the experimenter has a rough idea of the electromotive force, and he finds it easier to repeat an experiment, as he has not the trouble of setting the knobs again and again

 The reservoir R2 was then again raised to the top, and the pump was kept working for a long time

 Some of the results we find as expected, others surprise us, but all captivate our attention, for in scientific investigation each novel result achieved may be the centre of a new departure, each novel fact learned may lead to important developments

Returning to the subject of electrode lamps, it is obviously of advantage in such a lamp to confine as much as possible the heat to the electrode by preventing the circulation of the gas in the bulb

 It consists of a spherical globe L, provided with a long neck n, on the top, for increasing the action in some cases by the application of an external conducting coating

 When all the three bulbs were connected in multiple arc to the coil, in the largest of them the filament glowed brightest, in the next smaller it was a little less bright, and in the smallest it only came to redness

 We then obtain in the secondary circuit, if the knobs are of the required size and properly set, a more or less rapid succession of sparks of great intensity and small quantity, which possess the same brilliancy, and are accompanied by the same sharp crackling sound, as those obtained from a friction or influence machine

 24, for example, an experimental bulb L is shown, which is provided with a neck n on the top for the application of an external tinfoil coating, which may be connected to a body of larger surface

To illustrate the effect of the screen, and the advantage of using it, I have here two bulbs of the same size, with their stems, leading-in wires and incandescent lamp filaments tied to the latter, as nearly alike as possible

 The latter would not exist by a steady supply of the energy; still they help to jar and loosen the structure

 When high frequencies are used, it is of equal importance to combine a condenser with the primary

 Besides, it seems that the presence of a large body of wax affects the coil disadvantageously, whereas this does not seem to be the case with oil

 25 may also be lighted by connecting the tinfoil coating on the neck n to the terminal, and the leading-in wire w to an insulated plate

 Therefore, if motors, lamps, or devices of any kind are perfected, capable of being advantageously operated by currents of extremely high frequency, economical reasons will make it advisable to use only one wire, especially if the distances are great

As to the causes of the formation of the brush or stream, I think it is due to thc electrostatic action of the globe and the dissymmetry of the parts

 11) of no mote than a few centimetres in diameter -- should be exposed to the air

 It must be remarked here that the general aspect of the tube, and the degree of exhaustion, are quite different than when ordinary low frequency currents are used

 When the experiment is performed under good conditions, the light from the wires is sufficiently intense to allow distinguishing the objects in a room

) Now compare this phenomenon which you have just witnessed with the discharge of a Holtz or Wimshurst machine -- that other interesting appliance, so dear to the experimenter

To illustrate the effect, I have here two small bulbs which are alike, only one is exhausted to a low and the other to a very high degree

 If an iron can be held within the small helix it is quickly brought to a high temperature, indicating the passage of a strong current through the helix how does the insulated sphere act in this case! It can be a condenser, storing and returning the energy supplied to it, or it can be a mere sink of energy, and the conditions of the experiment determine whether it is more one or the other

 When the highest vacuum obtainable with the Dump had been reached the potash bulb was usually wrapped with cotton which was sprinkled with ether so as to keep the potash at a very low temperature, then the reservoir R2 was lowered, and again reservoir R1 being emptied the receiver r was quickly sealed up

If a wire were provided with a perfect electrostatic screen, it would be the same as though all objects were removed from it at infinite distance

 Indeed, we find that the brush is hot, and only a little thought leads us to the conclusion that, could we but reach sufficiently high frequencies, we could produce a brush which would give intense light and heat, and which would resemble in every particular an ordinary flame, save, perhaps, that both phenomena might not be due to the same agent -- save, perhaps, that chemical affinity might not be electrical in its nature

 The tube was then packed with insulating powder, jamming the latter as tight as possible up to very nearly the end, then it was closed and only a small hole left through which the remainder of the powder was introduced, and finally the end of the tube was closed

 The metal tube placed in the stem containing the leading-in wire performs really two distinct functions: First, it acts more or less as an electrostatic screen, thus economizing the energy supplied to the bulb; and, second, to whatever extent it may fail to act electrostatically, it acts mechanically, preventing the bombardment, and consequently intense heating and possible deterioration of the slender support of the refractory incandescent body, or of the glass stem containing the leading-in wire

 To make such a button of carborundum crystals I proceed in the following manner: I take an ordinary lamp filament and dip its point in tar, or some other thick substance or paint which may be readily carbonized

 It is now possible that in consequence of the violent disintegration the spot attacked sinks in temperature, or that a counter force is created, as in an arc; at any rate, the local tearing off meets with the limitations incident to the experiment, where upon the same process occurs on another place

 The metal piece would rise in temperature until equilibrium was attained -- that is, until the energy continuously radiated would equal that intermittently supplied

 If an exhausted tube is put in series with the coil, the tube lights brilliantly, showing the passage of a strong current

 When the plates of wire gauze were close together, and a small arc passed between them, the arc prevented a strong current from passing through the secondary, because it did away with the capacity on the terminals; when the rubber plate was inserted between, the capacity of the condenser formed counteracted the self-induction of the secondary, a stronger current passed now, the coil performed more work, and the discharge was by far more powerful

 Most of that energy then, I believe, is not dissipated in the form of long ether waves, propagated to considerable distance, as is thought most generally, but is consumed -- in the case of an insulated sphere, for example -- in impact and collisional losses -- that is, heat vibrations -- on the surface and in the vicinity of the sphere

In operating an induction coil with rapidly alternating currents, we realize with astonishment, for the first time, the great importance of the relation of capacity, self-induction and frequency as regards the general result

When the powder is used I have found it best to proceed as follows: I make a thick paint of carborundum and tar, and pass a lamp filament through the paint

 In this case the wire leading from the outside into the bulb is omitted, the energy required being supplied through condenser coatings C C

 This would necessarily occur, for, the number ~f the impulses being augmented, the potential energy of each would diminish, so that finally only atomic vibrations could be set up, and the motion of translation through measurable space would cease

 A single coil wound upon a core has a high self-induction; for this reason principally, this type of motor was chosen to perform the experiment

 What I wish to show you is that this motor rotates with one single connection between it and the generator; that is to say, one terminal of the motor is connected to one terminal of the generator -- in this case the secondary of a high-tension induction coil -- the other terminals of motor and generator being insulated in space

 Those which come first in contact with it give up their superfluous charge, and the tube is electrified, the electrification instantly spreading over its surface

 If this course is not followed the sticks, as ordinarily employed, may give moisture off at a certain very slow rate, and the pump may work for many hours without reaching a very high vacuum

 8), bent in a circle of about 30 centimetres in diameter, and to the other terminal I fasten a small brass sphere s, the surface of the wire being preferably equal to the surface of the sphere, and the centre of the latter being in a line at right angles to the plane of the wire circle and passing through its centre

 The tube contains a coil C, the ends of which pass through two small glass tubes t and tl, which are sealed to the tube T

 13) to the terminal of the induction coil

 No doubt large coils, even if operated with currents of low frequencies, are capable of producing beautiful effects

I have obtained in commerce two kinds of gutta-percha wire: in one the insulation sticks tightly to the metal, in the other it does not

It may be quite properly ranked among the brush phenomena -- in fact, it is a brush, formed at, or near, a single terminal in high vacuum

 The powder, which is obtained from the crystals in some way, is practically non-conducting

 The tube T was slipped into a socket containing a primary coil through which usually the discharges of Leyden jars were directed, and the rarefied gas in the small U tube was excited to strong luminosity by the high-tension currents induced in thecoil C

 If the molecules of the air around a wire are moderately agitated, the brush formed is reddish or violet; if the vibration is rendered sufficiently intense, the streams become white

The reservoir R1was connected by means of a rubber tube to a slightly larger reservoir R2, each of the two reservoirs being provided with a stopcock C1and C2respectively

The production of a small electrode capable of withstanding enormous temperatures I regard as of the greatest importance in the manufacture of light

 17), comprising a coil and iron core, and a freely movable copper disc in proximity to the latter

 The wire was next placed between two pieces of charcoal and a burner applied so as to produce an intense heat, sufficient to melt down the pumice stone into a small glass-like button

In the experiments such as performed this evening, we operate the coil either from a specially constructed alternator capable of giving many thousands of reversals of current per second, or, by disruptively discharging a condenser through the primary, we set up a vibration in the secondary circuit of a frequency of many hundred thousand or millions per second, if we so desire; and in using either of these means we enter a field as yet unexplored

 This may be shown by the following experiment:I attach to one of the terminals of the coil a wire w (Fig

 It was found, in the course of experiences with bulbs such as illustrated in Fig

 Under the violent impact of the molecules of the gas surrounding it, the small electrode is of course brought to an extremely high temperature, but around it is a mass of highly incandescent gas, a flame photosphere, many hundred times the volume of the electrode

 In such case, as before stated, probably only little of the energy of the vibrations set up would be lost into space in the form of long ether radiations, but most of the energy, I think, would spend itself in molecular impacts and collisions, and pass off into space in the form of short heat, and possibly light, waves

 To obviate this loss, or at least to reduce it to a minimum, I usually screen the rarefied gas surrounding the stem from the inductive action of the leading-in wire by providing; the stem with a tube or coating of conducting material

 If the difference of potential between thc terminals is raised, the dielectric breaks down

I had discovered, however, that rotation is produced by means of a single coil and cote; my explanation of the phenomenon, and leading thought in trying the experiment, being that there must be a true time lag in the magnetization of the core

 In such case each of the electrodes may be connected to one of the terminals; or else, if it is preferable to use only one wire, one electrode may be connected to one terminal and the other to the ground or to an insulated body of some surface, as, for instance, a shade on the lamp

 To still further reduce the danger arising from the heating of the glass stem, and also with the view of preventing an electrical connection between the metal tube and the electrode, I preferably wrap; the stem with several layers of thin mica which extends at least as far as the metal tube

 It is easy in observing the effect of the capacity to produce a sheet of uniform streams, or a fine network of thin silvery threads, or a mass of loud brilliant sparks, which completely cover the plate

The molecular bombardment against the glass stem in the bulb is a source of great trouble

 With such currents - namely, the latter -- the phenomenon would of course not occur

Of course, this rotation in one direction may be due to the action of two elements of the same current upon each other, or to the action of the field produced by one of the elements upon the other, as in a series motor, without necessarily one impulse being stronger than the other

 In this case, since there are no large plates or other bodies of capacity attached to the terminals, the coil is capable of an extremely rapid vibration

 A few remarks are necessary on this subject, in order to make the experiences gathered in the course of these investigations perfectly clear

 13ut the luminous patches are constantly changing in position, which is especially well observable if one manages to produce very few, and this indicates that the configuration of the electrode is rapidly changing

 Both of these results enable us now ~o pass a luminous discharge through almost any vacua obtainable, and the field of our investigations is greatly extended

 This protectic4n, of course, is a relative one, and it should not be thought that by pushing the incandescence higher the electrode is actually less deteriorated

 The rotation can be slowed down or accelerated by the approach or receding of the observer or any conducting body, but it cannot be reversed by putting the bulb in any position

 It should also be remembered that, in reducing the current to the smallest value and increasing the potential, the electric impulses of high frequency can be more easily transmitted through a conductor

The before mentioned difficulty did not exist, however, when the body mounted in the carbon cup offered great resistance to deterioration

 The effects of capacity are the most striking, for in these experiments, since the self-induction and frequency both are high, the critical capacity is very small, and need be but slightly varied to produce a very considerable change

 The coil is held in position in the oil on wooden supports, there being about 5 centimetres thickness of oil all round

 As the force with which they are repelled is greater than that with which they are attracted, it results that there is repulsion exerted on the surfaces of the fan

It should not be thought that the loss in heat in an air condenser is necessarily associated with the formation of visible streams or brushes

 33 an aluminium tube a was fastened to the upper end s of each of the tubes t and tl, in order to protect that end against the heat

 But he must remain in doubt as to whether the effects observed are due wholly to the molecules, or atoms, of the gas which chemical analysis discloses to us, or whether there enters into play another medium of a gaseous nature, comprising atoms, or molecules, immersed in a fluid pervading the space

 The free ends of the secondary are lifted out of the oil and placed parallel to each other at a distance of about 10 centimetres

 The end of the wire connected to the source would be heated, and the remote end would receive but a trifling part of the energy supplied

 The two tinfoil coatings I have joined by a conductor C, and the two wires I presently connect to the terminals of the coil

 From the disruptive discharge coil they glow intensely merely by holding them in the hand and connecting the body to the terminal of the coil

 The ends of the secondary T1T1are also led out of the oil through rubber tubes tltlof great thickness

 So well known is this apparatus, so familiar are these phenomena to every one, that my courage nearly fails me when I think that I have ventured to address so able an audience, that I have ventured to entertain you with that same old subject

 Every thinker, when considering the barbarous methods employed, the deplorable losses incurred in our best systems of light production, must have asked himself, What is likely to be the light of the future! Is it to be an incandescent solid, as in the present lamp, or an incandescent gas, or a phosphorescent body, or something like a burner, but incomparably more efficient!There is little chance to perfect a gas burner; not, perhaps, because human ingenuity has been bent upon that problem for centuries without a radical departure having been made -- though this argument is not devoid of force -- but because in a burner the higher vibrations can never be reached except by passing through all the low ones

 It is clear that when the exhaustion is very low, and the rarefied gas well conducting, neither of the above effects can occur, and, on the other hand, the fewer the atoms, with the greater freedom they move; in other words, the higher the degree of exhaustion, up to a limit, the more telling will be both the effects:What I have just said may afford an explanation of the phenomenon observed by Prof

 The first sparks are singularly bright, recalling those drawn from a clear surface of mercury

As to the "non-striking vacuum", the point to be noted is that it can occur only with low frequency impulses, and it is necessitated by the impossibility of carrying off enough energy with such impulses in high vacuum since the few atoms which are around the terminal upon coming in contact with the same are repelled and kept at a distance for a comparatively long period of time, and not enough work can be performed to render the effect perceptible to the eye

 As the potential of this wire is alternated, the rarefied gas surrounding the stem is acted upon inductively, and the glass stem is violently bombarded and heated

The general opinion, I do not doubt, is that it is out of the question to reach any such frequencies as might -- assuming some of the views before expressed to be true produce any of the results which I have pointed out as mere possibilities

 There is also an advantage in giving to the incandescent body the shape of a sphere, for self-evident reasons

 In such a case the number of the fundamental discharges between the knobs may be so small as to render the currents produced in the secondary unsuitable for many experiments

experimenter

 The experimenter may bring his body in contact with the terminals of the secondary of the coil, or attach to one or both terminals insulated bodies of very small bulk, such as bulbs, and he may produce a considerable rise or fall of potential, and greatly affect the flow of the current through the primary

For many reasons, the refractory body is placed in the centre of the bulb and it is usually supported on a glass stem containing the leading-in wire

 The molecules, or atoms, which are near the sphere are of course more attracted, and move through a greater distance than the farther ones

 It is possible, however, that the result is in part due to the fact that the greater part of the discharge passes from the leading-in wire through the highly conducting gas, instead of passing off from the conducting vanes

 In this case the observation is rendered very difficult on account of the intense heat produced

 The reservoir R2could be raised and lowered by a wheel and rack, and the range of its motion was so determined that when it was filled with mercury and the stopcock C, closed, so as to form a Torricellian vacuum in it when raised, it could be lifted so high that the mercury in reservoir R1would stand a little above stopcock C1: and when this stopcock was dosed and the reservoir R2descended, so as to form a Torricellian vacuum in reservoir R1, it could be lowered so far as to completely empty the latter, the mercury filling the reservoir R2up to a little above stopcock C2

 The speed of the vibration often varied perceptibly, and it could be observed that the electrostatic attraction of the glass affected the vibrating thread; but it was clear that the electrostatic action was not the cause of the vibration, for the thread was most generally stationary, and could always be set in vibration by passing the finger quickly near the upper part of the tube

 A metallic tube S is fastened by means of some cement to the neck of the tube

 A long tube covered with aluminium bronze lights when held in one hand -- the other touching the terminal of the coil -- quite powerfully

 I think that in lightning discharges frequently wires or conducting objects are volatilized merely because air is present, and that, were the conductor immersed in an insulating liquid, it would be safe, for then the energy would have to spend itself somewhere else

 The upper inside corner of the sheet -- that is, the one which is nearest to the refractory incandescent body -- should be cut out diagonally, as it often happens that, in consequence of the intense heat, this corner turns toward the inside and comes very near to, or in contact with, the wire, or filament, supporting the refractory body

 The bulb hang3 downward from the terminal t, the zinc sheet Z, performing the double office of intensifier and reflector

 If capacity is added to the terminals, the self-induction is counteracted, and a stronger current is made to flow through the secondary, though its terminals are insulated from each other

 To reach this result very small coils and jars of small capacity should be used

 This may be done in many ways -- for instance, by operating the induction coil which charges the condenser from an alternating-current machine of very low frequency, and preferably adjusting the discharge circuit so that there are no oscillations set up in it

 In trials of this kind the experimenter arrives at the startling conclusion that, to pass ordinary luminous discharges through gases, no particular degree of exhaustion is needed, but that the gas may be at ordinary or even greater pressure

 It would, of course, be out of question to transmit such impulses through a wire immersed in a gaseous medium, even if thc wire were provided with a thick and excellent insulation for most of the energy would be lost in molecular bombardment and consequent heating

 A small phosphorescent bulb, when attached to a wire connected tl, a coil, emits sufficient light to allow reading ordinary print at a distance of five to six paces

 They are supported on insulating cords at a distance of about 30 centimetres

 Our knowledge and experience of to-day enables us to see clearly why these coils under the conditions of the tests did not disclose any remarkable phenomena, and why able experimenters failed to perceive many of the curious effects which have since been observed

 As many important results are dependent upon the correctness of the estimation of the vibration period, this subject demands the most careful scrutiny of other investigators

 What a difference there is between these phenomena! And yet, had I made the necessary arrangements -- which could have been made easily, were it not that they would interfere with other experiments -- I could have produced with this coil sparks which, had I the coil hidden from your view and only two knobs exposed, even the keenest observer among you would find it difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish from those of an influence or friction machine

 The lower portion of the globe, as far as the socket S reaches, is rendered conducting, either by g tinfoil coating or otherwise, and the external electrode is connected to a terminal of the coil

 A carborundum coating seems to be more durable than other coatings, not only because the carborundum can withstand high degrees of heat, but also because it seems to unite with the carbon better than any other material I have tried

 The potential may be raised by increasing, as far as the experimenter judges proper, the rate of change of the primary current

 From experience I may say that just the opposite holds good: the button withstands the bombardment better with currents of very high frequency

 I could produce no distinct rotation of the fan, although I tried the experiment repeatedly; but as the fan exerted a noticeable influence on the stream, and the apparent rotation of the latter was, in this case, never quite satisfactory, the experiment did not appear to be conclusive

 I make the primary on each side at least one centimetre shorter than the secondary, to prevent the breaking through on the ends, which would surely occur unless the insulation on the top of the secondary be very thick, and this, of course, would be disadvantageous

 But the action as explained implies that the air is insulating -- that is, that it is composed of independent carriers immersed in an insulating medium

 It is easy to reach -- even with frequencies obtained from an alternator as here used -- a stage at which the discharge does not pass between two electrodes in a narrow tube, each of these being connected to one of the terminals of the coil, but it is difficult to reach a point at which a luminous discharge would not occur around each electrode

 In the latter case the difference of potential at the terminals of the condenser may become so great as to rupture the dielectric, notwithstanding the fact that the terminals are joined by a conductor of low resistance

The fact that the brush rotates in a definite direction in a permanent magnetic field seems to show that in alternating currents of very high frequency the positive and negative impulses are not equal, but that one always preponderates over the other

The economical use of such a reflector or intensifier would require that all energy supplied to an air condenser should be recoverable, or, in other words, that there should not be any losses, neither in the gaseous medium nor through its action elsewhere

The question presents itself here, can a conductor phosphoresce? What is there in such a body as a metal, for instance, that would deprive it of the quality of phosphorescence, unless it is that property which characterizes it as a conductor? For it is a fact that most of the phosphorescent bodies lose that quality when they are sufficiently heated to become more or less conducting

 Were there means at hand for producing electric impulses of a sufficiently high frequency, and for transmitting them, the bulb could be done away with, unless it were used to protect the electrode, or to economize the energy by confining the heat

 In experience it has been demonstrated that in such a globe a refractory body of a given bulk is more easily brought to incandescence than when otherwise shaped bulbs are used

Some effects, which I had not observed before, obtained with carborundum in the first trials, I attributed to phosphorescence, but in subsequent experiments it appeared that it was devoid of that quality

 The two secondaries I connect in series, the primaries preferably in multiple arc

The secondary of the coil possesses usually such a high self-induction that the current through the wire is inappreciable, and may be so even when the terminals ate joined by a conductor of small resistance

 I attribute the result to the high conductivity of the air, the molecules of which then do not act as independent carriers of electric charges, but act all together as a single conducting body

 I could not produce phosphorescence distinctly, but I must remark that a decisive opinion cannot be formed until other experimenters have gone over the same ground

 It is now clear that, if the potential be steady, but little loss of energy can be caused in this way, for the molecules which are nearest to the sphere, having had an additional charge imparted to them by contact, are not Attracted until they have parted, if not with all, at least with most of the additional charge, which can be accomplished only after a great many collisions

 A metal plate connected to the other terminal of the coil affects it at a great distance, slowing down the rotation often to one turn a second

 It withstands excessively high degrees of heat, it is little deteriorated by molecular bombardment, and it does not blacken the globe as ordinary carbon does

 One way only seems to be open to improve a burner, and that is by trying to reach higher degrees of incandescence

 It was of interest to see how some of the phosphorescent bulbs of Professor Crookes would behave with these currents, and he has had the kindness to lend me z few for the occasion

 Still if the frequency of the impulses be very small, the loss caused hg the impacts and collisions would not be serious unless the potential were excessive

 The two halves are wound oppositely and connected in series, the connection between both being made over the primary

At lower pressures, when air becomes more or less conducting, or if the air be sufficiently warmed as to become conducting, the body is rendered more intensely incandescent in a large bulb, obviously because, under otherwise equal conditions of test, more energy may be given off from the body when the bulb is large

 Now what with these frequencies and potentials occurs in an exhausted tube occurs in the lightning discharges at ordinary pressure

 When the Sprengel pump had done its work, the reservoir R2 was further lowered and the mercury descended in R1 and filled R2, whereupon stopcock C2 was closed

 The heating of the glass by the projected particles was found to be always greater when the carbon cup contained a body which was rapidly carried off -- I presume because in such cases, with the same potential, higher speeds were reached, and also because, per unit of time, more matter was projected -- that is, more particles would strike the glass

 21, in which a thin incandescent lamp filament is coated with a non-conductor, and supports a button of the same material on the top

 In such case, of course, considerable energy may be dissipated into space even with a steady potential, or with impulses of low frequency, if the density is very great

pieces

 The pole pieces of the magnet are movable and properly formed so as to protrude between the brass knobs, in order to make the fieldas intense as possible; but to prevent the discharge from jumping to thc magnet the pole pieces are protected by a layer of mica, M M, of sufficient thickness

To whatever results investigations of this kind may lead, their chief interest lies for the present in the possibilities they offer for the production of an efficient illuminating device

 The stopcock which is usually employed has been omitted, and instead of it a hollow stopper has been fitted in the neck of the reservoir R

 I have no doubt that if, as many believe, the aurora borealis is produced by sudden cosmic disturbances, such as eruptions at the sun's surface, which set the electrostatic charge of the earth in an extremely rapid vibration the red glow observed is not confined to the upper rarefied strata of the air, but the discharge traverses, by reason of its very high frequency, also the dense - atmosphere in the form of a glow, such as we ordinarily produce in a slightly exhausted tube

 The formation of a powerful photosphere is consequently the very means for protecting the electrode

 It is intended to replace ordinary diamond powder for polishing precious stones, etc

 For this purpose it is sufficient to surround a conducting electrode with a non-conducting material, as, for instance, in the bulb described before in Fig

 A current was then turned on successively on each bulb, and it was found that the filaments came to about the same brightness, and, if anything, the smallest bulb, which was placed midway between the two larger ones, may have been slightly brighter

 On the top of each tube I wind a secondary of much thinner gutta-percha covered wire

 The buttons m and ml could be brought to any degree of incandescence by passing the discharges of Leyden jars around the coil C

In one of the experiments this evening a brush was produced at the end of a wire

 Finally, at very low degrees of exhaustion, when the gas is well conducting, the metal tube not only does not act as an electrostatic screen, but even is a drawback, aiding to a considerable extent the dissipation of the energy laterally from the leading-in wire

 In the bulb we are able to intensify the action to any degree -- so far that the brush emits a powerful light

 A fine lamp filament f, supported on a wire w, passes through the centre of filament is rendered incandescent In the middle portion, where the bombardment proceeding from the lower inside surface of the globe is most intense

 Often the outer globe L was exhausted only just enough to allow the discharge to pass through, and the space between the bulbs appeared crimson, producing a curious effect

 Where the oil is not specially needed, the space is filled with pieces of wood, and for this purpose principally the wooden box B surrounding the whole is used

When the gas is at very low pressure, an electrode is heated more because higher speeds can be reached

 These experiments teach us that, in endeavoring to discover novel methods of producing light by the agitation of atoms, or molecules, of a gas, we need not limit our research to the vacuum tube, but may look forward quite seriously to the possibility of obtaining the light effects without the use of any vessel whatever, with air at ordinary pressure

 I think that this departure is the right one, for I cannot see, from the observation of the phenomena which manifest themselves as the frequency is increased, what there would remain to act between two circuits conveying, for instance, impulses of several hundred millions per second, except electrostatic forces

The capacity of the pump and of the connections was taken as small as possible relatively to the volume of reservoir, R1, since, of course, the degree of exhaustion depended upon the ratio of these quantities

 Such a small sphere could be manufactured from a diamond or some other crystal, but a better way would be to fuse, by the employment of extreme degrees of temperature, some oxide - as, for instance, zirconia -- into a small drop, and then keep it in the bulb at a temperature somewhat below its point of fusion

 It would not surprise a student were the lecturer to say that the secondary of this coil consists of a small length of comparatively stout wire; it would not surprise him were the lecturer to state that, in spite of this, the coil is capable of giving any potential which the best insulation of the turns is able to withstand; but although he may be prepared, and even be indifferent as to the anticipated result, yet the aspect of the discharge of the coil will surprise and interest him

I have dwelt at some length upon the various forms of brush discharge because, in studying them, we not only observe phenomena which please our eye, but also afford us food for thought, and lead us to conclusions of practical importance

 I attach now to each of the terminals of the coil one of the wires and set the coil in action

Among the many beautiful phenomena which may be produced with such a coil I have here selected only those which appear to possess some features of novelty, and lead us to some conclusions of interest

 We have, then, as far as we can now see, in the gas a conductor which is capable of transmitting electric impulses of any frequency which we may be able to produce

 This sphere should be sealed as closely as possible in the centre of the large globe

 This arrangement overcomes the imperfections and troubles, which often arise from the use of the stopcock on the reservoir and the connection of the latter with the fall tube

 In such bulbs with two buttons a very curious effect is produced by the formation of the shadows of each of the two buttons

 During this process some air, which would gather below stopcock C2, was expelled from R2 by lowering it far enough and opening the stopcock, closing the latter again before raising the reservoir

 The bombardment goes at first against the upper surface of carbon, the lower parts being protected by the aluminium tube

 The sheet is wound tightly around the rod, and a highly polished tube of one or three layers of the sheet is obtained

 The rotation may be reversed by a magnet kept at some distance

 A more detailed description, sufficient to enable any engineer to build a similar machine, will be found in several electrical journals of that period

 But, as they heat the glass rapidly, they, of course, lose their brightness, and cease when the glass at the ruptured place becomes incandescent, or generally sufficiently hot to conduct

 The sphere s should be small and of uniform thickness; any dissymmetry of course has the effect to diminish the sensitiveness

 Another difficulty -- which, however, is always present when the refractory button is mounted in a Fig

The frequency of the vibration, and the quickness of succession of the sparks between the knobs, affect to a marked degree the appearance of the streams

 It would not do to make the tube up of small lengths, because there would be with ordinary frequencies considerable loss in the coatings, and besides, if coatings were used, it would be better to supply the current directly to the tube by connecting the coatings to a transformer

 This stream is composed of "radiant" matter, yet the degree of exhaustion is low

It is of advantage to make the tube t very thick, the hole through it very small, and to blow the sphere s very thin

 In a condenser, for instance, as long as only a solid or only a liquid dielectric is used, the loss is small; but if a gas under ordinary or small pressure be present the loss may be very great

 We may cause the molecules of the gas to collide by the use of alternate electric impulses of high frequency, and so we may imitate the process in a flame; and from experiments with frequencies which we are now able to obtain, I think that the result is producible with impulses which are transmissible through a conductor

Is there, I ask, can there be, a more interesting study than that of alternating currents?In all these investigations, in all these experiments, which ate so very, very interesting, for many years past -- ever since the greatest experimenter who lectured in this hall discovered its principle -- we have had a steady companion, an appliance familiar to every one, a plaything once, a thing of momentous importance now -- the induction coil

Early experimenters describe the display of sparks produced by an ordinary large induction coil upon an insulating plate separating the terminals

 In experimental bulbs the leading-in wire is most generally used on account of convenience, as in employing condenser coatings in the manner indicated in Fig

Curiously enough the sparks, when the terminals of the coil are set at a considerable distance, seem to dart in every possible direction as though the terminals were perfectly independent of each other

thickness

 Three spherical bulbs of 2 inches, 3 inches and 4 inches diameter were taken, and in the centre of each was mounted an equal length of an ordinary incandescent lamp filament of uniform thickness

To whatever extent the aluminium tube performs the function of a screen, its usefulness is therefore limited to very high degrees of exhaustion when it is insulated from the electrode - that is, when the gas as a whole is non-conducting, and the molecules, or atoms, act as independent carriers of electric charges

If the wave length of the impulses is much smaller than the length of the wire, then corresponding short waves will be sent up in the conducting coating, and it will be more or less the same as though the coating were directly connected to earth

 When they are both connected together to the terminal, the difference is even more apparent, showing the importance of the screening

 I usually set the pieces by putting between them sheets of uniform thickness at a certain very small distance which is known from the experiments of Sir William Thomson to require a certain electromotive force to be bridged by the spark

When an ordinary low frequency discharge is passed through moderately rarefied air, the air assumes a purplish hue

 The three bulbs were sealed to a glass tube, which was connected to a Sprengel pump

 Of all the supports used I have found an ordinary incandescent lamp filament to be the best, principally because among conductors it can withstand the highest degrees of heat

 34 a short tube T1, sealed to another long tube T, is provided with a stem s, with a platinum wire sealed in the latter

 Indications of such breaking down of the lower dense strata of the air have been repeatedly observed at the occurrence of this marvelous phenomenon; but if it does occur; it can only be attributed to thc fundamental disturbances, which are few in number, for the vibration produced by them would be far too rapid to allow a disruptive break

 But when the frequency is extremely high, and the arc of the discharge produces a very loud but smooth sound -- showing both that oscillation takes place and that the sparks succeed each other with great rapidity -- then the luminous streams formed are perfectly uniform

 I then once more dip the button in tar and hold it again over a plate until the tar is evaporated, leaving only a hard mass which firmly binds the crystals

 The higher the incandescence of the photosphere the more it approaches in conductivity to that of the electrode, and the more, therefore, the solid and the gas form one conducting body

 It glowed with a most intense light, and the stream of the particles projected out of the carbon cup was of a vivid white; but whether it was compressed in a cake o~ made into a paste with carbon, it was carried off before it could be fused

As to the shape of the vessel, it is also of some importance, especially at high degrees of exhaustion

 Before sealing, a thin tube t, of aluminium sheet, may be slipped in the barometer tube, but it is not important to employ it

 But, even with the means at hand this evening, I may succeed in imitating the spark of a Holtz machine

Holtz

 This result was expected, for when either of the bulbs was connected to the coil the luminosity spread through the other two, hence the three bulbs constituted really one vessel

It is understood, of course, that the employment of a magnet, air current, or other interrupter, produces an effect worth noticing, unless the self-induction, capacity and resistance are so related that there are oscillations set up upon each interruption

 If the small bulb s and the globe L were perfect concentric spheres, and the glass throughout of the same thickness and quality, I think the brush would not form, as the tendency to pass would be equal on all sides

 When the air is slightly rarefied and conducting, then true conduction losses occur also

 My explanation is, that the electrostatic attraction between the brush and the glass of the bulb, which retards the rotation, grows much quicker than the magnetic influence when the intensity of the stream is increased

 It is easy, by using a rather large bulb with an exceedingly small electrode, to adjust the conditions so that the latter is brought to bright incandescence by the mere approach of the experimenter within a few feet of the bulb, and that the incandescence subsides upon his receding

 On each glass stem in the inside of the bulb was slipped a highly polished tube made of aluminiun sheet, which fitted the stem and was held on it by spring pressure

 Among many insulating powders I have tried, I have found that mica powder is the best to employ

 The advantage in the latter case was that the heating could be more rapidly repeated

 But with appartus on a larger scale, even a body of considerable bulk would be heated, as, for instance, the body of a person; and I think that skilled physicians might make observations of utility in such experiments, which, if the apparatus were judiciously designed, would not present the slightest danger

 For how is a flame produced unless by a fall of lifted weights! Such process cannot be maintained without renewal, and renewal is repeated passing from low to high vibrations

 Here in reality is the same apparatus, and here are the same phenomena, only the apparatus is operated somewhat differently, the phenomena are presented in n different aspect

It is perhaps preferable to perform this experiment with a coil operated from an alternator of high frequency, as then, owing to the harmonic rise and fall, the streams are very uniform, though they are less abundant than when produced with such a coil as the present

 But it is not at all necessary that the gas in the tube should be conducting; it might be at an extremely low pressure, still the ends of the wire would be heated -- as, however, is ascertained by experience -only the two ends would in such case not be electrically connected through the gaseous medium

 Two thin wires may thus be rendered intensely luminous

 In whatever position I may put it, wherever I may move it in space, as far as I can reach, its soft, pleasing light persists with undiminished brightness

 In each bulb the piece of filament was fastened to the leading-in wire of platinum, contained in a glass stem sealed in the bulb; care being taken, of course, to make everything as nearly alike as possible

 When the bulb is in use, the neck n is provided with a tinfoil coating, which is connected to the generator and acts inductively upon the moderately rarefied and highly conducting gas enclosed in the neck

 In such a case, unless the secondary is closed through a condenser, it is almost essential, in order to produce rotation, to make the primary and secondary coils overlap each other more or less

 I may illustrate the action of the air by the following experiment: I take a short tube which is exhausted to a moderate degree and has a platinum wire running through the middle from one end to the other

In all these experiments the action was intensified by augmenting the capacity at the end of the lead connected to the terminal

 13 was chosen in order to remove from the brush any conducting body which might possibly affect it

 But the energy of an impact must be proportionate to the square of the electric density of the sphere, since the charge imparted to the molecule is proportionate to that density

I have found it advantageous to reverse the usual position of the wires, and to wind, in these coils, the primaries on the top; this allowing the use of a much bigger primary, which, of course, reduces the danger of overheating and increases the output of the coil

 With even a very small coil, if it be so well insulated as to stand a difference of potential of several thousand volts per turn, the sparks may be so abundant that the whole coil may appear a complete mass of fire

 In this manner an intensely phosphorescent, sharply defined line, corresponding to the outline of the drop, is produced, which spreads slowly: over the globe as the drop gets larger

 The wires may be bare or covered with the best insulation -- it is immaterial for the success of the experiment

 One is, of course, prepared to encounter two difficulties: first, as regards the rough product, the "crystals", they are good conducting, and it is a fact that conductors do not phosphoresce; second, the powder, being exceedingly fine, would not be apt to exhibit very prominently this quality, since we know that when crystals, even such as diamond or ruby, are finely powdered, they lose the property of phosphorescence to a considerable degree

The coil consists of two spools of hard rubber R R held apart at a distance of 10 centimetres by bolts c and nuts n, likewise of hard rubber

 Some kinds of carbon withstand so well that, in order to bring them to the point of fusion, it is necessary to employ very small buttons

 It occurred to me that if such a thread would be produced with currents of very high frequency, it should be more or less rigid, and as it was visible it could be easily studied

 This stopper has a small hole h, through which the mercury descends; the size of the outlet o being properly determined with respect to the section of the fall tube t, which is sealed to the reservoir instead of being connected to it in the usual manner

 The small bulb is conveniently supported upon the stem s, carrying the refractory button m

In another arrangement with the magnet I take the discharge between the rounded pole pieces themselves, which in such case are insulated and preferably provided with polished brass caps

The small hollow sphere s is filled with some conducting powder, and a wire w is cemented in the neck for the purpose of connecting the conducting powder with the generator

 The tube T is prepared from two short tubes of a different diameter, which are sealed on the ends

 The best way is undoubtedly to use the condenser in series with the primary and with the alternator, and to adjust its capacity so as to annul the self-induction of both the latter

 The principal advantage of this construction was that it allowed of reaching extremely high vacua, and, at the same time use a large bulb

 In some cases, when the exhaustion in globe L was very low, and the air good conducting, it was found necessary, in order to bring the button m to high incandescence, to place, preferably on the upper part of the neck of the globe, a tinfoil coating which was connected to an insulated body, to the ground, or to the other terminal of the coil, as the highly conducting air weakened the effect somewhat, probably by being acted upon inductively from the wire w, where it entered the bulb at e

 A luminous band excited in a bulb by repeated discharges of a Leyden jar must possess rigidity, and if deformed and suddenly released should vibrate

In this manner sudden impulses, at long intervals, are produced in the primary P P, which in the secondary s give n corresponding number of impulses of great intensity

 Still, theoretically, with extreme frequencies, this result must be reached, but probably at a temperature too high for most of the refractory bodies known

 The upper strata of the air are rarefied

 A curious point is that the phenomenon occurs even if two filament: are mounted in a bulb, each being connected to one terminal of the coil, and, what is still more curious, if they be very near together, provided the vacuum be very high

 To attain great sensitiveness it is necessary to have the small sphere s in the centre of the globe L, as otherwise the electrostatic action of the glass of the globe will tend to stop the rotation

 The static screen may however, be omitted and simply a thickness of insulating material fastened to one of the sides of the fan

I have here a number of bulbs which I have provided with buttons of carborundum

It is, of course, absolutely necessary to employ in such a coil wires provided with the best insulation

 For instance, the experimenter may, try selecting a proper position, approach the hand at a certain considerable distance to the bulb, and he may cause the brush to pass off by merely stiffening the muscles of the arm

 21), which protrudes into the bulb to some distance, and carries on the top a very short glass stem s, into which is sealed the leading-in wire w, and I protect the top of the glass stem against the heat by a small, aluminium tube a and a layer of mica underneath the same, as usual

 This feature may be easily observed with an ordinary induction coil by taking the primary out, plugging up the end of the tube upon which the secondary is wound, and fining it with some fairly transparent insulator, such as paraffin oil

 The prime necessity, then, if such electric impulses are to be used, is to find means to reduce as much as possible the dissipation

 By approaching the hand to the lower coating of the tube, or insulated plate if attached, the vibration was quickened; also, as far as I could see, by raising the potential of frequency

 But presently we are able to obtain from a small disruptive discharge coil potentials much higher than even the largest coil was capable of giving, and, what is more, we can make the potential alternate with great rapidity

 In this instance, by touching the bulb with one or two fingers, one or two shadows of the stem inside were projected against the glass, the touch of the finger producing thc same result as the application of an external negative electrode under ordinary circumstances

Here is a coil which is operated by currents vibrating with extreme rapidity, obtained by disruptively discharging a Leyden jar

Here is a simple glass tube from which the air has been partially exhausted

 But its chief value will perhaps be found in the help which it will afford us in the investigations of the phenomena of phosphorescence, which a disruptive discharge coil is capable of exciting in innumerable cases where ordinary coils, even the largest, would utterly fail

 Since the density must be unevenly distributed, either in consequence of the irregularity of the earth's surface, or on account of the condition of the atmosphere in various places, the effect produced would accordingly vary from place to place

 Perhaps the best way is to make the top of the glass tube for about an inch, of a much smaller diameter

 One of the tubes is connected to a vacuum pump and the other with a vessel containing a sufficient quantity of boiled-out oil

 Assume the potential of the electrode, and consequently the speed of the projected atoms, to be sufficiently high, the surface of the metal piece against which the atoms are projected would be rendered highly incandescent, since the process of heat generation would be incompatibly faster than that of radiating or conducting away from the surface of the collision

 But it should be remembered that the phenomena observed in an exhausted vessel are limited to the character and capacity of the apparatus which is made use of

 It affords us a means for producing any potentials by the aid of inexpensive coils operated from ordinary systems of distribution, and -- what is perhaps more appreciated-- it enables us to convert currents of any frequency into currents of any other lower or higher frequency

 The washer and ring should be connected to the terminals by heavily insulated thin wires

 But with very high frequency impulses there is no necessity for such breaking down, since any amount of work can be performed by continually agitating the atoms in the exhausted vessel, provided the frequency is high enough

 As long, then, as the gas is of no consequence, a steady or low frequency current is better; but as soon as the action of the gas is desired and important, high frequencies are preferable

 No matter what shape the vessel may have, if the exhaustion be low, a filament mounted in the globe is brought to the same degree of incandescence in all parts; but if the exhaustion be high and the bulb be spherical or pear-shaped, as usual, focal points form and the filament is heated to a higher degree at or near such points

 One may use a condenser connected to the ends of the primary or to the terminals of the alternator, but the latter is not to be recommended, as the machine might be injured

The luminous intensity of the streams is, of course, considerably increased when they are focused upon a small surface

In addition to acting as a more or less effective screen, in the true meaning of the word, the conducting tube or coating may also act, by reason of its conductivity, as a sort of equalizer or dampener of the bombardment against the stem

 Shortly afterward one may notice that the luminosity is unevenly distributed in the globe, and after passing the current for some time the bulb appears as in Fig

 In a highly exhausted bulb electricity is carried off from the electrode by independent carriers, which are partly the atoms, or molecules, of the residual atmosphere, and partly the atoms, molecules, or lumps thrown off from the electrode

 But place a gaseous (or liquid) column in an intense, rapidly alternating electrostatic field, set the particles vibrating with enormous speeds, then the inertia resistance asserts itself

With this apparatus I combined the usual means indicated by former experiments for the production of very high vacua

 If a magnet be approached to it, the part near the same is attracted or repelled, according to the direction of the lines of force of the magnet

In a type of alternate current motor invented by me some years ago I produced rotation by inducing, by means of a single alternating current passed through a motor circuit, in the mass or other circuits of the motor, secondary currents, which, jointly with the primary or inducing current, created n moving field of force

 If a small electrode, inclosed in an unexhausted bulb, is connected to one of the terminals of the coil, streams can he seen to issue from the electrode and the air in the bulb is heated; if, instead of a small electrode, a large sphere is inclosed in the bulb, no streams are observed, still the air is heated

 Thus an ordinary gas burner connected to a source of rapidly alternating potential might have its efficiency augmented to a certain limit, and this for two reasons -- because of the additional vibration imparted, and because of a slowing down of the process of carrying off

 Originally the two bulbs were joined by a tube which was connected to a Sprengel pump

It should be remarked that when such a motor with a closed secondary is used, it is not at all easy to obtain rotation with excessive frequencies, as the secondary cuts off almost completely the lines of the primary -- and this, of course, the more, the higher the frequency -- and allows the passage of but a minute current

 The construction is the same as before, only instead of the lamp filament a small platinum wire P, sealed in a stem s, and bent above it in a circle, is connected to the copper wire w, which is joined to an inside coating C

 By holding the tube T1 anywhere in the electrostatic field the filament is rendered incandescent

 As long as the electrical connection is not good, the conducting tube is always of some advantage for although it may not greatly economize energy, still it protects the support of the refractory button, and is a means for concentrating more energy upon the same

 Were we to take a large hollow metallic sphere and fill it with a perfect incompressible fluid dielectric, there would be no loss inside of the sphere, and consequently the inside might be considered as perfectly screened, though the potential be very rapidly alternating

 The conducting coating is used to diminish the air losses, in virtue of its action as an electrostatic screen

In the preceding experiment it is of considerable interest to know what relation the quantity of the light emitted bears to the frequency and potential of the electric impulses

 A perfected lamp would require but little energy, and if wires were used at all we ought to be able to supply that energy without a return wire

 A primary of s diameter something like six millimetres smaller than the inside of the tube may be inserted in the oil

 Could the frequency be brought high enough, then a queer system of electric distribution, which would be likely to interest gas companies, might be realized: metal pipes filled with gas -- the metal being the insulator, the gas the conductor -- supplying phosphorescent bulbs, or perhaps devices as yet uninvented

 They are immersed in boiled-out linseed oil, contained in wooden boxes covered with zinc sheet

 In doing this the luminous thread was set in vibration, and two very sharply marked nodes, and a third indistinct one, were formed

 Even with such stifling frequencies the energy would be practically all potential, and my conviction has grown strong that, to whatever kind of motion light may be due, it is produced by tremendous electrostatic stresses vibrating with extreme rapidity

fastened

 l8 is a section though a spherical bulb L, with the glass stem s, containing the leading-in wire w, which has a lamp filament 1 fastened to it, serving to support the refractory button m in the centre

 A metallic clasp, with a hook for suspending the tube, is fastened around the middle portion of the latter, the clasp being in contact with the bronze coating

 28 the small tube was coated with phosphorescent paint, and beautiful effects were obtained

 22 illustrates a similar arrangement, with a large tube T protruding into the part of the bulb containing the refractory button m

 But to maintain a mass of gas at a high degree of incandescence in a glass vessel, it will always be necessary to keep the incandescent mass away from the glass; that is, to confine it as much as possible to the central portion of the globe

 The intense magnetic field than serves to blow out the arc between the knobs as soon as it is formed, and the fundamental discharges occur in quicker succession

 The use of the magnet permits, however, of the arc being replaced by a vacuum tube, but I have encountered great difficulties in working with an exhausted tube

At first, when the bombardment begins, most of the work is performed on the surface of the button, but when a highly conducting photosphere is formed the button is comparatively relieved

 As long as ordinary coils, even very large ones, were used, the study of the subject was limited, because just at a point when it became most interesting it had to be interrupted on account of the "non-striking" vacuum being reached

 But, on the other hand, it is then hard to explain why a permanent magnet should reverse the rotation, and one must assume the preponderance of impulses of one kind

 The button being mounted in a bulb, when a good vacuum has been reached, first a weak and then a strong discharge is passed through the bulb to carbonize the tar and expel all gases, and later it is brought to a very intense incandescence

 In such a combination, the greater the self-induction of the coil the smaller need be the plate, and this means that a lower frequency, or eventually a lower potential, is required to operate the motor

 What change have I produced in the tube in the ad of exciting it! If a motion imparted to the atoms, it is difficult to perceive how it can persist so long without being arrested by frictional losses; and if a strain exerted in the dielectric, such as a simple electrification would produce, it is easy to see how it may persist indefinitely but very difficult to understand why such a condition should aid the excitation when we have to deal with potentials which are rapidly alternating

The intensity of the light emitted depends principally on the frequency and potential of the impulses, and on the electric density on the surface of the electrode

 When a high vacuum had been reached, first the connecting tube, and then the bulbs, were sealed off; they are therefore of the same degree of exhaustion

 How could the observer call the luminosity thus produced! Even if the analysis of the light would teach him something definite, still he would probably rank it under the phenomena of phosphorescence

 In this case, namely, the metal tube is in good electrical connection with -the leading-in wire, and most of the bombardment is directed upon the tube

 If the electrode is composed of bodies of different character, and if one of these is more easily disintegrated than the others, most of the electricity supplied is carried off from that body, which is then brought to a higher temperature than the others, and this the more, as upon an increase of the temperature the body is still more easily disintegrated

 In this case a tube T is sealed to a globe L

 In employing very high frequencies the loss of energy by the bombardment is greatly reduced, for, first, the potential needed to perform a given amount of work is much smaller; and, secondly, by producing a highly conducting photosphere around the electrode, the same result is obtained as though the electrode were much larger, which is equivalent to a smaller electric density

We may take -- at random, if you choose -- any of the many experiments which may be performed with alternating currents; a few of which only, and by no means the mast striking, form the subject of this evening's demonstration; they are all equally interesting, equally inciting to thought

The construction here shown is, of course, not the best on general principles, but I believe it is a good and convenient one for the production of effects in which are excessive potential and a very small current are needed

 When Leyden jar discharges were used to induce currents in the coil C, it was found necessary to pack the tube T tightly with insulating powder, as a discharge would occur frequently between the turns of the coil, especially when the primary was thick and the air gap, through which the jars discharged, large, and no little trouble was experienced in this way

 If a very small bulb be taken, it would confine the heat better than a large one, but it might not be of sufficient capacity to be operated from the coil, or, if so, the glass might get too hot

Generally during the process of fusion magnificent light effects were noted, of which it would be difficult to give an adequate idea

 If the oscillation of the primary current is rendered intermittent by some means or other, there is a corresponding throbbing of the streams, and now the hand or other conducting object may be brought in still greater proximity to the terminal without a spark being caused to jump

 When slipped on the stem, the pressure is generally sufficient to prevent it from slipping off, but, for safety, the lower edge of the sheet may be turned inside

 The insulation of the wire may be covered with a thin conducting coating and the latter connected to the ground

 Here a small bulb 6, containing the refractory button m, upon being exhausted to a very high degree was sealed in a large globe L, which was then moderately exhausted and sealed off

As the production of heat and light is here due to the impact of the molecules, or atoms of air, or something else besides, and, as we can augment the energy simply by raising the potential, we might, even with frequencies obtained from a dynamo machine, intensify the action to such a degree as to bring the terminal to melting heat

 But this would not do, as then all the energy would pass through the conducting coating to the ground and nothing would get to the end of the wire

 13, and the coil was excited to a small potential, not sufficient to bring the button to incandescence when the bulb was hanging from the wire; and incidentally, in order to perform the experiment in a more suitable manner, the button was taken so large that a perceptible time had to elapse before,upon grasping the bulb, it could be rendered incandescent

 From the behavior of gases to sudden impulses of high potential I am led to conclude that there can be no surer way of diverting a lightning discharge than by affording it a passage through a volume of gas, if such a thing can be done in a practical manner

When the primary is made movable, which is necessary in some experiments, and many times convenient for the purposes of adjustment, I cover the secondary with wax, and turn it off in a lathe to a diameter slightly smaller than the inside of the primary coil

 To the eye the electrode appears uniformly brilliant, but there are upon it points constantly shifting and wandering around, of a temperature far above the mean, and this materially hastens the process of deterioration

 Therefore it is quite possible that at some extremely high frequency, when behaving practically as a non-conductor, a metal of any other conductor might exhibit the quality of phosphorescence, even though it be entirely incapable of phosphorescing under the impact of a low-frequency discharge

 When the lime has been sufficiently heated, enough moisture has been given off to impair materially the vacuum of the bulb

 I now want to light the gas inside by suspending the tube on a wire connected to the coil

 To give an idea, a coil such as the present one will cover easily a plate of 1 metre in diameter completely with the streams

 When connected to the coil, the filament in the former glows uniformly throughout all its length; whereas in the latter, that portion of the filament which is in the centre of the bulb glows far more intensely than the rest

 Some of the experiments may be performed with low frequencies; but very high frequencies are desirable, not only on account of the many effects secured by their use, but also as a convenient means of obtaining, in the induction apparatus employed, the high potentials, which in their turn are necessary to the demonstration of most of the experiments here contemplated

 As a rule, it is not necessary to resort to such means, and would be quite unnecessary with still higher frequencies; but when it is desired, the bulb, or tube, can be easily adapted to the purpose

 Instead of the experimenter's body, a small metal sheet suspended on a cord may be used with the same result

 The high incandescence of the button is a necessary evil, but what is really wanted is the high incandescence of the gas surrounding thee button

 This I found later to be merely an effect of the bright surface of the crystals, for when an aluminium electrode was highly polished it exhibited more or less the same phenomenon

 That some such thing occurs, at least when the electrode is at a lower temperature, sufficient experimental evidence can be obtained in the following manner: Exhaust a bulb to a very high degree, so that with a fairly high potential the discharge cannot pass -- that is, not a luminous one, for a weak invisible discharge occurs always, in all probability

 As the potential is very high, the molecules are projected with great speed; they strike the glass, and usually excite a strong phosphorescence

 Still, such a transformer would be expensive, and in itself inefficient; and, besides, what energy was obtained from it would not be economically used for the production of light

 No particular advantage was, however, gained by this method, except in cases where the currents from the condenser were large and the keeping cool of the surfaces was necessary, and in cases when, the discharge not being oscillating of itself, the arc as soon as established was broken by the air current, thus starting the vibration at intervals in rapid succession

 If the frequencies and potentials are very high gaseous matter should be carefully kept away from the charged surfaces

 The wire with the button was then mounted in a bulb, and upon exhausting the same to a high degree, the current was turned on slowly so as to prevent the cracking of the button

Any one who begins a study of the problem will be apt to think that what is wanted in a lamp with an electrode is a very high degree of incandescence of the electrode

 On the top two small holes are drilled, passing through the metal sheet and the wood, and in these holes two small glass tubes are inserted and the joints made air-tight

To show the behavior of the coil, the fan may be placed upon the terminal and it will readily rotate when the coil is operated by currents of very high frequency

 22, for example, there is some difficulty in fitting the parts, but these difficulties would not exist if a great many bulbs were manufactured; otherwise the energy can be conveyed through the glass as well as through a wire, and with these high frequencies the losses are very small

It is, of course, out of the question, in an experimental lecture, with only a few minutes at disposal for the performance of each experiment, to show these discharge phenomena to advantage, as to produce each phenomenon at its best a very careful adjustment is required

 When a fairly good vacuum has been obtained, the stopcock is opened and the oil slowly fed in

 The caustic potash was fused and boiled, and the moisture partly carried off by the pump and partly re-absorbed; and this process of heating and cooling was repeated many times, and each time, upon the moisture being absorbed or carried off, the reservoir R2 was for a long time raised and lowered

 With ordinary small bulbs the ratio of the capacity of the pump, receiver, and connections, and that of reservoir R was about 1--20, and the degrees of exhaustion reached were necessarily very high, though I am unable to make a precise and reliable statement how far the exhaustion was carried

 The conducting cover should not be too near the terminals, or ends, of the wire, as a spark would be apt to jump from the wire to it

 On the outside of the upper end of the tube T is another conducting coating C1, upon which is slipped a metallic reflector Z, which should be separated by a thick insulation from the end of wire w

 Such illuminating deices will necessarily involve the use of very high potentials, and this, in the eyes of practical men, might be an objectionable feature

I have also constructed during these experiments many such single-wire bulbs with or without internal electrode, in which the radiant matter was projected against, or focused upon, the body to be rendered incandescent

 I repeat this process as many times as it is necessary to obtain a certain thickness of coating

 The body would now, owing to the manner in which the energy is supplied, emit a strong light, and yet be at a comparatively very low mean temperature

 My opinion is that the heat as well as light effects produced should be proportionate, under otherwise equal conditions of test, to the product of frequency and square of potential, but the experimental verification of the law, whatever it may be, would be exceedingly difficult

 In using extremely high frequencies, and, necessarily in such case, also high potentials, the absorption -- or, what is here meant more particularly by this term, the loss of energy due to the presence of a gaseous medium -- is an important factor to be considered, as the energy absorbed it the air condenser may be any fraction of the supplied energy

 The electrode in the bulb was a carbon button so large that it could not be brought to incandescence, and thereby spoil the effect produced by phosphorescence

Here still another, which by my fingers' touch casts a shadow-- the Crookes shadow, of the stem inside of it

I think it best at this juncture to bring before you a phenomenon, observed by me some time ago, which to the purely scientific investigator may perhaps appear more interesting than any of the results which I have the privilege to present to you this evening

 The degree of exhaustion is just such that with the potential the coil is capable of giving phosphorescence of the glass is produced, but disappears as soon as the vacuum is impaired

 As soon, however, as the non-conductor m is heated it is rendered good conducting, and then it becomes the centre of the bombardment, being most exposed to the same

 In elucidation of the preceding remark it is necessary to state that what is a "non-striking" vacuum for a coil operated, as ordinarily, by impulses, or currents, of low frequency, is not, by far, so when the coil is operated by currents of very high frequency

 In such case I take wires rather short and set at the beginning the condenser plates at maximum distance

A convenient way is to use an oil condenser of very small capacity, consisting of two small adjustable metal plates, in connection with this and similar experiments

 Standing on an insulated support, I grasp it, and a platinum button mounted in it is brought to vivid incandescence

 The cost is a great drawback, but if we employ an oil as an insulator the distribution of electrical energy with something like 100,000 volts, and even more, become, at least with higher frequencies, so easy that they could be hardly called engineering feats

 When the nearest molecules strike the sphere they are repelled, and collisions occur at all distances within the inductive action of the sphere

When two wires, attached to the terminals of the coil, are set at the proper distance, the streams between them may be so intense as to produce a continuous luminous sheet

 The air adhering to the walls of R, and that absorbed by the mercury was carried off, and to free the mercury of all air the reservoir R2 was for a long time worked up and down

 The higher the incandescence, the quicker the mean vibration, the greater is the economy of the light production

 It is now easy, by varying the strength and frequency of the currents through the primary, to find a point at which the capacity of the system is best suited to the conditions, and the wires become so strongly luminous that, when the light in the room is turned off the name formed by them appears in brilliant letters

 With oil insulation and alternate current motors transmissions of power can be effected with safety and upon an industrial basis at distances of as much as a thousand miles

 As the bombardment goes on, one point of the lime piece is more heated than other points, and the results is that finally practically all the discharge passes through that point which is intensely heated, and a white stream of lime particles (Fig

 But this must diminish, the energy lost in the bombardment for two reasons: first, the charge given up by the atoms spreads over a great area, and hence the electric density at any point is small, and the atoms are rebelled with less energy than they would be if they would strike against a good insulator; secondly, as the tube is electrified by the atoms which first come in contact with it, the progress of the following atoms against the tube is more or less checked by, the repulsion which the electrified tube must exert upon the similarly electrified atoms

 This is the case only when the air is at something like ordinary or greater, or at extremely small, pressure

 The greater part of the energy supplied to the bulb is then used up in heating the metal tube, and the bulb is rendered useless for the purpose

It has occurred, no doubt, to many that as a vacuum tube is made longer the electromotive force per unit length of the tube, necessary to pass a luminous discharge through the latter, gets continually smaller; therefore, if the exhausted tube be made long enough, even with low frequencies a luminous discharge could be induced in such a tube closed upon itself

 To get to this result it was necessary to economize the energy which is obtained from the field and direct most of it on the small body to be rendered incandescent

 Taking then most of the paint off by rubbing the filament against a piece of chamois leather, I hold it over a hot plate until the tar evaporates and the coating becomes firm

Usually in operating an induction foil we have set up a vibration of moderate frequency in the primary, either by means of an interrupter or break, or by the use of an alternator

 In using extremely high frequencies the length of the secondary -- in other words, the site of the vessel -- can be reduced as far as desired, and the efficiency of the light conversion is increased; provided that means are invented for efficiently obtaining such high frequencies

 6), each of which comprises a spherical middle portion m with an extension e below -- which is merely used to fasten the piece in a lathe when polishing up the discharging surface -- and a column above, which consists of a knurled flange f surmounted by a threaded stem I carrying a nut n, by means of which a wire is fastened to the column

sealed

 The bulb consists in this case of a lamp globe L, which has a neck n, provided with a tube b and small sphere s, sealed to it, so that two entirely independent compartments are formed, as indicated in the drawing

 To perform the experiment, every part of the coil should be heavily insulated, and only two small spheres -- or, better still, two sharp-edged metal discs (d d, Fig

 The terminals of the secondary are connected to the inside coatings of the jars, the outer coatings being connected to the ends of the primary p p of a second induction coil

 When a condenser is used in connection with experiments with such a coil, it should be an oil condenser by all means, as in using an air condenser considerable energy might be wasted

 The reservoir R2 was now again raised until the mercury in R1 stood above stopcock C1

These observations were the result of a number of experiments, of which one, showing the effect of the size of the bulb at a high degree of exhaustion may be described and shown here, as it presents a feature of interest

 Were a secondary closed coil wound upon the core, it would tend to diminish the self-induction, and then it would be necessary to employ a much higher frequency and potential

 But as such means are not at disposal, it becomes necessary to place The terminal in a bulb and rarefy the air in the same

 Would it not seem that it is better to employ a small button than a frail filament! From many considerations it certainly must be concluded that a button is capable of a higher economy, assuming, of course, the difficulties connected with the operation of such a lamp to be effectively overcome

 If the gas around the electrode is strongly compressed, the displacements, and consequently the speeds, are very small, and the heating is insignificant

 This quality appeared to depend principally on the point of fusion, and on the facility with which the body was evaporated, or, generally speaking, disintegrated-- meaning by the latter term not only the throwing off of atoms, but likewise of larger lumps

 It is certainly possible to take a hollow core of copper, rarefy the gas in the same, and by passing impulses of sufficiently high frequency through a circuit around it, bring the gas inside to a high degree of incandescence; but as to the nature of the forces there would be considerable uncertainty, for it would be doubtful whether with such impulses the copper core would act as a static screen

 Electrodes made of ordinary carbon buttons were decidedly more durable when the buttons were obtained by the application of enormous pressure

 Neither would be advisable, for a higher potential would endanger the insulation of the small primary coil, and a higher frequency would result in a materially diminished torque

Here, attached to a leading wire is another bulb, which, as I touch its metallic socket, is filled with magnificent colors of phosphorescent light

The employment of an intense magnetic field is of advantage principally when the induction coil or transformer which charges the condenser is operated by currents of very low frequency

The induction coils operated from the machine are rather small, containing from 5,000 to 15,000 turns in the secondary

I think, however, that in the case of an electrode immersed in a fluid insulating medium, and surrounded by independent carriers of electric charges, which can be acted upon inductively, a sufficiently high frequency of the impulses would probably result in a gravitation of the gas all around toward the electrode

 When it begins to rotate slowly, and the hands are held at a proper distance, it is impossible to make even the slightest motion without producing a visible effect upon the brush

 If the frequency were very low or even more so, if the charge were not at all vibrating, the dense air would break down as in a lightning discharge

The effectiveness of the metal tube as an electrostatic screen depends largely on the degree of exhaustion

 Finally, at excessively high degrees of exhaustion, which cannot be reached except by the employment of special means, there seems to be, beyond a certain and rather small size of vessel, no perceptible difference in the heating

 To avoid the difficulties with frictional contacts, the Preferred plan adopted was to establish the arc and rotate through it at great speed a rim of mica provided with many holes and fastened to a steel plate

 When the hand is held against them no sensation is produced, and a spark, causing a shock, jumps from the terminal only upon the hand being brought much nearer

 In this case the arc is preferably established between the knobs A B, in Fig

 According to my ideas, the gutta-percha covered wire should be provided with a third conducting coating subdivided in sections

 For this it would be only necessary to assume that the independent bodies are irregularly shaped; they would then turn toward the electrode their side of the greatest electric density, and this would be a position in which the fluid resistance to approach would be smaller than that offered to the receding

 In the production of light, as far as the illuminating device is concerned, there can be only one rule -- that is, to use as high frequencies as can be obtained; but the means for the production and conveyance of impulses of such character impose, at present at least, great limitations

 Or we may, by attaching to the line, or only bringing into its vicinity, light up an incandescent lamp, an exhausted tube, or ~ phosphorescent bulb

Considering its probable uses for many practical purposes, and its possibleintroduction into laboratories for scientific research, a few additional remarks as to the construction of such a coil will perhaps not be found superfluous

 But, unfortunately, this beautiful little machine, while it goes down to posterity as the most interesting, must likewise be put on record as the most inefficient machine ever invented!The preceding experiment is only one of many equally interesting experiments which may be performed by the use of only one wire with alternate currents of high potential and frequency

 If this precaution is not taken, the tube T, protruding into the bulb, will surely be cracked in consequence o~ the heating by the brushes which are apt to form in the upper part of the tube, near the exhausted globe, especially if the vacuum be excellent, and therefore the potential necessary to operate the lamp very high

 Each spool comprises a tube T of approximately 8 centimetres inside diameter, and 3 millimetres thick, upon which are screwed two flanges F F, 24 centimetres square, the space between the flanges being about 3 centimetres

 But a great difficulty when proceeding in this way is encountered, namely, in most cases the body is carried off before it can fuse and form a drop

 This disposition besides being convenient, has the advantage that when the coil is well balanced -- that is, when both of its terminals T1 T1 are connected to bodies or devices of equal capacity -- there is not much danger of breaking through to the primary, and the insulation between the primary and the secondary need not be thick

 When the necessary adjustments in the length and distance of the wires above the oil and in the arc of discharge are made, a luminous sheet is produced between the wires, which is perfectly smooth and textureless, like the ordinary discharge through a moderately exhausted tube

 In Leyden jars the loss due to air is comparatively small, as the tinfoil coatings are large, close together, and the charged surfaces not directly exposed; but when the potentials are very high, the loss may be more or less considerable at, or near, the upper edge of the foil, where the air is principally acted upon

 There is bound to be some irregularity, even if the surface is highly polished, which, of course, is impossible with most of the refractory bodies employed as electrodes

 In any case the body should be mounted in the centre, where the atoms rebounding from the glass collide

 This loss in the bulb is principally dependent on the potential of the impulses and on the electric density on the surface of the electrode

 The crystals are a kind of carbon containing some impurities; they are extremely hard, and withstand for a long time even an oxygen blast

 In other words, the problem in such a lamp is to bring a mass of gas to the highest possible incandescence

I have tried at first silk and cotton covered wires with oil immersion; but I have been gradually led to use gutta-percha covered wires, which proved most satisfactory

Carborundum can be obtained in two forms - in the form of "crystals" and of powder

I have stretched across the room two ordinary cotton covered wires, each about 7 metres in length

 The stem of one bulb is provided with an aluminium tube, the stem of the other has none

 The phosphorescence excited with these currents is incomparably more powerful than with ordinary apparatus

I am firmly convinced that such a brush, when we learn how to produce it properly, will prove a valuable aid in the investigation' of the nature of the forces acting in 2n electrostatic or magnetic field

To exclude more perfectly the air, an excellent way to proceed, and easily practicable with small coils, is the following: Construct a box of hard wood of very thick boards which have been for a long time boiled in oil

 The latter I provide with a handle reaching out of the oil, which serves to shift it in any position along the secondary

 The effect produced is very pretty but for economical reasons it would be perhaps preferable to prevent, or at least reduce to the minimum, the bombardment against the globe, as in such case it is, as a result, not the object to excite phosphorescence, and as some loss of energy results from the bombardment

 The plates are placed in line at a sufficient distance to prevent a spark passing from one to the other wire

 This difficulty exists principally with an oxide such as zirconia, because it cannot be compressed in so hard a cake that it would not be carried off quickly

 Through the kindness of the inventor, I obtained a short while ago some samples which I desired to test in regard to their qualities of phosphorescence and capability of withstanding high degrees of heat

 When a high vacuum had been reached, the glass tube carrying the bulbs was sealed off

 Again the wire is heated, this time principally on the ends and least in the middle portion; and if the frequency of the impulses, or the rate of change, is high enough, the wire might as well be cut in the middle as not, for practically all the heating is due to the rarefied gas: Here the gas might only act as a conductor of no impedance diverting the current from the wire as the impedance of the latter is enormously increased, and merely heating the ends of the wire by reason of their resistance to the passage of the discharge

rarefied

steady

 But this is due to the fact that a high frequency discharge passes through a rarefied gas with much greater freedom than a steady or low frequency discharge, and this will say that with the former we can work with a lower potential or with a less violent impact

The heating of a conducting body inclosed in a bulb, and connected to a source of rapidly alternating electric impulses, is dependent on so many things of a different nature, that it would be difficult to give a generally applicable rule under which this maximum heating occurs

Any one who has studied Crookes work must have received the impression that the ''radiant state'' is a property of the gas inseparably connected with an extremely high degree of exhaustion

 With potentials which we are able to obtain, even with a disruptive discharge coil, the speed must be quite insignificant

 With frequencies such as we are able to obtain, the particles are bodily thrown off and projected to a considerable distance, but with sufficiently high frequencies no such thing would occur: in such case only a stress would spread or a vibration would be propagated through the bulb

 It might be objected that the coatings arc not sufficiently conducting; still, even if they were highly resistant, they ought to screen the gas

 When the glass tube is held anywhere in the electrostatic field the platinum wire becomes incandescent, and the mica vanes are rotated very fast

 Molecules and atoms can be thrown out of a bulb under the action of an enormous potential: this will be the principle of the vacuum pump of the future

From the remarks before made one may see what an important factor of loss the air in the neighborhood of a charged surface becomes when the electric density is great and the frequency of the impulses excessive

 When the ends of the coil are connected to the terminals of an alternator the disc is set in rotation

 Although with such low frequencies as, say 10,000 per second, which I was able to obtain without difficulty from a specially constructed alternator, the task looked discouraging at first, I made a series of experiments

 This object is best attained in the spherical bulb; but it is also attained in a cylindrical vessel with one or two straight filaments coinciding with its axis, and possibly also in parabolical or spherical bulbs with the refractory body or bodies placed in the focus or foci of the same; though the latter is not probable, as the electrified atoms should in all cases rebound normally from the surface they strike, unless the speed were excessive, in which case they would probably follow the general law of reflection

 The scheme of connections in the present experiment is indicated in Fig

 When the pump was set to work, the mercury would, of course, quickly rise in the tube, and reservoir R2 was lowered, the experimenter keeping the mercury at about the same level

It may be possible to produce the brush by impulses of one direction, or even by a steady potential, in which case it would be still more sensitive to magnetic influence

 The wire has a hook on the upper end for suspension, and passes through the centre of the inside tube, which is filled with some good and tightly packed insulator

Each time the arc is broken between A and B the jars are quickly charged anddischarged through the Primary p p, producing a snapping spark between the knobs K K

 The outer circle could have been much larger than the present one; in fact, with this coil I have used much larger circles, and I have been able to produce a strongly luminous sheet, covering an area of more than one square metre, which is a remarkable effect with this very small coil

 But to reach extreme vacua the appliances must be much mote improved, and ultimate perfection will not be attained until we shall have discarded the mechanical and perfected an electrical vacuum pump

 By regulating the distance from the plate the tar is slowly dried out and the button becomes solid

By some artifice or other, it is easy to concentrate the streams upon small surfaces and to produce very strong light effects

 At ordinary atmospheric pressures just the reverse rule holds good: the higher the frequency, the less the spark discharge is able to jump between the terminals, especially if they are knobs or spheres of some site

 From there the current passes through the tube b into the small sphere s, to act by induction upon the gas contained in the globe L

 Upon turning the lights off in the room you see the wires strongly illuminated by the streams issuing abundantly from their whole surface in spite of the cotton covering, which may even be very thick

 The tube was exhausted to a point at which, by a little working the thread discharge could be obtained

When a magnet is employed to break the arc, it is better to choose the connection indicated diagrammatically in Fig 5, as in this case the currents forming the arc are much more powerful, and the magnetic field exercises a greater influence

 Strands of very thin insulated wires properly interlaced would, of course, be the best to employ for the primaries, but they are not to be had

 In using the coil it is advisable to attach to both terminals devices of nearly equal capacity, as, when the capacity of the terminals is not equal, sparks will be apt to pass to the primary

 When the coil is set to work, the potential of the sphere is alternated, and the small helix now behaves as though its free end were connected to the other terminal of the induction coil

 I made a number of experiments with the samples of crystals obtained, principally because it would have been of special interest to find that they are capable of phosphorescence, on account of their being conducting

 But before he has long experimented with the extreme frequencies required to set up in a small bulb an electromotive force of several thousands of volts he realizes the great importance of electrostatic effects, and these effects grow relatively to the electro-dynamic in significance as the frequency is increased

 A small permanent magnet, with its poles at a distance of no more than two centimetres, will affect it visibly at a distance of two metres, slowing down or accelerating the rotation according to how it is held relatively to the brush

Generally the process of exhaustion was the following: -- at the start, the stopcocks C and C1 being open, and all other connections closed, the reservoir R32 was raised so far that the mercury filled the reservoir R1 and a part: of the narrow connecting U-shaped tube

 But the largest coil ever made could not, by far, equal the magnificent display of streams and sparks obtained from such a disruptive discharge coil when properly adjusted

 In order to intensify the streams, the wires should be very thin and short; but as in this case their capacity would be generally too small for the coil - at least, for such a one as the present -- it is necessary to augment the capacity to the required value, while, al the same time, the surface of the wires remains very small

 The loss due to bombardment of the globe may, however, be reduced by using two electrodes instead of one

 Of all the possible constructions, it seems that a spherical globe with the refractory body mounted in its centre is the best to employ

In order to bring such a lamp with one or two electrodes to a great perfection, it is necessary to employ impulses of very high frequency

 by fastening on one side, and close to it, an insulated metal plate

Interesting and useful results can no doubt be reached in the direction of extreme degrees of heat

 To be explicit, I assume the action as follows: Suppose a rhythmical bombardment to occur against the conducting tube by reason of its imperfect action as a screen, it certainly must happen that some molecules, or atoms, strike the tube sooner than others

 When the coil is used for such experiments as are here contemplated, the employment of the metal cover offers some practical advantages, but these are not of sufficient importance to be dwelt upon

 By the use of obvious means the same result is obtained as though the return wire were used

 These places of the glass are evidently mote violently bombarded than others, this being due to the unevenly distributed electric density, necessitated, of course, by sharp projections, or, generally speaking, irregularities of the electrode

 From many experiencies I conclude that lamp filaments obtained in this manner can be advantageously used only with low potentials and low frequency currents

rubber

 This feature was illustrated in the experiment performed at the beginning with the top plates of wire gauze attached to the terminals and the rubber plate

 If Leyden jars are used, they should be immersed in oil, as otherwise considerable dissipation may occur if the jars are greatly strained

A most curious feature of alternate currents of high frequencies and potentials is that they enable us to perform many experiments by the use of one wire only

 It would then be possible to send over the wire current vibrations of very high frequencies at enormous distance without affecting greatly the character of the vibrations

 In this case the plate acts as a condenser in series with the coil

 In a bulb provided with a single electrode in the shape of a small circular metal disc, for instance, at a certain degree of exhaustion the electrode is covered with a milky film, which is separated by a dark space from the glow filling the bulb

At very high degrees of exhaustion, when the matter in the bulb becomes "radiant", a large bulb has still an advantage, but a comparatively slight one, over the small bulb

Of the various branches of electrical investigation, perhaps the most interesting and immediately the most promising is that dealing with alternating currents

Owing to this, in experiments with such a coil, a rise of temperature can be distinctly observed only when the body connected to the coil is very small

 Usually, a thin tube, of a diameter somewhat smaller than that of the glass stem, is made of the finest aluminium sheet, and slipped on the stem

 The former appear to the naked eye dark colored, but are very brilliant; the latter is of neatly the same color as ordinary diamond powder, but very much finer

 But the particles move in straight lines because the velocity imparted to them is great, and this is due to three causes -- to the great electric density, the high temperature of the small point, and the fact that the particles of the lime are easily torn and thrown off -- far more easily than those of carbon

It was found, among other things, that in such cases, no matter where the bombardment began, just as soon as a high temperature was reached there was generally one of the bodies which seemed to take most of the bombardment upon itself, the other, or others, being thereby relieved

 In a condenser especially the gaseous matter must be most carefully expelled, for in it the charged surfaces are near each other, and if the potentials are high, just as sure as a weight will fall if let go, so the insulation will give way if a single gaseous bubble of some site be present, whereas, if all gaseous matter were carefully excluded, the condenser would safely withstand a much higher difference of potential

 Accordingly I prepared a tube about 1 inch in diameter and 1 metre long, with outside coating at each end

 Thus it would seem that when a platinum wire, for instance, is fused by currents alternating with extreme rapidity, it emits at the point of fusion less light and more invisible radiation than it does when melted by a steady current, though the total energy used up in the process of fusion is the same in both cases, Or, to cite another example, a lamp filament is not capable of withstanding as long with currents of extreme frequency as it does with steady currents, assuming that it be worked at the same luminous intensity

 A small stem slis provided with a needle, on the point of which is arranged to rotate very freely a very light fan of mica v

 12 the bulb comprises an incandescent lamp globe L, in the neck of which is sealed a barometer tube 6, the end of which is blown out to form a small sphere s

 29, that it was well to make the stem J near the seal at e very thick, and the leading-in wire w thin, as it occurred sometimes that the stem at e was heated and the bulb was cracked

 I take two tubes of thick Bohemian glass, about 5 centimetres in diameter and 20 centimetres long

stopcock

When a new bulb was put on, the mercury was always raised above stopcock C1, which was closed, so as to always keep the mercury and both the reservoirs in fine condition, and the mercury was never withdrawn from R1 except when the pump had reached the highest degree of exhaustion

 Now, when the drop is formed, there will be emitted from it three different kinds of vibrations -- the ordinary visible, and two kinds of invisible waves: that is, the ordinary dark waves of all lengths, and, in addition, waves of a well-defined character

 For this purpose the ends of the small tubes t and t1 were just a trifle heated in the burner, merely to hold the wires, but not to interfere with the communication

 In the tube T was placed a coil C of aluminium wire, the ends of which were provided with small spheres t and tl of aluminium, and reached into the U tube

 I then found that I could excite vacuum tubes at considerable distance from a conductor connected to a properly constructed coil, and that I could, by converting the oscillatory current of a condenser to a higher potential, establish electrostatic alternating fields which acted through the whole extent of a room, lighting up a tube no matter where it was held in space

 The advantage of such a coil is that it can be easily handled, but it cannot probably give as satisfactory results as a coil immersed in pure oil

 For instance, I have produced the incandescence of a button, filament, or wire enclosed in a tube

 In the experiment before shown, in which a brush appears at a wire attached to one terminal, and the wire is vibrated when the experimenter brings his insulated body in contact with the other terminal of the coil, the sudden rise of potential was made evident

 Such a medium, surely must exist, and I am convinced that, for instance, even if air were absent, the surface and neighborhood of a body in space would be heated by rapidly alternating the potential of the body; but no such heating of the surface or neighborhood could occur if all free atoms were removed and only a homogeneous, incompressible, and elastic fluid -- such as ether is supposed to be -- would remain, for then there would be no impacts, no collisions

 If I approach a conducting object to the brush, a thin little spark passes, yet, even with the frequencies used this evening, the tendency to spark is not very great

 When the point of the ruby fuses the phosphorescence becomes very powerful; but as the atoms are projected with much greater speed from the surface of the drop, soon the glass gets hot and "tired", and now only the outer edge of the patch glows

 The energy supplied to the wire leading into the bulb is given off partly by direct action through the carbon button, and party by inductive action through the glass surrounding the wire

 I say slender support, for it is evident that in order to confine the heat more completely to the incandescing body its support should be very thin, so as to carry away the smallest possible amount of heat by conduction

From experiences of this kind I am led to infer that, in order to be most durable, the refractory button in the bulb should be in the form of a sphere with a highly polished surface

 Now, it is very easy to adjust the conditions so that the potential is normally not sufficient to turn the fan, but that by connecting the other terminal of the coil with an insulated body it rises to a much greater value, so as to rotate the fan, and it is likewise possible to stop the rotation by connecting to the terminal a body of different size, thereby diminishing the potential

G is an ordinarily constructed alternator, supplying the primary P of an induction coil, the secondary S of which charges the condensers or jars C C

 Even were the sphere filled with oil, the loss would be incomparably smaller than when the fluid is replaced by a gas, for in the latter case the force produces displacements; that means impact and collisions in the inside

At a somewhat lower degree of exhaustion, which is about the ordinary "non-striking" vacuum, and generally as long as the matter moves predominantly in straight lines, the screen still does well

pump

At excessively high degrees of exhaustion -- which are reached by using great care and special means in connection with the Sprengel pump -- when the matter in the globe is in the ultra-radiant state, it acts most perfectly

 In a flame we set up light vibrations by causing molecules, of atoms, to collide

 The globe L is blown out on the bottom into a very small bulb b, which serves to hold it firmly in a socket S of insulating material into which it is cemented

 But, by way of contrast, here is a form of discharge of a coil, the primary current of which is vibrating several hundred thousand times per second

 It is sufficient for this purpose to bring in contact with the bulb, or merely in the vicinity of the same, an insulated body of some surface

 To reduce the probable error as much as possible in experiments of the kind alluded to, it is advisable to use spheres or plates of large surface, so as to make the density exceedingly small

 At the start the bombardment goes on by inductive action through the non-conductor, until the same is sufficiently heated to become conducting, then the bombardment continues in the ordinary way

 We cannot go very far with a blast, nor by confining heat in a furnace, but in an exhausted bulb we can concentrate any amount of energy upon a minute button

 In this respect, it might not be out of the way to say a few words about the method of, and appatatus for, producing excessively high degrees of exhaustion of which I have availed myself in the course of these investigations

 I next pass the point of the filament through the crystals, and then hold it vertically over a hot plate

 What adds to their interest is that they may be produced with one single terminal as well as with two -- in fact, often better with one than with two

 With this kind of discharger I have been able to maintain an oscillating motion without any spark being visible with the naked eye between the knobs, and they would not show a very appreciable rise in temperature

Such discharges of very high frequency, which render luminous the air at ordinary pressures, we have probably often occasion to witness in Nature

 By their help we may cause a body to emit more light, while at a certain mean temperature, than it would emit if brought to that temperature by a steady supply; and, again, we may bring a body to the point of fusion, and cause it to emit less light than when fused by the application of energy in ordinary ways

 As to the size of the vessel containing the oil and the site of the plates, the experimenter gains at once an idea from a rough trial

 To produce the best result it is, of course, necessary to adjust carefully the capacity of the jars, the arc between the knobs and the length of the wires

 In this instance one of the motor terminals is connected to the insulated plate or body located within the alternating electrostatic field, and the other terminal preferably to the ground

 Assume the means for the production of impulses of very great frequency brought to the utmost perfection, every one will naturally ask how to transmit them when the necessity arises

In order to bring a refractory body inclosed in a bulb to incandescence, it is desirable, on account of economy, that all the energy supplied to the bulb from the source should reach without lass the body to be heated; from there, and from nowhere else, it should be radiated

Here, again, insulated as I stand on this platform, I bring my body in contact with one of the terminals of the secondary of this induction coil -- with the end of s wire many miles long -- and you see streams of light break forth from its distant end, which is set in violent vibration

 But in this case it will be found that the vanes will rotate only at high exhaustion or at ordinary pressures; they will not rotate at moderate pressures, when the air is highly conducting

 Next, suppose we diminish to any degree we choose the energy steadily supplied, and, instead, supply energy which rises and falls according to a certain law

The primary P P is wound in two parts, and oppositely, upon a wooden spool W, and the four ends are led out of the oil through hard rubber tubes t t

 If it act so, then in a vacuum tube even of great length, and no matter how strong the current, self-induction could not assert itself: to any appreciable degree

incandescence

 The inside bulb should be as small as possible when it is desired to obtain light only by incandescence of the electrode

 A similar change occurs at ordinary pressures with electric impulses of very high frequency

 The discharge of this coil appears in the form of powerful brushes and luminous streams issuing from all points of the two straight wires attached to the terminals of the secondary (Fig

covered

 The coil being placed and fastened in position within the box, the latter is closed with a strong lid, and covered with closely fitting metal sheets, the joints of which are soldered very carefully

 The tube is conveniently prepared by wrapping around a rod fastened in a lathe a piece of aluminium sheet of the proper size, grasping the sheet firmly with clean chamois leather or blotting paper, and spinning the rod very fast

 The case is thus analogous to that in which a condenser shunted by a conductor of low resistance is connected to a source of alternating currents

 This brush was a flame, a source of heat and light

 For this purpose I mounted a light mica fan so that its vanes were in the path of the brush

 When observed for the first time the phenomenon must appear very curious, and shows in a striking manner how radically different alternate currents, or impulses, of high frequency behave, as compared with steady currents, or currents of low frequency

It seems to me quite probable that a similar process takes place in the bulb even with a homogenous electrode, and I think it to be the principal cause of the disintegration

projected

 The carbon cup containing the zirconia had to be mounted very low in the neck of a large bulb, as the heating of the glass by the projected particles of the oxide was so rapid that in the first trial the bulb was cracked almost in an instant when the current was turned on

 When with low frequencies and insignificant potentials indications of that property may be noted, how must a gaseous medium behave under the influence of enormous electrostatic stresses which may be active in the interstellar space, and which may alternate with inconceivable rapidity! The existence of such an electrostatic, rhythmically throbbing force -- of a vibrating electrostatic field -- would show B possible way how solids might have formed from the ultra-gaseous uterus, and how transverse and all kinds of vibrations may be transmitted through a gaseous medium filling all space

 On the back of each plate, indicated by the shaded portion, is a tinfoil coating t t

 It occurs under these conditions that misty white streams break forth from the edges of the discs and spread out phantom-like into space

supplied

 But the supplied energy might under such conditions not be sufficient to bring the body to any more than a very moderate mean temperature, especially if the frequency of the atomic impacts be very low -- just enough that the fluctuation of the intensity of the light emitted could not be detected by the eye

 In such a case, as far as the body itself is concerned, only frictional losses in the inside could occur

Instead of the magnet, a draught or blast of air may be employed with some advantage

 As the brush, or flame, would gain rigidity in virtue of the inertia of the particles, the exchange of the latter would be prevented

 L L are screws for fixing in position the rods R R, which support the knobs

 The brightness of the filaments was now such as mould have been expected on the supposition that the energy given off was proportionate to the surface of the bulb, this surface in each case representing one of the coatings of a condenser

 This is done merely to enable the apparatus to perform the work which it is not capable of performing at ordinary air pressure

 One will not find it at all difficult to produce in the laboratory, by means of it, many other phenomena which appeal to the eye even more than these here shown, but present no particular feature of novelty

 The wire w, passing through the large tube to the outside of the bulb, should be well insulated -- with a glass tube, for instance -- and the space between ought to be filled out with some excellent insulator

In trying the preceding experiment with the electric radiometer the potential should not exceed a certain limit, as then the electrostatic attraction between the vanes and the glass of the bulb may be so great as to stop the rotation

 We observe how the energy of an alternating current traversing the wire manifests itself -- not so much in the wire as in the surrounding space -- in the most surprising manner, taking the forms of heat, light, mechanical energy, and, most surprising of all, even chemical affinity

 This means that for rapidly alternating currents the filament should be shorter and thicker

 When they are separately connected to the coil giving a certain potential, the carbon filament in the bulb provided with the aluminium screen in rendered highly incandescent, while the filament in the other bulb may, with the same potential, not even come to redness, although in reality the latter bulb takes generally more energy than the former

 But the loss of energy which occurs within the tube, notwithstanding the screen, is occasioned principally by the presence of the gas

thread

 When the finger or a magnet was approached to the upper end of the luminous thread, it could be brought locally out of position by electrostatic or magnetic action; and when the disturbing object was very quickly removed, an analogous result was produced, as though a suspended cord would be displaced and quickly released near the point of suspension

What impresses the investigator most in the course of these experiences is the behavior of gases when subjected to great rapidly alternating electrostatic stresses

No matter what the pressure of the gas may be, it becomes an important factor in the bearing of a conductor when the electric density is great and the frequency very high

 Suppose, for example, that a ruby is melted into a drop by a steady application of energy

The exclusion of gaseous matter from any apparatus in which the dielectric is subjected to more or less rapidly changing electric forces is, however, not only desirable in order to avoid a possible injury of the apparatus, but also on account of economy

 When the metal disc is covered with carborundum crystals, the film is far more intense, and snow-white

 Given, then, an electrode which can withstand to a very high limit the effect of the bombardment and outward strain, it would be safe no matter how much it is forced beyond that limit

If the carborundum proves useful in connection with these and similar experiments, its chief value will be found in the production of coatings, thin conductors, buttons, or other electrodes capable of withstanding extremely high degrees of heat

 It is sufficient to say now that under these conditions equal lengths of filament of the same thickness -- in other words, bodies of equal bulk --- were brought to incandescence

operated

 There is no doubt that with the enormous potentials obtainable by the Use of high frequencies and oil insulation luminous discharges might be passed through many miles of rarefied air, and that, by thus directing the energy of many hundreds or thousands of horse-power, motors or lamps might be operated at considerable distances from stationary sources

 I conclude from this that the total energy lost must be proportionate to the product of the frequency and the square of the electric density; but this law needs experimental confirmation

 One is to use low potentials, the other is to determine the dimensions of the apparatus so that it is safe no matter how high a potential is used

 The tube is provided with outside and inside coatings, C and C1 respectively, and is filled as far as the coatings reach with conducting, and the space above with insulating powder

 The carbon piece is connected to the leading-in wire passing through a glass stem, which is wrapped with several layers of mica

 A simple way to improve in this direction is to employ a globe of the required site, but to place a small bulb, the diameter of which is properly estimated, over the refractory button contained in the globe

In another experiment, when phosphorescence was excited, a similar bulb was used

aluminium

 I have here a little light fan of aluminium sheet, fastened to a needle and arranged to rotate freely in a metal piece screwed to one of the terminals of the coil

 It appeared that under the molecular impact caused by the rapidly alternating potential the body was fused and maintained in that state at a lower temperature in a highly exhausted bulb than was the case at normal pressure and application of heat in the ordinary way -- that is, at least, judging from the quantity of the light emitted

 The three bulbs were suspended from a straight bare wire connected to a terminal of the coil, the largest bulb being placed at the end of the wire, at some distance from it the smallest bulb, and an equal distance from the latter the middle-sized one

 A disruptive discharge coil, when the potential is pushed very far, excites phosphorescence and projects shadows, at comparatively low degrees of exhaustion

exhaustion

 As it was found preferable to work with one terminal, the tube prepared was suspended from the end of a wire connected to the terminal, the tinfoil coating being connected to the wire, and to the lower coating sometimes a small insulated plate was attached

powder

neck

 This terminal must be well insulated from the metal tube S, therefore, if the cement used is conducting and most generally it is sufficiently so -- the space between the plug P and the neck of the bulb should be filled with some good insulating material, as mica powder

It is well known that when a tube is slightly exhausted the discharge may be passed through it in the form of a thin luminous thread

 While in the charcoal fire, or when held in a burner to get a better idea of the degree of heat, the button glowed with great brilliancy

 I think it preferable to cut up the conducting coating in small sections, even if the current waves be much longer than the coating

Since the bombardment against the stem containing the leading-in wire is due to the inductive action of the latter upon the rarefied gas, it is of advantage to reduce this action as far as practicable by employing a very thin wire, surrounded by a very thick insulation of glass or other material, and by making the wire passing through the rarefied gas as short as practicable

 This is a subject the study of which is not only interesting, but useful, for it may lead to results of great practical importance

 It did not emit much perceptible heat, nor did it glow with an intense light; but is it the less a flame because it does not scorch my hand! Is it the less a flame because it does not hurt my eye by its brilliancy! The problem is precisely to produce in the bulb such a flame, much smaller in site, but incomparably more powerful

When, instead of operating the induction coil as in the last two experiments, we operate it from a high frequency alternator, as in the next experiment, a systematic study of the phenomena is rendered mud1 more easy

 The total energy lost per unit of time is proportionate to the product of the number of impacts per second, or the frequency and the energy lost-in each impact

 The only difficulty which I have found in its use in connection with these experiments was to find some binding material which would resist the heat and the effect of the bombardment as successfully as carborundum itself does

 Suppose that in an exhausted bulb, under the molecular impact, the surface of a piece of metal or other conductor is rendered strongly luminous, but at the same time it is found that it remains comparatively cool, would not this luminosity be called phosphorescence! Now such a result, theoretically at least, is possible, for it is a mere question of potential of speed

 The stem s is provided with an aluminium tube a for purposes before explained, and only a small part of the filament reaches out of this tube

 I prepared buttons of diamond dust in the same manner as of carborundum, and these came in durability nearest to those prepared of carborundum, but the binding paste gave way much more quickly in the diamond buttons: this, however, I attributed to the site and irregularity of the grains of the diamond

carborundum

 When the coil is set to work, the molecules of the air are rhythmicallv attracted and repelled

centimetres

 The tubes are then placed in a large glass vessel, at a distance of l0 to 15 centimetres from each other, on insulating supports, and the vessel is filled with boiled out oil, the oil reaching about an inch above the tubes

 If the jar be immersed in boiled-out oil, it will be capable of performing four times the amount of work which it can for any length of time when used in the ordinary way, and the loss will be inappreciable

 The tar softens and forms a drop on the point of the filament, the crystals adhering to the surface of the drop

 The lamp filament is connected with a wire which leads into the bulb, and the general construction of the latter is as indicated in Fig

filament

 Leaving practicability out of consideration, this, then, would be the means which, in my opinion, would enable us to reach the highest temperature

 But what is the ratio of the frequency of the collisions and that of the vibrations set up! Certainly it must be incomparably smaller than that of the knocks of the bell and the sound vibrations, or that of the discharges and the oscillations of the condenser

terminal

spark

 So, for instance, if I hold a metallic sphere at some distance above the terminal you may see the whole space between the terminal and sphere illuminated by the streams without the spark passing; and with the much higher frequencies obtainable by the disruptive discharge of a condenser, were it not for the sudden impulses, which are comparatively few in number, sparking would not occur even at very small distances

streams

 If it is desired to produce phosphorescence, the bulb should be larger, else it would be apt to get too hot, and the phosphorescence would cease

phosphorescence

 In this case a rhythmical bombardment occurs, no matter whether the molecules after coming in contact with the sphere lose the imparted charge or not; what is more, if the charge is not lost, the impacts are only the more violent

bulbs

refractory

 But if the truth of this remark were demonstrated, it would be erroneous to conclude that such a refractory button as used in these bulbs would be deteriorated quicker by currents of extremely high frequency than by steady or low frequency currents

bombardment

 When frequencies such as are obtained by mechanical means are used, I think that the rupture of the glass is more or less the consequence of the bombardment, which warms it up and impairs its insulating power; but with frequencies obtainable with condensers I have no doubt that the glass may give way without previous heating

 I excite it by means of a disruptive discharge coil, and now it will light in the electrostatic field

 For instance, when an oxide was first fused in an oxygen blast and then mounted in the bulb, it melted very readily into a drop

 What determines the rigidity of a body! It must be the speed and the amount of moving matter

 For this purpose I establish between the terminals of the coil which charges the condenser a long, unsteady arc, which is periodically interrupted by the upward current of air produced by it

 If the fan were made simply of a metal sheet, the repulsion would be equal on the opposite sides, and would produce no effect

When the bulb hangs with the globe L down, the rotation is always clockwise

 Assuming the preceding considerations to be true, then, by rapidly alternating the potential of a body immersed in an insulating gaseous medium, any amount of energy may be dissipated into space

I may mention here another feature of some interest, which I believe to have noted in the course of these experiments, though the observations do not amount to a certitude

 The experimenter will do best to take the wires at the start very long, and then adjust by cutting off first long pieces, and then smaller and smaller ones as he approaches the right length

wires

insulating

 The insulating packing P should in this construction be tightly fitting to the glass, and rather wide, or otherwise the discharge might avoid passing through the wire w, which connects the inside condenser coating to the incandescent button m

button

In conclusion, let me thank you most heartily for your kindness and attention, and assure you that the honor I have had in addressing such a distinguished audience, the pleasure I have had in presenting these results to a gathering of so many able men and among them also some of those in whose work for many years past I have found enlightenment and constant pleasure -- I shall never forget

otherwise

 Whatever the nature of the force acting in the dielectric may be, it seems that in a solid or liquid the molecular displacement produced by the force is small: hence the product of force and displacement is insignificant, unless the force be very great; but in a gas the displacement, and, therefore, this product is considerable; the molecules are free to move, they reach high speeds, and the energy of their impact is lost in heat or otherwise

 It is, of course, out of the question to reach this theoretical result, but it is possible by a proper construction of the illuminating device to approximate it more or less

The first thing, then, in operating the induction coil is to combine capacity with the secondary to overcome the self-induction

 Between the layers I use cloth boiled out thoroughly in oil, calculating the thickness according to the difference of potential between the turns

oil

platinum

incandescent

 When the bulb is connected with the coil, the piece of carbon, if small, may become highly incandescent at first, but its brightness immediately diminishes, and then the discharge may break through the glass somewhere in the middle of the stem, in the form of bright sparks, in spite of the fact that the platinum wire is in good electrical connection with the rarefied gas through the piece of carbon or metal at the top

 Upon the arc forming between A and B the potential falls, and the jars cannot be charged to such high potential as to break through the air gap a b until the arc is again broken by the draught

 I am convinced that the illuminating device of the near future will not require for its operation more than one lead, and, at any rate, it will have no leading-in wire, since the energy required can be as well transmitted through the glass

condenser

 In a main conveying such currents, in an induction coil or transformer, or in a condenser, the brush discharge is a source of great danger to the insulation

 We only need to remember one of the facts arrived at in the course of these investigations, namely, that to impulses of very high frequency the gas at ordinary pressure behaves much in the same manner as though it were at moderately low pressure

 But I may take another tube and it might not light, the vacuum being very high

reach

phosphorescent

quickly

By means of this arrangement I was able to proceed very quickly, and when the apparatus was in perfect order it was possible to reach the phosphorescent stage in a small bulb in less than 1S minutes, which is certainly very quick work for a small laboratory arrangement requiring all in all about 100 pounds of mercury

 We wind a simple ring of iron with coils; we establish the connections to the generator, and with wonder and delight we note the effects of strange forces which we bring into play, which allow us to transform, to transmit and direct energy at will

coating

 Still, the bulb lights in spite of the metal coating, and the light can be distinctly perceived through the latter

 Viewed from a near position it resembles much a jet of gas escaping under great pressure

fan

 The screening is best effected by fastening upon one of the opposing sides of the fan insulated conducting coatings, or, if the fan is made in the shape of an ordinary propeller screw

The secondarysof this coil is provided with knobs or spheres K K of the proper size and set at a distance suitable for the experiment

knobs

Another line of experiment, which has been assiduously followed, was to induce by electro-dynamic induction a current or luminous discharge in an exhausted tube or bulb

 But if in such case the frequency could be sufficiently increased, the electrode would be brought to a high temperature as well as if the gas were at very low pressure; in fact, exhausting the bulb is only necessary because we cannot produce (and possibly not convey) currents of the required frequency

 All cracks, if there are any, should be carefully stopped up, so that the brush discharge cannot form anywhere except on the small spheres or plates which are exposed to the air

brush

thin

sheet

 M is a sheet of thin mica wound in several layers around the stem s, and a is the aluminium tube

 In such case the discharge may pass with great freedom through the rarefied gas through which a low-frequency discharge may not pass, even though the potential be much higher

terminals

insulated

 17, had one of its ends connected to one of the terminals of the induction coil, and the other to a metal plate, or, for the sake of simplicity, a sphere, insulated in space

vessel

 As regards the size of the vessel, I have lately found that at ordinary or only slightly differing atmospheric pressures, when air is a good insulator, and hence practically the same amount of energy by a certain potential and frequency is given off from the body, whether the bulb be small or large, the body is brought to a higher temperature if inclosed in a small bulb, because of the better confinement of heat in this case

insulation

A peculiar property of oils, and liquid insulation in general, when subjected to rapidly changing electric stresses, is to disperse any gaseous bubbles whid1 may be present, and diffuse them through its mass, generally long before any injurious break can occur

 I pass a steady or low frequency current through the wire, and it is heated uniformly in all parts

heated

 It is conceivable that in such a way both conducting and nonconducting bodies may be maintained at a certain-luminous intensity, but the energy required would very greatly vary with the nature and properties of the bodies

 This repulsion may perhaps be sufficient to prevent a large portion of the atoms from striking the tube, but at any rate it must diminish the energy of their impact

Another way is to pass through two primary circuits, having a common secondary, two currents of a slightly different period, which produce in the secondary circuit sparks occurring at comparatively long intervals

 To increase the current of air I place on each side of the arc, and close to it, a large plate of mica

mica

Technical projects on time engineering, Free energy experiments and theories, Proposals for new types of propulsion collected by Alexander V

 Nassikas' theory predict very interesting effect: propulsion force can be created as result ofdifference in time rate

Nassikas

propulsion

Proposals for experimental research on propulsion systems

Gravitecexperiments to generate a Brown effect propulsive force without the need to exhaust a gas or other fluid

Brown's Gasis a mixture of diatomic and monatomic hydrogen and oxygen

 A species of phototropic sulfur bacterium has been recently recovered from the Black Sea that can perform photosynthesis at exceedingly low light levels, approaching near total darkness12

 Since there is now no doubt that ALH84001 was a fragment of rock blasted off the Martian surface, and since fragile chemical structures were found to survive the transit Earth, the survival of microbes or spores surviving in the interiors of similar interplanetary impactors is no longer in doubt[29]

 In his presidential address to the 1881 meeting of the British Association, Kelvin drew the following remarkable picture:When two great masses come into collision in space, it is certain that a large part of each is melted, but it seems also quite certain that in many cases a large quantity of debris must be shot forth in all directions, much of which may have experienced no greater violence than individual pieces of rock experience in a landslip or in blasting by gunpowder

 A fraction of boulders that have velocities in excess of the planetary escape speed (5 km/s for Mars, 11

 First, microorganisms expelled from any galactic source into unshielded regions of interstellar space will become deactivated

Ideas concerning the existence of life outside Earth have spanned many centuries and many different cultures

 Such rocks could harbour viable microbes and microbial spores in their interiors and be ejected in many directions in a wide range of velocities

 These include water ice, carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia, all these materials being easily condensable into solids at temperatures typically of about 20-50 degrees Kelvin, which is the average temperature of the interstellar dust grains

late

In modern times from the late 1970s onwards, we2have assembled and analysed evidence from astronomy, geology and biology that have a bearing on the cosmic nature of life

The overwhelming bulk of organic matter on Earth is indisputably derived from biology, much of it being degradation products of biology

 Remarkably, the dust grains in these clouds appear to be much the same in their physical and chemical characteristics in whichever direction one looks

interior

Zollner

 But Kelvins superior knowledge of dynamics allowed him to see that there was nothing to Zollners objections, in particular that evaporation from the outside of a large meteorite keeps its interior cool, thereby reasserting the possibility of organisms being carried from planet to planet inside meteorites

 Although the transference of life between planets is possible, cometary panspermia would seem to be the stronger process in transferring life within the solar system

led

These considerations have led to speculations that life might have started first on Mars and then been transferred to Earth via an ALH84001 type missile some 3600 million years ago

 Should the time when this earth comes into collision with another body, comparable in dimensions to itself, be when it is still clothed as at present with vegetation, many great and small fragments carrying seeds of living plants and animals would undoubtedly be scattered through space

 Such models stubbornly refused to fit the available data to anything like the precision that was required

 No abiotic process remotely matches this replication power of a biological template

 Yet another four days and the resulting 2160 bacteria would be comparable in mass to a molecular cloud like the Orion Nebula

The not-so-good point was that Arrhenius conceived of microorganisms travelling individually and unprotected through the galaxy from star system to star system

 And this happens through a shifting of certain chemical bonds contained in the genetic structures of the organisms, without destroying genetic arrangements

Figure 3:Emission by dust coma of Comet Halley observed by D

 The particles that were ejected in March 1986 were well placed to be observed in some detail

 Hence, and because we all confidently believe that there are at present, and have been from time immemorial, many worlds of life besides our own, we must regard it as probable in the highest degree that there are countless seed-bearing meteoric stones moving about through space

 They were present already in the material from which the solar system condensed and their number was then topped up substantially by replication in cometary material

 Many such interpretations have since been offered and consensus opinion seems to be veering cautiously towards rejecting rather than accepting the original McKay claims

 Replication properties of bacteriaBy far the simplest way to produce such a vast quantity of small organic particles (with properties ranging from prestine bacteria to coals) and with sizes appropriate to bacteria is from a bacterial template

83 billion years BP, well into an epoch when we know with certainty that Earth was severely pummeled by comet and meteorite impacts[30]

deactivated

 Then, the deactivated particles will be subject to steadily increasing degradation, ending in a release of free organic molecules and polymers, similar to what astronomers have been discovering since the late 1960s

 While the early epoch of heavy bombardment would not have been conducive to prebiotic chemistry, it would nevertheless have offered ample scope and many occasions for the transfer of cometary life to Earth

 This was what Comet Halley was observed to do on March 30-31, 1986

carbonate

 McKay1, have found that within the meteorite ALH 84001 there are sub-micron sized carbonate globules around which complex organic molecules are deposited

colleagues

 Pflug used techniques that were distinctly superior to those of Claus and his colleagues and found a profusion of organized elements comprised of organic matter in thin sections prepared from a sample of the Murchison meteorite

maggots

 He had shown that maggots appear in decaying meat only when the meat is exposed to air, inferring that whatever it was that gave rise to the maggots must have travelled to the meat through the air

 Cometary panspermiaAccording to the theory we have developed, the sources of biological particles in interstellar clouds are comets

 Early history of panspermiaUntil the late 19th century panspermia meant the passage of organisms through Earths own atmosphere, not an incidence from outside Earth

 In accordance with the theory of cometary panspermia it would appear likely that both Earth and Mars came to be seeded with bacterial life almost at the same time

 Detailed work on a number of particular enzymes has shown that about a third of the links must have an explicit amino acid from the 20 possibilities, while the remaining 200 links can have any amino acid taken from a subset of about four possibilities from the bag of 20

 So although it is known that the bacteria present on Earth, almost from the beginning, were ordinary bacteria, everyday bacteria as one might say, it is argued that the first organisms managed to be viable with considerably fewer than 2000 enzymes31

 But this hazard will be overcome for boulders of the size of a metre or more: only the outer layers become ablated, the interior remaining cool

 A carbonaceous coating of only a few microns thick provides essentially a total shielding against ultraviolet light, and there are several modern experiments that have demonstrated precisely that

 By the mid-1970s, astronomical observations were spanning a large range in wavelength, from 30 microns in the infrared, through the near infrared, into the visible spectrum, and further into the ultraviolet

A fact that impressed us from the outset was that the total mass of interstellar dust in the galaxy is as large as it possibly can be if all (or nearly all) the available carbon, nitrogen and oxygen in interstellar space is condensed in the grains

 Theories of how interstellar organic molecules might form via non-biological processes are still in their infancy and, in terms of explaining the available facts, they leave much to be desired

 With a continuing supply of nutrients, a single initial bacterium would generate some 240 offspring in four days, yielding a culture with the size of a cube of sugar

 They are of a size that would be typical for a bacterium, a micrometre or less

 So to a believer in the paradigm of the warm little pond there has to be a mistake in the argument

 Each such comet incorporates, at the very least, a few billion viable bacterial cells, and these are quickly reactivated and begin to replicate in the warm interior regions of the comets, thus producing vast numbers of progeny

 But space-travelling individual bacteria would be susceptible to deactivation and damage from the ultraviolet light of stars, a fact already known in the first decades of the century

With the genetic components of life distributed widely throughout the universe, it is a matter for each local environment to pick out arrangements that best fit the particular circumstances

 Tying an impending paradigm shift in a roundabout way to Mars can be seen to have been politically astute, because by tradition the public is tuned to the concept of life on Mars, tuned at any rate from the time of H

 A formidable total mass of microbes exists in the depths of Earths crust, some 8 kilometres below the surface, greater than the biomass at the surface11

 Interstellar dust: from inorganic models to organic dustOur own personal encounter with theories of cosmic life began with attempts to understand the nature of cosmic dust, dust that is clearly evident in the form of conspicuous dark clouds in the Milky Way such as in Figure 1

 Coli, obtained by us some months earlier, together with a simple modeling procedure, provided an exceedingly close point-by-point match to astronomical data over the entire 2-4 micron waveband (See references in Hoyle and Wickramasinghe19)

 But almost a century before that, Francesco Redi had carried out what can be seen as a classic experiment in the subject

Francesco Redi

 It was then possible to examine the residue in an electron microscope without disturbing the system from outside

 Next, lets note that many types of microorganisms are not really killed by ultraviolet light, they are only deactivated

 Thus one could conclude from the astronomical data that cometary particles, just like the interstellar particles, arespectroscopicallyidentical to bacteria, existing in various combinations with their degradation products

 The correspondences between predictions for assemblies of inorganic particles and the observations could be lifted to a certain moderately acceptable level of precision but never beyond that, no matter how hard one tried16

If the explanation of McKay et al is eventually upheld, the deposition of the microfossils coincident with the condensation of carbonate globules can be dated at 3

 He noticed that organisms with critical dimensions of 1 micron or less are related in their sizes to the typical radiation wavelengths from dwarf stars in such a way that radiation (light) pressure can have the effect of dispersing these particles throughout the galaxy

 Under space conditions, microorganisms are very easily protected against ultraviolet damage

 As a stellar or planetary system develops, comets that plunge from time to time into the inner regions of the system would release vast quantities of bacteria in the manner discussed earlier for our own solar system

emerged

 When we examined the light scattering properties of freeze-dried bacterial particles (hollow organic grains) of the type one might expect to occur in space, a remarkable correspondence with astronomical data emerged

1986

Dayal Wickramasinghe

 The infrared emission spectrum of dust from Comet Halley obtained by Dayal Wickramasinghe and David Allen20in March 1986 matched precisely the laboratory spectrum of bacterial grains as shown in Figure 3

Figure 1: Interstellar dust cloudsWe embarked on this work in the 1960s, and from then on the scope of a project that started as a simple astronomical investigation expanded to proportions that could not have been anticipated

chance

 This means that with a supply of all the amino acids supposedly given, the probability of a random linking of 300 of them yielding a particular enzyme is as little asThe bacteria present on Earth in its early days required about 2000 such enzymes, and the chance that a random shuffling of already-available amino acids happens to combine so as to yield all the required 2000 enzymes is2000! [10-250]2000which works out at odds of one part in about 10500,000, with the factorial hardly making any difference, large as it might seem

widely

 No convincing non-biological alternative to explain all the features were offered by the critics, although a statement that they were all mineralogical artifacts that somehow trapped organics from a surrounding medium came to be widely publicized

 If all the dwarf stars in our galaxy are similarly endowed with comets, then the total mass of all the comets in our galaxy, with its 1011 dwarf stars, turns out to be some 1040 grams, which is just the amount of all the interstellar organic particles that are present in dust clouds within the galaxy

There is scarcely any set of conditions prevailing on Earth, no matter how extreme that is incapable of harbouring some type of microbial life

 Such bacteria perform the amazing feat of using an enzyme system to repair DNA damage, in cases where it is estimated that the DNA experienced as many as a million breaks in its helical structure

 Recent studies have shown that while the cosmic dust is largely dominated by the infrared spectral properties of freeze-dried bacteria, a sequence of degradation steps, from semi-anthracite to coals of varying grades clearly shows up under different astrophysical conditions

 The idea of living seeds or spermata being ever present in the cosmos was posited by the pre-Socratic philosopher Anaxoragas as early as the 5th century BC, but soon came to be replaced by an Aristotelean Earth-centred world view

Anaxoragas

A very long wait until the 1860s then ensued, until Louis Pasteurs3experiments on the souring of milk and the fermentation of wine showed that similar results occurred when the air-borne agents were bacteria, replicating as bacteria but not producing a visible organism like maggots

 Behind the objection was the realisation that were Pasteurs paradigm taken to be strictly true, the origin of life would need to be external to Earth

 No direct tests for a biological connection had been planned, but infrared observations pointed unexpectedly in this direction

 Despite all these criticisms, a renewed attempt to explore the question of microfossils in carbonaceous meteorites was undertaken in 1997 by R

How would microorganisms be generated within comets, and then how could they get out of comets? We know as a matter of fact that comets do eject organic particles, typically at a rate of a million or more tons a day

 The rest of the story concerns the many ways in which the same basic genes can combine to produce rich varieties of living forms from one environment to another, always remembering that because of the large numbers involved  large numbers of stars, large numbers of planets and large numbers of galaxies, the system can afford many failures

 For if life had no spontaneous origin, it would be possible to follow any animal generation-by-generation back to a time before Earth existed, the origin being therefore required outside Earth

Halley

 And Comet Halley went on doing just that, expelling organic particles in great bursts, for almost as long as it remained within observational range

Comet Halley

 Instead of Aristotles warm earth and morning dew it became a warm organic soup

 Pflug25reopened the issue of microbial fossils in carbonaceous meteorites

freeze-dried

spectroscopically

 At this stage we realized that a large fraction of the interstellar dust was not merely hollow and organic, but it must spectroscopically be indistinguishable from freeze-dried bacterial material in combination with their degradation products

[who announced the discovery of microbial fossils within a meteorite (ALH84001) originating from the planet Mars

 Furthermore, we know that microorganisms that are normally sensitive to ultraviolet light can, through repeated exposures, be made just as insensitive as the more resistant kinds  yet another unearthly property

enzymes

arrangements

 Would these processes yield the molecular arrangements of such observed biological structures as DNA and RNA, or at the enzymes for which such structures code? A typical enzyme is a chain with about 300 links; each link being an amino acid of which there are 20 different types used in biology

 Might not the same processes operate in the case of interstellar organic molecules? The polyaromatic hydrocarbons that are so abundant in the cosmos could have a similar origin to the organic pollutants that choke us in our major cities - products of degradation of biology, biologically generated fossil fuels in the urban case, cosmic microbiology in the interstellar clouds

 Some of the evaporated bacterial material is returned into the interstellar medium

Thus almost 120 years ago the ideas that have recently come to the forefront of scientific discussion were already well known

 This still left an overwhelming number of organic structures for which no satisfactory explanation could be offered

 Improbability of lifes origins: cosmic evolutionOur hypothesis is that viable bacteria are of cosmic origin

 Additionally one can reduce the lengths of required chains of amino acids

 There are meteorites recovered on Earth that originated on the Moon (lunar meteorites) and others that originated on the planet Mars, such as the SNC meteorites previously described

 This also permits the original properties to be recovered once the ultraviolet radiation has been shut off

Figure 2:Flux from the galactic centre source GC-IRS7 obtained by D

 Broadly similar conclusions have been shown to be valid for other comets as well, in particular Comet Hyakutake and Comet Hale-Bopp

Comet Hyakutake

 The Mars meteorite ALH 84001As mentioned at the beginning of this article the latest chapter in the exploration of panspermia was opened in August 1996 with studies of a 1

 But our solar system possesses so many of them, perhaps more than a hundred billion of them, that in total mass they equal the combined masses of the outer planets Uranus and Neptune, about 1029 grams

 This question could not be satisfactorily answered in 1960, although with the wisdom of hindsight we could now say the answer was evident: carbonaceous chondrites, typified by Orgueil, represent the sedimented residue of comets that once contained microbial life thriving within subsurface pools

 Because by then the world was anxious to be done with the old Aristotelian concept of life emerging from the mixing of warm earth and morning dew

products

 It is here that the immense replicative power of biology shows to great advantage, particularly since we can distribute the products of such replication over millions of galaxies

 Becquerel9mounted an attack on Arrhenius views in 1924, on the basis of possible ultraviolet damage and this attack was widely accepted and repeated many times since

 The theory of cosmic panspermia that we have proposed leads us to argue that interstellar space could be a graveyard of cosmic life as well as its cradle

 The process would be analogous to coalification and graphitization of living material

microfossils

 The new work appears to corroborate Pflugs earlier findings of microfossils in the deep interiors of carbonaceous chondrites

 The amount is about three times too large for the grains to be mainly made up of the next commonest elements, magnesium and silicon, although magnesium and silicon could of course be a component of the particles, as would hydrogen, and also many less common elements in comparatively trace quantities15

 Europa22examined the Orgueil carbonaceous meteorite which fell in France in 1864, microscopically as well as spectroscopically Orgueil

 The same old concept was to arise again in the mid-twenties of the past century, however, but with a different name

initial

 Microbes within boulders that survived the trauma of the initial comet impact and subsequent travel outwards through the atmosphere of the parent planet face a further hazard on re-entering the atmosphere of a receiving planet

opinionoriginated

 This comparison shows in our opinion that lifemustbe a cosmological phenomenon, not at all something which originated in a warm little terrestrial pond

 Another four days and the resulting 2120 would have the scale of a large comet

 Once the immense quantity of organic material in the interstellar material is appreciated, a biological origin for it becomes an almost inevitable conclusion

 The patterns that emerged were stunningly similar to certain types of terrestrial microorganisms

 In the present article we shall consider these ideas in an historical context, and proceed to argue that a major paradigm shift is well on the way to being accomplished

 Arrhenius demonstrated this by taking seeds down to temperatures close to zero degrees Kelvin, and then showing their viability when reheated with sufficient care

 a solar system) forms from interstellar matter, comets condense in the cooler outer periphery as a prelude to planet formation

Geological studies over the past decade have now pushed back the earliest evidence for terrestrial life beyond 3

 Richter6had suggested that living cells might travel from planet to planet inside meteorites

 The meteoriote ALH84001 is just one of a group of meteorites discovered in 1984 in Allan Hills, Antarctica, which is thought to have been blasted off the Martian surface by an asteroid or comet impact some 15 million years ago

 If these organized elements were indeed microbial fossils, the question arises as to how such structures were included within carbonaceous meteorites

meteorites

 The presumed Martian origin of these meteorites (also known as SNC meteorites) seems to have been confirmed by several independent studies

Martian

 Another piece of evidence that we had uncovered at about the same time was that a broad absorption feature in interstellar dust centred on the wavelength 2175A (which we originally attributed to graphite) matched a large class of aromatic molecules, quinoline and quinozoline being the first examples we investigated

existed

fossils

 So one might conclude that microbial life existed on Mars some 3600 million years ago, probably concurrently with evidence of microbial fossils on Earth

 Given appropriate conditions for replication, a typical doubling time for bacteria would be two to three hours

bacterium

 In one such test the bacterium Bacillus subtlis was exposed for nearly six years in space aboard NASAs Long Duration Exposure Facility and was found to retain viability

1960s

formidable

 During the decade starting from the early 1960s we studied the properties of a wide range of inorganic grain models, comparing their electromagnetic properties against the formidable number of observations that were beginning to emerge

planetary

 The trend is based on a growing body of evidence that planetary material could be exchanged between the inner planets of the solar system

2 km/s for Earth) would be spread over a large volume of interplanetary space, and thus could impact other planetary bodies

retain

 The dust in interstellar clouds must always contain the minutest fraction of bacteria (less than a trillionth) that retain viability despite the harsh radiation environment of space

 Continuing for a further four days and the culture, now containing 280 bacteria would have the size of a village pond

If one now asks the question Of what precisely are the cosmic dust grains made? a number of inorganic molecules composed of C,N,O in combination with hydrogen present themselves as possible candidates

seeds

This was put in remarkably clear terms in 1874 by the German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz4:It appears to me to be a fully correct scientific procedure, if all our attempts fail to cause the production of organisms from non-living matter, to raise the question whether life has ever arisen, whether it is not just as old as matter itself, and whether seeds have not been carried from one planet to another and have developed everywhere where they have fallen on fertile soil

Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)5said of Pasteurs paradigm: Dead matter cannot become living without coming under the influence of matter previously alive

 As we have already noted these molecules, including polyaromatic hydrocarbons, are characteristic products of the degradation of bacteria

galactic

 Such organic molecules that pervade interstellar clouds make up a considerable fraction of the available galactic carbon

arguments
 The jury is still out and arguments rage concerning many issues, for instance the temperature at which the carbonate globules condensed, and whether the putative biological structures could survive these temperatures27

 We also know from studies of lunar craters that both the Earth and the Moon were subject to intense cometary and asteroid bombardment prior to 4 Gy ago

 Only the minutest fraction (less than one part in a trillion) of the interstellar bacteria needs to retain viability, in dense shielded cloudlets of space, for panspermia to hold sway

The hypothesis questions the viability of chemical processes in a warm little pond

 Coalification of bacteria and interstellar organic moleculesNotwithstanding the remarks of the previous section bacteria which have no protective coatings and which are continually exposed to cosmic rays and to the background of starlight in open regions of interstellar space, in the so-called diffuse clouds, must be subject to degradation and eventual destruction

remarkably

 Extreme hardihood of bacteriaOn the whole, microbiological research of the past 15 years has shown that bacteria and other microorganisms are remarkably space-hardy, far more than Arrhenius may have ever imagined

boulders

 However, material at the periphery of an impact crater will be ejected in the form of rocks and boulders that would be subject only to mild shocking

 Carbonaceous chondrites can thus be thought of as fragments of biological comets that have been progressively stripped of volatiles, and within which sedimentation and compaction of microorganisms may have occurred over hundreds of orbits around the Sun

replication

interiors

In a spatially infinite universe, a universe that ranges far beyond the largest telescopes, there is the very small chance that a replicative primitive cell will bear fruit somewhere and, when it does, replication will cause an enormous number of the first cells to be produced, as we have shown in the example of cometary interiors in section 7

cometary

On this view of the origin of life there would be little variation in the forms to which the process gives rise, at least so far as basic genes are concerned, over the whole of our galaxy

 An independent analysis of dust impacting on mass spectrometers aboard the spacecraft Giotto also led to a complex organic composition, a composition that was fully consistent with the biological hypothesis

 In our galaxy alone the total mass of this bacterial type material had to be truly enormous, weighing a formidable 1033 tonnes

Today an impressive array of interstellar molecules has been detected and among the list are a host of hydrocarbons, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, the amino acid glycine, vinegar and the sugar glycoaldehyde14

In a typical impact of a 10 km-sized comet with a planet such as Mars (which occurs on the average every few tens of Ma at the present time) most of the material of the impactor and crater will be vaporized

 The world then permitted Pasteur to get away with a huge generalisation, and honoured him greatly both at the time and in history for it

 The good point was that microorganisms possess unearthly properties, properties that cannot be explained by natural selection against a terrestrial environment

McKay and his colleagues admit that their proposed identification involves a process of multi-factorial assessment

McKay

 Wickramasinghe of a source of infrared radiation, GC-IRS7, located near the centre of our galaxy18

infrared

 The totality of the available evidence, in their view, points to a microbial origin, although each single piece of evidence may be capable of more conservative interpretation

 Indeed to a whole chain of improbable occurrences, which result at last in the magnificent range and variety of genes we have today, the genes that were already present at the formation of Earth

 Allen on March 31, 1986 (points) compared with bacterial models

beginning

 Add four more days, for a total of 20 days since the beginning of the process, and the bacterial mass would be that of a million galaxies

bacterial

non-biological

 Such a precise correspondence was not found possible for any inorganic, non-biological grain model

carbonaceous

 The method adopted by Pflug was to dissolve-out the bulk of the minerals present in a thin section of the meteorite using hydrofluoric acid, doing so in a way that permits the insoluble carbonaceous residue to settle with its original structures in tact

microorganisms

 They claimed to find evidence of organic structures that were similar to fossilized microorganisms, algae in particular

microbial

 Introductory remarksA likely paradigm shift from a warm little terrestrial pond to an extraterrestrial source of microbial life was signalled in August 1996 by D

vast

grains

 Cosmic dust grains populate the vast open spaces between stars of the Milky Way, showing up as a cosmic fog, dense enough in many directions to blot out the light of distant stars

 Each minute innovative step in the development of life  every gene  can generate and disperse enough copies of itself the over a cosmic scale for a second highly improbable event to occur somewhere in one of the profusion of offspring

 The most striking evidence shows up as strings of elongated structures that are similar to nanobacteria or nanobes, a class of terrestrial bacteria that has only recently been recognized and identified, one that represents perhaps the smallest of living forms

It was a milestone in our progress towards interstellar panspermia when one of us (NCW) realized that there is another very different class of materials that can be made from the same four commonest elements  C,N,O,H, namely organic materials, possibly of a polymeric type17

interstellar

 Sheldrakes work corroborates the premise of this paper; that a unified field transcends the boundaries of space and time

 Here we have a basis for Ether as a unified field, as well as a medium for telepathic communication

 It is neither gaseous, as some conceive, nor solid, as others suppose; the best idea of it can be formed by comparison with an extremely attenuated, elastic, and light jelly

 I showed that the universal medium is a gaseous body in which only longitudinal pulses can be propagated, involving alternating compressions and expansions similar to those produced by sound waves in the air

 Even the theoretical energy value of radium now accepted by Science, pales into insignificance in comparison to the energy value of an equal amount of water subdivided to the etheric or interetheric state

" CullenCullen"Every body is surrounded by its own proper atmosphere of this fluid [ether], which grows more dense as it recedes from the surface

 The insulator/conductor, selective, dual properties are activated by the pattern of matrices formed through the Ether

The thing which Tesla had realized, was that ether possesses electric charges which are deposited on atoms

 In supporting the "dynamic" ether concept, he was supporting the "stationary ether" concept, since the "motion" he referred to was "apparent" motion of the ether perceived by an observer on earth, relative to a stationary ether

 This is analogous to the atmosphere of excited electricity which determines bodies once got within the sphere of its attraction to the surface of the electric body

 I believe that we must look to the motions of fluids distributed in space for the explanation of general effects

 If a strong foundation of keen spiritual sensitivity is not established first, outcomes of research may be destructive, even if well intended

"PriestleyRobinson"If the degree of Heat in a solid Body, to which the Expansive Force of the Aether between the Parts of Body is Proportional, be equal to the Force wherewith the Parts of the Body cohere; that Body, setting aside external Compression, will become fluid, and its Parts, by yielding to a Force impressed, be rendered capable of moving easily amongst themselves

 All this essentially involves the consideration of ponderable matter permeated by, or imbedded in ether, and a tertium quid which we may call electricity, a fluid go-between, serving to transmit force between ponderable matter and ether 

 As a group, we are seeking to understand and demonstrate how becoming consonant with subtle forces provides an Etherphone to the Universe; being centered and peaceful nestles one within natural subtle flow patterns of consciousness, thought and creativity that avail one of understanding Truth

 This Ether represents the coming together of karmic forces in such a way as to contribute to the enlightenment of the race in a most highly orchestrated fashion

 But what are the subtle forces which conspire to model physical form from energy swirls?Peaceful, Armed ForcesTo answer what subtle forces condense energy into matter, let us visualize a spiral of dark and light "arms", such as appears in a galaxy

If we take a broad view of the fractal energy matrices of the Universe, we are struck by the spiraled forms which proliferate

"KeelyKelvin(after referring to the velocity which is the conductance in electrostatic measure, and the resistance in electromagnetic measure of one and the same conductor, and stating that this velocity is not very different from that of light): "But its relationship to the velocity of light was brought out in a manner by Maxwell to make it really a part of theory which it never was before

 The authors work on two Etheric devices and case studies from her practice will be offered as evidence that the dynamics discussed hold much promise for improving the quality of life

 The vibrational characteristics of wave patterns which contain Loving intent effect the surrounding Ether in a particular manner

 The writer has been conducting small-scale research into the applied use of this mechanism in assisting people with Learning Disabilities (LD), with success

 It can create resistance to wave transmission due to lack of medium to support the wave pattern

 Contemporary Western physics has chosen to focus upon the entropic forces as dominant powers underlying all dynamics

silver

 The instrument is a series of figure eight windings housed within a geometric, phi-proportioned housing of specifically simple earth materials, where Loving intent to heal is fed into a silver contact, travels through the Etheric accumulation/transformation chamber, and exits via wire to storage within a clay "battery"

What is Ether?This paper is concerned with delineating the missing part to the puzzle that determines subtle force dynamics

 The components flow through channels which conform to their specific shape

"Cayce (443-5)"Etheronic energy is the emanation from the spirit force through the active force of that which makes for matter being held in its positive position, or in its space of activity

 How, in fact, is one to form a precise idea of a body which, moving in the bosom of the ether and consequently traversed by this medium, is at the same time the seat of an electric current or a dielectric phenomena? To surmount this difficulty, so far as I could, I have sought to reduce all the phenomena to a single one, the simplest of all, which is nothing else than the motion of an electrified body

" BlackBloomfield-MooreClara Jessup Bloomfield-Moore"Taking the law of assimilation as the cosmical law, together with self-manifesting power as the characteristic of being, we reach a primary classification of created objects, which corresponds with that which is known as mind and matter-or rather let us say mind and that which is not mind; for there is ground for the apprehension that mind and matter do not include all that exists; and that, along with matter, ether ought to be considered as something intimately related to matter indeed, but yet not just matter

 This paper will discuss the structure of Ether and those forces, advancing a generalized, panoramic perspective

 Advanced bioelectrical force alteration through expansion of ones awareness can routinely improve physical and psychological healing outcomes

 Maxwell pointed out its application to the possible or probable explanation of electric effects by the influence of a medium, and showed that that medium - the medium whose motions constitute light - must be ether

 To deny ether is ultimately to assume that empty space has no physical qualities whatever

 You can become able to feel and know much more, and then to manifest positive energy shifts around you by enhancing your Etheric Force field

 Maxwells electromagnetic theory of light marks a stage of enormous importance in electromagnetic doctrine, and I cannot doubt but that in electromagnetic practice we shall derive great benefit from a pursuing of the theoretical ideas suggested by such considerations

 You will note that the components of most of the forms of Ether mentioned above deal with consciousness patterns of energy, such as Love, compassion, etc

"NewtonPastorIn Tom Beardens glossary under the Tesla, Nikola heading

 This sacred combination of the yin and yang energies creates particularly strong and high speed bioenergy vortices

 The etheric consistency may probably (in accordance with the pyknotic theory) pass into the gaseous state under certain conditions by progressive condensation, just as a gas may be converted into a fluid, and ultimately into a solid, by lowering its temperature

A good first step toward developing a consciousness which is conducive to responsibly harnessing the power of Ether and the subtle forces is to cultivate a strong, densified Etheric Field with which to work

 Subtle energy can have more dramatic, yet quieter effects on physical matter than crude physical interventions

 Such highly evolved intent vibrationally creates a "spin" on the original vibratory transmission

 This energy-to-matter dynamic is routinely seen in enlightened healing

" The law of sympathetic vibration explain chemical affinities a sympathetic attractive, but inherent, force; in short, as gravity

 In order to quantify this, science needs to evaluate entire systems, because the positive effects do not necessarily present themselves in the fragments selected for lab tests

sledge

 As New Scientists, do we choose sledge hammers, silver bullets, or a raised consciousness that carries our minds and creativity back into Oneness with our greatest possession: The Heart to use the forces of the Universe?Implications of Findings to Everyday LifeIn conclusion, let us look deeply into the Universe within ourselves in order to find more enlightened inventiveness to apply to our worlds needs

 Cornille clearly shows that Maxwells equations are directly created by scalar potential interferometry

Cornille

 One may gain such spiritual insightfulness through highly placed intent and a Good Heart, both powerful shapers of Etheric Force patterns

 These allow the physical body to simultaneously assimilate and radiate greater amounts of positive subtle forces

 Or the mass of a single grain contains an energy not less than that possessed by a mass of 70,000 tons, moving at the speed of a cannon ball (1200 feet per second); or, otherwise, a quantity of matter, representing a mass of one grain, imbued with the velocity of the ether particles, encloses an amount of energy which, if entirely utilized, would be competent to project a weight of 100 tons to a height of one mile and nine-tenths of a mile

The simultaneous absorption and radiation of constructive energy combines two poles, yin and yang, and this can create Neutrality

entropic

Centropic forces cannot be separated from entropic forces any more than yin can be isolated from yang

Etheric Force is an implosive, center-seeking essence; the centropic force within a vortex, the "invisible light energy arm" of the galaxy spiral, or the yin (female) principal

 The views of Maxwell [namely, on the application of mechanical principles to the field and charges as a connected mechanical system] can serve as foundation of the desired theory

 Ether fills the whole space, in so far as it is not occupied by ponderable matter, as a continuous substance; it fully occupies the space between the atoms of ponderable matter

Tesla produced the AC system, including polyphase systems

 The electrostatic charges "carried around" are currents between atoms and the ether, which produce magnetism

 One will see that, without any deeper study of the relation between ponderable matter and the ether, one can establish a system of equations suited to describe what passes in a system of such bodies

To illustrate this concept, let us consider that a vibrational pattern is generated and sent out into the Universe

" "Nor can anyone prove that there are transverse ether waves emitted from an alternate current machine; to such slow disturbances, the ether, if at rest, may behave as a true fluid

Shaw[It is] "by means of chemistry that Sir Isaac Newton has made a great part of his surprising discoveries in natural philosophy; and that curious set of queries, which we find at the end of his optics, are almost wholly chemical

" Another major example is his statement: "The Hertz wave theory of wireless transmission may be kept up for a while, but I do not hesitate to say that in a short time it will be recognized as one of the most remarkable and inexplicable aberrations of the scientific mind which has ever been recorded in history

 Today, however, Millers work is hardly known or mentioned, as is the case with nearly all the experiments which produced positive results for an ether in space

 The phenomena of permanent magnetism or cosmically induced magnetism are apparently due to electrostatic charges carried around by cosmic motion, in the universal ether field

 Ether is the blank canvas upon which the subtle forces emerge; the substrate through which Etheric, Astral, magnetic and gravitational force matrices crystallize their structure, themselves becoming templates for energy condensing into physical form

 What good are theories if we cannot eventually use them to improve our lives? By assimilating the larger energy dynamic picture, it is possible to use the information to reconfigure physical substance via bioenergy

"Newton"[He supposed that nature] "may be nothing but various Contextures of some certaine aethereall Spirits or vapours condensd as it were by precipitation, much after the manner that vapours are condensed into water or exhalations into grosser Substances and after condensation wrought into various formes, at first by the immediate hand of the Creator, and ever since by the power of Nature

 Consciousness can densify the Ether, whereas intent catalyses the matrix channels

 This process of subjecting water to a quick high vacuum lowers the pressure potential level thus dissociating the water molecule into its constitutent parts

 Consequently, these three conditions of matter may be arranged (and it is a point of great importance in our monistic cosmogony) in a genetic, continuous order

 Rudolph Steiner wrote and lectured abundantly about how the formative etheric (centropic) and astral forces collaborated to create form out of energy

Rudolph Steiner

 These channels form the pathways through which their associated components may flow, given certain conditions

We are now confident that electric and magnetic phenomena are attributable to the ether, and we are perhaps justified in saying that the effects of static electricity are effects of ether in motion"

centropic

 The Love consciousness embodies harmonious entropic and centropic vector components

 By constructive, it is meant that such waves induce positive changes to the advantage of the overall workings of the system

"Keely"Gravism is the transmissive form (of energy) through a medium of atomoles in the fourth state, or a medium composed of atomolini

The Nature of Densified and Rarified EtherThe nature of Universal dynamics is based upon a balanced and harmonious flow between polar forces

"HelmholtzHertzHertz in his conjectures that a knowledge of the structure of ether should unveil the essence of matter itself, and of its inherent properties, weight and inertia, is treading the path that leads to this knowledge

Gale

 Other positive ether-detection experiments have been undertaken, such as the work of Sagnac (1913) and Michelson and Gale (1925), documenting the existence in light-speed variations (c+v gt; c-v), but these were not adequately constructed for detection of a larger cosmological ether-drift, of the Earth and Solar System moving through the background of space

:This is correct - for, same as the statement of positive and negative forces as relating to gravitation that act upon the individuals DEVELOPMENT, or individuals application as is occupied from within itself

The ether then is none other than our quantum soup composed of many quantum entities

 The more cogent Truth is that the Universe and all its forces are balanced ebbs and flows of varied movements which subsequently direct physical form

 Each portion of the Universe, each creature, is the product of the forces which act between densified and rarified Ether

 It might also be found that magnetic forces are propagated by means of a second medium, and the force of gravitation by means of a third

)There are different combinations of matrices within Ether which create seven forms of Ether

 This is the Neutral Center of which John Keely wrote; the state of poised and powerful latency from which physical and other dimensions can be altered

"KeelyLaw of Vibrating Atomolic Substances:"Atoms are capable of vibrating within themselves at a pitch inversely as the Dyne (the local coefficient of Gravity), and as the atomic volume, directly as the atomic weight, producing the creative force (Electricity), whose transmissive force is propagated through atomolic solids, liquids, and gases, producing induction and the static effect of magnetism upon other atoms of attraction or repulsion, according to theLaw of Harmonic Attraction and Repulsion

 The now famous Michelson-Morley experiment is widely cited, in nearly every physics textbook, for its claimed "null" or "negative" results

 I also agree with him that the EM wave in vacuum is a longitudinal wave, exactly like a sound wave

 On a less ambitious scale, it is possible for you to increase your inventiveness and understanding of the Universe through conscious cultivation of your own subtle bioelectric forces

 Dawn Stranges, PhD5412A West Horseshoe Lake RoadBatavia, New York 14020Phone: (585) 344-3607TeslaNikola Tesla"

 When the elements of the ethereal medium are regarded as truly and simply material however small and light they may be, the elasticity and pressure which must be assigned to that medium in order to admit of the velocity of light, are altogether out of the harmony of things; and wholly incredible, especially when confronted with the phenomena and the theory of astronomy

 Since the outcome is not predominantly entropic, distance is no "matter"

 Since action and reaction are coexistent, it follows that the supposed curvature of space is entirely impossible - But even if it existed it would not explain the motions of the bodies as observed

How wonderful if we could apply this information to generate energy, as John Keely did

The One substance is the etheric "spiritual" substance of the One universal Mind

 In our example, one who is adept at concentrating thought, will and Love remotely will quite frequently be able to effect remote physical effects

Highly efficient, subtle force wave patterns are inherent in highly evolved consciousness and thought patterns

 Among the examples of occurrences which have been observed, are "unnatural" alteration of weather patterns, time and physical properties

 This open up too wide a territory even but to peer into in the dawning light of Keelys system of vibratory physics

I showed that the universal medium is a gaseous body in which only longitudinal pulses can be propagated, involving alternating compressions and expansions similar to those produced by sound waves in the air

 Its specific components are Love, gravitational strings, and karmic force

 There are others that so DULL the senses as that they become one-sided, or only passive, not positive; yet a NORMAL, perfectly well and normal mind as of being so active as to be considered by others in its activity as of being unbalanced, but only is it considered PECULIAR

 Energy leaks and sluggishness in the EMF, created as a result of negativity and fear in the vibrational consciousness patterns, inhibit energy resonance between the Ether and the Ether Body

Atlin is an instrument of Etheric dynamics who will rotate as a result of acoustic stimulation, and proper Etheric flow patterns

 Any vortex requires a balance between centrifugal (entropic) forces and centripetal (centropic) forces, or it ceases to exist

 Quote:"Tesla upholds the startling theory formulated by him long ago, that the radio transmitters as now used, do not emit Hertz waves, as commonly believed, but waves of sound

 Thus, a wireless transmitter does not emit Hertz waves which are a myth, but sound waves in the ether, behaving in every respect like those in the air, except that, owing to the great elastic force and extremely small density of the medium, their speed is that of light

""My second discovery was of a physical truth of the greatest importance

 But to give anything like a satisfactory material realization of Maxwells electromagnetic theory of light, it is necessary to show electrostatic force in relation to the force (X, Y, Z) of my formulas; to explain the generation of heat according to Ohms Law in virtue of the action of this force when it causes an electric current to flow through a conductor; and to show how it is that the velocity of light in ether is equal to, or perhaps we should rather say, is, the number of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic unit of electric quantity

Ohms Law

It cannot differ in density, ether being incompressible: it must, therefore, be under some strain or in motion, and the latter is the most probable

 Keely"The luminiferous ether - the compound interetheric element - in other words, celestial mind force - is the substance of which all visible and invisible things are composed

 These would include simultaneous communication, "coincidental" event effects, and physical reactions by the object of a remote healing

 Only the existence of a field of force can account for the motions of the bodies as observed, and its assumption dispenses with space curvature

strain

"Michelson"Suppose that an ether strain corresponds to an electric charge, an ether displacement to the electric current, these ether vortices to the atoms - if we continue these suppositions, we arrive at what may be one of the grandest generalizations of modern science - of which we are tempted to say it ought to be true even if it is not - namely, that all phenomena of the physical universe are only different manifestations of the various modes of motion of one all-pervading ether

 It is the part of the EMF that lies closest to your physical body (demonstrating its center-seeking properties) and is an energy template for your physical body

"MichelsonMillerThe history of science records the 1887 ether-drift experiment of Albert Michelson and Edward Morley as a pivotal turning point, where the energetic ether of space was discarded by mainstream physics

rarified

 It is hypothesized that the inert medium of Ether, when densified and rarified according to Universal Law, can be catalyzed to create fractally shaped channels

 HaeckelHelmholtzHermann Helmholtz"Only if the ponderable particles contain charges of true electricity can the periodic alternations of the electric moments in the ether educe ponderomotive forces of the same period

 I believe that the transverse gyroelectron precession waves that our instruments actually measure in the conductor when it receives an incoming EM wave from the vacuum, proves that the vacuum wave is indeed longitudinalelse it would seem we must discard the spin of an electron and the theory of gyroscopes

 Helpful in bringing the individual into harmony with his/her potential to raise the consciousness of the human condition

writer

 Specification, construction, and energy dynamics input from divine inspiration were contributed via the writer of this paper

 This assertion is corroborated by the research conducted using the Etheric accumulator, Sophigurate, which will be discussed later

container

Cullen

 That is, a container in which a vacuum may be made must be of such a CONDENSE element as to prevent ether from going through the atomic forces of the element itself, as is seen in that of an electric bulb - this is not a vacuum, only a portion! To the finite mind this is CONSIDERED as such, but were the same character - or these same conditions produced in a DIFFERENT way - THEN these may be made to BECOME an element that would act in that way and manner, see? As is seen at present, helium becomes the greater usage in containers that may be made; yet these THEMSELVES (This is working from the opposite side, see?) - but were those gases, or those metals used that the supply of helium itself becomes the container FOR the vacuum ITSELF, see? this condensed, see? into a metal form, THEN the vacuum ITSELF, made that would lift without being lifted, see?"Cayce (195-70)Cullen"If the density of the one [chemical element] is not so much greater than that of the other as to overcome the attraction of its parts, the aether in each upon their approach will repel each other

 It is useful in healing physical trauma and neurological and attitude problems, as shown by the authors research

 Consult it frequently during each day, and ask that divine inspiration, using the medium of the Ether, be received by you for use in a waiting world in need

 Some physicists have attempted to determine its weight by the energy of the light-waves, and have discvered that it is some fifteen trillion times lighter thanatmospheric air; on that hypothesis a sphere of ether of the size of our earth would weigh at least two hundred and fifty pounds

 be called a theory of the Electromagnetic Field, because it has to do with the space in the neighborhood of the electric and magnetic bodies, and it may be called a Dynamical Theory, because it assumes that in that space there is matter in motion, by which the observed electromagnetic phenomena are produced

The importance of cosmic motion to the electromagnetic effects of static charges was brought up by Tesla in his lecture:"About fifteen years ago, Prof

"KeelyLaw of Oscillating Atomoles:"Atomoles oscillating at a uniform pitch (determined by their uniform size and weight) produce the creative force Atomolity, whose transmissive form, Gravism, is propagated through more rarefied media, producing the static effect upon all other atomoles, denominated Gravity

 The premise of this paper, that we can elicit dramatically more positive effects by raising our consciousness (thus densifying Ether), conforms to the Aborigines experience

 Our society has armed us with sledge hammers, then silver bullets to go forth into the world and overcome what we perceive as impediments to our progress

 As the idea of an empty space and an action at a distance is scarcely possible in the present condition of our knowledge (at least, it does not help to clear a monistic view), I postulate for ether a special structure which is not atomistic, like that of ponderable matter, and which may provisionally be called (without further determination) etheric or dynamic structure

 These divine driving forces are more subtle than sledge hammers or even silver bullets, and they provide the subtle energy matrices which connect us with our True selves and kindred spirits so that we might do the work we really need and want to do

 They hold in common that they were created with intent to help humanity, to build a dream, and without intent to fix outcome to a permanent concept

 Let us envision that of the myriad of vibrational patterns that make up matter and energy, we focalize on the thought of a person we know

 According to the general theory of relativity space without ether is unthinkable; for in such space there would not only be no propagation of light, but also no possibility of existence for standards of space and time (measuring-rods and clocks), nor therefore any space-time intervals in the physical sense

Experimental use has demonstrated clearly that physical trauma healing and neurological and other bioelectric conductive malfunctions respond with much greater bioefficiency than "normal"

 Composed of pulsed current strings, and a web of resultant pulsed magnetic fields

 To say all that I think, I believe that if these experiments had been a hundred or a thousand times more precise, the result would still have been negative

 The wave patterns which created the matrices in the Ether use those pathways to communicate with others, or to condense their energy into physical structure, depending upon the nature of the matrix

 lecture at Columbia College, Tesla said in pertinent part (emphasis mine):"What is electricity, and what is magnetism? "

 Enlightened intent combined with laying on of hands or remediating a destructive thought pattern has the power to remove cancer, and with only positive side effects

In support of this opinion I have nothing to offer but a subjectve conviction; if the result had been positive, one would have been able to measure the density of the ether, and - if the reader forgive me the vulgarity of this expression - it is repugnant to me to think that the ether is si arriv que cela [that big a success]

Psychic Surgery takes advantage of a highly developed Souls ability to reconstruct physical matter, rendering it penetrable to an open hand

 John Keely left a rich legacy of ingenious research into subtle force physics, but many secrets interpreting the awesome power within every atom died with him

 Bigger picture changes can be quantified, but require an attitude of more respectfulness toward all facets of the studies, regarding how the researchers consciousness effects outcome

 It is to be observed, that bodies thus in contact with the excited body, remain, some longer, some a shorter time in contact with that body, until they have got an atmosphere of their own: then they are propelled till meeting with some other matter, they discharge their atmosphere, and are attracted and repelled as before

 He says that a Hertz wave would only be possible in a solid ether, but he has demonstrated (as has Keely) already in 1897 that the ether is a gas, which can only transmit waves of sound; that is such as are propagated by alternate compressions and rarefactions of the medium in which transverse waves are absolutely impossible

 Your physical form was condensed into a spiral form as your cells multiplied in utero

"ThomsonWhittaker"A history of the theories of aether and electricity

 Likewise, the enlightened choice of precise pitch applied to glass can shatter it more eloquently than a sledge hammer

enlightened

 [The first two principles were] primal matter innate with life, and a certain vortex in perpetual flux and unordered motion  from these there arose an orderly flux and interblending of essences, and thus from each, that which was most suitable to the production of life flowed to the centre of the universe, while the surrounding spirit was drawn within, as a bubble in water

" BartonBlack"Sir Isaac Newton is of the opinion that there is in nature a certain fluid of exceeding elasticity and density, that pervades all nature, the different modifications of which produce the phenomena of Electricity, magnetism and Gravity and the cohesion of the smaller parts of bodies to each other

 Zolver Preston, in his Physics of the Ether, says:"A quantity of matter representing a total mass of only one grain, and possessing the normal velocity of the ether particles, that of a wave of light, encloses a state of energy represented by upward of one thousand millions of foot tons

: What is the best substance for induction, conduction, transmission of etheronic energy?A

 That is to say, one can grow to alter her/his own Electromagnetic Field (EMF) dynamics so that s/he can speed up healing or rearrange Ether

 For instance, in Liquid Ether, the structure of gravitational strings finds correspondence with the shapes of the channels made available by surrounding influences

YaffeWhat Kind of Fluid is a Quark-Gluon Plasma?The hot soup of free quarks and gluons that existed in the very early universe, and a state of matter that physicists have been trying to re-create amid high-energy nuclear collisions, QGP is actually not a superfluid, as the original version of Update 681 erroneously suggested

 "From his experiments he knew that the EM wave in vacuum was longitudinal, like sound waves

" "The puzzling behavior of the ether as a solid to waves of light and heat, and as a fluid to the motion of bodies through it, is certainly explained in the most natural and satisfactory manner by assuming it to be in motion, as Sir William Thomson has suggested

vibrational

 In this case, we are seeking to understand the vibrational triggers to create polarity mode- shifting in controlled patterns, so that subtle forces such as Ether can evoke physical force differentials that can move atoms (in the shape of our Dynasphere, for instance)

 Harmonious juxtapositioning of these two polar densities of Ether imparts vibrational characteristics to transient wave patterns that allow them to become cohesive and constructive

 Both of these devices reflect the New Science paradigm; that object and subject are connected through process, and that outcome is really a step in the process

outcome

Seven Types of Etheric ForceThe writers exploration has led her to research historic theories about Ether, and experiment with the densification and accumulation of it

"Ironically, modern quantum mechanics has almost proven Tesla right that "the universal medium is a gaseous body

 Supposing that the bodies act upon the surrounding space causing curving of the same, it appears to my simple mind that the curved spaces must react on the bodies, and producing the opposite effects, straightening out the curves

 As he states, this means that EM force field wave s are created by the interference of sound-type scalar potential waves, or "sound creates light

atomoles

"Keely"Atomolini are ultimate units of atomoles, and when in a liquid state are the media for the transmission of gravism

 This Ether Force is helpful in transcending time, space, and consciousness boundaries

 Ether may be called imponderable matter in the sense that we have no means of determining its weight experimentally

Snell"Keely has attained the transmission of the etheric current in the same manner as the electric current with this one notable difference, that, in order to show insulation to the skeptical, he passes the etheric current, through blocks of glass in running his vibratory devices

 Such patterns coincide with vector forces which are most efficient at connecting one entity to another; a holographic sort of information supersensible highway

How does this work? Ether imparts, through resonance, its ability to crystallize energy matrices from whence physical form will follow

 Vibrational patterns traversing the matrices, or channels within the Ether, are able to affect nearby wave patterns (and their sources) as well as those which are distal in space and time

"In these statements, Tesla showed he was aware that any "stationary" locale on earth is actually in fantastic motion ("70,000 mph")

 It is the Etheric Body that sustains the "current of injury" whose purpose is to construct energy matrices which densify into regenerative tissue, as documented by Dr

 Radio waves were not measurable some time ago

Sheldrakes

 The Ether is the medium through which Rupert Sheldrakes morphogenetic field dynamics are catalyzed

Rupert Sheldrakes

 Original research into the varied forms of Ether are presented here for the first time

crystallize

 Liquid Ether Force is densified Ether that supports matrix structures which can crystallize gravitational strings

Dayton Millers 1933 paper in Reviews of Modern Physics details the positive results from over 20 years of experimental research into the question of ether-drift, and remains the most definitive body of work on the subject of light-beam interferometry

atomolic

"Keely"Ether is an atomolic liquid 986,000 times the density of steel

 On the other hand, the electrolytic phenomena, especially Faradays law of electrolytic equivalents, have long since led to the assumption that electric charges of determinate magnitude attach to the valence positions of chemically bound ions - charges that can be now positive, now negative, but which must be everywhere, for every valence position of every atom, have the same absolute magnitude

 [The first two principles were] primal matter innate with life, and a certain vortex in perpetual flux and unordered motion--from these there arose an orderly flux and interblending of essences, and thus from each, that which was most suitable to the production of life flowed to the centre of the universe, while the surrounding spirit was drawn within, as a bubble in water

 I see no way of suggesting properties of matter, of electricity, or of ether, by which all this, or any more than a very slight approach to it, can be done, and I think we must feel at present that the triple alliance, ether, electricity, and ponderable matter is rather a result of our want of knowledge, and of capacity to imagine beyond the limited present horizon of physical science, than a reality of nature

ether-drift

Millers work, which ran from 1906 through the mid-1930s, most strongly supports the idea of an ether-drift, of the Earth moving through a cosmological medium, with calculations made of the actual direction and magnitude of drift

and of extreme complexity, ranging from the micro to the macro systems dealing in complex infinitiesSo when one finds a refreshing statement like Teslas, equating: "EM wave in vacuum was longitudinal, like sound waves" I regain my respect for the Biblical pronouncement: Then God [said], Let there be light" as the first initiator of Creation

gravism

 Between parallel wires and through air the induction takes place from large areas through a rarefied medium composed of a mixture of substances, whose atoms are separated by waves of repulsion of various pitches, discordant to electric vibrations; the said atoms sympathetically absorb the vibrations and dissipate from themselves, as centers, concentric waves of electric energy which produces heat and gravism

 Through our actions, thoughts and intents, we alter Ethers properties as a medium

 From his experiments he knew that the EM wave in vacuum was longitudinal, like sound waves

AtlinThe second example of Etheric Science made manifest comes as a group effort to research and develop a Musical Sphere, or Dynasphere which was invented and mysteriously operational 100 years ago thanks to the genius of John Keely

Other traditional cultures who place a strong emphasis on high ethical standards and a raised consciousness also experience "inexplicable" positive outcomes or "miracles", according to our definition of reality (science)

 In cultures and with individuals who work with the subtle forces instead of depending on the denser physical methods of healing, "miracles" are experienced frequently

 Thus, to justify the velocity of light on the same principles as those of sound, in various material media, the ethereal pressure must be 122,400,000,000 times greater than that of the atmosphere - which is incredible, says Macvicar

Macvicar

Since no one can hold an atom or molecule perfectly still---because it is in fantastic motion---all atoms and molecules carry currents producing magnetic fields

 This should be rather interesting to this body, for it is very much like that used by the body in destructive forces in the Atlantean sojourn! Not that which caused the cosmic ray, or the death ray, or the healing ray - but the ray that came from setting of the prismatic influences from high heating - it may be from Arcturus or it may be from the Sun; though Arcturus would be nearer proper

Faraday-Maxwell

 And of course the discussions in this present annotated glossary show why I personally am of the opinion that Tesla was also correct in his firm disbelief that those Faraday-Maxwell "taut physical strings without physical holders" filled the ether and provided transverse EM wave oscillations

matrices

 What forms those insulating or conducting matrices? Not the Ether, which is an inert medium of transit or resistance, but very subtle wave patterns generated by external sources (such as living things)

 Because as the mechanic philosophers make the Aether the cause of attraction, muscular motion and other extraordinary phenomena of matter: So is the HOLY GHOST the cause of all spiritual conduct, which is consonant to the divine Law

 Hertz constructed a circuit, whose period of vibration for electric currents was such that he was able to see sparks, due to the increased vibration, leaping across a small airspace in this resonant circuit; his experiments have proved and demonstrated the ethereal theory of electromagnetism: -that electromagnetic actions are due to a medium pervading all known space; while Keelys experiments have proved that all things are due to conditions of ether

 The consistency of ether is also peculiar, on our hypothesis, and different from that of ponderable matter

 The theory being that a corpuscle of matter is composed of smaller more energetic corpuscles or particles

 It is counterpart and partner to the entropic, centrifugal, "visible light arm", radiating yang (masculine) principal which is Astral energy

 Professor Fitzgerald says:- "Ether must be the means by which electric and magnetic forces exist, it should explain chemical actions, and if possible gravity

 Sai Baba and other prophets have been able to manifest physical artifacts from "thin air" (a

 At the very basis of the dynamics previously discussed is Ether

"Tesla therefore believed in an ether which was in motion relative to earth, because the earth is in motion

raised

 A truly raised consciousness is ones phonecard into the vast communication system that exists within the Ether

 It would be helpful for healing all wounds, and for degenerative conditions

 Thereafter, the postulate of "empty space" was embraced, along with related concepts which demanded constancy in light-speed, such as Albert Einsteins relativity theory

Albert Einsteins

"Cayce (440-3)"A mechanical device might be constructed where a vacuum even excluding ether could be drawn and maintained, developing thereby a levitating force; this similar to that force which exerts pressure upward when air is pumped into a steel barrel while submerged below surface of a medium such as water

Cayce

 are those of a moving system [ether], the motion being communicated from one part of the system to another by forces, the nature and laws of which we do not yet even attempt to define, because we can eliminate these forces from the equations of motion by the method given by Larange for any connected system

Larange

 Liquid Ether has the ability to directly support Etheric functions of a living body

 It is in eternal motion; and this specific movement of ether (it is immaterial whether we conceive it as vibration, strain, condensation, etc

 Rowland demonstrated a most interesting and important fact, namely, that a static charge carried around produces the effects of an electric current

"Keely"The fundamental mode of vibration changes as we reach the fifth subdivision [of matter], to the dominant, the diatonic third of the mass chord, which controls the vibratory states of both the etheron and interetheron

We live in a world of chaos theory

repulsion

Kant"The elementary system of the moving forces of matter depends upon the existence of a substance which is the basis (the primordially originating moving force) of all moving forces of matter, and of which it an be said as a postulate (not as a hypothesis): There exists a universally distributed all-penetrating matter within the space it occupies or fills through repulsion, which agitates itself uniformly in all its parts and endlessly persists in this motion

Kant

 Herein lies the mechanism of how intent can effect subtle forces, which effect physical outcome

 Better yet, and more importantly, the dynamics discussed can be applied to everyday life, and used to more deeply grasp the subtleties of subtle force physics

"[Snell Manuscript]Stefan"whether one does not in general have to conceive magnetic and electric phenomena as conditions of a medium, perhaps the luminferous ether, and whether particularly one does not have to assume that magnetic and electric forces are only apparent actions at a distance, being in fact immediate actions of the medium, dependent on its momentary states and therefore also propagated, just as these states, with finite velocity

Snell

 Such observation will yield you many insights: spiritual Oneness, a clearer understanding of chaos theory, and repeated demonstrations of wave mechanics

"-Albert EinsteinYour continuing quest to find your own way to best help this world starts with your own Heart

 Ether is not a simple substance but is composed of the various quantum entities now beginning to be known to orthodoxy

"Keely"The atomolic substance is what is termed the ether which fills all space and is the transmitting medium for all celestial and terrestrial forces

 As I have searched the entire scientific records in more than a half dozen languages for a long time without finding the least anticipation, I consider myself the original discoverer of this truth, which can be expressed by the statement: There is no energy in matter other than that received from the environment

The entire "created" universe of all that is, ever has been, or ever will be, is but the One substance in motion, light

 Contents include compassion, strings of celestial (Astral) energy, and Universal radiance (a balanced blend of Etheric and Astral components of the cosmos)

 It is stored for use as a healing non- substance, as an experimental curiosity, and for a healthful ambient presence in ones environment

 Hence thought as a body, whether of animal or plant, is shown as of plant receiving in its freshness of vigor influences that come from or through the etheronic energy in its activity upon the body, in the expression or upon the plant as in its expression

 If it be supposed that it consists of minute homogeneous atoms (for instance, indivisible etheric particles of a uniform size), it must be further supposed that there is something else between these atoms, either "empty space" or a third, completely unknown medium, a purely hypothetical "inter-ether"; the question as to the nature of this brings us back to the original difficulty, and so on in infinitum

 Sai Baba also changes his physical stature from day to day

Sai Baba

"Summarizes ether drift experiments subsequent to Michelson-Morley experiment

perfectly

" LorentzLorentz"It has seemed to me useful to develop a theory of electromagnetic phenomena based on the idea of a ponderable matter perfectly permeable to the ether and able to move without communicating to the latter the least motion

 [electrical forces] may be discovered to be produced entirely by the action of contiguous particles of some intervening medium, and we have an analogy for this in the case of heat, where certain effects which follow the same laws are undoubtedly propagated from particle to particle

" Kelvin (Thomson)Kelvin"We thus have simply the undulatory theory of light, as an inevitable consequence of believing that the displacement of an elastic solid by which, in my old paper [of 1847], I gave merely a representation of the electric currents and the corresponding magnetic forces, is a reality

compiled by Dale Pond, 1992-2009This information has been wikied in the SVPwikiThe ether of the ancients is our quantum world populated with a multitude of quantum entities known and unknown

Dale Pond

 The Etheric device developed by the writer supports this assertion, as do healing practices of the Aborigines, Orientals, and other holistic thinkers who saw the Universe as more than an assemblage of components

 I also submit my own theory that a photon of concentional physics is the very same element which exists under a range varying pressure gradients (like everything else)

" This strongly supports Teslas original statement that EM waves in the vacuum are actually EM sound waves, much like sound waves in a gas

Teslas

 Dayton Millers work on ether-drift was so constructed, however, and yielded consistently positive results

THE STRUCTURE OF ETHER AND ITS SUBTLE FORCESDawn StrangesTHE STRUCTURE OF ETHER AND ITS SUBTLE FORCESDawn StrangesThe magnificent energy matrices which coalesce to form galaxies also determine your health, the nature of atomic bonds, and all dynamics in between

Cavitation of water creates Sonoluminescense (light) and releases constituent particles

 When these are imparted within our above-mentioned thought, their balanced centripetal and centrifugal force vectors spin the vibratory thought pattern into a highly efficient, even cohesive, "rifled" flow pattern

 Explanations deduced from the effects produced by the motion of imponderable fluids will gradually replace those now accepted 

 The mechanical property is what gives matter its mass; its the angular momentum of the whirling aether energy

 Now we may see Eastern wisdom corroborated by modern day science!This is how aetherphysics is best described:Our universe is multi dimensional and it is made of one substance and one substance only! This substance is called aetherand it is a vibrating fluid-like energy that permeates the physical vacuum

 The Platonic bodies used for the atom model, are duals like the cube and octahedron and the icosahedron and dodecahedron

 Hecht proposes the geometry of an alpha particle, a tetrahedron occurring as a dual of a larger tetrahedron as the first and smallest geometry within the nucleus

Periodic table of the elementsThe interesting thing about Moons model is the fact that the Platonic bodies correspond exactly with the periodicity of the elements

It would explain how the universal consciousnesswas accessed by so many geniuses like the greatest philosophers, scientists, artists and musicians that have inspired us throughout the Ages

Mainstream physics has never been able to explain why the atom has these random numbers of 2, 6, 10 and 14 electrons in its electron clouds, the orbital shells around the nucleus

 The first magic number 2 is the first atomic number of helium, representing the introduction of the alpha particle with 2 neutrons

Daniel Winternow believes that vortexes, little eddies or tornados in the fluid-like aetherare the basic building blocks of matter

Conscious energyScientists like David Wilcock and Daniel Wintertake the notion even further, they say the aetherenergy has properties of consciousness, they conclude that there is no dualism in the physical and the mental realm

com)They called these torus-like flow forms the Anu and mentioned that the atom is shaped from the aetherusing the Anu as a flow form

 Amazingly the emotion associated with love is Golden Meanrelated! If were hugging our loved one and we express the feeling of love, the maximum pressure in the hug is at exactly the Golden Mean ratio with respect to the total duration of the hug!Relation between emotions and wave envelops

In this chapter we will present a new theory about matter that agrees with Platothat the atoms are constructed from the Platonic solids

 When this same light chases its own tail around the surface of the torusshape we call it matter

 The zero point acts as a fractalattractor drawing into it all the electromagnetic waves that can be shared to ride the roller coaster of the cascading Golden waves

The memory effect of water may be a physical explanation for homeopathy

5nested vortexpairs in a decahedron correspond with the 10 electrons of the d shell, seenote *7nested vortexpairs in an cubeoctahedroncorrespond with the 14 electrons of the f shell

The Merkaba energy field of the human body is an interlaced tetrahedron(double interpenetrating tetrahedron, one pointing upwards and one downwards; see the cover of this book)

 He equated the tetrahedronwith the element fire, the cube with the earth, the icosahedronwith water, the octahedron with air and the dodecahedronwith the aether, the stuff of the planets and stars

 Hes aware of all things going on in the universe because hes the universal consciousness

 According to Daniel Winter, this is what gravityreally is, the cascade of Golden Mean electromagnetic sine waves that gain an ever-increasing velocity breaking the speed barrier of light

Paul La Violettes sub-quantum kinetics perfectly describes how the aetherrealm spawns waves that we observe as light in our universe

 The numbers 8  2 = 6 correspond with the 6 edges of the tetrahedron

 The eastern Chakra systems of the body have been identified as nodes in the human body where vortexes of subtle energy from higher dimensions interfere with the physical body

 According to many ancient cosmologies, the universe evolved over billions of years as a result of a continuous process of matter and energy creation from a supposedly fourth dimensional realm, the aether

If we add Daniel Winters vision that elementary particles such as electrons, protons and neutrons are no more than vortices in the ether, the Moon/Hecht model of the atom can be seen as a nested set of Golden Mean vortices whereas the flat bottom of a vortexcone coincides with a vertex of a Platonic body

 According to Paul La Violette a monopole antenna such as a charged sphere will create longitudinal scalar potential waves when periodically charged and discharged

 Kozyrevdiscovered that torsion fields can also propagate through space as torsion wavesat tremendous speeds at least one billion times the speed of light (10? C)

 Since most scientists believe that the spin field is a property of matter, they fail to recognise that it is the torsion field that creates matter in the first place

 Winter postulates that the nested and fractalstructures of the dodecahedron and the icosahedron are the result of imploding electromagnetic waves in the eye of the hurricane

 The A-field or Akasha field can explain the psychic abilities reported by many people to see into the past and know about events that took place in this world that were not perceived by any personal cognitive conscious experience

 Some scientists now believe that the aetheris a subtle energy that flows through all material things like some liquid, creating the material world from it

 Tom Beardens scalar waves now get support from Paul La Violettewhose sub quantum kinetics theory not only predicts the Hertzian transverse waves but also Teslas longitudinal scalar waves

 This creation process has never ceased and still continues today according to La Violette

 Matter is created from pure light (electromagnetic and torsion waveenergy) and as we have demonstrated there is a distinct relation between love and the Golden Meanratio (Phi) that is required to sustain matter

 Maxwells classical electromagnetic wave theory that is still the prevailing theory today for electromagnetism does not allow for scalar waves and accounts for transverse electromagnetic waves only

The idea that God is the light and love of this world as mentioned by many world religions can be taken literally after studies of the work of Daniel Winter

Each vortexpair in the doughnut corresponds with 2 electrons and when the doughnuts are organized inside a Platonic Solid we get the equivalent of an electron shell

 The Heart Tuner is a heart/brain biofeedback system that is able to measure the coherence between the heartbeats (Electrocardiogram ECG) and the brainwaves (Electroencephalogram EEG) of an individual

 In this sense, the zero point is the alpha and omega of creation!The zero point is perfect stillness and unimaginable abundant activity at the same time! They are two sides of the same coin, its like a snake biting its own tail

 Maybe they didnt have such a primitive and poor concept of reality after all? Maybe it is us who have some catching up to do?It is now dawning in science that the universe may be self-aware

So how does the heart and brain waves that have long wavelengths connect and lock with the much shorter wavelengths of the DNA? Its the Golden Meanratio that bridges the scale of the long wavelength of the heart and brain waves to the short wavelength of DNA

 It seems that electromagnetism, gravityand torsion wavesare all members of the same family; they are just different forms of aethervibrations

(15)
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 Mainstream physics could never really explain these; for one thing we still dont know what gravityreally is; we have known the physical laws of gravity since Newton; however we dont know whats causing gravity!String theory is trying to accomplish exactly what the WSM theory has done, to integrate quantum physicsand Einsteins relativity

 From this observation he concluded that the torsion wave must travel at super-luminal speeds

 The only source that could explain this acceleration is an invisible energy that permeates the entire universe! Astrophysics has termed this mysterious energy dark energy!Remarkably a cyclic model is the cosmological model that corresponds with the ancient Eastern cosmology

 His first outer body experiences spontaneously occurred after a serious accident where he almost lost his life! He claims to be in contact now with a higher intelligence helping him to shape his new physics Vortexiajah!(12)Sacred geometry patterns of electromagnetic energy also occur in the energy field radiated by the heart

 Eastern spiritual traditions have always claimed that our world is Maya, illusionary

Maria Goeppert-Mayer

 Hecht was looking for an explanation for the so called magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126, discovered by physicist Maria Goeppert-Mayer

Eventually even Einsteinrejected the idea of discrete particles and believed that particles were in fact part of a continuous field

com)When doughnuts are nested to form the electron shells of the atom, the only requirement to continue this form of non-destructive interference is that these doughnuts align according to the Platonic Solid geometries

Whilst destructive interference is the norm in wave interference, the only exception in nature is when the waves interfere with Golden Meanratio wavelengths! In other words, the Phispiral can re-enter itself around the torusshape without destroying itself

According to Daniel Winterthe aethercreates vortexes, little tornados of whirling and spiralling energy in the ocean of aether, our universe

 Amit Goswami, Daniel Winterand David Wilcockare a few of the scientists who have crossed the bridge between science and spirituality and who now believe that the primordial conscious energy of the universe is the first cause of creation

 Wilcock and Hoagland believe that hurricanes are not only feeding on the conventional convection currents caused by the warm ocean waters and cooler air above, but also experience anti-gravityeffects in their funnels as a result of the torsion waves

The elements at which the atom reaches its maximum volume are the elements with atomic numbers 3, 11, 19, 37, 55 en 87

The torusflow form is similar to the rings created by the smoke of a cigar

 In a sense its a miniature black hole attracting the light into itself meanwhile creating not only gravitybut also self-awareness

 The nucleus of lithium consists of a tetrahedron inscribed in a cube

 There is no duality, the universe is constructed from one and one substance only and both the physical and mental world springs forth from this single substance called the aether

This energy not only shapes the physical world moment by moment, it is also related to consciousness

 Benveniste also demonstrated that by simply placing a second bottle next to the first one he could copy the properties of the water from one bottle to the other

 Bohm goes on to say that consciousnessis not only present in animate life forms but also in inanimate matter since, energy, space, time and consciousnessare not separate things according to Bohm

 In new aetherphysics there are only waves!The aetheris the medium of the electromagnetic waves and it is assumed that the aetheris a non-material fluid-like medium, a subtle energy substance that permeates the entire universe

com)Now the torusis a unique flow form in hydrodynamics, it allows fluids to spiral inwards and outwards on the same surface of the torus

Amit Goswamisays that consciousnessmust be the ground of all being to solve the ambiguity of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum science

 Hans Jennycarried on the work of Buckminster Fullerand tested these standing wave vibrations in spherical volumes of fluid

For hundreds of years brilliant physicists and philosophers have tried to represent our world in mathematical models of particle physics that state that our physical world is made of matter of which the smallest part is called the atom

 The brain is merely the antenna tuned to receive the individual consciousness from the universal consciousness just like the quantum brain theory suggests

 Although quantum sciencehas revealed the presence of the zero point fieldwith all its virtual subatomic particles and photons that jump into existence from apparently nowhere to return to oblivion nanoseconds later, there is still is no reasonable explanation as to how and why particles and photons can appear and disappear just like that

 The reason is that periodicity correlates with the completion of protons inside the cube (8 protons at 8 vertices), cube + octahedron (14 protons at 14 vertices), cube + octahederon + icosahedrons (26 protons at 26 vertices) and cube + octahedron _ icosahedrons + dodecahedron (46 protons at a total of 46 vertices)

 The torusis natures perfect flow form to create a seemingly separate entity in the formless aetherthat is stable enough to last

 Remember that torsion waves are generated by many phenomena such as the vibration or displacement of matter, electromagnetic energy and our conscious thoughts to name a few

 This phenomenon is totally unexplainable within the current scientific paradigm, however if we understand that by spinning an object we change the overall electromagnetic spin stored in the object, we may see why it has a feeble but measurable affect on its mass

If the universe is essentially created from one universal substance, the aether, it must be form that is used to create different and separate things out of this universal substance

 In this model the protons that make up the nucleus are situated on the vertices of the Platonic bodies

A growing number of post quantum physicists are discovering what Einstein and Schrdinger already assumed; physics may have been on the wrong track all along, misled by the idea that the material world exists of separate hard particles! They are suggesting now that we may live in a wave-based universe

 Physics would be simply the study of Phi cycles!(5)Dr Moon's atomic modelAn alternative model for the atom based on the regular Platonic solid bodies (regular polyhedra) stems from professor Dr

 In 1986 Wolff formulated a theory that he called the Standing Wave Structure of Matter (abbreviated to WSM theory)

 It was proven that torsion waves are linked to human consciousnessand are created by human thought and emotions

 After the universes birth we move for billions of years through space to end up where we started to be attracted again into a huge black hole

 Everything in the environment of a black hole is attracted to the core of the black hole

 The new form of energy discovered by Kozyrevis a spiralling non-Hertzian electromagnetic wave that travels through the vacuum at super-luminal speeds, a billion times (10? C) faster than light

 He even noticed that torsion wave radiation was received in a location in the sky that revealed the future position of the star! Since torsion waves travel at super-luminal speeds, they can cross the time barrier and move into the future

The result is our by now familiar cascade of Golden electromagnetic waves just like weve discussed before that is happening inside the atom

So is there any proof that may corroborate the validity of this Hermetic principle in our universe?The answer is yes there is; the amazing fact of the matter is that recent discoveries reveal that the Hermetic principle and the sacred geometryinvolved can be demonstrated in both the theoretical unobservable subatomic vortexes of the atom, and the very real observable largest vortexes of hurricanes! Richard C

 The torusis often compared with the shape of a doughnut or an apple

 If the interfering waves did not maintain the Golden Meanratio in wavelength, destructive interference would be the result and the material world could simply not exist

 The Platonic solids arrange themselves in what chaos theorycalls fractalpatterns weaving a matrix in space interconnecting atoms with the stars

 Hans Jennys Cymaticsexperiments and are the explanation for the observed pentagonal and hexagonal patterns in the eye of the hurricane

 The Schumann waves are a result of the Schumann resonance, a frequency resonation of about 8 Hertz that occurs between upper layers in the atmosphere and the Earths crust

Daniel Winterdiscovered that people who are experiencing true feelings of love leave a signature in the frequency spectrum of the heart, the ECG

 Carved out of stone the Platonic solids are dated at least a thousand years before Plato! These stones were found in Britain and belonged to the Neolithic peoples, a culture that according to our current understanding did not have the mathematical ability to understand these forms - nonetheless they carved them out of stone! Now isnt this surprising that a vibrated fluid can create forms such as these and that these forms have been described by Platosome 400 years BC?The secret of Sacred geometry is not about geometry per se,its about vibrations that take on geometrical patterns!Sacred geometry was preserved throughout history in Freemasonrycircles since it was believed to be important knowledge revealing the secrets of our universe! Contemporary scientists now tell us that in fact all of creation is the offspring of aethervibrations just like the Eastern Hinducosmology has always talked about the Ohm sound of Brahman as the vibration that creates the physical world

 Hans Jennys Cymatics research, vibration of a fluidwith colloid showing a star-tetrahedronThe late Buckminster Fuller(1895 - 1983) however was the first to discover that a relation between musical frequencies (The Diatonic scale) and geometrical forms exists

 They sent samples of this water to Dr Masaru Emotowho froze the water samples and studied the crystals

When these nested doughnuts inside the atom are arranged according to the Platonic solidssymmetries, all waves will rush into the center of the atom, creating repetitive, recursive or fractalpatterns that not only shape the electron shells but also the nucleus

 How can this be? How can these opposites be the same? The cascade of Golden waves creates an infinite series of higher harmonics and when all the waves are added up using the Fourier principle it creates a flat wave of zero Hertz, perfect stillness!Now think of a glass of water, if you start to vibrate it slowly, you will quite clearly see wave fronts in the glass

 Eventually the fractalpatterns disappear into a zero point in the nucleus of the atom

Whereas almost all physical laws both in Newtonian and quantum physicswere empirically derived from experiments, Milo Wolf says he now has theory that a priori, from theoretical principles, allows the laws of both relativity and quantum physicsto be determined!If he is right the origin of the physical laws and the properties of charge, mass and gravity, for the first time can be understood

 Today mainstream sciences best shot is the string theory

 The next element from the periodic table of the elements is helium with atomic number 2 and hence has two protons

 We can no longer speak of consciousnessthat is restricted to organic life forms alone; consciousness can reside in many forms including stars and planets

 According to Daniel Winter, physics has mistaken these vortexwaveforms for electron particles

 According to the Big Bang theory, the universe inflated from what is called a singularity, an infinitely compressed point in space, into a volume of several hundred million light-years in diameter in just 10? seconds!This event required that all known laws in physics, including the laws of thermodynamics, Einsteins relativity laws (nothing can exceed the speed of light) were disabled for the happy occasion, the birth of all matter and energy from complete nothingness

 They are caused by many types of events such as the movement of physical objects but also surprisingly enough by conscious thought! Russian discoveries revealed that our thoughts and feelings extend far beyond the body and travel through the universe!Quantum physicist David Bohmalso believes that the universe is holographic in nature and that there is an undivided wholeness of all things

 The antigravity effect increases significantly and coincides with the formation of the pentagram only when the internal hurricane wind speeds build up to the extreme categories 4 and 5 on the Saffir-Simpson scale

If we organise vortexspin fields of electromagnetic energy in the organisation patterns of the Platonic solidswe call an atom, we may now understand that:Matter is a dense form of accumulated energyMatter internally has properties of inertia that gives it mass

(9)

 Matter is simply the focal point of a vibration in an energy sea called the aether

Keplers Platonic solid interpretation of the solar systemIn the composition of the atom, only the cube, octahedron, icosahedrons and the dodecahedron are used, starting with the cube for the first element hydrogen

 The power grid in the United States that drains current into the Earth causes the worst case of electromagnetic pollution and this activity should be stopped immediately according to Dan Winter!(13)Torsion wavesNikola Teslaaround 1900 was the first to experiment with two spiral coils (caduceus shaped)

 However taking Daniel Winters theory of gravity literally, the word attraction seems just fine; it now seems appropriate three hundred years after Newton to say that the Earth and the moon are in love and that it is gravitation that is drawing a man to a woman!Daniel Winteralso used his Heart Tuner on a trained yogi who went into a deep state of meditation

The aetherenergy can arrange itself into basic geometrical wave patterns that were named after Plato, the Platonic solidsto form matter

sacred

 The sacred geometry that can be found within the Moon/Hecht atomic model based on the Platonic solids, makes that the properties such as volume, melting point and compressibility as well as the magic numbers can be explained

 The Akasha field is the book of life that keeps a record of all that has ever happened in this universe and all that will ever happen in the future

 After this briefest of moment of time, the holy laws of science were re-enacted and ever since the universe does not allow energy and matter to be created from the same nothingness any longer (first law of Thermodynamics)

 At the next element in the table of elements, lithium (Li 3), the neutrons remain in place, but the protons move to the vertices of the cube

The individual aethertorusdoughnuts can be nested inside each other

 Mass is simply the inertia created by the aether vortexes much like the inertia that is created by a spinning top

 Matter as we know it is created moment by moment as a standing wave, a vortexin the physical vacuum

 Laszlo in the last four decades developed an integral theory for everything; instead of specialising in one particular field, Laszlo has studied many fields of science and finally developed an integral system theory

The Golden waves in the fractalgeometrical patterns are attracted to the zero point, the focal point of the atom

 It is the basic idea of a hologram and this is why according to Daniel Winterthe universe at large is just a super-hologram

 Now we finally can take Einsteins famous formula E=m * c, one step further and really start to understand what this formula implied!It is not that energy and matter can be interchanged; no, matter = energy, period!In this sense matter is an illusion of solidness and separateness

 The spiralling into the zero still point of the electromagnetic vortexcreates the following effects:It accumulates infinite energy due to the implosion of the waves into smaller and smaller wavelengths

The aetherIn Greek antiquity, the Greek scientists and philosophers believed that nature only counted four elements; earth, water, fire and air

 These static vortextorsion fields in the fabric of the vacuum space can stay in one place for a very long period of time

 Cosmologists never took the alternative tired light explanation for these red-shifts seriously- that is, the fact that light travelling over billions of light years may be absorbed by intergalactic material resulting in a loss of energy and an increase of wavelength

 Daniel Winternow believes that all biological life depends on the Schumann resonanceas the carrier wave, the long Phiwave to braid electromagnetic Golden waves

 The magic number 20 corresponds with the start of a period; potassium (19-K-39) and calcium (20-Ca-40) have the same atomic mass and in fact both form the start of the new period

 The element that completes the cube / octahedron structure is silicon with atomic number 14 (Si 14)

 How do we visualize particles that are both waves and solid little marbles?Another difficult thing to grasp is the atom model presented by Niels Bohrwhere electrons fly in well-defined shells around the nucleus

 He has been able to measure torsion wavesthat were caused by sudden human emotional changes

 Isnt it true that love can move mountains and that hate and anger destroys everything? We can see the same principle expressed in waves that lovingly construct the material world! When the waves hate each other, they compete and kill each other!Light in a straight line is energy, loving light bent around a focal point creates matter and its the universal consciousnessthat keeps the waves centered! If the universal mind of the universe, God is the light and love of the world, like the Bible has always told us; we can now appreciate it from a scientific perspective!The loving heartDaniel Winteris a member of the Heart Coherence Team that has developed a Heart Tuner 

) within reach that not only explains our physical universe but also connects it with consciousness,closing the gap between science and spirituality once and for all, 300 years after Descartes

 The geometrical patterns are the result of wave interference

 Electrons are not particles that encircle the nucleus instead they are standing wave patterns at discrete distances from the nucleus! The aethersimply replenishes these standing waves eternally

 The model describes matter as a subatomic whirlpool, tornado or vortexin the aether

 The atomic numbers with the minimal volume correspond with the atomic numbers 8, 14, 26, 46

Just like the waves of the seas form an interference pattern that in theory allows us to decode the movement of the ships that stirred its surface, likewise torsion wavestheoretically allow us to decode the history of our universe

 The aether served as the carrier medium for radiant energies such as light and was believed to transmit force fields between material objects in the universe such as gravity

 Hurricanes and tornados are renowned for their anomalous electromagnetic effects such as thunderbolts and shining lights in the funnel of these storms

Matter in the universe is attracted by means of Golden Meanbraiding of waves towards to the zero point, the alpha and omega of creation

 It contains a spiritual energy that modern day science has rediscovered as the aetherbut this energy has been known for thousands of years in many ancient spiritual traditions by names such as the Chi, Ki, and Prana or Akashic energy of the universe

So matter is the stable flow form pattern emerging from the aether

 In a paper from 1988, Laurence Hecht proposes a distribution of the neutrons to enhance and complete Dr

 The element that completes the icosahedrons with 12 protons has atomic number 14 + 12 = 26

 E=MC^2 simply said that yes loop the speed of light back around on itself, and you made mass of energy

Periodicity of the elements (verticaly volume / horizontaly atomic number)Moons atomic model can explain the periodicity occurring in the table of elements with respect to the volume of het atom

 The zero point in the aethertheory of Daniel Winteris the perfect stillness, the alpha and the omega of creation

Russian scientists rediscovered Teslas new type of non-electromagnetic energy that travels in spiralling waves and called it torsion waves

 The scalar wave is the wave that remains when two opposite electromagnetic waves interfere cancelling out the electric and magnetic field components, just like Tesladid

Torsion fields are therefore information fields as they encode everything that has left its traces in the form of torsion wavesin this universe

 Why is it that almost all of the world religions associate Gods consciousnesswith light? The Bible tells us that God is the Light of the world!Daniel Winters implosion physics now tells us that it is conscious light that creates the material world! Could this universal consciousnessthat many like to refer to as God be the zero point in the aether, the still point, the fractalattractor in chaos theorythat draws all the light of the world into itself where all is One? The zero point could be regarded as the source and destination, the alpha and the omega of creation

 This aetheric energy in the form of torsion waves(discussed later in this chapter), create standing waves like the ones in Dr

 Hydrogen (H 1) has 1 proton and 1 electron, the proton sits on one of the vertices of the cube

 According to Daniel Winterthe vortexstructure of the doughnut torus structure is actually an implosion of Golden Meanwaves that is no less than the equivalent of gravity

A very remarkable phenomenon that Kozyrevdiscovered by rotating gyroscopes is that they lose very small but measurable amounts of weight

 Much to his surpriseall of the Platonic solids, named after the legendary philosopher Plato, showed up as geometrical patterns

 So now it seems that nature has provided a real observable phenomenon that allows us to study the hurricane as the Hermetic counterpart of the same vortexthat shapes the atom

 However he also found that the yogis brainwaves and heartbeats had become coherent with the Schumann resonanceof the Earth!What he demonstrated with his experiment is that when we feel love we tune into and become one with nature itself

We can now also start to see why Haisch  Rueda, discussed in chapter 4 The Zero Point Field, were able to prove Newtons famous law of inertia F=m * a

 At its birth, the universe showed its highest degree of organisation and physics dictates that this order eventually will decay into complete chaos again (second law of thermodynamics)

In contrast with quantum physicsthe aethertheories state that there are no particles only waves

Platoexplained in his book Timaeus that the Platonic solidsare the basic forms that construct matter and that this knowledge came from the legendary Atlantis

com)Russian science has actually many names for Daniel Winters electromagnetic energy vortexes such as spin fields, torsion fields and axion fields; they are all vacuum spin fields

 Lets take the cube, when lines are drawn to interconnect all centres on the 6 faces of the cube, they form the octahedron

 A cubeoctahedron can be constructed from a cube by connecting the centre of the edges of the cube

 For instance David Wilcockrefers to Russian research on torsion wavesthat travel as spiralling impulses through the aetherat a billion times the speed of light

 The sum of all this energy is what creates the zero point field

Daniel Winterdemonstrated that the trees in the woods act like huge antennae that pick up the Schumann frequency and amplify it

3nested vortexpairs in a cube correspond with the 6 electrons of the p shell

 The prefix digits of the element is the atomic number, the postfix digits is the atomic mass (number of protons and neutrons)

com)The nesting of the Platonic solidsis not restricted to the cube and octahedron

 Its this primordial information field that is the ground of our universe interconnecting everything with everything rendering our view of separate entities in this universe useless

 In fact scientists are discovering a very high state of coherence in our physical universe that cannot easily be explained if the universe is a bunch of single individual parts of atoms, molecules, planets and stars that only maintain contact by separate forces such as gravityacting upon them

We have already discussed torsion wavesin chapter 4 about the zero point field, where we mentioned that Tom Beardendiscovered that the fundamental wave in the electromagnetic wave is a scalar wave

 The element that completes this Platonic solid must have 20 + 26 = 46 protons

This holographic principle of the universe was first mentioned by the ancient Greek Hermes Trismegistusas one of the seven Hermetic principles As above, so below, as below, so above

 The vertices of the octahedron touch the centre of the faces of the cube

We now have proof that humanity knew about the Platonic solidseven before Plato

 The structure of helium (He 2) contains a cube whereas two vertices are occupied by protons

 Daniel Winters model of the atom now explains exactly why these number show up in the period table of the elements! These numbers are related to the geometrical properties of the Platonic Solids! Also for the very first time we have an explanation as to why the electron does not crash into the nucleus and how its radiated energy is replenished

 The properties of elements like compressibility and melting point follow the same periodicity as the former atomic numbers

Five-sided pentagon in hurricane IsabelWilcock and Hoagland theorise in their hyper-dimensional physics that category 4 and 5 hurricanes open up an inter-dimensional gateway with a higher dimension that allows aetheric energy to flow into our physical dimension

The eternal spin of the aethervortexes that is to be maintained for the stability of all matter in the universe is called the mysterious Gforce or God Force

The A-field of torsion wavesmay be new to science but its existence has been known for thousands of years in the East

 They discovered that so-called black holes in our universe are actually doughnut shaped torusformations! Black holes are objects with an unfathomable mass

(8)

edges

tetrahedron

Alpha particle, tetrahedron within a tetrahedronAccording to Hecht, the helium nucleus consists of a tetrahedron with two protons at the vertices and two neutrons at the centre of the edges

 In normal cases, the aether maintains its equilibrium state due to the second law of thermodynamics, however under critical conditions these aether transmutations like the predator-prey waves may become self-organising and form stable wave patterns

 The aetheris a kind of super conductive fluid that flows right through all physical objects

 Since the aetheris some kind of a fluid, it follows the well-known physical laws of hydrodynamics

attracted

 Why have we always associated love with gravity? Why do we use words like Im attracted to you, like the moon is to the Earth, when were in love with someone? Why has our emotion always been associated with weight? When Isaac Newtonsaw the apple fall from the tree, he just discovered gravity

 Eastern spiritual tradition has named this field the Akashafield

Wave Structure of MatterA precursor of aetherphysics is the Wave Structure of Matter theory by Milo Wolff

 This is yet another example that indirectly proves that consciousnessand torsion wavesare related since both human conscious intention and scalar waves seem to produce the same results in Dr Masaru Emotos experiments with ice crystals

 Fritz Popp had previously discovered the bio photons, the blue light in the body and assumed that it was somehow related to DNA, Daniel Winterexplains us the wave coupling mechanism of how the energy of the mind and heart is delivered to our very own DNA

For the first time in history were able to really measure human emotions such as compassion, empathy, love, anger and frustration

 Quantum physics may have proven to be a mathematically correct science; for lay people the wave-particle duality of quantum scienceit is still very hard to understand

 All matter in the universe is interconnected since the particle fields extend to the far corners of the universe

 The interference patterns of the torsion waves form a huge hologram that permeates the whole of the universe

Star of DavidThe white curved and straight lines in the photograph are the places where the vibration is cancelled, these are the nodal points, the still places to which the colloid particles dissolved in the fluid take refuge when the fluid is vibrated

 Twins often have an ability called twin-pains; they are able to sense the pain of the other half in cases of, for instance, a severe toothache

 This calmness however is illusionary since the water is both at rest and shaking like hell all at the same time!That is what the zero point field in essence is; its complete stillness (0 Hz) and filled with an infinite cascade of Golden harmonics all at the same time

Interlaced or star tetrahedron in the planets(11)The correspondence principle of Hermes Trismegistos as above, so below is valid also for the Platonic solids in the aura, the energy field of the human body

 Independently Geoff Haselhurst came to the same conclusion about a standing wave theory for matter and they are working together as of 1998

Geoff Haselhurst

 This information has proven to be wrong, since the dodecahedron has 12 faces instead of 10 and the icosahedrons has 20 faces instead of 14

Richard Hoagland together with David Wilcockhave pointed out that there are planets in our Solar System that show geological stress points at exactly 19

 This can be explained by the fact that these atomic numbers correspond with the completion of both protons and neutrons occupying the Platonic bodies in the nucleus

Today I believe there is no woman more convincingly demonstrating her psychic abilities than the famous American medium Char Margolis

Char Margolis

It seems our current understanding of psychic abilities and the paranormal is finally catching up

 In his book Genesis of the Cosmos he mentions many more problems with the Big Bang theory such as the explanation for the observed red-shifts of stars that cosmologists use as proof that our universe has been expanding ever since the Big Bang

 There are different types of shells in the make up of the atom that were given the names s,p,d and f shells and they contain respectively 2, 6, 10 and 14 electrons maximum

If there wasnt any love in the waves that shape matter they would start to destructively interfere and the universe would collapse into a great void

Another way of looking at the torusshape is regarding it as a form that can be perfectly described by a set of Phispirals

 Thats the reason why sacred geometryis so important in this new aether theory

 Einsteinhad always assumed that electromagnetism and gravitywere related and Daniel Winter explains us how this connection is established

 The same vortexflow form is created every time we pull the plug in our bathtub!When two of these aethervortexes join their funnels they form a torus:Single aethervortex(Courtesy of Dan Winter, www

 Atom is an ancient Greek word meaning undividable; it is supposedly the smallest part of matter that cannot be divided anymore! Quantum mechanics however noticed that particles in some cases behaved like waves and later introduced the wave-particle duality

 Hence the geometry of the aetherand how it is structured is the crux in creating the material world

com)Daniel Winterconcluded from Manfred Clynes material that love must be Golden Meanrelated!So it seems there is only one way the universal consciousnessof the universe can create

 In fact at CERNin Switzerland they are building a new colossal particle accelerator to be finished by 2007 called the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and scientists are anticipating that the LHC may actually be powerful enough to spawn miniature black holes

So if this fact can be proven aetherphysics seems to be a scientific corroboration of the tenets held by many Eastern spiritual traditions that the source of our universe is a life force energy, a spiritual energy called many names like Prana, Ki, Chi, Akashato name a few

 Oxygen (O 8) with atomic number 8 completes the cube with 8 protons, one at each vertex

 Since electrons continuously radiate energy they should eventually collapse into the nucleus, but they dont! The question is where does this radiating energy actually come from and how is it replenished? Quantum science has accepted the quantum states of the electrons (distinct shell within the atom) for a fact, but is unable to answer the question why the electrons only occur in discrete shells within the atom and why they dont eventually crash into the nucleus

 Mass is the illusion of a solid thing, its the Mayaof the material world mentioned by the Tao

Maya

its

An astonishing premise of the revived aetherphysics is that there is no dualism, no distinction between a material and immaterial thing; its all energy since energy is all there is! Matter is not a fundamental property of the universe; it is the form not the substance that shapes matter

The antenna under the tree picked up the Earths electromagnetic Schumann waves

 Many people are very sceptical about homeopathy because how can clear water that has been diluted so many times such that all chemical compounds are gone still have a medical effect? Pure water cant have a healing effect can it? However the invisible torsion fields that are present in the water may be the reasonable explanation for this phenomenon

 We would never have discovered these hyper-dimensional aetherstructures in the mechanism of a hurricane if the water vapour of the clouds had not arranged itself according to these interference patterns

 The result is a hitherto unrecognised component in the electromagnetic wave, a longitudinal wave vibrating in the same direction it is travelling

 He believes that science is wrong about many aspects in physics including the Big Bangtheory that tells us that the universe came into existence from one big cosmic explosion

If we appreciate these two effects created by torsion fields, we may start to understand why matter and energy are interchangeable (Einsteins famous formula E=m* c^2) and what it is that gives matter its solidness

 Daniel Winter tells us that it is this universal consciousness that focuses the waves into the zero point and keeps it spinning, it can be compared with the Gforce mentioned in AetherDynamics!But wasnt God also associated with unconditional love? If God is really to be associated with conscious light then where is the love in all of Winters Golden waves?Phi and LoveManfred Clynes, a former concert pianist studied the relation between music and emotion

 Since torsion wavecan physically affect matter, it may also be the explanation for psychokinesis or PK, the ability to mentally change physical objects

 Hoagland and David Wilcockdiscovered the pentagonal and hexagonal structures in the eyes of violent category 4 and 5 (Saffir-Simpson scale) hurricanes that have threatened the United States in the last few years

 In Hechts model the neutrons occupy the centre of the edges, while the protons occupy the vertices of the Platonic bodies

 The similarity between the macroscopic doughnut torusshape of the black hole and the microscopic doughnut torusshape of the atom is apparent

 The scales of the Platonic solid shapes are different but the ratios between them are still the same (following the Hermetic principle as above so below)

 William Tiller into the effects of human intention

William Tiller

 It is the condensed center of these vortexes that creates the illusion of a separate particle

 They reasoned that when the speed of light is measured on the surface of the Earth, it should give different results when measured clockwise or counter clockwise with respect to the rotation of the Earth around its axis

Magical numbers according to Hecht can be explained by the geometry of the neutrons following the Platonic solids

de/~aton/)The energy body in ancient Egypt was called the Merkaba

As an example we show the cube that contains 3 vortexpairs or 3 torusdoughnuts aligned perpendicular to each other in a cube

 The center like the center of the black hole is a singularity where all space and time are infinitely compressed

 Explanations for psychic abilities have now come into the domain of science that for the first time in history is able to give a rational explanation for these abilities that have been ignored, ridiculed and dismissed out of hand for so long in the West

The doughnut torusshape created by these vortexes can be found in the macroscopic world as well

The counter rotating Phispiralling electromagnetic waves in the implosion physics of Daniel Winterthat spiral into the nucleus of the atom, likewise cancel the electromagnetic components of the electromagnetic waves and results in a torsion wave

 Ananda Bosman has launched a whole new science that he has coined Vortexiajah

Ananda Bosman

 These are the atomic numbers with the largest atomic volume expressed as a coefficient of the atomic mass and density

The Egyptians called matter frozen music and if indeed matter is the result of musical vibrations of the aetherjust like the Cymaticsexperiments demonstrate, we can now appreciate why

 According to some, torsion wavesare the missing link in the search for a final theory of everything, Einsteins unified field theory

 When our thoughts and emotions are attuned to love, a cascade of Fibonacciseries of harmonics is created that links the energy of the heart and mind to our own DNA

 The result is structured water called scalar wave structured water

The aetherenergy is pure consciousnessenergy and since it shapes our entire universe, the universe itself must be a living intelligent being

 The Golden Mean waves that make up the atom, implode all the way into the nucleus following the laws of Sacred Geometry

 Contemporary science is revealing that the firm belief in a distinction between the material and the spiritual world is false

 Since Daniel Winterassumes that the universe is one huge super hologram and that everything in the universe is connected with everything else by means of Golden waves, he believes that DNA is electro-magnetically coupled with the Earth gridand the Zodiac by means of the fractaldodecahedron shapes of energy

 The doughnut and vortexstructures of spiralling Golden Meanwaves described by Daniel Winter are forms of static torsion fields

 The next increment of nesting Platonic solids is in fact a hinging of two dodecahedra, nesting does no longer occur, its a repetition of the first nesting

 We now know that spinning magnets are strong torsion wavegenerators

Dmitri Mendeleev

 German scientist Lothar Meyer and Russian scientist Dmitri Mendeleev used the periodicity of the atomic volume versus the atomic number that occurs between elements to compose the periodic table of the elements

Lothar Meyer

According to Daniel Winter, the cascade of Golden electromagnetic waves ends up as blue light in the DNAof our body! The DNA is a kind of a lens attracting the electromagnetic energy into itself

doughnuts

 Heres the correspondence:Each vortexpair in the doughnut corresponds with 2 electrons and when the doughnuts are organized inside a Platonic Solid we get the equivalent of an electron shell

 Weve always believed that inertia is an inherent property of mass, but the truth is just the opposite, the stored inertia of spinning electromagnetism in a local region of space creates the effect we observe as mass!There is little known in Western science about torsion fields created by matter spun at high speeds

 Heres the correspondence:1vortexpair (1 torus) corresponds with the 2 electrons of the s shell

 Moons model of the atom

 The dervish Sufi dancer expresses the Merkaba by spinning in a counter clockwise dance his robe, creating two spherical discs that express the toroidial shape or torusshape of the Merkaba

Benveniste

 The late French biologist Jacques Benveniste has proven that water is able to memorize the constitution of chemical compounds that were dissolved in it

Jacques Benveniste

 The difference 20  8 = 12 corresponds with the 12 edges of the cube, 50  30 with the number of edges of the icosahedrons

 What we call intuition, a sudden insight or feeling that informs us about a situation, may be explained by moments of unconsciously tapping into the Akasha field and having access to information we cant logically explain

 Moon got his inspiration from Keplers Platonic solid model of the solar system

The Golden Meanspirals of the torusshape eventually spiral into a perfect zero still point in the nucleus of the vortexthat coincides with the nucleus of the atom

Daniel Winterwarns us of the hazards of electromagnetic smog in our biosphere; it destructively interferes with biology itself and finally causes cancer

 According to Laszlo the A-field is more fundamental than energy and matter in the universe

 As long ago as 1937 Erwin Schrdingerwrote that what we observe as material bodies and forces are nothing but shapes and variations in the structure of space itself

Wilcock

David Wilcock

 Due to the spiralling nature of the wave, the wave is called a torsion wavesince it traces a spiralling path! According to independent researcher David Wilcockthe torsion wave also traces a perfect Phispiral! Torsion waves are called non-Hertzian waves since they do not obey the classical theory of Hertz and Maxwell

 Self-reference is the principle of being self-aware and is the definition of consciousness according to the ancient Vedas

 The people stared and laughed at him, the whole idea seemed preposterous, how could an apple be attracted to the Earth? Are they in love? Only people in love are attracted to each other

 Goepert-Mayer discovered that when these numbers either represent the atomic number (Z), or the number of neutrons (N), or the atomic mass (A), sudden leaps occur in the table of elements

In the 19th century the luminiferous aetherwas well accepted by science! It was the medium through which the electromagnetic wave was supposed to propagate

 The most common used method by scientists to model the shape of the universe is to measure and determine the geometry of the cosmic microwave background radiation of the universe, the primordial residual energy of the Big Bang

 Neutron distribution according to Laurence HechtElementN?lphaTetraKubusOctaIcosaRemarks2-He-423-Li-7422Start of period4-Be-95235-B-105236-C-126247-N-147258-O-16826Proton shell completed9-F-19104610-Ne-20104611-Na-2312462Start period12-Mg-241246213-Al-271446414-Si-2814464Proton shell completed15-P-311646616-S-321646617-Cl-351846818-Ar-4022461219-K-392046100Start period20-Ca-40204610021-Sc-45244612222-Ti-48264612423-V-51284612624-Cr-52284612625-Mn-55304612826-Fe-5830-61212Proton shell completed27-Co-5932-61212228-Ni-5931-61212129-Cu-6435-61212530-Zn-6535-61212531-Ga-7040-612121032-Ge-7341-612121133-As-7542-612121234-Se-7945-612121535-Br-8045-612121536-Kr-8448-612-3037-Rb-8548-6121218Start period38-Sr-8850-612122039-Y-8950-612122040-Zr-9252-612122241-Nb-9352-612122242-Mo-9654-612122443-Tc-9855-612122544-Ru-10157-612122745-Rh-10358-612122846-Pd-10660-6121230Proton shell completedThe neutron distribution according to Laurence Hecht follows Sacred GeometryIn the table above, column N stands for the number of neutrons in the element

 Now from our current understandings of physics this is quite impossible! It violates all physical laws, how can solid matter lose weight when it is spun at high speeds or shaken? If we still believe that matter is made of little hard marbles called particles, yes this would be a great mystery! However Kozyrevshowed that the gyroscopes shed more torsion waveswhen shaken or spun, so that aetheric energy that sustains the object was shed back into the background sea of the aether

 Akasha is a Sanskrit word meaning radiating or shining, its a synonym for aether

 In a way the torusis a miniature black hole that attracts the light into itself creating gravity

Torsion waves allow for information transfer across the universe, connecting every atom with every other atom and since torsion wavestravel at super luminous speeds they could be the explanation of the non-local effects that were predicted in theory and empirically discovered in quantum physics

Phicaduceus scalar wave(Courtesy of Dan Winter, www

 This process can go on and on forever, creating smaller and smaller Platonic solids perfectly nested into each other, it creates a fractal, a repetitive geometric pattern

 After my first experience I met and talked to several people with paranormal abilities

 Well since the electromagnetic vortexwithin the atom stores both zero point energyand inertia, were not surprised to find a correlation here

 The information field created by torsion waves allows for a coherent whole of the universe, connecting every little atom with all other matter in the universe, informing it of its whereabouts and activity

 The magic number 8 corresponds with the completion of protons inside the cube

icosahedrons

magic

neutrons

 The filling of the icosahedrons with neutrons corresponds with element 28-Ni-59 corresponding with magic number 28 (1 neutron in the icosahedron)

The next Platonic solid that nests in the nucleus inside the previous two Platonic solids is the icosahedrons with 12 vertices

Daniel Winterhas a slightly different interpretation of the sacred geometryinvolved in these hurricanes

 Human consciousnessis able to read this book of life

 He concludes that the entire universe, the material world is created from one non-material substance, the aether

The most astonishing fact that may prove that a theory for everything is within reach, is the fact that Kozyrevdiscovered that human thoughts and feelings are generating torsion wavesas well

 The best comparison for the aether being non-material in nature is the super-conductive state of helium

 Nesting torusdoughnuts requires that the vortexcones of the torus are aligned with the faces of the Platonic solids

To prevent the misconstruing of scalar and torsion wavesmentioned in this book, they are synonyms for the same wave

 The aura of the Earth is a dodeca-icosohedron grid (nested dodecahedronand icosahedron) that is referred to as the Earth gridfor short

 In conventional theory black holes can only be created from tremendously dense masses; however string theory now allows for miniature black holes far less dense that can exist even at the subatomic level of particles!(7)Astrophysics is still trying to find out the right cosmological model for our universe

 The cascade of electromagnetic waves all braid on this Golden wave with the longest wavelength, the long Phi wave or lo-Phi wave, the love-wave!Is lo-Phithe origin of the word love?So it seems only love creates and we can now appreciate that the loving waves that interfere with each other is what creates the material world

 Paul La Violettedoes not contradict these laws; on the contrary, he simply doesnt believe that these laws were disabled for just this split second during the Big Bang

 It is a well-known principle in physics that any complex wave shape can be created from the sum of simpler pure sine waves with different frequencies and amplitudes

For ages weve believed that the heart is the home of our feelings and emotions, it is expressed in almost any popular love song, however human emotions can now really be measured and they stem from the heart indeed

The relation between vibration and geometry is beautifully described by the work of Swiss medical doctor and natural scientist Hans Jenny(1904-1972) in a science called Cymatics

 Torsion fields never got very much interest in physics until Kozyrevdiscovered their actual existence

 In his system theory there are no separate entities at all; separate entities that we observe in our universe are all embedded in one seamless interwoven net of connections

Daniel Winterexplains consciousnessas follows; wherever the aetherwaves organize themselves around the torus to become fractalor recursive, they turn around the torus to meet themselves, they become self-referential

Static torsion fields in the form of vortexes in the aetherand the spiralling torsion wavetravelling at super-luminal speeds are getting more and more attention in Western science

 Akasha is the womb of creation bringing forth every physical aspect that can be perceived with the senses according to eastern traditions

Kozyrev discovered that stars also radiate torsion waveenergy and postulated that these torsion waveswere generated due to the spinning of the stars

Our very thoughts and emotions create torsion wavesthat travel at super-luminal speeds to the far ends of the universe

 The table above is not complete and only comprises the elements up to atomic number 46, ending the completion of the cube, octahedron, icosahedron and dodecahedron with protons

 In those days physicists believed that matter and the aetherwere two separate things

Daniel Winterand David interpreted these Cymatics experiments, and both agree that the Platonic interference patterns also occur within the aether,and that it is these interference patterns that really shape the atom

, described these five elements and added that matter is created from the five Platonic solidsthat he described in his book Timaeus

(17)

 Next space starts to shrink again and all space is attracted to the black hole opposite pole of the doughnut where everything will collapse again to the zero still point within the doughnut

 In the following table the neutron distribution in the atomic model as proposed by Laurence Hecht is presented

Laurence Hecht

 Since the focal point of these waves creates conscious awareness, every atom in the universe is conscious and the universe itself is One conscious being

 The result is a cube now circumscribed by the octahedron

Phispirals in nested doughnuts (Courtesy of Dan Winter, www

David Schweitzer

 David Schweitzer is able to photograph this memory effect of water

)A wave structure of matter had already been proposed 130 years ago by William Clifford, he declared that all matter is simply undulations in the fabric of space

 At the time light was thought to be a compression wave that propagated as a longitudinal wave through the motionless and stationary aether, just like sound waves through the air

When the heart expresses the emotion of love it creates a cascade of Golden Meanelectromagnetic waves, in fact it creates gravityjust like the atom does when it attracts by Golden Mean braiding electromagnetic waves into the zero still point

The Schumann resonanceis somehow related to human consciousnesssince brainwaves operate in a frequency domain that includes the 8-Hertz Schumann frequency

 The clairvoyants had no scientific background whatsoever; however they pictured the following torusshapes as the basic building blocks of the atom:The Anu(Courtesy of Dan Winter, www

Wolff

Sub quantum kineticsyields a better alternative for the required in and out waves of Milo Wolffs WSM theory

Sacred geometryresearcher Drunvalo Melchizedekhas put much effort in reconstructing the significance of the Merkaba; he mentions that the human body creates the Merkaba as an electromagnetic energy field around the body

 The next Platonic solid that enters the nucleus in a nested fashion is the octahedron

 It is light that is attracted into the core, just like what happens inside the Black Hole

 As we progress in our understanding of how matter is actually shaped from the aether, we will see in the next paragraphs that the vibrations created from the aethermust be organised in vortexshapes in order to shape the atom

Aether and the zero point fieldBut how does the aetherrelate to the zero point fieldthat quantum scientists have discovered? Are they one and the same thing? The only difference I believe is how these fields are being described

The wavelengths of planets and stars are huge in comparison with the wavelengths of the atom, however when their wavelengths fit into the Fibonaccisequence of the Golden Mean, they interfere non-destructively; they implode and form a fractalattractor that we call gravity! This is how the planets and stars are connected by means of imploding electromagnetic waves that we experience as gravity

This makes every single focal point of electromagnetic waves an individual consciousnessthat is part of the universal consciousness

Another violation of the laws of Newtonwith respect to torsion fields comes from Bruce De Palma

 But for some unexplainable reason ever since the Michaelson-Morley experiment supposedly disproved the existence of the aether, physics accepted the fact that electromagnetic waves can travel through empty space without any medium at all

vertices

 The octahedron has 6 vertices and together with the 8 vertices of the cube forms 14 (6 + 8) vertices

octahedron

cube

Hecht

 To this end Hecht introduces the tetrahedron next to the cube, octahedron, icosahedrons and dodecahedron in Moons atomic model

 Quantum physics however describes the zero point fieldas the collective energy that is released (virtual photons) by all of the subatomic particles in the universe when they fall back from their excited state to their energetic ground states (called the Lamb shift after Willis Lamb)

 Amit Goswamiis the author of the book The self-aware universe

Now the fractalpatterns that shape the atom, according to Daniel Winteralso shape our planets and stars, in fact the universe

 All movement therefore from the vibrations of atoms to the orbits of our planets and stars leaves their traces in the form of torsion waves in the aether

Is a good aid in conflict solving by measuring coherence between two persons (its a lie detector that never lies!)Now how does the Heart Tuner work and what is really happening in the frequency spectra of the heart and brain?First of all, the sonic sounds of the heart, the heartbeats are translated into electromagnetic pulses by the thymus of the heart and the glands in our body that act as piezo-electrical devices translating sonic pressures into electromagnetism

corresponds

, seenote **In previous versions of this book it was mentioned that the d-shell with 10 electrons corresponds with the dodecahedron and the f-shell with 14 electrons corresponds with the icosahedron

 How absurd, if there is no medium, then what is waving? How is light to propagate as a wave phenomenon if there is nothing to propagate in? Physics accepted that light could travel through absolute nothingness only because the Michaelson-Morley experiment had failed to prove the existence of the aether

 In other words the atom is pure electromagnetic energy in a form that we no longer perceive as light but as matter, or to put it in Daniel Winters own words;So now we have this dualism that waves in a line are energy and waves in a circle are mass, and because we dont know how the wave got into a circle from the line and out, we conceive mass as separate from energy

 It takes on geometrical shapes from a formless energy, creating the illusion of separate electron particles in the electron shells and the particles that make up the nucleus

(3)CymaticsSacred geometry plays an important role in the aetherphysics that we are presenting in this book

The transmutation aethermodel of Paul La Violettebrings to mind the transmutation of the Chinese Yin and Yang energies mentioned in the I Ching, the Book of Changes

 He used a balloon submerged in blue dye and vibrated it with frequencies from themusical scale(the 7 white keys from the piano): as a result of wave interference, marvellous two dimensional arrangements appeared on its surface

 The black holes basic characteristic is that its gravitation is so immense that even light cannot escape it

The information field described above is termed the A-field by Professor Emeritus Ervin Laszlo

Ervin Laszlo

Torsion field physics is the promising physics of psychokinesis and telepathy and shows us how the universe creates a hologram that resembles the ancient information field of the aetherbetter known as the Akasha field

In 1984, Dankachov showed that static torsion fields could also be memorized in water

Dankachov

From these observations, Paul La Violettereasoned that the aethermay likewise spawn wave patterns from two aetherstates, two different aetherons, which continuously mutate from one state into the other and visa versa

 If only one copper plate was connected, the effect was sensed only weakly

 Geiger Muller tube placed inside a strong accumulator for several weeks or months goes dead for a period, and later charges up to very high ionization levels

Geiger Muller

pdf(34) Reichenbach, Karl Baron Von

 In the picture is Mark 5 Spider: The rotating cones induce vortical movement into the ether, which increase the local etheric potential and attract atmospheric moisture, and eventually produce rain

 (8)Orgone energy discoveries of Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957)The orgone energy is pulsating life energy and fundamental creative force in nature

 The clockwise spiral collects the ether particles and the counterclockwise spiral radiates them like a beam

 It appears that Spurling's rings function in resonance with standing gravitational wave of the universe

Edward

According to Edward Leedskalnin (1945) "The real magnet is the substance that is circulating in the metal

Edward Leedskalnin

 With impulses of 1 microsecond duration, strong physiological heat was sensed

 (14)Spurling's harmonizers are capable of reducing air pollution and clear air at least ten miles radius, especially when resonant frequencies of the water molecules in a cloud are played to the harmonizer

 When vitality wells up within atom, it endows it with an additional life, and gives it a power of attraction so that it immediately draws around it six other atoms which it arranges in a hexagonal form

 By reversing the position of the crystal so that the more acute tip (which emits the coherent field) was pointed upwards, a powerful energy was released that flung Vogel, who was standing three feet away, to the wall and afterwards burned his eyes

 Since every elementary particle with a mass has a spin, each one generates its own natural torsion field

 The radiant event produces a voltage that can be thousands of times greater than the initial spark discharge voltage

pdf(6) Ervast, Pekka

 Biefeld-Brown effect (1923)In the Biefeld-Brown effect with high potentials, there is a net force in the negative-positive direction i

 The warmth ether manifests in heat, which can be regarded as the fourth state of matter

 (23)The radiant field is composed of longitudinal waves, which are like soundwaves of electrified air

(Updated July 2, 2016)Left handed torsionRight handed torsionGenerated by a process that puts information in to the system (locally decreasing entropy)Generated by a process in which information is leaving the system (locally increasing entropy)Generated by a growing plant, freezing water, cooling object, compressing spring, streching rubber bandGenerated by a dying plant, melting ice, chemical reactions, dissolution (solid to liquid), evaporationEmits time (flows forwards in time)Absorbs time (flows backwards in time)Attracts massenergy (dark matter)Repels massenergy (dark energy)Magnetic south pole, source of left handed torsionMagnetic north pole, source of right handed torsionEmits reddish life force (positive od)Emits bluish life force (negative od)Left-handed torsion can be shielded by left handed molecules such as turpentineRight-handed torsion can be shielded by right handed molecules such as sugar (absorb), and also by polyethylene film and aluminium (reflect)According to Anatoly Akimov (1995, as cited by Swanson 2008)"I) Unlike electromagnetism, in torsion fields energy of the same polarity is attracted to itself and opposite polarities are repelled

Anatoly Akimov

 Further, it is suggested that along with the repulsion of the odylic flames, a subtle energy collisions and reactions take place and that could be the reason of the shortening and the brightening of the flame

 (15)His first device was comprised of two circular copper plates (13 cm in diameter) with regular grid of square holes (10 mm in diameter)

 This signal is the power supply of the planet and it charges everything on earth, and returns to its source in a reflected state generating the opposite phenomenon of discharge

 "The moisture-producing, fluid-influencing chemical ether is responsible for such seemingly disparate phenomena as morning and evening fogs and mist, fluctuations in soil humidity, barometric pressure changes, increases and diminutions of potential gradient, and the rising and falling of plant sap

 An object with a torsion field causes a polarization of the vacuum energy surrounding it

 There is also south to north terrestrial flow of ether in the northern hemisphere spring and summer, and in the winter this flow reverses

barometric

 He empirically found out many properties of orgone energy; the blue color, affinity to the fluid state of matter and the ability to produce thermic, barometric, electrostatic and biological effects

 The North and South Pole magnets they are cosmic force, they hold together this earth and everything on it

 Just before the crystal melt transcended into the liquid crystal state, a flash of blue light took place

Annie

 (1)The four ethersAccording to Annie Besant (1910) there are different densities of etheric matter that are different as solid and liquid are different, and these yield what we call electricity, sound, light, and so on

Annie Besant

 Therefore, it is suggested that orgone energy tend to flow towards the geomagnetic North

" (7)Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957) discovered the chemical ether as a physical force in 1939-1940, and called it orgone energy

 By experimenting he discovered that the radiant effect could not be shielded

 Through visionary experiments Tesla discovered several conditions to produce this effect

 Below is a computer picture which recorded the discovery of the double vortex at each pole

In relation to electric charge, according to Reichenbach (1850, 185), positively charged bodies emit cold odyle and negatively charged bodies emit warm odyle (due to electrostatic induction)

 Then there are fast and short waves which give the finer forms of electricity

 For example a growing plant puts order or information into the system, and local entropy decreases

 "Orgone Pioneer Oskar Korschelt"

 While the force that vivifies these globules is quite different from light, it nevertheless seems todepend upon light for its power of manifestation

 Other known sources of blue flashes include excited air molecules; when electrons in air molecules move back to lower energy levels photons of blue light are emitted

 It is expansive in action and tends to produce triangular forms

 The life ether is the most evolved of the four ethers

 Moreover, according to Gennady Shipov (1993) changing the spin of the particle creates torsion waves

Gennady Shipov

 According to astrophysicist Nikolai Kozyrev, torsion is created by a change in entropy (the randomness or a disorder of the system)

 The vitality globule consists of seven atoms, arranged like the atoms in lifeforce, except in a form ofhexagoninstead of a square

 The growing process is associated with decreasing entropy and it generates left handed torsion to its surroundings

 (17)Both of the pain relievers work due to the cavity structural effect

 Retrieved September 7, 2010 from http://www

 The device works better when it is aligned towards the Sun (north at midnight)

 The honeycomb pain relievers, discovered by Grebennikov, are successfully used in many parts of the Russia

 (19)Thoughts about magnetism and orgone energyThere is only a little information how magnetism and orgone energy are related

 According to Viktor Schauberger (1932) it was proven through Compton effect that that laws of everyday physics and especially the laws of collision are also applicable to the micro-world (35)

 Although there is measurable magnetic field present, it is only an effect of something more fundamental in nature than electromagnetic fields

 Very high etheric potential (for example in tropical cyclones and in tornadoes) flows towards high electric potential sources such as high voltage transformers and breaks them with great force

 The positive forces work in the female during gestation and the negative forces enable male to produce semen

 It seems that the cavity structural effect is different phenomena than orgone energy, although there is some form of relationship between these two

 Suitable metals for the apparatus proved to be gold, silver, copper, nickel, iron, zinc, tin, and its alloys

 Vogel created a circuit with one of his crystals as a power source

 (10)From these observations, Reich (1940) developed a way to concentrate orgone energy

 (21)In current hypothesis, the magnetic field is created by vortical motion of ether

 The individual vital fluid keeps the etheric matter circulating along the nerves or more accurately, along a coating of ether which surrounds each nerve

 When the south pole points to the east, the flames are shorter and brighter, and when towards the west, they are longer and duller

Research topicsElectric innovationsPermanent magnet motorsCavity structural effectEther researchWhat's newWi-Li 1(October 3, 2013)Odylic flames, magnets and charges(July 29, 2013)Torsion fields(July 18, 2013)Wireless light 3

 The geometry of such crystal creates a coherent field of energy that can act as a carrier wave of information

 The forces which work along the positive pole circulate blood (or plant sap) and generate blood heat

 Different arrangements of magnets can be used to manipulate the form of the double vortex

 Vogel cut healing crystalA natural quartz crystal has the capacity for information storage, amplification, and transfer, but it is unable to cohere that energy

 (22)There is some information about the finer forms of magnetism, namely individual magnetism

0(October 3, 2012)Wireless light 2

Shinichi

Researches for contemplationAccording to Shinichi Seike holes in p-type semiconductors have negative energy state and interestingly, with a coil of p-type semiconductor one can absorb gravitational strain energy that is distributed around the earth as negative energy (36)

 The water could be programmed with specific information depending upon the nature of the information programmed into the crystal

 Environmental harmonizerExperiments with caduceus coils led Spurling in 1991 to discover the healing effects of specific length copper rings

 The north element has proven to be the stronger vortex with higher gauss ratings

Radiant energy discoveries of Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)In 1889 Tesla observed by a change a radiant effect associated with high voltage discharges

 The main etheric flows in the temperate zones run from west to east, and in the equator, the main flow is from east to west

 Secondly, there is etheric pressure, somewhat corresponding to the atmospheric pressure, and by isolating the ether from a given space, the tremendous force of etheric pressure can be brought into play

The quartz crystals of Marcel Vogel (1917-1991)Fig

 The radiant (ether) particles are much smaller than electrons and neutral in charge

htm(29) Swanson, Claude

(26)

 The radiant effects are accumulative and they grow stronger in time because there are no reversals in the source discharges

 In his discovery of the atmospheric orgone energy, Reich also determined the presence of its basic west to east movement

1932

Guenther Wachsmuth

 (4, 5, 6)To compare and expand, according to Rudolf Steiner and Guenther Wachsmuth (1932, as cited by Constable 1990) there are four ethers

Rudolf Steiner

 Johnson, Howard

 When a copper ring is resonant with harmonic frequencies of light, it creates a tensor field inside the ring, which emits bluish white light

 Consequently Korschelt developed a smaller ray disc (German patent 69340, July 14, 1891)

HomepageExperimentsAboutResourcesEther researchContentsThe four ethers(theosophical, anthroposophical and rosicrucian writings)The seven states of matter in the physical worldVitality globules, lifeforces and etheric atoms(theosophical writings)Orgone energy discoveries of Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957)Etheric weather discoveries of Trevor J

 An electroscope kept inside an orgone accumulator will dissipate its charge more slowly, and sometimes it spontaneously charges up

com/watch?feature=player_embeddedv=1EjTxsN7GdU#at=310(30) Swanson, Claude

 (September 7, 2010)Update(December 15, 2011) New studies revealed some etheric knowledge

 In all of these forms the central atom is in rapid vibration at right angles to disc plane of other atoms, springing up from it to a height greater than the diameter of the disc, and then sinking below the disc to an equal distance, repeating this motion several times in a second

 The below picture, based on Hall effect gaussmeter readings, shows the direction of the lines of force, which are tracks of a particles

 The rings alone have positive effect on biological systems and water, and they can reduce storms and lightning

 The west to east flow of ether in the northern hemisphere is strongest at full moon, and weakest at new moon

 It is centripetal in action and tends to produce square shapes

 The copper plates were positioned inside cylindrical wooden ring (12 cm in length) to the opposite ends

com/doc/36280061/4634287-C-W-Lead-Beater-Chakras(9) Leadbeater, Charles W

 (10)Wilhelm Reich discovered orgone energy through bion (pulsating microscopic vesicles) experiments

 Researches on magnetism, electricity, heat, light, crystallization, and chemical attraction, in their relations to the vital force

 Tesla's conical coil in 1895Tesla discovered that the radiant energy has a spectrum of light-like energies, where the impulse duration defined the effect of each narrow spectrum

 Like electricity, magnetism has finer forms

Claude

Karl Von Reichenbach

 (32)The following chart is based on Kozyrev's discoveries, Claude Swanson's presentations (2008, 2009, 2013) and Karl Von Reichenbach's (1850) researches

 Thirdly, there is sense/light ether, which is connected to physical senses

II) Since torsion fields are generated by classical spin, when a torsion field interacts with an object only its spin state will change

 Gaseous etheric energy can be fractionated away from the flow of electrons in a circuit designed to produce short duration, unidirectional impulses

 This flash contained information in a geometric form, which was the source of the crystallographic form from which the crystal developed

 (20) According to another source, orgone energy moves in the direction of a magnetic field, and at right angles to an electrical field

 (10) This vacuum tube ionization effect might be part of the secret behind Reich's orgone motor

When the relationship between water and quartz crystals was researched, it was found out that by circulating water around Vogel crystals many structural changes occur in the water

 Pyramids and cones focus etheric force in a coherent beam from the cone apex

 Another interesting thing is that vortex spins in opposite corners attract each other and can form continuous spins from corner to corner

 Ervast also points out that prana is sometimes defined as the vital force of the Sun, which flows on all levels

 (23)Magnetic fields and energiesThe coil winding direction may have an effect in the finer ethers

 (34)This is supported by Reich (1954) and Constable (1990); The earth's temperate zones have basic west to east bluish orgone energy flow (12, 33)

 (3)The individual magnetism seems to be related to the magnetic ether and orgone energy

 (15, 16)The effects from these ray apparatus were perceived by healthy people as cold and others as warmth, some sweat a lot, although the body temperature remains normal

com/watch?feature=player_embeddedv=DeORo_VK4DE#at=1125(31) Swanson, Claude

 The tones vibrating everywhere in space are produced by the forces of chemical ether

 Secondly, the life ether is the avenue for the forces of propagation to operate

 When the direct solar energy converges with its reflection from the earth, they produce a pulsating magnetic wave or a natural rhythm that enhances everything existing on earth

 There are two kinds of etheric atoms, positive (masculine) and negative (feminine)

 The west to east flow and the south to north flow are separate functions of the ether, but to some degree they mutually influence each other

 The Legacy of Marcel Vogel

 The harmonizer in the picture consists three of these rings intersecting at 120 degrees, consequently creating a toroidal field

 The usual way of making the magnetic field lines visible with iron fillings do not show the fields as they are; they only show what little pieces of iron do in magnetic fields

html(8) Leadbeater, Charles W

 When the etheric potential becomes sufficient, it discharges via lightning

 For example, when an electron changes its velocity and thus produces an electromagnetic wave, there is also a change in spin

pdf(5) Ervast, Pekka

 Additionally when the copper ring is twisted left handed helix (counterclockwise), the ring has positive effects on both sides

References(1) Leadbeater, Charles W

 On sunny clear days the orgone charge at the Earth's surface is strong, and on rainy weather the orgone charge is weak at the surface, but strong at the atmosphere

 Shorter impulse duration brought spontaneous illuminations capable of filling rooms and globe lamps with white light

 When the crystal is cut in the dipyramidal shape indentified as Vogel-cut, it is tuned to be a coherent information transfer device

 The planet Earth exhales the chemical ether into the atmosphere at sunrise, and inhales it into the mantle at sunset

 Secondly, there is magnetic ether, which is the creative force connected to sexual attraction

 Electric field and toroidal ether flow around capacitor

Charles

 According to Charles Leadbeater (1900) there are great etheric currents constantly sweeping over the surface of the Earth from pole to pole, and there are methods by which this force may be safely utilized, though unskillful attempts to control it would be of great danger

 It is expansive in action and tends to produce spherical forms

 (9)The Sun radiates vitality to all levels

 Thirdly, there is vast store of potential energy, and by changing the condition of the matter some of this may be liberated and utilized, somewhat as latent energy in form of heat may be liberated by a change of a condition of visible matter

 Any object, which has been in contact with an individual, will absorb that individual's magnetism

 Reich called his device the orgone energy accumulator

 According to Leadbeater (1909, 1913) prana which courses along the nerves is quite separate and distinct from what is called individual magnetism or nerve-fluid, which is generated within the body

 (19) This phenomena may indicate that the crystal growth is influenced by magnetic ether

 Korschelt's ether apparatuses also work on the same effect, and additionally they work on orgone energy

 Retrieved September 1, 2010 from http://www

 (15)The power supply played a role on the effects, although the apparatus worked also without electricity, albeit not so strongly

 The spin can persist in an object for a time from seconds to months depending on whether the spin is stored in the electrons or the nucleus

 He believed that the Sun emits small ether particles and by appropriate antennas it should be possible to use these particles for healing purposes

suggested

 From previous studies, it is suggested that right-handed coil may be a better collector and left-handed coil may be a better emitter of life-enhancing etheric information (See Spurling and Korschelt)

com/watch?feature=player_embeddedv=HymeKC780VY#at=427(32) Swanson, Claude

 Firstly, the chemical ether is both positive (assimilation) and negative (excretion) in manifestation

 The copper plate on the tin cans back end was connected through the lid to positive terminal of the battery and the copper plate on the beaming end was connected to negative terminal

 Trains of impulses each exceeding duration of 100 microseconds produced painful radiant shocks and mechanical vibration and movement of objects

 The pattern is often connected to the chemical and physical activity of the substance

 The factor that distinguishes the north pole from the south pole is that the north pole is the one with the weakest south vortex

 Each particle in the substance is an individual magnet by itself, and both North and South Pole individual magnets

 To increase the power of the device, a heavy gauge antenna wire was lengthened by twisting two copper wires helically (like caduceus), separating and cutting every fourth twist, shaping them like rings and soldering them together like a chain

flames

 When the north pole of the magnet points to the east, the orgone energy at the magnetic poles flows to the same direction as earth's orgone flow, and the flames lengthen

Wilhelm Reich Museum

pdf(11) The Wilhelm Reich Museum

 (18, 19)When Vogel was growing liquid crystals in IBM laboratory, he witnessed and photographed the precipitation of light into crystal

 Orgone energy is sensitive to electromagnetic excitation, and it is irritated to over-excited, unhealthy state by radioactive materials, x-ray generators, radars, microwave ovens, cellular towers, broadcast towers, cathode ray tubes (old TVs), fluorescent lamps and high voltage power lines

 The double vortex with the spins alongside

 Lifeforce  vitalityAccording to Leadbeater (1927) the Sun sends out several of forms of etheric energy, for example serpent fire, lifeforce and vitality

Elihu Thomson

 When he searched the literature he found out two observations associated with similar spark discharges: Joseph Henry (1842) observed magnetization effect through natural barriers, and Elihu Thomson (1872) observed spark color change from blue to white and distant charging phenomena

Joseph Henry

V) Since all known substances are made of physical particles which have spin, therefore all substances have patterns of spins, whether regular or random

 The finer forms of magnetism produce the well known biological effects of the magnetic poles

 The North Pole individual magnets are coming out the earth's South Pole and are running around in the earth's North Pole and back to its own pole, and South Pole individual magnets are coming out of the earth's North Pole and are running around, and in earth South Pole and back to its own end

Howard

According to Howard Johnson [1970] (2006) the magnetic fields are more complex than usually thought

Howard Johnson

counterclockwise

 In the positive atom the lifeforce flows (counterclockwise) from the fourth dimension to the physical world and in the negative atom the lifeforce flows (clockwise) from the physical world to the fourth dimension

 Orgone energy has also the tendency to move in a spiral fashion towards the right like a snail shell (Fibonacci spiral), from a lower energy level to a higher energy level

 Feminine etheric atomThe term "atom" used here refers to etheric atoms

Pier Luigi

Luigi Ighina

" (27)Leedskalnin's description of the two-way right-handed helical flow is quite similar to Pier Luigi Ighina's Solar-Terrestrial Rhythm

Leedskalnin

 The vital force enters some of the physical atoms, immensely increases their activity and makes them animated and glowing

 The densest form of ether motion gives the ordinary current electricity and in that same kind of ether are the vibrations of sound, which set the air waves going (vibrations of air are secondary)

handed

 An object that rotates clockwise (as observed from the top) generates right handed torsion above the object and left handed torsion below the object

 The crystal is able to transmit energy in a form that has discreet biological effects, which are most likely resonant effects

 The direction of ether flow is, however, in at the positive and out at the negative

The lines of force going in the same direction repel and therefore as the lines leave the poles, they repel each other

 The ray disc was handy, but not particularly strong

 The wooden ring was positioned in a tin can, which was open on the one end and soldered to a truncated cone followed by 1

 As etheric potential and humidity rises, barometric pressure goes down, clouds are formed and eventually it rains

 Orgone charge tends to be stronger at higher altitudes than at lower altitudes, and also stronger at lower latitudes than higher latitudes

 (11)Good organic materials for orgone accumulators are wool, beeswax, fiberglass and acrylic plastic

  Besant, Annie

 On sunnuy clear days an accumulator develops a slightly higher temperature to its inside than either its surroundings or a control enclosure

 Pyrex glass coilIn most cases it was found that water generated a weak magnetic field and on one occasion a different effect was noted

 (14)The Ether Radiating Apparatuses of Oskar Korschelt (1853-1940)In April 1890 Korschelt constructed healing ray device from a special kind of pipe

 Etheric weather engineering deviceGeometric forms and structures have a long history of involvement with etheric force

 The effect could be intensified by raising the voltage and the pulse rate, and shortening the actual time of switch closure

 Since there are two lines of force, there must be two different particles

 That is because according to Kozyrev, the total entropy of the universe is conserved; a decrease in local entropy must increase entropy in somewhere else

 (24)The seven states of matter in the physical worldBased on metaphysics and unconventional sources

 Etheric healing ray apparatusKorschelt discovered that the effects were considerably reinforced when both of the copper plates were connected to battery terminals

 Leadbeater, Charles W

 There is an element both the "north" (ccw) and the "south" (cw) in each pole

 Life ether- consciousness, mind energy and memory, the ultimate physical particles, tempic (time) potential, gravitational potential, scalar potentials6

disc

0(September 28, 2012)Wireless light(September 18, 2012)Magnetic fields and energies(July 18, 2012)Attraction curve(October 21, 2011)Heart monopole(October 12, 2011)Artificial honeycomb(July 13, 2011)Hyperbolic disc(February 3, 2011)Structural analysis(December 13, 2010)These webpages! (September 30, 2010) 2010-2016 Ville Piippola
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pdf(2) Besant, Annie 1910

Pekka

Ervast

 (2, 3)According to Pekka Ervast (1926) ether is invisible physical force

Pekka Ervast

IV) The group velocity of torsion waves is reportedly more than a billion times greater than the speed of light

 The ether radiation influenced not only people; after 15 minutes it fulfilled the entire room

 (7)The chemical ether flows from low potential to high potential - to the opposite direction than conventional energy potentials

east

Reichenbach (1850, 310) mentions that the odylic flames on the north pole are longer and duller when towards the east, and thicker and brighter when towards the west

1850

" (32)Odylic flames, magnets and charges(Edited December 14, 2015)According to Reichenbach's (1850) research on magnets, the north pole (the north pointing end of a compass) emits bluish northward flame and the south pole emits reddish southward flame (34)

south

 This is consistent with torsion theory, from which can be concluded that earth's geomagnetic south pole attracts reddish life force and geomagnetic north pole attracts bluish life force

 (12)Etheric potential and barometric pressure have an inverse relationship

 An accumulator tends to attract slightly higher humidity into itself

accumulator

 The radiant effect is the foundation of Tesla's claim that his magnifying transmitter was capable of producing more energy out than he was putting in

 In the nature this ether tends to produce half moon forms

 In general these North and South Pole individual magnets are circulating in the same way as in the permanent magnet metal

 Light ether- Tesla waves, longitudinal electric waves, magneto-dielectric waves, faster than light vibrations, tachyons, orgone pulsations, qi energies, torsion fields5

theosophical

Korschelt

Grebennikov

Spurling

Marcel Vogel

Viktor Grebennikov

 ConstableThe Harmonizers of Slim Spurling (1938-2007)The Ether Radiating Apparatuses of Oskar Korschelt (1853-1940)The honeycombs of Viktor Grebennikov (1927-2001)The quartz crystals of Marcel Vogel (1917-1991)Thoughts about magnetism and orgone energyRadiant energy discoveries of Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)Magnetic fields and energies (July 18, 2012)Torsion fields (July 18, 2013)Odylic flames, magnets and charges (July 29, 2013)The first time I read about etheric forces was from theosophical book

Oskar Korschelt

 The lengthening effect is connected with an attraction and the shortening effect with a repulsion of the flames

 The copper plate connected to the positive plate was moveable inside the wooden cylinder

Torsion fieldsAccording to many Russian scientists, torsion is the same as subtle energy (life force, chi)

 The radiant effect manifested only at the very instant of switch closure and it was related to the impulse time

 They are in constant motion, they are running one kind of magnets against the other kind, and if guided in the right channels they possess perpetual power

 And fourthly, there is the most evolved memory/life ether, which is connected to memory and breathing

 On both sides spirals of copper chain were fastened, on the front clockwise spiral facing the Sun and on the back counterclockwise spiral facing the patient

 Normally the effects were attained by circulating water through a Pyrex glass tube coiled seven clockwise turns around charged Vogel-cut crystal

Vogel

orgone

 (September 7, 2010)Update(October 12, 2010) According to Kanjski  Zujic (2008) any stable magnet has its own orgone field, in which orgone energy flows along the magnetic lines towards the geomagnetic North

pdf(7) Constable, Trevor J

 The major etheric force involved in the breathing processes is the chemical ether

 In brilliant sunshine this vitality is constantly welling up afresh, and the globules are generated with great rapidity and in incredible numbers, but in cloudy weather there is great diminution in the number of globules formed, and during the night, the operation is entirely suspended

vitality

 Searl's electric generator "must set up an ether flow or flux along the lines of the electric field as is conventionally represented

lifeforce

 The lifeforce seems to be capable of occupying several different kinds of etheric form and most commonly it adopts anoctahedron, made of four atoms arranged in a square, and one central atom constantly vibrating up and down

wooden

 He put the crystal in the middle of the hexagonal wooden box and made a copper coil and then a silver-tin coil wrapped 250 times

 Accumulators used on living systems, copper and aluminum should be avoided as they yield toxic effects

 This individual magnetism may be employed for mesmerizing or healing others and also for magnetization of objects

 In France, Brown succeed in flying some disks in a vacuum, and succeeded in proving that the phenomena was more efficient in a vacuum! Estimates could be made of speeds of several hundred miles per hour utilizing voltages of 1 or 2 thousand electron Volts

Hyde, William (1990), "Electrostatic Energy Field Power Generating System," U

 PatentsThere are several patents of equipment and devices that are of interest and could be very important to researchers in the free-energy areas

 the works of Walter Russell 1926, 1947, 1989)

Bearden (1992) points out that: "By utilizing fundamental new definitions for energy, potential, and scalar potential, the mass of the atomic nucleus may be considered a powerful electrostatic scalar potential, referred to as the mass potential

 A recent reviewer said that: "This is one of the potentially world changing books" in its field!"Tom BeardenFor several years, Tom Bearden (1991) has worked on an extended electromagnetics theory, involving the scalar component of the quaternion

[I am indeed indebted to Samuel Faile, Alexander Peterson, and Walter Rosenthal for their past and continuing efforts in searching for and identifying U

 From the newspaper reports and clippings, it appears that both devices passed all tests, only to fall into oblivion

 [Another active "free-energy" device of increasingly note-worthy attention is the Federal Reserve, which is not an agency of the U

 And, in all cases, of such experiments, the energy MUST be coming from somewhere in some form

 The device contains two counter-rotating disks (about two feet in diameter) that are set in motion by hand

 Whew!) (That's a sick joke folks! Wake Up!)Hans ColerHans Coler demonstrated two major devices to many amazed witnesses and officials in Germany during 1925-1945

 and foreign patent offices provide some information into new developments in these areas, yet the actual patents usually reveal very little useful information and almost no experimental results

" The reader is referred to the papers by Harold Aspden and W

 Edmund Storms of Los Alamos National Laboratory has reviewed much of the work done internationally in the so-called area of cold fusion and has documented the results of the now world-wide research in this area (Storms 1993)

Brown, Paul (1991), "An Open Letter to All Working on Alternate Energy," personal written communication from Paul Brown, dated Nov

 with its B x V field acting in the opposite direction to the Earth's B x V gravity field on the already polarized atoms in the [generator] would proceed to depolarize them and release them from the earth's gravitational pull

 Whether or not the device is termed an "over-unity" device will depend upon the size of the box

Thomas, Friedrich - Werner et

Page 36 (Barrett 1991) is a direct reference to the theoretical operation of the Floyd Sweet Vacuum Triode Assembly over-unity device (that Tom Bearden has explained operates as a pumped phase conjugate mirror: "Higher-order oscillator-shuttle-circuit (OSC) arrangements permit more complex dynamics

" "One of the most fascinating aspects of our discoveries is that by the use of the phenomenon of superposition of fields, electromagnetic induction can seemingly be separated from magnetic flux energy

 After all, where do our ideas come from in the first place? Both Tesla and Edison are reported to have made their respective amazing discoveries while 'daydreaming' - not actually thinking! References are included for those that would like to seek and receive higher technical knowledge from higher sources, regardless of religious views

 What is proposed is a three step plan: (1) The creation of an annual advanced energy conference to bring together those who will openly discuss ideas, experiments, and devices; (2) The use of an international non-profit corporation that would support these activities and extend and network these conferences internationally; and (3) The creation of a financial dividend structure that would allow all participants to gain from the success of others

" All of Tom's theories to unify electromagnetics, general relativity, and quantum mechanics are summarized in his 1991 paper, which is only six pages long! These are all available from the Association of Distinguished American Scientists (ADAS)

 (Figgie 1992)] Sources of Information and DataUltimately, the sources for all information in these areas come from the inventors, researchers, or investigators themselves

 A great attraction of isotopic power sources is that radioactive decay energy is several orders of magnitude greater than chemical energy

 He was obviously not impressed by the 'harmonic theory' that Adams was using to evolve the design concepts and had come to realize that earlier reports on how efficiency was measured by Adams were not sound

 But is there any signal in all the noise? There is if Tesla, Moray, and Bearden are correct

 These experiments prove the existence of the "A field" that Tom Bearden and others refer to that has been excluded from the simplified EM equations (thanks to the simplifications of Heavyside) taught in physics today

 The test report quotes: "Known for over 150 years, the Faraday homopolar generator has been claimed to provide a basis for so-called free-energy generation, in that under certain conditions the extraction of electrical output energy is not reflected as a corresponding mechanical load to the driving source

 When the box is drawn large enough, all systems or devices will have a net energy transfer of zero

 His paper includes a complete set of harmonic unified tables which "demonstrate the linkage of gravitational ad electromagnetic forces

 King has become a central researcher in this effort, and has issued a list of technical items that are not in the patent that may be necessary for the successful operation of this device (King 1992)

 They continue to spin thereafter, and the machine generates usable power that lights or powers small tools

, continually ignore the possible applications of his theories?Tesla was unceremoniously thrown out of the best technical school in Yugoslavia for believing that he could build a generator that would extract electrical power from a running stream of water

"William HydeWilliam Hyde has stated that he developed an over-unity device and patented it with full disclosure of all of its details in his U

If we could produce electric effects of the required quality, this whole planet and the conditions of existence on it could be transformed

 Pappas points out that in Maxwell's theory, it is assumed that there is continuity and the closeness of the path for the flow of every current

 "In 1903 and 1904, Whittaker showed that all present day vector EM can be replaced by scalar potential interferometry, and that bi-directional harmonic EM plane wave sets could be used to produce a standing wave of force-field-free potential

 I showed theoretically and experimentally that the fundamental equation in electromagnetism is the Newton-Lorentz equation (as called by me) which is:m u0 = - q * grad f - (q/c) DA/Dt + (q/c) V * rot A - (q/c) * div A[where DA/Dt represents (in this text font form) the partial of A with respect to t, and all vector notation is assumed to be obvious to the reader]where f and A are the electric and magnetic potentials of an electromagnetic system at a point crossed by a particle with mass m, electric charge q, and velocity V

Aspden, Harold A

"From the Quaternions Overview given by Barrett (1991): "The algebra of quaternions is the even subalgebra of a three-dimensional Clifford algebra with Euclidean metric

 Papers and books that are of special noteworthy attention are those by Hans Coler (1946), the Gravity Research Group (GRG 1956), Stefan Marinov (1992 and 1994), Hans Nieper (1984), and Shinichi Seike (1992)

 The device, through channeling radiant energy, produced up to 50,000 Watts of power and worked for long periods of time

" "A generator of a motional electric field, all electric and with no mechanical motions involved, has been built and experimentally demonstrated

 It just hasn't been figured out yet, and the researcher has probably not drawn a large enough box

"Stefan has just completed a book entitled Divine Electromagnetism (Marinov 1994) that summarizes his most recent findings and describes many experiments that prove these findings

 Applied to the highly nonlinear nucleus, this wave constitutes a pump wave in the nonlinear phase conjugate mirror for the production of time-reversed EM waves, time-reversed gravity (i

 FER-DE-LANCE: A Briefing on Soviet Scalar E-M Weapons, 225 pp, Tesla Book CompanyBearden, Thomas E

 The Dam Engineer could probably care less, and could also say that the Dam is "a perpetual motion machine that will last forever;" which means at least until he retires and his kids are out of college

Walters

 My interest was aroused as a teenager by reading about the life and contributions of Nikola Tesla, now available in the books by Walters (1961) and Cheney (1981)

)Free-Energy Theory, Experiments, and DevicesTo handle the mind bending thinking and theoretical insights in the Zero-Point and free-energy fields, researchers have, for better or worse (and probably for the near term worse) adopted a simple way of describing the results of their research, in terms of what they can immediately measure and see

 It is a non-inductive device!" "It is this virtual field which produces the pure motional field in the space surrounding the generator

 (1999), The Energy Machine of Joseph Newman, 8th Edition is now available: Joseph Newman Publishing Co

 Pegasus Research Consortium distributes this material without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included information for research and educational purposes

 What's extremely interesting is that's exactly what Michael Faraday and James Clark Maxwell stated better than 100 years ago and it's been totally ignored

 I feel this work is extremely important! A modified caduceus coil was used to test the hypothesis that bucking (opposite) electromagnetic fields can cancel their vector fields and generate a time varying quantum potential (the "A field," for those in the know)

International Tesla Symposium Proceedings (1984, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992)

 In analyzing such systems, a box is drawn around the device and energy balances are formulated to measure the amounts of energy coming into and out of that box

 There are several reports by various authors of experiments that indicate a much higher than normal operation efficiency, and even over-unity operation

"General Atomics (1991), a well known "high-tech" company located near San Diego, CA, has also been interested in exploring the capabilities of N-Machines

Russell, Walter (1926)

 The German company Becocraft specializing in the development of "new energy devices" was forcibly shut down and its president quickly imprisoned on investment fraud charges in a court case that had only one plaintiff: the Utility Company of Cologne! (Marinov 1992)

Becocraft

 Part of that process is a detailed review by a committee to see if any of the technology within the patent is applicable to "groups" in support of the national security

 If such other application does not stand under a security order, it and the common subject matter should be brought to the attention of the Security Group, Licensing and Review, Patent Office

 For the purposes of this paper, a free-energy device will appear to produce more energy than it uses, because it is not known from what form of potential energy source the other required input energy comes from

 Nikola Tesla - Giant of Electricity, Thomas Y

 Sweet has developed working devices based upon this vacuum triode concept utilizing paired barium ferrite magnets and resonant circuits

 He continued research on his devices and theories in these areas, and his work has gone seemingly unnoticed since then - unless it has already been applied to the B-2 bomber as suggested by Paul LaViolette in his paper at the 1st ISNE last year entitled "The U

 One way to expand the EM equations is to go back to the original Maxwell's Equations in "Quaternions

 Each disk set contains a top and bottom aluminum disk separated by a 18 inch of Plexiglas, where scallops have been indented on the leading and trailing edges of the disk and protruding wires inserted

Paul Brown (1992) describes recent developments in materials technology that now make it possible to fabricate non-thermal thin-film isotopic energy converters with a specific power of 24 kiloWatts/kilogram and 5 to 10 years working life at 5 to 10 Watts

 Carol White has documented a summary of research and repeated results presented at the 3rd International Cold Fusion Conference (White 1993)

Carol White

Books and ReportsMany books and reports have been published that relate to the free-energy fields

 It is found that there is increasing momentum and a growing network of researchers taking place in these fields, despite widely evident efforts to suppress this information

 The Whittaker EM bi-wave structure of the scalar potential then becomes a new and universal internal EM structure for mass, including the atomic nucleus

Johnson, Gary (1992)

 Joseph Newman is actively pursuing this avenue, as he was granted a patent for his device in Mexico and has been repeatedly denied the same patent in the U

 Bruce says that a N- machine/Space Power Generator is an electrical machine which has the capability of producing electrical energy with significantly less mechanical power input than the presently employed induction machines

Jefimenko's Electrostatic Free Energy GeneratorsExamples of free-energy devices and generators are clearly explained in the book Electrostatic Motors (Jefimenko 1973) where one Corona motor having a cylindrical rotor instead of a disk operates at 0

Jefimenko

 When set up and connected to the ground, priming and then tuning, the device would draw electrical energy

 I wonder if charged particles or charged ions play an important role in these effects

" Also, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) research at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) will be published this August that verifies the existence of the cold fusion phenomena, including nuclear product formation (McKubre 1994)

 Results of this experimentation proved that the power generation had not originated from within the device

 The focus of his research has been to develop isotopic power sources in the range of 10 to 5000 milliWatts with a working life of 10 years

Paul BrownPaul Brown (1991) describes a resonant circuit device containing a nuclear isotope that reportedly extracts energy from the Beta-decay from the isotope and uses it for useful work

]Cathie, Bruce L

William HooperFrom the Preface (Hooper 1974): "This treatis presents newly discovered unique and startling properties of one of our induced electric fields

White, Carol (1993), "A Summary Review of the 3rd International Conference on Cold Fusion," 28th IECEC paper, pp 2

2 kiloVolts, the apparatus spun in the direction of the positive wires leading with a force of 8

Two historical events are worth including here regarding possible suppression and inability to commercialize free-energy devices

 When wire and magnet move together, then, according to today's physics, no electric intensity has to act in the wire

 This effect was observed by Faraday in 1831 but until today physics cannot explain it

 (1992), "An Interpretation of Whittaker's Harmonic Biwave Decomposition of the Scalar Potential and His Replacement of Orthodox EM Forcefield Waves by Scalar Potential Interferometry," available from the author through ADAS, August 1992Bearden, Thomas (1992)

 One of Coler's devices consisted of six ferrite permanent magnets placed in the form of a hexagon, with overlapping and reversing coil windings placed on the surface of each magnet

"Floyd SweetFloyd Sweet demonstrated his vacuum triode device to at least two expert electronics technicians that have documented their observations in sworn affidavits

 However, it is increasingly obvious that these traditional EM equations just are not applicable to many of the experiments and devices that are being built and tested today

Troy and Evelyn ReedThe Reed (1991) Magnetic Motor is an electromechanical device that Troy Reed says runs on magnetic power

Troy Reed

, and Walter Rosenthal (1991)Walter Rosenthal

 The test results performed by Sweet alone indicated a 90% weight reduction of the device itself, from 6 pounds to about 20 ounces on a spring scale, when the external load was increased from 0 to 10 Watts

Areas Of Related InterestThe study of the free-energy field overlaps with quite a number of other areas of science and technology, some of which are called "Fringe Areas

documented

 Nevertheless, sound theoretical foundations for understanding so-called "Zero-Point Energy" and "Free-Energy" devices have been documented and are available

Kelly, Don (1988), Letter to Don Kelly from Methernitha, dated 9

 All reported research in these fields seems to stop in the early 1950's

Tesla Incorporated, 760 Prairie Avenue, Craig, CO 81625, FAX (303) 824-7864

 Why was he not supported? Why is Thomas Edison such a well known name and Nikola Tesla is not? Why was his research not actively continued? Why does the academic community, within the U

Gary JohnsonGary Johnson (1992) reported that electrically induced explosions in water exhibiting free-energy are relatively easy to produce with a 2 micro-farad capacitor charged to 10 kiloVolts

Hooper also found (Gibson 1983) that he was able to make specially constructed coils that could produce a field that could not be shielded and had other features in common with the gravitational field

Russell, Walter (1989)

SECRECY ORDER(Title 35, United States Code (1952), sections 181-188)NOTICE: To the applicant above named, his heirs, and any and all of his assignees, attorneys and agents, hereinafter designated principals:You are hereby notified that your application as above identified has been found to contain subject matter, the unauthorized disclosure of which might be detrimental to the national security, and you are ordered in nowise to publish or disclose the invention or any material information with respect thereto, including hitherto unpublished details of the subject matter of said application, in any way to any person not cognizant of the invention prior to the date of the order, including any employee of the principals, but to keep the same secret except by written consent first obtained of the Commissioner of Patents, under the penalties of 35 U

 From an analysis of Wimshurst electrostatic generators, this would require a power increase factor, or over-unity factor of about 20

 How such cold fusion systems could be commercialized in the near future is summarized in a recent paper by Hal Fox (Fox 1993)

Hal Fox

Glen Rein

"Glen ReinWhile not specially related to energy conversion devices, Glen Rein (1991), at Quantum Biology Research Laboratory, presented results of his research with cell culture bioassays and the effects of time varying quantum potentials

 Henry Moray continued with his dream of harnessing a usable energy that the world could benefit from, and the same time save the earth from the many methods of energy retrieval which now scar and pollute its land, air, and seas

 Scientists and engineers are urged to seriously study the two cited Whittaker papers and their implications, and to set up experiments to falsify or verify the hypotheses advanced

 Their point of view is adequately summarized in a quote from a typed letter from Methernitha in 1988 (Kelly 1988):"To surprise present mankind with a free-energy device would literally mean to pour oil into a world which is already set on fire in too many places and domains of human life

 I also gratefully acknowledge these and many other researchers, scientists, and skeptics that have contributed serious open research and documentation to boldly advance science and technology for the benefit of the human race

 His paper is also contained in these 2nd ISNE Proceedings (Cathie 1994)

 The one's I have recently attended are the 26th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference (IECEC), held in August 1991 in Boston, MA; the 1992 International Tesla Symposium, held in July 1992 in Colorado Springs, CO; the 27th IECEC held in August 1992 in San Diego, CA, and the 28th IECEC held in August 1993 in Atlanta, GA

 McMurthy for further information and details regarding the Adams Motor and specifically the equations that are used to measure its input power, output power, and the motor's resulting efficiency

Any other application already filed or hereafter filed which contains any significant part of the subject matter of the above identified application falls within the scope of this order

Russell, Walter (1947)

Paul Brown

Recent Documented Examples of SuppressionFrom Paul Brown's written Open Letter (Brown 1991): "I have been involved with alternative energy research since 1978, while still a college student

 In other words, our all-electric motional electric field generator operates without the presence of detectable magnetic flux energy as such

Aspden, Harold (1990), "Switched Reluctance Motor with Full Accommutation," U  Hindershot seemed to be the only person able to make his device work, and died in April 1961

 In other words, they say: "thank you for the information, now SEND IT IN AND FORGET IT!" Over 3,000 patents have been classified this way (MacNeill 1983)

Hooper, William W

 Stefan Marinov's new book is also extremely important as it may well change the mathematics of EM theory (Marinov 1994)

 We have previously pointed out two successful experiments by Floyd Sweet, one for extracting useful EM energy from the vacuum, and one for the production of unilateral forces, including antigravity

Floyd Sweet

 The book by Hans Nieper (1984) is a great reference book, and sometimes hard to find: use the source listed

Hans Nieper

ConferencesI am familiar with only a few of the many technical conferences that have been held that deal with the Zero-point and free-energy fields

 Henry Moray (Resines, 1988), and the Hindershot Motor (Brown, 1988)

 For those in the health fields: think very carefully about what is being said here! Then contact Glen!Wilhelm ReichWilhelm Reich has become famous for his discovery of Orgone Energy, and the rather incredible effects of its use

Glen

Brown, Paul M

coming

 Through continuous experimentation and in spite of the doubts held by the scientific community of the day, he discovered that the energy was not coming from the ground but from an outside source away from the earth

Barrett

On the Mathematical Formulation of EM Theory: Barrett, Bearden, and MarinovFor those that need to review the basics of electromagnetic (EM) theory and its orthodox mathematical representation, Rice gives a very good overview and derivation of the familiar electromagnetic equations in a five part magazine article (Rice 1991)

Joseph Westley Newman  (1994), The Energy Machine of Joseph Newman, a New Edition is to be released in about May 1994 (an older edition is also available): Joseph Westley Newman, Route 1, Box 52, Lucedale, MissJoseph Newman

Valone, Thomas (undated), "Non-Conventional Energy  Propulsion Source Database," Integrity Institute, 1377 K Street, NW, Suite 16, Washington DC, TEL (202) 682-7371, FAX (202) 543-3069

 In his recent letter to New Energy News (Marinov 1994), he states:"Today's physics asserts that the fundamental equation in electromagnetism is the Lorentz equation

 Townsend Brown's research is also documented in his patent entitled "Electrokinetic Apparatus," U

company

 Where did that technology go? Why don't we have that information now? These patents would be a great place to start for a new company involved with defense conversion technologies for environmental use!Religion"Ask and you shall receive

 From the Office of Naval Research report [unclassified in 1952] on his work: "It is asserted that the force exerted upon a negatively charged body by a positively charged body is greater than the force exerted upon the latter by the former; that the force differential is [proportional to the mass of the dielectric inserted between the bodies; and that the phenomena is evidence of a new "electrogravitic" effect

Brown, Tom (1988)

Marinov, Stefan (1994), "Letter to Germany's President," New Energy News, April 1994, p16Marinov, Stefan (1994), Divine Electromagnetism, East-West Publishers, Morellenfeldgasse 16, 8010 Graz, Austria, Tel (0316) 37 70 93, $70

SandyKidd

Sandy KiddAnother inventor experimenting with an anti-gravity device is Sandy Kidd, a Scottish engineer, who say his "amazing device defies the accepted laws of physics by resisting the Earth's gravitational field and producing more energy than is fed into it

Sandy Kidd

 He likens this effect to a triode tube since the amplified phase conjugate replica of the signal wave is much like the amplified output of a triode, and the input to a PPCM is much like a triode's grid signal input

triode

 If ANY member of the panel feels that the patent information could be used "in the interest of national security," then the patent is removed from the patent process, and the inventor is sent the "Secrecy Order" reprinted at the end of this paper

Johnson, Gary L

 Therefore, given the experiments and devices referenced in these and other conference papers: Demand that they be tested with an open mind! One success out of all of the failures is more than worth the effort!THE EARTH IS NOT FLAT!(Although the 'Flat Earth Society' is included in the references

While on one hand some researchers may possibly be overstating the capabilities and results of their experiments and devices, on the other hand many so-called "scientific experts" are very active in discounting all of the research results in these areas without investigating the details of any of them

 The Primordial Energy Field is then also distorted as a consequence of the spatial reaction to the centripetal force field existing within a ROTATING magnetized conductor

 However, if such part of the subject matter was disclosed to any person in a foreign country or foreign national in the U

Walter

 Moray, Walter Russell, and Nikola Tesla described the nature of the ZPE and designed and built equipment to engineer its properties

To learn about the foundations and current technical knowledge in the Zero-Point and free-energy fields is to open a very large Pandora's Box

Pandora

 As a matter of fact the sum of the above two intensities acts and this can be observed on the famous Faraday disk

 When charged by 50,000 VDC with a continuous input of 50 Watts, the disks rotated in air at an observable speed of 17 ft/s, or 11 1/2 miles per hour! A later test used disks of 3 feet in diameter on a 50 foot diameter course, and the results were so impressive that they were immediately classified! As further U

Cathie, Bruce L

Bearden Thomas E

 The device appears to operate continuously and generates a continuous 3 to 4 kiloWatts power at about 220 Volts and about 10 Amps DC

 Its immunity to shielding gives it a stature and a character of its own, beautifully unique and isolated from all hitherto known spatial fields! Our generator produces nothing but this previously unknown field!"A very interesting Appendix entitled "Similarities of the Motional Electric and Gravitational Fields," was also written and published by Hooper just two weeks before his sudden passing in 1971, that summarizes his theory and experimental work up to that time

 At motion of the magnet the motionaltransformer electric intensity I discovered:Emot-tr = (1/c) (V * grad) Aacts on the charges in the wire

Several of the free-energy devices reported historically have also reported to have antigravity effects

)Robert AdamsThe Adams motor has been of considerable interest in the past year, and many researchers have obtained the plans for the motor and have replicated its design and results (Adams 1993)

Bruce CathieBruce Cathie has made several important contributions to field energy research and is the author of several books

 (A scalar is a number with no vector direction, like speed

 It also appears that the secrets of the devices died with their inventors

Tesla, Nikola (1891), "Electro-Magnetic Motor," U

Rice, William P

Rice

Fox, Hal, Ed

Bruce dePalmaBruce dePalma (1991) points out that the key to understanding and explaining the baffling situation of anomalous excess electrical energy generation in free-energy machines lies in a re-interpretation of magnetism as not being a property of the magnet, but of space itself

Bruce

design

 A key in the design of this device may be the use of the five inch diameter, non-inductive, basket-weave coil, similar to the coils used by Hooper (1974)

Hooper

DeMeo, James (1989)

 Tom Bearden's books and reports

1994

26th

 Conferences that have been recently held to collect and summarize information in these areas include the 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conferences (August of 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1994) and the more recent 1st International Symposium on New Energy (ISNE) (April 1993)

Other sources of information and data include papers, reports, books, and conference proceedings

Russell, Walter and Lao (1981)

 He finally discovered "that angular measure, in minute of arc values, and a time unit based on twenty-seven units for one revolution of the Earth, was the key to unlocking the grid secrets

 The results and applications of his research are documented by DeMeo (1989), and further research is being carried out at the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory

DeMeo

 Thus, we will allow system efficiencies over 100%, and over-unity energy conversion until we are either proven wrong, or we finally draw a larger box and understand what is happening inside that box

Gary

 Gary Johnson (1992), a college professor and IEEE Senior Member, recently published a short review of the researchers in this area in a noted U

Valone, Thomas (1991)

 It is mathematically shown that the vector cross-product of the quaternion results in an additional term called a Scalar wave, that vector analysis totally ignores

Mario Pasichinskyj

Merritt

Merritt, Thomas, and Mario Pasichinskyj (1985)

 Two machines have been described by a member of their community, Stefan Marinov: one machine has a disk diameter of 20 cm and delivers some 200 Watts of power, and another has a disk diameter of 2 meters that continuously gives 30 kiloWatts of electrical power

letter

"From the letter for "Urgent Appeal" by inventor and patent recent holder William Hyde (Hyde 1992): "The United States Department of Energy and various large corporations have and are attempting to suppress this new emerging energy technology

Newman, Joe (1984), "Free Energy: An Interview with Mr

LaViolette, Paul A

Marinov

Stefan Marinov has also suggested corrections to the mathematical description of Maxwell's electromagnetism equations

Stefan Marinov

, Russell, Festinger et

Russell

 This newly discovered pure B x V field is the most unique phenomenon known to electromagnetism because it is devoid of the electrostatic and magnetic field characteristics we have hitherto known

 If some of these works turn out to be not valid: So Be It; Let it Be Known; and Let's Move Forward with Integrity! We are all desperately looking for the next big breakthrough in modern physics to assist us in solving the escalating energy and environmental crises!Do something to promote and encourage the continuation of these researchers and these works! If you don't do it, who will? If not now, when?Business PlanAn international organization has been created that is committed to the study of these fields and the support of its researchers

researchers

 He claims that results of 50% conversion efficiencies have been demonstrated, and greater efficiencies are hoped for in the future

 Townsend Brown," Publication No

Tom Bearden (1991) described a Vacuum Triode developed by Sweet

 These questions include: Why is this research not conducted? Is it suppressed? Why is it suppressed? Are there other examples of such suppression? Where can I get more information? Are there any examples of such advanced related technologies? If such energy sources exist, has anyone found out how to use them? How do they work? Can I use them, and can I use them in a responsible manner?There is a great outcry by those familiar with our current energy policy and the public electricity utility network for need of a new breakthrough in the technology of energy production

 Methernitha is committed to not release details on their device, as they believe that present mankind is not ready for such advanced energy technology

Bearden, Thomas E

 Townsend (1952), "An Investigation Relative to Thomas Townsend Brown" by W

" The spiritual and communal group of Methernitha is located in Switzerland, and a videotape may be available on loan from the Space Energy Association that summarizes their community and shows the device in operation

 HindershotLester Hendershot invented an electrical generator around 1928, which produced about 300 watts from what seemed to be the Earth's natural energy fields

 (1946), "The Invention of Hans Coler, Relating to an Alleged New Source of Power," British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee report No

included

 If the subject matter is included in any foreign patent application, or patent, this should be identified

 A quaternion is:x = x0 l + x1 i + x2 j + x3 k, where i, j, k, and l are related byi2 = j2 = k2 = - l2li = il = i, lj = jl = j, lk = kl = k, ij = -ji = k, jk = -kj = i, ki = -ik = j[and in this text font form, you know that i, j, and k are all vectors][While i, j, and k form a normal orthogonal 3-D vector coordinate system set, we see that the l vector could be thought of as a some sort of complex vector direction, since the dot product of l with itself is opposite to those of the other quaternion components

McKubre, Michael et

McKubre

 "Maxwell's Original Quaternion Theory Was a Unified Field Theory of Electromagnetics and Gravitation," Proceedings of the International Tesla Society Symposium, 1988, 58 pp, Association of Distinguished American Scientists, P

 It gives this new field a new status among our force fields

 Joe Newman," The Moneychanger, VolNewman

 Reported test data indicated that when the wires were charged with 26

 In 1978, he constructed such a rotating device, the Sunburst machine, that was advertised to be 110% to 120% efficient (10 to 20% over-unity)

"Later in 1953, Brown succeeded in demonstrating much better results with two-foot diameter disc-shaped air foils separated by twenty feet

 The water behind a dam is said to have a great deal of potential energy, so the electricity is said to come out of the power plant

 (1992), "Electrolysis of Light Water Produces Excess Energy - 78 Watts Output with 28 Watts Input," 27th IECEC informal paper, Aug

 The Earth, for example is one huge oscillating field magnet! I have found only a few sources that reference the modeling of EM fields in three spatial dimensions (e

 So it is seen that these generators can be thought of as free-energy devices, while they are really only energy conversion devices, and obviously not perpetual motion machines

free-energy

 Townsend Brown

over-unity

Aspden

Adams

McMurthy

 McMurthy to Robert Adams, Harold Aspden reports (Aspden 1994 NEN) that McMurthy stressed that: "though he had replicated a working version of the motor, he could not vouch for any over-unity performance claims

Robert Adams

" ( Nikola Tesla, June 1919 )"OTHER VOICES: A SUMMARY OF RESEARCH NOT PRESENT"Patrick G

William Hyde

Hyde, William (1992), "Appeal to the American People for Help with Government and Big Business Suppression of New Emerging Technology," written communication from William Hyde April 1992; William Hyde, 1685 Whitney, Idaho Falls, ID 83402-1768

Fox, Hal (1993), "Commercialization of Enhanced Energy Systems," 28th IECEC paper, pp 2

Fox

" "And a normal EM analysis won't even see it or deal with it!"In the report by Tom Bearden describing "Maxwell's Original Quaternion Theory Was a Unified Field Theory of Electromagnetics and Gravitation" (Bearden, 1988), an example of a quaternion formed by a 3-D vector with an additional potential term is presented

 This scalar wave "represents a scalar EM stress wave -- an oscillation of the local curvature of the vacuum, since it is varying the amplitude of the local energy density of vacuum as a periodic function of time

 To my knowledge, no one has yet replicated the over-unity operation of the device as stated by Hyde

" "Thus there are two kinds of electromagnetics and two kinds of EM waves: (1) the normal translation force vector kind, which translates charged particles and interacts primarily with the electron shells, and (2) the artificial scalar potential kind, which does not translate charged particles, and interacts primarily with the atomic nucleus

Paul Baumann: The Methernitha Free-Energy MachineAlso known as the "Swiss M-L Converter" or the "Thesta-Distatica

Contact Ken MacNeill at Cadake Industries, P

MacNeill

 On the other hand, when the box is drawn just small enough, the device can be said to be an "over-unity" device, and an intelligent physicist will know better

box

 It is my desire that future authors will network and exchange information before they write their next paper, so we can accelerate and converge the work that is being performed in these fields

 Brown at his then Laboratory of Research Physics, performed experiments on the force acting upon charged conductors

" A good Dam Scientist would probably point out that the Sun evaporates the oceans and lakes, moves the vapor, makes the rain that fills the Dam, and the potential energy of the water produces the electrical power

1992

Hindershot

 The device is summarized in the Electric Spacecraft Journal magazine, Issue 7, 1992, and is documented in detail in "The Hindershot Motor Mystery" by Borderland Sciences (Brown 1988)

"[For a detailed exposition of time reversal in physics, see Robert G

Robert

 (1993), "The Status of 'Cold Fusion'," 28th IECEC paper, pp 2

1993

 Devices have been reported and demonstrated to reliable witness that have produced continuous 6, 500, and 5,000 Watts output from a nine Volt DC battery

Paul

Methernitha

Paul Baumann is the inventor of the Thesta-Distatica, and is today the spiritual head of the Christian Community Methernitha in the village Linden, near Bern, Switzerland

Paul Baumann

 The theories expressed in the description of the Coler device are very similar to those presented in a comprehensive report (GRG 1956) (the latest one we could find so far) on electrogravitics systems, interactions of E-M with gravity, or counterbary control devices

Coler

"From Chapter 7, entitled "Some Confirming Experiments:" "During the years 1968 to 1969 the writer devoted his full time to the task of producing experimental sources of B x V fields which speak for themselves

If, prior to the issuance of the secrecy order, any significant part of the subject matter has been revealed to any person, the principals shall promptly inform such person of the secrecy order and the penalties for improper disclosure

 The potential payoff is enormous, so the search should be continued if there is any chance at all of success!"Also, Llewellen King (1991), publisher of The Energy Daily, Defense Week, and Environmental Week Newsletters in Washington DC recently strongly and dramatically stated in a luncheon speech to an international technical audience at the 1991 IECEC:"We have failed with energy to come up with the 'Great Big Breakthrough!' 'The Major Change

1991

Thomas

Thomas Townsend BrownEarly in his life, Townsend Brown was demonstrating new methods of electrokinetic or space-energy propulsion, and many felt that it could lead to a new form of power generation

 Technically the ZPE results from an electric flux that flows orthogonally to our perceived dimension or reality

Brown, Paul (1989), "Apparatus for Direct Conversion of Radioactive Decay Energy to Electrical Energy," U

 I have seen Tom's videotape of this device in operation, when it was operating

 Through Tom's theoretical suggestions, the circuit was modified to test possible antigravity effects

 Townsend (undated), "The Townsend Brown Electro-Gravity Device, A Comprehensive Evaluation by the Office of Naval Research, with Accompanying Documents," 15 September 1952, Publication R-503, William L

 It should be pointed out that Tom's book entitled AIDS: Biological Warfare (1988) probably has the best description of the pumped phase conjugate mirror wave theory model of any of his books

To finish mention that there is a big field of research on biophotons with an agricultural production motivation where emissions from seeds are often measured, for example see [19,20,21]

 There are a variety of frequencies ranging from extremely low frequency to light (biophotons)

Syed Bilal Ahmad

Syed Bilal

 SandersFUltra-violet light emission from HPV-G cells irradiated with low Let radiation from 90Y; Consequences for radiation inducedbystandereffects2013-(19)Syed Bilal Ahmad, Fiona E

Ahmad

Cristian Fernandez

Cristian Fernandez-Palomo

 MothersillFEndogenous physical regulation of population density in the freshwater protozoanParamecium caudatum2017-(6)Daniel FelsFExosomes are released by bystander cells exposed to radiation-induced biophoton signals: Reconciling the mechanisms mediating thebystandereffect2017-(22)Michelle Le, Cristian Fernandez-Palomo, Fiona E

 MothersillFLong range physical cell-to-cell signalling via mitochondria inside membrane nanotubes: a hypothesis2016-(22)Felix ScholkmannFPhysical Non-Contact Communication between Microscopic Aquatic Species: Novel Experimental Evidences for an Interspecies Information Exchange2016-(5)Daniel FelsFThe Increment of Genoprotective Effect of Melatonin due to Autooptic Effect versus the Genotoxicity of Mitoxantron2016-(10)M

Yu Yong

 Barlow, Emile KlingelFUPE Biological Death Process Identification System2012-(4)Zhou JunFUltra-weak bioluminescence and vigour of irradiated rice2010-(6)Yu Yong, Wang JunFChanges in Ultraweak Photon Emission and Heart Rate Variability of Epinephrine-Injected Rats2005-(13)Y

)VariousVariousGaiaOther Phenomenoes (Other Clues)It could be seen as a very speculative hypothesis, but it can be a natural extension to the electromagnetic mind theory, because if EM is related to consciousness, then, there is no reason to why this should be reduced only to biological systems, so what about the world? Our Earth's electromagnetism is investigated to see equivalences to a mind

 Those effects were measured at the beginning using only biological systems as a detector, but with the development of photomultipliers these previously inferred emissions began also to be measured electronically, especially from the decade of 1980 onwards, and the scientific literature began to refer them as ultraweak photon emissions or biophotons

 "Exosomes are released by bystander cells exposed to radiation-induced biophoton signals: Reconciling the mechanisms mediating the bystander effect

 "Shifting wavelengths of ultraweak photon emissions from dying melanoma cells: their chemical enhancement and blocking are predicted by Cosics theory of resonant recognition model for macromolecules

 GallepFUltraweak Photon Emission in Cells: Coupling to molecular pathways, applied magnetic fields, and potential non-locality2013- (178)Blake T

 However, communication from these irradiated fish, both before and after they had been exposed to a 0

 "Physical non-contact communication between microscopic aquatic species: novel experimental evidences for an interspecies information exchange

 "Ultra-violet light emission from HPV-G cells irradiated with low let radiation from 90Y; consequences for radiation induced bystander effects

The classical method to infer a signaling role of biophotons is to compare reactions to different stimulus of separated biological samples, a pair of them separated by a barrier that isolates them also electromagnetically and other pair than not have this kind of barrier [4], in this paper is also referred an example where are correlated chemiluminescence (that is not biophotonic emission, only a chemical reaction with much greater intensity) with a possible biophotonic communication:" Wonderful experiment indicating communication between chemically isolated populations comes from the protozoan Gonyaulax polyedra (phylum: Dino flagellata) showing the release of irregular bursts of photons of the same frequency (note that we talk here of bioluminescence) (Popp et al

"Some attempts have been done also to describe a chemical mechanisms that could work as an intermediate or as a receptor of these photons to cause later the effect on non irradiated/stressed sample

"Some aquatic species were found that must interchange biophotonic signals [5], for example in [6]:" 

Ilya Volodyaev

 MayburovFElectromagnetic cell communication and the barrier method(review)2015-(14)Daniel FelsFRevisiting the mitogenetic effect of ultra-weak photon emission(review)2015-(20)Ilya Volodyaev, Lev V

Clearly the underlying mechanism may be even more surprisingly profound and imply some kind of quantum entanglement between samples; in [32] a very curious phenomena is described, where non-treated sample was able to produce some responses prior to the treated sample receive irradiation:" The mechanism is unknown but our group has evidence that physical signals such as biophotons acting on cellular photoreceptors may be implicated

"Other approach that is explored in this section is the possible use of biophoton detection as a diagnostic tool in medicine

 "Simultaneous and intercontinental tests show synchronism between the local gravimetric tide and the ultra-weak photon emission in seedlings of different plant species

 "An observed effect of ultraviolet radiation emitted from beta-irradiated HaCaT cells upon non-beta-irradiated bystander cells

Of course, is not the only kind of investigation related to the vegetable world, in [24,25] there are photographed "plant auras" like phenomena that in fact are biophoton fields surrounding the leafs

 "Photon emission and quantum signalling in biological systems

Pavel Pospil

Stefania Lamponi

Claudio Rossi

 MothersillANew perspective in cell communication: Potential role of ultra-weak photon emission(review)2014-(1)Ankush Prasad, Claudio Rossi , Stefania Lamponi, Pavel Pospil, Alberto FolettiFSpeculations about Bystander and Biophotons(review)2014-(4)Charles L

Kostas Koufopoulos

 Shashi Kiran ReddyAMitochondrial emitted electromagnetic signals mediate retrograde signaling2015-(1)Georgios Bagkos, Kostas Koufopoulos, Christina PiperiFPhysical basis of Biophoton emission and intercellular communication(plasma blob, evolution)2008-(14)E

Georgios Bagkos

It's interesting to note that from the research made we know that body parts shaped and highly structured (and/or mineralized) emitted more photons than the relatively unstructured, flat body parts [10]

 Fels, Daniel

Biophoton emissions are an endogenous bioluminescence phenomenon, identified in all biological samples

Another kind of experiments in regard to communication possibilities are those that measure and do a statistical study of biophoton emissions, for example in [7] is measured the biophoton emissions between fish eggs and they found that:" 

Akio Saeki
Katsuro Sato

Yoshio Goto

 VilenskayaAUltra-weak chemiluminescence of smokers' blood1985-(1)Binkoh Yoda, Yoshio Goto, Katsuro Sato, Akio Saeki, Humio InabaVarious experiments and new data on Biophotons(F) Full or (A) AbstractAvailable FormatsTitleCommentaryPublication Year (and Number of Pages)Author(s)AHuman Biofields Reveal Nature and Behavior: Using Spectral Analysis2018-(1)Rai Sachindra PrasadFBacterial biophotons as non-local information carriers: Species-specific spectral characteristics of a stress response2018-(10)Lucas W

Binkoh Yoda

 In [30] is observed that exosomes may be related because cell survival was significantly reduced in cells incubated with exosomes extracted from cells exposed to the secondarily-emittedUVor biophotons, and lend to the conclusion that RNA of these have a role mediating the bystander effect because when is removed from exosomes the effect on the incubated cells disappear

 "Long range physical cell-to-cell signalling via mitochondria inside membrane nanotubes: a hypothesis

signalling

Blake

 MuruganFShifting wavelengths of ultraweak photon emissions from dying melanoma cells: their chemical enhancement and blocking are predicted by Cosics theory of resonant recognition model for macromolecules2014-(8)Blake T

bystander

Michelle Le

Jennifer Fazzari

Cris Fernandez-Palomo

Andrej RusinJiaxi WangRichard Smith

 KintziosFBiological EntanglementLike Effect After Communication of Fish Prior to X-Ray Exposure(bystander)2018-(17)Carmel Mothersill, Richard Smith, Jiaxi Wang, Andrej Rusin, Cris Fernandez-Palomo, Jennifer Fazzari, Colin SeymourAModulation of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) by radiation-induced biophotons(bystander)2018-(1)Michelle Le, Fiona E

 The biophoton origin inside cell is not totally elucidated (seesection[1] or introductory notes of thesection[2]) although some propositions have fairly strong evidence in their favor, most probably various sources are involved

 NiggliFTowards whole-body ultra-weak photon counting and imaging with a focus on human beings: A review2013-(9)Roeland Van Wijk, Eduard P

Junyan Liu

Jiangxiang Pang

 PersingerFSpectral discrimination between healthy people and cold patients using spontaneous photon emission2015-(9)Meina Yang, Jiangxiang Pang, Junyan Liu, Yanli Liu, Hua Fan, Jinxiang HanFInverse relationship between photon flux densities and nanotesla magnetic fields over cell aggregates: Quantitative evidence for energetic conservation2015-(6)Michael A

 Here, there are also included experiments with no electromagnetic measure, only as a support to the existence of those phenomena

 the main bulk of radiation is produced in form of short-time quasi-periodic bursts

 Meanwhile in [31] is found that the biophoton signals emitted by irradiated cells, interfere with the processes of oxidative phosphorylation in cells receiving the signals

 was found that autotrophic unicellular organisms (Euglena viridis), separated by cuvettes, affected the proliferation rate of heterotrophic unicellular organisms (Paramecium caudatum)

 BeloussovAAn Observed Effect of Ultraviolet Radiation Emitted from Beta-Irradiated HaCaT Cells upon Non-Beta-IrradiatedBystanderCells2015-(1)Michelle Le, Fiona E

Michelle

 When two populations were placed side-by-side in cuvettes with a photon shield between them, the bursts of each population were asynchronous in comparison with the other population

In [27] ultraviolet emission from exposed samples was detected and in [28] it has been show that in fact a some short of communication using ultraviolet biophotons occur because when one sample is irradiated with tritium (3H) cell death also increases in non-irradiated sample, but if a polyethylene terephthalate filter, designed to eliminate gt;90% of UV wavelengths below 390 nm is placed between samples, non-irradiated cells survival is unaffected

 Yong, Yu, and Wang Jun

radiation-induced

 "Modulation of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) by radiation-induced biophotons

 "Spontaneous photon emission: A promising non-invasive diagnostic tool for breast cancer

 The resonant recognition model can resolve some biological questions and may be related to the detected biophotons

Weiya Shi

Qin Liu

Hongxia Song

 PersingerFStudy on Spectrum Estimation in Biophoton Emission Signal Analysis of Wheat Varieties2014-(10)Yitao Liang, Hongxia Song, Qin Liu, Weiya Shi, Lan LiFLunisolar tidal synchronism with biophoton emission during intercontinental wheat-seedling germination tests2014-(5)Cristiano M

"A posterior investigation by the same author of the cited paper has resulted in aNaturepublication [26] where it is showed that those biophotonic communication is used as aquorum sensingmechanism to regulate specimens (in this caseParamecium caudatum) population density, that is, when in one cuvette population grows in the other one decreases, and this effect is abolished when inner cuvettes were shielded by graphite known to shield electromagnetic radiation from GHz to PHz, i

 Even though photon density within cells is assumed to be very high [3] photon emission outside cells is ultra-weak, because of this are also called ultraweak photon emissions (UPE)

 MoradiFPhoton emission and quantum signalling in biological systems2015-(8)S

populations

 In the case when populations (of Euglena viridis and Paramecium caudatum) were shielded against electromagnetic fields in the optical spectrum from each other, no effects were measured

 "Spectral discrimination between healthy people and cold patients using spontaneous photon emission

 The results suggest that some form of anticipation of a stressor may occur leading to a preconditioning effect or temporally displaced awareness after the fish become entangled

Some utility to diagnose cancer has been also found [33] where emissions not only can distinguish tumor mice from the health ones but that as breast cancer developed, the biophotonic emission from the healthy side of tumor mice also changed
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Endogenous Fields  MindEndogenous Electromagnetic FieldsEM Mind -PrincipalEM Mind -Other supportingEM -VariousEM  MorphogenesisEM  MicrotubulesEM  Frhlich ModesEM  DNAEM  CancerEM  Resonant Recognition ModelPrimary section of the web, EM fields generated by biomolecules, organelles, cells, organs and bodies are identified and their functions elucidated, morphogenetic and consciousness related functions among them

 HazardsReviewsPhone Base Station MW HazardsOther Related QuestionsThis section bring out the great number of papers that are demonstrating that the EM emissions both from telecomuniccation devices (like phones, phone masts or WiFi emitters) and high power transmission lines causes a variety of biological effects

 PersingerFSimultaneous and intercontinental tests show synchronism between the local gravimetric tide and the ultra-weak photon emission in seedlings of different plant species2016-(11)Cristiano M

meridians
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 van Wietmarschen, Jan van der GreefFBiophotons in Diagnostics Progress and Expectations2010-(10)Roeland Van Wijk, Eduard P

recognition

novel

It may be considered that not only detection but application of biophotonic signals is now being used in various novel therapeutic methods, majorly this method are named low level light therapy or light stimulation, and in their supporting scientific material biophotons are not habitually mentioned (except some exceptions) but they are exposures to very low light intensities that are in the spectrum of the endogenously generated biophotons [sections15,16]In [17], employing Cosics resonance recognition model for molecules (which proposes electromagnetic energy and information transfer between interacting biomolecules) was demonstrated that specific photon wavelengths within the visible range from mouse melanoma cells were associated with specific molecular pathways

Cosic

)VariousVariousGaiaOther Phenomenoes (Other Clues)Endogenous Fields  MindBiophotonsBiophotons -VariousOffoffOnonBiophotons -VariousLight generated in living systems is used for intercellular communication and other factsPablo Andueza MunduateA previous step before postulating any relationship between biophotons and consciousness or mind is to prove if at least they serve as information signals, this section trends toward validating this hypothesis and shows other biophoton related utilities like their possible use as a diagnostic tool in medicine

 The analysis of radiation temporal structure indicates that the information about egg age and growth is encoded via the values of time intervals between neighbor bursts with the height higher than some fixed level"Similarly a some kind of electromagnetic communication between samples (cells or complete organisms) has been found when a sample is irradiated (or stressed by external medium) and another sample that was located close, although not directly irradiated, shown some effects in relation to the irradiated sample

There is a growing number of investigations that related biophoton emissions characteristics with the health status of the tested subject, for example in [13] biophoton emissions are used to distinguish cold patients from healthy subjects and they found a significant difference in the maximum spectral peak and photon emission ratio between the filter of 550nm and 495nm, which consequently can be used in distinguish cold patients from healthy people

nanotubes

"Also is proposed that internally in multicellular organism, independently of the external emissions through extracellular medium (where almost filled with water possibly has relatively low attenuating effect due to special characteristic of water in its relation to electromagnetic fields, seesections[8]) nanotubes are also used in a way to serve as optical fibers connecting cells as proposed in [9], similar ideas are proposed for collagen structures the of extracellular matrix (that can both conduct and modify photon pulses coming from biological sources) and the more recently discovered primo-vessels [10]

 The study demonstrated that these bursts were caused by a communication system between the cells working across glass barriers

Classical Chinese Medicine concretely have concepts that now are measurable thanks to the comparison of the different biophoton emissions and it is thought that acupuncture meridians can serve as biophoton guiding channels (see a dedicatedsection[14])

Several approaches to the phenomenon will be treated in this section, the first approach is relative to the experimental findings that support the idea that biophotonic signals are used as a communication form between distant cells or microorganisms

 To test this hypothesis, we decided to see whether any form of entanglement was operational in the system
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 Prestwich, Carmel Mothersill, Colin Seymour, Andrea Armstrong, Cristian FernandezFPhysically disconnected non-diffusible cell-to-cell communication between neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y and DRG primary sensory neurons2013-(11)Victor V Chaban, Taehoon Cho, Christopher B Reid, Keith C NorrisFNon-chemical and non-contact cell-to-cell communication: a short review(review)2013-(8)Felix Scholkmann, Daniel Fels, Michal CifraFPhotonic Communications and Information Encoding in Biological Systems2012-(10)S

Fels

 Bertogna, Eduardo, Evandro Conforti, and Cristiano M

 When the shield was removed, however, the bursts of the two populations became synchronized

bursts

 DottaFTowards the two-dimensional imaging of spontaneous ultra-weak photon emission from microbial, plant and animal cells2013-(8)Ankush Prasad, Pavel PospsilFSpontaneous ultra-weak light emissions from wheat seedlings are rhythmic and synchronized with the time profile of the local gravimetric tide2012-(8)Cristiano M

Ankush Prasad

 Further, the heterotrophic unicellular organism affected also the proliferation rate of a multicellular heterotrophic organism (Rotatoria sp

 Our results indicated that the genoprotective effect of melatonine in presence of mirrors had significant difference with one without mirrors (plt;0

 This raises the question of whether quantum biological processes may occur as have been demonstrated in plant photosynthesis
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 AgostiniFOscillations of ultra-weak photon emission from cancer and non-cancer cells stressed by culture medium change and TNF-a2017-(12)Pierre Madl, Thomas Verwanger, Mark Geppert, Felix ScholkmannFSpontaneous photon emission: A promising non-invasive diagnostic tool for breast cancer2017-(7)Xiaolei Zhao, Jingxiang Pang, Jialei Fu, Yong Wang, Meina Yang, Yanli Liu, Hua Fan, Liewei Zhang, Jinxiang HanFMeasuring ultra-weak photon emission as a non-invasive diagnostic tool for detecting early-stage type 2 diabetes: A step toward personalized medicine2016-(8)Mengmeng Sun, Eduard Van Wijk, Slavik Koval, Roeland Van Wijk, Min He, Mei Wang, Thomas Hankemeiera, Jan van der GreefAUltra-weak photon emission of hands in aging prediction2016-(1)Xin Zhao, Eduard van Wijk, Yu Yan, Roeland van Wijk, Huanming Yang, Yan Zhangb, Jian WangFUltraweak Photon Emission from the Seed Coat in Response to Temperature and HumidityA Potential Mechanism for Environmental Signal Transduction in the Soil Seed Bank2016-(10)Steven Footitt, Simonetta Palleschi, Eugenio Fazio, Raffaele Palomba, William E

Felix

 If electromagnetism is the basis for consciousness, could be possible to measure it to search for changes in distant intention interaction (sanation, telepathy)? the answer is Yes
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 Barlow, KaterinaCervinkov, MichalCifra, MasakazuKatsumataFStudy on Water-Induced Ultra-Weak Luminescence Value of Wheat Kernels2013-(7)Yitao Liang, Rui Pang, Wang Feng, Hu YuankunFSimultaneous Biophoton Measurement of Control and Fluoride Stressed Seedlings Samples2013-(3)Eduardo Bertogna, Evandro Conforti, Cristiano M

Liang

Related to this is that of biophotonic emissions from cancer cells are discernible of those emitted by normal cells as is showed in [11] where is used the spectral power density variable as a detection method, which reveals differential distributions of the amplitude modulation of the flux density of the photon emissions, in [12] is showed that Only 1% "contamination" of a normal cell line by a malignant cell generated marked increase in photon emissions from the aggregate of cells

 HazardsReviewsNonlocality  FieldsA speculative extension to the electromagnetic mind theory

 "Simultaneous biophoton measurement of control and fluoride stressed seedlings samples

seedlings

 A curious phenomena are those discovered by Galileo at al [22,23] that biophoton emissions of seeds are synchronized to gravimetric tide even if different species show different rates of germination and development, the synchrony between the biophoton emissions and gravimetric oscillations are still displayed in the different species when each of them is germinated and grown simultaneously irrespective of whether the seedlings are raised at a common location or at widely separated locations

emissions

irradiated

Effects can be detected even with only one sample (the irradiated sample) and surrounding it with mirrors, it wich generate some kind of of "autooptic effect" [29]:" One way to investigate the treatment based onUPEis to "optically" enclose the sample with mirrors (Figure 1) [18]

 LamponiFCellular Communication through Light2009-(8)Daniel FelsFA long-range attraction between aggregating 3T3 cells mediated by near-infrared light scattering2005-(5)Guenter Albrecht-BuehlerAMarine plants may polarize remote Fucus eggs via luminescence2005-(1)Lionel F

awarded

 Serrano does reference TT Brown and his device is very similar to the first patent Brown was awarded in 1928 (GB 300,311) for a stacked capacitor "Gravitator"

craft

 The front aspect of the craft forms a tri-arcuate structure, similar to that found by TT Brown to be the optimal shape for an electrokinetic craft

 de Seversky and GE Hagen

In 2000 Hector Serrano was awarded international patent WO 00/58623 for "Propulsion Device and Method Employing Electric Fields for Producing Thrust"

Hector Serrano

Hagen's US Patent 3,120,363 published in 1958 shows the basic cellular structure of the electrostatic lifter concept

Hagen

 This analysed the work of TT Brown and other researchers, while "reviewing inductive theories and experimental approaches which provide for interactions between gravitational and electromagnetic fields

It is interesting to note that Figure 7 of Serrano's patent shows an entire space vehicle powered by his electric thruster

Serrano

counting

 The gas is normally electrically neutral, and contains neither ions nor electrons, and so is a nonconductor

 The sodium D lines soon appear, and they increase in brightness, and then in width

 Suppose we are operating at point A with a certain applied voltage, and there is a sudden increase in the current ?I (caused, say, by a spark)

 In a thunderstorm, a cloud electrode may simply be a region of excess charge distributed over a volume

If e?dincreases to 1/?, the denominator vanishes, and the number of electrons reaching the anode increases without limit

 Since most collisions do not result in ionization, and there are many ways to fritter energy away uselessly, the average energy per ion pair produced is greater than the ionization potential, rather closer to twice this value

The sparking voltage as a function of pd for air is shown in the graph at the right, showing a minimum at 327 V at pd = 5

 The much greater mass of the ions and neutrals also means that they move at much lower velocities

 However, the electron temperature may be 10,000K or more while the neutral and ion temperatures are not much above 300K

 If we increase the current in a glow discharge, we enter a region in which the width of the cathode fall decreases (the "abnormal glow")

 However, the mercury must not splash on an anode, where it offers the hazard of creating a secondary cathode that may conduct on reverse voltage, causing abackfire

 The excited positive ions could also emit radiation that would eject photoelectrons from the cathode with the same effect

 At low pressures, it is like the positive column of a glow discharge, with a very high electron temperature (40,000K is not unusual) and a low ion and gas temperature (say, 300K)

 These levels are alsometastable, which means that a transition to the ground state by radiation is difficult, and they may retain their excitation energy for an extended period, perhaps until they collide with a wall, or experience another collision with an electron or atom

 The current density in the cathode spot is high and constant, so it adjusts its size to suit the discharge current

 The cathode drop is a little less than the ionizing potential of the gas or vapor

 The counting rate increases until the Geiger threshold, and remains nearly constant across the Geiger plateau

 A lightning stroke is an example of such a discharge, but with anode and cathode that are quite different from those in a carbon arc light

expands

 Therefore, the whole cathode region expands or contracts without any change in relative dimensions as the pressure changes

 The figures are for plane-parallel electrodes, so they give the sparking voltages for the corresponding values of field strength

 In this case, bringing the electrodes closer together can actually increase the breakdown voltage

The creation of a free electron in the volume of the counter or at the cathode initiates an avalanche discharge that generally involves the whole length of the tube

 When they have sufficient energy to excite the molecules of the gas, the emitted light becomes evident

The arc can extend itself by climbing arc horns driven by its buoyancy and convection of the air around it, or the current can be used to create a magnetic field with the same effect, called amagnetic blowout

 Although oxyacetylene flames are hot enough to make fusion welds and are very useful, arc welding is relied upon for heavy-duty welding

 The conventional current is in the direction of positive charge, so electrons actually leave at the "way in" and enter at the "way out

 These methods are useful in special cases, but the most general type of arc welding is the metallic arc

 At high pressures, electron, ion and gas temperatures are equal and high (perhaps 6000K), and ionization is principally thermal

 A generator for DC welding supplies 40-60V on open circuit, but is strongly negative compounded to limit the current to the desired level

 To give an electron sufficient energy to ionize Ne at one atmosphere, the field strength would have to be E = 21

If V is the difference in potential between the anode and cathode, and d is the distance between them, then the average potential gradient, or electric field, is V/d

 This light is produced with minimal excitation, and consists only of light emitted by neutral atoms which have been excited above their resonance energy, which explains its different character from the light emitted by the negative glow

 If we just let the electrodes fall, it is only like applying a blast of air

That cloud of positive ions will sooner or later collide with the cathode

 This is similar to the production of the Fraunhofer dark lines in the solar spectrum by line absorption of the photospheric continuum in the chromosphere

We have assumed the mechanism of breakdown to be electron avalanches and positive-ion production of electrons at the cathode

 This region is filled with a positive space charge of ions moving in the other direction

 Counting begins at the starting potential, when the electric field is first strong enough to support an avalanche

Since the tube contains a drop of mercury that must be vaporized before the dicharge can start, the cathode heaters are connected in series across the line to warm up the mercury and provide some ionization

 If R is further decreased, towards R3, the voltage across the discharge increases until point B' is reached

 If we take an ionization potential of 10V (about that of mercury), then at 10,000K and 1 mmHg the Saha equation gives x = 

 Continuing, the dark region would increase in width, and the cathode would seem to be covered with a soft bluish light

 It produced 16 lm/W of the line spectrum of mercury, including the UVA resonance line at 257

 The blast from the cathode when the welding rod is made negative and DC is used allows overhead welding, a great advantage of metallic arc welding, though it is not used except when absolutely necessary

 Then V becomes greater, according to the load line, while the voltage between anode and cathode becomes smaller

The Richardson-Dushman equation for thermionic emission, J = AT2exp(-b/T) is very similar in form to the Fowler-Nordheim equation, with the absolute temperature T replacing the field strength E

The nature of a discharge depends, as we have seen, on the method for supplying electrons at the cathode, and on how the discharge is confined

 At the right, the region between the Faraday dark space and the anode serves to connect the electron engine with the anode with a conducting path

 On the left we have the usual case where the current increases monotonically with the voltage, so that the slope 1/R = dI/dV is positive

 Thermionic emission, the emission of electrons by a heated body, can supply heavy currents

 Inert-gas welding uses a tungsten electrode bathed in an inert gas such as helium to avoid oxidizing the work, and a filler rod

 Now the voltage is sharply reduced, and the operating point is B, which is stable

 The ordinary AC houshold supply is one of the easiest circuits to switch

 A very high electric field at the surface of the cathode is a feature of all discharges, and here is where the electrons get their initial energy

 The cathode fall is set by the neon, but the resonance energy of the sodium is only 2

 The maximum counting rate is about 5000 counts/s, and the loss of counts because of the dead time is called thecoincidence loss

 The rate of sputtering is proportional to (Vc- V), where V is the normal cathode fall, and Vcthe established cathode fall

 Moreover, by setting the derivative of Vswith respect to pd equal to zero, we find that the sparking potential has a minimum when C2pd = 1, or pd = e ln(1/?)/A

 When the switch was closed (this switch was a mercury tilt switch) DC passed through L, so that opening the switch produced a large inductive kick that was applied to the ring through the capacitance C

The electrons are accelerated by the strong field near the cathode to a rather high energy

 The electron mean free path becomes comparable to the size of the discharge, and practically the whole space represents the Faraday dark space

 For example, a copper arc is typically green, with emission from the copper vapor in the arc

 Recombination is a very difficult process, since only one particle is the outcome, rather than the three particles that come out of an ionization, so it is hard to conserve both momentum and energy

 Plasma physics, as it is generally presented, is a rather limited field mainly concerned with the luckless search for thermonuclear power

 However, the voltage across the main discharge is insufficient to maintain the glow discharge, so the glow discharge goes out before it can heat the bimetallic strip again

The electrons, ions and neutral molecules are in incessant thermal motion, because their collisions are perfectly elastic

 The atomic hydrogen then recombines on the surface of the work, creating the necessary high temperature

 Inductance in the circuit always makes switching more difficult

 A negative potential on the point makes it a cathode, while the anode is an indefinite volume in the surrounding gas

"Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that the medium is a gas predominantly composed of neutral molecules (we won't distinguish between molecules and atoms), which we usually treat as ideal

A typical low-intensity carbon arc for lighting operates at atmospheric pressure between two cylindrical carbon electrodes separated by a few millimeters, at a voltage of 55V and a current of 30A

 A positive potential makes it an anode, and attracts electrons from an indefinite surrounding volume, which becomes the cathode

 The normal supply voltage is enough to start the discharge, which is in the abnormal glow region to supply a good amount of heat to one end of the bimetallic strip

 It is interesting for using two anodes for operation on AC, a mercury-pool cathode, and a capacitance igniter

" Electrode is a later creation for "electro-hodos" or "electric way," and is noncommttal as to the positive direction of the current

We can now estimate the sparking potential by finding the value of E for which e?d= 1/?

 It is commonly stated that the breakdown field for air is 30kV/cm, but the phenomenon is far too complex for such a simple criterion

 With field-emission cathodes, such as with mercury, the transition may be sudden, as a cathode spot is created at some favorable spot

 The pressure in the tube is larger than the value giving minimum voltage to suppress sputtering of the cathode, which darkens the walls of the tubes and limits the life of the tube

 Between them is a bright violet glow, and a yellow tail flame, projected towards the anode

 Its low density causes it to rise when surrounded by cooler air, which, as we have mentioned, gave the name "arc" to the phenomenon

 Breakdown can occur as the voltage is raised, or the cathode-anode distance is increased or the pressure reduced (for pd to the right of the minimum)

At low pressures, breakdown occurs with a silent spark of fine filamentary form

 A glow discharge at the starting electrode close to one main electrode provides sufficient ionization for a glow discharge to begin between the main electrodes, which raises the wall temperature

ionize

When the average electron has sufficient energy to excite a neutral molecule to its resonance level, the occasional overzealous electron can ionize a molecule to create a positive ion to replace one that is lost by diffusion to the wall, where it recombines

As the gas pressure is reduced, it becomes more and more difficult to produce a sufficient number of positive ions to maintain the discharge

An arc can be started either by a transition from a glow discharge, or by separating contacts already carrying current

 If the electron makes no collisions, even a small electric field will allow it to accumulate energy in a long-enough run

protection
high-pressure

Paschen

Electrical DischargesHow the spark, glow and arc workContentsIntroduction: fundamental processesThe Voltage-Current CharacteristicsThe Spark: Breakdown: electron avalanche, Townsend discharge, Paschen's Law, Geiger-Mller tubeThe Glow Discharge: cathode phenomena, positive column, laser pumping, similitude, sputteringThe Arc Discharge: cathode phenomena, low- and high-pressure plasma, negative resistance, carbon arc in airApplications of Arcs: welding, lamps, rectifiers, switching, protection, fuses

 The number of positive ions produced in the avalanche will be n - no

 This light constitutes the cathode glow, which is separated from the cathode by a very narrow dark interval, the Aston dark space

 The ion bombardment heats up the cathode surface, which becomes incandescent, and begins to emit electrons thermionically, without reference to the number of ions coming in or the efficiency of the electron avalanche

High-field emission is essentially quantum-mechanical tunneling through the potential barrier at the surface of the cathode

 There is another electrode in the envelope so that a glow discharge can occur when voltage is applied

 If this cathode area is not available, then the cathode fall must increase to provide a greater current density

 Electrons striking a metal surface can knock loosesecondary electronsreadily, but this is of little use for discharges, since the electrons impact the anode, and secondary electrons would simply fall back into the anode, not add to the discharge current

 It is no wonder that the cathode phenomena hug the cathode tightly at higher pressures, and expand as the electron range increases

 This is not strictly a discharge, since there is no net current flow, but it produces a weakly-ionized plasma like that in the positive column of a glow discharge

The Arc DischargeThe arc discharge is a high-current, low-voltage discharge, in contrast with the low-current, high-voltage glow discharge

 However, one supposes a high-voltage DC transmission line cannot be switched at all, and its supply must be removed instead, or it simply must be shorted

 Between the narrow cathode and anode regions is the positive column with a linear voltage gradient

 The electrons will migrate to the anode, the ions to the cathode, and a small current will flow

 The light, however, is monochromatic, in the range 560-610 nm, formed by the broadened sodium D lines

The potential distribution in an arc is shown at left

 This means that the random electron current to the wall is much greater than the random ion current

It may be naively believed that the electrons are accelerated in the cathode drop as if in a vacuum, and then start ionizing when they reach sufficient energy, but this is not a valid picture, and leads to confusion when trying to understand the discharge

 Now the whole path between anode and cathode becomes conducting because of the electrons and ions distributed along it

 The negative glow grades into the Faraday dark space as the electrons become relatively slow and unable to ionize

 The increased cathode fall generates faster electrons and faster ions, so the negative glow expands and brightens, and the fast ions bombard the cathode

 When it reaches a value sufficient to give the electron a kinetic energy equal to the resonance energy Vr, then the electrons can excite the neutral molecules and light emission begins

 The product pd = pL(d/L), in which pL is a constant, and the ratio d/L determines the nature of the discharge, so the same things happen for the same values of pd

 This shows, incidentally, that tests at reduced voltage cannot be made on models, since the discharges will not be comparable if the voltages are different

 A theory usually takes into account only the principal process operating under the conditions of the problem, and this is often quite satisfactory

 This creates a cloud of vapor under high pressure that may be used to blow out the arc, and occasionally a nasty explosion

 This is a significant event in the life of a discharge, and usually means that the discharge becomes evident through light or noise

 At 1 mmHg, however, the collision frequency is comparable to the radiation lifetime, and radiation is a possibility

 For Ne on an Fe cathode, one out of about every 45 ions produces an electron

 The strip closes the contacts and shorts out the glow discharge, and the tube heaters are energized

 Any spot that becomes hotter than its neighbor, tends to become even hotter as the extra thermionic electrons attract the positive ions to the spot

 Finally, the glow at the cathode would flicker and go out, and the discharge would cease, as the electrons could find no molecules to ionize as they traversed the tube from end to end

 Therefore, most of the positive ions created in an electron avalanche reach a surface eventually, and they are driven to the cathode by the electric field

 The collision frequency is about 1011per second at atmospheric pressure, so usually the excitation energy is lost in a collision before it can be radiated

 If K is the mobility of the positive ions, then the positive ion current can be found

 This is a result of a delicate balance between heat loss and heat generation in the conducting region, and not anything similar to a "pinch" effect

 This combination is called asnubber, and it makes low-voltage DC switching a little better

 This rests essentially on the fact that the mean free path is given by L = 1/n?d2, where n is the particle density and ?d2is an effective cross section for collision

The degree of ionization x in a hot plasma can be estimated by the Saha equation, [x2/(1 - x2)]p = 3

 It is the projected distance in the general direction of motion, not the actual path length, especially for electrons, and is the distance to the point where the particles have insufficient energy for further ionization

 The mercury is initially in liquid form, either as a pool or as a drop, and must be raised to a temperature where the mercury vapor pressure will support the discharge

 This is a small pressure, but the efficiency of radiation of the sodium resonance lines is so great that most of the light comes from the sodium

 The potential between anode and cathode at which this occurs is called thesparking potentialVs

 Starting a mercury arc always requires some special action, either a separately heated cathode or an ignition electrode

The cathode spot makes a small depression in the surface that moves about rapidly, with agitation and splashing of the mercury

 From the expression for the currents in the Townsend region, we find that the current densities are constant if the initial current densities at the cathodes are the same

 They may be of hard carbon for durability outside, with a core of soft carbon for conductivity inside, that stabilizes the arc

convection

 Curiously, if the acceleration of gravity is zero (as in a space station, for example) the longitudinal voltage gradient becomes zero! The reason is that gravity drives convection, and in the absence of convection the column does not cool, and so does not need any power, at least to a good approximation

 Finally, when the lamp is at operating temperature, there are two black lines against the continuous background, as the sodium vapor absorbs these frequencies, that by contrast look dark

A negative-resistance oscillator using an arc is shown at the left

 DC of several thousand volts is very difficult to interrupt, since the voltage can support a long arc that must be extinguished in creative ways

The energy required to excite a molecule or atom to its first excited state above the ground state is called theresonance energy, and is, of course, less than the ionization energy

 However, it is at least close to the required value, and some local strengthening of the field by the arrangment of adsorbed positive ions may make up the difference

 These laboratory discharges in partially-evacuated tubes are very familiar, but there are also electrical discharges in nature, lightning being the primary example

High-pressure sodium lamps have now been developed, in which the high pressure produces a very hot plasma that radiates throughout the visble, making a golden light that is more acceptable than the pure yellow of the low-pressure lamp

 Although B' is stable with respect to small fluctuations, cathode heating may be enough to increase the electron supply and lower the discharge voltage

 The reason for the decrease in voltage with an increase in current is that the current increase causes a decrease in the resistance of the column by making more of everything available

 Space charges can cause the voltage distribution to change, and increased fields have the same effect as an increase in the overall voltage

 Each ionizing collision produces a new electron, and a positive ion that moves the other way, anion pair

 The cathode dark space has the strongest electric field in the discharge, which increases proportionally to the distance from the cathode

 The lightning stroke draws its electrons from the cloud, its cathode, and transmits them to the earth, its anode

The minimum of the sparking potential has a strange consequence

 A longer 16 cm lamp will get its light from the positive column, and the voltage drop will be about 25V

 These cathodes are oxide-coated to stimulate copious electron emission

Electrons already in the discharge, such as the random electrons produced by cosmic rays and radioactivity, can add to their number by ionizing gas molecules by collision

 Now the glass of the tube might begin to fluoresce green where fast electrons struck, and the voltage across the discharge would rise as the current fell

Analysis shows that the cathode fall where the current density required is not too high is V = (3B/A)ln(1 + 1/?), the current density is j = 5

 This difference is due to the extreme difficulty of transferring kinetic energy between the light electrons and the heavy molecules, especially when the electrons are being driven by a longitudinal field

drops

 The current flowing through the cathode and anode drops generate large quantities of heat very close to the electrodes, which is one of the characteristics of the arc

 These ions recombine at the cathode, then fall to the ground state with the emission of light

On the right, we have a characteristic like than of an arc, where the currentdecreasesmonotonically with the voltage

 The light is characteristic of a 3810K black-body, with strong radiation in the near UV at 380-390 nm, thecyanogen peaksdue to that compound of carbon and nitrogen

kick

 When the bimetallic strip cools the contacts open, causing the inductive kick that starts the main discharge, as well as the glow discharge in the starter

comparable

 The electron mean free path is now comparable to the dimensions of the tube

 The width of the cathode drop region is little longer than a mean free path of an electron, so the cathode region is very thin

 The arc is supplied from source E through a large inductance Lbthat blocks the oscillating current and keeps the arc voltage constant

familiar

The fluorescent lamp is a very familiar device, that provides us with examples of a low-pressure mercury arc, and an argon glow discharge as well

 At atmospheric pressure, the mean free path is about 10-5cm in air, and if the cathode drop is 10V, the resulting electric field if the cathode drop occurs over one mean free path is 106V/cm

The high-pressure positive column adjusts to a finite diameter D depending on the discharge current

 The laser frequency is picked out by an optical resonance between external mirrors, and energy is pumped into it by the population inversion

The emission of light is one of the principal characteristics of discharges

 If there is an electric dipole transition moment, then the transition is calledallowed, and occurs in about 10-8s if nothing intervenes

The names of the various regions are shown on the diagram

 When a circuit carrying current is interrupted, an arc always forms at the switch contacts, and the arc must be lengthened until the voltage will not support it

 The cathode is heated by positive ion bombardment, where the effect of the ions is purely thermal and any positive-ion induced electron emission is unimportant

 This causes the ion energy to increase, and the cathode becomes heated

 The voltage of a carbon arc in air is given approximately by V = 38

7 nm mercury resonance line is ideal for exciting phosphors such as manganese-activated zinc silicate

 The electrons are collected by the anode wire causing the leading edge of the pulse, and then the ions move more slowly to the cathode, making the pulse tail

 The entire region between the cathode and the Faraday dark space is full of positive ions, but recombination is more likely where the electrons are moving slowly, and this means electrons that have already ionized and are now drifting about, and slower ions that have not yet been accelerated by the field

 The capacitance igniter consisted of a ring around the bulb at the level of the mercury surface

 This matter is usually electrons, each carrying a charge of 4

 A typical current density for a thermionic cathode spot is 470 A/cm2, and of a high-field spot, 4000 A/cm2

 Rates of change of particle densities are also in a different ratio

 Most appear in the negative glow where ionization is most effective, then drift towards the cathode

 Neutral molecule densities are determined by p = nkT, but charged particle densities are determined by Poisson's equation d2V/dx2= -4?n

 The light does not come from the positive ions (unless they have been further excited, which does happen), but from ions that have recombined

 Since the potential difference is constant, the electric fields E = -dV/dx also scale with the pressures, so that the ratio E/p is constant

 If the dipole transition moment is forced to be zero by symmetry considerations, then radiation may occur by other means, such as magnetic dipole or quadrupole radiation, but the radiative lifetime for these is much longer, so they are not seen even at 1 mmHg pressure

 In arcs with thermionic cathodes, the transition is gradual as the thermionic emission increases with temperature and the discharge voltage decreases

 The photon energy h? must be greater than the energy required to free the electron, thework function

 A small auxilary anode, called an arc-holding anode, was sometimes provided to keep the discharge going when the main anode current was cut off, perhaps by some current control action

begins

 At still higher pressures, the atom states are smeared out, and the radiation begins to assume the characteristics of black-body thermal radiation

Starting a discharge with a mercury-pool cathode means establishing a cathode spot on the surface of the mercury

 The carbon arc obtains its electrons from the cathode spot on the negative carbon, which it heats to incandescence

 A fairly small degree of ionization suffices to maintain the conductivity of a high-pressure arc plasma

 It is necessary for the rf electric field to be strong enough to give the excitation or ionization energy to an electron in a mean free path

 This means that there is a constant positive space charge in the region of amount Vc/2?d2, and the field at the cathode is Eo= 2Vc/d

 The anode drop in the carbon arc is about 20V

 The diagram at the right shows two discharge tubes of similar shape, in which the linear dimensions are in the ratio a

 The higher, or positive, potential is at theanode, while the lower, or negative, potential is at thecathode

 At higher pressures, excited atoms are continually affected by collisions, which broaden the lines emitted

 This layer of excess charge is called aplasma sheath, and is a common phenomenon, well seen in glow discharges

 They are then moving much faster than their mobility in the electric field, but are not slowed down much by elastic collisions with neutral atoms, and continue to ionize with increasing efficiency as they slow, doing the most work in the negative glow

 At the left, the region between the cathode and the Faraday dark space (D

 The GM counter is between a Townsend discharge on one hand in which the current depends on the ionization, and breakdown, where the discharge is self-maintained
 If the ions liberated a sufficient number of electrons at the cathode, the discharge would become self-sustaining, rendering the tube inoperative

 The molecules of the gas also have a mean free path, but since molecules are larger, their mean free path L is shorter than Le

 The arc is struck between a welding rod and the work, with the welding rod providing the filler metal

 For carbon, the ionization potential is 15

 When DC is used, the work is generally positive because of the higher temperature at the anode, but it depends on the welding rod used

 By considering the positive-ion space charge, the field at the surface of the cathode can be estimated as E = 4V/3d, where V is the cathode drop and d is the width of the cathode fall region

 This is the region ofcathode rays, as the linear electron trajectories were called before electrons were recognized, that can cast shadows, deflect in transverse electric and magnetic fields, cause the glass to fluoresce, and produce X-rays when they are stopped suddenly by the anode or the glass

The Cooper-Hewitt low-pressure mercury arc lamp is shown at the right

 It is surrounded on all sides by what is essentially aplasma sheaththat cuts off current to the walls (which assume a negative potential relative to the plasma), allows just the right amount of electron current to go to the anode, and to come from the Faraday dark space

 If the column expands, heat loss increases and ionization decreases

 A resistor would work as well to limit the current, but the inductor dissipates less heat, though at the expense of a poor power factor

 The anode drop occurs in a wider region, and resembles a probe sheath, as in a glow discharge

fast

The cathode is bombarded by positive ions coming mainly from the negative glow region, where they are created by collisions with fast electrons

 Electrons in the dark space are still moving too rapidly for this, so there is little light there

 The kinetic energy gained in a mean free path L is mv2/2 = EeL, so we can find the velocity and hence the current density, j = ne(2EeL/m)1/2

 It requires very little potential difference to support the arc, mainly just enough to keep the path of the discharge supplied with ions to replace those lost in various ways

 When the starting switch is opened, the inductor gives a high-voltage kick that initiates the arc, though it may be a while before the tube comes up to operating temperature

 The lightning stroke, and the carbon arc, are both unconfined arcs

 The circuit isunstable, and some external means is necessary to limit the current

 Where cathode surfaces are specially prepared, perhaps with low-work function substances as in thermionic cathodes, sputtering can destroy them quickly, even at relatively low overvoltages

 An electron cannot do this unless it has acquired sufficient kinetic energy by being accelerated in an electric field

 When the electrons acquire sufficient energy to ionize, they begin to do so as they enter the negative glow, the brightest part of the discharge

 When they first are connected, they show argon or neon lines, then the blue of a mercury discharge and its typical yellow, green and red lines

 Therefore, high-field emission seems to be the only alternative

 Electron energies are often quoted inelectron-volts, abbreviated eV, and such that the energy U in eV is given by eU = eEx, so that U is just the potential drop in the distance x

 The discharge is now self-sustaining as a glow discharge, and cathode heating is not sufficient to cause transition to an arc

sufficient

From here to the vicinity of the anode, the potential gradient must only be sufficient to allow the most energetic electrons to form ions to replace those that diffuse to the walls

 A DC supply, even of the same voltage, is much more difficult to interrupt

 The cathode fall of the lamp is about 15V, low enough that ion bombardment of the cathode is not damaging (this happens at 25V and above)

 In carbon-arc welding, the arc is struck between a carbon rod and the work, and a filler rod is used if extra material is needed

 It is arranged that the bimetallic strip continues to heat a short time after the discharge ceases, so the circuit does not reopen immediately

 The electrodes of glow lamps are treated with low-work-function materials, so they are injured by overcurrent, and their striking voltages may rise

 Another method used a resistive rod that was not wet by mercury dipping into the pool, called a resistive igniter

A good reason for this article is also that information on electrical discharges is not easy to find in current literature, in spite of their importance in many fields of physics, astrophysics, atmospheric electricity and engineering

If an electron frees another by an ionizing collision, then these two can both free additional electrons, and so on

 Note that this means that the whole arc, including the gas, is under zero gravity

 As we pumped the tube down, at some point a discharge would start, filling the tube with pink light, if the gas was air, but the current would be low and the light not intense

 The number density of sodium in cm-3, is given in terms of the temperature T in K by log n = -5573

 While the neutral density is about 4 x 1015cm-3at 1 mmHg, the electron and ion densities do not exceed 1010, and are usually no greater than 108

 The electron mean free path in neon at 1 mmHg is about 0

 Kirchhoff's voltage law around the loop including the arc, L, C and R gives Li" + (R + de/di)i' + i/C = 0

 We assume that every electron emitted from the cathode creates an avalanche, and that the positive ions from this avalanche return to the cathode and liberate new electrons to join the discharge

 The electron temperature Teis usually very different from the ion and neutral temperature Tnat low pressures, because the electrons receive more energy from the electric fields in a discharge, and can exchange kinetic energy with the neutrals only with great difficulty, so they represent a reservoir of kinetic energy that is in very weak contact with the neutrals

 For a carbon arc in air, n = 1 and m = 0

The energy required to ionize neon, called theionization energy, in the reaction Ne ? Ne++ e-, is 21

 Technology offers a wealth of examples, such as arc welding, the corona discharge on high-tension lines, fluorescent lamps, including their automatic starters, neon advertising signs, neon and argon glow lamps, mercury and sodium lamps, mercury-arc lamps for illumination and UV, carbon arc lights, vacuum tubes, including gas-filled rectifiers, Nixie numerical indicators and similar devices

The high-pressure mercury arc lamp was developed earlier than the high-pressure sodium lamp, since the problems with its construction were not as challenging

 This creates an electronavalanche, which may send a burst of electrons toward the anode, leaving in their wake a cloud of slow positive ions that will make their way to the cathode

confined

 A discharge between metal electrodes in a glass tube that gets its electrons from positive-ion bombardment of the cathode, and is confined by the glass walls, is called aglow discharge

 At the pressure mentioned above, the voltage across the tube would be least and the current greatest, and this is the discharge state shown in the diagram

For a neon glow discharge carrying 25 mA, the voltage gradient in the positive column for a tube radius R = 2 cm is 1

 Atomic-hydrogen welding uses a pair of tungsten electrodes between which the arc is struck

 The extra ions required are made in the anode glow, while little excitation occurs near the anode, making a dark space

 At these temperatures, the resonance radiation has an absorption coefficient of 143 cm-1, so it does not get far before it is absorbed and then re-radiated

 When the mercury is vaporized, the arc strikes, and the oxide-coated cathodes are heated by ion bombardment

 The width of the negative glow is approximately equal to the "range" of the electrons at the prevailing pressure

 On the other hand, if the probability of collision of the electron in a distance dx is dx/Le, where Leis called the electronmean free path, and Leis much smaller than the distance x, then the speed of the electron is given by v = KE, where K is the electronmobility, in cm/s per V/cm, for example

 Therandom current densityis the current crossing unit area in one direction in the plasma, j = nec/4, where c is the average thermal velocity of the charge carrier, ?(8kT/?M)

92 x 10-8(AB2)(Kp)(1 + ?)p2/ln(1 + 1/?), in ?A/cm2and where the various constants have their usual units, and the width of the cathode dark space is d = 3

 This is about a factor of 20 less than is required, so some investigators have questioned the importance of high-field emission in arcs

 The arc consists of the cathode drop, the positive column, and the anode drop

Corona is the name given to glow discharges at high pressure near points of high fields, usually caused by a small radius of curvature

 It has a U-shaped bimetallic strip that closes the circuit through the lamp heaters when it is hot, but the contacts are normally open

 With further evacuation, the current would increase as the voltage across the tube decreased, and we would see a dark region coming out of the cathode

 The electron temperature in the positive column is about 40,000K

collision

 This makescumulative ionizationpossible, where an atom can be ionized by multiple collisions in which the electrons have insufficient energy to ionize in a single collision

 High-voltage transmission circuits are very difficult to switch, even with AC, and a large amount of technology has been developed to meet the problems

 The mean free path is still short even at 1 mmHg, and neutral molecules far outnumber electrons and ions

 This occurs often in the study of electrical discharges, and often mechanisms are obscure while their effects are well-known

 The exact mechanism of sputtering is in doubt, but it seems that cathode material is ejected to the cathode surface, and then evaporated by the local heating

 A discharge may exist in the vicinity of a sharp point, or other place with a small radius of curvature where the electric field is increased significantly from its average value

 The difference in voltage acts to increase the current, restoring it to the value before the disturbance

 Even when the electron and ion number densities and temperatures are roughly equal, electrons still carry the preponderance of the current because of their higher mobility

 Because of the large current, an arc has a small longitudinal voltage gradient ELin the positive column, especially in a high-pressure arc

 It was necessary to find a glass that would not be attacked by hot sodium vapor before any such lamp was possible

A radio-frequency field from an external coil around the discharge tube can be used to create a plasma

 The random electron current may be larger than required, so the electrons must be slowed down by an extra electron density near the anode, or, alternatively, a positive ion sheath may be required to draw extra current out of the plasma

The number of electrons that arrive at the anode will be n = noe?d, where d is the distance from the cathode to the anode

 These two discharges look quite different with constant potentials, but with alternating current the opposites succeed one another and make an average impression

 One source is the photoelectric effect, when light of sufficiently short wavelength falls on a metal or semiconductor and liberates aphotoelectron

 However, the current increases quite rapidly with electric field

 The smaller the diameter of the tube, the greater is the diffusion, and the greater the longitudinal potential gradient required to keep the electrons up to working speed

Large mercury-pool rectifiers were once used to produce large DC currents

 Any charged body attracts charges of the opposite sign that sooner or later will neutralize its charge, though the usual reason for the loss of charge is conduction over the surface of the supports of the body, which is normally far greater than the small space current from the ions and electrons normally present in the air

 The McGraw-HillEncyclopedia of Physicshas no entry for "electrical discharge" or "electric arc," for example

 Now the discharge produces its own electrons, without relying on cosmic rays or natural radioactivity, and becomesself-maintained

 The inert gases, which have a closed shell of electrons in the ground state, have very large resonance energies

 It consists of a cylindrical metal cathode with a fine wire anode on the axis, as shown in the diagram

 The electrons are exhausted by this effort, and drift out into the Faraday dark space at low velocity

 Only one in ten million molecules is ionized, and the motion of electrons and ions is governed by mobility rather than by free acceleration

The mean free path L is inversely proportional to the pressure, so pressure has a great effect on how an electron gains energy

 An arc is also produced whenever an electric circuit is interrupted, and must be extinguished before it does any damage

 There must always be sufficient ions to keep the cathode hot

The Glow DischargeIf we reduce the gas pressure to between 1 mmHg and 1 cmHg, we get a glow discharge that looks like the one in the diagram, a typical low-pressure glow discharge

 The voltage gradient is small because the neon can be cumulatively ionized, since it has metastable levels and can save excitation energy between successive collisions with electrons

 A typical positive carbon is 16 mm in diameter, with an 8 mm core, while the negative carbon is 11 mm in diameter, with a 3 mm soft carbon core

 The electrons carry most of the discharge current in this region, the ions mainly just ensuring electrical neutrality

 This region is called theabnormal glow

 Photons can also be absorbed by a molecule, which gives up an electron and becomes a positive ion

 A positive wire becomes an anode, with a uniform anode glow spread along it

 The electrons are liberated either by thermionic emission, or by high-field emission

 These lamps produce a whitish-blue light from the broadened spectral lines of mercury, which at the highest pressures becomes practically a continuum

 This apparently created high-field emission at the mercury meniscus inside the bulb, which started the discharge

 At higher currents, the arc becomes ahissingarc, and the voltage is roughly constant

 The electrons added to the avalanche in a distance dx will be dn = ?ndx, proportional both to the number of electrons, and to the distance dx

 Its voltage drop is about 17V, and it produces 4000 lm, for an efficiency of about 22 lm/W

 It is characterized by a negative-resistance V-I characteristic, and high temperatures

 These electrons, naturally, do not have a Maxwellian distribution until they have lost most of their energy in inelastic collisions and ionization

 Note that the ratios of charged particle densities are not the same as the ratio of neutral molecule densities

cathodes

 The relative importance of these mechanisms has long been in dispute, but it is convenient to assume that the fixed cathode spot of refractory electrodes (such as carbon or tungsten) is thermionic, while the wandering cathode spot of low-melting-point cathodes (such as mercury) is high-field

 The pressure comes in because the important thing is the energy gained in a mean free path, EL, and L is inversely proportional to pressure

 The energy of a metastable can be transferred to a different atom or molecule by acollision of the second kind

 This is not a true spark, but the effect of high temperatures produced at the last point on the contacts to open, when the current is confined to a small area

sodium

The neon in the lamp, though it does not contribute to the light, has the important function of decreasing the electron mean free path so that the electrons spend a lot of time in the discharge, and have a high probability of exciting sodium atoms

 In a short arc, the potential is almost just the sum of the cathode and anode drops

The current through a glow discharge is controlled by the external circuit

 The protection that routes a stroke around an insulator may leave ionization that facilitates an arc over the insulator from the normal line voltage, damaging the insulator, so protection equipment must work quickly to de-energize the line when a lightning stroke is detected

 The common diagram has, I believe, some inaccuracies, the most important of which is the positive ion density in front of the cathode, which cannot fall to zero, as Loeb seems to indicate, but must remain finite

 Like the cathode fall and the negative glow, the Faraday dark space also expands inversely as the pressure

 Point A moves up the curve until the sparking potential is reached

sparking

 The longitudinal voltage gradient depends on current as E = BI-nand on pressure as E = Cpm, where m and n are empirical exponents

 The 254 nm, 408 nm and 577 nm lines are all "forbidden" by the usual selection rules, but happen to be very strong in Hg, where singlet-triplet combinations among lower levels are not very forbidden

 By "air" we mean the usual mixture of nitrogen and oxygen, and the values are an average

contacts

 Otherwise, when the circuit is closed, the voltage across the charged capacitor would be discharged through the low resistance of the contacts, which could weld them together

 Speeds given to the electrons by electric fields are often very much greater than thermal speeds, especially near the cathode, where the electric field is very high

 If the pressure is sufficiently low, then the electrons move almost as in a vacuum, and the normal Childs 3/2-power law applies

 This means that the net number of electrons leaving the cathode will be no+ ?(n - no), and the number eventually reaching the anode will be n = [no+ ?(n - no)]e?d

pressures

 If the pressures scale in the inverse ratio a, then the number of mean free paths in any similar distances is the same, and pd is a constant for similar behavior

 The factor ? is the probability of creating a new electron per unit length (or, the average number of electrons created per cm of path), and is called thefirst Townsend coefficient

At lower pressures, the dark region would expand proportionally to the reciprocal of the pressure, the glow around the cathode would also expand, and perhaps a dark region between it and the cathode would become evident

 It is almost electrically neutral, aplasmaconfined between the walls, the anode, and the Faraday dark space

 When your lights flicker briefly, the usual reason is that a lightning strike has caused the protective circuits to disconnect and reconnect the line automatically

 This characteristic tells a lot about the circuit behavior of discharges, but it does not say much about the dynamic relations, only about the stable operating points

 NO has the rather low ionization potential of 9

 The cyan line at 436 nm, the green line at 546 nm, and the yellow doublet at 577 and 579 nm can easily be seen in the spectrum of a fluorescent tube, and should be familiar to all

In the Faraday dark space, the electric field is again controlled by space charge and the mean free path, this time of the electrons, which carry nearly all of the current

 This expression may be multiplied by a constant near unity to account for a difference in speed of the colliding particles, or the distribution of molecular relative velocities, but the essential thing is the proportionality to 1/n, which holds very well for the dilute gases important in discharges

 A simple increase in primary ionization that raises nowill not cause breakdown by itself

 Also, the variety of phenomena in discharges is very rich and depends on many factors, such as purity and surface preparation, that are difficult to quantify

 A field of 2 x 107V/cm produces emission of only 1

 In the carbon arc light, the discharge is started by drawing the carbons apart, which produces an arc at once, since the discharge does not have the difficult task of establishing a conducting path over a great distance, as in lightning

 In the width of the negative glow, all the positive ions that the discharge needs are continually being created, and then they are accelerated towards the cathode

neutral

 Even the ions may be excited by the fast electrons, and both the neutral and ionized molecules contribute to the light

 The anode-to-cathode voltage must be continually increased, and the electrons become more and more energetic

It is necessary to exclude the oxidizing atmosphere from the molten metal in any welding, and this is done by the gases created from the coating of the welding rod

 The cathode spot is at a temperature of about 3500K, while the crater eroded in the anode carbon is around 4200K, with a brilliance of 170 cp/mm2

 Light of a definite frequency is emitted when an excited atom falls to a lower energy level

 This is a delicate balance that keeps electron and ion densities equal in the positive column or plasma

 The regions where the discharge type changes are shown cross-hatched, to show that the actual values may not be clearly defined

 However, if the electron avalanche produces more than 45 electrons, then there will be sufficient positive ions to replace the electron that originally left the cathode (or came in from elsewhere)

Only a few of the necessary positive ions are created in the cathode dark space, where most of the potential rise takes place

 Hence, the electric field rises as we move through the Faraday dark space

 However, positive ions can also create secondary electrons

The Geiger-Mller counter tube is an interesting example of breakdown characteristics

 There are now much fewer ions around, so the electrons can be accelerated in the gentle field

The distribution of light intensity in the cathode dark space and the negative glow is a good subject for contemplation

5x)/I, where V is in volts, I in amperes, and x is the arc length in millimeters

drop

 It is filled with argon to a few mmHg, and contains a small mercury drop, perhaps 200 mg in weight, that will supply the operating pressure in a tube 15 cm long and 3 cm in diameter

 From the ionization constants for air, we find 266 V using the above equation, which is not bad agreement

 In general, ? will be a function of the electric field E, but here we assume E is constant, so our equation holds exactly only for plane-parallel electrodes and in the absence of space-charge effects

 This change is cooperative, and the discharge quickly moves to point C, where V is lower and I is greater

 This average field will drive a positive ion in its direction, an electron in the opposite direction

 These figures hold only over certain ranges of electric field, of course

 It is rather unlikely for a positive ion to snatch an electron from the few that are available while it is moving through the gas

 The body must be heated to incandescence, and for efficient emission, its work function must be low

 Cosmic rays and natural radioactivity continually produce a small number of electrons and ions in all gases at the surface of the earth, and this gives air a small conductivity

 The gradient depends on the efficiency of cooling of the positive column by the ambient atmosphere, and becomes small if cooling is slow

 Alkali metals, with a single s electron outside a closed shell, have very low resonance potentials

 The positive column is a cylindrical region in the ambient gas, and can move about freely, so long as it does not become too long and require more voltage than is available

 The net result is to multiply the original electron current, an effect used in gas phototubes to increase the photocurrent for a given amount of light

 This type of discharge produces little light, so it is called adarkorTownsenddischarge, after the man who studied them in detail first

 If the supply of electrical charge is continuous, the discharge is permanent, but otherwise it is temporary, and serves to equalize the potentials

 A core of cerium oxide and cerium fluoride forms cerium carbide in the crater, giving up to 500 cp/mm2in what is called ahigh-intensityarc light

 The average kinetic energy of a particle at temperature T is (3/2)kT

arcs

The positive column differs significantly between arcs operated at low pressures (say, below 10 cmHg pressure) and arcs at higher pressures, such as atmospheric

 This could be done with a small auxiliary pool that was connected to anode potential and then tilted to separate the mercury from the main cathode, after which the discharge would transfer easily to the main anode

 For values of pd to the left of the minimum, if the discharge has a choice of two paths of different lengths, it will choose thelongerpath because it breaks down at a lower voltage (to the right of the minimum), as shown in the figure

 This linear decrease means that the potential rises parabolically: V(x) = (2Vc/d2)x(x - 2d)

The arc can operate either in the ambient gas, or in the vapor emitted by the cathode and anode as they are vaporized

 Mercury is vaporized at the cathode spot, and condenses on the cooler parts of the envelope, from where it drains back into the pool

spot

 Aston found experimentally that the electric field is greatest at the cathode, and falls linearly to zero at the end of the cathode fall in the negative glow

Aston

 When the first proof of the existence of microvita isscientifically obtained as a result of our collective efforts, it will be a greatday for science and for humanity

 Allother elementary particles would also be structures created by microvitafrom the five fundamental factors in varying proportions

 A microvitum can be changed when it isaffected by a persons thought waves

 So in some way the nuclei of atoms in homeopathic dilutions aredifferent from nuclei in the pure solvent in which no substance has beendiluted

 They are diluted so many times that not a singlemolecule of an original dissolved chemical substance can remain

 That is how a tiny microvitum canchange and become so large that it can be seen through a microscope

Sarkar explained that unexplained differences in the results of certainchemical reactions are due to the action of microvita

Creation and Evolution: Based on Cosmic Intelligence or Chance?In the 1983 book, God and the New Physics, Paul Davies claims that thecoincidences above that suggest to some scientists the workings of anAnthropic Principle, may also be used to support the idea of a grand designof the universe and the existence of a cosmic designer

Many solutions of "homeopathic dilution" contain no remaining dissolvedchemical substances

 This cycle of birth and deathcontinues until the mind reaches its final evolutionary goal

Present evolutionary theory affirms that complex biological moleculesemerged through random processes or by a "lucky accident" that formedproteins and DNA molecules and the genetic code in a manner necessary tocreate the first living organisms

 Some scientists speculate that these and othermolecules somehow manage to join together as a result of randominteractions until somehow more complex structures develop that are able toreproduce themselves, obtain energy from their surroundings, and, overeons of time, evolve into living cells

 But the old materialisticworldview will not collapse until there is a new, more comprehensivescientific structure and worldview to replace it, no matter how "leaky" theold scientific ship is

 For example, in the lowest chakra, or basicplexus, "the desire to increase human longings is created or encouraged byboth positive and negative microvita

 Vital energy, an expression of the aerial materialfactor, maintains that coordination with the guidance of the mind

 The concept of vital energy is not accepted inpresent-day science

Rather, if they are stored in the brain at all, memories seem to be spreadout over large areas of the brain

 Here the physical universe exists in a portion of the Cosmic Mind

The crudest type of microvita were instrumental for the emanation of lifefrom the Cosmos, by creating a stir of vitality in physical structures and bylater causing changes in the evolving physical structures of plants, animalsand human beings

 But this life can onlycome into existence when the five fundamental physical factors are presentin the correct proportions, such that a congenial environment exists for theexpression of life

 It is similar to Galileos timewhen some people, under the domination of religious dogmas, refused tolook through the newly invented telescope at the moon and planets, whichGalileo said could be seen to be not so perfect as prevailing religious dogmasclaimed they were

 A portion of Consciousness is transformed into this state,which we can call the first level of Cosmic Mind

Where does Sarkar get his information? It seems that he draws it from thesame intuitional source from which persons have drawn intuitionalknowledge for thousands of years

 Howcould microvita destroy a body? If negative microvita have the effect ofreducing the intensity of the vital energy or Pranah in a physical structure,then this reduced resultant interial force or Pranah may not be sufficient tokeep all five fundamental factors of the structure in proper order

 In the psychic realm they may be subtler than ectoplasm, which isthe subtle substance that composes the objective portion of the mind

 They compare the functioning of mindand body to two languages--a language of pure information and a languageof physical interactions--describing the same overall system

 To more fully appreciate Sarkars theory of the cycle of creationand the theory of microvita, materialistic dogmas will have to be replacedwith a comprehensive, non-dogmatic view of reality

 Sarkar, "microvitum is the inner secret of life, inner secretof vital progress in all the fields of physicality, psyche and spirituality

 These interial and exterial forces within astructure, that affect the stability of physical structure, are creations of theaerial factor, i

 The three levels of "I am","I do" and "Done I", created by the sequential action of the sentient force,mutative force and static force of the cosmic creative power on PureConsciousness are collectively called Cosmic Mind

 In the controversial "water memory"experiments published recently in Nature, a highly diluted antibody solution,so dilute than supposedly not a single antibody molecule remained in thesolution, was able to have specific biochemical effects on certain white bloodcells, similar to the effect of the actual antibody molecules on the blood cells

They should become more active and work with maximum speed and zeal torestore the predominance of positive microvita in society and bring newspeed and progress to human society

 If Microvitacan transmit ideas and also can travel through the medium of ideas, theymay help to explain how learning actually occurs in the mind

 If the nuclei of protoplasmic cells are split, much more energy isreleased than in a nuclear explosion

 He says that microvitaare living creatures that create both physical bodies and minds

 But Bohms ideas about the implicate order of existence needto be made more rigorous if they are to be subjected to experimental test

 There is no scientifically accepted explanationof why homeopathy works, although its supporters invoke the concept ofvital energy in the medicines and in the body and the interaction betweenthem in the cure of disease

 They may help in spiritualdevelopment, and if utilized by spiritually-minded persons, could facilitate aglobal renaissance of spiritual and human values

One block to the creation of a new science of life integrating physical,psychological and spiritual aspects of existence has been the scarcity ofsolid, unambiguous scientific evidence for an alternative to the materialisticview

) So we should expect to find microvitaand vital energy maintaining the structures and relationships amongelectrons, atomic nuclei, atoms, molecules, living cells, plants, animals,human beings, families, societies, ecosystems, a planet, a star, a solarsystem, a galaxy, a cluster of galaxies, a supercluster of galaxies and finallythe whole physical universe

As a result of further action of the static force on the third or objective levelof Cosmic Mind, a portion of that third level is further transformed

 The most intrinsic difference between an egg and amango is not the difference in their matter and energy content, but thedifference in the information that describes their different physical andchemical structures

 One reason is that, fordogmatic reasons, many orthodox, mainstream scientists refuse to evenconsider the evidence that does exist that undermines the materialistic view

 First, sincethe vital energy of a structure acts through nuclei to control the structure,these nuclei of the structure must either be made of or contain thecontrolling microvita for the structure

 This portion of the structure becomessubtler than even etheric factor

 Spiritual practices of concentration of the mind andmeditation on the ultimate goal of life are started that focus the mind on itsgoal and increase the speed of ones mental evolutionary progress

 Spirituality always opposes dogmas thatrestrict the mind, and, naturally, the forces of dogma always oppose realspirituality

Brain Research on MemoryAfter many years of research, brain researchers such as Karl Lashley wereunable to find evidence for the storage of long term memories in the brain

Karl Lashley

Microvita researchers should, along with their studies, start developingexperimental research strategies appropriate to the particular type or typesof microvita they are interested in investigating

At death, when the mind separates from the body, according to yogaphilosophy, the ectoplasm cannot be activated because nerve cells arerequired for this

The Functionalist View of Life and MindA view of life and mind that has received support among some workers inartificial intelligence is that if any functioning system, no matter what it ismade of, acts like it has mind, then it does have mind

 So memories are not likelyto be stored in the ectoplasm itself

Microvita and HomeopathyThe method for preparing the highly diluted anti body-free solutions in the"water memory" experiment is essentially the same as that used forpreparing the medical remedies in the practice of homeopathy

 Positivemicrovita cause particular instincts or mental propensities to be channelizedin a subtle direction, making the body and mind more subtle

 Theseangles maintain an adjustment with the sentient portion of the body, sopositive microvita don't touch the static portion of a structure

 The information given aboutmicrovita up until now can serve at least as a starting point for furtherresearch to develop a scientific theory of microvita

A more subtle kind of microvita can use ideas as its medium of travel

instincts

Due to physical clash of primitive organisms with their environment, psychicclash within the organisms with their different instincts, and an attractiveforce towards their evolutionary goal (the attraction of the Great), the mindsand physical structures of primitive organisms continue to evolve

 Butnegative microvita can indirectly affect the psychic world by their effects onthe mental propensities controlled by the five lower chakras

Positive microvita benefit the physical body and the mind, and assist inspiritual elevation, not only of human beings but of any living body

 So perhaps the endoplasmic coverage ofthe mind is where memories are stored

 Control of these microvita could bring a renaissance of art andculture, and even open up new fields of creative artistic expression

 Thesecollective structures of microvita may have both positive and negativeeffects on the human mind, ranging from increasing the desire toaccumulate more and more wealth, to inspiring someone to leave theirfamiliar surroundings in search of spiritual truth

 Sarkar has already outlined the beginnings of thetheory of microvita, and has called on others to take up the task ofdeveloping the theory in detail through intensive research

 That resultant interial forcecoordinates the five fundamental factors through five separate nuclei for thefive fundamental factors in the structure

Wolfgang Pauli

 Starting Microvita ResearchIn 1958 Wolfgang Pauli, one of the founders of quantum mechanics, gave alecture about a new addition to the theory developed by him and WernerHeisenberg, another of the founders of Quantum Mechanics

 The originalexperimental report is very important because it met high experimentalstandards, was carried out in six laboratories in four countries with similarresults in a highly controlled way, and presents an experimental result forwhich there is no current scientific explanation and which challengesscientific orthodoxy

In the microvitum age, a scientist will not accept the carbon atom as therudimental factor for the emergence of life, since a carbon atom will be seenas nothing but billions of microvita getting solidified

But these microvita are extremely important because they are the rootcause of life in the universe, and not the chemistry of carbon atoms, as isgenerally believed by scientists

 The second half of the cosmic cycle ofcreation is completed for a particular individual mind

 And some persons clinically shown to have only about 5% ofthe normal amount of brain tissue due to a brain disease causing excessfluid in their heads, still have above average intelligence

The present paradigm of materialistic science, where mind and vital forceare allowed no role as causal agents or explanatory factors in physics andbiology, is now under siege from many directions

 There is no current materialistic explanation for theexistence of a universe so precisely constructed that it could allow life as weknow it to evolve

 This state is called the objective portion of Cosmic Mind, as it hasthe potential for the creation of objective reality

 Such new understanding would help us torestore a happy balance among the fields of individual, social, economicpolitical, cultural and spiritual life that is so glaringly absent in the worldtoday

 Nowit is a social necessity to remove these barriers to knowledge on a massivescale, so that science can move ahead in new directions beneficial forhumanity

The creative power of Consciousness is composed of three opposing forces, asentient force, a mutative force and a static force

Another approach to testing this microvita hypothesis would be to addhomeopathic dilutions of different substances to chemical reactions to see ifthe reaction rates or results change systematically

 Microvita, the Root Cause of LifeScience has up until now failed to explain the cause of life, or to create lifeartificially in scientific laboratories

did it go through all the stages of saincarato get there?Suggestions for Microvita ResearchSarkar recently suggested several areas where experimental research candemonstrate the effect of microvita and thus convince scientists of theirexistence

 They move unbarred through the universe, and create bothbodies and minds

 So living bodies, possessing manyprotoplasmic cells, possess huge proportions of energy, beyond ordinarycomprehension

 But there have been several promising recentdevelopments in the fields of physics, biology and artificial intelligence thathint that all is not well with purely materialistic explanations of matter, lifeand mind found in the present physical, biological and psychologicalsciences

 It is a movement from subtle tocrude, where Consciousness comes under greater and greater influence ofits own creative power

 Because of their greater crudity (shorterwave length), aerial waves can be penetrated by etheric waves, but not viceversa

 The effect of homeopathic medicines onthe altered nuclear spin of diseased tissue can be studied with nuclearmagnetic resonance imaging as another means of developing the theory ofmicrovita

Thoughts, Memories and MicrovitaNot only samskaras but all long term memories may be created by the samemicrovita that originally vibrated a portion of the minds ectoplasm

"So the endoplasmic coverage is seen to play a special role in the control ofthe physical body by the mind

 In a second book, Order Out of Chaos, co-authored by IsabelleStengers, Prigogine concludes, based on his understanding of self-organization of material systems, that matter is not inert, but is alive andactive

 According to the cosmic cycle of creation, described bySarkar, the universe itself is an internal thought projection of the CosmicMind

 The nucleus of thecell can be displaced and qualitative changes in its internal structure will beproduced by microvita

The theory of microvita, when further developed and established byexperimental scientific research, should also help supply many of theanswers to the above questions about the nature of life

Generally, physical structures and the physical bodies of living beings aremade up of a combination of the five fundamental physical factors--solid,liquid, luminous, aerial and etheric factors

Then a portion of the etheric factor is further crudified as a result of thecontinued action of the static force to produce the second fundamentalphysical factor--aerial factor

 For example if etheric factorcorresponds to the vacuum state of "empty" space in physics, then thesound that travels through this subtle material factor is not the vibrationsthat are transmitted by air molecules which our ears receive and our brainsinterpret as sound

Before presenting the outlines of one possible new scientific paradigm thatappears to transcend materialistic and religious dogmas, it is useful tosummarize several of the recent scientific developments pointing to the needfor a new, more integrated understanding of matter, life and mind

How To Start Microvita ResearchAssuming that there will be many persons interested in researchingmicrovita, how should they start? One approach would be to start studygroups to read and discuss the topic of microvita

 Sarkar has indicated that in living beings, microvita act on theendoplasmic coverage as well as ectoplasm, while in human beings microvitaact on glands and subglands which give hormonal secretions

 In the first stage, human beings will become more psychic thanphysical

So human beings should take the help of positive microvita for this work

Sarkar differentiates between the external structure and the internalstructure of an atom or other physical structure, in relation to microvita

To better appreciate the ideas of microvita, it is first useful to give anoverview of the theory of the cosmic cycle of creation of the universe, lifeand mind

 Withpositive thoughts and actions, negative microvita cannot easily touch themutative and sentient portions of the body

 If the evolutionary journey of the mind is notcomplete, the mind finds another suitable physical structure with which itdevelops a new psycho-physical parallelism, and the evolution of the mindcontinues in association with a new body

 Positive actionsare those which further its evolutionary advancement as well as theadvancement of other created beings, while negative actions are those whichretard or reverse its progress or that of others toward the ultimate goal

Sarkar, the originator of the concept of microvita, has taken the lead in thefight against all dogmas subverting human intellect

 So individual subjective mind starts to form

 Finally eventhis cosmic "I exist" feeling is merged back into Pure Consciousness, and thefinal goal of individual life is achieved

Microvita cannot be created by human beings

 It applies to every physical object in or organism inthe universe, both naturally occurring or made by human beings (of course,human beings are also part of nature

 Observation of effectiveness of thehomeopathic dilutions would give added support to the microvita hypothesis

According to Sarkar, the microvitum is the minutest and singular particle,more like energy in its nature

 Millions of microvita form asingle electron, while billions compose an atom

So a test of the hypothesis that new antibodies copies will always be foundwhen white blood cells give a positive response to a homeopathic dilution ofantibodies, could be carried out

 They include the followingquestions:How did the universe come into existence?How did the universe evolve to its present state, with all its galaxies andstars?How did life first evolve from matter?What is the relationship among matter, life and mind?How did the different types of living beings such as bacteria, plants, animalsand human beings come into existence?How does a single fertilized egg develop into a mature adult organism?What is the root cause of diseases such as cancer and AIDS and what is theircure?Can life be created artificially in scientific laboratories?Is there life after death? Before birth? What is death?What is the purpose of life?Is there a smallest fundamental particle in physics, and if so, how is itrelated to the nature of life?Are ecosystems alive?Do societies have a collective mind?A comprehensive, rational theory of life should give clear answers to theseand many other questions about the nature of life

When negative microvita move systaltically, they create angles

 Aseparate nucleus will exist in the structure to control each of the fivefundamental factors in the structure and one nucleus will give overall controlof the vital energy in the whole structure

 At leastSarkar thinks this is the case, as he talks about the Age of Microvitum thatwill replace the current era of materialistic science, and be a golden age ofmaterial, intellectual and spiritual progress and well-being

 Inferences about non-physical reality, cosmic intelligences andthe universality of life, drawn from physical experiments and logical andmathematical analysis, can be easily ignored (and in fact are by manyscientists) without any loss to the present materialistic way of thinking andacting in day-to-day scientific work

 Those newly created antibodies,identical to the original ones, then acted on the cells to produce theobserved effect

 So the theory of microvita hasthe potential for introducing many changes in human society

 Vigorousshaking also accompanies the dilution process, since the solutions are noteffective otherwise

 Because of the greater strength of the homeopathicmicrovita, they can displace or defeat the negative microvita in the body andthen help mobilize the bodys vital energy to restructure the tissues in ahealthy way

 And aerial factor seems to be not molecules of air suchas oxygen and nitrogen, but a subtle energy called prana

Exactly how these five fundamental material factors relate to the matter andenergy described by physics is a subject of some debate

The antibody microvita cannot create new antibodies in the water, as thewater lacks the necessary chemical building blocks for the antibodies

 Various scholars in the branches of human knowledge built upvarious schools of philosophy in different ages

 So these microvitacaptivate a portion of the ectoplasm of the mind and cause that ectoplasm tovibrate with a particular idea brought by particular microvita

 The paradigm can only shift, according to Kuhn, when a new, morecomprehensive scientific worldview replaces the old one after much scientificconflict between old and new ideas

Kuhn

 Human minds could then be seen as islands of mind in avast cosmic mental sea, a view very similar to that of Eastern mysticism

 An important aspect of the conceptof morphogenetic fields is that it can be subjected to experimental test

 Bohms ideas about the existence of an implicate order thatunderlies the observed explicate order of things are thought by manyscientists to be untestable, while Bohm says that his theory is still beingdeveloped

 It this book, Sheldrake claims that non-materialfields called morphogenetic (shape-creating) fields or M-fields are necessaryto explain certain experiments and other reports that are inexplicable bypresent physical theories

 Luminous factor transmits the vibrations of form as well astouch and sound

 Later, variousphilosophies developed in an attempt to explain the nature of this FirstCause and the action of its creative power in creating the universe and allbeings, animate and inanimate

 The ship is the structure ofmaterialistic dogmas supporting orthodox science

 Why should this be?According to the microvita theory the antibodies in the "water memory"experiment contain millions of microvita that maintain the chemical structureof the antibodies

 But what is their effect on the structure of the mind? Microvita cancreate minds as well as destroy them, according to Sarkar

 We mainly know so far that this endoplasmic coverage helps themind to control the body, since one effect of microvita is to change theendoplasmic coverage to help the mind control the physical body in a betterway

 These groups could be of ageneral nature, or for persons sharing a common special interest, such asevolution or mental health

The angles created by positive microvita have an opposite effect

According to Sheldrake, M-fields have the ability to cut across space andtime, since M-fields of an organism in the past, according to him, have theability to influence the behavior or form of an organism in the future

According to this reasoning, the "memory" of water for antibodies originallydissolved in it, resides in the atomic nuclei of the water moleculesthemselves, carried by antibody microvita

 Forexample, the recent controversial "water memory" experiment published inNature on 30 June 1988 offers fertile ground for microvita research

 Here the object may be anything physical or mental--such as an atom,a song, a computer program, a solar system, a human being or community,an ecosystem, a memory, a thought or a dream--that can be viewed as awhole having describable relationships among its parts

 There are religious dogmas,materialistic dogmas, social dogmas, economic dogmas and scientificdogmas

They are the link between the cosmic creative intelligence and its creation,our vast universe

The crudest microvita occupy etheric space, the subtlest level of physicalspace

 But scientists who think that a non-materialmind controls the brain and body are very much in the minority today

 Big changes can bebrought about in the human body by controlling the microvita in theprotoplasmic cells

Changing the microvita in protoplasmic cells will bring ectoplasmic changesas well as endoplasmic changes in the mind

Life as InformationIn a 1980 book Life Beyond Earth, Gerald Feinberg and Robert Shapiroproposed that both self-organization and the amount of order or informationpresent among the parts of a system are the defining characteristics thatdifferentiates living from non-living systems

 Withoutmicrovita, the ectoplasm cannot take any mental form, just as withoutmicrovita, the five fundamental physical factors cannot produce any physicalform

 So he callsmemories stored outside the brain, extracerebral memories, such as longterm memories and memories from past lives

 Everything that is createdfrom Consciousness by the action of its creative power is colored by thesethree forces in various combinations

 Microvita create both minds and bodies, and can destroy mindsand bodies as well, anywhere in the universe

 In this view, mind is viewed as the "computer software" ofthe system and the body is seen as the "hardware"Samskaras or reactions in potential form resulting from a persons actionscould also be stored in the endoplasmic coverage of the mind

 Microvita may be the key to understanding in detail therelationship between the mind and the body, as well as understandingourselves better and improving ourselves individually and collectively

 For the propounder of microvita predicted in January 1988, that lifewill be created in scientific laboratories in the near future

 The lecture wasattended by Niels Bohr, another great physicist who had shown 40 yearsearlier how atoms were built

 The slogan of human beings today should be"Dogma, no more!"The interesting thing about dogmas is that historically, opposition to onedogma has often led to its replacement by another dogma

Life as the Creation of Order from DisorderOne of the main principles of the area of physics called thermodynamics isthat energy and matter generally move from a state of more order (a lowerentropy state) to more disorder (a higher entropy state)

 Religious dogmas have oftensuppressed the progress of science and humanity in the past

 So the reported change in nuclear magneticresonance spectra of homeopathic dilutions may indicate the change in thenuclear structure of the solvent molecules as a result of the action ofmicrovita from the original dissolved chemical, which is itself now no longerpresent in the solution

Developing A New WorldviewA new worldview of life is now in the making, based in part on arevolutionary concept called microvitum

 The interpretation of the differentfundamental physical factors and their interactions is a matter for muchfurther research

So according to the cosmic cycle of creation, life is a coordination existingbetween the individual mind and its physical body that allows the mind tocontinue its evolutionary journey while maintaining adjustment with theobjective physical world

 Either objectivereality does not exist and physical objects have no reality beyond theperception of an observer, or it is possible to have faster than lightcommunication with the future and the past

 Liquid factortransmits the vibrations of taste as well as form, touch and sound

Paul Davies, God and the New Physics, London, J

Paul Davies

 A fewmicrovita entering the body or mind produce much change of feeling, butwhen millions enter it becomes very difficult for anyone to survive very long

"How are we to interpret the internal and external structure of a object, inSarkars terminology? The internal structure may refer to the structure ofthe collective microvita in the nucleus of the physical structure, while theexternal structure refers to the physical structure itself, composed of the fivefundamental factors, that is created and maintained by the action of thecollective microvita

 He has reintroducedgenuine spirituality into human society, after a decline in spiritualknowledge, practices and values during the past several thousand years

 Changing theectoplasm by the action of microvita will bring changes in the endoplasmalso

Microvita are the starting point of life or vitality in the universeTesting the Microvita TheoryEven at this early stage of development of the theory of microvita, somescientific predictions can be made and tested experimentally

 But so far the Anthropic Principle has not actuallypredicted any physically observed result, so it cannot be given the status ofa scientific theory

 Negative microvita would disturb the ability of positive microvita inthe atomic nuclei of the tissues to help direct vital energy that structures thetissues in a healthy way

 In thischapter we will examine a few of the relationships among microvita, the fivefundamental physical factors, the elementary particles of physics and theevolution of the universe

 The effect of the angles ofnegative microvita is to maintain an adjustment with the static portions ofthe physical body and the physical world

The new ideas about microvita, and the philosophical system in which theyare embedded, may lead to exactly the new scientific paradigm andworldview that is needed to bring down the old worn-out materialisticparadigm and replace it with one more in keeping with the latest scientificadvances and thinking about the nature of matter, life and mind

 In the "water memory" experiments, the homeopathic dilution ofantibodies of the immunoglobulin variety produced the same effect oncertain white blood cells as the original antibodies, although the originalantibodies were supposedly no longer present in the homeopathic dilution

According to Sarkar, atoms can themselves be living

Microvita exist as collective structures as well as individual structures

 Its wavescan be penetrated by the waves of luminous, aerial and etheric factor

 As a result, the sentience of thesentient portion of the body and the physical world also decreases

 The theory of microvitaexplains the particular method of creation of life and individual minds byCosmic Mind and describes the potentiality for the creation of life in scientificlaboratories by human beings

 They are thecarriers of life in different stars and planets, and not carbon atoms or carbonmolecules

Sarkars claim that "microvitum is the inner secret of life, inner secret ofvital progress in all the fields of physicality, psyche and spirituality" is astrong one

 As the theorydevelops through the combined efforts of many persons it will be subjectedto many scientific and logical tests and much modification and elaboration inthe future

 The spreading of ideas by subtle forms of microvita should be ofgreat interest to journalists and others in the mass media, whoseprofessional interest is in the spread of information, news and ideas

""The entire world is waiting for you to bring all-round metamorphosis" ofmany structures in the universe as a result of the proper application of thetheory of microvita

 In the initial stage, when the cosmic creative power is inactive, noteven Cosmic Mind exists

 The bodies of certain beingscalled luminous bodies are however composed of only luminous, aerial andetheric factors

)Towards a Microvita WorldviewIf it is true that microvita are necessary to create all physical and mentalstructures in the universe and in individual and collective minds, then a newview of reality, a new worldview, begins to emerge

This process of random change and natural selection is also invoked by mostbiologists in describing the evolution of species as well as the evolution ofthe first living cells

" And later, "By bringing changes in theinternal structure of objects with the application of microvita, necessaryelements can be created

 Sarkar, a spiritual master in the tradition of tantra yoga, hasstarted given discourses on the subject of Microvita, which he calls "themysterious emanation of Cosmic Factor"

 Microvita, Energy and the New CosmologyMicrovita are subtle living entities recently described by P

The resultant interial force also therefore consists of prana or energy

 Thisinformation is there but not seen until microvitum is awakened, and when itis in virus form then we can detect it

 This leads Davies tosuggest that the universe is itself a mind, a self-observing and self-organizing system

Davies

 Sarkar has stated that the brain does not have thephysical capacity to store all the memories in the mind

By analogy to the case of physical structures, we may infer that, just as nophysical structure can exist without the presence and action of microvita,also no mental structure such as a thought or memory can exist in the mindwithout being created and maintained by the action of microvita

 When that creative power starts to express itself, the originalequilibrium is lost and the creative process begins which results in thecreation of the universe

One must get the help of a great personality or the Supreme Consciousnessfor that, and must do spiritual sadhana

 Under certaincircumstances some samskaras will ripen and vibrate the mind, causing themind to experience the reaction or consequence, positive or negative, ofsome of its previous actions

 The seventh plexus, associated with thepineal gland, connects to the spiritual world

 These interial and exterial forces within a structureresult from the external pressure of the static force which is attempting tocrudify the structure further

 In a living body,organized prana or vital energy helps coordinate the vital functions of thatbody, as we shall see below

 We have seen this in the past and we are seeing ittoday, as the world is becoming polarized between the forces of dogma andnarrowness and the forces of spirituality and the real scientific spirit

The above description of the creation of the five fundamental physicalfactors may seem a bit abstract

According to Sarkar, "In the Microvitum age the biologist will say that theprotoplasmic cells are not made of carbon atoms, rather they are thecollective solidified form of innumerable microvita

Interestingly, during an Israeli duplication of the phenomenon in 1987, whenresearchers examined one set of experimental test tubes of white blood cellsthat tested positive for the action of the "highly diluted" solution,immunoglobulins (the specific type of antibody used in the experiment) werefound in the test tubes, as well as other proteins apparently identical withmaterials from the original undiluted antibody test tube (Nature, Vol

 The theory ofmicrovita brings the creation of life to a more detailed and practical level,but must be taken in the context of the more general description of thecosmic cycle of creation

 It is also a subjective state, as no objective realityhas yet been created

 To betterunderstand the philosophical framework in which concepts of microvita areembedded, it is also necessary to look briefly at Sarkars description of thecycle of creation of the universe, matter, life and mind

 But this does not in itself explainhow this water can then produce the observed chemical effects on the whiteblood cells

 The theory of microvita thereforecould not only explain the "water memory" experimental results, but providescientific evidence for the existence of vital energy and lead to anexplanation of how homeopathy works as well

 The functionalist position, whileapparently neatly avoiding the problem of mind-body dualism andinteractionism, does not however deal with the way living systems becomeself-organized in the first place

 It is this apparent self-organizing character of living systems that appears to differentiate themfrom non-living matter, according to Erich Jantschs book, The Self-Organizing Universe

Erich Jantsch

 So todaysscientists need a new scientific paradigm, a more comprehensive worldviewthat will save them from the defects and perils of both materialistic andreligious dogmas, while allowing them to make progress to their goal ofmore deeply understanding the nature of reality

Various elements such as tin and copper can be created by using microvitato change the inner structure of atoms

 So theexperimental results in the "water memory" experiments also give somesupport to this medical practice, whose validity has long been dogmaticallyrejected by allopathic medical practitioners because no materialistic theoryexplains how homeopathy works

 Microvitaexist independently of the five fundamental factors, though they requiresome medium for transmission, either physical, psychic or psycho-spiritual

 The origin of that organic material is lost in the universesdistant past

 Inthis worldview, mind and consciousness are not attributes of matter buthave independent existence and causal roles in the physical universe

 That resultant interial force iscalled vital energy or Pranah (This is the plural form of prana, since thereare actually ten vital energies composing Pranah which regulate differentphysical and psychic functions of an organism

interial

 That interial force can then exert pressure on material composed ofall five fundamental factors to bring them together to form a physicalstructure

 We must remember that positive microvita,according to Sarkar, have the capacity to bring vitality to carbon atoms, andto transform them into "gigantic structures like human beings"

 The five sensoryqualities of sound, touch, form, taste and smell mentioned above do not allnecessarily have a close correspondence to the corresponding sensoryqualities of our everyday experience

 There will be many practicalapplications of this new knowledge about life in the sciences, in the fields ofphysical, mental, and social health and in the creation of life itself inscientific laboratories

 The theory of dissipative structures has been foundto apply to a wide variety of physical and chemical situations, and showspromise of being relevant to understanding the emergence of livingbiological organisms

 The approach in "Eternal Dance of Macrocosm" is to attemptto associate various elementary particles and quantum fields in physics withthe five fundamental physical factors

 Microvita could be anunending source of new ideas in many practical fields of work, fromcomputer design to pottery making

 For once the cause is known, human beings willstart trying to create living beings from non-living substances in scientificlaboratories

Rupert Sheldrake, A New Science of Life - The Hypothesis of FormativeCausation, London, Blond and Briggs, 1981

 Everything thatexists is moving in some part of that cycle of creation--galaxies, stars,planets, rocks, bacteria, plants, animals and human beings

 To admit non-materialistic explanations into science would, it is feared, open the door tothe reassertion in science of religious dogmas, from which science has sorecently freed itself, at least to a large extent

 In Aspects experiment, quantum states of particles werefound to be correlated in a way that cannot be explained by"communication" between the particles at speeds less than the speed oflight

Liquid factor, the fourth fundamental physical factor, is created by thefurther action of the static force on a portion of luminous factor

 Aerial factor has the capacity to transmit thevibrations of both touch and sound

 And newphysical structures may be created by creating new combinations ofmicrovita as a new nucleus and then allowing that microvita nucleus to acton the five fundamental factors to create a new structure

The Explicate and Implicate Orders of ExistencePhysicist David Bohm does not think that M-fields necessarily involve energytransfers

 (According to Sarkar, onlyindividual samskaras or as yet not experienced mental reactions differentiatethe superconscious mind of an individual from the superconscious mind ofCosmic Mind

 When ones mind is peaceful, the sentient force isdominant

 In a proper physical environment, a portion of thesolid factor of the structure becomes powdered down as a result of theinterplay of forces within the structure

 David Bohms ideas about theimplicate order are developed in his 1982 book, Wholeness and theImplicate Order

 When positive microvita dominate over negative microvita,there is all round progress both in the individual and society

For one of the main obstacles to the acceptance of the theory of microvitawill be that it goes against certain dogmas prevailing in the scientific worldtoday

 If microvita can destroy minds, then they mustbe the cause of many psychic illnesses that plague modern society

In 1985 the chemist Ilya Prigogine described in From Being to Becoming anew mathematical theory that predicts how a disordered chemical systemcan under certain non-equilibrium conditions move from a state of disorderto a state of higher order

 When that vital energy creates a nucleus within a solid body andmaintains structural solidarity using this nucleus, then life is said to existwithin the structure

 Whenthe five fundamental physical factors are available in the necessaryproportions and a resultant interial force acts through a nucleus that isformed in the solid factor, then life is possible

 As a result of theeffect of positive microvita, "inanimate objects will become animate, carbonatoms sleeping in an inanimate body will get life, will get the stir of vitality inthem, and that vitality is slowly to be transmuted into a gigantic livingstructure like a human being

 Although the experiment does not mean that faster-than-lightcommunication between people is possible, it does indicate that the natureof physical reality is much more strange than common sense about thenature of physical objects would suggest

 If systematic changesare found, this would also be strong evidence for the microvita hypothesis

 Physical objects are made up of five fundamentalphysical factors which are created as a result of the thought process of theCosmic Mind

 In the microvita worldview, all that is necessary to change anyphysical structure is to change the microvita at the nucleus of the structurewhich control the existence of that structure

Ilya Prigogine, From Being to Becoming, San Francisco, Freeman, 1980

 This sort of change takesplace with the change in the internal structure of objects

The Creation of Individual MindsAt the stage where life is created in an individual physical structure, anamazing thing happens

 On June 30, 1988 aprestigious international science journal called Nature published aremarkable report

 In many cases, materialistic explanations of life and mind areinsufficient to explain certain observed physical and biological phenomena,yet the materialistic view still prevails in science

 It is onlythrough experience, through ones individual efforts to root out dogmasaffecting ones own life, and through collective efforts to root out thedogmas infecting society, that human beings can become truly free andreach their full human potential

 Finally Niels Bohr stood up and said thatall were agreed that Pauli and Heisenbergs theory was crazy

 If an electron is a structure created bymillions of microvita, it is unlikely that the electron is a particle of a quantumfield representing, for example, only liquid factor

 If millions of microvita make upone electron, this means that many of the fundamental theories of physicswill have to be revised

 Finally astage comes when the objective portion of the individual mind merges intothe subjective portion of the individual mind, and the subjective portion ofthe individual mind merges into the Cosmic Mind

 A physical structuremay be created by a combination of the five fundamental factors

 According to Sarkar, "Microvita inimical by nature may becomeyour friends if controlled by good people

 Millions of microvitacombine to form an electron, and billions are necessary to form an atom

 Psychic diseases such asschizophrenia, mania and melancholia are caused by a great predominanceof negative over positive microvita, with the negative microvita actingindirectly on the lunar plexus

 The sentient, mutative and static forces are in astate of equilibrium

 Sarkar, the five fundamental physical factors are theetheric, aerial, luminous, liquid and solid factors

portions

 But if they enter the mutativeportion of the body or the world, the tendency of the angles of negativemicrovita is to crudify these portions, decreasing their size and increasingthe size of the static portion of the body

 In the biochemical example, ahormone may be thought of as one particular creation of the microvita in thenucleus of a protoplasmic cell

The inner secret of life and vital progress in the fields of physicality, psycheand spirituality is the microvitum

Why spirituality? Because real spirituality, as distinct from religion, is thepractical science of removing dogmas and other limitations from the mind inorder to develop ones full potential

 Microvitathat created a particular mental structure or idea in the ectoplasm could beretained in the endoplasmic coverage of the mind

Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle Stengers, Order Out of Chaos, New York, BantamBooks, 1984

 This is because withoutmicrovita, energy or prana cannot be organized to become vital energy andcreate or maintain the existence of a structure

 Depending on the number and type of microvita addedto the collective microvita nucleus of an atom, the atom may alter theproperties of chemical or nuclear reactions, or even change from oneelement to another

 Theadvancement of negative microvita should be prevented, because they aredetrimental to the creation of a sweet and beautiful universe

 Presumably, if the mind is not expressed, there is noneed for an endoplasmic coverage of the mind that exerts control over thephysical structure

Elementary Particles and The Five Fundamental Physical FactorsSince both modern physics and the cosmic cycle of creation purport todescribe the same physical reality, there must be a link or correspondencebetween them

 So positivemicrovita in atomic nuclei will help structure tissues and organs as well ascomplete organisms

Many dogmas, both scientific and religious, have prevented a clearunderstanding of the nature of the creation of life

 Thought then is the mental process that combines mental vibrationscreated by microvita brought to the mind by the sense organs and the vitalenergy, with mental vibrations created by microvita from the endoplasmiccoverage and from subtler layers of the superconscious mind beyond theconscious and subconscious portions of the mind

 In human beings, the five lowerchakras described in yoga philosophy are the controlling nuclei for solid,liquid, luminous, aerial and etheric factors, respectively

 Where theywere divided, Bohr said, was on whether it was crazy enough!Modern physics is filled with "crazy" ideas that have come to be accepted asscientific fact: anti-matter, particle-waves, black holes, superconductingmatter, an expanding universe, the relativity of space and time, atomicenergy, and many more

Could the antibody microvita actually create new antibody copies in thepresence of suitable chemical components? The most straightforwardinterpretation of the experimental result (assuming that there was nocontamination from the original antibodies) is that this is actually whathappened

With further mental progress of the human mind, a person gradually gainsawareness of the ultimate goal of life and the necessity to take concretesteps to reach that goal
 These subtle energies,according to Bohm, may be similar to subtle energies that, he claims, allowsubatomic particles to communicate with each other "non-locally", i

 If antibodies are always found and nocontamination of the cells by the original antibodies can be proved, thiswould provide strong support for our homeopathic microvita hypothesis

 Just as one type of microvita can construct or reconstruct aphysical structure from the five fundamental physical factors, another typeof microvita can construct or reconstruct a mental structure or thought inthe minds ectoplasm

 We can say that the universe is an internal thought projection of theCosmic Mind, as the universe exists as an imaginary flow of thought waveswithin the Cosmic Mind

Where do these antibody microvita go in the homeopathic solution? Probablythey go into the nuclei of the solvent molecules such as water molecules oralcohol molecules, since microvita are active in the nucleus of a structure

 Some of the cruderfactors in the structure are converted back into subtler factors and thematerials of the former structure are thrown violently into space, to be usedagain in the evolution of other physical structures

Positive microvita start their action at the lunar plexus and can either moveup or down to other plexuses

Sarkar said that microvita can create bodies and also destroy bodies

 Collective human psychic force brings changes in different experiments

 But the ability of the cosmic creative power to limitConsciousness reaches its maximum with the creation of solid factor

 Microvita might also beused to make weapons which could neutralize atom bombs, so that thethreat of atomic war could be removed forever

 The vital energy(composed of aerial factor) for the whole physical body is controlled by thefourth nucleus--the anahata chakra or aerial plexus in Sarkars terminology

 The results of the experiment also lend support to thepractice of homeopathy, a medical treatment system in which medicines areprepared by the repeated diluting and shaking of small amounts of chemicalsubstances similarly to the way that the "highly diluted" antibody-freesolutions were prepared in the "water memory" experiment described in the30 June 1988 Nature report

 The subtlest level of microvita can only be perceived by aspecial type of perception which is actually the reflection of conception withinthe periphery of perception

According to the currently prevailing ideas in biology, all of the differentproteins and other chemical machinery for manufacturing themsystematically and with very few errors by means of a genetic code via DNAand RNA, arose by these chance interactions

 Rather the electron woulditself be a structure composed of five fundamental factors with a nucleuscomposed of millions of microvita

 But inthe nuclei of the water molecules, the antibody microvita will affect the vitalenergy of the water molecules and thus alter the structure of the watermolecules in some way

 From a scientific point of view, the theory will remainunproved until its predictions can be tested scientifically

To solve that problem will not only be a tremendous scientific achievement,but will also have many practical implications for the future of humanity aswell as plant and animal life

Human beings must do something concrete to save society from thedepraving effect of negative microvita, which are dominating in the worldtoday

 Thesemicrovita can help spread the ideas of persons who understand the secret ofcontrolling them

 According to the microvita theory, the cause of life is microvita,mysterious emanations from a cosmic intelligence vastly beyond the scopeof the human mind

 These memory microvita could then revibrate another portion ofthe ectoplasm with the same or a similar vibration to that which the mindexperienced at an earlier time

 The least subtle of three types of microvitacan be seen in a highly developed microscope

 Sheldrake has compared an organism to a television, while themorphogenetic fields are compared to the electromagnetic waves that carrythe signal that is received by the television and used to make a picture

 They are created in thisorder during the evolutionary crudification of the objective portion of CosmicMind, under the crudifying force of the static cosmic creative principle

 Hethinks this is accomplished without any transfer of energy through the M-fields, so his theory is very controversial

 Thesenegative microvita can cause the microvita in the nucleus of the structure tolose control of the vital energy of the structure

worldview

Towards a New Paradigm of ScienceMost of the above mentioned ideas and experimental results about quantumreality, and the nature of order, life and mind, if taken separately, might notradically alter the current scientific worldview about the nature of matter, lifeand mind

In the field of bio-chemistry, protoplasmic cells will be affected by bringingchanges in the cellular nucleus with the help of microvita

 Asmicrovita enter the space of another persons ectoplasm (thought waves)then microvita can be changed

With this brief introduction to the cosmic cycle of creation complete, we cannow introduce some of Sarkars ideas about microvita

Microvita can create both bodies and minds, as well as destroy them

The new structures created in this way are called dissipative structures sincethey must dissipate or get rid of greater energy, matter or information toremain stable, once created from fluctuations in the previous, moredisordered, state of the system

 Negative microvita normally cannot moveabove the physico-psychic plexus and move only downward

 But despite manynew and important discoveries and practical achievements, science has stillnot shown human beings how to live in harmony with themselves, theirfellow human beings, animals, plants and their physical world

 It is such barriers of dogma that are directly or indirectly responsiblefor the dangerous condition that human civilization finds itself in today

Dangerous DogmasBefore introducing the subject of microvita, it is important to say a fewwords about the nature of dogmas and the importance of overcoming them

 They are much subtler than carbon atoms, which are presentlyconsidered to be the starting point of life in the universe

 A mango can bechanged into an egg by changing the mass of the nuclei of the protoplasmiccells of a mango by utilizing the quantitative value of its microvita and inter-transmuting positive and negative microvita

 The next most subtle level of microvita come within the rangeof perception not directly but as a result of their actional expression oractional faculty

 Sarkar refers to endoplasm as the "extro-psychic coverage" ofectoplasm

 Here the main idea to remember is that the differentmaterial factors result from successive crudification of the third level orobjective portion of Cosmic Mind by the static force, resulting in differentphysical factors with successively shorter wavelengths and differing abilitiesto transmit the five sensory vibrations of sound, touch, form, taste andsmell

The cycle of creation refers to the general nature of the creation of theuniverse, life and individual minds by Cosmic Mind

The cosmic cycle of creation described by P

 Sarkar is perhaps the mostrecent of such attempts to explain the origin of the world and life

goal

At the stage of existence of human mind, the independence of the mindmeans that the mind can make choices that either advance or retards itsfurther evolutionary development towards its ultimate goal

 Prigogines work was a major developmentin the physical sciences, as it indicates that the Second Law ofThermodynamics is not the last word in describing the changing order of aphysical system, particularly an open system which allows energy andinformation exchange with the environment

Effect of Microvita on Mental Structures and PropensitiesSarkar has indicated that positive and negative microvita have particulareffects on the mental propensities associated with the different chakras oryogic plexuses in the body

The Quantum Theory of RealityA quantum physics experiment in 1982 led by Alain Aspect in Paris, whileconfirming some of the predictions of quantum mechanics, seemed to provethat one of the following two possibilities must be accepted

Alain Aspect

 It is through this creative power that Pure Consciousness metamorphosesa portion of itself and gives itself qualities

With still further development of the individual mind due to physical andpsychic clash and attraction of the Great, a portion of the "I do" part of themind becomes transformed into a stage where the "I exist" feeling appearsand is actively expressed

 If thefundamental factors are not in a suitable combination, the crudifying effectof the static force creates a tremendous pressure on the structure, resultingin a reaction within the structure and the structure explodes withtremendous force

If the sum of all these interial and exterial forces acting on a structureproduces a resultant force that is directed interially, then the structureremains stable, and that net interial force on the structure is called its vitalenergy

The cosmic cycle of creation (which Sarkar calls Brahmachakra, or the Cycleof the Great) is a description of the evolution of the Cosmic Mind, theuniverse, life and individual minds from a state of Pure Consciousness, andthe return of individual minds to that same state of Pure Consciousness afterfurther evolutionary development of those individual minds

 Biologists will then saythat protoplasmic cells are not composed of carbon atoms but are thecollective solidified form of innumerable microvita

 The function of this objective unit mind isto coordinate the vital energy of the physical structure of the organism andto express instincts of the organism for the maintenance of its existence

 The new names of the seven mainchakras, starting from the lowest at the base of the spine, are the basicplexus, the fluidal plexus, the solar plexus, the aerial plexus, the physico-psychic plexus, the lunar plexus and the multipropensive plexus at the crownof the head

 (Theother two cosmic creative principles are the sentient principle and themutative principle

 The theory illustrates certain self-organizing propertiesof material systems

 A paradigm is a scientific "worldview" in which scientific workis done

 Somecombination of these three forces exists in all objects, living and non-living,since all objects are derived from Pure Consciousness by the action of itscreative power on itself that gives objects these qualities

 Each of the five fundamental factors in the structure isthen coordinated through a separate nucleus, and a single nucleus providesoverall coordination of the vital forces of the structure

The haste with which the original report, based on five years of research,was subsequently debunked by the same journal that published the originalreport, hints at how uneasy the journal editors were with the original resultsand how quickly they wanted to try to put them to rest

 Forpositive microvita, their movement in the physical world also creates angles,but in the psychic world their movement is a bit circular

angles

 If memories are not stored inthe physical brain but in some part of the mind, this would explain thefailure of brain research to locate "engrams" in the brain where long termmemories might be stored

 The mutative force gives the quality of change, motion and energy

 Solid factortransmits the vibrations of smell as well as those of taste, form, touch andsound, and can be penetrated by the waves of liquid, luminous, aerial andetheric factor

The Creation of LifeThe solid factor is the densest physical factor that can be created by thecrudifying effect of the static force on Consciousness

 This first physical factor is called etheric factor

The altered nuclear spin of diseased tissues mentioned above may be due tothe presence of negative microvita in the nuclei of the atoms of the diseasedtissues

plexus

 According toSarkar, many mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, mania and melancholiaare caused by the indirect effect of negative microvita on the sixth (ajina)chakra, or lunar plexus, the controlling chakra of the mind, according toyoga philosophy

ReferencesDavid Bohm, Wholeness and the Implicate Order, London, Routledge andKegan Paul, 1981

But if a physical structure is able to form and maintain its existence, it is asa result of inward or interial forces within the structure that are larger thanany outward or exterial forces within the structure that would cause thestructure to break apart

subtler

 The next subtler type of microvita, though they cannotbe seen even in a very powerful microscope, functions within the world ofperceptions or inferences of sound, touch, form, taste and smell

But the fundamental mechanism of the origin and evolution of life has stilleluded biologists

 To the human mind createdmuch later in the cycle of creation, the physical world exists as an externalobjective reality, but to the Cosmic Mind, everything is internal

 It is known that certain organic moleculessuch as amino acids and chemical bases necessary for the manufacture ofproteins, DNA and RNA (chemicals encoding the order of amino acidsrequired for building various protein molecules required for life processes)can be created by applying electric sparks to mixtures of gases such ascarbon dioxide, methane and ammonia, earlier thought to be present in theearths early atmosphere

The above discussion, which integrates and elaborates some of Sarkarsstatements about microvita and physical and mental existence, should beunderstood as one very tentative attempt to help build a framework for thetheory of microvita

If all sources of energy, such as sunlight, are included in the analysis of thegrowth of plants, it appears that the second law of thermodynamics is notviolated since overall entropy, or disorder, increases even if it decreases in alocal area

 Dogmas do not have this creative flexibility, because oftheir inherent rigidity and static nature

" Microvita from the medicine then fight the negative microvita inthese areas of the body

Morphogenetic FieldsIn 1981 Rupert Sheldrake published A New Science of Life: The Hypothesisof Formative Causation

 By properly applying thenew theory of microvita and its accompanying systems of Neo-Ethics andNeo-Humanism, humanity will be able to free itself from these dogmas thathave suppressed the human mind for centuries

 Thiswould allow the concentration of antibody microvita in the solution to remainhigh even though the concentration of the antibody molecules themselves isreduced to the vanishing point by the diluting process

Bohm compares the small electromagnetic signals to the subtle levels of an"implicate order" of existence that affect energies on a less subtle level, theobservable level or "explicate order" of existence

The metamorphosis of Pure Consciousness through the three different levelsof Cosmic Mind and then through the five fundamental material factorsconstitutes the first half of the cosmic cycle of creation

 According to Sarkar, "Hence it may be concluded that theresultant interial force expressing itself into life under a congenialenvironment is what is known as Pranah or vital energy

 Itmeans they vibrate the ectoplasm in such a way that a new thought or ideais experienced by the subjective portion of the mind

prana

What is the relationship between microvita and the vital energy of astructure? Since positive microvita bring vitality to carbon atoms and give astir of life to them, it means that microvita are able to organize vital energyfrom prana or aerial factor

 Or alternately, the internal structure may refer to thestructure of the physical nucleus, which contains the collective microvitanucleus, such as the physical nucleus of an atom or a protoplasmic cell,while the external structure refers to the remaining part of the physicalstructure

protoplasmic

 But orthodox science is stillextremely reluctant to accept the implications of such evidence for a lessthan completely materialistic view of reality

 Now Sarkar is providing an explanation of the means by which thevitalizing of this internal thought projection is taking place

Microvita can be positive or negative, as well as neutral

 The microvita nucleus of an electronwould organize aerial factor or energy to create the electrons structure

The effect of homeopathic medicines may be to provide microvita that areattracted to the negative microvita lodged in certain areas of the body dueto similarity of vibration

 That vibration is stored in a seed form as a samskaramicrovitum in the endoplasmic coverage of the mind

 A physical structure can only be formed or maintained whenthere is an interial force of prana or energy (aerial factor) that is larger thanan opposing exterial force, also caused by prana, acting within the structure

 "During scientific experiments in chemical laboratories you havesurely noticed that the results of chemical reactions are not always the samein spite of temperature, atmospheric pressure and condition remaining thesame

 Positive microvita help in the all round andintegrated development not only of human bodies and other living bodies,but also in the all round development of all existing things

 "Natural selection" is however not really a selection process butan expression of the fact of different survival and reproductive rates, forwhatever natural causes, of different structures in a particular environment

 The answers to thesequestions will require a synthesis of spiritual and material science that isnow in the process of being born

 So microvita exist at the nuclei of anyphysical structure and control and maintain the vital energy that maintainsthe existence and solidarity of the structure

At the next stage, a portion of the first level of Cosmic Mind is transformedby the action of the mutative power of the cosmic creative force

Explanations of the origin of life involving supernatural causes are notconsidered scientific, particularly when the explanation of the origin andevolution of life by random interactions and natural selection seems to avoidthe need for invoking principles of supernatural causation

 So the unit microvitum is theroot cause of life and not unicellular protozoa or unit protoplasmic cells

 Microvita organize a portion of the prana in someregion of space and produce an interial force so that a structure can becreated

 Several hypothesesabout the relationship of microvita to energy and vital energy, the origin oflife, the origin of species, the development of living beings, the nature ofcancer and AIDS, and the relationship of harmony to health all are exploredin a preliminary way in this book

Furthermore, with still further dilutions, the power of the solution continuedto decrease and increase in a cyclic manner

 These results were considered to be proof ofcontamination of those white blood cell tubes by the original antibodysolution during this particular test trial, and one of the participants in theexperiment withdrew as a putative coauthor of the experimental report

 Changes in theectoplasmic cells will also bring about changes in the endoplasmic coverageof the mind, so the mind will achieve better control over the body

Microvitas Effect on the Human Body and MindIn the context of explaining the effects of microvita, Sarkar gave newEnglish names to the various plexuses or chakras of the human bodydescribed in the philosophy of yoga

 Solidfactor, the fifth fundamental physical factor, is created by the crudifyingeffect of the static principle on a portion of liquid factor

What is the effect of microvita on ectoplasm? Certain microvita can becarriers of ideas and move through the medium of ideas

Scientists trying to be free from religious dogmas accepted the dogma ofmaterialism

materialistic

 Experimental support for the theory could leadto a radical shift in the present materialistic outlook of modern science  The theory of microvita is in the process of being developed andintegrated into the cycle of creation

In the case of the human structure or body, death occurs when nine of theten vayus or components of Pranah leave the body, while the tenth vayuremains in the dead body until it is cremated or otherwise decomposes andfinally loses its human form

 A physical structure can neither be created normaintained without the action of microvita which control the vital energy ofthe structure

 From this point of view, any material system thatshows the quality of self-organization could be accepted as being alive, suchas a galaxy, an ecological system, or even a crystal

 But the light of knowledge can never be completely extinguishedby the darkness of dogma

dogma

endoplasmic

 The theory of microvita should include thefunction of the endoplasmic coverage of expressed minds in the control ofthe physical structure

 The present materialisticworldview, held by many scientists and accepted as scientific orthodoxy, isthat matter and energy are all that exists in the universe, and mind andconsciousness are particular attributes of organized matter, having noindependent existence from matter

 People give this type of microvitum thename "virus"

Gerald Feinberg and Robert Shapiro, Life Beyond Earth, New York, WilliamMorrow, 1980 Gerald Feinberg

 Waves of luminous factor can be penetrated by waves ofboth aerial and etheric factor

 Microvita can destroy bodies and minds as well ascreate them

These barriers to knowledge take the form of dogmas

 Afterthe creation of life, the effect of the creative power over Consciousnessbegins to gradually decrease

 As a result,a feeling of "I do" comes into existence and the second level of the CosmicMind has been created

The third fundamental physical factor--luminous factor--is created when aportion of aerial factor is further crudified by the continued action of thestatic force

 The theory of microvita willbe used to alter the quantity and type of microvita at the nuclei of variousphysical structures and so alter those structures in desired ways

 The creation of life is the beginning point ofthe second half of the cosmic cycle of creation, which is the gradual return ofthe transformed Consciousness to its original state, through the creation andevolution of individual minds

 Scientists have not yetgiven any clear answer, although David Bohms ideas about an implicateorder of existence producing the expressed or explicate order, seem to be onthe right track

subjective

objective

 We saw earlier that a mindconsists of three parts, an objective portion that takes the shape of objectsof thought, and two subjective portions responsible for the feeling ofexistence and the feeling of action

bring

 The action of microvita on human beings will bring aboutectoplasmic changes in the mind

touch

They can travel unrestricted throughout the universe, and travel throughdifferent sensory media such as sound, touch, form and smell

 Itsexistence can be inferred by human beings only from the waves of bliss oneexperiences mentally when, after having merged ones mind into that state,one later regains ones individual mind and is again capable of mentalexperience

 We shall see that science canbe guided by theories that go beyond the traditional materialistic view,without surrendering to dogma

In order to see how microvita can be the key to the next scientific paradigmshift, it is necessary to see some of the things that Sarkar has said aboutmicrovita and their relationship to matter, life and mind

 Here is presented asummary of some of Sarkars main ideas about microvita relevant to theorigin and evolution of life

So the microvita controlling the physical structure and functioning of thedeveloped human body are located in the chakras of the body

Because of the prevailing materialistic dogmas in orthodox science, non-materialistic explanations for observed phenomena are usually ignored,suppressed or rejected as if they could not possibly be correct

dogmas

 In the experiment aparticular kind of antibody, a type of protein, was diluted 10 to 1 or 100 to 1and shaken vigorously for at least 10 seconds

 But such "leaks" in the ship ofmaterialist orthodoxy, when taken together, can indicate that a majorrevolution in scientific thought is in process

antibodies

 According to this hypothesis, antibody microvita in thehomeopathic dilution, when added to the white blood cells, created newcopies of the original antibodies from amino acid molecules and otherchemicals near the white blood cells

 Atoms may be brought to life by the action of positive microvitawhich add to the vital energy shaping their physical structures

 Itswavelength is shortened, and the first of five fundamental physical factorscomes into existence

 But orthodox Western science does notacknowledge the existence of vital energy

 If it can be proved that microvita are that"unmistakable link between the creator and His creation," then thematerialistic philosophy embodied in the present materialistic scientificworldview can be discarded and the fundamental purpose of philosophy willfinally have been achieved

Then some of these antibody microvita could become released from theantibodies during the diluting and shaking process

aerial

 The first five plexes coordinate the solid, liquid, luminous,aerial and etheric physical factors of the body respectively, and control theexpression of 48 main instincts

Microvita move throughout the entire universe

 During their childhood children usually have memories of theirprevious life, according to Sarkar

 The success ofthe "new biology" in delineating many of the molecular mechanisms ofcellular functioning has reinforced this materialistic bias in biology, evenwhile materialistic bias seems to be decreasing a bit in the area of modernphysics, as physicists are faced with the question of explaining the origin ofthe universe itself

 The subtlest microvita, moving through supra-psychic space,may carry moral and ethical values, cardinal human values, spiritualexpressions, symbols and archetypes

 And when the individual mind develops to a stage that itcan act independently, the stage of human mind has been achieved

 It isimportant to clearly understand the fundamental importance that Sarkargives to microvita in their relationship to matter, life, mind and spirituality

sentient

A physical structure consists of sentient, mutative and static portions,depending on which of the three creative forces of the cosmic creative poweris dominant in different portions of the structure

Microvita

Microvita and ChemistryAccording to Sarkar, the effect of microvita can be seen in chemicalreactions

Sarkar

 Theyexist on the physical, psychic and psycho-spiritual levels of existence

 In this view, the indicator of lifeis not matter or energy, but the amount of pure information contained in thestructure of the system

ectoplasm

Individual minds are created from the five fundamental physical factors by aprocess that metamorphoses some portion of them into ectoplasm, asubstance subtler than the five fundamental physical factors

 Forexample, he declared that millions of microvita make up a single electron,and billions make up an atom

 Yet this very dilute solution could stillproduce the biochemical effect of the original antibody on certain blood cells

antibody

Solving the Riddle of LifeDespite all the recent fundamental research and scientific breakthroughs inbiology and the other life sciences and despite all of the promising as well asdisturbing new developments in genetic engineering resulting from suchresearch, scientists have not yet been able to give a satisfactory answer tothe fundamental question, "What is the nature of life?" The answer to thisquestion will have a revolutionary effect on the whole range of knowledgeand awareness about ourselves, our society and our universe

 They inhabit psychic space and can be perceived onlyindirectly as a result of their actional effects on the material world

 Further research along these lines with differenthomeopathic dilutions of different substances may add further support tothis microvita hypothesis

 This breakthrough will help to usher in awhole new era of human history based on knowledge of the secret of life andhow to apply it to develop the whole of creation

When solid matter explodes at the atomic level billions of microvita thathave solidified to form the atom may awaken

 Homeopathic doctors explain that somesubtle quality of the homeopathic dilutions acts on the vital energy of aperson in order to produce a cure

homeopathic

coverage

 But all the memories stored in the mind, perhaps in theendoplasmic coverage, would remain with the subjective portions of themind until a suitable new physical structure is found for the mind to expressitself in

memories

In the next stage, a portion of the second level of Cosmic Mind istransformed by the action of the static power

 This new understanding of microvita will create arevolutionary change in chemistry, bio-chemistry and all other associatedbranches of science

" In biochemistry,"displacement of the nucleus can be brought about with the help ofmicrovita, which will bring qualitative change in the internal structure

Just as in the first half of the cycle of creation, the stage of Cosmic Mindbefore the creation of etheric factor is the objective portion of Cosmic Mind,the first stage of mind created in the second half of the cycle is the objectiveportion of individual or unit mind

While physical objects are external to the individual mind, they are internalto the Cosmic Mind

 Andwhen ones mind is dull and sluggish, the static force is dominant

 And the number of effects of vacuumpolarisation happening within a given interval of time is influenced by an external field

 [Boe07] gives the Heisenberg-Euler-Lagrangeian from [Hei 36] in SI-units (for the sake ofunderstandability):??????????22322200423222222222200457449027,245eecFFFFFFmcEcBEcBcEBmc???????????????????????????????????????????????????(1

 The option to have a hole in centre of the field source might be helpful for arrange-ment of the bearing

 Inthe moment displayed here, the outer shell (no

18)Furthermore, the emitted power can be calculated rather easy by dividing the emitted energyW through the time interval t? within which this energy has been emitted

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy

In this sense, there are too many open questions to see already a contradiction between thecosmological value of the energy density of the vacuum and the values of the modelpresented here

 Because the propagation of electrostatic and magnetic fields are understood asthe exchange of photons [Hil 96], the logical consequence should be, that electric andmagnetic DC-fields should also follow this speed of propagation

 The goal of the following comparison will be the minimi-zation of the friction

 Only if the driving force (coming out of the vacuum-energy) is larger than Coulomb-force stopping the rotor in the minimum of the potential, therotor will rotate enduring

 This means that the charge (which is the field source)indeed emits energy permanently

 Of course, the field strength as an attribute of the probe had to be eliminated, so thatthe result is free from any information about the probe

 The difference ofboth speeds leads us to the Cotton-Mouton-birefringence of the vacuum, being??224221113

eigen-values

regard

 Vacuum-energy in Quantum mechanicsAs generally known in Quantum theory, the eigen-values of the energy of electromagneticwaves (they do a harmonic oscillation) are given as??12n???, where n is number ofphotons, calculated as the eigen-value ofaawith regard to the wave functionn?in theequationnnaan???? (withabeing the operator of particle creation andabeing theoperator of particle annihilation)

We know that this integral is divergent, because for small wavelength0?? (which fit wellinto every small volume), the absolute values of the wave vector222xyzkkkk????as well asthe frequency? go to infinity

 Comparision of the QED-model with other models 35expansion of the universe has to presume a special distribution of matter and dark matter normally a distribution inside a sphere with a radius taken from the hypothesis, that thebeginning of the universe was the big bang and the expansion of the matter and the darkmatter is for sure not faster than the speed of light [Per 98], whereas the energy density of thezero point oscillations refer to the whole space3?

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy 45(b

) Bearing by swimming on the surface of a fluid (hydrostatic bearing):There are many fluids (liquids and gases) used as lubricants with low friction inorder to reduce tribological forces

 It was found that this typeof bearing has some further practical advantages, which are very helpful for the success ofthe experiment

Furthermore, it was found that a hole in the centre of the field source, as shown in fig

 This is plausible, because the volume filled with field permanently grows during time(without a decrease of the field strength at a given position)

The model for this explanation has been found in the present work in such simple (andelementary) manner, that it is advantageous according to Occams razor [Sim 04], whichalways prefers explanations as easy as possible

 The image-charge thus will havea value of9'5

 Also because of thesymmetry, the forces are analogously for all three rotor-blades

67) all three analyzed types of bearing should applicablefor the planned experiment in principle, because they produce a braking torque less than thedriving torque of-5M=1

 And now we have to calculate which percentage of the electricflux through the whole plane??:,zzxyy???will pass the finite blade from which we candetermine the force onto this finite blade

The chargeq is mounted on the z-axis at theposition05zcm?, so that the image-charge'qturns out to be on the y-axis at theposition05yzcm????

By the way, it shall be mentioned, that it is possible to calculate the field strength E?at thepositionx?in the one-dimensional case by the superposition of the fields of the four chargesas written in (1

 Thus, it appears sensible to takethe propagation (of DC-fields) with the speed of light into account

54)The crucial point is: The charge q as well as the rotor-blade feels a component of the force iny-direction (the force onto the rotor blade has the opposite algebraic sign as the force onto the4

 The calculations arebased on Coulombs law with takingadditionally the finite speed of propa-gation of the fields into account

4i?) at the position x isgiven by Coulombs law (in analogy with14,

 From this point of view it can be concluded, that the finite speed of pro-pagation of electric (DC-)fields (as well as of magnetic (DC-)fields) should offer a possibilityto convert some of the energy within the vacuum (space) into some classical type of energy as will be demonstrated in the further course of the present work

 And the energy necessary for the alterationof the number of vacuum polarisation events is the extracted energy from the field

The propagation of a photon in the vacuum without a field (electric and magnetic) follows thespeed of light

 Obviously, thefield strength at the position of the observer is not zero

 This indicates that there should be some energy inside theempty space, which we now can understand as a part of the vacuum-energy

 And this is the energy, from which wehave to prove (in section 4) that it drives the rotor by the following mechanism:The field source converts vacuum-energy into field energy by altering the wavelengths of thezero point oscillations

57)From there we calculate the percentage of the electric flux through the rotor-blade relativelyto the electric flux through the total plane??:,zzxyy???, where the last mentioned is ofcourse a convergent improper integral

 Thisperception is not fully satisfying, so Geometrodynamics tries to cut off the improper integralartificially by taking a finite range for the integration

55) is only a rough approximation,because our calculation ofF?up to now gives the total force between the charge q and theinfinite plane??:,zzxyy???

 One advantage is the fact, that the swimming rotor on the water surface isadjusted always exactly horizontally, so that the rotor can not tilt relatively to the field source

5)), but the addition of all fourfield strengths requires the consideration of the time at which it was produced (i

 All rotor blades have been connect electrically with each other and with the iron axiswith thin copper filaments (thickness approx

This arises the expectation that the conversion of vacuum-energy into mechanical energy asreported in [e8] can be understood in analogy to the Casimir-effect

63)withr?radius with which the forces of friction act at the bearing

 This means, that the force acting onto the finite rotor-bladecan be estimated to be about??40

 This means: The charged particle has to be permanentlysupplied with energy from somewhere

 Because of the symmetry of the assembly, the forces onto the other blades areunderstood analogously

 Inany case, the axis of rotation is the z-axis, so that all rotor-blades move within the xy-plane

 For each finite Coulomb-force, the torque has been calculated taking its radius ofrotation into account

 And it confirms our model of the propagation ofelectric and magnetic DC-fields with the model assumptions as described above

Free from any problems of convergence of improper integrals, and free from any cut-offfunctions (with uncertain motivation), we found in literature, some results, that help tocalculate the energy density of the zero point oscillations of the vacuum

 Additionally tothose objects, there has to be an electric (or a magnetic) field, which has to provide thepossibility to interact with the energy circulation of section 2

As soon as the electrical charge is mounted above the rotor, the rotor is accelerated until theforces of friction (or the forces of a mechanical utilization) are the same strong as the drivingCoulomb-forces

 On the other hand the vacuum (= the space) permanently takes energyaway from the propagating field, this means, that space gets back its energy from field duringthe propagation of the field

Therefore we follow the observed cylindrical shell with the inner radius1r and the outerradius2r for a further time interval 0xt??

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-fluxOf course, there is a connection between the energy-flux described in section 2 and theenergy density of the vacuum

 This means that the field strengths of both spheres com-pensate each other exactly to zero for all time

 If we want to have access to this energy (and to convert it into a classical form ofenergy), we have to understand their nature

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-fluxUnder this view, we regard electric and magnetic fields to be two different probes for theanalysis of the energy density of the vacuum

Let us start our example with a configuration of moving electrical charge, producing amagnetic field as drawn in fig

 We want to do this now:We begin our consideration of the field strength with Coulombs law [Jac 81], which tells usthe forceF?between two point charges according to the expression12304pqqrFr????????with12,qq?electrical point charges,r??distance between both charges,1208

 As soon as theconductor plates absorb energy, they feel a force, which drives the rotor described in section4

5%? of the total force F?, with a precision sufficient for4

 The consequence is, that thewavelengths of the zero point oscillations are influenced by the field on this side of theconductor plate, which looks towards the field source, but on the opposite side (looking awayfrom the field source), the field does not have any influence on the wavelengths of the zeropoint oscillations

The problem with the summation of the eigen-values of the energy of all zero pointoscillations (these are infinitely many) is the divergence of the improper integral over allwave vectors of these zero point oscillations

 Consequently, they should have an explanation within Electro-magnetic Field Theory or within Quantum Electrodynamics (going back to the structure ofthe vacuum / space)

On the other hand there are values coming from Geometrodynamics [WHE 68], which aredetermined by pure theoretical considerations, based on the zero point oscillations of thevacuum plus the hypothesis that such oscillations can not exist with a wavelength below thePlanck-scale

Geometrodynamics

 The energy-flux of electric and magnetic fields in the vacuum, regarded from the view of QEDszero point oscillations 31energy-term corresponds to a certain event of vacuum polarisation

 Than wewould have two periodically contracting and expanding spherical shells (one with positivecharge +q and the other one with negative charge -q), of which fig

15) for theexample of a spherical shell (around a point charge) filled with electric field

 The propagation of the field isnot influenced by the position of the charge any further as asoon as the field is away from itssource

 A circulation of energy of the electrostatic fieldIf electrostatic fields propagate with the speed of light, they transport energy, because theyhave a certain energy density [Chu 99]

The volume of the space filled with this field increases permanently during time and with itthe total energy of the field

 With other words: We regard a given package ofspace filled with electric field (inside a spherical shell) and trace it along its propagationthrough the space

This means that every field source is permanently supplied from this energy circulatingaround in the vacuum

 In principle, our calculation has the same problems with the convergence ofimproper integrals as Casimirs calculation

 In order to understand this, we want to regard the electrical fieldemitted from a charged elementary particleQ (see fig

 The purpose of this calculation is to demonstrate, that the time dependent fieldstrength at a given position is indeed dependant on the questions, whether the finite speed ofpropagation of the (DC-) field is taken into account or not [e4]

The first realization of the hydrostatic bearing with a swimming rotor was done on thesurface of water (later other realizations have been done on oil), at which a rotor with threeblades was put onto Styrofoam floating bodies as shown in fig

 The location of the image-charge'q can be found as drawn in fig

The way how the field source is supplied with energy from the vacuum follows the sameprinciple but to the opposite direction:The events of vacuum polarisation take finite time and finite space, but they dont have tofollow the directions of the flux lines of the field

 3:Examplary result of the electrostaticfield strength generated by fourcharges oscillating as given in fig

 When switching on the voltage, at first the self-adjustment began and then the rotation

 This means, that the wavelengths of the zero point oscillations are differenton both sides of the conductor plates, which is only possible with regard to energyconservation, if the conductor plates compensate the difference of the energy

This leads us to a new aspect of vacuum-energy:The circulating energy (of the electric field) is at least a part of the vacuum-energy

 When we trace this energy,we come to situation, which looks paradox at the very first glance, but the paradox can bedissolved, introducing a circulation of energy [e5]

 A central aspect thereby is themechanism how the electric and the magnetic fields propagate in the vacuum (i

 A well-known example for a force coming out ofthis type of vacuum-energy is the Casimir-force [Cas 48], [Moh 98], [Bre 02], [Sve 00], [Ede00], [Lam 97], which is explained on the basis of zero point oscillations

48)  can both values be possible ? The problem is gravitation: Ifour value would be correct  shouldnt this mean that the attractive forces of gravitationshould be larger than the observed values of cosmology ?In reality, it is not that simple to construct a contradiction

For this purpose, we begin with a consideration of the geometry of the apparatus and with adetermination of the position of the image-charge'q

Such a quantity is the birefringence of the vacuum, which several articles regard as thecentral quantity of measurement

 But the average engine power taken from the vacuum could be found to beabout-71

? If we write r?in spherical coordinates with??,,rr????, the absolute values of the fieldstrength are dependant not of the direction ofr?but only of the absolute value ofrr??,namely2014pQEEr?????

 Thus, there is some similarity with the Casimir-effect, butthere is also an important difference: If some of the energy of the zero point oscillation shallbe converted into mechanical energy, the conducting plates have to move relatively to eachother, but they are not allowed to alter their distance (which leads us to a parallel shift) otherweise the conversion would not be perpetual

Remark: The thicknessd?of the spherical shells has been regarded as 0d?? in ourexample

 Consequently, the angular velocity of the rotationalso decreased during time, as can be seen in fig

 From there on, we trace the field along its propagation through the space

 A field source, which is a little bit larger than the rotor, issufficient with regard to the torque

 Each four-dimensional Linard-Wiechert-potential can be subdivided into a three-dimensional vector potential plus a one-dimensional scalar potential [Kli 03], [Lan 97]

The total energy-density of the vacuum is a topic of Cosmology, because it refers to thegravitation, caused by the mass of the vacuum

 As known from the Casimir-effect, conductor plates block thefield and with it the propagation of the zero point oscillations

With the large Coulomb-forces perpendicular to the plane of rotation, this is an importantadvantage

) in the sense of Classical Electrodynamics, which does not take the speed of propa-gation of the field into consideration, but rather assumes an instant propagation ofthe fields (corresponding with an infinite speed of propagation), leading to the con-sequence that every alteration of the electrical charge1q or of its position will benoticed everywhere in the space at the same moment, or(b

 We have indeed to keep in mind, that different probescan excite oscillations differently, so we have to extract a measurable quantity from ourresult, which will allow a comparison with the result of the second way of calculation, whichis done with an electric field as a probe

 ANSYScalculates the potential and the field strength in space being filled with finite elements, andfrom there force- and torque- values on the surfaces of the model can be calculated

 Only a rotorwith very exact adjustment can follow an endless rotation (which would require a very exactmanufacturing of the rotor)

 Because of the orientation of thecurrent along the z-axis, the absolute value ofthe magnetic field strength can easily be given incylindrical coordinates according to (1

 of its zero point oscillations iscalculated oftentimes in thek?-space [She 01], making use of pk????? as leading to thecommonly known equation (1

 This can be explained as following:The quantum electrodynamical corrections in the Heisenberg-Euler-Lagrangeian correspondto some certain energy (otherwise they would not be seen in the Lagrangeian)

 from different positions on the spherical shells) have to pass different amounts ofdistance and thus time to reach the observer

 Perhaps other fundamental interactions alsohave some contribution to the total vacuum-energy and might allow also the conversion oftheir parts of the vacuum-energy (into a classical form of energy) one day

 So the Coulomb-force betweenthe charge and the image-charge (which is identically the same as the force between thecharge and the rotor blade) can be written as????202210021214pwithvectorfromq'toqanduint-vectorindirectionof,0where22andwith1

 This explanation isbased on the analysis of the influence of two ideally conducting (metallic) plates onto thespectrum of zero point oscillations of the vacuum

? Further enhancement of the voltage enhances the speed of rotation remarkably

 This additional assumption is just made to get rid of the convergence problemsof the improper integral (1

 The difference is only the duration of their existence,which is proportional to the diameter of the sphere, which is filled with the field

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energy252000013

 Ifwe accept the Theory of Relativity, we have to accept finite speed of propagation of electricand magnetic fields (also for DC-fields)

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energyConsequently, the comparison of the low friction bearing comes to the resume:According to (1

 Connection with the classical model of vacuum-energyBefore we answer the crucial concluding question of section 3

 Our model finally goes back to the year1935, when Heisenberg and Euler [Hei 36] performed quantum theoretical calculations of the24 3

 On theother hand, this mechanism also gives us the explanation of the source, from which theelectrical charges are permanently supplied with energy in order to produce field strength: Itindicates the reason for the transportation of field energy to be an alteration of the wavelengthof the zero point oscillations

 The time1t(with10t?) shall be defined as the moment, at which the magnetic field reaches the radius1r inconsideration of its finite speed of propagation (see again fig

A statement regarding the energy loss of a field during its propagation (which should beconnected with the probability amplitudes of the events of vacuum polarisation) can be givenon the basis of a simple classical consideration following (1

 Comparision of the QED-model with other models 33With other words: The conductor plates absorb exactly this amount of energy, which can notpropagate into the space behind the plates

 With other words: An explanation has to be searchedwhich helps to understand the propagation of electric and magnetic fields, as well as thesupply of field sources with energy, on the basis of the items of the vacuum

 Thus, it is sufficient to cal-culate the force and the torque in the moment of consideration chosen here, and to do thiscalculation just for the blade no

 In reality, our rotor is not infinite but it is finite, so we haverefine our calculation

This means that the alteration of the energy of the zero point oscillations caused by the,ZWITHk?-vectors of the electric field has to be the same as the alteration of the energy of thezero point oscillations caused by the,ZWITHk?-vectors of the magnetic field

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy 41the first planning of an experiment

 Philosophical backgroundspeed (which is much faster than the speed of light), just by moving electrical charges andmeasuring the produced electrostatic field strength somewhere in the space [Chu 99], [Eng05]

 Therefore the plane of therotation has to be adjusted parallel to the field source (which is a flat disc), and the axis ofrotation has to be adjusted as close as possible to the minimum of the electrostatic potentialbelow the field source

 A circulation of energy of the magnetostatic field 17In order to find out, whether the power P is constant in time (as it should be expected in thecase that the vacuum would not interact with the propagating field), we have to express theradii1r and2r as a function of time

Biot-Savart

 But rather such fields are regarded asexisting everywhere in the space at the same time, at each position with its appropriate fieldstrength, which is calculated for electric fields by the means of Coulombs law and formagnetic fields by the means of Biot-Savarts law  but without taking the speed ofpropagation into consideration as long as we follow conventional classical point of view

 Concept of an electrostatic rotor 39charge because of actio = reaction), which causes a rotation of the rotor-blades around thez-axis, because the force has a tangential component with regard to the movement of the rotorblade around the z-axis

 And:The total fields energy of all electric (and magnetic) fields in the universe permanentlyincreases during time

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-flux??2621033(1

 For instance, itis impossible by principle to realize a punctiform field source, because the electrical chargehas to be put onto a body of real existing material, but the fundamental explanations andconsiderations on the basis of this model can be understood very clear and easy

The second aspect of the mentioned paradox regards the propagation of the emitted fieldsenergy into the space

 This means that the conductor plates prevent somespace from getting field and fields energy

We now analyze the propagation of the magnetic field respectively of its energy in the space

 Following the conception of Classical Electrodynamics, thesefields should be observable everywhere in the space immediately after the moment at whichthe pair-production had happened, because the finite speed of light should only be applied tothe propagation of electromagnetic waves but not to the propagation of DC-fields

An exemplary result, calculated with the input-values of191

 Thepostulate is now to assume, that the zero point oscillations of the vacuum display thesame behaviour as the other waves

After all, we face the question, how an experiment should be designed in order to convertvacuum-energy into mechanical energy

24) for magnetic fields),which transports energy through the vacuum and which also can be tapped by field sources

 Only if it is possible to reduce static friction to a torque below the valueof fig

 Both methods arenumerical approximations, both converge with increasing number of finite elements, and bothcome to the same results within their numerical uncertainty

 Themodel of the present work calculates only one part of the energy-density of the space,whereas the Geometrodynamical value gives the total energy-density of the space

 calculation? For the determination ofZEVwith an electric field as a probe:According to [RIK 00] the Kerr-birefringence of electromagnetic waves in electric fields hasthe absolute value of222414

1 around the z-axis (if thisforce is strong enough to overcome the force of friction), because it acts tangentially onto therotor blade

 If it would be possible toinvent a rotor, which is driven by this energy-flux, this would be a direct experimentalverification of the energy-flux

The described energy conversion raises the hope, that vacuum-energy can be used to supplymankind with energy, because it provides possibility to get energy from the immense amountof space which forms the universe, and which is large enough, that mankind will not be ableto exhaust it

16)The absolute value of the field strength is sufficient for the calculation of the energy densityof the magnetic field, which also can be found in textbooks

 In both cases the field source is supplied with energy from thevacuum (in order to enable the field source to emit energy permanently), and in both casesthe propagating field gives back energy to the vacuum

 TheCoulomb-force between the chargeq and the rotor blade is (according to the image-chargemethod) the same as the Coulomb-force between the chargeq and image-charge 'q
 This is important, because the attractive Coulomb-forcesbetween the rotor and the field source initiate a self-adjustment mechanism of the rotorrelatively to the field source

 This means thatthe empty space decreases the energy of the shell

 The reasons arefound in vacuum polarisation, which influences the Lagrangeian as calculated by Heisenbergand Euler

 And the fact that the conductor plates really absorb energy from the field (and do not emitenergy into the field) is clear, because at their side looking away from the field source, thereis no field and thus no fields energy

 the electric and the magnetic field) separately, beginning with the magneticfield (first calculation) and later followed with the electric field (second calculation)

 Let us chose an electrically conducting sphere with a diameter of21

 This is not ageneral value for the total energy density of the vacuum

For the purpose of a further optimization of the geometry, a systematic variation of theparameters voltage and rotor radius have been analyzed, leading to the followingproportionalities:? Torque2MU?, and thus: driving power2PU? (with U?electrical voltage)? Torque2MR?, and thus: driving power2PR? (with R?diameter of the rotor)

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy 43A torque of about-5M1

Also on the z-axis, but above the rotor, thefield sourceq is mounted, whose Coulomb-field acts on the rotor blades, causingCoulomb-forces, which permanently drive therotor  as long as the practical setup is built ina way, that forces of friction will be smallerthan the driving Coulomb-forces

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy 47Fig

From there we can easily find the absolute value of the energy density difference in analogywith (1

1 can start) isthe determination of the position of the image-charge'qwith respect to the plane of (1

 Even if the events of vacuum polarisation are only temporarily in the time theyoccur, they permanently repeat with their certain amplitudes of probability [Fey 85], [Fey97],[Fey 49a], [Fey 49b], [Sch 49]

 We want to use it as a hypothesis(and the experiment will confirm it later):The alteration of the energy of the zero point oscillations in electric and magnetic fieldsshould be sufficient to explain the energy of those fields

 The crucial question is: How do those fields and their propagation influence the zeropoint oscillations

 Static fields versus Theory of Relativity 5Fact is: The conception of (a

 So we have to regard the two optimizations as saidabove:First part: Maximization of the driving torque:42 4

 These driving Coulomb-forces can becalculated by the use of the image-charge method [Bec 73], [Jac 81]

It could be mentioned that the voltage necessary to initiate the self-adjustment mechanism isless than the voltage necessary to drive the rotor, so that it is possible to enhance the voltageslowly beginning from zero, and to adjust the rotor first before the rotation begins

Let us now come to a moment0t??, which is later than the begin of our consideration, sothat the field with its finite speed of propagationcfills a sphere with the radius1xct???, sothat the energy which the charge emitted during the time-intervalt? is the energy within thespherical shell from1x to1xct???, because this is the amount of energy, by which the totalenergy of the field was enhanced during the time intervalt?

 Static fields versus Theory of RelativityWithin Classical Electrodynamics, there is no speed of propagation being attributed toelectrostatic fields same as to magnetostatic fields (as far as DC-fields are under consider-ation, not AC-fields or waves) [Jac 81], [Gre 08]

 The only necessary postulate is: It is wellknown that the speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves (in the vacuum) is influencedby electric and magnetic DC-fields [e7], [Eul 35], [Rik 00] [Bia 70], [Boe 02], [Ost 07]

It was found that a flat disc is a good field source if its diameter is a bit larger than thediameter of the rotor

For now we know the positions of the field-source q and its image 'q, we can easilycalculate the forces onto the rotor-blades, just by applying Coulombs law

 Finally, this absorbed energy is being transportedwith the energy-flux from the field source to the plates

 This leads to the question, whether thevacuum-energy (i

41) by introducing a cut off length in order to replacethe improper integrals by proper integrals over a finite range

The last-mentioned reference is often regarded as a milestone on the way to the compre-hension of electromagnetic waves in electric and magnetic DC-fields, because it is the firstwork giving quantitative predictions of the birefringence (and thus of the speed of propa-gation) of electromagnetic waves in the fields, which is a quantity that can be reallymeasured

 An interpretation could be like this:Obviously, the calculation of the energy density of the zero point oscillations of the vacuumruns into convergence problem with an improper integral, leading to an infinite energydensity

 Gases are known to produce extremely low frictionas for instance in the application of technical air suspensions (for example air conveyortables), but in the present experiment they are not applicable, because they produce agas flow which might drive the rotor

 This was the reason for the following approach: Let usstart with the lowest friction, the fluid bearing (= hydrostatic bearing)

 And it is well known, that a charged sphereproduces the same electrostatic field on its outside as a point charge in the middle of thesphere

 (In section 5we will see some further practical conditionsfor the occurrence of a rotation

This was the very first proof for the operational capability of the electrostatic rotor to convertvacuum-energy into classical mechanical energy

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned again, that the calculation only givesthe energy density of the electromagnetic zero point oscillations of the vacuum

 6:Rotor consisting of three rotor blades, ofwhich each is tilted by an angle of 45 againstthe xy-plane

Consequently, the magnetic energy, which has been emitted by the moving charge within thetime intervalt?, has to be the same energy, which fills the cylindrical shell from the innerradius1r up to the outer radius2r

 The intervention of thepresent work is to switch on an electric (or a magnetic) field between some nonparallel plates

 Already along the x-axis a field strengthdifferent from zero can be observed

 We have in mindthat the calculation was done with a magnetic field as a probe, but the influence of themagnetic field was eliminated during the course of the calculation

 But this statement is valid for both spheres (the positively charged sphere as well asthe negatively charged sphere), so that both spheres produce a constant (DC-)field indepen-dently from the alteration of their radii during time

 A physical solution for this divergence problem is found in thework presented here, and it leads to sensible values for a certain part of the energy density,namely for this part which comes from the electromagnetic zero point oscillations

710mGrammkg???? (this is the value in the experiment described soon) and210msg?(sufficient for the present estimation)

With other words: In our model, the field generates a lot of events of vacuum polarisationduring its propagation (because of the fields energy)  and this is just the amount of energy,which the field gives to the vacuum during its propagation

The fact, that even the ground state0of the empty vacuum contains the energy ofharmonic oscillations of electromagnetic waves, is the reason that they got the name zeropoint oscillations

 Concept of an electrostatic rotor 37a way, that the x-axis is exactly the middle-line of the rotor blade, which we take for our cal-culation

 Philosophical backgroundThe crucial question to authenticate vacuum-energy was: By which means is it possible toconvert vacuum-energy into a classical form of energy (in order to make it visible) ?The way to the solution of this question is the following:If vacuum-energy shall be converted into mechanical energy, there must be some mechanicalforces

 If apoint charge (for instance an elementary charge) exists since a given moment in time, it emitselectric field and fields energy from the time of its birth without any alteration of its mass

 On the one hand this is important for thefundamental science of Physics, but on the other hand it might offer a possibility for theenergy supply of the future, because a precise mechanical fabrication of the setup and goodelectrical isolation (in order to minimize the loss of electrical charges from the field source)arises the hope, that more energy can be extracted from the vacuum

 the speed of light) and the distanceover which the magnetic field has propagated, namely as following:2121rrrrcttc???????(1

 One of the consequences is, that the propagationof electric and magnetic DC-fields can be understood as an alteration of the wavelengths andfrequencies of the ground state (these are the zero point oscillations)

 Obviously they generate the loss of energyfrom the field during its propagation, which forms the observed energy-flux (see (1

 From there (and because of'qq??), we come to the totalpotential within the space between the charge and the plane??:,zzxyy???, and we find:????222222000011'4p4ptotqqVVVxyzzxyzz???????????????

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy

 But the result can be obtained most easy, if we canfind and use utilisable results somewhere in literature as done in the following calculation:The energy density of the electromagnetic field, resp

 Nevertheless the space(in the present work the expressions space and vacuum are use as synonyms) causes apermanent circulation of energy, supplying charges with energy and taking back this energyduring the propagation of the fields

The electrostatic field strength is calculated as usual:totEV??????

64)This is the basic formula to analyze and compare the operational capability of several typesof bearings with regard to the experiment of the electrostatic rotor to convert vacuum-energyinto classical energy of rotation

 11:Dependency of the coefficient of friction? of thespeed of movement for different types of bearings:- blue and purple ? hydrodynamic bearing- red and purple ? hydrostatic bearing- green ? rolling bearing- yellow ? aerostatic bearingFor the hydrostatic and the aerostatic bearing, thecoefficients of friction converge to zero if thespeed of movement is very slow

 The first explanation of the functioningprinciple of the energy-converting rotor was given on the basis of an electrostatic field withinclassical electrodynamics [e5], [e9], [e10]

 Therefore, the field source was subdivided intofinite charge elements and the rotor blade was subdivided into finite image-charge elements,so that finite Coulomb-forces between all pairs of charges and image-charges have beencalculated

 Casimirs interventionwas to mount two conducting plates (without electrical charge)

 Concept of an electrostatic rotorNow we want to find a possible setup, with which we can extract some energy from theenergy-flux of the circulation of the electrostatic field energy and the vacuum-energy (asdescribed in sections 2 and 3)

 For the our consideration it doesnot play a role, whether the elementary particle has punctiform shape (for instance as theelectron in scattering experiments, leading to a radius of1810streurm??, see for instance[Loh 05], [Sim 80]) or whether we regard an electron with its classical radius1For the sake of illustration it should be mentioned that periodically moving stars (for instance such asrotating double stars [Sha 83] or a star rotating around a black hole) emit gravitational waves because ofthe emission of gravitational (DC-)fields

 So we see the following development of the situation during time:? At the moment21ttt??? our cylindrical shell had had the inner radius1r and the outerradius2r, this means that we look to the same cylindrical shell as in the calculation of (1

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-fluxLagrangeian of photons in electric and magnetic fields, coming to the conclusion that photonspropagate in such fields with lower speed than in the vacuum without field

A preliminary work (before the calculations of the forces onto rotor blade no

 The reason can be understood inconnection with the Lorentz-transformation mentioned above, which has the consequence(among others) that a magnetic field can not have a punctiform field source, because thecreation of a magnetic fields need the movement of electrical charge

6: Wewant to calculate the forces acting on the rotor blades and the torque driving the rotor,coming from the electric field of the field source

The question of the energy density of the universe is known to be one of the unsolved puzzlesin nowadays physics, and it is often called the largest discrepancy known in Physics with arange of more then 120 orders of magnitude between different values (for the same energy-density) from different branches on physics

 If these conditions are not fulfilled good enough, the rotor rotates onlyfor an angle less than 360 and then comes to a standstill at the position where it finds theminimum of the electrostatic potential

 Especially water is known tobe a liquid whose friction converges to zero asymptotically as soon as the speed of therelative movement goes to zero (see fig

 And this is also the case forthe vacuum-energy contained in the universe, which influences the expansion of the universebecause of its gravitation

An additionally existing component of the force into the z-direction should not influence therotation of the rotor blade, because it is absorbed by the bearing B

 Philosophical backgroundemitted from the moving charge (which is located along the z-axis), is flowing withcylindrical symmetry into the xy-plane

 The central assumptionof the model is, that quantum electrodynamical corrections such as vacuum polarisation donot only occur with photons but also with zero point oscillations (and we will find, that thiscauses the extraction of energy from the field)

 Within this time, the inner radius will beenlarged until it reaches31xrrct???? and the outer radius will be enlarged until it reaches42xrrct????

??? This means that the rotor already reaches its final angular velocity after lessthan 0

 Thus the distance to the fieldsource has an influence on the number of such processes occurring in a given time interval

) But it is obligatory,that each electrical charge permanently takes more energy from the vacuum than its fieldgives to the vacuum

 If we put this sphere to an electrical voltage of 10UkV?(which should be a good value in order to avoid electrical breakthrough), it will take anelectrical charge of??900

 In our model, some metallic rotor blades do interact with thecirculation of energy, namely as following:That part of the circulating energy, which is contained in the field strength, alters thewavelengths of the zero point oscillations

 The creation of aphoton01a?leads to the excited state of a harmonic oscillation, of which the energyeigen-value is for1kck???????above the energy of the ground state [Kp 97]

Will now check this expectation by the following calculations and we will find a violation ofthe energy conservation during the propagation of the field into the space

 And both types of field- and energy- circulation should be observable inlaboratory, if a mechanism can be found, which allows to extract energy and tu use it for thedrive of a mechanical device (for instance to make a rotor rotate)

8)where the centre of the charge is located in the origin of coordinates and r?is the positionvector of an arbitrary point in the space at which the field strength shall be determined

 After the successful completion ofthe conversion of vacuum-energy with the hydrostatic bearing, it is possible to start with a toebearing, because the hydrostatic bearing is not the first choice for technical applications

710yFN????,as far as causing a torque driving the rotor

 One of the consequences of this fact is, that growingtotal energy will cause a growing number of events of vacuum polarisation during time

 So every charge emits DC-field permanently even if the charge is moving duringtime, and as soon as this field is sent into the space, an alteration of the position of the chargedoes not alter this part of the field any more, which already left the charge

 Realistic dimensions also demand a realistic size field source, which is now asphere with a real diameter  This shall be determined now in order to create a possibilityto compare the result of the first calculation with the result that will follow from the secondcalculation

)An explanation, which is not available in the moment, concerns the mechanism, by which thefield source is able to convert the energy of the events of vacuum polarization into fieldenergy

 The position of the image-charge'q is then on the y-2The electric fluxe? can be defined in analogy to the magnetic flux0mCCBdAHdA?????????????through a closed areaC as0eCEdA????????

The self-developed algorithm is based on the application of the image-charge method and onCoulombs law according to section 4

 But this conception leadsto important consequences  one of them is the awareness, that electric and magnetic fieldsgive energy to the vacuum during their propagation (as stated in section 2)

In section 3 of the present work a new solution for this convergence problem is introduced onthe basis of Quantum electrodynamics (where improper integrals are not unknown), and thissolution comes to values appearing realistic [e6]

 A circulation of energy of the magnetostatic field 19By the way it can be mentioned, that the energy and the power, which the field sourcesextracts from the vacuum (in the electrostatic case as well as in the magnetic case) is largerthan the energy and the power, which the vacuum takes back during the propagation of thefield

 There we see the topview from the z-axis onto an exemplary rotor rotating inthe xy-plane

 The consequence is, that the total charge configuration (of all four char-ges) does not produce any field at all (along the x-axis), so that a person observing the field(at the x-axis) will always come to the measurement of0E???

Tests with grounded rotor-blades and an electrically charged field source display thefollowing results:? Field source brought to a potential of 1100 Volt ? 4 revolutions per minute

 This leads us to the following systematic withregard to the distancer from the centre of the charge:Field-parameterProportionalityElectric Potential of a point charge?1Vr??Field strength caused by a point charge (Coulombs law)?2Fr??Dispersed energy of a spherical shell around a point charge?3Er???Energy density of the field of a point charge?4ur??Important is the conclusion, which can be found with logical consequence:On the one hand the vacuum (= the space) permanently supplies the charge with energy (firstparadox aspect), which the charge (as the field source) converts into field energy and emits itin the shape of a field

 Consequently, we get the y-component of the force actingon each single finite rotor-blade asonto each single rotor blade563

7, where we look from the direction of the x-axis onto thexz-plane

 12:Photo of the electrostatic rotor underthe field source as used in anexperiment

 But inpractice, there is no problem to apply a voltage from the very beginning with starts the self-adjustment and the rotation in the same moment

 Thus it is sufficient, to constructthe position of the image-charge using atwo-dimensional cut of the three dim-ensional geometry, namely the xz-plane

 The attraction of the Coulomb-forces has the consequence thatthe rotor always finds its way into the minimum of the electrostatic potential (created by thefield source)

Another argument to accept this restriction of the propagation of the fields to the speed oflight for all fields of fundamental interaction is given in connection with gravitational waves

 In principle theidea of our model also begins with (1

 And this is enough for the verification of theprinciple of the conversion of vacuum-energy (section 4)

 But such a background explanation is not necessary for the verification of thevacuum-energy as described in the experiment in section 4

 Basedon this conception, the electric field strength corresponding with the one-dimensional scalarpotential was calculated in the present work, for the example of a configuration of severalmoving point charges, and the result was plotted as a function of ongoing time at a givenposition

 By this means the rotor was electrically groundedduring the time of its rotation and the grounding did not give noticeable mechanical forcesonto the rotor

 Therefore, we putthe value of'qq?? for the image-charge into the formula

follow

) Nevertheless, it is much easier to calculate the forces driving the vacuum-energy rotor if we follow the formalism of Classical Electrodynamics, using the image chargemethod [Bec 73], as will be done soon when developing the real concept of the experimentfor the verification of the vacuum-energy and its conversion into mechanical energy

 There-fore, we have to take into account, that the force3yF? does not act onto one single point, butits action is distributed along all points of which the surface of the rotor blades consist

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energy 49A second experimental verification of the conversion of vacuum-energy was begun withrotors of several diameters on toe bearings [e12]

 There we need an explanation of theabove mentioned energy-flux of the electric and the magnetic field and the propagation ofthese fields

 They correspond to the well known energy eigen-values of????102Ekn?????,where0n? is the ground state

Furthermore it should be mentioned, that the electrical voltage between the field source andthe rotor decreased during time

The physical principle of the electrostatic driven rotor, which converts vacuum-energy (fromthe flux of the propagation of an electrostatic field) into mechanical energy of a rotation, isnow invented

 This is the case for thoseenergy-terms which Heisenberg and Euler took into account same as for higher order energy-terms corresponding to several higher-order effects of vacuum polarisation

Their genesis can be explained by moving bodies (gravitating masses) which emit fields ofgravitation propagating with the speed of light

6 the image-charge'q corresponding to the charge q with regard to rotor blade no

Then the water was electrically connected to ground and the field source to the high voltagesupply

 The sphericalshell has enhanced its volume, but the field strength within this moving shell has beenreduced (in accordance with Coulombs law)

610yFNN???????,and thus the force onto all three rotor blades634

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy 23Even though this fundamental logic of Classical Electrodynamics is sufficient to explain theexistence and the nature of the energy circulation in the vacuum, we want to look at the innerstructure of the vacuum in order to find the backgrounds of the described behaviour

 The energy-flux of electric and magnetic fields in the vacuum, regarded from the viewof QEDs zero point oscillations

And this is the criterion of evaluation for our model:The model must allow the calculation of the energy density of the zero point oscillations ofthe vacuum from the field-energyZEVfor both types of fields (the electric as well as themagnetic), and the energy density of the vacuum must be the same for both types of fields

The value of the high voltage was rather moderate (the rotation begins at 1100 Voltdepending on the quality of adjustment) in order to avoid the ionization of gas molecules ofthe surrounding air, because the recoil of gas ions had to be suppreseed as much as possible

 In section 4 we will see, that one part of theexperiment is a rotor, but how shall this rotor be built and what else do we need to get amachine, which extracts energy from the circulation of fields energy and vacuum-energy ?Of course, the answer has to be based on the fields energy, because the energy convertingmovement of the rotor is finally driven by electrostatic forces (or in the case of the magneticrotor by magnetostatic forces)

 The factor ofproportionality is the coefficient of friction?, which isH? for static friction at thebeginning of the rotation andG? for dynamic friction during the rotation

55)The z-component of this force, which is parallel to the direction of the axis of rotation willnot be recognized (and not be important at all, besides for technical problems later), but they-component of this force directly causes the rotation of blade no

 The logical connection between the zero pointoscillations and classical electrodynamics is topic of [e6]

 It is clear that this approach avoidsproblems of divergence by principle, but it results in rather strange values, which areregarded with scepticism

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of thevacuum-energyAnnotation: It should be mentioned, that the present work only analyzes the connectionsbetween the field energy of the electric and the magnetic field on the one hand and its part ofthe vacuum-energy on the other hand

 From the alteration of the speed of the expansion of the universe, itis possible to derive the total mass of the vacuum (together will all other matter within theuniverse)

For Gravitation is not very strong on the one hand, and Strong and Weak interaction arerather difficult to operate, it was clear from the very beginning, that the most hopeful way forthe conversion of vacuum-energy is via Electromagnetic interaction

The development of out QED-model can now be done in similarity with Casimirsconsiderations (and the effect with his name) by comparing the energy of the continuousspectrum of the zero point oscillations with and without intervention

On the one hand we can find many publications of cosmology (see for instance [e1], [GIU00], [TEG 02], [EFS 02], [TON 03], [RIE 98]), giving values of the density of massM?and/or the energy densitygrav? of the universe based on considerations of gravitation inconnection with the expansion of the universe

 We see this in the following lines:Of course the field strength of each point charge no

 The spherical shell propagating from11

We calculate this amount of energy by integration of the energy density inside the cylindricalshell (with finite height0z), following equation (1

 This means: If afield source (for instance a charge) is moving in the space during time, it always emits fieldfrom the actual position where it is in time and space, so that the field will be observedcontinuously coming from a changing position

 The practical setup is presented in section 4

 Let us begin this calculation by writing theelectrostatic potential of the charge and the image-charge, valid for the space between theplane??:,zzxyy???and the charge q:Coulombs potential of the charge q is014pqVd???,and Coulombs potential of the image-charge'q is01''4p'qVd???,with????22220qdrrxyzz????????and????2222'0'qdrrxyzz????????being thedistances between the charge respectively the image-charge and the space point, at which thepotential has to be calculated

 This is said in order to remember, that we have been thinking only aboutthe electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy

 Thus the cosmological value gives the total energy-density of the vacuum, whichshould be larger than the value of our model

The charge q is located at the z-axis at the z-coordinate0z

11)? The energy within the spherical shell from1xto1xct???can now be calculated as theVolume integral????????????1111112pp22240002pp222000p22110002sin32p1sin32psin32pxctinnershellsphericalrxshellxctrxctxctxQEurdVrdrddrQdrddrQctddxctx????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????2p4p2221101104p8p32pQctQctxctxxctx????????????????????????????????(1

For a really existing setup, the electrical charge q has to be put onto some really existingmatter

 This means that the moving charge produces a magnetic field and thusit emits power, although the movement keeps constant speed

 This leads to an estimation of the braking torque in the case of a toe bearing inthe order of magnitude of??2537100

But there is an additional further observation: Obviously, the emitted power is not constant intime, although there is no alteration of the field strength as a function of time

The practical execution of the experiment is the following:In order to have an extremely lightweight construction (also for the minimization of friction),the rotor blades have been made of aluminium foil with a thickness of approx

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energyThe spatial distribution of the field producing charge, i

 By the way there are colleagues who also began with considerations of this propa-gating energy (for instance [Eng 05]), but they do not primarily discuss the circulation ofenergy but rather the idea to transmit information with a speed faster than the speed of light,which could only be possible according to the conception of the infinite speed of propagationof electric (or magnetic) DC-fields

 Philosophical backgroundAs we see, the loss of energy decreases with the third potential of the radius of the shell1x(for a finite thickness of the shellct??, which can not be infinite, so that there will still beenergy inside the shell) (and for a finite distance of propagationx?, which can not beinfinite, so that there is propagation at all)

 In the same way, the choice of the probe (magnetic or electric field) to interactwith the zero point oscillations must not influence the energy density of the electromagneticzero point oscillations of the vacuum

 9:Principle design of anelectrostatic rotor for theconversion of vacuum-energy into mechanicalenergy

 But the particles of vacuum polarisation donot follow the propagation of the field, and so they can distribute their energy all over thespace

 The fact that we see gravitational waves (at our position) goesback to the mechanism described in section 2

 In the real experiment(section 5) we will later see, that this z-component of the force together with a radialcomponent of the force (here in the direction of x) nevertheless causes practical technicalproblems depending on the type of bearing used

 The axis of rotation is the z-axis,which might be mounted on the bearing B

): The instantaneous propagation of the fields (with infinitespeed) allows the superposition of the field strength simply linearly along the x-axis, follow-ing Coulombs law

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energyaxis at the coordinate0yz??

10)? Consequently the energy density of the field produced by a charge with spherical sym-metry is22200224001224p32pQQuErr?????????????????(1

 The assumption of our model is, to apply the same dependence onelectric and magnetic fields also to the propagation of the ground state (for0n?)

) Toe bearing:Here the rotor is running directly on the tip of the toe bearing, so that the coefficientof friction is not for rolling friction but for static friction, for which a typical valuebetween two steel surfaces can be for instance0

? At the moment21xxttttt??????? this cylindrical shell from1r2r has propagatedradially into the space until it reaches the inner radius of3r and the outer radius of4r

 But as a matter of principle, this is in clear contradiction withthe Theory of Relativity [Goe 96], according to which the propagation of the field strengthhas to respect at least the limit of the speed of light [Chu 99]

 8:Rotor with three blades and a diameter of 20centimeters, rotating around the z-axis

Second part: Minimization of the friction of the bearing:For the first approach, it is quite usual to think about a mechanical bearing

) in the sense of Electromagnetic Field Theory and the Theory of Relativity, accordingto which also every field strength needs a certain amount of timet to pass thedistancer?, being calculated asrtc??withc?speed of light

 But wehave to keep in mind, that our model only gives the energy-density of the electromagneticzero point oscillations, not the total energy-density of the vacuum

In the centre of the rotor, an iron rod (diameter 2

The energy loss of the field during its propagation can be calculated by subtraction of theenergy contained in the shells according to (1

Hydrostatic bearing does not allow a large speed of rotation, but if there is a small drivingtorque at all, it allows low speed of rotation

Consequently, the force driving rotor blade no

45)(with the electric field strength in V/m), with a possible uncertainty in the last digit due totruncation of the numerical value

The torque with which the mechanical bearing brakes the rotation is thenRRMrF??(1

 The fact, that the solutions fulfil this criterion, demonstrates that wehave indeed found a possibility to trace back the convergence problems of (1

However there is a conception with Electromagnetic Field Theory, exceeding this simpleview of Classical Electrodynamics, namely the retarded potentials of Linard and Wiechert,which finally go back to the fundamental explanation, that the four-dimensional potentials ofmoving charge configurations follow a finite speed of propagation with their fields and fieldstrengths

Wiechert

 Connection with the classical model of vacuum-energy

 From the energy-difference between those both spectra (in the free vacuumand between the plates), Casimir deduces the energy density and the force between the plates

The statistical distribution of the data is due to lateral movements of the rotor during itsrotation in connection with the self-adjustment mechanism of the lateral position on thesurface of the water

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-flux

 The description of thework begins with an explanation of the theoretical concepts in the sections 2 and 3, followedby an experimental verification in section 4, which describes the successful conversion ofvacuum-energy into classical mechanical energy

In order to develop a feeling for the forces expected in the practical setup, an exemplarycalculation with some arbitrary but realistic dimensions shall be demonstrated, for instance asdone in fig

birefringence

44)This measurable value, which results from fundamental considerations of the birefringence ofelectromagnetic waves in magnetic fields has to be kept it in mind for later comparison withthe birefringence of electromagnetic waves in electric fields, which will be the result of thesecond way of calculation

The energy density of the magnetic field is known from classical electrodynamics [Jac 81] tobe2200122FIELDEHBV????????

 This means, that normally theirtime dependent propagation into the space is not taken into consideration, but only theirpresence

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energy4

10 doesnot remarkably reduce the torque, so that it would not be a problem to lead an axis throughthe centre of the field source

60m?), and the iron axis was long enough tobe in electrical connection with the water

 For the determination of the force actually working on the rotor-bladecovering a finite part of this plane, we again want to turn our attention to fig

 And we want to assign this speed of propagation also tothe electromagnetic waves of the zero point oscillations of the vacuum, thus we will take thespeed of propagation from those articles in order to determine the influence of the externalfield (the electric as well as the magnetic) onto thek?-vector of the zero point oscillations andthereby the influence on energy density of the zero point oscillations of the vacuum, which isZEV

) following the Electromagnetic Field Theory as wellas the Theory of Relativity serious, we accept, that it is possible to construct a chargeconfiguration, which produced an electrical field only because of the finite speed of propa-gation of the field strength

The most important statement of the result is obvious: The field strength is not zero at thepositionx

Especially the energy going from the field to the vacuum follows the condition: The numberof events of vacuum polarisation (connected with the probability amplitudes) is responsiblefor the amount of energy being converted from field-energy to vacuum-energy

convergence

This is the way how all convergence problems of improper integrals over spectra of zeropoint oscillations have been traced back to existing solutions in literature

 And it must not influencethe answer to the fundamental question about the energy density of the zero point oscillationsof the vacuum

34)where the direction of the propagation of the photon and the direction of the magnetic fieldenclose an angle of ?, and they define a plane, which is the reference to classify the ??mode3

 This force isattractive, because the image-charge has the opposite algebraic sign as the charge itself

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-flux(1

 When this condition is reached, the rotor spins with constant revolutionspeed (angular velocity)

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energyWith the knowledge of these proportionalities, it is possible to get a quick estimation of thesize of the rotor necessary for a requested torque

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energy

1 is drawn as a straight line with the mathematicalfunctionzy??, which we already know from the parameterization of the mathematicalfunction of the plane of the rotor blade

 This explainsthe pendant for first aspect of the energy circulation (in analogy with the electric field),namely the fact that the vacuum takes energy out of the propagating field

 The background will be understandable within the model presented in section 3 ofthe present work

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy 25um to the vacuum, which is represented by close loops for virtual particles in Feynmandiagrams

 For the purpose of the calculation of the torque produced by different types offield sources, two different types Finite-Element-Algorithms have been used

 This causes aninfluence on the energy eigen-values of the zero point oscillations

3 shall be built up on an electrical charge moving withconstant velocity, emitting a constant magnetic field

 For most of the technical and practical applications of electrodynamics (withtypical distances inside the laboratory and velocities negligible in comparison with the speedof light) this is fully sufficient

 And this is necessary in order toenable the field strength to follow Coulomb law

54) for the force between the charge and the image-charge, wecome to40 4

 the first aspect of the solved paradox), regarding theemission of energy from a field source

)In order to determine the Coulomb-forces produced by the charge q, acting onto the rotorblades, it is sufficient to determine the forces acting onto one rotor blade, because of thesymmetry of the setup

The reason is:The fact that the field strength is zero (along the x-axis) can be understood even without acalculation just by enhancing the dimensionality of the example to three dimensions

 Normally this energy density is treated as a constant withoutsignificance to physics, which is eliminated by setting the zero point of energy to the groundstate0 of the vacuum [Kuh 95] (on top of all the harmonic oscillations)

Kuh

 Therefore, we adjust the time-scale as following: The electrical current (i

This field together with its energy starts at the position of the z-axis and propagatesperpendicularly to the z-axis (radially as shown in fig

By the way, it shall be mentioned, that permanent magnets permanently emit field energy,which gives a very clear and simple explanation for the analogy with first aspect of theenergy circulation of the electric field as shown in section 2

 4:Illustration of a spherical shell, which contains acertain amount of field energy of an electrostaticfield

 The mainadvantage of a toe bearing is the very very small radius with which the force istransmitted, so that the torque is very small

This means, that every electrical charge permanently emits electrical field, and this field pro-pagates through the space with finite speed after it is emitted

): If the finite speed of propagation of the fields is taken intoaccount, the field strength is totally different

 Comparision of the QED-model with other modelsWe now intend to compare our value for the energy-density of the vacuum (see (1

 Because theenergy density must not depend on the way of calculation, the results of both ways have tolead to the same energy densityZEV

 It is22002228pIuHr??????with704p10VsAm???????magnetic flux constant(1

3)This means that the field produced by every field source will act at the distancer?from the source with a delay time oft

) Ball bearing:A typical value for the rolling friction of steel spheres within a ball bearing is forinstance0

In this configuration, the rotor was put onto the surface of the water, and then the field sourcewas mounted above the rotor with horizontal adjustment (parallel to the surface of the water)

48):The total energy density of cosmology should be larger than the value of the present work,giving only part of the energy density

comparison

Logical consequence leads to a conclusion, which is the only assumption of our model:If electromagnetic waves (such as photons) undergo retarded propagation within electric andmagnetic fields (in comparison with field free vacuum), zero point oscillations shouldundergo the same retardation of propagation, because they have the same nature (to beelectromagnetic waves)

5), because the charges follow the conditions????14qqq????? and????23qqq????? (as presumed for our example), so that the vectors can be replaced by scalarsin the one-dimensional case (withs??positions of the four charges):????????????????ges123411223344333301020304222201020304EEEEEqxsqxsqxsqxs4pexs4pexs4pexs4pexsandfortheonedimensionalcaseqqqq04pexs4pexs4pexs4pexs?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(1

1 can be simply calculated by inserting thechargesq and 'q into Coulombs law

 Thusck????leads to the consequence thatkc???,where the absolute values of the wave vector is independent of the question whether a field isapplied or not

There are several articles in which the speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves inelectric, magnetic and electromagnetic DC-fields are calculated on the basis of thisHeisenberg-Euler-Lagrangeian (see for instance [Lam 07], [Hec 05], [Lig 03], [Rik 00], [Rik03], [Riz 07], [Sch 07], [Zav 07])

 And the described self-adjustment mechanism effectuates alwaysa perfect adjustment, and does this by alone (even if the assembly of the rotor is notextremely exact)

 Philosophical backgroundIf the calculation of the field strength is conducted with continuously ongoing time and thesuperposition of those field strengths which reach the observer at the positionx at the samemoment (they have to be calculated individually for each of the four point charges), the resultwill be the total electric (DC-)field at the positionx as a function of time, followingCoulombs law under consideration of the finite speed of propagation of the field

1 does not produce any electro-static field along the x-axis  as long as instant propagation of the field (with infinite speed)is assumed

13, the following happened: At the be-ginning a voltage of7UkV? was applied, and the rotor began to rotate

 But it doesnot calculate the total energy density of the vacuum

These proportionalities have been deduced while adjusting the distance between rotor andfield source in such manner, that the maxima of the field strength have been kept below aconstant limit (below the electrical breakthrough of air)

 It shall be emphasized here that the development of the functioningprinciple only needs two fundamental assumptions: One is the validity of Coulombslaw and the other one is the validity of the image-charge method

But even now, we can come to the statement:During time, the field of every electric charge (field source) increases

 But the main advantage of the swimming rotor is, that the rotor can freely movelaterally on the water surface

 In our case, this isthe force with which the rotor lies on the bearing because of its mass [St 07]

The question is now, whether this exchange of energy means, that the vacuum takes energyfrom the field or whether the vacuum gets energy from the field

A very simple rough estimation already allows to recognize, that a rotor with a diameter of20cm and a torque as given in (1

 A componentof propagation into the z-direction is not to be taken into account, because the whole setup isarranged with cylindrical symmetry around the z-axis (with infinite length in z-direction)

 14:Electrostatic rotorwith four rotor bladeson a toe bearing,arranged below afield source made ofAluminium

 (This might probably have a consequence for cosmology, perhaps forthe expansion rate of the universe

 Those positions which are occupied bythe rotor and the field source are given as boundary conditions, namely as an electricalpotential or as an electrical charge located at the surface of the space being modelled

 The values ofr and ? are characteristic for each typeof bearing, thus they are to be varied for the purpose of comparison

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy 29????4333,,332301122452p2peZWITHOUTZWITHOUTmcdkdkaa?????????????????????????????????????45329,323312451486

 And because we have traced theenergy within an expanding cylindrical shell, we can conclude from that fact that1234WW?,that there is an exchange of energy between the field and the vacuum

 without those plates)consists of a continuous spectrum of all imaginable wavelengths, whereas the space betweenthe plates only contains a discrete spectrum of resonant (standing) waves, because the platesact as reflectors with a field strength of zero at the surface of each plate, defining nodal pointsof the oscillation

 The only assumption itneeds is surprisingly simple and plausible:From several literature references it is known, that the propagation of excited statesnof electromagnetic waves (for1n?) in the vacuum is influenced by electric andmagnetic fields

) is correct, but not producing any fields and forces according to theconception (a

 Its name cosmologicalconstant indicates, that the universe contains huge amounts of space, which lead to measure-able effects, namely it influences the universe's rate of expansion [Giu 00], [Rie 98], [Teg02], [Ton 03], [e1]

 The reason is simple: The amount of volume filled with field growspermanently during time, and with it the fields total energy (because the field strengthremains constant at a given position)

From this point of view it is clear, that Classical Electrodynamics is an approximation underterrestric circumstances for normal technical applications, where the finite speed of propa-gation of electric and magnetic fields will not be recognized, because the distances inside alaboratory, which the fields have to transit are so small, that the duration of propagation is notnoticed

cylindrical

 This can be de-monstrated by tracing a cylindrical volume (and the energy within this volume) along its pro-pagation through the space, analyzing whether the energy inside this cylindrical volumeremains constant during the propagation

 At least a certain part of the vacuum energyshould be explainable by a summation of the eigen-values of the energy of the zero pointoscillations of the vacuum (of electromagnetic harmonic oscillators resp

conception

), namely as following: Itshould be possible to find a charge configuration, which produced electrostatic forces  butonly if the conception (b

) The angular speed mentioned after fig

This conventional point of view is in sharp contradiction with the Theory of Relativity,according to which the speed of light is a principal upper limit for all types of speed at all

 If the empty space would allow the fieldenergy just to pass by, the amount of energy within the outer shelloutershellE should bethe same as the amount of energy within the inner shellinnershellE

friction

 First experiments for the conversion of vacuum-energyWith regard to the expectation of a very small torque, the geometry of the practical setup foran experiment has to be optimized, with two aspects being of special importance, namely amaximization of the driving torque and a minimization of the friction

 Thus, the calculation has to take the moment of the emission ofthe field into account as well as the duration, which the fields need to propagate from thesource to the observer, travelling with the speed of lightc

 We calculate the fields energy inside the field package and we will findthat it does not keep its fields energy constant

fields

vacuum-energy

convert

1 (the interaction between thepropagating field and the zero point oscillations), we want to recapitulate the basics of themodel of section 2, which already showed the way how to convert vacuum-energy intoclassical energy:Electric and magnetic fields as regarded in Classical Electrodynamics are normally regardedto be everywhere in space at the same moment [Kli 03]

blade

 This self-adjustment mechanism is very important, because a rotor with rigidlyfixed axis of rotation and imprecise adjustment (of this axis) within the electrostatic potentialwill only rotate until a rotor blade finds the minimum of the electrostatic potential, and at thisposition the rotation will stop at all

 Fromthis consideration, we understand the direction of the rotation as indicated in fig

 New microscopic model for the electromagnetic part of the vacuum-energy 27(8a?) and the ??mode (14a?) of polarization

The experiments which finally succeeded in converting vacuum-energy into classicalmechanical energy [e8, e9] confirm this approach

adjustment

An exact adjustment of the field source relatively to the rotor is of great importance and hasto be done very carefully, because the rigidly fixed axis of rotation does not allow the self-adjustment mechanism, which we know from the swimming rotor

 The energy-flux of electric and magnetic fields in thevacuum, regarded from the view of QEDs zero pointoscillationsUp to now, the model, which was introduced in section 3, is capable to explain thepropagation of electric and the magnetic DC-fields in the vacuum

 This observation is plausible, because the dominant part of thetorque is of course produced by those elements of the surface, which have large radii ofrotation

 The sum of all these finite torques gives the total torque driving therotor

 This measurable quantity is the birefringence of the vacuum, which severalarticles regard as the central quantity of measurement (see above: [Lam 07], [Lig 03], [Rik00], [Rik 03], [Riz 07], [Sch 07], [Zav 07])

Riz

34) we find the sum of the energy of all zero point oscillations, because the fieldstrength of the magnetic field is dispensed from the equation:??????32,30233220,43312121122psin452pZWITHOUTZWITHOUTevdkBcdkaBmc????????????????????????????????4345330,3232330012454511116

 1:Illustration of the oscillation offour charges during time as thegiven conditions for an example,which will be calculated in thefollowing lines in order todemonstrate how the finite speedof propagation acts on timedependant development of thefield strength

 calculation ? For the determination ofZEVwith a magnetic field as a probe:[Boe 07] gives the influence of a magnetic field on the speed of propagation of electro-magnetic waves as????????2242232220432242215

 A circulation of energy of the magnetostatic fieldBecause of some similarities between the electrostatic field and the magnetostatic field (thelast-mentioned can be led back to the first-mentioned by a Lorentz-transformation, see [Sch88], [Dob 06]), it should be possible to find a circulation of field energy also for the magneticfield in analogy with the circulation of field energy as found for the electric field

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy into classical mechanical energyFig

 As soon as this energy-flux is understandable, we can plan an experiment for theconversion of the vacuum-energy into mechanical energy

 From the observation of toes with amicroscope, typical values of the toe radii in the order of magnitude of about10rm?? have been found

 And the electrical voltage to reach this torque in fig

 This process acts in separating electrical charges, which now(after they are created) produce electric fields because of their existence and magnetic fieldsbecause of their movements

1 and the xy-plane is 45, this rotor blade defines a plane with the mathematicalequation??:,zzxy? which has the mathematical function zy??

 The firstalgorithm was self-made [Pas 99]; it calculates the forces on the basis of finite chargeelements (on the surface of the field source) and finite image-charge elemets on the rotorblade using Coulombs law giving the forces between those pairs of charges

Consequence: In analogy to the electric field and the circulation of energy herein, thecirculation of energy of the magnetic field should also offer a possibility to extract energyfrom the vacuum

 Experiments to convert vacuum-energy intoclassical mechanical energy4

driving

 (An angular momentum might help to overcome to minimum ofthe potential if the average of the driving Coulomb-force is larger than Coulomb-forcestopping the rotor in the minimum of the potential

For a mechanical tribological pairing, the forces of frictionRF are proportional to the forceNF normal (perpendicular) toRF (in the plane of the surfaces in contact)

 This time intervalcan be calculated from the finite speed of propagation (i

2, we will furtherdevelop this rotor into a configuration suitable for a real experiment

 And we want to follow the propagationof this field into the space, similar as we did in section 2

 This alteration is stopped abruptly at the surface of the conductorplates (these are the blades of the rotor), so that the conductor plates absorb some field energyfrom the flux of the propagating field

 a punctiformcharge or a charge with spherical symmetry) is according to Coulombs law12 2

The result, which we have to find, is the difference of the total energy of the spectra with andwithout field

 In orderto prepare the microscopic model of energy conversion, we want to outline the circulation ofthe energy in the vacuum:The propagation of an electric field as well as a magnetic field (in the model to be developednow) influences the wavelength of the zero point oscillations

blades

onto

The drive of the rotor by vacuum-energy is possible, because the charge q permanently emitsfield energy, which is continuously converted into mechanical energy, which has its reason inthe fact, that the emitted electrical flux2(as illustrated in textbooks by the use of flux-lines) isstopped or redirected by the metallic surfaces of the rotor blades, and this stop or redirectioncauses mechanical forces acting onto the rotor blades

polarisation

 Theoretical fundament of the energy-fluxIn the notation of particle physics, the zero point oscillations are bosonic Quantum fieldfluctuations (because they are electromagnetic waves), and events of vacuum polarisation arefermionic Quantum field fluctuations (because they consist of particles like virtual electronsand positrons) [She 01], [She 03]

 This describes a dynamic equilibrium situation, where a givennumber of several effects of vacuum polarisation happen within a given interval of time always handling some energy within the vacuum

 It is important to keep all electrical cables, which have voltage very far away from therotor (several meters), otherwise they would cause an inhomogeneity of the electric field,which prevents the rotor from rotating

1 and to transform the results to all three rotor blades later

Although the Casimir-effect helped to invent a machine which verifies the existence of theenergy of the zero point oscillations and converts it into mechanical energy, it was clear fromthe very beginning of the development, that the metal plates (whose position have to bedifferent from the position in the Casimir configuration) and the vacuum, necessary for theCasimir-effect are not enough for the endless conversion of vacuum-energy

50)Because of the symmetry of the assembly, the considerations for the determination of theforces do not alter by principle, when the rotor-blades rotate during time

 If a ball bearing has a radius of1rcm?the brakingtorque would be according to (1

 A check on self-consistency was done by calculating the electrical potential and theelectrical field-strength according to (1

 Hence there is also energy (and thusmass) in the space outside the sphere which we call universe

energy-flux

The explanation of the energy-flux can be given as following:Let us begin with an explanation of the propagation of the fields, this is an answer to thequestion by which means the vacuum permanently takes energy out of the field during thepropagation of the field  and an answer to the question by which means the vacuumpermanently supplies the field source with energy

We achieve the comparability as following:Also the difference, which represents the measurable birefringence, must lead to the sameenergy density of the vacuum, this is3

circulation

 But the moving (field producing) charge is in con-nection only with the vacuum, thus we have to find out the origin of the emitted energy(which will lead us soon to the second aspect of the energy circulation)

z-axis

 The charge shall be geometrically arranged homogeneouslyin a line with infinite length, orientated along of the z-axis, and the whole line is movingcontinuously in z-direction with constant speed

 This energy is larger than zero,so that we clearly see that the charge Q indeed emitted field and fields energy

)Additional remark:The contradictions between Classical Electrodynamics on the one hand and ElectromagneticField Theory and the Theory of Relativity on the other hand can be solved in favour of FieldTheory and Relativity  if it is possible to conduct an experiment, which converts vacuum-energy into classical energy, which is developed and explained on the basis of the finite speedof propagation of the field

4 we will see, that this model does not only explain theexperiments of the conversion of vacuum-energy but it furthermore also allows to determinethe energy density of the zero point oscillations in the vacuum

 A field source much large than the rotor does not furtherenhance the torque

 This proofs the validity of the secondparadox, and we see that the vacuum (the mere space) takes away energy from the fieldduring its propagation

 And let us further add the time intervalt?, so that the spherical shellfrom1x to1xct??? had developed itself into the spherical shell from2x to2xct???

 Especially inelectric and magnetic fields, the probability amplitudes for the conversion of those both typesof Quantum field fluctuations depend on external field strength

bearing

 Butthe development of a rotor with a toe bearing to technical maturity is still under optimization(section 5), and threre are several questions to be answered

torque

59)At least we want to know the torque, with which the charge q turns our rotor-blades

39)because the external fields alter the frequency and the energy of each quantum mechanicalzero point oscillation, according to our model

 The absolute value of the magnetic fieldstrengthHH??can than be found in a usual standard textbook for students, for instance as[Gia 06]

 The x-coordinates of q and 'q remain zero, so the positionvectors of the charge and the image-charge are000qrz????????????for the position of the chargeqand'000qrz?????????????for the position of the image-charge 'q

image-charge

47)This is the energy density difference for birefringence, determined with an electric field as aprobe

We now see a numerical estimation of the results, especially of the machine powercorresponding to the energy converted from vacuum-energy:The rotor itself has a weight of8

It can also be seen, that the ??modes and the ??modes can be excited with differentstrength, but this is also an aspect of the magnetic field as a probe

shell

The trace of the propagating energy within the spherical shell during time and space iscalculated as following:? The field strength produced by a charge Q with radial symmetry (i

But there is a further observation: Although the four point charges oscillate following acosine during time, the field strength (at the positionx) as a function of time does notexactly follow a sine or cosine

 This means that electric and magnetic fields have an influence on thewave vectorsk?and on the frequencies ? of the zero point oscillations

 Although the waves appear to be standing as they are called "standing waves," they are actually traveling back-and-forth along the string

It is important todistinguishbetween the wave propagation velocityv(along the x-axis) and the medium's particles velocityvy(along the y-axis) as transverse waves pass by the particles of the medium

 For harmonic waves, such equation has the general form:y(x,t)=A sin(kx-?t + ?)kis called thewave numberand its unit inSIism-1

The conclusion is that thepower transmissionby a wave on a string isproportional tothesquaresofangular speedandamplitudeandlinearlyproportionalto thewave speedVin the string

Energy Transport on a String:As a wave travels along a string, it transports energy by being flexed point by point, ordxbydx

4) A longitudinal wave travels (a) perpendicular to the disturbance direction  (b) parallel to the disturbance direction  (c) in one direction only

5) A transverse wave (a) travels perpendicular to the disturbance direction  (b) can also travel parallel to the disturbance direction  (c) travels sidewise

 This pulling down force passes through the center and therefore acts as a centripetal force for the segment that is equal toMv2/R;therefore,2Fsinq =Mv2/R

IFigure 10Resonant StandingWaves in A String:In a medium with limited boundary such as a string fixed at both ends, standing waves can only be formed for a set of discrete frequencies or wavelengths

 The reason is that (a) the moving disturbance is not capable of pulling that end point down (b) conservation of momentum requires the string to be pulled upward by the fixed point and hence the wave reflects  (c) the conservation of gravitational potential energy must be met

 Determine the following:(a) Amplitude, (b) wave number, (c) wavelength, (d) angular frequency, (e) frequency, (f) phase angle, (g) the wave propagation speed, (h) the expression for the medium's particles velocity as the waves pass by them, and (i) the velocity of a particle that is atx =3

TravelingHarmonic Waves:We are interested in finding a formula that calculates they-valueat any point in a one dimensional medium asharmonic wavestravelin itat speedv

 2) and try to give it a continuousup-and-down motion, with a little adjustment of the pace of oscillations, you can make at least the followingwaveforms:Figure 2Each wave travels fromAtoBand reflects atB

24) What frequency the guitar string in the previous questions does play for a wavelength of 0

This is because thelength of the humpis2R?and?is the mass per unit length of the string

tensile

 8, we may think that the peak segment is under a tensile forceFthat pulls it in opposite directions

21) The speed of waves in a stretched string is (a) directly proportional to ?  (b) inversely proportional to ?  (c) inversely proportional to 1/?  (d) directly proportional (1/?)0

 Calculate (a) the total energy of the wave along the entire length (from 0 to L) of the string, and (b) show that the energy per loop of the standing wave isE=2?2? A2f v

 The waves speed in this stretched string is (a) 2400m/s  (b) 3600m/s  (c) 1800m/s

t)=Asin(kx - ?t)for traveling waves on a string, to find (a) the slope of the string at any positionxand timet

 The higher the pitch of the note it plays, the higher the frequency of oscillations and the shorter the wavelength or the sine-waves that appear along its length

 If a violin string is observed closely or by a magnifying glass, at times it appears as shown on the right

3) An electromagnetic wave (a) can travel in vacuum  (b) can travel in matter  (c) both a  b

7)Two stringsS1andS2 that have the same linear mass density are under tensionsF1andF2such thatF1=2F2, but have different lengths (L1= 0

6) A stick that gives a downward hit to a horizontally stretched string, generates a trough that travels along the string

It is very clear from this equation that, since thewaves speed,V, in a given medium is constant, the productf?is also constant

00m length has a mass of 0

2) A mechanical wave (a) can travel in vacuum  (b) requires matter for its transmission  (c) both a  b

 (c) In a diagram show the number of(1/2)?'s that appear in this string if it is oscillating at a frequency of 2083Hz

The Wave Equation:The one-dimensional wave equation for mechanical waves applied to traveling waves has the following form:wherevis the speed of waves in the medium such thatv=?/k

Air, water, and metal string are their media (matter), respectively

 Radio waves, ultraviolet waves, and infrared waves are all electromagnetic waves and travel in vacuum

12) The energy transmission by a wave on a string is proportional to the (a) wave speed  (b) square of wave speed  (c) square root of wave speed

 The above equation is for one dimensional harmonic waves traveling along the+xaxis

18) The quantity?=M/L, mass of a string divided by its length, is called (a) mass per unit length  (b) mass length  (c) length per unit mass

calculate

 (1)takes the form:2Fq=2?R?v2/R (2)Solving forvresults in:Figure 8Answer the following:What isFand what isv? Why are the angles marked asqequal? What happens toFcosq? What is the total downward force that is trying to bring the string to normal as the wave passes through? How do you calculate thearc-lengthABand its massM?Example 3:A 120-cm guitar string is under a tension of 400N

14) For the resonance of a string fixed at both ends, it is possible to generate (a)all(b)only odd (c)only evenmultiples of?/2in its entire length

20) Mechanical waves travel faster in a string that is (a) thicker and therefore less flexible  (b) thinner and therefore more flexible  (c) neither a nor b

10) The power transmission by a wave on a string is proportional to the (a) amplitude  (b) square root of the amplitude  (c) square of the amplitude

proportional

11) The power transmission by a wave on a string is proportional to the (a) frequency  (b) square of frequency  (c) square root of frequency

 The wavepropagationvelocity isV=f ?, but the particles velocity in the y-direction isvy=?y/?t

 If the linear mass density of the string is 3

Test Yourself 1:1) A wave is the motion of (a) a particle along a straight line in a back-and-forth manner  (b) a disturbance in a medium  (c) an electric disturbance in vacuum  (d) both b  c

Foratransverse wavethedisturbancedirection isperpendicularto thepropagationdirection

Speed of Waves in a Stretched String:The speed of waves in a stretched string depends on thetensionFin the string as well as themass per unit length?of the string as explained below:The more a string is stretched, the faster waves travel in it

0m/s, At what tension do waves travel at a speed of 21

 By adjusting the frequency of the oscillatory motion you give to the end you are holding, you can generate a sequence of waves in the rope that will have an integer number of loops in it

17) The speed of waves in a stretched string is proportional to (a)F, the tension  (b)F1/2(c)F2

 If we calculatemass M of the hump, it results inM=2?R?

 Find the (a) wavelength , (b) period, and (c) wave speed

passes

The formula that relatestension Fin the string and thewaves speedvis:Proof:If we model the peak of a wave as it passes through the medium (the string) at speedv as shown inFig

Solution:Comparing this equation with the general form, results in(a)A =0

Figure 11From the above figures,at resonance, thelengthLof the string is related to the number of loops or?/2as follows:Example 5:Find the frequency of the 4th harmonic waves on a violin string that is 48

16) If the tension in a stretched string is increased by a factor of 9, then a disturbance made in it travels (a) 3 times faster  (b) 1/3 times slower  (c) 9 times faster

22) The tension in a guitar string is 576N and its 1

t)=Asin(kx - ?t)for a transverse wave, dy/dt gives us the (a) wave speed  (b) wave acceleration  (c) medium's particles speed

Figure 4Wavelengthmay also be defined asthe distance between a peak to the next,orthe distance between a trough to the next,as shownabove

peak

 If light (an electromagnetic wave itself) could not travel in vacuum, we would not see the Sun

Figure 5Wave Speed(v):The wave speed is the distance a wave travels per second

23) If two full wavelengths can be observed in this string, the wavelength of the waves is (a) 1

6)The amplitude of the standing waves on a stretched string is 3

 A wave source with frequencyfgeneratesfwavelengths per second and since each wavelength is?units long;therefore,the wave speed formula is:v = f?

 When the entire length of the rope accommodatesone loop only, it is calledthe fundamental frequencyand that is the lowest possible frequency

The solution to this equation isy(x,t)= Asin(kx-?t + ?)

If the equation of the wave going to the right isy1=Asin(kx-?t)and that of the one going to the left isy2=Asin(kx+?t),we may add the two to obtain the equation of thecombination waveasy(x,t)=Asin(kx -?t)+A sin(kx+?t)Using the trigonometric identity:sina+sinb=2sin[(a + b)/2]cos[(a - b)/2],we get:y(x,t)=2Acos(?t)?sin(kx)

Asin

StandingHarmonic Waves:When two harmonic waves of equal frequency and amplitude travel through a medium in opposite directions, they combine and the result can formstanding waves

00m-long string has a mass of 2

 The formula becomes:2Fq =Mv2/R (1) whereM=the mass of the string segment

In this equation,sin(kx)determines theshape of the standing waveand2Acos(?t)determineshow its amplitude varies with time

The Vibrating StringA stretched string fixed at both ends andbrought into oscillation forms a"vibrating string

10)The differential energy of thenthstanding wave in a string that is fixed at both ends isdE=?(?A)2dxwhere?,?, andAare the linear mass density,angular frequency, and amplitude of the waves, respectively

 Calculate the wavelength of a sound wave with a frequency of 1324Hz atSTP

 Calculate (a) the mass per unit length of the string and (b) the speed of waves in it

15) If the tension in a stretched string is quadrupled, then a disturbance made in it travels (a) 4 times faster  (b) 1/2 times slower  (c) 2 times faster

stretched

00N, write the equation of the standing waves in the string

Chapter 16WavesA wave is the motion of a disturbance in a medium

 For a frequencyf, there is a corresponding wavelength?such thatV=f?

Now I do not think your statements here provide a relief on what scientists aredoing at the embryonic stem cell level -In chapter 7, section 7

  To use an analogy to Communications Engineering here, is it possible thatthe embryonic stem cell is at a "front end" stage wherein there is not much"filtering" or "fine-tuning" that is ongoing? such that it is receptive to ALLdifferent morphogenetic fields as its physico-chemical morphic unit canhandle?However, these morphogenetic fields are exactly the next stage to form intosuch that there can be no big jumps to "adult or backend" stage or noskipping intermediate stages

   Morphogenetic fields are analogous to memories, to souls or spiritsthat can not be extinguished by any physical means, yet they have capabilities of affecting effecting the physical realm, e

  This is because there is no route, channel, path or line whatsoever to makethe big leap as those morphogenetic fields are not available for "access" and"resonance" to at this stage

  But the moment one single successful breakthroughoccurs, the rest become repetitively successful - ala "Eureka"!That's because a NEW morphic field is created for the "successful" breakthroughwhich propagates and resonates throughout making subsequent procedures acinch to execute and reproduce anywhere it is done and from thereon - and tokeep in mind that this happens even without the scientists "sharing notes" orwithout any knowledge what one has accomplished at another place

Although such "behavioral" morphic fields are invisible, repeated occurrences or execution ofthe same "activity or thought" by several of the same type of organism creates new morphogeneticfields or add to  existing ones, that could result in effects getting ingrained at the physicallevel, or at the genetic structure of the same organisms performing such activities specificallyin the next or future generation of that organism located at any place in the world

 human non-embryonic stem cellEmbryonic stem cell research is unjustified considering there are a lot of scientificresearches on non-embryonic stem cells (i

I believe that good  perfect morphogenetic fields emanate from God that effecteveryone's  everything's form  behavior

 They are invisible, do not consume energy, non-physical, yet puteffects on the physical, especially in abundant recurrence  repetition

)2) Could you cite more examples of grown/full organism successful experimentsthat are more at the "cellular" level than what I list here?i) skin grafting, i

), in all stages of itsformation, starting at the genetic or cellular level, influencing the arrangement ofstructures of synthesis at each stage, all the way to its full, complete form

On the other hand, perhaps due to the embryonic stem cell's "pluripotency" itself,the cells'  "regeneration" feature  has caused more harm and damage than repair

tissue

 a lower-levelearly structure such as embryonic stem cell that is implanted into a fully-formedorgan or human part?(By the way, I may have an erroneous understanding of "organelle" , that it is higher or later stage form than a cell; that it is the unit prior to organ tissue?Or is it actually a unit below embryonic stem cell?  Thanks for correction oraffirmation

 Given this tested  proven hypothesis, I strongly believe that some distorted morphogeneticfields that were recorded from repeated occurrences through botched medical  scientificexperimentations, mutations,  procedures have caused subsequent birth defects, deformations,abnormalities,  diseases that could not be explained  so are labeled as "CAUSE UNKNOWN /UNSEEN"

Besides cross-matters', cross-species', or among different matters'  differentmorphogenetic fields, there are also various types for each and every stage ofdevelopment - from sub-atomic particles, atoms, molecules,crystals,

 Abortionists really do not care what is developing at what point in time duringthe pregnancy

 mouse gene  -  different folks, different strokesThe referenced article stated that the scientist took a "human" nanog gene andput it into a "mouse" embryonic stem cells

The first humans were in God's perfect image: with supernatural, preternatural natural essences

Before you know it, a violent, mental, psychological behavior becomes"INGRAINED" into the genetic level

Yet, I do think it is very muchworthwhile to study morphic fields effects caused by abortion and preventsuch unfortunate birth defects among the future of  humankind

They were perfect  included with that perfection, God gave humans "free will"to do what they want

 Taking a big leap from embryonic form towards fully-formed organ's tissue repair isnot possible if the morphic unit's structure and morphogenetic field effect for eachand every stage of formation is considered

Here's a list of  issues I have on embryonic stem cell research:A

This may explain why there has not been any concrete evidence of any successin embryonic stem cell researches in repairing fully formed organs

   Repeated activities, behaviors, knowledge, thoughts which did not previously have their ownmorphogenetic field, cause new morphogenetic fields to be created  accumulated which thenaffects genetic coding of subsequent generations of the same organism that are executingthe same activities, behaviors, knowledge  thoughts

ii) (time) likewise, the next generation offsprings of this species already "know" aboutsuch "trick" without their parents teaching them about it or without being trained todo it

Besides the arrangement of the code,  know that scientists have experimented ontransporting codes from one organism to a different kinds, they have not successfullyproduced the correct expected results amongst gene-crossing/mixing because of lackingin morphogenetic field for such formation

Although common consensus is that a body is the container of the spirit, with thehypothesis of formative causation, the morphogenetic field pre-exists,  it ISthe mold, the "container" that effects the form  behavior of the body

   Thus, it may appear that the embryonic stem cell starts toregenerate several cells like it is repairing the heart, but it may erroneously beforming some prior or intermediate organelle's form, other than an actual finalstage's full heart parts

non-local

A "field" is invisible, universal, external or non-local (not limited by space time) that affects organic  inorganic entities  their growth  formation atthe gene or molecular, tiniest level

 remembered to get formed into the same form over andover again)- However, present and future morphogenetic fields do not have effects onprevious morphogenesis (in IT/engineering terms, "not backwards compatible")- Specific matters resonate or reverberate only to its own morphogenetic field,thus forming into what it is supposed to be1

Even if NOT-IN-THE-FAMILY or BLOOD in preceding generation, all of a sudden,new generation has acquired SUCH "behavioral" gene

?Now, I have something I would like to refute again --- science's attempts on merephysico-chemical, gene-level, manipulations without regard of the possibilitiesbeyond merely matter, energy and currently known physical/chemical laws

So how is it that humans have hands  feet, with fingers  toenails, respectively,while animals do not grow the same type at the ends of their limbs, given the SAMEtype of sequence  switch in both our DNA's?Scientists do not have solid explanation to this, especially for fish, except thatthe fish do not have to walk on land  so therefore, they don't develop limbs  feet,even though this capability is in their DNA too

However, why don't fish  plants grow limbs?And why are human's legs different from a dog's or other animal's legs?They all have THE SAME genetic code for "limbs", afterall

  Morphogenetic fields are non-local, which means it is not limited within any physical realm,e

  On morphogenesis, let:Embryonic stem cell  =  earliest/ frontend stageorganelle's like beginning of heart, brain, kidney, etc

"Again, my main question in lieu of the above-mentioned is:What occurs if intermediate stages of formation are skipped, i

SOLUTION:Prevent adding to these bad, deformed morphogenetic fields by avoiding  preventingsins  immoralities, repeated harmful procedures, experiments, injuries, immoral,sinful thoughts  behaviors

Then in the field of  "communication" - somehow, someday, I hope to discoversomething more beyond wireline and wireless electromagnetic field types of transmission and reception

This may explain the success in studies using non-embryonic stem cell to repair already full organs in organisms

 Just as God'sGreat Mind is outside anyone's brain, morphogenetic fields are NON-local toany time, space or matter

  As memories,they are stored in some memory bank that is all over us, outside of the physical brain,place  time

")In my practical understanding of the theory of formative causation, each morphicunit or matter has its own morphogenetic field that it is "programmed" (strengthenedand "remembered" based on past/previous repetitive formation) to resonate,reverberate or tune into in order to "form into being" or for  morphogenesis to takeplace

  On the other hand, other stem cells from umbilical cord or other adult organs,organs, since these are parts of the "backend", target last stage of the humanorgan or organism, these have "direct access" to this last stage's morphogeneticfields (i

So how could it be that even though there exists the "normal morphic field" ofthe WHOLE FORM and structure of the heart, AND no "accidents" or drugside effects happened during pregnancy, why does the HLHS disease occur?And that this "developing system" did NOT regulate? as to form into a completeand functional structure (even if smaller version or whatnot)?My explanation to this is due to fetuses being aborted right while the heart is stillforming inside the womb which upon repetitive procedures all these years havecreated an actual BAD morphic field which is what causes HLHS effecting 1-2%of infants born with congenital heart diseases

Although these new fields come about especially when manipulations are done at thetiniest, lowest morphic unit (cellular, DNA/RNA level), or at its initial stages of growth formation (not in full / final stage) they affect all the stages of growth  formationincluding at the final stage, at full or adult form

For example, there is a DNA switch called "CsB" at the end of human limbs which scientiststhink causes human limbs to grow hands  feet

Thus, when stem cells from these are put in an organ, say to repair the heart,these stem cells can very well "tune-in" to a heart organ morphogenetic field'smorphic resonance and thus "know" to regenerate cells that form into a full heart

MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS PROPAGATION:IN PARALLEL TO CURRENT GENERATION AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONSCELLULARLY/GENETICALLY INGRAINED IN FUTURE GENERATIONSBesides influencing the physical structure of organisms, morphogenetic fields also providenon-local, non-physical "memories" that also influence an organism's behaviors, capabilities skills, as well as knowledge

 jumping from embryonic cell into adult organs or full human organism)

I read from one of your books about how developing systems "regulate",whereby even though part of the developing system is removed or if partsare added - the system continues to develop (based on the usual patternof the morphic form field) in such a way that a more or less normal structureis developed

 mix with cell from "full-heart", it developes into a brain instead orsuch OTHER MUTATION!PROBLEM 2:Such experimentations, bad mutations, abortions, botches, injuries,etc

    This is becausethe many different morphogenetic fields it can resonate to are exactly at earlierorganelles' stages

So even though the genetic code for "limb" is common across different organisms,its shape will form based on how it's morphogenetic field is shaped as "memorized"from the very beginning of its existence

plant/animal DNA/RNA becomes that kind of plant/animal, not something elsePROBLEM:whenever defects/diseases are introduced into a growth (e

  With temptation came disobedience  sin the fall of humankind, which opened the gates to other things, good bad, health  diseases  pain, perfection  imperfection, eternity  mortality,life  death,  so on, as a result of eating from the Tree of Knowledge of Good  Bad

  So when a forming celltunes-in to such a field, its physico-chemical synthesis conforms to such morphogeneticfield resulting in a deformed organelle

* u p c o m i n g * s o o n *Current TopicsOBJECTIVE:To stop the prevalence of  PREVENT new diseases, abnormalities, deformations,bad behaviors, crimes, (including sins) from forming at the genetic coding of organisms byspreading more moral values, practices  thoughts which can add to good morphogenetic "form"fields while probably decreasing or eliminating the resonance of bad, deformative fields

God setup all morphogenetic fields as perfect plans  "molds" for each every formation that exists: humans, animals, plants, everything

 botched/abortion,injuries), or gene-crossing that results in mutation mistakes, these get loggedas an invisible form causative memory field

 stem cells from new-born's umbilicalcord and adult's organs) which prove their viability and success in treating medicalproblems like successful regeneration and repair of heart cells to replace its "dead"muscles

   I have my worries on "repeated" mutationsdone by scientists at the embryonic level, even starting at fertilization for humancloning, and human-killing for embryonic stem-cell harvesting

   This is becausethe embryonic stem cell is at the earliest formative stage which does not have anydirect link to the morphogenetic field in the final and target form

  Once created  recorded, morphogenetic fieldspersist  do not diminish; are available all over, everywhere, from the time it comes about onwards in the future

7,"A summary of the hypothesis of formative causation", note (vii) "Morphic resonancefrom the intermediate stages of previous similar processes of morphogenesis tendsto canalize subsequent similar morphogenetic processes into the same chreodes

backend

=  intermediate stagesNon-embryonic stem cells (umbilical cord or adult organ) = backend or targetlast stages reachedFigure 1 shows:earliest/frontend form ---gt; intermediate form ---gt; backend/final target formNOTES (rules?):- intermediate form can not be skipped from embryonic stage- no access to backend/final target morphogenetic form field from embryonicstagea

YET NOT EVERYONE DEVELOPES THE PART OR ORGAN IN THEIR STRUCTURE OR THAT PART LOOKSDIFFERENT IN OTHER ORGANISMSIt is important to note that the genetic code for "limbs" are there in all organisms,including plants  fish

That the "pluripotency" of embryonic stems cells are viable only towards intermediatestages of formation - the next morphic unit it normally forms into, i

God's omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence surround everyone  everything,outside the realm of time, space or matter

    But if none of thesehappened whatsoever, I thought there could be a much better explanation tothis (even though the medical community still says "unknown cause") otherthan "a glitch of nature"

 These scientists don't realize that IT COULD BE growing into some OTHER ORGANthan what they are trying to grow

RESULT:Bad morphogenetic fields will not multiply  accumulate to influence "defects" informations, knowledge  behaviors

   Thus, such knowledge, skills  behaviors are "passed-on", not just to future generations, butin parallel for the same kind of organism, wherever they are located, especially if theyresonate (tune-in) to the morphogenetic field

The more such "events" (manipulations, environment, behavior) occur, the higher the probabilitythat an invisible morphogenetic field will be created  recorded which will then affect organic inorganic entities in their gene or molecular level, especially during formation or growth

The less bad, immoral practices  thoughts, less scientific/medical malpractices  mistakes,the less their effects will be on the physical realm  (e

)Based on your book, "Hypothesis of A New Science of Life Morphic Resonance",the "dominant field" would garner more control over the final form

So even if DEFECT had NO PRIOR physical existence in a family, repeatedintroductions of the defect gets remembered so can occur "randomly" in non-relative,family member at ANY PLACE in the world  in parallel or future time

"4)  Since human embryonic stem cell is "pluripotent" and it is the starting point ofthe many human parts and organs, basically the beginning of its "generation", wouldnot the many experimentations, mutilations, implantations and skipping intermediatestages of formation contribute to the alteration of the human form's morphogeneticfield?5) More on my main question about skipping intermediate stages, would youplease share some more insights on this area, even at the biochemical aspect orwhichever contextual area of expertise you prefer - taking embryonic stem celland transplanting it to a fully-grown (non-generating) organ in order to find curesfor form-degenerative diseases

abundant

parallel

SYNOPSIS:In parallel to current generation, abundant fields resonation can effect the same, response,behavior or activity to the same kind of organisms in other parts of the world, even withoutany contact or communication with the original source

molds

CAUSE  EFFECT:Bad "molds" or morphogenetic fields are caused by repeated harmful, sinful thoughts behaviors that effect bad, deformed, misbehaved, diseased/defective organisms  parts,knowledge  habits, which could get ingrained at the genetic level (e

This means, the organ or organism will get formed (even through regeneration andregulation) into its field's "final target" form (regardless if it is smaller or biggerversion)

 presence of BRCA, breast cancer risk at the gene level, yet breast cancer occurs inadulthood

   Even without any contact or communicationwith the source of the field, the same kind of organism located somewhere else can suddenlyacquire the knowledge, skill or behavior

) as well asanything below or a morphic unit's constituent parts

In that situation, which morphogenetic field has the dominant field?  Human geneor mouse gene?   Considering afterall the same gene line gets formed over andover again throughout history

I believe in morphogenetic fields for formative causation and I believe thatrepetitive abortion procedures have now created many such BAD fields thatare in turn propagated in baby's formation inside the womb

Larry Dossey

iii) (time) same human form gets generated over and over again (remembered) sincethe beginning and onwards (bar Darwin's evolution theory)(reference: "Recovering the Soul, A Scientific and Spiritual Search"by Larry Dossey, M

The morphic field (MOLD) at early stage is DIFFERENT from the morphic fieldof later/final stage of development

 embryonic stem) - ability to become/forminto DIFFERENT KINDS of parts (into earliest stage of growth: organelles, branch sprout, etc

 Old  new fields affect new formations occurring in parallel or some other place  future time

)About "intermediate stages" - your book, "The Hypothesis of a New Science ofLife, Morphic Resonance", alluded to it in general under chapter 6, section 6

I heard this news about infants born with Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome orHLHS disease wherein the left side of the heart is underdeveloped or evenunformed

3) Younger generations are more smarter/knowledgeable than older generations:how human  animal offsprings RIGHT AWAY KNOW (without being taught about it)the "solutions" to situations/mazes, other/new info, that their parents learnedfrom experience before they were even born; so kids nowadays are smarter,know more than their precedents

?  And so that explains no oneis perfect - we form into something imperfect, fallible and prone to illnesses, etc

perfect

   And it is reallyunfortunate that some developing babies "resonate" (vibrate and get into thesame wave length) of these BAD fields that they are malformed and born withsuch defects (about 1,500-2,000 babies are born per year with congenitaldefects)

  "Something" gottransmitted to same-species subjects and they "learned" the same "trick" that wastaught or trained to others in another part of the world

 genetic or morphic unit)UPCOMING: "corrupt" fields propagation  resonance"RU-486" effects on miscarriage statisticschemical, manual,

   In short, the embryonic stem cell's physico-chemical morphic unit is no "tuning fork" to later stages' morphogenetic fieldsthat it can form into that "back end's" target destination form from the frontendstage

All these decades that abortion has gone on, all these repetitive procedurescould have created BAD morphic fields

repair

)Some further questions:1)  Considering "mechanistic" and "vitalist" views or whatever apply here, do youknow of any experiment that resulted in a successful "regeneration",wherein the  "embryonic" part of species is transplanted into a grown or adult partfor its repair?  (Thus, skipping intermediate stages of development

New morphogenetic fields are created  recorded whenever repeated new formations areproduced through natural evolution, synthesis or manual stimuli, mix-breeding, botchedprocedures  such morphic unit manipulations

  But how do these cells know to formdifferent kinds of parts of the body?  For sure, all parts are encoded in the DNA  RNA,at the genetic level,  2 arms, 2 feet are encoded there but how do these cell knowexactly how they look? their actual  final shape?SAME GENETIC CODE (e

 Fields have been recorded from repeated occurrences of such formationin the past for the same organism

I think such existence of morphogenetic fields makes sense in God's GreatScheme to encompass everything, all over, since the beginning of time,all the time: past, present,  future

fish

limbs

And since the human hands  feet are formed the way they are since the very beginning,therefore, as recorded in the memory bank, human hands  feet form at the end of humanlimbs, animal paws form at the end of animal limbs, while fish don't have them at all,considering they did not have them in the past, even though all these same/similarsequences  switches are present in all our DNAs

mouse

So what about the case of "mutants" - like the experiment above?Aren't the results/findings very much inconclusive considering the scientists"mixed" human matter with mouse matter?  (This is one main problem withreliance merely on the physico-chemical manipulations in order to build forms

In my understanding of morphogenetic field propagation, we get into this formbased on what happened over and over again and it is very cumulatively basedon "influences of the majority" and probabilistic theory and as the same species"resonate" to the field's propagation

I have also tried naively to see how this "great mind" field or such "morphogeneticform field" may be related to and attributed to God's Omniscience, Omnipresenceand Omnipotence in the questions (again in my lame attempts to join science and religion):- Are these morphogenetic fields that surround us a big part of God's Great Grand"Control System" Scheme?  (God knows everything, is everywhere and God doesand controls everything

 "Nanog",master gene found in embryonic stem cell and how does this relate to the morphicresonance of  other non-embryonic stem cell's morphogenetic field), please allowme to give you the side  where I am coming from

Inborn defects, child or adult diseases come about when gene or cell present (embedded) inthe specific organism's cell or structure (e

These invisible  BAD "molds" will affect some physical growth somewhere, sometime so NEW DEFECTS / ABNORMALITIES form-into-being that will bogglescientists', doctors', genetic engineers' minds to think:"CAUSE IS UNKNOWN"They don't realize, it is their fault

Why is this so?In lieu of this, some things to point out from your book are:- Morphogenetic fields are not in any time or space dimensions- Past morphogenetic fields of the same organism affects the futuremorphogenesis by being added (cumulative) to the "Great Grand Scheme'sMemory Bank"  (i

deformed

sins

The more these sins, disobediences, mistakes recur or are committed, the more theyadd to the "deformed" morphogenetic fields which cause that matter which tunesin to them to grow with deformation, defects, diseases  misbehaviors

There are such fields in each stage of growth of an organism's structural parts  there aredifferent kinds of morphogenetic "form" fields for each type of organism

abortifacient effects on birth defects statisticshyperactiveness, HD, ADD, LD

defects

organelles,cells,tissues,organs, organisms

behaviors

I believe they are part of His Great  Perfect Design, as a Great Mechanism,Process, Methodology, or Algorithm that have strongly stood through the testsof time, providing for "The Whats"  "The Hows" in growth, development  evolutionas well as knowledge, habits,  behaviors of every living  non-living thing

Thank you very much for your time and perusal of this matter

    What I meant based on my understanding is thatmorphogenetic fields are not limited, controlled or governed by time or space becausethey actually propagate outside of time or space

Morphogenetic Field is a way that His Great Mind has controlled all formations,knowledge, habits,

    (Findings: "nanog prevented theprocess that would have converted the cells into specialized tissue, suggestingthat if the nanog gene in adult stem cells were re-awakened, the gene mightreprogram the cells to allow them to function as embryonic stem cell

pluripotency

 full-organ part transplantationwhich may further prove existence of "intermediate stagesmorphogenetic fields" of resonance? That using "embryonic" part (regardless ofits pluripotency to become many things) will never work because it can not"resonate" to the morphogenetic field of a full organ/organism?My point in refuting "embryonic stem cell" researches is because of my objectionagainst human cloning and embryo-killing for stem cell harvest

Keep in mind that each of the same organism has its own kind of morphogenetic field

mold

Back to the top6/8/13 INTRODUCTION: HYPOTHESIS OF FORMATIVE CAUSATION BY MORPHOGENETIC FIELDSThe hypothesis of formative causation (1981 Rupert Sheldrake) by morphogenetic fieldresonance explains that invisible fields that provide form like a mold exist which driveor influence the mechanistic, physico-chemical synthesis in morphogenesis (coming-into-beingor form) of each part of an organism (human, plant, animal, etc

   (Source: "Master Gene" Could Eliminate Embryonic Stem Cell,Washington Post, May 30, 2003)   Scientists claim this master gene isresponsible for the cell's "pluripotency" which is a unique ability to become anytype of cell

And so, advancement of decoding DNA  RNA strips may reveal such a "behavioral" geneticcode ingrained in the organism's gene, which may not have been there before in precedinggenerations

plants

Besides manual procedures on organisms  plants ( inorganic forms), environmental, behavioral,mental factors contribute to new morphogenetic fields

these actions depend on the influence of higher-level probability structureson lower-level probability structures and thus inherently probabilistic

 Evolution, Effects of cultures, societies and environment on, as youterm, "physico-chemical morphic units", i

Back to the top5/25/13 SYNOPSIS: MORPHOGENETIC FIELD RESONANCE1) MORPHOGENETIC FIELDSIt is an INVISIBLE "MOLD" that drives  affects a physical growth or formation,at the gene or molecular level, to become or form as it is,  acquire all qualitiesrecorded in this fieldAll growth/evolution is not just from physical, physiological, chemical synthesis aspects or parts (e

 Rupert Sheldrake, the scientist who championed the theory of formative causation, morphogenetic field and the hypothesis of morphic resonance

  Its morphic resonance at thisstage is mainly within the "intermediate", pre-mature forms'  morphogenetic fieldwhich is not the final and target form's morphogenetic field

misbehaviors

fallible

procedures

matters

They originated from human's fallible nature: sinful/immoral deeds or acts,repeated botched experiements,  bad medical procedures  practices, corrupt knowledge, repeated misbehaviors, harm  injuries towards living, non-living, organisms inorganic matters

The more of the same fields accumulate  resonate, the higher their effects are to thephysico-chemical synthesis growth  formation of organisms in subsequent generations

occurrences

  Repeated occurrences of such externalfactors record a new field in the "memory bank" (presence of past) in such a way that it getsembedded into the gene or molecular/genome level of the forming/growing plant or organism

  Each organism has its own kind of field such that its formation  growth resonates onlyto that type of field

 DNA, organelle) resonates/tunes-in to a recorded morphic field of the "damaged or diseased" part(s) of the body

  Human embryonic stem cell vs

resonates

And so any organism's cell that tunes-in or resonates with that field(s) will thenacquire the (good  bad) "qualities" of that field, which get embedded into its gene levelduring growth or formation

My background is in Electronics, Electrical and Communications Engineering whichis based a lot on Quantum Theories and the Laws of Thermodynamics and otherphysics and chemical laws

I do believe that morphogenetic fields are akin to souls, spirits, essences are ways that God has had Almighty Control over everything in existence,part of His Great  Almighty Mind over all: creation, formation, growth, development,evolution, cycling  repetitions of these on everything, living  non-living things,year after year, past, present  future

   Basically itsmorphic unit does not have the basic structure (not valid"tuning fork") that canresonate to the target form's morphogenetic field

):given 1 single  SAME gene, DNA/RNA, a plant or organism's partswould grow DIFFERENT brances / organs from it, in its phases of growth

 Sheldrake:I have read some of your researches, writings and books on morphogenetic field,morphic resonance, theory of formative causation in the past 7 years or so

Thus, the fields of tissues influence those of cells; those of cells, organelles;

fork

)- Did God create and setup such "field"? Then let everything's morphogenesis takeplace by designing each thing's "tuning fork frequency"?  Thus each thing ormorphic unit forms into this or that, over and over again, as long as it is tuned itto its specific morphogenetic field (based on God's specifications)- Somehow, bad things like flaws, errors in society, environmental factors, etc

"And note (xi) implies the existence of such many stages for each and everymorphic germ/unit, " The morphogenetic fields of morphic units influencemorphogenesis by acting upon the morphogenetic fields of their constituent parts

skipping

"One question that comes to mind the more I learn about morphogenetic field effect is:"Can this explain the 'phantom limb' phenomenon?"You know, how an amputee continues to feel his/her missing arm, leg, hand or foot?Is it due to the persistent existence of the target/original form field (still with fullarms and legs) even though the physical part is no longer there?In my limited readings on formative causation, I have not encountered something on"skipping intermediate stages of formation" and how does this affect the final target form (i

 Sheldrake:While I have been waiting for your response on my previous email sent about amonth or so ago (re: "skipping intermediate stages of formation") , more issueshave come up and so I am writing to you again

However, the problem with such repeated mistakes in mutations is, new morphogeneticfields could get created from them  so an evolved, mutated, deformation will start onthe future growth  formation of that organism, which becomes encoded at the DNA geneticlevel

behavioral

abortion

What do you think?  Do you think this is worthwhile to dig some more intothis possibility in order to prove its importance and bad side effects, therefore,eliminate the main possible cause  which is abortion?Okey, I know this could open a new can of worms as why not eliminateother suspicious activities that could possible be causing such and suchdiseases or even behavioral inclinations, i

Okey

 the power of prayers effects healing from ailments; abundant plant growth in alaboratory of seeds that were prayed upon vs

causes

physico-chemical

Resonance (tune-in) with the morphogenetic field of an organism's cell or organellein its stages of growth causes the physico-chemical synthesis arrangement of its cellsto conform to the field's shape at each stage of growth until it reaches its full form

researches

Conclusion:Based on the above notes, arguments and all the researches on morphogenetic and formative causation,  I conclude that the use of embryonic stems cells tocontinue to find cures to form-degenerative diseases that occur in fully-formedand functional organs or organisms seems moot and unfeasible

Each organism of the same gene has its own kind of morphogenetic field  will only resonateto its morphogenetic "form" field  thus grow  form to be as it is, e

grow

However, it is known fact that animals do not grow the same hands  feet as humans whilefish do not have hands  feet at all

First thing that came to mind is possible "accident" during pregnancy likeperhaps, the mother bumping her abdomen causing such malformationin the body; or any chemical/drug side effects, etc

Thank you for reading my very elementary and practical handle on this otherwisevery complex field of science that is way beyond my league and ability

adult

  When embryonic stem cell (which is still at the earliest stage of morphogenesis)is introduced into an adult heart organ for its regenerative repair, although the embryonic stem cell is pluripotent to form into many different forms, this adultorgan is not necessary that "intermediate" form it can become

embryonic

synthesis

   (see Figure 2)Deformed morphogenetic fields for the same organism's part are created when repeatedoccurrences of such natural or man-made damaging cell-mutation practices occur towardsthe earliest stages of synthesis, (e

formations

stages

bad

intermediate

5) FORMATION does NOT skip intermediate growth stages lest "cancer", defectsor bad mutations result if forced to skip intermediate stagesPROBLEM 1:Embryonic stem cell, in standalone or by itself, or introduced into anadult/fully developed/grown organ, such "trial-and-error" experimentations,go against NATURAL formations  can cause more abnormalities, cancers defects, instead of "cures"

  Thus, future generations of the same organism can perform such activityor know about matters without being taught about them or being shown to them

   This shows the stem cellhas "direct access" and can resonate to all the  morphogenetic fields in the laststage (i

Consider, for example, the calculation of the vacuum expectation value of the electromagnetic field inside a metal cavity, such as, for example, aradar cavity or amicrowavewaveguide

 Canonically, the field at each point in space is asimple harmonic oscillator, and its quantization places aquantum harmonic oscillator at each point

summations

 However, the formalism of quantum field theory makes it clear that the vacuum expectation value summations are in a certain sense summations over so-called "virtual particles"

 That is, one hasThis value is finite in many practical calculations

 In this case, the standing waves are particularly easy to calculate, since the transverse component of the electric field and the normal component of the magnetic field must vanish on the surface of a conductor

 The presence ofshows that the Casimir force per unit areaFc/Ais very small, and that furthermore, the force is inherently of quantum-mechanical origin

 Thesecond quantization of quantum field theory requires that each such ball-spring combination be quantized, that is, that the strength of the field be quantized at each point in space

 Each energy levelEndepends on the shape, and so one should writeEn(s)for the energy level, andfor the vacuum expectation value

 Assuming the parallel plates lie in the x-y plane, the standing waves arewhere?stands for the electric component of the electromagnetic field, and, for brevity, thepolarization and the magnetic components are ignored here

 In addition, thespectral asymmetry is interpreted as a non-zero vacuum expectation value of thebaryon number, cancelling thetopological winding number of thepion field surrounding the nucleon

 The interesting part of the sum is the finite part, which is shape-dependent

The force is negative, indicating that the force is attractive: by moving the two plates closer together, the energy is lowered

 This is an artificial device, used to make the sums finite so that they can be more easily manipulated, followed by the taking of a limit so as to remove the regulator

Not every cavity configuration necessarily leads to a finite part (the lack of a pole ats=0) or shape-independent infinite parts

 In a nave sense, a field in physics may be envisioned as if space were filled with interconnected vibrating balls and springs, and the strength of the field can be visualized as the displacement of a ball from its rest position

 The change in the zero-point energy as a function of changes of the configuration can be understood to result in forces acting between the objects

 The infinite part of the sum is associated with the bulk constantCwhichdoes notdepend on the shape of the cavity

 Related subjects:General PhysicsInphysics, theCasimir effectis a physicalforce exerted between separate objects, which is due to neithercharge,gravity, nor the exchange ofparticles, but instead is due toresonance ofall-pervasive energy fields in the intervening space between the objects

 Excitations of the field correspond to theelementary particles ofparticle physics

In thechiral bag model of thenucleon, the Casimir energy plays an important role in showing the mass of the nucleon is independent of the bag radius

 There are a variety of bulk effects insolid state physics, mathematically very similar to the Casimir effect, where thecutoff frequency comes into explicit play to keep expressions finite

 The regulator will serve to make the expression finite, and in the end will be removed

)GeneralitiesThe Casimir effect can also be computed using the mathematical mechanisms offunctional integrals of quantum field theory, although such calculations are considerably more abstract, and thus difficult to comprehend

As of 2006, there is no compelling explanation for how this infinity should be treated as essentially zero; a non-zero value is essentially thecosmological constant and any large value causes trouble incosmology

integral

 The integral is easily performed, resulting inThe sum may be understood to be theRiemann zeta function, and so one hasBut?( ? 3) = 1 / 120and so one obtainsThe Casimir force per unit areaFc/Afor idealized, perfectly conducting plates with vacuum between them iswhere(hbar, ?) is thereduced Planck constant,cis thespeed of light,ais thedistance between the two plates

Casimir's calculationIn the original calculation done by Casimir, he considered the space between a pair of conducting metal plates a distanceaapart

 In particular, this affects the calculation of the vacuum energy in the presence of aconductor or dielectric

 At this point comes an important observation: the force at pointpon the wall of the cavity is equal to the change in the vacuum energy if the shapesof the wall is perturbed a little bit, say by?s, at pointp

 This integral/sum is finite forsreal and larger than 3

bag

 In moderntheoretical physics, the Casimir effect plays an important role in thechiral bag model of thenucleon, and inapplied physics, it is becoming of increasing importance in development of the ever-smaller, miniaturised components of emergingmicro- andnano- technologies

 The sum has apole ats=3, but may beanalytically continued tos=0, where the expression is finite

 The quantization of a simple harmonic oscillator states that the lowest possible energy orzero-point energy that such an oscillator may have isSumming over all possible oscillators at all points in space gives an infinite quantity

 This sum may beanalytically continued past this pole, to obtain a finite part ats=0

Marcus Spaarnay

MeasurementOne of the first experimental tests was conducted by Marcus Spaarnay at Philips in Eindhoven, in 1958, in a delicate and difficult experiment with parallel plates, obtaining results not in contradiction with the Casimir theory, but with large experimental errors

Thevan der Waals force between a pair of neutralatomsis a similar effect

More interesting is the understanding that the sums over the energies of standing waves should be formally understood as sums over theeigenvalues of aHamiltonian

sums

 Since the strength of the force falls off rapidly with distance it is only measurable when the distance between the objects is extremely small

In particular, one may ask how the zero point energy depends on the shapesof the cavity

expectation

 The vacuum expectation value of the electromagnetic field in the cavity is thenwith the sum running over all possible values ofnenumerating the standing waves

Vacuum energyThe Casimir effect is an outcome ofquantum field theory, which states that all of the various fundamentalfields, such as theelectromagnetic field, must be quantized at each and every point in space

calculations

 All calculations of quantum field theory must be made in relation to this model of the vacuum

Further research has shown that, with materials of certainpermittivity andpermeability, or with a certain configuration, the Casimir effect could be made repulsive instead of attractive, although there are no experimental demonstrations of these predictions

 One important exception is thevacuum energy or thevacuum expectation value of the energy

 In this case, the correct way to find the zero point energy of the field is to sum the energies of thestanding waves of the cavity

 The classic form of his experiment used a pair ofunchargedparallel metal plates in a vacuum, and successfully demonstrated the force to within 15% of the value he had predicted according to his theory

hulls

 As they come closer together, their hulls shield the space in between from more and more wave energy, both from the sides as well as from front and back, which increasingly cancel out waves of longer wavelengths than the distance between the hulls

 To remove this infinity, one may argue that only differences in energy are physically measurable; this argument is the underpinning of the theory ofrenormalization

 The vacuum energy is then the sum over all possible excitation modeswhereAis the area of the metal plates, and a factor of 2 is introduced for the two possible polarizations of the wave

sum

 In 2001, a group at theUniversity of Padua finally succeeded in measuring the Casimir force between parallel plates using microresonators

 This allows atomic and molecular effects, such as thevan der Waals force, to be understood as a variation on the theme of the Casimir effect

 This is sometimes described in terms ofvirtual particles interacting with the objects, due to the mathematical form of one possible way of calculating the strength of the effect

OverviewThe Casimir effect can be understood by the idea that the presence of conducting metals anddielectrics alter thevacuum expectation value of the energy of theelectromagnetic field

quantized

Casimir's observation was that thesecond-quantized, quantum electromagnetic field, in the presence of bulk bodies such as metals ordielectrics, must obey the sameboundary conditions that the classical electromagnetic field must obey

 Since the value of this energy depends on the shapes and positions of the conductors and dielectrics, the Casimir effect manifests itself as a force between such objects

In the 30 years since then, Popp and his colleagues -and many other researchers all over the world - have not only demonstrated the existence and ubiquity of biophoton emission beyond any reasonable doubt, but also have established its properties, have developed and tested a number of hypotheses about its possible biological functions for which much evidence has been found, have done a lot of theoretical work towards a biophoton theory explaining all or some of the phenomena observed, and have started to develop a number of practical applications for the use of biophoton measurements of microorganisms, plants, animals, and humans

Biophoton field and visual fieldAs it may be of interest to the readers of this journal, as a conclusion I will allow myself some remarks concerning vision

1998

In the 1990's, systematic long-term investigations of human biophoton emission with a specially developed whole-body biophoton-counting equipment were started in Popp's lab, mainly conducted by Sophie Cohen (Cohen  Popp, 1997, 1998; Cohen, Popp  ran, 2003)

Today we know from the work of Popp's group and that of other scientists that biophoton emission correlates strongly with all the life activities of the organism by which it is emitted, and therefore very probably fulfills some biological function(s)

Popp and his group, on the other hand, have developed another, biophysical interpretation of the phenomena based on a new understanding of life derived from quantum optics, non-equilibrium thermodynamics, and other recent developments in science, which today is accepted by a growing minority of the researchers in the field

 Maybe the visual field is even a the coherence of the biophoton field and the EEG property of the biophoton field itself

The emission at the particular regions of the body remained quite regular, but the team found indications for temporal variations with a maximum in the evening

The material structures involved in this are predestined to function as antennae for the absorption and the emission of these signals, because they possess, by virtue of their evolution in the terrestrial radiation field and their co-evolution with the biophoton field, precisely matching geometries and dimensions

This hypothetical mechanism is based on the assumption that the laser mechanism of biological systems operates not only with the low-grade coherence known from technical optics, but uses the ideal quantum-optical coherence defined by Harvard physicistRoy J

 Popp: Whole-body counting of biophotons and its relation to biological rhythms

 Popp has given proof that such a decaying behavior - which graphically is displayed in the form of a hyperbolic curve - is evidence of the coherence of the measured emission and indicates that light is stored in the tissue

 Because of their stable field strength, its waves can superimpose, and by virtue of this, interference effects become possible that do not occur in ordinary light

They consider the light emission from organisms to be a mere waste product of metabolism without any biological function

Biophotons consist of light with a high degree of order, in other words, biological laser light

Recently, the Popp team has demonstrated that biophotons indeed exist in the form of such non-classical light, or more specifically, so-called "squeezed states" which are a particular form of coherent states (Popp et al

The most interesting results were the findings on the rhythmicity of the emission, the significance of right-left asymmetries, and the non-local effects of treatments on the emission

medicine

 Biophoton measurements have also widely been used to assess the effects and effectivity of various therapeutic modalities, mainly in the field of alternative and complementary medicine

It should not be confounded with the "bioluminescence" of fire-flies, glow-worms, deep sea fishes, and rotting wood which is much stronger, has different properties, and is clearly of chemical origin

Most interesting is the recent finding that the changes of the biophoton emission after some treatment were not only observed at the position of treatment, but also appeared at other places of the body

They assume that all the molecules of the organism are coupled to each other by a coherent radiation field in such a way that they form a unity in which biophotons cannot be assigned any more to any particular emitters, but must be considered to be emitted by the organism as a whole

 Because of its low intensity, thiscellular glow, also known asbiophoton emission, is often referred to as ultra-weak cell radiation, or ultra-weak bioluminescence

For this reason the measurement of "induced emission" has become an important instrument of biophoton research, where it is possible to determine the degree of coherence of the light emitted by the organism

Only when after World War II photomultipliers became available to biomedical researchers, measurements proved the existence of cell radiation beyond doubt

The biological laser field of the organism stabilizes exactly at the "laser threshold" where it can oscillate between the coherent mode of operation and the incoherent mode of operation, and thus combine the advantages of both regimes

 As long as they live, cells and whole organisms give off a pulsating glow with a mean intensity of several up to a few ten thousand photons per second and square centimeter

All living organisms, including humans, emit a low-intensity glow that cannot be seen by the naked eye, but can be measured by photomultipliers that amplify the weak signals several million times and enable the researchers to register it in the form of a diagram

All the evidence of biophoton research so far suggests that biological systems realize a form of optimal coherence that science has yet to fully understand

These non-local effects seem to demonstrate that the local biophoton emission is an expression of a global biophoton field of the whole organism

In biophoton research, the property of coherence mainly shows in the "hyperbolic decay" of so-called "induced emission"

Some unpublished observations suggest that the state of the biophoton field of a person may be connected to the tonus and geometry of the musculature and the vegetative state of the person on the one hand, and on the other hand to the state of the brain as measured by the EEG (e

 In the spontaneous emission" of a sample it is practically impossible to provide evidence of coherence

Unlike chemical bioluminescence, before the death of an organism its intensity increases steeply more than a hundred- or a thousand-fold, and then decreases down to zero at the moment of death

Although only a few such investigations have been realized up to now, we now know that weak, but highly coherent light is also emitted by the human body

The analysis of biophoton measurements has shown that the emitting matter forms a biological laser mechanism, which at the same time is an experimental confirmation of the view that the organism is an open system far from thermodynamic equilibrium

collaborators

Popp and his collaborators at the University of Marburg, and later at the University of Kaiserslautern and the International Institute of Biophysics at Kaiserslautern and Neuss, were the first to carry out systematic experimental and theoretical investigations of all questions related to this new biological phenomenon

Facchiniand their collaborators at the University of Milan verified Gurwitsch's discoveries with the new technology and showed that sprouts of various plants emit visible light

photomultipliers

While Russian scientists had done extensive investigations with photomultipliers since the late 1940's, systematic Western research in this field only started with the experiments of the Australian physical chemistTerence I

From this point of view, the living organism appears as a highly complex and self-tunable resonating system of oscillating fields that are coupled nonlinearly by their phase relations (Bischof, 2003)

Because of the high degree of order, the biological laser light is able to generate and keep order and to transmit information in the organism

Two of the properties identified by these new disciplines that are realized in organisms are the coherence of mixtures of wavelengths (non-monochromatic light) and the occurrence of coherence in very weak light

 Zhuravlevhad postulated that bioluminescence originated from occasional losses of the excitation energy that usually is used up in chemical processes, and therefore had no biological significance whatsoever

 Zhang: Electromagnetic body versus chemical body

When he observed that this influence passed through quartz glass, while it was blocked by ordinary glass, he concluded it must be a mitogenetic radiation" in the UV range

 They mainly used "biological detectors" such as the onion root just mentioned, or yeast cultures, to register the radiation

If we consider the role of the molecules, the organism can be defined as a extremely sensitive and highly effective antennae system, able to tune itself according to need to a broad range of frequencies and polarizations

He found that some influence from the dividing cells at the tip of one root stimulated the division of cells in the other root

 Yan: Nonlocal effects of biophoton emission from the human body

optics

The measurements show evidence for the existence in biological systems of a new class of quantum phenomena recently investigated by a number of very advanced disciplines of quantum optics and electrodynamics, such asNon-Classical LightandCavity Quantum Electrodynamics

Registration-Inscripci?nbyMarco BischofMarch 2005fromInternationalLightAssociationWebsiteLight is not only what brightens up our world by day and makes us see the things around us, light is also produced by our own cells and forms a major component of man's inner environment and a non-material part of our bodies connecting us with the outer environment

 Popp: Biophoton emission of the human body

Biophoton theory - the new holistic picture of the organism developed by Popp on the basis of his experimental findings - is being used by an increasing number of scientists and medical doctors as an important element and stimulus for developing an adequate scientific theory of life, the need for which is felt by a growing number of them (Ho, 1993; Zhang, 2003; Curtis  Hurtak, 2004)

There is still coherent superimposition of waves, but it is dominated by the absorption of light

Above the laser threshold, in the coherent regime, the photon field switches over into a stable and highly ordered interference pattern in which the waves superimpose coherently

 While some earlier measurements of human biophoton emission have been made in the Soviet Union, the first Western investigations were carried out by the New York team ofRichard DobrinandJohn Pierrakosin the late 1970's

Fisch
Chang

 In: Chang, Jii-Ju / Fisch, Joachim / Popp, Fritz-Albert (eds

They base their understanding on the well known physical and chemical principles of the luminescence of biological molecules and attribute the light emission to certain chemical reactions such as radical reactions and oxidation

 Popp believes the quantum field of living systems realizes the form of a "coherent state", a paradoxical state with minimal quantum uncertainty that unites the properties of wave and particle, coherence and incoherence, localization and delocalization

Besides the use of biophoton measurements for chemiluminescence detection, the method can be used for the detection and damage assessment of environmental contamination by all types of solid, liquid, and gaseous chemicals, and electromagnetic fields

In contrast to the classical, molecular view of the biochemical school, they describe the organism as a macroscopic quantum system in which not the particle aspect, but the holistic field aspect predominates

The radiation also increases during mitosis (cell division) and undergoes very characteristic changes during all phases of the cell cycle

 Gurwitsch was convinced that this radiation was an expression of "morphogenetic fields" within the organism that structured and organized the life processes in the cell and the organism

In the 1960's the first reports by Russian scientists about "ultraweak cell radiation", as mitogenetic radiation was now called, were published in Western languages

Two schools of interpretationToday the majority of scientists working on ultra-weak cell radiation still subscribes to Seliger's and Zhuravlev's biochemical view

A central role in the light storage seems to be attributable to the DNA in the cell nucleus which Popp's group has shown to be the main light source in the cell

They do not deny that radical reactions and other biochemical processes occur and may generate some of the light emitted by organisms, but see biophoton emissionmainly as the expression of an overall regulating field in the organism in which also such chemiluminescent events are embedded

Furthermore, this decay continuously slows down, such that the decay curve becomes flatter all the time and the emission never really ceases

A new picture of the organismThe experimental findings of biophoton research, together with recent insights from other fields of advanced science, are suggesting an entirely new picture of the living organism

recently

findings

As I have described recently, the experimental and theoretical findings of biophoton research, together with many other scientific advances, are also an important contribution in the recent emergence of a new holistic and transdisciplinary viewpoint in the life sciences, Integrative Biophysics (Bischof, 2003)

 According to Popp, this is the mechanism by which the organism regulates itself on all levels

Advanced states of deep relaxation or certain meditative states characterized by a high degree of coherence in the EEG measurements may well be accompanied also by a high coherence of the biophoton field

This coherentbiophoton fieldwhich permeates and envelopes the solid body is assumed to regulate and control all the life processes in the organism

ApplicationsSince the onset of biophoton research, various applications have been developed by Popp's group and the other labs

mitogenetic

However, with the technical means available from the 1920's to the 1940's, Gurwitsch and his collaborators at the Leningrad Research Institute for Experimental Medicine and at the Academy of Medical Sciences in Moscow were not able to reliably measure mitogenetic radiation

It is a holographic field of standing waves which is able, through a broad spectrum of frequencies and polarizations and in close interplay with all material structures, to transmit signals with the speed of light to any place in the organism and to activate or to inhibit biochemical processes, to organize matter, and much more

At the same time these waves are amplified auto-catalytically and turn into laser light

coupled

Another conclusion that can be drawn from this behavior of the re-emitted biophotons is that the emission is not originating from isolated molecules in the cells, but that the emitting molecules are coupled by a connecting coherent radiation field

Today, theInternational Institute of Biophysics(IIB) founded by Popp and some of his colleagues in 1996 has become an international research network comprising 22 members of 14 research groups at universities in the USA, China, Russia, Poland, India, Japan, Korea, Israel, Italy, England, and Germany

Zhuravlev

Seliger

The coherence of biophotonsThe most convincing argument against the "degradation theory" of Seliger and Zhuravlev however is the evidence for the coherence of biophotons that Popp and his team have provided in the course of the last twenty years

First of all, as a complement to the solid body of molecules, we have an important new component or aspect of the organism to consider, namely the "electromagnetic field body" (Zhang, 2003)

: Biophoton emission: Experimental background and theoretical approaches

 The various light sources assume a coordinated behavior and function like a whole

Long-time measurements conducted daily over a time of more than a year confirmed that the emission of all points on the body displays a clear dependence on the various known biological rhythms (24 hours, weekly, monthly)

The properties of biophoton emissionAfter having shown that biophoton emission is a general property of all plant and animal life, Popp's team set themselves the task to show that the glow organisms gave off was not just caused by chlorophyll, thermal influence "spontaneous chemiluminescence", or some other "contamination effect"

: Biophotons - background, experimental results, theoretical approach and applications

Such a light is very quiet and shows an extremely stable intensity, without the fluctuations normally observed in light

visual

I have experienced so many moments of drastic change in the visual field when in deep states of meditation that I suspect that seeing and the visual field of a person may depend on the coherence of the biophoton field of this person that perhaps could change not only the ability to see clearly but also the visibility inthe vicinity of the body

assessment

Because biophoton emission reflects all external influences and internal changes of an organism, its measurement in principle can be used to determine the state of the organism and for the detection and assessment of all types of influences, even if their nature is not known

Biophoton measurements on humansThe emission of biophotons has not only been established for practically all plant and animal organisms

holistic

 The distributions of quantum patches and their lifetimes determine the holistic features of biophoton signals, so that the coherence of biophotons is merely a manifestation of the coherence of living systems

 The mechanism of biophotonic conduction along neural fibers may be mediated by protein-protein biophotonic interactions

 We found that different spectral light stimulation (infrared, red, yellow, blue, green and white) at one end of the spinal sensory or motor nerve roots resulted in a significant increase in the biophotonic activity at the other end

spinal

nerve

autography

 By developing a new biophoton detection method, called in situ biophoton autography (IBA), we have investigated biophotonic activities in rat spinal nerve roots in vitro

Cell to cell communication by biophotons has been demonstrated in plants, bacteria, animal neutrophil granulocytes and kidney cells

 This study may provide a better understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of neural communication, the functions of the nervous system, such as vision, learning and memory, as well as the mechanisms of human neurological diseases

 : Quantum coherence of biophotons and living systemsCoherence is a property of the description of the system in the classical framework in which the subunits of a system act in a cooperative manner

Dai

Biophotons as neural communication signals demonstrated by in situ biophoton autographySun Y1, Wang C, Dai J

situ

gov/pubmed/20221457Biophotons as neural communication signals demonstrated by in situ biophoton autographyY

fibers

conduction

 Such effects could be significantly inhibited by procaine (a regional anaesthetic for neural conduction block) or classic metabolic inhibitors, suggesting that light stimulation can generate biophotons that conduct along the neural fibers, probably as neural communication signals

neural

 Both stimulated and spontaneous biophoton signals show properties that can be attributed to the cooperative actions of many photon-emitting units

 Radio emissions produced by lightning were detected from the storm at this time

 The spacecraft was approximately 2 million miles from Saturn

 It is thought that the probe carrying the LRD may have descended into a relatively clear part of the Jupiter atmosphere

 (2011)is a good current review of the search for and evidence of lightning on Venus

 The storm measured approximately 1900 km from east to west and1300 km from north to south

 The implication is that ball lightning is usually created at or near the lightning channel and that an appreciable fraction of all cloud-to-ground lightning flashes may give birth to ball lightning

 Volcanic LightningI wanted to spend a short time in class on volcanic lightning

 The vertical structure of the Jovian atmosphere is shown below (source)

 Both in cloud lightning and strikes to the ground and ocean were observed

 Although it is generally thought that ball lightning is a rare phenomenon, recent research has shown that the numbers of ball lightning observers are not much different from the numbers who have observed lightning impact points

The descent of the probe is shown below(source)Three cloud layers are thought to be found on Jupiter (because the Galileo probe descended through a dry part of the atmosphere it only detected one)

The photograph above shows lightning photographed on the nighttime side of Saturn at a time when the rings of Saturn were in shadow (see Dyudina et al

 The right image was taken 30 minutes later when the storm was producing lightning

 The clouds were found to be positively charged and electric field values at the ground as high as 7000 V/m were recorded

 about 90 times the sea level pressure on earth) and the surface temperature is 740 K (hot enough to melt lead, tin and zinc)

audio

 Whistlers are produced when radio waves at audio frequencies travel upward through the ionosphere and couple to lines of the earth's magnetic field

 The electrical activity observed in Redoubt was similar to that seen in the St

 The field of view of the camera is shown in the left figure below

 Several images of lightning captured by the Galileo orbiter from aNASA Galileo Lightning Image Galleryare shown below

 The signals can then follow the field lines from the northern to the southern hemisphere (and sometimes back again)

 Thus ball lightning may well be common, but rarely seen

photograph

The photograph at left shows a storm system photographed during the day

 Atmospheric pressure at the surface is about 90 bars (i

The Galileo missions was ended on September 21, 2003 by sending the orbiter into the atmosphere in order to avoid contaminating the moons of Jupiter

Jovian lightning is presumably produced in the water (and ice) cloud by the same electrification processes as on earth

The lightning strikes are 100s of times brighter than normal lightning on earth

 The cloud layers are shown in more detail in the figure below (Fig

19651967

 (sourceof the information below)Missions to VenusFlybysMariner 2 (1962); Zond1 (1964); Mariner 5 (1967)  10 (1973); Venera 11 (1978), 12 (1978), 13 (1981)  14 (1981); Vega 1 (1984)  12 (1984), Galileo (1989), Cassini-Huygens (1997) , Messenger (2004), Ikaros (2010), and Akatsuki(2010)OrbitersVenera 8 (1972)  10 (1975), Pioneer Venus 1 (1978), Venera 15 (1983)  16 (1983), Magellan (1989), Venus Express (2005)ProbesVenera 3 (1965), 4 (1967), 5 (1969)  6 (1969); Pioneer Venus 2 (1978)LandersVenera 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13  14; Vega 1  2; Pioneer Venus 2 (1978)launch dates are shown in parenthesesThe atmosphere on Venus is approximately 97% CO2and 3% N2

Surtsey is one of the first instances where careful and close atmospheric electrical measurements were made of a volcanic eruption

 An example of a VLF spectrogram of a whistler signal recorded by theStanford University VLF research groupis shown below

 The channels are generally shorter (100s of meters long) and more randomly oriented than normal thunderstorm lightning

 There is no reason to suspect that lightning occurs on Mars, the atmosphere is too thin and there isn't much evidence of current volcanic activity

100s

The channels were generally short (100s of meters) and close to the ground

The image above at left shows a storm developing on Saturn in Dec

 We will mainly discuss observations made by Galileo,the first spacecraft to orbit Jupiter

 The lowest 30 km or so of the atmosphere is clear, but a thick dense sulfuric acid cloud layer found between 45 and 70 km altitude allows very little sunlight to reach the surface

 Because whistler signals are already at audio frequencies they are relatively easy to detect (no RF mixer circuits needed to convert AM or shortwave radio frequencies to audio frequencies) and were apparently first heard in the late 1800s when receivers were connected to long phone lines (ref1,ref2)

Lightning activity was recorded using a time lapse movie camera

 Ordinarily light reflected by the rings make the clouds bright enough, even on the nighttime side of Saturn, to make detection of lightning difficult

photographed

 (credit for both photographs NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSI, seethis sitefor additional information)Lightning has been photographed on both the daytime and nighttime sides of Saturn

nighttime

 Optical impulses that could have been produced by lightning were detected by Galileo as it flew by Venus (seeR

Three storms at three different locations photographed on Jupiter's night side (the flashes would be undetectable on the day time side)

 27, 2012 when the Cassini spacecraft was 261,000 miles from Saturn (the north pole was in darkness when the spacecraft arrived at Saturn in 2004)

 The box shown at upper left is approximately 2400 km on a side

Wikipediahas several interesting historical accounts and observations of ball lightning and discusses many of the attempts to produce ball lightning in the laboratory

 Tracings of the lightning channels recorded on the movie are shown at right

 Higher frequencies propagate more quickly than the lower frequencies so the signals are dispersed as they travel from hemisphere to hemisphere

hemisphere

 The lightning discharge that produced this signal occurred at relatively high latitude in the northern hemisphere and was recorded at Palmer Station in Antarctica (source)

X-ray production during triggered and natural lightning dischargesComing soon: some mention of the fairly recent observations and measurements of X-rays and gamma ray production during natural and triggered lightning discharges

e normal atmospheric pressure at sea level on the earth (standard sea level pressure on the earth is 1013

 The base of the cloud (red and to the left in the image) was about 50 km below the surrounding clouds (i

bars

 Data transmissions from the Galileo probe stopped at an altitude of -132 km where the ambient temperature and pressure were 307 F and 23 bars, respectively

whistler

 The most recent evidence of lightning comes from detection of whistler signals by the Venus Express Orbiter (seeA

 Most reports describe it as a luminous ball about the size of a baseball or softball that moves along the ground or through the air with an appearance, sound, and odor that suggest an electrical nature and origin

 (1998) estimated that Jovian lightning was occurring at a rate of about 1/100 th on earth (within a 15000 km radius of the probe)

 The latter type of lightning activity means that charging generation is occurring in what might be described as a "dirty" thunderstorm cloud

parentheses

19691964

1975

1996

missions

Missions to MarsFlybysDawn (2007), Mariner 4 (1964), Mariner 6 (1969), Mariner 7 (1969), Mars 2MV-4 No1, Mars 4, Mars 6, Mars 7, Rosetta, Zond 2, Zond 3OrbitersMars Reconnaissance Orbiter (2005),Mars Express (2003),Mars Odyssey(2001)LandersMars 3 (1971), Mars Pathfinder (1996), Phoenix (2007), Viking 1 (1975), Viking 2 (1975)RoversCuriosity(2011),Opportunity(2003), Sojourner (1997), Spirit (2003)launch dates are shown in parentheses, missions that failed are not included in the tableWhistlersWe have seen that lightning discharges emit electromagnetic radiation over a very wide range of frequencies

Rosetta

 Observations indicated two types of electrical activity: "disorganized" discharges that occur in the highly (positively) charged plume near the volcano cone and associated with violent eruptions of the volcano and more conventional discharges that occur in the water cloud produced by the volcano, often well downwind of the eruption

 "The lightning originates in Jupiter's water cloud, which is 50 to 75 kilometers (30 to 45 miles) below the ammonia cloud

Pioneer Venus

Electromagnetic radiation attributed to lightning was detected by the Venera 11, Venera 12 and the Pioneer Venus 1 orbiter spacecraft (seeC

Venus

"More detailed observations and measurements of a 2nd Icelandic volcano (Heimaey) are described byBrook et al

volcano

Missions to JupiterFlybysPioneer 10 (1972)  11 (1973), Voyager 1 (1977)  2 (1977), Ulysses (1990), Cassini (1997), New Horizons (2006)OrbitersGalileo (1989)ProbesGalileo probelaunch dates are shown in parenthesesWe'll discuss the Cassini mission shortly, it entered into orbit around Saturn

Ulysses

whistlers

 The LRD detected whistlers and recorded lightning-like RF signals but did not detect any optical impulses

 Strong electrification and lightning was observed when the lava flowed into the harbor and produced large clouds of steam

The photo above shows the eruption of Surtsey south of Iceland (source of this image)

Lightning is shown in blue near the right edge of the left image (false color image)

This false color image of a storm at the north pole of Saturn resembles a hurricane on earth (photo credit NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory-Caltech Space Science Institute, seethis NASA/JPL sitefor additional information)

1977

dates

launch

1973

Lightning on SaturnMissions to SaturnFlybysPioneer 11 (1973), Voyager 1 (1977)  2 (1977)OrbitersCassini-Huygens(1997)ProbesHuygens probe(atmosphere of Titan)launch dates are shown in parenthesesCassini-Huygens entered orbit around Saturn on July 1, 2004

 (March 24) some hours after the passing of the storm, I was awakened by a sharp "s-s-s-spht" and to my amazement saw a small "ball of fire," about 2 to 3 inches in diameter, with a comet-like tail some 12 to 15 inches long, traveling north to south 

 During a heavy summer thunderstorm in 1975, a luminous sphere, bright blue to purple in color and with a flame-like halo, appeared over her gas stove

heavy

Another domestic sighting gives some idea of the variety of forms that ball lightning can take:On March 23, 1977, we had a heavy, stormy day in the Cape ending with a short, sharp thunderstorm during the late afternoon

 The "deafening crash" and damage to the aircraft could have been caused by ordinarylightningbut this certainly wouldn't account for the appearance of the glowing sphere inside

 It described how a ball of fire, four inches across, appeared on the fuselagein front ofthe cockpit of an Ilyushin-18 aircraft as it flew close to athunderstormover the Black Sea on January 15, 1984

 However, such attempts to relegate ball lightning to the level of the mundane aren't at all convincing

 To test their idea, the Boulder team examined various objects that had been in the vicinity of recent appearances of ball lightning for traces of residual radiation  but found none

 And, remarkably, one of the surges, in which the level of radiation rose to fifty times that of the background level for a few seconds, coincided with a severe thunderstorm

 One of my grandmother's favorite tales was of the time a bright, fiery ball came down the chimney of her home, floated silently around, apparently carefully avoiding every object in its path, and finally escaped after she opened the back door to let it out! A more traumatic experience was described by a woman from Smethwick, England

 When it reached the north shore, an intense flash of forked lightning was followed by the appearance, apparently a few hundred feet above the ground, of a ball the color an size of the sun at noon

"Some researchers have argued that such sightings of luminous balls can be explained in terms of unusual manifestations of lightning or other familiar electrical effects

sightings

The appearance of ball lightning, however, is by no means always associated with lightning strikes, and fair-weather balls are not unknown

 Interestingly, one plasma fire, varying in color from white or blue to red and orange, could be made to pass through a ceramic board three millimeters thick without damaging the board

inches

domestic

Characteristics of ball lightingA typical ball is 4 to 9 inches in diameter (with a maximum range between about half an inch and three feet) and glows most commonly red, orange, or yellow in color, though occasionally blue or white, with about the brightness of a domestic electric light

 The two sides of double French windows were open a few inches, apparently it was through one of these that this phenomenon made its way, or did it just materialize inside the room? I should add that my Labrador dog, asleep on the landing, appeared instantly in the doorway at the sound of the "s-s-s-spht" - and I imagine he saw the thing from his puzzled look

apparently

 One exception was in 1936 when, according to a correspondent to a British newspaper, during a thunderstorm, he saw a large "red-hot" ball, the size of an orange, come down from the sky, strike a house, cut a telephone wire, burn a window frame and then submerge itself in a four-gallon tub of water which subsequently boiled for several minutes

 To test this idea, a group of Japanese scientists, in 1991, used a device similar to a microwave oven in which they set upstanding waves

[87]Buoyant plasma hypothesisThe declassifiedProject Condignreport concludes that buoyant chargedplasmaformations similar to ball lightning are formed by novel physical, electrical, and magnetic phenomena, and that these charged plasmas are capable of being transported at enormous speeds under the influence and balance of electrical charges in the atmosphere

 Wandering glow discharges are found to occur within certain industrial microwave ovens and continue to glow for several seconds after power is shut off

 wavelength) of a natural ball lightningIn January 2014, scientists fromNorthwest Normal UniversityinLanzhou,China, published the results of recordings made in July 2012 of the optical spectrum of what was thought to be natural ball lightning made by chance during the study of ordinary cloudground lightning on theTibetan Plateau

 This ball rolled across without doing any harm to two women and a young man who were here; but on getting into an adjoining stable it exploded and killed a pig which happened to be shut up there, and which, knowing nothing about the wonders of thunder and lightning, dared to smell it in the most rude and unbecoming manner

[40]The balls have been reported to disperse in many different ways, such as suddenly vanishing, gradually dissipating, absorption into an object, "popping," exploding loudly, or even exploding with force, which is sometimes reported as damaging

 Elmo's fire arises when a sharp conductor, such as a ship's mast, amplifies the atmospheric electric field to breakdown

[74]

[4]The first ever optical spectrum of what appears to have been a ball-lightning event was published in January 2014 and included a video at high frame-rate

 Stimulated decay of Rydberg matter clouds can, however, take the form of an avalanche, and so appear as an explosion

 After the ball had passed through the whole church, and suddenly gone out through the door, I again looked at my grandfather

Oscillations in the light intensity and in the oxygen and nitrogen emission at a frequency of 100hertz, possibly caused by the electromagnetic field of the50Hzhigh-voltage power transmission linein the vicinity, were observed

 Included is a report by a farmer of observing a ball lightning event forming in a kitchen and the effects it caused as it moved around the kitchen

 "Direct observation of circular Rydberg electrons in a Rydberg matter surface layer by electronic circular dichroism"

 TheGolden Globenewspaper reported, "A beautiful yet strange phenomenon was seen in this city on last Monday night

 During the service there was a powerful thunderstorm, streaks of lightning flashed one after the other, and it seemed as if the peals of thunder would shake even the church and the whole world to its foundations

[63]Electrically charged solid-core modelIn this model ball lightning is assumed to have a solid, positively charged core

 Using a high speed camera he was able to show that the bright balls were spinning plasma toroids

 As it cools, the silicon could condense into a floating aerosol, bound by its charge, glowing due to the heat of silicon recombining withoxygen

?"Lightning balls created in the lab"

John Howell

[1]TheCatherine and MaryIn December 1726 a number of British newspapers printed an extract of a letter from John Howell of the sloopCatherine and Mary:As we were coming thro theGulf of Floridaon 29th of August, a large ball of fire fell from the Element and split our mast in Ten Thousand Pieces, if it were possible; split our Main Beam, also Three Planks of the Side, Under Water, and Three of the Deck; killed one man, another had his Hand carried of[sic], and had it not been for the violent rains, our Sails would have been of a Blast of Fire

Vladimir Dikhtyar

) Experiments by Eli Jerby and Vladimir Dikhtyar in Israel revealed that microwave plasma balls are made up ofnanoparticleswith an average radius of25 nanometres (9

Eli Jerby

[97][98]However, in contrast to electron-hole droplets, Rydberg matter has an extended life-timeas long as hours

?Domokos Tar (2009)

 There are repeated accounts of inadvertent production of floating explosive balls when the battery banks were switched in or out, especially if mis-switched or when the highly inductive electrical motors were mis-connected or disconnected

?Barry, James Dale:Ball lightning and bead lightning: extreme forms of atmospheric electricity, ISBN 0-306-40272-6, 1980, Plenum Press (p

 Several people observed the ball, and the incident is inscribed on the front wall of Darshani Deodhi

Darshani Deodhi

 These plasmas appear to originate due to more than one set of weather and electrically charged conditions, the scientific rationale for which is incomplete or not fully understood

[57]Vaporized silicon hypothesisThis hypothesis suggests that ball lightning consists of vaporized siliconburningthrough oxidation

 As I looked at it, it exploded with a sharp report quite impossible to confuse with the continuous turmoil of the lightning, thunder and hail, or that of the lashed water and smashed wood which was creating a pandemonium outside the cottage

 It was found that the most intense plasma oscillations occur in the central regions of a ball lightning

 He built a lab that produces lightning level arcs, and by modifying the conditions he produced bright, small balls that mimic ball lightning and persist in atmosphere after the arc ends

One theory that may account for the wide spectrum of observational evidence is the idea ofcombustioninside the low-velocity region of sphericalvortexbreakdown of a natural vortex (e

?Abrahamson, John; Dinniss, James (2000)

"[23]On 22 May 1901 in the Kazakh city ofOuralskin the Russian Empire (now Oral, Kazakhstan), "a dazzlingly brilliant ball of fire" descended gradually from the sky during a thunderstorm, then entered into a house where 21 people had taken refuge, "wreaked havoc with the apartment, broke through the wall into a stove in the adjoining room, smashed the stove-pipe, and carried it off with such violence that it was dashed against the opposite wall, and went out through the broken window"

 Initially the ball had only one tail and it rotated in the same direction as the ring

[46]Wave-guided microwavesOhtsuki and Ofuruton[47][48]described producing plasma fireballs by microwave interference within an air-filled cylindrical cavity fed by a rectangular waveguide using a 2

 Lumps of atmospheric Rydberg matter can result from condensation of highly excited atoms that form by atmospheric electrical phenomena, mainly due to linear lightning

 "Why not only electric discharge but even a minimum charge on the surface of highly sensitive explosives can catalyze their gradual exothermic decomposition and how a cloud of unipolar charged explosive particles turns into ball lightning"

The Great Thunderstorm of Widecombe-in-the-MoorAnother early description was reported duringthe Great Thunderstormat a church inWidecombe-in-the-Moor, Devon, in England, on 21 October 1638

4m)ball of fire was described as striking and entering the church, having nearly destroyed it

[15]Wilfrid de FonvielleIn his bookThunder and Lighting,[16]translated into English in 1875, French science writerWilfrid de Fonviellewrote that there had been about 150 reports of globular lightning:Globular lighting seems to be particularly attracted to metals; thus it will seek the railings of balconies, or else water or gas pipes etc, It has no peculiar tint of its own but will appear of any colour as the case may be

Wilfrid

[90]Such fields, which are found within close distances to a point in which multiple lightning strikes have occurred over a few seconds, can directly cause theneuronsin thevisual cortexto fire, resulting inmagnetophosphenes(magnetically induced visual hallucinations)

 They immediately lowered their topsails, but it came up so fast upon them, that, before they could raise the main tack, they observed the ball rise almost perpendicularly, and not above forty or fifty yards from the main chains when it went off with an explosion, as great as if a hundred cannons had been discharged at the same time, leaving behind it a strong sulphurous smell

 The vortex, during contraction, gives the majority of its energy to form the ball lightning, achieving nominal energy loss

 As the microwaves ionize the surrounding air, their associated pressure may then evacuate the resulting plasma to form a bubble that "stably traps the radiation"

 After moving about10m (33ft)it suddenly disappeared without any noise

Powell's kinetic theory calculation found that the ball size is set by the second Townsend coefficient (the mean free path of conduction electrons) near breakdown

 The observed data are consistent with vaporization of soil as well as with ball lightning's sensitivity toelectric fields

 Suddenly it became quite dark, a blast of wind from the open door blew out the flame of the candles which were lit in front of theiconostasis, there was a long clap of thunder, louder than before, and I suddenly saw a fiery ball flying from the window straight towards the head of the Emperor

door

A review of the available literature published in 1972[41]identified the properties of a typical ball lightning, whilst cautioning against over-reliance on eye-witness accounts:They frequently appear almost simultaneously with cloud-to-ground lightning dischargeThey are generally spherical or pear-shaped with fuzzy edgesTheir diameters range from1100 centimetres (0

 Some seconds after this a glowing sphere a little more than 20cm in diameter emerged from the pilot's cabin and passed down the aisle of the aircraft approximately 50cm from me, maintaining the same height and course for the whole distance over which it could be observed

[93]Chen was able to derive the physics and found that there is a class of plasma toroids that remain stable with or without an external magnetic containment, a new plasma configuration unlike anything reported elsewhere

Chen

 In Wilder's description, three separate balls of lightning appear during a winter blizzard near a cast iron stove in the family's kitchen

Wilder

 The visual effect can be described as small glowing, sparklingorbsthat roll around a surface

 "Solid charged-core model of ball lightning"

 An experimental investigation of this effect, published in 2007, reported producing "luminous balls with lifetime in the order of seconds" by evaporating pure silicon with an electric arc

 He said that the balls sometimes split into smaller balls and may explode "like acannon"

 The microwave EM field applies aponderomotive force(radiation pressure) to the electrons preventing them from falling into the core

[31][79]Lightning strikes perpendicular to the ground, and thunder follows immediately at supersonic speed in the form of shock waves[80]that form an invisible aerodynamic turbulence ring horizontal to the ground

 It has been described as moving up and down, sideways or in unpredictable trajectories, hovering and moving with or against the wind; attracted to,[37]unaffected by, or repelled from buildings, people, cars and other objects

"Stable Langmuir solitons in plasma with diatomic ions"

 Fitzgeralds account of ball lightning on 6 August 1868, in Ireland that left a6-square-metre (65sqft)hole, a90-metre-long (300ft)trench, a second trench25 metres (82ft)long, and a small cave in thepeat bog

 Some experiments describe covering the match with an inverted glass jar, which contains both the flame and the balls so that they don't damage the chamber walls

[99]It is similar to a liquid or solid state of matter with extremely low (gas-like) density

 Endean postulated that ball lightning could be described as anelectric fieldvector spinning in themicrowavefrequency region

Endean

More recent research withtranscranial magnetic stimulationhas been shown to give the same hallucination results in the laboratory (termedmagnetophosphenes), and these conditions have been shown to occur in nature near lightning strikes

sulfur

Many are described as having rotational motionIt is rare that observers report the sensation of heat, although in some cases the disappearance of the ball is accompanied by the liberation of heatSome display an affinity for metal objects and may move along conductors such as wires or metal fencesSome appear within buildings passing through closed doors and windowsSome have appeared within metal aircraft and have entered and left without causing damageThe disappearance of a ball is generally rapid and may be either silent or explosiveOdors resemblingozone, burning sulfur, or nitrogen oxides are often reportedDirect measurements of natural ball lightningThe emission spectrum (intensity vs

 Generally, the experiments are conducted by placing a lit or recently extinguished match or other small object in a microwave oven

 The present theory concerns only the low energy lightning ball form, with centripetal forces and surface tension

[49][50]Home microwave oven experimentsMany modern experiments involve using amicrowave ovento produce small rising glowing balls, often referred to asplasma balls

 Many early reports say that the ball eventually explodes, sometimes with fatal consequences, leaving behind the odor of sulfur

 The aircraft encountered an electrical storm during which it was enveloped in a sudden bright and loud electrical discharge (0005 h EST, March 19, 1963)

The lifetime of each event is from 1 second to over a minute with the brightness remaining fairly constant during that timeThey tend to move, most often in a horizontal direction at a few metres per second, but may also move vertically, remain stationary or wander erratically

Arcsdrawn from high-power low-voltage microwave generators also are found to exhibit afterglow

[64][65]Microwave cavity hypothesisPyotr Kapitsaproposed that ball lightning is a glow discharge driven by microwave radiation that is guided to the ball along lines of ionized air from lightning clouds where it is produced

 Crew members reported a persistent, sickening sulfur smell afterward

 One suggestion is that meteors breaking up in the atmosphere and forming charged plasmas as opposed to burning completely or impacting as meteorites could explain some instances of the phenomena, in addition to other unknown atmospheric events

[54][55]These experiments stemmed from the theory that ball lightning is actually oxidized silicon vapors(seevaporized silicon hypothesis, below)

[17]Tsar Nicholas IITsar Nicholas II, the last Emperor of Russia, reported witnessing what he called "a fiery ball" while in the company of his grandfather, TsarAlexander II: "Once my parents were away," recounted theTsar, "and I was at theall-night vigilwith my grandfather in the small church inAlexandria

Nicholas

[12]HMSWarren HastingsAn English journal reported that during an 1809 storm, three "balls of fire" appeared and "attacked" the British shipHMS Warren Hastings

Warren Hastings

 While some experiments have produced effects that are visually similar to reports of natural ball lightning, it has not yet been determined whether there is any relation

[96]Rydberg matter is a condensed form of highly excited atoms in many aspects similar to electron-hole droplets in semiconductors

[92]Spinning plasma toroid (ring)Seward proposes that ball lightning is a spinning plasma toroid or ring

[73]Hydrodynamic vortex ring antisymmetryPhysicist Domokos Tar suggested the following theory for ball lightning formation based on his ball lightning observation

Their brightness corresponds to roughly that of a domestic lamp, so they can be seen clearly in daylightA wide range of colours has been observed, red, orange, and yellow being the most common

[34]After some seconds, the ring suddenly disappeared and simultaneously the ball lightning appeared in the middle

 "Rydberg matter as a metastable state of strongly nonideal plasma"

Rydberg

[69][70][71][72][73][74][75]It was suggested that a ball lightning is based on spherically symmetric nonlinear oscillations of charged particles in plasma  the analogue of a spatial Langmuir soliton

 Wu proposed (2016) that ball lightning arises when a "relativistic electron bunch" forming at the tip of a lightning stroke excites "intense microwave radiation" under certain conditions

microwave

Further readingBarry, James Dale (1980)

James Dale

 A ball of lightning which entered the church of Stralsund, on exploding, projected a number of balls which exploded in their turn like shells

 He and his team found a second event in the peat-bog witness plate from 1982 and are trying to geolocate electromagnetic emission consistent with the hypothesis

Seward, Clint (2011),Ball Lightning Explanation Leading to Clean Energy, ISBN 978-1-4583-7373-1 Amazon

 When two were seen at the same time, it announced the return of calm; when only one, it was the presage of a dreadful storm

 Torchigin proposed (2003) considering ball lightning as a form of self-confined intense light
 Four people died and approximately 60 were injured when, during a severe storm, an8-foot (2

Domokos

[30]In 1954 Domokos Tar, a physicist, observed a lightning strike during a heavy thunderstorm

 They are described as appearing near the stovepipe, then rolling across the floor, only to disappear as the mother (Caroline Ingalls) chases them with a willow-branch broom

Caroline Ingalls

[88]Transcranial magnetic stimulationCooray and Cooray (2008)[89]stated that the features of hallucinations experienced by patients havingepileptic seizuresin theoccipital lobeare similar to the observed features of ball lightning

[35]On Dec 15th 2014, flight BE-6780 (Saab 2000) in the UK experienced ball lightning in the forward cabin just before lightning struck the aircraft nose

 From that time, those fires which frequently appear on the surface of the ocean were called the fire of Castor and Pollux

Pollux

burning

 Some accounts describe it as moving through solid masses of wood or metal without effect, while others describe it as destructive and melting or burning those substances

 JennisonJennison, of the Electronics Laboratory at the University of Kent, described his own observation of ball lightning:I was seated near the front of the passenger cabin of an all-metal airliner (Eastern Airlines Flight EA 539) on a late night flight from New York to Washington

[3]Laboratory experiments can produce effects that are visually similar to reports of ball lightning, but how these relate to the natural phenomenon remains unclear

[90][91]This hypothesis fails to explain observed physical damage caused by ball lightning or simultaneous observation by multiple witnesses

On 10 July 2011, during a powerful thunderstorm, a ball of light with atwo-metre (6ft 7in)tail went through a window to the control room of local emergency services inLiberec, Czech Republic

 The burnt portion of the object flares up into a large ball of fire, while "plasma balls" float near the oven chamber ceiling

A more down-to-earth theory, proposed by John Abrahamson and James Dinniss at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand, is that ball lightning forms when lightning strikes soil, turning any silica in the soil into pure silicon vapour

[61][62]This hypothesis got significant supportive data in 2014, when the first ever recorded spectra of natural ball lightning were published

 Stanley Singer discussed (1971) this type of hypothesis and suggested that the electrical recombination time would be too short for the ball lightning lifetimes often reported

 Powell measured their spectra, and found that the after-glow comes mostly from metastableNOions, which are long-lived at low temperatures

Powell

 At the same time, the ring expands concentrically parallel to the ground at low speed

sometimes

explosive

 He describes it as slow-moving balls of fire or explosive gas that sometimes fall to the earth or run along the ground during a thunderstorm

 Pace VanDevender, a plasma physicist atSandia National LaboratoriesinAlbuquerque, New Mexico, and his team found depressions consistent with Fitzgeralds report and inferred that the evidence is inconsistent with thermal (chemical or nuclear) and electrostatic effects

 In front of, above and around the new Hall of Engineering of the School of Mines, balls of fire played tag for half an hour, to the wonder and amazement of all who saw the display

[72]

[2]Georg RichmannA 1753 report depicts ball lightning as being lethal when ProfessorGeorg RichmannofSaint Petersburg, Russia, created a kite-flying apparatus similar toBenjamin Franklin's proposal a year earlier

Petersburg

[7][8]Another study analyzed reports of 10,000cases

?Domokos Tar (2010)

Domokos Tar

 Colon, Vice-President of the Geological Society of Paris, saw a ball of lightning descend slowly from the sky along the bark of a poplar tree; as soon as it touched the earth it bounced up again, and disappeared without exploding

Stanley

?"Creating the 4th state of matter with microwaves by Halina Stanley"

Halina Stanley

 As the vortex has a much smaller vector of energy compared to the overall energy of the reactant sonic shock wave, its vector is likely fractional to the overall reaction

?Seward, Clint

 Cooray,The open access atmospheric science journal, vol

 The ball of fire allegedly smashed the pews and many windows, and filled the church with a foul sulfurous odour and dark, thick smoke

church

calm

 He was sheltered in a small cottage when he "noticed, with what I can only describe as calm amazement, that a dazzling globe of electric fire, apparently between six and twelve inches (1530cm) in diameter, was stationary about six inches below and to the right of my right knee

 The explanation at the time, because of the fire and sulfur smell, was that the ball of fire was "the devil" or the "flames of hell"

[94]Seward published images of the results of his experiments, along with his method

Seward

deprived

 Now the Modern physics is deprived to solve the paradox:studying the properties of the physical vacuum while ignoring the existence of the carrier ofthese properties

Discussion: Presently, the official peer review journals currently do not accept an opendiscussion about such important topic as the space-time fabrics (physical vacuum)

 Later Oliver Heaviside and WilliamGibbs have transformed them into vector forms that have not been recommended by Maxwell

 Number of experiments and observations now indicate that the physicalvacuum may not be a void space but containing a superfine structure in which case it musthave two states: a steady state and a transient one

 The discovered by him Radian energy in fact is a phenomenon belonging to thetransient state of the space (physical vacuum)

 The original form of the Maxwellsequations is different than the later tailored vectors form, so the latter case may describeonly the steady state of the physical vacuum

 The major profit from this is the prediction of the existence of longitudinal1Back to James Maxells and Nikola Tesla vision about spaceS

 Waser in the article Electrodynamics with scalar field [4] show that the electrodynamicscan be efficiently formulated in biquaternion form in which the original Maxwells concept ispreserved

Despite the fact that Nicola Tesla has been the greatest inventor contributing to the industrialboom of the beginning of the 20thcentury, he considers himself mostly a discoverer than aninventor

 From his original publications, however, it isclear that Maxell has been a strong supporter of the Ether concept and rigorous attacker of thosewho ignores this objectivity [1] (see article four, section: Maxwell supports Ether)

The price for tailoring the Maxwells equations to the known today vector form could bethe exclusion of the transient state properties of the vacuum

 Really the "ether" concept evolved in General relativity andbecaming a "space-time

 Nikola Tesla, Apparatus for transmission of electrical energy, US Patent 649621, 15

 In other words the transient state of the vacuum is outside of the filed of view of theModern physics today

Back to James Maxells and Nikola Tesla vision about spaceS

 A hundred years ago, Nikola Tesla, havingthe Maxwells vision about the space, claimed a successful energy transmission that isunexplainable by the Modern physics

It suggests quite successful original model of the underlying structure of the physical vacuumgiving a fundamental bases for analysis of physical phenomena in both states of the space, thesteady state and the transient one

Dave Pressler

 In this aspect the article "The Greatest Math Error, by Dave Pressler,reported in international meeting and published in Journal of Theoretics appears very useful [7]One of the greatest discoverers Nikola Tesla undoubtly could be considered as a pioneerresearcher of the transient properties of the natural medium  the physical vacuum

 This kind ofachievement and the theoretical vision of Nikola Tesla are dismissed by the contemporarymodern physics today, because they do not match to some postulates in the 1925 formulation2Back to James Maxells and Nikola Tesla vision about spaceS

opposes

rigorously

revision

Today, the orthodox wing of the physics community rigorously opposes any revision ofthe formulation of the Quantum mechanics in 1925, creating in such way a barrier that restrictsthe research of the transient phenomena

transient

 One alternativeconcept about the physical vacuum suggested in the recently published Basic Structures ofMatter theory may serve as a fundamental base for analysis of this kind of experimentsfrom a different point of view

explanations

propose

overusing

universes reversal

multidimensional

realistic

 In a desire to provide explanations without departurefrom the officially adopted concept, some physicists propose non realistic theories based only onmathematical logic (multidimensional space, time reversal, warm wholes, black holesecaporation, parallel universes, overusing of the uncertainty principle and so on)

 Such journals or data bases for examples are: the Journal of Theoretics [15], the3Back to James Maxells and Nikola Tesla vision about spaceS

James Maxell

 This kind ofachievement and the theoretical vision of Nikola Tesla are dismissed by the contemporarymodern physics today, because they do not match to some postulates in the 1925 formulation22of the Quantum Mechanics

space-

names

 In fact, in the Modern physics the natural media or ether is replaced by some ofits attributes, such as: quantum fluctuations of the physical vacuum, zero-point energy, space-time metrics and other names [1]

The newly developed unified theory Basic Structures of Matter [13,14], based on analternative vacuum concept, agrees in full with the Maxwell and Teslas vision about the space

Some researchers now succeeded to replicate some of the Tesla experiments gettingsimilar results

 If thermalization is achieved, these temperatures are hot enough to cause considerable dissociation and ionization of air molecules

 This article deals with the electrical effects that are possible in the lower atmosphere, where UFO's are reported

 Two workers saw a ball of fire roll very rapidly along the ground

 The ionization of a neutral gas by the acceleration of a few electrons and ions in a large electric field is called an avalanche process

" The light was nestled deep within the thunderstorm, suspended above some cumulus reported at 4 km altitude

 Associated with the light was a strong sensation of heat radiating downward

 Over land at ground level, gamma rays emitted by natural radioactive substances are the primary cause of atmospheric ionization

 About this time, while outdoors, the observer heard a peculiar "singing" at two or three places on the wire very similar to that of crickets

 If an antimatter meteoroid were to collide with the atmosphere, negative pions would be produced

After the first leader and return stroke, the lightning flash may continue with another current surge along the same conducting channel

 The strange crackling of the hail, mentioned before, was again heard, and at the same time the observer's whiskers became strongly electrified and repellent, and gave quite audible hissing sounds

 The ice chunks may arise from electrical effects of bolides, or (more probably) may be the meteorites themselves

Much depends on a reliable energy estimate for the Kugelblitz

 Much of the earth's thunderstorm activity occurs in tropical regions during mid-afternoon when surface heating is most apt to produce strong convection

Another conjecture is that atomic collisions in the vicinity of a meteorite bring about a separation of charge along the ionization trail of the bolide

 Unusual luminescent phenomena seen in the sky have been classified into categories:indefinite instantaneous illumination:lightning (and brightenings),sparks or sprinkles of light,thin luminous stripes or streamers;well-defined and mobile luminous masses:fireballs (ball lightning),columns of fire (vertical),beams of fire (presumably horizontal or oblique),luminous funnels;bright flames and emanations:flames,little flames,many sparks,luminous vapor;phosphorescence of sky and clouds:diffused light in the sky,luminous clouds

Eyewitness accounts are interesting in the present context because it has been suggested that many UFOs are luminous tornado clouds whose funnels have not reached the ground:"After a tornado passed over Norman, Oklahoma and headed north, personnel at Tinker Field heard a sharp hissing sound overhead combined with a low-pitched continuous roar

 At higher altitudes, the current remains constant but the electric field decreases as the[[1160]]electrical conductivity increases

 Mountaintop ElectricityMountains are sharp projections which rise from the conducting surface of the earth

 It is usually oval or ball-shaped, between 10 and 40 cm in diameter, and has a glowing blue-white appearance

A commercial airliner (LI-2) was struck by ball lightning on 12 August 1956 while flying in the lower Tambosk region of the USSR

 Probably several completely different processes can produce luminescent spheres in the atmosphere

[[1193]]Participants with a background in theoretical or experimental plasma physics felt that containment of plasma by magnetic fields is not likely under atmospheric conditions for more than a second or so

Recombination processes work rapidly in the atmosphere

 The weak ionization in the lower atmosphere is largely an effect of cosmic ray particles (mostly fast protons)[[1157]](process (b))

 Sea level is taken as the zero reference or ground potential

 Observer stepped out to view the phenomenon, but was not standing in the snow drift long, when the same buzz started from the top of his head; his hair became restless, and feeling a strange creeping sensation all over his body, he made quick steps for the station

 During the day, a bolide train is seen as a pillar of dust at lower altitudes rather than as a glowing column in the upper atmosphere

 For coronal discharge effects to occur at ground level, however, the bolide would have to separate many thousands (or even tens of thousands) of coulombs about 30 km

 Silent lightning was seen in all directions in the evening, and ground-currents passed incessantly through the arrester

As soon as the conducting channel between the cloud and the ground is completed, the main (or return) stroke begins

 Only 100 milliseconds after the cessation of a return stroke, the lightning channel is no longer sufficiently conducting to guide a dart leader

 A funnel-shaped light resembling a searchlight was also seen

 An electric charge placed on a metal sphere which is insulated from the ground and suspended in air, will leak into the atmosphere; the higher the altitude of the sphere, the faster will be the leakage of electric charge

 Human subjects exposed to radar beams of low intensity have perceived sensations of sound described as buzzing, clicking, hissing, or knocking, depending on the transmitter characteristics

 Afterwards a kind of luminosity resembling sheet lightning was observed for about 20 days, even when there were no clouds in the sky

 During a penetration of one thundercloud, where the air temperature was about -3C, the crew saw a rapidly approaching dark red almost orange fireball 25 to 30 cm in diameter to the front and left of the aircraft

 It might be of interest to you to know that subsequent to the 'small ball' rolling[[1173]]over my aircraft, the aircraft was struck three times by conventional lightning bolts which melted four inches (10 cm) off the trailing edge of each tiptank and fused about a four inch section covering my tail lights

 A more distant observer isless likely to notice luminous balls of small diameter, andmore likely to misjudge the diameter

 These emission lines reveal only common elements (such as iron, sodium, magnesium, and other minerals), implying a chemical composition similar to the earth and to the asteroids

sensation

, observer states that he felt a peculiar sensation about the whole body, similar to that of an awakening limb after being benumbed; that his hair stood straight out from his head, and seemed to produce a peculiar "singing" noise like that of burning evergreens; the telegraph line and all metallic instruments producing a noise like[[1184]]that of swarming bees

 At the third impact point, a ball of fire as large as two fists hit a lightning rod and descended along the conductor to the ground, disappearing behind a building

 Since dust devils do not occur at night when the desert floor is cooler than the air above, this phenomenon can not explain UFOs reported at night

 To maintain the negative charge on the earth's surface, and consequently the electric field of the lower atmosphere, a charging mechanism is needed which acts continuously

Today most researchers believe that Kugelblitz is a genuine electrical effect

When large electric fields are present, electrons and ions are accelerated to high velocities in short distances, and may acquire enough kinetic energy to ionize neutral atoms upon collision

 In the lower atmosphere, plasma (such as that created in a lightning flash) is rapidly neutralized through such processes

With the values known for the electrical conductivity of air, the negative charge on the earth's surface should leak away in about five minutes

 Some researchers believe that blue or blue-white Kugelblitz is associated with higher energy, although there is no statistical basis for such an assertion

 Tonight it was heard again, but the line for an eighth of a mile (200 in) was distinctly outlined in brilliant light, which was thrown out from the wire in beautiful scintillations

 Plasma Theories for UFOsTwo articles and one popular book have been written on plasma interpretations of UFOs by P

 However, the annihilation of a fast antimatter meteorite has never been calculated in detail, and possible visual effects are unknown

 Klass points out that ball lightning and the Exeter UFOs compare favorably with regard to color, shape, sound, dynamics, lifetime, and size

 When the observer approached near one of these places the sound would cease, but would recommence as soon as he withdrew two or three feet distant

 At a distance of not more than 30 to 40 cm in front of the nose, the ball swerved and collided with a blade of the left propeller, exploded in a blinding white flash, and left a flaming tail along the left side of the fuselage

[[1195]]Radio propagation through the ionosphere and plasma technology are discussed in:Radio Amateur's Handbook: American Radio Relay League, Newington, Connecticut, 1968

 After review the unanimous conclusion was that the object was not a plasma or an electrical luminosity produced by the atmosphere

Large hailstones are commonly produced both by tornadoes and by severe isolated thunderstorms

 The nuclei of the surrounding air atoms would absorb the negative pions and release the neutrons

""The most interesting thing I remember is a surface glow -some three or four feet deep -- rolling noise, etc

 The noise increased in volume and then faded out as though it came from the south and passed us going north

 Meteor Ionization and Meteor SoundsA meteor is a streak of light produced by the interaction with the atmosphere of a solid particle (or meteoroid) from interplanetary space

The visible surface of the sun, called the photosphere, is host to a mysterious plasma phenomenon, the sunspot

 In process (c), atoms gain an electron and become negative ions

The presence of even a few ions in the lower atmosphere means that air is not a perfect insulator

 As it swung along the ground level, the orange fire or electricity would gush out from the bottom of the funnel and the updraft would take it up in the air causing a terrific light -- and it was gone! As it swung to the other side, the orange fire would flare up and do the same

If each thunderstorm supplies a charging current of 1 amp, there must be at least 1800 thunderstorms raging simultaneously over the earth at any one time to maintain the fair weather electric field

Magnetic field strengths associated with lightning are in the neighborhood of 1 tesla (=104gauss), so that the plasma pinch effect is probably of importance

 Free electrons in the lower atmosphere are quickly captured by oxygen molecules, which then become negative ions (process (c))

Where air pollution is prevalent, the light ions are collected on heavy dust particles, creating heavy less-mobile ions

 Klass argues that plasma blobs would have the same characteristics and would cause the same effects as those occasionally attributed to UFOs, including the abrupt (sometimes explosive) disappearances, maneuvers near aircraft, rapid accelerations, stalled automobiles, heat, prickling sensations, irritated eyes, etc

Without question, the most concentrated and powerful manifestations of atmospheric electricity occur in conjunction with tornadoes

 When there are enough ions or electrons to affect the physical properties of the gas, the gas is called a plasma

 People who have witnessed unusual electrical phenomena of the types reviewed[[1156]]in this chapter are invited to send reports toDr

 Present thought attributes the origin of tornadoes to violent convective air motions near squall lines

 He and a companion left their camp at 5700 meters on the morning of 1 March 1968

 Ground radar reported a pacing blip which appeared to be 16 km from the aircraft

 In the field of communication, problems arise in connection with radio and radar transmission through plasma regions such as the ionosphere and the ionized sheath surrounding re-entering spacecraft

 The earth's surface contains over its entire area a net negative charge of 5x105coulombs (or l0-9coulomb/m2)

 But if all the air in a volume were singly-ionized, the energy density would be only 1

 The precise nature of the charge separation process is not understood, but in this case at least, the electrical effects are almost certainly the result of convective motions and particle interactions

""A few minutes after the storm passed, there was a taste and smell in the air like that of burnt sulfur

 The Fair Weather Electric FieldAt sea level in fair weather, there exists an average electric field of about 130 volt/m directed downward

Julio Rubinstein

[[1197]]A theory based on external d-c electric fields in given in:"Ball Lightning", David Einkelstein and Julio Rubinstein:Physical Review, vol

David Einkelstein

There are also a significant number of reports concerning sounds heard while the bolide was still descending from the sky, perhaps a hundred kilometers above the ground

 Whether or not this theory is correct, there is little doubt that the electrical power generated during a single tornado event is at least 2 x 1010watts, or about 1/10 of the combined power output of all the electrical generators in the United States

 Nuclear reactions would require an electric potential of at least 106volts between the center and surface of the ball, and a mean free path for the ions as long as the potential gap

 It had an orange-color fire in the center from the cloud to the ground

Klass also examined other UFO reports including those seen at aircraft altitudes

 Such a desert vortex made visible by dust and sand particles, is known as a dust devil

 The appearance of a bolide is random, and not correlated either in space or in time with comet orbits and the usual meteor showers

"[[1176]]"The funnel from the cloud to the ground was lit up

 Taylor: University of California (San Diego)UFO Study MembersVarious aspects of atmospheric electricity were reviewed, such as ball lightning, and tornado and earthquake luminescence

) The stepped leader advances downward toward the ground along a zigzag path roughly parallel to the electric field

[[1164]]Collisions with aircraft have caused verified damage, indicating that ball lightning is not restricted to ground level

 When dust particles are present, light ions are rapidly absorbed, and long-lived heavy ions are created

 The book does not attempt to summarize any of the fundamental principles of atmospheric electricity, plasma physics, or atmospheric dynamics

 These sounds are produced by the fall and deceleration of a massive meteorite or of several fragments

 In this section we summarize eyewitness reports from mountaintops

A majority of onlookers report the motion of the ball to be slow (about 2 meters/sec

 This size range may be due to the difficulty of making distance estimates at night without visible reference points

 The light was so intense that I had to look away when there were no clouds in front of it

When a free electron and a positive ion collide, the electron may be captured

 Fireballs (ball lightning) and luminous clouds were repeatedly observed

 Over the oceans the fair weather electric field fluctuates 15 to 20% about its mean value, and reaches a maximum at 1900 Greenwich Mean Time everywhere over the earth regardless of the local time

In Hanover, Germany during a July thunderstorm in 1914, a fireball the size of an egg came through the window, left a burnt spot near the ceiling, traveled down the curtain, and disappeared in the floor

 During a solar flare, ions and electrons are accelerated out of the sun's atmosphere into interplanetary space

 the potential gradient) between the tip of the leader and the surrounding air continually increases, so that further ionization becomes easier

 The reported distance of the observer seems to be closely correlated with the reported size of the ball

 The nature of these luminous clouds is still a matter of debate

 Klass was impressed by reports of UFOs in close association with high tension power lines near Exeter, New Hampshire

 The stepped leader is a conducting channel, perhaps a few centimeters in diameter, which is at essentially the same potential as the base of the cloud

 These arethermal emission,production of ozone and odor of N2Oconvective air motions,electrical and acoustic noise,unusual meteorological conditions

 The light was possibly as bright as the sun and was seen over a radius of 700 to 1000 km

 The mechanism must (1) give a positive charge to the upper part of the cloud and a negative charge to the lower part of the cloud, (2) provide a charge separation rate of several amperes

 The dart leader follows the main channel to the ground and ignores the ungrounded branch channels of the first stroke

[[1187]]At present, measurements made during smaller meteor events (of the dust ball variety) give no indication of significant radio emission

 Most witnesses reported pale blue or white illumination, but others reported reddish or orange colors

 Various aspects of ball lightning and the laboratory creation of luminous plasma by microwaves and gas discharges are briefly discussed

A fireball or bolide (Greek for javelin) is a meteor with a luminosity that equals or exceeds that of the brightest planets (apparent magnitude -5)

 As a result, wind shear and strong convection produce active thunderstorm cells along a line of instability some tens of kilometers ahead of the cold front

Another plasma physicist noted that a plasma explanation of certain UFO reports would require an energy density large enough to cause an explosive decay

 A fraction of a microgram of antimatter would destroy an equal mass of matter and release many megajoules of energy, perhaps creating luminous spheres

 These little quadrants of light were constantly jumping from one point to another of the line, now pointing in one direction, and again in another

 For a ball 10 cm in diameter (the size of a large orange), the energy density is then 5x109joule/m3

 At the second impact point several workers saw a globe also 15 to 20 cm in diameter touch the top of a crane

 If Kugelblitz within clouds can be as large as is estimated by this pilot, then ground-based observations reflect only weak manifestations of the phenomenon

From radio emissions (spherics), it is estimated that about 20 lightning flashes occur each second in a tornado cloud

Electric fields are produced by clouds, fog, rain, sleet, snow, tornadoes, dust devils, volcanoes, earthquakes, meteors, and contaminants in air

In addition to ball lightning and coronal discharge, he also suggests tornado clouds with no funnel to ground, luminescence generated[[1192]]during snowstorms, rotating dust vortices, and small charged ice crystals

 Atmospheric physicists, however, remarked that several reports of ball lightning do indicate unusually high energy densities

 Consequently, as the leader progresses downward away from the cloud, the electric field (i

 After about 100 steps and 50 milliseconds, the stepped leader has almost traversed the 2 km or so between the cloud base and the ground

 A solid object called a meteorite may be deposited on the earth's surface after a bolide, but never after scheduled meteor showers

 Unlike the tornado, however, the dust devil begins from the ground and rises upward

Strong evidence that thunderclouds act as batteries for the atmosphere is provided by the daily fluctuations in the fair weather[[1161]]electric field

 The sound of the explosion was loud enough to be heard over the noise of the engine

 As the T-33 rolled out onto a westerly heading at 4 km altitude, it collided with a "big orange ball of fire" that hit the nose head-on

 The shovels were torn from their hands and thrown 3 or 4 meters away

 Bolides are believed to be caused by solid fragments from the asteroid belt, whereas the scheduled meteors are caused by dust balls from cometary orbits

 The tornado funnel is usually preceded by a peculiar whining sound, a noise indicative of coronal discharge

 When a negative and a positive ion collide, an electron may be transferred from the negative to the positive ion

 During a thunderstorm, therefore, we can expect large electric fields near trees, towers, tall buildings, the masts of sailing ships, and all other points rising from the earth's conducting surface

 Coronal EffectsA sharp point which extends from a charged conducting surface is a region of maximum electric field

 For several weeks after the event, luminous clouds in Europe and Western Siberia made it possible in certain areas to read at midnight under the open sky

 Both lightning and ball lightning have occasionally been reported in clear non-stormy weather

The median distance between an observer outdoors and ball lightning is 30 meters

The characteristic feature of the tornado is the funnel-shaped cloud that hangs from the sky and moves around like the trunk of an[[1174]]elephant

 Definition of a PlasmaIn its lowest energy state, an atom contains an equal number of electrons and protons, and is electrically neutral

 positive ions migrate downward, negative ions migrate upward)

[[1181]]Physiological effects of large electric fields are frequently reported by mountaineers

 As near as I can explain, I would say that the light was the same color as an electric arc-welder but very much brighter

, a number of fishermen observed a spherical luminous body to the west of Mt

 In such collisions, called recombination processes, ions are neutralized and become atoms or molecules

 The light would grow dim when these clouds were in front, and then it would grow bright again as I could see between the clouds

 A dozen shovelers working 10 to 50 meters from the crane received shocks and were knocked over, one being thrown 60 cm into the air

 On the other hand, estimates of the distance and size of a luminous sphere seen against the sky can be quite inaccurate

 The new charges are accelerated in turn by the electric field, collide with still other neutral atoms, and produce more electrons and ions

 Although many lightning balls emit a loud explosive (or implosive) noise upon decay, effects characteristic of the release of energies of the order of 2 kg of TNT have rarely been reported (understandably if the observer was within 3 meters) 

 Plasma Properties of the Lower AtmosphereThe lower atmosphere (below 60 km) is not a plasma under normal conditions

 On one occasion a small ball (about six inches (15 cm) in diameter) of yellowish-white lightning formed on my left tiptank in an F-94B then rolled casually across the wing, up over the canopy, across the right wing to the tiptank and thence commenced a return, which I didn't note, but I was advised by my observer that it disappeared as spontaneously as it had arisen

radar

 He discusses ball lightning, the behavior and appearance of UFOs, radar and photographic evidence, the various reactions to his articles, and[[1191]]an account of a couple who claim they were held prisoner in an UFO

 He defines "true" ball lightning as having the following characteristics:diameters between 15 and 30 meters,never originates outside the main thunderstorm cloud,generates from a single point and expands in exactly the same manner as the fireball of an atomic explosion, but with a longer lifetime,earphones detect soft sibilant hiss, easily distinguishable from crash static, which gradually increases in loudness concurrent with the growth of the ball, then rapidly decreases in loudness after peak brightness,no apparent thunder

fair

 Thunderstorms and the Electric Circuit of the AtmosphereThunderstorms maintain the fair weather electrostatic field

 There ensued a great explosive noise accompanied by a blue spark as large as an arm which flew 40 meters and struck the forehead of a dock worker, knocking him to the ground

hissing

 A queer hissing sound issued from the telegraph line, the wind-vane post, and another post standing in a deep snow drift near by

 At the crane, current flowed along the electric cable, boiled the circuit breaker board and the windings of the crane's electric motor

 At the time of the phenomenon snow was falling, and it has been previously noticed that the "singing" noise is never heard except when the atmosphere is very damp, and rain, hail, or snow is falling

Several hypotheses have been advanced concerning the nature of the bolide and the explosion:a meteorite of large initial mass with an almost horizontal trajectory;a collision with a comet containing an ice or dust nucleus;a high energy chemical reaction initiated by radicals in a head of a comet;a nuclear explosion initiated by the shock wave of a large meteorite;an antimatter meteoroid of a few hundred grams

 When the stepped leader descends to about 20 meters altitude, it is met by a positive streamer from the earth

At one time it was believed that people who observed bolides imagined the sounds, as a psychological association with noise from sparklers and other fireworks

 Scientists believed that ball lightning could bea retinal afterimage of a lightning flash,an intense coronal point discharge near a lightning target below a thundercloud,some burning or incandescent material thrown from the impact point of a lightning bolt

 In the field of space technology, engineers are developing low thrust ion rocket engines to propel the next generation of interplanetary spaceships

 Moreover, a fully-ionized plasma ball would be hotter and probably less dense than the surrounding air, so that it would tend to rise rather than descend or move horizontally

 In spite of the cap worn, the observer's scalp appeared to be pricked with hundreds of red hot needles, and a burning sensation was felt on face and hands

 A meteorite only a few tens[[1185]]of centimeters wide may be surrounded by an ionized sheath of gas some tens of meters or more in diameter

meteorite

 A flash consists of between one and forty main strokes, each of which is preceded by a leader stroke

" In Kyoto in August, 1830, it is reported that during the night preceding the earthquake luminous phenomena were seen in the whole sky; at times, illumination emitted from the ground was comparable in brightness to daylight

 High temperature shock waves surrounding meteors and reentering space vehicles also cause ionization in the atmosphere

 In view of the numerous manifestations of atmospheric electricity, it is reasonable to try to determine whether or not some luminescent UFOs are indicative of yet another electrical phenomenon of nature

 In the lower atmosphere (below 60 km) unattached electrons are immediately captured by oxygen molecules

 When the methane ignites, either by spontaneous combustion or by electrical discharges produced during times of thunderstorm activity, luminous globes which float above the swamp can be seen

 In less than 10 microseconds, a current of about 20,000 amp is forcing its way through a conducting channel only a few millimeters in diameter

 But it is difficult to explain how an UFO-plasma could gain entry to the car battery in the engine compartment without first dissipating its energy to the metal body of the car

Since electrons can be accelerated by high-frequency electric fields, ionization is sometimes possible in the presence of microwaves

 In his second article, which is concerned with the general UFO problem he asserts that ball lightning may occur under many situations, and consequently may be the cause of many unusual UFO sightings

 The minimum fair weather field occurs at 0300 GMT when it is mid-afternoon in the middle of the Pacific Ocean

[[1194]]BACK To TopReferences and NotesSections 0, 1, 2:A review of atmospheric electricity, which contains about 1000 references to previous work in the field, is:Atmospheric Electricity, (2nd edition), J

""As the storm was directly east of me, I could see fire up near the top of the funnel that looked like a child's Fourth of July pinwheel

 Elmo's fire, and states that he has only seen "true" ball lightning near severe thunderstorms associated with squall lines, mountainous terrain, and significant cloud-to-cloud lightning

 Consequently, when an electric field is set up between cloud and ground, the potential gradient (or electric field strength) reaches a maximum between the mountaintop and the overlying clouds

 Another stroke from the same part of a cloud must follow a completely new path, one created by a new stepped leader

 A glowing ball eitherappears after a cloud-to-ground lightning flash and remains near the ground, oris first seen in midair, descending from a cloud or arising from no obvious cause, thereafter remaining aloft until it vanishes

 Dust Devil ElectricityDuring the heat of the day, the air temperature is high at the desert floor but decreases rapidly with height

 In the case of the Great Genroku Earthquake of 31 December 1730 in Tokaido, luminous "bodies" and luminous "air" were reported during the nights preceding the day of severest shock

During the fall of one of the largest bolides, near Sikhote-Alin, near Vladiovostok (USSR), an electrician on a telephone pole received a strong electric shock from disconnected wires at the instant the bolide became visible

 After the funnel descends, the sky is reported to be in a blaze of light with never ceasing sheet lightning

 Plasma UFO ConferenceOn 27 and 28 October 1967, several physicists expert in either plasma physics or atmospheric electricity met in Boulder, Col

 There were rapidly rotating clouds passing in front of the top of the funnel

 Determination of lifetime is difficult becausesubjective time during an exciting event is often in error, andfew observers see a ball from the time it is created until the time it disappears

 Spectral analysis of glowing meteor trails reveals many bright emission lines from excited air atoms

meteor

 On several occasions the observer first heard the noise and then looked upward to seek the cause

 Early theories of the 19thcentury maintained that the tornado is a conducting channel for lightning between cloud and ground

 These clouds were illuminated only by the luminous band of light

Magnetic measurements near a tornado are reported in:"Electric Currents Accompanying Tornado Activity", Marx Brook:Science, vol

vol

If the electric field becomes large enough, avalanche processes can cause electrical breakdown of the surrounding air and a sustained coronal discharge

"The implication here is mistaken: the image charge discussed in electrical theory is not an actual charge on the other side of a metal shield, but a mathematical fiction that is used to describe the alteration of the electric field by redistribution of electric charges on the metal shield

Most witnesses report that ball lightning is clearly visible in daylight although not as bright as an ordinary lightning flash

 Every hour, several hundred thousand lightning flashes and coronal point discharges transfer negative charge from the bases of thunderclouds to the ground

 Both the energy content and the energy density of ball lightning as derived from the singular rain barrel observation seem incompatible with the non-explosive character of most Kugelblitz

 Elmo's fire appears as a glowing luminescence hovering above a pointed object or near a wire conductor

 Because air is not a perfect insulator, an electric current of 1800 amp (or 3

 Ball LightningAmong the most mysterious manifestations of atmospheric electricity is the phenomenon of ball lightning or Kugelblitz

The eyewitness reports used in this review came from a number of sources, and were collected in:"Electromagnetic Phenomena in Tornadoes", Paul A

 Because of the extreme brightness and the large diameter of the ionization envelope, distances to bolides are always underestimated, particularly if it should flare up toward the end of the descent

The earth's atmosphere may be represented as a leaky dielectric medium bounded by electrically conducting layers (or equipotentials) at sea level and at about 60 km height

About reports of automobiles stalled near UFOs, Klass writes:"Because a plasma contains a cloud of electrified particles, there is no doubt that if an auto battery were enveloped by such a plasma the battery could be short-circuited

Klass

After advancing about 20 meters (the exact distance depending on the field strength), the leader pauses for about 50 microseconds, forges ahead another 20 meters, stops again, and so on

An atom may become ionized byabsorbing a quantum of high energy electromagnetic radiation,colliding with a fast particle (atom, ion, or electron),capturing an electron

5 meters above the ground which passed only 4 meters in front of him

, occur in the atmosphere, these have energy concentrations much smaller than that of a tornado

 Suddenly they felt an odd sensation about their heads, described as mild electric shocks and crackling and buzzing sounds

Section 19:In addition to the aspects of atmospheric electricity mentioned in this review, many other physical phenomena and psychological effects may be involved in many (if not all) sightings

 Sometimes the balls are blue, blue-green, or white though it appears to favor the blue-green and yellow-white

 The visible lightning event begins with the initiation of a stepped leader from the cloud region where the electric field is most intense

stroke

 This second stroke is initiated by a dart leader, which advances continuously (not in steps) and more rapidly than the stepped leader

 Possible magnetic effects of a lightning stroke have been considered in connection with ball and bead lightning

tornadoes

"If a researcher had never heard of a tornado, and were asked to compare the eyewitness accounts of tornadoes (such as these) with those concerning UFOs, he would probably find the tornado reports to be more fantastic and incredible

In one report, a red lightning ball the size of a large orange fell into a rain barrel which contained about 18 liters of water

The book,UFOs Identified, is an expanded version of the two articles, and contains background of the author's investigation

 When the dart leader reaches the ground, a return stroke follows

 The potential of the electrosphere is about 300,000 volts positive with respect to the earth's surface

 There was no heat to the light, and when the wire was touched, only the slightest tingling sensation was felt

 An equal positive charge resides in the atmosphere above the ground

 Probably there is a wide range of possible energies for a lightning ball, with the vast majority of Kugelblitz possessing energy densities less than that of singly-ionized air

 Nevertheless, there are enough well-documented cases of extremely high energy Kugelblitz to make the water barrel report very believable

 Another possible explanation is based on the fact that an electric charge in the vicinity of a conducting surface, such as a car's hood, creates a mirror image of itself on the opposite side of the conducting surface

 The minimum possible energy of a lightning ball is that required to illumine a sphere about 25 cm in diameter with the brightness of a fluorescent lamp

Section 18:The difficulties involved in the magnetic confinement of a plasma are discussed in:"Leakage Problems in Fusion Reactors", Francis F

 The diameter of the light is estimated to be at least 15 to 30 meters

 Not only did the constant crackling of the fallen hail indicate the highly electrified state of the summit, but from the very rocks proceeded a peculiar chattering noise, as if they were shaken by subterranean convulsions

 The anemometer cups appeared as four balls of fire revolving slowly round a common center; the wind vane was outlined with the same phosphorescent light, and one of the visitors was very much alarmed by sparks which were plainly visible in his hair, though none appeared in the others'

 Magnetic field measurements near a tornado indicate that such a current is not unreasonable

 Nevertheless, associated ball lightning and luminous clouds are of significance to this study

1961

Bibliographies of earlier ball lightning work are contained in reference #3 above and in:Ball Lightning Bibliography 1950-1960: Science and Technology Division, Library of Congress, 1961

 These thunderstorm cells and the opaque clouds connecting them are known as a squall line

When a meteoroid passes through the upper atmosphere, a shock wave is generated, accompanied by intense heating of the surrounding air and the meteoroid surfaces

 If strong electrical fields accompany a bolide, other effects such as lightning or ball lightning may occur

bolide

 (The potential difference between the cloud and the ground may reach 108or 109volts before a lightning flash)

What appears to the eye as a single lightning flash is actually a number of individual charge surges, called strokes, recurring in rapid succession

Some minutes after exceptionally bright bolides, some witnesses have heard sounds described as thunder,[[1186]]the boom of a cannon, rifle or pistol fire, etc

heard

""The beautiful electric blue light that was around the tornado was something to see, and balls of orange and lightning came from the cone point of the tornado

 Long before a tornado is observed, lightning[[1175]]interlaces the clouds

 If the background noise exceeded 90 decibels, the radio frequency sound was masked, but earplugs improved the reception

 It was a steady deep blue light -- very bright

 Through a break in the clouds he observed a bright stationary light with sharply defined edges "like a shiny silver dollar

He considers smaller luminous balls seen near his aircraft to be St

""There was a screaming, hissing sound coming directly from the end of the funnel

funnel

Much research has been done theoretically, in the laboratory, and in the field that bears on the problems of atmospheric electricity and the plasma state of matter

leader

 (It is believed that the ionization of the air immediately ahead of the stepped leader is initiated by an avalanche region called a pilot streamer

 The 'small ball' formation varies in size from two inches (5 cm) to a foot and a half (46 cm) in diameter and generally 'rolls around' the aircraft apparently unaffected by the movement of the aircraft

 These sounds are described as hissing, swishing, whizzing, whirring, buzzing, and crackling, and are attributed to bolides with an average apparent magnitude of -13 (about the brightness of the full moon)

bolides

 Kugelblitz is probably invisible or indistinguishable in daylight at distances greater than 40 meters, which would explain why it is incorrectly believed to be a rare phenomenon

Vortices created by aircraft are discussed in:"Boundary Layer", Joseph J

tornado

 Luminous tornado clouds with no funnels to the ground are possible causes of several UFO reports

Luminescent effects of dust devils have never been reported and would be extremely difficult to detect in the daytime

 Coronal effects may transfer more charge between[[1172]]cloud and ground than does lightning

We conclude this section with summaries of several eyewitness reports of Kugelblitz

Kugelblitz

 To maintain a fully-ionized, perhaps doubly-ionized mass of air requires eithera large amount of energy concentrated in a small volume and shielded from the surrounding air by a remarkably stable envelope, ora continuous energy flow into a small volume, presumably by focusing power from the environment

 In every cubic meter of air at sea level, the fair weather atmosphere contains roughly 3x1025electrically neutral molecules and only about 5x108ions

 At the height of commercial jet aircraft (12 km), the electrical potential of air has reached 90% of the potential of the electrosphere (i

 Although coronal effects occur on aircraft surfaces, it is unlikely that a lightning ball could detach from an aircraft and remain luminous for more than a few seconds

 De-excitation and recombination processes give rise to the long visible trail behind the meteoroid

meteoroid

 The cloud of 1 December contained intense, almost continuous light, presumably the result of large dust particles and perhaps electret effects of sulfur

For the sun and the earth, the following articles are useful for background:Our Sun, (revised edition), Donald H

 Sharp[[1182]]flashes and reports came through the lightning arrester, to the terror of several lady visitors; outside the building the electric effects were still more startling

 For background reading in addition to Minnaert's book cited in Section 9:Flying Saucers, Donald H

Minnaert

 Even common events, such as the thunderstorm and the lightning flash, continue to provide fascinating challenges to science

In processes (a) and (b), atoms lose one or more electrons and become positive ions

Criticisms arethat other seacoast towns with high tension wires did not report UFO activity during the drought period, andthe luminosity, although near the wires, was occasionally some angular distance away

scientist

 Some of the theorists, however, picture a radiant network of filamentsa "fluff ball of fire," as one scientist described it

 Although none of 24 tests produced luminous balls, two of the discharges generated short-lived, donut-shape puffs of material, like glowing smoke rings

Instead of plastic and other surrogates for soil, Abrahamson and Dinniss tested their hypothesis with actual dirt

 Instead, electrically charged ions from the plasma drift outward and cool, collecting water molecules along the way

 Recently reported sightings of ball lightning: Observations collected by correspondence and Russian and Ukranian sightings

One major challenge to the plasma explanation for ball lightning is that plasma always expands unless great pains are taken to confine it

In more-recent experiments described in theTransactionsissue, Abrahamson and his colleagues carried out discharges on deeper, narrower soil beds

 The model invented by Abrahamson, a specialist in reducing the dust content of factory air, and Dinniss, his former student, has been dubbed by Hubler as the fluff-ball model

 Bychkov of the Russian Academy of Sciences' Institute for High Temperatures in Moscow proposed that ball lightning consists of a loose, porous aggregate of particles

 But now, Abrahamson argues that his model can explain high-energy balls under certain unusual conditions, such as when there's a lightning strike or a powerful electric discharge on a fuse box or other closely confined metal object

" With luck, they or some other fortunate scientist may soon transform ball lightning from a rare apparition into an everyday acquaintance

 For at least 30 years, researchers have suspected that materials from such cavities might play a role in ball lightning

 The resultant balls would be richer in metal fuel than those produced by a strike on soil and therefore would burn hotter

As first proposed 2 years ago, the New Zealand team's model could not accommodate the higher-energy balls

fluff

 In the highly charged atmosphere of an electrical storm, the oxide-coated nanoparticles would then pick up polarized electrical charges and form loose-knit networks of filamentsthe "fluff balls" of Hubler's commentary

Different strokesSix years before Abrahamson and Dinniss published their model, Vladimir L

 Chemical models of ball lightning from atmospheric electricity

threads

 The enormous charge buildup also could intermittently force electric currents through some of the threads in the ball itself, making them glow like light-bulb filaments

Clint SewardElectron Power SystemsActon, MAThe ball-lightning article makes no mention of Nikola Tesla's creation of ball lightning while generating megavolt discharges from gigantic Tesla coil arrays

 Moreover, the buoyancy of hot plasma in air, which would make a ball rise, doesn't jibe with ball lightning's hovering, rolling, and flying horizontally, Turner adds

 He and fellow lightning researchers have been within 100 meters of ground strikes hundreds of times, he notes

Subsequent experiments by Bychkov and his colleagues also have produced fiery balls

 In his theory, the heat and light come mainly from electric effects, not oxidation

Abrahamson counters that additional support for the model has recently come from other fields, particularly from microgravity experiments on granular materials

 That's a reasonable expectation since ball lightning generally has been reported to occur along with thunderstorms whose ordinary lightning bolts ionize the air, creating columns of plasma along their paths

soil

 To find them, the scientists pumped the air above the soil beds through filters just as the electrical discharge took place

beds

 An aerosol's additional material can form a structure, host long-lasting chemical reactions, store electric charges, and otherwise account for observed ball-lightning properties, Turner and others argue

 Once enough pressure built up in the tube to rupture a thin plastic diaphragm, brilliant balls up to 400 mm in diameter came flying out

team

By calculating the heat and light that those wispy, charge-laden balls would generate, the team determined that a plausible ball roughly the size of a basketball would last 3 to 30 seconds and glow like a 100-watt bulbconditions often reported by those who have observed ball lightning

 The findings also sparked further research, as well as new collaborations among the handful of aerosol ball-lightning investigators

 When that plasma hit a metal, tiny balls glowing yellow or yellowish-red appeared, but none of them lasted longer than a fraction of a second

A variety of articles on ball lightning, including descriptions of the current aerosol theories and a collection of the new eyewitness reports, appears in the JanuaryPhilosophical Transactions of the Royal Society London A

 In Bychkov's theory, lightning can transform many organic materials in the environmentnot just metal residues from the soilinto airborne polymer threads

 In all the models, the aerosol's action is critical in explaining the litany of often astonishing eyewitness accounts

notes

 Fusion researchers "build enormous [reactors called] tokamaks to do that sort of thingto contain a plasma for a second" within a magnetic field for nuclear fusion experiments, Hubler notes (SN: 3/18/00, p

 Ultimately an electrically charged shell of those droplets encloses the plasma, all the while absorbing ions from it and causing the internal pressure of the plasma within the shell to fall

 This hydration of the ions transforms them into acidic moisture dropletsaerosol particles

BychkovIn Soviet experiments reported in 1977, laboratory researchers used up to 12,000 volts to vaporize the inner walls of tubes of ice or plastic that served as models of fulgurites

 Those shining loops may be precursors to ball lightning formation, Abrahamson conjectures

 What's more, both he and Hubler say, the New Zealand team's model for how the charged filaments assemble into ball-shaped structures is less than compelling

These researchers agree that an aerosol, a suspension of fine particles in air, is present in the balls

 For example, electric discharges vaporized material from the walls of wax or plastic tubes

Adds Abrahamson, "I won't be satisfied until we've got all the conditions right to achieve a [soccer-ball]-sized ball lightning in the lab

 They built upon that idea by formulating a specific sequence of chemical reactions that could be triggered by a lightning strike on soil and generate such networks

strikes

As a starting point for tests of aerosol theories, scientists note that lightning strikes have long been known to create glassy walled, hollow tubes just under the ground's surface

 They revisited an old hypothesis that ball lightning might contain a fine network of metal particles

Says Turner, "I don't think you can explain all the properties [of ball lightning] without accepting that it's an aerosol-related phenomenon

 Lately, however, a small group of researchers has developed theories and reported experimental results that appear to explain some features of ball lightning that previous models couldn't account for

 Ball lightning from atmospheric discharges via metal nanosphere oxidation: From soils, wood or metals

aerosol

 Two years ago, chemical engineers proposed a specific and plausible mechanism by which a lightning strike on soil could produce an aerosol type of ball lightning

Hubler said in a commentary accompanying the report, that the model is the first that "can explain most aspects of ball lightning

Hubler

Both Bychkov and Turner claim that their theories can account for the small but significant number of reports of so-called high-energy ball lightning

Of the many scientific theories of ball lightning, most depict the phenomenon as some kind of plasma, or hot gas of electrons and positively charged atomic or molecular ions

Most eyewitness reports point to ordinary lightning as the trigger, but other electric discharges have also been implicated

eyewitness

"Besides giving a boost to aerosol interpretations of ball lightning, the findings prompted people around the worldmany of them scientists or engineersto contact Abrahamson with previously undocumented eyewitness accounts of the phenomenon

 Without a protective layer, oxidation of bare metal nanoparticles would be expected to proceed more quickly and at higher temperatures than observations of typical ball lightning have described

 On the energy characteristics of ball lightning

 They should have seen ball lightning at least a few times if the New Zealanders' theory is correct, Uman argues

BALL OF NANOTWINE? An electron microscope image of residue on a filter from vaporized soil shows filaments of nanoscale particles, such as those proposed in a ball lightning theory

AbrahamsonSome of the theories don't include a plasma after the original lightning strike

""You could say that Abrahamson and [his] theory have revived interest in ball lightning in general," says Uman

Bychkov presents the latest version of his theory alongside an updated version of the New Zealand model in theTransactionsissue on ball lightning

argues

 As long as the materials in the tangles are electrical insulators, or dielectrics, such a ball can hold electric charges in place and permit huge buildups of energy on the ball's surface, Bychkov argues

Bychkov

Specifically, they proposed that when a lightning bolt vaporizes silicon dioxidea common mineral in soilreactions with carbon compounds transforms it into nanometer-scale pure-silicon droplets

He suggests that one way out of the conundrum is to add features of an aerosol to a plasma theory of ball lightning

network

Turner's theory, also updated inTransactions, holds that ball lightning contains a hot plasma as its main energy source and that the sphere maintains its shape without any network of interconnected filaments

 The fragmented science of ball lightning (with comment)

 The resulting inward pressure from the air maintains the ball's shape

 The oppositely charged particles that make up the plasma tend to rapidly recombine, quickly annihilating it

 Although they were in the size range of natural ball lightning, the specimens were much too bright and lasted only a few milliseconds, the scientists reported

 184), form where lightning discharges melt and vaporize soil along their paths

Once a ball forms, it could yield heat and light when high voltages begin breaking down gases near the surface

Seeing is believing"If we want to understand ball lightning, we need to be able to make and control it in the laboratory," says Turner in hisTransactionsreport

Alternative to plasmasDocumented sightings of ball lightning date back to the Middle Ages

 In a Russian experiment, a floating, baseball-size fireball coalesces from vapors of wax and resin that were disintegrated by an electric discharge

********Letters:You missed the papers that describe our experiments that produce ball lightning in our lab

Dinniss

 John Abrahamson of the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand, and James Dinniss, who's now at the household chemicals firm Lever Rexona in Petone, New Zealand, described their hypothesis inNatureand reported on experiments that seemed to support it

Despite half-a-millennium's worth of anecdotal reports and two centuries of scientific investigations, no one yet can say for sure just what ball lightning is

Neither he nor Turner has had the privilege of seeing ball lightning

Turner

Nonetheless, pure-plasma models for ball lightning are plagued by difficulties

 Ball lightning caused by oxidation of nanoparticle networks from normal lightning strikes on soil

, a retired electric utility researcher who became interested in ball lightning while studying the behavior of ions in steam

To return to the importance of the null energy level, we note that the netenergy of the universe in our model is essentially zero relative to this nullenergy

Particles with spin 3/2 do exist, namely, the omega particles

 An alternate approach is the ensemble picture, which statesthat if one had a large number of identical systems, then |Y|2dV would represent thefraction of the systems that would be found to have a particle in the volume dV

 Since the speed of light in a medium depends upon itsindex of refraction, and the longer the wavelength the slower the speed, afew days delay in a trip that took on the order of 109years amounts to a one49part in 1012difference in index of refraction between g-rays and opticalradiation

 For theopen train the aether is stationary for both observers, the photon doesnt acquire thetrains velocity from the aether and we appear to have case two again

 Since the critical time, tc, is related to the present density noand age of the universe, to, by tc= tonnc013/,unless we are very closeto nc, this is not an imminent worry

 For a moving train and astationary observer things are a little more complex

 For the sake of argument we will assume that a proton-antiproton pp- component exists in the aether

 In The Evolution ofPhysics by Einstein and Infeld(1)at the end of section 2 - The Decline of the MechanicalView, in their summary they state, Waves spreading in a medium consisting of particles,with mechanical forces acting between them, are certainly a mechanical concept

 The increase of inertial mass as a particles speed increases can likewisebe visualized in the aether model as due to the inability of the aether particles to move fastenough to get out of the way of a speeding particle

assumptions

 The assumptions that the electronand its vortex have oppositely oriented magnetic moments is to be expected from energyconsiderations, since generally the lower the total angular momentum, the lower theenergy

 For the aether model we picture the bareelectron as not spinning but moving around within the core radius of the vortex

AbstractAn aether model based upon a degenerate Fermion fluid, composed primarily ofelectrons and positrons in a negative energy state relative to the null state or true vacuum, isproposed and its consequences are explored for physics and cosmology

 However, for two observers to note the sameevent and one to say my clock says it took x seconds, and the other to say it took xmultiplied by some factor seconds, has no physical content, unless one proposes amechanism for how the aether affects the aging process or clock mechanisms

 The photon is an example of a class of particles, bosons, which haveinteger values of angular momentum (in units ofh) and obey Bose-Einstein statistics

 That the photon is small and localized is attested to by thephotoelectric effect,(31)where a single photon ejects an electron locally from a material, andalso by photographic plates where the photon deposits its energy locally to produce achemical change

The solution of this equation is, using RtRtddtRt()()()=()122:RtcRttRttiii()(),/=-+[]gt;200212a (6)where tiis the time at which particle production ceased and Riis the radius of the universeat that time

 A very similar equation(22, 23)ztDzx=22(20)represents the probability density z (x, t) of finding a particle at x at time t, and D is againthe diffusion coefficient which is related to frictional forces

Does this picture imply any other observable consequences? Yes, theexistence of blackholes

 Here we picture the Bohr model for the electron orbiting the proton

 Instandard physics the factor of 2 is explained in terms of relativistic electrodynamics,(36)but31since one cant think of the spin as arising from a spinning charge in the standard theory, itis hard to know what the factor should be

 Based upon this picture we expect the lateral extent of the photon to be on theorder of the size of the initial atomic orbit or less

 Schr?dinger interpreted this as showing that the particle moved in a tightspiral, but when he found its angular momentum to beh instead ofh2 he abandoned thepicture

 As a consequence the speed of light decreaseswith time on the scale of the age of the universe

Thus Quantum Mechanics has a wavefunction that is a probability amplitude in an abstractHilbert space, and Relativity has an abstract curved space-time

32It is known that for the electron the factor in the magnetic moment to angularmomentum ratio is not exactly 2

 To account for this we assumed thatthe electron circulates in the vortex with velocity c in a direction counter to the spin on thevortex so that the total angular momentum of the vortex and electron in the core ish2,while the magnetic moment has the correct value, since the magnetic moment of the vortexas illustrated by the neutrino has no magnetic moment (at least in a field free region)

 The concepts of the dilation of time and theLorentz contraction of space in a moving reference frame do not seem to emerge as anatural consequence, so far, from the aether picture

 (17)translates into the exponential growth of the radius of the universe (aether) during the time t15lt; tiwhen particle production is occurring

 Here, however, since thepp- aether is embedded withinthe electron-positron aether the magnetic moment is not as simple as for the electron case

 This is based uponthe standard picture of cosmology (even though we will be changing parts of that picture)in which, as the big-bang cools down, there is a period during which electrons and8positrons dominate the matter in the universe, before annihilating to form g-rays

General ConsiderationsAnyone who has considered electric or magnetic fields is confused by what theseconcepts are

Thus we approach the Schrodinger equation from a physical point of view that stresses thefluid in which the wave exists, rather than the mathematical approach through heuristicmanipulation of classical Hamilton-Jacob theory

 How can we reconcile these seemingly contradictoryresults? The entity, which we identified as the photon as it travels through the aethercreates an additional disturbance in the aether as it travels, just as an electron or otherparticle does

In cosmology the theories have alternated between the big-bang picture andpossible steady state models

 The diffusion coefficient for Brownian motion is:(24)DkTR=p6h(21)where k is Boltzmanns constant, T the absolute temperature h the viscosity of the fluidand R the particle radius

Conceptionally the expanding aether can replace an expanding space-time, so thatwarping of space-time to visualize the effects of gravity or other forces can be transferred tothe aether model

 Hence, by different reasoning we conclude, asdo conventional treatments, that there is a field energy U0that is carried by the electron andproton, which doesnt diverge when they are isolated

Given our picture of MBBs being incorporated into our universe, one canask what happened to the singularities associated with them? A simple50answer is that they are still present and constitute the singularities inblackholes

Section 3 details the mathematical model for the aether and derives the rate of expansion ofthe universe, the variation of the speed of light with time, Hubbles law, and treats theinflationary period of growth of the universe

(41)It is apparent that given the complexity of the field of elementary particles, with 3leptons (electron, muon, and tau) with mass, and their 3 massless neutrinos, plus 3 sets ofquarks, and their antiparticles, and all the particles that can be constructed from the quarks,that one person working with a new theory is not instantaneously going to account for allthe known phenomena

Thus, we have plausibly explained spin, the Pauli Exclusion Principle, the magneticmoment of the electron, and Zitterbewegung by simply pursuing where the aether pictureleads

 With the aether at a lower energy than the null state, theenergy content of the g-rays emitted exceeds the energy needed to generatethe particles that gave rise to the g-rays

To the modern scientist, Newtons misgivings about his theory of gravitationbecause it had no medium in which to act and hence was action-at-a-distance, are not aproblem, nor does the notion that if light is a wave in what medium is it a wave

At this point it may be occurring to the reader that when particles and antiparticlescome together and energy is released that equals the rest mass of the particles, then how canwe claim that the particles havent recombined? Consider an isolated electron or positron

 The cross product ofrr, the position vector, andrg integrated over all spacegives the angular momentum of the electromagnetic field

 Since the fastest particles in the aether are moving withvelocity c(t) some will always be crossing the outer radius, and thus expanding R(t)

 Thus, for time dependent problems, the vector potential determines both theelectric and magnetic fields

 No explanation of why particles with spin 1 should behave so differently from thosewith spin 1/2 is provided in present theories

 Hence there is nocontradiction or violation of conservation of energy in our picture, since the electron-positron pair at a distance of ~ rowould be in a negative energy state relative to the freeparticles, just as the electron-proton hydrogen atom is in a negative energy state relative tothe free particles

 Since this disturbance has energy, itmust have drawn this energy from the photon, and hence lowered the photons energy,giving a redshift to the light

In the standard model there are thought to be three types of neutrinos,(34)one related to theelectron, one related to the muon, and one related to the tau meson

Consider a stationary train and a moving observer, whether there is a light source orsimply a rod with a light at its tip that moves vertically upward and then stops and movesdown, the moving observer will see the lighted tip moving at an angle to the vertical

 However, we propose thatin addition to CBR the aethers total negative energy equals the positiveenergy of the universe

 Also Dirac hadpointed out that in electrodynamics the vector potential is the velocity of something,presumably the aether

 Hence, theelectron-positron plasma is subject to Quantum Mechanics, and will for high enoughdensity form a degenerate Fermi fluid, similar to the situation in metals, neutron stars, orliquid He3

 Forgravity we distort space-time (another mysterious property of the vacuum) and for light wehave the concepts of electric and magnetic fields (which have no clear pictures)

 Mathematically this isv(r) = Hr: where H is Hubbles constant (7)For a fluid, conservation of the mass of the fluid gives the continuity equation12ntnv=-ѷ()r(8)where n is the density andrvthe velocity of the fluid andѷ()nvris the divergence of theparticle current

 Theenergy mc2in our aether picture simply corresponds to the condensationenergy into the present aether, but as we have demonstrated c depends uponthe density of the aether, and m may also

For a picture of what is occurring one can visualize the particle being struck byaether particles from all sides as it moves, with the reflected aether particles changing thedistribution in the aether from its equilibrium state

(45, 46)The intensity of these g-rays is such48that if theenergy detected had been radiated in all directions, the integratedenergy would be comparable to the total energy of the big-bang

In contrast to the situation in crystalline solids, where for a given crystal structureand atom size, one can determine the placement and size of interstices, for a fluid one canonly get an estimate based upon the average spacing of the particles

 The observations measurethe distance to the light sources from earth, while the derivation in assuming thatrv was afunction of r only, implicitly took the origin for r to be the position of the big-bang, since itis only in that reference frame that a spherical symmetric universe is a plausibleassumption

blackholes

 While the big-bang and blackholes havepostulated singularities, we should remember that electrons and protonshave singularities also, if something doesnt give them a finite radius

 The potential energy approach replaces the fieldenergy calculation, and is simpler, but it masks the true physics of the situation, namelythat there is a high energy dipole field region between the electron and proton that isrotating with an angular velocity w about the electron-proton center of mass

 Einstein had originally thought that only astatic universe was possible and even added an ad hoc constant to hisrelativistic field equations, the so called cosmological constant, so that thiscould be true

 The reason for the interest in w and therotating dipole field in the atom, is that to understand what a photon is we need to visualizehow it is generated

In the aether model, the fluid is made up primarily of electrons and positrons andhence is not continuous at small distances on the order of n0-1/3

The Real Aether ModelWhile I had never really swallowed Quantum Mechanics, and had harbored thenotion of a medium in which the particles moved and created waves that could interact withobstacles and act back on the particle, the nature and origin of such a medium was notobvious

 At the same timethere exists a strain in the aether due to the fixed electric field of the proton and the rotatingelectric field of the electron

 It is the expansion of space-time that gives us the expanding universe andthe redshift of light from distant galaxies

 As we will see later the pore is also the core of a vortexwhich constitutes the spin of the particle4Section 6 discusses spin and statistics, with a model for spin as a vortex centered on apore in the aether, and shows how the magnetic moment of the electron is related to theZitterbewegung of the electron

 Thecore radius we demonstrated should have a value of lc=hmc and the electron an angularfrequency ofmc2h

 One thing that becomes apparent from equation (2) is that once particleproduction ceases as the big-bang cooled, n should decrease as the aether expands, andhence vFshould also decrease

Aharonov

 In addition,prior to Aharonov and Bohm, the London equation(11, 28)indicated that the supercurrent insuperconductors was directly proportional to the vector potentialrA

 With a higher aether density the speedof light increases, and hence an imbalance in the two paths should be recorded

 This suggests that the potential energy ofthe aether particles at the Fermi level relative to free particles is given by:1232222mcVmcorVmc+=-=- (3)We will leave this for now and return to it later when we treat the energy balance ofthe universe

 Since the aether is not supposed to exist, no account ofhow it carries momentum or angular momentum is expected to exist

 Section 5 relates the aether to electricity and magnetism, gives adetailed description of the photon, a plausible coupling mechanism between particles andthe aether, and another possible mechanism for the redshift of light from distant sources

 Here e is the charge on the electron, 0the permittivity offree space, and r the distance from the charged particle

(44)

 As to why space-time is expanding or whatdetermines the speed of light, thats just the way it is

In regard to 22b it is common to writerrEAt=--j(24)21where j is known as the scalar potential, and hence, since Ѵ=j0 for any scalar j,the left-hand side of Eq

 The example of a light source and therising vertical rod with a light at its end are now not necessarily equivalent

 However, if we go to the standard model of relativistic quantum mechanics usingthe Dirac equation, there is a curious result in solving for the position of a free particle as afunction of time

One can show that the energy associated with the electric field around these charges isgiven byUrer=plim08120(1)and hence diverges if r  0

 Since the energy available for particle production depends upon thedensity of the aether, we assume that g is proportional to a power of the density

 The questions that arise are what fractionof the aether is composed ofpp-, and how is it distributed? In view of the massdifference between electron and proton, if thepp- component were uniformly distributedand also had a Fermi velocity equal to the speed of light, Eq

To return to the nature of the photon, the electron in orbit in an atom with itsrotating polarization field is pulled in from an outer orbit to an inner orbit shrinking therotating polarized region while simultaneously increasing its angular velocity

 Such a repulsion is seen between the current distribution of vortices in type IIsuperconductors in a magnetic field, or trapped vortices with no applied magnetic field

 Indeed, it is common to use the Maxwell stresstensor(6)to represent the effects of electric and magnetic fields upon materials in suchfields, and also to discuss energy and momentum balance in electromagnetic waves

 The stationary train and movingobserver with an aether, raises the issues of the state of the aether for the observer, andhow the moving observer sees what is happening on the train

 The time tis since the start of the big-bang (or more correctly, the time since particle productionstopped)
 Also it is possible that some distantgalaxies were formed not in our big-bang, but in another that overlaps ours, and haveaether properties different from ours that would produce discontinuities in redshifts fromadjacent galaxies

 The question then remains what are the size and distribution of such regions,and what role do they play in the properties of the aether and other phenomena? Theanswers to these questions are not obvious, but we can make some suggestions

 Since a vortex by itself was a neutrino, which is an excitation ofthe aether with no mass or charge, this new entity is also a neutrino but of a different type

For the proton we propose that the spin vortex is within thepp- component of theaether, with the bare proton moving around to give angular momentumh in opposition tothe vortex angular momentum

 The modelprovides both insight and quantitative results for a large number of phenomena for whichconventional theory provides no answers or unsatisfactory answers

 In one of theclassic derivations, a moving train has a light beam, which to an observer on the traintravels vertically to a mirror which reflects it back to the source

 (Deriving the standard form foundfrom relativity is not easily accomplished)

Let us now turn to the question of the vortex core radius rcand why it exists

 An acceptable alternative is that the pp- component occurs ascondensed separate regions within the electron-positron aether, similar to an emulsion,mimicking the known situation in matter where the nuclear particles are separated from theelectrons

 What is lacking in the standard picture of QM is how the angularmomentum is carried

17Since the aether is a fluid, one would expect that a particle moving through it wouldgenerate waves which could interact with other particles or objects in the aether and actback on the particle

 Since the particle and its wave disturbance are linked, whataffects one affects the other, giving the reason why the particle seems to be simultaneouslya particle and a wave

 This chain45reaction can proceed until the expansion of the aether lowers thetemperature of the production region below that needed to generate electron-positron pairs

Given that the density of the aether prior to time tiand radius Ri, was muchgreater than the present value, the negative energy per aether particle pairwas much greater, as was the speed of light

 Particles thus have no aether around them within a distance equalto this pore size, and hence no electric field in the sense defined above

 In standard treatments of electricitythis energy is called the self energy of the particle, and the divergence is avoided by settingthis energy equal to the rest mass energy moc2, and defining a cutoff distance or radius forthe electron r0= e2/(4p0mc2) or by renormalizing the theory to remove the infinity

 The time during which particle production dominates wecalled inflation and Eqs

 For the electron with mass m0, one could assert that it could have amechanical angular momentum, although we saw above accounting for it reasonably wasnot acceptable

After particle production ceased the aether continued to expand, since itsparticles have intrinsic velocities due to Fermi-Dirac statistics

 But now we canask what happens if instead of a particle being trapped in the core of the vortex we have aregion ofpp- aether

 We can thus account for the non-intuitive behavior of photonsconsistently with the aether picture

 The purpose of themuon which is 208 times the mass of the electron and the tau which is about 17 timesheavier than the muon or about 3500 times heavier than the electron remains unexplained inthe standard model of fundamental particles

 In the standard model the proton g-factor comes from a similar source, only there itis said to be due to vacuum fluctuations of the pion field and other fields of stronglyinteracting particles

If the standard derivations are in fact faulty for relativity, what is its content andwhy has it apparently been successful in predicting experimentally verified results? Interms of the aether model we have no general picture such as for Quantum Mechanics, thatallows us to take the whole theory as correct subject to a reinterpretation of some concept inthe theory

 If we knew the length ofthe vortex and its behavior at long distances, we could calculate the angular momentum inthe vortex directly and calculate rc

(29)

We can thus picture the free electron and positron condensing with each releasing 0

 In analogy with the planets which not only revolve about the sun, but alsospin about their axes, the electron was postulated to have an intrinsic spin with an angularmomentum ofh2, and a magnetic moment

Mathematical Treatment of the Aether Model and CosmologyHaving asserted that the aether is a plasma of particles and anti-particles in anegative energy state (relative to the annihilation or null state), we would like to put thispicture on a quantitative basis and see what quantitative predictions can be obtained

(21)

(20)

 The electric field exists when an electric polarization of theaether occurs, whereby the minus charges (primarily electrons) in the aether are separatedfrom the plus charges (primarily positrons) in the aether by a distance that differs from theequilibrium separation

 However, the electron has a magnetic moment thatcant be explained in conventional theory, if one attributes it only to a spinning charge withangular momentumh2

 To account for the factor of 2 between the observed intrinsic angular momentumofh2 and the observed magnetic momentMqm=2h we consider that the electron isorbiting within the core radius rcwith angular momentummvrc=h and that the vortexhas an angular momentum in the opposite direction ofh2

 Thereis just one flaw in the picture; there is no way of having the intrinsic angular momentum of12h and a mass m and an acceptable radius without violating the limit on the speed of light,i

 This is supported somewhat by noting that, ifangular momentum is conserved as the aether expands, then with the46angular momentum of an electron in the core of a vortex given bymcrc=hh, is a constant

 A problem in cosmology is that there is no simple model thatgives the distribution of galaxies in the universe

8210-13cm) theso-called classical radius of the electron and much larger than the radius deduced byscattering which is less than 10-16cm

Miscellaneous Effects - Speculationsa)Energy and particle production in the early universe and inflationWe have shown in section 3 that at present the expanding aether has a fixednumber of particles N0, but that a period of particle production preceded thisand caused the universe to expand exponentially, a process that is referred44to in the standard theories as inflation

So far we have concentrated solely on the electron-positron component of theaether

Clearly in the case of the rod, only vertical motion occurs and the horizontal component ofits velocity is an illusion caused by the motion of the observer

Since the big-bang itself is unknowable at present, we will shift to a timeshortly after t = 0, and assume that an aether has formed but the initial sparkthat initiated the process has disappeared leaving a hot region that continuesto generate particles and anti-particles

A further question about the disturbance in the aether caused by either photons orparticles, is whether these disturbances carry energy and momentum, distinct from theparticle or photon

 Since it is unlikely that the densities of the aethers wouldbe identical at the time of intersection, one would expect a reflectioncoefficient at the interface which would send the g-rays on additional tripsaround the universe extending the duration of the g-ray burst

(14, 15)Taking equation (2) and vF= c0the present speed of light, we can calculate n0thepresent value of the density of the aether electrons (positrons)

 In particular if we take the case b = 1, we find(17)n = niexp (gt) (17)where niis the density at which the generation term g dominates in Eq

 By taking the neutrino whichhas no mass or charge, but has an angular momentum of12h, to be a vortex in the aether,we have a physical picture for the origin of the spin of the Fermions, and from theinteraction between vortices an explanation for the Pauli Exclusion Principle, and henceFermi-Dirac statistics

 Among the conceptstreated are: wave-particle duality, the nature of spin (a vortex in the aether), the derivationof Hubbles law; electric fields (polarization of the aether); Zitterbewegung (a bare particleorbiting within a vortex core); inflation in cosmology; the arrow of time; the Pauli exclusionprinciple (repulsion between parallel spin vortices); the nature of the photon (a region ofrotating polarized aether propagating with a screw-like motion); neutrinos (a spin vortexwith no particle in its core); redshifts; g-ray bursters; and a number of other topics

 The last term is a feature ofrelativistic quantum mechanics and connotes a high-frequency vibration (Zitterbewegung)of the particle with frequency@mc2h and amplitudehmc, the Compton wavelength ofthe particle

 As in other condensedmedia, combinations of displacement and motion produce waves

 In particular, we have pointed outthat there are pores in the aether due to the finite density of the electrons and positrons, inwhich particles are trapped within vortices

 If the mean free path forrecombination (annihilation) is less than the radius of the aether, theparticles will generate g-rays and other decay products

 Here, we simply point out thatordinarily as the electron and positron approach one another the field energy is greatlyreduced, and at a distance on the order of r0the reduction in energy is sufficient for each toemit a g-ray equal in energy to the particles rest mass energy moc2

 To quote Griffiths(20)after showing that the solutions forHy = Ey (the plane wave solutions) are not normalizable and hence not physically19realizable states; A free particle cannot exist in a stationary state; or, to put it another way,there is no such thing as a free particle with a definite energy

Griffiths

 Extrapolating the electron-hole state to much higher density one canexpect a situation where the electron and hole plasma would be stable relative torecombination and hence would persist after the laser was turned off

The magnetic momentrM of a spinning charge is related to its angular momentumrL classically by the relation:(36)rrMqmL=2(33)where q is the charge and m the mass of the object

 Since Fermions are embedded in vorticeswhich ineract, while bosons have no vortices, a difference in behavior is expected from theaether model

However, the second term exists even in free space where k = km= 1

 This is contrary to our assumptionbased upon the energy to create the particle in a hot big bang,(4)that electrons and positronsdominate the aether

 We willargue that electrons and positrons dominate the aether plasma, and from this deduce a6number of quantitative and qualitative results that greatly enhance our understanding of thenatural world

 Yet interference experiments done with27light from distant stars with lenses or mirrors spaced meters apart and an average of onephoton at a time coming in, suggest an entity of much larger in extent(26)(meters, comparedto the 10-10meters size of the atom)

 Thus, if we consider the force needed to keep aparticle in circular motion, the so-called centripetal force, it is mv2/r, and in a fluid thisforce would be supplied by pressure gradients and produce density variations or vice versa(density variations that produce pressure gradients)

 By definition these fields produce forces on electric charges or magneticpoles respectively, but by what means is left unexplained

 It also introduces new concepts andresults, such as the time dependence of the speed of light on a cosmological scale

 In conventional theory, using the potential energy of the electron inthe presence of the proton, and its kinetic energy, one shows that the energy of the systemis lower than for a free electron or proton

This raises the possibility that the redshift is not due to the expansion of space-time (the14aether) but is due to the fact that the emitted photons were already shifted when emitted,since the physical constants at that time were different

 Thisleads to the possibility that at some future time the universe will simply fadeaway as c  0, as the density of the aether goes to zero

 Inparticular, the Poynting vector,rN , is given by:rrrrrNEHEB==10m(in free space),(26)and its integral over a surface determines the rate that energy is being carried into or out of aregion

24When the electron orbits the proton, there is a region between them along the lineconnecting them where the field is enhanced, and hence the energy is higher, and a regionbeyond them where the fields tend to cancel lowering the energy compared to the isolatedelectron and proton

The emission of the photon is mysterious, since in classical theory the radiation iscontinuous, and in Quantum Mechanics (QM) it is discontinuous, but no details of theprocess are available even in principle! In QM the quantized energy of the photon is E = hn=hw, and it has an angular momentumh, usually referred to as right and left circularpolarizations along or opposite to the direction of motion of the photon, whereh isPlancks constant divided by 2p

 If the train is in fact stationary then the beam isindeed vertical

 There it is known, that other non-radiating fields exist,these near-fields (or induction or quasi-stationary fields) die out quickly and hence dontcarry energy in the conventional sense

 As it moves through the aether with the speed of light c, the rotatingpolarized region completes a cycle in a time 2p/w = 1/n during which the disturbance hastraveled a distance l = c/n

(37)

 They are most readily seen when thebar is stationary and the observer is moving, i

 If we compare this to densities in metals of ~1023/cm3or the density ofelectron and holes in the Electron-Hole Drops,(5, 11)that was the model for our aether, of2  1017/cm3, we see that we are many orders of magnitude denser, and hence, this is atleast consistent with the hypothesis that at high density the correlations could increase thebinding energy enough to make an electron-positron plasma negative in energy relative tothe null state

 Yet despite the importance of26photons, to our knowledge no treatment of the region over which the E and H (or B) fieldsexist in the photon (i

 Amongthe questions that an aether can hope to answer for Relativity are: why is the speed of light38the same in all frames of reference? what determines the speed of light? what causes theapparent increase in mass as an object approaches the speed of light? what causes the timedilation and space contraction in moving systems? and how can Relativity and QuantumMechanics be reconciled? The last question has remained as the outstanding problem intheoretical physics for the past seven decades

 However, if the polarized aether region between the positively charged nucleusof atoms and their electrons is dragged along, and/or the vortices in the aether, whichcomprise the spin of the particles, are dragged along, then the displacement factor canbecome on the order of unity, and a region of thickness on the order of the radius of theearth could be dragged along

(47)

 In section 9 we summarize ourresults, and present our conclusion that our aether approach represents a fruitful approachto understanding the universe

 (e is the charge on the electron)One could raise the question of why the vortex angular momentum should beopposite to that of the electron in the core and whether our assumption of zero magneticmoment for the vortex is justified

 (33) for the electronpart and assume the vortex to carry no magnetic moment

 If the train is closed and carries theaether with it, then a photon traveling vertically will also have the local aether velocityimposed upon it similar to the first case mentioned above or the tip of the vertically movingrod

The Poynting vector thereforeappears in a dual role, as carrying energy and also as carrying momentum

 The picture ofthe potential energy surfaces as peaks or valleys about plus and negative charges isreasonable, with other charges tending to slide down these features

 Hence, since we consider the aether to be a fluid with a density of electric andmagnetic dipoles that determine k and km, we expect forces from the terms in Eq(31) whena particle moves through the aether

muon

 The added feature of the inclusion of regionsof pp- aether within the core radius of the spin vortex is that these regions by interactingwith the electron, could conceivably create the muon and tau meson, but such a pattern is37not obvious at this time

vertically

tip

 For the rod,since its carried along with the train, the tip has both a vertical and a horizontal componentwhich the stationary observer will correctly see, while the observer on the train will onlysee the vertically moving rod just as when the train was stationary

 However, an observer moving relative to the train in either case will seethe beam make an angle to the vertical

 For the total magnetic moment we use Eq

, the moving observer perceives that thelight has traveled a greater distance, when in fact the observer has moved an additionaldistance, while the light was in flight

 Yet, while rejecting an aether, the science establishmenthas no problems swallowing waves in vacuum, mysterious probability waves, ad hoccosmological constants, vacuum fluctuations that can generate anything, and time and spaceexpanding and shrinking

 The states of the H atom are quantized according to the rule:Ennn=12hw(29)From these results it is clear that the angular velocities of the electron in Bohr orbitsare similar in magnitude to the angular frequency of the emitted photon and support thepicture presented above

 While the rotating aether region that constitutes the photon remains localizedas it moves, the aether disturbance can spread out creating a pattern which can steer thephoton when these waves encounter lenses or diffraction gratings, etc

 The only condition we can obtain is that:(24)rKcc=2p(35)where K is the circulation of the vortex and c the speed of light

In summary, in this section we have demonstrated that the aether model can be putinto mathematical form and makes reasonable predictions, in agreement with experimentand previous models, in relation to cosmology

 How does the aether model address this same problem? Inthe model there is a finite density of particles in the aether and hence a natural pore size inwhich there is no aether

 At somepoint in this process a rotating polarized region of aether breaks away, carrying with itenergyhw and angular momentumh

 (2) would indicate a densityon the order of 1010that of the electron-positron aether

 Hence, in our picture the expansion of the aether replacesthe expansion of space-time, and indeed our aether replaces space-time

The key insight that our model presents is that it gives a natural origin to the aetherand hence links a vast array of phenomena that are often treated in disjointed ways or not atall

 While theories ofdense Fermi fluids exist, the correlation energy is not one of the propertiesthat is easily obtained

 In the aethermodel, the photon can be visualized as a rotating polarized region of the aether that has25broken loose from the rotating dipole region in the atom that was described above

Based upon the picture above we propose that the g-bursters are evidencethat MBBs exist and are constantly being incorporated into our universe

 Other models of cosmology haveintroduced inflation as an ad hoc assumption,(18)in our picture it can emerge in a naturalway

 However, only differences in this energy are consideredin conventional treatments because the total energy diverges unless artificial cutoff radii areintroduced for the electron and proton

 We have already discussed how we believe QuantumMechanics should be modified, namely that the wavefunction should be viewed as adisturbance in the aether caused by the motion or presence of particles or objects

 A natural question is howdoes this picture agree numerically with experiment?One can show a mathematical relation between the frequency of the emitted photonand the angular velocities in the initial and final orbits of the electron namely from the Bohrmodel:(29)wwwifffiinn=-()12(28)where the ns are the principal quantum numbers of the orbits and wns the angularvelocities

 (6) is nearly identical to that found fromrelativity for an Einstein-DeSitter universe dominated by radiation

 Ifone were to do the experiment with a well collimated vertical beam with a small mirror,then if the light doesnt have a component of velocity in the direction of the trains motion itwill miss the mirror and not be reflected

The question of what form of energy exists in these fields can be addressed in theaether model

 In this pursuit of understanding, which isalso ridiculed by the establishment as asking meaningless questions, we have found that theaether is not only a useful concept, but that it is a real substance with an origin thatcoincides with the birth of our universe and whose properties determine the speed of light,the other physical constants, and the missing insight lacking in present theories

 In our aether model we propose that the spin of theFermions is a manifestation of the presence of a vortex in the aetherwith angularmomentumh2

 A keyassumption is that the speed of light is the Fermi velocity of the degenerate electron-positron plasma that dominates the aether

 Ifone considers a long evacuated tube such as those proposed for the LIGO (LaserInterference Gravitational Observatory) experiments, where several 4 km tubes are underconstruction, and if sections of their walls were moveable, then the following experimentcould be carried out: With two laser beams being bounced back and forth within theevacuated tube and interfering to show optical path differences, compress the aether inone of those paths by suddenly moving the walls in

 The choice may seem arbitrary, andthe whole picture of the electron running around within a vortex core of radius lchighlysuspect

 Thus wewrite(16)g = g nb(16)Since the generation process occurs at short times after the initiation of the big-bang whenthe universe is very small and uniform we will consider what Eqs

 However, there isanother possibility that since the atom emitting the photon is moving with respect to theaether the emitted photon will have this added velocity in addition to its propagationvelocity c

 Thisapproach has had some success, but our assumption as to the physical meaning of vFappears to be more fruitful, namely, we equate vFto the speed of light, c, and consider theconsequences! The rationale behind this assumption is that one can show that excitations insuch a system travel at velocities limited by vF

hmc, where r1is the radius ofa sphere that would on average contain one electron-positron pair

 The angular momentum of the aether region is along thedirection of or opposite to the direction of propagation, since one has clockwise or counterclockwise motion for the rotating polarized region in the atom

 These last two results accidentally coincide with a prediction of therelativistic Dirac equation, giving a physical interpretation for the predictedZitterbewegung of particles

 Section 8 contains a long list oftopics ranging from the mechanism for energy production in the early universe, to thearrow of time, the collapse of the wavefunction in Quantum Mechanics, and a possiblesteady state universe that includes many mini big bangs

 We have mentioned, that because the aether was dismissed as a realentity,(6)the Poynting vectorrrrNEH= must be given the task of carrying not only theenergy of a wave but also the momentum density per unit volumerrgNc=2, where c is thespeed of light

 A second possibility is that the photon emitted is limited to velocityc, and hence, when the observer on the train orients the beam to appear vertical, it actuallyhas a horizontal component as well, and thus a velocity less than c in the vertical direction

 For the photon, which has no rest mass, conventional theory assigns themomentum to the Poynting vectorrN, through the relationrrrxNcdv2, while excludingthe term in Eq (27) or Eq (30) due to disbelief in the aether

 Second is the fact that the light being observed, and from which the velocityis determined via the redshift of the wavelengths, was emitted at an earlier time

Since the assumption that spin 1/2 particles were contained within a vortex with angularmomentumh2 worked so well for the electron we would like to retain it

In Section 5, in our discussion of the photon we noted that it carried an angularmomentum ofh oriented along or opposite to its direction of motion (right and leftcircularly polarized)

 The first is that by virtue ofthe trains motion, as it is emitted the photon has a component of velocity in the direction ofthe train that is independent of its vertical component, so that it can travel vertically withvelocity c and simultaneously with any velocity v in the horizontal direction

 When considered, the total energy is somehowcontained in the electromagnetic mass of the charged particles

 For the case of a potential energy term, V(r), it may polarize theaether and hence affect y or scatter aether particles and affect y

 However,massive bodies would have a region of aether moving with them, the thickness of whichdepends upon the precise displacement factor

 To a stationaryobserver on the ground, the light beam is seen as traveling at an angle striking the mirrorand being reflected at an angle back to the source which has now moved with the train adistance d = vt, in the time it took the light to make the round trip

 Maxwells equations that pertain to magnetic fieldsare:(6)(a)ѷ=rB0,(b)Ѵ=-rrEBt,(22)and(c)Ѵ=rBm0jPtMttrue++Ѵ+err0Ewhere B is the magnetic induction, E the electric field, P the electric polarization, M themagnetization, m0the permeability, and e0the permittivity of space (aether) and jtruethecurrent carried by charges

 The g-rays would be transmitted into the region of aether emptyingthe universe of radiation in a time on the order of R(t)/c(t), where R(t) is theradius of the universe at a time t after the big-gang, and c(t) the speed oflight at that time

vertical

 As the vertical rodsilluminated tip illustrated, the moving observer is mistaken in attributing a lateral motion tothe photon

The key question is how to relate the motion of the particle to the velocity of the fluid

 The critical density at which this occurs is important because itdefines not only when the aether ceases to exist, but also when the aethercomes into existence during the start of the universe

 Experimentally for the electron thefactor relating M and the spin angular momentum is q/m, or twice the classical value

 One well known result isthe diffusion equation which in one dimension is:(22, 23)ntDnx=22(19)where D is the diffusion coefficient determined by the properties of the fluid and n is thedensity of the particles in the fluid which are diffusing

 We thus propose that theradius of the vortex core, rc, and the radius of the pores due to the finite density of theaether coincide

It is common practice to view the electric and magnetic fields as containing anenergy U given in free space (aether) as:UBEdV=+122002me(25)Where the integral is over all space

 Since we are claiming that a neutrino is the vortexwithout a particle, what are its properties and are they consistent with our assumptions?First is the fact that despite extensive searches for it the neutrino has no magneticmoment

 Its magnetic moment would have the right value if itcorresponded to a charge with angular momentumh

 We maythen contemplate that there have been and continue to be mini big-bangs(MBB) outside of our expanding universe

 The rationale for this is that the velocity ofthe particles in the Fermi Dirac distribution range in each volume, from 0 to the speed oflight, and hence the fluid is well mixed

 In the standard theory the frequency is viewed as somehow a transitionfrequency between positive and negative energy states, but the amplitude is completely35unexplained

 For a moving particle in QuantumMechanics there will be a disturbance in the aether that accompanies the particle and actsback on it

 This is the approach taken by Bohm(8, 9, 10), but Bohmstill considered the waves to be probability waves rather than waves in a real medium

 Still more mysterious is QuantumMechanics where the particles are also waves, and waves are also particles (photons, etc),and the wave function is not in a medium but is a probability wave of some sort

(39)

(38)

(34)

 The natural variable to describe adisturbance in a fluid in hydrodynamics or aerodynamics is the fluid density or its pressure

(36)

In the electron-ion plasma in condensed matter there are also a variety of excitationsincluding sound, spin waves, charge density waves, helicons, polaritons, plasmons,etc

(33)

The above treatment considered the situation after the big-bang had cooledsufficiently so that particles were no longer being created and the aether had a fixed numberof particles N0

 The reason for stipulating thatthey occur outside our universe is that the inflationary period requires thatthe g-rays be trapped and recycled

 By the virial theorem(30)T = -E; with E measured relative to the free particles, E is negative

One can show that the closer the electron is to the proton, the lower the total energyof the system, however the kinetic energy, T, actually increases

 For the electron we picture the charged particle as trapped in thecore of the vortex and moving with it

Keywords: Aether, Quantum Mechanics, Cosmology, Relativity, red-shift, Hubbleslaw, speed of light, vortices, wave-particle duality

big-bang

 Hence, when particles and antiparticleswere created in the big-bang, if they recombined to give g-rays, the g-rayswould not have been able to propagate away, and one would expect theenergy released could help create additional particles and anti-particles

 Since theelectron has a charge, its electric field polarizes the aether, and since the aether in the vortexis moving, the magnetization is caused by the rotating polarized aether

If there is a one to one correspondence between the time the light was emitted and thedistance computed to the source, then we would expect Hubbles constant to be smaller fornearby sources since the light was emitted at a later time compared to distant sources

 This polarization is similar to our view of polarization in dielectricmaterials, where the separation between the electrons and plus charge in the nuclei in atomsand molecules reduce an applied electric field

 For the electron-hole plasma in Ge at 2  1017/cm3the added binding energy10is 2 meV compared to the free exciton

 If one takes the neutrino as a vortex in the electron-positronaether, the m-neutrino as a vortex with mixed electron-positron and pp- components, andthe t neutrino as purely a vortex in thepp- component of the aether, with the electronwithin the core giving the particles themselves, one can account for the known situation

 First, since theaether is a plasma of particles which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, they will have a velocity,7and hence the region containing these particles will expand even after new particle-antiparticle production ceases

 Since our model predicts that c is changing with time according to Eqn(4), we can see that its present rate of change is:,cct=-002where c0is the present speedof light and t0the time since the big bang

 But since the g-rays are reflected at the boundary of the expanding aether they return to thecentral region

g-rays

 However, the Aharonov-Bohm Effect(20, 27)showed thatrA can affect the quantumbehavior of charged particles in regions of space whererB andrE are zero

 Our aether picture viewed the30fields as polarizations and flows in the aether, with the photon being a region of polarizedaether rotating about the direction of propagation

 However, the speed of light is not considered asvariable in traditional theory, but the expansion rate of the universe does change with timeand has a value which just happens to be similar in magnitude to c

(11)

(13)

 It isemitted perpendicular to the plane of the orbit of the electron, when the electron is pulled incloser to the proton

 If we take the core radius as lccorresponding to v = c, the angularfrequency w = v/r = c/ lc=mc2h is exactly what relativistic quantum mechanics finds,with the amplitude the radius of the core lc

 Here we arelooking at a particle contained within a vortex core with an angular momentummvr=h

If we assume that thepp- aether has a relatively large dielectric constant compared to thatof the electron-positron aether which has a dielectric constant of unity, then the correctionterm due to the rotating aether is no longer small, and one can account for the proton g-factor

Another interesting point is that if the particle in the core had its angular momentumand that of the vortex in the same direction, one would have a particle with spin 3/2

 The result is that the totalintrinsic angular momentum ish2 and the magnetic moment isemh2 in agreement withobservation

 These, respectively, determine the orbit anelectron is in, its orbital angular momentum magnitude, and the orientation of that angularmomentum with respect to a coordinate axis, usually the z-axis

One can view Relativity as in some sense similar to thermodynamics before theadvent of the kinetic theory and statistical mechanics

ceases

 First if we consider that as the aether expands and the big-bangcools, particle production ceases at some point, and leaves a total number of electrons (orpositrons) Noin the aether

 (6) and the second form of Eq (4) we see that the speed of light isdecreasing as t-1/2

 The rotating polarized region constitutes thephoton

 (2) asctRtmNRtcRRt()()()(),/==p=pah3120431300(4)where c0is the present speed of light and R0the present radius of the universe and()Rt isthe time derivative of R(t)

 If cis the velocity of light relative to its local aether, then for the moving train one can askwhether the train is open or closed with respect to the aether, in analogy with an openor closed train in air, i

train

 Thus, a period of inflationary growth orinflation occurs naturally in the aether model

 In a magnetic field the electrons magneticmoment could align primarily with the field or against the field, giving two possible states

 The constancy of the speed of light inall reference frames would follow only if one assumes that the aether is not dragged alongby any object

neutrino

 Thus, the electron is a charged particle that is trapped in the core of avortex, and the neutrino is a vortex with angular momentumh2 with no particle within itscore

When these nested doughnuts inside the atom are arranged according to the Platonic solids symmetries, all waves will rush into the center of the atom, creating repetitive, recursive or fractal patterns that not only shape the electron shells but also the nucleus

 In the Soviet Union thousands of academics have delved into this subject after Kozyrev's initial discovery of this new form of energy

 This calmness however is illusionary since the water is both at rest and shaking like hell all at the same time!That is what the zero point field in essence is; it's complete stillness (0 Hz) and filled with an infinite cascade of Golden harmonics all at the same time

Static torsion fields in the form of vortexes in the ether and the spiraling torsion wave travelling at super-luminal speeds are getting more and more attention in Western science

The harmonious wave cycles that follow the Golden Mean ratio, the Phi cycles may be the origin of the word physical (Phi cycle)

He used test persons to imprint their intentions into his IIED device and asked them to manipulate the outcome of an experiment, for instance the lowering of the acidity of water

Kozyrev discovered that stars also radiate torsion wave energy and postulated that these torsion waves were generated due to the spinning of the stars

The cascade of electromagnetic waves all braid on this Golden wave with the longest wavelength, the long Phi wave or lo-Phi wave, the love-wave!Is lo-Phi the origin of the word love?So it seems only love creates and we can now appreciate that the loving waves that interfere with each other is what creates the material world

The result is structured water calledscalar wave structured water?

 That's the reason why sacred geometry is so important in this new ether theory

Akasha is the womb of creation bringing forth every physical aspect that can be perceived with the senses according to eastern traditions

 The Schumann waves are a result ofthe Schumann resonance, a frequency resonation of about 8 Hertz that occurs between upper layers in the atmosphere and the Earth's crust

 In fact at CERN in Switzerland they are building a new colossal particle accelerator to be finished by 2007 called theLarge Hadron Collider(LHC) and scientists are anticipating that the LHC may actually be powerful enough to spawn miniature black holes

 Since torsion wave can physically affect matter, it may also be the explanation for psychokinesis or PK, the ability to mentally change physical objects

The most astonishing fact that may prove that a 'theory for everything' is within reach, is the fact that Kozyrev discovered that human thoughts and feelings are generating torsion waves as well

 They are caused by many types of events such as the movement of physical objects but also surprisingly enough by conscious thought!Russian discoveries revealed that our thoughts and feelings extend far beyond the body and travel through the universe!Quantum physicist David Bohm also believes that the universe is holographic in nature and that there is an undivided wholeness of all things

For the first time in history we're able to really measure human emotions such as compassion, empathy, love, anger and frustration

This makes every single focal point of electromagnetic waves an individual consciousness that is part of the universal consciousness

They reasoned that when the speed of light is measured on the surface of the Earth, it should give different results when measured clockwise or counter clockwise with respect to the rotation of the Earth around its axis

 Laszlo in the last four decades developed an integral theory for everything; instead of specializing in one particular field, Laszlo has studied many fields of science and finally developed an integral system theory

The information field created by torsion waves allows for a coherent whole of the universe, connecting every little atom with all other matter in the universe, informing it of its whereabouts and activity

In other words the atom is pure electromagnetic energy in a form that we no longer perceive as light but as matter, or to put it in Daniel Winter's own words:'So now we have this dualism that waves in a line are energy and waves in a circle are mass, and because we don't know how the wave got into a circle from the line and out, we conceive mass as separate from energy

Daniel Winter demonstrated that the trees in the woods act like huge antennae that pick up the Schumann frequency and amplify it

We can now also start to see why Haisch  Rueda, discussed in 'The Zero Point Field', were able to prove Newton's famous law of inertia F=m * a

This means that the effect of gravity is far stronger at small distances than conventional theory predicts

At the time light was thought to be a compression wave that propagated as a longitudinal wave through the motionless and stationary ether, just like sound waves through the air

Tom Bearden's scalar waves now get support from Paul La Violette whose sub quantum kinetics theory not only predicts the Hertzian transverse waves but also Tesla's longitudinal scalar waves

3nested vortex pairs in a cube correspond with the 6 electrons of the p shell

 We can no longer speak of consciousness that is restricted to organic life forms alone; consciousness can reside in many forms including stars and planets

The Merkaba energy field of the human body is an interlaced tetrahedron (double interpenetrating tetrahedron, one pointing upwards and one downwards; see the cover of this book)

The only source that could explain this acceleration is an invisible energy that permeates the entire universe! Astrophysics has termed this mysterious energy dark energy!Remarkably a cyclic model is the cosmological model that corresponds with the ancient Eastern cosmology

 Next space starts to shrink again and all space is attracted to the 'black hole' opposite pole of the doughnut where everything will collapse again to the zero still point within the doughnut

The Egyptians called matter frozen music and if indeed matter is the result of musical vibrations of the ether just like the Cymatics experiments demonstrate, we can now appreciate why

Even three hundred years after the discovery of gravity by Newton,science still has no theoretical explanation for it

The interference patterns of the torsion waves form a huge hologram that permeates the whole of the universe

The cross chemical reactions involved oscillate between low and high concentrations of the chemical compounds that drive the reaction

For hundreds of years brilliant physicists and philosophers have tried to represent our world in mathematical models of particle physics that state that our physical world is made of matter of which the smallest part is called the 'atom'

David Schweitzeris able to photograph this memory effect of water

Each vortex pair in the doughnut corresponds with 2 electrons and when the doughnuts are organized inside a Platonic Solid we get the equivalent of an electron shell

The transmutation ether model of Paul La Violette brings to mind the transmutation of the Chinese Yin and Yang energies mentioned in the I Ching, the Book of Changes

 In those days physicists believed that matter and the ether were two separate things

Now the torus is a unique flow form in hydrodynamics, it allows fluids to spiral inwards and outwards on the same surface of the torus

Plato explained in his book Timaeus that the Platonic solids are the basic forms that construct matter and that this knowledge came from the legendary Atlantis

He equated the tetrahedron with the element fire, the cube with the earth, the icosahedron with water, the octahedron with air and the dodecahedron with the ether, the stuff of the planets and stars

The sum of all this energy is what creates the zero point field

 The same vortex flow form is created every time we pull the plug in our bathtub!When two of these ether vortexes join their funnels they form a torus

 Quantum physics may have proven to be a mathematically correct science; for lay people the wave-particle duality of quantum science it is still very hard to understand

cascade

The correspondence principle ofHermes Trismegisto's 'as above, so below' is valid also for the Platonic solids in the aura, the energy field of the human body

The white curved and straight lines in the photograph are the places where the vibration is cancelled, these are the nodal points, the still places to which the colloid particles dissolved in the fluid take refuge when the fluid is vibrated

Why have we always associated love with gravity? Why do we use words like I'm attracted to you, like the moon is to the Earth, when we're in love with someone? Why has our emotion always been associated with weight?When Isaac Newton saw the apple fall from the tree, he just discovered gravity

In the WSM theory matter is just the interference pattern of in and out waves

Another violation of the laws of Newton with respect to torsion fields comes fromBruce De Palma

 We now know that spinning magnets are strong torsion wave generators

According to theBig Bang theory, the universe inflated from what is called a singularity, an infinitely compressed point in space, into a volume of several hundred million light-years in diameter in just 10??? seconds!This event required that all known laws in physics, including the laws of thermodynamics, Einstein's relativity laws (nothing can exceed the speed of light) were disabled for the happy occasion, the birth of all matter and energy from complete nothingness

Ananda Bosmanhas launched a whole new science that he has coined Vortexiajah

According to Laszlo the A-field is more fundamental than energy and matter in the universe

So is there any proof that may corroborate the validity of this Hermetic principle in our universe?The answer is yes there is; the amazing fact of the matter is that recent discoveries reveal that the Hermetic principle and the sacred geometry involved can be demonstrated in both the theoretical unobservable subatomic vortexes of the atom, and the very real observable largest vortexes of hurricanes!Richard C

The center like the center of the black hole is a singularity where all space and time are infinitely compressed

The eternal spin of the ether vortexes that is to be maintained for the stability of all matter in the universe is called the mysteriousGforceorGodForce

In 1984,Dankachovshowed that static torsion fields could also be memorized in water

 The vortexes in the ether are like the little eddies in a river

These chemical reactions such as the Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction periodically spawned so-called chemical or reaction-diffusion waves

The Akashic records are holographic torsion fields of individuals that embed in larger holograms of groups of peoples such as nations

Matter as we know it iscreated moment by momentas a standing wave, a vortex in the physical vacuum

 Kirshnerof Harvard University now believes that a cyclic model can better explain the latest discoveries made about our universe

 Maxwell's classical electromagnetic wave theory that is still the prevailing theory today for electromagnetism does not allow for scalar waves and accounts for transverse electromagnetic waves only

Conscious energyScientists like Daniel Winter take the notion even further, they say the ether energy has properties of consciousness, they conclude that there is no dualism in the physical and the mental realm

)A wave structure of matter had already been proposed 130 years ago byWilliam Clifford, he declared that,'all matter is simply undulations in the fabric of space'

 How do we visualize particles that are both waves and solid little marbles?Another difficult thing to grasp is the atom model presented byNiels Bohrwhere electrons fly in well-defined shells around the nucleus

At its birth, the universe showed its highest degree of organization and physics dictates that this order eventually will decay into complete chaos again (second law of thermodynamics)

Daniel Winter supports the idea of these two clairvoyants and uses the torus shape from these observations along with the Platonic Solids to construct the atom

 Some refers to Russian research on torsion waves that travel as spiraling impulses through the ether at a billion times the speed of light

The idea thatGodis the light and love of this world as mentioned by many world religions can be taken literally after studies of the work of Daniel Winter

This holographic principle of the universe was first mentioned by the ancient Greek Hermes Trismegistus as one of the seven Hermetic principles 'As above, so below, as below, so above'

 Mainstream physics could never really explain these; for one thing we still don't know what gravity really is; we have known the physical laws of gravity since Newton; however we don't know what's causing gravity!String theory is trying to accomplish exactly what the WSM theory has done, to integrate quantum physics and Einstein's relativity

The antenna under the tree picked up the Earth's electromagnetic Schumann waves

From these observations,Paul La Violettereasoned that the ether may likewise spawn wave patterns from two ether states, two different aetherons, which continuously mutate from one state into the other and visa versa

Torsion waves flow in and out of all physical matter and atoms are basically all torsion wave generators

 Quantum physics however describes the zero point field as the collective energy that is released (virtual photons) by all of the subatomic particles in the universe when they fall back from their excited state to their energetic ground states (called the Lamb shift after Willis Lamb)

Fritz Popp

 Fritz Popp had previously discovered the bio photons, the blue light in the body and assumed that it was somehow related to DNA, Daniel Winter explains us the wave coupling mechanism of how the energy of the mind and heart is delivered to our very own DNA

 In the cyclic model the universe is re-birthed in an eternal cycle of both expansion and contraction

The wavelengths of planets and stars are huge in comparison with the wavelengths of the atom, however when their wavelengths fit into the Fibonacci sequence of the Golden Mean, they interfere non-destructively; they implode and form a fractal attractor that we call gravity! This is how the planets and stars are connected by means of imploding electromagnetic waves that we experience as gravity

 The same inertia effect is demonstrated by spinning tops and gyroscopes that resist any change to their momentum

imprint

gyroscopesspun

lose

 Now from our current understandings of physics this is quite impossible! It violates all physical laws, how can solid matter lose weight when it is spun at high speeds or shaken?If we still believe that matter is made of little hard marbles called particles, yes this would be a great mystery!However Kozyrev showed that the gyroscopes shed more torsion waves when shaken or spun, so that aetheric energy that sustains the object was shed back into the background sea of the ether

We've completed one complete cycle of birth and death!The eternal cycle of the universe would be such that everything is being birthed from a singularity, (The Big Bang), the white hole of the universe

 He has been able to measure torsion waves that were caused by sudden human emotional changes

The etherIn Greek antiquity, the Greek scientists and philosophers believed that nature only counted four elements; earth, water, fire and air

Our very thoughts and emotions create torsion waves that travel at super-luminal speeds to the far ends of the universe

 Matter is created from pure light (electromagnetic and torsion wave energy) and as we have demonstrated there is a distinct relation between love and the Golden Mean ratio (Phi) that is required to sustain matter

Daniel Winter explains consciousness as follows; wherever the ether waves organize themselves around the torus to become fractal or recursive, they turn around the torus to meet themselves, they become self-referential

When the heart expresses the emotion of love it creates a cascade of Golden Mean electromagnetic waves, in fact it creates gravity just like the atom does when it attracts by Golden Mean braiding electromagnetic waves into the zero still point

Another way of looking at the torus shape is regarding it as a form that can be perfectly described by a set of Phi spirals

The imprint of human intention into the ice crystals of Dr Masaru Emoto is yet another example that can be explained by torsion waves radiated by human thoughts and emotions

 Since the ether is some kind of a fluid, it follows the well-known physical laws of hydrodynamics

 It is the condensed center of these vortexes that createsthe illusion of a separate particle

 The late French biologistJacques Benvenistehas proven that water is able to memorize the constitution of chemical compounds that were dissolved in it

 In a way the torus is a miniature black hole that attracts the light into itself creating gravity

 Maybe they didn't have such a primitive and poor concept of reality after all? Maybe it is us who have some catching up to do?It is now dawning in science that the universe may be self-aware

If there wasn't any love in the waves that shape matter they would start to destructively interfere and the universe would collapse into a great void

According to Daniel Winter, the cascade of Golden electromagnetic waves ends up as blue light in the DNA of our body! The DNA is a kind of a lens attracting the electromagnetic energy into itself

 These static vortex torsion fields in the fabric of the vacuum space can stay in one place for a very long period of time

 Nesting torus doughnuts requires that the vortex cones of the torus are aligned with the faces of the Platonic solids

The antigravity effect increases significantly and coincides with the formation of the pentagram only when the internal hurricane wind speeds build up to the extreme categories 4 and 5 on the Saffir-Simpson scale

The brainis merely the antenna tuned to receive the individual consciousness from the universal consciousness just like the quantum brain theory suggests

 Kozyrev discovered that torsion fields can also propagate through space as torsion waves at tremendous speeds at least one billion times the speed of light (109C)

 It seems that electromagnetism, gravity and torsion waves are all members of the same family; they are just different forms of ether vibrations

The model describes matter as a subatomic whirlpool, tornado or vortex in the ether

 Daniel Winter's model of the atom now explains exactly why these number show up in the period table of the elements! These numbers are related to the geometrical properties of the Platonic Solids!Also for the very first time we have an explanation as to why the electron does not crash into the nucleus and how it's radiated energy is replenished

For ages we've believed that the heart is the home of our feelings and emotions, it is expressed in almost any popular love song, however human emotions can now really be measured and they stem from the heart indeed

 This vehicle of light allowed the soul to travel between parallel dimensions

ice

This is yet another example that indirectly proves that consciousness and torsion waves are related since both human conscious intention and scalar waves seem to produce the same results in Dr Masaru Emoto's experiments with ice crystals

In contrast with quantum physics the ether theories state that there are no particles only waves

The implosion of the electromagnetic waves into shorter and shorter wavelengths is what gravity really is

The clairvoyants had no scientific background whatsoever; however they pictured the following torus shapes as the basic building blocks of the atom:They called these torus-like flow forms the 'Anu' and mentioned that the atom is shaped from the ether using the Anu as a flow form

 Today mainstream science's best shot is the string theory

Vortexes in the etherDavid ThomsonandJim Bourassaboth founded theQuantum AetherDynamics Instituteand are independently developing an ether based model integrating, quantum mechanics, relativity theory and string theory

The fractals of electromagnetic energy interconnect everything with everything within the universe and are the basic building blocks of this hologram

Sacred geometry researcher Drunvalo Melchizedek has put much effort in reconstructing the significance of the Merkaba; he mentions that the human body creates the Merkaba as an electromagnetic energy field around the body

 Daniel Winter tells us that it is this universal consciousness that focuses the waves into the zero point and keeps it spinning, it can be compared with the Gforce mentioned in AetherDynamics!But wasn'tGodalso associated with unconditional love? IfGodis really to be associated with conscious light then where is the love in all of Winter's Golden waves?Phi and LoveManfred Clynes, a former concert pianist studied the relation between music and emotion

Daniel Winterinterpreted these Cymatics experiments, and both agree that the Platonic interference patterns also occur within the ether, and that it is these interference patterns that really shape the atom

The eastern Chakra systems of the body have been identified as nodes in the human body where vortexes of subtle energy from higher dimensions interfere with the physical body

 It contains a spiritual energy that modern day science has rediscovered as the ether but this energy has been known for thousands of years in many ancient spiritual traditions by names such as the,ChiKiPranaAkashic energy of the universeThis energy not only shapes the physical world moment by moment, it is also related to consciousness

The sphere that describes the orbital plane of the electron is called the electron shell

 The zero point acts as a fractal attractor drawing into it all the electromagnetic waves that can be shared to ride the roller coaster of the cascading Golden waves

Here's the correspondence:1vortex pair (1 torus) corresponds with the 2 electrons of the s shell

 If the interfering waves did not maintain the Golden Mean ratio in wavelength, destructive interference would be the result and the material world could simply not exist

 Bohm goes on to say that consciousness is not only present in animate life forms but also in inanimate matter since, energy, space, time and consciousness are not separate things according to Bohm

 The black hole's basic characteristic is that its gravitation is so immense that even light cannot escape it

The power grid in the United States that drains current into the Earth causes the worst case of electromagnetic pollution and this activity should be stopped immediately according to Dan Winter!Torsion wavesNikola Teslaaround 1900 was the first to experiment with two spiral coils (caduceus shaped)

The energy body in ancient Egypt was called the Merkaba

 He's aware of all things going on in the universe because he's the universal consciousness

 Eastern spiritual tradition has named this fieldthe Akasha field

According to Paul La Violette a monopole antenna such as a charged sphere will create longitudinal scalar potential waves when periodically charged and discharged

 In conventional theory black holes can only be created from tremendously dense masses; however string theory now allows for miniature black holes far less dense that can exist even at the subatomic level of particles!Astrophysics is still trying to find out the right cosmological model for our universe

A very remarkable phenomenon that Kozyrev discovered by rotating gyroscopes is that they lose very small but measurable amounts of weight

Since Daniel Winter assumes that the universe is one huge super hologram and that everything in the universe is connected with everything else by means of Golden waves, he believes that DNA is electro-magnetically coupled with the Earth grid and the Zodiac by means of the fractal dodecahedron shapes of energy

Einstein had always assumed that electromagnetism and gravity were related and Daniel Winter explains us how this connection is established

5nested vortex pairs in a dodecahedron correspond with the 10 electrons of the d shell7nested vortex pairs in an icosahedron correspond with the 14 electrons of the f shellSo matter is the stable flow form pattern emerging from the ether

 Bruce de Palma's spinning gyro experiments proved that gyroscopes actually lose weight

'Eventually even Einstein rejected the idea of discrete particles and believed that particles were in fact part of a continuous field

The counter rotating Phi spiralling electromagnetic waves in the implosion physics of Daniel Winter that spiral into the nucleus of the atom, likewise cancel the electromagnetic components of the electromagnetic waves and results in a torsion wave

This process can go on and on forever, creating smaller and smaller Platonic solids perfectly nested into each other, it creates a fractal, a repetitive geometric pattern

 The Platonic solids arrange themselves in what chaos theory calls fractal patterns weaving a matrix in space interconnecting atoms with the stars

He used a balloon submerged in blue dye and vibrated it with frequencies from the musical scale (the 7 white keys from the piano): as a result of wave interference, marvellous two dimensional arrangements appeared on its surface

 Even the displacement of an object generates torsion waves that can be measured

According to Daniel Winter the vortex structure of the doughnut torus structure is actually an implosion of Golden Mean waves that is no less than the equivalent of gravity

 There are different types of shells in the make up of the atom that were given the names s, p, d and f shells and they contain respectively 2, 6, 10 and 14 electrons maximum

The ether energy is pure consciousness energy and since it shapes our entire universe, the universe itself must be a living intelligent being

The ether energy can arrange itself into basic geometrical wave patterns that were named after Plato, the Platonic solids to form matter

 The doughnut and vortex structures of spiraling Golden Mean waves described by Daniel Winter are forms of static torsion fields

Implosion physicsDaniel Winter presents a physics that is called 'implosion physics'

 Why is it that almost all of the world religions associateGod'sconsciousness with light? The Bible tells us thatGodis the Light of the world!Daniel Winter's implosion physics now tells us that it is conscious light that creates the material world! Could this universal consciousness that many like to refer to asGodbe the zero point in the ether, the still point, the fractal attractor in chaos theory that draws all the light of the world into itself where all is One?The zero pointcould be regarded as the source and destination, the alpha and the omega of creation

Daniel Winter has a slightly different interpretation of the sacred geometry involved in these hurricanes

Today I believe there is no woman more convincingly demonstrating her psychic abilities than the famous American mediumChar Margolis

Now the fractal patterns that shape the atom, according to Daniel Winter also shape our planets and stars, in fact the universe

 However he also found that the yogi's brainwaves and heartbeats had become coherent with the Schumann resonance of the Earth!What he demonstrated with his experiment is that when we feel love we tune into and become one with nature itself

 The scalar wave is the wave that remains when two opposite electromagnetic waves interfere cancelling out the electric and magnetic field components, just like Tesla did

From this observation he concluded that the torsion wave must travel at super-luminal speeds

Additional Information2006fromSoulsOfDistortionWebsiteAfter this briefest of moment of time, the holy laws of science were re-enacted and ever since the universe does not allow energy and matter to be created from the same nothingness any longer (first law of Thermodynamics)

Daniel Winternow believes that vortexes, little eddies or tornados in the fluid-like ether are the basic building blocks of matter

The Akasha field is the book of life that keeps a record of all that has ever happened in this universe and all that will ever happen in the future

 It requires the loving non-destructive interference bending of light into fractal structures of geometries that allows the waves to stand and interfere eternally

It was proven that torsion waves are linked to human consciousness and are created by human thought and emotions

 Torsion fields never got very much interest in physics until Kozyrev discovered their actual existence

This aetheric energy in the form of torsion waves (discussed later far below), create standing waves like the ones in Dr

 However taking Daniel Winter's theory of gravity literally, the word attraction seems just fine; it now seems appropriate three hundred years after Newton to say that the Earth and the moon are in love and that it is gravitation that is drawing a man to a woman!Daniel Winter also used his Heart Tuner on a trained yogi who went into a deep state of meditation

What happens is that the frequency components in the spectrum becomeGolden Meanrelated (Phi)!Surprisingly also the brainwaves can become entrained, phase locked with the heartbeat waves! Brain and heart waves beat at the same pace and in the same phase connected by the Golden Mean (Phi)

 Since most scientists believe that the spin field is a property of matter, they fail to recognize that it is the torsion field that creates matter in the first place

He believes that science is wrong about many aspects in physics including the Big Bang theory that tells us that the universe came into existence from one big cosmic explosion

Hoagland theories in their hyper-dimensional physics that category 4 and 5 hurricanes open up an inter-dimensional gateway with a higher dimension that allows aetheric energy to flow into our physical dimension

If the universe is essentially created from one universal substance, the ether, it must be form that is used to create different and separate things out of this universal substance

The information field described above is termed the A-field by Professor EmeritusErvin Laszlo

Amit Goswamisays that consciousness must be the ground of all being to solve the ambiguity of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum science

 Many people are very skeptical about homeopathy because how can clear water that has been diluted so many times such that all chemical compounds are gone still have a medical effect? Pure water can't have a healing effect can it?However the invisible torsion fields that are present in the water may be the reasonable explanation for this phenomenon

Due to the spiraling nature of the wave, the wave is called a torsion wave since it traces a spiraling path! According to some researchers the torsion wave also traces a perfect Phi spiral! Torsion waves are called non-Hertzian waves since they do not obey the classical theory of Hertz and Maxwell

The spiralling into the zero still point of the electromagnetic vortex creates the following effects:It accumulates 'infinite' energy due to the implosion of the waves into smaller and smaller wavelengths

William Tillerinto the effects of human intention

 IndependentlyGeoff Haselhurstcame to the same conclusion about a standing wave theory for matter and they are working together as of 1998

According to many ancient cosmologies, the universe evolved over billions of years as a result of a continuous process of matter and energy creation from a supposedly fourth dimensional realm, the ether

 His first outer body experiences spontaneously occurred after a serious accident where he almost lost his life! He claims to be in contact now with a higher intelligence helping him to shape his new physics Vortexiajah!Sacred geometry patterns of electromagnetic energy also occur in the energy field radiated by the heart

Now we finally can take Einstein's famous formula E=m x c?, one step further and really start to understand what this formula implied! It is not that energy and matter can be interchanged; no, matter = energy, period!In this sense matter is an illusion of solidness and separateness

 This allows that the interference will be non-destructive since the interference will simply result in more harmonics in the Fibonacci series

If we appreciate these two effects created by torsion fields, we may start to understand why matter and energy are interchangeable (Einstein's famous formula E=m*c2) and what it is that gives matter its solidness

The A-field or Akasha field can explain the psychic abilities reported by many people to see into the past and know about events that took place in this world that were not perceived by any personal cognitive conscious experience

If we organize vortex spin fields of electromagnetic energy in the organization patterns of the Platonic solids we call an atom, we may now understand that:Matter is a dense form of accumulated energyMatter internally has properties of inertia that gives it massSo in reality, there is really nothing solid about matter

In his book 'Genesis of the Cosmos' he mentions many more problems with the Big Bang theory such as the explanation for the observed red-shifts of stars that cosmologists use as proof that our universe has been expanding ever since the Big Bang

'CymaticsSacred geometry plays an important role in the ether physics that we are presenting in this book

We have already discussed torsion waveshereabout the zero point field, where we mentioned thatTom Beardendiscovered that the fundamental wave in the electromagnetic wave is a scalar wave

This creation process has never ceased and still continues today according to La Violette

 The torus is often compared with the shape of a doughnut or an apple

So what Kozyrev proved was that:Consciousnessis related to ether vibrations

 It is the love in those waves that creates the gravity

 It's this primordial information field that is the ground of our universe interconnecting everything with everything rendering our view of separate entities in this universe useless

 The vortex is nature's natural flow form for fluids

Torsion field physics is the promising physics ofpsychokinesis and telepathyand shows us how the universe creates a hologram that resembles the ancient information field of the ether better known as the Akasha field

The doughnut torus shape created by these vortexes can be found in the macroscopic world as well

 Hans Jenny carried on the work of Buckminster Fuller and tested these standing wave vibrations in spherical volumes of fluid

 Since electrons continuously radiate energy they should eventually collapse into the nucleus, but they don't!The question is where does this radiating energy actually come from and how is it replenished?Quantum science has accepted the quantum states of the electrons (distinct shell within the atom) for a fact, but is unable to answer the question why the electrons only occur in discrete shells within the atom and why they don't eventually crash into the nucleus

The A-field of torsion waves may be new to science but its existence has been known for thousands of years in the East

 The dervish Sufi dancer expresses the Merkaba by spinning in a counter clockwise dance his robe, creating two spherical discs that express the toroidial shape or torus shape of the Merkaba

Torsion waves allow for information transfer across the universe, connecting every atom with every other atom and since torsion waves travel at super luminous speeds they could be the explanation of the non-local effects that were predicted in theory and empirically discovered in quantum physics

All matter in the universe is interconnected since the particle fields extend to the far corners of the universe

 We've left the 'white hole' of the universe where planets, stars and galaxies are birthed

 Mass is simply the inertia created by the ether vortexes much like the inertia that is created by a spinning top

 He even noticed that torsion wave radiation was received in a location in the sky that revealed the future position of the star! Since torsion waves travel at super-luminal speeds, they can cross the time barrier and 'move' into the future

Self-reference is the principle of being self-aware and is the definition of consciousness according to theancient Vedas

The most common used method by scientists to model the shape of the universe is to measure and determine the geometry of the cosmic microwave background radiation of the universe, the primordial residual energy of the Big Bang

It takes on geometrical shapes from a formless energy, creating the illusion of separate electron particles in the electron shells and the particles that make up the nucleus

Since the focal point of these waves creates conscious awareness, every atom in the universe is conscious and the universe itself is One conscious being

 In normal cases, the ether maintains its equilibrium state due to the second law of thermodynamics, however under critical conditions these ether transmutations like the predator-prey waves may become self-organising and form stable wave patterns

After my first experience I met and talked to several people with paranormal abilities

Explanations for psychic abilities have now come into the domain of science that for the first time in history is able to give a rational explanation for these abilities that have been ignored, ridiculed and dismissed out of hand for so long in the West

Matter is simply the focal point of a vibration in an energy sea called the ether

So how does the heart and brain waves that have long wavelengths connect and lock with the much shorter wavelengths of the DNA? It's the Golden Mean ratio that bridges the scale of the long wavelength of the heart and brain waves to the short wavelength of DNA

Amit Goswami is the author of the book 'The self-aware universe'

The result is a hitherto unrecognized component in the electromagnetic wave, a longitudinal wave vibrating in the same direction it is travelling

Expressions of anger and hate where people push and jerk the other also follow predictable wave paths of pressure

The Heart Tuner has proven its therapeutic benefits:It stimulates the immune systemBalances emotional and physical healthIs a feedback tool for stress releaseImproves a person's learning abilitiesCan be used to eradicate addictionsIs a good aid in conflict solving by measuring coherence between two persons (it's a lie detector that never lies!)Now how does the Heart Tuner work and what is really happening in the frequency spectra of the heart and brain?First of all, the sonic sounds of the heart, the heartbeats are translated into electromagnetic pulses by the thymus of the heart and the glands in our body that act as piezo-electrical devices translating sonic pressures into electromagnetism

Russian scientists rediscovered Tesla's new type of non-electromagnetic energy that travels in spiraling waves and called it torsion waves

Russian science has actually many names for Daniel Winter's electromagnetic energy vortexes such as spin fields, torsion fields and axion fields; they are all vacuum spin fields

 When our thoughts and emotions are attuned to love, a cascade of Fibonacci series of harmonics is created that links the energy of the heart and mind to our own DNA

Remember that torsion waves are generated by many phenomena such as the vibration or displacement of matter, electromagnetic energy and our conscious thoughts to name a few

 In this way empty space, the vacuum is actually a plenum of electromagnetic energy (virtual photons) spanning all frequencies in the electromagnetic frequency domain

 It is the basic idea of a hologram and this is why according to Daniel Winter the universe at large is just a super-hologram

 There is no duality, the universe is constructed from one and one substance only and both the physical and mental world springs forth from this single substance called the ether

Atomis an ancient Greek word meaningundividable; it is supposedly the smallest part of matter that cannot be divided anymore!Quantum mechanics however noticed that particles in some cases behaved like waves and later introduced the wave-particle duality

As a result of this interference two new additional waves will be created

) within reach that not only explains our physical universe but also connects it with consciousness, closing the gap between science and spirituality once and for all, 300 years after Descartes

As an example we show the cube that contains 3 vortex pairs or 3 torus doughnuts aligned perpendicular to each other in a cube and 5 nested torus doughnuts in a dodecahedron

The torus flow form is similar to the rings created by the smoke of a cigar

Daniel Winter discovered that people who are experiencing true feelings of love leave a signature in the frequency spectrum of the heart, the ECG

How can this be? How can these opposites be the same? The cascade of Golden waves creates an infinite series of higher harmonics and when all the waves are added up using the Fourier principle it creates a flat wave of zero Hertz, perfect stillness!Now think of a glass of water, if you start to vibrate it slowly, you will quite clearly see wave fronts in the glass

Amit Goswami, Daniel Winter are one of a few of the scientists who have crossed the bridge between science and spirituality and who now believe that the primordial conscious energy of the universe is the first cause of creation

 Well since the electromagnetic vortex within the atom stores both zero point energy and inertia, we're not surprised to find a correlation here

An astonishing premise of the revived ether physics is that there is no dualism, no distinction between a material and immaterial thing; it's all energy since energy is all there is! Matter is not a fundamental property of the universe; it is the form not the substance that shapes matter

The Schumann resonance is somehow related to human consciousness since brainwaves operate in a frequency domain that includes the 8-Hertz Schumann frequency

 According to Daniel Winter, physics has mistaken these vortex waveforms for electron particles

Mainstream physics has never been able to explain why the atom has these 'random' numbers of 2, 6, 10 and 14 electrons in its electron clouds, the orbital shells around the nucleus

As long ago as 1937Erwin Schr?dingerwrote that,'what we observe as material bodies and forces are nothing but shapes and variations in the structure of space itself

 The 'aura' of the Earth is a dodeca-icosohedron grid (nested dodecahedron and icosahedron) that is referred to asthe Earth gridfor short

If we assume that the universe is indeed in a perpetual cycle of birth and death then the doughnut torus shape can perfectly explain and model this behaviour

 Electrons are not particles that encircle the nucleus instead they are standing wave patterns at discrete distances from the nucleus! The ether simply replenishes these standing waves eternally

Sub-quantum kineticsPaul La Violettehas developed a general system ether theory calledsubquantum kinetics

 They discovered that so-called black holes in our universe are actually doughnut shaped torus formations!Black holesare objects with an unfathomable mass

These electromagnetic waves are extracted from gravity, Winter explains, since gravity and electromagnetism are related phenomena

 The torus is nature's perfect flow form to create a seemingly separate entity in the formless ether that is stable enough to last

Isn't it true that love can move mountains and that hate and anger destroys everything? We can see the same principle expressed in waves that lovingly construct the material world! When the waves hate each other, they compete and kill each other!Light in a straight line is energy, loving light bent around a focal point creates matter and it's the universal consciousness that keeps the waves centered!If the universal mind of the universe,Godis the light and love of the world, like the Bible has always told us; we can now appreciate it from a scientific perspective!The loving heartDaniel Winter is a member of theHeart Coherence Teamthat has developed aHeart Tuner?

According to Daniel Winter the ether creates vortexes, little tornados of whirling and spiralling energy in the ocean of ether, our universe

It would explain how the universal consciousness was accessed by so many geniuses like the greatest philosophers, scientists, artists and musicians that have inspired us throughout the Ages

Torsion fields are therefore information fields as they encode everything that has left its traces in the form of torsion waves in this universe

There are now a number of astrophysics theorists who have launched the idea that the universe at large has the shape of a giant doughnut torus

 Daniel Winter now believes that all biological life depends on the Schumann resonance as the carrier wave, the long Phi wave to braid electromagnetic Golden waves

He claims to be able to travel out of body using his Merkaba

The similarity between the macroscopic doughnut torus shape of the black hole and the microscopic doughnut torus shape of the atom is apparent

Some scientists now believe that the ether is a subtle energy that flows through all material things like some liquid, creating the material world from it

 When this same light chases its own tail around the surface of the torus shape we call it matter

read

She conducts readings on TV-shows where she is able to give the most amazing details about the deceased loved-ones, always starting by spelling out the names of the spirits she's contacting! She is able to see spirits, read thoughts and foresee events reading from the Akashic records

Ether and the zero point fieldBut how does the ether relate to the zero point field that quantum scientists have discovered? Are they one and the same thing? The only difference I believe is how these fields are being described

 In fact scientists are discovering a very high state of coherence in our physical universe that cannot easily be explained if the universe is a bunch of single individual parts of atoms, molecules, planets and stars that only maintain contact by separate forces such as gravity acting upon them

 We would never have discovered these hyper-dimensional ether structures in the mechanism of a hurricane if the water vapor of the clouds had not arranged itself according to these interference patterns

The ether served as the carrier medium for radiant energies such as light and was believed to transmit force fields between material objects in the universe such as gravity

But for some unexplainable reason ever since the Michaelson-Morley experiment supposedly disproved the existence of the ether, physics accepted the fact that electromagnetic waves can travel through empty space without any medium at all

 Hence the geometry of the ether and how it is structured is the crux in creating the material world

The zero point in the ether theory of Daniel Winter is the perfect stillness, the alpha and the omega of creation

 The tender hugs and caressing between people seemed to follow predictable envelopes of pressure that were universal

It is a well-known principle in physics that any complex wave shape can be created from the sum of simpler pure sine waves with different frequencies and amplitudes

A growing number of post quantum physicists are discovering what Einstein and Schr?dinger already assumed; physics may have been on the wrong track all along, misled by the idea that the material world exists of separate hard particles!They are suggesting now that we may live in a wave-based universe

Hurricanes and tornados are renowned for their anomalous electromagnetic effects such as thunderbolts and shining lights in the funnel of these storms

 In new ether physics there are only waves!The ether is the medium of the electromagnetic waves and it is assumed that the ether is a non-material fluid-like medium, a subtle energy substance that permeates the entire universe

Carved out of stone the Platonic solids are dated at least a thousand years before Plato!These stones were found in Britain and belonged to the Neolithic peoples, a culture that according to our current understanding did not have the mathematical ability to understand these forms - nonetheless they carved them out of stone!Now isn't this surprising that a vibrated fluid can create forms such as these and that these forms have been described by Plato some 400 years BC?The secret of 'Sacred geometry' is not about geometry per se, it's about vibrations that take on geometrical patterns!Sacred geometry was preserved throughout history in Freemasonry circles since it was believed to be important knowledge revealing the secrets of our universe! Contemporary scientists now tell us that in fact all of creation is the offspring of ether vibrations just like the Eastern Hindu cosmology has always talked about the Ohm sound of Brahman as the vibration that creates the physical world

The geometrical patterns are the result of wave interference

While traversing over the surface of the torus, space keeps expanding until we cross the equator, the middle plane of the symmetrical torus

Although quantum science has revealed the presence of the zero point field with all its virtual subatomic particles and photons that jump into existence from apparently nowhere to return to oblivion nanoseconds later, there is still is no reasonable explanation as to how and why particles and photons can appear and disappear just like that

paranormal

 It seems our current understanding of psychic abilities and the paranormal is finally catching up

 Winter postulates that the nested and fractal structures of the dodecahedron and the icosahedron are the result of imploding electromagnetic waves in the eye of the hurricane

This phenomenon is totally unexplainable within the current scientific paradigm, however if we understand that by spinning an object we change the overall electromagnetic spin stored in the object, we may see why it has a feeble but measurable affect on its mass

The Heart Tuner is a heart/brain biofeedback system that is able to measure the coherence between the heartbeats (Electrocardiogram ECG) and the brainwaves (Electroencephalogram EEG) of an individual

 The ether is a kind of super conductive fluid that flows right through all physical objects

 According to Daniel Winter, this is what gravity really is, the cascade of Golden Mean electromagnetic sine waves that gain an ever-increasing velocity breaking the speed barrier of light

brainwaves

When a phase lock is detected, not only do the frequencies in the heart signal match up with the frequencies of the brainwaves, also their phase matches, the waves are harmoniously connected! In technical terms the signals are said to be coherent! What really is happening is that the person involved is balancing his feelings and his thoughts and he's experiencing peaceful, joyful feelings, bliss

, described these five elements and added that matter is created from the five Platonic solids that he described in his bookTimaeus

Here we will present a new theory about matter that agrees with Plato that the atoms are constructed from the Platonic solids

As we progress in our understanding of how matter is actually shaped from the ether, we will see in the next paragraphs that the vibrations created from the ether must be organized in vortex shapes in order to shape the atom

Whilst destructive interference is the norm in wave interference, the only exception in nature is when the waves interfere with Golden Mean ratio wavelengths! In other words, the Phi spiral can re-enter itself around the torus shape without destroying itself

In the 19thcentury theluminiferous etherwas well accepted by science! It was the medium through which the electromagnetic wave was supposed to propagate

Paul La Violette's sub-quantum kinetics perfectly describes how the ether realm spawns waves that we observe as light in our universe

 Now we may see Eastern wisdom corroborated by modern day science!This is how ether physics is best described:Our universe ismulti dimensionaland it is made of one substance and one substance only! This substance is called ether and it is a vibrating fluid-like energy that permeates the physical vacuum

 Kozyrev proved the existence of the ether once and for all

 So now it seems that nature has provided a real observable phenomenon that allows us to study the hurricane as the Hermetic counterpart of the same vortex that shapes the atom

He concludes that the entire universe, the material world is created from one non-material substance, the ether

 The new form of energy discovered by Kozyrev is a spiralling non-Hertzian electromagnetic wave that travels through the vacuum at super-luminal speeds, a billion times (109C) faster than light

 We've always believed that inertia is an inherent property of mass, but the truth is just the opposite, the stored inertia of spinning electromagnetism in a local region of space creates the effect we observe as mass!There is little known in Western science about torsion fields created by matter spun at high speeds

The individual ether torus doughnuts can be nested inside each other

The Golden waves in the fractal geometrical patterns are attracted to the zero point, the focal point of the atom

The result is our by now familiar cascade of Golden electromagnetic waves just like we've discussed before that is happening inside the atom

This is exactly why science is moving forward to find new theories that can better explain the anomalies of quantum science

Just like the waves of the seas form an interference pattern that in theory allows us to decode the movement of the ships that stirred its surface, likewise torsion waves theoretically allow us to decode the history of our universe

How absurd, if there is no medium, then what is waving? How is light to propagate as a wave phenomenon if there is nothing to propagate in?Physics accepted that light could travel through absolute nothingness only because the Michaelson-Morley experiment had failed to prove the existence of the ether

To prevent the misconstruing of scalar and torsion waves mentioned in this book, they are synonyms for the same wave

 In his system theory there are no separate entities at all; 'separate' entities that we observe in our universe are all embedded in one seamless interwoven net of connections

Much to his surprise all of the Platonic solids, named after the legendary philosopher Plato, showed up as geometrical patterns

When doughnuts are nested to form the electron shells of the atom, the only requirement to continue this form of non-destructive interference is that these doughnuts align according to the Platonic Solid geometries

 Physics would be simply the study of Phi cycles!Universal principalThe repetitive patterns of the Platonic solids that fit into each other are fractals

It is also interesting to note that recent developments in string theory predict that black holes can exist at any scale from the microcosmic scale of particles to the macroscopic monstrous scales of black holes observed in remote galaxies

In the Bible Ezekiel called the Merkaba the vehicle of light

Ezekiel
emotion

Amazingly the emotion associated with love is Golden Mean related! If we're hugging our loved one and we express the feeling of love, the maximum pressure in the hug is at exactly the Golden Mean ratio with respect to the total duration of the hug!Daniel Winter concluded from Manfred Clynes material that love must be Golden Mean related!So it seems there is only one way the universal consciousness of the universe can create

So if this fact can be proven ether physics seems to be a scientific corroboration of the tenets held by many Eastern spiritual traditions that the source of our universe is a life force energy, a spiritual energy called many names like Prana, Ki, Chi, Akasha to name a few

 String theory predicts not only multiple dimensions but also that gravity unlike all other forces in nature will be active in these additional dimensions

 After the universe's birth we move for billions of years through space to end up where we started to be attracted again into a huge black hole

Matter in the universe is attracted by means of Golden Mean braiding of waves towards to the zero point, the alpha and omega of creation

The Golden Mean spirals of the torus shape eventually spiral into a perfect zero still point in the nucleus of the vortex that coincides with the nucleus of the atom

 Human consciousness is able to read this book of life

 All movement therefore from the vibrations of atoms to the orbits of our planets and stars leaves their traces in the form of torsion waves in the ether

Hoagland believe that hurricanes are not only feeding on the conventional convection currents caused by the warm ocean waters and cooler air above, but also experience anti-gravity effects in their funnels as a result of the torsion waves

Paul La Violette does not contradict these laws; on the contrary, he simply doesn't believe that these laws were disabled for just this split second during the Big Bang

Akasha fieldTorsion waves are very remarkable waves as they never wear off, they propagate to the far corners of the universe without losing their power and in this respect they have eternal life

 According to some, torsion waves are the missing link in the search for a final 'theory of everything', Einstein's unified field theory

 What we call intuition, a sudden insight or feeling that informs us about a situation, may be explained by moments of unconsciously tapping into the Akasha field and having access to information we can't logically explain

Whereas almost all physical laws both in Newtonian and quantum physics were empirically derived from experiments, Milo Wolf says he now has theory that a priori, from theoretical principles, allows the laws of both relativity and quantum physics to be determined!If he is right the origin of the physical laws and the properties of charge, mass and gravity, for the first time can be understood

 Hans Jenny's Cymatics experiments and are the explanation for the observed pentagonal and hexagonal patterns in the eye of the hurricane

 In a sense it's a miniature black hole attracting the light into itself meanwhile creating not only gravity but also self-awareness

Contemporary science is revealing that the firm belief in a distinction between the material and the spiritual world is false

 Spacecraft of NASA are all equipped with a device that simulates the natural Schumann resonance frequency

 Eventually the fractal patterns disappear into a zero point in the nucleus of the atom

If all of space is full of resonances, all one needs to keep such a particle in motion is to get it started, and then to have the background noise of an amplitude that is greater than the energy lost to damping of the resonance of the particle

 So as a brief introduction to our future discussions on gravitation, we are absorbing red shifted energy which interferes with our sub atomic resonance's here on earth and then we are emitting energy at our natural resonant frequency

It is the way that resonant particles are part wave and part solid in this model, and the way an electrons motion naturally gives rise to a new wave shape that can be either a neutrino or a photon depending on the violence of the motion

 The problem is, I have not read any where that Bohm ever gave a reason for those waves to exist

 And if we look further, we find that the coronal mass ejection's and all sorts of other effects are found to manifest in the sun as it interacts with the rest of the universe

Lets explore this concept a bit more deeply and look into some effects that might manifest with such a model in the situation where two particles scatter, i

One can break down this force into common regimes for the sake of simplifying calculations and in so doing come up with new forces like the electric and gravitation which are amplitude reduced interactions

 The Arrow of Time, is a direct result of the direction in which aether is released in order to help out bolster the pressure of the ocean of aether we call a universe

If not, then this should at least be an interesting science fiction novel as it deals with ways to condense space out of the way to exceed the speed of light and many other interesting things like how we might construct a device to generate a gravitational field

 This is a bunch of water piled up by the reflection of the incident wave energy, and it is simply a hydraulic jump in a unique configuration where the KE is being converted into gravitational PE

 And in the particularly interesting case of a globular cluster, These two effects seem to be very well balanced in such a way that there has formed a gravitational "crystalline" structure of stars

7 pounds per square inch of the atmospheric air pressure is pushing on the external surface

 Well, yes you may be right, I may be one of few lunatics who believe that there is some structure to space that would allow it to behave in a superconductive manner!But lets consider a couple of possible observations of such a process

 Such has always been the case at the limit of our determinable reality, and yet as our technology improves we always come to learn that there is more to what we previously understood and indeed, galaxies of stars exist and indeed atoms exist

 The way that can occur is if the kinetic energy of any convergent flow of aether exceeds the condensation pressure potential energy at some radius, then inside of that radius, when the pressure begins to build up, rather than reversing the inward momentum of the aether, the KE will induce the phase transition upon the aether involved

 A photon, which is an organized wave, is curved due to the same refraction mechanism as it passes close to a body and we observe this with the gravitational lensing of starlight

 This means that the number of nodes must increase and one can imagine this like a slowly moving checkerboard

This book is written by a mechanical engineer with a passion for physics and new technologies

 These are the waves that give rise to the nodal structure of the aether and to the curvature of space

 In fact, the way mathematics lays out the problem, there is exactly no difference between one way of viewing the mechanism and the other

3) Because a black hole forms like this, it is highly pressurized, and if the convergent flow is reduced for any reason (reduction in the pressure of the aether in that region of the universe), then it will more easily breach confinement and exude all of its contents

 This means that sub atomic matter on stars actually have resonances that are of higher frequency than the corresponding resonances here on earth

 Virtual photons must obey all the same rules of normal photons, and therefore if a real photon cannot exist between the plates, neither can a virtual one

 What has really happened is that those photons, or, those quantum vacuum fluctuations, were filtered by the metal mirrors and were excluded from growing in amplitude inside the cavity

 The latter arises due to energy arriving from bodies at greater distances and with relative velocities and different gravitational origins of the sub atomic resonances

 When you get the idea of working with these standing waves, you come to learn that their interactions lead to line interference's which resemble strings (imagine that!), and that Doppler shifts in the frequencies lead to interference's from one particle to another

Briefly, I will treat sub atomic matter as resonant standing waves in an aether

When Brown saw tiny particles of dust in a microscope lens dancing around in a random way, it seemed difficult to believe that he had observed motions of molecules impacting the specks of matter

Ptolemy
This would interject a sort of confusing retrograde motion to forces just like Ptolemy dealt with and Copernicus straightened out

 There are a few key concepts you may wish to review in your own physics texts so that you understand some of the things I will say

In other words, you must account for the conservation of aether in the system where the matter "particles" are nothing more than resonance's in the aether that forced a piling up of the aether into a small region of the universe

 This leads one to consider all forces as exactly the same phenomena, interference's

 In other words, a particle, via refraction, actively harvests energy from the surrounding space and forces it to converge on the center of the particle

 With this approach, Bohm showed that one could treat nature in a completely normal way and that the waves along the path communicated to electrons where to go and that these waves had a statistical order to them that resulted in our observing diffraction patterns and the like

Also, I have a lot of things that this model predicts we should see, like black holes exploding and emitting giant jets of matter

 We use names like geodesicsNow in the aether model, using standing waves (which is just one of many forms of aether model, but it is the one I believe to be correct), we have a very very different concept of what a *particle* is

These processes are asymmetrical in the direction the universe tends to go and result in our second law of thermodynamics

1) My model treats all of the universe as being filled with a highly pressurized aether from which matter is condensed and in which a buzzing nodal structure exists that we call space

 But the relative velocities, distances, and relation to the ambient wave energies lead to different effectiveness' of these interference's

 If we consider the frequency of the wave at this location coming from earth to be f, and the phase angle is taken to be zero as our reference, then lets look at all of the energy arriving at this location with which the particle might want to synchronize

 And to close the loop, if such energy exists out in the quantum vacuum, and sub atomic matter consists of resonant standing waves, then these waves will tend to resonate at this available frequency

 This allows the energy leaving the earth to pass through us with a great deal of transparency, while we filter energy arriving from distant galaxies as that energy beats with our resonance's

 So, as far as each spherical standing wave is concerned, the only thing affecting the energy arriving at its center is the line joining the two particles

 In contrast, we right now believe that gravitation is a one way force and that there is in this view, no possible way to construct such a device

 And the amplitude of the component pushing us away is the same as the electric force

 The fabric of space is distorted into a spherically convergent structure by wave refractions between the emitted waves departing the particle, and the randomly moving free space wave energy moving through the structure of space

 I have said to many an inquirer over the Internet, if you wish to understand what I am talking about, then you must come to terms with what is meant by resonant nodal structure

 But the structure can be more compact with a degree of rotation, ie, more energy can fit into the volume plotted for the universe at any particular period and in any particular region

 But one must count the momentum and mass exchanged with the universe in the form of aether

 If you were to place the metal mirrors very close together, only certain wavelengths of light would be able to exist in the cavity

 This interaction causes the two particles to move toward or away from each other depending on just a few factors, namely relative distance, relative phase angle, and relative frequency

 At this point Nearly everyone is thinking of the statement of sub atomic resonance's and it makes no sense

4) During the expansion of that core, the shock front from the big bang would have run into any galaxies remaining around it out to great distances and obliterated them

 As such, any reactions that wind up reducing the mass of particles, must by extrapolation, emit aether

 If you take that planar geometry, and then revolve it around an axis in the plane of the water surface and passing through the center, you will get a spherical standing wave structure with pressure fronts instead of the elevation wave fronts in the water analogy

So yes, as you move into different regions of the universe, ie up into a satellite, time marches at a different pace

) But the interesting thing I have recently figured out is that if you look at the wave structures of two adjacent spherical standing waves, you will find that they have constructive (if the waves are phase equivalent (0 degrees relative phase angle to the space nodal structure)) and destructive (if phase opposed (180 degrees)) interference's along the line of sight through the centers of the adjacent particles

, there is no real separation between space, matter, time, energy, force, charge, spin, etc

The above concepts are dealt with in more detail in other sections, but with that understanding that particles are resonant in nature, we can now work on gravitation

 We also see the other stars and planets within our view which each have their amplitudes and frequencies as they arrive

Now what is interesting is that QM and QED require the existence of virtual particles and photons

On the Planck scale, Time itself is a measure of the period of the vibratory energy of the nodal structure of space

So, the convergence of the water in our example leads to an elevation rise as you approach the center of the circular standing wave

 Then, we have a lot of energy that fills the balance of space arriving from distant galaxies which are red shifted from all of the normal frequencies nearby (though remember that a star with its much greater compression of matter has a blue shifted frequency as compared to the frequency of earth and this ought to hold out to quite large red shifts of galaxies

 So, if you measure the KE of a spherically convergent wave of energy out at some radius R_o, and then you measure that same wave front some time later at a smaller radius R, you will find that the energy of the wave front is now, E = E_o (R_o/R)^4So, if that value of E exceeds the condensation pressure of the aether, then you will get a collapse of that region of space-time, and the space-time nodal manifold will flow into that hole

 Well, if the energy density is exceptionally large, then we would expect to find that unusual things take place in galactic centers aside from whatever else might be in the center of a galaxy and indeed we do find strange things happening at the center of the Milky Way

 I find no validity to the concept either for my body or for a positron in quantum mechanics

The electric force is modeled as interactions with a reduction in the accuracy of matching of the particles phase angles

 This error has led to a century of confusion in applying the equation E = mc^2, and in all sorts of phenomena where the wave forms of matter interfere with one another to create a variety of effects like tunneling and the onset of chaos, and gravitation and on and on

 We use a center of mass, a force magnitude, and a force direction vector in determining all action

 Energy arriving from the moon will tend to synchronize some of the matter in the object with its emissions

Now if you want to know about the arrow of time in other universes that are a part of the Gigaverse to which we belong, then there are other regions which are compressing due to expanding shock waves from other big bangs

Gravitation is about the most simple force to understand in this context as a simple thrust imposed by wave pressure striking the standing waves

 With that, lets get started on this journey of discovery of what our universe might really be like if; "There exist in nature, no attractive forces"The other side of the fenceWed, 24 Apr 1996One of the most profound events in my life was seemingly trivial

But if this is so, then massiveness becomes a measure of the amount of aether tied up in an individual standing wave

 In essence, this book is an attempt to look into the inner workings of the curvature of space on the scale of the quantum vacuum

 If we might have made the mistake here, what if we really had made the mistake somewhere else? I started to explore ways that gravitation and magnets might really be some sort of a shield instead of an attractive pull

 (A side note is that the rate of pulsation of the sub atomic matter IS what we call TIME

 But I am writing the book any way so you may as well laugh if it makes no sense), I am going to put forward that in the quantum vacuum, there is a fundamental frequency of resonance that persists

arrow

The arrow of time, then, is simply a measure of the direction in which aether is released, or vaporized

 If you think about it, this is required in our current Universal epoch because our universe is expanding and therefore reducing the ambient pressure of the aether surrounding us and confining our matter

 It explores the concept that we are pushed down by the stars harder than we are pushed away by the earth which is not far from Mach's reputed statement that; "When the trolley car jerks, it is the stars that throw you to the ground"

 I considered sub atomic matter as resonant particles

 (thus all forces are due to the act of particles nearby one another shielding each other from energy arriving from afar that is phase and or frequency de coherent with the local oscillations

 That interference turns out to re-enforce or to break down the standing wave patterns of the respective particles and to lead to thrusts which yield the properties of attraction and repulsion

E = mc^2 because the energy is derived from the emission of aether at the velocity of light, from the standing waves which are nothing more than acoustic standing waves in the aether

 But we will explore what happens if more than one person is doing the pushing and with different phase angles and different frequencies of input energy

By this I do not mean to imply that it would be fruitful to go look for a lake high in the sierras made of anti water (water made of anti hydrogen and anti oxygen)

It is not that observations of these phenomena do not exist, they do, it is rather the ways these observations have been explained that is so different as to make me and hopefully you too, laugh

 Whether the force vector attaches as an attractive pull or a compressive push makes no difference to the calculations

 This seems to imply that either the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass is not a valid concept (which currently is the only conclusion other than the experiment being in error), or, there is a way to deflect gravitational energy

 So, Entropy is the one way vaporization of condensed aether (matter) into vaporized aether (energy, note; the vaporization of the mass comes out of the particle like a jet and therefore accelerates the particles and what we call energy is a measure of this kinetic energy, or temperature

 An excellent review of these concepts would be to consider the nodal structures of a hologram, and as well, the action of waves lapping on a piece of driftwood and forcing it to shore in the absence of wind (ie, the waves originate from wind far out at sea and the driftwood is in a region where the waves are the only active force pushing the log to shore

 This is like wave motions forcing a log toward shore in the absence of wind on the ocean

This nature of space, was given the name of "Pilot Waves" by de Broglie and this concept was expounded upon by Bohm

Note Added:In aether standing wave models, spacetime is composed of waves traveling in all directions, propagating through the aether ocean of the universe

Consider the implication of this from the point of view of matter in a rotating galaxy of stars

And there is a sharp expansion at the chromospheric to coronal transition region of our sun

 As an introduction, let me begin with a justification of assuming that particles are resonant

Rather than describe gravitation as a "shielding" effect as was analyzed by Feynman, I will try to make a distinction in the interaction of the arriving wave energy by calling gravitation a "filtering" mechanism

 Even if this distinction makes no difference, shouldn't we put things in their proper place? I don't know about you, but it seems absolutely clear to me that there is a force from the impacts of virtual photons arriving from the outside that is pushing the plates together because the photons are striking the outside

 In the classical version of the story, mass is not conserved as can be seen in the first equation including momentum

 This would have been fine if what was meant was that a mass moving with a given velocity had kinetic energy, but that is not what is meant by this equation

 If you place such a cavity (two parallel mirrors) in a dark box with no real photons in it, you will measure an attractive force due to the exclusion of these virtual photons

 If there were some manner in which the universe were altered, due to some reaction, and the universe only wanted to be altered in this one direction for some physical reason, then there would be an obvious reason for time to progress into the future, and not into the past

That the unit of time is a measure of how many wave crests have passed by your location

The reason is plain if you happen to believe that particles are actually standing waves in a physical, material aether

For a one square inch suction cup, the force is about 15 pounds and if you took a piece of anything that didn't weigh very much and applied 15 pounds of force with your finger, you could "magically" cause that thing to "stick" to the side of the surface for as long as your patience lasted

6) Those resonances would send out wave energy in phase and frequency time with the arriving ones

Thus, energy arriving from distant galaxies in relative motion to our location applies a greater thrust than does energy exiting the earth that is in frequency match with our particles at the quantum vacuum fluctuation level

 Thus, the entire structure becomes phase and frequency locked together

 This means that the effect is cognizant somehow of the total number of sub atomic particles in the two objects

 If you really try to understand that as a fact, then you will understand how difficult it must have been for those in the days of Copernicus and Galileo to accept that despite gravity creating perfectly level lakes everywhere, the earth was round

 The universe expands some differential amount, and an equivalent amount of aether is vaporized from the matter in the stars to replenish it

 If you chose a sphere or any other shape to define a particle, it would simply be a region of space indiscernible from all others

I had tried a lot of ideas, but what kept bothering me was the fact that nuclear matter can emit energy after undergoing a reaction such as fusion

 collide and recoil, by using like phase angle resonance's which lead to constructive interference's

This article lays out the notion of the arrow of time

We also have a notion of the reversibility of our processes in the core of our physical theories

 You can never prove a single thing to be impossible

 This equation does not tell us that if you multiply an amount of mass by the square of the velocity at which it moves you can find out how much work that mass in motion can perform

 This same effect occurs in galaxies, and is also how electrons catch photons as they fly through nearby space

 Matter and light transiting past or through such a region of space would still be warped inward by the net shape of the geodesics, but the curvature observed in a galaxy of planets would be different than the curvature in a galaxy of stars

 Put another way, the geodesics near the center of the galaxy have been warped away from the center by the release of aether, and toward the center by the gravitational effect

 Once in a great while after a storm, a body will be found with clothes from the 1920's or whatever the era that the unfortunate individual fell into the water or the boat sank

 The effect is called the Casimir effect and is commonly used to prove the existence of virtual photons

Notice, however, that the particles will have a preferential direction in which to be bumped, namely radially downward toward the signal originating from the earth

 What was really interesting is that I did not look for a resonant particle at all

 If the reaction of nuclei is responsible for the creation of space itself, while this is a bizarre concept to those of you who think of space as an empty void dotted with real matter, it is not so bizarre for those few of us who believe that space is itself a material substance through which we are moving in some superconductive manner

 What I intend to try to show is how, with increasing separation distance, the single mechanism for transmitting action from particle to particle changes in form and in doing so changes in amplitude

2) A black hole is an aether sink that is formed when there is a convergent flow of aether that forces the pressure to climb to high, and the aether condenses

 Where then did the eliminated mass go? Today it is believed that mass is not conserved, and that energy does not posses any physical geometric properties

 and these particles, independent and self contained, move through the space-time of our universe, which is nothingness, but which somehow influences the motions of those particles despite its nothingness

The second pointed question is, even if you leave the reason for the heating blank, why did the heating wind up shutting off precisely where the ratio of temperatures matched the mass ratio? In other words, why did the H ions get accelerated to precisely the same velocities as the O ions?If I drop an oxygen balloon and a hydrogen balloon on the moon (no atmosphere), they will both accelerate in the gravitational field the same

9) Particles, ie matter, are spherically convergent standing waves within that structure

So, we have in our universe today, a bunch of droplets that are trapped in the acoustic nodes of the aether

 By vaporizing a portion of the mass of our matter we increase the ambient **static** pressure of the vibrating aether vapor

So, now that you have those couple of examples under your belt, let me explain why I do not think attractive forces exist

 Imagine the shape of the waves of emitted energy surrounding a galaxy like the Milky Way

In classical physics and quantum theory, a particle is described by a wave function

 But it is also possible that our inability to link gravitation and the other forces has occurred precisely because we have been sloppy about our descriptions of how forces are applied

 I want to give you one possible reason for pilot waves to exist and a reason that matter should interact with these waves

So, we see that treating matter as spherical standing waves, if one considers the interference's between two such structures, leads to a breakdown in the ability of the standing wave to confine the build up of aether density in that standing wave, and so some of that aether is emitted out into space

 So how did this effect ever get labeled an attraction?The answer is because, mathematically, it doesn't matter whether you consider it an attractive pull, or an external push, the plates are still compelled to move toward one another

 For example, my view requires Black Holes eventually to explode (and I don't mean Hawking vaporization but rather a sudden release of all of the contained energy)

 So with that, we finally decided that we might give way and consider atoms to be real things

 At that time, the shock transitions to a sound speed pressure front, and then the drop in pressure of the front falls to the familiar 1/R^2 relationship

 Well, we know that matter indeed does get depleted when a nuclear reaction takes place, but what of space being created? Can we possibly learn anything about the expansion and creation of something we cannot see?Honestly, I am not certain, but it seems to me that we should

Gravity for example is a simple result of the arrival of Planck scale wave energies from deep space, which our matter here filters, and re-emits at our local resonant frequencies

The convergence of the wave energy will lead to a build up in the amplitude of the waves, or, a hydraulic jump

 Did you notice anything wrong in that last statement? I thought we learned that a vacuum does not "attract" the suction cup but rather the pressure on the outside pushes

 Today, however, physicists believe that matter is made up of a bunch of pea like particles

 This is because due to Einstein's equation E=mc^2, we know that if we absorb energy that the mass of the earth should increase

 (We do not know what causes any force from a mechanistic point of view and indeed it is believed that to search for such a thing is meaningless and absurd

 If you read this book with that frame of mind, you will learn nothing, and you may as well consider this a comic strip and have a good laugh

 Or the same energy transmitted through space over long distances will additionally be frequency shifted and add another degree of interference from one distant particle to another once the wave finally gets there ie gravitation

 This refracted energy is like an increase in the density of space itself in the region of the gravitating body

 Because there is a star density gradient in most galaxies, there will also be an aether expansion velocity gradient where the greatest expansion velocity is near the center and the lowest is far away

 Lets just assume for the sake of argument that whatever makes up mass is conserved

 Since for each of my particles, there are a very large number of strings, and since I can see the effect on space that my particles cause, it seems to me I should be able to see these strings that are pulling me down to the earth

 If on the other hand, I was considering something most people believe to be impossible but which is completely fine as far as nature is concerned, then I stand a chance of asking the right question to determine how to do it

 I found ways to describe gravitation, but now I had no way to describe the repulsion of two magnets or two like charges

emitters

So, what would happen if we wrapped the little emitters around a spherical surface, and then sent out pulses of energy that are phase and frequency synchronized as a first cut? The next figure shows the development of a circular wave front shape as a sphere is a bit difficult to illustrate in a book

forced

 This forced one particle to conform to the external shape of the conduction paths, and forced the other to converge back on the origin of the original collision

Just imagine if the leading physicists today told us that the earth, as it turns out, really is flat and our images from space have all been made through a region of space where the light rays completely curve around and it only appears to be round

 There is also a core to define a position for the electron despite the resonant wavelike surroundings

 If I tell you the earth is not flat, you do not need to stretch your mind very far to understand what I mean

The above equation can be written in a form that includes momentum in the sum as follows;E^2 = (mc^2)^2 + (pc)^2But the above discussion implies that there is another momentum component, and that mass is conserved

10) Forces can be transmitted from particle standing wave to standing wave in a phase and frequency coherent manner, nuclear strong force

 Thus, because of the expansive momentum of the universe, the aether is being depleted in pressure, and exothermic reactions are replenishing that pressure

Now this is a strange expectation, because it is currently believed that only magnetic fields and electric fields could cause these sorts of high temperatures, or in essence, velocities as T is defined as the KE of the particles

 What the suction cup does is to keep any air from leaking in behind the cup rather than keeping the vacuum from "leaking" out

 The reason is, despite our notion that the various processes of radioactive decay, fusion, combustion of gasoline in a car, and simple mixing of fluids or materials being reversible, in practice, they do not tend to reverse

And I will discuss the concept that a Black Hole is a region into which the aether making up space itself is flowing and condensing

 Such a flow will then have no more resistance until it reaches the liquid core inside the black hole and inside of the event horizon

)Justification of Choosing Resonant ParticlesIn this section I am going to talk about resonating particles a bit to help you become familiar with what I am trying to talk about

Thus, I will attempt to show what factors are involved in this mechanism and how all forces are the same in the way that they cause motions and action to be exchanged

The intensity of the pulsations I expect to be proportional to the mass of the particle

 The amplitude of the action, or force, is reduced because with increasing distance, there is a reduction in the coherency of the phase angle and/or frequency

In all of these forces, I must point out what I mean by "frequency" here that will be completely foreign to you

 It is the interference in the frequency and or phase angles of the arriving energy that is attenuated that results in the net thrust

)In QM, a particle has what is called its wave function as was laid out in the original theories of Schrodinger

I think that this would require us to revise our estimate of the mass of the sun due to the difference between the way gravitation applies to a body that is, and the way gravitation applies to a body that is not, emitting aether from nuclear reactions

 Energy is conserved as far as the balance of mass plus energy before a process equaling the sum after, but the amount of mass and the amount of energy individually may change

 Attractions occur due to the incidence of energy that interferes with two particles from the outside and thus exerts a thrust forcing them toward one another

 This meant some sort of solid core was contained inside the particle, trapped so to speak

 While there could be some spatial anomaly that creates such a lake for a time, odds are very much against your finding it

 This means that gravitation is proportional to the total mass of one object times the mass of the other

 If the quanta involved in the wave form Schrodinger was working with undergo a phase change from vapor to liquid creating a core, then there is a reservoir from which to emit quanta during short lapses in incoming wave energy

The reason that this is so, is because there is no net change to the universe based on the actions of these discrete particles

Considering gravitation, stars near the center should experience a "pull" that is very large and so should have a large orbital velocity to offset this "pull"

 Currently, all of the evaporation is coming from the nuclear and chemical reactions that reduce the mass of the involved particles as they release "energy"

 And yes, you guessed it, they will be, **standing waves** trapped in the acoustic nodes, and in their convergent cores will harbor the remaining liquid droplets of the liquid aether core that breached confinement ~15 billion years ago

 I will attempt to show how gravitation is really just another observation of in essence the electric force

 The reason this just might be the case is precisely because such an error in the sign of a force application has no mathematical consequences, and it is therefore ASSUMED to make no difference on the outcomes of predictions

 On the other side of the coin, if we consider that the universe has within it a large amount of mass that is undergoing nuclear reactions in stars, this process is releasing a large amount of aether into space

 And for that reason, we should expect to find that acceleration being imposed on the matter caught in that expansion

 Which if we do not invoke any strange geometry's or resonance's to get the precise match in final velocity dispersions, we should have expected half the acceleration for the oxygen

 Thus, matter will tend to filter out and attenuate all other frequencies of energy arriving at all other phase angles

The nuclear force, in such a system is an observation of the interaction of two pulsating particles that are so close that they are at the same frequency of oscillation, and they are exactly phase angle matched

 While they are here they exert real forces and effects, but they are virtual because they cannot survive but for an instant or two because they must disappear before the quantum vacuum "notices" the missing energy)

But I am working on the standing waves that are out and around that bubble in the water

 By this I mean, I am looking for a reason that the universe and the matter and energy in it would not have been completely chaotic and random, but rather would have developed into a complex and organized, whole that we observe

 Rather, gravitating bodies act as a filter to energy that is frequency shifted slightly to the red as it arrives from outer space and from distant galaxies

 So, the same thing is going to happen to our liquid aether, highly compressed to far in excess of the ambient pressure of the surrounding universes aether

This velocity profile will follow a curve that is a function of the radius from the center line that I have not yet figured out

 Other particles will tend to precess in such a way that they are resonating at a frequency that is very close to that of the earth, but shifted somewhat toward that of the moon (and the sun and the planets and stars, etc

Now the numbers of wave crests that come through a given position are precisely linked to the speed of light

 You can now move individual atoms with an atomic force microscope

 Did that mean it was not level and that they should build their buildings leaning inward to get them vertical and parallel? The answer of course is no and yes respectively, but not of a magnitude that they could measure

 We are inside of that expanding and evaporating material, but the evaporation has eliminated all of the liquid except for the tiny droplets that got trapped in the acoustic nodes during the expansion

, there must be real geodesics within the structure of space itself and not just in the equations we use to describe what space will do to a beam of light

fence

 When a physicist tells me that nature is the way it is and it is up to us to accept it as it is beyond our ability to understand, I simply assume that this physicist is looking on the wrong side of the fence, considers finding the ball impossible, and is making up an excuse to explain why he/she has accepted defeat

 I mean the frequency at which sub atomic matter is radially pulsating like a sonoluminescent bubble

 It didn't matter whether we were moving through time, or space, we still did the same thing to find our distance of translation

 This new space must conform to the natural frequency and the natural order and sizes of existing nodes

Put another way, if an object has a natural resonant frequency, then it will resonate naturally if energy of that frequency is available

 I will also try to show that if this is the case, then matter would be super-conductive through such an aether just as are electrons in a superconductive ceramic

 So, we see that a gravitating body in space, just like a sub atomic particle, harvests energy from the surrounding space

Is there any evidence that gravitational heating is a real mechanism? Well, I believe there is

 But in this version of the story, momentum, energy, **and** mass are all conserved

 Is this because gluons got their job description backwards, or is it because we have our force directions backwards?So, if we know the difference on simple things like the Casimir effect, lets get it straight

 Lorentz pointed out to Schrodinger that such a wave packet would be expected to spread out in space and disperse, and this is certainly not what one expects an electron to do

To look beyond the known, one needs, as I said, to set aside ones pre conceptions and look for ways to change ones view of what is around

We already considered energy leaving the earth, so what else is out here? Well, there is energy arriving from the sun at its frequency and the amplitude has been diminished due to the distance, but it is still a substantial component in our surrounding space

With regard to resonant systems, of particular interest will be the amplification of a standing wave in response to continued inputs of energy  This leads to things like two pendulums coupling their frequency if placed on a wall next to each other and adjusted to be close enough in their natural resonant frequencies

 Doesn't this clearly show that these processes are **not** exactly reversible?And so if these processes are not reversible, then it seems to me that if one wanted to head "back in time", that to consider the location one wants to get to is a small part of the problem

 In this model, what we know as matter is none other than the very same aether, but it is resonating in a special way

That equation tells us that energy and mass are really the same thing at some intrinsic level we do not yet understand

 Thus, particles standing waves are "pumped", and that is why they do not separate and spread out as Lorentz told Schroedinger they would

 And therefore, the spacing of the nodes (space) will remain constant and the period of a standing waves oscillations (time), will also remain constant

That expansion, we would expect, would induce an acceleration on the nodal structure of space-time within that aether

 So, this equation can be re-written as follows;E^2 = (m1c^2)^2 + (p1c)^2 + (m2c^2)^2 + (p2c)^2wherem1 is the mass of the particle(s)p1 is the momentum of the particle(s)m2 is the mass of the aetherp2 is the momentum of the aetherSo, if we find that the momentum of the matter has increased, and the mass has decreased, then the energy is increased

 This equation is a function of the electron and of the apparatus, and it is not considered fruitful to try to talk about what the electron looks like as it is an intrinsically statistical wave without real substance

 They will still be in existence because they will have been trapped in the acoustic nodes formed by the boiling process

 What is sometimes forgotten is that not only nuclear, but as well, exothermic chemical reactions result in a reduction of mass of the involved atomic and molecular species

So, it is inevitable that if you do not have attractive forces to hold things together, then you will have resonant particles so long as you have an aether that is dense enough to give rise to the complexification and not so dense as to lock up an not allow relative motion (assuming such a condition could even exist, the core of a Black Hole would be where to look)

Most of us said, "the vacuum is pulling the suction cup to the surface"

 And so we find that the notion of matter standing waves departs from the notions of particles in an important way

 This model has some interesting attributes not the least of which is the fact that spheres which resonate at 0 and 180 degrees will "attract" one another while those with like phase angles will repulse

 An excellent example of this is Einstein's Cross where a distant quasar was split into four points of light by a closer galaxy that acted as a gravitational lens

 This is because they are the result of the same acoustic pressure fluctuations that give rise to and propagate the disturbance to the spacetime manifold we know as "light"

If matter is composed of standing waves, coupled to that acoustic nodal manifold, then there is a direct reason for the concepts of positive and negative

 a fishing bobber, and you forced that ball to bob up and down repeatedly with a specific frequency following a sinusoidal positional relationship

 To come to grips with this deformation (which I believe was exactly what Einstein was looking at in his mind as he described gravitation as a geometric deformation of space), it is useful to review the concept of phased array radar and how the wave fronts add

 But what about the energy of the local universe at that earlier time? Our sun, in 10,000 BC had a different amount of matter in it than it does today, and the universe had a different amount of energy tied up as mass, and freed as photonic energy

 To simplify this last statement, red shifted extra galactic energy is out of frequency match with energy resonances here on earth

 The fundamental frequency of the quantum vacuum being the Planck scale resonances at about E45 Hz

 And if nuclear reactions are what can replenish this vapor, then the emissions of newly born space (aether) will come from galaxies and move outward

thrust

 This interaction sets up a thrust that creates a frequency gradient in the structure of the standing waves that confine the matter in a body like earth, and fits well into Einstein's concept of geodesics as I will try to demonstrate

If Space consists of aether, then due to the expansion of the universe, we should expect that the pressure of this aether vapor should be decreasing unless something else is going on to replace it

 He said that there was a vacuum behind the suction cup and asked us what the origin of the force was in the phenomena of a suction cup sticking to the side of a cabinet

 The particles in the earth are essentially tiny emitters of energy and the sum of their emissions spreads out into space and distorts the normally orthogonal nodal structure into a spherically deformed shape

 So, while the laser beams measure the direction and velocity of the motion of the surface of the bubble, they miss the beauty and complexity of the shape and structure of the motions around the bubble

 "Mass" is a measure of the density of the aether in a given region of space occupied by a particle times the volume of that occupation

 presumably any resonant heating of the O in preference to H would need to have had the energy come from other hot O ions oscillating at the natural resonant frequency of the O ions

I repeated this about ten times at which point I was completely frustrated and fearful I had lost my cherished ball

 The magnitude of the force would be the same, but the nature would be very different

What difference does it make if you assume that matter is intrinsically statistical, or if space through which matter and photons move, is intrinsically statistical

 The time of travel creates a wave that stretches out from the event at the speed of light

 (In quantum electro dynamics it is necessary that there exist virtual photons and virtual particles

 And stars that are far out from the center will experience a thrust outward that is small by comparison

 One physicist in particular, David Bohm, tried to reformulate the equations used in quantum mechanics to show that it is possible to treat things as though they really did occur, but that there is some underlying nature to space itself that causes electrons and photons to respond in what we observe as a random manner

 And finally, gravitation and inertia will be presented as our interaction with energy arriving from the universe, rather than any gravitons sent out from the earth

 There is nothing that precludes all of those excluded photon wavelengths from pummeling the outside of the cavity and pushing the plates together exactly like our suction cup and our gage blocks

 Rather, I think we live in an organized quantum vacuum that has a nodal structure to it that is in essence a bunch of fluid standing waves

 What I am trying to do is to look into the structure of the quantum vacuum and how matter and light interact with it

 So, bump by bump, a particle is accelerated toward the center of the earth

If you consider a single standing wave with a mound of water piled up, and then you send in some wave energy from a given direction which interferes with that standing wave, then the confinement of that water will be weakened and some of the water will leak or flow, down and out of the mound through that destructive interference

 The wave moves through the water, but the water remains essentially stationary (it circles around as the wave passes through, but you can observe the motions of a kelp bed to see that there is no net flow of water toward shore except if you take the tidal actions but this is not what we are dealing with here)

 No matter how you cut it, "if" the effect is intrinsically attractive, "and" space is an empty vacuum, "then" there are little strings of energy or something reaching from each particle in the first object to each particle in the other object and pulling

 This is a book of my thoughts and opinions on the nature of the universe and as such it is a work in progress

 It serves as an energy block which shuts down the velocity of the incident quanta coming in during the compression phase of the particles resonance

"Now," he said, "if we did not know about the effect of air pressure pushing up from beneath the suspended block, we would think that we had discovered a new attractive force mechanism that is proportional to the surface area and the flatness of two objects"

 If the particle is an under damped oscillator (a reasonable assumption), then if there are small vibrations filling space, they will be amplified by the particle itself just like the amplitude of a child on a swing is amplified by the constant pushes in phase and at the correct frequency of the child's resonance on the swing

 This forms the dual structure for space, and particles in the 0 degree timing become known as "positively" charged and particles that are trapped in the 180 degree timing of oscillations become known as "negatively" charged

 Where did it go? In our current system of physics where we believe in the magic of fields that exist in an empty vacuum, there is no answer and so entropy is a mystery

If I take the analogy of the bobber in the water, I can turn the situation around a bit and bring in the notion of space and of time

 That will send in an acoustic transverse wave on the water surface

 And, if the mechanism I am talking about is that mechanism, then it will apply itself foremost near the surface as arriving waves of energy begin to interfere with the un's matter

 What is also clear is that sub atomic matter interacts with sub atomic matter

 These are due to the way the wave energy is conducted through the quantum vacuum and the nodes and so we observe differing amplitudes of interaction between particles at different distances

 This *special* way, is just a convergent standing wave not unlike the resonance's of sonoluminescent bubbles following collapse as they *ring* at about 1 MHz

 Or by transmitting them through the nodal structure of space, frequency coherent but the phase coherency is chopped which reduces the amplitude, ie electric force

 And, I want to put forward a description of interactions with matter that are all a result of a single mechanism, yes, mechanism

 It is in how the emissions add together like phased array radars we understand giving rise to gravitation from natural and understandable filtering mechanisms

So, with such a model of matter what you wind up with is a situation where the particles interact in a manner amazingly like what is currently being evaluated in string theories

 And if there is an inertial acceleration imposed on matter caught in that acceleration, we would expect to find that the matter would be accelerated to velocities that were the same, independent of mass

 No, this equation tells you how much work you will be able to perform when you eliminate from our universe a measure of mass

In the attenuation process, a small wave of energy arriving from the distant universe at the wrong time will reflect off of the particle, and it will also give a push to the particle

 Note that the sun has a lot more emitters, so the original signal amplitude was much greater than either the earth or the moon, but the amplitude has decreased across space as the spherical shell of energy spreads out

 And if space really is made up of something that has to it some sort of organization that interacts with sub atomic matter, then despite their wavelike nature, matter really exists too

suction

 It is pushing against the suction cup from the outside and the vacuum is "NOT" pushing the cup away from the surface

 We in fact know, that the universe seems to be in a process of converting mass to energy all over the place

 One time, the ball went into the shrubs seemingly like all the others and I searched for it as usual

 The reason is because we would expect to be able to look and find some affect on the matter near the surface of the sun as the aether makes its way out from the fluidized bed of particles making up the sun, and is finally allowed to expand out into the lower pressure rest of the universe
 Exothermic reactions of standing waves must emit "space"

 Further, from the vantage point of the particle out in space unaware that this is a phased array signal that originated from a large number of particles, it appears that the energy is arriving from along a radial line

 They might imagine that shortly after the turn of the century, Schroedinger with his cat righted the wrong performed millennia ago by that cave man when he showed that we really aren't here after all

 I also expect liquids with slow moving atoms or molecules like liquid helium to flow up the vertical side of a container, over the top, and out onto the table

If you read the section on construction of an aether, then you were exposed to why I first came to consider particles resonant

11) All forces are wave mechanically communicated, and all thrusts are due to the kinetic exchange of aether momentum

cup

 A vacuum does not pull the suction cup to the surface, rather, the 14

 All of the waves spread out across the entire universe prepared for the event as they all knew it would arrive sooner or later due to this horrible region of space that refused to be random

 That we cannot yet measure these sub atomic wave fronts is a problem for technologists to sort out, and I consider myself one of them and am working on the problem

 What is not yet clear is whether or not there was a baby in the tub at the time because no one was looking! Physicists erected a giant wall, a barrier between our macroscopic "real" world, and the quantum mechanical world of wave functions

 So, matter will have a frequency that balances all of the incident power and due to proximity, this will be close to the frequency emitted by earth

 I wondered how I could prove something like time travel or faster than the speed of light space craft was impossible

You see, in all of the sci fi movies and the like, one gains the impression that all that is required to go back in time is to break the speed of light, or some other notion

Each and every force will be shown to be a result of the same mechanism, though there are very specific distances at which the intensities and geometry's of the nodes are altered

 This is because EM frequencies are those of translating particles (ie electrons moving from one valence to another) which take a certain time to move from here to there

 But 80 years later, that is what Einstein found would be expected when he considered convergent flows of molecules that should now and then conspire to give the tiny "boulder" a push in a uniform direction in the fluid

 Now, imagine a wave trying to traverse a path near the earth such that it would normally miss the earth

 Finally, all of the droplets are able to evaporate as the ball expands out to a large enough volume and there is no more liquid water remaining, just the vapor

Evidence exists for both views, mathematical calculations exist for both points of view (because the math is the same), and photos and experience exist for both points of view

 While stars that are near the outside will experience a lesser gravitational force, and so will orbit more slowly

 Those collisions would have perturbed the shock front and sent acoustic wave energy into the interior of the expanding big bang ball during the inflationary period

 So in a static universe, we should expect that the pressure would be going up

 Of course we do indeed see these in the cosmos, but they are attributed to the small amount of matter that failed to fall into a singularity

lay

pushing

 We are trying to find out what is really going on and if we lay out the ground work in a way that does not separate between something that is pushing as opposed to something that is pulling, the math will work, but how could we possibly expect to describe the mechanism

 As we translate, we experience the same pressure variances as we move through the standing wave manifold of spacetime, except this time the waves are frozen in position

For this reason, and because my goal in life is to design and to discover new technologies, I decided that it would be best to give up on the concept of saving time by eliminating things that were "impossible"

 Alfven waves are a proposed heating mechanism for the corona, but the amount of energy and the time frame in which it can be created do not match the observed temperature

 Unfortunately for me, without an attractive nuclear force for which no one has ever presented a mechanism, such an object cannot exist

With that sentient thought, a chip flew from the stone and all of the universe came ablaze with stars, a sun, a moon, a solar system and a planet earth

 And also, I have gravitation as being imposed by wave motions thrusting standing waves in the directions of bodies which act like shields, not as a *pull*

 The force is equal to the pressure times the area of the surface to which the pressure is applied

 There are E20 shells to a single standing wave out to the scale of the nucleus of an atom

 Newton's discoveries and Einstein's discoveries were of this sort

 This model, as it is turning out, treats the universe as in essence, a giant ocean of aether

 In other words, from a distance, regardless of what the true geometry of a given particle is, all matter will appear as spherically resonant objects forcing quanta to flow in and out cyclically

 This quantum vacuum structure of standing waves is what gives rise to gravitation, electric, weak, and nuclear forces

 The direction in which aether is accumulated into individual, or groups, of standing waves, is the past

 This structure must exist if sub atomic matter is resonant, and this concept is completely counter to current views of physics as best I can figure out

For 25 years after Copernicus discovered that the math for planetary motion was less complicated if one considered the sun to be at the center of the "Universe", scientists continued to believe that the Earth was still the center but that for some reason the math was easier using a helio centric system

Within the region of the galaxy, there will be a decrease in the outward flow that is probably something more like a 1/R relationship like gravitational inside of a body

 This means that the gravitational effect forcing stars in toward the center of a galaxy is reduced in a very unique manner

 If it is indeed possible to resolve and to unify all of the forces of nature into a single mechanism, then something seemingly benign like this that had been overlooked might have lead to a century of confusion

 Further, once you reach the boundary of nuclear reactions, you have no more emissions into space and the expansion then decreases in velocity according to 1/R^2 like any normal expansive flow

 All I sought was to find the geometry that would fit our observations of sub atomic matter from an energy balance standpoint and from the concept of there being no attractive forces in nature I was working on

send

 That would send a series of waves radially out from the center with a specific wavelength

Because the mass of the galaxy is largely tied to the number of stars, and the quantity of emissions is also tied to the number of stars, both the emissions I am talking about and the gravitation with which we are familiar are both in lock step with one another no matter what the shape or mass distribution of the galaxy is

 The stars near the center of a galaxy must slow down their velocity predicted by gravitation alone so that they do not fly away from the center

 This is like using Bernoulli's equation in fluid dynamics rather than trying to analyze the trajectories of each and every particle in the fluid flow

 So, both inertial and gravitational accelerations lead to this sort of expectation

 All real macroscopic processes involve some amount of inefficiency

particleSubject: Matter, Strings, Aether and the SunI have for the past year and a half, been working on the concepts of pulsating spheres as forming the fundamental basis of sub atomic particles

 But in no circumstances should we have wound up with the oxygen being hotter than the H unless we bring in as I said, some sort of resonant mechanism

 And that the reason those reactions take place at all, is precisely because the pressure in the matter standing waves is greater than the ambient pressure of the ocean of aether we call a universe

 And this will be shown to be the result of the emissions of sub atomic matter here locally

If you consider a spherical particle for simplicity, we can imagine it pulsating radially in the ocean of quanta and this pulsation gives rise to waves that leave the surface of the particle and travel out into space at the speed of light

If there were a small amount of heating due to another currently unknown source, and if that source came from space and meshed with the sun in the region of the corona, then it would explain both

 Exothermy is a process by which aether escapes and helps to increase the pressure of the quantum vacuum, or the ocean of aether we call a universe

 This is especially the case because if aether can be emitted in any direction, the expansion of the aether would necessarily be spherical, regardless of the shape of the galaxy or globular cluster of stars

If that were a particle of matter in aether, that emission of aether would lead to an acceleration of that particle because the emission only has one velocity, c

 Though far from galaxies in empty voids one would expect the pressure of aether to be reduced due to the expansion of the universe

In this case, Schrodinger's particle can indeed remain coherent

Schrodinger

Before I begin with gravitation, I am going to give a first introduction into the concept of resonant particles

 No matter what, always remember that if you have carefully searched a given region of space for a solution and have not found it, then assuming the solution exists, you can be certain it exists somewhere you have not yet looked

 The difference in these forces is what we call gravitation

 That was Einstein's understanding that energy and mass are the same thing related by the equation E=mc^2 that even non physicists have come to know and cherish as a symbol of modern understanding

 But at all times what I am trying to get at is the nature of electrons and protons and photons, and the like

Overall, as we look out into space, there is a random jumble of frequencies and phase angles, and there is this one, nice clear signal coming from the nearby earth

If you take this notion, then shouldn't heading back in time require infinite energy (or at least, as much energy as was released in the universe from the time frame of the traveler, back to the time he/she wishes to head back to)So why is it that we think that one might be able to go through time as a disjointed property of the universe, independent of putting the energy condition back to where it was at that time in the past?November 26, 1996

 This means that there are concentric spherical shells of fluid motion that reverse direction every 1

 The picture post card showed the lake looking out from a hillside with pine trees and beautiful Spanish moss all framed, I thought, quite nicely

 Why should particles not be real things just because we are unable to measure them

 And surrounding them are tremendous standing waves

 You see, the big bang was nothing more or less than a huge black hole core that breached its confinement! The previous universe that had been flowing into the hole finally slowed down it's momentum, and the core expanded out to the Schwartschild radius

 The resonance of that vaporization process, or in other words, the fundamental acoustic frequency of the resonance of those not yet vaporized droplets of aether

 So the aether, the nodal structure of space, and all waves are being translated into the interior of the event horizon at a velocity of greater than c inside of the horizon

 If the density and pressure of the aether did not change, then the natural resonant frequency for standing waves in the aether did not change either

 This phase error reduces the effectiveness of the application of action from one standing wave to the other

 If you repeatedly tap the sides of the container, you can initiate a resonance with the diameter of the container, and the propagation time of the wave front

 This does not mean that space is not indeed a system of geodesic nodes in the form of standing waves in some material medium through which we move in a superconductive manner

He agreed to help me look, but to my surprise he did not lift a single leaf where the ball had to be

 The organization of the nodal structure will be shown to give rise to a spherical distortion to the space around a body

 The universe was a fifteen billion year old expert at quantum mechanics by the time that cave man say the light of day

notion

 The abbreviated version of what follows is that if you treat the universe as an ocean of aether, and "matter" as standing waves in that ocean, then you find that you cannot escape the notion that the ocean and the matter are made up from the very same, single, fluid

"Energy", then, is treated like either aether in motion, or compressed aether that given the chance to expand it will incite motion

I believe this is natural for all of us, but it is also the single greatest reason most fail to find new ways of doing things

 When we measure gravitation, we only measure the difference between the incident and the emitted energy of the earth, and we consider this to be the entire mechanism

 The accelerations are being found to be inertial in recent SOHO observations that show that the velocity dispersions are the same, independent of charge to mass ratios

 But if you lived in a time before this was common knowledge, then your being able to understand this concept would not be so easy

 While stars far from the center are not as much affected and so they orbit as we would normally expect

 This aether can compress into what I will call a "liquid" for familiarity to the process of change of state

 I am fully comfortable with the random motions of particles, but simply feel they are indeed being bashed about

 The shape of these waves is distorted locally due to emissions from resonant sub atomic matter nearby and far away (time delayed for transit)

 This took twenty years and a chance review of atomic physics that awoke a long dormant concept that had always bothered me, attractive forces

 There existed, in all of the expanse covered by that wave function with a radius increasing at the speed of light following an early inflationary phase, nothing

 It is the sum of this dissertation that carries the weight that cries out for a re evaluation of our belief in QM, attractive forces, and an empty vacuum of space

 The acoustic nodes would later become what we know as space, and the period for a 360 degree resonance would become what we know as time

 And how does this energy show up? In two forms, gravitation and gravitational heating of the body as it attenuates the redirected as well as the otherwise incident energy

Also, in this model of space-time and matter, the aether is what is resonating and forms both space-time manifold and the matter itself as well as being the carrier of light and all forces as these waves, extending out into space around the particle

In other words, if the position of one wave relative to the other, accounting for the transit time of the waves, is phase equivalent or phase opposed then you will get constructive or destructive interference of the two standing waves

 Mass, is proportional to the total number of sub atomic particles times their respective masses

 As this wave moves in closer, the amplitude of the waves leaving earth are stronger and so the refraction is greater and the wave curves more

The reason is because if sub atomic matter is all resonating at the same, singular frequency, then all sub atomic matter is emitting energy out into the quantum vacuum at this frequency

 The universe is treated like a very rigid vapor and the expansion of the universe is treated as a constant pressure vaporization of the contained matter

 Now if you run the lines right on in to an intersection, you will find a region of space that is he focal point of both harvested energy, and as well, emitted energy as much of the emitted energy of individual stars will converge at the focal enter of the galaxy

 Yet, we do not have instruments to measure this change because the amount of energy released from nuclear processes, ie mass to energy conversion, is so huge

The reason this is so interesting is because in a galaxy, it predicts that the orbital velocity of the bodies will not be faster like is the case in our solar system where Mercury moves with a very high velocity and Pluto moves with a very slow velocity

 Further, I have no trouble with the random quantum mechanical behavior of atoms and sub atomic particles

 And then finally, another atomic force microscope could work with a bunch of ultra pure baskets of atoms to reconstruct that person or thing, one atom at a time

 This brings the emissions from earth into a loose phase and frequency lock with the other planets, the moon, and the sun

 This energy continues to be absorbed throughout the volume f the body as you must remember that these waves are smaller than neutrinos and the sun is quite transparent to energy of these frequencies

 It seems to me that one would need to set all of the dynamical motions and the energy condition of the local universe at the least, back to how it was

 The phase angles of the waves move from being aligned to being out of step and this causes an interference

 In such a region, one would expect to obtain exothermic reactions from **mass gaining** reactions

 So, fusion reactions release aether that was densified in the standing wave resonance's due to the mutual shielding from wave energy arriving from outside, i

 And if you consider the interaction of the waves at a 45 degree angle or at about all other spatial angles from the line of contact, there is very little net constructive or destructive interference

 I suppose some could turn that glib comment into another mechanism for the extinction of the dinosaurs, the appearance in our universe on earth of an anti lake!As you read this book, you are going to immediately be inclined to focus on one point or another that is important to you and you think will force my concepts to fail

 Consider a particle that is resonant in a fluid aether that can undergo a phase change like a drop of fog can be condensed from water vapor

 So why, then, do we forever continue to believe that our current knowledge is firm and worse, fixed? Why do we even bother to attempt to affirm that matter doesn't have a reality simply because we can not today get at measuring it all at once?Well, I cannot hold to such beliefs and so I set out to determine what particles really look like and why they look that way

 The same concepts can be used for multiple particle interactions by applying the geometry's between the particles

 This forces the wave to curve toward the center of the earth slightly

Because we have adopted the concept of an empty vacuum filling space, we claim that the particle itself is intrinsically jumpy or Quantum Mechanical

(At the time they did dump treated sewage into the lake, a practice which was halted long ago

 And moreover if you recall the construction of the aether as a dual fluid comprising right and left handed quanta and lattice corridors, then you will recall that you do not get just one particle in such collisions, but rather two

 What if I am being pushed down, instead of being pulled down? Well, Feynman considered such a case given enough energy to explain gravitation and it seems that he demonstrated that the interference would slow the planets down more than is observed and so he ruled this out as a possibility

In other words, the hydrogen should have been hotter, and then random collisions between the H ions and the O ions lead to the subsequent heating of the O ions to the value of equilibrium with the H

 They combine locally and form a nodal structure due to constructive and destructive interferences of the acoustic pressure fronts

 He realized that if one had a bunch of waves of different amplitudes, frequencies, and phase angles, that one can end up with a resultant wave in a region of space that is large

Attractive Forces Don't Make SenseWed, 24 Apr 1996In my first year of college physics we had a session where we were learning about the application of force to an object due to pressure applied to a surface

Then, one day a few tens of thousands of years ago, a region of space within this wave function began for some strange reason to organize

 Such a description is exactly what we already have and it does not lead to an intuitive understanding of how and why things work in our universe

 We are going to discuss filtering of energy in the quantum vacuum several times, and we are going to discuss a complex organization of the quantum vacuum as opposed to the current view of chaotic energy transfers in the quantum vacuum

 I precisely mean that the average distance from node to node in the quantum vacuum is what we know as length, and the average period of a pulsation of a standing wave in the quantum vacuum in a region of the universe is what we know as time

 What I mean is that there is a fundamental frequency of resonance of the quantum vacuum, and that sub atomic matter is pulsing in cadence with this incident energy

 That massiveness is something special and separate from energy or light or forces or the space-time manifold

 So the time unit is just the time for a light speed signal to propagate across the Planck scale length

 But despite that, it is an attempt to bring a modicum of reality back into the realm of the sub atomic, and to show a possible way to tie the electric and the nuclear forces to gravitation

 So we ought to expect inflationary motions at super luminal velocities at first, and then sound speed (or light speed if you prefer), expansion of the pressure information following that

 These photons are an assumption and a simplification of the wavelike phenomena actually responsible for the attractive and repulsive mechanisms

 This in essence will develop into a description of how and why all forces are linked and each "weaker force" is really just an observation of the same mechanism where the amplitude of the action has been reduced

attractive

 And so we wind up with a requirement that sooner or later, all black holes must breach their confinement due to the fact that (well, my opinion that) they are not holding themselves together by any magical *attractive gravitational force*

 However, if matter is like a band pass filter that absorbs energy at interfering frequencies, and then emits energy in a specific frequency, this is a shift in the quality of that energy

 I assume again that something real is bashing these particles about (electrons, photons, etc

 When you account for this, one would normally jump to the conclusion that one could not wind up with gravity because if you have the same amount of energy absorbed and then emitted by a body, then through us and our space craft will flow the same amount of energy directed toward and away from the earth

bit

 If we view this from a different frame of reference, that of the stars rotating about the center of the galaxy, then this increasing number of nodes filling space looks a bit like a record rotating in reverse with the grooves moving toward the outer diameter of the disc

 As I understand, he tried to apply this large amplitude wave form to particles, where a particle WAS this large resonance in the aether, or the medium of space

sub

 Where matter acts like a frequency band pass filter of sub atomic resonant wave energy in the organized quantum vacuum

 In other words, a first collision set in motion subsequent collisions due to the exchange of momentum between quanta in the aether

 This new space must still resonate in cadence with the standing waves that already fill space and for that reason, if new aether is emitted, then there must arise as well, new nodes in the structure of the aether

In other words, just because some star sent some aether out to replenish the pressure drop the expanding universe caused, does not mean that all of a sudden nodes are going to get larger

My professor went on to describe how two very flat pieces of metal can exhibit the same effect

This has a very important effect on the space surrounding the particle

 Where would the energy have come from to organize the resonance's and to have given rise to a nodal structure to space

(Note: A spherical standing wave is a geometry similar to what you would get if you used a bobbing ball on the surface of water, i

 So, lets call this stuff aether and see whether or not aether can reasonably be believed to exist

For those of you who are well versed in physics, I would recommend that you consider this a comic strip and to laugh at the "errors" I will make according to accepted theory

 And finally, gravitation is modeled as a differential force in essence, where the earth acts as a shield, or more accurately, a filter

 Now I wouldn't say I would spend very much time on things I think are likely beyond my ability to determine, but I have considered the concept of time travel

 I want to explore a new way of looking at space and matter and light

The frequency of resonance is much higher than those we normally consider in electro magnetics

For example, if we assume for a minute that gravitation is not intrinsically a pull, then it may just be a differential push

 In other words, if you fuse two nuclei of Deuterium creating helium (I don't want to address real reaction products or their probabilities here), there will be a reduction in the overall mass of the nuclei and an emission of energy in the form of accelerated particles, better known as heat and/or gamma ray photons and other electromagnetic energy

 We are dealing with standing waves and the best way to imagine these is to note that a surfer on the ocean does not flow in to shore with every wave that passes beneath him

nodal

8) The entire nodal structure of space on average is rectilinear, sort of like a three dimensional version of white and black cubes for a chess board

 And I will treat "force" as the amplitude of the interaction between two different particles due to the joining of their resonance's

 In this case, we might want to wonder how to build a device that emits energy to offset the effect of gravitation

 And liquid aether near those nodes would be forced into those nodes

 All of the waves stretch out into space and take on a spherical appearance after one is a ways away from the emitters (a few atomic diameters should work fine)

 All of these properties are just measures of the manner in which the aether has been forced to move in a given region

 It is the basis for the quantum mechanical nature of matter being a mystery as one must attributed bizarre properties to matter and one must believe that matter truly is an equation with no reality of its own

 We counted wave crests of the nodal structure of spacetime

lead

 While this same thing occurs at larger radii, the ratio is changing and could lead to a linear gradient where stars near the center are sort of like parachutists floating down into the center

 We believe this because we can personally move from one location to another and we have sent things out on journeys through our solar system and we can look at photographs we make of star birthing regions in nebulae and we can see photos of distant galaxies and on and on

 So, what is it about our universe that leads to the asymmetry of time? Well, we need to answer that by looking way back in time to the big bang and we must ask ourselves, what was that? As I said, the aether flows into black holes

 In fact, even the concept of huge does not apply because there was no time, no distance, no reality

 So, the energy of the rock does not increase its mass to an extent that we can measure the difference (correct me if we can do this now but I had been told that we could not as the numbers are in the mud of current balances and thermal distortions mess up the resolution)

It is what I noticed next that was critical to this construction of space and indeed led to the understanding of the nodal structure or geometry of space that is commonly referred to a Relativistic curvature of spacetime

If we were to adopt this model, then we would not be amazed by things like stars having a tremendously hot solar corona that has hydrogen at 6 million degrees and oxygen at 100 million degrees K

Well, if we look at these two process, one of the expansion of space and the aether in it, and the other of the vaporization of mass to create aether, then this begins to look like a simple constant pressure expansion process

, Hubble flow shifts the apparent frequency of the resonance's as they arrive here, and thus that energy interferes with and is filtered by, our matter

And yet from a qualitative point of view, whatever gravitation and mass and inertia are, it is clear that they deal in the realm of the sub atomic

strings

 To make matters worse, I need strings not just for each particle in my body linked to a like number of particles in the Earth, instead I need enough strings attached to my particles to link them to every particle in all of the Milky Way galaxy and in all of the surrounding galaxies like Andromeda as well not to mention the entire universe

Those grooves are the "geodesics" of the space around a galaxy, and they cause the natural motion of stars and matter to move outward in direction

 The more fundamental question, however, is why choose resonating particles at all? Why not just select quiet simple pea like particles that sit quietly waiting for some force to act on them? The reason is because such a description leaves out any discovery of what a force IS

 Why do we use the notion of reversibility as being so firm as it is proposed? It seems to me that if the reversibility is not equal, that we then have an arrow for time

What kind of an object in space might be expected to converge an even greater amount of energy in a tight region of space? A galaxy of course

 As it enters the region of space with the waves leaving the earth, the translating wave of energy is refracted somewhat just like it was in our particle above

Now, the above, in the context of treating the actions of nature as "forces", will not be found correct

The only way someone like myself could have a chance to add something to the search for a unified theory of physics is if something stupid like a sign change could actually make a physical difference in the way the universe works

 To do so, one of the most simple concepts is to attribute to particles a simple pea like structure that is static

 They are more often made by looking in a completely new and seemingly incorrect direction before anyone else thought to look there

 Thus, the resonances of the particles formed, tend to re-enforce the resonances of the acoustic nodes

arriving

 To do this, I must pretend for a while that the wave energy is not created by some mechanism pulling up and down on the bobber, but rather, suppose that the wave energy is arriving from the outside and is converging on a location in the middle of an infinite pond of water

 However, from a distance, they will appear, as do electrons, as a local region with energy pulsing in and out of it

 This was never the case in the past, so how did we come to this in such educated modern times?If we leave the cave man and come forward in time, we find a myriad of technical developments along the way

 This gives you the maximum of action possible in the fluid medium that couples their standing waves

 A wave coming from the opposite direction would experience the same deformation to its trajectory so the process is symmetrical

5) The liquid aether would then have been expanding and evaporating with a bunch of acoustic energy moving back and forth across the interior of the ball and reflecting off the surface due to the change in impedance of the medium inside vs outside the front

 So, it you take that rectilinear structure and sort of twist it about two orthogonal axis', then you will get an intertwined helical structure of nodes

Electrons seem to fit the concept of spherically resonant particles for a number of reasons discussed in other chapters

 You see, such a big bang expansion of aether ought to be super-luminal for a period of time until the shock drops down to light speed

 As it turns out, gravitation is caused by resonances that are different from those here locally and this follows at each body in space

 This is why one could never determine both position and momentum at the same time, there is no real thing there to measure

 Actually, you could initiate compression wave fronts in water too, but for a 1 foot diameter container the first resonance is at about 4,500 Hz, so your finger tapping just won't do as the sound speed is about 1,500 m/s

 So we measure "distance" by translating through the manifold and counting wave crests as we go, and then multiplying by E-35 meters

The magnetic moment of electron as it is shown in [3] should be equalMe= 1 + 1/861 due to change of a phase on 1/861 for a circular cycle of gyration of a wave on 2?(from here?= 2?/861 = ~1/137)

 The typical volume of a solid part of a planet concerns to volume of a fundamental particle as,its typical sizes ? as1/3

 The atomism is a property of transition of the substance into other stable quality at critical change of complexity

 By a spin7/2, domains of short-lived resonances can have up to 7 modes

 It means, that at the certain value of the area of a contact pad, straightening force of elasticity of a surface of sphere counterpoises pressure on a pad

 There are only small fluctuations of a direction of a motion in a plane, tangential to this spherical surface, caused by discreteness of the immobile protoaether medium

Knowing properties of protoaether and moving protoamer it is possible to guess following properties of amers and the medium consisting of them

 Really, considering corpuscular structure of an aether, knowing only two parameters: radius of corpuscleand cosmic background temperatureTo= 2

 Aethereal domains are "bodies", "preparations" of fundamental particles

Loss of the gyro equilibrium by amer of corpuscular aether is analog of transpiration

Asymmetry of moving protoamers is formed from interaction with others moving protoamers (packing of protoaether medium along a trajectory of a motion) and leads to establishing quasi-circular trajectory of protoamer

Corpuscular aetherBasing on protoaether definition and the investigations made by the author earlier [1-19] let?s try to depict a following hierarchical level of universal matter, the aether

Thereby in proposed concepts of aether the balance of attitudes between corpuscular aether, phase aether and substance in Universe is appears

illogicalness

 For elimination of obvious illogicalness of a postulate of a constancy of velocity of light, mathematicians H

Direct acknowledgement of this model is not only discovering by the author of the contact nature of nuclear forces, but the phenomenon of nuclear gamma-ray resonance discovered by German physicist Rudolf Mssbauer in 1958 [63]

Rudolf

 But it contradicts as well to a human nature as it is not considered with abilityof human spiritand with aspiration proper in it to recreate in the imagination corresponding patterns of the participating factors hidden from us?Philipp von Lenard[30/31]The myth about a diffuseness of microcosm objectswas begot by tangle in consciousness of researchers between reflection of a reality and the reality itself

Being dependent of boundaries of domains the phase aether entrains by surrounding substance, making impression of the full relativity of the motion (seems as relativism)

The phenomenon of the giant resonance shows presence in the nucleus of structures of other sort ? electronic shells of the nuclear clusters, which are being both plastic and immersing

 Such amer we will term the phase amer as the electromagnetic and other wave phenomena are related to it observationally

 Being shown in experiments for an instant, they appear to physicists as virtual particles: the electron ? positron pairs, gluons and the virtual mesons

4[KeV],(5)here ?0=h/2q? is a quantum of a magnetic flux;L0? is a quantum of inductive coupling;? is a quantum of electric current

 Nuclear forces have the contact nature and are a particular kind of gravitational interaction

14[N], [kg m/s2](4)Electrical forces are the greatest in a nucleus

 As the author finds it out, an advance of oscillations of corpuscular aether determines interference figures of light waves and phenomena of ?entangled states?, ?teleportation?

The offered approach allows to discover topology of a nucleus and to predict stable configurations of nuclei (isotopes and isomers)

 Two modes correspond to "positronic" type of excitation of electricity, that is the plus charge, and one corresponds to negative, ?electronic? type

Illogicalness of this myth consists in that contrary to logic definition, that the Universe is everything, authors and apologists of this idea preach logically impossible process: expansion of this ?all" into "nothing"

 Heisenberg, arguing formally correctly, but, leaning on Bohr?s mythical notion about "flying" electrons, in 1926 has stated an idea, that electrons by virtue of a principle of uncertainty cannot be inside of atom nucleus [61]

 Everything, that other, the objects of highest levels, should consist of elements of this medium, that is represent various configurations and shapes of protoaether motion

topology

Apparently, theHe4nucleus can exist in several isomeric states which are characterized by practically identical energy of decay and stability, for exampleEdec=+ 51= 26,721 MeV,Edec= 6+ 1+ 43= 26,716 MeV,Edec= 4+ 4+ 41= 26,721 MeV,Thus it is possible to recover topology of nuclei by known composition, a spin, energy of decay and other indirect attributes

The elementary atom nucleiLet's begin viewing nuclear forces fromthe neutron

 In the classical physics a pressure of phase aether is termed as electrical potential

 During gravitation of usual substance it is immersed, transferring into amers of corpuscular aether

Fundamental particles are ethereal domains in the special, excited states

 Last experiments in 2004 withfirm helium[58] confirm this point of view: a superfluid phase of helium is actually analog of the unsteady sand, which is not having friction and intermolecular communications

If we use not the "piecewise-scrappy", mathematical logic torn off from physics, but lean on all plurality of the physical facts, it is necessary to recognize, that for maintenance of a principle of causality ? the base of a science,we should consider that the time is non manipulated, uniformly and unidirectional current

 Inthis process a pressure inside of phase aether declines in the greater or smaller side from pressure of corpuscular aether

The structure of fundamental particlesEarlier the author had been gave a model of ethereal electron in detail [3, 8, 9]

Other pair of quanta is the known quantum of energy of an electric field of an electron and force of a repulsion of two contacting protons

synergetic

According to investigations of the author lead earlier, synergetic meshes of such oscillations forming dodecahedral structures, have the characteristic radius and volumerd=1/3= ~2

 It is not ?diffused" substance as it is considered by modern nuclear physics

For share of the energy corresponding to losses of inertness (in another way: mass or energy) a proton during phase transition (gravitation) for one contact pad the constant and important for calculation nuclear interactions quantity of energy exists=Ep/ 1420

 It is shown that the modern problems of the Universe architecture and a problem of modern physics are solved within the frameworks of classical physics

Estimation of the amount of the nuclear transformation products formed under explosion-induced compression of a substance to the superdense state

 He guessed, that the neutron is strongly bound state of an electron and a proton

 Values of the magnetic forces operating between nuclear particles are difficultly analyzed yet, but they is weaker than electrical forces besides with distance they weaken more sharply than electrical forces

The size (radius) of protoamerrpa=1/3= ~10-56[m], where= (?h/c3)1/2= 1

 Fast thermal motions of amers of corpuscular aether in usual conditions of space aether can not change a pressure in aether because amers of aether have the gyro properties interfering superluminal propagation

 Thus it is not so binding, that the potential energy of system was negative (recall a charged arbalet)

Actually the neutron is linking of two ethereal domains, two fundamental particles, a proton and an electron

38?10-23[J/?K] ? is "Boltzmann constant", actually a scaling ratio [?K] in [J], introduced by Max Planck;T= To; V ? is a volume of amer

That energy of decay of a "quiet" nucleus develops of the whole values of nuclear quanta is remarkable

 However, as it has been found out earlier by the author, there is also the free phase aether, amers of which are not related rigidly to the concrete domain

? Electrical and magnetic field cannot be formed of the abstract emptiness, also as the written word "person" cannot by itself be transmuted into the real alive person

 The author discovered this pressure in [6] by analysis of thermodynamics and elastic properties of cosmic aether

 The cause of its formation is domain boundary and by itself it defines the integrity and the shape of domain

Concretizing last item, we will note, that in the Nature there are basic hierarchical scale levels which have a step of volume equal Planck's Grand Number= ~2

 Friedwardt WinterbergMyth about light as a wave moving in emptiness

In connection with discrete, that is the quantum nature of the aether parted on domains, in a nucleus consisting of small number of domains, the discrete properties of this medium reveal itself obviously

 As the neutrino is a wave, instead of a particle it has an odd to process of reflection

As it is found by the author, for a proton such value is ~1/1420

 Around of particles of the antimatter redundant pressure which pushes apart them is created, that is creates an antigravity

 The ratio of quantities of immobile protoamers to moving protoamers, probably, not less, thantimes

The free phase aetherThe phase aether is another state of amers than amers of corpuscular aether

4and, accordingly, a step of the linear size equal to a cubic root from Planck's Grand Number1/3= ~1

 And, both in the first case discreteness of charge and in the second case discreteness of the area is consequence of discreteness and identity of the smallest unity of the substance, amer

 Composition of the first gives energy of decay of a nucleus, a balance of the second defines stability of a nucleus

At losses of stability, a separation of the bound electron in a neutron the original shock wave arises which is carrying away a part of energy

 Friedwardt WinterbergMyth about the relativistic emptiness

Friedwardt

 Influencing on atomic nuclei by vigorous particles, experimenters for an instant see amers of phase aether, being bounding of fundamental particles ? aethereal domains, and term them ?quarks?

In nucleusHe4(alpha particle) we see the new phenomenon ? formation of the "Cooperian" pair surrounding a nucleus

 If in the macrocosm practically always there is a distinction in "atoms" (the stone always differs from a stone, grain of sand differs from other grain) in the microcosm there is precise monotony of chemical atoms of the same chemical element

Quanta of energy and force in atom nucleusContact quanta

 Hilbert [33] have offered and developed the mathematical body allowing to join an observable reality to this principle

Naturally, the hierarchy of these levels prolongs below fundamental particles and above galaxies

 And we are obliged to ascertain narrowness and waning of human logic that affects to sluggishness of progress in science

The nature of nuclear forces and the parent of their short-range interaction is explained

 However it only one component of quantum (light) oscillations

Really, light as well as any physical wave in any physical medium has the various velocities defined to properties of medium

? As wet cannot be simultaneously dry without infringement of logic law, and the wave cannot be a particle

Unlike offered (and quite logical) approach the up-to-date nuclear physics is guided only by concept of the negative energy potential pit that is methodologically untrue

 Therefore, using these indirect data and logic, it is possible to recover? structure and parameters of the lower level

 We will remark only, that the most obvious sublevels in this hierarchy are the levels parted by number1/8= ~1

Knowing value (1) and that the radius of proton equal to half of classical radius of an electron, it is easy to define a cohesive force of two protons (nucleons)=/re= 37

 The impossibility of real ?Grand Unification? within the frameworks of relativism naturally follows from falsehood basis of a relativistic physics:Non-recognition of aether as the world medium;Primate of speculative theories above the facts;Dogmatic belief in absolutely frivolous authorities,Ignorance of true fundamental forces

postulate

 The motion can be studied therefore on experience only as change of the spatial relations, at least two material bodies in mutual relation?Hermann von Helmholtz[32]The Myth of a constancy of velocity of light ?is a postulate introduced by the relativistic mathematical physics exactly 100 years ago

Hermann von Helmholtz

As it will be shown below, really in a nucleus some types of forces operate:Consolidating:Electrostatic attractive forces of opposite charges;Contact gravitational forces,Magnetic forces (force of elasticity),Destroying:Electrostatic forces of a repulsion of like charges,The kinetic (thermal) forces

55 [N], [kg m/s2](2)Contact gravitational forces are proportional to the area of touch of nucleons and equal to zero at lack of direct contact of nucleons

 As it is visible from (4), electrical forces decrease in inverse proportion to a quadrate of distance from a charge

 In rare cases it leads to fracture of a spherical protoamer trajectory and, accordingly to fracture ????? a corpuscular aether

As the size of amer of corpuscular aether, an end-product of process of gravitation and a source of "sucking" force is in1/3times less than radius of a fundamental particle, the domain of aether, at direct contact of hadrons the distance up to a source (pole) of gravitation becomes in ~1021times smaller than radius of a particle

 It becomes clear a reason of leap energy of emission of protons and alpha particles near to magic numbers

Biprotonis impossible formation, as nuclear contact forceless than breaking off electrostatic force

Let's show that naturally nuclear forces are a special case of gravitational forces

 Within the frameworks of the offered concept it consists of a proton and densely covering it electron, which is being in Bose state

Any competent physicist can say that the most thin resonance lines are possible only at presence of a high quality factor of oscillation source

 Knowing topology of a nucleus, that is the number of internucleon contacts it is possible to know precisely what part of mass concerning the free proton the nucleus loses (the share of a binding energy caused by contact gravitational forces)

 Phase transition of amers creates change of amers? volume and, accordingly, existence of local pressure drop in a corpuscular aether

Nyquist

If we seriously analyze a known principle of uncertainty we should recognize that it is physics-applied analog of known theorems of Kotelnikov, Nyquist and Shannon in information theory, and concerns not to objects of the physical reality in itself, but only to process of its measuringby the givenmethod

Kotelnikov

Within the limits of the offered concept we can find a simple explanation of the parent of occurrence Mssbauer?s gamma-ray resonance and the giant resonance

Domains of a corpuscular aether which are perpetually assembled and disassembled from amers of corpuscular aether by undular synergetic oscillations, move carried away by phase aether and substance (there where it is)

 Deceleration of velocity of light in transparent mediums is obvious

 At transition from "medial" levels of the macrocosm to levels of smaller gauge the monotony, the order in atomistic structure is increased

 Its presence leads to essential magnification of interior connection of this cluster and simultaneously creates boundary (barrier) for occurrence inter-cluster connections (see fig

 And the example of the antique philosophers who have developed the atomistic doctrine long before the physicochemical detection of nuclear structure, inspires

The content of a phase aether in each particle of substance is proportional to gravitational mass of a particle

Domains of mesons have 2 modes of gamma quantum oscillations

 At absence of an exterior electric field the electron is stretched in the most thin disk having radius of the order of Rydberg?s constant(~10-7m)

Maryott

723 ?K, according to classical Hooke?s (Boyle ? Maryott) gas law we can find this pressure asp=kT/V= 2

Boyle

 Planck's Highest Temperature= 1/k(hc3/ ?)1/2= 1

The myth about greatness of nuclear forceshas more propaganda and household origin than scientifically physical

 The minimal volume of sphere corresponds to Planck's Energy= (hc5/?)1/2= 1

(1 ? is a streamline of the elemental charge; 2 ? is a spanned in ?navel? streamline of electron captured by proton; 3 ? an exterior boundary of the bound electron;Me, Mp, Mn? are magnetic moments of particles)The protonis the ethereal domain with three modes (three quanta) electromagnetic oscillations (see fig

 Bohr about flying electrons and electrons ? clouds of probability by Schroedinger, and also a notion about acting of relativistic electrons in atom nucleus, this correct idea has been rejected

 Besides amount of substance in galaxies equal to amount of antimatter ("dark matter") in metagalactic cells, providing "baryon symmetry" of the Universe

Amers of phase aether are "glue" for domains, doing them inconvertible and giving to them absolutely new properties, such, for example, as presence of force, similar the superficial tension

 Protoamer moving on a trajectory of constant radius concerning a certain center forms the sphere interfering passage through it of other moving protoamers trajectories

 Therefore the total magnetic moment reaches almost three units

 Such restriction of a natural-science pattern of the world only immediately accessible to observation can be termed as human, i

 So-called weak interactions are events initiated by exterior neutrino (seal of aether, nuclear temperature increasing) and yielded by nuclear objects (neutrons, nuclei) during the moment of?-decay

 Quasi-crystal core consists of the proton clusters bounded by contact nuclear forces and common electronic shell

 Accordingly the attractive force will be in2/3=~1042d times more (d = 1/118 ? 1/1420 ? a part of surface of the hadron which is being in contact with each other)

 The strong phenomena, such as formation of two opposite polarized particles (electron ? positron, proton - antiproton) occur in conditions of activity of physical forces of greater concentration and energy

 They are quantized owing to existence of quantum of a magnetic flux and discreteness of elastic properties of aether, that is trajectories of distribution (closure of a magnetic flux)

Velocity of acting of mass gravitational forces is equal to velocity of light also as the stationary pressure within aether creating by amers volume change moves with this velocity

doing

 Potapov (Irkutsk, Russia) is doing during study deep and thin properties of atoms, analyzing deformation and polarization properties of substance [40-43], so modern nuclear physics experimenters do contrary to relativistic doctrine, exploring for example a nuclear core and details finding in it more and more fine than resolving according to ?uncertainty principle? in simple experiment

91348The total spin of a neutron from four modes convoluted gamma quantums = seb+ sq-+ sq++ sq+= - 1 -  +  +  = - The size of a neutron is defined by two values: radius of the "rigid" sphere of a proton ( classical radius of an electron) and radius of the "soft" electronic shell approximately equal to classical radius of an electron

Arcady Timirjazev

Taking a specimen from great predecessors - Philipp von Lenard [30, 31] and Arcady Timirjazev [44, 45], understanding such catastrophic situation and the great difficulties arising at the logic analysis, the author, having excluded, how much it is possible, mathematical details, will try to state clear and simple his own vision of aether, its structure, motions and the forces operating in it

 It?s linear size in 1021times larger than radius of amer of corpuscular aether

Myth of the "Grand Unification?was born by desire to capture all physical world by one mathematical formula

1/2

 Its value can be found from thermodynamic requirements and a relation of amer and ethereal domain volumes= c(Va/ Vd)1/2=1/2c,herec? is velocity of light,Va- volume corpuscular ?????,Vd? volume of the ethereal domain

 Really, nuclear forces together with magnetic forces of nucleons are capable to retain a nucleus of atom from decay only in narrow ?valley of stability? where nuclear attractive forces surpass electrostatic forces of a repulsion and the kinetic (thermal) forces of nucleus decay

 If there is no exchange of energy (nonreversible action) from other protoamers the radius of curvaturertrajectories is practically constant

Avogadro

Lavoisier

 There are many examples of it, beginning from chemical detection of atoms [Dalton, Lomonosov, Lavoisier] and discovering its sizes by an indirect way [Avogadro, Loschmidt], up to detection of fundamental particles [Rutherford], discovering the quantum nature of radiation and the parameters of aether [Planck]

Dalton

 Thus, the spin of a neutron is the same as at proton

 The quantum of energy of magnetic interaction of one mode of quantum of the electromagnetic oscillations concluded in the ethereal domain (electron, proton) is equal= ?0=L02/2 =Ep/1199

 The Bose state of this electron explained by small radius of a current loop (see fig

 As according to the ethereal doctrine of gravitational forces it is forces of strain in aether, arising during phase transition

Energy of protoamer motion inversely proportionalr3or, that is inversely proportional to volume of drawing spheres

The electronis ethereal domain, which grasped an electromagnetic wave

 This shock wave of the quantum nature is the neutrino

 For exterior interactions this temperature is represented as a potential energy of amers medium pressurep

 The weak phenomena of electrical polarization of aether (Casimir?s effect, electromagnetic waves and electric field) are observed everywhere

This pressure corresponds to elastic energy concluded in every amer (really, in moving protoamer and an elastic protoaether medium), that is to Planck's Energy, and interior temperatureof amer of corpuscular aether

 Thickness of interdomain space filled by amers of a phase aether less of radius of amer of corpuscular aether, that is less than Planck's Length

protoaether

61?10-35[m] ? is Planck's Fundamental Length, radius of an element of aether of the following after protoaether a hierarchical level,h? is Planck constant,Protoamer of protoaether may exist in one of two states: motions or rest concerning the general protoaether medium, other protoamers

On the other hand the force retaining an electron in Bose state on a surface of a proton can be shown as a force of elasticity of amer surface of an electron which is retained in this state by magnetic (Ampere) forces of a current coil of an electron

Existence of quanta of nuclear energy and quanta of nuclear forces is discovered

 It defines the activity of hadrons in nuclear interactions

?The motion is change of spatial relations

As it is known since Hooke?s time, the gravitational force inversely proportional to a quadrate of distance up to a heavy body

 Thus Mssbauer?s gamma-ray resonance shows presence of nuclear core crystal structure, high stiffness and high elasticity of interior connections

The quantity of amers of phase aether in the Universe istimes less than quantity of amers of corpuscular aether

 The oscillations that are found out in aether have a term ?vacuum oscillations?

 Such oscillations arise in corpuscular aether, doing its similar to liquid crystal medium

 Presence of a rational net of hierarchical levels and the System of Fundamental Units found by great Max Planck in 1899 [55, 56]

 The radius of a proton is equal  classical radius of an electron

Flying by in medium of immobile protoamers, moving protoamer packs this medium, doing medium near to own trajectory more impenetrable for other moving protoamers

 The electron in a neutron covers a proton completely, and the equatorial "charged" line is spanned almost in a point, depriving an electron of ?fermion? property (a half-integer spin), transmuting it in a boson

Exterior, cross oscillations of amers of corpuscular aether usually make only temperatureTowhich in1/2times is less

 It is shown that the existing physical theories based on relativistic postulates, empty space, an irrespective constancy of velocity of light are artifacts

connection

79275The total spin of a proton from three modes convoluted gamma quantums = sq-+ sq++ sq+= -  +  + = The proton, unlike an electron, in connection with a greater superficial tension in known 1836,15 times, has more rigid and definitely the spherical shape

 Intensity of phase transition on whole free surface of sphere is identical

As it is found out by the author earlier, net-volume of a phase aether amer, that is volume of "shell", or the space borrowed by amer without taking into account an interior volume, borrowed by amers of corpuscular aether, is in 30 times more than volume of amer of corpuscular aether

 Its illogicalness consists in negation the concept of velocity arises only at the relative motion of bodies as a derivative of a trajectory of a motion on time of a motion, and a motion of one body or a wave cannot be presented unequivocally constant in relation to other objects of the physical world, moving with different velocity in different directions

As nuclear forces directly depend on a contacting area between particles definition of this area is a key question

48?,that leads to a following total magnetic momentMp= 1 + 2 * cos 29

As the author discovers during investigation, accordingly to three kinds of motions (processes) in aether: gravitation, electricity and magnetism, three pairs of energy and force quanta exist in atom nucleus

Around of particles of substance (protons, electrons) rarefaction, which causes an attraction of bodies to each other, is created

Following to great Democritus we will term that sphere, a corpuscle of aether, asthe amer,(???? is immeasurable), an element of universal aether

Relativism has generated a set of other myths also, such as the theory of electrons ? waves of probability, the electronic theory of a metallic conduction, thermonuclearpp-synthesis and ultrahigh (millions degrees) temperature of the Sun and stars interior

Quanta of elastic states can create both potential "hills", and potential ?pits? depending on a sign of elastic (magnetic) forces

 Unlike all other nuclear formations the neutron is not in a potential pit, but on "hill" and exists in this state, while casual thermal (neutrino - phonon, weak interaction) will not break this meta-stable state

 An odds only that there are amers of corpuscular aether inside it

 Leaning on false relativistic postulates, a primate of mathematics above physics, theory above the real facts, the up-to-date theoretical (mathematical) physics tries to carry out impossible

It is grounded on primary concepts of Prote, 1820 and the Rutherford, 1920 [60], guessed about an opportunity of formation of a nucleus from atoms of hydrogen

The corpuscular aether medium is practically (integrally) immobile space medium concerning which as it was shown by St

 Under favorable conditions the return transition of a nuclear matter into usual substance occurs with delay and forms the most stable isotopes, the iron mainly

The concept of nuclear structureFor simplification of understanding of the further enunciating we will depict the blanket concept of a structure of the atom nucleus, offered by the author

 In the offered concept the aether exists in two phase states: in the form of corpuscular aether (the condensed, symmetrical state) and the phase aether (pseudo-gas) filling interdomain space and collecting in domains, particles of substance

In connection with that the peak amplitude synergetic oscillations ?????? a corpuscular aether is reached on boundaries of domains, there are transient "instantaneous" local intercorpuscular rarefactions and transient peak peaks of pressures between corpuscles of an aether

The contact nature of nuclear forces

 The question on force nuclear interactions actually consists what we must to accept as the distance up to a body?The offered model of process of gravitation as phase transition on surfaces of fundamental particles gives us the answer to this question and the general simple solution

 It is shown by classical experiments on passage of light through physical mediums of various densities

Inthe triton, a nucleus of tritium, three contact pads operate, and nuclear contact forces together with magnetic forces provide stability of a nucleus (see fig

 The magnetic dipole moment of a neutron due to change of angles between the plus electrical modes becomes equalMp= ? 1 + 1 + 2 * cos 18

 If we recognize existence of aether that is timid and furtively done by the modern theoretical (mathematical) physics, it is necessary to recognize that Einstein's relativistic theory is lie and cannot be the basis of a serious science

Max Planck:'ber irreversible Strahlungsvorgnge'

If about electrical and magnetic forces in physics there are more or less sensible concept, it is impossible to tell the same about knowledge of nuclear forces (there are strange, color and stinking sharmthings breaking any logic)

 Marinov 30 years ago and as have confirmed in recent experiments on anisotropy of a space thermal background, the Solar system moves withMarinov?s velocity360 ?30 [km/s] within corpuscular aether

Owing to such structure of a neutron during the moment of its decay the electron always with the negative spin because the electron flies away "back"

Thus, around of each ethereal domain there is a "niche" filled by amer of phase aether

 Value of equatorial radius of an electron depends on intensity of an exterior electric field, that is, having constant volume, the electron under activity of an electric field is stretched in a plane of equator (fig

 Closer example ? a neutron maintaining integrity despite of excess of interior energy potential above conventionally "zero" level of a proton, a yield of its decay

This lowermost level can be presented as a continuum (continuous and an infinite medium), consisting at more detailed viewing from identical, immeasurable, indiscernible?protoatoms?which, for difference from other levels of elementary quality, we will termprotoamers, that is previous to a level of atoms of aether, theamersof Democritus

 The grasped electromagnetic wave subjected to effect of the full interior reflection changes a phase of a crest (or a node) on surface of an electron with the frequency corresponding to a rotation frequency of single electrical charge

He3nucleus has almost same energy of decay at other configurationEdec= 3+ 7-= 6,937 MeV,Sign of an electrical component here is other as there is a breaking off electrostatic force of two protons

emptiness

The scholastic logic of relativism has led physics to illogical concept of waves-particles moving in the abstract emptiness

 Generally, the volume of ethereal domain is inversely proportional to a quadrate of temperature of aether

?Philipp von Lenard[30/31]Myth about a space-time distortion

Dogariu

Kuzmich

Effects of Basov?s classical experiments [36] and their modern recurring by Wang ? Kuzmich - Dogariu [37] on "superluminal? velocity of light in the active mediums are obvious

The nature of nuclear forcesDistinction of concepts "energy" and "force"

 Gyration of the negative charge occurs in a underside concerning positives

 A typical cluster ? an alpha-particle consisting of four protons and the "Cooperian" pair of electrons surrounding them

 Energy of decay of a neutron is equal precisely to nuclear quantum of elasticity

 It is born more by a nuclear energy, which on concentration surpasses chemical energy on as much orders how much the atom is more than nucleon

 Amers of which the aether consists, in turn are ?protoatoms? for fundamental particles, the elements of a hierarchical level of chemical atoms

866 = 660[KeV](1)whereEp? is an energy of rest proton

 Adamenko's the newest discovering (?PROTON-21?, Kiev, Ukraine) confirms the concept of existence of a meta-solid phase of substance when under action of hyper pressure there is a demolition of electronic shells of atoms and usual substance transfers into a state of nuclear matter

?Such as I would like it to term,?the meta-aether?, or an initiating aether would be medium filling all space which forces particles of aether to obey conditions, established for its motion?Philipp von Lenard[30/31]ProtoaetherBasing on these achievements of a classical science, the author will try to designate lowermost of visible and ?the simplest? level of the matter

 The electric field is the process

At contact of two protons with each other each of them loses 1/1420

Such contact leads to restriction of phase transition by frameworks of the remained free surface

 This process covers all surface of a particle

"Points, lines and surfaces are abstract elements of euclidean geometry which can not be part of physical realty"Prof

 On the same line there is a process of phase transition of aether, that is process of gravitation

 Lomonosov in 1748, Helmholtz in 1847 [32], N

Lomonosov

The core of atom nucleus consists of the proton clusters assembled by electronic shells

ethereal

Earlier the author had been offered a model of electron, the ethereal domain in which a single-mode electromagnetic wave of single light quantum is excites [3, 8]

 Though as the author shows in [19, 20] there are some differences from the quadratic law related to cubic dependency ofinitialforce, the change of pressure in aether

 Thus it is absolutely forgotten, that the mathematical description of a physical reality is only its simplified model

 As it is clear from properties of antimatter following from offered model of aether, it cannot form atoms more difficult than anti-hydrogen

 As a result of it the mass of a protonmpin structure of the neutron increases on this value, and total mass of neutronmnbecomesmn=mp+mp/1199

 It is clear, that transitivity of this sphere decreases with diminution of radius of a trajectory moving protoamer as the ?drawing density? of sphere by a trajectory of protoamer?s motion becomes greater

Isotopic composition peculiarities in products of nucleosynthesis in extremely dense matter

 It is necessary to note that the electric field charges do not exist as objects in the offered concept

 Being convoluted into the domain, the resonator of the single quantum mode of an electromagnetic wave it gets spin s = 

 It has been shown that if the corpuscular aether behaves as superfluid substance the phase aether has properties sated "two-dimensional" vapor, spread on interdomain boundaries

 It is atom of hydrogen which nucleus has grasped an electron of a nuclear shell

Being grounded at opening by the author of existence of a meta-solid state of substance [15] according to which the neutron is the meta-stable, compressed state of atom of hydrogen, in which an electron is in Bose state, it is possible to prolong development of this idea on a construction of a nucleus

Occurrence even terminating quantity of a substance from nothing, during any concrete moment of time contradicts to the principle of causality which is necessary for presence of the right of existence of a science as sciences, but not as a thieves' trick (see classical work of H

 Fermi approved in [62], that the electron does not contain in a nucleus, and it is formed during the moment of?-decay as the quantum is formed as a result of quantum transition

As well as in other fields of sane physics, at the analysis of nuclear integrity it is necessary to count not a balance of energy, but attitudes of consolidating and destroying forces

 Thus, the shell structure of nuclei is explained by presence of electrons in it

 This amer carries out a role of an original string-bag, the net providing on the one hand integrity of a domain as structure, and on the other hand the free motion (rest is more exact) of amers of corpuscular aether

 By itself a fundamental particle is only a pole of this strain, and any substantial (mass) body is the unit of such poles

 The energy which is found out in aether they term as an ?energy of zero-point? though the term ?zero-point? we should apply to substance which energy is 10-125part of energy of corpuscular aether of the Universemore likely

a) on which surface there is a first-kind phase transition which have the certain fixed difference of pressure of a reagent (phase aether) created on a surface of a particle

Force of a repulsion of two elementary charges residing apart a radius of electron (two radii of proton) is equal=/ re=q2/(4??0?re2)= 58

 If nuclear forces, so-called ?strong interactions? were really much stronger than electrostatic forces there would be no decay of nuclei, there would be no phenomenon of a ethereal-activity

 Structure of electron (a), proton (b) and neutron (c)

 In the same way the meson can be presented as the ethereal domain with two-modal oscillation, a proton is three-modal excited domain, and some resonances have four-modal oscillations and it is possible greater number of modes

Let's consider, that there is a contact of two spherical particles (see fig

 Therefore many experiments on detection of a motion of aether come to an end with failure

hadrons

 Difference of heavy particles from an electron consists in that the phase transition of amers (that is process of gravitation) occurs in hadrons not only on one "equatorial" line as at an electron

Energy of decay of tritium up to 3 protons and 2 electrons is equalEdec= 3+ 5+ 2= 6,918 MeV,here the electrical component is given by interaction of two electrons

 Prigogine[57], elastic mediums, like the medium of corpuscular aether, are subjects of synergetic processes, that is occurrence of stable and quasi-stable resonant oscillations

The third pair of nuclear quanta is known magnetic forces

average density of energyaverage density of inertia (mass)corpuscular aether~10113[J/m3]~1096[kg/m3]phase aether~3 1049[J/m3]~3 1032[kg/m3]substance~10-14[J/m3]~10-31[kg/m3]Mass density of substance fits to astronomical data

 From proposed concepts it is possible to draw a conclusion that by means of the known way of magnetic cooling, it is possible to enlarge stability of nuclei that is to say artificially enlarge half-life or completely transform the radioactive nuclei into stable if that will allow by degrees of liberty of nuclear configuration (the isomeric state), see below

 That antimatter which was formed during energetic reactions of a birth of pairs of particles ? antiparticles, departs to far Space, accumulating in intergalactic cells, for a long time observable by astronomers

 They move on boundaries of domains and gather inside of domains of substance (in fundamental particles)

?Philipp von Lenard[30/31]Unfortunately, people, having learned the account in which they have reached great success, since ancient antique times they are not strong in logic

Philipp von Lenard

 Isotopes with excess of protons are decaying under activity of electrostatic forces, and isotopes with excess of neutrons are decaying from a kinetic energy of the last

 The wrong interpretation of Michelson ? Morley?s experiment: ?The invariance of an interference figure means independence of velocity of light from the motion of objects of real physical world?, has led theoretical physicists to physically superficial and logically inconsistent postulation of an irrespective constancy of velocity of light

 It means that in a new state an amer is in thermodynamic equilibrium with medium

In the working models of aether presented by the author earlier corpuscular and phase amers considered as counterpoised and unbalanced "heavy" gyros accordingly

 At a take-off of one particle from another "nuclear interaction", that is gravitational forces between hadrons will fall in ~1040times

The mass (inertia) of substance is defined by a degree of strain of aether around of this substance and is attribute of aether

=q2/(4??0?re) =mec2= 511[KeV],(3)hereq ?isnatural unit of electric charge (a charge of proton, electron);?0??is dielectric permittivity;re? is classical radius of electron;me? is inertia (mass) of rest electron,c- velocity of light in an empty aether

 Experiments on "teleportation", ?tangled states? where the pairs of quantum objectsformed in medium of a birefringenceremain the bound "superluminal" correlation on greater distances are obvious

 Nuclear forces in a modern physics are false chimerical integrating absolutely different forces, the nature of which is skipped because of relativistic doctrine

trajectory

The equatorial line is a trajectory of a motion of an elementary electrical charge, which creates a magnetic field of an electron

Let's view the structure of the basic particles more detailed

 As the situation of critical transition arises on a scale of gauges repeatedly we see "atoms" of different ranks: galaxies, stars and planets, stones and people, grains of sand and alive cells, molecules and chemical atoms, atomic nuclei and fundamental particles

 Rutherford was denying, and a myth about neutron as a fundamental particle exists till now

 It seems that in neutron there is no nuclear interaction

myth

Friedman

 This illogical postulate has demanded for its survival a distortion of time, space, change of bodies? proportions at subluminal velocities (Lorentzian shrinking), violation of the principle of causality (imagined twins paradox) and necessities of finiteness of the Universe (Einstein - Friedman model, a myth about Big Bang)

 However the shell of an electron on ~1/1200 increases strain of aether at a surface of a proton and, accordingly, velocity of phase transition of aether

 As it is easy to see the "interior" temperature of amer, distinct from, namely,To, corresponds to this radius

amer

fine

 What it is possible to learn about dispositions of inhabitants of the Nanoworld, having only one method of transmission the information to them ? bombardment of their cities and having one method of the analysis ? determination ?an effective section of interaction? by measuring growth of the area of their cemeteries in aerial photographs?The relativistic reason based on thought that at lack in the nature of objects less the electron and magnification of energy with increasing of the characteristic size of a microscopic object there is not a method of recognizing of more fine particles, does not maintain criticism

 The radius of this "cocoon" is defined by force of pressure of the medium packed by trajectories of protoamers adjacent with considered

 Actually all modern physics and the sciences related by it are infected by the relativistic mythology, being a powerful brake of an advancement of science and new technologies

 Khaidarov, May 31, 2005AETHER: THE STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR FORCES(Aethereal theoryof the matter)Dedicated to the bright memory of my daughter AnastasiaThis paper states the concept and results of the author?s study, discovering real structure of the matter

Khaidarov

 As the corpuscular aether can be found out only indirectly, the fact of its existence is not perceived seriously by official science till now

 Thus, protoamer ?draw up? all surface of sphere of radiusr, creating an original cocoon, similar to silkworm spinning cocoon

protoamer

The radius of a trajectory becomes equal to radius of the domain

Myths SRT and GTR cannot exist without their basic illogical statement about a relativity of space-time, that is denying aether, the world medium

Knowing topology of a nucleus, quantity (2) and forces of Coulomb interaction, it is possible to determine requirements of stability of a nucleus

 At calculation of integrity of nuclear (and generally physical) structure paramount importance has an attitude of forces: retaining and breaking off

Light quanta and substanceAs the author earlier finds it out, both light quanta and substance represent by themselves poles of joint oscillations of corpuscular and phase aethers

Paul Gerber

Karl Friedrich Gauss

Leonard Euler

Daniel Bernulli

 91]For disclosing the real structure of physical world before readers, using a new knowledge received by the author during a study of properties of aether [1-19], and also leaning on results gained by classics of philosophy and physics Democritus, Immanuel Kant [20], Galileo Galilei [21], Robert Hooke [22], Daniel Bernulli [23], Leonard Euler [24], Karl Friedrich Gauss [25], Paul Gerber [26-29], we will consider a structure of aether recognized today, the forms of its motion and the forces operating within it

Immanuel Kant

 Besides these spherical particles have the fixed interior pressure creating the fixed elasticity of form

immobile

 It is possible to present immobile protoamers as the symmetrical spheres (blobs), and moving protoamers as the deformed spheres having asymmetry (analog of wing or boomerang)

protoamers

Mechanism of synthesis of superheavy nuclei via the process of controlled electron-nuclear collapse

Red shift that is used by relativists as the proof of expansion of the Universe easily explainable as an attenuation of light on huge distances is known as the theory of ?tired light? since times of Fritz Zwicky [1]

Fritz Zwicky

Having the volume comparable to electrostatic forces inside of a nucleus, nuclear forces are absolutely powerless outside of a nucleus

 The way for solution of a problem of integrating of fundamental physical interactions on the basis of the concept of a two-component aether is shown

 The energy of its decay up to 2 protons and an electron is equalEdec=+ (2-1)= 1,442 MeV,and it?s decay only up to a neutron and a proton is equalEdec=+ 2= 2,225 MeV,The half-length of a deuteron according to the offered concept is equalre+rp= 4

 The odds between the total of the whole values of quanta and gives an observable binding energy of nucleusEdeckinetic energyEkinconcluded in nuclear particlesEdec= a+ b+ c-Ekin,(6)here a, b, c ? integers;QuantityEkinmakes few KeV for stable and long-lived isotopes

 In a flat exterior electric field it has the shape of ellipsoid of revolution (fig

nucleosynthesis

Study of the composition of products of controlled nucleosynthesis by local Auger-electron spectroscopy

 The last are observed experimentally in the form of ?vacuum oscillations? in various experiments, for example, in experiment with a quantum maser [59]

It is the parent of an apparent asymmetry of the Universe on substance and antimatter

The statement about impossibility of simultaneous measuring an impulse and coordinates of a particle concerns only to the process of measuring by bombardment of the objects of a microcosm, but not to these objects

 Some infringements of logic are visible at once:? The wave is an oscillation, change of a state of medium

ConclusionsAs a result of applying of ethereal approach to a nuclear physics and the analyzing not only energy but forces also, the author offers the consistent concept, in which:The neutron is a junction of a proton and an electron in Bose state

The phase aether is responsible for the electrical phenomena

 Otherwise they can be interpreted as quanta of elastic states of electrons in a nucleus

 There are an attitude of linear size of chemical atom to size of fundamental particle or a nucleus, an attitude of orbital niche of a star and typical radius of solid part of a celestial body

High velocity of oscillation amers of corpuscular aether does such process of the making up and disassembling imperceptible, and process of a motion of domains sees as smooth and free fromMarinov?s velocity

 Two following expressionswhereE? is an electric intensity,F? is a force,q? is a charge,p? is a pressure,s? is an area;describe the same physical process from different positions

The offered concept easily explains magic numbers by filling the symmetrical configurations of nuclear clusters

 If the medium is the abstract emptiness it can form only emptiness, the oscillation of "anything" within "anything"

 An aether consisting from such amers we will term asthe bound phase aether

amers

The author has found the characteristic thermal velocity of a corpuscular aether amers in [6]

corpuscular

4?1032?K,h? Planck constant,concerns to background temperature of UniverseT0= 2,723 ?K as1/2

 It exceeds velocity of light on many orders

 For understanding of a principle of activity of nuclear forces we will consider features of the process generating a strain of nuclear particles

866 active surface, and accordingly, power of phase transition and a corresponding part of the mass, which is consequence of occurrence of strain in aether at phase transition on a surface of a particle

 The neutron, the elementary natural meta-solid nuclear matter in a meta-stable state outside of a nucleus is known for a long time, but is interpreted untruly

 When it comes to Tesla's systems, many propose that the 'voltage' flowing through his system was actually a pure form of aether

 Positive particles may be pushed along with the aether flow and negative particles may eat their way in the opposite direction towards the source, but the primary event is the flow of pure pressurized aether

 When in operation, the secondary coil would increase the 'voltage' produced to very high levels

dying

Eva Kroth

Hannes
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It seems Tesla found a way to magnify 'power' without needing to utilize electrical current

 In some of his writings, he called these disturbances 'impulses', because he could feel radiant effects from them

The physicistFrederick David Tombesalso describes how aether is responsible for current in his paper titledMaxwell's Original Equations

Joie Bourisseau

youre here to experience NOT KNOWING ---- (STAR CHILD)Joie Bourisseaugt;Our Gifts Are UnwrappingCarl Franzgt;Conversation With a CatThe Trail of BearMr GrocerThe Secret Ocean of DoncasterSaltmarshe, East YorkshireGuided MissionThe Lesson of the Lapis LazuliThe Offering by the Oak TreeThe Alder of IntentionHenry's GardenThe Woman in the Purple CoatThe Fruit of GratitudeHere Be DragonsMichaela Widergt;The first three Prayers of my lifeA Little Miracle at the SupermarketThe almost last breathBlessingConscious InnocenceAnother little miracle at the supermarketMayagt;A Little More on Our Changing EnergyOur New GuidesPoems through Messenger SpiritRECOMMENDED BOOKS/AUTHORSKryon BooksThe Ringing Cedars SeriesHealing'Seth'RashaKen CareyDrunvalo MelchizedekDr Michael NewtonDr Brian WeissJulie SoskinRECOMMENDED WEBSITESKryon ChannellingsNassim Haramein : The Resonance ProjectDavid Wilcock : Divine CosmosDrunvalo MelchizedekAlex Grey : Visionary ArtistARCHIVED ARTICLESChristmas Message 2011Electric Universe/Plasma Cosmology :Aether Flow :The True Electric Current?Nikola TeslaNikola Teslanot only wanted to give the worldfree energy, but he developed components of technology whereby it could be accomplished

 They claim mainstream science incorrectly eliminated the concept of the aether, or the all-pervasive medium in which electromagnetic waves were originally thought to travel

He began referring to his disrupter line as his special 'primary', and to the helical coil placed within the shockzone, as his special 'secondary'

 Some of his systems (today known asTesla coils) used high frequency, high voltage discharges from capacitors to create disturbances in the aether

This 'cold' form of electricity (devoid of electron flow) has many unique properties that are being demonstrated on a regular basis by multiple inventors

He had discovered a new induction law, one where radiant shockwaves actually autointensified when encountering segmented objects

 Hence when we first switch an electric circuit on, there will be a net injection of charge into the circuit from the power source

 Since 'mainstream' physics teaches power (watts) is the product of volts times amps (current or electron flow), how could the system magnify the total power if little or no current was present? The only way we can find an answer is if we are willing to accept the possibility that our present understanding of electrical current is not correct

 Then, using his secondary coil, he was able to 'suck in' aether from the surroundings and intensify the over-all aether pressure in the system

What is even more interesting is that his system seemed to be utilizing a transformer effect without electric current or magnetism being the driving force

 With his Tesla coil he was able to first isolate the aether (pure voltage) from the current, and then magnify it with his secondary spiral or pancake coil to produce a gain of energy

 It was operating due to an electrostatic induction mechanism that increased the voltage of the system

 It may or may not involve the flow of particles as a secondary effect

 Tesla measured a zero current condition in these long copper secondary coils

 The electron flow could actually be impeding or killing the flow of aether, which is the true source of power

Interestingly, it is alleged by many researchers that in addition to magnifying the input voltage, these systems were magnifying the total power - producing *OverUnity[*see below - Messenger Spirit]

 Voltage propagates faster (up to at least 8x "c", speed of light), whereas current in a solid conductor propagates at something slightly less than "c"

 Each transformer conducted a specific impulse duration with special force

 He explains how the electric field or aether tension is what really carries current across a wire, and not electron flow

 A consistent increase in electrical pressure was measured along the coil surface

 Instead we use 'dumbed down' versions that are easier for electricians and engineers to utilize while designing conventional power systems

 Indeed, Tesla stated that voltages could often be increased at an amazing 10,000 volts per inch of axial coil surface

 The flow of electrons is simply a by-product

 Until those devices were broadly proliferated, we could simply extract energy from the aether, convert it from cold electricity to normal electricity (with electron flow), and use it to power the grid

 For example, the aether and longitudinal waves

 Perhaps by a combination of high switching rates and other methods of preventing current from flowing (he often quenched his spark gap with blowing air or a magnetic field) he was able to isolate the aether

 Also, aether flow or 'cold electricity' can be used to transmit power down one wire for long distances, in a way that would not be possible with conventional current

 In his systems the 'tension' as he called it, could reach millions of volts

However, there are some researchers who argue that mainstream science ignores the 'true' nature of electricity, and what really constitutes electric current

An electric current begins as pure pressurized aether flow

 To get back on track, we would need to admit the existence of the aether, study its properties, and figure out how it can be harnessed and manipulated - or captured from the environment to produce free energy!From Tesla's writings, it seems like aether acts like a highly compressed gas

 By ignoring the work of the early pioneers of electromagnetism and dumbing down the original equations of Maxwell (the father of electromagnetism) they are obscuring the aether as the true source of electricity

 Technologies that utilize the aether could be what takes us to the stars!Another way to look at the situation, is that until wereallyunderstand the aether, we cannot have a true understanding of any of the forces of the universe

 For example, when hooked up to an antenna (like the sphere on top of a Tesla coil) it can transmit power wirelessly via longitudinal waves

magnify

Tesla used fast switching to produce disturbances or impulses in the aether and prevent current flow: by doing so he was able to produce a pure flow of aether that he could magnify

Could it be that the flow of aether in the form of electric field is the true "electric current", and electron flow is only a byproduct? Some researchers, including potentially Nikola Tesla, seem to think so!byHank Mills,Pure Energy Systems Newshttp://beforeitsnews

html?currentSplittedPage=0[Note: 'the aether' is today often called 'the unified field', or simply 'the field'

It seems a significant number of researchers feel like the abandoned concept of the aether is responsible for electric current, as well as many other phenomena

 However, some of these same researchers deny that any significant amount of 'conventional' current travels through a well optimized Tesla coil

 What this could potentially mean is that what we call current (defined by the motion of electrons) is actually just a by-product of the aether

 The pressurized aether will flow in a closed circuit which will inflate and expand until it settles inside the conducting wires

Nikola Teslais an example of an individual who was convinced the aether existed, and built systems to harness it for the benefit of mankind

 The secondary coil in the system was a flat pancake coil of many turns of wire that was placed inside of the primary

 Typically, he would have a primary coil of a few turns of wire that would direct these impulses towards a secondary coil

Pure voltage was rising with each inch of coil surface

 Messenger Spirit]There are a few reasons why I think his comments have merit:Tesla claimed that longitudinal waves from his system propagated faster than the speed of light

When you close a circuit the current lags the voltage

If mainstream science took the time to study and understand the properties of the aether flow, it could allow for a new technological revolution to take place

 Tesla called the combined disrupter and secondary helix a 'Transformer'

transformer

 Once each transformer was tuned to its own special response rate, impulses could flow smoothly through the system like gas flowing in a pipe

 Not only could we extract free energy from the environment instead of burning fossil fuels, but we could build devices custom-engineered to work optimally with cold electricity
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volts

 This meant that a 24-inch coil could absorb radiant shockwaves, which initially measured 10,000 volts, with a subsequent maximum rise to 240,000 volts! Such transformations of voltage were unheard of with apparatus of this volume and simplicity

 If this is possible, then there must be many ways to extract energy from this limitless source that fills the universe

Seth
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George Rodonaia

 Wenbert:Let them all have The Big Secret: that 'Voltage' is FASTER than 'Current', and that fast switching can exploit this, drawing on any source of ambient electrons in the environment (earth, air, water)

 As the current is initially expanding inside the circuit, there will be a step, or a bore, of pressurized aether flow advancing laterally between the wires

 Conducting wires act like arteries for aether flow

Tesla was a physicist, inventor, and electrical engineer of unusual intellectual brilliance and practical achievement

 Its ultimately how ALL *FE/OU devices work; Bearden was right - establish the Dipole, and switch so that it is never discharged/ shorted and you can draw free current forever

shockwaves

 Tesla Transformers are not electromagnetic devices; they use radiant shockwaves, and produce pure voltage without current

 But how would the existence of the aether benefit humanity? How could it be put to use?An Aetheric FutureIf the aether is what truly powers an electric circuit, it means that mainstream science has gone extremely off-track over the past hundred years

 One reason it is likely the mainstream understanding of electricity could be in error is because we do not use the original equations of Maxwell

 He writes: " Very little is actually known, or ever can be known, about the details of evolution in the past

 These patterns are modified by changes arising within the body of the animal, and by the influences from the environment

Biological Morphogenesis"Biological morphogenesis can be defined as the 'coming-into-being' of characteristic and specific form in living organisms

deals

 This suggested causation of form by morphogenetic fields is called formative causation in order to distinguish it from the energetic type of causation with which physics already deals with so thoroughly

 This simple fact means that biological systems cannot be magnified or diminished indefinitely without becoming unstable

 Sheldrake describes how influences of past actions effect the present

organicists

 Rather than ascribing form to the individual structure, organicists ascribe the individual structures to a collective 'field' from which the individual structures draw instructions as to a goal-directed movement via growth, regeneration or reproduction

 I feel this is one mistake that Pirsig made in Lila and so left himself open for attack from certain perceptual angles

About The AuthorMy BlogContact MeComing SoonPublishingA New Science of Life; The Hypothesis of Morphic Resonance"Most biologists take it for granted that living organisms are nothing but complex machines, governed only by the known laws of physics and chemistry

 206)This fourth metaphysics tends to resemble Pirsig's own philosophy a great deal and is the choice of Sheldrake as well

 165)Instincts and LearningChapter 10 examines an extension of movement known as instinct and learning

I would recommend the discussion in the appendix between David Bohm and Rupert Sheldrake

the Vitalists ascribe these properties to 'vital factors', Organicists to 'morphogenetic fields' and Mechanists to 'genetic programs', or DNA

 162)Sheldrake ties the senses to these motor fields by writing: " By morphic resonance, an animal comes under the influence of specific motor fields as a result of its characteristic structure and internal patterns of oscillatory activity

 The adjective morphic (from the Greek root morphe`=form) emphasizes the aspect of structure, and the word unit the unity or wholeness of the system

 Rupert Sheldrake begins his hypothesis by explaining some of the more difficult notions behind biology, but it soon becomes apparent that there is a good deal more going on in biology than even biologists themselves care to admit

 Within the mechanistic framework of thought, the central problem of development and morphogenesis is seen as the control of protein synthesis

undefinable

 The morphogenetic fields are undetectable and undefinable in mechanistic terms, yet the evidence of morphogenetic fields is within our own form

 He writes: " The detailed structure of an animal

 It seems that to really get into the book, the reader must be prepared to set aside some previously formed assumptions about science, life and reality in general, otherwise one will miss some important points along the way

In other words, the final form of structure is already contained within the morphic 'germ' that precedes the structure

 19)"The second problem is that many developing systems are able to regulate; in other words if a part of a developing system is removed (or if an additional part is added), the system continues to develop in such a way that a more is less normal structure is produced

"A New Science of Life(Page 63)This is very similar to Pirsig's static latching

 He writes:" Learning can be said to occur when there is any relatively permanent adaptive change in behavior as a result of past experience

" -Rupert Sheldrake, (Pg

" (iii) The automatic averaging of past forms will result in a spatial probability distribution within the morphogenetic field, or in other words, a probability structure

resemble

"" A 'resonant' effect of form upon form across space and time would resemble energetic resonance in its selectivity, but it could not be accounted for in terms of any known types of resonance, nor would it involve a transmission of energy

 A careful reading will remind the reader much of Pirsig's Dynamic Quality being undefinable and therefore also non-energetic in nature

Evolution by Past InfluencesSheldrake deals with the evolution problem effectively by stating:"However, this theory can never be more than speculative

 Here he examines genetics and heredity and talks of altered morphogenetic germs and altered pathways of morphogenesis; family resemblance's and the inheritance of acquired characteristics

" However, neither the repetition, modification, addition, subtraction nor permutation of existing morphogenetic fields can explain the origin of these fields themselves

 In this process the direct influence of a given system is progressively diluted as time goes by; although its absolute effect does not diminish, its relative effect declines as the total number of similar past systems increase

 170)Sheldrake goes on to discuss chreode formation and the relationship between instinct and sign stimuli and how they result in what we call learning

 For although morphogenetic fields can only bring about their effects in conjunction with energetic processes, they are not in themselves energetic

and the Conscious Self:" Contrary to the philosophy of materialism, the conscious self can be admitted to have reality which is not merely a derivative from matter

"Here is an example of what Sheldrake means:" (ii) The forms of even the simplest chemical morphic units are variable: sub-atomic particles are in ceaseless vibratory motion, and atoms, and molecules are subject to deformation by mechanical collision and by electrical and magnetic fields

"Formative Causation and MovementIn chapter 9, Sheldrake begins examining the role of formative causation in the control of movement

in so far as mechanistic explanations depend on teleological concepts such as genetic programmes or genetic instructions, goal-directedness can be explained only because it has already been smuggled in

Sheldrake outlines his theory of formative causation:"The hypothesis of formative causation proposes that morphogenetic fields play a causal role in the development and maintenance of the forms of systems at all levels of complexity

 Energetic resonance occurs when a system is acted on by an alternating force which coincides with its natural frequency of vibration

egg

 It implies that the fertilized egg contains a pre-formed programme which somehow specifies the organism's morphogenetic goals and coordinates and controls its development towards them

 Sheldrake discusses morphogenetic fields and motor fields

writes

Frequently Asked QuestionsQ- What is morphic resonance?A- On page 95, Sheldrake writes: " The idea of a process whereby the forms of previous systems influence the morphogenesis of subsequent similar systems is difficult to express in terms of existing concepts

indefinitely

 By contrast, in living organisms morphogenetic processes continue indefinitely in the endless repeated cycles of growth and reproduction

 116)Inheritance of FormSheldrake goes on to list another 5 postulates before moving on to chapter 7, where he discusses the inheritance of form

 Thus the most specific morphic resonance acting upon it will be that from its own past

 This makes the concept very difficult to get a grip on, much likethe forces of Dynamic Qualitythat Pirsig refers to

"He also sums up his theory of formative causation here

 He writes:" The influence of previous organisms on subsequent similar organisms by morphic resonance would give rise to effects which could not conceivably occur if heredity depended only on the transfer of genes and other material structures from parent to their progeny

 137)Sheldrake goes on to examine the Darwinian notion of evolution from a morphogenetic point of view, using terms such as divergence of chreodes, suppression of chreodes and the influence of other species

The probability structure of a morphogenetic field determines the probable state of a given system under its influence in accordance with the actual states of all similar systems; the most probable form the system will take up is that which has occurred most frequently already

 Then, by analogy, other people can also be assumed to be conscious beings with a similar capacity

 95)Here Sheldrake uses the very same words that Pirsig uses to divide Quality into 2 parts, static and Dynamic

 99-100)This diagram illustrates situations in which the influence of previous systems is exhausted by morphic resonance with only one subsequent system (A) and two subsequent systems (B)

the philosophy of materialism has had to be modified accordingly

Of the Creative Universe:" Although a creative agency capable of giving rise to new forms and new patterns of behavior in the course of evolution would necessarily transcend individual organisms, it need not transcend all nature

Evolution of BehaviorChapter 11 deals with the inheritance and evolution of behavior

My ConclusionsI understand many scientists are skeptical of Sheldrake's theory of formative causation, even though some experimental evidence tends to back up Sheldrake

 He called the new concept thechreode(from the Greek chre`, it is necessary, and hodos, route or path) and illustrated it by means of a simple three-dimensionalepigenetic landscape

although morphogenetic fields may be adjustable in absolute size, the range within which the size of the system can vary is limited by severe physical restraints

ideas of this type, although widely held, were too vague to provide an effective alternative to the mechanistic theory

 49)Of these 3 outlooks, it seems to me that the organicist theory, developed in the late 19th century, is most in tune with Pirsig's Quality universe

 It can only begin from an already organized system which serves as a 'morphogenetic germ'

 In summing up the chapter, Sheldrake examines the origin of new forms saying

Sheldrake's ConclusionsIn chapter 12, the final chapter, Sheldrake offers four possible conclusions, and describes each one in some detail

 " Most biological morphic units are polarized in at least one direction

 Clearly, this is where most skepticism to Sheldrake's theory of formative causation arises

 So what exactly is it? In response to this question, the idea can only disintegrate into vague suggestions about physico-chemical interactions somehow structured in time and space; the problem is merely restated

 All through the book, Sheldrake offers experiments on attempting to confirm his hypothesis, and they discuss some of these experiments and what the results mean

 In this context, the word 'form' is taken to include not only the shape of the outer surface or boundary of the system, but also its internal structure

 Nevertheless, the ability of past systems to affect present ones could be weakened or exhausted by action

 71)Formative CausationThis is the core of Sheldrake's theory of formative causation

 Sheldrake goes on to explain these 3 schools of thought in more detail in chapter 2

 Of human behavior, he writes:"In human behavior the ranges of ways in which behavioral goals are reached are far wider than in any other species, but the same principles seem to apply: under the influence of the higher-level motor fields, patterns of action are 'funneled' towards stereotyped consummatory acts which are generally innate

regeneration

 (After Weiss, 1939)"The third problem is that of regeneration, whereby organisms are able to replace or restore damaged structures

 50)The concept of the the chreode is very similar to Pirsig's concept of static latching within the four static levels of the Metaphysics of Quality

 For when so little is actually understood, there is an open possibility that at least some of the phenomena of life depends on laws or factors as yet unrecognized by the physical sciences

Sheldrake seems to believe that of the 3 theories, the organicist theory is a most promising starting point

In chapter 3, Sheldrake examines the causes of Form, the problems of Form, the relationship to Form and energy:"In the most general terms, form and energy bear an inverse relationship to each other; energy is the principle of change, but a form or structure can only exist as long as it has a certain stability and resistance to change

 Sheldrake uses the term 'morphogenetic germ' to explain the genesis of being:" Morphogenesis does not take place in a vacuum

 The next most specific resonance will be that of genetically similar animals which live in the same environment

 I really don't think I can do justice to the ideas contained in the book in such a short review

 And Rupert Sheldrake is able to present these ideas in an interesting and Dynamic way which makes for absorbing reading

organicists proposed morphogenetic (or embryonic or developmental) 'fields'

 " (i) In addition to the types of energetic causation known to physics, and in addition to the causation due to the structures of know physical fields, a further type of causation is responsible for the forms of all material morphic units

programme

 Indeed the properties attributed to genetic programmes are remarkably similar to those with which Vitalists endowed their hypothetical vital factors; ironically, the genetic programme seem to be very like a vital factor in a mechanistic guise"

 36)"Vitalism asserts that the phenomena of life cannot be fully understood in terms of physical laws derived only from the study of inanimate systems, but that an additional causal factor is at work in living organisms

 During morphogenesis a new higher-level morphic unit comes into being around this germ, under the influence of a specific morphogenetic field

 Biological morphic units are still more variable; even if cells and organisms have the same genetic constitution and develop under the same conditions they are unlikely to be identical in every respect

In the first chapter, Sheldrake examines some of the unsolved problems in modern biology; the success biology has obtained in the context of the underlying problems still confronting biologists in the fields of behavioral science, evolution, the origins of life,psychologyand parapsychology

 But the genetic programme must involve something more than the chemical structure of DNA, because identical copies of DNA are passed on to all cells; if all cells were programmed identically, they could not develop differently

"Sheldrake examines polarity of morphogenetic fields and their size as well

 Examples include the 'sympathetic' vibration of stretched strings in response to appropriate sound waves; the tuning of radio sets to the frequency of radio waves given out by transmitters; the absorption of light waves of particular frequencies by atoms and molecules, resulting in their characteristic absorption spectra; and the response of electrons and atomic nuclei in the presence of magnetic fields to electromagnetic radiation in Electronic Spin Resonance and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

organismic

the prospects for improved versions of mechanistic, vitalistic and organismic theories of morphogenesis are discussed in the following chapter

 So how does this field become associated with the morphogenetic germ to start with?" The answer may be that just as the association of material systems with gravitational fields depends upon their mass, and with electromagnetic fields on their electrical charge, so the association of systems with morphogenetic fields depends on their form

The influence of past systems on present systems is not attenuated by temporal or spatial separation

examines

 He examines plant movement (normally accomplished by growing), amoeboid movement, and nervous systems in animals

The dimensions of particular atoms and molecular morphic units are more or less constant

" Although the fields controlling the changes of form of the specialized motor structures of animals are in fact morphogenetic fields, they bring about movement rather than net changes of form

 For the purpose of this review I am assuming the reader is familiar with Pirsig's writings and I will not explore those here other than to compare them with Sheldrake's ideas

 According to organismic theory, systems or "organisms" are hierarchically organized at all levels of complexity

 Atoms, molecules, crystals, organelles, cells, tissues, organs and organisms are all made up of parts in ceaseless oscillation, and all have their own characteristic patterns of vibration and internal rhythm; the morphic units are dynamic, not static

 In order to distinguish it from energetic resonance, this process will be called 'morphic resonance'

Morphogenetic FieldsChapter 6 deals with formative causation and morphogenesis

 Biological development isepigenetic(see image below); new structures appear which cannot be explained in terms of the unfolding or growth of structures which are already present in the egg at the beginning of development

Lila

In this review, I will just give a brief overview of each chapter and some of the ways Sheldrake's ideas interact with Pirsig's Metaphysics of Quality which he wrote about in his book Lila

 He writes:" (i) The first system with a given form influences the second such system, then both the first and the second influence the third, and so on cumulatively

soon

 The 'field' terminology was soon taken up by other developmental biologists, but it remained ill-defined, although it served to suggest analogies between properties of living organisms and inorganic electro-magnetic systemsChreodesC

 Hence a morphogenetic germ becomes surrounded by a particular morphogenetic field because of its characteristic form

goals

 The only way in which these phenomena can be understood is in terms of causal entities which are somehow more than the sum of the parts of the developing systems, and which determine the goals of the processes of development

 One can accept, rather than deny, that one's own conscious self has the capacity to make free choices

 22)And of the Organicist school of thought, he says: "The organicist approach in its present state also suffers from the disadvantage of suggesting no new lines of empirical research; it offers little more to experimental biology than an ambiguous terminology

 24)In chapter 5, Sheldrake examines the influence of past forms and the constancy and repetition of forms

 133)In chapter 8, Sheldrake discusses evolution in a neo-Darwinian type of way

qualityBuddha

 It seems that Pirsig uses evolution both in its neo-Darwinian classical sense and in a 'Buddha' sense, but perhaps fails to distinguish between the two when describing his four levels of static quality and how they originated by 'evolving' from each lower layer

Pirsig

Attempting to get a grasp on morphogenetic fields is an example of the objectifying process we have all learned to use to categorize reality and to function as we do

" (page 194)Here Sheldrake is examining the social relationships which arise in all life forms, a striking resemblance to the social layer of the MOQ, in my opinion

 176)Sheldrake believes all forms of life learn in the same underlying way and goes on to explain some similarities between seemingly different species

" Morphic resonance is analogous to energetic resonance in a further respect: it takes place between vibrating systems

 43)"Organismic theories of morphogenesis have developed under a variety of influences; some from philosophical systems

 Nevertheless, during the course of evolution, entirely new morphic units together with their morphogenetic fields must have come into being; those of the organelles, of the basic types of cells, tissues and organs; and of the fundamentally different kinds of lower and higher plants and animals

 Sheldrake shoots down the mechanistic theory of genetic programming by using a computer analogy

 (ii) Formative causation depends on morphogenetic fields, structures with morphogenetic effects on material systems

programmes

"The concept of genetic programmes is based on an analogy with the programmes that direct the activities of computers

 Its difficult to say exactly what a morphogenetic field is, for it is non-energetic and undetectable

 Therapeutic aspects of electromagnetic fields for soft tissue healing

 Thus, each substance possesses its own characteristic torsion field

3go further by following a thesis advanced by physicist Roger Penrose,9that phytons represent the Vacuum equations in the spinor form and thereby obtain a system of nonlinear spinor equations where two component spinors represent the potential of torsion fields

Roger Penrose

Recently released Russian research posits an approach for describing many, if not all, the biopositive and parapsychological phenomena related to bioenergy healing and conscious intention

Furthermore, preliminary data collected to test this theory demonstrate a "Rubberband Effect" resulting from the healers intervention with matter-based substances and their fields

, test mass enclosed behind glass windows, resulted in the same rubberband effect only in reverse

 All fundamental fields known to physics correspond to specific Vacuum polarization states

 Laying-on-of-hands healing and therapeutic touch: a testable theory

22Similar types of improved immune responses have been reported by the Russian scientists with the use of generated torsion fields

 The torsion field is said to fill all of space isotropically, including its matter component

 In summary, whole body exposures of mammals to low-dose irradiation (doses lt;10 cGy/y; lt;10 rad/y) has been found to stimulate major physiologic parameters including reproduction, growth, muscular development, mental acuity, cell repair systems (DNA, RNA, membranes and shock proteins), and immune competence

biopositive
Torsion fields, radiation hormesis, and bioenergy therapyThe theory linking biopositive physiological effects of bioenergy therapies with radiation hormesis has been well described

IntroductionCertain alternative healing therapies are theorized as being bioenergetic modalities which utilize the "?lan vital" or vital energy

"11Thus, what has been observed in repeated experimental tests monitoring gamma count fluctuations during alternative healing sessions may be directly related to torsion fields

 Is there also a possible link to the unexplained psi-phenomona that have perplexed scientists and theologians for centuries? According to the Russian pioneers in torsion field research, just as in electricity, the elementary particle charges are the primary source of field where the elementary particle spins are the primary sources of torsion field

 Given charge polarization, the Vacuum is manifested as the electromagnetic field

" In fact, there are references made to human energy fields or the aura of the body in 97 different cultures, according to John White in his book "Future Science

John White

"Figure 1conscious intention (causing heightened electromagnetic\|/fields in the surrounding the hands)alteration of the torsion field\|/distortion of Vacuum/ZPF (radiation hormesis)\|/restoration of substance equilibriumThis spin compensation, posited to be induced by heightened electromagnetic fields surrounding the hands of bioenergy healers (charge q), alters the torsion field and creates new annihilation/energy opportunities for the source

irradiation

 The results obtained by Lui and many others have compelled researchers to conclude that whole-body irradiation (WBI) with X- and gamma-rays in the dose range within 0

Lui

 The gravitational field is thus the result of Vacuum decompensation arising at its point of polarization, which is an idea that was originally introduced by the well-known Russian scientist, Sakharov

 An abbreviated list would include "pseudo magnetism"; "fifth force"; "empty waves"; a significant part of Tesla phenomenology; "radiation energy" by H

,11"Gravitation and torsion fields manifest themselves as they are; whereas, electromagnetic fields always contain a torsion component and this is an essential fact

 In that event the phytons oriented in the same direction as the spin of the disturbance keep their orientation

 Second, torsion fields may be able to propagate in a region of space which is not limited by the light cone

Liu

 Shu-Zheng Liu of the MH Radiobiology Research Unit of Norman Bethune University demonstrates that in both human populations and animal studies low-dose radiation (LDR) stimulates the immunological responses

Shu-Zheng Liu

 The test mass initially got heavier but subsequently rebounded to a lighter than pre-test weight

 Appreciable differences in the response of the humoral part of the immune system for the unexposed and exposed mice were also detected: the titer of antibodies being 8

 Third, torsion fields may transmit information without transmitting energy

4,5The consistent results from these controlled experiments may result, in part, from the increased electromagnetic fields surrounding the hands of healers

superposition

 As the location of the atoms within a molecule and their spin orientation is due to their underlying physical characteristics, the superposition of torsion fields generated by the atomic and nuclear spins of each molecule determines the intensity of torsion field in the space surrounding the molecule as a whole

11Strong torsion fields are generated by high electrical potentials and by devices with organized circular or spiral electromagnetic processes

 Furthermore, the acceptance and appreciation of torsion fields, with their influencable spin characteristics both in defining and refining matter, opens a new perspective of scientific exploration into psi-phenomena

17Other research has shown bioenergy therapies reduce tension headache pain17and dramatically increase the rate of healing of dermal punch wounds

 Placing a pulse counting device (Geiger or solid-state scintillation counter) in the area exposed to torsion field one can obtain a corresponding estimate of the field

previously

 These theorized "violations" and "invariances" may be what the energy practitioners are creating, which induces changes in the gamma radiation previously described

 Shipov showed that besides the two known long-range physical fields, electromagnetic and gravitational, there exists a third long-range field: the torsion field

Keywords:gamma radiaton, radiation detection, bioenergy, quantum vacuum, atomic spin, phyton, SQUID, electromagnetic field

The torsion field theory takes a modified form of the original electron-positron model of the Dirac sea: the vacuum's energy field is viewed as a system of rotating wave packets of electrons and positrons (rather than a sea of electron-positron pairs)

 This long-standing and widespread belief in the existence of an etheric healing force, called "prana" by the Hindus, "chi" by the Chinese, and "ki" by the Japanese, is the source most often associated with the "soul, spirit, and mind

The dynamic interaction of positive and negative particles, with their resident charge, mass and spin characteristics, defines matter as we see it as well as the underlying forces

A second series of preliminary experiments with bioenergy healers demonstrated a similar rubberband effect

therapies

3Throughout the 20th Century, proponents of "?lan vital" and bioenergy medicine have been unable to provide definitive evidence of an electromagnetic connection between alternative healing therapies and living organisms let alone offer a scientifically-testable theory of its existence

 If the substance is unbalanced and in a state of disequilibrium, then the bioenergy of the healer's interaction with the ZPF will serve to balance the energy scales and return the substance to equilibrium

001) for the mice subjected to the action of torsion radiation

 Those opposite to the spin of the source undergo inversion; then the local region of the Vacuum transits into a state of transverse spin polarization

 Zeldovich demonstrated that presence of an electromagnetic field in Vacuum* (quantum vacuum) results in generation of electron-positron pairs, thus producing non-zero vacuum energy regarded as field energy

Zeldovich

 Torsion fields will appear in both electrostatic and electromagnetic radiation

 In many instances, the gamma counts fluctuated by thousands which represented a 3  6% difference in gross gamma count between the untrained control practitioners and trained healing energy practitioners within the short time periods analyzed

 When a massmis the source of disturbance, the phytons produce symmetrical oscillations along the axis given by the direction of the disturbance

phytons

 Thus, it stands to reason, that healers who can consciously increase the electromagnetic field surrounding their hands and, likewise, cause significant fluctuations in external gamma radiation around a subjects body, are also creating permutations in the torsion field and, subsequently, the Vacuum itself

 The superposition of all these torsion fields determines the intensity and spatial configuration of the characteristic torsion field of that substance
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 Moray; "tachyon fields" by Fienberg; "free energy" by Kelly; Niepers "gravitation field energy"; "space energy" by Schaffranke and Harris; "unified field" by Mahareshi-Jagelin; "emptiness energy" by Reichenbach; "vital magnetism" by Messmer; "bio-cosmic energy" by Hieronymus; "Mumia" by Paracelsus; "X-force" by Eemen; "N-radiation" by Biondio; "ponderomatoric forces" by Myshin; "radiation energy" by Abrams; "O-radiation or Orgonne" by Reich; "M-field" (morphogenic field) by Schaldrein and B

Fienberg

 For this discussion, the Vacuum/ZPF is being defined as "the locus of a vast energy field that is neither classically electromagnetic nor gravitational, nor yet nuclear in nature

rubberband

 To explain the effect, one can use the example of an unstretched rubberband of a certain length (say 2"):A-----------------------------BWhen forceqis exerted on point B such that the rubberband (massm) is stretched it will assume a new length of 3":A--------------------------------------------BThis, however, puts the system out of equilibrium such that when the force, or energy, dissipates, the rubberband does not immediately go back to a stable position 2" but, first, overcompensates by going to 1":A-------------BIn a recent gravity-shielding experiment involving lentil beans, the rest mass (pre-therapy) was 37

 Given matter polarization, it is manifested as the gravitational field

 They thus allow that the Vacuum field is disturbed not only by charge and mass, but also by classical spin

 Fourth, torsion fields are not required to follow the superposition principle

 This may be due, in part, to variations in lean body mass which contains the bodys primary gamma emitter, Potassium-40 (K40)

 This has left the field open to staunch criticism from medical professionals and scientists who overtly dismiss any possible healing effects from an "imaginery" aether

 crystal) would have an aggregate effect in terms of its torsion field

biomagnetic

 John Zimmerman discovered large frequency-pulsing biomagnetic fields emanating from hands of therapeutic touch practitioners during therapy as measured by an extremely sensitive magnetometer called a SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device)

Zimmerman

obtain

4During these experiments, external gamma radiation counts were recorded to obtain: (1) background control values, (2) resting control values (subjects in supine position), (3) no treatment baseline control values (with a person standing along side the subjects), and (4) treatment values (with therapist's hands gently placed on the subjects)

ConclusionThis new paradigm describing the "Spin Doctor," advances our scientific understanding of bioenergy healing modalities by analyzing studies and data in order to develop a theory that takes into account our current understanding of physics and expands upon it

 This research has postulated and tested the existence of "torsion fields

 Just as a magnet produces residual magnetization in a ferro-magnet, the torsion source creates residual polarization through acting upon the classical spin both at the levels of substance and the Physical Vacuum

 "In a laboratory of radiobiology of Perm University we have investigated the effect of static torsion field on mice

 The effects of therapeutic touch on state-trait anxiety level of oncology patients

When the phytons are spin-compensated, their orientation within the ensemble is arbitrary

" Russian scientist Akimov and his team consider the quantum vacuum as a universal torsion wave carrying medium

 In the framework of the theory of electro-torsion interactions, it is shown that if electrostatic or electromagnetic fields exist in some region of space, then there always exists torsion fields in that region of space

 But when a chargeqis the source of disturbance, the action produces a charge polarization of the Vacuum, as prescribed by quantum electrodynamics

beneficial

4,5Radiation hormesis is the concept of using small doses of ionizing radiation in a manner which has a beneficial affect on the body

 When the bioenergy healers energized it in a direction such that it reached a peak by decreasing in mass by about 0

Later tests, whereby the therapists and controls were moved three feet away from the detector and seated at the subjects head, demonstrated that significant drops occurred in female subjects interacting with trained therapists but not in males

18One pilot study demonstrated a decrease in the concentration of suppressor T-cells implying an increased immune response

10Torsion fields are generated by spin (considering classical spin) or by angular momentum

 The structure of the torsion field of every object can be changed by the influence of an external torsion field

 Inability to understand this has often been the cause of fruitless attempts to explain many of the phenomena related to sources of electromagnetic radiation in terms of purely electromagnetic phenomena

 And given spin polarization, the Vacuum manifests as a spin field

Interacting with the VacuumIt is therefore postulated here that bioenergy healers are creating permutations in the Vacuum or zero-point field (ZPF) via torsion fields, which, in turn, change the characteristics of the source massm(see Figure 1)

 The Vacuum then enters a state characterized by the oscillation of the phytons along their longitudinal spin-polarization; this is interpreted as a gravitational field (G- field)

 However, recent research may document the existence of healing energy and, further, describe a new paradigm for bioenergy healing which includes a plausible mechanism of action

 This gives the "spin field" (S- field), viewed as a condensate of Fermion pairs

2 Gy has definite positive effect on the immune system which can be considered as beneficial to the organism

 Possibly, we can conclude that life, and even mind, may be a manifestation of the constant, albeit subtle, interaction of the wave packets classically known as "matter" with the underlying physically real Vacuum field

6Similar frequency-pulsing biomagnetic fields were later measured and quantified from the hands of meditators and practitioners of yoga and QiGong using a simple magnetometer

Russian researchers have theorized that torsion fields may have both an elastic effect and a residual effect: both noticed in the previously described experiments with bioenergy healers

practitioners

therapeutic

 Psychoimmunologic effects of therapeutic touch on practitioners and recently bereaved recipients: a pilot study

 The torsion field is an extremely unusual entity

"11It is further supportive of the theory linking the gamma radiation fluctuations observed during healing energy therapy sessions and torsion fields when one considers how torsion fields are monitored

 However, gamma photons have also been identified as primary sources of torsion field

 Too often data which does not fit our current understanding is ignored rather than trying to develop a theory which can explain the previous data as well as the new

"3Such a system is said to create a "phyton" of which a dense ensemble of phytons are said to approximate a simplified model of the Vacuum field

low-dose

 This new model takes into account the well-known, and documented, beneficial effects of low-dose radiation as a potential mechanism in bioenergy healing

 If the spins of the embedded packets have the opposite sign, the system is compensated not only in charge, but also in classical spin and magnetic moment

Early results demonstrated that gamma radiation levels markedly decreased during therapy sessions of 100% of subjects and at every body site tested regardless of which therapist performed the treatment

Gamma radiation, torsion fields, and psi-phenomenaThus far it has been demonstrated and postulated that there is a connection between bioenergy healers, gamma radiation, and torsion fields

 "An alternative procedure for detecting and estimating torsion field has been proposed recently, consisting in measurement of natural radioactive background with some kind of ionizing radiation sensor

 In a radioactive decay rate study, which tested the ability of the healers to alter the constant gamma decay rate of Cs-137, the results indicated that the Cs-137 peak increased at some point during the therapy session but, post-therapy, plummeted to a level below the pre-test average (testing is still underway with additional healers and controls)

 This has also been hypothesized to represent a "self-regulation" of energy within the body and the surrounding electromagnetic field

 During the initial preliminary tests, total counts were recorded in 100-second trials separately over the crown, heart, abdomen and pelvic regions using a NaI(TI) crystal scintillator that detected gamma radiation from approximately 100 KeV to 3 MeV

 In fact, two males demonstrated "emissions" of gamma rays during the therapy sessions

3Furthermore, it has been stated and verified that the electromagnetic field can generate the torsion one

trained

 identified statistically significant decreases in extremely high-frequency electromagnetic fields, termed gamma rays, during alternative healing sessions with a trained practitioner and multiple subjects

8However, still missing from this research is a mechanism of action that can explain the connection between electromagnetic field increases and observed healing benefits reported in the current therapy literature

 These fields were 1000 times greater than the strongest human biomagnetic field7and were found to be in the same frequency range as those being tested in medical research laboratories for use in speeding the healing process of certain biological tissues

pre-test

 Several attempts to replicate these results by non-therapists demonstrated that the test mass could uniformly be made heavier; however, the rebound effect only returned the mass to its pre-test level and not beyond

healers

Abstract: This article outlines various studies which have shown a change in the measured gamma radiation near bioenergy healers

bioenergy

immune

 The experiments have shown that torsion field has immune-stimulating effect showing itself in the activation of both cellular and humoral parts of the immune system

 Instead, it is the originating source of the known electromagnetic, gravitational, and nuclear forces and fields

 The effect of non-contact therapeutic touch on the healing rate of full thickness dermal wounds

spontaneous


